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INTELLIGENCE ACTIVITIES-FEDERAL BUREAU OF
-INVESTIGATION

TUESDAY, NOVEMBER 18, 1975

U.S. SENATE,
SELECT COMMITTEE To STrY GOVERNMENTAL OPERATIONS

WITH RESPECT TO INTELLIGENCE ACTIVITIES,
Wahington, D.C.

The committee met, pursuant to notice, at 10:05 a.m. in room 318,
Russell Senate Office Building, Senator Frank Church (chairman)
presiding.

Present: Senators Church, Hart (Michigan),.Mondale, Huddleston,
Morgan, Hart (Coloiado), Goldwater, Mathias, and Schweiker.

Also present: William G. Miller, staff director; Barbara Banoff,
John Eliff, Michael Epstein;. Mark Gitenstein, professional- staff

members.
The CHAIRMAN. The hearing will please come to order.
The subject of the hearing this morning is the domestic intelligence

activities of the Federal Bureau of Investigation. The committee has
adopted a different procedure for this hearing. We have. directed com-
mittee counsel, Mr. Schwarz and Mr. Smothers, to present a report
on our investigation of FBI domestic intelligence operations. Repre-
sentatives of the FBI will appear tomorrow.for a discussion of these
matters.

These public hearings on the FBI concentrate on its domestic sur-
veillance programs. The committee has also undertaken an inqiuiry
into FBI intelligence activities relating to foreign espionage and na-
tional defense. However, the committee is conducting this latter part
of its investigation- in executive session, so that vital FBI operations
necessary for the national defense will not be impaired. Our final
report and recommendations will address both the domestic and for-
eign sides of FBI intelligence.

For 50 years, the Federal Bureau of Investigation has been an
outstanding law enforcement agency. The Supreme Court in the land-
mark Miranda case praised the FBI for its.exemplary record of effec-
tive law enforcement and respect for the rights of suspects in criminal
cases. But the FBI is not only a criminal law enforcement agency. It
has a domestic intelligence role which is separate from its criminal
investigations.

The very nature of our democracy demands that these activities
undergo periodic public scrutiny..Yet there has never been a full pub-
lic. accounting of FBI domestic intelligence operations. Therefore,
this committee has undertaken.such an. investigation. Its purpose is
not to impair the FBI's legitimate law enforcement. and counter-



espionage functions, but rather to evaluate domestic intelligence ac-
cording to the standards of the Constitution and the statutes of our
land. If fault is to be found, it does not rest in the Bureau alone. It
is to be found also in the long line of Attorneys General, Presidents,
and Congresses who have given power and responsibility to the FBI,
but have failed to give it adequate guidance, direction, and control.

Information is a powerful resource. One of the FBI's most signifi-
cant features is its system for efficiently processing, filing, and re-
trieving the data it gathers. The potential dangers in this system are
obvious. The late Francis Biddle, Attorney General in the 1940's,
warned the Nation about, and I quote his words, "The future use of
this great machine of detection, with its 10 million personal files, its
reputation grown sacrosanct, its obvious possibilities of misusing the
power it has won." Attorney General Biddle did not believe the FBI
could safely continue with what he called "the virtual freedom from
control." As our technological sophistication increases, the warning
of Francis Biddle grows ever more urgent.

Over 4 years ago, the Senate Subcommittee on Constitutional Rights
exposed the massive surveillance of Americans by the U.S. Army
intelligence system. Earlier this year we learned of extensive domestic
intelligence gathering by the Central Intelligence Agency. Now, we
look at the FBI, the most important domestic intelligence agency of
all. The Bureau's reports provided much of the raw material for both
Army intelligence and CIA domestic intelligence operations. Our own
hearings in September showed that FBI intelligence officers helped
develop the 1970 Huston plan, with an eye toward an even greater
expansion of surveillance programs directed against American
citizens.

Today we are here to review the major findings of our full investi-
gation of FBI domestic intelligence, Including the COINTELPRO
and other programs aimed at domestic targets, FBI surveillance of
law-abiding citizens and groups, political abuses of FBI intelligence,
and several specific cases of unjustified intelligence operations.

These hearings have one overriding objective: The development of
sufficient information for Congress to legislate appropriate standards
for the FBI. Attorney General Levi has undertaken a similar task
within the Justice Department, and we intend to work with him in
framing proper FBI guidelines. The Attorney General and Director
Kelley of the FBI will be invited to appear before the committee in
December to discuss recommendations for the future.

Now, before I turn to Senator Tower for his opening comments,
there is one other important point that I would like to stress and ask
members of the committee as well as the staff to give this point special
attention as we proceed this morning. Investigations such as these
which are designed to determine whether Government agencies are
infringing on the rights of citizens run the risk themselves of injuring
private citizens' rights unless great care is taken. The disclosure of
the contents of raw FBI files or characterizations or other derogatory
information in the course of this investigation should be avoided at
all costs by this committee, its staff, and its witnesses.

For that reason, I want to instruct the staff to refrain from men-
tioninq the names of private citizens as being the subject of FBI
surveillance unless permission has been given in advance by that person
or unless the information is already in the public domain. The docu-



ments the committee is releasing have already been excised, and I hope
that committee members in their questions will exercise the same
due care.

Now I would like to turn to the vice chairman of the committAe,
Senator Tower.

Senator TOWEi. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
First, at his request, I would like to explain the absence of Senator

Baker. He is the ranking Republican on the Public Works Com-
mittee which is at this moment considering some very vital and
critical environmental legislation, and therefore he cannot attend
the hearing.

Today, in a sense, the select committee comes home. For today,the select committee begins hearings designed to shed light upon the
Nation's domestic intelligence activities. Our purpose, however, is
not to conduct a legislative trial. In conducting these hearings, we
do not seek either to assign fault or to apportion blame. Rather, our
aim is to illuminate the policies and the practices of .our domestic
intelligence agencies. Our hope in so doing is that a complete record
and an informed public will assist the select committee in its difficult
task of evaluating the important intelligence work being done by
the FBI.

These matters, of course, must be seen.in perspective, and we must
always guard against magnifying at hearings what has been in prac-
tice only a very small segment of the undeniably valuable work done
by the FBI in the vital areas of crime detection and crime prevention.
While the select committee has been fully informed of those allega-
tions which have charged the Bureau with mistakes and excesses, we
are no less vividly aware of the great difficulties and the complex
problems -which the Bureau's intelligence arm has confronted over
the years.

As the chairman's remarks have indicated, today's hearing will
focus on the FBI, the most recent subject of our ongoing examination
of domestic intelligence functions. As with other governmental
agencies, our concern today is with the issues of authorization for
domestic intelligence 'activities and the privacy and other civil. rights
considerations raised by Government interventibn in the lives of
citizens. It is not our contention 'that all invasions are unwarranted.
However, our charter is to reassess current activities. To this end, the
staff's presentation will touch upon such controversial topics- as 'con-
fidential sources, informants, indexes, general warrants, disruptive
techniques, "black bag" iobs. COINTELPRO, and subversive activi-
ties. In an attempt at full disclosure,' reference will be made to such
widely divergent concerns its the Communist Pary, Black -Hate, the
Ku Klux Klan, Women's Liberation, the 'New Left, and radical
terrorism.

These next sessions will provide a full and forthright look at the
domestic intelligence mission of the Bureau. By so doing, by estab-
lishing a comolete and oven record of Bureau activity, the select com-
'mittee hones fully to discharge its responsibilities under Senate.Resolu-
tion 21. by adding to our nearly completed review of intelligence
action abroad, the critical and perhaps overriding element of what
hannens to our citizens at home.

Thank you, Mr. Chairman:
The CHAIRMAN. Thank you very much, Senator Tower.



Now, I have two further recommendations to make. I note by the
schedule that there will be a series of Senate votes this morning, and
that means that we need to come to some kind of understanding before
we commence.

There is an old story told about a justice of the peace in Idaho who
was a farmer, and he used to, so the story goes, get his trial going and
both sides giving their testimony, and then he would say, "Now, you
fellows just go ahead with your testimony while I go out and irrigate
the north 40." And today we

Senator TOWER. That is a Texas story, by the way.
The CHAIRMAN. It cannot be because you do not have water enough

to irrigate 40 acres.
We may be faced with that problem with the votes today, so I would

suggest that as the votes come on, Senators leave individually and
return so that the hearing itself is not constantly interrupted. That
way Senators will always be present. We will do that rotating, and the
hearing can go forward.

The only other recommendation I have is that to the extent possible,
and of course, this will not apply to the chairman and the vice chair-
man, but to the extent possible, other members of the committee are
requested not to ask questions that will interfere too much with the
continuity of the presentation, and then the questions can follow the
presentation. If Senators can restrain themselves, that would be
appreciated.

Now, I think that covers all of the announcements I have to make,
and I believe, in accordance with the custom of the committee, Mr.
Smothers and Mr. Schwarz should stand and be sworn.

Do you, the counsel of this committee, solemnly swear that all the
testimony you are about to give in these proceedings will be the truth,
the whole truth, and nothing but the truth, so help you God?

Mr. SCHWARZ. I do.
Mr. SMOTHERS. I do.

TESTIMONY OF FREDERICK A. 0. SCHWARZ, JR., CHIEF COUNSEL,
AND CURTIS R. SMOTHERS, COUNSEL TO THE MINORITY, SENATE
SELECT COMMITTEE TO STUDY GOVERNMENTAL OPERATIONS
WITH RESPECT TO INTELLIGENCE ACTIVITIES

The CHAIRMAN. Mr. Schwarz, would you please proceed?
Mr. SCHWARZ. Mr. Chairman, Mr. Vice Chairman, may I first state

that Mr. Smothers and I have divided this presentation. We are
entirely at one in our view as to the facts and our view as to what
should be presented. It has been an entirely cooperative and helpful
venture between the minority and majority staffs here.

I am going to start by outlining the subjects we are going to cover.
Before I do that I want to pick up on a comment that both the chair-
man and the vice chairman made about the objective of this set of
hearings being to develop the facts upon which decisions can be made
as to what should be done, and go back to 1938 when this whole pro-
gram of domestic surveillance started, for the second time in this
country, and put into the record what Director Hoover, the Attorney
General, and the President of the United States said to each other at
that time about the necessity to keep secret from the American people
the facts as to domestic surveillance by the FBI. This was written in
1938 and it reads as follows:



In considering the steps to be taken for the expansion which. then occurred "ofthe, present- structure of intelligence work, it is believed imperative that it beproceeded with the utmost degree of secrecy in order to avoid criticism or objec-tions which might be raised to such' an expansion by either ill-informed personsor individuals having some ulterior motive." . .'. "Consequently, it would seemundesirable to seek special legislation which would draw attention to the factof what is being done."

And as you know, no legislation, no special legislation relating to
the subject of the FBI and its domestic surveillance, has been sought
or enacted since that time.

Now, we intend this morning to cover six- broad subjects. Mr.
Smothers will follow -and deal with the size and the scope of FBI's
domestic intelligence activity. In essence, the proof will establish that
the targeted investigations. directed specifically at American citizens
and groups have numbered in the hundreds of thousands, that general
intelligence, that is, the simple collection of information about Ameri-
cans and what they are doing and what they are thinking, is infinitely
bigger than that, and that the requests, the annual requests to the FBI
for intelligence data on Americans, number in the millions.

Mr. Smothers will also. briefly cover the history of the FBI intelli-
gence program and demonstrate how there have been periodic changes
-since the 1920's, periods when people have believed this kind of activity.
is improper, and other periods where people have believed this kind-of
activity is essential, albeit kept secret.

We will then briefly discuss what the FBI 'collects' and what the
grist is for the mill of the Intelligence Division. There we will make
points about the extraordinary breadth of the desire for data and the
vagueness of the requirements by which the agents are instructed to
collect this extraordinary mass of data: for example, all information
on racial matters, whatever that may be.

We will -put before. you the fact that there have been repeated ex-
amples of the actual collection of personal data about the private lives
of American citizens, that that has not only been done, but that has been
done pursuant to instructions, and that there have been instructions to
use that material to specifically injure particular American citizens or
groups.

Now, we will also put before you the fact that there have been
instructions to collect the views. of people on issues, the views.of groups
on issues. This part of the hearing will also demonstrate that the in-
telligence investigation, once started, may just go on and on like a
river without stop, and without regard to whether or not informationhas been collected which is of any use whatsoever to a purpose of look-
ing for a criminal violation, or for dealing with any purpose con-
cerning .which one would have thought the Federal Government
ought to be collecting information.

For example, we will cite the case of Women's Liberation and will
read to you from a document in which the agent, based on several in-
formants, collects information about the Women's Liberation move-
ment, concludes women are interested in liberating themselves and im-
proving their lives and wish to be freed from the humdrum existence
of .being only a wife and mother, and what conclusion is reached after
that valuable information is delivered to the Bureau? "Continue to.
investigate."

We will demonstrate that in the case of a particular person, in-this
case Martin Luther King, the Bureau continued for 7 years to have



the most intensive possible investigation into him and his organiza-
tion. We will have another example of a religious group, not the
Southern Christian Leadership Conference, but another religious
group, where for 20 years the Bureau continued to collect information
on the group, hoping and hoping that it might find at some time that
it was genuinely a danger, and finding that it was not. The Justice
Department also instructed the Bureau to keep collecting information
in this case, so that it just never stops.

We will put before you information on an attitude which is prev-
alent in the intelligence field, that in effect indicates that a subject
for surveillance is to be regarded as guilty until proven innocent. For
example, I will read a quote relating to a civil rights leader in New
York where the New York office reported to the Bureau that the man
was not sympathetic to Communist causes, and the response from the
Bureau was as follows:

The Bureau does not agree with the expressed belief of the New York Office
that Mr. X is not sympathetic to the Party cause. While there may not be any
direct evidence that Mr. X is a Communist, neither is there any direct substan-
tial evidence that he is anti-Communist.

Therefore, the instruction is keep going, keep going, and hope to
find it.

That gentleman was subjected in the months surrounding that docu-
ment to three COINTELPRO actions designed to discredit. and
destroy him on the basis of a record where they said they could not
say he was a Communist, but the instructions were to keep going, you
might find that he is, and it has not been proven that he is not.

We will then turn to the subject of how the Bureau collects informa-
tion. We will tick off some of the particularly invasive techniques that
have been used, and pay special attention to the subject of informants,
which turns out to be by far the greatest source of information. We
will identify some of the key problems in the informants area for
which there is a whole day's hearing scheduled after Thanksgiving.

We will then turn, Mr. Chairman, to the question of dissemination
and use, talk about official dissemination to agencies ranging from
local law enforcement to Presidents, and then we will talk about
unofficial dissemination, whereby the Bureau uses what they call
friendly or cooperative news media to put out stories from their files
based upon information which they regard as harmful to the in-
dividuals whom they wish to injure.

We will then turn to certain examples of particularly troublesome
programs and incidents, programs to disrupt, discredit and destroy
groups and individuals, examples of the use of what is called misin-
formation to prevent dissenters from meeting or engaging in protest
activity, examples of efforts to neutralize people by breaking up their
marriages or ruining their jobs, examples of where decisions have
been made to risk the death of suspect individuals by intentionally
exacerbating tensions between groups known to be violence prone and'
known to have a desire to injure each other, where there were inten-
tional acts taken by the Bureau, with full authority, to exacerbate
that tension. We will give you some examples of the Bureau's electing
to, in effect, enter into the political arena-I mean political with a
small "p" and not party politics, but political arena in the sense of the



great social issues of this courtry. For example, in the'instance of the
civil rights area, the Bureau at one point had a plan to select a leader
who they thought ought to lead the blacks in this'country, and at the
same time to depose Martin Luther King, against whom they ran'their
most sustained and toughest program of any that we have seen.

As another example -of choosing sides on issues of importance to'
society, we will show you that after the 1968 Democratic.Convention,
the ihstructions went. out to Bureau officials to collect evidence to dis-
prove any allegations that police had mistreated demonstrators.

Finally, in the area of troublesome problems, we will identify for
you instances where the Bureau had been misused politically by higher
authoriity, selecting some examples of the Bureau's having leen asked
to intercede and to spy on people for directly political reasons, and
where higher authority has used the Bureau's information-gathering
resources to collect material on newsmen.

If we have time, Mr.. Chairman, after that litany of facts, we will
discuss serious probleis with respect to oversight and serious prob-
lems with respect to control, that are illustrated by such matters .as
the plan to lock up dissenters. For 20 years there was a plan to lock
up -dissenters, for 15 years perhaps, and it was a different plan than
the plan that Congress had approved. And the Justice Department
and the Bureau agreed to go ahead with their plan; a'broader plan to
lock people up beyond that time which the Congress had approved in
the Internal Security Act of 1950.

That is a broad outline of the subjects we are going to cover. Mr.
Smothers is going to discuss the history' and the size and the scope of
these operations.

Mr. SMOTHERS. Thank you, Fritz.
Mr. Chairman, our discussion of domestic intelligence has been and

will be very largely limited to the FBI and those executive agencies
charged with its supervision, largely because these agencies, the At-
torney General, and the-White House, together with the FBI, have the
primary responsibility for the domestic- intelligence iii thig country.

Now, there are some activities undertaken by other agencies. Our
own investigatibn indicates that those ,raise identical issues, or are
rather minimal, conducted in cooperation with the Bureau.

Now, the issues that we will.not cover in detail in-this presentation
are really those that have been previously examined in our look at the
Huston plan, CIA- domestic operations, and of course,.the use of the
IRS for nontax purposes.-

I think that it might be helpful, before a detailed examination of
some of the points Fritz has mentioned, for us to present a very brief
overview of how the FBI is organized-the nature, if you will, of the
animal which we are discussing here today. The functional organiza-
tion chart, which is exhibit 1,' indicates that the headquarters of the
Bureau is organized primarily in three divisions. As with hany gov-
ernmental entities, you will see it is heavily weighted in the area of
administration; the second division engages planning, evaluation, and
inspection; and the third division is the one with which we will be
primarily concerned today, the so-called investigation division.
Actually our concern -will be with a small component of the Intelli-
gence Division.

1See p. 347.



The general Intelligence Division is really organized into two basic
elements. You will see to the right of the chart which is exhibit 21
the denomination "Counterintelligence." Now, we will not be discus-
sing the counterintelligence method today. This involves primarily
the FBI's efforts to deal with the activities of unfriendly foreign gov-
ernments in the United States, largely counterespionage.

In looking to the internal security functions, the remainder of the
Intelligence Division outlined on the chart, we see that the FBI has
taken the approach that there are really two primary areas of concern,
in addition to an item appearing as IS-3, which is largely the re-
search effort in the intelligence organization.

The first organization you see as IS-1 concerns itself with the so-
called extremists, and we see here the so-called black nationalist
groups, the white hate groups, the other groups promoting civil
disorder.

And then we turn to IS-2, the unit concerned with another kind of
extremist activity, largely the so-called subversive activity, the pre-
occupation with the Communists, the Trotskyites, and other people
believed to be motivated primarily by foreign nationals.

It should be pointed out that the Intelligence Division really rep-
resents a small share of the investigative effort of the FBI. The Gen-
eral Investigative Division that we saw on the larger chart deals with
many of the traditional law enforcement issues. We're talking here
about bank robbery, kidnapping, civil rights violations, mail frauds.
The minority of issues dealt with by the Intelligence Division really
does not amount to an even near majority of the allocation of the FBI's
resources. In fiscal 1975, approximately 18 percent of the $440 million
budget, approximately $82 million, was devoted to the entire intelli-
gence effort.

Now, any breakdown between counterespionage and domestic intel-
ligence becomes extremely difficult for two reasons.

First, the manner of the FBI's recordkeeping in terms of costs has
not been very defined or precise; and second, the FBI has indicated to
us, and we are impressed by the fact, that a further breakdown would
really result in a significant revelation of how much is going into coun-
terintelligence, and we feel that revelation of that would serve no
useful purpose and indeed might do a significant harm.

In looking at the headquarters operation, I think it is important
that we not lose sight of the assets, the capabilities employed by the
Agency in the total organization, the resources it brings to bear in the
carrying out of any policies developed at headquarters level. The
Bureau, with its 59 field offices staffed by more than 9,500 special
agents, maintains a data bank on citizens which includes criminal in-
formation, and this investigative data bank contains more than 50
million cards. The resource of the bank grows daily, as the FBI con-
ducts more than 2 million of the name-check kind of investigations
that we will talk about later, more than 2 million name checks annually.

Since 1939 the Bureau has compiled more than 500,000 dossiers on
American citizens, adding 65,000 to this total in 1972 alone. This bank
of information is constantly fueled by arrest records, fingerprint files,
taps, information of informants, and a myriad of other sources we
will discuss a little later. And I think when we talk about the tremen-

1 See p. 348.



dous capability, we ought to have some concern for the fact that we
are not raising what is essentially new business.. The debate on the
propriety of this effort -has really gone on for some time. In fact, it
might be helpful to take just a brief look at the evolution of the
intelligence function.

In 1919 the then-Director J. W. Flynn decided that the Bureau,
and Iquote, "required a vigorous and comprehensive investigation of
anarchists and Bolshevists, along with kindred agitations advocating
change in the present form of government."

He took the; position at-that time that the FBI's effort should not
be limited to investigations of violations of existing law, but indeed,
could extend to investigations of legislation that may be enacted in the
future. ' .

This is an important determination, because in 1919.the general in--
telligence effort was then vested in the office Lof the Attorney General.
Mr. Hoover was then in charge of that effort and it was the Flynn
endorsement that led to the development, or the first development,
of an, indexing system for information retrieval on the activities of
these radicals' and activists and other persons of a- revolutionary
character. .

It was-after. objection to this kind of collection by such legal scholars
as Roscoe Pound, Felix Frankfurter, and Charles Evans Hughes, that
we begin t6 see the first debate on the question. The debate, of course,
was speeded by actions: that the FBI was involved in such as the
famous Palmer Red raids. . -

In 1924, Harlan Fiske Stone became Attorney General of the United
States and took the position that the Bureau's activities in this regard
should become more circumspect.. He raised the danger of a police
state and indicated that the business of inquiring into political or other
opinions iwas to be avoided liy the agency.
. At this time Mr. Hoover readily agreed with Mr. Stone ind indicated

that except for investigations of' matters concerning penal statutes or
the violation of penal statutes, such investigations would not cease,
and our records and investigation indicate that-they probably didcease
until we become concerned later in the developing political atinosphere,
raising the specter of Fascism and Communism.

In 1936, coincidentally, the then-Attorney General Was away from
Washington. Mr. Roosevelt became very'concerned about what we were
doing about the Fascists and Communists in this country and invited
Mr. Hoover to come over and discuss the matter with him. Mr. Hoover
did, and indicated that- indeed we coikld be concerned aboit-the busi-
ness of domestic intelligence. There was some problem'with author-
iiation, but-it was resolved that it *ould-not be difficult to seize upon
a little-noticed provision in the-FBI's appropriationallowing the FBI
to conduct domestic intelligence when.requested to do so by the De-
partment of State. Ouir research does not indicate -that this was a
budgetary problem, but largely one of finding some authorization for
the agency to hang its hat on. -.

We get a second authorization of this in 1939' when we involve the
military, agini pursuant to an F. D. R. direction, ii- ihe business of
assisting the FBI on matters of espionage, counterespioriage, and
sabotage.



The next significant development of the process comes in 1962 when
we recognize that the function has not only becomes somewhat bifur-
cated, but maybe difficult to be controlled centrally. The then-Presi-
dent Kennedy transfers the oversight authority with respect to this
function to the Attorney General.

While some specific programs that we will talk about later have
been discontinued, the Intelligence Division remains essentially intect
and the intelligence effort does go on.

In a general sense, it is important that we have some feeling for the
nature and form of this effort. Basically, intelligence conducted by the
Bureau breaks down into two forms: so-called general intelligence,
which is a collection of information regarding groups, movements, or
categories of individuals, which is basically trend and development-
kind of reporting; the second category is the so-called targeted investi-
gation or targeted intelligence, which is designed to determine whether
an individual or a group is in fact subversive, extremist, or other-
wise objectionable.

Now to get a feeling for what general intelligence has meant to the
Bureau, it is useful to note some of the matters that have been looked
into under the mandate to conduct general intelligence. In a memo of
November 1970 the FBI noted that it was conducting general intelli-
gence investigations of all black student unions and similar campus
groups. In 1968, the same kind of standard was applied to any demon-
strations by persons opposing intervention in Vietnam. A 1972 memo
points to the need to identify and report back to headquarters on the
identities of organizations and speakers, together with any leading
activists involved in any protest demonstrations, without further de-
fining protest demonstrations. They seem to conduct the general in-
telligence with a fairly even hand.

In 1968, the issue of busing was already alive and the FBI deter-
mined that there was a need to investigate neighborhood groups known
to sponsor demonstrations against integration or busing.

New Left organizations entered the general investigation spectrum
in 1970, when all individuals belonging to whatever was to be defined
as "New Left" were to be investigated as a part of the general intelli-
gence effort.

Now, the problem with the distinction offered here is that when one
tends to look at the effect of this investigative effort, it is virtually im-
possible to assess the impact of general intelligence. We have some data
on the business of targeted investigations. The targeted figures, though,
also are of fairly limited value because they only tell us what has been
targeted by the headquarters of the Bureau. We do not know, for ex-
ample, the targets identified in the field. We are unable to determine
in terms of any cause-effect analysis, any first amendment impact, any
chilling effect that may simply result from knowledge of the target.
Keeping this in mind, it may be helpful, though, to 'look at the process
of targeting investigation, as we have been able to find it.

We will begin with the investigation of the so-called subversive in-
vestigations. You will note that on the investigation of subversives,
and we will talk a little further about the question of definitions here,
largely we are talking about Communists, Communist-infiltrated orga-
nizations, organizations or persons involved in the overthrow or per-
ceived overthrow efforts against the Government. As we see from ex-



hibit 3,' we go through a series of ups and downs after the late fifties,a period of relative dormancy through the sixties, until we get to the
1971-72 time frame where we see a new emergence of interest.

Now the labels here are exceedingly dangerous because, as we will
develop later on, the labeling of subversive activities was often used
as a basis to investigate organizations which did not, at least publicly,
advocate a subversive purpose. The subversives are largely a fore-
runner effort.

About 1959 we introduced a new category of dangerous persons to be
investigated, the so-called extremists.

Exhibit 4 2 is a chart depicting investigations of extremists. Until
the termination of some of these significant programs about 1973 and.
1974, we see a fairly steady climb in the investigation of extremist
activities. We are in, and moving relatively rapidly through, a period-of the development of the so-called New Left, of the emergence of the
so-called Black Nationalists, and the Bureau decision to concentrate
on the so-called White Hate groups, the.Klan and kindred kinds of
organizations.

An interesting observation from a look at both the subversive and
the extremists charts, though, is a coming together in the 1971-72
time frame, the highlight of this aggressive investigation technique.

Now again, in any attempt to say "what did it all add up to?" or
was it really worth the effort? "-I think even a-mild view of the sit-

uation' would' reflect that we are really trying to ahalyze what
amounted to a kind of vacuum-cleaner approach to the area of inves-
tigation. We see here a move into the views on politics and personal
life. When we add that kind of complicating data to the raw infor-
mation of whether an individual belongs to a certain group or espouses
certain views, it becomes difficult to make any significant kind of cost-
benefit analysis.

As we will see later on, this matter is further skewed by the Bureau's
own meddling in the areas that it was investigating, the so-called
COINTELPRO efforts, which may have indeed changed the results
of some of the facts found as a result of the investigations.

But one attempt that has been made with respect to the issue of as-
sessment was attempted by the General Accounting Office earlier this
year after a review of FBI efforts. Taking the approach of looking at
the prosecution's or law enforcement initiatives resulting from the
FBI efforts, GAO, in looking at 675 cases studied, identified 16 of them
that had been referred for prosecution, less than 3 percent,. 7 prosecu-
tions actually initiated, and a total of 4 convictions.

If we look at it as a purely intelligence effort, the results are not
significantly more impressive. In fact, one could argue that they are
less impressive. In only 12 instances of the cases looked at did the
FBI gain any advaiice knowledge of planned activities, and 5r per-
cent of those cases revealed no association with objectionable organiza-
tions or no illegal-objectionable activities.
- I guess the bottom line comes very close to raising questions of why

we should do this if we are faced with; one, a paucity of prosecutionsand, two, no indication of a preventive effectiveness, no indication that
this effort is going to assist the FBI in stopping the commission of il-
legal or subversive activities.

'See p. 349.
S See p. 350.



With that overview of where we have been and what the result has
been from it, I think it might be helpful if we could turn our attention
back to a point that Fritz had mentioned earlier and look at the men-
tality, the theme, the approach of the Bureau with respect to what
it was going to go after, and who were going to be its targets.

Senator TOWER [presiding]. Mr. Schwarz?
Mr. SCHWARZ. Mr. Chairman, before turning to that, let me make

one observation about the exceeding danger of these labels that the
Bureau throws into its programs: subversive, extremist, dangerous
persons, violent revolutionary. Let me just give two examples.

The Southern Christian Leadership Conference is a group of min-
isters, nonviolent-no doubt about that in our history, and we all know
that. But they were labeled by the Bureau, assigned the label of "Black
Hate group," for the purpose of an attack against them, designed
to destroy and disrupt them. They were characterized as being among
the groups having violent leaders. So we have to be extremely care-
ful of these labels. A language has lost its meaning if groups like the
SCLC become labeled as Black Hate groups or as violence-prone.

Second, let us remember the danger of the attitude that says the facts
don't matter, and my example of Mr. X, where the New York office of
the Bureau came in and said "there's no evidence that he supports
the Communists," and the Bureau said, "well, keep going because
there is no clear evidence that he doesn't."

And finally, picking up on that point, Justice Jackson, when he was
Attorney General, spoke of the terrific problems in the past and today
that result from using these labels like "subversive" and "extremist,"
saying, "Some of our soundest constitutional doctrines were once
punished as subversive. We must not forget that it was not so long
ago that both the term republican and the term democrat were epi-
thets with sinister meaning to denote persons of radical tendencies
that were subversive of the order of things then dominant."

I see Senator Tower there laughing, and you always have a better
quote when we give one.

Senator TOWER. That suspicion may linger in some minds yet.
Mr. SCHWARZ. Before turning to the subject of overbreadth, I want

to add a comment about the material made available to us by the
Bureau. The Bureau, commencing in July, when we reached an agree-
ment with the Attorney General, has been exceedingly cooperative.
We had great difficulties before then, but after that point, once there
was an agreement with the Attorney General, they were indeed very
cooperative, and we did see the full files, absent only the names of
informants.

However, this staff, in the course of the past few weeks, has made
an analysis, prepared by Mark Gitenstein, which indicates very
strongly that after the death of Director Hoover, substantial numbers
of relevant, highly pertinent, and sensitive Bureau documents were
destroyed. This came to our attention first in the spring when the
Attorney General revealed that there was something called the Official
and Confidential files of the Director himself.

The Attorney General, then, on his own motion, and at our request,
had an investigation of another kind of file which had come to our
attention called the personal file, and an extensive investigation was
undertaken 'by the Attorney General, and the results [exhibit 5 1]

I See p. 351.
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were furnished to us a couple of months ago.
Now, you all will remember the "black bag" job memo with the"Do

Not File" procedure. In the course of examining that document very
closely, it became clear to us that in a very dim handwritten indication.
in the upper right hand-corner-

Senator TOwER. Mr. Schwarz, would you yield at that point?
Mr.* SCHWARZ. Yes.
Senator TowER. On the matter of destruction of documents, is it

correct that the responsibility, for the destruction has not been pin-
pointed on any specific basis? -

Mr. SCHWARZ. That is correct. We are not going to-allege respon-
sibility or knowing destruction. We are going to describe the facts
as to what we have now discovered and deduce.from the indicia on
these documents. Yes, indeed, it could have happened before his death,
Senator. -

In handwritten form there is the notation "PF" in the upper right
-hand corner of the "black bag'? job memorandum, and we determined
that PF meant personal file. But this document [exhibit 61] was found
in the 0. & C. file. Then, pursuing the investigation, we determined
that what had happened is that before his death Mr. Hoover had the
opportunity to go through at least letters A through C on the so-called
personal files, and- transfer certain official docuinents into the so-called
Official and Confidential files, but that that effort was not continued
for the files, after letter D, and all of the personal files, the so-called
personal files were destroyed after Mr. Hoover's death, and therefore,
what- was lost to the ability to assess what happened in the past we
cannot know. We can only guess that there may well have been docu-
ments like the "black bag" job, "Do.Not File" documents, which hap-
pened to be-at letter B, in letters-D through Z that are now lost to
scrutiny. We do not know that, but that is a-surmise.

The CHAIRMAN [presiding]. Now, the Department undertook its
own investigation as to why the personal files of Mr: Hoover were
destroyed, did it not?.

MrSCHWARz. Yes, it did, Senator.
The CHAIRMAN. And have you testified while I was voting that

the investigation of the Department, a copy of which was furnished
to this committee, turns out to be incomplete?

Mr. SCHWARZ. Well, I wouldn't want to-
The CHAIRMAN. I want to ask you about that because I wanted it to

be fairly stated.
Mr. SCHWARZ. We have been able, Senator, to go.further than theyhave because of the hint that was given by that PF initial up in the

upper, right-hand corner of the "black bag" job document. We have
no reason to think that they intentionally failed to find that. They just
did not.

'The CHAIRMAN. In other words, you are not charging the FBI with
-having furnished the Attorney General with an incomplete report out
of any intention to deceive him.

Mr. SCHWARZ. No, Sir.
* The CHAIRMAN. And the only reason it turned out to be incomplete
was because of later iiformation that was turned up by the commit-
tee staff.

'See p. 357.



Mr. SCHWARZ. Turned up by our staff people, who then analyzed
the matter further.

The CHAIRMAN. It was turned up initially by our staff, then it was
analyzed further by the Bureau and now it has been turned over to
the Attorney General.

Mr. SCHWARZ. Well, I assume it has been turned over to the Attor-
ney General. I do not think I have said anything he does not know,
Senator. Yes; I am correct.

The CHAIRMAN. Very well, thank you.
Mr. SCHWARZ. Now, getting back to this problem of the extraordi-

nary breadth of the investigative activity, I read a portion to you of
the document concerning Mr. X, where despite the finding and the
suggestion from New York that he was not a Communist, the instruc-
tion was "continue, continue until you have been proven negative."
That document went forward to set forth the standard in that case, but
it appears to be the generally applicable standard within the Bureau
as to the kind of coverage that is necessary on any matter in which
they are interested. And reading into the record what was said, "The
Bureau cannot adjudge as adequate any coverage which does not
positively provide to the Bureau 100 percent of the intelligence relat-
ing to the Communist influence in racial matters."

Now, in fact, the Bureau not only sought 100 percent of the evidence
with respect to that matter, but simply 100 percent of the information
that could be obtained with respect to racial matters generally. Every
demonstration, every protest was to be reported to the Bureau.

In the area of what they characterize as the New Left, an example of
the overbreadth of the requirements for information laid on the field
can be found in the document that is exhibit 17 1, and in this document
the Director of the FBI issued an instruction to all special agents of
the Bureau as to the kind of information that he wanted them to
collect and report on.

Now, the number of items in the report are in letters from A through
R, and numbers under each one of those entries. I will just refer to
a couple of the specific examples of what the FBI agents are required
to report in from the field.

In the area of finances, it sought the so-called angels for the group.
In the area of publications, describe all the publications. In the area
of religion, the policy of the organization relating to its approach to
religion, and any vehement statements made against religious bodies
by leaders; conversely, any statements of support for the movement by
religious groups or individuals. In the area of political activities, any
and all political activities in which so-called New Left leaders are
involved, and details relating to their position taken on political mat-
ters, including efforts to influence public opinion, the electorate and
government bodies. In the area of education, all information concern-
ing courses given, together with any educational outline, and together
with what is the assigned or suggested reading. In the area of so-called
social reform, all information on activities in connection with demon-
trations aimed at social reform, whatever that may be. In the area of
labor, all information including all activity in the labor field. With
respect to the public appearance of leaders, the identity of any leader

1 See p. 393.



who makes a public appearance on radio and, television and who
appears before groups; for example, labor, church and minority
groups. And in connection with such appearances, the identity of the
group sponsoring the speakerand a succinct summary of the subject
matter discussed. In the area of mass media, influence of the New Left
on mass media and any indication of support of the New Left by the
mass media, a wholly comprehensive listing of everything-those peo-
ple thought oi' did on any *subject you can.imagine their -having a
concern with.

As the next example of h'ow the FBI seeks out information scarcely
relevant to subjects that we had thought the Bureau was concerned
with, as in the area of Women's Liberation, there is report after report
about meetings of women who got together to talk about their prob-
lems. Now, how the Bureau got this information is not entirely clear,
but it'is apparently by informants. So.we have informants running
all over the c6intry checking ip about what housewives are talking
about intheir efforts to decide whether women should have a different
role in this' society; reports 6 n, 'particular women' who said why they.
had' come to the meeting and how they felt oppressed sexually or other-.'
wise; reports on such important matters as the release of white mice
by women at a protest demonstration; reports on such other important
matters as the' interest of the Women's Liberation movement in zap-
ping the Miss, America Pageant in Atlantic City by protesting the
standards and whatever else theyprotested in Atlantic City.'

And my favorite.example concerning the Baltimore Women's Lib-
eration movement is a document, exhibit 7, which wassent not only.
to the FBI, but to three military 'agencies for some reason; a document
in which there is along discussion of the origins, aims and purposes
of the group, its location, its pamphlets, and in concluding on the pur-
poses of the group, it comes up with such'important findings as that
women that wanted a purpose, and that was to free them from the
humdrum existence of being only a wife and mother. They wanted
equal opportunities that men have in-the working society and so forth,
nothing to do with violence, nothing to do with these labels of subver-
sion and extremism. And what is the conclusion on the document?
"We will continue to follow and report the activities of the Women's
Liberation movement."

The CHAIRMAN. How did they find any time to investigate crime?.
Mr. SCHWARZ. I don't know, Senator. I don't know. There is a lot

of effort going into this stuff. There is a lot of effort going into it.
There is paper after paper. We see tracks of informants and what does
it all do? What is it worth?

I have talked already about those labels, "subversive" and "ex-
tremist" and how loose they are.and how they are applied. They say
"violence" for nonviolent groups.. Under subversive and extremist
subjects, they 'are instructed again to look at all of the ideas; all of
the associations, women's matters and groups, farmers' matters and
groups, youth matters and groups, the "Negro question," legislative
activities, third party movements. I am reading from the instructions
to the Bureau in the manual in 1960. "Candidates for public-office,
veterans matters, religion and religious bodies, bookstores, education,
mass organizations, industry, including.labor unions," again the most.

1 See p. 860.



wide catalog that could be imagined of the affairs of American citi-
zens. I have nothing further on the subject of the breadth of these
activities, these investigations. I have made the point previously that
they go on and on and on, 7 years for King, 15 years for a religious
group which they couldn't prove was subversive or not, but the instruc-
tion was to keep trying.

Mr. Smothers has the subject now of the gathering techniques, the
ways in which the FBI collects information.

Mr. SMOTHERS. In looking at the question of how they gather in-
formation, we begin to focus on perhaps the most serious problem
before this committee and the most serious issues faced by the staff,
and that is the question of control, and indeed what should be
controlled.

The easier questions, although they have been the subject of some
of the more extensive invasions, center around control of the machines:
the wiretaps, the bugs. We have had an example of Attorney General
approval of wiretapping. We have, indeed, court procedures for the
approval of such efforts. The situations with the bugs has become a
more refined problem and one that has gone with much less regula-
tion, indeed, for a very long time with the belief that the Bureau
could do it when appropriate, particularly in cases that would be
labeled counterespionage efforts.

We do not have a lot of data on the machines. We know that with
regard to the electronic surveillance conducted without a warrant,
the number probably never exceeded 100 in any given year and that
this kind of invasion was for all practical purposes stopped in 1972.

While we were focusing, though, on the machines in much of the
legal discussion, the investigative effort, the intelligence effort of the
Bureau was gradually stepping up the use of the so-called human
resources. Of course the primary example of human resources is the
so-called informant.

We are going to talk a little bit about the kinds of informants later,
but we should be particularly aware of the fact that unlike the activi-
ties conducted with machines, no warrant was required to use an in-
formant as the basis for invasion into an individual's privacy.

If you would look to the chart which is exhibit 8,1 we see a survey
conducted by the GAO to try to trace for us the sources of the infor-
mation gathered by the Bureau. Up in the No. 1 position we have the
use of informants, the warrantless invasion in one person's affairs by
another, ranking 83 percent; police confidential sources account for
74 percent of techniques employed by the Bureau to gather intelligence.
We get a little bit away now from law enforcement and we get into
things like motor vehicle departments of the various States, the
utilities companies. They are great for locating people for determin-
ing matters such as the expenditures of individuals or organizations.
Educational records and State employment agencies also help to locate
individuals.

Fifty percent of the time this kind of source was utilized, according
to GAO. I must say "according to," as we are now under oath, and rely-
ing upon somebody else's research with respect to these areas. In
fact, when we get to electronic surveillance here, we find that it ac-
counts for only 5 percent, and that other kinds of human efforts, like

I See p. 367.



surreptitious entry and mail openings, which we discussed earlier,
account for a mere 1 percent of what is gained in the way of informa-
tion. And this chart tells a part of the story and gives us.some idea of
where the Bureau might reach for information ..

What it leaves out and what I.think we must spend just a moment
on here is how we define some of these categories. Let us take our
informants, for example. In examining the FBI's approach to the
question of informants-w.e found that we were looking at a fairly
structured program in terms of gaining information from individuals
who.may have had contact with subjects. Perhaps one of the largest
programs was the so-called ghetto informant program. The FBI
pointed 'out that it was necessary. in situations of potential violence
to gain information fiom laborers,. clerks, housewives, businessmen,
anybody.

In August 1968, we had 3,248 racial ghetto-type informants, as they
were called, in this country. The'number goes to 4,500 in March of
1970. By October we were at 6,000. It reached. its peak in 1972 with
7,500 ghetto informants spread across the country, the FBI sort of
encouragimig, and even some indication of enforcing, a. kind of quota
program with respect to, the ' developminent of ghetto informants.

This rather terse definition here as to -why the ghetto informant
was necessary and what he was supposed to do, is merely a reflection
of the fact that we could use persons oiitside of the groups in question
to.provide the kind of general intelligence information that was
necessary for the FBI to gather..

In addition.to the ghetto informants, we found that there was asep-
ariate and rather structured informant program aimd directly. at
extremists. Tis was kind of a successor effort after we abandoned the
ghetto informants in 1973 and the, target now is to get information on
extreinsts. .

.. By an FBI riiemorandum of March 1973, we find.the development
of' a inew categ6ry-actifaly three new categories of informants-,
and here the rigidity of bureaucracy helps us explain to the field the
purpose of our efforts. The first category is the potential extremist in-
formant, a person who might be in a position to know something.
They werei't terribly sure about him. He was to be taken on-a 1-year
trial. After 6 moniths, the potential extremist informant would be
evaluated. -If he was 'not producing anything, they- would consider
whether or not to get rid of him. If he did not get elevated to the level
of extremist informant within a period of 1 year, then he was to be
eliminated. .have .

Extremist informants have obtained, a new status, a special kind of
qualification under the Bureau's guidance. It took at least 6 months
to move from potential extremist informant to full blown extremist
informant. Then to be sure they had-covered, the neighborhood, the
confidential sources extremist, informant was developed,: and he. is
defined by the Bureau as "an individual who is willing 'to cooperate
with the Bureau by furnishing extremist information brought to his
attention by'virtue of his position in the community, his employment,,
or in view of his background in- extremist activities."

.I guess the shorthand for that would be the turncoats. We discovered
still another soirce of hunian information or himan.source informa-
tion*with the Bureau's development of.what we have loosely labeled
"notionals" and what I call fake or quasi-fake organizations.



One such effort is noted in a letter from an internal FBI memoran-
dum, calling the Director's attention in 1967 to the fact that the
Bureau had set up an entire klavern of the Klan composed of Bureau
informants, and that they paid the expenses of setting up the orga-
nization. And apparently at its height, this group of informants was
designed to attract membership from one of the main Klan groups.

Now in paying the expenses of the new person, if you will, the
purpose was to develop here a separate source of information. The idea
with respect to the Klan did not involve an entire group of Klansmen.
This was a core group developed and based on informants and ex-
panded later to 250 members. The entire group development was done
with respect to the W.E.B. Dubois clubs, which had in its rolls an
entire group of Bureau informants and fictitious individuals. The pur-
pose of this chapter was to really frustrate the efforts of the American
Communist Party by causing the Party the additional expense of
sending organizers into an area and funding the organization's effort,
mediums, and literature.

Another effort that has become a product of the human sources and
which was used as a kind of spur to spark the surfacing of additional
information was the use of fake correspondence or fake newsletter-kind
of information, which by virtue of the articles presented therein would
cause other persons to come forth and either challenge or supplement
material.

Now we have talked a bit about the use of State agencies and other
police agencies that would provide the FBI with information.

I think we have talked previously to the fact that the FBI also relied
upon the efforts and assistance of the Internal Revenue Service from
time to time as a source of information gathering.

We will talk a little more on this later on when we come to the
COINTELPRO but we must be aware of the fact that this informa-
tion gathering was closely allied to the use of this very same infor-
mation as a basis for spurring agencies to create problems for the
individual or to conduct investigations, or in the case of IRS, to
conduct audits or other efforts that would detract from the person's
organizational activity or protest efforts.

In addition to IRS, our investigation reveals that other sources were
indeed, the Postal Service, the Passport Agency, Immigration and
Naturalization, the CIA, of course, and to some limited extent, the
Customs officials.

After the Bureau gathered this tremendous reservoir of information
utilizing the various techniques, one of the things we found important
to track was what happened to the information. We know that on
these 15 million data cards and the tremendous files we have up there,
there is information as to what the Bureau is doing, who gets the
intelligence data, and under what circumstances.

Fritz will start with a review of the official dissemination of that
information.

Mr. SCHWARZ. I want to add one further example of another kind
of problem.

In 1965 and running for at least 3 years, the Bureau created a fictional
organization called the Committee for Expansion of Socialist Thought
in America, which was set up to publish a newspaper purporting to
be from genuine persons and which newspaper was designed to attack



the Communist Party, U.S.A. from the so-called Marxist right. This
was a wholly fictional organization which was presented to the Ameri-
can public as if it were a real publication by real people, instead of
being-a pseudopublication by members of the FBI.

Mr. SMOTHERS. Fritz, we might add, too, to that information on
sources that during. much of the period, we looked at the FBI's access
to banking records which appeared to be fairly extensive, particularly
when the investigation was initiated by the indication that it had- to
do with the investigation-of subversives, as opposed to extremists.

Mr. SCHWARZ. Now the gamut of official distribution runs, as we
said earlier, from the local police to the President of the United States.

I call your attention to a memorandum which is exhibit 9,' which
deals wittisthe so-called FBI intelligence letter for the President., a
program that commenced in 1969. The document sets out the kind of
information which the Bureau instructed its agents to collect and send
in to headquarters for transmission by the Bureau to the President
of the United States. It was initially sent only to the President and
the Attorney General. At some point the name of the Vice President
was added to the list of persons who received this special letter, known
as the "Inlet" letter. The kind of information which. is called for is
set forth. I call your attention to item 6, in which the agents were
instructed to collect and the Bureau intended to.disseminate to the
President "items with an unusual twist or concerning-promilient per-

.sonalities which inay be of special interest to the President or the
Attorney General."
I The Inletprogram was stopped as a particular.program-in Decem-

ber of 1972. The document which suspended the -particular program,
however, instructed the field to continue to collect the information
and noted-that changes-in communications capability, including the
ability to afford immediate teletype disseminations of such data to
the White House, made the special letter on that necessary.In connection with other examples of official dissemination, we have
called to your attention previously a case prior to the Democratic
Convention in 1968 in which the FBI obtained information which
they believe to be used to neutralize a professor who sought to go to
the Democratic Convention, and-tthe FBI field. office proposed, and
the.Director approved, that that information be sent to the IRS for
the, express purpose of seeking to induce an investigation -of thisprofessor's tax matters for the express purpose of making it harder
for him to go to the Democratic 1968 convention.

- Curt Smothers. is-going to deal now- with the general subject-.of
nofficial. dissemination. .

Mr. SifOTHERS. A use or a dissemination of information which has
.often been referred to as an illegal use of the Bureau-at the 1964
Democratic-Convention-showed how information which may have
indeed been relevant to law enforcement or had a basis in law enforce-
ment was used as a start and then simply expanded. There was an indi-
cation in the 1964 Democratic Convention that violence may erupt.and
the Bureau was called upon to -supply information regarding the
potential for violence--I am assuming both on a Federal level and to
assist local law enforcement officials.

I See p. 368.



In addition to that, after infiltration of various groups, the chal-
lenged plan to the Mississippi convention, -the plans of those who
challenged the official delegation, were developed by the FBI and
submitted to the White House through the White House staff. The
plans of Dr. King, the plans of CORE, the plans of SNCC with re-
spect to activities at the convention were also communicated both as
they related to efforts to disrupt, as well as general political strategy at
the convention.

This was accomplished really through a complete infiltration of
these groups, and when it became apparent, as in the case of the Mis-
sissippi challenge, that it might be politically expedient to have some
information to discredit the group, the FBI provided that also by
providing some bookkeeping data on the organization and its funding
sources.

We see this same kind of unofficial dissemination occur after the
critics of the Warren Commission began to surface, and the White
House was a bit concerned about these persons who were criticizing the
Warren Commission. The FBI is directed here to gather information
on those persons, information which extended to their personal lives,
indeed, down to their sex activities.

The name-check process was often used as a basis of getting a clearer
fix on people who had begun to criticize the administration.

In several cases we have identified news correspondents of major
networks who apparently at one point or another earned the White
House's ire and were the subject of name checks. The names of a num-
ber of reporters from major newspapers pop up immediately after
revelations or accusations about misconduct or activities of the White
House.

We even got to the point where the name-check process was used as
a basis to gather the views or information on private citizens that
objected to Vietnam policy, and this information was subsequently
distributed to persons who may be in a position to point up adverse
information in the individual's background.

This took the form, for example, of going to political figures and
saying to those figures, "If you have an occasion to comment on so and
so, you might want to have this information."

We will talk a little more about that when we come to COINTEL
PRO activities. The use, though, in the political arena virtually cov-
ered the spectrum. In one case we adduced information regarding
the FBI's reporting efforts to influence the Speaker of the House re-
garding a prominent civil rights figure using information that had
been gained through various investigative techniques and accomplish-
ing this unofficial over-lunch kind of dissemination.

Another kind of dissemination that was particularly troublesome
was the dissemination of information gained to the enemies of individ-
uals or organizations. Again, when we come to COINTELPRO, we
will see examples of this use and how it was used as a means of pro-
moting factionalization and in some cases, even promoting violence.

Some of the information communicated was true. Other information
was purely false. One of the favorite tactics was to communicate or
disseminate information that so-and-so was a Bureau informant, im-
mediately calling his existence or role in an organization into suspicion
and creating internal dissension in the organization. The dissemi-



nation of information was also used as a basis to attack family situa-
tions, to which Mr. Schwarz alluded earlier.

When we talk about dissemination, we come very close to the so-
called COINTELPRO, or the COINTEL Program, because it is the
active use of the product of investigative techique together with false
information and other investigative tactics. The use of this in a manner
which goes beyond collection, beyond. law enforcement, and into an
active attempt by the FBI.to right perceived wrongs begins to create
a program that has been of particular concern to many in this area.

Fritz, do you want to cover the aims of the COINTEL Program?
Mr. SCHWARz. Ithought of two things, Curt, before doing that, that I

would like to put on the record.' This all-pervasive desire for informa-
tion concerning political matters-Mr. Smothers mentioned the 1964
Democratic Convention and the information that -was gathered there.
The same thing was done at the Republican Convention in 1964 and
again, Dr. King was one of the targets of- the Bureau and the Bureau
put both the tap and the bug on Dr. King's phone when he was out at
the Republican Convention, having stated prior to that- that
it would be desirable to reflect as much technical coverage that could be safelf
done to cover King's activities on the West Coast. He undoubtedly will attempt
to inject himself into the convention proceedings.-

And. then they instruct people not only to find out information
about the convention, but about the current Mississippi situation, the
current St. Augustine, Fla. situation, where there Were demonstrations
going on at that time, and in general, they said to get all of the infor-
mation you can on the man because he is out in Los Angeles on a
political convention: They did it, they put on a tap, and they put on
a bug. . .. .

. Second, a footnote on the 1964 Democratic Convention: a technique
which was used there was the furnishing to the FBI of false press
credentials by one of the major networks,* which the FBI then -used
in order to insert an agent as a.bogus newsman into legitimate dis-
cussions of.political persons and protest groups and acquire-informa-
tion concerning their plans, pretending to be a reporter and in fact
acquiring it for the purposes of. the Bureau and transmission to
higher authority.

Now turning to COINTELPRO, CONTELPRO is an abbreviation
of the words "counterintelligence program." COINTELPRO is the
name for the effort by the* Bureau to destroy people and to destroy
organizations, or as they used the words, "disrupt and neutralize."

May I call your attention to exhibits 10 2 and 11.3 Remember the
slipperiness of these labels, which we.have talked about before. But
the five labels were the Commlnist Party, U.S.A.; the Socialist Work-
ers Party-; White Hate groups, including the Klan; persons labeled'as
Black Nationalists and Black Hate groups; and the -so-called New
Left.

The rhetoric of the Bureau-as these programs advanced from the
initial program relating to the Communist Party, U.S.A..to the ulti-
mate programs -of Black Nationalist and New Left -became tougher

'The Select Committee decided not to publish documents concerning the FBI and Dr.
Martin Luther King with these hearings out of consideration for the privacy of Dr. King's
family. Pertinent materials will be included in the Select Committee's report to the Senate.

See p. 370.
See p. 371.
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\and tougher, and what began as efforts to disrupt-the word used for
the Communist Party, and in the case of the Klan some indication that
they genuinely were looking after violence and not simply to destroy
'the groups-became in the case of Black Nationalists and New Left, as
we will illustrate copiously, the most extreme rhetoric of a plan to
destroy political protest groups that you could imagine.

For example, from the Black Nationalist-initiated document in
1967, agents of the FBI were instructed to "expose, disrupt, misdirect,
discredit, or otherivise neutralize." Then when they got along to the
New Left they added "misinform," and we are going to come to a
series of actual instances where efforts were made to misinform and
thereby prevent protest activities from taking place.

The CHAIRMAN. Does that category "New Left" mainly refer to the
protest groups that opposed the war?

Mr. SCHWARZ. One of the Bureau witnesses was asked what the
term "New Left" meant. It has never been defined. It was defined in
practice as being largely students and people opposing the war. You
will notice in the New Left chart on the kind of activity undertaken,
that there is by far the largest amount there, percentagewise, of No. 1-
type activity.

No. 1-type activity is the effort to prevent people from teaching
and meeting and speaking, and a large number of the New Left
targets were professors and instructors at universities.

What we are going to try to do now is to just briefly touch on each
of the programs and then concentrate on certain of the techniques.

Mr. SCHWARZ. Yes. The only point about exhibit 11 1 is that its tech-
niques kind of vary. The black nationalists get hit in -the family and
sectionalization, where the New Left gets hit more in the campuses,
as far as meetings go. But this shows the aggregate of the
COINTELPRO activities.

Now, we are going to briefly, as I say, go through what the programs
were, and then we are going to come back to particular techniques.

Mr. SMrOTrHERS. The first effort, or the forerunner for the so-called
COINTELPRO effort, began with the decision to initiate an effort
against the Communist Party, U.S.A. The decision grew largely out
of frustrations with the lack of success in attempts to enforce the
Smith Act, and the FBI's determination that law enforcement in a
traditional sense was simply not enough to neutralize or discredit the
Communist Party.

So. in 1956 the Bureau directs a counterintelligence program against
the Communist Party, U.S.A., designed to-
capitalize on incidents involving the party and its leaders in order to foster fac-
tionalization, bring the Communist Party and its leaders into disrepute before
the American public, and cause confusion and dissatisfaction among rank and
file members.

FExhibit 12.2]
Now, they indicate that prior to this time their action had really

constituted more harrassment than disruption, but that it was time to
move on a positive initiative on the broader scale., "a program that not
only will harass from the outside but will work from within, 'by feed-
ing and fostering from within the internal fight currently raging.'"

1 See p. 371.
2 See p. 372.



He said, "This is a common practice, rough, tough, dirty business,
Whether or not we should be in it or not, that is for you folks to decide.
We are in it.. To repeat, it is a rough, tough, dirty business, and dan-
gerous. It was dangerous at times"-that is, dangerous to the persons
who are being affected, not to the Bureau persons-when you are try-
ing to disrupt someone's family life. "It was dangerous at times, no
holds were barred. We have used that technique against foreign espio-
nage agents, and they haire used it against us."

"Question: The same methods were brought home ?"
And then he answered, "Yes; brought home against any' organiza-

tion against which 'we were targeting. We did not differentiate. This is
a rough, tough business."

And then the Senator who was presiding on that occasion said this:
"Would it be safe to. say that the techniques we learned in fighting
Bundists and Silver Shirters, true espionage in World War II, came
to be used, the techniques came to be ised against some of our own
American citizens?''

And Mr. Sullivan answered, "That would be a correct deduction."
So the war was brought home, and the techniques of destruction that
had become involved in the fight against Communist intelligence serv-
ices or Nazi intelligence services overseas were, by the admission of the
Man who was in charge of these programs, brought home and used
against the American citizens, and there is no better example of that
than' the language and the activity used against the so-calledBlack
Nationalist Hate groups, which I remind you again included such non-
violent and gentle movements as the Southern Christian Leadership
Conference and the New Left.

The program against the so-called Black Nationalist Hate group
was started in Aiugust of 1967 [exhibit15].1 Aid now there was not, as
with the Klan,,merely an effort to -go after the group that were most
violent, or the persons who had the greatest propensity for violence,
but the' instruction was to go after the leadership, the spokesmen, the
membership, and the supporters of these groups. The instruction
again-now concentrating hard on the vulnerability of ihdividuals as
far as their personal lives are concerned-the instruction was that the
agents were to collect personal information concerning so-called Black
Nationalist Hate groups and then use it against them.

In a document dated February 1968 [exhibit 161, where the Black
Nationalist program was expanded, instead of it being directed against
some, it was expanded to greater groups and more groups and more
FBI offices, and again let me concentrate on the attitude expressed in
this document. I have already pointed out that they label groups like
the* SCLC as violence prone, and in' the objectives, what the Bu-
reau trying to do as it attacked these black groups, here is what they
were instructed to do: "Prevent the rise of the 'messiah' who could
unify, and electrify, the militant black nationalist group."

Here is what they said about Martin Lutlier King in that connec-
tion: "Martin Luther King * * * aspires to this position * *.*

King could be a very real pretender for this position should he
abandon his supposed 'obedience' to 'white liberal doctrines', (non-
violence) and embrace black nationalism." So. the theory as expressed

'See p. 383.
2 See p. 386.



He said, "This is a common practice, rough, tough, dirty business,
Whether or not we should be in it or not, that is for you folks to decide.
We are in -it. To repeat, it is a rough, tough, dirty business, and dan-
gerous. It .was dangerous at times"-that is, dangerous to the persons
who are being affected, not to the Bureau persons-when you are try-
ing to disrupt someone's family life. "It was dangerous at times,. no
holds were barred. We have used that technique against foreign espio-
nage agents, and they have used it against us."

"Question: The same methods were brought home?"
. And then he answered, "Yes; brought home against any' organiza-
tion against which 'we were targeting. We did not differentiate. This is
a rough, tough business."

And then the Senatoi- who was presiding on that occasion said this:
"Would it be safe to, say that the techniques we learned in fighting
Bundists and Silver Shirters,,true espionage in World War II, came
to' be used, the techniques came to be iised against some of our. own
American citizens?' "

And Mr. Sullivan answered, "That would be a correct deduction."
So the war was brought home, and the techniques of destruction that
had become involved in the fight against Communist intelligence serv-
ices or Nazi intelligence services overseas were, by the admission of the
man who was in charge of these programs, brought home and used
against the American citizens, and there is no better example.of that
than' the language and the activity used against the so-called.Black
Nationalist -Hate groups, which I remind you again included such non-
violent and gentle movements as the Southern Christian Leadership
Conference and the New Left.

The program against the so-called Black 'Nationalist Hate group
was started in August of 1967 [exhibit 15].1 Arid now there was not, as
with the Klan,,meiely an effort to-go after the group that were most
violeit, or the 'persons who had the greatest propensity for violence,
but 'the instruction was to go after the leadership, the spokesmen,. the
membership, and the supporters of these groups. The instruction
again-now concentrating hard on the vulnerability of individuals as
far as their personal lives are concerned-the instruction was that the
agents were to collect personal information concerning so-caled Black
Nationalist Hate groups and then use it against them.

In a document dated February 1968 [exhibit 16], 2 where the Black
Nationalist program was expanded, instead of it being directed against
some, it was expanded to greater groups' and more groups and more
FBI offices, and agaiin let me concentrate on the attitude expressed in
this document. I have already pointed out that they label groups like
the SCLC as violence prone, and in'the objectives, what the Bu-
reau trying to do as it attacked these black groups, here is what they
were instructed to do: "Prevent the rise of the 'messiah' who could
unify, and electrify, the militant black nationalist group."

Here is what they said about Martin Lutlier King -in that connec-
tion: "Martin Luther King * * * aspires to this position * * *
King could be a very real pretender for this position should he
abandon his supposed 'obedience' to 'white. liberal doctrines', (non-
violence) and embrace black nationalism." So the theory as expressed

1 See p. 383.
2 See p. 386.



in this document [see footnote page 21] was that a man recognized
in the document as being someone who supported nonviolence ought
to be destroyed because someday he might abandon nonviolence and
become thereby what they regarded -as a greater threat as a messiah.

In this same document the Bureau praises activities which have
already taken place under COINTELPRO, giving as an example of
an apparently highly desirable activity the fact that the Washington
field office had furnished information about a Nation of Islam, as the
Black Muslim movement grade school, to appropriate authorities in
the.District of Columbia who were induced to investigate the school
to determine if it conformed, to the District regulations for private
schools. And again, praising that effort, it was noted that in the proc-
ess the Washington field office obtained background information on the
parents of every single pupil in that school. What possible bearing
does that activity have.upon the activities which the FBI seeks legiti-
mately to do? Is that within the legitimate sphere?

They said that our job in the Bureau is to prevent the long-range
growth of these movements, especially among youth, so they should
be targeted-they should be destroyed so they no longer appeal to
young people in this country.

Now, we are going to cover similar attitudes as displayed in the
New Left initiating documents, and then turn to certain of the
techniques.

Mr. SMOTXHERS. Perhaps the most dangerous aspect of the New Left
initiative involved the failure really.to define what New Left was, and
the kind of no-holds-barred approach in terms of techniques that the
Bureau authorized.

In 1968, we see the initiating documeiit, and it is interesting to note
some 'of the reasons why the New Left is identified as a problem.
Quoting from the document, exhibit 17,1 dated May 1968, "Some of
these activitists urge revolution in America and call for defeat of the
United States in Vietnam. They continually and falsely allege police
brutality and do not hesitate to utilize unlawful acts to further their
so-called causes. The New Left has on many occasions viciously and
scurrilously attacked the Director and the Bureau in an attempt to
hamper our investigation of it and to drive us off the college cam-
puses." "Trying to drive us off college campuses," refers to the Bureau.

With this initiation came some subsequent, requests for ideas and
the development of guidance kind of memoranda. One such appears
in your books as exhibit 18 2 and we see in the catalog of things which
are permitted or should be attempted against the New Left perhaps
the most open or wholesale authorization for attacks under the
COINTELPRO label. The field is advised that they should 'do such
things as prepare leaflets designed to dispel the impression that Stu-
dents for a Democratic Society and other groups speak for a majority
of the students, and the leaflet campaign is to try to include "the most.
obnoxious pictures" one can find with respect to the activities of the
membership of these groups.

The use of pictures was also to be a ploy in the anonymous sending
of letters or other information to the parents and employers of New
Left people, again to trY to depict them in the most obnoxious light.

I See p. 393.
2 See p. 395.



That was the direction. Whenever you can, bolster your assertion
with a picture.

Another technique adopted was to try to create the impression that
any of the New Left leaders were in fact informants and wherever
one could, the field was directed to implant that impression. The di-
rection included taking advantage of any personal conflicts known
to exist among New Left personalities. They were told to plant news-
paper articles. They identified specific hostilities, such as the one be-
tween the SDS and the Socialist Workers Party, and they were told to
promote that hostility, and of course, were told that whenever-and
this is the first time this one appears-whenever the Bureau received
information of a disruptive or immoral activity, the first action to be
taken was to notify the media, not the law enforcement officials but the
media, and hope that they could promote some coverage, and indeed,
if pictures came out of this effort, to get some of those to use for
further dissemination.

It is perhaps the most broad-ranging attack, and really reflects
a kind of cataloging of the various techniques that had been gained,
and the view in the Bureau at least that a certain level of expertise in
the business of discrediting, disrupting, and neutralizing was being
achieved.

In talking about many of the techniques-we have alluded to many
of them as we have gone-we have talked about the business of mis-
information. One of the other techniques utilized was to destroy the
job or family life, and family life was a particularly opportune tar-
get in the Bureau's view, and played on some fairly tender sensitivities.

Without mention of the name reflected therein, if vou look at ex-
hibit 19 1 you will see the Bureau's report on a COINTELPRO effort
against a white female who was involved as an officer in what was
resolved as a local black activist group. The way to discredit or neu-
tralize this leader was to take attention away from activities of the
group by creating another kind of distraction. The distraction read as
follows: "Dear Mr. [deleted] Look man I guess your old lady doesn't
get enough at home or she wouldn't be shucking and jiving with our
black man in ACTION, you dig? Like all she wants to integrate is the
bedroom, and us black sisters ain't gonna take no second best from
our men. So lay it on her, man-or get her the hell out of [deleted]." It
is signed "a Soul Sister."

A particularly effective technique as reflected by the memorandum.
It did succeed in distracting her.

Mr. SCHWARz. The same techniques were used against members of
the Klan. You will see in your books [exhibit 20] 2 the instructions
from the headquarters of the Bureau about how to prepare letters
with spelling mistakes and so forth so that they would look credible.

On the New Left, I mentioned in my opening statement what was
done by the Bureau immediately following the Democratic Convention
in Chicago in 1968, and you will all remember that there were great in-
cidents between the local police and demonstrators, and charges made
of excessive action by the police.

I See pp. 398 through 402.
2 See pp. 403 through 405.



Now, what did the Bureau do after those charges were made? We
have been given documents which have the cirious heading, COIN
TELPRO-New Left, dealing with the subject of how to investigate
the charges of police brutality in the. Chicago 1968 Democratic Con-
vention, and here is the instruction by telegram from the Director to
all agents in all major Bureau cities:

"In view of recent accusations against Chicago authorities relating
to their handling of demonstrations at the Democratic National Cor-
vention, the Bureau desires to collect all possible information regard-
ing provocations of the police by the demonstrators."

And then it goes on to indicate that what the Bureau desired its
agents to collect in that telegram and in the preceding memo of Au-
gust 20, 1968,'was the following: "The Bureau should be alert to this
situation and be in a position to refute the allegations. Along these
same lines, you should also consider measures by which so-called co-
operative news media may be used to counteract these allegations."

Now, turning to the technique of misinformation or disinformation.
which at paragraph 12 of the instructions on the New Left from which
Mr. Smothers was reading, Bureau agents were told to attack the New
Left by disinformation and misinformation, and I will give you six
quick examples of what was done pursuant to that program.

There was a body called the National Mobilization Committee To
End the War in Vietnam. At the time of the Democratic National
Convention in 1968, that body attempted to obtain housing in Chicago
for demonstrators who had come to -the convention. The FBI local
office in Chicago obtained 217 of those forms and filled them out with
fictitious names and addresses of persons who purported falsely to
have houses in which the demonstrators could stay. The tactic 'had its
designed effect because, according to FBI docuinents, the persoiis who
went out to look for these houses made "long 'and useless journeys to
locate the addresses and the efforts to find housingrwere canceled."

What effect that had upon the attitude of the persons who were there
in Chicago, and what contribution that made to what happened there-
after, I suppose we wkill never know.

-Precisely the same tactic and program was carried out by the Bureau
with respect to the 1969 Presidential Inauguration where they 'again
filled out false housing forms to confuse and disrupt efforts by per-
sons coming to Washington to find places to stay.

During those 1969 inauguration ceremonies,. the Washington field
offices of the FBI discovered persons who were attempting to coordi-
nate and control the demonstrations, or marshals. And this commit-
tee has examined in executive session Mr. Egil Krogh, who was respon-
sible for coordinating law enforcement at that demonstration, and he
has told us that the marshals of the demonstrations were a very useful
and very helpful group of persons in order to keep the demonstration
orderly.

Now, what did the FBI do? They found out what citizen band was
being used for walkie-talkies, and they used that citizen band to supply
the marshals with misinformaition, and, pretending to be a unit of the
National Mobilization To Eiid the War in Vietnam, recountermanded
the orders issued by the movement.



In 1967 there was a rally in Washington protesting the Vietnam
war. A newspaper in New York City indicated that its contribution to
this rally was to be the symbolic act of dropping flowers on the meet-
ing, and the newspaper put an ad in the newspaper asking for a pilot
who could help them do that. The Federal Bureau of Investigation
answered the ad, and it kept up the pretense that it was a genuine pilot
up to the point when the publisher of the newspaper showed up with
200 pounds of flowers and there was no one there to fly the plane.

In these two examples I am now going to give, the files that have
been produced demonstrate a field suggestion and demonstrate no dis-
approval from headquarters when the proposal was made to headquar-
ters. However, the Bureau has been unable to determine whether the
next two activities took place actually as compared to the ones I have
already given you.

The New York office of the FBI proposed that it sabotage a printing
press which was being imported to be used by the Communist Party
of the United States. The documents we have indicate that this request
was handled by telephone. There is no indication of disapproval. The
Bureau, however, is unable to tell us whether it actually occurred.

Similarly, with another publishing organization in Detroit, called
the Radical Education Project, which published pamphlets and
papers, the Detroit office of the FBI asked the headquarters lab to
prepare a quart of a solution "capable of duplicating a scent of the
most foul-smelling feces available." The Bureau is unable to tell us
whether that was done, but the paper record indicates clearly that
that was not disapproved.

Now, Mr. Smothers, I guess, is going to deal with violence and
factionalism.

Mr. SMOTHERS. We talked a little bit about factionalism earlier and
a little bit about the increasing development, or honing, of various
techniques. Perhaps the culmination of the ability to apply certain
kinds of techniques that have been learned in the early efforts against
the Communists and the Socialist Workers took place when the Bureau
looked at the competing efforts of groups they defined as Black Na-
tionalists and thought of ways to neutralize or destroy those groups.

Exhibit 21 1 is a correspondence from 1968, a Bureau document indi-
cating just how far the Bureau had departed from its law enforce-
ment mission. It is shown on the chart at your left.

Reading from that document, the Bureau pointed out that a serious
struggle was taking place between the Black Panther Party and an-
other west coast organization known as US: "The struggle has reached
such proportions that it is taking on the aura of gang warfare with
attendant threats of murder and reprisals."

Recognizing these threats of murder and reprisals and the clear
threat of violence, the FBI does not talk about law enforcement, but
talks about initiating COINTELPRO activities designed "to fully
capitalize upon Black Panther Party and US differences as well as to
exploit all avenues of creating further dissention in the ranks of the
BPP, recipient offices are instructed to submit imaginative and hard-
hitting counterintelligence measures aimed at crippling the BPP
(Black Panther Party)."

1 See p. 406.



What we see here is the Bureau deciding that not only is law enforce-
ment an adequate tool, but indeed, that violence now, or the promotion
of violence, becomes an acceptable technique as a basis for doing away.with objectionable groups and organizations.

A chart [exhibit 22] 'that may help us some if we like bright colors
represents our attempt, and the attempt of our staff here, to translate
our rather vague directions aid do- a composi picture of
COINTELPRO activity.

I think the chart is particularly helpful because what it does is
indicate to us what was happening in terms of frequency from the
period of 1956 up through about 1966.

We see very intensive activity against the Communist Party. With
the involvement of the Socialist Workers who are viewed by the docu-
ments as a minor element, we see really a kind of trickling curve that
hovers along the bottom of the graph, as shown there in black.

As the social issues began to change, the Bureau's efforts and inten-
sity changed. The first is the effort here against the Klan, which
reaches its peak in 1966. They are immediately followed by a literal
preoccupation with the activities of the New Left and blacks.

In 1968 that activity is at-its peak. The initiatives against the New
Left began to drop off, as we see some change in the war sentiment in
this country. However, either there was no perceived sentiment or the
FBI did not get the message in terms of -Black Nationalists because
the intensity of that effort is shown to continue right through the last
showing of the chart in the 1971 time frame.

Now one of the questions that emerges when we examine all of this
activity is certainly the obvious one of who told them they-could do it.
And with respect to who told them they could do it, the inswer is
largely one of the Bureau deciding that it was a good idea.

However,-this should not be taken to mean that ther6 was no com-
mumcation and no attempt to advise important officials of at least some
of the Bureau's efforts. It is pretty clear from our look at this. area
that with respect to efforts against the Communist Party and efforts
against the Klan, Mr. Hoover sent letters to Attorneys General, in-
cluding Rogers, Kennedy, Katzenbach, Clark, and Mitchell, which he
believed constituted a notification of the existence of these efforts
against the Communist Party and the so-called White Hate organiza-
tions.

There is.some indication that the Cabinet was briefed in 1958 regard-
ing the Communist Party -COINTELPRO efforts and that a House
Appropriations Subcommittee was given information on both the
Communist Party and White Hate COINTELPRO.

What we have been unable to find are disclosures relating to the Bu-
reau's efforts against the New Left, against Black Nationalists..

The issue of authorization then seems to be one of the FBI assuming
the authority and the need'to take on certain- actions, and then a sub-
sequent communication of what had been done to the Attorney General
and to officials in the White House-one can only assume relying upon
the do-not-do-it-again, or the failure of a do-not-do-it-again directive
as the basis for continuing the action.

Now in discussing whether many of these efforts are continuing to-
day, I believe Fritz has looked at the terniinating documents vith

I See p. 408.



respect to COINTELPRO and has some observations in that regard,
before we turn our attention to what we have found in our estimation
to be probably the best example of COINTELPRO in action, the effort
against Martin Luther King.

Mr. SCHWARZ. First, let me observe that whatever effort there was
to turn off COINTELPRO occurred only after it had been exposed,
exposed by the theft of documents from the Media, Pennsylvania, office
of the FBI, and exposed in the press, pursuant to a Freedom of In-
formation Act lawsuit.

In April of 1971, a notice was sent out that the extant COINTEL
PROs, naming five domestic COINTELPROs there-since that it
has been discovered that there were more, but that apparently head-
quarters had forgotten about-that those COINTELPRO operations
should be discontinued. However, the document goes on to indicate:
"In exceptional instances where it is considered counterintelligence
action is warranted, recommendation should be submitted to the Bu-
reau under the individual case caption."

We have determined through testimony, moreover, that the line
between so-called COINTELPRO operations and intensive investi-
gation-another term used within the Bureau-is one which is exceed-
ingly fuzzy and that the same kind of activity which was carried in
some cases under COINTELPRO has been carried in other cases under
the label of intensive investigation.

Senator MONDALE [presiding]. In fact, the evidence we are about
to hear on the Martin Luther King case occurred under a title other
than COINTELPRO, did it not?

Mr. SCHWARZ. Yes. the most vicious kinds of acts that we have
discovered occurred under a label which was not even called counter-
intelligence.

Now finally, the current leadership of the FBI has declined in its
testimony before Congress in situations where the evidence that we
have was not available to Congress. Indeed, until we got this evi-
dence, not even the Justice Department, in their review of the so-
called COINTELPRO, saw what actually existed in the documents.
But the current leadership of the FBI has taken the position in defense
of COINTELPRO that "for the FBI to have done less under the cir-
cumstances would have been an abdication of its responsibilities to the
American people," and has declined to condemn the programs or, to
date, the kind of activity which we have been discussing.

Of course the Bureau witnesses are going to be coming in begin-
ning tomorrow and we shall see what their position is in light of the
evidence as to the actual activity which has been put forward to this
committee.

Now on King, Mr. Smothers is going to start with respect to the
aims as they appear from the documents.

Mr. SMOTHERS. It appears that the Bureau's effort against Dr. King
starts with a response to the perceived dissatisfaction or complaints
raised by Dr. King against the Bureau. There is the early suggestion
that they should look at him because SCLC or the movement had
been infiltrated by Communists. [See footnote page 21.]

A total examination of the record, though, indicates a very limited
kind of almost nonexistent concern of the Communist issue except as
it related to trying to get information on this point regarding people
with whom King spoke.



But in the period from 1956 when King begins his emergence, we
begin to see developing, if not a dispute, certainly no love lost be-
tween Dr. King and Mr. Hoover. In fact, by January of 1962, Mr.
Hoover has already typed Dr. King as "no good." Hoover is par-
ticularly disturbed after 1963 when it became clear that the concept
of nonviolence was gaining adherence, adherence to be made even more
clear by the time the march on Washington came around.

This development of a concept of nonviolent confrontation or non-
violent protest was seen as a threat to 'law enforcement, and some-
thing the Bureau was indeed unhappy about. This was aided ap-
parently by what the Bureau regarded as Dr. King's direct attacks on
Mr. Hoover and the Bureau and the public controversy was pretty
much full blown at the time in 1963 when Mir. Sullivan, who should
be able to give us some assistance on this matter, communicates to
Mr. Hoover a plan. for dealing with Dr. Martin Luther King.

Quoting from a memorandum, the plan here is to completely dis-
credit Dr. King by "taking him off his pedestal and to reduce him
completely in influence."

In its effort to reduce Dr. King's influence, to take him off his
pedestal and to change, if you will, his image before the masses, we
begin to get some insight into the thought process of the FBI at this
time. The thinking was that this would not be a terribly difficult task.
The memo indicated, for example, that this can be done and will be
done:

"Obviously, confusion will ieign, particularly among the Negro
people. The Negroes will be left without a national leader of suffi-
ciently compelling personality to steer them ii the proper direction.'

So the FBI decided that if they were going to take King off his
pedestal, it was a part of their task to find and bring into prominence
a new national Negro leader.

To this end the FBI did research and identify a personality, a per-
son, not a civil rights leader incidentally, whom the Bureau believed
would qualify and should be promoted as the new national Negro
leader.

In addition to the efforts to discredit King and to knock King off
his pedestal, if you will, the FBI felt that it had a need to gain as much
information as possible regarding every aspect of the activities of Dr.
King and of the Southern Christian Leadership Conference.

To this end, the FBI set about- a path of authorizing some 16 wire-
taps against Dr. King, microphone bugs, if you will, in addition to
wiretaps, which were -also planted. The 'bugs were to be used for the
most complete surveillance imaginable. That is to get everything we
can on Dr. King.

I think when we look at or attempt to evaluate the.purpose here,
what we really see is that not only are the attacks on or the dispute
against King a part of the Bureau's concern at this point. but thewhole concept of civil disobedience, as the Bureau thought was per-
sonified by Dr. King, is getting to be a problem. The FBI sees no alter-
native to doing away with the growing adherence to civil disobedience
as a means of redressing grievances. no alternative other than begin-
ning or embarking upon a rather presumptudus course of replacing
Dr. King and establishing a new national Negro leader.

Fritz, I believe you have some information on some of the things
that they attempted in that regard.



Mr. SCHWARZ. Yes; the extraordinary thing is to look at the timing
of the effort the Bureau made to discredit and destroy Dr. King. They
come to crescendos at every single point where Dr. King touched the
issues in this country. After the march on Washington there was an
acceleration. He was defined, because of his speech in that demonstra-
tion in Washington, as the most dangerous and effective leader in the
country and there was a paper battle within the Bureau as to how
best to attack him. He was attacked after Time magazine named him
as the Man of the Year. Again, the Bureau finds that reprehensible,
believes it must attack and destroy. When he was given the Nobel Prize,
again, they seek to discredit Dr. King with the persons who welcomed
him back from that 'award. When he began to speak out against the
Vietnam War, there was a new crescendo of efforts by the Bureau to
discredit and destroy Dr. King. When the Poor People's Campaign
took place, once again they go after Dr. King. And their activity to go
after Dr. King did not even cease when he died, because as Congress
beganlto consider the question of whether or not Dr. King's birthday
should be made a national holiday, the Bureau developed plans to call
in friendly Congressmen for off-the-record briefings concerning King
in the hopes that those Congressmen could keep any such bill from
being reported out of committee.

The period surrounding the march on Washington and immediately
following is particularly revealing. A report is written for the Di-
rector by his chief intelligence officer reporting that the Communist
Party, in fact, for 40 years had been trying to control the Negro move-
ment and that it had always failed and that its efforts in connection
with the march on Washington were infinitesimal. This was not ac-
cepted by the Director of the FBI. He found that thinking wrong, un-
acceptable, and said that it must be changed. And it was changed and
then we find paper coming in in which the lower level people in the
FBI apologized for having misunderstood matters and on they go with
this effort to discredit and start the bugs on Dr. King.

The efforts to discredit him range from political people to founda-
tions to universities. A particular university was selected as a target
because it was thought unseemly that, since it had once granted an
honorary degree to the Director of the FBI, for it to grant one to
Dr. Martin Luther King. The FBI sought to prevent the Pope from
meeting with Dr. King. It intervened with a Cardinal.

The CHAIRMAN. To prevent the Pope from meeting with Dr. King?
Mr. SCHWARZ. Yes; the Pope. And when the Pope, despite that

effort, did meet with Dr. King, the FBI documents record the adverb
"astounding." .

The CHAIRMAN. It must have been Pope John, was it?
Mr. SCHWARZ. It was in 1964. Someone has got to help me on that.

Who was the Pope? Pope Paul.
But in any event, that effort did not work. The paranoia, the belief

that American citizens could not deal, themselves, with Dr. King is
indicated by this story. At one point Governor Rockefeller was plan-
ning a trip to Latin America and the Bureau felt that it had to ap-
proach Governor Rockefeller so he could be-he was planning to see
Dr. King before going-so that he could be warned of what a great



danger Dr. King was. This effort went on and on and on. Each 'time
he was doing something important there was an effort to discredit him.
Each person he met who the Bureau felt could give further credit,
further recognition to Dr. King, an effort was made to stop that from
happening. The Bureau-went so far as to mail an anonymous letter to
Dr. King and his wife shortly before he was awarded the Nobel Peace
Prize, and it. finishes with this suggestion: [See footnote page 21.]
"King, there is only one thing left for you to do. You know what it
is. You have just.34 days in which to do it. This eiact number has been
selected for a specific reason. It has definite practical significance." It
was 34 days before the award. "You are done."

Senator MONDALE. That was taken by Dr..King to mean a suggestion
for suicide, was it not? .

Mr. SCHWARZ. That is our understanding, Senator.
The CHAIRMAN. Who wrote the letter?
Mr. SCHWARZ. That is a matter of dispute. It was found in the files

of Mr: Sullivan who was the Assistant Director of the FBI and was
heavily involved in these programs. He claims that it is a plant in his
files and that someone else in the Bureau, in fact, wrote the document.
The document which was' found is a draft of the letter, the anonymous
letter which was actually seht.

The, CHAIRMAN. Is there any dispute that the letter did- in fact come
from the FBI?-

Mr. SCHWARZ. We have heard no dispute of that.
Mr. SmOTHERs. One thing that is very clear as we examine the King

information is that the FBI is not only presumed to know an awful lot
about the movement which Dr. King headed, but that many of its
fumbling efforts, many of its failures to convince people that Dr. King
should be discredited, were born out of the ignorance and, if you will,
the very clear racism at large then in the Bureau.

A particularly revealing aspect of the Bureau's' approach to the
question, even at a time when they were examining the so-called Negro
question, is evidenced by the response to amemorandum which 'then
Attorney General Kennedy wrote to Mr. Hoover. Mr. Kennedy wrote
a memorandum asking Mr. Hoover how many Negro special agents he
had. Mr. Hoover wrote back, "We do not catalog people by race, creed,
or color," and now, reading from Mr. Sullivan's transcript on 'the
point, "It was assumed by Mr. Hoover that this would take care of Mr.
Kennedy. Mr. Kennedy came back with another very nice letter, that's
a laudatory attitude, you are commended to have it, but I still want to
know how many Negro special agents do you have." So we were in
trouble.

'It so happened that during the war he had five Negro chauffeurs, so
he automatically made them'special agents. It did fi6t matter whether
they finished college or high school o# grammar 'chool or had a law
degree. So now we wrote back and-said we had five. Then Mr. Kennedy
came back and said this was atrocious." At the time, ac6rding to Mr.
Sullivan, the FBI had 5,500 special. agents. "Out of that number 5,500,and you only have five Negrb agents." '

Mr. Sullivan again, "Of course, we did not say in that memorandum
that none of them conducted investigations; they were just drivers."



This is 1961. Is it any wonder that the FBI was later presumptuous
enough to feel that it could determine the next new national Negro
leader? A part of their problem is that they attempted to translate the
tactics first used against the Communist Party against virtually every
perceived enemy; as they looked across the landscape and decided who
should be neutralized, discredited, or destroyed.

The CHAIRMAN. I think this is a time when the committee might
consider breaking. We have a cloture vote coming up now. We will be
coming back this afternoon as we examine by what legal authority the
FBI presumed to conduct operations directed toward discrediting,
even endangering American citizens, and that hearing will commence
at 2 o'clock this afternoon.

Immediately following the conclusion of the staff presentations,
members of the committee will then address questions to the staff. So
we are adjourned until 2 o'clock this afternoon.

[Whereupon, at 12:28 p.m., the committee recessed, to reconvene at
2 p.m. the same day.]

AFTERNOON SESSION

The CHAIRMAN. The hearing will please come back to order.
Mr. Schwarz, you and Mr. Smothers had not yet completed your

presentation to the committee when we had to break for votes and for
lunch. I suggest that you proceed now to complete that presentation
before we go to questions.

Mr. SCHWARz. Mr. Smothers has a historical note he wants to make
first, and then I'm going to return to the subject.

Mr. SMOTHERS. I have a historical note because you told me you were
going to talk about indexing.

Mr. SCHWARZ. You're right.
Mr. SMOTHERS. And I think it is worth noting that at the time we

talked about the very beginnings, when Mr. Hoover was then in charge
of the Intelligence Division of the FBI, we see the starting of the first
indexing system, the system being established there as the basis to in-
sure the ability for retrieval of information against the anarchists and
Communists and other kinds of revolutionaries, if you will, that Mr.
Hoover identified. And he considered the indexing system to be a val-
uable aid in the efforts to link radicals to the steel and coal strikes in
1919 and 1920 and the railroad strikes.

The CHAIRMAN. In other words, you are talking about the origins
of this indexing system going back to 1918, 1919, 1920, right?

Mr. SMOTHERS. I think, Mr. Chairman, it would be fair to say that
in terms of the techniques we have talked about, what we have really
seen as we have looked at the development of this thing is that not
very much is terribly new. It changes in intensity, it changes in targets,
but the origins have been with us a long time.

Mr. SCHWARz. The issue of indices and how they came to be used
as devices to plan to lock up American citizens in a kind of emergency
evolved from the initial start that Mr. Smothers referred to, to a plan
that lasted from at least 1939 until the 1970's-if it is indeed gone
now-to prepare lists of American citizens who would be locked up,
in effect, on the order of the President or the Attorney General and
without the intervention of the court at a time of emergency.



I want to tell that story briefly, for the puipose-of illustrating some
of the problems of oversight and relationships between the FBI and
on the one hand the Justice Department, and the FBI and the Con-
gress, because in the course of telling the story, all of the types of
relationships come out. We get the situation of the FBI complying
with the orders of Attorneys General. We get situations where the
FBI secretly defied orders of the Attorneys General. We get situations
where the FBI is complying with the Congress, and we get times where
the FBI, in -coordination with an Attorney General, is planning to
.secretly- defy the orders of Congress on the subject of indices for times
of national emergency. .

In 1939 the FBI established an index called the Security Index,
which was a list of individuals; both aliens and citizens-I am now
quoting from exhibit 23:1

On whom there is information available to indicate that their presence at
liberty in this country in time of war or national emergency would be dangerous
to the public peace and safety of the United States Government.

The documents which notified all FBI offices of such lists and noti-
fied them to prepare names, indicated that the Bureau should make
certain that the fact that it was making such investigatiois does. not
become known to individuals outside of the Bureau. Nevertheless, the
Department of Justice was then informed, and in 1941, the Depart-
ment of Justice commenced to work with the Bureau on classifying
persons as to degree of dangerousness.

In 1943, however, the Attorney General then in office, Mr. Biddle,
wrote a memorandum for J. Edgar Hoover' [exhibit 24] 2 in which he
instructed J. Edgar Hoover to get rid of the lists and to stamp on
each document in which a person had been given a.classification for
the purpose of being locked up, the following legend: "This classifica-
tion is unreliable. It is hereby canceled, and should not be used as a
deter'mination of dangerousness or of any other fact." Attorney Gen-
eral Biddle told J. Edgar Hoover that after full reconsideration 'of
these individual danger classifications: -

I am satisfied that they serve no useful purpose. ... There is no statutory
authorization or other present authorization for keeping a "custodial deten-
tion" list of citizens. The Department fulfills its proper functions by investigat-
ing the activities of persons who may have violated the law. It is not aimed in
this work as to classifying persons as to dangerousness.

Within a few days of that very flat instruction from the Attorney
General, the Director of the FBI indicated to all FBI agents that the
instruction, in effect, should not be carried out. He told them that what
they should do is simply to change the label on the files to "Secui'ity
Matter" from "Custodial Detention" and instructed the agents of
the FBI that the Bureau "will also continue to prepare and maintain
security index cards" [exhibit 25.] ' This was for the same purpose
of knowing who the Bureau might lock up. And he further instructed
them, "The fact that the Security Index and Security Index Cards are
prepared and maihtained should be considered as strictly confidential,
and should at no time be alluded to in investigative reports' or dis-
cussed with agencies or individuals outside the Bureau" other 'than

I See p. 409.
2See p. 412.

See p. 414.



representatives of the military intelligence agencies who were going
to be let in on the secret.

In 1948 there was a new Attorney General in office, and he, con-
trary to Attorney General Biddle, who instructed that this be
turned off, instructed the FBI to prepare an emergency detention pro-
gram following something called the Attorney General's Portfolio.
This included plans to suspend the writ of habeas corpus. It ulti-
mately included plans for a master warrant of arrests whereby, on a
signature of the Attorney General, and only that signature, without
reference to the courts, thousands of people could be locked up.

The CHAIRMAN. What Attorney General was this who succeeded
Mr. Biddle?

Mr. SCHWARZ. In 1948 it was Attorney General Clark.
In 1950 the Congress passed the Internal Security Act. That act also

provided for an emergency detention system but it was far more re-
strictive. It gave less power to the Government than the Attorney
General's program. It did not provide for the suspension of the writ
of habeas corpus. It was more restrictive in its standards as to who
could be apprehended. It did not permit apprehending people on a
master warrant, but rather it had to be an individual warrant based up-
on probable cause. It provided for hearings, and hearings in courts
within 48 hours, instead of under the plan of the Justice Department
no hearings in court, and no hearing at all for up to 45 days.

There then ensued, after the passage of the Internal Security Act, a
lengthy exchange of correspondence.

The CHAIRMAN. The Internal Security Act was passed in 1950?
Mr. SCHWARZ. 1950.
A lengthy exchange of correspondence in which the Bureau and the

Department were discussing whether they should comply with the
Internal Security Act, and change the custodial detention program, to
which they previously agreed. to comply with its standards, or whether
they should, despite the passage by the Congress of the Internal
Security Act, stick to their tougher standards that let them lock up
more people and kept the courts out of it.

So the decision was made in 1952, November of 1952, and the Depart-
ment, in the person of the Attorney General, decided to notify the
Director of the Federal Bureau of Investigation that the Bureau
should continue the plan to proceed under the Department's own port-
folio instead of proceeding under the Internal Security Act. [Exhibit
26.] 1

The CHAIRMAN. Under what claim of authority?
Mr. SCHWARZ. Inherent executive power, I suppose. These authority

matters are ones which it seems have been focused on more, in retro-
spect, in the last couple of years, as opposed to things that were thought
about at the time, and the legal authority issue does not seem to have
been discussed at all as far as the FBI's right to pursue any of these
programs until the summer of 1973.

The list which was prepared under the stricter Justice Department's
FBI program, called at one time for the locking up of 19,436 Ameri-
cans. By the time of the repeal of the Internal Security Act it num-
bered, in 1971, approximately 12,000 persons.

I See pp. 416 through 427.



The CHAIRMAN. Since the repeal of the Internal Security Act, have
they continued to maintain these files, for lockup purposes?

Mr. SCHWARZ. Your key question-is your last three words, Senator.
They have continued, upon the agreement of the Department of
Justice, to maintain the same files. The numbers have now been re-
duced to 1,200 persons. The name has been.changed to something called
the Administrative Index. What purpose that serves and whether it
still is used as a reserve list of persons to lock up, I think we are going
to ask the Bureau. I cannot give you -a definitive answer.

Now, in addition to the so-called Security Index, there was, through-
out this period of the fifties and sixties, also a reserve index. As to this
we have not been able to discover any notification to the Department of
Justice about the reserve index. The reserve index was composed. of
persons who did not meet the criteria of the Security Index but whom
the Bureau felt should have 'special attefition in a time -of. national
emergency.
' In 1962 there were approximately 10,000 names on the reserve in-.

dex. A special section of that list was ireserved for educators, labor
union organizers and leaders, media personnel, lawyers, doctors,
scientists, and other poteritially influential people. And the point I
make in connection with these lists is not only their existence, but the
problems, as revealed by the different areas, of times when the Bureau
appears to be acting without anybody knowing it, times when the
Bureau is acting pursuant to coordination with, the Department of
Justice, and times when the Bureau and the Department appear to be
acting beyond the authorization of the Congress.

Mr. Smothers has another case study of the problem of ovef-sight.
Mr. SMOrHERS. Yes. I think as we have gone through the materials

today, there might be some suggestion that the Bureau did not make
an effort to secure guidance from the Department of Justice. While
I think that may be true in some cases, we have others in which the
effort was made,. and which the Department is either unresponsive
or merely takes a-see no evil, hear no evil kind of approach, and at the.
same time nods to .the Bureau, go ahead, or at least, go ahead if you
wish to.

The case in point is the effort initiated against the Nation of Islam,
the so-called Black Muslims. At least as far back as World War II,
the FBI had been keeping track of the Nation of Islam, and on a
number of occasions-we.can only document a 20-yea- period-had
gone to the Department of Justice seeking guidance in its efforts.

If I might, just a bit of that 20-year chronology that we have, to
see that even when the Bureau attempted to gain guidance and clarifi-
cation, there were some who thought that it was in the best interests
of the Government to leave them unadvised.

In 1952 the Department of Justice was advised that the Nation of
Islam may be "a fit group for the Attorney General's list." Here they
were operating under the Federal employee loyalty program. In
May of 1952 that information is communicated. In 1953 the Depart-
ment of Justice says, we will not prosecute this group under the Smith
Act, but "the group would under certain circumstances represent a
serious threat to our national security." This is February 9, 1953.

The CHAIRMAN. Can you give us 'a word of description of the
group?



Mr. SMOTHERS. The Nation of Islam? Well, not having had first
hand experience with it, the Nation of Islam, formerly led by Elijah
Muhammed, claims to be and was operated as a religious group. The
thing generating concern here was apparently the group's rhetoric
regarding its dislike for white persons and its belief that the war of
Armageddon was near, that the time of the dominance, if you will,
of the white race is about to come to an end, and in preaching this
philosophy, it certainly soon came to the attention of the FBI. And
I will come to what happened with the FBI's efforts, Mr. Chairman.

Senator TOWER. Mr. Smothers, hasn't that group somewhat mod-
erated its, or at least deescalated the rhetoric?

Mr. SMOTHERs. Well, the latest information I have, Senator, is it
would be true. In fact, I -understand that breaking with all precedent
in a recent social gathering some white persons were invited. So I
think that the history of the group certainly was not different or
changing during most of the time that the FBI sat in on it. And the
concern was that there was some kind of very softly expressed danger
to the national security, a concept expressed both by the FBI and
by the Department of Justice.

For example, there was a question regarding the refusal to partici-
pate in the draft under the claim, which many of you may recall that
led to a prosecution of Muhammed Ali, the claim being that every
member was, in fact, a minister of the church of the religion.

In 1954 the Department of Justice advised the group would not be
prosecuted for any conspiracy to violate the Selective Service Act
They continued their efforts with respect to some individual violations.

In 1955 the FBI goes to the Department of Justice and says, "re-
view the file of the group and advise us whether the 150 most active
members should continue on the Security Index," which Fritz has
just mentioned. Avoiding the question, the Department, 5 months
later, comes back noting only that a potentially dangerous instru-
mentality is represented here in the event of a national emergency.

The next entry we have is 1959. There the Department indicated
that the group would not be prosecuted or designated for the Attorney
General's list, and Hoover, upon receiving this communication said,
in essence, "they always come up with excuses for not doing anything,"
and he asked or noted that they should take a constructive approach.
He was asking them for advice.

In 1960 the Department gave the same advice, saying that the group
was not subversive as defined by the employee security program. How-
ever, the FBI was requested to continue its investigation of the group.

Hoover noted on the bottom of that memorandum, after he received
it. that Justice was "just stalling." It is interesting to take a look at
that particular memo [exhibit 27],' that one of September 23, 1960.
Walter Yeagley, then Assistant Attorney General of Internal Secu-
rity Division, in a fairly clear discussion, notes that the first amend-
ment requires something more than language of prophesy -and predic-
tion and implied threats against the Government to establish the
existence of a clear and present danger. He further notes in the memo-
randum that the evidence is insufficient to meet the criterion of advo-
cating the overthrow of the Government, but then he apparently comes

1 See p. 428.



to the same bottom line that the FBI had reached. "Because of the
seinisecret and violent nature of this organization and the continuing
tendency on the part of some of its members to use language of im-
plied threats against the Government, it is requested that the Bureau
continue its investigation of the Nation of Islam and its leaders."

In 1962, we are on the same merry-go-round. The Department re-
peats the advice and. says, "Continue to investigate." -

In 1963, the Department said there would not 'be a prosecution and
did not request further investigation, but in 1964 the members are
still on the list, the investigation is continuing. The Department is
.advised of that. In its response to the FBI, the Department does not
even mention the fact the investigation is continuing.

For 7 years, from 1966 to 1973, there are no further instructions
to the Department and the FBI did not ask.

In 1973, the FBI comes up again and asks the Department of Jus-
tice if they should continue. It took the Department nearly a year to
answer them. At that point the Department replied that the investiga-
tion should continue because the group represented "a potential threat
to the public safety."

The FBI was asked to consult the Department if the group "changed
its tactics and objectives." And th.e Department the next time advised
that another reason for continuing the investigation might be the
antiriot law. The employment security program comes up again.

Finally, 'after 20 years of exchange with the Department of Justice,
late in 1974, the FBI decided that it would not bother investigating
any more. In this 20 years of back and forth, reading the correspond-
ence, the memorandums, it is virtually impossible to decipher anything
that approaches the decision, guidance, firmness, or direction. So it'
is not all the Bureau run 'wild. There was some very clear advice here
as to at least some of what was going on, and this is a good case in
point.

Mr.- SCHWARZ. The final part, Mr. Chairman, is the lack of legal
authority and the ambiguity, the uncertainty. This has troubled the
FBI- and the Attorney General's office seriously since 1972. Prior to
that time there is no evidence that consideration was given to issues
of whether there is legal authority except the kind of hint you get in
that 1938 memo where they say "Let us not go to Congress, because
if we-seek a statute, people are going to get upset about this kind of
spying on Americans."

But in 1972 and 1973, the Bureau did focus on the problem. They
wrote in 1973 to the then Attorney General saying, "We are very con-
cerned about whether we have legal authority to act in these intelli-
gence areas." They indicated then that the theory which had been used
for the 30 years, which were the rather ambiguous and vague Execu-
tive orders, many of which were secret, from Presidents Roosevelt and
Truman, -and Eisenhower, at least. Those had been the bases on 'which
the Bureau said thby can go ahead and spy on the people. Really,
those orders just said to look at subversives. They had no real con-
tent to them. They had certainly nothing about tactics and activities,
no specificity.

By the summer of 1972 and 1973, the Bureau was very concerned,
and concluded internally that they probably did not support its in-
telligence activities and asked the Attorney General to please help
get a statute passed and get some Executive orders passed.
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The CHAIRMAN. Which Attorney General? We had three in 19
Mr. SCHWARZ. That was Attorney General Elliot Richardson. I think

he left fairly soon after that request was made, and in any event,
statutes have not been sought. The current Attorney General has been
very diligently at work thinking about the issue of guidelines, at least
internal guidelines. We have not seen any proposed statutes, but per-
haps that is the work of this committee.

But the FBI and the Attorney General are now, it appears, gen-
uinely concerned about the issue of legal authority.

Mr. SMOTHERS. Mr. Chairman, it is not clear in terms of the chain
of that motivation. I do not think there is doubt that some of it is
being actively considered now, but unless we focus it on an isolated case
and point out that the volume, the sheer volume of information being
received by the Department of Justice from the FBI, appears to
have been sufficient to put the Attorney General, the various Attor-
neys General on notice that an awful lot of information was com-
ing in from somewhere.

For example, in 1967, the Internal Security Division received pe-
riodic reports on approximately 400 organizations, an annual total of
about 14,000 memorandums, about 150 reports a day. And yet we see
little evidence that anybody asked "Where are you getting this stuff
from? What is the source of all of this?"

I think that is a question, the real legal authority's point, that if
now beginning to focus.

The CHAIRMAN. How much of that enormous volume of infor-
mation ever meant anything to the Government? How many man-
days, how much money was spent in such a massive and continuing
effort of surveillance through the years?

These are questions that occur to me as we watch the organized
crime in this country, the general level of crime that keeps rising from
year to year.

Is it any wonder that we are not dealing effectively with it if so
much of our attention and resources are diverted into activities of this
kind? That bothers me very much.

Mr. SMOTHERS. Mr. Chairman, that is a hard question to get at in
terms of the complete answer. I think it might be a question we could
raise with the Bureau.

You recall earlier we talked about the combination of the intelli-
gence functions, both counterespionage and domestic intelligence.
What we get is a lumped figure, fiscal 1975. of about $82 million. That
includes both our foreign and domestic effort. The Bureau does not
wish to break it out further, and I think for some good reasone.g.
because it would tend to disclose the amount of the counterintelligence
budget. That figure lumped together is about 18 percent of the re-
sources. The actual resource application though, in terms of man-
hours, one, records that the Bureau did not keen, and two, if you look
at the memorandums, you see designations of half an agent's time,
desip-nate an agent to do this. We saw the peaks and valleys in the
activity. It is anybody's guess as to how much of personnel costs has to
be outlined in this.

The CHAIRMAN. Before I am going to pursue my own questions I
would like to recoornize after some weeks of absence that we have
Senator Phil Hart back with us and we are so pleased that he is back,
that he is here today narticipating at this hearing, and all the members
of the committee feel that way.



So I thought it would be entirely appropHiat, Senator Hart, to
turn to you first with whatever questions you would like to ask.

Senator HART of Michigan. I do not recommendthat others pirsue
the course I took in order to get this advantage, but thank you very
much. -

Having the benefit of not having heard anything until yesterday for
all of these-:months, I would just react very generally to what you
have told me today.

As I'm sure others have, I have been told for years by, among others,
some.of my own family, that this is exactly what the Bureau was
doing all of the time, and in my great wisdom and high office, I assured
them that they were-it just wasn't true. It couldn't. happen. They
wouldn't do it.

What you have. described is a series of illegal actions intefided
squarely to deny first amendment rights to some Americans. That is
what my children have told me was going on. Now I'did not believe it.

The trick now;as I see it, Mr. Chairman, is for this committee to be
able to figure out how to persuade the people of. this country that
indeed it did go on. And how shall we insure that it will never happen
again? But it will happen repeatedly unless we can bring ourselves to
understand and accept that it did go on.

And now my last note. Over the years we have been warned about
the danger of subversive organizations, oiganizations that would
threaten our liberties,'subvert our system, would encourage its mem-
bers to take further illegal action to advance their views, organizations.
that would incite and promote violence, pitting one American group
against another.

And I think the story you have told us today shows us that there is
an organization that does fit those descriptions and it is the organiza-
tion, the leadership of which has been most constant ii' its warning to
us to be on -guard against such harm. The Bureau did all of those
things.

And .I say that as one who worked as a*U.S. attorney with the
Bureau. I have enormous respect for its bapacities' in the field of
kidnapping, bank robbery, and a lot of other things, but am appalled
to learn, if. that is correct, of the intelligence side that the Bureau has
been up to for so long.

I am glad I got back in'time to be persuaded of what my own family
had not been able to persuade me of.

Thank you.
Mr. SCHWARz. Of course there are actually violent groups. There

are people who do act violently in the country and thbre is a role to be
played there. The problem is the process, no check, .no control, no
neutral person checkin qhow they draw the line, and no apparent
effort to balance with the values of the first amendment.

The CHAIRMAN. I would like to 'recognize Senator Mondale next.
Senator MONDALE. Thank you very- much, Mr. Chairman.
I think we all on this committee join with Senator Hart in ex-

pressing our admiration for the FBI and the conduct of its criminal
investigating and prosecutorial functions. I.just do not think there is
any professional 1 aw-enforcement organization in the world that per-
haps equals the FBI in its ability and its training inthat field.



As an old law-enforcement officer myself, I wanted the point made
clear. What we are confronting here, however, is another matter
beyond the law, which is called counterintelligence or internal security.
And it is a matter which strangely has troubled the FBI in the past.
In fact, the abuse of that internal security function by the old Bureau
of Intelligence so led to its disgrace that a new organization, known
as the FBI, was created precisely for the purpose of staying out of
this dirty work in the future.

So here we are again. The case of Martin Luther King strikes me
as being the central case to demonstrate precisely what was involved
and the profoundly serious danger of those tactics.

I would like to ask a few questions about it which, I think, demon-
strate the elements of that matter.

What was the threat that the FBI believed that Martin Luther
King posed to this country?

Mr. SCHWARZ. You get different feelings on that, Senator, from the
documents, but it is a threat of change. There is a flavor running in
there of an assertion that he was influenced by Communists, but that
does never seem to be followed through on or proven what his actions
were. It was the threat of change, I would say.

Senator MONDALE. Was there any evidence at any time that they
were suspicious that he was about to or had committed a crime?

Mr. SCHWARZ. None that we have seen.
Mr. SMOTHERS. I think it is easy to underestimate the impact

the concept of civil disobedience had on the Bureau in general and
Mr. Hoover in particular.

Senator MONDALE. I want to get into the flavor of that later.
Mr. SMOTHERS. It was a big part.
Senator MONDALE. But I'm trying to find out what it was that

impelled some part of the FBI to pursue Martin Luther King with
such an obsession, and what I understood that answer to be was, first
of all, it was not any suspicion of the commission of a Federal crime.
None of the literature showed up a single suggestion that Martin
Luther King had committed or was about to commit a crime.

Is that correct?
Mr. SCHWARZ. That is correct.
Mr. SMOTHERS. Yes, sir, but at this point much of what was being

done did involve challenges to local laws, and there is a very strong
suggestion that King was seen as rallying the lawbreakers and
would-be lawbreakers, albeit for a cause that sounded pure, looking
now in terms of-if you look at what might have gotten the Bureau
started, remember at the same time he is extremely critical of the
Bureau's own law-enforcement efforts.

We see throughout these documents, the New Left documents, it is
taboo to criticize the Bureau and particularly the Director.

Senator MONDALE. Was he ever charged with fomenting violence?
Did he ever narticipate in violence? Was it ever alleged that he was
about to be violent?

Mr. SCHWARZ. That was the very opposite of his philosophy,
Senator.

Sentaor MONDALE. So it was neither the fear of commission of a
crime nor the commission of violence?

Was there any serious charge that he himself was a Communist?



Mr. SCwAz. No such charge whatever.
Senator MONDALE. So that what was left was the decision on thepart of some persons or person within the FBI that he should neverthe-less be pursued. The basis for that decision apparently was political, thedecision that he was dangerous or potentiaily dangerous to someone'snotion of what this country should be doing and 'a theory that theFBI possessed the ability to enter. into this field and to investigateand to intimidate and seek to neutralize, and indeed replace, a civilrights leader whom they thought to be politically unacceptable.
Is that correct ? .
Mr. SCHWARZ. Yes.
Mr. SMOTHERS. That is correct.
Senator MONDALE. All right. And the tactics they used apparently

had no end. They did not, however, include. direct physical violence.
They did not include incarceration. But they included practically
everything else, did they not? pc.

Mr. SCHWARZ. Yes.
Senator MONDALE. They included wiretapping. They included

microphonic surveillance of hotel rooms. They included informants.
They included sponsoring of letters signed by phony names to rela-
tives and friends and organizers. They involved even plans to replace
him with someone else whom the FBI was to select as a national civil
rights leader. Is that correct?

Mr. SCHWARZ. Yes; that plan did not get very far; but they had
that plan.

Senator MONDALE. Yes; it was seriously considered, and Mr. Hoover
pinned a note to that suggestion commending its authors, did he not?

Mr. SCHWARZ. Yes.
Senator MONDALE. It also included an indirect attempt to persuade

the Pope not to see him.
Mr. SCHWARz. And many other people.
Senator MONDALE. It directed him to .persuade one of our major

universities not to grant him a doctorate degree.
Mr. SCHWARz. That is correct. I think there were two universities.
Senator MONDALE. It included an attempt.to send him a letter prior

to the time he received the Nobel Peace Prize, which Dr. Martin
Luther King and close associates interpreted to mean a suggestion
that King should attempt suicide.

Mr. SCHWARZ. That's right. Included in that were materials which
the Bureau had gathered illegally: or. improperly through taps and
bugs and so forth.

Senator MONDALE. Well, I must conclude that apart from direct
physical violence and apart from illegal incarceration, there is nothing
in this case that distinguishes that particular action much -from what
the KGB does with dissenters in that country.

I think it is a road map to the destruction of American democracy,
and I would hope, as we lead to the strengthening of the FBI in the
criminal field, we impose very clear and unquestioned limits, so that
this kind of unrestrained. illep'al, secret intimidation and harassment
of the essental ability of Americans to participate freely in the Amer-
ican political life shall npver happen again.

One final question. What is the' osition of the FBI now as to
whether it continues to have the authority to pursue tactics such as
this against someone like Dr. King?



Mr. SCHWARZ. Of course the FBI witnesses are now commencing to
come, Senator. There is, on the COINTELPRO subject, which is re-
lated to the testimony of the current director in effect defending that
program as appropriate for the times in which it took place.

Whether he gave that testimony after knowing the fullness of what
was done or not, I don't know.

Senator MONDALE. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman.
Senator TOWER [presiding]. Senator Huddleston?
Senator HUDDLESTON. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
First, I too would like to say that I think all of us are well aware

of the outstanding work that the Federal Bureau of Investiaation
does in many areas and that they do have a large number of diligent
and dedicated agents who are doing outstanding work in the field of
crime and in protecting this country against our foreign enemies.

I think it probably is unfortunate but the fact of the matter is it is
not what they are doing right and correct that is of major interest to
this committee. Our major interest, first of all, is to discover and
identify what is not correct, not right, and to take whatever action may
seem to be necessary in order to correct those abuses.

So the fact that we dwell on incorrect actions and abuses should not
in itself indicate that the entire Bureau is guilty of gross impropriety
in the performance of its duty. But we are in an area here that must
concern all of us and all of the citizens of this country.

It seems to me that we have moved away from concern by the Bureau
for actual actions that might be violent or might be criminal toward
action toward ideas that might be unpopular or may not be acceptable
to some people.

But within the Bureau, within the administration, would it be ac-
curate to say on the basis of the information you have presented at
this time that. in fact, the motivating factor behind much of the FBI's
concern in this area was not that there was likely to be some direct
violent action taken by some individual or some crime committed, but
simply that ideas were being expressed that were not acceptable to the
Bureau?

Is that a correct inference from the information you have given
us?

Mr. STOTHERS. Yes, sir. I believe that is an accurate summary. I be-
lieve it is particularly true when we look at the subversive investiga-
tions.

Senator HTUDDLESTON. Now where is there any mandate for the FBI,
or Executive order or any other authority, to move in this particular
direction?

Mr. SCHWARZ. Well, there are claims of authority. For example, title
XXVIII, section 533 of the United States Code permits the Attorney
General to appoint officials to detect and prosecute crimes.

Now that is read as implying the authority to pry into these
matters. Whether that is a correct reading or not, I suppose other
people should judge.

Senator HTJDDLESTON. But in case after case, and in particular, the
Martin Luther King case. there was certainly no direct evidonep that
there was about to be a crime committed that could be identified as a
speific crime.

Is that correct?



Mr. SCHWARZ. Certainly not. You are certainly correct.
Senator HUDDLESTON. We have talked some this morning' when you

gave the presentation of the various targets that had been selected,
and one relating to the New Left seems to be a particularly nebulous-
type target.

Was there ever any written description or any kind of understand-
ing on the part of the agents that you talked to or those who were en-
forcing the program that would indicate that they had a very definite,
clear understanding of just what this was?

Mr. SCHWARZ. It was a loose term that started and it appears to re-main a loose term in its application.
Senator HUDDLESTON. It would be very difficult then to identify very

clearly just what the threat of a so-called New Left would be to the
security of the United States.

Mr. SMOTHERs. That is correct, Senator. Some of the guidelines pro-vided, and it changed from time to time, included everything froni op-posing the war to saying bad things about the Director of the Bureau,
and it just started to be a catchall: ' .
. Senator HUDDLESTON. Did you in fact fihd officials or agents who in-

dicated that they had no clear understanding as to what it meaht?
Mr. SCHWARZ. Yes; we did. Of course some of them might have said,

as one Supreme Cotirt Justice said about obscenity, you can tell it when
you see it but they couldn't describe it.
-, Senator HIJDLESTON. Now this information, the files that were built

.upon all-of these individuals, aside from the manner in which it was
disseminated, which you have reported in great detail,'what was final-
ly done with this evidence? Was it'left in a file within the-Bureau?

Mr. ScHwXRz..It is still there.
Senator HUDDLESTON. It's still there now?
Mr. SCHWARZ. It does not matter how it was obt tained. Even the na-terial, for example. 6btained through illegal mail openings is still there

and still usable. If the Government asks for a name check on somebody,
they would set back information from those sources.

Senator HUDDLESTON. Does the Bureau have a clearly defined policy
on how long it should stay there or what would be done with.it?

Mr. SCHWARZ. I think-we ought to turn to some of our staff'experts
on that' one. " -

Mr. GiENsTEIN. The basic investigative files remain in the files for-
ever, as far as we know.

Senator HUDDLESTON. No matter how the material was gained; no
matter whether or not it was accurate or true or how 'damagingto an
individual it might be, it rests there to be' plucked out at someone's

"whim 'to be disseminated in whatever way they might want to. dissem-
inate it?

Mr. GiTENSTEIN. In fairness to the Bureau,'in recent months the
Bureau has talked about a' destruction program based on age.

Senator HUDDLicSTON. They are talking about a destruction program
but so far as you know, they have not put it into effect?

Mr. SCHWARZ. There is a great problem aloAg that line, Senator.
Even if you are willing to assume some right to collect some informa-
tion, that is a very doubtful assumption, the Bureau collects, all
information. Let us say a wiretap was authorized in order to check
if someone was likely to commit some kind of an act. They do not
limit the information which is obtained to that. There are some
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\efforts now to say, do not listen in when lawyers are talking on the
\phone, for example, but by and large once you target on the individual
or group, you get all of the information.

Senator HUDDLESTON. That would certainly be a broad application
of the search and seizure warrant requirement that requires a specify-
ing of, first of all, where you are going to search and what you are
seirching for.

Mr. SCHWARZ. Yes, and do you remember on the chart which showed
that 80 percent of the information comes from informants? Of course
the e is no warrant procedure whatsoever for the use of informants to
infiltrate groups.

Sknator HUDDLESTON. Did you find any report within the FBI or
any 'assertion by them that they were in fact able to prevent violent
acts Ir criminal acts because of the information they had gathered?

Mr. SCHWARZ. Yes, and I'm sure it is true there have been instances.
Thatl GAO study, however, indicated they were a very small percent-
age. But of course they undoubtedly have managed to deal with some
violent acts in the course of this work and I'm sure the witnesses that
come \in tomorrow will have samples where they have in fact done it.

Senator HUDDLESTON. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Senator TOWER. Senator Hart.
Sen tor HART Of Colorado. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Gentlemen, would you discuss an incident which reportedly hap-

penedin the closing days of Dr. King's life in Memphis when he had
gone to the marches in connection with the sanitation workers strike,
and which related to the Bureau's involvement in the question of what
hotel lie may have been staying at in Memphis?

Mr. SCHWARZ. Yes, Senator, I would like to ask Mr. Epstein of our
staff, who has conducted the main investigation of the Dr. King
matter, to answer the question.

Mr. ErSTEIN. This is a document dated March 29, 1968. [See foot-
note page 21.] It is an internal Bureau memorandum. The caption
on it is Counterintelligence Program, Black Nationalists, Hate
Groups, Racial Intelligence, Martin Luther King.

The purpose is to publicize hypocrisy on the part of Martin Luther King.
Background: Martin Luther King has urged Negroes in Memphis, Tenn., to
boycott white merchants in order to force compliance with Negro demands in
the sa itation workers strike in Memphis. Violence broke out during the march
King led in Memphis. On March 28, 1968, King disappeared. There is a first-class
Negro hotel in Memphis, the Hotel Lorraine, but King chose to hide out at the
white-owned and operated Holiday Inn Motel.

Recymmendation: The above facts have been included in the attached blind
memorandum, and it is recommended it be furnished to a cooperative news
medial source by the Crimes Records Division for items showing King is a
hypocrite. This will be done on a highly confidential basis.

The attachment reads as follows, and March 29, 1968, is the date at
the top of it: "Martin Luther King, during the sanitation workers
strike in Memphis, Tennessee"-and by the way, this is headed, "do
as I say, not as I do," and this apparently is the item that was recom-
mended to be distributed.

Martin Luther King. during the sanitation workers strike in Memphis. Ten-
nessee. has urged Negroes to boycott downtown white merchants to achieve Negro
demands.



On March 29, 1968, King led a march for the sanitation workers. Like Julius
leading lambs to slaughter. King led the marchers to violence and when the
violence broke'out, King 'disappeared. The fine Hotel Lorraine in Memphis is
owned and patronized exclusively by Negroes, but King did not go there from his
hasty exit. Instead, King decided a plush Holiday Inn' Motel, white-owned
operated, and almost exclusively white patronized, was the place to "cool it."
There will be no boycott of white merchants for King, only for his followers.

Senator HART Of Colorado. Mr. Epstein, do you know for a fact
whether the Bureau distributed that information to members'of the
press?

Mr. EPSTEIN. The only .notation that would shed any light on that,
on this document, is as follows: There is a. notation that says, "OK,
H," which is the usual OK that Mr. Hoover signed on various FBI
documents. And theh there is a notation also on the document which
says, "handled," and there is a da+e next to it, which has been illegible
for us. We have inquired of the Bureau as to what that date is, and
the Bureau maintains that it is April 3, 1968. We have not yet seen
the original of the document.

The FBI also asserts that Martin Luther King, Jr. had already
moved into the Lorraine Hotel prior to April 3,1968.

Senator HART of Colorado. He did change hotels?
Mr. EPSTEIN. That is correct.
Senator HARToOf Colorado. Did we ask the Bureau whether or not

they distributed that information?
Mr. EPSTEIN. We did not discover anything additional with respect

to this incident. There apparently were newspapers at the time that
stated that Dr. King -was staying in -the Holiday Inn motel, I think
described as a "plush" Holiday Inn motel in a counle of newspaper
articles. There was no indication that those particular articles were
written as the result of this particular COINTELPRO recommenda-
tion. There is no proof one way or the other.
. Senator HART Of Colorado. Are there date coincidences between the

memo dates and the dates of the stories?
Mr. EPSTEIN. Other than the same 5- or 6-day time-period, I do

not have any additional facts.
Senator HART Of Colorado. What day was Dr.' King killed? On

April the 4th?
Mr. EPSTEIN. The chain of events, as I. understand it, was he was

in Memphis for a period of several days, left Memphis apparently and-
went back to Atlanta. for a weekend, or for a couple of days. And
it was when he returned to Memphis that he checked into the Lorraine.
Hotel.

Senator HART of Colorado. And that was where he was killed?
Mr. EPSTEIN. That is correct.
Senator HART Of Colorado. Thank you very much.
Mr. Schwarz. I would like to ask you about the tangible results. of

the entire COINTEL Programs.
Do we have specific instances where the programs "suxceeded"?
Mi. SCHWARZ. Yes. Out of some 2.600 COINTELPROs-
Ms. BANOFF. Twenty-two 'percent of them have results.
Mr. SCHWARZ. Can 1' ask Ms. Banoff of our staff to deal with that

question?
Senator HART Of Colorado. Yes.



Ms. BANOFF. The Bureau did not define success; it defined result.
The Bureau agents, field agents, were also instructed from the very
beginning to resolve any doubts in their favor, and, in fact, our in-
vestigation in some instances showed the result that was claimed was
not, in fact, produced by the counterintelligence action.

Senator HART Of Colorado. What was the result?
Ms. BANOFF. Some concrete thing that happened supposedly as a

result of the Bureau action, Bureau counterintelligence action that
fulfilled the purpose of the action.

For instance, Senator, in the dissemination act, it is one of the letters
to wives. In fact, to husbands. One that Mr. Smothers showed, shows
as a result in the status letter, and this is how it was shown to report-
ers, that the husband and wife separated. This was claimed as a tangible
result.

Senator HART of Colorado. You have all indicated that the Bureau
began concentration on COINTELPRO as a result of the Smith Act
convictions being overturned and the Bureau's feelings that it was im-
possible to use ordinary law enforcement techniques against Commu-
nist Party members.

What indications are there in the records or your interviews with
Bureau personnel that the Justice Department or the Bureau itself
ever addressed themselves to the legality of the techniques that were
being used in the program?

Mr. SCHWARZ. No evidence that any produced, any theory under
which those programs were legal.

Senator HART Of Colorado. Was it discussed within the Bureau or
between the Bureau and the Department?

Mr. SCHWARZ. No.
Mr. SMorHERS. There were after the fact notifications of the activi-

ties against the Communist Party and against the Klan. The Bureau
sent over a memorandum after the fact. In some cases it said, there
apparently were some brief intelligence activities.

Mr. SCHWARZ. It does not make it legal.
Senator MONDALE. Would the Senator yield?
Senator HART Of Colorado. I yield.
Senator MONDALE. We interrogated a very prominent high-level

FBI official who had been in a top role throughout all of this period,
and he was asked whether anyone had questioned the legality or consti-
tutionality of these actions. He said no one. I never heard anyone raise
the question of legality or constitutionality. Never.

Mr. SMOTHERS. And yet they were going to Justice daily with infor-
mation, not COINTELPRO but information, and the product of
information was coming over.

Senator HART of Colorado. Did the Bureau ever actively conceal
from the Justice Department the techniques it was using in these
programs?

Mr. SMOTHERS. I think so. The general prohibition on all the
COINTELPRO activities was there should be no disclosure outside
the Bureau.

Now the subsequent or after-the-fact notification on the Communist
Party, the plan, it appears that the Bureau felt a little safer about.
There is no indication that the Bureau ever believed information
against the other groups would be discussed, and there is no indication
that we found that they disclosed the background.



Senator HART of Colorado. With respect to COINTELPRO spe-
cifically, is it your respective or collective judgments that the Bureau
was operating under the control of the Department of Justice or out
of control of the Department of Justice?

Mr. SMOTHERS. I do not see how one can charge the Department
with control at least outside the Communist Party plan area. I think
there may have been sufficient evidence, some evidence of a pattern
where they could have at least said don't do it again. But no advance
notice. And with respect to the other activities, I think the record is
very clear that they did not with Justice, or anyone else.

Senator HART Of Colorado. So I take it your answer is that there
was not sufficient control of the COINTELPRO?

'Mr. SMOTHERS. No question.
Senator HART of Colorado. Mr. Schwarz, do you agree with that?
Mr. SCHWARZ. Yes, I do.
Senator HART Of Colorado. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman.
Senator TOWER. Senator Hart?
Senator HART of Michigan. No; I have no questions.
Senator TOWER. No questions.
Senator Mondale?
Senator MONDALE. Would it be fair to say that the tactics used

against Dr. King had been borrowed from tactics used against foreign
risks, spies, agents, and the rest, who could and did pose a threat?

Mr. SCHWARZ. Mr. Mondale, your own examination of Mr. Sullivan
seems to me brought home that point as clear as it could be.

Senator MONDALE. So that the techniques which were used were
techniques that we knew about through experience against foreign
enemies. So that for all practical purposes, Dr. King was treated as
though he were one of them?

Mr. SCHWARZ. I do not think he was the only person, but that is
certainly accurate.

Senator MONDALE. I raised the Dr. King example because I think
that is the classic example which shows all of the elements and the
dan,ers involved in this tactic. ,

When did counterintelligence programs stop?
Mr. SCHWARZ. Well, that is in question.
In 1971, after they had been.exposed through the.media, there was

an instruction that they should stop. The instruction says, however,
"If anything like this is really important, please advise headquarters."
And as I think some of the witnesses indicated, the line between
counterintelligence and intensive investigation is one that really can-
not be drawn and has not been drawn.

Senator MONDALE. So are. you saving we cannot be sure that
COINTELPRO, in all of is elements, has been terminated?

Mr. SCHWARZ. I would not want to use that. label, Senator. and I
think that is a matter better directed to the FBT witnesses. But it is
a problem when you have a Director of the FBI who declines to say
that the activities were improper, as he did when he testified in 1073.Senator MONDALE. To provide some of the flavor of the kind of con-
centration that was directed afrainst Dr. King. do you have available
an agenda'that was prepared for a meeting of FBI officials to decide
how to deal with Dr. King?

Mr. SCHWARZ. I think Mr. Eastein, who has 2 feet of documents,
Senator, ought to be able to pull that one out.



Senator MONDALE. Maybe Mike Epstein could testify directly on
this, because I think he went through this with us.

Could you tell us about this meeting? Who came? What was the
purpose of the meeting? What was discussed there?

Mr. EPsTEIN. Senator, apparently there was a meeting convened at
FBI headquarters in December 1963. The memorandum recommend-
ing the meeting recommended that it be convened in order to explore
fully the Communist influence in racial matters as it pertained to
Martin Luther King, Jr.

The summary memo with respect to the meeting itself was written
afterward.

Senator MONDALE. As I recall, there was an agenda or a memo
written about tactics that could be used against him.

Mr. EPSTEIN. That's right.
Senator MONDAL. Can you list some of the tactics that were

discussed?
Mr. EPsTEIN. "Can colored agents be of any assistance to us in the

Atlanta area, and if so, how many would be needed? Possibilities
of contacting anonymous sources at the home of King and/or SCLC"
is a tactic that was also discussed. "W1ould tesur's or misur's on King's
associates help to set uo a counterintelligence move?"

Senator MONDALE. What does that mean?
Mr. EPSTEIN. Tesur's means telephone surveillance and misur's

means microphone surveillance.
What are the possibilities of using Mrs. King? Are there any disgruntled em-

ployees at SCLC and/or former employees who may be disgruntled or disgruntled
acquaintances? Does the office have any contacts among ministers, both colored
and white, who are in a position to be of assistance, and if so, in what manner
could we use them?

Do we have any information concerning any shady financial dealings of King
which could be explored to our advantage? Has this point ever been explored
before? And what are the possibilities of placing a good-looking female plant
in King's office?

Senator MONDALE. So, this meeting was called to bring together FBI
agents to explore every possibility of spying upon and intimidating
Dr. Martin Luther King.

Is that right?
Mr. EPSTEIN. There are a total of 21 different ideas that are on this

document, which is headed: "Questions To.Be Explored at Confer-
ence." [See footnote, page 21.]

Senator MONDALr. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
The CHAIRMAN [presiding]. Senator Schweiker, I believe, has not

questioned yet.
Senator SCHWEIKER. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. Smothers. earlier in your presentation, when talking about

activities of the FBI against people and targets, you mentioned that
Warren Commission critics were singled out for some kind of special
treatment. I wonder if you would just elaborate a little bit more on
what kind of special attention people who criticized the Warren
Commission Report got?

Mr. SMOTHERS. 'Snecial attention started with a request for infor-
mation on them and the information reauests were made by the then
Special Assistant to the President, and we must assume that the
requests were at the President's direction, or maybe at the initiative of



the Special Assistant. We do not know, but our evidence. tends to
show that it reflects a Presidential concern. What came back were a
series of monographs or biographical statements.

Senator SCHWEIKER. Would this be raw file material, probably?
Mr. SMOTHERS. Yes, it appears to reflect all of what the FBI had on

that individual. Some of them are very brief. One person in question is
described as "a person who thrives on dissension and causes much

local dissension and arguments in his community." They talk about
his educational background, the marital status, and that is a one-
pager. The next one is a one-pager. We have not contacted these people,
Senator.

Senator SCHWEIKER. I understand there were some derogatory ma-
terialalso included in some of this. Without getting into specifics-

Mr. SMOTrERS. Yes, there is one that 'reflects a morals arrest.. It
appears again to- be, a vaccuum cleaner situation though, because in
the same discussion of the alleged morals. violation, in two-preceding
paragraphs. they note traffic fines imposed by a municipality.

Senator SCiWEIKER. And this was an attempt then on the part of
the White House in this case, a request to the FBI, so we set the record
straight, to discredit. people who disagreed with the findings of the
Warren Commission or to -use material against them in some way or
to be knowledgeable about the material in the raw files, any derogatory
information on critics of the Warren Commission.
. Mr. SMOTHERS. To be fair, Senator, I do not think they were asked
to make use of it. It was certainly asked to provide it, and every indi-
cation.that we have is that the FBI ierely provided it. They took no
further steps to disseminate it. Now what the White House did with
it, we do not know. . .

Senator SCHWEIKER. So that tie request initiated from the White
House. It was not an internal FBI request.

Mr. SMOTHERS. That is correct.
Senator SCHWEIKER. I think that is very interesting because it indi-

cates that to some extent you became an intelligence target of some-
body's. or interest certainly, if you disagreed strongly with the Warren
Commission. :

I think we do have to ascertain, if the material was used in some
way. There certainly had been some allegations that this material was
in fact used in some way. Whether it;was in fact used by the White
House or by somebody else, I do not know. But I think this is the first
time we have an indication that the White House requested such dero-
gatory or personal material.

Mr. Smothers, what in your judgment could have been the purnose
of fermpnting antagonism hetiveen the Black Panther Party and the
Black Nationalist Proup. United SlAves?
. Mr. SMOTHERS. Well, it apppears to me at this noint what we see
witlh the Black Panther Party-United Slaves (US) dispute -is the
FBI's taking the concept of neutralization, the concept they have used
earlier with the Communists and the Socialist Worker Party one step
further.

It is really an indication, I believe, and we see some from the other
documents not insensitivity. but outright racism on the part of the
Bureau. I think they view it as another neutralization effort, except
when it came to blacks, the most violent kinds of techniques were
accepted.



I think they proceeded with the assumption that we would sure like
to be rid of both of them. They appear to have a little bit more antag-
onism against the Black Panthers. But if they were going to have
gang fights, if they were going to kill each other, -then it appeared to
be a wonderful opportunity for the Bureau to promote.

Senator SCHWEIKER. So in this case, instead of acting to calm the
violence and to actually have it subside, they really were inciting it
and encouraging it and confronting it and causing it. Is that a fair
summation?

Mr. SMOTHERS. I think that would be a fair statement, Senator. The
memo urges the aggressive kinds of efforts, the coming up with crea-
tive ideas as to how one might fuel the fires, if you will.

This is not the only incident where I think the FBI got in the
middle of a situation when they saw that violence was apparent. The
Blackstone Ranger-Panther conflict in Chicago had shades of the
same problem. The resolution therefore, when they couldn't find a
rival group, as the experience was with the revolutionary action move-
ment in Philadelphia, they simply worked on the local police as a
means of taking them out of existence.

On one occasion a series of memos and communications reflected
that any charge whatsoever was to be utilized by the Philadelphia
police to get these people off the streets prior to a planned activity.
And they then commend the Philadelphia operation for being suc-
cessful in defeating this demonstration by putting them all in jail on
one charge or another.

Senator SCHWEIKER. Mr. Schwarz, you described one of the pur-
poses of the Inlet letter, which is exhibit 9', as reporting items with an
unusual twist or concerning prominent personalities. The letter was
discontinued. Do we have any knowledge or information as to whether
that kind of reporting was discontinued?

Mr. SCHWARZ. Well, the discontinuing letter says in effect it is not
necessary any longer to have the Inlet letter because we now have better
means of communicating, and it instructs the agents to continue to
refer to headquarters the same kind of information. What has in fact
been furnished I cannot answer for you, Senator.

Senator SCHWEIKER. Does this particular situation indicate that it
would vary on the particular personalities of the issuing, of the au-
thoritative people, as to what kind of material would be of interest,
or what kind of material would particularly be looked for that would
sort of win their fancy of whoever was requesting it?

Mr. SCHWARZ. There were no standards, Senator.
Senator SCHWEIKER. And how, Mr. Schwarz, do we prevent this kind

of thing from happening? In other words, I think it is interesting to
note that it happened, but the question in my mind is how do we stop
this abuse of power where a person may get a kick out of reading
about somebody else's human failures, and may or may not pass these
human failures on to other people? What is your surmise as to how
we might proceed to stop this in the future?

Mr. SCHWARZ. Less secrecy and tougher laws, Senator, which I am
sure are roine to come.

Mr. Elliff, do you have a comment on the Inlet letter?

I See p. 368.



Mr. ELLIFF. Senator Schweiker, I did have an opportunity at the
Bureau to review the Inlet letters. I did not have an opportunity to
ieview everything that has gone on since that program was discon-
tinued by teletype to the White House. The definition of items with an
unusual twist appears, from my review of these documents, to be
information that otherwise came to the Bureau in the course of its
intelligence activities. The Bureau did not go out and look for items
to put in the Inlet letter but if they did happen to, in the course of
their ordinary activities, come across such items on prominent persons,
in one instance I recall an actress, the.Bureau did learn through its
intelligence coverage of an extremist organization of something as to
the personal life of that actress, and that was indeed disseminated to
the White House in the Inlet letter.

Senator SCHWEIKER. And once again, in fairness to the Bureau, this
was originated in the White House in terms of the use and-procedure.
It was collected and gathered in the normal course of their activities,
but the focusing and whatever use was or was not made, or the receipt
of it was initiated by the White House?
: Mr. ELuir. That is. not clear. The Bureau memoranda iidicate that

-this had gone on for several administrations, and indeed, we have let-
ters from J. Edgar Hoover to President Truman and Presidents since
then in which he volunteers similar information saying, we thought
th's might be of interest to the President.

Senator SCHWEIKER. That is one of the prerogatives of the Presi-
dency ? , . I . .

In fiscal year 1974 the FBI received requests for name- checks on
more than 2 million cases. Over the years the Bureau has maintained
actual intelligence files for more than 500.000 U.S. citizens and or-
ganizations. I think my question here is, obviously a. lot of the ma-
terial is pure raw file material, some.of it uncorroborated, some of -it
allegations, some of it sources of questionable reliability, and I am
sure some of it is quite accurate.

My question is, has the FBI taken any steps to destroy,files of
persons who never should have been subjected to surveillance at all,
and. what procedure for cleaning out past errors of judgment exists,
or do these files just go on in perpetuity when you have situations of
this kind? Can anyone shed any light on that?

Mr. SMOTHERS. As to what the Bureau is doing now, Senator?
The best information we have is that a system for cleaning out

the files or a system for retiring information or determining what
should be held is at this time being worked on between the IDepart-
ment of Justice and the Bureau. I do not know of any prior efforts
to Purge or update the files.

Mr. SCHWARZ. Senator, in your question about name checks, I think
the record should be supplemented with this fact, that in 1967 name
check information was sent to the White House on seven Senators
who I am not going to name because we have not-snoken to them, but
I can see from looking at them that they are all antiwar Senators.

Senator SCHWEIKER. In the area of insnectionJ .would like to ask,
in the military they have an Insnector General system whose job is
to ferret out allegations of imnroper actions on the. part of people
within that particular unit or that particular function.



I wonder what you can tell us in terms of how the Inspection Divi-
sion operates, and what we might learn from comparing that, say,
to an Inspector General system.

Mr. SCHWARZ. I think Mr. Gitenstein is our expert on that.
Mr. GITENSTEIN. There is a separate division within the FBI called

the Inspection Division. It conducts annual inspections of all of the
other divisions of the FBI as well as all of the field offices. It also
responds to allegations of abuse within the FBI, but the inspections
are all conducted internally by FBI agents and rarely, if ever, are
there inspections or investigations by other personnel within the
Department of Justice of what the FBI does, although in recent
months there have been investigations of allegations of illegality by
the Criminal Division of the Justice Department concerning mail
opening and other allegations.

Senator SCHWEIKER. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
The CHAIRMAN. Thank you, Senator Schweiker.
Senator Tower, do you have any questions?
Senator Huddleston, did you have some further questions?
Senator HUDDLESTON. Just one quick question or two on the matter

of oversight. Was the Congress, or were Members of Congress or
appropriate committees, informed by the Bureau of the COINTEL
program?

Mr. SCHWARZ. The evidence on that as provided to us by the
Bureau is that the House Appropriations Committee-I've got to be
very careful how I put this-there are documents which indicate
remarks were prepared for off-the-record comments to the House
Appropriations Committee. Whether in fact those comments were
delivered is not revealed by any record. Moreover, it is perfectly clear
that those comments concerned only the CPUSA and the Klan COIN
TELPRO's. and did not concern the others.

Senator HUDDLESTON. The other three were not mentioned at all?
Mr. SCHWARZ. And they were scanty on the details with which the

individual techniques were disclosed.
Mr. SMOTHERS. To supplement that, I think it should be pointed

out that the Bureau claims that this kind of briefing occurred on six
separate occasions.

Senator HUDDLESTON. There were briefings on six separate occasions?
Mr. SMOTHERS. Yes; beginning, apparently in 1958, and ending

apnarentlv in 1966.
Senator HUDDLESTON. No indication that they touched on any except

the first two COINTELPRO taraets, and no indication as to what
degree of completeness was in the testimony, as to the techniques used
or the obiectives or what was accomplished.

Mr. SCHWARZ. Well, there was an indication that if the testimony
was given, that it was not at least as detailed as what we have brought
before you today, Senator.

Senator HTDDLrTON. Did the Bureau make any explanation or any
assertion as to why more thorouc-h briefings or more thorough infor-
mation was not given to the proner congressional committees?

Mr. SoHWARZ. The person who gave those briefings is no longer
alive.

Senator HUDDLESTON. Thank you.
The CHAIRMAN. Senator Mondale?



Senator MONDALE. I would like to put a few more questions to Mr.
Epstein. Since this is the first time we have ever had a good look
at this COINTEL Program and the so-called internal security pro-
gram, I think it is important to review briefly how the risk of so-called
Communist influence in the direction of the civil rights movement
was arrived at.

And perhaps you can testify about that peculiar set of mremos which
began- with one memo saying that -Communist .influence was infini-
tesimal and was unimportant, and within a month resulted in a final
memo saying that it was terribly dangerous- and threatened to sub-
vert the civil rights movement: [See footnote, p. 21.]

What kind of steps led to that remarkable change in assessment?
Mr. EPSTEIN. Senator, shortly before the Poor People's March,

which was in late August of 1963, the Domestic Intelligence Division
of the Bureau prepared a detailed memorandum concerning the ef-
foits of the Communist Party, U.S.A., to exploit the American Negro,
and that included a conclusion which stated, "The Communist Party
in the next few years -may fail dismally with the American Negro.
It has in the past. Time alone will tell." And a note was inscribed on
the end of it-

Senator MONDALE. But wait. Was that the one in which they said
the influence of the Communist Party is infinitesimal?

Mr. EPsTEiN. I believe that 'was another memorandum in which the
Director noted something next to the fact that there were only 200
members of the party in attendance at the march, which had 200,000.

Senator MONDALE. All right. Proceed.
Mr. EPSTEIN. The note that the Director inscribed on this memo,

which also detailed the history of the party's efforts in the past to
infiltrate the Negro movement, "This memo reminds me vividly of
those I received when Castro took over Cuba. You contended then
that Castro and his cohorts were not Communists and not influenced
by Communists. Time alone proved you wrong. I for one can't ignore
memos about [various people] as .having only an infinitesimal effect on
the efforts to exploit the American Negro by the Communists."

Senator MONDALE. So the first memo from the Intelligence Division
told the Director that the Communist influence was very speculative
and minor.

Mr. EPSTEIN. That's right.
Senator MONDALE. Hoover then, in that memo.' said "That is not

right, this is just like you told me about Castro." 'Then what hap-
pended?

Mr. EPSTEIN. The'context of these, of course, is the fact that the
Director of the Domestic Intepigence Division expected that this
was what was going'to hannen. His testimony to us has been that when
they were asked to put this document tocrether. informinn the Di-
rector as to how substantia9l the Communist influence nroblem was,
that they were concerned thpt the facts were not going to add up to
what the Director expreted to hear.

Senator MONDALE. All right.
So he got this memo he did not like. and he sent it back. So then

what happened?
Mr. EPSTEIN. That's right.
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Now, there was a response to that several days later which, by then,
was after the march which referenced that note from the Director
which had said "this memo reminds me vividly of those I received
when Castro took over Cuba", and then said "the Director is correct.
When investigating and writing atbout communism and the American
Negro, we had better remember this and profit by the lessons that it
should teach us," meaning Cuba. He concluded with comments such as,
"It may be unrealistic to limit ourselves, as we have been doing, to
legalistic proof, or definitely conclusive evidence that would stand up
in testimony in court or before congressional committees that the Com-
munist Party, U.S.A., does wield substantial influence over Negroes
which one day could become decisive."

"The memorandum which the Director questioned while showing
the details of the Communist impact on Negroes, did safer from such
limitations," and at the end he wrote, "We regret greatly that the
memorandum did not measure up to what the Director has a right to
expect from our analysis."

Senator MONDALE. What did he say about that?
Mr. EPSTEIN. There was no response at all, and what the Director

of the Domestic Intelligence Division apparently interpreted by the
silence was that action was desired, because that was the next thing
that happened.

Senator MONDALE. Did Hoover write another memo saying I cannot
understand you, you just said the Communist Party wasn't influential,
and now I get another memo saying it is influential. Have you got
that memo?

Mr. EPSTEIN. Following that apologetic memo, which is my charac-
terization of it, a recommendation went in-

The CHAmMAN. That's not apologetic. It is simply a recognition
that intuition is one of those sources for investigative information
that ought not be ignored.

Senator MONDALE. I think it is a source of survival. I think this is
very interesting because this led to the official determination by all
hands that the Communists were a very serious influence in the civil
rights movement. In fact, the department which was in charge of
inspecting it did not think so at all.

Mr. EPSTEIN. The memo I am about to read [see footnote, p.
211, which was in mid-September of 1963, the Director of Domestic
Intelligence Division informed us he. wrote because he believed that
he, at that point, had to give the Director words he believed the
Director wanted to hear, and he wrote a memorandum recommending
"increased coverage of Communist influence on the Negro":

The field is being instructed to intensify our coverage. We are stressing the
urgent need for imaginative and aggressive tactics to be utilized through our
counterintelligence program,

and recommending that such instructions be sent out to the field.
This is the memorandum on which the Director inscribed the fol-

lowing note.
Senator MONDALE. What did Hoover say? In other words, this is the

memo in which the Department said yes, you're right, Mr. Director,
let nus get going.

What did he say?



Mr. EPSTEIN [reading]:
No. I cannot understand how you can so agilely switch your thinking and

evaluation. Just a few weeks ago you contended that the Communist influence
in the racial movement was ineffective and infinitesimal. This notwithstanding
many memos of specific instances of infiltration. Now you want to load the field
down with more coverage, in spite of your recent memo deprecating CP influ-
ence in racial movement. I do not intend to wiaste time and money until you
can make up your mind what the situation really is.

Senator MONDALE. All right. What then happened?
Mr. EpsTEIN. Ten days later this memorandum, again from Mr.

Sullivan*
Senator MONDALE. To the Director?
Mr. EPSTEIN. To the No. 3 man in the Bureau, Mr. Belmont,

stated-it is prepared not on an official office memorandum but rather
on plain bond-"believing that this discussion need not be a matter of
official record":

On returning from a few days leave I have been advised of the Director's
continued dissatisfaction with the manner in which we prepared a brief on the
above-captioned subject, and subsequent memoranda on the same subject matter.
.In this memorandum, I seriously and sincerely try to clarify a most regrettable
situation.

The essence of the situation seems to be this. We presented what facts there
are in our files in the Brief in question and I know the Director certainly
would not want us to do other than this. It is obvious to us now that we did
not put the proper interpretation upon the facts which we gave to the Director.

And then again he reiterates, the recommendation that was made to
intensify coverage and states again, which in his testimony he has
informed us that this is what he believed the.Director wanted to hear,
as we stated before in a memorandum: [see footnote, p. 21.]

We regard Martin Luther King to be the most dangerous and effective Negro
leader in the country. May I repeat that our failure to measure up to what the
Director expected of us in the area of Communist-Negro relations is a subject
of very deep concern to us. We are disturbed by this and ought to be. I want him
to know that we will do everything that is humanly possible to develop all of
the facts.

It was 3 months after this memorandum that the December confer-
ence was convened, and it was 1 month after that, in January of 19'64,
that the first microphone was installed.

Senator MONDALE. In other words, the first factual summary of the
risk of Communist influence and control over Dr. King and the civil
rights movement reported that there was a very small risk indeed.
Didn't the Assistant Director also testify that the role of the
Communists in the.civil rights rally of 1963 was practically- nil?

Mr. EPSTEIN. That's right.
Senator MONDALE. That there were about 250,000 people and only

about 190; as best they could count, Communists around, and they had
no role to play at that rally.

Mr. EPsTEIN. I think he added that his recollection was that there
was some leader from the Party that they had to get on a fishing boat.

Senator MONDALE. They had to plead with him to leave a. fishing
trip, and he stayed an hour and left. Then this memo went to the
Director saying that it's not much of a 'risk. The Director got mad



and responded that he rejected that advice, and then they began to
try to change their position in accord with the Director's expectations.

Is that right? And it took two memos of that kind in which they
disregarded the facts, pumped up the fear, before they finally per-
suaded the Director that they accepted his point of view. Is that right?
And didn't testimony suggest that the person who wrote that memo,
those memos, did not believe them, but in fact was only doing what
he thought he had to do in order to keep his job?

Mr. EPSTEIN. That's right.
Senator MONDALE. Then it was on the basis of this pressured assee

ment of the threat of Communist control of the civil rights movement
that they then proceeded to pursue these COINTEL Programs of
harrassment, neutralization, spying and intimidation against Dr. Mar-
tin Luther King. Is that correct?

Mr. EPSTEIN. That appears to be the period of time when it began.
And it was at that time the recommendation went to the Attorney
General requesting his authorization for wiretap, and then 3 months
later was the December conference, and in January the microphones
were put in use.

Senator MONDALE. Do you have the quotation from that testimony
about the fear that the agents had toward the protection of their
jobs?

Mr. EPSTEIN. I do not have it tabbed, Senator, but if you like I will
find it and when I locate it I will read it in.

Senator MONDALE. You do not have that?
Perhaps you could summarize, based on your recollection of what

we were told about why they reacted as they did.
Mr. EPSTEIN. I think he said if they didn't they would be

transferred.
Senator MONDALE. And that they knew what they were doing, which

was, namely, just writing a memorandum to please the Director, is
that right?

If I may ask one other question, did this same Assistant Director
also testify about the FBI official estimates on the number of Com-
munist members in the United States?

Mr. EPSTEIN. Yes; he did.
Senator MONDALE. What did he say?
Mr. EPSTEIN. It was my recollection that he said that for years

they submitted the total number of members of the Communist Party
who were in the United States-I do not remember the exact totals-

Senator MONDALE. Something like 80,000.
Mr. EPSTEIN. When it started, in the first report, but that fact was

reported each year to the Department, and that when the numbers
began to diminish, as the years went along, and when it reached some
level, very, very few in the thousands, very few thousand, the Director
instructed at that point that the figures should no longer be revealed
to the Department, and the Bureau should hereafter take the position
that that information was classified.

Senator MONDALE. So that what happened for years, when the public
would write in and say how many Communist Party members are
there, the answer would come back, about 80,000 members in the United



States. But slowly the number of members in the United States
dropped down to half of that, or less than that. Then, according to
this Director, a teacher wrote in and said, what is this about the mem-
bership of the CPUSA? It stays 80,000 every year. It does not go
up, it does not go down. Why does it stay so constant? They did not
know how to answer that teacher because membership was then about
30,000, so they finally decided it was a matter of such high classifica-
tion that they should not talk to the public about it. Is that correct?

Mr. EPSTEIN. That is right.
Senator MONDALE. So the public was left with the impression then,

uncorrected, that there were about 80,000 members in the country.
Mr. EPSTEIN. And, in addition, refused thereafter to provide the

figures to the Department of Justice.
Senator MONDAIE. Refused to provide to the public the revised

figures indicating a much lesser Communist Party membership in
this country.

Is that correct?
Mr. EPSTEIN. That is right.
Senator MONDALE. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. EPSTEIN: I might add,.Mr. Chairman, I do not have the docu-

ment in front of me, but the document that recommended the dis-
crediting of Dr. King and the appointing of a new leader which was
in January of 1964, which was the recommendation from Mr. Sullivan,
and he was soliciting in that memorandum the Director's authoriza-
tion to pursue that possibility further, a recommendation that ap-
proval be given for him to explore this whole matter in greater detail'
as set forth above, and underneath' it is "OK, H." And then there
is the note from the Director which says, "I am glad to see that light
has finally, though dismally -delayed, conie to the Domestic Intelli-
gence Division. I struggled for months to' get over the fact that the
Communists were taking over the racial movement, but our experts
here couldn't or wouldn't see it, H."

Senator MONDALE. That was the -memo in which it was proposed
that King be destroyed as. a civil rights leader, and that the FBI
ought to sponsor his replacement by another person not in the civil
rights movement.

Mr. EPSTETX. That is correct.
Senator MONDALE. And Hoover personally appreciated that sugges-

tion; is that correct?
Mr. EPSTEIN. He OK'd it.
Senator MONDALE. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
The CITATRMAN. Any qiestions, Senator Tower?
Senator TOWER. No nuestions.
The CTTATIMAN. I think I miutht noint out in concliding the hearing

that staff has reviewed the ouistion of lefral qnthority' of what we
have been discussing today and has concluded that there is not and
never has been specific statutory authority for the FBT's internal
security intellisgence. profraqm. The only sitite which the 'Rireau
cites as authority is-section 533 of title XXVIII of the United States
Code, which reads as follows:



"The Attorney General may appoint officials to detect and prose-
cute crimes against the United States."

Now, we have had in the course of the hearings today a long recital

of crimes that have in fact been undertaken by the FBI itself. That
is a very sad proposition, as the distinguished Senator from Michigan,
Phil Hart, pointed out, when it comes from a Bureau that has received
as much applause, that has been held in as much esteem, that has

rightly been regarded as a prestigious law enforcement agency for
the many things that it has done in its efforts to track down major
criminals throughout what has often been an illustrious past.

But the FBI has never had any statute clearly defining its authority
and after all of these many years, this is the first serious congressional
investigation of its activities, and we have seen today the dark side
of those activities, where many Americans who were not even sus-
pected of crime were not only spied upon but they were harassed, they
were discredited, and at times endangered through the covert opera-
tions of the Federal Bureau of Investigation.

Such revelations place serious responsibility upon this committee
to see to it that that cannot happen again. I think there are many
lessons to be drawn from the -testimony today, but chief among them
is the necessity to draw the lines much more carefully in the statutes
that this committee should recommend, and to subject the counter-
intelligence activities and other internal security activities of the FBI
to the same kind of congressional oversight to which others have sug-
gested that the CIA and the NSA and other foreign intelligence agen-
cies of this country should be subject to.

And I hope that the committee, in the light of these revelations,
will give very serious consideration to that whole problem area.

I want to thank the members of the staff for the excellent presenta-
tion that you have made today, and tomorrow the FBI, of course, will
be here to reply to these disclosures, and respond to questions of the
committee.

Senator MONDALE. Mr. Chairman, I would just like to join with you
in commending the staff for, I would say, an almost historic presenta-
tion. These materials are new; they were hard to find; and I think
we have now got a record that will help us move toward reform, and
I want to thank the staff.

The CHAIRMAN. Senator Tower?
Senator TOWER. Mr. Chairman, I would like to join with you and

others in commending the staff for I think an excellent job, done in a
cooperative and bipartisan spirit, one that is characterized by energy
and objectivity and by the most comprehensive work of this kind that
has been done I suppose in this 'body, especially to Mr. Schwarz, Mr.
Smothers, but not to overlook the excellent work done by the people
back in the trenches who I suspect might have even done more work
than they have done.

Mr. SMOTHERS. Your suspicion is correct.
The CHAIRMAN. Thank you very much, gentlemen.
This hearing is adjourned until 10 o'clock tomorow morning.
[Whereupon, at 3:55 p.m., the committee recessed to reconvene at

10 a.m., Wednesday, November 19, 1975.]



WEDNESDAY, NOVEMBER 19, 1975.

U.S. SENATE,
SELECT COMMITTEE To STUDY GOVERNMENTAL OPERATIONS

WITH RESPECT TO INTELLIGENCE ACTIVITIES,
Washington, D.C.

The committee met, pursuant to notice, at 10:05 a.m., in room 318,
Russell Senate Office Building, Senator Frank Chuirch (Chairman)
presiding.

Present: Senators Church, Tower, Hart of Michigan, Mondale,
Huddleston, Hart of Colorado, Baker, Goldwater, Mathias and
Schweiker..

Also present: Frederick A. 0. Schwarz, Jr., chief counsel and
Curtis R. Smothers, counsel to the minority. .

The CHAIRMAN. The hearing will please come to order.
Our witnesses today are Mr. -James B. Adams, the Deputy Associ-

ate Director of the FBI, and Mr. Raymond Wannall, who is the As-
sistant Director in charge of the Intelligence Division of the FBI.

Before I swear the witnesses, Senator Mondale has asked if he might
make an opening statement. And for that purpose the Chair recog-
nizes the distinguished Senator from Minnesota.

Senator MONDALE. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman. I have'
always supported the FBI. It is clearly the finest, most professional
law enforcement agency in the Nation and probably in the world. In
apprehending robbers, foiling kidnappers, catching fugitives, the FBI
has an outstanding record. This is based on my own experience with
the FBI in my own state, where I served as attorney general. The
vast bulk of its work is devoted to law enforcement and legitimate
counterespionage.

In these fields the FBI deserves fully the admiration and respect
which Americans traditionally held for the Bureau and its personnel.
But in one area, domestic intelligence, the FBI, in my opinion, has
clearly gone astray. It now appears that there was an underworld
within: the FBI which took the tools, techniques and zeal which was.
so effective against the real foreign threats and turned them in upon
some of the American people.

Yesterday, this committee heard some of the most disturbing testi-
mony that can be imagined in a free society. We heard evidence that
for decades the institutions designed to enforce the, laws and Consti-
tution of our country have been engaging' in conduct that violates the,
law and the Constitution. We beard that the FBI, which is part of
the Department of Justice, took justice:.into its own hands by seeking
to punish those with unpopular ideas. We learned- that the chief law
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enforcement agency in the Federal Government decided that it did not

need laws to investigate and suppress the peaceful and constitutional
activities of those whom it disapproved.

We heard testimony that the FBI, to protect the country against
those it believed had totalitarian political views, employed the tactics
of totalitarian societies against American citizens. We heard that the
FBI attempted to destroy one of our greatest leaders in the field of
civil rights, and then replace him with someone of the FBI's choosing.

From the evidence the committee has obtained, it is clear that the
FBI for decades has conducted surveillance over the personal and
political activities of millions of Americans. Evidently, no meeting
was too small, no group too insignificant to escape their attention. It
did not seem to matter whether the politics of these Americans were
legal or radical or whether the participants were well known or obscure.
It did not matter whether the information was intimate and personal.
The FBI created indexes, more commonly called enemy lists, of
thousands of Americans and targeted many of the Americans on these
lists for special harassment. Hundreds of thousands of Americans
were victims of this surveillance program. Most of this was done in
secret. Much of it was kept from Congress and the Justice Department
and all of it from the American people. No one outside the FBI has
ever had an opportunity to know and appreciate the full extent of the
domestic surveillance program that was then being conducted.

Thus we see that just as in the case of the CIA, the key issue was
accountability; how we can assure that the secret instruments of gov-
ernment are accountable to the people, the Congress, and the law.

It is clear that the FBI's authority for these programs is essential-
ly nonexistent. I am not persuaded that the secret Presidential orders
of President Roosevelt support the domestic intelligence program,
and even if they did, I do not believe that any President has the au-
thority to order the FBI or anyone else to spy on Americans, to
burgle their homes, to wiretap them, to open their mail, or to black-
mail them.

One of the most disturbing aspects of this affair is that the FBI
never paid very much attention to whether their activities were au-
thorized or not, or whether they were legal and constitutional. One
former senior intelligence officer has testified that he never once heard a
discussion about legality or constitutionality. Most governments in
history have relied on some form of police power to determine what
views would prevail in their society. However, America was based
on the revolutionary concept that the people should decide what is
right and what is wrong, what is acceptable and what is not.

That is what we meant by a free government, and our forefathers
were convinced that it can exist only through the greatest tolerance
of speech and opinion. They placed their faith in the people to re-
main alert to encroachments on their liberty.

The founders of our country knew that the greatest danger to
freedom comes from the efforts of government to suppress the opin-
ions of its opponents. They set up a system which limited the powers
of government, bound it in the contraints of the law, and prohibited
it from infringing on the rights of people to free expression. And
through the separation of power, the system of checks and balances,
they tried to assure that the Executive would be accountable to the
people through the Congress.



For the 200 years of our existence as a nation, the preservation of
liberty has been a constant struggle. Whether it has been the Alien
and Sedition Acts during the French Revolution, the Redt Scare and
the Palme Raids of World War I, McCarthyism after World.War
II, or Army spying during the Vietnam war; the Government has let
a fear of unorthodox opinion lead it into the trap of infringing upon
the Constitution in the name of internal security.*

'The issues we confront today are a part of a continuing drama of
American democracy. It is proof, if we ever needed it, that the price of
liberty is eternal vigilance.

Revelations of abuse- of prower do not threaten domestic security.
These hearings do not weaken the FBI. What weakens it is its failure
to adhere to the proper role of law enforcement. Somehow it forgot
that this was its job. It began to use its energy to spy on Americans
whose only offense was in expressing opinions that some in the FBI
did not like. It confused talk of.violence with acts of violence, and all
too often paid more attention to the talk than to the act.

The answer, of course, is that violence justifies prosecution, not
surveillance. Our security is not improved by watching those who
commit crimes. Security from violence lies in active and vigorous law
enforcement against those who are committing crimes. Security from
dangerous ideas, if we need any security, should come not from the
FBI.but from-the merit of better ideas, and the good sense of the
American people.

Our liberty is best protected by scrupulous adherence to the law
and the Constitution by the agencies of Goveriiment. No Government
agency likes to be the subject of public scrutiny: I know these' have
been difficult times for the present leadership of the FBI, many of
whom were not involved in these programs at all. But if they have
been spending a lot of time responding to congressional investiga-
tions, they cannot forget that this is the first -time in 50 years that the
FBI has been subjected to public scrutiny.

. As painful as this process is, I hope the FBI itself would welcome
the opportunity to let in some fresh air and come to grips with the
problems in candor and not retreat into past patterns of stirring up
public fears to distract our attention -from the necessity of reform.

Mr. Chairman, may I say that yesterday, I am told, following
our hearing, the FBI responded exactly 'in the spirit that I had
hoped it would. If they can take this constructive approach, I have no
doubt that the FBI- will benefit from this' attention. I want to see a
strong FBI, an FBI strong in law enforcement, in the detection of
crime, and in gathering of legal evidence for prosecution and convic-
tion, but an FBI without abuses.

As we proceed with these hearings today, we should also bear in
mind that the responsibility for the abuses we have uncovered does
not rest on the FBI alone. We in- the Congress have been derelict.
It should not have taken until this date for us to discharge our respon-
sibility-for investigating the FBI and other domestic intelligence.

We should also realize that the FBI has been performing a func-
tion which many Americans, and at times the vast majority of Ameri-
cans, have wanted to see undertaken. When popular opinion brands
a group un-American and subversive merely because of its political
views, all too often the FBI has responded to public expectations and
from pressure from a higher authority in government..
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While this does not excuse what happened, we should temper our
oriticism of the FBI's excesses by understanding that, in large part,
it was only the instrument of our own intolerance. Indeed, I believe
that is why our laws and the charter of the FBI must be carefully
redrawn to protect the FBI's integrity from political pressures and
hysteria.

Finally, it would be a mistake to regard the abuses of the FBI as
those of evil men. The FBI has always been composed of dedicated
and hard-working public servants who seek to do their jobs as best
they can. The lesson we learn from this history is that we cannot
keep our liberty secure by relying alone on the good faith of men
with great power.

As Mr. Justice Brandeis once wrote:
Experience should teach us to be most on guard to protect liberty when

government's purposes are beneficient. The greatest dangers to liberty lurk
in the Insidious encroachment of men of zeal, well-meaning but without under-
standing.

It is my hope that the FBI witnesses we will hear today can en-
lighten us as to how it can conduct internal security surveillance
programs which do not infringe on our constitutional liberties. I hope
they can suggest ironclad assurances that the abuses of the past will
not be repeated. We need more protection than promises of self-re-
straint by men of good will.

Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
The CHAIRMAN. Thank you, Senator Mondale. That is an excellent

statement with which I would like to be fully associated.
Senator HART of Michigan. I would, Mr. Chairman, also, except

that I want to make clear my family certainly did not support, en-
courage, or by its vocal position give any indication to the Bureau
that they could do what they did. I don't want to go too far in sug-
gesting that what we heard yesterday was simply responding by the
Bureau to the mood of those years. In those years if we had known what
you were doing, I lay dough, most families would have said stop it.

Senator MONDALE. That is true. I think one of the points that we
might aver to is the Huston plan and the tremendous pressure the
FBI was placed under to again resume techniques that it had aban-
doned in 1966. There is no question that they were getting private pres-
sure from higher authority to do things. In that instance, they didn't
want it.

The CHAIRMAN. Well, I was struck with the fact that the Huston
plan, as illegal as it was, was limited to techniques far more restric-
tive than the far-reaching methods that were employed by the FBI
during the years that we have reviewed in yesterday's hearings. They
led beyond anything that was ever contained in any official docu-
ment reauesting additional authority from the President.

Now I think, Mr. Adams, Mr. Wannall, in addition to swearing
you both, if you are going to have occasion to ask others who are
with you to testify in response to certain questions, that it would be
well at this time to swear them also. So if that is the case, anyone
who anticipates that the may be testifying in this morning's hearing
in response to questions, if you will all stand and take the oath at
this time.



Do you and each of you solemnly swear that all of the testimony
that you will give in these proceedings will be the- truth, the whole
truth, and nothing- but the truth, so help you God?

Mr. ADAMS. I do.
Mr. IVANNALL. I do.
The CHAIRMAN. After yesterday's hearing I asked the staff to fur-

nish me with the statutory authority that presently exists that could
be said to relate to the FBI's intelligence activities, which was of
course the subject of yesterday's hearings. And I am furnished in
response to that request titleXVIII, section 533, of the United States
Code, which reads as follows:

The Attorney General may appoint officials: 1. to detect and prosecute crimes
aganist the United States: 2. to assist in the protection of the person of the
President; and 3. to conduct such other investigations regarding official mat-
ters under the control of the Department of Justice and the Department of State
as may be directed by the Attorney General.

Now yesterday, Mr. Wannall, we were told about a series of activi-
ties that were undertaken by the FBI, and indeed, initiated within the
FBI, the purpose of which was to harass and discredit Dr. Martin
Luther King. I am not referring to the results of any FBI investiga-
tive activity, but rather, I am referring to these kinds of initiatives
that were undertaken for the purpose of either harassing or em-
barrassing or otherwise discrediting Dr. King himself. My first ques-
tion is: was Dr. King, in his advocacy of equal rights for black
citizens, advocating a course of action that in the opinion of the FBI
constituted a crime?
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Mr. ADAMS. No, Sir.
The CHAIRMAN. So he was not then thought 'to be engaged in any

criminal activity. In fact, he was preaching, as I remember 'those
days, nonviolence, was he not, as a method'of achieving equal rights
for black citizens ?

Mr. ADAMS. That's right, 'his advocacy for civil rights.
The CHAIRMAN. His advocacy of civil rights was nonviolent and

therefore legal in character.
Mr. ADAMS. That 'was not the basis of our investigatioh of him.
The CHAIRMAN. But as you have said, he was not engaging in 'any

unlawful activity in connection with his advocacy of equal rights for.
black citizens. Is that correct?

Mr: ADAMS. Yes, Sir.
The CHAIRMAN. Well, is it true that at one time tie FBI undertook

to discourage an American college from conferring an honorary degree
on Dr. King?

Mr. ADAMS. Yes, Sir.
The CHAIRMAN. On what legal basis does the FBI have a right to

interfere, in an effort to discourage a college 'from conferring an
honorary degree'upon a man like Dr. Martin Luther King, who was
not engaging in or suspected of engaging in criminal activity?

Mr. ADAMS. I know of no basis.



The CHAIRMAN. Why did the FBI do it?
Mr. ADAMS. Well, we have to approach two parts, in my estimation,

Senator Church. One, the basis for our investigation of Martin Luther
King, which was to determine Communist influlence on him, my hands
are tied in discussing that, somewhat on the basis that there is certain
information which today, from an ongoing operation is sensitive and
which, of course, we have made known to you and certain staff mem-
bers. I would like to say on the basis that from our review we feel
that we initially had a basis for investigating Martin Luther King.
Now as far as the activities which you are asking about, the discredit-
ing, I know of no basis for that and I will not attempt to justify it.

The CHAIRMAN. You never made a finding, did you, that Martin
Luther King was a Communist?

Mr. ADAMS. No, sir, we did not. We were investigating Communist
influence and the possible effect on him. We never made such a deter-
mination.

The CHAIRMAN. Very well. Then there was no justification for the
FBI to interfere?

Mr. ADAMS. To discredit him.
The CHAIRMAN. In conferring an honorary degree upon him?
Mr. ADAMS. I cannot find any justification for that.
The CHAIRMAN. Is it true that the FBI on another occasion inter-

vened in an attempt to prevent Dr. Martin Luther King from seeing the
Pope?

Mr. ADAMS. I believe that is correct, sir. There were approximately
25 incidents, I believe, of actions taken in this regard. I think Mr.
Schwarz has those available, that I would lump basically all of them
into the same situation of I see no statutory basis or no basis of justifi-
cation for the activity.

The CHAIRMAN. But what was the motive, there being no statutory
or other valid basis? What was the motive for attempting to prevent
Dr. Martin Luther King from visiting with the Pope?

Mr. ADAMS. In looking at absolute motive, I don't think the files
which we have reviewed and made available to the committee, give me a
clear picture of what the motive was. I think that there were, the
motive was certainly known to Mr. Hoover. It was known to one top
official who is no longer with the Bureau and maybe known to others,
all of whom have been interviewed by the committee. Matters bearing
on what might have been the real motive or the possible motive, I again
feel, because of reasons of privacy and delicacy, are not a proper sub-
ject of discussion at a public hearing. I think we know what could have
influenced this, but one, the primary individual, Mr. Hoover, is not
with us. Individuals who were closest to him in this effort are not with
us. And the committee itself has interviewed them. So I really am not
in a position to discuss this motive issue.

The CHAIRMAN. Nevertheless, you would agree that whatever the
motive, it was a very improper thing to do.

Mr. ADAMS. I cannot find any justification, no, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. Is it true that after Dr. Martin Luther King had

been nominated for the Nobel Peace Prize, that an anonymous letter
was sent to him and to Coretta King, his wife, 34 days before he was
to receive the Nobel Peace Prize? [See footnote p. 21.]



Mr. ADAMS. I do not think those dates are correct.
The CHAIRMAN. Well, it was sent-
Mr. ADAMS. It was before he was to receive it. I think 34 days-upon

reconstruction by one of the members of my staff,-34 days would have
been Christmas Day, and whether that 34 days-

The CHAIRMAN. It is hard to believe that such a letter would be
written on Christmas Day.

Mr. ADAMS. It was not written on Christmas Day, but 34 days-the
Nobel Peace Prize I think was on December 10, the letter-34 days
from the date of the mailing of the letter as has been reconstructed, as
best as possible, would have been Christmas Day.

The CHAIRMAN. Was the letter written and sent by the FBI?
Mr. ADAMs. We have no information to that effect. All we know

is that the draft, or original, of what may have been the letter was
found in papers of the FBI left after a former official departed the
FBI. We know that based upon inquiries that we have conducted
and you have conducted, we know that the letter Was not-I mean it
was in connection with other material. So I think- we can assume-

The CHAIRMAN. Other materials which were sent.
Mr. ADAMS. That's right. So I can assume that the letter was sent.

I have determined nothing from my review of the files, and neither has
your staff, 'to my knowledge, or has been reported back to me which
would indicate that this action was duly recorded in any file or was
a-part of any authorized program or anything else., This is a void that
I do not think any of us has been satisfactorily able to resolve.

The CHAIRMAN. We know the letter appeared in the files. We know
that the letter was received. We know it was associated with other
matters that were sent by the FBI to Dr. Martin Luther King.

Mr. ADAMS. The letter was never in our files in the sense that it was
entered into the official files of the FBI. It was among papers

The CHAIRMAN. It was among papers.
Mr. ADAMS. Left by an individual who had departed.
The CHAIRMAN. That individual being Mr. Sullivan ?
Mr. ADA MS. Yes, Sir.
The CHAIRMAN. The letter read: "King, there is only one thing left

for you to do. You know what it is. You have just 34 days in which
to do it, this exact number has been selected for a specific reason. It has
definite practical significance. You are done. There -is but one way out
for you."

Now, if you had received such a letter, how would you have inter-
preted it? What would you have thought it meant?

Mr. ADAMS. I have read that statement. I have heard the conclu-
sions of your staff that it was a suicide uraing. I can't find any basis
upon which they drew that conclusion. I think that, approaching it
from an objective standpoint, as I read-it. I don't know what it means.
I think rather than a conclusion it should be a speculation in a realm
of possibilities as to what was intended, but I cannot-I don't under-
stand the basis for it. It is a possibility, but I certainly would not reach
such a conclusion from my reading of that statement.

The CHAIRMAN. Now, if you had received a letter of this kind and
it had been directed to you, and you were in Dr. King's position and
you read, "King, there is only one thing left for you to do. You know
what it is. You have just 34 days in which to do it." Now, that hap-



pened to correspond to the time before which he was to receive the
Nobel Peace Prize. What would you think that it meant?

Mr. ADAMS. I would have to consider what I was being accused of. I
would have to consider what the facts were. I would have to consider
what the intent was of the person writing such a note, coming just
before Christmas. I don't know if it means, it is an urging to repent
from something this person, whoever he was, that had sent it, I have
no idea what it meant.

The CHAIRMAN. It is certainly no Christmas card, is it?
Mr. ADAMS. It is certainly no Christmas card.
The CHAIRMAN. It reads, "You are done. There is but one way out

for you." What does that mean?
Mr. ADAMS. I don't know. I don't know if it means confession. I don't

know if it means suicide, as has been raised. I have no idea.'You have
the statement. I am not in a position to say. I haven't interviewed any-
one that was with him at the time he received it.

The CHAIRMAN. Would you disown this statement and say that any
connection the FBI had with it was utterly improper and grotesque?

Mr. ADAMS. I certainly would say it was improper, and I can't justify
its beirig pi'POred or sent, yes, sir. --

Senator-MONDALadMc.Chairman, if Iight just interrupt. -J

The CHAIRMAN. Senator Mondale.
Senator MONDALE. What I asked the staff yester&d'y was what TR'

King took it to mean. I have no knowledge of what those who framed
this letter intended, and those who were with him at the time he read
it, including Congressman Young who was one of his assistants at the
time, said that they took it to mean a suggestion that he take his own
life.

Mr. ADAMS. I am not in possession of that information. I am being
put in a position, I don't know what the staff determined. They did not
report back to me on their findings.

The CHAIRMAN. The letter will speak for itself. You personally have
disowned it.

Mr. ADAMS. Absolutely.
The CHAIRMAN. It was a highly improper thing for the FBI to be

connected with in any way. Do you agree with that?
Mr. ADAMS. Yes, Sir; yes, Sir.
The CHAIRMAN. Now, without going through the many different and

specific undertakings that were intended to publicly discredit Dr. King,
because my time will not permit that, and others will want to question
you on other snecific matters, I have just one further ouestion to put
to you. Yesterday there was a docnment of the FBI which suzrrested
that in the oninion of the Bureau. Dr. King was an unsuitable leader
for the civil rights movement, and that another man should be looked
for, and indeed, another candidate was actually suqffested to Mr.
Hoover as one who should be nromoted in various ways so that he
mi-ht assume the leadership of this movement.

Now. can you tell me of anvthin- in the law, or any other iustifica-
tion, siven the mission of the FBI, that would entitle it to decide
who should lead nolitical movements in this country or to indertake
to degrade a man who had foup'ht and won such leadershin and haA
the support of a great many black people in this country, and white



people as well, and to substitute.in his place someone of the FBI's selec-
tion or someone who stood in the FBI's favor? Can you think of any
justification for such activity on the part of a law enforcement agency .

Mr. ADAMS. I can't think of any offhand; no, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. Neither can I. Senator Tower?
Senator TOWER. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
What is your understanding of the underlying causes of the feud

between Mr. Hoover and Dr. King?
Mr. ADAMS. Senator Tower. I feel if we got into any discussion of

that, I think we would have to take into consideration certain material
which I feel should not be disclosed publicly, and I would respectfully
ask that a question of motive of Mr. Hoover and the spat with.Mr.
King should be discussed in executive session, if at all.

Senator TOWER. In 1965, Attorney General Katzenbach was in-
formed by Mr..Hoover of the Bureau's surveillance of Dr. King. What
was 'the Attorney General's'reaction? What was his position once he
was informed by Mr. Hoover of this surveillance?

Mr. ADAMS. I don't recall having seen it.
Senator TOWER. In other words, did the Attorney General give any

direction to the Bureau in the matter that you know of?
Mr. ADAMS. Yes, sir. I know that, of course, on the wiretapping on

Martin Luther King, it was approved by the Attorney General. I know
that the President of the United States and the Attorney General spe-
cifically discussed their concern with Dr. King over Communist in-
fluence on him. I do know there was concern, but I don't tie in this
date, 1965.

Senator TOWER. Do you know whether or not Mr. Hoover ever
sought direct authorization from Mr. Katzenbach -for this very sensi-
tive surveillance of Dr. King?

Mr. ADAMS. I dori't know. Attorney General Kennedy approved the
actual surveillance that was instituted on Dr. King. I don't know of
any correspondence between Attorney General Katzenbach

Senator TOWER. Or any personal communication between them that
would have indicated the level of the Attorney General's involvement?

-Mr. ADAMS. No. If my recollection serves me correctly, as far as
Attorney General Kennedy was concerned, he requested coverage on
Dr. King. The Bureau responded with a request in writing, which is
our normal procedure. He declined to approve that request, and then
we came back later, a few months later, and requested it again, at which.
time he did approve. That is my recollection of that.

Senator TOWER. Why did the Attorney General change his mind?
Do you have any idea, or is that again a matter of sensitivity?

Mr. ADAMS. I don't know vwhy he actually changed his mind fron
originally requesting, then declining when it was submitted, and then
approving it on the second go-round. It may be in the files. If it is, I
would be glad to see what I could determine.

Senator ToWER. If you could, we would like to have that. [See foot-
note, p. 21.]

Mr. ADAMS. Yes, Sir.
Senator TOWER. Mr. Adams, vou have been familiar with the Bu-

reau's domestic intelligence work for many years. How did the Bureau
come to launch the COINTELPRO, and what in essence did
COINTELPRO accomplish?



Mr. ADAMS. Well, the program as such, as I can reconstruct from the
files, was indicated as concern over conspiratorial efforts of certain
groups, and a decision made that perhaps more affirmative action
should be taken to neutralize violence which was becoming of more
concern to the FBI in that regard. I believe these are some of the basic
considerations that went into the launching of the COINTELPRO.

Now, as far as the first one, which was the Communist Party, of
course, there was the concern here to neutralize the effectiveness of the
Communist Party in the United States. In fact, out of all of the
COINTELPRO operations that were approved, 59 percent of them
were directed at the Communist Party. The bulk of the concern ini-
tially was with the Communist Party, and it was a desire to create fac-
tionalism within the Communist Party and try to neutralize its efforts.
The Communist Party-Congress itself still has a determination on
the record as to the threat of the Communist Party in a statute. The
Supreme Court has held that the Communist Party is an instrument of
the Soviet Union. The Soviet Union certainly has not relinquished
its interest in the United States as a target. All of these considerations
went into should we do something not only to follow the activities of
the Communist Party, but should we destroy its effectiveness in the
United States. That was the first program, I believe, that was initiated.

Senator TOWER. Now, did the Bureau ever seek direction and counsel
from the Attorney General on any of its COINTELPRO efforts or
specific programs?

Mr. ADAMS. As best as I can reconstruct, Senator, there was no direct
authority requested from any Attorney General for the initiation of
these programs, and it is only a question, as your staff presented yester-
day, that the Attorneys General, Presidents, Congress, had been made
aware of certain aspects of programs after the fact and those were
primarily concerned with the Communist Party, and on one other
organization but not the New Left and these other types. So I cannot
find any evidence, and I have no reason to believe, that there would be
any evidence that the Bureau initiated these programs other than as
an internal decision.

Senator TOWER. Were reports on these programs made to the Attor-
ney General? Was he informed of them? Was he kept informed on a
continuing basis?

Mr. ADAMS. He was kept informed by letters, which again the staff
has alluded to, letters reporting certain developments. For instance,
one of them that went to one Attorney General, reading of that letter
outlined almost in complete detail Klan activities, activities taken to
disrupt the Klan. It used terms of neutralize, disrupt. There were a
clear explanation of what we were doing against the Klan in that
regard.

Senator TOWER. How is it that you came to believe that you had the
authority to neutralize or disrupt these organizations rather than pro-
ceed against them frontally through prosecuting them for violations
of the law?

Mr. ADAMS. I guess you would have to say, in a position like this,
that it is just the Smith Act of 1940, which is designed to prevent
revolutionary groups from advocating the overthrow of the Govern-
ment, and then subsequent interpretations as to the constitutionality



of it leaves us with a statute still on the books that proscribes certairi
actions, but yet the degree of proof necessary to operate under the few
remaining areas is such that-there was no satisfactory way to proceed,
and it was an area where-

The CHAIRMAN. Will the Senator yield at that point, please? What
you are saying, Mr. Adams, is that you did not operate within the
law because the law didn't give you sufficient latitude. Therefore, you
undertook direct action to disrupt 'and otherwise undermine these
organizations.

Senator TOwER. Did you proceed on the assumption that these
organizations would eventually break the law, and therefore you sought
to neutralize and disrupt them before they did?

Mr. ADAMS. I can't say that, sir. I think that the investigations of
them were based on this belief, that they might break the law or they
were breaking the law. The disruptive activities, I can't find where
we were able to relate to that. What it boils down to is what we have
gotten into a question on before: in our review of the situation 'we see
men of, the FBI recognizing or having a good-faith belief that there
was immediate danger to the United States.

Senator TOWER. All right, but to repair to Senator Church's question,
you don't say that you really had specific legal authority?

Mr. ADAMS. No. And this is the hang-up with the whole program, and
which we are not trying to justify, that-there is some statutory basis.
I would not make that effort whatsoever. All I'm trying to do is say
that at the time it was initiated, we had men who felt that there was
an immediate danger to the country. They felt they had a responsibility
to act, and having felt this responsibility, did act. And this is the whole
problem we have at the present time, because we do have one, we can
see good evidence of their belief there was a threat. We had cities being
burned; we had educational institutions being bombed. We had deaths
occurring from all of these'activities. We had a situation that we didn't
know what the end was going to be.

We never can look around the corner in intelligence operations. We
don't know if ultimately this might bring the destruction of the coun-
try. All we know is we had an extremely-violent time. Sb I don't find
any basis in my mind to argue with their good-faith belief they were
faced with a danger.

Now, when they move-over to the second area of responsibility, here
is where we have the problem, and I think it, is the whole purpose of
this committee, the Attorney General, Mr. Kelley, all of us realizing
we can't operate in these areas where we feel responsibility, but we
don't have a mandate by Congress. So in that area, this feeling of
responsibility I feel came from-the fact that Presidents, as your staff
said yesterday, Presidents; Congressmen, the Attorney General, no one
really provided direction and guidance or iiistructions don't do this,
do thip, don't do that, or what are you doing and how are you doing it.

For instance, there is some feeling on the part of some that our whole
domestic intelligence 'operations was secret. The COINTELPRO
operation was. I mean. I think we all agree that this was, to be effec-
tive; they felt it should be secret. But back in our-this is printed ap-
propriation testimony which went to the members of the committee. It
was mailed out to newspaper§, friends, anyone that was interested in it,
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back in 1967 talking about Internal Security's operations, the New
Left movement, Young Socialist Alliance, Chicago trial, nationwide
demonstrations, student agitation, antiwar activities, the Committee
of Returned Volunteers, Communist Party, U.S.A., Progressive Party,
Socialist Party, extreme organizations, Black Panther Party.

All of these items and statements about extremists, white extremists
and hate-type groups, the Republic of New Africa, Minuteman, our
coverage of subversive organizations-there are several groups, orga-
nizations, and movements which I discussed showed the wide coverage
we must maintain to follow on their activities and changing tactics,
and in spite of the proliferation of these organizations, our informant
coverage at all levels has been of great value and assistance, enabling
us to keep abreast of our investigative responsibilities. This is the
same way through all of our public appropriation testimony. We have
told the world we are investigating black hate groups, New Left
groups. So, I merely mention this to try to put in the frame of ref-
erence of these men, feeling, they know we are investigating them.
They didn't tell them, though, in sufficient detail other than scantily
before the Appropriations Committee, what we were doing to disrupt
these activities, and my feeling is that the men recognized the danger,
they pointed out the danger to the world. They said, we are investi-
gating these organizations, and they felt then that the comfortable
climate of leave it up to the FBI, we should do something more. And
that is what we are looking for guidelines on, the Attorney General,
Mr. Kelley, you, to give us the guidelines under which we should
operate.

Now, there are certain guidelines that we don't need to be given,
we shouldn't do this. We don't have such activities today, programs
designed to disrupt and neutralize in the domestic intelligence field.
But beyond that, we need guidelines on what does the whole of Con-
gress, representative of the people, by passing of legislation say this is
the FBI's role in domestic intelligence.

Senator TOWER. Mr. Chairman, my time has long since expired.
But I would like to note that I saw Mr. Kelley on the "Today Show"
this morning indicating strong support for a response to congres-
sional oversight, and that is a healthy attitude.

The CHAIRMAN. Well, I think it must come because, as you have
conceded, you shouldn't have ever had to have had the guidelines
that the Federal Government's chief law enforcement agency ought
not to disobey the law, and really, you don't need explicit guidelines
to tell you that, or you shouldn't. Wouldn't you agree?

Mr. ADAMS. I would say that looking at it today, we should have
looked at it that way yesterday, but I do feel, I don't have any doubt
about the good faith of people recognizing the danger, feeling they
had a responsibility, no matter whose fault it was. our's internally or
because we weren't given the supervision we should have been given,
and taking what they considered to be appropriate action.

The CHAIRMAN. Senator Hart.
Senator HART of Michigan. I should apologize both to witnesses

and my colleagues on the committee for scrambling around loosely,
but in explanation to the witnesses, I have not been able to give atten-
tion to the evolution of the files that are now at hand until the last
couple of days, and I am not sure what is in the files for the public



record, and which of the materials I have been shown in the last couple
of days are still under seal. So just out of memory I am going to sum-
marize certain activities which have been acknowledged that the
Bureau undertook, but without being specific with respect to location
and names. I do it for this reason: it is right that the committee
and the press be worried about the treatment of a Nobel Prize win-
ner, Dr. King; but there are an awful lot of people who never got
close to a Nobel Prize whose names are Jones and Smith, that my
review of the files show had violence done to their first amendment
rights. .Nobel Prize winners will always get protection, but Joe
Potatoes doesn't, and the Committee should focus on him, too.

Included in these - COINTELPRO activities were, anonymous
letters, drafted by Bureau offices in the field, sent to headquarters in
Washington, approved, and then put in the mail, intended to break
up-marriages, not-of Dr. King but of Mary and John Jones because
one or the other was thought to be a dissenter, might have dressed
strangely or showed up at meetings in company of others who dressed
strangely. Anonymous letters were sent to university officials and to
the several newspapers in that city to prevent university facilities from
being made available to a speaker of whom the Bureau disapproved,
,and it was not atopflight, bigname speaker.

l7-In that case, ant anonymous letter was sent to me making protest.
-Being an anonymous letter, it never occurred to me that it came from

the Federal Bureau of Investigation. The series of anonymous letters,
one with the spelling very poor, the grammar sloppy, and another more
sophisticated; protesting the employment of -a man by a city, alleging
that he was a Communist or came from a Communist family, and
there are loyal Americans out of work, 'what are.you doing, mayor.
And to the press, isn't this an outrage. And again the letter, the
anonymous letter sent to me saying what are you going to do about this.
There are loyal Democrats in this town who need work. And in that
case I happened to have known the man about whom the protest was
made, and the -Bureau's facts t were wrong as hell on that man's
loyalty. He was as loyal as you or -I. Now, yes or no, -are those actions
regarded now by the Bureau as within bounds?

Mr. ADAMS. No, sir.
Senator HART of Michigan. Why were they regarded as within

bounds when they were approved by the Bureau?
Mr. ADAMS. Well. I think even under the guidelines of COINTEL

PRO, as established, the programs were not designed for the purpose
of harassment of an individual. The memorandums indicate they were
designed to disrupt the organizations. Some of the turndowns were
turned down on this specific wording. This is mere harassment.

The rationale would have been-and of course, here, I say some of
these you mentioned wouldn't even appear to me to meet the criteria of
the program and should have been disavowed, even under the existence
of the program. However, in the total context of the program, activities
were to.be directed toward the organization itself, but we do not
do that at the present time.

Senator HArr of Michigan. Yes. But everything I have summarized
rather poorly, was approved by the Biireau at the time by headquarters,
not by the field office agents.



Mr. ADAMS. I do not think that there were improper actions taken
under the program, even under the program as it existed. Mr. Kelley
has so stated his recognition of that fact. The Attorney General cer-
tainly has. Yet the majority of the actions taken, even the Department
concluded were lawful and legal, proper investigation activities, but
are-

Senator HART of Michigan. You see, my feeling is that it isn't a ques-
tion of techniques that are bad. The concept of the program seems to
do violence to the first amendment because everything you did sought
to silence someone or threaten someone to silence, or deny someone a
platform, or create an atmosphere in which people were in fact afraid
to assemble. Now, sometimes law enforcement, legitimate law enforce-
ment, has what we call this chilling effect, when it is legitimate law
enforcement. Oftentimes that chilling effect is a necessary, though
regretable, side effect. But what I am talking about, and what these
files are full of, are actions the only purpose of which is to chill. It
isn't in pursuit of any crime at all. Indeed, when a court of general
jurisdiction approved the use of that university premise by the
speaker, the Bureau had stirred so much controversy with its
anonymous letters, when that judge wrote an order, after the sponsor-
ing group went to court, what was the Bureau's reaction from head-
quarters ? Investigate the judge.

Mr. ADAMS. I'm not familiar with that f act
Senator HART of Michigan. Well, neither was I until last night.
Mr. ADAMS. The instruction was to investigate the judge?
Senator HART Of Michigan. This is the sort of thing that I came out

of the hospital to find, and it is the sort of thing, as I said yesterday,
that my children have been telling me for years you were busy doing,
and I simply didn't believe them. And they were right and I was
wrong.

Mr. ADAMS. Well, there were about 3,200 activities, and about 2,300 I
believe or so were approved under the COINTELPRO, and over 59
percent were addressed to the Communist Party. That leaves 1,000.
And out of 1,000, perhaps, I don't know what the actual figure was
of ones that just clearly stand out as improprietous under the pro-
gram, even as it existed at the time, but I do feel that-well, it is a
very difficult area.

Senator HART of Michigan. My time is up, too, I am sure, but
regarding the Communist Party, if your theory continues to be that
any socially active group of citizens who organize, whether women's
libbers or fight the bomb or anything else, might be a target for
infiltration by the Communist Party and therefore you can move
in your agents. That means, almost not as an overstatement, that any
and every citizen's activity could be made the target of the kind of
activity that I have just described, because every individual is apt,
during his lifetime, to engage in violence. If that is justification, then
you are justified in running surveillance on everybody.

Mr. ADAMS. Well, that was not-
Senator HART of Michigan. Everybody has that privilege, and that

clearly is a police-state concept.
Mr. ADAMS. That is not our criteria.
Senator HART of Michigan. All right, but if the criteria is three or

four of us get together and we have a sort of nutty idea, just the
kind of thing the Communists would like to exploit, and therefore you



seek to justify shutting off the forum for that group or to survey it,
the potential for Communist infiltration, then, if that continues to be
your theory, then I say you are going to pursue the same wretched
road that these files show you have been pursuing before. If that is
the predicate, the fact that a Soviet or Marxist or Maoist Hottentot is
liable to think there is an idea that we can exploit, then you people are
going to be spending how many man-hours, how many tax dollars
doing the kind of things-that I.summarized so briefly here? That, in
my book, is the 20th century version of what the Founding Fathers
intended to prevent when they wrote the first amendment. Is it the
position of the Bureau when a Communist participates, associates with,
and promotes an idea, that this justifies you trying to figure out if
you can bust up a marriage if two of the people are in the group?

Mr. ADAMS. It does not, and it is not our criteria; no, sir.
Senator HART of Michigan. What does it justify?
Mr. ADAMS It justifies our doing nothing in-the way of COIN

TELPRO activities. I still feel it has a justification, that you agree
with, to investigate the Communist Party. It is when you get into
the disruptive areas, where the program does beyond investigation,.
that we haveno statutory authority.

Senator HAlR of Michigan. Well, we have been emphasizing
COINTELPRO. Would it justify tailing these people?

Mr. ADAMS. What, just a-
Senator HART of Michigan. Or putting an informant into the group?
Mr. ADAMS. If it is a Communist group?'
Senator HART Of Michigan. No, if it's me and somebody else that

thinks we oughtn't to have something that a 'majority of people think
we should. We organize and you people say, "Well, there is something
the Communists can take and run with."

Mr. AlAMS. No, Sir.
Senator HART of Michigan. Does that justify a surveillance of them?
Mr. ADAMS. It does not, and we would not. Before we would even

open a preliminary inquiry, we should have an indication that the
Communist Party has attempted to infiltrate or is infiltrating. In
other words, where, you have some evidence. of a subversive group
participating in the functions of that organization, and there are grey
areas here, in the spe6trum of anything where I am sure we have opened
investigations where we should not because there has been scant evi-
dence of such infiltration. 'And this is a supervisory problem. It is.a
criteria p'roblem. And it is also an oversight problem -which we are
responding to. *

Senator HART of Michigan. My time is up and I haven't gotten int6
some of the other material.

.The CHAIRMAN. Well, Senat6r you have not been with us
Senator HART of Michigan. No, no, I just-
The CHAIRMAN. If you want more time, you have a lot of time stored

up. If you want to use it now, go right ahead.
Senator HART Of Michigan. Well, let me ask the justification for

this sort of business. I have been talking about the things I have seen
in the files that bear on direct denial of first amendment rights, and
again, this does not deal with the treatment of a distinguished Ameri-
can. Indeed, it involves groups that are generally viewed with very



sharp disapproval. The ground rules for the treatment should be
precisely the same, whether he is a good, popular guy, or a dirty,
smelly guy. What was the purpose of the Bureau in trying to stir up
strife-perhaps I shouldn't say what was the purpose-what possible
justification for the Bureau trying to sic the Black Panthers on that
outfit out in California, or between the Black Panthers and the Black-
stone Rangers in Chicago? Was it with the hope that by fomenting it
they would kill each other off ?

Mr. ADAMs. Absolutely not, and I think the committee staff can
inform you that during their review of all of these matters they
haven't come up with one instance of violence resulting from any of
these actions. In that particular case there was a communication in
the same file, which I believe the staff had access to, which showed that
we did get information that one of these groups was going to put out a
contract on one of the others, and we notified the police and the indi-
vidual of the fact that their life was in danger. None of our programs
have contemplated violence, and the instructions prohibited it, and
the record of turndowns of recommended actions in some instances
specifically say that we do not approve this action because if we take it,
it could result in harm to the individual. So, I think this is one
charge-and the staff did not make such a charge, I might add, when
they presented the picture-but I think any inference that we were
trying to result in violence is wrong.

Senator HART of Michigan. Let me explain for the record why I
reached the conclusion I did.

Mr. ADAMS. The wording of that memorandum-
Senator HART of Michigan. And why I continue to hold to that

conclusion.
On January 30, 1969, the Bureau headquarters in Washington

approved sending an anonymous letter to the leader of the Blackstone
Rangers, Jeff Fort, which indicated that the Black Panthers had put
a contract out on his life as a result of conflicts between the two
organizations [exhibit 28 1]. Now, you say that was to warn him.
I ask, wasn't the principal purpose of the letter to encourage the
Rangers to shoot some or all of the leadership of the Panthers?
Otherwise, what does this quote mean, and I will read it. It is from
a memorandum from the Chicago office of the FBI asking approval
to undertake this. Here is the way it reads: "It is believed that the
above" this anonymous tip that a contract is out on you. "It is believed
that the above may intensify the degree of animosity between the
two groups and occasion Fort to take retaliatory actions which could
disrupt the BBP," the Black Panthers "or lead to reprisals against
its leadership. Consideration has been given to a similar letter to the
Panthers alleging a Ranger plot against Panther leadership. How-
ever, it is not felt that this will be productive, principally because the
Panthers at present is not believed as violence prone at the Rangers,
to whom violent type activity, shooting and the like, are second
nature." [Exhibit 29.2]

Now, how can you reach any conclusion other than a purpose was to
generate the kind of friction that would induce the killing-

'See p. 430.
e.See p. 432.
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Mr. ADAMS. Well, if that purpose was for that rather than geneiat-
ing factionalism, disagreements, disrupting it, it would be contrary to-
.the communication I referred to in the other file, the Black Panthers
versus Ellis, where we notified the police of the contract, we notified'
the individuals of the contract and took every action at our command
to prevent direct violence, and also the fact that the files showed that
we turned down these situations where violence was involved.

Senator HART Of Michigan. Well, we have differingviews with re-
spect to motives and the purpose of the Panther situtaion in Chicago.
I. still do inot understand why we sought to set the Panthers and this
US. group in California against each other as they were. Also, I don't
know whether it is in the record, open or not, what purpose other than
to occasion violence moved the 'Bureau to approve of forged signa-
tures of Communist Party personnel on letters addressed to Mafia-
owned businesses attacking the employment practices of those busi-
nesses? Why would the Bureau think there was any value to be served
in concocting a forged.letter? Let us assume Phil Hart is a local Com-
munist in this city. The Bureau forges Phil Hart's name to a racket-
owned business, notorious for using muscle, protesting that fellow's
business practices. Certainly it was not intended' to improve the em-
ployment practices.

Mr. ADAMS. I think if the full communication were available, it did
show a purpose unrelated to.violence. I doi't recall the exact wording
now,,but I think it was to create a lack of support or something like
that. This was part of that HOODWINK program, I believe, that

.was one of four actions that were involved ii HOODWINK, and I
think there have been some public descriptions 'of that program that
indicate-that it was not the greatest thing coming down the pike.

Senator HART of Michigan. Well, that is the sort of thing I found
that persuaded me to say very openly that I do not buy the idea that
the American people ultimately are responsible for that kind of non-
sense because I am certain that virtually every family in the country
would have screamed in protest no matter how much they disliked
Dr. King or the Panthers or the Communists.

Mr. ADAMS. Sir-
Senator HART of Michigan. If they had known that tax money and

Federal personnel were busy around the country, notwithstanding
bank robberies that were going on at the same time, pounding out that
kind of correspondence and inciting that kind of conflict and curbing
speech.

Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
-- The CHAIRMAN. Thank you very much, Senator Hart.

Senator Mondale is next.
Senator MONDALE. Mr. Adams, I realize that you were not a part of

this particular event. But being an experienced FBI hand, I wonder if
*you could help us understand the psychology that led to this kind of
memorandum.

Mr. ADAMS:I feel it coming, but goahead.
Senator MONDALE. This is a memorandum to the Director. It has

been referred to before. It calls for removing King from his pedestal
and replacing him by someone else. The -memo is dated January 8,
1964, and was written a week following the time that King was named
man of the year by Time Magazine. [See footnote p. 21.]
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This memo, as you know, received the following comment from Mr.
Hoover: "I am glad to see that light, though it has been delayed, has
come to the Domestic Intelligence Division," and so on. I would just
quote part of the language and maybe you can help us understand
the psychology that led to it. The first part of the memo says: "We
have got to remove King from his pedestal." Then it says:

The Negroes will be left without a national leader of sufficiently compelling
personality to steer it in a proper direction. This is what could happen but need
not happen if the right kind of national negro leader could at this time be gradu-
ally developed so as to overthrow Dr. King and be in the position to assume the
role of leadership of the Negro people when King has been completely dis-
credited.

For some months I have been thinking about this matter. One day I had an
opportunity to explore this from a philosophical and sociological standpoint with
X [the name of the leader] whom I have known for some years. As I previously
reported, he is a very able fellow and one on whom I can rely. I asked him to
give the matter some attention, and if he knew any Negro of outstanding intelli-
gence or ability, let me know and we would have a discussion.

He has submitted to me the name of the above-named person. Enclosed with
this memorandum is an outline of X's biography, which is truly remarkable. In
scanning this biography, it will be seen that X does have all of the qualifications
of the kind of a Negro I have in mind to advance to positions of national
leadership.

And skipping:
I want to make it clear at once that I don't propose that the FBI in any way

become involved openly as the sponsor of a Negro leader to overshadow Martin
Luther King. If this thing can be set up properly without the Bureau in any way
becoming directly involved, I think it would be not only a great help to the FBI,
but would be a fine thing for the country at large.

While I'm not specifying at this moment, there are various ways in which the
FBI could give this entire matter the proper direction and development. There
are highly placed contacts at the FBI who it might be very helpful to further such
a step. This can be discussed at a later date when I have probed more fully into
the possibilities and this recommendation is that approval be given for me to
explore the whole matter as set forth above.

And to that Mr. Hoover says:
I'm glad to see the light has finally come. I have struggled for months to get

over the fact that the communists were taking over the racial movements but
our experts here couldn't or wouldn't see it.

Now I think you testified earlier that you do not accept this as
proper FBI activity, but can you help us understand how at one point
in American history someone thought it was proper, apparently in-
cluding the Director?

Mr. ADAMS. I would have to say for one thing that this gets into the
real motive of the discrediting of Martin Luther King, which I don't
feel can be fully explored. I think that the people most directly in-
volved in that are not available, because I don't know from my experi-
ence what they had in mind in this regard. I have no doubt from this
memorandum and other memorandums that the two individuals in-
volved felt very strongly that Martin Luther King was a threat to the
success of the Negro movement and that steps should be taken to get
him out of that-what the reason for it was or the motivation, I am
just not in a position to say. I do say it is improper to inject yourself
into that type of activity, but I don't know what the real motive was.

Senator MONDALE. Dr. King was investigated, as I think you testi-
fied earlier, because of fears of Communist influence upon him?

Mr. ADAMS. Yes.



Senator MONDALE. Is that a proper basis for investigating Dr. King
or anyone else?

Mr. -ADAMS. It is, where you have information indicating that the
Communist Party is and has made efforts to try to influence an in-
dividual. I would say that that would normally be considered within
the current criteria.

Senator MONDALE. You would consider that to be a valid basis for
investigating today?

Mr. ADAMS. The movement itself, but not the individual.
Senator MONDALE. How do you investigate a movement without in-

vestigating individuals?
Mr. ADAMS. You do get into a gray area. The main thing would be

if we had an organization today that we saw the Communist Party
gravitating to, trying to work in positions of leadership, we would be
interested in opening an investigation on Communist infiltration of
that organization to see if it was affecting it.

Senator MONDALE. All right, now let's go back specifically. I gather
there never was any question raised about whether Dr. King was a
Communist. That was never charged.

Mr. ADAMS. Not as a Communist Party member, no, sir.
Senator MONDALE. That's right. Or that he was about to commit, or,

had committed acts of violence ?
Mr. ADAMg. No.

.Senator MONDALE. But the reason for investigating him apparently
was that he was subject to Communist influence. Now what makes that
a justified reason for investigating him? Is it a crime to be approached
by someone who is a Communist?

Mr. ADAMS. No.
Senator MONDALE. What is the legal basis for that investigation?
Mr. ADAMS. The basis would be the Communist influence on him and

the effect it would have on the organization. It would be in connection
with our basic investigation of the Communist Party.

Senator MONDALE. Well, as I understand the law to read, it is not a
crime to be a member of the Communist Party.

Mr. ADAMS. That -is correct. . I
Senator MONDALE. How can it be a crime to know someone who is a

member of the Communist Party?
Mr. ADAMS. It is not.
Senator MONDALE. How do you investigate something as tenuous as

that? What is the basis for it legally?
. Mr. ADAMUS: Well, it falls into the area of, one, the intelligence juris-
diction of the activities of the Communist Party to have a situation
where an individual in an organization, a leader of an organization,
efforts are being made to influence him and to achieve control over the
organization, and it is part of the overall investigation of the party
trying to exert this influence as to are they successful, are they taking
over the black movement or the civil rights movement. It is just like
we tried to make clear in investigations that were more prevalent years
ago but still occur on the Communist influence in labor unions. We
tried to tell everybody we interview we are not interested in labor mat-
ters. We are not trying to inquire into that. We are interested in the
effect of the Communist Party on this union.



Senator MONDALE. Mr. Adams, I am trying to get at the legal basis
in this particular case for investigating Dr. King on the grounds that
he might be subject to Communist influence. Can you cite any legal
basis for that, or is it based entirely upon a generalized authority
thought to exist in the FBI to investigate internal security matters?

Mr. ADAMS. It would fall also in the Presidential directives of in-
vestigating subversive activities.

Senator MONDALE. Then the question would return to what authority
the President had.

Mr. ADAMS. That's right.
Senator MONDALE. Now Dr. King was inveqtigated, among other

things, for matters of, I think you call it delicacy. Would that be a
basis for investigating an American citizen by the FBI?

Mr. ADAMS. No.
Senator MONDALE. Would you say then that those investigations

were improper?
Mr. ADAMS. I don't believe that there is an allegation that we investi-

gated him for that. I think there were certain by-products of informa-
tion that developed and I think at a point you had a situation where
the tail was wagging the dog, perhaps, but I don't see any basis for
such investigation. And I find it very difficult to get into a discussion
of this in view of the prohibitions that I think-

Senator MONDALE. You answered my question. That by itself would
not be a basis for investigation.

Mr. ADAMS. No, Sir.
Senator MONDALE. Would you agree with me, Mr. Adams, that this

area of the assignment that the FBI had been tasked, which they
thought they possessed or could use to investigate Americans; is an
exceedingly vague, difficult, if not impossible, area to define? It is not
an area where there were allegations of crime or suspicion that crimes
were about to be committed, or that violence was about to be committed,
but rather this whole generalized area, to investigate Americans in
terms of ideas that they have or might be persuaded to have, ideas
that might hold potential for danger to this country. This vague area
has got the FBI into an awful lot of trouble, including today's
hearings.

Mr. ADAMS. Yes, Sir.
Senator MONDALE. And because of that, there is a very important

need to sit down and redefine the guidelines, and have those guidelines
known specifically by all, so that the FBI can know precisely what
it can do and what it cannot do.

Mr. ADAMS. I think this is why the country is fortunate in this
particular time to have an Attorney General who is a legal scholar and
a lawyer of unquestioned repute who has indicated a willingness to
address these problems, which, as the staff has determined, was not
always the case over the years. But we have an Attorney General, we
have a Director, who has offered his complete cooperation, just as
he has to the committee in this inquiry, that we are not trying to avoid
embarrassment. The only thing we are trying to hold back are identi-
ties of informants and sensitive, ongoing operations that we have, a
concern on the part of Congress that not only recognizes there
have been abuses, but recognizes that there still always has to be some
degree of flexibility.



We are going to have situations where you have a "Weatherman"
working for the waterworks, and in college he was a scientific student,
and he makes a comment to a fellow employee that there is going to
be some spectacular event that is going to bring the attention of the
world on this city.

Senator MONDALE. Wouldn't you- have probable cause then to inves-
tigate the commission of a crime?

Mr. ADAMS. We might have to investigate, but to disrupt, we have
the authority to tell the supervisor of the waterworks, you had better
get him out of there before the city water is poisoned and 100,000 people
die, and I think the committee is going to find the same problems we
do in coping with that situation, and even the Attorney General in
his speech in Ottawa pointed out that there is still possibly a necessity
for some flexibility to take appropriate action under extreme condi-
tions. But it should be controlled. It is like Mr. Kelley says, go to
the Attorney General, explore the legal issues, lay the problem up
there. It should not be handled internally in the FBI.'

Senator MONDALE. But do you also agree that the Congress ought to
redefine the rules legislatively?

Mr. ADAMS. Yes; because the problem I have with it is we talk about
oversight,. and Mr. Kelley and the Attorney General and I believe
this committee agrees that we should have joint oversight which would
avoid the proliferation of hearings and the sensitive knowledge among
many people which always poses the risk of an inadvertent leak of
information. But yet even with oversight, under the plan you dis-
cussed yesterday. or some of the observations that were discussed yes-
terday, having people, conservative, liberal, black, and the other quali-
fications you put in. can a committee speak for the will of Congress?
At one time we had Congressmen.making speeches all.over the country,
if we don't stop these bombings, if somebody doesn't do something
about it this country is in trouble. Is that the will of Congress?

Until it is embodied in legislation where the whole will of Congress
is expressed. we are going to have problems.

Senator MONDALE. I am glad to hear that, because there is a way
Congress speaks. It is not through the buddy system or a person. It
speaks through the law.

Mr. ADAMS. That's right.
Sinator MONDALE. And now for the first time we have this whole

issue; it is not denied by the-FBI. The elements are known. What -I
hear you saying is that you would like the Congress now to define,
and redefine specifically and carefully, what it is we expect the FBI
to do, and what it is we wish to prevent the FBI and will prohibit the
FBI from doing.

Mr. ADAMS. Right. What is our role in society? After World War II,
if you'll remember, a congressional committee met and raised all sorts
of storm over the fact that there was not enough in the way of intelli-
gence investigations. Never again should it happen in the United
States that we be caught with our pants down. After the Kennedy
assassination, if you recall, the-FBI was properly criticized for hav-
ing too restrictive dissemination policies in connection with Secret
Service because they depend upon us for the intelligence necessary to
provide protection for the President against extremist groups. We did
that, but just before the recent incidents in California, there was going



to be committee concern, not this committee, over has there been too
much dissemination.

So the FBI is in the position of, at different times in our history,
being damned for doing too much and damned for doing too little.
And it is because of reacting to what we try to judge is what they want
us to do, and this is what we are not in a position to do. We need the
will of Congress expressed in some definitive measure, yet providing
the latitude, because as you have seen from these problems, there are
many that there are no black and white answers to. There have to be
occasions where, when you are confronted with an extreme emergency,
someone can act, and I don't think you or anyone else wants to tie the
hands of law enforcement when today we have over 10 million serious
crimes in the United States. We have 1 million crimes a year involving
violence, and there has to be a capability to react. But we need to know
in better terms what is our role in this, especially in domestic
intelligence.

Senator MONDALE. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Senator TowER [presiding]. Senator Schweiker.
Senator SCHWEIKER. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. Mr. Adams, in 1966

a letter written by the Bureau to Marvin Watson, Special Assistant
to the President at the White House, and the gist of this letter was,
in reference to his request, and I want to make it clear it was his
request, not the Bureau's, authors of books that were critical of the
Warren Commission report on the assassination of President Ken-
nedy, were requested to file any pertinent personal data information,
dossiers, et cetera, on seven individuals whose names I will not discuss.

Do you have any knowledge as to why the White House requested
this kind of material on the Warren Commission critics?

Mr. ADAMS. I don't recall. I am familiar with the material. I did
review it some time ago when we were testifying before the House
Committee in February, but I don't recall that I saw in there any
specific motivation on the part of the White House group requesting
this information.

Senator SCHWEIKER. Now, in the same letter it also says a copy of
this communication has not been sent to the Acting Attorney General.

Mr. ADAMS. Yes.
Senator SCHWEIKER. Number one, is that a normal procedure, when

you get requests of this kind that the Acting Attorney General is by-
passed, and why was the Attorney General bypassed in this instance?

Mr. ADAMS. This is not a normal procedure. It is not the procedure
followed today. There was a period of time where, at the President's
directions, Mr. Hoover reported more directly to him in certain areas,
and it was apparently a feeling that he did not want the Attorney
General to know certain things.

Senator SCHWEIKER. One of the dossiers specifically included photo-
graphs of sexual activities.

Mr. ADAMS. Yes, Sir.
Senator SCHWEIKER. And my question is, how is that relevant to

being a critic of the Warren Commission? What standard do we use
when we just pass photographs of sexual activities to the White
House? Is this a normal proceeding when a dossier is requested? Is
this normally included, or did they specifically request photographs
of this kind, or what light can you shed on this?



Mr. ADAMS. I can't shed much. I know they requested information
on him. I think there was other material concerning that individual of
a security nature that was included. Why the information in that re-
spect was submitted I am unable to answer. I do know at the time
there was a lot of concern following the Warren Commission report.
Had all the answers been explored? Was the Soviet Union involved?
Was Cuba involved? And who were the critics who now are attacking
this? But I have seen nothing which would explain the rationale for
requesting the. material.

Senator SCHWEIKER. I think what concerns.the committee is, that
whenever you get to the nitty-gritty of investigations-and it doesn't
relate to the Warren Commission, I will leave that alone-we
get back to something like a photograph or a tape recording or some
letter referring to some kind of human weakness or failing that is
really very irrelevant to the investigation, is sandwiched in here.
It just seems to me that it was a tactic. This just happens to be the
Warren Commission I singled out, but it was a tactic that was used
rather frequently as a lever, or for reasons which I am trying to dis-
cover, as an instrument of investigative policy. Would you differ with
that or dispute that? What rationale would you use? Do we use
sexual activities as a standard criterion for investigations?

Mr. ADAMS. We do not use sexual activities as a criterion, but during
the course of our investigation-we did have an investigation on that
individual at one time-and during.the course of the investigation,
in checking -the records of a local police department- or a district
attorney's office, they had conducted an investigation for a criminal
act involving these photographs, and they made that available to us.
So it went into our fires. Now, the request of the President, he is the
Chief Executive of the United States. He in effect has custody of
everything. There are problems involved when the man who is in
charge of everything requests information. I would like to add, how-
ever, that following the cleansing effect of Watergate that I don't
know of any such requests coming over to the FBI anymore. There is
a direct line between the Attorney General and the Director, and the
Director certainly recognizes that in a case of extreme disagreement
he would have the alternative to tell the Attorney General, I need to
Pro directly to the President, or feel I should, but we do not have this
line of communication at the present time.

Senator SCHWEIKER. It seems that if they had just listed what
was alleged in the other investigation, that certainly would have
sufficed for whatever purpose. But -it seens to me that when you
enclose living photographs, you are.really attempting to discredit
these critics. What other purpose would a photograph of this nature
have, other than to discredit critics?

Mr. ADAMS. I can't answer that.
Senator SCHWEIKER. One area that I think this gets into, which we

really touched on in the assassination probe Mr. Adams, is where
the Bureau stops when they get some of these, requests. You touched
on it a moment ago. The President asked for something. I don't
know in this case whether or not the President asked to see photo-
cranhs of this nature, but the point is, nobody said no and he Lot them.
So the question is, where do you see the Bureau's responsibility, and



what can this committee do to insure that there is some kind of a
test, that we either put in the law or that the FBI applies, that pre-
vents the White House from using police power in this way?

Mr. ADAMS. I don't think Congress can ever fill the responsibility
of trying to draw up guidelines, even in conjunction with the executive
branch, to guarantee that all abuses won't take place. The organization
is made up of human beings, and these things occur. Certain corrective
actions are self-initiated, such as this. The President, for instance, you
know we had an incident a few years ago about investigating a news-
man, where we were requested, and if I recall from our information, we
thought he was being considered for an appointed position which
would have been a logical basis. As facts turned out, that was not the
purpose that the information was requested. To stem or stop abuses
like that, the President, the current administration, has issued instruc-
tions that any requests for investigations under the special inquiry
or White House investigation such as for appointment must clear
through the office of his counsel, in other words, not let the lower line
people come over and say we need this information or we need this
request. They come through the office of Phil Buchen through an
employee that is assigned to that office with responsibility.

Now, we do still make certain name check requests for the White
House, and those, too, have to clear through his office. So we do have
that. Then we have the responsibility, if we get something which on
its face appears political or improper, then our responsibility under
that would be to go to the Attorney General and ask him to intercede
by finding out is this a proper request on the Bureau. And I can assure
you, that as Mr. Kelley has testified and has made it perfectly clear,
he has not had any such improper requests and he would go right
to the Attorney General if it was necessary. Otherwise he would reject
the request.

Senator SCHWEIKER. What steps are you taking to make sure that
we catch some of these things in the present that maybe we either over-
looked or did not catch or somehow got sidetracked in the past?

Mr. ADAMS. We have been working with the Attorney General and
his staff. It started even when Attorney General Saxbe was there, to
look at all of our procedures, all of our investigative operations. Are
they proper? Do they fit criteria? Do we have a legal basis for them?
And we have guidelines, committees which have been established in the
Department, that meet every day on questions of the overwhelming
problem of collection and maintenance of information. What do we
get? Why do we get it? What should we do with it?

I feel there is a very active program going on in that regard, and
I feel certain that it will continue to make sure that we are aware of
everything and take appropriate action.

Senator SCHWEIKER. I wonder if you might share some of these with
the staff so that we may have the advantage of taking a look at those,
too.

Mr. ADAMS. I would have to secure the approval of the Attorney
General on the guidelines. He did tell the House committee which
originally raised the question on maintenance of information, that
once we get something -and they are nearing completion in the De-
partment, that he does intend to take it up with Congress. So I am
sure there would be no problem at that point in bringing it to this
committee as well.
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have arisen, in not haying dlearly definedstandards. Ithink this is
the crux of it. . .

Mr. ADAMS. That is true.
Senator SCHWEIKER..That's all I have, Mr. Chairman..
Senator TowiR. Mr. Adams, what use does the Bureau presently'

make of its intelligence informants, and have they ever been used as
provocateurs or. as magnets for action?

Mr. ADAMs. No, sir.
Well, you asked two questions.
Senator Tow-E. Yes.
Mr. AD ifs. Let me take the last one first, provocateurs. Our policy

has not-or our policy has been to discourage any activities which
in any way might involve an informant doing something that an agent
cannot do, which would be in the area of being a provocateur, which
basically is entrapment. And we, have had some allegations of entrap-
ment come up. We feel we have satisfactorily answered them. This is a
very technical legal field which boils down, of course, to the fact that
if .a person is willing to do something, and the Government merely
provides the opportunity, that is not legally entrapment. So if a
person comes to us and.says, "I have been asked to participate.in a
break-in of a Federal building, I would like to help you," then the law
basically would indicate we have the authority 'to continue to let him
operate. The question comes up if he assumes the whole direction.
and causes people to do something which they would not otherwise have
done. That is the entrapment issue. So we are very alert to this.'We
have instructions, clear guidelines,. instructions to our field offices
that they are not to use an informant for anything that an igent
canii6t legally do. I .donIt say there haven't been some mistakes in
that regard,-but I don't know of any at the present time.

Senator TOWER. Senator Huddleston?
Senator HUDDLESTON. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
First, I think to keep this activity in proper perspective, it might

be well to remember that even though a great deal of the testimony
and the questioning has been relating to the question of Dr. King, this
is by no means an isolated situation. Dr.. King's case is indeed- a
classic example, utilizing all of the various techniques of the Bureau,
both in intelligence gathering, and actiori against an individual in
order to discredit him or embarrass him, and indeed destroy him. But
the record is replete, and indeed, here is an entire sheaf of similar
targets who are certainly not as well. known. Some of them ,are high
school students, some of them are high school teachers, college students,
college teachers, broadcasters and journalists, people whose names
would be almost totally unfamiliar to the vast majority of Americans.
So the activity was not confined to those that are immediately rec-
ognizable public figures. .

I want to just proceed along the question of informants that Senator -

Tower just raised for just a moment or two. You say that your in-
formants are not expected to do anything that an agent iimself could
not do. In th6 gathering of information do you have any safeguard
at all, any rule as to how the informant proceeds in order to gather
the information you a-re looking for?

Mr. ADAMS. Only that he proceed through legal means.
Senator HUDDLESTON. Is that specifically stated to him when he is

employed?



Mr. ADAMS. Yes, Sir.
Senator HUDDLESTON. Are most informers paid on the basis of a

regular fee or regular salary, or are they paid on the basis of the in-
formation they gather?

Mr. ADAMS. Even those who are paid on what you could say a salary,
that salary is determined on a COD basis as to the value of the in-
formation furnished. In other words, in a criminal case for instance,
you could have a person come in and give you the identity of three
individuals who just robbed a bank. You might pay him a lump
sum amount, and never go back to him. In the security field where
informants do finally manage to work into a revolutionary type
organization, their continued activities on our behalf do set up more
of a program for payment.

Senator HUDDLESTON. If information that may be supplied to you
happens to be of a sensational nature or of a surprising nature, do
you ever question the informer on how he obtained it?

Mr. ADAMS. I am sure this takes place. In any handling of an in-
formant over a sustained period of time, you do have a rapport which
they don't just come in and say Joe Blow said this, Joe Blow did that.
There is a conversation that goes through, which I feel certain would,
if it looked like he had something that came from some improper
source, I think the agent would say, "Where did you get this?"

Senator HUDDLESTON. If you found it had been taken improperly
or if some improper action had been taken, would it be put in the
files?

Mr. ADAMS. If he violated the law, we would have an open investiga-
tion if it were within our jurisdiction.

Senator HUDDLESTON. Now the Bureau disseminates this information
on individuals that is collected in various ways. How many other
agencies can request, for instance, an individual check that would
result in your supplying to it information from these personal intelli-
gence files?

Mr. ADAMS. Every agent in the Federal Government under the em-
ployee security program has an obligation to check with the FBI;
doing name check search of our files to see if there is any subversive,
derogatory information which might militate against appointing that
individual to a Federal position.

Senator HUDDLESTON. Do you take any precautions as to how they
will use that information once it is supplied to them by your agents?

Mr. ADAMS. All we do is indicate to them on the report that it is the
property of the FBI and is not to be disseminated outside their agency.

Senator HUDDLESTON. You have no way of knowing whether or
not indeed it is?

Mr. ADAMS. No, Sir, we do not.
Senator HUDDLESTON. What internal precautions do you have against

the Bureau itself misusing information that it gains from other
agencies?

Mr. ADAMS. Strong prohibitions. First, we don't allow access to
files except on a need-to-know basis. Any employee of the FBI knows
that if he improperly divulges information or leaks information out
of the files, he will be subject to administrative action. We had a
case where an agent obtained an identification record and made it out



improperly, and I think that agent was separated from the rolls. But
we had asked, and of course we share in CIA's request to this extent,
that there be a criminal penalty attached to misuse of information
and leaking it or making it available outside of an agency. This is
another issue before Congress.

Senator HUDDLESTON. There is also an instance that the committee
has evidence of, where the Bureau at least proposed taking informa-
tion gained from the Internal Revenue Service and drafting a letter,
a fraudulent letter, over a forged signature of a civil rights leader,
mailing it to the contributors of that organization indicating that there
was some tax problem and hoping to discourage further contribu-
tions. Did this in fact happen, to your knowledge?

Mr. ADAMS. I am not familiar with that case. I can easily say it
would not be proper.

Senator HUDDLESTON. But you don't know whether it happened or
whether the act was carried out?

Mr. ADAMS. I do not know.
Senator HUDDLESTON. Mr. Adams, getting on to another subject,

one of the techniques used very frequently by the Bureau in, its
attempt to discredit individuals was to utilize the press. It was cus-
tomary to send anonymous letters on many occasions to editors, bioad-
casters, commentators, and columnists around the country. containing
information, or suggesting information, about an individual that the
Bureau wanted to discredit in some way. There is also some evidence
that the Bureau utilized within the press itself, on a regular contact
basis, certain columnists or broadcasters for the purpose of disseminat-
ing information that the FBI wanted to get out about individuals.
How extensively was this utilized?

Mr. ADAMS. I don't believe it was very extensive. In fact, I think
there were probably very few incidents where untrue information
was put out. That is my recollection. On disseminating -public source
information there were a number of instances of that which is still
proper to date under our guidelines. I just don't know of.many in-
stances where untrue information was used, and I do not know of too
many instances overall where that was done.

Senator -HUDDLESTON. Do you know of any instances-how many
actual journalists or practitioners were regular disseminators of FBI
information?

Mr. ADAMS. I don't know of any today that are, in that regard.
I know there have been situations where it happened and people still
do. They come to us and say, we would like to do an article on orga-
.nized crime. Can you be of assistance? And.if we can be of assistance
within the guidelines established by the Attorney General, we do
assist. We have a pull and a tug over privacy acts and freedom of
information 'and also the need to know, but we try to satisfy.

Senator HUDDLESTON. Do you know of any at the present time or in
the past who have been paid by the FBI for their services?

Mr. ADAMs. Not personally. I don't know of any.
Senator HUDDLESTON. Not personally? Do you know 'of any evidence

that indicates that?
Mr. ADAMS. That's what I mean. I don't have any evidence that

indicates that.
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Senator HUDDLESTON. I think it would be helpful to our inquiry if
we could review, or you would review, the files and make a determina-
tion as to whether or not it might be the case, that the FBI has paid
journalists who are amenable to disseminating information supplied
by the FBI.

Mr. ADAMS. I am told we have. I don't know what files we have re-
viewed, but we have reviewed them and we haven't found any.

Senator HUDDLESTON. You haven't found any. What is the mass
media program of the FBI?

Mr. ADAMS. To try to get the truth out, to get a proper picture of
the FBI's jurisdiction, its activities.

Senator HUDDLESTON. Is it also to suppress other publications or
other commentators or journalists who might be disseminating other
views?

Mr. ADAMS. No.
Senator HUDDLESTON. Did the FBI not take some action against a

number of newspapers, most of them student newspapers that they
thought should be suppressed?

Mr. ADAMS. We may have in the past. I don't recall any specific case.
You are talking about some of the "Weatherman" support papers or
Black Panther paper. I. don't know of any in that regard, but I'm
not saying that such action was not taken.

Senator HUDDLESTON. Are you familiar with the special correspon-
dence list?

Mr. ADAMS. Yes.
Senator HUDDLESTON. What is this list?
Mr. ADAMS. My recollection is that the special correspondence list

was a list of individuals that had requested from time to time various
Bureau publications and were kept on a continuing list and such com-
munications were mailed to them.

Senator HUDDLESTON. It was a list that was considered to be friendly
towards the FBI view?

Mr. ADAMS. Yes. I would say anyone on that list would normally be
friendly.

Senator HUDDLESTON. Do you have knowledge of a number of in-
stances in which the Bureau carrying out its COINTELPRO ac-
tivities utilized the existing press in order to attempt to discredit some
individual?

Mr. ADAMS. I don't have an idea of the number, but I don't think
there were very many.

Senator HUDDLESTON. Do you have a list of the instances in which
the Bureau attempted to discredit other publications?

Mr. ADAMS. No; I don't know.
Senator HUDDLESTON. Do you know that they did occur?
Mr. ADAMS. I can ask. I get, "No," as far as any knowledge in that

regard.
Senator HUDDLESTON. As far as knowledge.
Mr. ADAMs. That means knowledge of what we have come up with

in our current review, I would assume.
Senator HUDDLESTON. It seems to me that this is an area in which

we are particularly troubled and rightly should be. If there is any
right that is specifically called for in our Constitution, and has been
uphold and reaffirmed in court decision after court decision, it is the



right to publish in this country. The first amendment speaks not only
of freedom of speech, but also freedom of the press. And yet it seemsthat we have a pattern here of the chief law enforcement agency of the
country attempting to suppress that very right.

Mr. ADAMS. I haven't seen-I think any effort to manipulate thepress of this country, -1 just don't see any possibility in that regard,and I don't see the logic of anyone even attempting such.
Senator HUDDLESTON. But it did happen.
Mr. ADA-S. It may have happened in-
Senator HUDDLESTON. In a rather extensive field.
Mr. ADAMS. I disagree with that rather extensive field. I just don'tknow the extent that you are talking to here.
Senator HUDDLESTO.N We are talking about the cases where

-Mr. ADANs. Are you'I umping in cases where we disseminated public
source information? Are you lumping in a case where we may havegone to a-
. Senator HUDDLESTON. I think disseninating public source informa-

tion is somewhat different from furnishing a TV commentator withderrogatory information about a, specific individual; who has been
targeted as one that apparently the Bureau thinks is dangerous or
that his ideas ought to be suppressed.

Mr. ADAMS. Is that manipulating the press, though?.Here you have
a situation where an individual is going around the country advocating
off-the-pig or kill-the-police or something like that. And a newspaper-
man was furnished, say some background information on him which
would have been in the area of public source material which he could
use in an article. Are -we really, if the information is true, the final
decision, it would seem to nie, would be the newspaperman as to
whether he would use any such information.
'I think if we concealed our motives. from the newspaperman, or

furnished false information, which I think we did in one, anonymous
letter or something that I saw in all of this, I would say that was
improper.

Senator HUDDLESTON. Or-
Mr. ADAMS. I think newsmen have sources. I think
Senator HUDDLESTON. Or convincing a cartoonist, for instance, to

draw a derogatory cartoon about a college professor who certainly did
not constitute a threat to the violent overthrow of the Government.

,Mr. ADAMS. If anyone accuses us of having any great success in try-
ing to influence the press, I think that their objectivity stands very
high.

Senator -HUDDLESTON. I think the point is not whether there was
success or not, there was an effort made. I'm glad to hear you acknowl-
edge now that it is almost an impossibility.. But more than that it
seems to me at the beginning when these type of techniques were used,
it seemed to indicate a lack of confidence, or faith in the American
people to believe that they could not hear ideas that might be con-
trary to their own without being seriously damaged. One -of the.great
freedoms we have is the freedom of hearing other ideas, whether we
agree with them or not. I think this is an area that we are concerned
with and one teclnique which I hope is being- discontinued and one
that will be, by the time these hearings conclude, and by the -time
proper legislation is drawn.



Mr. ADAMS. Well, I think you can be assured that any such tech-
niques in that area died with COINTELPRO in 1971.

Senator HUDDLESTON. That is comforting.
Mr. ADAMS. Yes.
The CHAIRMAN [presiding]. Thank you, Senator. I have been

forced in and out by virtue of votes and other committee business. I
am not sure which Senators have had their opportunity to question
and which have not.

Senator Goldwater, were you next?
Senator GOLDWATER. I will not take much time. I apologize for not

having been here in the last 2 days. It is going well, I have heard. We
have heard testimony regarding the voluminous records, I believe
500,000, maintained by the Bureau. How in your view have these
records come to be kept? For what purpose have they been kept, and
has the Bureau ever undertaken to destroy or prune down any of these
records?

Mr. ADAMS. We have a number of records. We are a businesslike
organization. We record our activities. And as the staff knows, they
had access to a lot of recorded material that is the product of what
the FBI has done over the years. When we conduct an investigation,
we maintain the results. We do have destruction procedures where,
after the passage of certain time limits approved by the Archives
authority, we are allowed to destroy certain files. Other information
we are required to put on microfilm. There is a regular standard pro-
cedure for the destruction of FBI files. This has been suspended, of
course, during the initiation of these hearings and our files probably
have increased considerably during this period because we are not al-
lowed to destroy anything since the committee commenced its hear-
ings. But we do have procedures for destruction of files. They are
approved by the Archives. A problem inherent in that is maintaining
information. What should we keep? What should we obtain during an
investigation? What should we record? In the past we have been pretty
consistent in recording everything we thought was relevant to the
investigation. The passage of the Privacy Act put certain restrictions
in. We cannot collect or maintain anything unless it is relevant to an
ongoing matter of which we have investigative jurisdiction.

But beyond even the Privacy Act, the Attorney General instituted
a guidelines committee in this area that we have been meeting dili-
gently with every day and hopefully have tried to avoid this idea
that we are for no good reason maintaining gossip, scandal, unneces-
sary, and irrelevant material. So once these guidelines are in some sort
of final form, not to be adopted, then the Attorney General has indi-
cated that he is going to take it up with the various congressional
committees to get their input into it, after which they will be
published.

Senator GOLDWATER. Well, now these dossiers, I think you can call
them that probably.

Mr. ADAMS. I prefer not to, but I accept the fact that that is how they
are referred to.

Senator GOLDWATER. What do you call them?
Mr. ADAMS. I call them files. To me, I guess we all have our little

hang-ups, but to me that is usually used in some sinister connotation.
It is probably not to you. But I will use whatever terminology you
want to use on this.



Senator GOLDWATER. I hope what you have on me is not called a
dossier.

Mr. ADAMS. No, Sir; it's a collection of material.
[General laughter.]
Mr. ADAMS. Of which you are aware.
Senator GOLDWATER. That's right. Now let me ask you, the informa-

tion you have would probably be on computer tape?
Mr. ADAMS. No, Sir.
Senator GOLDWATER. It's not. Information that IRS would have,is that computerized?
Mr. ADAMS. It may be. I'm not familiar with the extent of theirs.

We do have certain computer activities, such as the National Crime
Information Center, or we have, I guess, 7-or 8 million records. This
is not the usual file material. This consists of individuals concerning
whom a warrant is outstanding, stolen property, material such as
this, -and also some documented criminal history information in the
nature of prior arrest history, but not what I think you are referring
to in the way of file material, reports, intelligence, this type of
information.

Senator GOLDWATER. What I am trying to get at, is there a central
source of computerized material that would include your information,the information that IRS may have gathered, information that had
been gathered-off of personnel records of the Pentagon?

Mr. ADAMS. No, Sir.
Senator GOLDWATER. There's no such list that you know of?
Mr. ADAMS. I. don't know what other agencies -have, but the FBI

does not have such a list, does not have such capability to interface
with such a list, if such a list exists. I

Senator GOLDWATER. Do you feel rather safe in saying then that
no agency of Government has put together such i computerized total
of all the information on the people that you have surveilled?

Mr. ADAMS. Oh, I think it is safe to say I don't know of any. Today
I am not saying what does exist or doesn't exist elsewhere.

Senator GOLDWATER. In addition to the 500,000 records that you
have, would I be correct in saying that you have 50 million data cards
and that there's $82 million spent on intelligence in the fiscal year
1975 to maintain this library?

Mr. ADAMS. No; I don't think that is correct. I think the figure of
$82 million is what our budget people have drawn up as being the
totil cost in a* given year of our intelligence operations, security,
criminal, organized crime, the whole intelligence field. But I don't
relate it to the maintenance of any data cards.

Senator GOLDWATER. Now one other area, and I think it probably,
according to the records, goes back to 1970. How did the Bureau
come to place the so-called Women's Lib movement under surveillance,
and I say so-called because I think we discovered that there was no
such organized movement.

Mr. ADAMs. There were a lot of movements. It is my recollection-
I have not reviewed the file in detail, but it is my recollection that
the case was originally opened because of indications that certain
Prroups were attempting to infiltrate or control the Women's -Libera-
tion movement. The investigation was conducted and was terminated
several years ago, as far as I know.



Senator GOLDWATER. Do you know of any actions that were taken
by the Bureau as to the women's liberation movement except to
monitor it?

Mr. ADAMS. No. And the monitoring was for the purpose of de-
termining the infiltration, and I don't know of any actions taken
against them.

Senator GOLDWATER. That's all I have, Mr. Chairman. Thank you.
The CHAIRMAN. Thank you, Senator Goldwater.
Senator Hart, have you had an opportunity to question?
Senator HART Of Colorado. No; I have not.
The CHAIRMAN. Senator Hart.
Senator HART Of Colorado. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. In the

testimony yesterday developed by the staff concerning the last few
days of Martin Luther King's life, we learned that the Bureau in
March of 1968 developed information to be given to the press criticiz-
ing Dr. King for staying in a white-owned and operated hotel, the
Holiday Inn in Memphis, instead of the Lorraine.

At some point during Dr. King's stay in Memphis, he moved from
the Holiday Inn to Lorraine. To your knowledge, Mr. Adams, was
that information ever given to the press? [See footnote p. 21.]

Mr. ADAMS. I have been unable to determine that. This question was
raised to me by the Civil Rights Division of the Department. Appar-
ently, they had had some inquiry along the same lines several months
ago. But my recollection of it at the time, we saw that this action had
been proposed and the memorandum bore the initials, I believe it
was.the initials, statement handled, and the initials of the agent in
the external affairs division who assumed the responsibility of saying
handle it and initiated it. They contacted him and he said that he
had no recollection of the matter but the fact that he did say, "handled"
didn't mean that he was able to do anything with it. He was just
clearing that memorandum so it would show action was taken, and
he doesn't know if he gave it to anyone or not.

Senator HART Of Colorado. Well, suffice it to say that the facts are
that subsequent to the time the Bureau developed this information
to pass on to the press, it did appear in the local papers in Memphis.

Mr. ADAMS. There was some statement in the local papers, not
according to the terminology of the proposed statement that was to
be given to him. There was some comment made, if I recall, that
Martin Luther King gave a press conference following the riots that
followed one of his appearances, and that he gave that press conference
in a hotel, the Holiday Inn Hotel. But it didn't have any, at least the
newspaper article itself didn't have any direct relation to acts taken.

Senator HART Of Colorado. Well, according to some historians and
people who have commented on the circumstances, they were fairly
explicit in stating that the local press was critical of him during that
period of staying in the white hotel, but I don't want to make a big
issue out of that. What was the name of the agent that you talked to?

Mr. ADAMS. I didn't talk to him personally. People in the Bureau
that were working on this did and T believe his name was Linbaugh.

Senator HART of Colorado. If you could provide that name to us.
I would appreciate it.

Mr. ADAMS. I would be glad to.



Senator HART of Colorado. Mr. Adams, was any effort made during
this entire COINTELPRO period to objectively define what the "New
Left" meant? What was your understanding of the "New Left."

Mr. ADAMS. They did have a definition of the New Left distinguish-
ing it from the Old Left. It was primarily to distinguish it in the
area that the New Left was trying to separate itself from the old hide-
bound policies of the Communist Party or some of its links to the
Communist Party. Perhaps Mr. Wannall has a better definition of
that.

Senator HART of Colorado. It very definitely included those who
were opposed to the war, organized. groups that opposed the war and
felt strongly about racial injustice in this country, leaving the Commu-
nist Party aside.

Mr. ADAMS. People involved in the New Left movement were, of
course, also involved in the anti-Vietnam war effort.

Senator HART Of Colorado. What do you mean also? That's what I'm
trying to get out. What was the New Left?' If you didn't oppose the
war and you weren't involved in civil rights groups, who else might
you have been?
. Mr. ADAMS. Well, the New Left did involve a revolutionary philos-
ophy. It wasn't related solely to the anti-Vietnam effort.

Senator.HARTOf Colorado. Thomas Jefferson embodied a revolu-
tionary philosophy.

Mr. ADAMS. That's right. And the New Left activity exceeded Thom-
as Jefferson's philosophy in that it did fit in with the basic Commu-
nist philosophy.

Senator HART of Colorado. Every group that was placed under the
efforts of the COINTELPRO supported the violent overthrow of this
country?
. Mr. ADAMS. The concept of COINTELPRO was directed toward

those organizations. I would have to refresh my memory on each one
of the organizations that were targets of it, but they were basically
New Left, Communist Party, Social Workers Party, black extremists,
white hate groups, those were the five basics.

Senator HART Of Colorado: The Southern Chi'istian Leadership
Conference?

Mr. ADAMS. The Southern Christian Leadership Conference, I don't
know if it was involved specifically in COINTELPRO. Three minor
actions were taken against the Southern Christian Leadership Con-
ference.

Senator HART Of Colorado. Well, its'leader, I think you could say, for
8 years was subject to a lot more than three minor actions.

Mr. ADAMS. That's right, and that-gets into the other area that the
activities taken against him were primarily COINTELPRO-type
activities but weren't really under the control of'

Senator HART of Colorado. You're saying that'basically every orga-
nization and individual that was swept into the five COINTELPRO
nets sunported the violent overthrow of this country?

Mr. ADAMs. Well, not just the violent overthrow of the Government
It would have been oranizations that were threatening and foment-
ing violence. I don't. believe it had to be related to the actual over-
throw of the Government.

Senator HART Of Colorado. Is a street demonstration violent?



Mr. ADAMS. It depends on where you are in relation to what is taking
place. If there are a lot of activities in connection with street demon-
strations that are not violent, and there are a lot of street demonstra-
tions that have resulted in deaths, so it just depends on the activity
taking place and the circumstances. Our problem is we are given the
responsibility by the Attorney General to monitor demonstrations
which have the potential of violence. The question is, how do you find
out, at what point do you get in any monitor demonstrations to deter-
mine if that has a potential violence ?

Senator HART Of Colorado. Well, obviously we have received testi-
mony to the effect that the FBI went out of its way to foment violence
itself, to encourage disruptions internally, to encourage hostilities and
conflict between and among these groups in the hope that violence
would occur. Therefore you could go back to the Director or the press
or whomever and say, look, this is a violent group.

Mr. ADAMS. I accept the allegation but I don't accept the fact. The
conclusion, from what I have seen in reviewing these files in connec-
tion with our investigations, is that we don't foment violence. We don't
permit as a matter of policy our informants to act as provocateurs to
engage in violence. I am not denying it may have happened, but the
FBI does not foment violence, and the FBI, you know, has no

Senator HART Of Colorado. You are using present tense verbs.
Mr. ADAMS. We didn't then. I don't agree that our actions in any

event were designed to foment violence.
Senator HART Of Colorado. I think there is plenty of documenta-

tion of the attempt to set the Black Panthers against the Blackstone
Rangers in Chicago.

Mr. ADAMS. Well, I don't consider that plenty of evidence. I think
the evidence to the contrary is that one of the organizations, when we
got word that the Black Panthers versus United Slaves, we notified
the local police that this activity was going to take place, and the
individual, so that we would prevent the killing, which had come to
our attention and was going to take place, and then the turndowns
of various COINTELPRO actions, there were specific statements
made, that this action will not be approved because it might result in
harm to an individual, physical harm, and we have no indication from
any of these actions under COINTELPRO that any violent act
occurred, and I have not been presented with any by the staff from
their far more extensive inquiry.

Senator HART Of Colorado. June 3. 1968, a memorandum from the
special agent in charge of Cincinnati to the Director of the FBI.
captioned Counterintelligence Program, Disruption of the New
Left, a five-page memorandum having to do with Antioch College
in Ohio [exhibit 30 1]. It is a long description of the college and
background. There is a recommendation on page 3: "Cincinatti
recommends that counterintelligence action be taken to expose the
psendointellectual image of Antioch," and it gives specific ways of
doing that, then the next page. page 4. the desired result of action,
"force Antioch to defend itself as an educational institution." Where
in the laws of this country or the charter of the Federal Bureau of

I See pp. 434 through 438.



Investigation does it say that that agency should be forcing any
educational institution.to defend itself ?

Mr. ADAMS. I know of none.
Senator HART Of Colorado. You would say this is step ping beyond

the bounds of your authority?
Mr. ADAMS. I would say-Im not familiar with the total action

of what was there, but just on the surface I don't see any basis for it.
Senator HART of Colorado. It is my understanding that field

officers participating in COINTELPRO activities were required to
send results in status letters and in annual reports. Is that correct?

Mr. ADAMS. Yes.
Senator HART of Colorado. What kind of results generally were

you looking for? What was considered success?
Mr. ADAMS. Well, it would be considered -success, if in one instance

an action was taken to create factionalism in the.ihighest level of
the Communist Party, and the results were that we were advised
that the Communist Party influence declined appreciably as a direct
result of factionalism created at that level. That to us was a concrete
result. We had other results that you get in various degrees. The above
is. an extremely favorable degree. We had others, I think one was
alluded to yesterday or today where a letter went out setting up
marital strife on the part of someone. I don't see any basis or justifica-
tion for that. I think that is the other extreme.. I think in the middle
there were ones that fell into-a differeit degree. The only thing that
I feel. is we had 3,000 actions recommended. I don't know if the docu-
ment shows whether this Antioch one -was approved or not. I doubt
that it was approved:

Senator HART Of Colorado. I believe it was. We can document that.
Mr. ADAMS. OK. Because there would be one. I would say that the

judgment in approving is in question. But out of 3,000 recommended,
the fact that 2,000 approved shows that there was some concern to try
to keep these to a- proper level, and I think the actual number of
grossly improper activities fortunately is rather small. I think there
are a lot in there. The whole program, we feel, should have been dis-
continued, and we don't have a program like it now, and we wouldn't
institute a program like it now.

Senator-HART Of Colorado. It would be helpful to us if now o in
the future you could recommend what steps we should take, both as
' the committee and this Congress, to make sure that doesn't happen,
aside from just the assurances we are being given here.

Mr. ADAMS. Well, the main recommendation I make is that we don't
wind up oh the point we have been on in the past years, that one time
in our history Congress is saying we ought to be doing something to
stop violerice in the streets, murders, blowing up of'buildings; and
at another time they are saying you shouldn't have done ivhat you
did, and that we make a mistake when we.react and try to identify one
area and say that is the voice of the people. What we need is a legis-

'lative mandate which is the will of Congress in order to tell us what
our role should be in this area. I think that'the main thing that would
come out of all of this, I hope, is some more definitive guideline
where we all know what the will of the people is as expressed by
Congress.



Senator HART of Colorado. I believe my time is up.
Senator TOWER [presiding]. Mr. Adams, to return to the business

of informants which I initiated and was interrupted by a vote, who
selects an informant?

Mr. ADAMS. The basic responsibility is on our special agent per-
sonnel who develop informants, the agent on the street.

Senator TOWER. Does the special agent in charge in a given area
have control over the activities of an informant or a veto on the use
of a particular informant?

Mr. ADAMS. Not only the special agent in charge, but FBI head-
quarters. We maintain the tightest possible control of the utilization
of informants. We require Bureau approval to utilize a person as an
informant.

Senator TOWER. The special agent in charge has the power to veto
the use of an informant?

Mr. ADAMS. Yes, Sir.
Senator TOWER. Does headquarters know who all the informants are?
Mr. ADAMS. Absolutely. We do not allow hip-pocket informants. We

require-
Senator TOWER. You don't have the agents informed by their own

special informants?
Mr. ADAMS. Absolutely not.
Senator TOWER. Are the criteria different for paid and for nonpaid

informers?
Mr. ADAMS. We have some informants over the years that have re-

fused to accept payment, but generally the criteria for both, I mean
for ones that are paid, is that it must be on a c.o.d. basis, evaluated
as to the value of the information.

Senator TOWER. What protections are afforded to informants?
Mr. ADAMS. Protections afforded them individually?
Senator TOWER. Yes.
Mr. ADAMS. The greatest protection in the world we can afford them

is to maintain the confidential relationship which they have adopted
with the FBI, and the fact that those citizens of the United States
who, for whatever reason, decide to cooperate with the FBI and
cooperate with their Government in the criminal and security field,
have that confidentiality maintained. Beyond that confidentiality
we are unable to afford them any protection, any physical protection.
We have had informants murdered through disclosure. We have had
them subjected to other violence and criminal activities, and the only
protection beyond maintaining the confidentiality is once we have
used them or had to expose them for some purpose, we do have pro-
cedures for relocation and maintenance of them, which is utilized
quite frequently in the top hoodlum and the Cosa Nostra-type inves-
tigations.

Senator TOWER. It is my understanding now that 83 percent of all
cases involve some use of informants, so that means that the use is
pretty widespread and apparently very essential. What kind of guid-
ance does the FBI give to these informants? Do you give them any
special training? Could you describe that kind of relationship in terms
of guidelines, control, authority that you have?



Mr. ADAMS. Well, when ai individual is being developed as an in-
formant, our main concern is whether he provides reliable information
and that the information he collects is collected by legal means. We
don't permit an informant to engage in any activity that an agent
couldn't do legally himself. In other words, you can't have an extension
of the agent out here engaging in illegal acts, and the agent saying I
abide by the law. This creates some problems, of course, in the criminal
field where you don't recruit informants from Sunday schools. You
recruit informants in areas where they do have knowledge of criminal
activities. But we even had to open investigations and prosecute some
of our informants, because we do not bend from this, that they are
not going to enjoy favorite status as a result of their relationship with
us. So the agent covers all of this with an informaht during the
discussions.

We secure background information on the informants. We do this
to insure, as best as possible, we are dealing with a reliable, stable in-
dividual even though he may be engaged in an unstable activity.
We go through this period and consider them more or less, in different
terminology, probationary, potential, verifying information that he
furnishes us, and everytime when they report on the status of an in-
formant, they have to tell us what percentage of his information has
been verified by othei' means, by other informants or sources. So we
do have a continuing indoctrination. which is, supervised at FBI
headquarters.

Senator TOWER. You said you. don't recruit your iiformants from
Sunday school class. Being an ex-Sunday school teacher, I resent that,
but-

Mr. ADAMS. I am talking in,the criminal field. Many of our security
informants come from a very fine background.

Senator TOWER. But this leads me into this. Sometimes, then, you
might recruit people thai you know have committed criminal acts.

Mr. ADAMS. That's true.
Senator TOWER. Do you promise him immunity from future prosecu-

tion in many instances to secure their cooperation ?
Mr. ADAMS. No. Now, the only exception to that would be we may

have an ongoing, it is what you call an informant-I believe your
question is addressed to someone that we are actually considering in an
informant status.

Senator TOWER. Yes.
Mr. ADAMS. We do have situations where during an investigation

we target on one individual, the 1ower rung, and the U.S. Attorney
and the Department .offer immunity. We don't. And say, you coop-
erate, and we go up the ladder to the next level, and in some of these
cases we have gone up through successive stages until we get the main
honcho who we feel is the proper target of our investigation.

Senator TOWER. Getting on another subject, does the FBI still re-
quest bank audits?

Mr. ADAMS. Bank audits? Do you mean do we still have access to
bank records?

Senator TOWER. Yes.
Mr. ADAMS. Yes, sir, we do.
Senator TOWER. And do you obtain access with or without warrants?



Mr. ADAMS. We obtain access without warrants.
Senator TOWER. Without warrants?
Mr. ADAMS. Yes, Sir.
Senator TOWER. Is the subject notified in advance by the FBI when

you obtain one without a warrant?
Mr. ADAMS. No, Sir.
Senator TOWER. Are they notified by the bank, or is he notified sub-

sequently by the FBI?
Mr. ADAMS. No. We do get subpenas in many cases, not warrants,

but we do get subpenas in many cases, but in some cases a bank will
make available to us records without subpena. When it comes time
for utilizing that information we do issue a subpena for the
information.

Senator TOWER. Do you have legal authority to gain access to these
records?

Mr. ADAMS. Yes, Sir, we do.
Senator TOWER. Without a subpena, without a court document?
Mr. ADAMS. There is no law that I know of that forbids us access.
There have been several court decisions, including some circuit

courts that disagree with each other, but I think the current finding is
that the bank records are the records of the bank and this does not
violate any first amendment or other amendments in connection with it.

Senator TOWER. Do you make similar requests of S. & L.'s and others,
and credit unions and other financial institutions?

Mr. ADAMS. I would assume the same would provide there.
The CHAIRMAN [presiding]. Thank you, Senator Tower.
I just have a question or two. We are going to try to conclude this

morning because the committee has a hearing, a business meeting at
2 o'clock this afternoon and for the information of the members, that
meeting will take place in room 3110 of the Dirksen Senate Office
Building. And while I am making announcements, I think I should
say that tomorrow between the hours of 9 o'clock in the morning and
1 o'clock in the afternoon, the committee will report its findings and
make its recommehdations to the Senate in connection with our in-
vestigation into alleged involvement of the United States in certain
assassination plots, and attempts directed against foreign leaders.

The committee, as you know, has made an exhaustive investigation
of this issue. It has taken some 6 months, 75 witnesses have been inter-
rogated, over 8,000 pages of testimony have been taken, mountains
of documents have been analyzed and digested, and the report will
be a detailed accounting to the American people of that evidence,
together with the findings and recommendations of the committee.
Initially these disclosures will be made to the Senate in secret session,
after which the revort will be made public as previously approved by
committee vote. Therefore, it is anticipated that at 2:30 tomorrow
afternoon in this room, the caucus room. following that secret session
of the Senate, the committee will meet with the press for the purpose of
answering such questions as the press may wish to address to the
committee on the assassination report.

Now, the last few questions I would like to put to you, Mr. Adams,
have to do with some confusion in my mind concerning the purnose
of the FBI in monitoring the women's liberation movement. What
was the purpose of that surveillance? Why were you involved in
monitoring that movement?



Mr. ADAMS. It was basically, as I recall, I have not reviewed. the
files, but from the information that I have acquired, it would indicate
there were groups that were believed to be infiltrating and attempting
to exert control over it. That investigation was based or initiated on
this fact.

The CHAIRMAN. But you never found, did you, that the Women's
Liberation Movement was seriously infiltrated, influenced, or controlled
by Communists.

Mr. ADAMS. No, and the case was closed. I would put them in the
position of comments we have made earlier about the press, that I
don't think anyone is' going to, dominate or control. That is a very
independent group.

The CHAIRMAN. Well, we are trying to keep the country that way.
Mr. ADAMs. That's right.
The CHAIRMAN. And the kind of thing that disturbs me is what

the documents reveal. If you will turn to exhibit 7.'.
Mr. ADAMS. Yes.
The CHAIRMAN. Then, if you will turn to where you find the caption

"Origin, Aims, and Purposes," a description of the Women's Libera-
tion Movement in Baltimore, Md. I call your attention to this because
it seems to typify the whole problem of this generalized.kind of sur-
veillance over the activities of American citizens. Here is the report.
If you will read with me this paragraph:

The women's liberation movement in Baltimore, Md. began during the summer
of 1968. There was no structure or a parent organization. There were no rules
or plans to go by. It started out as a group therapy session with young women
who were either lonely or confined to the home with small children, getting.
together to talk out their problems. Along with this they wanted a purpose
and that was to be free women from the humdrum existence of being only a wife
and mother. They wanted equal opportunities that men have in work and in
society. They wanted their husbands to share in the housework and in rearing
their children. They also wanted to go out and work in whatever kind of jobs
they wanted, and not be discriminated against as women.

Now, can you find anything in that report that in any way suggests
that these womien were eigaged in improper or unlawful activity?

Mr. ADAMS. Not in that one. I believe there was another report,
though, giving the origin of it, which went into a little more descrip-
tion of what our basic interest was.

The CHAIRMAN. Can you tell me, because this is the report I
have.

Mr. ADAMS. Well, I am given here
The CHAIRMAN. What other, if there was some sinister activity con-

nected with this group that isn't laid out in the document-
.Mr. ADAMS. I was given a workpaper here which read:
Women's Liberation Movement. Investigation of captioned movement was

initated by our New York Office in April 1969, as the Women's Libber movement
is described as a loosely structured women's movement comprised of individuals
with varying ideologies from liberal to New Left persuasion, some of whom had
exhibited an affiliation with and/or sympathy for several organizations of investi-
gative interest to this Bureau; namely, the Students for a Democratic Society,'
Black Panther Party, the Vietnam Peace Parade. Committee, Venceremos
Brigade, the Socialist Workers Party, with its youth group the Young Socialist
Alliance.

The CifAIRMAN. May I stop you at this point?
Mr. ADAMS. Yes.

'See p. 360.



The CHAIRMAN. You are reading from a paper which has to do
with the origination of an investigation coming out of New York, are
you not?

Mr. ADAMS. Yes.
The CHAIRMAN. I am reading from a document that relates to the

Women's Liberation Movement in Baltimore, and the findings con-
cerning it in the summer of 1968. My question hasn't to do with
whatever original purpose the FBI sought by initiating this kind of
surveillance in New York, but with a finding made concerning the
Women's Liberation Movement in Baltimore which I have just read
to you. I think you would agree with me that women do have the
right to get together to talk about humdrum existence and equal
opportunities with men and equal opportunities for work in our so-
ciety, don't they? That is not a subversive activity.

Mr. ADAMS. Well, but what you have here is the set up of our in-
vestigative activity. We had New York, which was the office of
origin of the investigation. You have other offices that were checking
to determine what influence there was. In addition, in New York-to
the New York office, lay the fact that interwoven with the Women's
Liberation Movement goal for equal rights for women, there was an
advocacy certainly of militancy and violence in achieving their goals.
Now, Baltimore is one office, and I believe that even there in one of
the reports-

The CHAIRMAN. You keep taking me back to New York.
Mr. ADAMS. Right.
The CHAIRMAN. And I keep taking you back to Baltimore. And the

reason I do that is because if you turn 2 pages back from this particu-
lar report, which has to do with the Baltimore organization, the ques-
tion is whether based upon that finding the investigation should con-
tinue of the Baltimore group, and the decision is that you will continue
to follow and report on the activities of the group. And I just won-
dered why?

Mr. ADAMS. This is a problem that we have, that we do have organiza-
tions where sometimes the-the Women's Liberation group is not a
good example because that was washed out, but we do have organiza-
tions where-

The CHAIRMAN. What was washed out? Not the Women's Liberation
Movement?

Mr. ADAMS. No, the investigation indicated there was no concern
or no reason to be concerned about it. But where you do have an or-
ganization that has branches in many areas of the country, and you
start with one place and it looks like you have a subversive organiza-
tion, you do have to see, well, is this carried out throughout the or-
ganization or is it just one chapter or one group? In other words, not
even an organizational problem.

The CHAIRMAN. But you see, the trouble with that is in this Balti-
more organization you say in your own report that it was independent,
there was no structure or parent organization, no rules or plans, so it
isn't a part of a nationally controlled and directed organization by
your own admission.

Mr. ADAMS. I believe this report had some subsequent pages that
aren't included in here that did show some additional activity or
influence.



The CHAIRMAN. I am told by the staff that this summary is-accurate,
and the only other thing contained was that these woien had affilia-
tions with an organization that had protested the war in Baltimore.

Mr. ADAMS. I think there were some other items.
The. CHAIRMAN. That is the only other association that we have

been able to. determine.. Apparently the women's liberation move-
ment is no longer under suspicion, by. the FBI and the case has been
closed. What happens when the case is closed? Are those women's
names still left in the files? .Are they forevermore contained?

Mr. ADAMS. Yes.
The CHAIRMAN. In the system?
Mr. ADAMS. Yes.
The CHAIRMAN. Pretty soon you will have us all in the system. If

there is no way, even after surveillance has.been terminated, to elimi-
nate the references .of individuals through the files of the system,.
you will one day have us all, won't you?

Mr. ADAMS. Well, I would say as part of a norinal.business record,
when we do make a judgment.that an organization should be investi-
gated and we investigate it, and then we find activities but we make
a conclusion that there.is no additional problem here, this is a record
of our official action. Now, if we destroy it, at what point do we get
into a situation of being accused of doing things and then destroying
things to keep from showing what we do? The critical thing is whether
we are able, and we do set up safeguards, where information in our
files, is not misused at a later date, and that is what these guideline
committees are all about.

The CHAIRMAN. Do you have any. idea of how many names of
Americans you keep in your files all as a result of the curmulative
effect of all these surveillances in all of these cases?

Mr. ADAMS. No; I don't.
The CHAIRMAN. It's in the millions, isn't it?
*Mr. ADAMS. We haVe 61/2 million files.
The CHAIRMAN. You have 61/2 Million files?
Mr. ADAMS. Yes, Sir.
The CHAIRMAN. And there.are surely names of more than one per-

son typically in a file, aren't there?
Mr. ADAMS. But it is a rather large country.
The CHAIRMAN. That's a large number of files to start with, and

if you have multiple names in them, you are quickly .up into .20, 30,
40 million.

Mr. ADAMS. Right.-But many of these files are applicant files. They
are not all subversive files. They are not all criminal files. We have
a million crimes of violence each year. There is a. million people.

The CHAIRMAN. I Wish you.had more time to spend on those crimes
of violence.

Mr. ADAMS. I do, too.
The CHAIRMAN. There we agree..
Mr. ADAMS. Right.
The CHAIRMAN. What 'I worry about is this. You say there's no way

to know when to close a file. These were surveillance files, originally
opened to determine whether organizations might have subversive
connections. There are names in these files, so some demagogue comes
along and says that the name of some public figure is contained in a



certain file to be found in the subversive files of the FBI, and there
it is. He has not made a misstatement at all. But to the American
people that man's name and reputation have been scarred.

Mr. ADAMS. And I hope this committee recognizes that and rec-
ommends legislation that would enforce strong punitive or criminal
violations against misuse of information in the files. We feel this
way, CIA feels this way. We recognize we have a lot of sensitive infor-
mation in it. We fire our employees if we find them misusing informa-
tion. We feel we need additional sanctions in this area. I don't think
we can ever stop the accumulation of information. I don't know an
investigative agency in the world, a law enforcement agency, that
does not have to accumulate information. And we are working on
guidelines as to how to get rid of the irrelevant information, how to
eliminate material that really does not need to be kept. We hope we
will be able to come to Congress with these guidelines before too long,
which will help address itself to just some of these problems.

The CHAIRMAN. Well, you may be assured that the committee
shares your objective in this regard and we will be working with you
and the Department of Justice and others to try and change the laws
to give a greater measure of protection to the first amendment rights
of the American people.

I have no further questions. Are there any other questions?
Senator Mondale?
Senator MONDALE. Mr. Adams, earlier, in inquiring about the basis

for investigating Dr. King, I thought I heard two basic justifications.
One was suspicion and fear of Communist influence or infiltration.
The second was, "that he constituted a threat to the success of the
Negro movement." Did I understand that second basis?

Mr. ADAMS. No. The first I was talking about was not suspicion but
information indicating Communist influence. The second was on this
question of motivation that you have raised. I don't know what their
motive was to get to some of these other activities in order to discredit
and remove him, but it was a question. Apparently they must have
felt that he was a threat to either, as shown in the files the President
and Attorney General expressed concern about the civil rights move-
ment and his continued affiliation with some of these people.

Senator MONDALE. Would you agree that it would not be a proper
basis for an investigation for the FBI or any other Government official
to be concerned about the success of the negro movement?

Mr. ADAMS. I have no problem.
Senator MONDALE. All right. So let us take the one ground that

appears to have justified the investigation of Dr. King and: the
investigation of the women's liberation movement-the fear that
"dangerous influence might infiltrate these organizations." Suppose it
is true. Suppose that a Communist did have influence over Dr. King,
or suppose an SDS member infiltrated and became a dominant influ-
ence in a chapter of the women's liberation movement and you
established it as a fact. What would you do? Assuming that we can't
get into this harassing and so on, you agree that that no longer has any
validity. What do you have?

Mr. ADAMS. We have potential violations which might arise, which
rarely come to fruition and haven't for many years, but we do have
an intelligence responsibility under the directives from the President



and the Attorney General. That is, when a revolutionary group, like
the Communist Party, has taken over control of a domestic group and

* the Communist Party is operated by the Soviet Union. We would
furnish that information as we do. Every copy of our reports goes
to the Department of Justice.

Senator MONDALE. Right; but I just want to use the. King case
because, as I understood, he was being investigated for the reason that
it was feared that a Communist or those who were suspected of being
Communists, or known to be Communists, were gaining influence
over him. Suppose you established that. What present use or need is
there for that information?

Mr. ADAMs. I feel that the President, the Attorney General, the
executive branch, needs to know the extent of. a foreign-directed
Communist organization, its influence and effect on the United States
of America.

Senator MONDALE. All right; so if such information is valid, and an
investigation to seek it is necessary, is there any limit on the investiga-
tive authority of the FBI?

We have just heard about the women's liberation movement wheie
we Were fearful that New Left, SDS types might have an influence.
That justified that investigation. We now have- your statement that
we were fearful that some Communists might have influence over Dr.
King, and therefore, he was thoroughly investigated. Are there any
limits then on who can be investigated?

Mr. ADAMS. Well, the only limits are that we must relate it to a
statutory basis of one of the Presidential guidelines we have or the
criteria we have, which criteria are receiving scrutiny at the present
time by Congress. They have in the past by the Department of Justice,
and this is the area of guideliies. This whole area of domestic scrutiny
is what we need guidelines in.

Senator MONDALE. Right; and you would agree, we talked about this
earlier, that being a Communist is not a crime.

Mr. ADAMs. No, it has not been a crime.
Senator MONDALE. So that the whole basis for this has to apparently

stem from a Presidential directive which you think has tasked you
to do this.

Mr. ADAMS. Yes.
Senator MONDALE. Just a few other points. In 1970, November 6,

1970, a telegi-am from Newark to the Diiector went forth proposing
that the following telegram be sent: [Exhibit 31.1]

Word received food donated to party by anti-liberation white pigs contains
poison. Symptoms cramps, diarrhea, severe stomach pains. Destroy all food
donated for convention suspected of poison, however, still required to meet
quota. Signed, Ministry of Information.

This was a telegram that was to be sent from Oakland, Calif., to the
Jersey City, N.J., headquarters. The telegram went on further.

It is suggested that the Bureau then consider having the laboratory treat fruit,-
such as oranges with mild laxative-type drug by hypodermic needle or other
appropriate method, and ship fruit as a donation from a fictitious person in
Miami to the Jersey City headquarters.

The answer then from the Director of the FBI-

1 See pp. 440 through 442.
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The Bureau cannot authorize the treating of fruit to be shipped to Jersey City
because of lack of control over the treated fruit in transit. However, Newark's
proposed telegram regarding food collected for the Revolutionary People's Con-
stitutional Convention has merit.

How did you ever get to a point like that?
Mr. ADAMS. I don't know. What was the response from Newark and

then the final answer taken?
Senator MONDALE. It was turned down because they couldn't control

transit, but they thought it was a good idea. Do you think that's a good
idea ?

Mr. ADAMS. No; I don't. I think that-
Senator MONDALE. How did we ever get to the point that this kind of

insane suggestion was considered, a suggestion which violated every-
one's civil liberties and was based on Government-sponsored fraud?
How does anyone ever consider something like that?

Mr. ADAMS. I don't know.
Senator MONDALE. One final point. When we interviewed one of your

former employees, he referred to something I never heard of before
called a no-contact list. He did it jokingly, because he said, when the
Pope agreed to see Martin Luther King, he was sure he would be put on
the no-contact list thereafter. Can you tell me what this list is?

Mr. ADAMS. Not in any specific detail. I know that at one time there
was a, there would be a list that if an agent interviewed an individual
and this individual created a storm or a ruckus and we didn't wani
some other agent stumbling out there and interviewing the same per-
son, that we would make sure that they were aware of the fact that
further contacts of this individual would result in a problem.

Senator MONDALE. All right. Now in a memo to Clyde Tolson, it
refers to a conference on August 26, 1971, with certain-it looks like
about 10 members of the FBI. And this is what it says: [Exhibit 32.']

Pursuant to your instruction, members of the conference were briefed concern-
ing recent attempts by various newspapers and reporters to obtain information
about or from FBI personnel. Members were specifically advised that there would
be absolutely no conversations with or answers from any of the representatives
of the Washington Post, New York Times, Los Angeles Times, CBS and NBC.
The only acceptable answer to such inquiries is no comment.

Now Senator Huddleston earlier asked about efforts to influence
newspapers and media outlet. Does a decision not to answer questions
from certain selected media outlets trouble you?

Mr. ADAMs. It is not the policy today. I think this has been aired in
the past. There was a period of time wherein Mr. Hoover, in reacting
to criticism from some of these newspaper men, where he felt he hadn't
been given a fair shake, or for some other reason, that he felt that they
should be told no comment, and he instructed they be told no comment.
The motivations I am not in a position to discuss, but I can tell you
that there has been no such policy in the last several years that
I know of.

Senator MONDALE. If you could submit the no-contact list for us, if
you can find it, I would appreciate it. -

I have some other questions I will submit for the record, Mr.
Chairman.

The CHAIRMAN. Very well. I just have one final follow-up question
on Senator Mondale's interrogation. I continue to be somewhat fas-

' See p. 443.



cinated by how long these investigations go, and when, if ever, they
are stopped. Apparently they never come out of the files, whatever is
found. But Senator Mondale raised the point of a suspicion that in
the Martin Luther King case, that he was getting advice from a per-
son who had or was thought to have Communist leanings. And so
without using the name, because we are trying to protect privacy as
we conduct this investigation
. Mr. ADAMS. I think we have a little more problem than that. too,

Senator.
The CHAIRMAN. I am using a Mister X in place of the name. What

I am trying to get at is what the criteria is for pursuing an investiga-
tion, and this is the kind of a statement that leaves me so perplexed.
This has to do with a reply to the New York office by headquarters
here in Washington. The part I read to you is as follows:

The Bureau does not agree with the expressed belief of the New York office
that Mr. X is not sympathetic to the party cause. While there may not be any
direct evidence that Mr. X is a Communist, neither is there any substantial
evidence that he is anti-Communist.

And so the directions are to continue the investigation of this
matter. In cases of this kind, do you pursue the investigation until
you prove the negative?

Mr. ADAMS. No. I believe in that particular case, if it is the one
I am thinking about, that there was evidence that at one time he had
been a * Communist and that there was a question of whether the
office felt-well, it's like we have had some situations where a person
comes out and publicly disavows their former leanings. Do you take
them at words right away after they have been engaged in violent
activities, or do you wait until you determine that they really have
carried through the disavowed practice? That's a gray area. This one
seems that on the wording itself, would seem like an extreme philoso-
phy, leaning toward everyone has to prove in the United States they
are not a Communist, and I can assure that is not a policy of the
Bureau and does not fit into the ciiteria of our general investigative
matters.

I just feel that there is more to it than just that brief paragraph.
The CHAIRMAN. That particular kind of philosophy has come up

in our life from time to time. I remember during the days of Mc-
Carthyism in this country, we canie very close to the point where
people had to prove that they were not now nor ever been a Com-
munist in order to establish themselves as patriotic citizens.

Mr. ADAMS. That's right. That's true.
The CHAIRMAN. And when I see standards of this kind or criteria

of this kind emerging, it worries me very much.
I have no further questions. I want to thank you both. If there are

no further questions, I want to thank you both for your testimony
this morning. It has been very helpful to the committee, and the
committee will stand adjourned until 2 p.m.

We will stand adjourned in public session. Our next public session
will be 2:30 tomorrow afternoon for purposes of press questioning on
the assassination report.

[Whereupon, at 1:07 p.m., the committee adjourned, to reconvene
at 2:30 p.m., Thursday, November 20, 1975.]



TUESDAY, DECEMBER 2, 1975

U.S. SENATE,
SELECT COMMITTEE To Sruy GOVERNMENTAL OPERATIONS

Wrra RESPECT TO INTELLIGENCE AcrivrrlEs,
Washington, D.C.

The committee met, pursuant to notice, at 10:10 a.m., in room 318,
Russell Senate Office Building, Senator John Tower presiding.

Present: Senators Tower, Hart of Michigan, Mondale, Huddleston,
Morgan, Hart of Colorado, Goldwater, and Schweiker.
. Also present: William G. Miller, staff director; Frederick A. 0.

Schwarz, Jr., chief counsel; and Curtis R. Smothers, counsel to the
minority.

Senator.TOWER. The committee will come to order.
Senator -Church, is unavoidably detained today, and, therefore I

will preside.
Today and tomorrow we shall continue our examination of domestic

intelligence activities. Our focus shoild continue to be the activities
of the Federal Bureau of. Investigation because of the Bureau's pre-
eminent role in domestic law enforcement and intelligence gathering.

Again I must emphasize the limited scope of the committee's charter,
and therefore, today's inquiry insofar as its impact upon the Bureau.
For example, in previous sessions we examined the Bureau's use of
mail openings, electronic, and other means of surveillance, surrepti-
tious entry, individual and orgaiizational bank records, income tax
returns, and other sources of intelligence information.

It is clear that under proper judicial scrutiny,- as mandated by the
Congress and the courts, limited invasions of individual privay. in-
volving any or all of the. foregoing, could be properly undertaken in
aiding the Bureau's law enforcement commission.

The focus of our inquiry has been and will continue to be the use
of these and other techniques without the sanction of judicial authority,
and .for purposes often unrelated to law enforcement, as it has been
traditionally defined in our country.' I stress that the mandate of this
committee is to examine the intelligence-gathering activities 6f gov-
ernmental agencies and does -not in any way encompass an assess-
ment of the overall.FBI law enforcement effort. We make no attempt
at overall assessment.

With respect to those FBI- activities that have come tobe known
as domestic intelligence, our inquiry has revealed a further bifurcation
of the Bureau's areas of concern. As previously discussed by the com-
mittee's counsel in our last session, approximately 20 percent of the
Bureau's budget is devoted to intelligence activities. This is divided
between so-called domestic intelligence and counterespionage activities.
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We have accepted and we support the Bureau's position that a fur-
ther budgetary breakdown, detailing precise expenditures for each
category, might adversely affect the national interest by revealing
the exact amount of expenditures for counterespionage. Therefore,
while the nature and extent of these activities is less than precise
from a budgetary standpoint, this inquiry nevertheless represents
a critical area of our investigation.

Testimony and other evidence received by the committee to date
indicate that a variety of techniques, not limited to those just cited,
were employed against individuals and organizations without even
the cover of legislative or judicial authority. The impact of these
abuses on individuals and on legitimate political, social, religious, and
philosophical interests represents a dangerous corrosion of our con-
stitutional guarantees.

In counsels' survey of this issue during our last session, we ex-
amined a range of activities extending from information gathering to
disruption of the lives of individuals and organizations. We witnessed
intelligence functions at their admitted worst, and a few of the so-
called Counterintelligence Programs against Dr. Martin Luther King.

Today we turn to an in-depth review of intelligence methods,
through an examination of the Bureau's most widely used technique,
informants. The concept of informing is usually distasteful. How-
ever, the informant technique is a valid and recognized one in the
intelligence field, and often leads to very solid results. Additionally,
the Bureau's use and employment of this technique and its abuse, is
partially due to the absence of clear guidelines concerning intelligence
informants, and the lack of appropriate constitutional guarantees.

The legitimate concern of the FBI in investigating criminal con-
duct and preventing criminal activities can never justify an in-
formant's or law enforcement agent's operating outside of the law,
without regard to the rights of others. When an informant is used to
penetrate an organization to provide intelligence information, the
possible impact of this influence, or his influence on that organization,
cannot be ignored. Surely the infiltration of informants into groups
and organizations who seek to bring about political, socio-economic, or
other changes in our society represents, at the very least, a chilling
effect upon the freedom of citizens to gather and to debate and to
work for such changes.

The fact that an informant, in carrying out his role, may hinder or
alter the advancement of legitimate objectives sought by members of
organizations, is a matter with which we must all be concerned.

Furthermore, the Bureau's use of informants in large numbers and
in circumstances where the propriety of having ,an informant is du-
bious in the first place, poses an additional item of concern. As I have
already noted, the Bureau's use of the informant is part of the FBI's
catalogue of techniques for carrying out its work.

Our hearing today will focus first on the roles actally played by
two informants, one who infiltrated the Ku Klux Klan, another who
infiltrated Vietnam Veterans Against the War. The other witnesses
from the Bureau are here to discuss the policy considerations pre-
sented by the need for informants and the proper role of informants
in the FBI's mandated investigative and intelligence functions.
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The first witnesses today, aid will the stiff bring them f6rward
please and have them seated at the witness table-the first witness".@
today ivill be Mary Jo Cook and Gary Thomas Rowe. Mr. Rowe will."
be wearing a hood so that he cannot be physically identified. He be--
lieves that physical identification will be inimical to his personal
safety. He now resides at a location not to be disclosed, under an alias,
which has been given to. him by the government. It was at his request
that we allow him to testify today hooded so that he cannot be physi-
cally identified.

Now for some preliminary matters to be entered into the record.
I recognize the chief counsel of the committee, Mr. Schwarz.
Mr. ScnwAnz. Mr.. Chairman, just before the witnesses, I would;

like to put in some general facts. First the chart, which is exhibit 8,'
indicates statistically how absolutely essential the use of informants is'
to the Bureau's intelligence activities. Based upon a representative
sample of cases collected this spring by the General Accounting Office,
it was found that in 83 percent of the cases, intelligence cases, in-
formants were a prime source of information. You can contrast that
with the findings that in only 5 percent of the cases-was any form of
electronic surveillance used, and in only 1 percent of the cases were
surreptitious entry or mail openings used. That contrast demonstrates
how absolutely vital to the Bureau's intelligence activities the inform-
ant program is.

The second group of statistics I would like to enter into the record_
relates to the number .of informants; first, today, and through time
in the past. As of June 30, 1975, there were 1,040 domestic intelligence
inforimints. That is. not tb include persons who. are informants in
connection with criminal matters. That 1,040 can be fhrther subdi-
vided into so-called subversive informants and so-called extremist
informants, the definitions of which were discussed before. In essence,
extremists are persons in the racial.area, blacks, Klan, American In-
-dian, and subversives are everybody else who are pursued in the intel-
ligence field.

In addition to actual informants, of whom there are 1,040, there
are today 554 potential informants.

In the past these figures have been higher. For example, in 1971
there.were, instead of today's 1,040, 1,731 actual informants, and of
course, as we brought out in the hearing 2 weeks ago, there were in the
early. seventies up to.7,000 so-call ed ghetto.infdrmants.

The final clarification before' hearing from the witnesses is that
in addition to informants, there are, in Bureau terminology, confi-
dential sources. The difference, as I understand it, between an in-
formant and a confidential source is that an .informant is paid and
directed by the Bureau, whereas a confidential source is not paid and
is either not directed, or directed to a lesser extent.

Some examples in the Bureau manual of confidential 'sources, spe-
cific examples, are bank officers and telephone company employees.
Obviously'there are others, and the numbers of those are great.

I have no further opening statistics, Mr. Chairman.
Senator TowER. Thank you, Mr. Schwarz.

1See p. 367.



Ms. Cook and Mr. Rowe, will you rise and be sworn, please?
Do you solemnly swear that the testimony you're about to give be-

fore this committee is the truth, the whole truth, and nothing but the
truth, so help you God?

Mr. RoWE. I do.
Ms. COOK. I do.
Senator TOWER. The witnesses are represented by counsel today.
Would counsels please identify themselves for the record?
Mr. GEERDEs. Franklin Geerdes for Mr. Rowe.
Mr. LENCHEK. Allen Lenchek for Ms. Cook. Ms. Cook is also repre-

sented by Ms. Ann Garfinkel.
Senator TowER. The Chair now recognizes the counsel to the mi-

nority of the committee to pursue a line of questioning.

TESTIMONY OF MARY JO COOK, INFORMANT AGAINST VIETNAM
VETERANS AGAINST THE WAR IN BUFFALO, 1973-74; ACCOM-
PANIED BY ALLEN LENCHEK, COUNSEL, AND ANN GARFINKEL,
COUNSEL; AND TESTIMONY OF GARY THOMAS ROWE, INFOR-
MANT AGAINST KU KLUX KLAN IN BIRMINGHAM, ALA., 1960-
65, ACCOMPANIED BY FRANKLIN GEERDES, COUNSEL

Mr. SMOTHERS. Thank you.
I will begin the inquiry with examination of Ms. Cook; and Ms.

Cook, if you will, I would like to begin by starting with your first
affiliation with the Federal Bureau of Investigation.

It is my understanding that your contact began in the summer of
1973. If you could just briefly, for the committee, explain how that
contact came about.

Ms. COOK. Yes. I was living with a man who was working for the
Bureau and had been working for the Bureau for about a couple of
months as an informant. He asked me-I observed his activities, we
discussed his activities, and then he subsequently asked me if I would
consider becoming an informant.

Mr. SMOTHERS. Which group was he informing for?
Ms. COOK. He was informing for the FBI.
Mr. SMOTHERs. And on whom was he informing?
Ms. COOK. The Vietnam Veterans Against the War, Winter Soldiers

Organization (VVAW-WSO).
He took me to a meeting. After we returned from the meeting, we

discussed in more detail how he felt about being an informant, what
he did, why he did it; and when I said that I would be open to talking
about being an informant with the FBI, he set up a meeting, and then
the FBI came to my house to discuss it with me.

Mr. SMOTHERS. An agent came to visit you to discuss your becoming
an informant?

MS. COOK. Yes.
Mr. SMOTHERS. What was the nature of that discussion?
What were you asked to do, if anything?
Ms. COOK. The major understanding that I got from the meeting

was that VVAW-WSO was an organization primarily of veterans
who were possible victims of manipulation. They had been through
the Vietnam war. They had legitimate readjustment needs, and the



Bureau was afraid that they could become violent or could -become
manipulated in a cause or social concern, and they wanted me to go in
there and participate in the organization and make sure that the vet-
erans didn't get ripped off.

So I was to be, you know-they used words like, "be a voice of
reason, be a big sister, be sort of a guiding force in the organization
and keep things calm, cool, and collected.". That sounded like a
legitimate thing to do, so I agreed to work for the FBI.

Mr. SMOTHERS. In addition to maintaining reason and keeping things
calm and cool, what other functions were you -assigned by the FBI?

Ms. CooK. Well-this whole scenario that was presented was called
being an informant, so I was to go to meetings, write up reports or
phone in -reports on' what happened, who was there, in some way to
try to totally identify the background of every person there, what
their relationships were, who they were living with, who they 'were
sleeping with, to try to get some sense of the local structure -and the
local relationships among the people in the organization.

So I'd -go to a meeting, identify the people who were present and
identify them as individuals, and then identify the substance.of the
meeting.

Mr. SMOTHRs. You identified the attendees by name?
Ms. COOK. Yes; or by physical description if I didn't know the name.
Mr. SMOTHERS. Did you identify friends of persons who were as-

sociated with-the organization?
Ms. COOK. Yes; I did.
Mr. SMOTHERS. Did you provide information on these persons'

places of employment?
Ms. CoOK. Yes; I did.
Mr. SMOTHERS. And you said you provided information on their

personal relationships.
Ms. COOK. Yes; I did.
Mr. SMOTHERS. How did you come to gain this kind of information?
Ms. COOK. Much of it would be initially, it would be gathered at a

meeting. People would joke and in personal.conversations they would
drop information about themselves. As I got to know them as per-
sonal friends later, then much more information-I had access to much
more information.

Mr. SMOTHERS. Did you report back to the Bureau all the informa-
tion gained?

Ms. COOK. No'; I did not report back to the Bureau all information
gained. Initially when I worked for the Bureau, I did. I had little
say; I was alien to the situation. They said "go into this," so I had no
way of really knowing what was important and what wasn't im-
portant, so in a sense I was a vacuum cleaner for information, just
gathering it. And as I became more familiar with the context within
which I was working, I was able to make decisions about what was im-
portant information and what was not.
. Mr. SMOTHERS. Was this on your initiative, or were you given guid-
ance as to what to exclude?

Ms. COOK. This was on my own initiative.
Mr. SMOTHERS. Did you report information on the political views of

these persols?
Ms. COOK. Yes; I did.



Mr. SMOTHERS. MS. Cook, how many people were involved in this
reporting process? How many people did you report on?

Ms. COOK. I figured that there were about 50 core people in the or-
ganization in the local chapter in Buffalo, and if you look at it in con-
centric circles, there were perhaps 250 people in the Buffalo com-
munity whose names I identified as being leadership one way or the
other in the social issues that they were active in, and then perhaps
400 people nationally when you take a look at the national VVAW-
WSO and all the organizations that I came into contact with, and
then when you add to that the mailing lists that I turned over and the
names that came into my hands as being active or interested members
of VVAW-WSO, that may be as many as 1,000 names.

Mr. SMOTHERS. With respect to the value of what you have given
the Bureau, was there any formal process of identifying what was
important, as opposed to the trivia or end result of your communica-
tions?

Ms. COOK. Could you repeat the question?
Mr. SMOTHERS. What I'm really -asking is what system, if any, was

communicated to you regarding the importance of certain kinds of
information? Was it determined on the basis of some guidance by the
Bureau? Was it determined based on the amount of information you
got? Was there any way that was described to you as to what was
important?

Ms. CooK. OK. Beyond the general guidelines, identifying people
who were present and being aware of people with a propensity for
violence, there were no guidelines as to what information was impor-
tant or wasn't important. My financial arrangement with them was
on the basis that I would turn over all information gathered. They
would think it over; they would decide what was of value to them
and what wasn't of value to them and pay me accordingly, but not
necessarily identifying what they considered essential. They rarely
gave me information. They didn't define my context and then ask me
to go into it. They just said, "We want you to go in there. We're not
going to tell you anything about it. You figure it out."

I figured that was fair.
Mr. SMOTHERS. And your pay was based on the Bureau's assessment

of the value of the information which you turned over?
Ms. Coox. Yes.
Mr. SMOTHERS.,Iow long were you involved in the effort of inform-

ing against the Veterans Against the War?
Ms. CooK. From June 1973 through November 1974. That's approxi-

mately 11/2 years.
Mr. SMOTHERS. Did there come a time when you were either dissatis-

fied with or raised questions about your activities as an informant?
Ms. COOK. Yes.
Mr. SMOTHERS. When did this occur?
Ms. COOK. This occurred very, very much so after July of 1974. I

had come here to Washington, attended the only large demonstration
I've ever been in. The Bureau had asked me not to go. It advised me
not to go. I came and I saw people, people I had met in the course of
my activities, with blood running down their heads.

I came back from Washington very upset and I started talking with
the FBI about all of the contradictions that I was starting to see. I



didn't understand what my involvement was any more. So I started
asking them: "I don't see the reason for -my continuance. It seems to
me that you don't understand what I'm telling you. These people
don't need me functioning in'their midst, and if you can't give me as-
surances that the information that I'm giving you which you seem
to strip the context away from isn't going to be used against these
people, then I cannot continue." And they couldn't. They tried to give
me assurances. They brought someone from Washington to talk :to
me and he talked to me in humanist philosophical terms about why
I should continue and about how everything was fine and good, but I
was very dissatisfied with those conversations and I insisted on quit-
ting. I gave them a month's notice and I quit.

Mr. SMOTHERS. This person from Washington who talked .to yoiu
in philosophical terms, do you recall the substance of that conversa-
tion? In his efforts to get you to remain as'an informant, what kinds
of reasons were advanced 2

Ms. COOK. Mostly they were trying to assure me that the FBI was
part of-our conversations were really far-ranging. We discussed all
sorts of social issues, from poverty to the space program to ecology.
They tried to assure me that things were going fine, that the status quo
was really fine.

I was involved with a group of people who had really bad, really
desperate needs as veterans, who didn't have social programs that were
sufficient for them. I was also involved in welfare rights and I was con-
stantly meeting people who lived with a degree of poverty that pro-
voked them and irritated and frustrated them, and they turned to self-
help programs.

So here I have on one hand a man telling me that things are fine and
that my work for the Bureau is part of making sure that dissidents-
they had no sympathy for the poverty and the consequences of that'
poverty that I was viewing firsthand and living with. day to day.

So that we were really very much miles apart in sour discussions
about what was fine and what was not fine in America. And they could
not give me any assurances that this information would not be used
against people. I could no longer trust that their interest in these peo-
ple-they were just not sensitive to what the real needs of these people
were.

Mr. SMOTHERS. And wasn't it shortly after this that your role as an
informant was terminated, that you indicated that you no longer
desired to work in this capacity.?

Ms. COOK. Yes.
Mr. SmorERts. Let me just raise one final area of inquiry with you.
In our previous discussion, you indicated that there came a time

when you had become involved in the Attica Defense Project, repre-
senting the Vietnam Veterans Against the War. And as a part of that
you had become involved in things like the jury survey effort. My
question is, did you communicate to the Bureau any of your efforts in
this regard as they related to the Attica Defense Effort?

Ms. COOK. Yes, I did. I was put in the position, I was told not to
bring to the FBI's attention any information that legally they
shouldn't have. But I'm not a lawyer and most average citizens cannot
make decisions about what is legally significant and what is not legally
significant. There are many instances where I passed information
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thinking that I could legitimately pass that information, and I now
understand that that information-legally the FBI should not have
had that information, and I feel badly about that, but I also know that
I was put in the kind of position where I was required to make profes-
sional decisions and I could not make a professional decision.

Mr. SMOTHERS. MS. Cook, did the information passed include corre-
spondence between you and Attica defendants?

Ms. COOK. Yes.
Mr. SMoTHms. Mr. Chairman, that concludes my examination of

the witness at this point. I would like to put into the record at the
witness' request, the witness' statement, four pages, dated today's date,
and that will be a part of the record of these proceedings.

Senator TOWER. Without objection, it is so ordered.
[The statement of Mary Jo Cook follows:]

STATEMENT OF MARY JO COOK

In June 1973, I agreed to work in a program for veterans. A flexible appren-
ticeship in social work developed that finally paid, from month to month, as much
as my 1972 State University teaching fellowship. As the first-born in a family of
fourteen people, a "big sister" program appealed to me. The outline of the job
included evaluating emotional stability, rationally defusing hair-brained
schemes, and protecting potential victims of manipulation. My assignment was
Vietnam Veterans Against the War/Winter Soldier Organization (VVAW/
WSO), the Buffalo chapter.

I became an informer not fully realizing what that meant. In 1975, I feel
bitterly the mockery that has been made of -my values and the idealistic com-
mitment I made. A 1984 female Big Brother is a monstrous violation of my
identity as a sister.

Being an informant was a serious exploitation of my familial identity. I grew
up in a very large and very Catholic family. I am a big sister to my eight brothers
and three sisters. A big sister sets an example, assumes adult responsibility at an
early age, and is allowed the freedom and duty of constructive criticism. I was
trained to be a leader 'both in my community and in my home. This was a collec-
tive decision which met the needs of my family and tried not to be insensitive to
my needs as a person. In my family, being a sister is a serious'and loving com-
mitment to other human beings. I made this commitment to VVAW/WSO un-
aware that the FBI had no intentions of honoring it.

The more I understood and defined VVAW/WSO as a process, the more I be-
came aware that the FBI's response to 'this process was inimical. The picture
painted for me by the FBI of a group of "crazies" was replaced by my experience
of VVAW/WSO as an extended family, a community of people engaged demo-
cratically in a self-help program. I became confused and then alarmed that a
real involvement in the democratic process was not regarded as a positive thing.
I 'resigned from -the FBI in November 1974 certain that VVAW/WSO was a
legitimate and valid organization. This resignation was a matter of moral prin-
ciples and patriotic duty.

Perhaps -the most exciting thing a'bout VVAW/WSO as an organization was
that it gave people a real feel for democracy. It was a place where people de-
veloped -their ideas by putting them into practice. Your voice, your vote and
your hands made a difference as you sought with others to find new and better
ways of solving problems. This process was a bulwark against violence, the
legacy to which the nation in its silence has abandoned veterans.

Veterans have always been a group with special needs; for those needs there
should be programs. If the self-interest of the individual and the mutual interest
of a community have a meeting point, then a program is both possible and neces-
sary. A program is a volunteer activity; only input from veterans can determine
the exact nature of the readjustment needs at this time. The special program
that I worked in did not concern itself with the consent of the participants; it
was a secret program -for their own good. But the fact that Big Brother was
keeping a eye on things did not result in more concrete programs 'based on -real
needs. The program was itself a recognition of special needs and a refusal to
search for answers, because real programs are too costly an investment in some-



thing .as unpredictable and fragile as a human being. The idea was to contain
the problem, not solve it.

Containment is certainly less embarrassing than programs which would be-
come an open forum on military conduct in Vietnam. If such programs do not
take place, then both the American people and the veterans that have served them
will suffer, one from ignorance, and the other from isolation.

The Vietnam veterans that I know are interested in changes in the military,
changes in their communities, and special programs for those among themselves
who need help in rebuilding a life that is honestly worth living. My father's re-
adjustment as a veteran who had not seen'combat, but had lived through the
depression hand-to-mouth, was accomplished because he believed that his hard
work in the pursuit of happiness would be fruitful. My father's vision and
experience of America was exciting, and his children grew up believing that
America was a magic land in which all good things were possible. For Vietnam
veterans, vision and experience have also united: the nightmare that began for
them halfway around the world is found deeply rooted at home.

The nightmare that many veterans weave of the American Dream is a very
intense part of their experience as Americans. In a genocidal war which
deprived them of heroism with honor, they came to grips with the inherent
fascism of a war of containment which would subject a civilian populace of
color to years of death and terror-all in the name of democracy. It is our
national dishonor that democracy can inspire death, but not the average citizen
to vote with an educated interest.

Senator TOWER. Gentlemen, I would remind you that we operate
under the 5-minute rule for questioning of these two witnesses and
the Chair recognizes Senator Hart. If you will suspend, Senator Hart,
I think we will go ahead and hear from Mr. Rowe, and then proceed
with the Senator's questions.

Mr. SCHWARZ. Mr. Rowe, were you an informant in the Klan?
Mr. ROWE. Yes; I was.
Mr. SCHWARZ. From when to when?
Mr. ROWE. From approximately 1959 to 1965.
Mr. SCHWARZ. In 1955 did you surface in'connection with a murder-

case?
Mr. ROWE. Yes; I did.
Mr. SCHWARZ. Whose murder and what role did you play in that

case?
Mr. ROWE. I was in the, automobile the evening that Mrs. Viola

iuzzo was killed by a Klansman.
Mr. SCHWARZ. And this was the situation in connection with the

Selma march where a woman from Detroit was killed while she was
riding in a car after the march?

Mr. ROWE. Correct.
Mr. SCHWARZ. And-you surfaced ahd testified at pretrial which,

ultimately resulted in the conviction of the persons who had com-
mittid that murder.

Is that right ?
*Mr. ROWE. That is correct, sir.
Mr. SCHWARZ. Now I want to go back, Mr. Rowe, to'how you came

to that point and what you did as an informant before performing
that service. Had you served in the Government prior to being a Klan
informer, in military service?

Mr. ROWE. Yes.
Mr. SCHWARZ. You had been a marine

'Mr. ROWE. Yes.
Mr. SCHWARZ. How old were you when You became a marine?
Mr. ROWE. I joined the Marine Reserves at 142 years of age.



Mr. SCHWARZ. And the FBI recruited you to infiltrate the Klan?
Is that right?

Mr. RowE. That is correct, sir.
Mr. SCHWARZ. What kind of information did you report back to

the FBI about the Klan?
Mr. ROWE. Any and everything that I observed or heard pertain-

ing to any Klansmen.
Mr. SCHWARZ. Now did that include information relating to Klan

planned violence or actual violence?
Mr. ROWE. Yes, sir.
Mr. SCHWARz. Did it also include information relating to political

matters?
Mr. ROWE. Yes, sir.
Mr. SCHWARZ. What is an example of that?
Mr. ROWE. Sir, an example of that is that we had a former FBI

agent running for mayor of Birmingham. I was instructed to attend
meetings, observe who was there, whether the people were Republicans
or Democrats, as I could best describe them and give their names,
and if they were in fact active political people.

Mr. SCHWARZ. Now in addition to reporting back political informa-
tion relating to violence, did you report back information relating to
the social life of the members of the Klan?

Mr. ROWE.Yes, I did.
Mr. SCHWARZ. Including the most intimate details of their social

life, their personal life?
Mr. ROWE. That's what I was instructed to do, sir.
Mr. SCHWARZ. You were instructed to do that by the Bureau and

you did that?
Mr. ROWE. That is correct, sir.
Mr. SCHWARZ. Did you also go to meetings of civil rights organiza-

tions and report back what was being said at those meetings?
Mr. ROWE. Yes, I did.
Mr. SCHWARZ. Did you report the same information to the Bureau

and to the Klan about the civil rights organizations?
Mr. ROWE. Basically the same information, yes.
Mr. SCHWARZ. You were a member of something called the KBI,

or the Klan Bureau of Investigation. Is that right?
Mr. ROWE. That's correct.
Mr. SCHWARZ. So you were, in effect, informing on the civil rights

organizations to both the Bureau and the Klan?
Mr. ROWE. That is correct.
Mr. SCHWARZ. Turning to the subject of violence, what instructions,

if any, were you given at the outset of your employment by the FBI
with respect to participation in violent activity?

Mr. ROWE. Sir, I was instructed under no conditions should I par-
ticipate in any violence whatsoever.

Mr. SCHWARZ. Now did those instructions subsequently change?
Mr. ROWE. Yes, they did.
Mr. SCHWARZ. Describe the change, will you, please?
Mr. ROWE. Sir, I was contacted by my contact agent and he stated

to me, he says, "I know there's a lot of crap going on that you aren't
reporting." He says, "I know what's happening. I don't understand
why you don't see it." I said, "Well, it isn't happening in the open
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meetings. I can tell you that. I give you *very night a iritten report
of our meetings." And I said, "There's absolutely n6fhing pertaining
to violence discussed in these open meetings. However,. I see a group
that stayed after the meeting's over. I see a certain group remaining,
and they don't come out when we do."

The agent stated that I should try to get closer to members of this
certain group and find out who they were and try to get closer to
them.

Mr. SCHWARZ. Did you do that?
Mr. ROWE. Yes; I did.
Mr. SCHWARZ. And then did you begin to participate yourself in

the violent acts?
Mr. ROWE. Yes, I did.
Mr. SCHWARZ. And did you tell the FBI that you would participate

in violent acts?
Mr. RowE.'Before I participated in the acts, yes; I did.
Mr. SCHWARZ. What were some of th6 acts that you participated

in, the violent-acts?
Mr. ROWE. Sir, the major one was the Birmingham Freedom Ride.
Mr. SCHWARZ. I'll come to that in a moment, but did you also

participate in acts of beating people with chains at a'county fair?
Mr. ROWE. Yes. There was a county fair in Alabama and -I per-

sonally gave the FBI- several days' notice, a good week notice, that
this was going to occur. .My instructions were to hang in, to go and
see what happened.

Mr. SCHWARZ. Did the FBI ever tell you when you went to these
violent events that you should stand back and not partidipate, or
did they say you were on your own and do whatever you think is
necessary?.

Mr. ROWE. Sir, they said, "We have to by law instruct you that you
are not to participate in anyviolence. However, I know you have to
do this. W1eknow it's something that you have to do and we under-
stand it, and we need the- information. That's the important thing:
get the information."

Mr. SCHWARZ. To get the information was it necessary, in your
judgment, to participatezin the violent acts themselves?

Mr. RowE. Some of the information, I think, yes, and some of it I
would say, no, sir.

Mr. SCHWARZ. In connection with the Freedom Riders incident
that you mentioned, did you inform the FBI about planned -violence
prior to that incident?

Mr., ROWE. I gave the FBI information pertaining to the Freedom
Riders approximately 3 weeks before it happened.

Mr. SCHWARZ. What did you tell them?
Mr. ROWE. I stated to him I had been contacted by a Birmingham

city detective who in turn wanted me'to meet with-a high ranking
officer of the Birmingham Police Department to have a reception for
the Freedom Riders.

Mr. SCHWARZ. You mean the Birmingham policemen set up the
meeting of the Freedom Riders and you told the FBI that?

Mr. ROWE. Yes.
Mr. SCHWARZ. And then they were beaten?
Mr. ROWE. They were beaten very badly, yes.



Mr. SCHWARZ. Did the Birmingham police give you the time that
they promised to give you, to perform the beating?

Mr. ROWE. We were promised 15 minutes with absolutely no inter-
vention from any police officer whatsoever. The information was
passed on to the Bureau. We had our 15 minutes. Approximately 15
minutes after the Freedom Riders were attacked, a police officer ran
over to me and stated, "Godammit, godammit, get out of there. Get
'em out of here. Your 15 minutes are up and we're sending the crew."

Mr. SCHAWRZ. In that fight did you have your neck cut?
Mr. ROWE. Yes, sir, my throat was cut very severely.
Mr. SCHWARZ. Were any arrests made?
Mr. RoWE. Absolutely none, sir.
Mr. SCHWARZ. Did you ever ask the Bureau why no arrest was

made?
Mr. ROWE. Yes. As a matter of fact, I quit very shortly after work-

ing of the Freedom Riders, right up and own city hall. You could
wasn't something done?" There were 1,000 men at least on that morn-
ing of the Freedom Riders, right up and down city hall. You would
look over from the bus station and see city hall and you would see
as many as 100 police officers walking. They couldn't help but see us.
We had baseball bats, we had clubs, we had chains, we had pistols
sticking out of our belts. It was just unbelievable. Not one officer in
the Birmingham Police Department asked us what was going on.

Mr. SCHWARZ. But that was the problem with the Birmingham
Police Department. What about the FBI? Did you ever discuss with
them why they didn't do anything?

Mr. ROWE. Yes, sir. I was told by the FBI-they said: "Well, who
the hell are we going to report it to? The police department was in-
volved in it. The police department helped set it up. We are an inves-
tigating agency, not an enforcement agency. All we do is gather infor-
mation." Thas was my answer.

Mr. SCHWARZ. Now sometime after that were you told that the FBI
had declared war on the Klan, and given the name of something called
COINTELPRO.

Mr. ROWE. That is correct, sir.
Mr. SCHWARZ. And what were you told to do under the COINTEL

PRO?
Mr. ROWE. Sir, under COINTELPRO I had been instructed to dis-

rupt, discredit, or disorganize that organization, to the best of my
knowledge.

Mr. SCHWARZ. What did you do in that connection?
Mr. ROWE. I was instructed to give information if I found out who

was sleeping with who, if someone was sleeping with another Klans-
man's wife. I was trying to pass the word around to the different peo-
ple so as to cause dissension in their homes, try to break up their
homes. I was also instructed to attend church services in the regular
church services and see if any political activities were going on, or
mention the church services as opposed to the Klan meetings. Many
Klan meetings were held in churches.

Mr. SCHWARZ. You were also instructed personally yourself to at-
tempt to break up marriages by sleeping with wives of members of
the Klan?

Mr. ROWE. Yes, I was. My instructions were to try to sleep with as
many wives as I could. That's probably the best information we could
gather.



Mr. SCHWARZ. That's all I have, Mr. Chairman, except that there-
after you did help solve the Liuzzo murder by providing information
to the FBI as to the 'solution of that crime?

Mr. RoWE. YeS; I did pass information.
Senator TOWER. Senator Hart?
Senator HART of Michigan. I'd better c6nfess that when you were

inside the Klan, I was one among many who had praise of Mr. Hoover
and the Bureau because they seemed to know every Communist celland half a dozen agents, and- why weren't they doing the same thing
about the Klan?

Now in their defense, my notion was that. they would have some-
body in a crowd in order to be able. to report planned violence, andas a result, prevent the violence which was occurring. I was too dumbto realize that your presence in there did not prevent viblence, andindeed, maybe contributed to it.

Ms. Cook, as I get it, you concluded that the aims of this Buffalo
chapter of Vietnam Veterans Against the War had as its aim the end-
ing of our involvement in Vietnam?

Ms. COOK. Yes.
Senator HART of Michigan. Amnesty for resistors, upgrading cer-tain military discharges, and getting better health care and drug treat-ment for Vietnam veterans. Is that right?
Ms., CooK. Yes, that's right.
Senator HART of Michigan. Did you ever see, and if you did, didyou ever report to the Bureau, any activities or efforts bythatf chapteror other Vietnam veterans to overthrow or destroy our Government

by force or violence?
Ms. CooK. No, sir.
Senator HART of Michigan. And you said that as a lay person you

were not in a position to judge what information appropriately could
be passed on to the FBI, and as a result you passed on whatever and
all that you got, leaving it up'to the Bureau to make the judgment asto what was-and wasn't appiopriate?

Ms. CooK. Yes, sir.
Senator HART of Michigan. Did anyone ever indicate that they only

wanted information about violence, or the threat of violence?
Ms. COOK. Did anyone ever indicate that they only wanted informa-

tion about violence?
Senator HART of Michigan. Yes.
Ms. COOK. No. Violence was definitely the priority, but they would

never say, "only gather information about violence."
.Senator HART of-Michigan. And in the period of a year, or a year

and a half in your service as an informant, you provided the- Bureau
with about 1,000 names of various niembers?

Ms. COOK. That's my estimate.
Senator HART of Michigan. During this period in which you were

an informant, did you also report on groups and individuals outside
the Vietnam Veterans, such as other peace-groups or individuals-not
members of Veterans Against the War, but individuals who were
opposed to the war-with whom you came into contact because they
were cooperating with the Vietnam Veterans Against the War in
connection with protest demonstrations and petitions?
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Ms. COOK. There were a lot of groups that were very sympathetic
to the aims of the Vietnam Veterans Against the War, Winter Soldier
Organization. So that I ended up reporting on groups like the United
Church of Christ, the American Civil Liberties Union, lawyers-the
National Lawyers Guild, and liberal church organizations. Many
groups went into coalition with Vietnam Veterans Against the War.

Those people were reported on as part of the normal course of my
work.

Senator HART of Michigan. So as the expression goes, you were
looking out, not just inward, at the veterans. You were looking out-
ward, and included in that estimate of 1,000 names were some of those
names, individuals associated with these outside groups who were
associated in concert with the effort to end the war?

Ms. COOK. Yes. If I understand the question correctly, yes.
Senator HART of Michigan. Let me make it clear. You mentioned

the ACLU and clergy groups and so on associated with the efforts to
end the war. Were some of the 1,000 names that you submitted to the
Bureau members of those other groups, the ACLU and clergymen?

Ms. COOK. Yes.
Senator TOWER. Senator Goldwater?
Senator GOLDWATER. Yes, Ms. Cook. I think the answer you gave to

Senator Hart's last question might be the answer I'm seeking. You
turned in information on about 1,000 names. How many of those did
you identify as actual veterans?

Ms. COOK. I had a running proportional estimate of how many
veterans there were per chapter or per meeting that I would go to.
It's easy to identify when the subject is veterans' concerns, how many
people are veterans. But as to estimating how many of those thousand,
that ballpark figure of veterans themselves, I would say probably un-
der 50 percent. Perhaps 35 to 40 percent might be veterans, but that's
off the top of my head.

Senator GOLDWATER. During the meetings that you attended, was
there any discussion of how the group was financed?

Ms. COOK. Yes. There would be financial reports given as the normal
course of the general membership meeting. All finances came as dona-
tions from the individuals involved out of their paychecks, and that
information was something that the FBI wanted. They wanted to
know if there was any foreign money coming into the organization
and there was no evidence whatsoever of foreign money.

Senator GOLDWATER. No evidence of money coming from other or-
ganizations like the ACLU and so forth?

Ms. COOK. The only time I ever heard of any money coming into the
organization from an outside source was that I understood that back
before I joined the organization in 1973, that there were some liberal
movie stars or organizations that donated money for either discharge
and upgrading projects or something along that line. There was one
detail like that that I heard as part of a speech at an April 1974 meet-
ing, but the context of that remark was that all funding from other
American sources had ended because money was drying up rapidly,
so that the organization had to fund itself very definitely out of the
pockets of its membership.

Senator GOLDWATER. That's all I have, Mr. Chairman. Thank you.
Senator TOWER. Senator Mondale..



Senator MONDALE. Ms. Cook, you indicated that you would be paid
by the FBI based upon their evaluation of the. value of the informa-
tion that you submitted.

Ms. COoK. Yes.
Senator MONDALE. Approximately how-much money did you receive

from the FBI during th at period in which you informed?
Ms. COOK. Approximately $300 a month, which is the same amount

of money that I received from a teaching fellowship at the university.
I understood that that was-$300 wag the limit for a category, for

my category of informant.
Senator MONDALE. What was your category?
Ms. COOK. They told me I existed in a category but they never de-

fined what that was.
Senator MONDALE. Approximately how much did you receive totally

from the FBI?
Ms. COOK. I would think totally I received something. like $5,000

during the time that I worked for them. I think that's a good approxi-
mate figure.

Senator MONDALE. Can you tell from how you were paid what kinds
of information were preferred?

Ms. COOK. I could tell sometimes. Like, for instance, when I was
attempting to become a full-time operator and only on a partial basis
for the FBI, I quickly learned that by moving away from the commu-
nity of VVAW-WSO, to do support work, that I would be paid less,
and.that that information was considered-less significant.

There was one point in the summer where I attempted to stay on
the committee that did political defense work to work on a local wel-
fare fraud case. That summer, that month, I got paid less money, so I
had to go back doing the active Attica work to in fact get the full
amount of money.

Senator.,MONDALE. So when they made this contact with you and
asked you to help guide the Vietnam Veterans Against the War into a
sort of peaceful way, as well as informing, when you did try to par-
ticipate in that way, you received very little. When you informed, you
received up to your quota.
. Ms. COOK. You can't really separate them off. There was no way
that-like one of the things I was supposed to do was go to as many
regional and national meetings as possible to be able to get a good sense
of how the local chapter fit into the national context of the national
organization. You went to such meetings as an elected representative.
It was a very democratic process, so that there was no way that I could.
go to the national meeting and fulfill the request of the FBI to go to
regional or national meetings without'actually becoming part of the
elected leadership of the chapter.

Senator MONDALE. But did they pay your expenses?
Ms. COOK. They would pay my expenses.
Senator MONDALE. Was that over the $300?
Ms. COOK. I would think the actual limit was $325, so the expenses

would have to fit within the $325.
Senator MONDALE. Did I hear you say that you were attempting at

one time to be taken on full-time?
Ms. COOK. At one time earlier, whei' I was first approached I did.
Senator MONDALE. But JOu'wanted to be full-time?



Ms. COOK. I preferred working-it was more exciting working as an
informant than working as a teller in a bank, yes. I was working as a
teller in a bank, and I found working as an informant a much more
satisfying lifestyle and involvement than working as a teller in a bank.

Senator MONDALE. But you couldn't do that on $300 a month?
Ms. COOK. I'm personally bankrupt, so no, you can't do it on $300

a month. I'm in debt up to my ears.
Senator MONDALE. But I thought you said earlier you were trying

to get into some kind of full-time, permanent status from the FBI.
Ms. COOK. I preferred working for them. I had a teaching fellow-

ship in 1972 with the State University of New York, and I taught
composition and attended graduate school there.

That was the amount they paid to graduate students, $300 a month.
You are expected to live on that. I thought I could live on that. As
inflation kept going, I found that I could not live on that. But most
graduate students are expected to live on $300 a month.

Senator MONDALE. Were there other informants whom you were
aware of ?

Ms. COOK. The man that I had been living with was an informant.
Senator MONDALE. Did he inform on the veterans?
Ms. COOK. Partially. He had connections with the veterans club on

the campus who had many members of VVAW-WSO but he gradually
moved into different areas.

Senator MONDALE. Were there other informants in this veterans
group of whom you were aware?

Ms. COOK. No.
Senator MONDALE. Were they aware at all or suspicious of you, that

you might be an informant at these meetings?
Ms. COOK. They constantly talked about harassment, feeling that,

you know, some of their mail had been opened. They thought that
they were being followed, that their lines were being tapped.

The FBI occasionally would go to people and talk to them, talk
to their employer. One man that happened to work at a place where
the FBI met was -fired 3 weeks after I told the FBI that he had to
change our meeting place because it wasn't secure.

Could you restate your question?
Senator MONDALE. I was just wondering to what extent they were

suspicious that there might be informers around, and what effect that
may have had on their activities.

Ms. COOK. They were generally suspicious, they were generally
worried. But they didn't ever indicate that they thought that I was an
informant, and I never told them I was an informant, and when I
finally did tell them I was an informant, they were almost in a state
of shock. There was a kind of confusion.

I was a trusted person. I was someone who had developed, you
know, pretty human relationships with them, and I was a friend. They
considered me a friend and I quit the FBI because I became a friend
and had come to like those people very much.

Senator TOWER. Senator Schweiker?
Senator SCHWEIKER. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Ms. Cook, what kind of information did the FBI pay the most for?

In other words, since it was some kind of a scale of value, what was
worth the most to them, what kind of information?



Ms. CooK. I can only make general conclusions about that. I know
that the work that I did in political defense earned me a full-time liv-
ing, and that that work in political defense was fully within my
participation in VVAW-WSO as an organization. But beyond trying
to pinpoint the exact information, it was more or less-all I can say
is it was political information and I would never be able to tell if
information given by the individuals was particularly significant to
them because they would never tell me something like that.

Senator SCHWEIKER. When you were working as an informant, and
.would work with groups or people that interacted with the Vietnam
Veterans Against the War who weren't members of that specific
group, such as some of the church groups that you mentioned, were
you to report on their activities and political views as well as people
in the outside groups that interacted with the VVAW or not?

Ms. COOK. If they were agreeing to work with VVAW-WSO on a
common project, then the kind of positions and the way in which they
would vote on a particular issue would be very relevant.

Senator SCHWEIKER. So.if the United Chirch of Christ were to
agree to a joint project of some kind or work with them, then they
would be fair game too ?

Ms. CooK. The United Church of Christ's position on unconditional
amnesty was of interest to the FBI, yes.

Senator SCHWEIKER. Mr. Rowe, in your job, were you to determine
and report on -the positions on the issues of candidates for piblic
office? Was it part of your job or Part of the information that you
supplied to include -where candidates for political office stood on
issues?

Mr. RowE. Yes, that is correct. I was instructed to do this, and I
did do it.

Senator SCHWEIKER. Was this a matter of all the positions that
candidates took or just positions that relate to civil rights?

How would you define the kind of information that they were
interested in on political candidates?

Mr. ROWE. Sir, I was instructed to obtain information of any
description that I could report. I had no boundary line. I was
-instructed to cover and monitor everything.

Senator SCHWEIKER. On a political candidate? All of his views?
Mr. Rowv.- Yes, sir, that's correct.
Senator SCHWEIKER. In previous questioiing, you have cited one

or two cases where you had warned that violence was about t6 occur
and nothing was done, and you felt that something should have been
done. Were there othir instances where you knew from what you
had' heard or told the FBI that violence was about to- occur, and
that you were trying to not only inform them, but warn them to seek
to prevent it in some way? Were there other instances besides the one
or two you mentioned?

Mr. RoWE. Yes, sir, thiere were several of them.
Senator SCHWEIKER. In view of that, -what did yoiu feel their pur-

pose was in terms of violence? In other words, what do you infer from
the fact they let the violence proceed anyway? What really was their
objective, a's you saw it?



Mr. ROWE. Sir, that's a question that's very difficult for me to
answer because I really don't know at this time. I had that question
myself and I asked that question but all my reply was I was serving
my country well and it was information that had to be obtained or
they wouldn't be there.

That was my reply to that.
I think that myself, I have the greatest respect for the field agents

in the FBI. I think that the problems that you're trying to find out
and I'm trying to help you with come up from higher echelons.

I think that they were just telling me something that someone else
told them to do. I think they were simply following instructions.

Senator SCHWEIKER. On the matter of intervening before violent
activities, did you feel that what you reported pretty well went on up
the chain of command, that it did not just stop with your contact of-
ficer? Did you get the feeling that it went pretty well up into the
hierarchy in terms of that policy?

Mr. ROWE. Certainly. Up until yesterday I had no way of knowing.
I briefly saw several reports that I had turned in through the years
indicating that they did in fact get back here to Washington in ample
time to have these things stopped, and apparently nothing was done
about them.

Senator SCHWEIKER. So it raised the question, and I gathered this is
part of the reason that you decided to not continue your activities, of
what the real purpose of your activity was when you saw violence that
might have been prevented by some kind of action by someone in the
Department. When it wasn't done, you felt that actually violence and
stopping violence really wasn't part of the function that you were
engaged in, even though that's what you thought you were engaged
in. Is that about right?

Mr. ROWE. That's basically the answer, sir.
Senator SCHWEIKER. Do you think that informants, if used properly,

can prevent violence, if people want to prevent violence? In other
words, given what you know now, would it be possible to prevent
violence if the policies of the FBI would be toward preventing
violence?

Mr. RowE. Sir, if I may explain to you, I obtained the name of a
preacher during my 5 years in the Klan organization because I would
see things that I felt they were fixing to go on and I would say, "come
on, it's not worth the hassle. We can do it another time. Don't get
involved because we're going to blow the damn thing open," and all
this type of information.

I was just simply trying to deter these things. I had met with some
of the higher echelons of the Jefferson County Sheriff's Department,
the Birmingham Police Department, and movements of violence with
2, 3, several days' notice, and I was just concerned. I would say, "look,
you really think this is the answer?" And they would say, "this is what
we need to get done. We've got to stop this right now. American peo-
ple have to keep these people out of here."

Senator SCHWEIKER. I just have one quick question. As I understand
it, because you were with the Klan and wanted to keep people in the
Klan, the Birmingham Police Department gave you complete access
to the intelligence files of the police department. You were pretty
well allowed to see what you needed to see to promote the Klan's
activities by the Birmingham Police Department. Is that correct?



Mr. RowE. That is correct, sir.
Senator SciwlKER. That's all I have, Mr. Chairman.
Senator TOWER. Senator Huddleston.
Senator HUDDLESTON. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Ms. Cook, what instructions were you given by the FBI relative to

the secrecy of your mission as to how you were supposed to keep from
the public or other individuals that you were in fact an informant?

Ms. COOK. I think I was generally instructed that I was not to tell
anybody. I didn't take it that seriously because I went home and I told
my eleven brothers and sisters, I told my parents, and I told a few girl
friends. I did not tell anyone in the political orgamzation that I
infiltrated.

Senator HtUDDLESTON. But that would have been a violation of in-
structions yofreceived?

Ms. COOK. I was told that the reason for me to remain in secret, the
reason why. I was supposed to keep my work secret, was for my own
protection. I didn't see that telling my family about the work that I
was doing for the FBI was going to be any violation of my protection
or any danger to me.

Senator HUDDLESTON. Would that same attitude have prevailed dur-
ing discussions between your friend and yourself about his involve-
ment as an informant, assuming that he had the same instructions?

Ms. COOK. You mean did our instructions mean that we shouldn't
mutually discuss our work?

Senator HUDDLESTON. Right. Or his work prior to your becoming
an informant. You apparently discussed your friend's role, which led
you to become an informant.

Ms. COOK. I suppose he.shouldn't have discussed it with me except
that he trained me. He constantly talked with me about the activity, the
work that I was doing, what his perspective was on it, and then we
came to really severely disagree about what we were supposed to be
domg..

Senator HUDDLESTON. Now, you indicated that you became quite dis-
enchanted with your role after your Washington experience. Prior to
that instance in Washington, .had any of the information that you
had furnished the FBI been of such a nature that would have led
them to believe that thdre would be violence at that particular demon-
stration?

Ms. COOK. Although I was finally disenchanted with the FBI, none
of the information that I provided the FBI about the coming demon-
strations for universal unconditional amnesty or ending the war, none
of that information* suggested that there would be violence.

Senator HUDDLESTON. Did any of it suggest that this organization
was in fact being manipulated by Communist influences?

Ms. COOK. No.
None of it suggested there was any manipulation of any kind.

* Senator HUDDLESTON. Did any information suggest that they were
engaging in illegal or violent operations?

Ms. COOK. No.
Senator HUDDLESTON. You indicated that part of your disenchant-

ment, too, was that information you furnished was being used against
these people.

What did you mean by that?



Ms. COOK. I mean going to someone's employer and telling them that

the person that is working with them is a Communist and a dangerous

person and ought not tobe enployed, and people being fired. People
were very afraid that the FBI was watching them -because the FBI did

not agree with their policies, and when the FBI would come to their

door to talk to rthem, they didn't want to talk with the FBI. The fact

that their employers were being talked to and that their political
views were being discussed with their employer with an eye toward

terminating their employment-that worried them, it upset them.

Senator HUDDLESTON. You did not feel it was justified on the basis of

their participation or activity in the Vietnam Veterans Against the

War?
Ms. COOK. Definitely not.
Senator HUDDLESTON. In your judgment, did the FBI have an

exaggerated concern about this organization as far as it being a threat

to the United States?
Ms. COOK. Yes; and nothing I could say could change that.

Senator HUDDLESTON. They persisted in that attitude, despite the

fact that the information you had given them tended to lead in the

other direction.
Ms. COOK. Yes.
Senator HUDDLESTON. Do you have any idea what happened to the

information they collected on the 1,000 persons you estimate you sup-

plied to them? Was it set up in files? Is it still maintained?
Ms. COOK. My information was that they say that most of the in-

formation I gave them was going to be kept at the local level, except

that I got several telephone calls relayed to me through Gary from

Washington, based on the reports I was turning in, so that I knew that

information wasn't just remaining at the local level. It was going

to Washington, and decisions were coming from Washington. Other

than that, I don't know where the information went.

Senator HUDLESTON. Mr. Rowe, certainly on the event of Mother's

Day, 1961, there was complicity with the Birmingham police officials

in the violent actions that occurred. Were there ever instances in your

experiences where police officials collaborated in or were accomplices

to violent and illegal acts?
Mr. ROWE. Absolutely, sir. We on several occasions rode around in

Birmingham police automobiles surveilling some of the churches.

Senator HUDDLESTON. Rode around in the automobiles?
Mr. ROWE. In the automobiles; yes, sir. There were as many as three

to five Klansmen on the police department.
Senator HUDDLESTON. Was the FBI made aware of this?
Mr. ROWE. Yes, Sir, absolutely, on many occasions. .
Senator HUDDLESTON. Were there any instances where the FBI

reported that fact to the Attorney General or any other legal official

with the U.S. Government?
Mr. ROWE. Sir, I really wouldn't know. I wouldn't be in a position

to answer that. I really don't know. I was just involved with my con-

tact agent.
Senator HUDDLESTON. You didn't see the result of any action along

that line?
Mr. ROWE. Absolutely none.



Senator HUDDLESTON. Just one other question.
You switched from being a nonparticipant in.violent actions in the

Klan, to a participant when the FBI changed to so-called COINTEL
PRO which involved disruption. During this phase of your par-
ticipation, were there serious efforts to prevent violent actions from
occurring?

Mr. ROWE. Sir, to the best of my personal knowledge, only in one
or <possibly two instances. I know of one incident that they did pre-
vent violence, but that was the only one..There were many that they
could have prevented, but they did not.

Senator HUDDLESTON. In the May 21 incident, the FBI did send
additional -agents int6 Birmingham prior to that march, did they
not?

Mr. ROWE. That is correct.
Senator HUDDLESTON. But. as far as you know, none of them made

any efforts to prevent the violence from occurring?
Mr. ROWE. Sir, if I may, at the time of the incident itself, along

with the Birmingham incident I observed, I observed several FBI,
in fact, taking movies of the beatings at the bus station.

Senator HUDDLESTON. And they did nothing to stop it?
Mr. ROWE. No.
Senator TOWER. Senator Hart of Colorado.
Senator HART of Colorado. Mr. Rowe, during the period we are

discussing here, you attended a number of civil rights rallies or meet-
ings. Is that correct?

Mr. ROWE. Yes, Sir.
Senator HART Of Colorado. And at the time that you were gathering

information for the F3I about Klan activities, you were also in effect
gathering information for the Klan about civil rights activities; is
that correct?

Mr. ROWE. That is correct, Sir.
Senator HART of Colorado. Were there ev6r occasions in this double

agent capacity when information you gathered in your capacity as an
FBI informant, information that had to do with civil rights groups
or activities, was passed on to the Klan to the detriment of those
civil rights groups?

Mr. ROWE. -Sir, I don't believe I understand the question, but if I
understand it correctly, I at no time used any information that I
knew of or was aware of and passed it on to the Klan-; absolutely not.

Senator HART of Colorado. I'm sorry, I missed the last part of that.
You didn't use that information in what way?

Mr. ROWE. I passed on absolutely nothing to the Klan that I learned
or obtained from various agents in the Bureau. I'm not sure what you
are asking.
. Senator HART of Colorado. I'm merely trying to find out if in cov-

ering or attending the civil rights meetings- on the one hand for the
FBI as a Klan informant, were you also gathering information about
the civil rights activities for the Klan in a way. that would encourage
the Klan to act adversely to those civil rights groups?

Mr. ROWE. No, Sir.
Senator HART Of Colorado. One other question.
We've had considerable testimony in the last few weeks about the

Federal Bureau of Investigation in relationship to Dr. King. [See



footnote, p. 21.] Part of their animosity to Dr. King sprang originally
from late 1962 in which he gave an interview critical of the FBI,
and I think that interview appeared in the Atlanta Constitution in
November of 1962. He said, among other things, agents of the FBI
in Albany, Ga., are siding with segregationists. This apparently agi-
tated the Bureau considerably, and in early 1963, Bureau memo-
randums indicate that at the direction of Mr. Hoover, Mr. DeLoach
and Mr. Sullivan tried to contact Dr. King to set him straight about
the fact that the Bureau is not siding with segregationists and so on.

In one memorandum, January 15, 1963, when their attention to
Dr. King first began, a DeLoach memorandum says, "It would appear
obvious"-after Dr. King refused to talk to him-"It would appear
obvious that Reverend King does not desire to be told the true facts.
He obviously uses deceit, lies, and treachery as propaganda to further
his own cause."

This memorandum and other memorandums go ahead to indicate
Dr. King didn't know what he was talking about, that he was lying
about the Bureau's involvement with the Klan and other groups.

Now, from that began the Bureau's harassment, if you will, of Dr.
King that continued for a number of years, ending only with his death.
It seems to me that from what you have told us here today and from
other information gathered by the staff, that in fact Dr. King was
right and the Bureau was either deceiving itself or just not telling
the truth internally when it indicated that Dr. King was lying about
the Bureau's own involvement with Klan activities. Is that correct?

Mr. ROWE. Sir, that's very difficult to answer, but I believe that
you're on the right track; yes.

Senator HART Of Colorado. Thank you very much.
Senator TOWER. I should inform my colleagues that there is a

record vote in progress on the Senate floor.
Ms. Cook, you have testified that the FBI urged you to remain as an

informant after you had informed them of your decision to terminate.
Did they at any subsequent time ask you to return to your role as an
informant?

Ms. COOK. I believe that the telephone call that I received in Febru-
ary 1974 was that kind of a telephone call. I had been working in a
plant for 3 months. I had been fired twice. Within 2 days of my second
firing at that plant, the FBI called and asked me a couple of questions
as to whether or not the local chapter would be leaving the national
organization, indicated that if the chapter would resign, that there
would be no longer any necessity for an informant, and I refused to
tell them the political position that I was going to take in relationship
to that, and I said, "I don't want to talk to you any more," and I hung
up.

It was my feeling that the coincidence of my losing my job and
their calling me was perhaps more than a coincidence.

Senator TOWER. Ms. Cook, in addition to the $300 or $400 a month
that the FBI paid you, did they provide you with any other financial
incentives to perform as an informant, any other kind of assistance,
job assistance or anything?

Ms. COOK. Well, they did get me a job. They got me the job at
M. & T. Bank. They also got the man that I was living with a job at a
gun supply store where the agents bought their guns. As part of work-



ing for M. & T. Bank, I went into teller training, and part of that
training taught me how to identify weapons, how to identify a per-
son who just walks in and leaves. I didn't see the significance of that
kind of training-I mean, I see the significance for a bank, but I would
assume that my getting a teller's, position when I went through that
kind of traiiing also did not hurt the purposes of the Bureau in hirmg
me also.

Senator TOWER. Mr. Rowe, how often did you report to the FBI?
Was it once or twice a week or daily or what?

Mr. ROWE. Certainly when I first entered the organization, I was
reporting on an average of one to three times a week. Just prior to
leaving the organization, I was reporting as many as seven times a
day.

Senator TOWER. Seven times a day?
Mr. ROWE. Yes; telephonically.
Senator TOWER. Mr. Rowe, in 1961, Dr. Martin Luther King chargedthat the FBI was cooperating with violence-prone local police. Mr.

Hoover strongly challenged this allegation. In your view, did the
Freedom Riders incident represent an aberration, or was it indicative
of the general policy of refusing to prevent violence, even when the
FBI was warned or advised in advance of the occurrence?

Mi. ROWE. I believe my answer to that would be that there were a
couple of times that violence was prolonged. I can't say it was stopped,
it was prolonged, but in general, the Birmingham Police Department
and the sheriff's office of Jefferson County were definitely involved in
the violence. I was there and I was a witness to it, and nothing was
done about it.

Senator TOWER. Are you aware of any other similar instances in
which the local police were involved?

Mr. RoWE..Yes, sir; I am.
Senator TOWER. So this was indicative of something that occurred

fairly generally, then, and the Freedom Riders is not an isolated
incident?,

* Mr. ROWE. No, sir, it's definitely not isolated.
Senator TOWER. Thank you, Mr. Rowe.
Senator Hart?
Senator HART of Michigan. On this business, I'm still not sure.what

benefit could accrue to the FBI, with its informants contributing to
violence. There were instances where you advised -the FBI in advance
of planned violent activity by the Klan, right?

Mr. ROWE..Yes, sir.
Senator -HART of Michigan. How many times would that advance

information prevent the anticipated violence? Anytime?
Mr. ROWE. Yes, sir. Actually
Senator HART of Michigan. Usually?
Mr. ROWE. Not normally, but on,.several occasions it did, yes, sir.

But not as often as they could have, in my belief. I believe that each
and every instance that I reported to the Bureau,- with the advance
knowledge that they had, someone in this country could have. been
there to prevent that. I believe that. That's all I can say.

Senator HART of Michigan. Can you give us an estimate as to how
many such reports of anticipated violence you gave the Bureau?

Mr. ROWE. Sir, well in the high dozens.



Senator HART of Michigan. In the high dozens. How many times

were those planned violent activities prevented?
Mr. ROWE. Two to my knowledge that I can actually testify to, and

I understand from another agent, one other time. But I can testify
as to two times.

Senator HART Of Michigan. Was there any difference in the type of
report that you made in those two cases and the several dozen other

cases?
Mr. ROWE. No, sir; absolutely not.
Senator HART of Michigan. And were the two cases where your

report did result in the prevention of violence toward the end of your
association with the Bureau?

Mr. ROWE. No, sir. I would have to say along the middle, almost in-

the middle of the time.
Senator TOWER. You have testified that there were several instances

in which local police were cooperating with the Klan in acts of
violence.

Mr. ROWE. That's correct, sir.
Senator TOWER. And the FBI had been forewarned of some of these

instances that this violence would occur, and that they would occur
at a certain time.

Mr. ROWE. In every instance that I was aware of, yes.
Senator TOWER. To your knowledge, did the FBI do anything to

circumvent the local police in an effort to prevent this violence from
occurring?

Mr. ROWE. Sir, I think maybe I should just state it briefly and see
if I can answer the question. On one occasion, the Klan was on the
way to Tuscaloosa, to the university, at a time when Governor Wal-
lace was going to have his stand in the doorway to prevent integra-
tion of the university, I along with several other Klansmen were
arrested outside of Tuscaloosa, Ala. by the highway patrol and ele-
ments of the FBI. They seized various types of weapons from us. We
were incarcerated that afternoon in the Tuscaloosa County Jail. We
remained in jail throughout the evening until Bobby Shelton came
down and arranged the release for approximately 35 of us. The weap-
ons were confiscated, and the release was on our own recognizance,
but we would have to have a hearing on it. The next morning I received
a call from Robert Thomas who was the Exalted Cyclops, like the
president of the Klan, and he said to me that he wanted me to go to
Tuscaloosa with him. I went to Tuscaloosa, went to the courthouse.
We spoke with the judge. The judge took us over to the district at-
torney. The district attorney says, "is it all right if we release the boys'
weapons to them now," and the judge says yeah. He slapped me on
the shoulder personally, and then he turned around and shook my
hand, and he said, "I want to congratulate you for being an outstand-
ing goddam American. We need some more people down here like
that. But I want you to be careful because somewhere in your group
you have a goddam snitch." That's exactly what the judge said to me,
he said, "because I had to put you boys in jail last night. If I didn't the
troops would probably come into Alabama, and I don't want that." He
says, "take your weapons and use them well." He returned our weapons
to us. I then returned to Birmingham, advised the agents what had



transpired, that I had the weapons back in my possession, and the
agents were aghast. They said, you can't have these weapons back in
your possession. They, are locked in our vault. And I said, "well, you'd
better come down and look because in the trunk of my automobile-"
the agents came out, took the serial numbers of the weapons to confirm
the fact that we had been given our weapons back, and that's the last
of the incident I ever heard.

Senator TOWER. So the FBI then apparently went to the State police
to try to prevent this violence.

Mr. RowE. That's what I believe, yes.
Senator TOWER. So there was a level of cooperation there.
Mr. ROWE. Limited, yes, sir.
Senator TOWER. And what other instances were there of local police

cooperation? What others specifically can you name that you know of ?
Mr. ROWE. Sir, on the same occasion when we were incarcerated in

Tuscaloosa, there was a State investigator. A couple of Klansmen were
very upset, very nervous, highly nervous during interrogation, and
they gave us a quick interrogation as to why we were coming up to
Tuscaloosa with all these weapons. A State investigator called me
outside the room and said, "go back in there and tell that goddamn
Klansman to keep his mouth shut, that something may come up about
the bombing and you tell him to shut up. I may have to ask him some
questions." I related this information to the Bureau the same night.

On another occasion, the chief deputy of the Jefferson County Sher-
iff's Department contacted me, and I in turn, on each occasion, con-
tacted higher authorities of the Klan when they wanted something
done. I at no time left this to my discretion. I left it to the higher
echelon of the Klan. The agreement was set up with the cooperation
of the Jefferson County Sheriff's Department. There was a country
club on the outskirts of Birmingham called the Sand Ridge Country
Club. This country club was set up where the Klansmen were-there
were approximately 35 Klansmen involved, along with approximately
20 county deputies, and the chief deputy. We went out to this club
on Saturday night. We were supplied evidence to place in this club.
They told us, all you do at a quarter to midnight, you get this stuff in
the various places, and they described where the various places were.
We left the merchandis:. At 12 o'clock the prearranged agreement was
that they had two female deputies there.also. Wheii the female deputy
got up to dance with her escort, that was the signal for the raid. At that
point, everybody participated in the raid. They arrested several peo-
ple that night, took them away, and subseqiieintly padlocked the coun-
try club. That is the last time we heard of this. This was reported to
the FBI approximately a week and a half, two weeks prior to its taking
place.

Senator TOWER. Thank you, Mr. Rowe. I believe there are no further
questions.

I want to thank you, Ms. Cook. and you, Mr. Rowe,' for your co-
operation with the committee, and your very significant and helpful
testimony.

Thank you very much.
The committee will stand in recess for 3 minutes while we bring

forth the other witness.
[A brief recess was taken.]



Senator TowER. The next witnesses to appear before the committee
are Mr. James Adams, Assistant to the Director-Deputy Associate Di-
rector (Investigation), responsible for all investigative operations;
Mr. W. Raymond Wannall, Assistant Director, Intelligence Division,
responsible for internal security and foreign counterintelligence
investigations; Mr. John A. Mintz, Assistant Director, Legal Counsel
Division; Joseph G. Deegan, section chief, extremist investigations;
Mr. Robert L. Shackelford, section chief, subversive investigations;
Mr. Homer A. Newman, Jr., assistant to section chief, supervises
extremist informants; Mr. Edward P. Grigalus, unit chief, supervises
subversive informants; Joseph G. Kelley, assistant section chief, civil
rights section, General Investigative Division.

Gentlemen, will you all rise and be sworn?
Do you solemnly swear the testimony you are about to give before

this committee is the truth, the whole truth, and nothing but the truth,
so help you God?

Mr. ADAMs. I do.
Mr. WANNALL. I do.
Mr. MINTz. I do.
Mr. DEEGAN. I do.
Mr. SCHACKELFORD. I do.
Mr. NEWMAN. I do.
Mr. GRIGALUS. I do.
Mr. KELLEY. I do.
Senator TowER. It is intended that Mr. Wannall will be the principal

witness, and we will call on others as questioning might require, and
I would direct each of you when you do respond, to identify yourselves,
please, for the record.

I think that we will spend just a few more minutes to allow the mem-
bers of the committee to return from the floor.

[A brief recess was taken.]
Senator TOWER. The committee will come to order.
Mr. Wannall, according to data, informants provide 83 percent of

your intelligence information. Now, will you provide the committee
with some information on the criteria for the selection of informants?

TESTIMONY OF JAMES B. ADAMS, ASSISTANT TO THE DIRECTOR-
DEPUTY ASSOCIATE DIRECTOR (INVESTIGATION) FEDERAL

BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION; W. RAYMOND WANNALL, ASSIST-
ANT DIRECTOR, INTELLIGENCE DIVISION; ACCOMPANIED BY

JOHN A. MINTZ, ASSISTANT DIRECTOR, LEGAL COUNSEL DIVI-

SION; JOSEPH G. DEEGAN, SECTION CHIEF; ROBERT L. SHACKLE-
FORD, SECTION CHIEF; HOMER A. NEWMAN, JR., ASSISTANT TO

SECTION CHIEF; EDWARD P. GRIGALUS, UNIT CHIEF; AND
JOSEPH G. KELLEY, ASSISTANT SECTION CHIEF, CIVIL RIGHTS

SECTION, GENERAL INVESTIGATIVE DIVISION

Mr. WANNALL. Mr. Chairman, that is not FBI data that you have
quoted. That was prepared by the General Accounting Office.

Senator TOWER. That is GAO.
Mr. WANNALL. Based on a sampling of about 900 cases.



Senator TowER. Would that appear to be a fairly accurate. figure?
Mr. WANNALL. I have not seen any survey which the-FBI itself has

conducted that would confirm that, but I think that we do get the
principal portion of our information from live sources.

Senator TOWER. It would be a relatively high percentage then?
Mr. WANNALL. I would say yes. And your question is, what criteiia?
Senator TOWER. What criteria do you use in the selection of

informants?
Mr. WANNALL. Well, the criteria vary with the needs. In our cases

relating to extremist matters, surely in order to get an informant who
can meld -into a group which is engaged in a criminal-type activity,
you're going to have a different set of criteria. If you're talking about
our internal security matters, I think we set rather high standards. We
do require that a preliminary inquiry be conducted which would consist
prinipally of checks of our headquarters indexes, our field office
indexes, checks with other informants who are operating in the same
area, and in various established sources such as local police departments.

Following this, if it appears that the person is the type who has
credibility, can- be- depended upon to be reliable, we would inter-
view the individual in order to make a determination as- to whether
or not he will be willing to assist the FBI in discharging its responsi-
bilities in that field.

Following -that, assuming -that the answer is positive, we would
conduct a rather indepth investigation for the purpose of further
attempting to establish credibility and rMiability.

Senator TOWER. How does the Bureau distinguish between the use
of informants for law enforcement as opposed to intelligence. col-
lection? Is the guidance different, or is it the same?

Mr. WANNALt: Well, Mr. Adams can probably best address the use
of informants on -criminal matters since he heads the operational
division on that.

Mr. ADAMS. You do have somewhat of a difference in the fact that
with a -criminal informant in a law-enforcement function, you are
trying to develop evidence which Will be admissible in court for
prosecution, whereas with intelligence, the informant alone, your
purpose could either be prosecution or it could be just for the purposes
of pure intelligence.

The' difficulty in both is retaining the confidentiality of the indi-
vidual and protecting the individual, and trying, through use of
the informant, to 6btain evidence which could be used independently
of the testimony of the informant so that he can continue operating
as a.criminal informant.

Senator TowRi. Are these informants ever authorized to function
as provocateurs?

Mr. ADAMS. No, sir, they're not. We have strict regulations against
using informants as provocateurs. This gets into that delicate area of
entrapment which has been addressed by the courts on many oc-
casions and has been concluded by the courts that providing an in-
dividual has 'a willingness to engage in an activity, the Government
has the right to provide- him the opportunity. This does not mean,
of course, that mistakes don't occur in this area; but we take whatever
steps we can to avoid this. Even the law has recognized that informants
can engage in criminal activity, and the courts have held that, espe-



cially the Supreme Court in the Newark County case, that the very
difficulty of penetrating an ongoing operation, that an informant him-
self can engage in criminal activity, but because there is lacking this
criminal intent to violate a law, we stay away from that. Our regu-
lations fall short of that.

If we have a situation where we felt that an informant has to be-
come involved in some activity in order to protect or conceal his use
as an informant, we go right to the U.S. attorney or to the Attorney
General to try to make sure we are not stepping out of bounds inso-
far as the use of our informants.

Senator TOWER. But you do use these informants and do instruct
them to spread dissension among certain groups that they are in-
forming on, do you not?

Mr. ADAMS. We did when we had the COINTELPRO, which were
discontinued in 1971, and I think the Klan is probably one of the best
examples of a situation where the law was in effect at the time. We
heard the term "states rights" used much more then than we hear it
today. We saw in the Little Rock situation the President of the United
States, in sending in the troops, pointing out the necessity to use local
law enforcement. We must have local law enforcement, to use the
troops only as a last resort.

And then you have a situation like this where you do try to preserve
the respective roles in law enforcement. You have historical problems
with the Klan coming along. We had situations where the FBI and the
Federal Government were almost powerless to act. We had local law
enforcement officers in some areas participating in Klan violence.

The instances mentioned by Mr. Rowe, every one of those, he saw
them from the lowest level of the informant. He didn't see what action
was taken with that information, as he pointed out in his testimony.
Our files show that this information was reported to the police depart-
ments in every instance. We also knew that in certain instances the
information, upon being received, was not being acted upon. We also
disseminated simultaneously through letterhead memorandums to the
Department of Justice the problem, and here, here we were, the FBI,
in a position where we had no authority in the absence of instruction
from the Department of Justice, to make an arrest.

Sections 241 and 242 do not cover it because you don't have evidence
of a conspiracy, and it ultimately resulted in a situation where the
Department called in U.S. marshals who do have authority similar to
local law enforcement officials. So, historically, in those days, we were
just as frustrated as anyone else was, and when we got information
from someone like Mr. Rowe, good information, reliable information,
and it was passed on to those who had the responsibility to do some-
thing about it, it was not always acted upon, as he indicated.

Senator TowER. In none of these cases, then, was there adequate evi-
dence of conspiracy to give you jurisdiction to act?

Mr. ADAMs. The departmental rules at that time required, and still
require, departmental approval where you have a conspiracy. Under
241, it takes two or more persons acting together. You can have a mob
scene, and you can have blacks and whites belting each other, but
unless you can show that those that initiated the action acted in concert
in a conspiracy, you have no violation.



Congress recognized this, and it wasn't until 1968 that they came
along and added section 245 to the civil rights statute, which added

punitive measures against an individual that didn't have to be a con-

spiracy. But this was a problem that the whole country was grappling
with; the President of the United States, Attorney General. We were
in a situation where we had rank lawlessness taking place, as you know
from a memorandum we sent you that we sent to the Attorney General.
The accomplishments we were able to obtain in preventing violence
and in neutralizing the Klan-and that was one of the reasons.

Senator TOWER. What was the Bureau's purpose in continumg or
urging the continued surveillance of the Vietnam Veterans Against
the War? Was there a legitimate law enforcement purpose, or was the
intent to halter political expression?

Mr. ADAMS. We had information on the Vietnam Veterans Against
the War that indicated that there were subversive groups, involved.
They were going to North Vietnam and meeting with the Communist
forces. They were ing to Paris, attending meetings paid for and
sponsored by the Communist Party, the International Communist
Party. We feel that we had a very valid basis to direct our attention to
the VVAW.

It started out, of course, with Gus Hall in 1967, who was head of the
Communist Party, USA, and the comments he made, and what it
finally boiled -down to was a situation where it split off into the Rev-
olutionary Union, which was a Maoist group, and the hardline Com-
munist group, and at that point factionalism developed in many of the
chapters, and they closed those cases where there was no longer any
intent to follow the national organization.

-But we had a valid basis for investigating it, and we.investigated
chapters to determine if there was affiliation and. subservience to the.
national office.

Senator TOWER. Mr. Hrt.
Senator HART of Michigan. But in the process of chasing after the

Veterans Against the War, you got a lot of information that clearly
has no relationship to any Federal criminal statute.

Mr. ADAMS. I agree,-Senator. I
Senator HART of Michigan. Why don't you try to shut that stuff

off by simply telling the agent, or your informant?
Mr. ADAMS. Here is the problem that you have with that. When

you're looking 'at an- organization, do you, report only the violent
statements made by the group or do you also show that you may have
one or two violent individuals, but you have some of these church
groups-that were mentioned, and others, that the whole intent of the
group is not in violation of the statutes. You have to report the good,
the favorable along with the unfavorable, and this is a problem. We
wind up with information in our files. We are accused of being vacuum.
cleaners, and you are a vacuum cleaner. If you want to know the real
purpose of an organization, do you only report the violent statements
made and the fact that it is by a small minority, or do you also show
the broad base of the organization and what it really is?
. And within that is where we have to have the guidelines we have
talked about before. We have to narrow down, because we recognize
that we do wind up with too much information in our files.
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Senator HART of Michigan. But in that vacuuming process, you are
feeding into departmental files the names of people who are-who have
been engaged in basic first amendment exercises, and this is what
hangs some of us up.

Mr. ADAMS. It hangs me up. But in the same files I imagine every-
one of you has been interviewed by the FBI, either asking you about
the qualifications of some other Senator being considered for a Presi-
dential appointment, being interviewed concerning some friend who
is applying for a job.

Were you embarrassed to have that in the files of the FBI?
Now, someone can say, as reported at our last session, that this is an

indication, the mere fact that we have a name in our files has an oner-
ous impression, a chilling effect. I agree. It can have, if someone wants
to distort what we have in our files, but if they recognize that we inter-
viewed you because of considering a man for the Supreme Court of the
United States, and that isn't distorted or improperly used, I don't see
where any harm is served by having that in our files.

Senator HART of Michigan. But if I am Reverend Smith and the
vacuum cleaner picked up the fact that I was helping the veterans,
Vietnam Veterans Against the War, and 2 years later a name check is
asked on Reverend Smith and all your file shows is that he was asso-
ciated 2 years ago with a group, that was enough, if you believed them
to be of doubtful patriotism, to justify turning loose a lot of your
energy i pursuit of them.

Mr. ADAMs. This is a problem.
Senator HART of Michigan. This is what should require us to

rethink this whole business.
Mr. ADAMS. Absolutely. And this is what I hope the guidelines com-

mittees as well as the congressional input are going to address them-
selves to.

Senator HART of Michigan. We've talked about a wide range of
groups which the Bureau can and has had informant penetration and
report on. Your manual, the Bureau manual's definition of when an
extremist or security investigation may be undertaken, refers to
groups whose activity either involves violation of certain specified
laws, or which may result in the violation of such law, and when
such an investigation is opened, then informants may be used.

Another guideline says that domestic intelligence investigations
now must be predicated on criminal violations. The agent need only
cite a statute suggesting an investigation relevant to a potential viola-
tion. Even now, with an improved, upgraded effort to avoid some
of these problems,-we are back again in a world of possible violations
or activities which may result in illegal acts.

Now, any constitutionally protected exercise of the right to
demonstrate, to assemble, to protest, to petition, conceivably may
result in violence or disruption of a local town meeting, when a contro-
versial social issue might result in disruption. It might be by hecklers
rather than those holding the meeting. Does this mean that the Bureau
should investigate all groups organizing or participating in such a
meeting because they may result in violence, disruption?

Mr. ADAMS. No, Sir.
Senator HART of Michigan. Isn't that how you justify spying on

almost every aspect of the peace movement?



Mr. ADAMS.- No, sir. When we monitor demonstrations, we monitor
demonstrations where we have an indication that the demonstration
itself is sponsored by a group that we have an investigative interest in,
a valid investigative interest in, or where members of one of these
groups are participating where there is a potential that they might
change the peaceful nature of the demonstration.

.But this is our closest question of -trying to draw guidelines to
avoid getting into an area of infringing on the first amendment
rights of people, yet at the same time - being aware of groups such
as we have had in greater numbers in the past than we do at the
present time. But we have had periods where the demonstrations
have been rather severe, And the courts have said that the FBI
has a right, and indeed a duty, to keep itself informed with respect
to the possible. commission of crime. It is not obliged to wear blinders
until it may be too late for prevention.

And that's a good statement if applied in a clear-cut case. Our
problem is where we have a, demonstration and we have to make a
judgment call as to whether it is one that clearly fits the criteria of
enabling us to monitor the activities, and that's where I think most
of our disagreements fall.

Senator HART of Michigan. Let's assume that the rule for opening
an investigation on a group is narrowly drawn. The Bureau manual
states that informants investigating a subversive organization should
not only report on what that group is doing but should look at and
report on activities in which.the group is participating.

There.is a section 873B dealing, with reporting on connections with
other groups. That sectipn says that, the field office shall "determine
and report on any significant connection or cooperation with nonsub-
versive groups." Any significant connection .or cooperatioi with non-
subversive groups.

Now let's look at this in practice. In the spring of 1969 there was a
rather heated national debate over the installation of the antiballistic
missile system. Some of us remember that. An FBI informant and two
FBI confidential sources reported on the plan's participants and activi-
ties of the Washington- Area. Citizens Coalition Against the ABM,
particularly in open.public debate in a high school auditorium, which
included speakers. from the Defense Department for the ABM and a
scientist and defense analyst against the ABM.

The informants reported on the planning for the ineeting, the dis-
tribution of materials to churches and schbols, participation by local
clergy, plans to seek resolution on the ABM'from nearby town coun-
cils..There was also information on plans for a subsequent town meet-
ingii Washington with the names of local political leaders who would
attend.

Now the information, the informant information, came as part of an
investigation of an allegedly subversive group, participating in that
coalition. Yet the information dealt with all aspects and all partici-
pants. The reports on the plans for the meeting and on, the meeting
itself were disseminated to the State Department, to military intelli-
gence, and to the White House.

How do we get into all of that?
Mr. ADAMS. Well



Senator HART of Michigan. Or if you were to rerun it, would you
do it again?

Mr. ADAMS. Well, not in 1975, compared to what 1969 was. The prob-
lem we had at the time was where we had an informant who had
reported that this group, this meeting was going to take place and it
was going to be the Daily Worker, which was the east coast Commu-
nist newspaper that made comments about it. They formed an organi-
zational meeting. We took a quick look at it. The case apparently was
opened on May 28, 1969, and closed June 5, saying there was no prob-
lem with this organization.

Now the problem we get into is if we take a quick look and get out,
fine. We've had cases, though, where we have stayed in too long. When
you're dealing with security it is like Soviet espionage where they can
put one person in this country, and they supported him with total
resources of the Soviet Union, false identification, all the money he
needs, communications networks, satellite assistance, and everything,
and you're working with a paucity of information.

The same problem exists to a certain extent in domestic security.
You don't have a lot of black and white situations. So someone reports
something to you which you feel, you take a quick look at, and there's
nothing to it, and I think that's what they did.

Senator HART of Michigan. You said that was 1969. Let me bring
you up to date, closer to current-a current place on the calendar. This
one is the fall of last year, 1974. President Ford announced his new
program with respect to amnesty, as he described it, for draft resistors.
Following that there were several national conferences involving all
the groups and individuals interested in unconditional amnesty.

Now parenthetically, while unconditional amnesty is not yet the law,
we agreed that advocating it is not against the law either.

Mr. ADAMS. That's right.
Senator HART of Michigan. Some of. the sponsors were umbrella

organizations involving about 50 diverse groups around the country.
FBI informants provided advance information on plans for the
meeting and apparently attended and reported on the conference.
The Bureau's own reports described the participants as having repre-
sented diverse perspectives on the issue of amnesty, including civil
liberties and human rights groups, GI rights spokesman, parents of
men killed in Vietnam, wives of expatriates in Canada, experts on
draft counseling, religious groups interested in peace issues, delegates
from student organizations, and aids of House and Senate Members;
drafting legislation on amnesty.

The informant apparently was attending in his role as a member
of a group under investigation as allegedly subversive, and it described
the topics of the workshop.

Ironically, the Bureau office report before them noted that in view
of the location of the conference at a theological seminary, the FBI
would uqe restraint and limit its coverage to informant reports.

Now this isn't 5 or 10 years ago. This is last fall. And this is a
conference of people who have the point of view that I share, that the
sooner we have unconditional amnesty, the better for the soul of
the country.

Now what reason is it for a vacuum cleaner anproach on a thing
like that? Don't these instances illustrate how broad informant intel-
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ligence really is, that w'ould cause these groups.in that setting having
contact with other groups, all and everybody is drawn into the vacuum
and many names go into the Bureau files.

Is this what we want? .
Mr. ADAms. I'll let Mr. Wannall address himself to this. He is

particularly knowledgeable as to this operation.
Mr. WANNALL. Senator Hart, that was-a case that was opened on

November 14 and closed November 20, and the information which
caused us to be interested in it 'were really two particular items. One
was that a member of the steering committee, there was a three-mait
steering committee, and one of those members of the national confer-
ence was, in fact, 'a national officer of the VVAW in whom we had
suggested before-we did have a legitimate investigativ~e interest.

Senator HART of Michigan. Well, I would. almost say, so what, at
that point. .

Mr. WANNALL. The second report we had was that the VVAW
would actively participate in an attempt to pack the conference to-
take it over. And the third report we had-

Senator HART of Michigan. And incidentally, all of the information
that your Bfiffalo informant had given you. with respect to the goals
and aims of the VVAW, gave you ai list of goals which were com-
pletely within constitutionally protected objectives. There wasn't a
single item out of that VVAW that jeopardizes the security of this
country at all. .

Mr. WANNALL. Well, of'course, we did not rely entirely on the Buf-
falo informant, but even there we did receive from that informant
iiformation which I considered to be significant.

The Buffalo chapter of the VVAW was the regional office covering
New York and northern New Jersey. It was one of the five most active
VVAW chapters in the country and at a national conference, or at the
regional conference, this informant reported information back to us
that an attendee at the conference announced that he had run guns into
Cuba prior to the Castro takeover. He himself said that he, during the
Chban crisis, had been under 24-hour surveillance. There was also
discussion at the conference of subjugating the.VVAW to the Revo-
lutionary Union.' There -were some individuals in 'the chapter or the
regional conference who were not in agreement with us, but Mr.Adams
has addressed himself to the interest of the Revolutionary Union.

So all of the information that we had on the VVAW-did not come
from that source but even that particular source did give us informa-
tion which we considered to be of some significance in our appraisal
of the need for continuing the investigation of that particular chap-
ter of the VVAW.

Senator HART of Michigan. But does it give you the right or does it
create the need to go to a conference, even if it is a conference that
might be taken over by the VVAW, when.the subject matter is how
and by what means shall we seek to achieve unconditional amnesty?
What threat?

Mr. WANNALL. Our interestrof course, was the VVAW influence on a
particular meeting, if you ever ha-ppened to be holding a meeting, or
whatever subject it was.

Senator HART Of Michigan. What if it was a meeting to seek to make
more effective the food stamp system in this country?



Mr. WANNALL. Well, of course there had been some organizations.
Senator HART of Michigan. Would the same logic follow?
Mr. WANNALL. I think that if we found that if the Communist

Party, U.S.A., was going to take over the meeting 'and use it as a front
for its own purposes, there would be a logic in doing that. You have
a whole scope here and it's a matter of where you do and where you
don't, and hopefully, 'as we've said before, we will have some guid-
ance, not only from this committee, but from the guidelines that are
being developed. But within the rationale of what we're doing today,
I was explaining to you our interest not in going to this thing and not
gathering everything there was about it.

In fact, only one individual attended and reported to us, and that
was the person who had-who was not developed for this reason, an
informant who had been reporting on other matters for some period
of time.

And as soon as we got 'the report of the outcome of the meeting and
the fact that in the period of some 6 days, we discontinued any fur-
ther interest.

Senator HART of Michigan. Well, my time has expired but even this
brief exchange, I think, indicates that if we really want to control the
dangers to our society of using informants to gather domestic political
intelligence, we have to restrict sharply domestic intelligence investi-
gations. And that gets us into what I would like to raise with you when
my turn comes around again, and that's the use of warrants, obliging
the Bureau to obtain a warrant before a full-fledged informant can
be directed by the Bureau against a group or individuals.

I know you have objections to that and I would like to review that
with you.

Senator MONDALE. Pursue that question.
Senator HART of Michigan. I am talking now about an obligation to

obtain a warrant before you turn loose a full-fledged informant. I'm
not talking about tipsters that run into you or you run into, or who
walk in as information sources. The Bureau has raised some objections
in this memorandum to the committee, exhibit 33.' The Bureau argues
that such a warrant requirement might be unconstitutional because it
would violate the first amendment rights of FBI informants to commu-
nicate with their Government.

Now that's a concern for first amendment rights that ought to
hearten all the civil libertarians.

But why would that vary, why would a warrant requirement raise
a serious constitutional question?

Mr. ADAMS. Well, for one thing it's the practicability of it or the
impracticability of getting a warrant which ordinarily involves prob-
able cause to show that a crime has been or is about to be committed.

In the intelligence field, we are not dealing necessarily with an
imminent criminal action. We're dealing with activities such as with
the Socialist Workers Party, which we have discussed before, where
they say publicly we're not to engage in any violent activity today,
but we guarantee you we still subscribe to the tenets of Communism
and that when the time is ripe, we're going to rise up and help over-
throw the United States.

1 See p. 444.
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.Well, now, you can't show probable cause if they're about to do it
because they're telling you they're not going to do it and you know
they're not going to do it at this particular momeht.

It's just the-mixture somewhat of trying to mix a criminal pro-
cedure with an intelligence-gathering function, and we can't find any
practical way of doing it. We have a particular organization. We may
have an informant that not only belongs to the Communist Party, but
belongs to several other organlizations and as pari of his function he
may be sent out by the Communist Party to try. to infiltrate one of these
clean organizations.

We don't have probable cause for him to target against that orga-
nization, but yet we should be able to receive information fr-om him
that he, as a Communist Party member, even though in an informant
status, is going to that organization and don't worry about it. We're
makingeno-headway on it. It's just not feasible from our standpoint-
an impassibility to obtain warrants to use informants. The Supreme
Court has held that informants per 8e do not.'violate the first, fourth,
or fifth amendments. They have recognized the necessity that the
Government has to have individuals who will assist them in carrying
out their governmental duties.

Senator HART Of Michigan. I'm not sure I've heard anything .yet
,in response. to the constitutional question, the very practical question
that you addressed.

Quickly, you are right that the Court has said .that the use, of the
informant per se is not a violation of constitutional rights of the
subject under investigation. But Congress can prescribe some safe-
guards, some rules and. some standards, just as we have with respect
to your use of electronic surveillance, and could do it with respect
to informants.

That's quite different from saying that the warrant procedure itself
would be unconstitutional.

.But with respect to the fact that you couldn't show probable cause,
and therefore, you couldn't get a warrant, therefore you oppose the
proposal to require you to get a warrant. It' seems to beg the question.

Assuming. you say that; since we use informants and investigate
groups which may only engage in lawful activities but which might
also engage.in activities that can result in violence or illegal acts, you
can't use the warrant. But Congress could say that the use of inform-
ants is subject to such. abuse and poses such a threat to legitimate
activity, including the willingness of people to assemble and discuss the
antiballistic missile system, that we don't want you to use them unless
you, have indication of criminal activity or unless you present.your
request. to a magistrate in the same fashion as you are required to do
with.respect to, in most cases, wiretaps.

This is an option available to Congress.
Senator TOWER. Senator Schweiker.
Senator SCHWEnKPR. Thank yourvery much.
Mr. Wannall, what's the -difference: between a potential security

informant and a security informant?
Mr. WANNALL: I mentioned earlier, Senator Schweiker, that in de-

veloping an informant we do a. preliminary check on him, before
talking with him and then.we do a further in-depth background check.



A potential security informant is someone who is under consider-

ation before he is approved by headquarters for use as an informant.

He is someone who is under current consideration. On some occasions

that person will have been developel to a point where he is in fact

furnishing information and we are engaged in checking upon his

reliability.
In some instances he may be paid for information furnished, but it

has not gotten to the point yet where we have satisfied ourselves that

he meets all of our criteria. When he does, the field must submit its

recommendations to headquarters, and headquarters will pass upon
whether that individual is an approved FBI informant.

Senator SCHWEIKER. So it's really the first step of being an in-

formant, I guess.
Mr. WANNALL. It is a preliminary step, one of the preliminary

steps.
Senator SCHWEIKER. In the testimony by Rowe that we just heard,

what was the rationale again for not intervening when violence was
known?

I know we asked you several times but I'm still having trouble un-
derstanding what the rationale, Mr. Wannall, was in not intervening
in the Rowe situation when violence was known?

Mr. WANNALL. Senator Schweiker, Mr. Adams did address himself
to that. If you have no objection, I'll ask him to answer that.

Senator ScHwEIKER. All right.
Mr. ADAMS. The problem we had at the time, and it's the problem

today, is that we are an investigative agency. We do not have police
powers like the U.S. marshals do. Since about 1795, I guess, or some
period like that, marshals have had the authority that almost borders
on what a sheriff has. We are the investigative agency of the Depart-
ment of Justice and during these times the Department of Justice had
us maintain the role of an investigative agency. We were to report on
activities and we furnished the information to the local police, who
had an obligation to act. We furnished it to the Department of
Justice.

In those areas where the local police did not act, it resulted finally
in the Attorney General sending 500 U.S. marshals down to guarantee
the safety of people who were trying to march in protest of their civil
rights.

This was an extraordinary measure because it came at a time of civil
rights versus Federal rights, and yet there was a breakdown in law
enforcement in certain areas of the country.

This doesn't mean to indict all law enforcement agencies in itself
at the time either because many of them did act upon the information
that was furnished to them. But we have no authority to make an ar-
rest on the spot because we would not have had evidence that there was
a conspiracy available. We can do absolutely nothing in that regard.

In Little Rock, the decision was made, for instance, that if any
arrests need to be made, the Army should make them and next to the
Army, the U.S. marshals should make them, not the FBI, even though
we developed the violations. And over the years, as you know, at the
time there were many questions raised. Why doesn't the FBI stop
this? Why don't you do something about it?
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Well, we- took the other routi.and effectively destroyed .the Klan
as far as committing acts of violence, and of course we exceeded statu-
tory guidelines in that area.

Senator ScHWEIKER. What would be wrong, just following up your
point there Mr. Adams, with setting up. w program since it's obwious.
to me that a lot of informers are going to have foreknowledge of vio-
lence of using U.S. marshals on some kind of a long-range basis to
prevent violence?

Mr. ADAMS. We do. We have them in Boston in connection with the
busing incident. We are investigating the violations under the Civil
Right Act. But the marshals are in Boston, they are in Louisville, I
believe at.the same time, and 'this is the approach, that the Federal
Government finally recognized was the solution to the problem where
you had to have added Federal import.

Senator SCHWEIKER. But instead, of. waiting until the state of affairs
reaches the point it has in Boston, which is obviously a pretty advanced
confrontation, shouldn't we have a- coordinated program so that when
you go up the ladder of command in the FBI, that on an immediate
and fairly contemporary basis, that kind- of -help can be sought in-
stantly instead-of waiting until it gets to a Boston state? I realize it's
a departure from the past: I'm not saying it isn't. But it seems.to me
we need a better, remedy than we have. - .

Mr. ADAMS. Well, fortunately, we're at a time where conditions have
subsided in the country,, even from the sixties and. the seventies and
periods-or fifties and sixties. We report to the Department of Justice
on potential troublespots around the country as we learn of. them so
that the Department will be aware of them. The planning for Boston,
for instance took place a year in advance with State officials, city. offi-
cials, the Department of Justice, and the FBI sitting down together
saying, "how are we going to protect the situation in Boston?"

I think we've learned a lot from the days back, in the early sixties.
But the Government had no mechanics which protected people at that
time. .

Senator SCilWEIKER. I'd like to go, if I may, to the Robert Hardy
case. I know he is not a witness but he was -a witness before the House
Select Committee. But since this.affects my State, I'd like to ask Mr.
Wannall. Mr. Hardy, of course, was the FBI informer who ultimately
led, planned, and organized a raid on the Camden draft board. And
according to Mr. Hardy's testimony before our committee,, he said
that in advance of the raid someone in the Departmeit-had even ac-
knowledged the fact that they had all the information they needed to
clamp down on the conspiracy and could arrest people at that point in
time,- and yet no arrests were made. Why, Mr. Wannall, was this true?

Mr. WANNALL. Well, I. can answer that based only on the material
that I have reviewed, Senator Schweiker: It was not a case handled in
my division but I think I can answer your question.

There was, in fact, a representative of the Department of Justice
on the spot counseling and advising continuously as that case prog-
ressed as to what point the arrest should be made and we:were being
guided by those to our mentors, the ones who are responsible for mak-
ing decisions of that sort.

So I think that Mr. Hardy's statement to the effect that there was
someone in the Department there is perfectly true.



Senator SoiHwEIKE. That responsibility rests with who under your
procedures?

Mr. WANNALL. We investigate decisions on making arrests, when
they should be made, and decisions with regard to prosecutions are
made either by the U.S. attorneys or by Federals in the Department.

Mr. ADAMS. At this time that particular case did have a depart-
mental attorney on the scene because there are questions of conspiracy.
Conspiracy is a tough violation to prove and sometimes a question
of whether you have the added value of catching someone in the
commission of the crime as further proof, rather than relying on one
informant and some circumstantial evidence to prove the violation.

Senator SCHWEIKER. Well, in this case, though, they even had a dry
run. They could have arrested them on the dry run. That's getting
pretty close to conspiracy, it seems to me. They had a dry run and they
could have arrested them on the dry run.

I'd like to know why they didn't arrest them on the dry run. Who
was this Department of Justice official who made that decision?

Mr. ADAMS. Guy Goodwin was the department official.
Senator SCHWEIKER. Next I'd like to ask, back in 1965, during the

height of the effort to destroy the Klan, as you put it a few moments
ago, I believe the FBI has released figures that we had something
like 2,000 informers of some kind or another infiltrating the Klan out
of roughly 10,000 estimated membership. I believe these are either
FBI figures or estimates. That would mean that one out of every
five members of the Klan at that point was an informant paid by the
Government. And I believe the figure goes on to indicate that 70 per-
cent of the new members of the Klan that year were FBI informants.

Isn't this an awfully overwhelming quantity of people to put in an
effort such as that? I'm not criticizing that you shouldn't have in-
formants in the Klan to know about the potential for violence, but it
seems to me that this is the tail wagging the dog.

For example, today we supposedly have only 1,594 total informants
for both domestic informants and potential informants, and that here
we had 2,000 just in the Klan alone.

Mr. ADAMS. Well, this number 2,000 did include all racial matters,
informants at that particular time, and I think the figures we tried
to reconstruct as to the actual number of Klan informants in relation
to Klan members was around 6 percent, I think, after we had read some
of the testimony.

Now the problem we had on the Klan is the Klan had a group called
the Action Group. This was the group, if you remember from Mr.
Rowe's testimony, that he was left out of at the meeting. He attended
the open meetings and heard all of the hurrahs and this type of thing,
but he never knew what was going on because each one had an action
group that went out and considered themselves in the missionary
field.

Theirs was the violence.
In order to penetrate those, you have to direct as many informants

as you possibly can against it. Bear in mind that I think the news-
papers, the President, and Congress, and everyone was concerned about
the murder of the civil rights workers, the Lemuel Penn case, the
Viola Liuzzo case, the bombings of the church in Birmingham. We
were faced with one tremendous problem at that time.



Senator SCHWEIKER. I acknowledge that.
Mr. ADAMS. Our only approach was through informants., Through

the use of informants we solved these cases, the ones that were solved.
Some of the bombing cases we have never solved. They are extremely
difficult.

These informants, as we told the Attorney General, and as we told
the President that we had moved informants like Mr. Rowe up to the
top leadership. He was the bodyguard to the head man. He was in a
position where he could forewarn us of violence, could help us on
cases that had transpired, and yet we knew and conceived that this
could continue forever unless we could create enough disruption that
these mdinbers will realize that if- they go out and murder three civil
rights' workers, even though the sheriff and other law enforcement
officers are in on it, if that were the case and with some of them it was
the case, that they would be caught. And that's what we did and that's
why violence stopped,' because the Klan was insecure and just like
you say, 20 percent, they thought: 50 percent of their members ulti-
mately were Klan informants and they didn't dare engage in these
acts of violence because they knew they couldn't control the conspiracy
any longer.

Senator SCHwEIKER. My- time is expired. I just have one quick
question. Is it correct.that in 1971 you were using around 6,500 in-
formers for black ghetto situatibns?

Mr. ADAMS. I'm not. sure if that's the year. We did have one year
where we had a number like that which probably had been around
6,000, and that was the time when the cities were being burned, Detroit;
Washington, areas like this. We were given" a mandate to know what
the situation was, where was violence going to break out, what fiext?
They weren't informants like an individual penetrating an organiza-

.tion. They were listening posts in the community that would help tell
us that We have a group here that's getting ready to start another'fire-
fight or something.

Senator TOWER. At this point, there are three more Senators remain-
ing for questioning. If we can try to get everything in in the first
round, we will not have "a secohd round and I- think we can fimsh
around 1' 'clock, and we can go on and terminate the proceedings.

However, if anyone feels -that they have another question that.they
want to return to, we come back hereby 2 o'clock.

Senator Mondale?
Senator MONDALE. Mr. Adams, it seems to me that the record is now

fairly clear that when the FBI operates in the field of crime investiga-
tion and prosecution, it may be the best professional organization of
its kind in the world. But when the FBI acts in the field of 'political
ideas, it has bungled its job, it has interfered with the civil liberties,
and' finally, in the last month or two, through its public disclosures,
heaped shame upon itself and really led toward an undermining of the
crucial public confidence in an essential law enforcement agency of
this country.

In a real sense, history .has repeated itself because it was precisely
that problem that led to.the creation of the FBI in 1924.

In World War I, the Bureau of Investigation strayed, from its law
enforcement functions and became an arbiter and protector of political
ideas. And through the interference of civil liberties and Palmer raids



and the rest, the public became so offended that later through Mr.
Justice Stone and Mr. Hoover, the FBI was created. And the first
statement by Mr. Stone was that never again will this Justice Depart-
ment get involved in political ideas.

And yet here we are again, looking at a record where with Martin
Luther King, with antiwar resisters-we even had testimony this
morning of meetings with the Council of Churches. Secretly we are
investigating this vague, ill-defined, impossible to define area of in-
vestigating dangerous ideas.

It seems to be the basis of the strategy that people can't protect
themselves, that you somehow need to use the tools of law enforcement
to protect people from subversive or dangerous ideas, which I find
strange and quite profoundly at odds with the philosophy of Ameri-
can government.

I started in politics years ago and the first thing we had to do was
to get the Communists out of our party and out of the union. We did
a very fine job. I'm beginning to wonder, but as far as I know, we had
no help from the FBI or the CIA. We just ran them out of the meet-
ings on the grounds that they weren't Democrats and they weren't
good union leaders, and we didn't want anything to do with them.
Yet, we see time and time again that we're going to protect the blacks
from Martin Luther King because he's dangerous, that we're going to
protect veterans from whatever it is, and we're going to protect the
Council of Churches from the veterans, and so on, and it just gets so
gummy and confused and ill-defined and dangerous. Don't you agree
with me that we have to control this, to restrain it, so that precisely
what is expected of the FBI is known by you, by the public, and that
you can justify your actions when we ask you?

Mr. ADAMS. I agree with that, Senator, and I would like to point
out that when the Attorney General made his statement Mr. Hoover
subscribed to it, we followed that policy for about 10 years until the
President of the United States said that we should investigate the
Nazi Party.

I for one feel that we should have investigated the Nazi Party. I
feel that our investigation of the Nazi Party resulted in the fact that
in World War II, as contrasted with World War I, there wasn't one
single incident of foreign directed sabotage which took place in the
United States.

Senator MONDALE. And under the criminal law you could have in-
vestigated these issues of sabotage. Isn't sabotage a crime?

Mr. ADAMS. Sabotage is a crime.
Senator MONDALE. Could you have investigated that?
Mr. ADAMS. After it happened.
Senator MONDALE. You see, every time we get involved in political

ideas, you defend yourself on the basis of crimes that could have been
committed. It's very interesting.

In my opinion, you have to stand here if you're going to continue
what you're now doing and as I understand it, you still insist that you
did the right thing with the Vietnam Veterans Against the War, and
investigating the Council of Churches, and this can still go on. This
can still go on under your interpretation of your present powers, what
you try to justify on the grounds of your law enforcement activities
in terms of criminal matters.
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Mr. ADAMs. The law does not say we have to wait unitil we have been
murdered before we can-

Senator MONDALE. Absolutely, but that's the field of law again.
You're trying to defend apples with oranges. That's the law. You can
do that.

Mr. ADAMS. That's right, but how do you find out which of the 20,000
Bund members might have been a saboteur. You don't have probable
cause to investigate anyone, but you can direct an intelligence opera-
tion against the German-American Bund, the same thing we did after
Congress said-

-Senator MONDALE. Couldn't you get a warrant for that? Why did
you object to going to court for authority for that?

Mr. ADAMS. Because we don't have probable cause to go against an
individual and the law doesn't provide for probable cause to investi-
gate an organization.

There were activities which did take place, like one time'they were
going to outlaw the Communist Party-,

Senator MONDATA. What I don't understand is why it wouldn't be
better for the FBI for us to define authority which you could use in
the kind of Bund situation where under court authority you can in-
vestigate where there is probable cause or reasonable cause to suspect
sabotage and the rest.

Wouldn't that make a lot more sense:than just makiig these deci-
sions on your own?

Mr. ADAMS. We have expressed complete concurrence in that. We
feel that we're going to get beat to death in the next 100 years, you're
damned if you do, and damned if. you don't when we don't have a'
delineation of our responsibility in this area. But I won't agree with
you, Senator, that we have bungled the intelligence. operations in the
United States. I agree with you that we have made some mistakes. Mf.
Kelley has set a pattern of being as forthright as any Director of the
FBI in acknowledging mistakes that had been made, but I think that
as you said, and I believe Senator Tower said, and Senator Church,
that we have to watch these hearings because of the necessity that we
must concentrate on 'these areas of abuse. We must not lose sight of
the overall good of the'law enforcement and intelligence commuftity,
and'I still feel that this is the freest couintry in the world. I'vetraveled
much, as I'm sure you-have, and I know we have made some mistakes,
but I feel that the people in the United States are less chilled by the
mistakes we have made than they are by the fact that there are 20,000
murders a year in the United States and -they can't walk out of their
houses at night and feel safe.

Senator MONDALE. That's correct, and ist't that an argument then,
Mr. Adams, for strengthening our powers to go after those Who com-
mit crimes, rather than strengthening or continuing a policy which
we now see undermines the public confidence -you need to do your job.

Mr. ADAMS. Absolutely. The mistakes we have made are what have
brought on this embarrassment to us.

I'm not blaming the committee. Fm saying we made some mistakes
and in doing so have hurt the FBI. But at the same time I don't feel
that a balanced picture comes out, as you have said yourselves, because
of the necessity of zeroing in on abuses.



I think that we have done one tremendous job. I think the accom-
plishments in 'the Klan was the finest hour of the FBI and yet, I'm
sure in dealing with the Klan that we made some mistakes. But I
just don't agree we bungled.

Senator MONDALE. I don't want to argue over terms, but I think I
sense an agreement that the FBI has gotten into trouble over its
involvement in political ideas, and that that's where we need to have
new legal standards.

Mr. ADAMS. Yes, I agree with that.
Senator TOWER. Senator Huddleston.
Senator HUDDLESTON. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. Adams, with these two instances we have studied at some length

there seems to have been an inclination on the part of the Bureau to es-
tablish a notion about an individual or a group which seems to be very
hard to ever change or dislodge. In the case of Dr. King, where the sup-
position was that he was being influenced by Communist individuals,
extensive investigation and surveillance was undertaken, and reports
came back indicating that this in fact was not true, and directions con-
tinued to go out to intensify the investigation. There never seemed to
be a willingness on the part of the Bureau to accept its own facts.

Ms. Cook testified this morning that something similar to that
happened with the Vietnam Veterans Against the War, that every
piece of information that she supplied to the Bureau seemed to indi-
cate that the Bureau was not correct in its assumption that this organi-
zation planned to commit violence, or that it was being manipulated,
and yet you seemed to insist that this investigation go on, and this
information was used against the individuals.

Now, are there instances where the Bureau has admitted that its
first assumptions were wrong and they have changed their course?

Mr. ADAMS. We have admitted that. We have also shown from one
of the cases that Senator Hart brought up, that after 5 days we closed
the case. We were told something by an individual that there was a
concern of an adverse influence in it, and we looked into it. On the
Martin Luther King situation there was no testimony to the effect that
we just dragged on and on, or admitted that we dragged on and on and
on, ad infinitum. The wiretaps on Martin Luther King were all ap-
proved by the Attorney General. Microphones on Martin Luther
King were approved by another Attorney General. This wasn't only
the FBI, and the reason they were approved was that there was a
basis to continue the investigation up to a point.

What I testified to was that we were improper in discrediting Dr.
King, but it's just like-

Senator HUDDLESTON. The committee has before it memorandums
written by high officials of the Bureau indicating that the information
they were receiving from the field, from these surveillance methods,
did not confirm their supposition.

Mr. ADAMS. That memorandum was not on Dr. King. That was on
another individual who I think somehow got mixed up in the discus-
sion, one where the issue was do we make people prove they aren't
a Communist before we will agree not to investigate them.

But the young lady appearing this morning making the comment
that She never knew of anything wrong, told us that she considers
herself a true member of the VVAW-WSO inasmuch as she feels in



general agreement with the principles of it, and agreed to cooperate
with the FBI in providing information regarding the organization to
aid in preventing violent individuals from associating themselves with
the .VVAW-WSO. She is most concerned about efforts by the Revolu-
tionary .Union to take over the VVAW-WSO, and she is working
actively to prevent this.

I think that we have a basis for investigating the VVAW-WSO in
certain areas today. In other areas we have stopped the investigation.
They don't agree with these principles laid down by the -

Senator HUDDLESTON. That report was the basis of your continuing
to pay informants and continuing to utilize that information against
members who certainly had not been involved in violence, and appar-.
ently to get them fired from their job or whatever?

Mr. ADAMS. It all gets back -to the fact that even in the criminal law
field, you have to detect crime, and you have to prevent crime, and
you can't wait until something happeis. The Attorney General has
clearly spoken in that area, and even our statutory jurisdiction pro-
vides that we don't have to wait.

Senator HUDDLESTON. Well, of course we've had considerable evi-
dence this morning where no attempt was made to prevent crime, when
you had information that it was going to occur. But I'm sure there
are instances where you have.

Mr. ADAMs. We disseminated every single item which he reported
to us.

Senator HUDDLESTON. To a police department which you knew was
an accomplice to the crime.

Mr. ADAMS. Not necessarily.
Senator HUDDLESTON. Your-informant had told you that, hadn't he?
Mr. ADAMS. Well, the informant is. on one level. We have other in-

formants, and we have other information.
Senator HUDDLESTON. Yes, but you were aware that he had worked

with certain members of the Birmingham police in order to
Mr. ADAMS. Yes. He furnished many other instances also.
Senator HUDDLESTON. So you weren't really doing a whole lot to

prevent that incident by telling the people who were already part of
it.

Mr. ADAMS. We were doing everything we could lawfully do at the
time, and finally the situation was corrected, so that the Department,
agreeing that we had no further jurisdiction, could send the U.S.
marshal down to perform certain law enforcement functions.

Senator HUDDLESTON. Now, the coinimittee has received documents
which indicated that ii one situation the FBI assisted an informant
who had been established in:a white hate group, to establish a rival.
white hate group, and that the Bureau paid his expenses insetting up
this rival organization.

Now, does this not put the Bureau in a position of being responsible
for what actions the rival white hate group might havi undertaken?

Mr. ADAMS. I'd like to see if one of theother gentlemen knows that
specific case, because I don't-think we set up a specific group.

This is-Joe Deegan.
Mr.. DEEGAN. Senator, it's my understanding that the inforniant

we're talking about decided to break off from the group he was with.
He was with the major Klan group-of the United Klans of America,



and he decided to break off. This was in compliance with our regula-
tions. We did not pay him to set up the organization, he did it on his
own. We paid him for the information he furnished us concerning
the operation. We did not sponsor the organization.

Senator HUDDLESTON. Concerning the new organization that he set
up, he continued to advise you of the activities of that organization ?

Mr. DEEGAN. He continued to advise us of that organization and
other organizations. He would advise us of Klan activities.

Senator HUDDLESTON. The new organization that he formed, did
it operate in a very similar manner to the previous one?

Mr. DEEGAN. No, it did not, and it did not last that long.
Senator HUDDLESTON. There's also evidence of an FBI informant in

the Black Panther Party who had a position of responsibility within
the party who with the knowledge of his FBI contact, was supplying
members with weapons and instructing them in how to use those
weapons. Presumably this was in the knowledge of the Bureau, and he
later became-came in contact with the group that was contracting for
murder, and he participated in this group with the knowledge of the
FBI agent, and this group did in fact stalk a victim who was later
killed with the weapon supplied by this individual, presumably all
with the knowledge of the FBI. How does this square with your en-
forcement and crime prevention responsibilities?

Mr. DEEGAN. Senator, I'm not familiar with that particular case.
It does not square with our policy in all respects, and I would have
to look at that particular case you're talking about to give you an
answer.

Senator HUDDLESTON. I don't have the documentation on that par-
ticular case, but it brings up the point as to what kind of control you
exercised over this kind of informant, in this kind of an organiza-
tion, and to what extent an effort is made to prevent these informants
from engaging in the kind of thing that you are supposedly trying to
prevent.

Mr. ADAMS. A good example of this was Mr. Rowe, who became
active in an action group, and we told him to get out or we would no
longer use him as an informant, in spite of the information he had
furnished in the past. We have had cases, Senator, where we have
had-

Senator HUDDLESTON. But you also told him to participate in vio-
lent activities.

Mr. ADAMS. We did not tell him to participate in violent activities.
Senator HUDDLESTON. That's what he said.
Mr. ADAMS. I know that's what he said. But that's what lawsuits

are all about, is that there are two sides to the issue, and our agents
handling this have advised us, and I believe have advised your staff,
that ait no time did they advise him to engage in violence.

Senator HUDDLESTON. Just to do what was necessary to get the in-
formation, I believe maybe might have 'been his instructions.

Mr. ADAMS. I don't think they made any such statement to him
along that line, and we have informants, we have informants who have
gotten involved in the violation of the law, and we have immediately
converted their status from an informant to the subject, and have
prosecuted I would say, offhand, I can think of around 20 informants



that we have prosecuted .for violating the laws, once it came to our
attention, and even to show you our policy of disseminating-informa-
tion on violence in this case, during the review of the matter, the agents
told me that they found one case where their agent had been working24 hours a day, and he was a little late in disseminating the informa-
tion to the police department. No violence occurred, but it showed up
in a file review, and he was censured for his delay-in properly notifying
local authorities.

So we not only have a policy, I feel that we do follow reasonable
safeguards in order to carry it out, including periodic review of all
informant files.

Senator. HUDDLESTON. Well, Mr. Rowe's Statement is su'bstantiated
to some extent with an acknowledgment -by the agent in charge that
if you're going to be a Klansman and you happen to be with someone
and they decide to do something, that he couldn't be an angel. These
were the words of the agent--be a good informant. He wouldA't take
the lead, but the implication .is that he would have to go along and
would have to 'be involved if he was going to maintain his credibility.

Mr. ADAMs. There's no.question but that an informant at times will
have to be present during demonstrations, riots, fistfights that.take
place, but I believe his statement was to the effect that-and I was-
sitting inthe back of the room and I don't recall it exactly, but some
of them were beat with chains, and I didn't hear whether he said he
beat someone with a chain or not, but I rather doubt that he did be-
cause it's one thing to be -present, and it's another thing taking an
active part in criminal actions.

Senator HUDDLESTON. He was close enough to get his throat cut. How
does the gathering of information-

Senator TowER. Senator Mathias is here, and I think that we prob-
ably should recess a few minutes. .

Could we have Senator Mathias' questions and then should reconvene
this afternoon?

Senator HUDDLESTON. I'm finished. I just had one more- question.
Senator TOWER. Go ahead.
Senator HUDDLESTON. I wanted to ask how the selection of informa-

tion about an individual's personal life, social, sex life, and becoming
involved in that sex life or social life, is a requirement for law enforce-
ment or crime prevention.

-Mr. ADAMS. Our agent handlers have advised us on Mr. Rowe, that
they gave him, no such. instruction, they had no such knowledge con-
cerning it, and I can't see where it would be of any value whatsoever.

Senator HUDDLESTON. You aren't aware of any- case where these
instructions were given to an agent or an informant?

Mr. ADis.'To get involved in sexual activity? No, sir.
Senator HUDDLESTON. Thank yoi, Mr. Chairman.
Senator TOWER. Senator Mathias.-
Senator MATHIAs. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
I would like-to come back very briefly to the fourth amendment con-

siderations in connection with the use of informants and in posing
these questions we're-not ' thinking of the one-time volunteer who
walks in to an FBI office and says I have a story I want-to tell you
and that's the only time that you may see him. I'm thinking of the
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kind of situations in which there is a more extended relationship which
could be of varying degrees. It might be in one case that the same
individual will have some usefulness in a number of situations. But
when the FBI orders a regular agent to engage in a search, the first
test is a judicial warrant, and what I would like to explore with you
is the difference between a one time search which requires a warrant,
and which you get when you make that search, and a continuous search
which uses an informant, or the case of a continuous search which
uses a regular undercover agent, someone who is totally under your
control, and is in a slightly different category than an informant.

Mr. ADAMS. Well, here we get into the fact that the Supreme Court
has held that the use of informants does not invade any of these
constitutionally protected areas, and if a person wants to tell an
informant something, that isn't protected by the Supreme Court.

An actual search for legal evidence, that is a protected item, but
information and the use of informants have been consistently held
as not posing any constitutional problems.

Senator MATHIAS. I would agree, if you're talking about the fellow
who walks in off the street, as I said earlier, but is it true that under
existing procedures informants are given background checks?

Mr. ADAMS. Yes, sir.
Senator MATHIAs. And they are subject to a testing period.
Mr. ADAMS. That's right, to verify and make sure they are providing

us with reliable information.
Senator MATHIAS. And during the period that the relationship con-

tinues, they are rather closely controlled by the handling agents.
Mr. ADAMS. That's true.
Senator MATHIAS. So in effect they can come in a very practical

way agents themselves to the FBI.
Mr. ADAMS. They can do nothing-
Senator MATHIAS. Certainly agents in the common law use of the

word.
Mr. ADAMS. That's right, they can do nothing, and we instruct our

agents that an informant can do nothing that the agent himself can-
not do, and if the agent can work him,'elf into an organization in an
undercover capacity, he can sit there and glean all the information
that he wants, and that is not in the Constitution as a protected area.
But we do have this problem.

Senator MATHIAS. But if a regular agent who is a member of the
FBI attempted to enter these premises, he would require a warrant?

Mr. ADAMS. No, sir-it depends on the purpose for which he is
entering. If a regular agent by concealing his identity was admitted
as a member of the Communist Party, he can attend Community Party
meetings, and he can enter the premises, he can enter the building, and
there's no constitutionally invaded area there.

Senator MATHIAS. And so you feel that anyone who has a less formal
relationship with the Bureau than a regular agent, who can undertake
a continuous surveillance operation as an undercover agent or as an
informant-

Mr. ADAMS. As long as he commits no illegal acts.
Senator MATHIAS. Let me ask you why You feel that it is impractical

to require a warrant since, as I understand it, headquarters must ap-
prove the use of an informant. Is that degree of formal action
required?
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Mr. ADAMS. The main difficulty is the particularity which has-to be
shown in obtaining a search warrant. You have to go after particular
evidence. You have to specify what you're going after, and an inform-
ant operates in an area that you just cannot specify. He doesn't know
what's going to be discussed at that meeting. It may be a plot to blow
up the Capitol again or it may be a plot to blow up the State. Depart-
ment building.

Senator MATHIAS. If it were a criminal investigation, you would have
little difficulty with probable cause, wouldn't you?

Mr. ADAMS. We would have difficulty in obtaining probable cause
for a warrant to use someone as an informant in that area because
the same difficulty of particularity exists. We can't specify.

Senator MATHIAS. I understand the problem because it's very sim-
ilar to one that we discussed earlier in connection with wiretaps on a
national security problem.

Mr. ADAMS. That's it, and-there we face the problem of -where the
Soviet, an individual identified as a Soviet spy in a friendly country
and they tell us he's been a Soviet spy there and now he's coming to the
United States, and if we can't show under a probable cause warrant,
if we couldn't show that he was actually engaging in espionage in the
United States, we couldn't get a wiretap under the probable cause
requirements which have been discussed. If the good fairy didn't
drop the evidence in our hands that this individual is here conducting
espionage, we agaim would fall short of this, and that's why we're
still groping with it. .

Senator MATHIAS. When -you say fall short, you really, you would
be falling short of the requirements of the fourth amendment.

.Mr. ADAMS. That's right, except for the fact that the President,
under his constitutional powers, to protect this Nation and make sure
that it survives first, first of all national survival, and. these are the
areas that not only the Presideit but the Attorney General are con
cerned in and we're all hoping that somehow we can reach a legis-
lative middle ground in here.

Senator MATrIAS. Which we discussed in the other national security
area as to curtailing a warrant to that particular need.

Mr. ADAMS. And if you could get away from probable cause and get
some degree of reasonable cause and get some method of sealing in-
definitely your interest, say, in an ongoing espionage case and can work
out those difficulties, we may get there yet.

Senator MATHIAS. And you don't despair of finding that middle
ground?

Mr. ADAMS. I don't because I think that today there's more of an
open mind between Congress and the executive branch and the FBI
and everyone concerning the need to get these areas resolved.

Senator MATHIAS. And you believe that the Department, if we could
come together, would support, would agree to that kind of a warrant
requirement if we could agree on the language?

Mr. ADAMS. If we can work out the problems-the Attorney Gen-
eral is personally interested in that also.

Senator MATHIAS. Do you think that this agreement might extend to
some of those 6ther areas that we talked about?

Mr. ADAMS. I think that that would be a much greater difficulty in
an area of domestic intelligence informant who reports on many dif-



ferent operations and different types of activities that might come up
rather than say in a Soviet espionage or a foreign espionage case
where you do have a little more degree of specificity to deal with.

Senator MATHIAS. I suggest that we arrange to get together and try
out some drafts with each other, but in the meantime, of course, there's
another alternative and that would be the use of the wiretap procedure
by which the Attorney General must approve a wiretap before it is
placed, and the same general process could be used for informants,
since you come to headquarters any way.

Mr. ADAMS. That could be an alternative. I think it would be a very
burdensome alternative and I think at some point after we attack the
major abuses-or what are considered major abuses of Congress-
and get over this hurdle, I think we're still going to have to recognize
that heads of agencies have to accept the responsibility for managing
that agency and we can't just keep pushing every operational problem
up to the top because there just aren't enough hours in the day.

Senator MATHIAs. But the reason that parallel suggests itself is, of
course, the fact that the wiretap deals generally with one level of in-
formation in one sense of gathering information. You hear what you
hear from the tap.

Mr. ADAMS. But you're dealing in a much smaller number also.
Senator MATHIAS. Smaller number, but that's all the more reason.

When an informant goes in, he has all of his senses. He's gathering
all of the information a human being can acquire from a situation and
has access to more information than the average wiretap.

And it would seem to me that for that reason a parallel process
might be useful and in order.

Mr. ADAMS. Mr. Mintz pointed out one other main distinction to
me which I had overlooked from our prior discussions, which is the
fact that with an informant he is more in the position of being a con-
sential monitor in that one of the two parties to the conversation
agrees, such as like consential monitoring of telephones and micro-
phones and anything else versus the wiretap itself where the individual
whose telephone is being tapped is not aware and neither of the two
parties talking had agreed that their conversation could be monitored.

Senator MATHIAS. I find that one difficult to accept. If I'm the third
party overhearing a conversation that is taking place in a room where
I am, and my true character isn't perceived by the two people who
are talking, in effect they haven't consented to my overhearing their
conversation. They may consent if they believe that I am their friend
or a partisan of theirs. But if they knew in fact that I was an in-
formant for someone else, they would not consent.

Mr. ADAMS. Well, that's what I believe Senator Hart raised earlier,
that the courts thus far have made this distinction with no difficulty,
but that doesn't mean that there may not be some legislative com-
promise which might be addressed.

Senator MATHIAS. Well, I particularly appreciate your attitude in
being willing to work on these problems because I think that's the
most important thing that can evolve from, these hearings, so that we
can actually look at the fourth amendment as the standard that we
have to achieve. But the way we get there is obviously going to be a
lot easier if we can work toward them together.



I just have one final question, Mr. Chairman, and that deals with
whether or not we should impose a standard of probable cause that
a crime has been committed as a. means of controlling the use of in-
formants and the kind of information that they collect.

Do you feel that this would be too restrictive?
Mr. ADAMS. Yes, sir, I do.
When I look at informants and I see that each year informants

locate 5,000 fugitives, they locate subjects in 2,000 more cases, they
recover $86 million in stolen property and contraband, and that's
irrespective of what we give the local law enforcement and other
Federal agencies, which is almost a comparable figure, we have almost
reached a point in the criminal law where we don't have much left.
And in the intelligence field, when we carve all of the problems away;
we still have to make sure that we have the means to gather informa-
tion which will permit us to be aware of the identity of individuals
and organizations that are acting to overthrow the Government of
the.United States. And I think we still have some areas to look hard
at as we have discussed, but I think informants are here to stay. They
are absolutely essential to law enforcement. Everyone uses informants.
The press has informants, -Congress has informants, you have indi-
viduals in your community that you rely on, not for ulterior purposes,
but to let you know what's the feel of the people-am Iserving them
properly, am I carrying out this?

It's here to stay. It's been here throughout history and there will
always be informants. And the thing we want to avoid is abuses like
provocateurs, criminal activities, and to insure that we have safeguards
that will prevent that. But we do need informants.
* Senator TowER. Senator Hart, do you have any further questions?

Senator HAler of Michigan. The groups that we.have discussed this
morning, into which the Bureau has put informants are, in popular
language, liberal groups. To give balance to the record, I 'would ask
unanimous consent that there be printed in the record the summary
of the opening of the headquarters file by the Bureau on Dr. Carl
McIntyre when he announced that he was organiziig a group to
counter the American Civil Liberties Union and other "liberal and
communist groups." This is not only a-.preoccupation with the Left.

Senator TOWER. Without objection, so ordered.
[The material referred to follows:]
STAFF SUMMARY OF FBI ACrloNs WITH. REGARD TO DR. CAL McINTYRE'S

AMERICAN CHRISTIAN ACTION COUNCIL (1971)
The FBI relied on a confidential source and an informant for. informationabout the formation of this group by Dr. McIntyre to act as a counter groupto the American Civil Liberties Union and other "liberal and communist groups"and to the Clergy and Laymen Concerned About Vietnam. The initial reportfrom a confidential source mentioned plans to picket NBC-TV studios in Phila-delphia, Baltimore, and Washington, D.O. and named all the members of theBoard of Directors. But the report makes no mention of potential for violence.Subsequent relorts from an informant described the group's plans to oppose thePresident's trip to China and to support prayer in the public schools. The in-formant also reported on the group's convention held jointly with Dr. Mc-Intyre's missionary group and on plans for the groups future organization andactivities.
The FBI apparently had this confidential source and this informantwatch andreport on the group under a "civil disturbance" theory. It must have been
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assumed, although there was no indication of potential violence, that the group
might provoke an "incident." On that theory the FBI Manual today would per-
mit the same use of informants and sources to watch and report on the plans,
leadership, and organization of a similar group.

Senator TowER. Any more questions?
Then the committee will have an executive session this afternoon in

room 3110 in the Dirksen Building at 3 p.m., and I hope everyone
will be in attendance.

Tomorrow morning we will hear from Courtney Evans, and Cartha
DeLoach. Tomorrow afternoon, former Attorneys General Ramsey
Clark and Edward Katzenbach.

The committee, the hearings are recessed until 10 a.m. tomorrow.
[Whereupon, at 1:10 p.m., the hearing in the above-mentioned

matter was concluded, to reconvene on Wednesday, December 3, 1975,
at 10 a.m.]
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U.S. SENATE,
SELECT COMMITTEE To STuy GOVERNMENTAL OPERATIONS,

WITH RESPECT TO .INTELLIGENCE Ac'TIEs
Washington, D.C.

The committee met, pursuant to notice, at 10:22 a.m., in room 318,Russell Senate Office Building, Senator John Tower (presiding).Present: Senators Tower, Hart of Michigan, Mondale, Morgan,
Hart of Colorado, and Schweiker.

Also present:.Frederick A. 0. Schwarz, Jr., chief courisel; 'Curtis R.Smothers, counsel to the minority; and John Elliff, professional staffmember.
Senator TOWER. The committee will come to order.
I should first like to apologize to the witnesses for the late start: The

Senate is in the process of a record vote and other members of the com-
mittee will assemble as they have completed voting on the Senatefloor.hehaecmltdvtnonteSae

Our hearings today provide the committee with its most important
opportunity thus far to examine the question of authorization of do-
mestic intelligence activity. Yesterday, and in earlier sessions, welooked at the methods and techniques employed by the Federal Bureau
of Investigation in conducting investigations, particularly in gather-
ing general intelligence information. The testimony has revealed many
instances in which the FBI has applied legitimate investigative and,
intelligence techniques broadly. The situations in which their use was
overly broad in its scope are wholly inappropriate under the American
view of civil liberties.

We have been told of distressing and dangerous abuses of freedom
of speech, freedom of assembly, the right of privac and other con-
stitutional guarantees so essential to our way of life and system of
government. The FBI is regarded by many as the very best investiga-
tive organization-in the world. Its law enforcement techniques and
standards are cited as the fairest and most efficient anywhere. That
reputation was earned over the years by the hard work and dedica-
tion of thousands of loyal employees and agents, and their sincere ef-
forts do make these current revelations of abuses and overzealous pro-
grams especially painful.

The FBI, of course, does not exist in a vacuum. Its operations fall
within the purview of the Department of Justice, and the President
does, often, direct the Bureau to investigate certain matters: One of
the most disturbing aspects to surface during our investigation is the
use of FBI resources by various Presidents for their own political
purposes. The committee counsel touched on the history of politicaf
use and abuse by Presidents.
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Today we seek additional testimony on this point, and on the ques-
tion of whether Justice Department officials were aware of, and exer-
cised proper supervision over, the Bureau's activities. We are also
concerned about the Department's role in authorizing, encouraging,
or condoning these improper FBI activities, and the degree to which
Attorneys General may have discouraged, prevented, or prohibited
such activities. The witnesses today will address these issues.

There is one important point that I would like to make and that I
would like to stress, and I ask members of the committee as well as the
staff and the witnesses to give this point special attention as we pro-
ceed this morning. Investigations which are designed to determine
whether governmental agencies are infringing on the rights of citi-
zens run the risk themselves of injuring private citizens' rights, unless
great care is taken. Disclosure of the contents of raw FBI files, Bureau
characterizations, or other derogatory information obtained in the
course of this investigation should be avoided at all costs by the com-
mittee, the staff, and the witnesses. For that reason I want to instruct
the staff to refrain from mentioning the names of private citizens
unless permission has been given in advance by that person, or unless
the information is already in the public domain.

The documents the committee is releasing have already been care-
fully excised, and I hope the committee members in their questions
will exercise the same care. And I may say too, that this injunction
applies to the witnesses.

First, we will have a presentation of background on this matter by
Mr. John Elliff of the staff of the select committee.

Mr. Elliff.

STATEMENT OF JOHN ELLIFF, PROFESSIONAL STAFF MEMBER,
SENATE SELECT COMMITTEE TO STUDY GOVERNMENTAL OPERA-
TIONS WITH RESPECT TO INTELLIGENCE ACTIVITIES

Mr. ELLIFF. Thank you, Senator Tower.
The political abuse of the FBI and by the FBI did not begin in the

1960's. Although this committee has concentrated its investigations on
the events of the 1960's and 1970's, the story cannot be fully under-
stood by looking at just the last 15 years. Therefore, the first objective
of this report is to lay out some of the historical context for more re-
cent political abuses of the FBI.

The second objective is to describe some of the results of our in-
vestigation which show the various types of political abuse to which
the FBI is susceptible. Some have been in response to the desires of
the Bureau's superiors. Others have been generated by the Bureau
itself. And there is the added possibility, suggested by some of the
documents we have seen and some of the witnesses we have inter-
viewed, that certain political abuses resulted from the inexorable
dynamics of the FBIs intelligence-gathering system itself. In other
words, that the FBI intelligence system developed to a point where no
one inside or outside the Bureau was willing, or able, to tell the differ-
ence between legitimate national security and law enforcement in-
formation, and purely political intelligence.



Whether any particular abuse resulted from outside demands, from
the Bureau's own desires, or from the nature of the intelligence processis a question for the committee to answer when all the evidence is in.The historical background of political abuse of the FBI involvesat least three dimensions. The first is the Bureau's subservience to thePresidency, its willingness to carry out White House requests without
question. When L. Patrick Gray, as Acting FBI Director, destroyeddocuments and gave FBI reports to Presidential aides, whom the FBIshould have been investigating after the Watergate break-in, he justcarried to the extreme an established practice of service to the WhiteHouse. The other side of this practice was the Bureau's volunteeringpolitical intelligence to its superiors, in response to no specific request.
The third historical dimension was the FBI's concerted effort to pro-mote its public image- and discredit its critics.

Early examples of the Bureau's willingness to do the Presidents'
bidding occur under Franklin D. Roosevelt. Materials here are foundin exhibit 34.1 In 1940, the Bureau complied with a request to run name
checks, open files, and make reports on hundreds of persons who sent
telegrams to the President that were-to quote the letter from the Presi-dent's secretary to J. Edgar lHoover-"all more or less in opposition tonational defense," or that expressed approval of Col. Charles Lind-
bergh's criticism of the President. - .Another example, from the Truman period, came to light in recent
years when Maj. Gen. Harry Vaughn, President Truman's military
aide, disclosed that President Roosevelt had ordered wiretaps on the
home telephones of his closest aides. Shortly after 'Mr. Truman had
taken office, someone had presented General Vaughn with transcripts
of the wiretaps. He took them to President Truman who said, accord-
ing to General Vaughn, "I don't have time for that foolishness." This
story is generally confirmed by the committee staff's examination of
J. Edgar Hoover's "Official and Confidential" files, where an index
to the logs of these wiretaps on President Roosevelt's aides was located.

Historical illustrations of the FBI's practice of volunteering politi-
cal intelligence to its superiors appear in virtually every adminis-
tration. President Roosevelt's Attorney General, Francis Biddle, re-
called in his autobiography how. J. Edgar Hoover shared with him
some of the "intimate details" of what his. fellow Cabinet members
did and said, "their likes and, dislikes, their weaknesses and their asso-
ciations." Attorney General Biddle confessed that he enjoyed hearing
these derogatory and sometimes "embarrassing" stories and that Direc-
tor Hoover "knew how to flatter his superior."

President Truman and his aides received regular letters from
Hoover, labeled "Personal and Confidential" and containing tidbits
of political intelligence.. Copies of many of these letters which the com-
mittee obtained from the Tiruman Library, are contained in exhibit 35.2
These letters sometimes reported on possible- Communist influence be-
hind various lobbying efforts, such as activities in support of civil
rights legislation. They. reported allegations that a Communist sym-
pathizer had helped write a Senator's speech. Some of the letters were
undoubtedly of political value to the President. For example, one
related the activities of a former Roosevelt- aide who was trying to

'See p. 452. '
2 See p. 455 through 469.



influence the Truman administration's appointments. Another advised
that the FBI had learned from a confidential source that a "scandal"
was brewing and that it would be "very embarrassing to the Democ-
ratic administration." A third contained the report of a "very con-
fidential source" on a meeting of newspaper representatives in Chi-
cago to plan publication of a series of stories exposing organized
crime and corrupt politicians, stories which were going to be criti-
cal of the Attorney General and the President. The Truman White
House also received a copy of an FBI memorandum reporting the con-
tents of an in-house communication from Newsweek magazine re-
porters to their editors about a story they had obtained from the
State Department.

An example from the Eisenhower administration shows how White
House requests and FBI initiative were sometimes mixed together.
President Eisenhower asked Director Hoover to brief the Cabinet on
racial tensions in early 1956. What the Cabinet received was a report)
not only on incidents of violence, but also on the activities of Southern
Governors and Congressmen who were members of groups opposed to
integration, the NAACP's plans to push for civil rights legislation,
and the role of Communists in civil rights lobbying efforts. No one
appears to have questioned the propriety of the FBI reporting such
political intelligence, or Director Hoover's competence to do so.

The third source of abuse throughout the Bureau's history was its
concern for its image and hostility to its critics. An example from the
Truman years shows how the Bureau checked and reported on its
critics. In 1949, the National Lawyers Guild planned to issue a report
denouncing FBI surveillance activities which had been revealed in a
court case. The FBI provided the Attorney General with advance in-
formation from its sources about the Lawyers Guild plans, as well as
a full report on everything concerning that group in Bureau files. At-
torney General Howard McGrath passed the reports on to the Presi-
dent, and J. Edgar Hoover advised the White House directly of last-
minute changes in the Guild's plans. The FBI's inside information
allowed the Attorney General to prepare a rebuttal well in advance of
the expected criticism.

A second example of the Bureau's reporting occurred during the
Eisenhower administration, in 1960. The Tennessee Advisory Com-
iittee to the U.S. Civil Rights Commission had announced it would
investigate charges by the Knoxville Area Human Relations Council
that Federal agencies, including the FBI, were practicing racial dis-
crimination. The Bureau conducted name checks on all 11 members of
the Council's board of directors and forwarded the results to Attorney
General William Rogers, Deputy Attorney General Lawrence Walsh,
and Special Assistant to the Attorney General Harold R. Tyler, Jr.
Derogatory information developed on four of these individuals in-
cluded allegations of subversive connections from as far back as the
late 1930's and early 1940's, an allegation that one board member had
"corrupt political associates" in 1946, and the characterization of an-
other as having "unorthodox attitudes" and sending flowers and
"mash" notes to a woman in his church. The FBI's report also made,
the flat statement, "As you know, this Bureau does not practice racial
segregation or discrimination." The committee will recall that it has



previously received information as to the number of black FBI agents
in the early 1960's. Thus, the Bureau's early history shows the develop-
ment of its political services for higher authorities and its concern for
its own political position.

The staff's investigation of alleged abuses in the 1960's and 1970's
discloses.a wide variety of questionable name checks, sormetimes for
Presidents and sometimes in the Bureau's own interest. An examination
of these name check reports shows the peculiarly damaging nature
of this practice. No. new investigation was done to verify allegations
stored away for years in FBI files. Anything anyone ever told the FBI
about theindividual was pulled. together, in6luding charges that the
Bureau may have never substantiated. FBI file.s inevitably include
misinformation because people bear grudgesor make mistakes. Some-
times the Bureau verifies the charge; but frequently there is no reason
to do so, and it is just recorded in the files. Such charges can be re-
trieved by a name check and reported without further substantia-
tion.

A request by the Nixon White House for a name check on CBSnews correspondent Daniel Schorr, which the FBI turned into a full
field investigation, has been extensively examined elsewhere. The staff
has determined that President Johnson asked for similar name check
reports on at least seven other journalists, including NBC commentator
David Brinkley; Associated Press reporter Peter Arnett, who at about
that time won a Pulitzer Prize for his reporting on Vietnam; and
columnist Joseph Kraft.

Another political abuse of FBI name checks occurred in the clos-
ing days of the 1964 Presidential election campaign, when Johnson
aide Bill Moyers asked the Bureau to report on all persons employed
in Senator Goldwafer's office. Moyers has publicly recounted his role
in the incident, and his account is confirmedby FBI documents. The
committee may be interested in questioning Mr. DeLoach later today
about this incident.

Some of President Johnson's requests parallel those of President
Roosevelt 25 years earlier. In 1965, for example, the FBI complied
with White House requests for name checks. on dozens of persons who
signed telegrams critical of U.S. Vietnam policy. The names of other
Presidential critics were also sent to the-Bureau to be checked and
reported on, as were namestof critics of the Warren Commission. The
FBI has also volunteered reports on Presidential critics. Once again,
Mr. DeLoach might be questioned on the practice of volunteering such
information to the White House.

The White House requests for name checks are episodic in com-
parison to name checks- conducted as a matter of systematic Bureau
policy for the use of FBI Director Hoover. The Crime Records Divi-
sion, which was headed for a long period of time by Mr. DeLoach,
prepared name check memorandums for Director Hoover regularly
on Congressmen, other public officials, and prominent persons of inter-
est to the Director. Many of these special memorandums were filed by
the Crime Records Division. Others found their way into Director
Hoover's "Official and Confidential" files. The committee staff has
located in these. "0 and C" files such special memorandums on the
author of a book critical of the FBI, and on all members of the Senate



subcommittee, chaired by Senator Long, which threatened to investi-
gate the FBI in the mid-1960's. Some of these name check reports
and special memorandums contained derogatory information and, in
the case of the author, information about his income tax returns and
personal information about his wife. The reports on members of the
Long subcommittee were compiled in a briefing book, with tabs on
each Senator.

These incidents demonstrate the inherent potential for abuse in the
Bureau's unregulated name check procedure. White House requests
bypassed the Attorney General, and the FBI Director's own requests
took place totally within the Bureau. The real meaning of the long-
standing fear that the FBI had so-called dossiers on Congressmen and
other prominent persons, was the FBI officials could have name
check reports prepared for their use on anyone about whom they
desired to know more.

The next category of abuse involves the Bureau's investigative
powers. A vivid example of this type of abuse occurred during the
Kennedy administration, when the FBI conducted late night and early
morning interviews of a steel company executive, and several report-
ers who had written stories about that steel executive. Former Assist-
ant FBI Director Courtney Evans, who will testify later this morn-
ing, may be questioned about this case.
* Another example arises out of the Bobby Baker case. In 1965, the
FBI declined a request of the Criminal Division, Justice Department
to wire a witness in the investigation of former Johnson Senate
aide Bobby Baker. Although the FBI refused on grounds that there
was not adequate security, the Criminal Division had the Bureau of
Narcotics in the Treasury Department wire the witness as a legiti-
mate alternative. These events were revealed in 1967 when the Baker
trial began. Presidential aide Marvin Watson informed the FBI that
President Johnson was quite "exercised" and, in 1965, the Bureau
was ordered to conduct a discrete rundown on the head of the Crim-
inal Division and four persons in Treasury and the Narcotics Bureau.
These rundowns were specifically to include any associations with
former Attorney General Robert Kennedy. Once again, Mr. DeLoach
may be questioned on these matters.

Another incident occurred in 1966 when Mr. Watson requested that
the FBI monitor the televised hearings of the Senate Foreign Rela-
tions Committee on Vietnam and prepare a memorandum comparing
the statements of Senators Fulbright and Morse with "the Communist
Party linc." Once again, the documents in the committee's possession
indicate Mr. DeLoach was involved in these activities.

At the direct request of President Johnson to FBI executive Cartha
DeLoach, the Bureau passed purely political intelligence about U.S.
Senators to the White House which was obtained as a byproduct of
otherwise legitimate national security electronic surveillance of for-
eign intelligence targets. This practice also continued under the Nixon
administration at the request of Mr. H. R. Haldeman. This mattter
cannot be explored further in public session and must be reviewed in
executive session because the details remain classified.

It is more difficult to automatically place the label "abuse" on
Presidential requests for electronic surveillance to investigate leaks of
classified information. In 1962, Attorney General Robert Kennedy



authorized wiretaps on New York Times reporter Hanson Baldwin
and his secretary. These wiretaps lasted for about 1 month. I would
ask the Senators to turn to exhibit 36.' In addition to the 1962 wiretap
on Hanson Baldwin, the committee has just received materials from
the FBI reflecting authorization by Attorney General Robert Ken-
nedy of a wiretap on a reporter for Newsweek magazine in 1961 as
part of the investigation of another leak of classified information.
Further materials provided only last night 'by the FBI and the.Justice
Department reflect authorization by Attorney General Nicholas Katz-
enbach of a wiretap on the editor of an anti-Communist newsletter
in .1965, again during the investigation of a leak of classified infor-
mation.

The committee has received materials from the FBI reflecting
authorization 'by Attorney General Robert F. Kennedy of wiretaps on
at least six American citizens, including three executive branch offi-
cials, -a congressional staff meiber, and two registered lobbying agents
for foreign interests. The materials also reflect that these wiretaps
related to an investigation of efforts by foreign interests to influence
U.S. economic policies. The FBI has asked me to stress that the wire-
tap on the congressional staff member was not placed on'a Capitol.Hill
office, but was rather placed on the residence, so that the FBI was not
wiretapping on Capitol Hill. -

The wiretaps under the Nixon administration of journalists and
current or former White House and other executive 6fficials have been
widely publicized. The staff's inquiry into this matter -has determined
that, according to available records, at least.one of these wiretaps had
nothing to do with leaks and was, conducted solely for personal
information about'thetarget. Nevertheless, the wiretapping Attorney.
General Kennedy authorized to investigate leaks and the taps of
President Roosevelt's aides were undoubtedly precedents J. Edgar
Hoover had in mind when he told President Nixon and Dr. Kissinger
in 1969 that wiretaps had been used-for these purposes in the past. .

Another abuse of FBI investigative powers under the Johnson
administration was the surveillance 'conducted at the 1964 Democratic
National Convention in Atlantic City. This will be explored later
with Mr. DeLoach. The most sensitive details of the plans and tactics
of persons,. supporting the Mississippi Freedom' Democratic Party
delegate challenge were reported to the White House from the FBI's
wiretap on-Dr. King, and other types of FBI surveillance. The re-
sponsible White House official at the time, Mr. Walter 'Jenkins, has
told the 'committee that he can recall no'political use made of these
reports. Nevertheless, an unsigned, document has been located at the
Johnson Library recording at least one political use of Mr.-DeLoach's
phone reports..

As Theodore H.. White's account of the 1964 campaign makes clear,
the most -important single issue that might have disturbed President
Johnson at the Atlantic City Convention was the Mississippi chal-
lenge. And the FBI's own inquiry into the Atlantic City events reports
several FBI agents' recollection that one purpose of the Bureau opera-
tion was to help avoid "embarrassment to'the President." The 'com-
mittee must weigh all the evidence in deciding whether this abuse of
the FBI resulted from a White House request, from FBI officials vol-

xSee p. 470.



unteering information to serve and please the President, or from a

legitimate civil disorders intelligence operation which got out of hand
because no one was willing to shut off the political intelligence by-
product.

It should also be noted that an aide to Vice President Hubert
Humphrey contacted the FBI to request assistance at the 1968 Chi-
cago convention. Nothing appears to have come of this, largely be-
cause Attorney General Ramsey Clark turned down FBI requests for
authorization to wiretap protest demonstration leaders at the Chicago
convention. An additional instruction recorded in Bureau files from
J. Edgar Hoover to the field office in Chicago prior to the Democratic
convention directed that none of its activities should involve politi-
cal intelligence.

I would like now to turn to the first addendum of the staff report, ex-
hibit 36. According to materials provided to the committee by the
FBI, President Johnson asked the Bureau to conduct physical sur-
veillance of Mrs. Anna Chennault, a prominent woman Republican
leader, on October 30, 1968, in the final days of the election cam-
paign. The FBI instituted this surveillance to cover her activities in
Washington, D.C and New York City. The results of this physical
surveillance were disseminated to J. Bromley Smith, Executive Secre-
tary of -the National Security Council, who had conveyed Johnson's
request to Cartha DeLoach of the FBI. On November 7, 1968, Smith
called DeLoach and stated that President Johnson wanted the FBI
to abandon its physical surveillance of Mrs. Cherinault. On Novem-
ber 13, 1968, at the instruction of President Johnson, the FBI checked
the toll call telephone records in Albuquerque, N. Mex., to determine if
Vice Presidential Candidate Spiro Agnew had called Mrs. Ohennault
or the South Vietnamese Embassy during his November 2, 1968, visit
to Albuquerque. No such records were located. President Johnson was
furnished this information on November 13, 1968. Agnew's arrival
and departure time to Albuquerque on November 2, 1968 were also
verified at the request of the White House. The FBI has reviewed its
files on this matter and has advised that the apparent reason the White
House was interested in the activities of Mrs. Chennault and Spiro
Agnew was to determine whether the South Vietnamese had secretly
been in touch with supporters of Presidential Candidate Nixon, pos-
sibly through Mrs. Chennault. President Johnson apparently was
suspicious that the South Vietnamese were trying to sabotage his
peace negotiations in the hope that Nixon would win the election and
then take a harder line toward North Vietnam. The FBI also states
that physical surveillance of Mrs. Chennault was consistent with
FBI responsibilities to determine if her activities were in violation
of certain provisions of the Foreign Agents Registration Act and of
the Neutrality Act.

The committee has also inspected copies of reports to the White
House of the physical surveillance of Mrs. Anna Chennault. These
include her leaving the Watergate apartments, leaving her residence,
proceeding- to New York, visiting the Embassy of Vietnam, travel-
ing again to the Embassy of Vietnam, and being transported by cab
from the vicinity of the Vietnamese Embassy to the Investment Build-
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lng on k Street in Northwest .Washington, D.C. Further details of
these events involving electronic surveillance remain classified "Top
secret."

Finally, there are two additional examples of political abuse of or
by the FBI in the seventies. In July 1971, 3 months after the supposed
end of FBI COINTELPRO operations, the FBI leaked to a newsman
derogatory public record information about Daniel Ellsberg's lawyer
[exhibit 37].1 Copies of the article were sent to the Attorney General,the Deputy Attorney General, and Presidential Aide H. R. Haldeman
with the specific ap)roval of Director Hoover, with no indication it
was generated by the FBI. Nevertheless, the committee should note
that Charles Colson, who pleaded guilty to a civil rights offense for
leaking information about Daniel Ellsberg's lawyer to' a journalist,
had said that he believed that the FBI was doing the same thing.

In May of -1970, the,FBI provided derogatory public record in-

formation .and, other allegations about the Reverend- Ralph David
Abernathy,. president of the Southern Christian Leadership Con-
ference, to Vice President Agnew at his request [exhibit 38] .2 This
occurred. following a telephone conversation between FBI Director
Hoover and Mr.; Agnew-during which, according to Bureau records,

the Vice President "said he thought he was going to have to start
destroying Abernathy's credibility."'; . .
.In summary, lpolitical abuse. of the FBI and by the FBI has ex-

tended orer the years through administrations of both parties.
Senator-TOWER. Thank you, Mr. Elliff.
Our witnesses this morning are Mr. Cartha DeLoach and Mr. Court-

ney Evans, former special agents of the FBI;
Mr..Evans and Mr. DeLoach, would you please seat yourselves at

the witness table.
Senator TOWER. Gentlemen, would you please rise and raise your

right hand?
Do.you solemnly swear that the testiriony you present before this

committee will be the triuth, the whole truth, and nothing but the truth,
so help you God?

Mr. EvANS. I do. .

Mr. DELOACH. I do.
Senator TOWER. Will your counsel please identify himself? .
Mr. McNELIS. Charles A. McNelis, Washington, D.C., attorney with

the firm of Welsh & Morgan.
Senator TOWER. And who are you counsel for?
Mr. McNELIS. Mr. DeLoach, Mr. Tower.

TESTIMONY OF COURTNEY EVANS AND CARTHA DeLOACH, FORMER
FBI OFFICIALS ACCOMPANIED BY CHARLES A. McNELIS, COUNSEL

Senator TOWER. Gentlemen, I understand you have no statements
to make. Proceeding with the questioning Will be the chief counsel
of the coinmittee, Mr. Schwarz.

* Mr. SCWARZ. Mr. Chairman. I am going to- attempt. and Mr.
Smothers is. going to attem)t, to get out of the' way certain facts re-

'See p. 486.
.See pp. 490 through 494.



lating to authorization, or lack of authorization, in the King matters.
So we'ie not going to pursue the political abuse and propaganda areas
which Mr. Elliff covered and to which these witnesses are here to
respond. I'm going to deal with Mr. Evans and Mr. Smothers is going
to deal with Mr. DeLoach.

Mr. Evans, beginning at the time of the commencement of the
Kennedy administration, what was your job at the FBI?

Mr. EVANS. I was Assistant Director in charge of the Special Investi-
gative Division.

Mr. SCHWARZ. Did you have an informal function as liaison to the
Justice Department?

Mr. EVANS. Yes. Since I had known the new Attorney General as
Chief Counsel for a Senate Select Committee, he called upon me from
time to time after he became Attorney General for certain information.
And the liaison relationship developed at this time.

Mr. SCHWARZ. Now before we get into specifics on the King matter,
I would like to have you state for the record your understanding of
the sorts of information you were authorized to provide to the At-
torney General or other persons in the Department of Justice.

Mr. EVANS. The procedure was very definite, in line with Mr.
Hoover's request, in that if a request was received from the Attorney
General, or if information was received from him, this was put in
memorandum form and presented to Mr. Hoover with some kind of
recommendation as to action that should be taken; other times, just for
his information. But action was taken only after that procedure was
followed.

Mr. SCHWARZ. So the substance of that answer is that you are not
authorized to provide information to an Attorney General without the
specific permission of Mr. Hoover?

Mr. EVANS. Yes, that is correct.
Mr. SCHWARZ. Now was it your general understanding that Mr.

Hoover believed that confidential matters, particularly relating to
investigative techniques, ought not generally to be disclosed outside
of the Federal Bureau of Investigation?

Mr. EVANS. I understood this policy to be very firm in that these
matters were confidential within the Bureau itself.

Mr. SCHWAnz. And that meant confidential even with respect to the
Department of Justice, which had nominal charge of the FBI.

Is that correct?
Mr. EVANS. That is correct insofar as my actions were concerned.
Mr. SCHWARz. All right. Now, again before turning to specifies on

the King matter, in the early sixties, the time when you served in the
liaison role, what was your understanding of whether or not authori-
zation was required from the Attorney General with respect first to
taps, and second to bugs?

Mr. EVANS. It was my understanding at the time that any tap re-
quired the written authorization of the Attorney General, but that
no such authorization was required for the use of microphone surveil-
lances.

Mr. SCHWARZ. And when you say microphone surveillance, that's
what the ordinary citizen calls a bug?

Mr. EVANS. Yes.



Mr. SCHWARZ. Now turning then to the 'taps on' Dr. King, without
getting to details on authorization, did Robert Kennedy ht some point"
authorize placing a tap upon the home phone of Dr. King, upon the
office of 'the SCLC in Atlanta, and upon* the office of the SCLC in
New York?

Mr. EVANS. I have no specific recollection. My memory has been re-
freshed by the record and I understand this is true. He did so approve
them. - 2 I

Mr: SCHWARZ.- And in referring to the record, do you mean the docu-
ments dated October 7, 1963, and October 21, 1963, which are in the
documents you have furnished previously?

Mr. EVANS. That is correct. -

Mr. SCHWARZ. Now I'm going to come back to the*details on those
documents in a moment, but befoi-e doing so I would ask you some
questions about July 1963, and whether or not Robert Kennedy sug-
gested in July'1963 that the Bureau put a tap on Martin LutheKing.

Mr. -EVANS;. These are events that occurred 12 years ago and my
recollection is necessarilr very dim with regard to them.

On the bagis of documents that have been shown to me, however,
my memory has been refreshed to some extent and it is iny recollection
that at that period of time in early 1963 there 'hd been a rather fre-
quent exchange of information between the Bureau and the Attorney
General. The -Bureau had frequently furnished information to the
Attorney General with regard to the background and activity of cer-
tain associates of Dr.- King,:and it is my recollection that the action
taken with regard to wiretap's resilted from this information. :

Mr. SCHWARZ.' All right. Now let's look at the documents that were
shown to you to refresh your fecollection, starting With the document
dated July 16,-1963. [See footnote, p. 21.]

This is a document from'you to Mr.. Belinorit 'rep6rting on a conver-
sation with Robert Kennedy.

Is that correct?
Mr. EVANS. That's correct.
Mr. SCHWARZ. Would you either read into the iecord or summarize

paragraphs 2 and 3?
Mr. EVANS [reading]. "The purpose of this contact with the Attor-.

ney General related to the possibility of effecting technical coverage on
both-

Mr. SCHWARZ. Let's use the name of Mr. Y.
Mr. EVANS [continuing]. On Mr. Y and Martin Luther King. And

on' that' occasion * * *." The memorandum reflects I told the At-
torney General that I wasn't acquainted with the activities of Mr. Y,
but that insofar as Dr. King was concerned, be traveled a great deal
and I doubted' for that reason whether surveillance of his home or
office would be very productive. The memorandum reflects that I
also raised the question as to the repercussions should it ever become
known that a surveillance had been put on Dr. King. It was the At-
torney General's view according to the memorandum that this did not
concern hirh.'

Mr. SCuHWARZ. You might read into the record precisely the language
of that third paragraph.
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Mr. EVANS [reading]. "The AG said this did not concern him at all;
that in view of the possible Communist influence in the racial situa-
tion, he thought it advisable to have as complete coverage as possible.
I told him, under the circumstances, that we would check into the mat-
ter to see if coverage was feasible, and if so, would submit an appro-
priate recommendation to him."

Mr. SCHWARZ. Now within a week of that document, turning to
a document dated June 25, 1963, in other words 9 days later, did
the Attorney General tell you he had concluded that there should
not be a wiretap placed upon Dr. King?

Mr. EVANS. That is correct.
And for the record, my memorandum was apparently misdated

June 25; it should have been July 25.
Mr. SCHWARZ. All right. What was the reason for your offering

testimony about the prior history of memos from the Bureau to the
Attorney General, which had been pressuring him to do something
about looking into allegations of Communist connections between
certain persons and Dr. King? Why did you offer that testimony?

Mr. EVANS. I offered that testimony because I had no specific recol-
lection of exactly what was said at the time with regard to the instal-
lations, and to try to put into perspective the conditions that existed
at the time.

Mr. SCHWARZ. So even though the first of those documents can
directly indicate that the Attorney General suggested the coverage
on Dr. King, are you stating that there is a background to that which
is inconsistent with the document? What are you stating, Mr. Evans?

Mr. EVANS. I am saying generally that there is a background that
throws some question as to the exact nature of the request and the
motivation for it, and to point out that the memorandum does not
purport to be a complete story of all of the facts.

Mr. SCHWARZ. All right. Now turning to the terms under which the
taps were actually put on in October, or authorized in October, would
you turn to the document dated October 10, 1963, and read into the
record the first sentence of the fourth paragraph, please.

Mr. EVANS [reading]. "After this discussion, the Attorney General
said he thought we should go ahead with the technical coverage on
King on a trial basis, and to continue it if productive results were
forthcoming."

Mr. SCHWARZ. Now turning to the document of October 21, 1963,
did the Attorney General in that document make more specific what
he meant by a trial basis?

Mr. EVANS. Yes. He pointed out that by trial basis he was referring
to 30 days.

Mr. ScHwAnz. Will you read into the record the fourth paragraph
of the document dated October 21, 1963 ?

Mr. EVANS [reading]:
The Attorney General advised that he was approving the October 18, 1963,

memorandum, but asked that this coverage and that on King's residence be
evaluated at the end of 30 days in light of the results secured so that the con-
tinuance of these surveillances could be determined at that time. This will be
done.

Mr. SCHWARZ. To your knowledge, was any evaluation of the taps
authorized in October furnished to Robert Kennedy within 30 days,
or at any time?



Mr. EVANS. I have no- personal knowledge in this regard, but I
would point out for the information of the committee that the assassina-
tion of -President Kennedy occurred within that 30-day period, and
that this had a great effect on what Robert Kennedy was doing.

Mr. SCHWARZ. Yes; but why didn't the Bureau furnish the evalua-
tion to the Attorney General within the 30-day period as he requested
in the document of October 21? Is that connected with the assassina-
tion.?
. Mr. EVANS. I don't know that. It was not a matter within my juris-

diction. I just don't know.
Mr. SCHWARZ. Turning to the bugs, with Robert Kennedy as At-

torney General, was- any authorization sought for the-bugs that were
placed on Dr. Martin Luther King from Robert Kennedy?

Mr. EVANS. Not to my knowledge.
Mr. SCHWARZ. And- to your knowledge, was Robert Kennedy told'

about the bugs that were placed upon Martin Luther King?
Mr. EVANS. Not to my knowledge.
Mr. SCHWARZ. Finally, would you turn to the document dated

.March 4th, 1964. [See fotnote p. 21.]
Mr. EVANS. Yes, this is the memorandum from Mr. Baumgardner to

Mr. Sullivan
Mr. SCHWARz. Yes. Are certain instructions directed to you in that

memorandum regarding Dr. King and the Attorney General?
Mr. EVANS. Yes.
Mr. ScHwARZ. And were you instructed to deliver something to the

Attorney General?
Mi. EvANS. Yes, I was.
Mr. SCHWARZ. And was that a memorandum containing informa-

tion derogatory to Dr. King?
Mr..EVANS. That is my understanding.
Mr. SCHWARz. And did you deliver that memorandum to Robert

Kennedy ?
Mr. EVANS. I'have no specific recollection that I did so. 1 noted on

the memorandum I took the action, I was 'instructed to. take and there-
fore on the basis of that handwritten notation, I assfime todihy that I
did follow those instructions.

'Mr. SCHWARZ. Well, let me, put in,the record -that the handwritten
notation.says, "done 3/10/64," and that's in your handwriting.

Mr. EVANS. It is.
Mr. SCHWARZ. Were you given a second instruction in the memoran-

dumh of March 4, 1964, the second-one in addition to the instruction
to deliver material to Robert Kennedy?

Mr. EVANS. Yes, I Was.
Mr.- SCHWARZ. Would you read into the record the second sentence

of the paragraph No. 2 at the bottom of page 2 of the March 4'memo.
Mr. EVANS.

It is also believed Mr. Evans should indicate to the Attorney General that if
King was to become 'aware of our coverage of him, it is highly probable .that
we will no longer be able to develop such information through the means
employed to date, that we, of course, are still.desirous of continuing to develop
such information.

Mr. SCHWARZ. Now did you carry out that belief as it is expressed in
the document, the belief that you should make such an indication to
the Attorney General?



Mr. EVANS. The answer to that question is identical to the answer
as to whether or not I delivered it; namely that I have no present
recollection that I did, but I interpret the notation in my handwriting,
"done" to mean I followed explicitly the instructions that were given
to me.

Mr. SCHWARZ. One final question, Mr. Chairman. Mr. Evans, would
you examine the document dated April 14, 1964, which I have pre-
viously shown to you, and turn to the fourth page of it. [See footnote
p. 21.] Senators, this is the document that led up to the Mr. X
exchange we had 2 weeks ago, the report from New York that Mr. X
was not proven to be a Communist to which the Director responds,
"well, Mr. X is not proven not to be a Communist, so continue to
investigate him."

On page 4, a reference is made to a man that we have agreed to call
Mr. A. Was Mr. A the principal alleged Communist connection with
Dr. King?

Mr. EVANs. That is my understanding.
Mr. SCHWARZ. I will now read into the record what is said about

Mr. A and the report from the New York field office to the Director.
[reading]

Mr. A is not now under CP discipline in the civil rights field. There has been
no indication, however, that Mr. A has not continued his ideological adherence
to communism.

Were you told, and to your knowledge was the Attorney General
told, at any time by the FBI that Mr. A, whose alleged connection
and control by the Communists had been the justification put forward
for the tap of Dr. King, was found by the New York office to "not
be now under a CP discipline in the civil rights field?"

Mr. EVANS. Not to my knowledge.
Mr. SCHWARZ. Nothing further, Mr. Chairman.
Senator ToWER. The next line of questioning will be directed to

Mr. DeLoach. The Chair recognizes the counsel to the minority, Mr.
Smothers.

Mr. SMOTHERS. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. DeLoach, I would like, before turning directly to the King

matters, to examine with you the role of the Crime Records Division,
and your role personally as head of the Crime Records Division.
Then, upon completion of the King matters, I would like to turn
briefly to your knowledge of the FBI's activities regarding the 1964
Atlantic City Democratic Convention. Beginning with the Crime Rec-
ords Division, Mr. DeLoach, when did you become head of the Crime
Records Division of the FBI?

Mr. DELOACH. I believe, Mr. Smothers, that was 1959, sir.
Mr. SMOTHIERS. And how long did you serve in that capacity?
Mr. DELOACH. Until December 1965, when I became Assistant to

the Director.
Mr. SMOTHERS. What was the function of the Crime Records Division

during your tenure?
Mr. DELOACH. Liaison with the Congress, Mr. Smothers, the han-

dling of the Top 10 Fugitive Program,. dealing with the communica-
tions media of the United States, preparation of memorandum for Mr.
Hoover and other Bureau officials, matters of that nature.



Mr. SMOTHERS. Would it be an incorrect' characterization to say
that the Crime Records Division handled much of the. Bureau's pub-
lic relations effort?

Mr. DELOACH. That was part of it, sir.
Mr SMOTHERS. With respect .to that public relations effort, -was

it a part of your job to insure that- stories or television programs
were, reviewed, and to make sure you were constantly in touch with
information regarding the Bureau that was reaching the public?

Mr. DELOACH. That is correct, Sir.
.Mr. SMOTHERS. Was part of your responsibility also related to the

use of liaison with the media, in connection with the Bureau's CO
INTELPRO activities?

Mr. DELOACH. I can't satisfactorily answer the question specifically,
Mr. Smothers. I do. recall after my mind being refreshed by a memo-
randum you have shown me that part of the COINTELPRO, or Coun-
terintelligence Program, the Domestic Intelligence Division did have
a-segment or phase of it called-the mass media program, and from time
to time .the Domestic Intelligence Division would prepare memo-
randa and send to Mr. Hoover for his approval and then over to me
information which was to be given to newspapers in connection with
that -program. .

Mr. SMOTHERS. Then would it be fair to say, Mr. DeLoach, that if
the Domestic Intelligence Division wished to have a story planted
against a COINTELPRO target, that it would have been your respon-
sibility and the responsibility of the Crime Records Division to facili-
tate this?

Mr. DELOACH. Only if it pertains to the communications media.
Mr. SMOTHERS. You're talking about press and television.
Mr. DELOACH. That would have been the only part of-it.
Mr. SMOTHERs. Did the Crime Records Division also have responsi-

bility for the name checks program.?
I Mr. DELOACH. No Sir, that .would have been in the- General -Inves-
tigative Division, I believe, Mr. Smothers. The Crime Records Diviision
did have responsibility for preparing summaries of information for
Mr. Hoover whenever he instructed that it be done, and also, for those
individuals that were requesting appointments with Mr. Hoover- from
time to time. But that was the only responsibility they had with respect
to name checks. Name checks per se were over in another division of
the FBI.

Mr. SMOTHERS. Did you have any contact, Mr. DeLoach, with the
White House in connection with requests for information on individ-
uals, members of the press, or public personalities?

Mr. DELOACH. After the assassination .of President John F. Ken-
nedy, Mr. Smothers, Mr. Johnson became President and. requested
Mr. Hoover, through. Mr. Hoover, that I assume the responsibility of
liaison with the White House in additiofi to my other duties. From
time to time we did receive extensive requests for name checks from
the Secret Service and from White House personnel concerning those
individuals that the President desired to appoint to jobs or commit-
tees or commissions, or those individuals who were being invited to go
to state functions at the White House and matters of that nature.

Mr. SMOTHERS. In this connection-



Mr. DELOACH. And incidentally, Mr. Smothers, that would not have
been handled by the Crime Records Division as such. It would have
been handled by the name check section, which would have been in an-
other division.

Mr. SMOTHERS. But to the best of your knowledge, there is some
blurring of the lines here, isn't there? Didn't you have frequent contact
with Mr. Jenkins, Mr. Moyers, Mr. Watson, at the White House in con-
nection with these kinds of requests?

Mr. DELOACH. I would say rather infrequent contact, Mr. Smothers.
I did have contact with them from time to time. They would call me
from time to time. It was rather infrequent. The greater majority of
that would be handled by straight requests from the Secret Service to
the name check section of the FBI.

Mr. SMOTHERS. If we were trying to establish the point of contact in
the Bureau for political matters, liaison information regarding polit-
ical groups, and information regarding individuals and their political
positions, where would the point of contact have been during your
tenure? Would it have been you, Mr. DeLoach?

Mr. DELOACH. Well, what you term "political information," Mr.
Smothers, was not exactly political information to us. I was an inves-
tigator, not a politician, and information was brought to my attention.
I didn't know whether it was political or not. We didn't know what
was in the minds of the White House personnel or the President of
the United States requesting such information. But with Mr. Hoover's
instructions we followed it.

Mr. SMOTHERS. After your review of some of the information this
committee has provided you, have you now concluded that some of those
requests were indeed political?

Mr. DELOACH. Well, again Mr. Smothers, I'm not a politician, and I
did not know what was on the minds of the White House personnel, or
the President, so I cannot answer your question.

Mr. SMOTHERS. Let's move on then to the King matter. We had pre-
viously called your attention to a memorandum originated by you dated
November 27, 1964. The memorandum reports on a meeting with Mr.
Roy Wilkins, the Executive Secretary of the National Association for
the Advancement of Colored People, and the subject matter of the
conversation was apparently Dr. King. Let me read from that memo-
randum for you just two brief excerpts, and then I will ask several
questions regarding the state of your knowledge of these matters.

Mr. DELOACH. Certainly, sir.
Mr. SMOTHERS. The first on page 2, and you are writing this:
.1 told him [Mr. Wilkins] that the Director, of course, did not have in mind

the destruction of the civil rights movement as a whole. I told him the Director
sympathized with the civil rights movement as exemplified by the Director's
provision of the FBI's many brilliant accomplishments in this field. I added,
however, that we deeply and bitterly resented the lies and falsehoods told by
King and that if King wanted war, we certainly would give it to him.

Later in the memorandum you report:
I want to reiterate once again less strongly that if King wanted war, we were

prepared to give it to him and let the chips fall where they may.
Wilkins stated that this would be most disastrous, particularly to the Negro

movement, and that he hoped this would never come about. I told him that the
monkey was on his back and that of the other Negro leaders. He stated he
realized this, we shook hands and he returned to New York.



Mr. DeLoach, what was the nature of this war or threatened war
between the Bureau and Dr. King as you understood it?

Mr. DELOACIL. I will be glad to relate that to the best of my recol-
lection, Mr. Smothers. As well as I can .-remember, Dr. King in
Albany, Ga., while there was considerable rape, strife, and violence
going on at that particular time, made the statement publicly that
Southern born, reared and educated FBI agents were not to be trusted,
were biased and could not properly conduct civil rights investigations.
Mr. Hoover, to the best of my knowledge, became very resentful of
this, as did personnel of the FBI, because they felt it was extremely
difficult under conditions at that particular time to conduct civil rights
investigations, very -difficult to get informition from all -parties, all
sources. You're damned if you do and damned if you don't in con-
ducting such investigations. However, Mr. Hoover also felt that this
cast a slur, it was an aspeision upon the integrity of FBI agents. So,
consequently, Mr. Hoover, later on-I'ni trying to recollect to the best
of rhy memory-had a pi'ess conference with about approximately 22
women, I think the National Capital Press Club at that time, and
made. the statement that he considered Dr. King to be a notorious
liar.

I was with Mr. Hbover at the time, as I believe was Inspector
Robert E. Wick. I passed Mr. Hoover a note indicating that in my
opinion he should either retract that statement or indicate that it was
off-the-record. He threw the note in the.trash. I sent him another note.
He threw that in the trash. I sent a third, note, and at that time he
told me to mind my own business. HoweVi, the'statement was made
at that time.

Following that statement, when it became public, the girls could
hardly wait to leave to get to.the telephone. Dr. King made the state-
ment publicly that Mr. Hoover, appariently bowing under the pressure
of his work, had become senile. This further angered Mr.. Hoover and
at that time we had a full-scale feud going on with many pawns in
between two men of great.stature: Dr. King on the one hand, who was
the symbol of leadership'of 12 millioi blacks in the United States; and
Mr. Hoover on the other hand, who, in .my opinion, had built the
greatest investigative agency in the world. I personally considered it-
while the facts were somewhat objective in saying that Dr. King was
wrong about Southeri born, reared, and educated agents, because I
have yet to have anyone show me-any investigative case in which the
FBI has shirked a civil rights investigation or. any other investiga-
tion whether they were Southern born, Eastein, or-what have you. But
I considered this to be unfortunate in the public relations image of the
FBI because you cannot win in such a feud.

I was responsible for recommending to. Mr. Hoover that lie -have
a meeting with Dr. King and that -we try" to settle the situatioi, and
Dr. King would. not return my telephone calls. I.did talk personally
with Mr. Andrew Young, who I believe is now a Coiigressman. We
agreed to a mutual informal meeting between Mr. Hoover and Dr.
King., There was a 'Meeting in Mr. Hoover's office which was attended
by Reverend Abernathy, Congressman Young, one other individual,
and Dr. King, Mr. Hoover, and myself. It was more of ai love feast;
it was not a confrontation. It was a very amicable meeting, a pleasant
meeting between two great symbols of leadership; Mr. Hoover, on



the one hand, telling Dr. King that, in view of your stature and
reputation and your leadership with the black community, you should
do everything possible to be careful of your associates and be careful
of your personal life, so that no question will be raised concerning
your character at any time. Dr. King on the other hand told Mr.
Hoover that he would attempt to cooperate with the FBI in civil
rights investigations in the future, and that there would be no difficulty
involved. Dr. King left Mr. Hoover's office after approximately 1 hour
and 17 minutes and issued a press release more or less concerning the
peaceful meeting between Dr. King and Mr. Hoover. That, in essence,
Mr. Smothers, was the situation. I would like to repeat, it was a love
feast more or less, rather than a bitter confrontation between these
individuals.

Mr. SMOTHERS. Is it your testimony and your belief then, Mr.
DeLoach, that this dispute between King and Hoover culminating
in the Bureau's determination to remove Dr. King as a leader in the
civil rights movement was the result of some unfortunate, and maybe
childish, reaction to who said what about whom? Is that all there
is to it?

Mr. DELOACH. Well, I think unfortunately, Mr. Smothers, there
was a very unfortunate feud that went on, and I hope as Assistant
Director, the head of the Crime Records Division in charge of the
Bureau's public image, that it had not occurred in the least, but it did
and it went on.

Mr. SMOTHERS. Was this feud, this alleged telling of lies, the basis
for the wiretaps on Dr. King?

Mr. DELOACH. I was not in the Domestic Intelligence Division
at the time, Mr. Smothers. I was not on the operational side of the
FBI. I was strictly in the administrative side,' the Crime Records
Division, and it would be difficult for me to answer that question. I
can only speculate, as Mr. Evans has previously testified, as shown
by the record, and as indicated by Mr. Schwarz, that the reason for
the electronic surveillance was brought about by a simple intelligence
operation rather than any feud or personal pettiness.

Mr. SMOTHERS. Do you have any knowledge of the involvement
of Mr. Walter Jenkins in the approval of these wiretaps, or did you
ever discuss them with him?

Mr. DELOACH. I don't recall discussing with Mr. Jenkins the
approval or disapproval of wiretaps, Mr. Smothers.

Mr. SMOTHERS. To the best of your knowledge, was he involved in
or knowledgeable of the taps?

Mr. DELOACH. Would you repeat the question?
Mr. SMOTHERS. To the best of your knowledge, was Mr. Jenkins

either involved in, or knowledgeable of, the taps against Dr. King and
the authorization of these taps?

Mr. DELOACH. Mr. Smothers. vou have refreshed my memory by
showing me memoranda several days ago showing that on one occa-
sion. Mr. Hoover instructed me to take written information, prepared
by the Domestic Intelligence Division, over to Mr. Jenkins for the
information of the President concerning the fruits of, I believe, one
or two of those surveillances.

Mr. SMoTHERS. Just passing briefly, then, to the 1964 Democratic
Convention, were you in charge of, or responsible for, coordination
of surveillance at that convention?
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Mr. DELOACH. Well, the word "surveillance". connotes a rather
unsavory term, Mr. Smothers. That's not a correct term. .

Mr. SMOTHERS. Investigation of individual groups participating
n the convention?

Mr. DELOACH. Well, to relate to you, as refreshed; again -by the
memoranda you- have shown me,. and my recollection of the situation
12 yea rs ago, over 12 years ago; Mr. Jenkins. called one day, called
me, and asked if the FBI would send a team of men:to Atlantic City
during the convention. I told him in my opinion that this was some-
thing that he 6r. the President should discuss.with Mr. Hoover. Mr.
Jenkins or. the President, to the best of my recollection, later called

-Mr. Hoover-and asked that-this-be-done. Mr. Hoover then-gave-me-
instructions to proceed to Atlantic City and to gather a team of men
to.. go there to assist in gathering intelligence concerning matters of
strife, violence, et cetera.

Mr. SMOTHERS. Did your investigation go beyond matters of strife
and violence? Did you in fact report on political matters as-a result
of your investigation of the 1964- convention?

Mr. DEL6AcH. Mr: Smothers, we passed on to -the Secret Service,
we passed on to Mr.;Jenkins.and Mr: Moyers. Those are the only:indi-
viduals I recall that we did pass information to, all information that
we received. Again, I- am not a politician. I was an investigator: If

Mr. SMOTHERS. I have nothing further at this time, Mr. Chairman.
Senator TOWER. I would-urge my colleagues to adhere to the 10-.

minute rule'because of the lateness of the h6ur. The questions -will
begin at the end of the table with Senator Hart of Colorado:

Senator HART of Colorado. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. .
Mr. DeLoach, I would like.to confirieihyquestions to-the period Mr.-

'Smothers touched on, August 22 through August 28, 1964, at Atlantic
City.. It is my understanding that the special squad, as you described,
was.established at the request of -Mr..Jenkins. Is that coirect?Mr. DELOACH. Either at Mr. Jenkins' request, or if, the. President
called Mr. Hoover later on, it would .have been the President's specific
request. But I told Mr. Jenkins that either he or thePresident should.-
call Mr. Hoover conceirnifng the matter.

Senator HART of Colorado. Was there any written request from the
White House about this operation?--.-

Mr. DELOACH. Senator, J. do not recall any written request.
Senator. HART of ,Colorado. What was the piirpose, as Mr. Jenkins

outlined it to you, of this operation?
. Mr. DELOACH. "He gave me no specifics, as I ecdl, Senator. He

just indicated. he wanted a team of men there because the President
might -have expected violence or strife, or something of that natue.-Senator -HAlT of -Colorado. That latter part is your speculation,.-
or what he said? - -

Mr. DELOACH, Senator, I do not recall. It has been 12'years ago,
but let me put it in this perspective. The President of- the United
States; following the assassination of President John F. Kennedy,.
became somewhat -obsessed with the fact that he himself 'might be
assassinated. As a matter of fact, strangely enough to the -FBI, the
President would call from time-to time, as would his assistants, and-indicate that an FBI agent should.-be on Air Force One- when Air
Force One would take off for foreign counltries or would take off for



distant cities in the United States. FBI agents, for the first time in
the history of the FBI-we have never served as bodyguards, we
were investigators, we determined facts, we do not offer bodyguard
assistance-found themselves on street corners with Secret Service
agents that the President's line of motorcade would come through on
that particular street. This became somewhat of a lengthy practice,
Senator. So it was very apparent to personnel of the FBI that the
President was obsessed with fear concerning possible assassination,
and he therefore was asking the FBI to supplement Secret Service.
Now, to further that, before leaving for Atlantic City, I called the
Director of the Secret Service, Mr. James Rowley, and told 'him of
the President's request, and told him that we would be there to assist
his men in reporting information to them concerning possible violence.

Senator HART of Colorado. Did you and Mr. Jenkins talk about
the flow of political information?

Mr. DELOACH. I have never talked with anyone -at the White House,
to the best of my knowledge, concerning the fact that the FBI should
furnish political information, Senator.

Senator HART Of Colorado. Did you discuss with Mr. Jenkins the
Mississippi Freedom Party delegation and the credentials dispute?

Mr. DELOACH. Senator, I've been shown no memorandums, and I
know nothing-I recall nothing which would point out that Mr.
Jenkins had mentioned this specific group to me prior to leaving for
Atlantic City. I do recall, and I have here certain memorandums,
which the committee has shown me, which showed that while at Atlan-
tic City, there were definite potential indications of strife and violence.
These were reported to Mr. Jenkins.

Senator HART Of Colorado. Well, we'll get to that in a minute.
To whom did you report while you were in Atlantic City?
Mr. DELOACH. Senator, the committee reported, at least the group

of men that I had, the special agents, reported matters to Mr. Jenkins
and Mr. Moyers, and they also reported to the Secret Service. They re-
ported some parts of it to the State police.

Senator HART Of Colorado. Well, I meant specifically in the White
House. Did you have a direct telephone line in your residence to the
White House, to Mr. Johnson's office?

Mr. DELOACH. I'd be glad to explain that, Senator. At one time, to
the best of my recollection, Mr. Johnson instructed that about 65 tele-
phones be placed around Washington to people he would try to contact
from time to time. I have seven children, Senator, and it was necessary
for me to put a rule in my own home that no child could talk on the
phone for over 3 minutes; but in most families that have children of
that nature, particularly teenagers, those rules are often broken. I had
a teenager who talked one night for 18 minutes to one of her friends.
The President was trying to get me to discuss a matter concerning an
applicant type investigation, concerning an appointment he wanted
to make. He became very irate. The next morning when my family and
I were trying to go to church, we were met in the driveway of my home
by two men from the White House. They told me they had instruc-
tions from the President to put a direct line in my home. I told them to
go ahead and put it in the den, and they said no, the President said
put it in your bedroom. [General laughter.]
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Senator HART of Colorado. Did you have any direct contact with
President Johnson while you were in Atlantic City?

Mr. DELoAcH. No, sir, not to the best of my knowledge, and I had
no direct line from Atlantic City to the White House.

Senator HART of Colorado. All right. On August 29, 1964, immedi:
ately after the close of the convention, yoii wrote a summary memoran-
dum for Mr. Mohr [exhibit 39 1]. The lead.paragraph goes as follows:
"In connection with the assignment of the special squad to Atlantic
City, N.J.," it gives the dates, "at the direction of the President, I wish
to report the. successful completion of this assignment. By means of
informant coverage, by use of various confidential techniques, by in-
filtrationof key groups-through use of undercoveragents, and through
utilization of agents using appropriate cover as reporters, we were able
to keep the White House fully apprised of all major* developments
during the ponvention's course.".Abouit those techniques, did you use
wiretaps? . . ' : . - .

Mr. DELOACH. Senator, to the best of my recollection, there was one
electronic surveillance, an ongoing surveillance which would have been
in -Atlantic City or any other city where Dr. King might have been,-
if domestic intelligence had recommended it and Mr. Hoover had ap-
proved it. There was an electronic surveillance at that time on Dr.
King, and now that you've refreshed my .memory from showing me
memorandums of 12 years ago, there was an additional electronic sur--veillance on the Student Nonviolent Coordinating Committee I believe,
sir. Let me make it very clear, Senator, that I did not place either one
of those electronic surveillances, but I was aware that they were thef .

Senator HART of Colorado. Who placed them ?,.
Mr. DELOACH. That would have been the Domestic 'Intelligence

Division, the Newark office, following the instructions of the Domestic
Intelligence Division.

Senator HART of Colorado. So there was more thar one ongoing
operation. That is to say, you had the special squad and you were
usng other resources of the Department as well.

Mr. DELOACH. Both were ongoing surveillances, electronic -surveil-
lances, as far as I can recall, Senator.

Senator HART..of Colorado. Not' by this special, squad, but were
operating out of another Bureau office?

Mr. DELOACH. They were operating at the instructions of FBI
headquarters, the,Domestic Intelligence Division, but were not.part
of the responsibilities of the special quad, Senator.

Senator HART of Colorado. They were not operating under y6ur
supervision?

Mr. DELOACH. No,- sir, they were not,- but we did get the fruits of
those particular surveillances, Senator.

Senator HART of Colorado. On the second page of that memorandum
it says additionally, "We utilized highly successful covers with coop-
eration of" blank, and then. it goes on to say, "furnishing us creden-
tials." What is the name that goes in that blank?

Mr. DELOAcH. Senator, I'd be glad to. answer' that question if the
chairman insists upon it. -1 want to cooperate to the fullest extent with
the Committee.

'See p. 495.



Senator HART of Colorado. Well, Mr. Chairman, I'll read in the
blank if you like.

Senator TowER. I'm informed that's already in the record.
Senator tHAr of Colorado. In a wrap-up memorandum to Callahan

on this whole operation, dated January 28, 1975, based upon interviews
with you and others, they talk about coverage of CORE and SNCC
and so forth, and say "the cooperation of management of NBC News,
our agents were furnished NBC press credentials" [exhibit 40].' Is
that correct?

Mr. DELOACH. Senator, that is correct to some extent. But let's
put it in a very objective light. There was one agent that accompanied
me to Atlantic City from FBI headquarters, who had a friend among
the employees of NBC who were attending the convention. On one
occasion this agent expressed to the friend, that he saw from time
to time during the 6 days that we were in Atlantic City, the fact that
it was difficult to obtain sufficient information to report to the White
House on Secret Service matters concerning violence and strife. The
agent was given, whether at his request or not, or whether it was
voluntarily given, a couple of pieces of cardboard where you filled in
your own name, and as to the uses of these, the extent of the usage,
I don't know, Senator.

Senator HART of Colorado. You don't know how many of your
agents used bogus press credentials?

Mr. DELoACn. I do not, sir.
Senator HART of Colorado. Well, at the same time it says one of

our "reporters," so there must have been several.
Mr. DELOACH. There could have been, Senator, but I have no recol-

lection of that.
Senator HART of Colorado. Well, were you aware of the fact that

this was going on?
Mr. DELOACH. Senator, the memorandum clearly reflects that, so

I must have been.
Senator HART of Colorado. Let me go very briefly into this matter

of whether you were a politician or an investigator. In your memo-
randum you say, during our convention coverage we disseminated
44 pages of intelligence to Walter Jenkins, and you attached those to
Mr. Mohr.

Additionally, I kept Jenkins and Moyers constantly advised by telephone
of minute by minute developments. This enabled them to make spot decisions
and could adjust convention plans to meet potential problems before serious
trouble developed.

We have no way of knowing, of course, Whether that was political
trouble or some other kind of trouble.

"We also prepared thumbnail sketches on all key dissident groups"'-
one might ask how you qualify to be a dissident group-

... expected at the convention, and we maintained separate files on the activities
of King, Communist Party Groups, area hoodlums, informants, the Mississippi
Freedom Democratic Party and other groups. We alerted White House repre-
sentatives regarding compromise proposals proceeding of the MFDP. Through a
highly confidential source we learned that CORE and SNCC had been advised
that the President was bringing pressure to bear on the delegates of 15 states
to preclude their support of a move to bring the Mississippi Delegates to the
floor of the convention. We advised Jenkins that the MFDP delegates flatly
rejected the compromise proposal to seat the MFDP delegation.

I See pp. 503 and 509.



It goes on and on like that, and there are a couple of more quotes from
the summary done by the Bureau in.1975 of this effort.

Mr. DELoAca. I believe you mean 1964, Senator, instead of 1975?
Senator HART. Im sorry. No, it's a January 1975 study done

by Mr. Bassett for Mr. Callahan. The Bureau files reflect a memoran-
dum from Mr. Hoover wherein Walter Jenkins, Special Assistant' to
the President; called and stated the President wanted him to call the
Director to say that the job that the Bureau had doie in Atlantic
City was the finest the President had ever seenaln discussions with
you, presumably by .the authors of the meniorandum, and this is a
quote from a special agentin charge, "It was obvious that DeLoach
wanted to impress Jenkins and Moyers with the Bureau's-ability to-
develop information which would be of interest to them." The author
denies that 'this was for political* reasons, but states: "I do recall,however, on one occasion I was present when DeLoach was on a lengthy
telephone conversation with Walter Jenkins. They appeared to be
discussing the President's 'image.' At the end of the conversation
DeLoach told him something to the effect, 'that man sounded a little
political to you, but this doesn't do the Bureau any harm.' "

One final quotation, Mr. Chairman, and I'll be done. A letter from
Mr. DeLoach to Mr. Moyers,. addressed, Dear "Bishop", which I as-
sume is either a nickname or a code name, "Thank you for your very
thoughtful 'and generous note concerning our operation in Atlantic.
City..Please-be assured that it was a pleasure to be able to be of assist-
ance to the President, and all the boys that were with me felt honored
in being selected for the assignment. I think everything worked out
well, arid I'm certainly glad that we'were able to come through with
vital tidbits from time to time which were of assistance to you and
Walter," etc., etc., Signed, C. D. DeLoach [exhibit 41].' That's all.

Senator TOWER. Senator Schweiker?
Mr. DELoAcH. Senator, may I inject just one note liereif I may,

please? '

Senator TOWER. All right.
Mr. DELOACH. I'd like to answer a:few of those statements; if I riiay,

Senator, with due respect. You're talking about tidbits of informa-
tion. First, let me say that the name. Bishop given to Moyers, because
of his ministerial background. He was called that, I called him that,
and so did a number of other people. But With respect to tidbits .of
information and the information furnished to Mr. Moyers and to Mr.
Jenkins, let me give you several examples. One example was-and this
was the coverage on the Student Nonviolent Coordinating Committee
Headquarters, "While I don't want any killing,. I don't mind if some-
one gets a little scorched. I do not want any more killing." Another
quote, "If the Mississippi Freedom Democratic Party is not seated,
the Independent Citizens Committee will rush a motorcade from
Philadelphia to assert pressure on the convention." Another one, "If
the Mississippi Freedom Democratic Party is not seated by the
Democratic Credentials Committee, the leadership of CORE and the
Student Nonviolent Coordinating Committee will abandon their vigil
and resort to direct action."

1Seep. 510.



There was an instance where information was picked up and passed
on that an Atlantic City hoodlum who requested that a strong arm
man come to Atlantic City from New Jersey for the purpose of tak-
ing care of a few people who needed to have their skulls cracked. One
individual in CORE was quoted as stating, "that if all persons ar-
rested in civil rights riots were not given amnesty, then direct action
would be taken to dramatize the cause of racial strife." Another one,
"Seven to thirteen busloads of demonstrators are coming in tonight,
the night of the 9th, a do or die effort."

We reported to Mr. Jenkins and to Mr. Moyers and to the Secret
Service, of course. "Banning the most unusual circumstances," this is
on August 27, 1964, and was taken from the memorandum which you
have shown me, which came originally from FBI files, "Banning the
most unusual circumstances, the FBI feels the potential for difficul-
ties is considerably less than there was the previous 2 days." Another
report was that was passed on, "Apprehension concerning personal
safety continues to be expressed by members of the Mississippi Free-
dom Democratic Party."

Senator, the only thing I'm trying to point out is we passed on all
information. We did not decide what was political or what represented
potential strife and violence. Not being politicians, we let other people
decide that. We were an investigative agency and we passed on all data.

Senator HART of Colorado. To that I can only respond, here I have
copies of 44 reports that went up; if they are not political documents,
I don't know what are.

Senator TOWER. Senator Schweiker?
Senator SCHWEIKER. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. DeLoach, I want to read from a memorandum. This is a memo-

randum that you addressed to Mr. Hoover. I don't want to mention the
name of the political leader involved for obvious reasons. I will read
aloud just a paragraph. This is forwarding some personal and de-
rogatory material relating to a political leader. You were writing a
memorandum from Mr. DeLoach to Mr. Hoover. The last part of this
reads, "I told Jenkins," that is, Walter Jenkins of the White House,
that Director Hoover indicated I should leave this attachment with him if he
desired, to let the President personally read it. Jenkins mentioned he was suf-
ficiently aware of the facts that he could verbally advise the President of the
matter. Jenkins was of the opinion that the FBI could perform a good service
to the country if this matter could somehow be confidentially given to members
of the press. I told him the Director had this in mind, however also believed we
should obtain additional information prior to discussing it with certain friends.

Have you had a chance to see that paragraph?
Mr. DELOACH. Yes, sir; Senator.
Senator SCHWEIKER. Obviously it's personal and derogatory ma-

terial. My question to you is, as a matter of policy and procedure, how
often was this kind of personal discrediting of a political figure used?
How would you describe that particular memorandum and its sig-
nificance?

Mr. DELOACH. Senator, to the best of my knowledge, this is the only
time that the White House refers to such a possibility insofar as Dr.
King was concerned. The only other possible recollection I could have
after 12 years would be the previous reference of the counterintelli-
gence program, where the Domestic Intelligence Division would pre-
pare a memorandum under the mass media category of that program



and send it to Mr. Hoover for approval, suggesting that someone in
the various organizations which were promoting strife and violence,
something of that nature be given to the press. That is my only recol-
lection, Senator.

Senator SCHWEIKER. In the deposition you were shown the letter
to Marvin Watson from J. Edgar Hoover, dated November 8, 1966
[exhibit 42 1]. "Reference is made to your request regarding authors
of books dealing with the assassination of President Kennedy. At-
tached are summary memoranda setting forth pertinent information
contained in the FBI files concernino the following individuals." Then
seven individuals are listed, some oftheir files, of course, not only in-
cluded derogatory .information, but sex pictures to boot. It also says,

-a -copy of this commuication has not been sent to the Actinig Afterney
General. .

Certainly here is some kind of a pattern; whenever somebody was
in disagreement or in political difference, first, the name check, then
derogatory material, and then photographs, were sent out. I know
specifically tiat Congressman Boggs' son has testified that the White
House passed material of this nature to him that was being received
here from the FBI. As you recall, we came across another letter sevreral
months later on another of the critics' personal files.. I think it is
January 30, 1961. Here, almost 3 months apart, is an ongoing cam-
paign to personally derogate people who differed politically. In this
case it was the Warren Commission. This wasn't a pattern to you?
Wasn't this standard operating procedure when they were out to get
somebody politically?

Mr. DELOACH. No. -Senatoi, I recall no specific pattern in that re-
gard. You have shown me the memoranda concerning the request on
the part of -the President of the United. States for the FBI to furnish
name checks concerning critics of 'the-Kennedy assassination. Those
instructions, after being shown to Mr. Hoover, and Mr. Hoover in-
structed that it be done, Iwere complied with..What the White House
did with those, I don't know.

Senator SCHWEIKER. Well, the question is what does a name check
normally include? Does it normally include all of the adverse mate-
rial that is in the files on a particular person, whether it's substantiated
or unsubstantiated? What in general does a name check include?

Mr. DELOACH. It would include infoi-mation in a file concerning the
individual, the subject of the inquiry, Senator. If there was no informa-
tion, it simply would be stamped and sent back to the White'House. As
I say, at that particular time, I was not in charge of the name-check
section. I'm not totally familiar with what all it did include. But that
is my understanding.: - I

Senator SCHWEIKER. Well, it's true you were not in charge, but on
these carbon copies it was marked "Sent direct to Mr. DeLoach."
* Mr. DELOACH. Strictly in a liaison capacity, Senator,

Senator SCHWEIKER. You were passing it on. I recognize that.
Mr. DELOACH. Certainly.
Senator SCHWEIKER. So that-you were a conduit in this case, and that

is why I'm asking you in these terms. Did it also normally include
sexual activities of the person involved, as we've twice seen evidence
that it did?

xSee p. 511.



Mr. DELOACH. Senator, I did not prepare the name-check memoran-
dum, as I testified previously, and I'm not aware of the fact of what
information was contained in those memorandums.

Senator SCHWEIKER. Here's another memorandum that I had a
chance to review just briefly with you during the deposition. I'll just
briefly read from it. It's a memorandum from you to Mr. Tolson, dated
April 4, 1967, and it says: "In this connection, Marvin Watson called
me"-that's you-"late last night and stated the President"-Presi-
dent Johnson-"had told him in an off moment that he was now con-
vinced that there was a plot in connection with the assassination"-this
is the Kennedy assassination. You go on to say, "Watson requested
that any further information that we could furnish in this connection
would be most appreciated by him," the President. Then you say, "I
reminded Watson that the Director had sent over to the White House
some weeks back all of the information in our possession in connection
with the CIA's attempts to use former agent Robert Mahen and his
private detective outfit, in contacts with Sam Giancana and other hood-
lums relative to fostering a plot to 'assassinate Castro." The interesting
thing to me is, why did you at that time, and why did the White House,
consistently link the Kennedy assassination to the attempts against
Castro? Here they are both discussed in the same paragraph. They
are hooked together in the same paragraph.

I note that at the time of your deposition, you said you could not
recall. I just wondered if, since we had our deposition hearing, any-
thing might have come to light which would refresh your memory or
help reconstruct why the White House, you, or Watson might have
thought there was a link between the Kennedy assassination and at-
tempts to kill Castro?

Mr. DELOACH. Well, Senator, you have shown me that memorandum,
and I appreciate being allowed to be refreshed concerning the matter.
The only possiible reason it could have been brought up is because of
Mr. Watson's remark quoting the President, that the President felt
that a certain agency may have been involved in a conspiracy. I felt
this to be sheer speculation, and Mr. Watson did not follow up, neither
was any information furnished to the FBI to follow up, the sheer
speculation. That's the only reason why*I can think I brought up the
name of the Agency.

Senator SCHWEIKER. You testified that the FBI was asked to put out
a statement saying Lee Harvey Oswald acted in a singular capacity-
without any plot involved. Is that correct?

Mr. DELOACH. That's absolutely correct, sir, and it should be a mat-
ter of record in the FBI files.

Senator SCHWEIKER. The White House was asking the FBI to put
out this statement. Is that not correct?

Mr. DELOACH. That's correct, Senator.
Senator ScHwEIKER. Do vou have any recollection about the time

frame during which the White House asked the FBI to put out that
statement?

Mr. DELOACH. Senator. I don't. But out of sheer speculation, it would
have to be, I think, 1966,1967, 1968.

Senator SCHWEIKER. You don't know whether it comes before or
after, this memorandum here that I just read?

Mr. DELOACH. I do not, sir.



Senator SCHWEIKER. Mr. DeLoach, did you brief Attorney General
Ramsey Clark on the COINTELPRO activities?

Mr. DELOACH. Shortly after Mr. Clark became Attorney General
or Acting Attorney General, Mr. Clark instructed me on one occasion
to brief him, to assist 'him in his knowledge concerning FBI activities
to brief him concerning all ongoing programs. I do. distinctly recall
that on one occasion briefing Mr. Clark concerning programs of the
FBI; -I did generally* brief him concerning COINTELPRO, or the*
Counterintelligence Program; yes, sir.

Senator SCHWEIKER. How would you describe the. extent and the
depth of the briefing in terms of his fully understanding what was
going on? Not necessarily all the-specific details, the names-or places;
but in terms of the import, the thrust, the purpose, the objectives
of it-how do you feel the briefing conveyed that? 

Mr. DELOACH. Senator, I can't fully answer that question because
nothing's been shown to me to refresh my memory concerning a con-
versation that took place 7, 8, 9 years ago. However, I do recall that
at the same time, I do s'pecifically recall that, again at Mr. Clark's
instruction, I briefed him concerning electronic surveillances that
had been previously authorized by Attorneys General and were on at
the time that he was to take office. At that specific time, I believe it
was Mr.. Clark that laid down the policy that we were -to keep the
Attorney General's office advised more frequently concerning justi-
fication of such surveillances.

Senator SCHWEIKER. Thankyou, Mr. .Chairman. My time is up.
Senator TOWER. Senat6' Morgan?
Senator MORGAN. Mr. Evans; I believe you testified that you, were

the liaison. officer with the Attorney General throughout most of the
Kennedy administration.

Mr. EVANS. Yes, Sir.
Senator MORGAN. And you testified in response to Mr. Schwarz's

question, that 'you did confer with the' Attorney General in July of
1963 with regard to some wiretaps.and technical surveillance of Mar-
tin Luther King.

Mr. Evans. Yes, sir.
Senator MORGAN. But up until that time, for nearly 3 years or 21/2

years, you had regularly briefed the Attorney General on the FBI;
had you not?

Mr. EVANS. No; that is not a correct characterization.
Senator MORGAN. How often did you brief him?
Mr.'EVANS. I never briefed him 'with reference to the activities- of

the FBI as a whole. Mr.A Uoover ordinarily met With the Attorney
General and I assume forthat purpose. My role was to respond to.
a specific request from the Attorney General for action by the FBI,
or to supplement a written record that the FBI had sent to the At-
torney General where some action was necessary.

Senator MORGAN. To put it your way, during that period of time
you had responded to his request on nuinerous occasions prior to
July 1963, had you not?

Mr. EVANS. That is correct.
Senator MORGAN. Had you ever, at any tiie, declined to .furnish

the Attorney -General any information that he requested?
Mr. EVANS. I never'did, after I cleared 'it with Mr. Hoover.
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Senator MORGAN. Did you misinform the Attorney General of any
activities of the FBI of which he had inquired?

Mr. EVANS. Not to my recollection.
Senator MORGAN. On July 16, 1963, according to your memorandum,

at his request you contacted him. Is that correct?
Mr. EVANS. That is correct.
Senator MORGAN. During that time he told you that Mr. Burke

Marshall was concerned about some of the activities of Martin Luther
King, with regard to possible Communist influence of the civil rights
movement.

Mr. EVANS. That is my recollection.
Senator MORGAN. Was Mr. Burke Marshall present?
Mr. EVANS. I don't remember.
Senator MORGAN. Do you have any recollection as to who was

present?
Mr. EVANS. No; I do not. My memorandum doesn't reflect. I assume

it was only the Attorney General.
Senator MORGAN. The fact is at that time there had been little or no

evidence of Communist involvement with Martin Luther King's activ-
ities, had there?

Mr. EVANS. Senator, I can respond to you by saying that my knowl-
edge in this area was necessarily very limited. My jurisdiction within
the FBI had nothing to do with internal security matters. Conse-
quently, the only knowledge I had in that area was when a particular
incident or situation would arise wherein I was requested to take
action either by the FBI or by the Attorney General. So I am not
knowledgeable enough to characterize that.

Senator MORGAN. Mr. Evans, I find it hard to believe that a man who
occupied the very important position of liaison between Mr. Hoover
and the Attorney General would not be knowledgeable, at least gen-
erally, about what was going on. It is true that never more than two
or three known Communists were ever involved with Martin Luther
King's operation. Is that not true?

Mr. EVANS. That is the extent of the information that was called to
my attention, yes.

Senator MORGAN. You never received any information that their
involvement was to any extent further than occasional moral
encouragement?

Mr. EVANs. I don't know that I am qualified to characterize it in that
manner.

Senator MORGAN. Well, to your knowledge, those two or three that
you did know about were not leaders in the Martin Luther King move-
ment. were they?

Mr. EVANS. They were leaders to the extent that it was my under-
standing that they exercised great influence with Dr. King.

Senator MORGAN. Isn't it true that the records reflect, and you've
reviewed these records, that the extent of their involvement was con-
versations with Martin Luther King by telephone, and maybe one or

two meetings with him?
Mr. EVANS. I think generally that is it, although I don't know that

one or two meetings is necessarily correct.
Senator MORGAN. But at any rate, in July of 1963, the Attorney Gen-

eral asked you, or asked the Bureau, to engage in a technical sur-
veillance of Dr. King, did he not?



Mr. EVANS. That is correct.
Senator MORGAN. And you advised them at that time you didn't

think that was practical or feasible, because he was traveling a great
deal and -due to possible repercussions if their surveillance were
discovered?

Mr. EVANS. The record so reflects; yes, sir.
Senator MORGAN. The Attorney General responded that he was not

afraid of the repercussions, because he feared the dangers of Commu-
nist influence?

Mr. EVANS. Yes, Sir.
Senator MORGAN. So thereafter, acting on his directions, you did

submit a request for approval for-wiretaps, did you not, orthe Bureau
did?

Mr. EvANs. The Bureau did, yes. I had no persofial involvement.
Senator MORGAN. When that request was submitted, Mr. Schwarz

asked you if the Attorney General did not turn it down. He did turn-it
down, didn't he?

Mr. EVANS. That is my understanding.
Senator MORGAN. But according to your memorandum of October 10,

1963, he turned it down because of the reason you had stated. to him
previously: the difficulty in obtaining or following through on such
technical surveillance, and the possible repercussions..

Mr. EVANS..It was just my understanding that he had second
thoughts about this matter, and was not going to approve it.

Senator MORGAN. He noted that the last thing we could afford was to
have a discovery of a wiretap on King. You stated that in your memo-
randum of October 10, i963?

Mr. EVANS. Yes, sir, that is correct.
Senator MORGAN. And in one other place you stated that his reasons

were substantially those that you had given to him in the beginning?
Mr. EVANS. I assume that to be true; yes, sir.
Senator MORGAN. All right, but later on he did approve technical

surveillance of Dr. King in a number of places.
Mr. EVANS. That is my understanding.
Senator MORGAN. And you testified that you did not advise the Attor-

ney General of the bugs that were placed in his hotel rooins and
around the country.

Mr. EVANS. I did not.
Senator MORGAN. Do you know whether he was advised of that fact?
Mr. EVANS. No; I do not.
Senator MORGAN. Do you not know if he was given information,

obtained by this type of surveillance?
Mr. EVANS. On the basis of the memorandums that have been shown-

to me, it appears that one or more documents were transmitted to him
which logically could have arisen from such sources. But I have no
personal knowledge that he was ever told specifically the identity of
the source.

Senator MORGAN. You say you have no personal knowledge, but
logically it could have been concluded that it came from such sources.
And the truth is that it could only come from such -sources. Isn't it,
Mr. Evans?

Mr. EVANS. Not necesSarily.
Senator MORGAN. From where else could it have come?



Mr. EVANS. It could well have come from a live individual present
at the time.

Senator MORGAN. How long did you continue in your role of briefing
the Attorney General?

Mr. EVANS. Until December 1964.
Senator MORGAN. After December, what role did you assume? Did

you retire from the Bureau then?
Mr. EVANS. I retired from the Bureau.
Senator MORGAN. I have a few questions for Mr. DeLoach.
Mr. DeLoach, I believe you testified that you knew nothing about

the name-check business.
Mr. DELOACH. That's not exactly correct, sir. I said it was not under

my jurisdiction at the particular time the questions were concerned.
Senator MORGAN. Well, whether or not it was under your super-

vision, you knew about it and your successor, Mr. Bishop, was respon-
sible for it? Didn't Mr. Bishop succeed you in that role?

Mr. DELOAciH. No, sir. Mr. Wick succeeded me as Assistant Director
in charge of the Crime Records Division. Mr. Bishop came later, after
Mr. Wick retired.

Senator MORGAN. But the name-check system was a system whereby
the names of individuals could be pulled out of all of their criminal
records files, and put together, wasn't it?

Mr. DELOACH. Senator, I believe that I testified that the Crime
Records Division had only certain minor responsibilities with respect
to preparing memorandums, in-house for the most part, concerning
name checks. The name-check section was over in one of the investiga-
tive divisions of the FBI.

Senator MORGAN. But you were familiar with that; were you not?
Mr. DELOACH. Basically, Senator, I knew what was going on,

yes, sir.
Senator MORGAN. It was often used against defense attorneys by a

prosecuting attorney who would call for a name check against a
defense attorney; wasn't it?

Mr. DELOACH. I have no knowledge of that, Senator.
Senator MORGAN. Do you know that it's not true?
Mr. DELOACH. I am not aware of what you're talking about, Senator.

I am sorry.
Senator MORGAN. Isn't it a fact when U.S. attorneys would be

involved in litigation and defense attorneys would be defending indi-
viduals of some repute, quite often you would conduct a name check
on the defense attorney to find what information you could about him,
at the request of U.S. attorneys?

Mr. DELOAcH. That may have happened in the field, Senator. I don't
have any specific recollections of it happening at the seat of govern-
inent, at FBI headquarters. However, if the Attorney General re-
quested such information, we would furnish it to him. Here again,
this would be handled by the name-check section and most probably
not by the Crime Records Division.

Senator MORGAN. The truth is that you did a full background memo
on Leonard Bodine, who was attorney for Dr. Spock in 1968.

Mr. DELOACH. The Crime Records Division?
Senator MORGAN. Yes. Was it Crime or the Federal Bureau of

Investigation? Don't pin it down.



Mr. DELOACH. Senator,. I don't reckli any specific memorandum on
Mr. Bodine. It may have been prepared but I don't recall it.

Senator MORGAN. You're not in a position to say that it.didn't
happen?

Mr. DELOACH. I don't recall any such memorandum, Senator. It
may have been shown to me, but I, don't recall it at this time, Senator.

Senator MORGAN. It was shown to you in your dep6sition; wasn't
it ?

Mr. DELOACH. It could have been. I had approximately 750 or over
700 memorandums shown to me, Senator.

Senator MORGAN. You just don't recall that one at all.
Mr. DELoAca. That's correct, sir.
Senator MORGAN. Let me go on, Mr. Chairman, if I could have a

minute or two. Mr. DeLoach, is it a matter of routine for the Bureau
to do a background check, or to gather information, on all candidates
who vie for the U.S. Congress or the U.S. Senate?

Mr. DELOAca. Senator, to the best of my recollection there was such
a program where information was furnished to Mr. Hoover concern-
ing candidates for the Congress, and if such a candidate were elected,
Mr. Hoover would send him a note of congratulations.

Senator. MORGAN. The information sent Mr. Hoover also contained
summaries of the candidate's background, personal hibits, and wheth-
er or not he might be friendly toward the Bureau; did it not?

Mr. DELOACH. I recall specifically that it contained a paragraph or
a statement or a .sentence, what have you, as to whether or not they
were friendly to the Bureau, yes, sir.. Senator MORGAN. They were also used in your lobbying with Con-
gressmen on the Hill. One of the purposes of having this information
was that it might be helpful in dealing.with the Congress. Is'that cor-
rect?

Mr. DELOACH. I am certain that's correct, sir.
Senator MORGAN. That practice not only extended to.members of the

Congress but to candidates for State office, did it not, such as candi-
dates running for attorney general of a State, or even Governors?

Mr. DELOACH. I don't recall that, Senator.
Senator MORGAN. Well, I'll ask youi sir, if you didn't do one on me

in 1968 when I filed for the office.of the attorney general of the State
of North Carolina?

Mr. DELOACH. I don't recall that specifically, but I'm sure if it was
ddne, I'm sure there was no derogatory information.

Senator MORGAN. You are sure that it was done on me and other
candidates because it was the practice at that time; wasn't it?

Mr. DELOACH. I can't- state that, Senator, because I cannot recall
such a practice concerning State officers.

Senator MORGAN. You followed it up by sending so-called liaison
agents to various conferences of State officials.. Liaison agents who
submitted memorandums to the criminal records file concerning the
activities of those officials at these national conferences; didn't- they ?

Mr. DELOACH. Senator, I do not. recall such a program concerning
State officials. To me that would be a considerable. waste of time. It
may have been done in some minor instances, but I do not recall it and
I say again I'd like to reiterate it would be a considerable waste of'time
considering the backbreaking responsibilities of the FBI.



Senator MORGAN. I'll agree with you that it would be a consider-
able waste of time and a contemptible action, but I will also state to
you that you did it, and you made memorandums as to whether or
not the officials were considered friendly or unfriendly to the Bureau.
Thank you.

Mr. DELOACH. You have information I do not have.
Senator MORGAN. It is in my file.
Senator TOWER. Senator Baker?
Senator BAKER. Mr. Chairman, thank you very much. I am sorry

I haven't been here for the entire testimony of these witnesses, be-
cause I am sure it has been very helpful. This is not my first oppor-
tunity to question Mr. DeLoach. I remember previously in 1973 in the
Watergate inquiry, that we had an opportunity to interview him, and
I have here with me an abstract of the substance of that interview at
that time. Mr. DeLoach, do you remember that interview?

Mr. DELOACH. I do.
Senator BAKER. Do you remember what response you gave me, at the

time, as to whether you had any telephonic link or communication be-
tween the Democratic National Convention in 1964 and the White
House?

Mr. DELOACH. Senator, I believe you asked me the question whether
I had a direct telephone to the White House from Atlantic City, and
I believe I answered in the negative. That would be my answer today
again, sir.

Senator BAKER. I don't have the full transcript here. I'm not trying
to trap you.

Mr. DELOACH. Certainly. I understand, Senator.
Senator BAKER. But do you remember whether you indicated there

was effective communication link between the FBI observation post at
that convention and the White House?

Mr. DELOACii. There was a definite effective link between the office
maintained by the special squad in Atlantic City and those individ-
uals, Mr. Jenkins and Mr. Moyers, as assigned by the President to their
offices, Senator.

Senator BAKER. Do you recall telling me at that time that your con-
tacts with the White House were Mr. Jenkins, Mr. Califano, Mr.
Moyers, and Mr. Marvin Watson?

Mr. DELOACH. I do not remember saying Mr. Califano. I could
have, Senator, and I do not remember saying Mr. Watson. To my
knowledge, to the best of my recollection, I met Mr. Watson only once
in Atlantic City and I don't recall any contacts with him.

Senator BAKER. The information 1 have here is not the original
transcript. The staff memorandum is that your reply in that respect
was on page 9, line 21 of your testimony. Your contacts at that time in
the White House were Walter Jenkins, Joe Califano, William Moyers,
and Marvin Watson. Do you know anything now that would dispute
that in your mind or contradict that in your mind?

Mr. DELOACH. I distinctly recall communicating and the agents on
the squad being in communication with Mr. Jenkins and Mr. Moyers.

But Senator, may I say when you interrogated me approximately 2
years ago, 10 years had elapsed since the Democratic National Conven-
tion in 1964. 1 had been shown no memorandums whatsoever to refresh



my memory and I was testifying strictly on recollection of another era
10 years ago.

Senator BAKER. And your memory and recollection has been
refreshed now.

Mr. DELOACH. To the extent of what you just read to me and it's
entirely possible that I did talk to Mr. Califano and Mr. Watson. I do
recall meeting Mr. Watson on one occasion at the convention, but I do
not recall transmitting anything to him and I do not recall trans-
mitting anything to Mr. Califano.

Senator BAKER. Do you know whether or not the FBI had made a
practice of similar observation at other political conventions in the
past, or was this unique in the 1964 Democratic National Contiention?

Mr. DELOACH. Senator, I think the FBI historically has attempted
to maintain its intelligence responsibilities as laid down in the Execu-
tive order of 1939 with respect to any matter concerning strife or vio-
lence that would interrupt a convention, or any other time and possibly
information previous to that. Now to go further, the FBI covered the
1968 Democratic convention from a local standpoint, a local field office
standpoint in Chicago because they anticipated such massive amounts
of violence which actually did occur. The FBI, as I recall, and al-
though I was not in the Bureau, I left the Bureau a's you recall, in July
1970, which has been almost 6 years; but I do kniov that the FBI cov-
ered the convention,.the Republican convention in 1972 in. Miami,
because, again, I understand there was a potential for considerable
violence and strife.

Senator BAKER. Without trying to differentiate between the cover-
age of the several conventions, haven't' they covered virtually every
Republican and Democratic convention since 1936 ?

Mr. DELOACH. Senator, I can't answer that.
Senator BAKER. To your knowledge?
Mr. DELOACH. To my knowledge I do not know, sir, and I would say

that so far as I know, the 1964 convention.was the first time that the
special squad was sent to a convention. Otherwise, it.had been handled
by the local field office.

Senator. BAKER. One other question on the telephone link in 1964. I
have here a letter from A.T. & T. dated September 17, 1975 [see
exhibit 43 '], addressed to this committee saying'in part that, "private
lines for security purposes were established from the FBI and Secret
Service temporary communications center, Atlantic City to FBI head-
quarters in the District of 'Columbia and to the White House PBX."
Does that conform with your understanding? Was.there, in fact,.an
FBI line directly to the White House PBX?

Mr. DELOACH. Not to my mind, Senator. We had a direct line to
the Washington, to the FBI headquarters.

-Senator BAKER. Well, the letter is unclear. It says, it was estalb-
lished to the FBI headquarters and to the White House, PBX for
the FBI and the Secret Service. I don't know if that means they
were done for the FBI at both places, or to just one..You have no
recollection?

Mr. DELOACH. Senator, I do not recall -any specific instance where
we had a direct line to the White House from Atlantic Oity. We did
have a direct line between Atlantic City and FBI headquarters in
Washington.

'See p. 512.-



Senator BAKER. Do you know anything about an FBI surveillance
of Senator Goldwater and his staff during the time of the 1964
Convention?

Mr. DELoAcH. Would you repeat that?
Senator BAKER. Yes, sir. Do you have any personal knowledge of

FBI surveillance of Senator Goldwater or his staff during the 1964
Convention?

Mr. DELOACH. I have no personal recollection whatsoever and I
would doubt seriously whether such thing ever happened. I would
have known about it if it had happened. Let me go one step further, if
I may, Senator.

The statement has been made here today concerning name checks, or
investigations, so to speak. I forgot whether they said name checks or
investigations concerning Senator Goldwater's staff, and I believe
that occurred in 1963 or 1964, the request was made of me to make
so-called name checks of Senator Goldwater's staff. I came back and
told Mr. Hoover about it and Mr. Hoover said, what do you recom-
mend, and I told him I recommended we do nothing, and he said, I
agree with you. And that's exactly what we did, nothing. I told the
White House nothing.

Senator BAKER. Mr. DeLoach, for my own personal information, tell
me in a general way how you received authorization at the FBI to
install technical surveillance, a telephone tap? What procedure did
you go through?

Mr. DELOACH. Senator to the best of my recollection, as I say most
of my experience was in the Crime Records Division which has -been
previously described to you as the pulblic relations arm of the Bureau,
but later on I became Assistant to the Director. An interested division,
say the Domestic Intelligence Division, for example, would receive a
communication from a field office of the FBI indicating a recommends-
tion that a wiretap be placed on a specific individual, and containing
justification in that communication. Now, the Domestic Intelligence
Division would then prepare a memorandum to Mr. Hoover where
they would reflect fully the name of the individual and the proposed
justification. It would go up the line, through the various officials to
Mr. Hoover's office, and attached to that'communication would be a
letter of communication to the Attorney General requesting his ap-
proval and setting forth the so-called justification.

Senator BAKER. From Hoover to the Attorney General?
Mr. DELOACH. Yes, sir, that is correct, sir. Mr. Hoover, if he

approved it, I would then ask one of his secretaries. I believe it was
Ms. Edna Holmes for the most part, to take this communication to
the Attorney General's office and to wait there for the answer--or to
go back after it personally for personal delivery and personal return
to Mr. Hoover's office regarding the wishes of the Attorney General
concerning the matter. When she received a telephone call, or when
she was given the approval by the Attorney General, she would bring
that communication back to Mr. Hoover and he would route it back
to -the interested division.

Senator BAKER. Generally the memorandum from Hoover to the
Attorney General would carry an approval space for the Attorney
General's name or initials on the bottom, is that correct?

Mr. DELOACH. I believe so, sir. Let me say that he always either gave
approval or disapproval of such a matter on a personal basis.



Senator BAKER. And the FBI never did wiretaps, to your knowledge,
without the approval of the Attorney General?

Mr.-.DELOACH. I can't recall any: instances, Senator, no. It was a
very established policy, I believe. Mr. Evans will agree with me here,
that you must have the agreement' of the Attorney General to establish
an electronic surveillance.
* Senator BAKER. As far as -you know, that was' adhered to strictly?

Mr. DELOACH. So far as I know; yes, sir.
Senator BAKER. I take it that on occasion there may have been re-

quests by Attorneys General to the Bureau to initiate technical sur-
veillance ?

Mr. DELOACH. Yes; I believe there have been such instances.
Senator BAKER. Do you know of any such-instances. related to news-

Men or radio or television personalities which involved wiretaps?
Mr. DELOACH. Senator, the only recollection I could have was with

.respect to the Nixon administration where the Attorney General, Mr.
Mitchell, called over to FBI headquarters on one occasion and indi-
cated, or instructed, that the President wanted this done and it should
be done.

Senator BAKER. Who was that about?
Mr. DELOACH. I don't recall.that, sir.
Senator BAKER. I've just' been notified that my time has expired. I

would like to pursue that line of questioning further, but Mr. Chair-
man, if I may, I would ask instead that the witness provide us with a
list of newsmen or women who may have been wiretapped by the

*Bureau during the time that he ivas there.
IMr. DELOACH. Senator, with' due respect to.that and ii complete

courtesy to you and the committee, again reasserting my desire to be of
complete cooperation, I have been out of the FBIfor many years now.
It would be better if that request could be directed to FBI head-
quarters, I believe, sir.
. Senator BAkER. Well, I think we could help you with that. We'll

show you a memorandum and ask you if you can verify it.
Mr. DELOACH. Yes, sir.
Senator BAKER. Thank you.
Senator TOWER. Senator Hart of Michigan.
Senator HART of Michigan. Mr. Chairman, I am developing, a di-

lemma this morning. I thought, with a deep conviction, that the worst
thing we could have at the FBI would be a politician. Now I'm be-
ginning to wonder if that isn't what we need, more than anything else,
someplace along the line. As I hear you, your statement to us is that
because you're a policefian, you can't make any .judgment as to the
propriety of if a request comes to you from the White House or the
Attoiney General.

Mr. DELOACH. Senator, may I say something there, please?
Senator HART of Michigan. Sure.
Mr. DELOACH. The FBI has always been established as simply an

investigative agency. The FBI does -not make recommendations, has
never made recommendations, insofar as investigative activities are
concerned, and in my opinion in the future should not make recom-
niendations; but it should simply investigate, determine the facts, and
furnish the facts to the Attorney General and/or the Department of
Justice, including the U.S. attorneys, where the final approval should



be given as to prosecution or not. Under no circumstances, in my
opinion, should the FBI ever become a determining factor whether
there should be prosecution or action taken concerning a specific mat-
ter. They should simply ascertain the facts. They should pass on all
data.

Senator HART Of Michigan. Yes. But if the White House calls you
and asks you to do a check on a critic, is there any hope that somebody
in the Bureau would be willing at least to question, or second-guess
the White House, as to whether this relates to national security or the
enforcement of criminal laws, or if it really is a misuse of the FBI?

Mr. DELOACH. Senator, I think there are several things that need
to be done here, if I may say so, sir, if you'll allow me to. First, the
guidelines, as laid down in the Executive order for domestic intel-
ligence jurisdiction in 1939 by President Roosevelt, and later reiterated
by President Truman, represents strictly an Executive order. The FBI
has been operating in the domestic intelligence field without any guide-
lines or statutory authority from the Congress for many, many years.
This needs to be done, and this should be the responsibility of this
committee with respect to those recommendations. I am not trying
to throw this off on the committee. I am simply stating facts. But I
strongly feel that this committee should take that responsibility and
should lay down definite guidelines for the FBI, not only pertaining
to domestic intelligence jurisdiction, Senator, but also with respect to
the questions being asked of us as witnesses today.

Senator HART of Michigan. Were you aware of any instances where
requests to the FBI made by the White House, or by other adminis-
tration officials in the executive branch, were rebuffed by Mr. Hoover,
by yourself, or anybody else in the Bureau, on the basis that the re-
quest was an improper use of the FBI?

Mr. DELOACH. Senator, I do not recall any specific instances. I'm
sure there have been. I do know that on occasion requests from the
Department of Justice were considered by Mr. Hoover to be not with-
in the jurisdiction of the FBI, and he sent one of us lesser lights over
to discuss the matter with the appropriate Assistant Attorney General,
and/or the Attorney General and either the request was withdrawn
or the Department insisted upon it and we did it. But information
from the White House, I am sure, was rebuffed by Mr. Hoover from
time to time, too. But I have no specific recollection.

Senator HART of Michigan. I think the record is left hanging a little
with respect to the Bureau's reactions to requests made by the White
House for name checks 6n Senator Goldwater's staff. It is my im-
pression-

Mr. DELOACH. Well, Senator, we felt that to be purely political and
that's why I made the recommendation to Mr. Hoover.

Senator HART of Michigan. I'm told the next day he went ahead
and did it.

Mr. DELOACH. We did no name checks, Senator. We furnished no
information, as far as I know, to the best of my recollection.

Senator HART of Michigan. I stand corrected. You are correct.
Mr. DELOACH. Thank you, sir.
Senator HART of Michigan. That. is an instance where the Bureau

rebuffed a request as inappropriate.



Mr. DELoACH. Thank you, sir.
Senator HART of Michigan. Now, the incident I had in mind bore

on another public figure. Spiro Agnew.. A request was made to get
telephone records of candidate Agnew. What happened on that
request?

Mr. DELOACH. I received a call from Mr. James Jones, who was
the top assistant to the President at the time, Senator, to the best
of my recollection, late one evening, and he .indicated the President
wanted information concerning either Mr. Nixon or Mr. Agnew inso-
far as toll calls being made from Albuquerque, N.Mex. were con-
cerned. I told Mr. Jones I felt this was not a correct thing to do,
particularly at this time of night, and while we would try to coniply
with the President's specific request, we would not do it that night.
The President then called me personally in my office late that night
and indicated that did he understand my refusal to Mr. Jones cor-
rectly, and I said, yes, he did. I said. I thought -that it would be
wrong for us to try to obtain such information that late at night.
The President then proceeded to tell me that he' was the Commander
in Chief and that when he needed information of that nature, he
should get it. However, the conversation ensued that I reiterated my
objections to it, and the President indicated all right, try to get it
the following day. The Domestic Intelligence Division did get in touch
with Albuquerque, and did obtain toll call slips. Now, this was no
electronic surveillance, Senator. This was merely a. matter of going
to the telephone company and getting the results of toll calls made
-from a certain number several days prior to that to Washington, D.C.
I believe there were five all total and this has 'been made a matter of
record in FBI files.

Senator HART Of Michigan. I thought I was throwing you a slow
ball. I thought that was acase where you did reject the request. Ap-
parently the rejection hinged on, it is too late at night, we'll do it in
the morning.

Mr. DELoAcH. You're absolutely right, Senator.
Senator HART of Michigan. There was, the period when, as opposi-

tion to Vietnam mounted in this country, the Senate Committee on
Foreign Relations under Chairman Fulbright, prepared for public
hearings.

Do you recall the incident involving the White House request
that the Bureau monitor statements by the Senate Foreign Relations
Committee members in those television hearings?

Mr. DELOACH. Yes, Senator, my memory's been refreshed by com-
mittee staff showing me memorandums in that regard. That was a
specific request from the White House? As I recall, sir, it was not a re-
quest to monitor the television program. It was a request to have an
agent present at the hearings. We refused to do that. We had agents sit
by a television set and monitor the -hearings and then later furnished
reports to the White House in that regard.

Senator HART of Michigan: Whether it was an agent present in a
hearing room or sitting elsewhere in front of a television set, the re-
quest was that the Bureau monitor a legislative hearing, a congres-
sional hearing. The Bureau was then to analyze statements by mem-
bers of that committee questioning our Vietnam involvement to see if
parallels could be found between them and statements by Communists.



Mr. DELOACH. Senator, I believe those were the expressed instruc-
tions by the White House as given to the FBI.

Senator HART of Michigan. How did you hear those instructions?
Were they instructions of a neutral sort to see whether such parallels
exist, or to see if you can't find some parallels?

Mr. DELOACH. I don't recall specifically, Senator. I received the
instructions I believe, or Mr. Hoover received them and gave them to
the Domestic Intelligence Division, but as to the philosophy there, I
don't recall.

Senator HART of Michigan. Do you recall any discussion as to the
propriety of responding to that request?

Mr. DELOACH. Well, I think we were somewhat upset by it, but again
we complied with the instructions of the White House.

Senator HART of Michigan. Did you resolve your upset by conclud-
ing that maybe some of the Senators or witnesses were acting as agents
of the international Communist conspiracy?

Mr. DELOACH. I would doubt that very seriously, Senator. I was not
aware of what was thought at the White House, but I would doubt that
very seriously.

Senator HART of Michigan. You were upset but you went ahead,
why, just because the White House asked you?

Mr. DELOACH. We complied with the instructions of the President
of the United States, Senator. Mr. Hoover approved it, after getting
the instruction from the President, and we followed our orders.

Here again, Senator-
Senator HART of Michigan. I pause only because I suspect this isn't

the kind of exciting action-we associate with Dr. King's experience with
the Bureau. But to me, this one is equally bad. Communists and I
espouse many similar goals. I hope they are sincere and I hope I am
sincere. But if you get up to make a speech advocating improvements
in civil rights or the elimination of hunger, I am sure some Communist
is making the same speech somewhere else.

Mr. DELOACH. That could be, sir.
Senator HART of Michigan. I would hope that the Bureau is not

viewing somebody like me as a potential threat just because somebody
like that other fellow is saying the same thing. That is my concern
here.

For the record, Mr. Chairman, I think, and in fairness to the Bu-
reau, we should invite the Bureau to furnish specific instances where
requests have been made by Presidents of the United States or persons
acting in their behalf-requests to undertake an investigation or some
activity which the Bureau has declined and continues to decline on
the grounds that it involved neither national security, nor the enforce-
ment of the Federal criminal laws.

Senator TOWER. The staff will be so directed.
Senator HART of Michigan. Let me tell you what my very able staff

man is telling me in this memo. Let me return to the question regard-
ine the name checks on the staff of Senator Goldwater in 1964. You
said no information was provided. Was that because you refused or
because you did-the check and found nothing? Let me read from an
FBI memorandum indicating the check was done and you reported
back to Mr. Moyers the negative results. This is dated January 31,
1975, "A record copy of a letter to Mr. Moyers dated October 27, 1964,



is in the file and was hand delivered by Mr. DeLoach on October 28,
1964. This letter advised that there was no derogatory information
in our files on 13 of the individuals mentioned." I assume those 13 were
Goldwater staffers. "But on two others there was, and those two and
the information bearing on them were furnished the White House."
[Exhibit 52].1 Does that refresh your recollection?
. Mr. DELOACH. To the best of my recollection, Senator, as I recall

the incident, no information was given to the White House concern,-
ing Senator Goldwater's staff. Not because of the fact that we did not
have information in the Bureau's files, but simply because the Bureau
did not desire to be involved in such a request.

Senator HART of Michigan. We will put this in the record. Some-
body is marching out of step here, somebody is clearly out of step.
This memorandum says that there were two individuals, whose names
I won't state.

Mr. DELOACH. Were those members of the Senator's staff, sir?
Senator HART of Michigan. Yes.
Mr. DELOACH. I can only recall, to the best of my recollection, bir.
Senator HART of Michigan.. I would ask that with the deletion of the

names that would be made part of the record, and your clarification
will be welcome.

Senator TOWER. Without objection, that will be made part of the
record at exhibit 52.

Mr. DeLoach, did the FBI institute physical surveillance of Mrs.
Claire Chennault on October 30, 1968, at the direction of the President
of the United States?

. Mr. DELOACH. Senator, to the best of my, recollection on that specific
case, the Executive Director, I believe the Executive Secretary of the
National Security Council, Mr. J. Bromley Smith, called me on one
occasion and indicated the President of the United States wanted this
done. I told. Mr. Smith that I thought what he should do is call- the
Attorney General concerning this matter, and I believe either Mr.
Hoover or I later received a call from the Attorney General indi-
cating that this should be done.

Senator TOWER. Was it done?
Mr. DELOACH. There was a physical surveillance on Mrs. Chennault,

yes, sir.
* Senator TOWER. What did it include?

Mr. DELOACH. The usual physical surveillance, as I recall, Senator.
following her to places where she went in the city of Washington, and
as I recall a statement made this morning, also a trip that she made to
New York.

Senator TOWER. Did it involve the, constant monitoring of any and
all of her incoming and outgoing telephone calls?

Mr. DELoAcH. I believe the instructions of the President and the
specific instruction and approval of the Attorney General, that a
wiretap was placed on her telephone, sir.

Senator TOWER. So during the period of time-between October 30,
and November 7, all of her telephonic communications were monitored
by the Bureau?

'See p. 539.



Mr. DELOACH. I don't recall the specific dates, Senator, but I do
know that such surveillance was established.

Senator TOWER. Who was the Attorney General at the time?
Mr. DELOACH. In 1968, Sir?
Senator TOWER. Yes, Sir.
Mr. DELOACH. I believe that would have been Mr. Clark.
Senator TOWER. Would the FBI have undertaken this surveillance

on its own initiative had they not been directed by the Attorney Gen-
eral to do so?

Mr. DELOACH. That was the reason I referred Mr. Smith to the
Attorney General. I felt that we should have the Attorney General's
concurrence, and as I testified earlier, to my knowledge the FBI did
not place wiretaps on individuals unless it had the approval of the
Attorney General. The answer therefore would be "no."

Senator TOWER. Turning to Dr. King, was Attorney General Kat-
zenbach ever informed of the Bureau's surveillance on Dr. King?

Mr. DELOACH. Senator, I cannot answer that. I did not maintain
liaison with Attorney General Katzenbach, and I was not on the
operational side of the house at the time, side of the FBI. Conse-
quently, I cannot answer that.

Senator TOWER. Did the White House, did the President or anyone
acting in his behalf at any time request or receive political intelli-
gence on Members of the U.S. Senate?

Mr. DELOACH. Senator, there may have been such instances on the
part of the White House, requests from them. I don't recall specific in-
stances, but there could have been.

Senator TOWER. Was such intelligence gathering ever undertaken?
Mr. DELOAOH. I don't recall any instance where the President of the

United States requested the FBI to specifically investigate a Senator
or a Member of the Congress unless that person was being considered
for an appointment to a commission or a committee. Now, I do recall
one specific instance where the White House specifically requested
the FBI, they made the request, I believe, of Mr. Hoover, that Sen-
ators or Members of the Congress entering a certain establishment,
diplomatic establishment, that those matters be brought to the atten-
tion of the President.

Senator TOWER. Mr. Evans.
Mr. EVANS. Yes, Sir.
Senator TOWER. During your tenure as the liaison with Attorney

General Kennedy, did he direct you to place Hanson Baldwin of the
New York Times under surveillance?

Mr. EVANS. I believe, Senator, on the basis of the record that has
been exhibited to me, that this was a request from the Attorney Gen-
eral to Mr. Hoover. It did not come to me personally.

Senator TOWER. Who implemented that? Was that under your-
Mr. EVANS. That was not under my jurisdiction. I would be glad to

explain the very limited knowledge I had of the whole affair, if you
like.

Senator TOWER. I would like to know why he was placed under
surveillance.

Mr. EVANS. That, sir, I cannot answer for you. My knowledge does
not go to that area.



.. Senator TOWER. Were any other journalists or personalities in the
mass media placed under surveillance by orders of the Attorney Gen-
eral or the President, to your knowledge?

Mr. EVANs. The only other example that I might cite is that in
connection with the Baldwin coverage there was also coverage of one
of his assistants.

Senator TowER. Thank you, Mr. Evans. Do counsel have any ques-
tions? Mr. Schwarz.
. Mr. SCHWARZ. Mr. DeLoach, we've been talking largely about re-
quests from the White House for name check information or informa-
tion about critics. Has the Bureau, in'your experience, volunteered to
the White House information about persons believed to be critical of
the White House?

Mr. DELOACH. Mr. Schwarz, I've been gone from the FBI for ap-
proximately not.quite 6 years, and my recollection therefore is some-
what hazy concerning the matter, but I don't recall any specific
memorandums. It may have happened, but I. don't recall.

Mr. SCHWARZ. Didn't we show you a memorandum which showed
you precisely that, relating-to a person who had written a play critical
of President Lyndon Johnson?

Mr. DELOACH. Mr. Schwarz, the committee staff has showed me over
700 memorandums. I do not recall the specific memorandum.

Mr. SCHWARZ. All right. There is such a, memorandum, but you
turned it over' and it was volunteered.

Senator TOWER. Do you have any questions, Mr. Smothers?
Mr. SMOTHERS Nothing, Mr. Chairman.
Senator TOWER. Thank you, Mr. DeLoach and Mr. Evans.
Mr. DELOACII. Senator, I would like, if I may, to say one thing.

Senator Morgan in his remarks or closing comments made it appear
somewhat that I personally was responsible for keeping tabs on him.
I would like the record to reflect that I have never met Senator Mor-
gan, I knew nothing about him, and I certainly did not keep any tabs
on him.

'Senator TOWER. I don't think he intended to mean that you had done
so personally, but that the Bureau had and it was in his file. So that is
an established fact. Thank you very much, gentlemen, for appearing
and cooperating with the committee.

The witnesses this afternoori-let's have order please-the witnesses
this afternoon will be former Attorney General Katzenbach and for-
mer Attorney General Clark. The committee will stand in recess until
2 p.m. this afternoon.. ' . .

[Whereupon, at 12:45 p.m., the committee recessed, to reconvene at 2
p.m., the same day.]

AFTERNOON SESSION

,Senator TOWER. Will the committee please come to order. Our wit-
nesses this afternoon are former Attorneys General Nicholas Katzen-
'bach and Ramsey Clark. They are here not only to provide us with
factual information, but I believe they have some views which we
should value considering their experience on reform measures that the
committee might consider.

I have been asked to announce that the general counsel of the com-
mittee, Mr. Schwarz, has disqfialified himself from participating in
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the questioning of Mr. Katzenbach and has disqualified himself from
any preparation in the questioning of Mr. Katzenbach, in that he has
represented Mr. Katzenbach on occasion in a legal connection.

Gentlemen, would you rise and be sworn, please? Do you solemnly
swear that the testimony you're about to give before this committee is
the truth, the whole truth, and nothing but the truth, so help you God?

Mr. CLARK. I do.
Mr. KATZENBACH. I do.
Senator TOWER. Do you gentlemen have counsel with you?
Mr. KATZENBACH. No. I have friends who are lawyers here, but I'm

not being repre nted by counsel.
Senator TOWER. And you, Mr. Clark?
Mr. CLARK. No, I'm here by myself.
Senator TOWER. We will first hear opening statements by the wit-

nesses. Mr. Katzenbach, you may proceed if you wish.

TESTIMONY OF NICHOLAS deB. KATZENBACH

Mr. KATZENBACH. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. As you know, I have
submitted a long statement to the committee and I would like now
just to read a brief summary of it.

Senator TOWER. Your full statement will be printed in the record
and you may summarize if you like.

Mr. KATZENBACH. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
[The prepared statement of Nicholas deB. Katzenbach follows:]

STATEMENT OF NICHOLAS DEB. KATZENBACH, FORMER ATTORNEY GENERAL
OF THE UNITED STATES

'Mr. Chairman and members of the select committee, this committee has un-
covered and publicly exposed activities of the Federal Bureau of Investigation
which were unlawful, grossly improper and a clear abuse of governmental au-
thority. According to the testimony before this committee, some of those activities
took place while I was Attorney General or Deputy Attorney General.

Some of those revelations have surprised me greatly. Some, such as the extent
of the FBI's attempt to intimidate, to harass and to discredit Dr. Martin Luther
King have shocked and appalled me. Those activities were unlawful and repre-
hensible. They served no public purposes. They should be condemned by this
Committee.

My surprise and shock stem more from the fact that these activities occurred
with the apparent knowledge and approval of J. Edgar Hoover than from the
fact that I, as Attorney General or Deputy Attorney General, was unaware of
them. Mr. Hoover dedicated his life to building a Federal Bureau of Investigation
which enjoyed a great and deserved reputation for integrity, efficiency and
dedication to public service. Even in a world which he believed was questioning
and rejecting some of the values which Mr. Hoover so esteemed-patriotism, re-
spect for law, sexual mores grounded in marriage and family, the work ethic,
I would not have expected him to risk the Bureau's reputation-his life's work-
by resorting to unlawful or improper tactics.

I was aware of the fact that the Director held political views far more con-
servative than my own or those of the administrations which I served. I knew
that on occasion he promoted those views on the Hill, without consultation with
me and sometimes in opposition to administration policy. I knew the intensity of
his views on the dangers of communism, on the decline of moral standards, on
the evils of permissiveness, on the lack of respect for law and order. I knew that
as Mr. Hoover grew older and the country changed-for the worse, in his view-
the intensity of those feelings and his frustration at what was taking place
grew. I knew that Mr. Hoover was extremely sensitive to any criticism whatso-
ever and that he deeply and personally resented public criticism by civil rights
leaders, and especially that made by Dr. King.
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I knew all these things, and so, I believe, did the Congress, the press and
much of the public at large.

As background, I think that it is important that I, recall that some of the
Bureau's activities being investigated by this committee have long been a matter
of public record. Many of them are well known to any schoolboy., Others were
discussed in executive session every year in the Director's annual appearance
before the House Appropriations Committee. Much' of what apparently con-
stituted the concern and focus of the so-called COINTEL Program was.discussed
by Mr. Hoover in testimony before the Violence Commission in 1968. Still other.
activities have been written about in books and -periodical literature and have
long been the subject of public comment and interest.

For example:
1. Domestic Intelligence Activities

The Bureau's responsibility includes domestic intelligence activities. Mr.
Hoover .annually described those activities to the House Appropriations Com-
mittee. The bulk of that testimony was off the record. Nevertheless, it is clear
that each year at budget time, the Congress had ample opportunity to explore
those activities in some depth with Mr. Hoover..
2. U8e.of Confidential Informants

It has never been a secret that the'FBI. has used a-substantial number of con-
fidential informants to assist in its criminial and subversive activities investiga-
tions. Mr. Hoover annually disclosed that fact to Congress. In 1959, for example,
Hoover testified that "it is obvious that maximum results cannot be obtained
without informants in the criminal and subversive fields. The record shows the
value of these informants in bringing to justice the criminal and the subversive."
(Testimony of J. Edgar Hoover before House Appropriations Committee, Feb-
ruary'-5, 1959, p. 271.) In 1960, Hoover testified that the Bureau's confidential
informants supplied information that led to the arrest of over 1,800 suspects and
the recovery of more than $2 million. in. contraband and stolen property in just
one fiscal year alone. In additioil, information obtained by the Bureau from its
confidential informants led directly to the arrest of more than 2,000 suspects
by state local and other law enforcement organizations. (Testimony of J. Edgar
Hoover before House Appropriations Committee, February 8, 1960, pp. 339-40.)
-Ever since the publication of I Led Three Lives, it has been common knowl-
edge that much of the Bureau's knowledge of Communist Party activities came
from inside information. Indeed, Art Buchwald wrote a brilliant parody of the
extent of this activity in one of his more famous columns.
3. Files

The fact that the FBI maintained extensive files on individuals has also been
well known. For example, Mr. Hoover informed Congress in 1960 that the FBI
maintained, in its central record file, over five million files and over 47 million
index cards., Those files, according to Hoover's testimony, were kept Iursuant
to the Bureau's "resionsibility of coordinating and, disseminating security and
intelligence data. . . ." (Testimony of J."Edgar Hoover before House 'Appropria-
tions Committee, February' 8, 1960, p. 369.)
4. Wiretaps and Electronic Surveillances

(a) Wiretaps
Ever since FDR's claim of a governmental right to tap telephone conversations,

the fact of governmental useof this technique, at least in internal securitymat-
ters, has been known to the Coigress and to the public. Congressional Committees
have often inquired as' to the number of taps, and Mr. Hoover regularly gave
this information to the House Appropriations Committee. It was also public in-
formation that the Department's procedures required that all wiretaps be per-
sonally approved by the Attorney General, and this wvas in fact the practice.
There was not, however, any procedure for following up on authorizations until
March 30, 1965, when I established a new procedure requiring re-authorization
every six months and notice to the Attorney General of any termination. Nor,
until President Johnson's directive of June 30, 1965, was there any similar con-
trol over wiretaps by agencies other than'the FBI. That directive required all
federal departments and agencies to obtaii the ivritten authorization of the At-',
torney General for any wiretap.
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(b) Electronic Surveillances
Curiously, "bugs," which in my judgment are far more serious invasions of

privacy than are taps, were not subject to the same authorization procedure in
the Department of Justice until I so directed on March 30, 1965. Theretofore, the
Bureau had claimed an authority to install bugs at its sole discretion under a
memorandum from then Attorney General Brownell dated May 20, 1954. I thought
the claim that Attorney General Brownell's memorandum authorized the wide-
spread use of bugs was extremely tenuous. The Attorney General's personal ap-
proval was not sought nor was he even directly advised of any microphone sur-
veillance despite their increased use through the late 1950's and early 1960's.
Neither Mr. Kennedy nor I was aware of their use by the Bureau until just before
Mr. Kennedy resigned his office in September 1964, though in retrospect it may
be fair to say that we probably should have inferred its existence from memor-
anda we received, and Mr. Hoover may have believe we did in fact know. Unlike
wiretaps, the Congress and the public were not, so far as I know, generally aware
of this practice.

5. Ue of Mail Covers
A mail cover is a procedure by which information on the outside of mail, such

as the address of the sender, is recorded. It is a well-known procedure, and has
been approved by the courts when carried out in compliance with postal regula-
tions on a limited and selective basis. The use of such an investigative technique
was fully disclosed by the Long Committee hearings in 1965 and indeed that
Committee published the numbers of requests made to the Post Office Department
by the FBI as well as by other Federal agencies.

6. Investigation of the Ku Kluw Klan
The Bureau's intensive investigation of the Klan's criminal activities in the

South in the mid-1960's has also been well-known and widely reported. Indeed,
the fact that 153 FBI agents were thrown into the successful Goodman, Chaney,
Schwerner murder investigation in 1964, the fact that that investigation had
the Klan as its principal focus and the fact that most of those ultimately con-
victed were associated with the Ku Klux Klan are all facts that have been fully
disclosed not only in the press, but even in books and movies. Don Whitehead's
book, Attack on Terror, published in 1970, contains a thorough description of the
FBI's extensive use of confidential informants inside the Klan as an integral
part of that investigation.

Being in the Department of Justice I was, perhaps, more aware of and con-
scious of the above practices and some of the problems they raised than others
may have been. There was, especially in the area of civil rights, a good deal of
tension between the Director on one hand and the Attorney General and his prin-
cipal assistants on the other. I was very conscious of the fact that there was often
a lack of candor in relationships between the Bureau and the Department; that
Mr. Hoover was opposed to many of the views of Mr. Kennedy, Mr. Clark and
myself, and that he expressed his views privately, and occasionally publicly; that
the Bureau leaked stories to the press which were embarrassing to me and to my
predecessor. I did occasionally pursue those leaks but the Bureau invariably
denied that it was the source.

Having said that, let me say that I did respect the Bureau's reputation for
integrity and propriety in law enforcement matters and that it never occurred
to me that the Bureau would engage in the sort of sustained improper activity
which it apparently did.

Moreover, given these excesses, I am not surprised that I and others were
unaware of them. Would it have made sense for the FBI to seek approval for
activities of this nature-especially from Attorneys General who did not share
Mr. Hoover's political views, who would not have been in sympathy with the
purpose of these attacks, and who would not have condoned the methods?

The Director of the FBI is a subordinate of the Attorney General. In the 1960's
J. Edgar Hoover was formally my subordinate; indeed, I had the formal power
to fire him. Mr. Hoover was also a national hero, and had been for 30 years or
more. I doubt that any Attorney General after Harlan Fiske Stone could or did
fully exercise the control over the Bureau implied in that formal relationship.
It is also important to note that Mr. Hoover had great "clout" in the Congress and
with the Presidents he served. That position resulted naturally from his great
public reputation and the respect which members of Congress and Presidents
had for him and for the Bureau. I do not think the practices this Committee has
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brought to light could have been exposed other than by Congressional investi-
gation. It is also true, I suggest to the committee, that a Congressional inves-
tigation of the Federal Bureau of Investigation was not a political possibility
during Mr. Hoover's tenure as Director, not simply because of his enormous and
unique public -prestige- and power, but also because of the Bureau's reputation
for total integrity. Certainly, no such investigation was conducted during Mr.
Hoover's tenure.

Anyone contemplating an investigation of Mr. Hoover's Bureau would have
had to face the strong likelihood that Mr. Hoover would have vigorously resisted.
At least he would have asserted that the investigation was unnecessary, unwise
and politically motivated. At worst he would have denounced the investigation as
undermining law and order and inspired by Communist ideology. No one risked.
that confrontation during his lifetime.

Those points are key to understanding the role of the Attorney General in
"supervising" Mr. Hoover and the Bureau. I can think of no career public servant
who even approached Mr. Hoover's stature in the public eye or with the Congress.
Under Mr. Hoover, the FBI 'became the finest investigative agency in the world.
Absent strong and unequivocal proof of the greatest impropriety on the'part of
the. Director, no Attorney General could have conceived that he could possibly
win a fight with Mr. Hoover in the eyes of the public, the Congress, or the Presi-
dent. Moreover, to the extent proof of any such impropriety existed, it would
almost by definition have been in the Bureau's possession and control-unreach-
able except with -Bureau cooperation. This Committee has heard testimony that
the Director ordered that certain files were not to be released outside the'Bureau,
and that certain others were kept personally by Mr. Hoover and were destroyed
at his death.

Let me emphasize briefly some further considerations. Mr. Hoover exercised
total control over the Bureau and its personnel and brooked no interference
with that process. He demanded total loyalty and enforced total dedication to
the Bureau and to himself as Director. Agents had no job protection from Civil
Service or otherwise: they were reprimanded, demoted, reassigned,- and dis-
missed at his direction. Complaints by the agerits-and certainly public com-
plaints or'complaints to the Attorney General-were not tolerated, and giv'en Mr.'
Hoover's political position would have had little prospect for success.

Mr. Hoover's total control over personnel and management was reenforced by
.encouraging predominantly formal relationships with those outside the Bureau,
including 'the Attorney General and his principal subordinates. Mr. Hoover hor-
mally dealt with- the Attorney General in writing, personally, or through a
designated liaison officer: He maintained discipline and control by actively dis-
couraging efforts by the Attorney General to deal directly with agents in the
field or anyone in the Bureau other than himself and his principal assistants.

Mr. Hoover wasr proud 'of the absence of partisan political interference in the
work of the FBI. His absolute control was in fact a 'protection against politi-
cally motivated investigations by a politically minded Attorney General or a
politically appointed United States Attorney. At the same time, keeping the
Bureau free from political interference was a powerful argument against efforts-
by politically appointed officials, whatever their motivation, to gain a greater
measure of control over operations of the Bureau.

The Committee should- remember also that the Bureau is'an'extremely im-
portant resource of the Department and key to its success. No Attorney General
can carry on the -work of the Department without the full' cooperation and
support of the FBI. Animosity between an Attorney General and the Director
was a losing proposition for the work of the Department and for the success of'

the Administration-as -well as for. the Attorney General involved. Certainly I
sought in many ways to avoid, wherever possible, too direct a confrontation.

Whenever the Bureau came in for public criticism, -as it occasionally did,
Mr. Hoover could count on a defense and expression of confidence by the Attor-
ney Gineral. He found great value in his formal position as subordinate to the
Attorney General and the fact that the FBI was a part of the Department of
Justice. He was very conscious of the fact that an independent Federal Bureau
of Investigation would be far more vulnerable to public suspicion and public
criticism than one formally under the control of the Attorney General. In
effect, he was uniquely successful in having it 'both ways: he was protected
from public criticism by having a theoretical superior who took responsibility for
his work, and was protected from his superior by his public reputatioz'.
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Mr. Hoover was a permanent fixture in government; Attorneys General came
and went. Surely he must have, with some justification, regarded Attorneys Gen-
eral as rank amateurs in the investigative techniques in which the Bureau
was so expert. While he accepted their view of the law with respect to prosecu-
tions, he controlled both the resources and the methods of investigation. While
he was enormously sensitive to any accusation that a particular activity was
not authorized by the Department, this did not mean that the incumbent
Attorney General or any of his principal subordinates knew of the activity. As
far as Mr. Hoover was concerned, it was sufficient for the Bureau if at any time
any Attorney General had authorized that activity in any circumstance. In fact,
it was often sufficient if any Attorney General had written something which
could be construed to authorize it or had been informed in some one of hundreds
of memoranda of some facts from which he could conceivably have inferred the
possibility of such an activity. Perhaps to a permanent head of a large bureauc-
racy this seems a reasonable way of proceeding. However, there is simply no
way an incoming Cabinet officer can or should be charged with endorsing every
decision of every predecessor, and particularly those decisions which even the
predecessor did not know he was making.

Let me briefly cite an example. The Bureau used terms of art, or euphemisms,
without informing the Attorney General that they were terms of art. I do not
think it is excessively naive to assume that a "highly reliable informant" was
precisely that, and not a "bug". Why were such euphemisms used? I don't know,
but one of the results of their use was to make precise communication difficult.
The extremes to which the FBI would go in charging an Attorney General with
knowledge of its activities based on the use of such euphemisms came most
dramatically to my attention in connection with papers filed in the Supreme
Court in the Black case in 1966. That case involved the use of a "bug" and I
strongly urge the Committee to review my correspondence with the Director
on that occasion-a correspondence which, incidentally, led to precisely the kind
of confrontation which persuaded me I could no longer effectively serve as
Attorney General because of Mr. Hoover's resentment towards me.

I do not think informing the head of a Department is or ought to be a guessing
game. Responsible subordinates know or ought to know when a particular policy
or practice is, in the circumstances, questionable, and should seek guidance from
their superiors. The process of government should not depend on guess or
inference when it is easily open to the process of inquiry, recommendation and
decision. It was not my practice, and I believe not the practice of others in the
Department of Justice, to avoid difficult decisions by looking the other way or by
using ambiguous language which left subordinates free to act as they chose.
I did not seek to be left with a "plausible denial".

But perhaps more important than all the foregoing was the simple fact that
while I did not in all respects share the public adulation of Mr. Hoover, I did
respect the Bureau's reputation for integrity and propriety.

I would like to turn to three areas in which, I understand, the Committee
has particular interest: the opening of mail; the so-called COINTEL program,
particularly regarding the Klan and the Communist Party; and the FBI's activ-
ities with respect to Dr. King, including wiretaps and bugs. In this connection
I am sure that the Committee appreciates that I have had to depend largely
upon my recollection of events taking place some ten years ago. To assist this
recollection I have had access to my own calendars, to the recollection of a few
colleagues, and to the few documents provided to me by the Committee staff.
I have spent some substantial time trying to reconstruct events and to refresh
my recollection, but obviously I make no claim that my recollection is complete
or in all cases precisely accurate. It is simply my best recollection.

I. OPENING OF MAIL

The press, and perhaps the Committee staff, have drawn an inference from
certain internal FBI memoranda (not previously available to me) that I was
aware of the FBI's program with respect to mail opening in violation of law.
That is not the fact. I do not recall any such program and had I been made
aware of such a program, I am sure that I would recall it since I would not
have tolerated it.

Let me discuss the documents involved and the surrounding circumstances:
The first document is an internal Bureau memorandum from Mr. D. E. Moore
to Mr. W. C. Sullivan, apparently viewed by Mr. Hoover, and dated October 2,
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1964 [see Exhibit 71']. That memorandum discusses the case of USA v.
BaItch, an espionage case then going to trial on October 2, 1964-the date of the
memorandum-in the Eastern District of New York. It reveals that a "mail inter-
cept"-an FBI euphemism that the Committee staff tells me meant an unlawful
mail opening 2 -had been-utilized in the case; that Department lawyers had not
theretofore been informed of the fact bf this tainted evidence; and that the
Bureau would rather drop the case than to admit to the existence of the "inter-
cept". The case was in fact dropped that day, at my direction, on the ground that
it could not be further prosecuted without revealing national security informa-
'tion. From those facts the inference is drawn that-I was personally aware of the
opening of mail, and directed that the case be dropped for that reason. That in-
ference is not correct.

.I was not aware of any mail opening in connection with this case. I do recall
that prosecuting the case raised two problems: (1) the repatriation of certain
alleged co-conspirators virtually destroyed the case against the Baltches; and
(2) there was a bug and, I believe, an unlawful entry into the Baltch apartment.
The United States Attorney had not been informed of the bug, despite his inquir-
ies of the FBI, and in fact he had denied its existence in open court on Septem-
ber 28. The next day, the United States Attorney again advised the court that he
had checked' with the Department of Justice and stated that no leads had been
secured from eavesdropping or any other illegal activity. It was not until Octo-
ber 2 that the United States Attorney was advised that there had in fact been a
microphone in the apartment. Although he had been assured that no tainted
evidence resulted from the bug, when I was informed of the bug and his state-
ments to the court, I directed that the United States Attorney advise the court
immediately that his earlier representations had been incorrect. I did this with-
out knowing anything about mail being opened in the investigation. .

To understand this sequence of events it is necessary to read Mr. Moore's memo-
randum carefully, to note that it reports three separate conversations, and to
focus carefully on their order. Having done this, it is obvious to me that the
first of these conveisations, between Mr.- Hall and me (reported third hand in
the memorandum); took place in the morning of October 2, before the United
States Attorney or anyone outside the Bureau was aware of the so-called "mail
intercept", and before any decision had been made to drop the case. Thereafter,
Mr. Hall apparently told Mr. Moore that he would pass whatever information he
in fact received about the "mail intercept" on to Mr. Yeagley aid Mr. Hoey in
New York, not to me in Washington. Both of these facts are confirmed by my own
calendar, because the only time that I talked with Mr. Hall on October-2 was at
9 a.m: for no more than ten minutes--clearly before he could have received an
answer to the inquiry about the "mail intercept". In other words, I was quite
awife of difficulties in pursuing the prosecution-though the Bureau was pushing
it and I hoped it could 'be done-quite apart from, and indeed before I could pos-
sibly. have known of, the additional problems raised by the so-called "mail
intercept".

My calendar reflects that I talked with Mr. Hoey twice on October 2, and that
accords with my recollection. -The first time was, on his recommendation, -to
authorize him to dismiss the crucial counts in the indictment; the second time
was to find out how this had been received by the Judge, and what publicity we
were likely to get. *

If I learned about any mail opening in-this case on October 2 I had to learn
about it from the United States Attorney because my calendar reflects that he
is the only person I talked with who was knowledgeable about the case after my
early-morning discussion with Mr. Hall. Neither he nor the Assistant Attorney
General, both of whom were familiar with the case in a detail that I was not,
have any recollection of being told about mail opening in connection with this
matter on that date or previously. Their recollection accords with my own. Mr.
Moore, as I read his testimony, believes that he did tell' Mr. Yeagley about 'a
"mail intercept" but does not know if Mr. Yeagley knew that .that term meant
mail opening. Given all the circumstances of that case, I frankly doubt that
Department lawyers were in fact advised about mail opening. It would have been
sufficient for the Bureau to have told them that there were problems in the case

'See pp. 828 through 835.
2 Ldo not recall ever having previously heard the term "mail intercept" and certainly

not-its use in connection with any mail opening. In this statement I accept the staff's
definition although. I query whether "mail Intercept" was used ohly to describe mail
openings.
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arising from an unlawful entry and an unlawful search and seizure and that,
under the circumstances, the Bureau recommended dropping the case. That
would be far more consistent, in my judgment, with the Bureau's prior refusal to
acknowledge the bug or that there was tainted evidence of any kind in the case.
And it would clearly have both satisfied and relieved the United States Attor-
ney who was anything but enamored of the case and its prospects for success.

The other incident concerns the investigation by Senator Edward Long of
activities conducted by the Post Office Department, the Internal Revenue Serv-
ice, and others-not including the FBI. Here, again, there are two internal FBI
memoranda that have led to some speculation, that I might have been aware- of
the Bureau's opening of mail. I believe that a little background may be helpful
to the Committee in evaluating that correspondence.

Rightly or wrongly, I and my colleagues perceived the investigation by
Senator Long as an effort to discredit the Organized Crime Program and the
prosecution of James Hoffa, while not taking on the FBI directly. This view is
consistent with a handwritten note which appears on Mr. Belmont's memorandum
to Mr. Tolson of February 27, in Mr. Hoover's handwriting [see Exhibit 71'].

Since 1962 Senator Long had been making inquiries of the Post Office Depart-
ment about the use of "mail covers". Late in 1964 Senator Long requested that
the Post Office Department supply him with a list of names and addresses of all
persons on whom mail covers were placed after January 1, 1963. The Postmaster
General contacted the Department in this regard, and Assistant Attorney General
Herbert J. Miller, wrote him on December 22 that it was inadvisable to disclose
such information to the Senator. I discussed this personally with both Mr. Miller
and with the Postmaster General.

In January 1965, Senator Long and his staff continued to press for this in-
formation, particularly as it involved IRS investigations. During this period'
I had a number of conversations with the Postmaster General, members of my
staff and members of his as to whether the Postmaster General would provide
a list of the persons on whom mail covers had been requested. On February 19,
in response to a request by the Senator for such a list, the Postmaster Genexal
formally declined, stating that "many of the mail covers include names of persons
who are being investigated for national security reasons or because of their
affiliation with syndicated crime. Release of these names would seriously impair
the effectiveness of such investigations and could in some cases be inimical to
our national security." (Emphasis added).

Mr. Montague, the Chief Postal Inspector, testified before Senator Long's
Committee on February 23 and 24 regarding mail covers. During the course of
that testimony Senator Long directed Mr. Montague to prepare a list of all mail
covers in the past two years, and further stated that he would not commit to
keep that list confidential. This raised obvious questions of executive privilege
(as well as national security), and it is my recollection that it was for that
reason President Johnson asked me to coordinate all matters before the Long
Committee, as reflected in Mr. Belmont's memorandum to Mr. Tolson of
February 27.

During that testimony Mr. Montague stated that mail being covered was never
opened or examined, and that such mail was never permitted to be taken out of
the post office facility.

On February 27, a Saturday, I met with Mr. Belmont and Mr. Evans. I have
no precise recollection of that meeting nor do I recall that Mr. Moore was present.
I am, however, content to accept his recollection that he was, as well as his
recollection of the meeting. His specific recollection of the meeting is not different
from my general recollection of the subject matter. It is Mr. Moore's testimony
before this Committee that he has no recollection that "mail openings" were
discussed, and that is confirmed by Mr. Evans. Indeed, I am confident that they

I Even if one were to conclude that the Bureau did in fact reveal that mail had been
opened and that this fact was relayed by the lawyers involved in the case to me, I am
certain that that fact would have been revealed by the FBI-and I would have accepted it-
as an unfortunate aberration, just then discovered in the context of a Soviet espionage
Investigation, not as a massive mail-opening program. In that event, nothing would have led
me to deduce that the Bureau was, as a matter of policy and practice, opening letters.

2 See pp. 828 through 835.
* I would not wish the Committee to conclude that the Long investigation was the prin-

cipal focus of my attention at that time. This was the period of voting rights demonstrations
in the South, in Washington, and in the Department of Justice building itself. The beatings
in Montgomery, the conduct of Governor Wallace, Sheriff Clark and others led to Congres-
sional demands and public demonstrations for troops. It was an extraordinarily tense
period-especially for an Attorney General sworn in on February 13.
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were never discussed at any meeting I ever attended. I do recall that Mr. Belmont
raised a question about the technical accuracy of Mr. Montague's testimony,
and I believe that Mr. Moore is correct in his recollection that it did not concern
mail openings, but the question of custody. It is my recollection. that in some
cases the. outside of mail might have been examined or even- photographed by
persons other than Post Office employees. (Indeed,- I believe that the Baltck
case involved a microdot under -a postage staip.) I also recall that. in his
first testimony before the Committee, Mr. Montague did'.not mention the fact
that certain Internal Revenue Service mail levies resulted in the transfer of
mail from the Post Office to the IRS. I have a clear -recollection that my evalua-
tion of Montague's testimony was that it was essentially truthful. I could not
have arrived at this conclusion if I were aware that mail was being opened by
the Bureau.

It seems to me that' Mr. Hoover's handwritten note on Mr. Belmont's- memo-
randum strongly confirms the fact that I was not told about- the Bureau's ex-
tensive program of opening mail which has since been revealed by the Commit-
tee. If 'I had been 'so informed, it 'is impossible to imagine Mr. Hoover writing:
"I don't see what all the excitement is about."

On March 1, the Postmaster General wrote to Senator Long, again declining
to turn over a list of mail covers. Senator Long responded by asking whether
executive privilege was being claimed. My diary for that day iiidicates that I
talked with Mr. Hoover, the Postmaster General, personnel- on my own staff,
saw Senator Long in the late afternoon, talked again 'with the Postmaster Gen-
eral, and saw his 'General Counsel that evening. My recollection-. confirmed by
my dairy-is that all of this was on the subject of "mail covers" and Senator
Long's demand for the-'names of those people subject to them. My diary for
March 3 reflects that I again spoke to -the Postmaster General, Senator Long,
and personnel in the 'Criminal Division about this problem, and that on March 5
I, saw Senator Long's committee counsel in the company of Justice Department
personnel. My diary again confirms that the subject Was "mail covers".

There is nothing in Mr.'Hoover's memorandum of March 2 which differs in
any way from my recollection. [see Exhibit 71'] 'That memorandum refers to
"mail coverage, et cetera". Although the addressees of that memorandum,. I
would think,' were familiar with the Department's mail opening program, there
is no reference in that memo to such a program, or to the 'fact that I was aware
of it. Had I been aware of it, I am sure that such a reference would have been
made. Indeed, Mr. Hoover refers to his conversation with me about laxity in the
use of mail covers-scarcely the conversation to be expected if it were between
two people aware of the Bureau's illegal program withrespect to mail openings.

There are two points in Mr. Hoover's March 2 memorandum from which an
inference that I knew about mail openings could be taken. The first is to treat
the words "et' cetera" in the phrase "mail 'coverage, et cetera" as a code word
or euphemism for ."mail openings"..No one could reasonably suggest such a
meaning and certaiiily it has no such meaning tom.-ie. The second is the following
passage .

"The Attorney General stated that-Mr. Fensterwald [Senator 'Long's counsel]
was present for part of the meeting and Fensterwald had said that he had some
possible witnesses who are former Bureau agents and if they were asked if mail
was opened, they would take the Fifth Amendment. The Attorney General. stated
that before they are called, he would like to know who'they are and whether they
were ever involved in any program touching on national security and, if not, it
is their own business, but if they were, we would want.to know."'
. I generally recall the conversation described by Mr. Hoover, but, as is the
case with all internal memoranda, it is hard to know whether I concurred in a
suggestion made by him or whether I initiated the suggestion, and whether if is
accurate in other ways. In addition, it is important to remember that he was
writing to people who were privy to information that I was not.

But assuming the accuracy of the memo, it is not consistent with my being
aware of the Bureau's mail opening program. Had I been aware of that pro-
gram, I naturally would have assumed that the agents had been involved in that
program, and I would scarcely have been content to leave them to their own
devices before Senator Long's Committee. Moreover, it would have been ex-
tremely unusual for ex-FBI agents to be interviewed by the Senate Committee
staff without revealing that'fact .to the Bureau. In those circumstances both the
Director and I would have been concerned as to the scope of their knowledge

'See pp. 828 through 835.
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with respect to the very information about mail covers which the Senator was
demanding and which we were refusing, as well as about any other matters of a
national security nature. If the witnesses in fact existed (which I doubted
strongly), then both the Director and I wanted to know the extent of their
knowledge about Bureau programs, and the extent of their hostility towards the
FBI. That is a normal concern that we would have had anytime any ex-FBI
agent testified before any Congressional committee on any subject.

I do not wish to belabor the point. To infer knowledge on my part is to
assume that I was prepared to deceive many of my closest advisers within the
Department with respect to the Bureau's mail opening program, to enter into
an unlawful conspiracy with the Director and to deny knowledge to the Post-
master General and his staff, to the head of the Criminal Division and his
First Assistant, to my own Executive Assistant, and to many others. It also
assumes that I was unconcerned about what I would have known to be a flatly
untrue statement under oath by the Chief Postal Inspector before a Congres-
sional committee. And at the very moment that I was attempting to bring order
into the FBI's program with respect to electronic surveillance, it assumes that
I was prepared to condone the opening of mail in flat violation of the statutes.
Such a far reaching set of assumptions is to me obvious nonsense. I did none of
those things and there seems to me to be no reason to suggest that I did.

One final point. It would be my conclusion from some experience with the
FBI's practices that no subordinate of Mr. Hoover's would have told me about
the mail opening program without the express authority of the Director him-
self. That would almost certainly appear in written memoranda. In addition,
if I had condoned this practice, I feel confident there would be a memorandum
in the Bureau's files expressing my approval in no uncertain terms, pointing
out that the Attorney General had "authorized" the mail opening program.
Finally, there would be a memorandum in the Bureau files telling me that the
program which I had "authorized" had been discontinued, as I understand it
was, in 1966. I understand that no such memoranda exist.

TI. THE KU KLUX KLAN AND THE COMMUNIST PARTY

Let me state at the outset that during my term in the Department, to the
best of my recollection, I never heard the terms "COINTEL" or "COINTEL
PRO". I was, of course, familiar with the fact that the FBI had responsibility
within the United States for counterintelligence and investigation of subversive
activities. That the Bureau gathered intelligence with respect to the Commu-
nist Party and other organizations deemed to be "subversive", or potentially
so, was, throughout this period very well known to the Congress and to the gen-
eral public. That it engaged in the extensive use of informers in this regard, and
employed wiretaps, was also very well-known and had been known and repeatedly
described to the Congress by the Director for many years. That it gathered such
intelligence, and that in accordance with Executive Orders it disseminated such
information to Interested government agencies, was also very well-known. In
addition to these intelligence activities, and to a degree as part of them, the FBI
also had domestic responsibilities for enforcement of espionage statutes and
related laws. Indeed, the Bureau's activities in this area were generously pub-
licized by the Bureau Itself and were the subject of books, television programs
and movies and were undoubtedly a reason for Mr. Hoover's great public acclaim.

Certainly, as Attorney General, I was aware of Mr. Hoover's strong feelings
about Communism and subversive activities. So, also, were the Congress and
the general public. Mr. Hoover testified annually before the House Appropriations
Committee about the success of the FBI's counterintelligence operations against
the Communist Party. He made innumerable public speeches and wrote articles
and a book on those subjects.

I think it fair to assume that the facts I knew, as did the Congress and the
public, were about activities that unquestionably had a disruptive effect upon
the Communist Party and splinter organizations. I think it was a matter of
public knowledge that membership in the Communist Party would likely to
be known to the FBI, and that this constituted an employment risk--certainly
with the Federal Government and defense contractors and perhaps with other
organizations.

It is not my purpose here to either attack or defend this program of the
Bureau, in so far as I was aware of it. My point is simply that it was not a
secret. Indeed there were many of us in the Department who thought that
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In view of the Smith -Act cases, and in view of the changing nature of the
Communist Party of the United States, the intelligence program was excessive,
wasteful and, perhaps, unwarranted. But it continued to have strong support
in Congress and from the Director himself.

Indeed, after I left the Department, Mr. Hoover went even, further-again
with full public knowledge-and related the activities of the Communist Party
with those of many other organizations including the following: the Students for
a Democratic Society, the Nation of Islam or Black Muslims, the Student Non-
violent Coordinating Committee,; the Black Panthers, and groups which came
to be called the "New Left". To Mr. Hoover and the Bureau, these groups all
advocated violent overthrow of our government and were hence subject to scru-
tiny. These attitudes were publicly known and supported by ,large segments of
the public.and the Congress.

Leaving aside the propriety of Mr. Hoover's preoccupation with such organiza-
tions, some of which were not even in existence when I was in the Department,
I did not then, and do not now, regard the Bureau's program with respect to
the Ku Klux Klan as in any sense comparable to these programs as I have heard
them described. I did not think of the Bureau's Klan effort in any meaningful
sense, as involved with "counterintelligence".

The Klan program involved the investigation 'and prosecution of persons who
had engaged in and who were committed to the violent deprivation of constitu-
tionally guaranteed rights of. others through murder, kidnappings, beatings and
threats of violece-all'in contravention of Federal and State laws.

If you will remember for a moment the names of Lemuel Penn, Viola Liuzzo,
Vernon Dahmer, Medgar Evers, James Chaney, Andrew Goodman, Michael.'
Schwerner, and the bombings and beatings so frequent in the mid-1960's, you
may perceive the differences as clearly as I did then. The FBI did a magnificent
job in Mississippi -and-parts of Alabama and Louisiana in bringing.to justice
the perpetrators of those acts. The Bureau was investigating and attempting to
prevent violence. To equate such efforts with surveillance or harassment of
persons exercising constitutionally guaranteed rights is in my view unmitigated
nonsense.

I have previously, in Executive Session, described at some length the program
of the FBI in the South as I understood it. I see no need to repeat that testi-
money here, and I am attaching it to this testimony. (See p. 213)

The central point of that testimony and my testimony here is that some Klan
members in those states, using the Klan as a vehicle, were engaged in repeated
acts of criminal violence. It had nothing to do with preaching a social point
of view: it had to do with proven acts of violence. The investigation by the FBI
was hard, tough, and outstandingly successful. ,

It is true that the FBI program With respect to the Klan made extensive use
of informers. That is true of virtually every criminal investigation with which
I, am familiar. In an effort to detect, prevent, and prosecute acts of violence,
President Johnson, Attorney General Kennedy, Mr. Allen Dulles, myself and
others urged the Bureau to develop an effective informant program, similar to
that which they had developed with respect to the Communist Party.

It is true that these techniques did in fact disrupt Klan activities, sowed deep
mistrust among the Klan members, and made Klan members aware of the exten-
sive 'informant system of the FBI and the fact that they were under constant
observation. Klan members were interviewed and reinterviewed openly-a fact
which appeared in the public press at the time. They were openly surveilled.
These techniques were designed to deter violence-to prevent murder, bombings
and beatings. In my judgment, they were successful. I was aware of them and'
I afithorized them. In the same circumstances I would do so again today.

I was not, to 'the best of my recollection, aware of any activities which I
regarded as improper. I did not, for example, know of the use of anonymous
letters to wives of Klan members suggesting their infidelity, or practices of that
kind. Even in the 'context of the Klan I do not regard this technique as proper.
There may have been other overreaching by Bureau agents; in an investigation
of this size, that is always' possible. But I continue to 'believe that, taken as
a whole, the Bureau did an exceptional job in that investigation, a job which
was important and essential' to the restoration of law in the South and to the
welfare of this country. Again, I say I would authorize that type of action where
necessary again today.

I hope this Committee will do nothing which would prevent or inhibit such
proper conduct.
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III. MARTIN LUTHER KING

The Committee's investigation has revealed some grossly improper acts with
respect to Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr. I am appalled by the impropriety of some

of those acts. But beyond impropriety, they suggest an irrationality which I did

not believe the FBI, or the Director, was capable of endorsing. I certainly was
unaware of them at the time, but I cannot claim ignorance of at least a part of

the motivation and of one instance of highly improper conduct.
In order to focus on this situation, some background is necessary.
Dr. King emerged as the most influential Civil Rights leader in this country

at a crucial time in our history. There is no doubt that the Kennedy administra-
tion (both the President and the Attorney General) sympathized with and sup-
ported Dr. King's dramatic efforts to demonstrate the extent of discrimination in
this country and to right those wrongs. By and large, Dr. King sought only to es-
tablish constitutional rights, and so long as he adhered to that objective it was
right and proper that the Attorney General supported the efforts that he made to
achieve equality. Mr. Kennedy clearly did so. He did so with courage and
conviction.

The leadership and support of Dr. King for civil rights for all citizens was an
essential ingredient in the Kennedy administration and its dedication to that
objective. That basic identity of constitutional and political interest between
Dr. King and the Kennedy and Johnson administrations is the necessary pred-
icate of all subsequent events. Anything which discredited Dr. King, or his
non-violent Civil Rights movement, would have been a disaster to the Kennedy
administration, and after President Kennedy's death, to the Johnson administra-
tion. More importantly, it would have been a disaster to the country.

This Committee, with its political experience, can understand what I mean
when I say that in the United States in the early and middle 60s a Governmental
effort to discredit Martin Luther King, Jr., could have led to civil strife of an
incredibly serious nature. As it was, this country came through an extraordinarily
difficult period. In my judgment, it could not have done so without the leadership
of Dr. King and his dedication to non-violence.

These points underline the problem presented by Mr. Hoover's vendetta against
Dr. King. That vendetta had the very real potential of causing civil strife itn this
country infinitely greater than that which we suffered in our attempts to bring
equal rights to black citizens.

Mr. Hoover's capitulation to his personal pique was irresponsible, and clearly
contrary to the interests of Presidents Kennedy and Johnson, constitutional gov-
ernment, and the Nation.

From the outset Mr. Hoover had little sympathy with Dr. King's movement
and with sit-ins, marches, and other demonstrations which were part of that
movement. This may have represented nothing more than the typical distaste of
law enforcement officials for situations which, however peaceful their intention
and however constitutionally protected, can lead to violence; it may also have
been a reflection of the fact that no law enforcement officials at that time really
knew how to cope with acts of civil disobedience. Surely Mr. Hoover found it dis-
tasteful to investigate local law enforcement officials, as the Civil Rights Division
occasionally asked the FBI to do. Clearly, those investigations strained relation-
ships between local FBI agents and local law enforcement. It is a fair statement
that those Bureau investigations did not approach the quality of the normal
Bureau excellence.

Throughout Mr. Kennedy's administration of the Department of Justice and
mine there was considerable tension between the FBI and the Department on
civil rights matters. In voting rights matters much of the work which should
have been done by the Bureau ended up being done by young civil rights lawyers.
The quality of Bureau investigations again was not up to its standards of excel-
lence, and repeatedly the Civil Rights Division had to give the most detailed
instructions to the FBI as to what the Division wished done-instructions almost
unheard of in any other context in terms of their detail. While the Department
as a whole was heavily and enthusiastically involved in such matters as the
Montgomery busing, the integration of the Universities of Mississippi and Ala-
bama, and similar events, the role of the FBI was, by comparison, marginal and
somewhat grudging.

In part, I believe the Bureau's attitude was grounded in the difficult problem
of what the proper role for the Bureau in such unprecedented situations really
was. The Bureau did not, in principle, wish to involve itself in those law enforce-
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ment responsibilities which were the obligations of local law enforcement,
whether or not those obligations were being effectively or constitutionally carried
out. In a sense the Bureau performed its normal functions in a situation which
was anything but normal. This continued to be largely the case until mid-1964
when the Bureau made its massive effort with respect to the violence initiited by
the Klan and its members.

This tension between the Bureau and the Department, and between the Bureau
and the Civil Rights Movement, increased as the Department's activities increased
and as the Civil Rights movement-grew in its intensity. It was greatly aggravated
when Civil Rights leaders, and particularly Dr. King, increasingly voiced public
criticism of the FBI. That criticism was bitterly resented by the Director.

It is almost impossible to overestimate Mr. Hoover's sensitivity to criticism
of himself or the FBI. It went far beyond the bounds of natural resentment to
criticism one feels unfair. The most casual statement, the most strained impli-
cation, was sufficient cause for Mr. Hoover to write a memorandum to the Attorney
General complaining about the criticism, explaining why it was unjustified, and
impugning the integrity of its author.

In a very real sense there was no greater crime in Mr. Hoover's eyes: than
public criticism of the Bureau and Dr. King's repeated criticisms made him a
Bureau enemy. Not only his criticisms, but also his character and reputation
became subject to attack. Mr. Hoover frequently viewed such criticism as
and probably believed it to be, Communist or Communist-inspired. All public
critics of the Bureau, if they persisted, iwere treated in this fashion. The only
thing unique about Dr. King was the intensity of the feeling and the apparent
extremes to which the Bureau went in seeking to destroy the critic.

Nobody iin the Department of Justice connected with Civil Rights could possibly
have been unaware of the intensity of Mr. Hoover's feelings. Nobody could have
been unaware of the potential for disaster which those feelings einbodied. But,
given the realities of the-situation, I do not believe one could have anticipated the
extremes to which it was apparently carried.

Apart from the general concern. I have already expressed about Mr Hoover's
attitude towards Dr. King and his Civil Rights- movement, I cannot speak in
great detail of what occurred when I was Deputy Attorney General'-to Mr.
Kennedy, either-because I did not know or I do not now recollect. Mr. Kennedy
worked directly with Mr. Marshall and Mr. Doar on Civil Rights matters, and
less often with me. I do recall seeing in 1962 (I believe) one or more memoranda
stating, in substance, that an important secret member of the Communist Party,
known to be such to the FBI, was in close contact with Dr. King and might be
influencing the actions of Dr. King's movement in ways amicable to the interests
of the Soviet Union and contrary to those of the United States! It is my impres-
sion that at this time the Bureau asked for authorization to tap the phones-of
Dr.'King, and that Mr. Kennedy turned that request.down. My recollection is that
Mr. Kennedy at that time had a' representative of the Civil Rights Division call
upon Dr. King and suggest strongly to him that it was not in his interest nor in
the interest of his movement to have further contact with this person. Mr. Hoover
knew of this call.

I believe that for a period of time Dr. King did follow this suggestion, but
subsequently the contacts were resumed, and the Bureau informed the Attorney
General of this fact in.one or more memoranda. I believe there were subsequent
cautions in this regard to Dr. King. In any event, the contacts did continue, the
Bureau' again recommended a wiretap be placed on the phone of.Dr. King, and
ultimately Mr. Kennedy approved that wiretap.

I associate in my mind the approval of this wiretap vith another event, al-
though I cannot clearly recollect the timing. At one point, I believe in 1963, Mr.
Hoover prepared a detailed memorandum about Dr. King, referring to the fact
of Communist infiltration into the movement and discussing questions of moral
character. Initially, he gave that memorandum wide circulation in the Govern-
ment. Upon hearing of this fact, Mr. Kennedy was furious; and directed Mr.
Hoover to withdraw all copies of the memorandum to other Departments of the
Government and not to circulate it further.

Mr. Kennedy resigned as Attorney General on September 3, 1964, and I served
as Acting Attorney General from that date until my confirmation as Attorney
General on February 13, 1965. Throughout this period I did not, of course, know
from day to day whether or not President Johnson would nominate me or some-
one else to be Mr. Kennedy's successor. Obviously, my authority might be tem-
porary, and for this reason I did not take certain actions, particularly with re-
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spect to clarifying the Bureau's procedures on electronic surveillance, until after
my nomination and confirmation. I felt this was a matter of important policy
for a new Attorney General to determine.

During this interim period, on November 10, 1964, Mr. Hoover held an un-
precedented press conference with some women reporters. In response to a
question at that press conference Mr. Hoover called Dr. King the "most notorious
liar in the country". That comment received extensive publicity. The reference,
as the Committee may remember, was to the criticisms that Dr. King had made
of the FBI.

I spoke to Mr. Hoover in connection with that press conference. He told me
that it was not his practice to have press conferences, had not done so in the past,
and would not do so again in the future. Perhaps the depth of his feeling with
respect to Dr. King was revealed to me by his statement that he did not under-
stand all the publicity which the remark had attracted because he had been asked
a simple question and given a simple truthful answer.

Late on the afternoon of Wednesday, November 25, 1964 (the day before
Thanksgiving), I was informed by the head of the Washington bureau of an im-
portant news publication that one of his reporters covering the Justice Depart-
ment had been approached by the FBI and told that he could, if he wished,
listen to some interesting tapes involving Dr. King. The nature of the tapes was
described. The reporter, after consulting his boss, declined.

I was shocked by this revelation, and felt that the President should be advised
immediately. On November 28, I flew, with Mr. Burke Marshall, the retiring head
of the Civil Rights Division, to the LBJ Ranch. On that occasion he and I in-
formed the President of our conversation with the news editor and expressed in
very strong terms our view that this was shocking conduct and politically ex-
tremely dangerous to the Presidency. I told the President my view that it should
be stopped immediately and that he should personally contact Mr. Hoover. I
received the impression that President Johnson took the matter very seriously and
that he would do as I recommended.

On the following Monday I was informed by at least one other reporter, and
perhaps two, of similar offers made to them the prior week. I spoke to the Bureau
official who had been identified as having made the offer and asked him about it.
He flatly denied that any such offer had been made or that the FBI would engage
in any such activity. Thereupon I asked at least one of the reporters-perhaps
all of them-whether they would join me in confronting the Bureau on this issue.
They declined to do so.

I do not know whether President Johnson discussed this matter with Mr.
Hoover, or what, if anything, was said. However, I was quite confident that that
particular activity ceased at that time, and I attributed it to Mr. Johnson's inter-
vention. From that time until I left the Justice Department I never heard from
any person of subsequent similar activity by the Bureau, and I assumed it had
ceased. I should add only this: I believed that the tapes in question were not tapes
resulting from Bureau surveillance but tapes acquired from State law enforce-
ment authorities, and that such a representation was made to the reporter at the
time.

While I have no specific recollection, I am sure that I received many memo-
randa concerning Dr. King and his activities during this period, and I am sure
many of those were highly critical of Dr. King's conduct, his reputation and his
morals. I am sure similar memoranda went to the White House.

Let me turn now to how I dealt with electronic surveillance after I was con-
firmed as Attorney General. On March 30, 1965, after extensive discussions and
negotiations with the FBI, I introduced, with .Mr. Hoover's acquiescence, new
procedures with respect to electronic surveillance, which required the Bureau
to treat bugs and taps in the same way, that is, to secure the prior written ap-
proval of the Attorney General in each instance. I also directed the Bureau to
notify me whenever an approved device had been discontinued, and to seek my
approval on any device which had been in existence for six months, and to seek
a renewed approval every six months thereafter.

In late April 1965, in accordance with this program, I received a request from
the Bureau to continue a tap on Dr. King's personal phone. I ordered it discon-
tinued. It is, however, possible that a request for a continuation of a pre-existing
tap on the headquarters of the Southern Christian Leadership Conference was
made about the same time, and I may have approved that tap. I do not recall
the date or the circumstances which would have led me to-do so.

Subsequently, on June 30, the President issued a memorandum confining taps
solely to national security matters, and requiring that all taps, and practices re-
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General. He did that at my insistence.

I think it is important for the Committee to recall the racial tensions and

demonstrations which were going on during this period of time and which ulti-

mately led to the President's introducing the Voting Rights Act and to its Con-

gressional approval. These events included Dr. King's demonstration in Birming-
ham, the beating of Civil Rights demonstrators by Sheriff Clark, demonstrations
by Civil Rights sympathizers in Waghington and repeated Congressional demands

upon me to send troops to the South for the protection of Civil Rights workers.

The Committee will also recall that Governor Wallace called upon President
Johnson, and that President Johnson and I had numerous meetings with Dr. King
and other Civil Rights leaders during this period of time. I wish to remind the

Committee of those events because there was nothing in this period of time of

more concern to me, which occupied more of my time and energies, or which I
regarded as more serious for this country.

The Committee staff has shown me four pieces of paper from the Bureau's

files which are of major concern to me because they are inconsistent with my

policies. Three of these are information memoranda from the FBI, dated I be-

lieve, in May (three weeks after I had disapproved a tap on Dr. King's tele-

phone), October, and December 1965 [see footnote p. 21]. Each of these purports
to have informed me that without prior authorization a bug had been put in a

hotel room occupied by Dr. King in New York City and removed within 24 hours.

Each of th e bears my initials in what appears to be my handwriting in the place
where I customarily initialed Bureau memoranda. I have no recollection of read-

ing or receiving these memoranda, and given the circumstances I have described

in this statement, I strongly believe thatI would have such a recollection.
Further, in view of the circumstances which I have discussed above, I find it

virtually inconceivable that I could have received these memoranda at that time
and not written or discussed the matter with the Bureau.

The fourth document is a note in my handwriting, addressed to Mr.,Hoover
and dated December 10, 1965. I am informed by the Committee staff that that
note was attached in the Bureau files to the memorandum from the Bureau dated
December 1, which also bears the handwritten date 12/10/65 in what I do not

believe is my handwriting. That note comments on the sensitivity of surveillances
and the importance of not involving persons other than the Bureau agents in
their installation. I recall writing that note. I do not recall the circumstances,
and nothing in my possession, including my calendar, has refreshed my recollec-

tion on that point.'
I am puzzled by the fact that the handwritten note, if related to the December 1

memorandum from the Director, is written on a separate piece of paper. It was

then, and is now, my consistent practice to .write notes of that kind on the in-
coming piece of paper, provided there is room to do.so.

These memoranda do not indicate on their face the Bureau sought any prior
authorization, -or state any reasons why it was not sought. They appear .to
present me with information after the fact and request no authority to perform
similar surveillances in the future. I believe the Bureau knew full.-well that

-I would not authorize the surveillances in question, not only because of the
circumstances surrounding Dr. King, but particularly because the bugs-were to
be placed in a hotel room. That is among the worst possible invasions of privacy
and would demand the strongest conceivable justification. Indeed, I believe
this position had been made clear in written memoranda to the Bureau dating
back to the 1950's, and I have a clear recollection of being critical of the Bureau
for installing a bug in the bedroom of a leading member of the Mafia. I re-
affirmed this position to the Bureau sometime in 1965 or 1966, but that reaffirma-
tion may have postdated these memoranda.

Finally, I cannot recall any memoranda at any time informing me that the
Bureau had installed a tap or a bug without my prior authorization. While I
authorized Mr. Hoover to do so in emergency circumstances in a memorandum
writtenin the summer of 1965, not only does the May memorandum predate
that authorization, but there is nothing in the memoranda which suggests that
on any of these occasions was there an "emergency".

xMy calendar does show that on that date I had a meeting alone with the Deputy Director
of the CIA. Mr. Helms, which he had requested the previous afternoon. The meeting was a
brief one and would be consistent with a request by the CIA for domestic surveillances by
the FBI. I rarely saw Mr. Helms alone, and he did on one or two occasions make such a
request. But I have no recollection of the subject matter of that particular meeting and
cannot therefore say that this handwritten note is related-to it.
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Further, my calendars, which are in the possession of the Committee, indicate
my general availability ' to the Bureau on two occasions involving these

memoranda, and my total availability to the Bureau on the third. Nor do I have

any recollection that the "emergency" procedure was ever invoked by the

Bureau during my term in office.
Obviously I do not beleve that I received these memoranda. Equally obvious

is the fact that if I initialed them, I am mistaken in my belief.
Whatever the explanation for these memoranda, it is undisputed that the

Bureau never sought my authorization to bug Dr. King at any place and at

any time for any purpose, and that in these three instances they did not comply

with the procedures I had directed. Not only was I available, but there could

have been no conceivable "emergency" on any of these three isolated occasions

which would have justified the Bureau proceeding on its own authority. The

memoranda state none.
It seems to me clear that the Bureau did not seek my authorization on these

three occasions because Mr. Hoover knew it would not be given. And he was

absolutely correct in that conclusion.

CONCLUSION

Revelations of improper conduct as dramatic as those uncovered by this
Committee would seem to demand equally dramatic recommendations to prevent
their future recurrence.

The Committee could recommend legislation in a number of areas.
It could recommend that certain methods be forbidden entirely to the Bureau.

For example, use of all electronic devices could be banned and their sale or
transportation in interstate commerce prohibited or their use could be severely
restricted or limited by strict safeguards.

The Committee could recommend greater accountability of the Bureau
within the executive branch or oversight by the Congress. It could also limit
the tenure of any Bureau director or make his reappointment subject to sub-
stantial scrutiny by the Senate through its right to Advise and Consent.

I hope the Committee will not recommend Draconian measures. They are
not necessary; they would not work.

The nub of the problems you have disclosed as I see it, is the historical
accident of J. Edgar Hoover-a man of great dedication and great talent who
built an insignificant law enforcement agency into the powerful Federal Bureau
of Investigation. He was able to do this not only because of his unquestioned
abilities, but also because he became Director at the threshold of the explosive
growth of federal government; because of prohibition: because of World War
II with its internal security demands; and because the Cold War continued
and expanded those demands vis-a-vis the Communist Party. For almost half
a century marked by increasing demands on federal law enforcement, Mr.
Hoover headed the FBI. In doing so he became one of the most respected and
feared men in American history.

Thus, my view is that even if this Committee did nothing beyond what it has
already done through public exposure, the odds against any future Director
achieving the political power and political autonomy of Mr. Hoover are over-
whe'ming. In demonstrating the dangers of permitting that power and prestige
over such an extended period even to a principled man-and Mr. Hoover was-
the Committee has performed a significant public service.

My own philosophy of government is to place responsibility for the faithful
execution of the laws squarely where the Constitution places it-on the Presi-
dent. This principle is promoted when the President is responsible for the con-
duct of Executive Departments and Agencies through his appointments and
through the ability of Department heads to run and control their Departments.
The more Congress intrudes on Executive decision in non-legislative ways, the
more it not only destroys the Executive's ability to faithfully carry out the laws
but also diffuses governmental responsibility.

In short. I believe-despite the events of recent years-in a strong Executive.
I believe our political system has-and has demonstrated-the capability to
hold him responsible for the performance of his Constitutional duties.

1 For communications purposes, it was my consistent practice to be met by Bureau agents
whenever I traveled. In addition. I kent the White House onerator informed of how to reach
me at all times. On the first occasion. I left my office for a flight to Chicago at 2:30 n.m. and
-as. as a nractical matter. unavailable to the Bureau only during the two-hour flight. On
the second occasion. I left my office at 12 :35 n.m. for a one-bour flight to New York. and was
similarly unavailable only during the flight. On the third occasion. I was in my Washington
office all day, and was thus always available to the Bureau.
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In the final analysis, I hope the Committee will recognize that decent law en-
forcement is almost always less a matter. of legislative proscription than. the
judgment-right or wrong in retrospect-of people. It is extraordinarily hard'to
legislate judgment; it is not so hard to legislate responsibility.

I have said some harsh things about Mr. Hoovei. There are many more good
things that could be said about him persohally and about the remarkable service
he gave to this nation. He did- build from modest beginnings the best and most
principled law enforcement agency in the world. I will accept every wart the
committee has uncovered and without condoning those activities-and accepting
that there may be more-feel that the positive achievements of Mr. Hoover and
the FBI should endure.

There is, I think, a note of sadness on which I should conclude. Mr. Hoover
served with distinction, but he served too long. That was the fault of others and
of circumstance. Certainly those who had recent contact with him knew that
age increasingly impacted his judgment. We all-the Presidents, the Congress,
the Attorneys General, the press and many segments of the public-knew that
and yet he stayed on struggling against change and the future.

I hope the Committee will weigh the great service he gave this Nation and
the great institution he created and dedicated to the public interest favorably
against what I regard as largely the transgressions of an elderly man who served
with greAt distinction; but too long.

STATEMENT OF NICHOLAS DEB. KATZENBACH IN ExEcuTIvE SEsSION,
NOVEMBER 12, 1975

Mr. Chairman and members of the committee, I understand that my testimony
today is to deal primarily with the investigation by theFBI of the Ku Klux Klan.
Since the only investigations with which I am familiar occurred about 10 years
ago, I think that a brief statement putting those investigations into the context
of that time would be useful to the Committee. In my opinion they have nothing
to do with any abuse of governmental power.

Let me say at the outset that the Bureau did, to my certain knowledge, in-
vestigate, penetrate and disrupt activities of- the Ku Klux Klan. It did so
vigorously, actively,..overtly and with outstanding success. In fact, I believe that
the Bureau's thorough and unceasing investigation, and the Department's
prosecution of Klan activities, was one of the major factors in bringing to an
end the-Klan's criminal conspiracy of violence that scourged the South, especially
Mississippi,',in the middle 1960's. Let me also say .as emphatically as, I can that
our concern about the Klan was not related to its political activities or its social
action programs, distasteful as they were to those of us who believe in racial
equality.. Our concern was with the Klan as a secret criminal conspiracy with
enormous power, especially in rural areas of the South, that both advocated and
employed violent methods. Its members have been tried and.convicted for such
atrocities as murder, arson, felonious assault and kidnapping.
, Its violence was far froin.anything "theoretical" protected by the First
Amendment. It was actual, real, brutal and would have been-but for the FBI
and the Department of Justiceffective in its denial of constitutional. rights
through violence and intimidation.,

The Committeewill recall that. in the.early 1960's the Civil Rights Division
of the Department of Justice was actively engaged in efforts to secure com-
pliance. with the Civil Rights Acts.of 1957 and .1960, paying special attention
to voter registration activities.

Voter registration activities were then relatively new to the Department,
and of course were uncharted waters to the FBI. Inretrospect, I believe that
for some time the FBI failed to devote sufficient resources to that effort, and
jurisdictional friction between the Department and the Bureau rendered our
efforts less effective than they might have been. Such activities .were, hoxi-ever,
not only new to the Bureau, but they were quite different. from typical criminal
investigations in which the Bureau excelled.

As a consequence, neither the Department nor -the Bureau fully appreciated
the significance or indeed the genesis of the repeated acts of violence and blood-
shed being committed ever more frequently throughout the South on blacks and
civil rights workers. As the activities of civil rights groups increased, so too
did opposition to them. One was lawful; one was unlawful; one was peaceful;
one was violent. -

The Bureau was badly understaffed in the South, and much of its information
about the ever increasing violent episodes in the South came from indirect
sources, such as clergy, educators, students and the like. Moreover, because
local law enforcement organizations-the traditional first line . of defense
against (and the Bureau's primary source of information about) such violence-
were infiltrated by the very persons who were responsible for much of the
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violence, the net effect was that there was in many sections of the South a
total absence of any law enforcement whatsoever.

By the Spring of 1964, incidents of violence in Mississippi, parts of Georgia,
Alabama and Louisiana reached truly alarming proportions. In Mississippi
alone there were more than 50 fire bombings, shootings, beatings and killings-
all aimed at lawful Civil Rights activities-in the first few months of 1964.
Local law enforcement officials were powerless-or unwilling-to stop the
bloodletting.

Two things became apparent to us in those months. First, the episodes were
not random. They were part of a conscious campaign-a criminal conspiracy,
and our information pointed directly to the Klan. Second, they were directed
almost entirely at black citizens and civil rights workers whose goal was to
exercise the rights guaranteed to them by the Constitution and the laws of this
country. Thus, the jurisdiction to investigate and prosecute these wanton
violations of civil rights fell squarely to the FBI and to the Department, under
18 U.S.C., Section 241 and Section 242. (In addition, the "Summer Project"-
the influx of young people into the South-was a tremendous concern to all of
us in the Department.)

Federal efforts, already under way, did not crystallize until June 21, 1964,
the day that three young civil rights workers, Goodman, Chaney and Schwerner,
were brutally murdered in Neshoba County, Mississippi. Those murders, later
characterized by a Federal Court of Appeals as a "calculated, cold-blooded,
merciless plot", shocked the nation. They also sent the Department of Justice
into action in an investigation that I think was probably unparalleled for its
thoroughness, vigor and success.

The murders were traced to an organization known as the White Knights
of the Ku Klux Klan of Mississippi. The White Knights, organized just five
months earlier, had as their stated goal, to protect and promote white supre-
macy and segregation of races, with violence if necessary. In the months between
February and June 1964, Klaverns were established in at least 29 Mississippi
counties, and repeated acts of violence, including other murders, were traced
to the White Knights during that period.

The situation seemed uncontrollable, and it deteriorated daily. In early
June, 1964-before the murders-Attorney General Kennedy had written to
President Johnson about the Mississippi situation:

"In addition, it seems to me that consideration should be given by the Federal
Bureau of Investigation to a new procedure for identification of the individuals
who may be or have been involved in acts of terrorism, and of the possible par-
ticipation in such acts by law enforcement officials or at least their toleration of
terrorist activities. In the past the procedures used by the Bureau for gaining
information on known local Klan groups have been successful in many places,
and the information gathering techniques used by the Bureau on Communists or
Communist related organizations have of course been spectacularly efficient.

"The unique difficulty as it seems to me to be presented by the situation in
Mississippi (which is duplicated in parts of Alabama and Louisiana at least) is
in gathering information on fundamentally lawless activities whch have the
sanction of local law enforcement agencies, political officials and a substantial
segment of the white population. The techniques followed in the use of specially
trained, special assignment agents in the infiltration of Communist groups should
be of value. If you approve, it might be desirable to take up with the Bureau the
possibility of developing a similar effort to meet this new problem."

Acting on his own, Kennedy sent a team of experienced criminal lawyers from
the Department of Justice to Mississippi for a first-hand report on the growing
violence. The President, in total agreement with the Attorney General, directed
a full-scale FBI investigation of the murders of Goodman, Chaney and Schwerner.
Working closely with Mr. Kennedy, and using all the powers of his office, he
asked Allen Dulles to confer immediately with Mississippi officials as his personal
emissary. On June 23, Mr. Hoover sent Inspector Joseph Sullivan, one of the
toughest and most experienced agents in the Bureau, to Mississippi, and the
next day, sent Assistant Director Al Rosen to join him.

When Mr. Dulles returned to Washington two or three days later, he recom-
mended a far greater Federal law enforcement presence in Mississippi. It is also
my belief, and that of my colleagues in the Department, that Inspector Sullivan
made a similar recommendation to the Director, and that he was highly critical
of the Bureau's performance to date in Mississippi. In any event, at the direct
request of President Johnson, Mr. Hoover flew to Mississippi on July 10, opened
an FBI field office in Jackson, Mississippi, and announced that the number of
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FBI agents in Mississippi had been increased from a very few-less than ten-
to over 150. Most of those agents worked around the clock on the Neshoba County
case. Hoover also appointed Roy Moore, another experienced, tough, top-flight
agent, as special agent in charge of the Jackson office. Because of the Bureau's
typical passion for individual anonymity, those two gentlemen-Sullivan and
Moore-have never been accorded the recognition due them.

The Bureau did in fact crack the case. The Committee will undoubtedly recall
the grisly details of the discovery of- the burned-out station wagon, the decom-
posed bodies buried under an earthen dam, and the arrest and conviction of those
responsible, including a deputy sheriff and ultimately the Imperial Wizard of
the White Knights.
. I refer to that case in some detail not because it represented a high mark in
the Bureau's long list of outstanding criminal investigations-which it did-but
because it commenced and typified, I believe, the. Bureau's successful "war"
against the criminal elements of the Ku Klux Klan.

During that investigation, because of that iivestigation and.as an. integral
part of that investigation, the criminal conspiracy was indeed penetrated and
disrupted. Because there was so little physical evidence-for months we could
not even find the bodies-a full scale investigation of the Klan was mandated.
Agents'of the FBI interrogated and reinterrogated every known member of the
Klan in Mississippi.- Many were openly followed, using surveillance techniques
that the Bureau had developed in -connection with organized crime cases. We
learned more about the Klan activities in those months than we had known in
years. I have no doubt that as an integral part of that investigation, members
of the Klan on whom we were focusing our efforts became disoriented, distrustful
of other members, and ultimately persuaded that'cooperation with the ubiquitous
FBI agents was the only safe recourse.

That case could not have been solved without acquiring informants who were
highly placed members of the Klan. Whereas before the murder, the -Bureau
had few such informants, as the conspiracy began to fall apart, due t6 'FBI:
pressure, maily Klansmen became, frightened and began to pass on valuable
information to the FBI. This took time; in fact Imperial Wizard Sam Bowers,
who was sentenced to ten years in prison for his. role in the killing, was not
even indicted until February, 1967-2%_ years after the bodies had been dis-
covered.

Let me be quite direct. I have no doubt that the Bureau's investigation. of the
criminal activities of the Klan- was tough, iitensive, harassing and thorough.
I expected no less, the President asked for no less, and the, Nation deserved no
less.

But let me also distinguish as forcefully as I can the Bureau's efforts against
the Klan from any disruption of groups composed of ordinary citizens seeking
only to exercise their Constitutional rights. This situation was the precise opposite
of that situation.

Klansmen in Mississippi-the Klan leadership-were not ordinary citizens.
They were lawbreakers of the most vicious sort-terrorists who intimidated,
bombed, burned and killed, often under the watchful and protective eyes of
their brethren in the local law enforcement agencies. In the words of Judge
John Minor Wisdom, for a three judge Federal Court:

"The compulsion within the Klan to engage in this unlawful conduct is inherent
in the nature of the Klan. This is its ineradicable evil.

"We find that to attain its ends, the Klan exploits the forces of hate, prejudice
and ignorance. We find that the Klan relies on systematic economic. coercion,
varieties of intimidation, and physical violence in attempting to frustrate the
national policy expressed in civil rights legislation. We find. that .the Klansmen,
whether cloaked and hooded as members of the Original Knights of the Ku Klux
Klan, or sulking in anonymity as members of a sham organization, 'The Anti-
Communist Christian Association,' or brazenly resorting to violence on the
open streets of Bogalusa, are a 'fearful conspiracy against society -. * *[holding]
men silent by the terror of [their acts] and [their] power for evil'." United
States v. Original Knights of the Ku Klux Klan, 250 F. Supp. 330 (E. D. La. 1965)

We should be justly proud of the Bureau's efforts in smashing the Klan's
criminal conspiracy of terror and violence and bringing so many of its members
to the bar of justice.

This Bureau presence and Bureau activities-and. Department prosecutions-
did not, by any means, put an end to violence. That took time. But it did solve
the Schwerner, Chaney, Goodman murder case; it did result in the quick appre-
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hension of the murderers of Mrs. Liuzzo in the fall of 1964, and those of Vernon
Dehmer and others later; as the pace of violence in Forest County, Pike County,
Greenwood, McComb, Bogalusa and innumerable other places picked up, so
too did the Bureau activity. Acts of violence and terror by the Klan were seen

and exposed to legal process for what they were, raw criminal conduct. Massive
investigations by the FBI, resulting in arrests and convictions by the score
throughout the South, was an important event in our history. It was, as I have
said, a magnificent performance and one the Bureau should be proud of. I
certainly am.

Mr. KATZENBACH. This committee has publicly exposed activities of
the FBI which were unlawful, grossly improper, and a clear abuse of
governmental authority. According to the testimony before this com-
mittee, some of those activities took place while I was Attorney Gen-
eral or Deputy Attorney General. I am surprised and shocked by some
of these activities, particularly those which reflect an effort to dis-
credit Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr. Those activities were unlawful and
reprehensible and should be condemned by this committee. My sur-
prise and shock stems from the fact that these activites occurred with
the apparent knowledge and approval of J. Edgar Hoover rather
than from the fact that I, as Attorney General or Deputy Attorney
General, was unaware of them. Mr. Hoover dedicated his life to build-
ing a Federal Bureau of Investigation which enjoyed a great and de-
served reputation for integrity, efficiency, and dedication to public
service. I would not, have expected him to risk the Bureau's reputa-
tion-his life's work-by resorting to unlawful or improper tactics.

I was aware of the fact that the Director held political views far
more conservative than my own or those of the administrations which
I served. I knew that on occasion he promoted those views on the Hill
without consultation with me, and sometimes in opposition to admin-
istration policy. I knew the intensity of his views on the dangers of
Communism, on the decline of moral standards, on the evils of per-
missiveness, on the lack of respect for law and order. I knew also that
as Mr. Hoover grew older and the country changed-for the worse,
in his view-the intensity of those feelings and his frustration at what
was taking place grew. I knew too that Mr. Hoover was extremely
sensitive to any criticism whatsoever, and that he deeply and person-
ally resented public criticism by civil rights leaders, and especially
that made by Dr. King. I knew all these things, and so, I believe, did
the Congress, the press, and much of the public at large.

When you look at these activities from the perspective of 1975, I
am surprised at how much was public information. If one rereads
Mr. Hoover's testimony in 1968 before the Violence Commission, one
sees what appears to be almost an outline of the COINTEL Program.
I do not suggest, of course, that he revealed publicly those activities
which the committee has uncovered. But I respectfully suggest that
not only Attorneys General, but the Congress and the general public
were on notice as to the general thrust of these activities. In my more
detailed statement I point out the extent of congressional and public
knowledge with respect to: domestic intelligence activities, the use of
confidential informants, the extent of FBI files, public knowledge
with respect to wiretaps and electronic surveillances, the use of mail
covers, the intensity of the investigation of the Ku Klux Klan, and
other matters. The general thrust of the Bureau interests, and the rea-
sons therefore, were not in any sense secret.



. Being in the Department of Justice I was, perhaps, more aware of
and conscious of those facts and some of the problems they raised than
others may have beei. There was, especially in the area of civil rights,
a good deal. of tension between the Director oin the one hand and the
Attorney Geieral and his principal assistants on the other. I was very
conscious of the fact that there was often a lack of candor in relation-
ships between the Bureau and the Department; that the Bureau was
opposed to many of the views of Mr. Kennedy, Mr. Clark, and myself ;
that Mr. Hoover expressed views privately- and occasionally publicly,
that were at odds with those of the administration; that the Bureau
leaked stories to the press which were embarrassing to me and to my
predecessor. I did occasionally pursue those leaks' but the Bureau
invariably denied that it was the source. Having said that, let me say
that I did respect the Bureau's reputation for integrity and propriety
in law enforcement matters, and that it never occurred to me that the
Bureau would engage in the sort of sustained improper activity which
it apparently did. Moreover, given these excesses, I am not surprised
that I and others were unaware of them. Would it have made sense for
the FBI to seek approval for activities of this nature; especially from
Attorneys General who did not share Mr. Hoover's political views,
who would not have been iii sympathy with the purpose.of these at-
tacks, and who would not have condoned the inethods? '

'Mr. Hoover was a national hero. I doubt that any Attorney General
after Harlan Fiske Stone could or did fully exercise the control over
the Bureau implied in the formal relationship which made him sub-
ordinate to Attorneys General. Mr. Hoover had great "clout" in Con-
gress. and with Presidents. Thait position resulted naturally from his

-great public reputation and the respect which Members of Congress
and Presidents had for him and the Bureau. I do not think the prac-
tices this committee has brought to light could have been exposed other
than by congressional investigation. And I suggest that a congressional
investigation of the FBI was not a political possibility during Mr.
Hoover's tenure as Director. Mr. Hoover exercised total control over
the Bureau and its personnel and .brooked no interference with that
process. Neither the Congress, which always voted the appropriations
he asked, and sometimes more, questioned that control; no more did
his nominal. sup~rior in the Department of Justice. Exercising that
control, Mr. Hoover built the FBI into the.'finest investigative agency
in the world.

I think the Congress and the general public probably viewed Mr.
Hoover's control over the Bureau as a protection against a politically
motivated Attorney General or a politi6ally appointed U.S. Attorney.
What may have been less appreciated is the fact that the Bureau was
an extremely important and necessary resource of the Department and
the key to its success at any-time. No Attorney General can carry on

-the work of the Department without the full cooperation and support
of the FBL Animosity between an Attorney General and the Director
was a losing proposition for the work of the Department and for the
success of any administration, as well as for the Attorney General in-
volved. Certainly I sought in many ways to avoid, wherever possible,
too direct a confrontation. Mr. Hoover was very conscious of the fact
that an independent FBI would be far more vulnerable to public sus-
picion and public criticism than one formally Under the control of the



Attorney General. He would always count on a defense and expression
of confidence by his formal superior. In effect, he was uniquely suc-
cessful in having it both ways: He was protected from public criticism
by having a theoretical superior who took responsibility for his work,
and was protected from that superior by his public reputation.

Mr. Hoover was a permanent fixture in the Government; Attorneys
General, in fact 18 of them, came and went. Surely he must, with some
justification, have regarded Attorneys General as rank amateurs in
the investigative techniques in which the Bureau was so expert. While
he was enormously sensitive to any accusation that a particular in-
vestigative activity was not authorized by the Department, this did
not mean the incumbent Attorney General or any of his principal
subordinates knew of that activity. Mr. Hoover was satisfied if the
Bureau at any time had been authorized by any Attorney General to
conduct a particular activity in any circumstance whatsoever. Per-
haps to the head of a large bureaucracy in which Attorneys General
come and go this is a reasonable way of proceeding. But there is sim-
ply no way an incoming Attorney General can or should be charged
with endorsing every decision of every predecessor, and particularly
those decisions which even the predecessor did not know lie was mak-
ing. And, as the committee has discovered, Mr. Hoover, especially in
later years, went beyond any semblance of authorization. The Bureau
constantly resorted to terms of art, or euphemisms, without bother-
ing to inform the Attorney General that they were terms of art. I don't
think it is excessively naive to assume that a. "highly reliable inform-
ant" is precisely that, and not a microphone surveillance. I don't think
that the Nation's chief law enforcement officer is or ought to be in-
volved in a guessing game, particularly without being told the rules.

I don't wish to belabor this point, but I most strongly urge that the
committee review my correspondence with the Director on the occasion
of the Justice Department's filings in the Supreme Court in the Black
case in 1966. It was at that time that I became dramatically aware of
the lengths to which the Bureau would go in trying to justify its au-
thority. My correspondence with Mr. Hoover at that time unavoidably
became a bitter one, and it persuaded me that I could no longer effec-
tively serve as Attorney General because of Mr. Hoover's obvious
resentment toward me.

My prepared statement then turns to the three subjects in which the
committee has expressed a particular interest. I have discussed these
in considerable detail, and I have made every effort to insure my recol-
lection is as accurate as it can be. But, despite the effort and time in-
volved in trying to reconstruct events of 10 years ago from very lim-
ited resources, I can make no claim that my recollection is complete or
in all cases precisely accurate. It is simply my best recollection.

I discuss first the opening of mail, a program as to which, I am vir-
tually certain, I had no knowledge. The press, and perhaps the com-
mittee staff, has mistakenly drawn the inference from certain internal
memorandums of the FBI that I was aware of this program. My state-
ment discusses these memorandums in detail. I do not recall any such
program and had I been aware of it, I am sure that I would recall it
since I would not have tolerated it.

The second subject I discuss in some detail is the Ku Klux Klan and
the outstandingly successful investigation which the Bureau conducted



in that regard. I say that I did not then and do not now regard the
Bureau's program with respect to the Klan as in any sense comparable
to so-called "counterintelligence" programs. The Klan program in-
volved the investigation and prosecution of members of organizations
who had engaged in and who were committed to the violent depriva-
tion of constitutionally guaranteed rights of others through murder,
kidnappings, beatings, and threats of violence-all in-contravention of
Federal and State laws. If you will remember for a moment the names
of Lemuel Penn, Viola Liuzzo, Vernon Dahmer, Medgar Evers,
James Chaney, Andrew Goodman, Michael Schwerner, and the bomb-
ings and beatings that became so frequent in the mid-1960's, you may
perceive the differences as clearly as I did then. The FBI did a mag-
nificent job in Mississippi and parts of Alabama and Louisiana in
bringing to justice the perpetrators of those acts. To equate such ef-
forts with surveillance or harassment of persons exercising constitu-
tionally guaranteed rights is, in my view, unmitigated nonsense.
- Third, I discuss what I knew about the wiretaps, bugs, and other

surveillance with respect to Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr. I point out
the tension between the Department and the Bureau with respect to.
the civil rights movement, a tension which increased as civil rights
leaders, especially Dr. King, were publicly critical of Mr. Hoover and
the Bureau. I have tried to describe fully all my knowledge about taps
and bugs on Dr. King, including my order to terminate a tap on
his home phone and the Bureau's alleged after-the-fact advices about
three subsequent overnight bugs of Dr. King's hotel rooms, without
prior authorization. It is important here, as with the Klan investiga-
tion, for the committee to recall the events of that time and the tre-
menidous stake the Nation had in preventing civil strife and Dr. King's
important contribution through his commitment to nonviolence. In
this context, Mr.- Hoover's capitulation to personal pique stemming
from public criticism of the FBI was particularly reprehensible, and
clearly contrary to the interest of Presidents K6nnedy and Johnson,
constitutional government, and the Nation. His vendetta against Dr.
King, if successful, could have led to civil strife of frightening
magnitude.

My conclusion, after hearing what information I have and that
revealed by the committee hearings to date, is that the problems which
the committee has disclosed rest more-with the historical accident of
J. -Edgar Hoover-a man of great dedication and great talent who'
built an insignificant law enforcement agency into the powerful Fed-
eral Bureau of Investigation-than they do with the need for much
legislation to prevent future abuses. It is my view that if the committee
did nothing more than it has already done through public exposure,
the odds against any future Director achieving the political power
and political autonomy of Mr. Hoover are overwhelming. In demon-
strating the dangers of permitting that power and prestige over such
an extended period of time even for a principled man, and Mr. Hoover
was, the committee has performed a significant public service.

Mr. Hoover built from modest beginning the best and most prin-
cipled law enforcement agency in the world. That should not be for-.
gotten. Therefore, I conclude with a note of sadness. I believe that
Mr. Hoover served with distinction but he served too long. That was
the fault of others and of circumstance. Certainly those who had



recent contact with him knew that age increasingly impacted his
judgment. We all-the Presidents, the Congress, the Attorneys Gen-
eral, the press and many segments of the public-knew that, and yet
he stayed on struggling against change and the future. 4T hope the
committee will weigh the great service he gave this Nation and the
great institution he created and dedicated to the public interest favor-
ably against what I regard as largely the transgressions of an elderly
man who served with distinction, but too long.

Senator TOWER. Thank you, Mr. Katzenbach. Mr. Glark, we have
your complete statement. You may summarize it or -read it in its
entirety as you choose. In any case, it will be printed in full in the
record.

TESTIMONY OF RAMSEY CLARK

Mr. CLARK. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
I ask that my 7-page statement be put into the record and I make a

few comments so we can get on with the questioning.
It seems like we have been through an intolerable series of revela-

tions of Government misconduct. As we approach our 200th anni-
versary, I hope we will remember that freedom made this country
possible, and freedom has been our credo, and that we will act with
strength and determination now to see that we can begin our third
century in freedom. It has been imperiled, I believe, by Government
misconduct.

I served 8 years in the Department of Justice, beginning with the
Kennedy administration and ending at the end of the Johnson admin-
istration. I was no stranger to the Department. When I first officially
entered there, I padded the halls as a 9-year-old kid beside my father.
I love the place. I believe its importance in our social fabric is enor-
mous. I believe it is a durable institution, but I believe it needs help, and
I think the Coigress must be a principal source of that help.

I have sadly come to the conclusion that the revelations regarding
the FBI and other governmental activities concerning Dr. Martin
Luther King, Jr., require the creation of a national commission, not
legislative, not executive, although it certainly could contain members
of both of those branches, but involving the people.

I think we have a crisis, among other things, in credibility. I would
like to see people on this commission who were close to Dr. King, who
believed in his moral leadership and participated in his movement,
lawyers from his past, people who worked with him, like Congress-
man Andy Young, many others, broad based.

I think the commission should have the power to compel testimony
to subpena witnesses and documents. I do not believe we can afford to
leave a stone unturned in exposing for the scrutiny of a democratic
society every activity of government that related to Dr. King, to his
friends, his associates, his church, the Southern Christian Leadership
Conference, any of his activities, to his work.

That is a sad thing for me to have to recommend. I was Attorney
General when Dr. King was murdered. I followed that investigation
more carefully than any investigation while I was Attorney General.
I had confidence at the time that we were doing everything that could
be done to determine the facts. But my confidence and my judgment
don't matter. The confidence and the judgment of the people is
imperative.



Beyond the revelations concerning Dr. King-we've had so many
that required drastic action-I listed again a number of recommenda-
tions that I've made from time to time here before, discussions with
staff here this morning. I realize I left some out. I think, for instance,
the Director of the FBI should be limited to a term of 4 years. I
suggested this before. I think the term ought to begin at the end of the
second year of the Presidency, so that a President would serve a
Director appointed before his term for 2 years and then 2 years
with someone that he appointed. I don't think that's extreme; I think
it's essential. In fact, I think we have rhany analogies to indicate the
desirability Take the Chief of Staff in the military and things like
that. We are considering our freedom here. 1 believe that a society
committed to democratic institutions, aspiring to freedom and hope
and to live under the rule of law, must have faith in its agents, can
fully protect their interest and serve their needs by fair conduct, by
honorable conduct. ..

The Congress will have the courage to come to grips and enact laws
to prohibit investigative and enforcement activities that are unaccept-
able to the moral standards of the American people. I think we need
as a first-requisite specific statutes that address every form' of investi-
gative and enforcement *activity prohilbiting those that are judged
unacceptable, and I would hope that'would be a long list, attaching
criminal sanction to their violation. I would hope that conduct that is
permitted would be specifically authorized in statute, so that no agent
on the street would ever wonder what he is authorized to do. And if
Congress determines there is a twilight zone, that it would vigorously
regulate that twilight zone. Some consider the use of electronic surveil-
lance to be such a. zone. I don't. I think it ought to be prohibited, as
I said when I was Attorney. General. If :it-is permitted, I think it
would require rigorous regulation well beyond what we have consid-
ered in the title III of the Omnibus Crime Control Act. That shows
the concern of Congress and it shows, I think, the potential of law to
protect the people from abuse of governmental powers.

I think that any disruptive activities such as those that you reveal,.
regarding the COINTEL Program alid the Ku Klux Klan, should be
absolutely prohibited and subjected to criminal prosecution. I believe
the police investigation, the criminal investigation and accumulation of
data files or dossiers should be prohibited, except .in actual ongoing
criminal investigations initiated where there was probable cause to
believe the crimes have been committed, or is about to be committed.

I think information obtained by police, by agents of the FBI or
other Federal bureaus, from public sources for general informa-
tional purposes-and I am not a know-nothing-I think that those
who have the duty t protect us must know public information about
the society in which. they live. I think that should 'be made available
always to -the public and to the press in the form in which it is
received.

Where techniques inherently. inimical to freedom, such as paid in-
formants, which I oppose, are authorized by- law; they should be
stringently regulated. I think the standards should exceed those that
the courts' haVe now imposed upon fourth amendnient procedure
regarding search and seizure. I think vigorous internal.compliande
should be required, regular inspection and' reporting 'to the highest



authorities within the executive, congressional oversight and regular
public reporting with the times, number, and duration of all such
activities. Every individual or organization should be entitled to notice
of, and on demand to review, any information possessed by any investi-
gative or enforcement agency concerning him, her or it, unless that
information is part of an ongoing criminal investigation, and in
those circumstances it be subject to judicial rules of discovery. I believe
it will better serve the public safety and the freedom of the people, and
under any circumstances I think there should be full disclosure not
less than 2 years after the date of the receipt of the information.

When Government agencies act unlawfully, I think responsible per-
sons should be subject to criminal sanction, civil damages, and injunc-
tion. I think the law should strictly prohibit unauthorized public

agencies, or private persons, from engaging in authorized criminal
investigations assigned to another jurisdiction. Illustrations that ex-
plain what I'm talking about are such things as the plumbers, as they
were called; the use of IRS .agents to engage in general criminal
investigation, which can destroy the confidence in the integrity of
the taxing power that is essential to any Government. I think the law
should prohibit and punish leaks of information from Government
investigations which can either damage reputations, or prejudice fair
trials, and I think we need to be rigorous about that. I guess I need
only note some of the revelations regarding Martin Luther King to
suggest to the Department what I'm talking about.

We need far more effective Freedom of Information Acts, and both
Mr. Katzenbach and I were deeply involved in the formulation of
the existing basic statute that exists today. I think we both had higher
hopes for it. I know I did. I was deeply disappointed when I argued
the first case under it in the Supreme Court to find that the exceptions
which had been created by the Congress were as great as they were. I
think democracy is premised upon an informed public.

Secrecy in Government is one of the great perils to the continuation
of democracy and freedom in this society. I think that only rights of
privacy and the integrity of ongoing criminal investigations should
exempt information from disclosure. I think civilian review boards
comprised of the broadest citizen representation with the power to
subpena witnesses and documents, compel testimony, should be created
for all police departments and investigative agencies by the appro-
priate legislative bodies, Federal, State, and local. They should have
the power to oversee, to check, to initiate studies, to review and deter-
mine complaints of wrongful conduct, and report regularly to legisla-
tive, the executive, the judiciary, the public, and the fourth estate.

If this sounds burdensome, it is in my judgment a small price to
pay and I would like to end with the words of a great man and a
uniquely free American, William 0. Douglas, on the subject of discre-
tion, because I think they tell us what we risk if we continue to permit
unbridled discretion in Federal investigative agencies, or for that
matter, those at State and local levels. He said:

Law has reached its finest moments when it has freed from unlimited discre-
tion some ruler, some civil or some military official, some bureaucrat. Where
discretion is absolute, man has always suffered. At times it has .been his property
that has been invaded, at times his privacy, at times his liberty of movement, at
times his freedom of thought, at times his life. Absolute discretion is a ruthless
master. It is more destructive of freedom than any of man's other inventions.
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I urge you to enact laws that will inform every agent investigating
or enforcing for the Federal establishment of the limits of that dis-
cretion.

Thank you.
[Prepared statement of Ramsey Clark follows:]

STATEMENT OF RAMSEY CLARK, FORMER ATTORNEY GENERAL OF THE UNITED STATES

Must we remind ourselves? This is America. Freedom is our credo. Because we
overcame fear and live free, our imagination and energy burst across the conti-
nent and built this incredible place. Fulfillment is the flower of freedom, born
of no other tree. Freedom is the child of Mother Courage.What utter outrage that as we approach our two hundredth anniversary of thequest for freedom striving still to "secure the blessings of liberty to ourselves
and our posterity" we should turn, frightened, cureless or unscrupulous, to police
state.tactics. Have we forgotten who we are and what we stand for?

Recent years have seemed a constant revelation'-of growing abuses of freedom.
Frightened, hateful, insecure, craving power, a thousand ignoble emotions have
justified means to obtain ends. We have felt the hot breath of tyranny in America:
Many have found it comforting.

Some seeming paralysis grips us. Raised to believe the truth will set you free,
we are told the truth is too dangerous and not for the people to know. A year in
the wake of Watergate, the Congress has not enacted a.single law to prevent its
recurrence, while Senate Bill 1 from the Committee on the Judiciary imperils
freedom.

If we love freedom; we will demand a full accounting by government, federal,
state and local, of past conduct threatening liberty.

Your partial- disclosures about FBI efforts to destroy the desperately needed
moral leadership of Martin Luther King, Jr. are an important first service. We
need to know more. For years I have:pleaded for full disclosure. Five years ago,
writing ini Grime in America, I observed:

"There have been repeated allegations that the FBI placed bugs in hotel rooms
occupied by Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr., and subsequently phiyed the tapes of
conversations recorded in the room for various editors, Senators and opinion-
makers. The course of the civil rights movement may have been altered by a
prejudice caused by such a practice. The prejudice-may have reached men who
might otherwise.have given great support-including even the President of the
United States. The public has a right to know whether this is true. If it is, those.
responsible should be held fully accountable. A free society cannot endure where
such police tactics are permitted. Today they may be used only against political
enemies or unpopular persons. Tomorrow you may be the victim. Whoever the
subject, the practice is intolerable." . . . -

What you have now revealed demands the creation ofa national commission,
empowered to investigate thoroughly all governmental activity relating to
Martin Luther King, Jr., his movement, family, friends, associates, church, the
Southern Christian Leadership Conference, his activities and his murder. The
commission, broad based and fully financed, with the .power to subpoena docu-
ments and compel testimony, should report .to the Congress, the President and
the People. When the evidence warrants it, a special grand jury should consider
its findings. The commission should develop, draft and present legislation,. regu-
lations-and review procedures to prevent recurrences of wrongful conduct it
uncovers.

We muist recognize the far greater danger and injury flowing from government
misconduct than from any threat claimd to justify it. Governmenit can only be
effective with the support of the people. The people will only support government
which earns its respect. People do not respect "a dirty business."

Law enforcement -will not long respect itself when it engages in wrongdoing:
Integrity will be destroyed. Good people drawn to public service will abandon it.
A mystique of cunning and surreptition will drive out objective, lawful investiga-
tive priorities and practices. America, too, can be a police state. The only special
immunity we have known has been our commitment to freedom.

The notion that-moderate Machiavellian means are required by dangerous con-
ditions and call prevail over a radical -Machiavelli is twice wrong. Ai unbridled
discretion in police power is the sure road to despotism. We should learn from
the words of a great and'uniquely free man, William 0. Douglas:
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"Law has reached its finest moments when it has freed from the unlimited
discretion of some ruler, some civil or military official, some bureaucrat. Where
discretion is absolute man has always suffered. At times it has been his property
that has been invaded; at times, his privacy; at times his liberty of movement;
at times his freedom of thought; at times his life. Absolute discretion is a ruth-
less master. It is more destructive of freedom than any of man's other inven-
tions."

The only acceptable course is constitutional principle.
Now, as Lincoln urged at Cooper Union in the darkening year before the Civil

War, "Let us have faith that right makes might, and in that faith, let us, to the
end, dare to do our duty as we understand it."

A society aspiring to freedom, to the rule of law and democratic institutions,
can prevent domestic insurrection, crime and wrongdoing within its own borders
by fair, lawful, honorable means. To adopt lesser means is to kill the American
Dream.

We gave some cause to the Soviet newspaper Tass to report as it did in Janu-
ary of this year with regard to CIA-FBI activities "And now it is obvious that
fundamental rights of citizens are flouted in the leading country of the 'free
world.'" It is for you and me now to redeem our pledge to freedom for humanity.
And we must begin at home.

From a larger number of recommendations, I will outline nine proposals
I have urged to control domestic surveillance, preserve freedom and protect
society. I urge the enactment of laws implementing them.

1. Specific statutes should authorize, prohibit or regulate every investigative
and enforcement practice for federal, state and local government. Obviously,
disruptive government activities such as those revealed in Cointelpro or against
the Ku Klux Klan should be subjected to criminal sanction. Every authorized
act must be founded in law. Government agents should not have to guess what is
permitted.

2. Police investigation and accumulation of data, files or dossiers should be
prohibited except in criminal investigations initiated only where there is prob-
able cause to believe a crime has been committed. Information retained by police
from public sources for general informational purposes, such as newspapers,
should be kept equally available in its original form to the public and the press.

3. Where techniques inherently inimical to freedom such as paid informants
or electronic surveillances (I oppose both) are authorized by law, they should
be stringently regulated. Court orders meeting Fourth Amendment standards
should be required. Internal compliance, inspection and reporting to the highest
authority should be rigorous and regular public reporting of times, numbers and
duration required.

4. Every individual and organization should be entitled to notice of, and on
demand to review, any information possessed by any investigative or enforce-
ment agency concerning him, her, or it, unless that information is part of an
ongoing criminal investigation where it should be subject to judicial rules of
discovery and full disclosure not more than two years after receipt.

5. When government agencies act unlawfully, responsible persons should be
subjected to criminal sanctions, civil damages and injunction.

6. Law should strictly prohibit unauthorized public agencies or private persons
from engaging in authorized criminal investigation.

7. Law should prohibit and punish leaks of information from government in-
vestigations which can either damage reputations or prejudice fair trials.

8. Freedom of Information Acts at all levels of government should open in-
vestigative agencies to public scrutiny. Democracy is premised on an informed
public. Only rights of privacy and the integrity of ongoing criminal investiga-
tions should exempt information from disclosure.

9. Civilian Review Boards comprised of the broadest citizen representation,
with power to subpoena witnesses and documents and compel testimony should
be created for all police departments and investigative agencies. They should
oversee, check, initiate studies, review and determine complaints of wrongful
conduct and report regularly to the legislature, executive, judiciary, the public
and the Fourth Estate.

If this sounds burdensome, it is a small price to pay for freedom. Without
such safeguards we will enter our third century with liberty exposed to clear
and present danger. We must ask ourselves, in the words of Justice Hugo Black
"whether we as a people will try fearfully and futilely to preserve democracy
by adopting totalitarian methods, or whether in accordance with our traditions
and our Constitution will have the confidence and courage to be free."
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Senator TOWER. Thank you, Mr. Clark.
Before we proceed with the.questions I would like to instruct the

witnesses to refrain from mentioning the names of private citizens
unless permission has been given in advance by that person, or unless
the information is already in the public domain. This is, of course, de-
signed to protect people who may appear in raw FBI data files and
that sort of thing. We doi't want ourselves unwittingly to infringe on
anybody's rights here, and we are investigating the fact that it has
been done by Government agencies.

The questioning of Mr. Katzenbach will be.initiated by the counsel
for the minority, Mr. Smothers.

Mr. SMIOTHERS. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. Katzenbach, your statement suggests that, for much of the

activities we reviewed, or much of the activities of the FBI, these
represented -matters that started. with Mr. Hoover and were pursued
without opposition, certainly without opposition at the Attorney Gen-
eral's level. I think it would be fair to say that from some of the docu-
ments which you have been shown, there is at least a suggestion that
Hoover did communicate some information regarding his activities
and may have believed that there was some authority based on those
communications.

What I would like to do briefly with you is to concentrate first on
the area of electronic surveillance, beginning with your own attention
to the area of bugs or regulation of those, and then to move briefly to
the three matters we have indicating surveillance of Dr. King and
then to the information regarding your knowledge- on those, and
then finally with regard to asking information regarding the
COINTELPRO activities of the Bureau during this time. In the
interest of saving time, let me just briefly indicate what our record
reveals with regard to the regulation of electronic surveillance, the
bugs here as distinguished from the wiretaps.

. We know that wiretapping had required the pi'ior approval of the
Attorney General. Without respect to bugs, the Bureau.apparehtly
relied upon a 1954 memorandum by Brownell, when he was Attorney
General, indicating either inherent or. delegated authority by the
Bureau to plant electronic bugging devices.

On March 30, 1965, you indicated dissatisfaction with this and
established a rule essentially requiring the Bureau to conform to the
wiietap procedure, that is,-come to the Attorney General for permis-
sion to use any such devices.

I see an amendment to that in 1965, where you indicate in emergency
situations the Bureau could indeed plant such devices, but that notice
would immediately follow, notice to the Attorney -General.

Is that account substantially correct? .
Mr. KATZENBACH. Yes, it is, Mr. Smothers, except that I did a good

deal more than just.put bugs on the same basis as taps, because taps
were not on a very good basis at that time either. So that my proce-
dures did equate the two, but they in addition required formal notice
to the Attorney General of any discontinuance, and they required a
formal re-permission for anything that had been on 6 months.

Mr. SMOTHERS. To the best of your knowledge, did the Bureau com-
ply with those procedures? -
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Mr. KATZENBACH. To the best of knowledge, it complied with those
procedures. I don't recollect ever having any occasion of seeing the
emergency power that you referred to used by the Bureau.

Mr. SMOTHERS. All right. In your statement you referred to three
alleged incidents of after the fact advices regarding electronic
bugging. I have a memorandum dated May 17, 1965, entitled "Meno-
randum for the Attorney General, Re: Martin Luther King, Jr."
[See footnote, page 21.]

Reading from the first paragraph of that memorandum, the memo-
randum is signed by Mr. Hoover, Mr. Hoover reports to you that,
"This Bureau's investigation of the Communist influence in racial
matters has developed considerable information indicating the influ-
ence upon Martin Luther King, Jr." It then proceeds to name indi-
viduals previously discussed; individuals which the chief counsel
indicated, in his discussion this morning, had been shown at least by
reporting from the Bureau to not be directly under the control of the
Communist Party. Further down in the memorandum, the end of the
first paragraph, Mr. Hoover reports the purpose of the surveillance
activity, or the purpose of the FBI in looking at King here. He indi-
cated that, "results in obtaining evidence of influences upon King," I
continued to quote, "as well as information concerning the tactics and
plans of King and his organization and the civil rights movement."

Mr. Katzenbach, there are initials on this document in the upper
right hand corners. Are those your initials?

Mr. KATZENBACH. Yes; those are my initials.
Mr. SMOTHERS. Do you recall this information received by Mr.

Hoover?
Mr. KATZENBACH. No, I do not, and I do not know whether I wrote

those initials or not.
Mr. SMOTHERS. I don't understand.
Are they your initials?
Mr. KATZENBACH. Yes; my initials are N. deB. K., and that's

N. deB. K., as I customarily write, in the place where I would custom,
arily write it.

Mr. SMOTHERS. Does that look like your handwriting?
Mr. KATZENBACH. It looks like it.
Mr. SMoTHERS. Do you believe it to be your handwriting?
Mr. KATZENBACH. I don't have any recollection of ever receiving this

memorandum or the two subsequent memorandums, or the same memo-
randums of the same kind, Mr. Smothers. I have no recollection of that,
and I very strongly believe that I would have recollected it.

Mr. SMOTHERS. Mr. Katzenbach, if we can stay with my question,
please.

That is, does this look like your handwriting?
Mr. KATZENBACH. Yes; it looks like my handwriting.
Mr. SMOTHERS. Do you have any reason to believe that you did not

initial this document?
Mr. KATZENBACH. Yes; because I do not recollect the document and

I believe very strongly that I would recall this document.
Mr. SMOTHERS. Can we turn to the next document, please; the docu-

ment dated October 19, 1965, stating substantially the same information
as was in the first paragraph of the May 17 document, looking again
to the upper right-hand corner.
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Mr. KATENBACH. Yes, they are, and the same situation as before.
Mr. SMOTHERS. Do they appear to be in anyone's hand other than'

your own?
Mr. KATZENBACH. No. That is the way I would write initials.
Mr. SM1OTHERS. Will you turn to the document dated December 1,

1965.
Again, going to the upper right-hand corner, do those appear to be

your initials there?
Mr. KATZENBACIH. Yes, the initials appear to be mine. The handwrit-

ing immediately underneath that does not appear to be mine.
Mr. SMOTHERS. Mr. Katzenbach, in the normal course of events,

would one be reasonable in assuming that these three documents, sepa-
rated by some months in time from the Bureau's files, with initials that
you indicated appear to be yours, reflect the fact that you had seen and
initialled these documents?

Mr. KATZENBACH. In the normal course.of events?
Mr. SMOTHERS. What is wrong with that assumption?
We are talking about three documents months apart that appear to

be your initials,- according to your testimony. Is there anything that
would suggest that someone else had initialled these documents?

Mr. KATZENBACH. The only thing that would suggest that anybody
else could have initialled these documents are a series of reasons that
I have set forth in some length in my prepared statement that I think
you are familiar with, Mr. Smothers, as to why I am confident that I
would have recollected these memorandums.

It is also, to my mind, I don't understand, and I never saw any
memorandums, to the best of my recollection, where. the Bureau had
put a microphone surveillance in anyplace and notified me afterward.

Mr. SMOTHERS. I'll come to the substance of the documents in a
moment, Mr. Katzenbach, but let's be very clear on the record in this
matter.

Are you suggesting that what appears to be your initials on these
documents in fact represent forgeries?

'Mr. KATZENBACH. -Let me be just as 'clear about that as I can. I have
no recollection of receiving these'documents, and I seriously believe
that I would have recollected them had I received them. If they are
my initials and if Iput them on, then I am clearly mistaken in that
recollection.

Mr. SMroTHERS. Very well.
May we go to. the substance of the documents for a moment, and

we'll turn to the document of May 17. [See footnote, p. 21].
Senator MATHIAS. Mr. Chairman, if counsel would suspend for just

a minute,'tliere is no doubt in your mind that you would have remem-
bered that document if you had seen it.

Mr. KATZENBACII. I have no doubt in my mind that I would have re-
membered it, Senator. On the other hand, if that'in fact 'are my ini-
tials, then for reasons that I cannot now 'explain to the committee, and
which I find difficult to conceive, the memorandum must have been
seen by me and initialled by me.

Senator MATHIAS. But you wouldn't have considered it routine
memorandum, passing over it?



Mr. KATZENBACH. I would have considered it anything but a routine
memorandum.

Mr. SMOTHERS. In that connection, Mr. Katzenbach, is it your testi-
mony then that you would not have approved of an objective of the
Bureau as stated in the May 17 memorandum, to gain information
concerning the tactics and plans of Dr. King and the civil rights
movement? Would you have considered this an improper objective on
the part of the FBI?

Mr. KATZENBACH. Yes, I would have considered that an improper
objective. The Communist influence is another question, and if I might
just go back to something you said a minute ago, Mr. Smothers, I
think it was not my information. You said the Bureau and all of
these people had said that they were not under Communist influence.
If my understanding of that is correct, then I believe your statement
is not correct. At least, I do not believe it ever came to my attention
that one of these individuals was not still believed to be a secret and
important member of the Communist Party as far as information
coming to me was concerned.

Mr. SMOTHERs. That may well be. There is a matter of some dispute
there. We talked about information coming from the New York of-
fice in regard to that individual. I do not wish to pursue that at the
moment. I grant you that certainly information which may have been
received by the Bureau would indicate there was Communist influence.

My question regarding the Communist influence, though, is rather,
assuming again that you received this memorandum, it would not have
raised questions in your mind as to the nature of this information,
this considerable information which the Bureau had developed.

Would this have, in the ordinary course of things, sparked a re-
quest from you to Mr. Hoover about the nature of this considerable in-
formation, the same language which appears in three memoranda?

Mr. KATZENBACH. I think I can best answer that question, Mr.
Smothers, to say that to gain that kind of information through a
microphone surveillance, and particularly one in a hotel seems to me a
crazy way to try to get that information in the first place, but to gain
it in that way, I would have thought was wrong.

Now, for the Bureau or the Attorney General to be interested in in-
formation concerning the tactics and plans of Dr. King's movement
in those times, I am sure would have been something that I would
have been interested in. Indeed, we talked to him often about-

Mr. SMOTHERS. According to the May 17 memorandum, wouldn't
the action have been in violation of your own instructions regarding
the use of these devices? They are reporting to you after the fact
regarding a microphone placement, and they tell you "because of the
importance of the meeting," the meeting between King and these
other persons, "and the urgency of the situation, a microphone
surveillance was effected."

Mr. KATZENBACH. Yes, that would have been in violation. I cannot
see this as an emergency. There's nothing in the memo to suggest
that it's an emergency. It comes to me some days afterward. I was
virtually available to the Bureau every minute prior to the time this
was put in. My conclusion is that the reason they didn't ask for my
authorization is that they knew they wouldn't get it.



Mr. SMOTHERS. Mr. Katzenbach, the exact same language, except
for a change in date, appears in the October 19 memorandum and in
the December 1 memorandum, all reporting after the fact.

Now, I am a little puzzled by the fact that none of this information,
three occasions of reporting'here, came to your attention, or at least
no recollection came to your attention. Are we suggesting that th*ese
memoranda were not forwarded to the Office of the Attorney General?

Mr. KATZENBACII. I don't know the answer to that question, Mr.
Smothers, and I assure you that I am much more puzzled than you
are; and much more concerned.

Mr. SMoTHERS. Let me turn to the last document. [See footnote
p. 21]. That one is also the source of some concern. This document
is on stationery indicating Office of the Attorney General. The docu-
ment is handwritten and reads as follows:

Mr. Hoover: Obviously these are particularly delicate surveillances and we
should be very caut ious in terms of the non-FBI people who may from time to
time necessarily be involved in some aspect of installation.

There are initials at the bottom. Are those yoir initials or signa-
tures, Mr. Katzenbach?

Mr. KATZENBACH. Yes.
Mr. SioTHERs. Is this note in your hand?
Mr. KATZENBACH. It is ii" my hand and I recall writing it.
Mr. SMIOTHERs. The date of the note is December 10, 1965, 9 days

after the last memorandum. regarding the surveillances of Dr. King.
You will also note, written across and apparently not in your hand,
printed, are the words Martin Luther King, Jr.

'This docunient was found in the Bureau's King file. Do you remem-
ber writing this note?.Do you remember what surveillances you were,
making references to, what delicate surveillances?

Mr. KATZENBACI. I don't recall, and I have nothing in my possession
that has served to refresh my- recollection,- And nothing has been
shown to me by the committee staff that serves to refresh my. recollec-
tion.

Mr. SAoIHERS. In your opinion, could this note have referred to
the three mentioned. electronic *surveillances against Dr. King?

Mr. KATZENBACH. On its face it says that it did. If I remember any
recollection whatsoever of the first three documents, then it would-
seem to me that would be a possibility. I point out that it could refer
to almost anything.

My opinion is obviously, since I don't recall getting the first three,
that this was not associated with it, and I really don't have enough
recollection of what was assoicated with it to say, I do, or I did see
Mr. Helms .6n that date. Whether it relates to something he asked
for, I don't know.

Mr. SMOTHERs. Let me raise this question, Mr. Katzenbach.
Had these memoranda come to the Office of the Attorney General,

would your immediate staff or those persons in youir office who would
have'been receiving these memoranda, without regard to whether you
actually initiated them, wbuld these persons have called these matters
to your atteniton?

Mr. KATZENBACH. If they had seen them, yes, they would. I would
certainly assume so, yes.
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Mr. SMOTHERS. Was your immediate staff aware of the disagree-
ment you alluded to earlier between Mr. Hoover and the Attorneys
General, including yourself, on the question of civil rights?

Mr. KATZENBACH. Oh, yes, certainly.
Mr. SMOTHERS. Then unless we are willing to assume that these

documents never reached the Office of Attorney General, we have a
true puzzle.

Mr. KATZENBACH. Yes, I am very puzzled.
Mr. SMOTHERS. Let me just raise a question about one bit of in-

formation concerning Dr. King which may have come to your
attention.

Do you recall in 1964 information coming to you regarding a re-
porter who had been offered access to certain information regarding
Dr. King, certain information that would assist in the ruin of
Dr. King?

Mr. KATZENBACH. Yes, I do. I covered that incident in much detail
as I can presently recollect in the longer, prepared statement.

Mr. SMOTHERS. So that you did, as early as 1964, have some in-
formation to suggest that the FBI may have been interested in an at-
tack on Dr. King?

Mr. KATZENBACH. Oh, yes.
If your question is did I know the animosity between Mr. Hoover

and Dr. King, absolutely, yes, sir, and I knew that this one incident
had taken place.

Mr. SMOTHERS. Would you agree then, that with this information
in your mind, it would have been a clear dereliction to merely initial
or approve the matters-not approve, to initial without taking further
action on the matters mentioned in the memoranda that we have just
been talking about?

Mr. KATZENBACH. I would certainly expect that if I read the mem-
orandums, then I would have done something about it.

Mr. SMOTHERS. Let me move along very briefly to one matter,
Mr. Katzenbach.

Mr. KATZENBACH. I would point out that the action in each case was
completely finished and done, but I would have done something about
it. I did do something about the other, Mr. Smothers [see p. 210.] I
did. I went to the President with that.

Mr. SMOTHERS. That's correct, and the record does reflect that.
Do you recall receiving information in September of 1965 in mem-

orandum form [exhibit 44 '] from the Bureau directed to the At-
torney General indicating that the Bureau was about the business of
disruptive activities against the Klan?

Mr. KATZENBACH. I recall a memorandum the committee showed
me which speaks for itself. I wouldn't characterize it that way
Mr. Smothers.

Mr. SMOTHERS. Do you recall a memorandum [exhibit 45 2] origi-
nating from you back to Mr. Hoover indicating your satisfaction with
the Bureau's efforts against the Klan as reflected by that memorandum?

Mr. KATZENBACH. Yes, sir, I do, and they were magnificent.

1 See p. 513.
2 See p. 515.



Mr. SMOTHERS. Did you approve the Bureau's COINTELPRO
effort against the Klan?

Mr. KATZENBACH. I never heard the word COINTELPRO as such.
I certainly approved everything described to me in that memorandum.

Mr. SMOTHERS. You approved the disruption?
Mr. KATZENBACH. I approved-I think there's a terribly important

distinction for this committee to make. There was a great deal of
evidence with respect to the Klan's being investigated that they had
engaged and they were the instrumentality of violence, and I would
have approved of activities not only to punish that violence, but ac-
tivities within the law to do everything that they could to prevent
violence in those situations. The situation in 1964 in Mississippi was
a desperate one. There was no law enforcement agency in Mississippi
that was worth a damn, and none would protect the rights of clients.
It wasn't until the Bureau went in there, and went in with a massive
investigation under one of its most able inspectors, Joe Sullivan,
after the Chaney, Goodman, Schwerner murders, and I think the
committee basically has to understand the difference between that
situation and the Communist Party or the New Left or something
else.

If you can't make that distinction then I.despair. I think that is
an extremely important distinction.

Senator MONDALE. In fairness to the committee, we're not arguing
at all. As a matter of -fact, we are fully supporting the FBI in the
discharge of its essential traditional responsibilities to enforce the
law. The matters you are talking about are all clearly:and classically
law violations, and insofar as the FBI went down there and investi-
gated those who committed or were about to commit crimes of violence,
I don't think there, is a person on this committee- who would not but
say hurrah.

But we are talking about matters that went clearly beyond this,
and that's what concerns us.

Mr. KATZENBACH. Those matters are not contained in that memo-
randum.

Senator MONDALE. But I thought I heard in your lecture to us that
you didn't see a difference.

Mr. KATZENBACH. Because of that memorandum. That memoran-
dum -is the basis, because it uses the word "disruption." You.cannot
do a criminal investigation of any organization properly without
having some disruptive influence, where you have reason to know that
that organization and its members are engaged in acts of violence,
then by George, you want to disrupt those acts of violence. And part
of the disruption of those acts is to create open surveillance. We did
that with the Klan, openly surveyed them, followed them around all
day.

Senator MORGAN. Did you break into their headqiiarters in Louisiana
in 1962?

Mr. KATZENBACH. Not to the best of my knowledge.. -
Senator MORGAN. Were you in the Departmeit of Justice in 1962?

Weren't you involved in civil rights activities in 1962?
Mr. KATZENBACH. Certainly I was, Senator.
Senator MORGAN. Well, do you recall, or did in fact the Department

of Justice instruct the FBI or did they break into the Klan head-
quarters and steal the roster of the membership?
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Mr. KATZENBACH. I don't have any recollection.
Senator MORGAN. Would that be within your definition of

disruption?
Mr. KATZENBACH. Breaking and entering? No, sir.
Senator MORGAN. Did the Bureau with your knowledge do any

breaking and entering in any of these matters?
Mr. KATZENBACH. NO, sir.
Senator MORGAN. Are you sure?
Mr. KATZENBACH. I am sure about my knowledge, Senator.
Senator MORGAN. Are you saying that it did not happen or you just

don't recall?
Mr. KATZENBACH. I am saying that I had no recollection of that

event. I don't know whether it happened and I have no recollection.
Senator MORGAN. While you headed the Department of Justice were

instructions given to keep under surveillance all members of the black
student activist organizations regardless of whether they had been
involved in disruptions or not?

Mr. KATZENBACH. Keep under surveillance all members of black-
Senator MORGAN. Student organizations, regardless of whether they

had been involved in disruptions or not and surveillance should in-
clude a number of things which were enumerated, including taxes,
checking audits of their taxes.

You know nothing of that?
Mr. KATZENBACH. I don't know what you're talking about, Senator.
Senator MORGAN. You have no knowledge of it?
Mr. KATZENBACH. I have no knowledge of it. Is there a document on

that subject? I'd like to see it.
Senator TOWER. I wonder if we might withhold the production of

that document until such time as the question evolves to the Senator.
The questioning of Mr. Clark will be initiated by the chief counsel

of the committee, Mr. Schwarz.
Mr. SCHWARZ. Mr. Clark, sir, has someone put in front of you Mr.

DeLoach's testimony from this morning?
Mr. CLARK. I have a page clipped on top of another page.
Mr. SCHWARz. Well, I don't know if you were here then, but he

testified as follows. He was asked did you brief Attorney General
Ramsay Clark on the COINTELPRO activities? And reading his full
answer:

Shortly after Mr. Clark became Attorney General, or Acting Attorney General,
Mr. Clark instructed me on one occasion to brief him, to assist him in his knowl-
edge concerning FBI activities, to brief him concerning all ongoing programs.

I do distinctly recall that on one occnsion briefing Mr. Clark concerning pro-
grams of the FBI, that I did generally brief him concerning COINTELPRO or
the counterintelligence program, yes, sir.

Now was that testimony of Mr. DeLoach's true and accurate to the
best of your knowledge?

Mr. CLARK. No.
Mr. ScnwARz. And in what respects is it inaccurate?
Mr. CLARK. I do not believe that he briefed me on anything, even,

as he says, generally concerning COINTELPRO, whatever that means.
The next question as you see there, Senator Schweiker asked for some

specification of what he was talking about and he said nothing has



been shown to me to refresh my memory. This is DeLoach talking. I
briefed him concerning electronic surveillance that had been previously
authorized by the Attorney General.

Well, I don't know what that is supposed to mean. It is certainly a
non 8equitur from the question.

I had been inthe Department for 51/2 years or longer when I became
Acting Attorney General in September, roughly of 1966. I don't recall
being briefed about any activity in the Department. Ordinarily, when
a new Attorney General comes in, there are big books that they bring
around and tell you what everything was supposed to be. But I guess
the assumption was that I had been around for a while and I'd been
Deputy Attorney General for a couple of years and I was supposed to
know by now.

I noticed in the morning that Mr. DeLoach said that I asked him to
instruct me, but.I believe I saw in a document that was handed me this
afternoon that he earlier said that Mr. Hoover asked him to give me
those instructions.

I had difficulty with Mr. DeLoach. It finally resulted in a discon-
tinuation of our relationship, an unhappy event, but I think they know
my disposition. When I became Acting Attorney General, I had al-
ready opposed the.death penalty officially. I had already opposed wire-
tapping and other things, and the probability that they were going
to be briefing me very much about something that had I heard of, I
would have stopped, is not high.

Mr.,SCHWARZ. Is it your testimony then that you had no knowledge
concerning COINTELPRO from Mr. DeLoach or any other source?

Mr. CLARK. I never heard the word, as far as I kn6w, until the last
couple.of, years. It came out in the press.

Mr. SCHWARZ. Apart froni the word, did you have any knowledge of
Bureau programs to disrupt or neutralize any of the five target groups,
the Communist Party, the Socialist Workers Party, the Klan, the
Black Nationalists, or the New Left?

Mr. CLARK. Well, cases would arise. It's hard to think of the best
illustration.

I will recall, I had been sent to Selma to enforce Johnson's court
order protecting the marchers from Selma to Montgomery and that
Friday night I was flying back and got a radio message that Mrs. Viola
Liuzzo had been murdered. And I well remember my dismay and I
believe it was Monday-perhaps Nick can recall-lo and behold the
FBI had solved the case, so to speak. And it seemed like a wizardly
piece of investigative work. But it turned out, from what I uhder-
stand, that actually there was a paid FBI informer in the murder car.
Certainly I knew about that. I remember being deeply concerned at
the time. I remember discussions in the Department whether there was
any possibility that that murder could have been prevented; and that
is something that will always haunt me. Certainly law enforcement
has as its first responsibility the prevention of crime.

Mr.. SCHWARZ. Did you have from the Bureau any knowledge that
the Bureau had a program to disrupt the Ku Klux Klan?

Mr. CLARK. I had no knowledge. You all showed me a memo of
December 1967, I believe, that indicates I had a conversation with
Mr. DeLoach in which I asked him apparently for a briefing on what
is going on with the Klan.



When I was interviewed by your staff people I couldn't recall why
I asked him about the Klan at that time because that was really well
after the Department focus on the Klan as a major enforcement
problem.

My assumption now is it must have been related to the Neshoba
County prosecution, which was just about wrapping up at that time.
This comes not from any recollection I had, but from a conversation
with the subsequent Assistant Attorney General in charge of the Civil
Rights Division and that perhaps John Doar or others in the prosecu-
tion in the case put the idea in my head because the Klan is not some-
thing that we were focusing on. We had bad riots that summer. We
were deeply concerned about what would happen the following year.
We had riots now three or four summers in a row.

Mr. SCHWARZ. Could you just look at the document and we'll go
through a couple of words in it. It is a memorandum dated December
19, 1967 [exhibit 46] 1

Now, let me just take you through a couple of the words in it, the
language, and ask you after doing that whether you recollect receiving
the information and whether you now read the document as putting
in a notice of a program to disrupt the Klan?

The cover sheet describes the conversation as a request for FBI
coverage and penetration of the Klan. Then in the attachment under
FBI responsibility, Mr. Clark, the second page of the attachment, it
talks of the objectives as including, "second, we conduct intelligence
investigations with the view toward infiltrating the Ku Klux Klan
with informants, neutralizing it as a terrorist organization, and deter-
ring violence."

And then starting on the sixth page, under "Special Projects," they
describe various States, and I am picking out just particular examples.
And the other material in the document has no connection with CO
INTELPRO type activity, so I'm just picking little excerpts and ask-
ing whether they put you on notice.

Under Florida, it states that the Bureau had made an effort to bring
personal misconduct to the attention of the Klan rank and file of a
certain leader. And then on the next page, also under Florida, we
found that by the removal of top Klan officers and provoking scandals
within the State Klan organization through informants, the Klan in
a particular area can be rendered ineffective.

And then under Mississippi, a leader of the Klan has been removed
and discredited. Then under Louisiana, referring to some other leader,
this action contributed to the organization and disruption of the
United Klans in Louisiana. And then under Virginia, an effort is
described to contain the growth of the Klan.

Now in a sense what I've done is a little unfair to you, because I have
taken isolated words in the document. But given those words, why
didn't they put you on notice, or in fact, inform you that the Bureau
was engaged, not merely in seeking to prosecute crime and not merely
seeking to deter violence, but also on attempting to neutralize, disrupt,
through tactics such as causing scandal ?

Mr. CLARK. I don't think it's unfair. I don't know how else you would
get at a document like this.

1 See p. 516.



Did they put me.on notice? No. Why? I either did not read them, or
if I read them, didn't read them carefully.

You know I grew up in the South, and the Klan wasn't any outfit-I
ever cared about. I don't recall concern or focus on Klan activities.

Even things like the Neshoba case were just late coming to trial.
There was something that they're as anguished as we had all been.
It was 4 years before it came to trial. Or 3 years, I guess.

I had long since discovered that the Bureau's investigative capacity
m many types of southern criminal activities that they had jurisdic-
tion over were inadequate and we had, on occasion, to preempt their
function often with young attorneys who had no significant investiga-
tive experience.

So I.guess I think I didn't read this. I think perhaps I had asked
for it for someone else, and either bucked it on to them or I never-saw it.

I haven't found anybody in the Civil Rights Division who was
aware, and these were people who. worked in the South intimately. I
haid been down there virtually every year after I came into office. By
that I mean as Assistant Attorney General. We -were aware of pro-

.grams that.were disruptive and other sthan prevention of threat of
crime, in a sense, and I guess that's all I cain tell you about that.

Mr. SCHWARZ. We'll come back to some other subjects, Mr. Clark,
if you want.

Senator TOWER. Senator Mondale?
Senator.MONDALE. Mr..Katzenbaich, I read your full statement. It

was placed in the record.. In the recommendations section there are
many observations with which-I agree. You have to understand the
times during which these occurred. You have to understand some of
Hoover's predispositions. You have to understand the enormous popu-
larity he enjoyed with the American people, with the Congress, every-
where. You have to understand the risk and fears that Americans felt
deeply during much of this. I buy that.

Yet my problem with your recommendations is that you indicate
there isn't much we need to do.about it except make certain we have
good oversight and that we never again let someone -stay there'too
long; and this recominendation seems to flow from what you say was a
general awareness of what.Hoover-was up to and Hoover's.eccentric-
ities in later life.

I have a good deal of difficulty with that analysis. First of all, while
many may have been aware of Mr. Hoover's prejudices, I think very
few, apparently from your testimony even the Attorneys General, were
unaware of some of the excesses that go beyond the law, beyond con-
stitutional rights that were being practiced.

Of course the classic case is Dr. King, which occurred while you
were Attorney General, while both of you served under the then Attor-
ney General, and during which almost a classic KGB type. of ha-
rassment program was going on against a major moderate civil rights
leader. How then can we say that this agency was accountable in,the
light of this record?

Mr. KATZENBACH. I don't think that you can.
Senator MONDALE. Did I misunderstand what you were saying?
Mr. KATZENBACH. Nol think you characterized it slightly different

than I would have characterized it, Senator. I believe, as I said, that



simply exposing this gets you a long way toward solving it and makes
it much more difficult for it to re-occur with the gentleman serving al-
most half a century in that job with his own views.

If we have similar problems, the Congress ought to think of them in
other agencies. I didn't mean to say that that was the end of what the
Congress could do. I think you can certainly do things, tighten up the
wiretapping legislation. I have no problem with doing something on
surveillances. I think we have got a problem in terms of being sure
that you can hold the Attorney General responsible.

I would think, for example, that an Attorney General ought
to have access to Bureau files. If he wants them and wants to put
people in for a particular access that I don't think even the staff of this
committee has, and I don't think the Attorney General has it today.

Senator MONDALE. Well, I think many of them disappeared in
smoke. The OC files just disappeared one day.

Mr. KATZENBACH. I think an attorney trying the case, the principal
trial attorney, ought to have full access to all Bureau files in that case.
I think procedures of that kind which you could prescribe by legisla-
tion or which an Attorney General can prescribe, help to hold him
responsible for what's going on.

Senator MONDALE. In order to have responsibility, you have to have
standards to judge them by.

Mr. KATZENBACH. Yes.
Senator MONDALE. One of the problems here is to define what are

those standards. But our failure to have them specifically defined has
brought us to a point where these agencies have been in disgrace and
where even the spokesman for the FBI yesterday was pleading for a
definition of their authority so they wouldn't continue to be kicked
around the way they are.

Your second point was that a good deal of this was simply traceable
to Mr. Hoover. But how do you explain that while this was going on,
we had Operation CHAOS in the CIA, which was just about as bad,
maybe just as bad. You had the IRS freely participating in CO
INTELPRO using the IRS, in my opinion illegally, for general in-
vestigative and surveillance purposes. You had another agency of Gov-
ernment freely tapping the international lines of communications. You
had the postal department opening up thousands of letters illegally.
You had all of these agencies participating directly and indirectly, not
only on illegal intelligence gathering, but harassment, neutralization,
and all of the rest.

Then, of course, you had the creation of such things as the plumbers,
and the infamous Huston plan, about which, for, I think, irrelevant
reasons, Mr. Hoover was the only one to say no. Everyone else said
yes, including the former Attorney General and the generals in the
services, everybody liked it except Mr. Hoover. He didn't like it.

So how can we be content with the notion that we've solved this
problem when we've carefully analyzed Hoover's historic role in the
FBI and we never should let anybody get in that position again?

Mr. KATZENBACH. I don't think we can, Senator.
Senator MONDALE. Then you've written inartfully.
Mr. KATZENBACH. Can I urge you to think of two buckets. One is

what kind of rules ought to be legislated, what kinds of rules, what



can you do, things, what procedures you're going to set up by leg-
islation. Go to it. Make them as clear as they can be made. Fine.

The other side of the problem is administration, and that is the
side I was directing it to. Make that responsive not merely because
you prescribe the rules, but because they're going to be carried out. Be-
cause Senator, the Bureau's rules, the Bureau's manual with respect to
informants are pretty good rules. There may be areas that ought to be
covered more, but they're pretty good-they weren't followed.

So you have to have the two. You have to insure that you're not
going to have an administrative system-if you had an agency as not
as severely controlld as the FBI by Mr. Hoover'or the Attorney Gen-
eral, you would have heard about that because one of the agents would
have told him or if they were scared to tell him, would have told the
press and it would have come out in almost any agency of the Govern-
ment. It seems to me those kinds of activities would have been leaked
to someone.

Senator MONDALE. You talked of Hoover's popularity. There's no
question about that. He also had a tremendous power of fear over
everybody, including Presidents. What he knew, how he could em-
barrass them, gave him his chance. I think Stalin used to shoot his
KGB agents every 3 years to take care of that problem. I don't.think
that remedy is available. But it's almost similar to trying to get civil-
ian control of.the military. You need civilian control of the investiga-
tive agencies to keep them in a place .where they are responsive, ac-
countable and must comply with the law.

Mr. KATZENBACH. I agree with that and il don't think-it's the sort
of thing that Mr. Clark is talking about the committee ought to seri-
ously consider. I think they ought to be looked at and examined to see
what you can do by legislation. I don't have any problems with that.

Senator MONDALE. Then I misread your statement. I thought- you
were saying we just made a mistake in letting one man stay on too long.
I remember you said, "I believe in a strong executive." Do you see any-
thing inconsistent in believing in a strong executive and insisting that
the executive restrain its activities to those permitted by the law?

Mr. KATZENBACH; Absolutely not and I think that the major func-
tion the Congress can perform and perform well is to lay down the
rules and then see, through the kind of investigation that you're doing
now, whether they are being complied with.

Senator MONDALE. Well, I am past my. time. I'll ask one question
and I'll ask both of you.to respond to it. - -

The history of the FBI is that it was created under the leadership
of Mr. Justice Stone for the precise purpose of getting it out of politics
and restraining it to the role of law enforcement to enforce crimes, to
enforce the civil laws of the land.

Then as the years went on and the fears of the Nazis developed and
of the Communists in the 1930's, World War II, the cold war, civil
strife here at home, they forgot that charter and increasingly went
beyond the lawK into a new role of one imposing political and moral
orthodoxy upon the American people. I don't know how else you could
describe it. It was this crucial and fateful step beyond the law enforce-
ment role that in my opinion turned the FBI to the same kind of
posture of, embarrassment -that finally led to the termination. of its
predecessor, the Bureau of Investigation.



Would you agree with me that one of the essential and crucial steps
to be taken if we're going to prevent the recurrence of this problem is
to somehow very carefully and effectively restrain all of these orga-
nizations from ever again getting into the so-called political ideologi-
cal roles that we have seen?

Mr. KATZENBACH. Yes; I do agree with that, Senator. I think you'll
have to face the problem in the future that will not be the problem of
the Communist Party. I will make it somewhat simpler. You will have
to face the problem of political ideological groups who are going to
be engaged in acts of violence. Violence is getting easier and easier,
and you're going to have to face the problem and set up procedures to
determine not on the political beliefs, but that will permit an investi-
gation where there is some reason to believe the group might actually
be engaged in violence. And I think it's important to concentrate on
that.

Senator MONDALE. That could be defined, couldn't it?
Mr. KATZENBACH. At least you could define the procedure and you

could define some standard. You cannot get rid of all discretion.
Senator MONDALE. You could make it subject to a warrant, couldn't

you?
Mr. KATZENBACH. No, I don't think so.
Senator MONDALE. Why not?
Mr. KATZENBACH. Well, you could. Obviously you could. Congress

can legislate anything that's not unconstitutional. I don't think a war-
rant would be the proper way to go about it. It might be for what-
depending upon what technique you're talking about.

I would concentrate on the question of who is going to be investi-
gating as a more important question than the means of investigation.
If you're talking in the political area, the standards are the who, not
the how.

Mr. CLARK. Senator, I agree with your statement of the historical
development. It is as perceptive and brief a statement as could have
been made on the situation as I see it. I agree that the failure was
that the Bureau became ideological and that is the antithesis of the
uninhibited investigator who has to follow any fact, any place it
leads him.

I think the solution is to limit investigations to criminal matters
defined by statute. I believe it is improper to use public funds to gather
information about people we don't like or we are afraid of. I think
if we continue to -permit that, not only will we inhibit the discovery of
truth and the testing of unpopular ideas and personalities in the mar-
ketplace of public opinion, but that we will risk a police state because
we have seen pervasive police activities and we shouldn't blink at it.
I think the investigator must not be a know-nothing, but that the
information that he has generally about activities and people and
ideas should come from public sources and -be publically available
when you get to the place of assembly, and if you do that, then I
don't think that we need to fear, except by violation of the law, abuse
of investigative power that can get us back into the situation we've
just been through.

Senator MONDALE. I just want to conclude that I talked to an old
high-level, retired FBI agent and he put it simply. He said we were
a great organization until we got into politics and politics ruined us.



. Senator TOWER. Senator Mathias?
Senator MATHIAS. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
I basically have one comprebensive question which I would ad-

dress first to Mr. Katzenbach. The committee's investigation of the
domestic intelligence function, in a very real sense, is a historical
study. And 'history can be nothing more than an afternoon's amuse-
ment, if you can call it that, unless we make some use of it. And it is
in that spirit .that I would like to explore what I think is one of the
fundamental issues now on the record: first, that everything we've
talked about, mail openings, COINTELPRO,- informants, bugs, wire-
taps, whatever the technique may be, is always preceded by one con-
scious, deliberate human act, and that is the decision to undertake
domestic intelligence investigation of a group or of any individual.
Some-hunian being has to make that decision, or some group of human
beings.

In the past that decision has been primarily within the sole discre-
tion, or largely in the sole discretion of the Bureau, and I think it is
fair to the Bureau to say that in the overwhelming number of cases it
has been a discretion that has been.exercised soundly and properly.

But the Constitution recognizes that whether it's the Congress that's
involved, or whether it's the Presidency that's involved, or whether
it's the courts that are involved, you have to have some check and
balance.in the exercise of discretion.

Now, you have said in your statement that decent law enforcement
is always less a matter of legislative prescription than the judgment
of people. I would set up, against that the man who appears to be the
favorite source of quotations -for this committee to date, and that's
James Madison, who said that if men were angels, no government
would be necessary, and although a dependence on the people is no
doubt the-primary control on the government, experience has taught
mankind the necessity of auxiliary precaution. So I suppose, to use
that phrase from Madison, what kind of auxiliary precautions-do you,
and, I hopethat Mr. Clark would address himself to the same question,
what kind of. precautions would you suggest to tis in the light of your.
experience as Attorney General?

Mr. KATZENBACii. I think you're quite right in saying that in the
sort of a political area, it spilled over when the Communist Party,
perhaps the Nazi party a little bit, bit primarily the Communist Party
and into the cold war period and so forth, it just spilled over into other
radical groups. That's an awful standard. The Communist Party it-
self, I still don't know if faced with that situation really how to deal
with-if you assume the Communist Party is a disciplined organiza-
tion operating under the control of a foreign. power, that is a very
difficult p'roblem to know how you. deal with it. It shouldn't spill over
into other ideological groups.

I think today the point I was trying to make, in a way, with Sena-
tor Mondale, you can. proscribe certain techniques, but I think the
problem of who is investigated is, a difficult one. I agree with Mr.
Clark, it should-be today, when you4iave reason to believe that-crimes
are committed or are about to be committed, then investigate. I think
-when-you're talking about political groups-and some political groups
will resort to violent activities-an open investigation into that group
to determine which members are spawning.violence-I think that pro-
cedures should be set up which puts that decision squarely in the hands



of the Attorney General with a written memorandum which he
preserves as to what facts were presented to him.

Senator MATHIAS. Could you analogize what you are suggesting to
the Attorney General's fourth amendment role, in wiretaps, for ex-
ample, under the present practice?

Mr. KATZENBACH. Well, I wouldn't want to because I think the
present statute goes further and probably requires less because it uses
national security, a term I think virtually is undefined, and is virtually
undefinable. I think I would limit it to today. I would limit it to reason
to believe that crimes have been committed or are going to be
committed.

But, because it's a political organization, I think particular care
should be taken in terms of opening up an investigation for the reason
that I think any investigation is obviously an invasion of privacy
otherwise enjoyed, obviously can have some disruptive effects. And
then I think I. would concentrate some on the techniques that ought
to be permitted and the procedures there.

Senator MATHIAS. Mr. Clark, would you like to comment on that?
Mr. CLARK. I think you have asked the most critical question, and

I guess I think this is the question that my paper basically addressed,
certainly the nine points that I made.

You have an assumption, however, that I have to disagree with. I
don't believe that ordinarily these things begin with a conscious,
deliberate decision that there's nothing that's gone before, and sud-
denly there's a decision and everything flows after it. I think when I
try to analyze my experience with different investigations, what I see
is a long preliminary period where there are beginnings and there's
information coming in.

Senator MATHIAS. You find a bottlecap manufacturer who hasn't
paid his sales tax, and it leads you to a bootlegger sooner or later.

Mr. CLARK. Well, you take the slow development of the FBI's ad-
dressing the phenomenon of organized crime. I think as late as the
mid-1950s Mr. Hoover was saying organized crime or the Mafia didn't
exist, but finally there was an accumulation of both FBI cases and
investigations and a bunch of little statutes that gave them very little
reach into it, of knowledge that-to challenge that assumption.

The very thing with wiretaps. Mr. Hoover opposed the use of wire-
taps late into the 1930's, 1937, 1938 as I recall. So I think those things
go slowly.

I believe i:f we are going to be a Government of laws, that we have
to have regular procedures, that we have to inform agents of activi-
ties that are permitted. I really do not believe that group investigations
unrelated to facts and acts pertain to every member of the group. In
other words, I don't think the group can be larger than the number of
people that you have probable cause are acting or are about to act.
In other words, inevitably you're getting into the Boy Scouts and
everybody in the Boy Scouts is going to be involved. In the Ku Klux
Klan, everybody in the Ku Klux Klan was suddenly involved. That's
a dangerous way to address the problems of crime and antisocial con-
duct by people who want to live in freedom. They ought to be based
on acts and individuals, and not organizations or beliefs.

Senator MATHIAS. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman.
Senator TOWER. Senator Morgan?



Senator MORGAN. Mr. Clark, would you go a little further?
- Did I understand from your last statement that you thought the
investigation should be based on acts of individuals rather than neces-
sarily their views?

Am I following you correctly?
Mr. CLARK. Yes.
I even believe that-and I have for many years, Senator-our

conspiracy law, I think the body of conspiracy law, so to speak, has
developed to such a state that it is inherently unfair. We ought to get
away from it and address acts. The law should address acts individu-
ally.

Senator MORGAN. Mr. Clark, I certainly agree with you that the
conspiracy law constitutes one of the greatest threats to our freedom
of any law that I know of.

Now, Mr. Katzenbach, am I'correct in, my recollection that some-
where along the way you did know that bugs were being placed- in Dr.
Martin Luther King's offices or hotel rooms or someplace that he was?

Mr. KATZENBACH. I have no recollection of that. I do have a r'ecol-
lection of a wiretap in the SCLC office. I do have a recol-lectioi' of the
wiretap that I took off from Dr.,Kiiig's home phone. -

Senator MORGAN. I think I remember some other document that
we had.

Mr. KATZENBACH. There were three docuiients, and we discussed
them earlier, Senator, where. I said I had no recollection, and I
strongly believed I would have a recollection of them if I had seen
them. They do bear my initials in what appears to be my handwrit-
ing, and that is a problem for me because clearly if I did initial them,
I did see them. And they did constitute notice after the fact of instal-
lation-' for less than 24 hours onk three separate occasions,,installation
without my prior authorization, and installation not in accordance, in
my judgment, with the practices that I had laid down. And I believe
if they had been presented to ie in advance, and I assume in fact,
they occurred from these documents.

Senator MORGAN. Well, one of the things I find in your st'atement
and I heard that interests me-on page 42,1 you state that you were
informed by a reporter that the reporter had been offered a tape by a
member of the FBI which contained derogatory materials concern-
ing Dr. Martin Luther King, which I believe he said-I can't find the
exact statement-"that came from bugs or tapes," and you went to the
President, but you never at any time asked Mr. Hoover where the tape
was, whether there was such a tape in existence. .

Did you pursue that in any way?
Mr. KATZENBACH. I did not pursue that with Mr. Hoover myself.

I did pursue it with the Bureau agent inVolved. The. reporter, in my
recollection, Senator, the reporter identified the Bureau agent in-
volved and identified that tape as a Georgia Bureau of Investigation
tape, not as a Bureau tape.

Senator MORGAN. Mr. Katzenbach, I don't quite understand, unless
I take your statement on the whole that you frankly were afraid -to
deal with Mr. Hoover.

Mr. KATZENBACH. No, sir, frankly I felt that the President would
deal with Mr. Hoover, and I believed that he did.

xSee p. 210.



Senator MORGAN. But you went to the President. You didn't go to
Mr. Hoover about this tape, and I assume that's why the President had
appointed you as Attorney General.

Mr. KATZENBACH. I wasn't at that time Attorney General. I was
acting.

Senator MORGAN. You were Acting Attorney General?
Mr. KATZENBACH. I Was acting.
Senator MORGAN. But you still had the responsibility for the direc-

tion of the Federal Bureau of Investigation, didn't you?
Mr. KATZENBACII. Yes, sir, I certainly did.
Senator MORGAN. And you did not inquire of Mr. Hoover or any

other high official if such a tape existed in the Georgia office or any-
where else?

Mr. KATZENBACH. It was denied to me, Senator.
Senator MORGAN. By whom?
Mr. KATZENBACH. By the agent who did it.
Senator MORGAN. You didn't pursue it any further than that?
Mr. KATZENBACH. I certainly did. I went to the President.
Senator MORGAN. You're implying, Mr. Katzenbach, in your state-

ment, that you resigned over a disagreement, or because of the bitter-
ness that had grown up between you and Mr. Hoover.

Mr. KATZENBACH. That was certainly a factor, Senator.
Senator MORGAN. Was any such reference made to that point when

you resigned, and did you warn the public about what you conceived
to be a threat from the Federal Bureau of Investigation?

Mr. KATZENBACH. No, I certainly didn't, Senator. I didn't conceive
it to be that threat at that time.

Senator MORGAN. Well, did you not conceive the situation in which
the Attorney General, who had responsibility over the conduct of the
Bureau, the Federal Bureau of Investigation-you didn't conceive of
that relationship as being a threat to the orderly operation of the
Department of Justice over the Bureau?

Mr. KATZENBACH. Oh, I felt that it was. I didnt think that fact
was secret, Senator. I think Mr. Hoover's reputation and knowledge
and power were known to the public, on the Hill, everywhere. I don't
think anybody in either House of Congress thought that any Attorney
General could exercise the theoretical power he had in firing Mr.
Hoover.

Senator MORGAN. Did you ever ask Mr. Hoover for any information
that he refused to furnish you?

Mr. KATZENBACH. I don't recall ever asking for any information
that he refused to furnish to me. Whether the information I got was
accurate or not, I don't know, or whether it was all the information in
the files, but I don't recall him ever saying "you have asked me for
this and I will not give you that information."

Senator MORGAN. Well, did he ever fail to satisfy you with regard
to any requests to the extent that you went back and asked for more
information?

Mr. KATZENBACH. Well, there were a number of occasions where I
wanted the Bureau to get into something and they didn't want to
get into it. I guess that's really what you're talking about.

Senator MORGAN. Did he ever fail to carry out any instructions or
orders that you gave him?



Mr. KATZENBACH. It seems clear to me that if he installed these
three bugs; he failed to carry out the orders and instructions that. I
gave him, but I did not know that, or I have no recollection of knowing
that at the time.

Senator MORGAN. Now, earlier you made the statement that in light
of the horrible experiences and crimes that were committed, you
thought that anything you could do to disrupt the Klan was justifiable.
Do you place all Klan members all across the country in that category ?

Mr. KATZENBACH. Senator, I never said that or even made a. state-
ment like that, and I don't think that kind of characterization of my
testimony is a worthy one.

Senator MORGAN. Well, Mr. Katzenbach, you did make it a little
earlier. You even said, "not like the Communist Party." iWe'll ask the
reporter to read it back.

Mr..KATZENBACH. All right, sir. On what I said about the Klan on
disruption, if I said anything at all,-which is what you just now said,
of course I didn't say that, Senator.

Senator- MORGAN. Well, if you did not, I misunderstood you. But
you said that-you cited a number of crimes that had been committed
which we all applauded. You said, as I understood you to.say, "we're
not dealing.with anythiig like the Communist Party," and you named
some other organizations, the Southern Christian Leadership. Con-
ference, but you're dealing with-I forgot exactly how you char-
acterized it, but would you now subscribe to Mr. Clark's theory that
you must deal. with individuals and investigate individuals and not
characterize a whole group ?

Mr. KATZENBACH. 1* don't think that I would, Senator, because if
we'd have been dealing with individuals, we would have been dealing
with the members of that group.

Senator MORGAN. All of them?
.Mr. KATZENBACH. Well, you'd want to find out which ones, and

the way you would find, out would be through informants within the
group, and indeed, that is-what happened; in the case of-the:White
Knights, that's exactly what happened. I think you have justice-I
don't see the distinction..I hate to disagree with Ramsey, because he's
often right, and I'm wrong, but I don't see any distinction to go after
the six top members.of the group, that it's any different from- going
after the group.

Senator MORGAN. Well, because there were some in the group, do
you justify discrediting-all of the members of the group?..

Mr. KATZENBACH. We were not talking about all Klans, Senator,
but we were talking about certain segments of the Klan in certain
places.1'We were-talking primarily about the White Knights. I believe
.that all of the members of that group were dedicated to and preached
violence and other unlawful deprivations of the rights of individuals.

Now, members went to different extremes as to what they did, but
I believe that they were all-dedicated to an unlawful purpose, to be
carried out by unlawful means.

Senator MORGAN. So. by your belief that they were all--then you
were willing-to disrupt their activities -whether you had evidence on
those individuals or not.

. Mr. KATZENBACIT. Senator, I described this in my opening statemient.
I say that I was not. to the best of my recollection, aware of any activi-
ties that I regarded as improper, and then I name them.
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Now, even in that context-
Senator MORGAN. I'm sorry. I can't hear you, Mr. Katzenbach.
Mr. KATZENBACH. I'm sorry. Previously, I described what I regarded

as the Klan investigation,' an investigation of their violent acts to
be, and I don't see anyplace on there where I say what you characterize
as my testimony.

Senator MORGAN. Well, didn't you just say a moment ago that all
members of the White Knights were dedicated to violence? You said
that just a moment a o.

Mr. KATZENBACH.Yes, sir, I said criminal deprivations, and I think
that they were. And if saying all is too broad a statement, let's take 98
percent. They talked at their meetings, they took credit at their meet-
ings for the murders of Chaney and Schwerner and Goodman, open,
at their meetings.

Senator TOWER. All right. Now you've made a broad statement. Doc-
ument it. When?

Mr. KATZENBACH. Yes, Sir, I will. I would be happy to supply doc-
umentation. [See Appendix A, page 841].

Senator MORGAN. All right. Would you please supply it, and let's
go on to something else.

We talked about Mr. Hoover. I want to ask you if you didn't testify
informally yesterday afternoon before some staff members that you
personally asked Hoover to float a false rumor that James Meredith
was going to register at the University of Mississippi and that Mr.
Hoover refused, because you wanted to see what the KKK's reaction
was.

Mr. KATZENBACH. That is substantially correct, sir.
Senator MORGAN. So you did?
Mr. KATZENBACH. I didn't say the KKK part of it was not correct.

We had information at the time of the integration of the University
of Mississippi that there were many persons who were going to come
to that campus, and come with guns and prepared to commit violence.
We got information-it was Bureau intelligence-they expected people
from as far as Texas and Florida and other States. I suggested at that
time, and I suggested it to the Assistant Director, Al Rosen, I said,
"since Meredith is going to go on Sunday, why don't we float the rumor
that the university will be integrated on Wednesday, and see what hap-
pens. See where there is a lot of convergence of traffic, the preceding
Wednesday, to see what would happen." And Mr. Rosen talked to Mr.
Hoover and said Mr. Hoover declined to do it because the Bureau
would not be involved in the spreading of any false information. So
I dropped it.

To this day I think that would have been a useful thing, and a lot of
people who got hurt would not have been hurt if we had had that much
intelligence in advance. Maybe I was wrong or unethical, but I'd do it
again.

Senator MORGAN. In other words, in your mind, the ends justify the
means?

Mr. KATZENBACH. Well, I think there are times when the ends justi-
fy the means, and it depends on what the means are and the ends
are.

Senator MORGAN. Well, you were Attorney General in September
1964.

1 See p. 207.
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Mr. KATZENBACH. Yes, sir, I was Attorney General, Acting Attor-
ney General, from September 4, 1964 on.

Senator MORGAN. And Mr. Clark, you were Attorney General in
August of 1967?

Mr. CLARK. Yes, sir.
Senator MORGAN. I want to read to both of you a comparison of two

memorandums that went out from the Federal Bureau of Investiga-
tion while both of you-while both of you were Attorney General.
It was under your direction, even though you may not have exercised
that direction.

One was a letter dated September 2, 1964, to the Georgia office con-
cerning White Hate groups, under your administration.

Mr. KATZENBACH. Not technically, it wasn't under mine.
Senator MORGAN. Why wasn't it under your administration?
Mr. KATZENBACH. Because Mr. Kennedy resigned September 3
Senator ToWER. Would the Senator suspend for a moment? These

gentlemen appear to be coaching the witness. If they are acting as
counsel, they are acting pro bono. Would you please identify your-
selves?

Mr. CUTLER. My name is Lloyd Cutler, Senator: I'm a friend of Mr.
Katzenbach..

Mr. BARR. My name is Thomas Barr, Senator, and I'm also. a. friend
of Mr. Katzenbach.

Senator MORGAN.; Were these, gentlemen associated with you in the
Department of Justice?

Mr. KATZENBACH. No, sir..
Senator MORGAN. Do they have. any personal knoivledge of the mat-

ters that we're talking about?
Mr. KATZENBACHI. NO, sir..
Senator. MORGAN. I believe you said Mr.. Kennedy resigned 1 day

later. -
Mr. KATZENBACH. Yes.
Senator MORGAN. The letter-to the
Mr. KATZENBACH. I don't mean to make a point of that, though.
Senator MORGAN. Well, at this point what I'm trying to do is to

show that the tactics used by the Bureau went from one, side of the
spectrum to the other. One went to Atlanta with regard- to White
Hate.-groups under your administration or Mr. Kennedy's. The other
went to Albany, N.Y., to the Black Nationalist under Mr. Clark, and
I don't mean to say that either one of you had 'personal knowledge
of it.

The first one on the White Hate groups, the purpose, to "expose,
disrupt, and otherwise neutralize." With regard to the Black Nation-
alists, the purpose, "to expose, disrupt, misdirect, discredit, or other-
wise neutralize." No distinction' made as to what activities, just Black
Nationalists.

The second, No. 2, with White Hate groups, there were no individ-
uals targeted. With the Black Nationalists, they were instructed to
target Stokely Carmichael, H. Rap Brown, Elijah Muhammad, Max-
well Stanford.

Three, the White Hate group was instructed to concentrate; that is,
"subject to continuing edunterintelligence" on "actioi groups", "the



relatively few individuals in each organizations who use strong-arm
tactics to achieve their ends. Often these groups act without the ap-
proval of the Klan organization or membership." With regard to the
Black Nationalists, no similar distinction was made between violent
and nonviolent. Instructions to "counter their propensity for violence
and civil disorder."

With the White Hate, No. 4 target was "various Klans and hate
organizations, their leadership and adherents." With Black Nation-
alists, target "black nationalist, hate-type organizations and group-
ings, their leadership, spokesmen, membership, and supporters."

Five, with the White Hate, the "devious maneuvers and duplicity of
these groups must be exposed to public scrutiny." Black Nationalists,
the "pernicious background of such groups, their duplicity, and de-
vious maneuvers must be exposed to public scrutiny."

Six, with regard to both groups, we must frustrate any effort of the
groups to consolidate their forces or to recruit new and youthful
adherents."

Seven, with White Hate, "capitalize upon organizational and per-
sonal conflicts of their leadership." Seven, with Black Nationalist, "ex-
ploit organizational and personal conflicts of the leaderships, and
where possible, capitalize upon existing conflicts between competing
black nationalist organizations."

With the White Hate, when using media, "furnish assurances the
source will not reveal the Bureau's interest or betray our confidence."
With the Blacks, "insure the targeted group is disrupted, ridiculed, or
discredited through the publicity and not merely publicized."

I think both of you all have already heard testimony or read docu-
ments where false press releases were used.

With White Hate groups, list of targets, 17 Klan organizations,
9 hate organizations: Alabama States' Right Party, American Nazi
Party, Council for Statehood (also known as Freemen), Fighting
American Nationalists, National States' Rights Party, National Ren-
aissance Party, United Freemen, Viking Youth of America, White
Youth Corps. Black targets-Student Nonviolent Coordinating Com-
mittee, Southern Christian Leadership Conference, Revolutionary Ac-
tion Movement, Deacons for Defense and Justice, Congress of Racial
Equality, and Nation of Islam.

Ten, on both sides, "The agent must be alert for information which
has a disruptive potential. The information will not come to him, he
must look for it."

With regard to the Black Nationalists [reading]
Many individuals currently active in black nationalist organizations have

backgrounds of immorality, subversive activity, and criminal records. Through
your investigation of key agitators, you should endeavor to establish their un-
savory backgrounds. Be alert to determine evidence of misappropriation of funds
or other types of personal misconduct on the part of militant nationalist leaders
so any practical or warranted counterintelligence may be instituted.

With regard to the Black Nationalists [reading] :
Consideration is to be given to techniques to preclude violence prone or rabble

rousing leaders of hate groups from spreading their philosophy publicly or for
various mass media.

You are urged to take an enthusiastic and imaginative approach to this new
counterintelligence endeavor and the Bureau will be pleased to entertain any sug-
gestions or techniques you may recommend.
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I think it's true that the. Bureau is interested in whole- gi-oups and
not just individuals who were subject to this kind of harrassment.

I'm sorry, Mr. Chairman. I went over my time.
Senator TowER. That's quite all right. You can thank your colleague

from Colorado, Mr. Hart.
Senator HART Of Colorado. Gentlemen, as with our investigation of

the subject of assassination attempts on foreign leaders, in this whole
area there is a constant tension between the theory-the runaway
agency, in this case the Federal Bureau of Investigation-versus the
theory all the Bureau was doing in any of these periods was what they
thought the political leiidership of the country wanted them to do.
This was, as I'm sure you are aware, a very difficult firoblem for this
committee to try to pin down, not only responsibility, but also to idcn-
tify how these institutions can prevent some of these abuses in the
future, and I think that second goal is rfiore the purpose of this com-
mittee thaii to try to pin blame for the past.

And in that connection, I would specifically like to ask Mr. Clark a
qiestion or two about a specific case in point that I think he 'was
involved in in the fall of 1967. And that was the establishment of
something called the Interdivision Information Unit within the De-
partment of Justice. And there are several documents in the period
from September'to December 1967 that I think came from the Attor-
ney General himself with regard to the establishment of this unit.

I'd like to quote you some very brief portions from these documents
and then ask a couple of questions along with the institutional lines
that I started out with.

In a memorandum dated September 14, 1967, signed by you, Mr.
Clark [exhibit 47 1] :

"In view of the seriousness"-all of these relate to riot activities and
I'm sure you can recall some of this: .

In view of the seriousness of the riot activity across the country, it is most
important that you use the maximum available resources, investigative and in-
telligence, to collect and report all facts bearing upon the question as to whether
there has been or is a scheme or conspiracy by any group of whatever size, effec-
tiveness or affiliation,-to plan, promote or aggravate riot activity.

In the last paragraph of that same memo:
M -loreover, sources or informants in black nationalist organizations, SNCC and

other less publicized groups, should be developed and .expanded to determine the
size and purpose of these groups and their relationship to other groups and also
to determine the whereabouts of persons who might be involved in instigating riot
activity in violation of federal law.

And then in the confidential memoraidum that follows, it is dated
November 9, 1967-relating to the establishment of this umt.[ex-
hibit 48 2n

To carry out these responsibilities- we must make full use of and constantly
endeavor to increase and refine, the intelligence available to us, both from in-
ternal and external sources concerning organizations and individuals throughout
the country who may play a role either in instigating or spreading disorder or in
preventing or checking them.

The last paragraph of the memo: "You are free to talk with the
FBI and other intelligence agencies"-this is the establishment of a

1 See p. 528.
2 See p. 531.
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special unit inside Justice-"in the Government to draw on their ex-
perience in maintaining similar units, in exploring possibilities of
obtaining information we do not now receive, and to carry out other
purposes relative to this assignment."

And then, finally, in a memo from the Attorney General to several
othe: people involved on December 18, 1967 [exhibit 49 1]:

It shall be the responsibility of this unit for reviewing and reducing to quickly
retrievable form all information that may come to this Department relating
to organizations and individuals throughout the country who may play a role,
whether purposefully or not, either in instigating or spreading civil disorders,
or in preventing or checking them.

Well, I think that nobody, including the members of this com-
mittee, are in favor of riots or civil disorders, and I don't think the
line of questioning should suggest that anybody condones that. The
questioning, I think, as to Mr. Clark should be obvious; how do you
carry out your functions as the principal law enforcement officer,
using the devices at hand, and at the same time do so without estab-
lishing or suggesting a mandate to agencies like the FBI that can be
used to infringe upon people's constitutional rights?

So is it more caution in use of language? What is it? What is it
that can be done to prevent this intelligence unit from, as apparently
it did, being the focal point of the computer list that made its way to
the IRS, and became their special list of people in the tens of thou-
sands to watch?

What can we do in retrospect, in your experience, to prevent riots,
to prevent the breaking of law, but not to give institutions like the
FBI the kind of running room that apparently they used to violate
people's constitutional rights?

Mr. CLARK. Well, I think the best answer that I can give is con-
tained in Nos. 1 and 2 of the nine recommendations that I have made,
and what they basically do is to divide your knowledge into that
accumulated in the course of the criminal investigation, based upop
probable cause, to believe that a crime has been or is about to be
committed, based upon, obviously, statutory authorization, and hope-
fully, very soon based upon a legislative prescription prohibited, pro-
hibitive and regulated investigative techniaues. and a method of
publicly acumulating knowledge that is essential to be aware, simply
be aware of what's going on in your own country and your own town
and your own part of town where there may be trouble.

What we found-I should say something about IITU. Of course, I
was deeply involved in its creation, and it began shortly, the ideas
that led to it, began shortlv after the Detroit riots where we found an
unacceptable ignorance of basic data.

The Army, for instance, having to stop at filling stations to get
roadmaps to know which way town was and things like that, not
knowing who the Attorney General or the mayor's assistant was.
Public information. It's a big country, and it wasn't accumulated.
Also, not knowing what was going on locally, even though it's public
information reported on the radio there, reported in the press. You
didn't know where there was a raid on cars that led to the riot. Now.
I think you cannot function with a know-nothinq philosonhy in our
complex society, and you have to be able to accumulate knowledge

I See p. 533.



that you need to know. You have to have quick call on that'knowl-
edge. We found many Federal agencies with knowledge. We found
three divisions of the Department of Justice with knowledge that
other divisions didn't have what they needed to know to enforce the
statutes that they had responsibility over. The IDIU was initially
an effort to bring together, to coordinate, to analyze, the data that
was available and to hopefully. stimulate more information. And
the three divisions were the Criminal Division, the Civil Rights
Division, and the Internal Security Division, which had respon-
sibility primarily because they have all the manpower and nothing
to do, which should have been abolished, and I recommended that, a
couple of years ago, but they were still there, and we needed the help
and we called on them.

We started out with one young woman, a very able young woman,
but that was the dimension. She couldn't even keep up with the memos
that were coming in from all these agencies. I couldn't keep up with
the ones that were coming in to me alone. Of course, there were many
more going to the Assistant Attorneys General than I ever saw. A total
of 700,000 investigations, FBI investigations. You heard about that
time. What we were trying to do was get our knowledge together
where we could use it. I believe in a bureaucracy. I think it's essential
in mass society. But I find it frequently a very unresponsiie phe-
nomenon. You have to prod. And I think that language was using
some of their terms to get them to move.

Senator HART Of Colorado. You think that language was too broad,
in retrospect?

Mr. CLARK. I don't like the language, and I think it should be, you
know, a much-in the best of all worlds it would. be much cooler lan-
guage, if you will, but we would be way beyond where we are now. We
would have not just a law and a guidance, but a practice and procedure
that would tell us, you know, what is permissible and what is impermis-
sible in that area.

I don't think the unit ever had investigative capacity. It had no
manpower to investigate. It never had the capacity to even organize
the information it got by the time we left, as far as I know; and what
happened later, I can't say for sure. I think the idea was right. It does
not always help to recall the past, but in August of that year, or per-
haps early September, there was, for instance, an article in Life maga-
zine with pictures of people with rifles on tops of buildings saying that
the same groups are causing riots throughout the cities. The then Gov-
ernor of Maryland was quoted on the front page of the Washington
Post one-morning saying that he had information that the same peo-
ple-it was Mr. Agnew-had caused the riot in Newark and Detroit,
and we tried to find out how come he knew so much more about it
than we did.

That was the temper of the country. There was a real belief, as there
always is when you're afraid, that there were some evil conspirators
out there that are causing all of your problems. And I think that
needed to be addressed. And the idea that this was done secretly is
wrong. The information, you know, was publicly announced. The
White House referred to it on a number of occasions. It was something
that we felt essential and was not a secret operation at all. -

Senator HART of Colorado. Well, I don't believe I suggested it was.



Mr. CLARK. Well, you said a confidential document, and it may have
been a confidential document in the formulative stage, but we
announced it.

Senator HART of Colorado. Well, the November document says that,
"Planning and creation of the unit must be kept in strictest
confidence."

But I think you said in a passing phrase-it was quite a comment,
that you said, "I don't know what happened to it after I left." That is
part of the problem. People with good intentions often leave, and they
are replaced with people whose intentions are not the same as theirs.

It is the capability of computer lists and enemies of the state that
bothers all, and I think any help that you can give us on the guidelines,
however beneficial and helpful and necessary such an operation may
have been at that time, what can be done to head it about so that it
isn't used by someone who doesn't have the same constitutional ideals
as someone who put it together.

Mr. CLARK. Well, we never know what happens when we leave. We
have to operate on faith, finally, don't we, the assumption that our suc-
cessors will act in as good faith as we do.

Senator HART Of Colorado. No.
Mr. CLARK. Well, above all, you can't refuse to do anything out of

fear that someone won't later fulfill their responsibility, and the idea
that I could bind some subsequent Attorney General-see, I didn't
know that Mr. Mitchell was going to replace me at the time. In fact,
I didn't know who he was until several years after he was Attorney
General.

Mr. KATZENBACH. Well you did know he wasn't going to use you.
Senator HART Of Colorado. Well, I would quarrel with you. I think

that is why we have laws. I think we can use the laws and the regula-
tions that spring from it to prevent the kind of abuses that we've had
in the last few years. But I do think that you have to take the worst
case assumption about human nature sometimes, particularly with the
kind of power that we're talking about here, to see what can be done
to regulate and control them, and not just say that I hope the fellow
that follows me is as good as I am.

Mr. CLARK. Well, I hoped that he was better, but I am not sure that
we really disagree. I believe the checks are central. I have gone beyond
what I have ever believed the Congress would do in checks. It's all
there. But with all those, the idea that you can proceed finally other
than with faith, with cautions and prudence but faith, is wrong. You
have to believe finally in the good will of the people and the good will
of future administrations, and the idea that you can bind them now
and watch the night watchman is wrong. There are 7,700 FBI agents,
and how I could ever hope to know of their individual activities is
beyond, I think, the capacity of technology or humanity. You have to
believe that they care. You have to believe that they know what their
duty is, and you have to believe that in the main they will do their
duty, and then you have to have systems that will hopefully reveal
their failure.

Senator HART Of Colorado. Well, I share your faith in the people of
this country, perhaps less in future administrations. Thank you.

Senator TOWER. Mr. Clark, in your printed statement that you sub-
mitted for the record, you said where techniques inherently limited



freedom, "such as paid informants or electronic surveillance-I oppose
both-are.authorized by law, they should be stringently regulated." I
believe that in your oral statement you did say you felt they should be
outlawed.

Mr. CLARK. That is correct.
Senator TowER. Or that electronic surveillance should be outlawed?
Mr. CLARK. I would outlaw both.
Senator Tower. You'd outlaw both?
Mr. CLARK. Yes; I think that paid informants finally destroy -the

faith -I was talkingrabout earlier, and when you meet some of the paid
informants on the other side of the counsel table in cases that I've met
in the last 5 years, you don't like what our Government has been doing.
It is an inherently corrupting phenomenon, and it is not necessary to
effective investigation, and the sooner we break away from that, the
sooner we will be more effective and freer.

Senator TOWER. According to documents in the possession of the
committee, and according to the testimony of Mr. DeLoach this morn-
ing, you, on October 29, 1966, ordered the physical surveillance of
Mrs. Anna Chennault which included electronic surveillance, is. that
correct?

Mr. CLARK. That's ridiculous, -Senator. I don't think I ever heard
anything like that before in my life. Absolutely false. I don't know
what you're reading from-that I ordered it?

Senator TOWER. Let me read Mr. DeLoach's testimony.
To the best of my recollection on that specific case, the Executive Director,

I believe, the Executive Secretary of the National Security Council, Mr. J.
Bromley Smith, called me-on one occasion and indicated the President of the
United States wanted this done. I told Mr. Smith that I thought what 'he should
do is 'call the Attorney General concerning this matter, and I believe either
Mr. Hoover or I later received a call from the Attorney General indicating that
this should be done.

Mr. CLARK. I never heard of it.
Senator TOWER. We 'have in hand' an FBI document, a memoran-

dum from Mr. Sullivan to Mr. John Dean in the White House dated
February 1,1975. It's

Mr. CLARK. 1975?
Senator. TowER. Yes. This is a recent investigation. It says, on

October 29, 1968, Mr. J. Bromley Smith on the White House staff,
the Executive Secretary of the National Security Council, was in tele-
phone contact with Cartha D. DeLoach, former assistant to the Direc-
tor of the Federal Bureau of Investigation. 'Smith advised that he
was speaking on behalf of President Lyndon B. Johnson, requested a
telephone surveillance be installed on the Embassy of'South Vietnam.
He stated there was urgent need for the White House to knov the
identity of every individual going into the South Vietnamese Em--
bassy for a 3-day period. Physical surveillance of the embassy was
instituted immediately. Director Hoover sent in a written request to
then Attorney General Ramsey Clark on October 29, 1968. The At-
torney General authorized the installation.

Another reference to the South Vietnamese Embassy installation,
and then, on October 30, 1968, Smith advised that President Johnson
desired immediate physical surveillance of Mrs. Anna Chennault, the
widow of. Gen. Claire Chennault of Flying Tiger fame. Physical
surveillance was instituted on Mrs. Chennault to cover her activities
in Washington, D.C.
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So you had no knowledge of that?
Mr. CLARK. Senator, you didn't ask me about the Vietnamese Em-

bassy, did you?
Senator ToWER. No; I did not. That was just included in here.
Mr. CLARK. I authorized electronic surveillance on a good many

embassies in the national security field.
Senator TOWER. I understand that. That's not part of my reasons.
Mr. CLARK. But the rest I never heard of.
Senator TOWER. You did not authorize electronic surveillance on

Mrs. Chennault?
Mr. CLARK. Or physical surveillance.
Senator TOWER. DeLoach testified to our committee earlier, "The

usual physical surveillance, as I recall, Senator, following her to
places where she went in the city of Washington, and as I recall a
statement made this morning, also a trip that she made to New York."

I then asked DeLoach, "Did it involve the constant monitoring of
any and all of her incoming and outgoing telephone calls?"

Mr. DeLoach replied, "I believe the instructions of the President
and at the instruction and approval of the Attorney General, that a
wiretap was placed on her telephone, sir."1

Mr. CLARK. Well, he believed wrong.
Senator TOWER. So you never authorized that?
Mr. CLARK. Never authorized it, never heard of it until this moment.
Senator TOWER. Do you think Mr. DeLoach perjured himself before

this committee?
Mr. CLARK. Well, I can't read his mind. You'll have to examine

him to determine that.
Senator TOWER. Well, apparently the FBI did do it. You will not

state that the FBI did not do it?
Mr. CLARK. I don't know whether the FBI did it. I know that I had

never heard of it until this moment.
Senator TOWER. Well, there were a lot of reports on Mrs. Chennault's

cominzs and goings also included here in memorandums that were sent
to the White House on the surveillance of Mrs. Chennault.

Mr. CLARK. Do any of them show a copy going to the Attorney
General?

Senator TOWER. No. This is directly from the FBI to the White
House. These reports of Mrs. Chennault's movements, they do not
indicate anything to the Attorney General.

Mr. CLARK. I never heard of them.
Senator TOWER. You were not aware this was going on?
Mr. CLARK. I never heard of them. I turned down scores of

reo nests.
Senator ToWER. If you had been aware of it, would you have ordered

it stopped or suggested to the White House?
Mr. CLARK. Well, I would have to know what the grounds for it

were.
Senator TOWER. But you were not aware that it was occurrng?
Mr. CLARK. I never heard of it. I never heard anything about it. I

didn't know what the grounds were. How could I
Senator TOWER. The FBI resisted it originally on the grounds that,.

according to the testimony and according to this document, the FBI



insisted that the order come from the Attorney General because the
FBI'apparently reasoned that this was a political surveillance.

Mr. CLARK. Well, the President's Executive order. Perhaps it wasn't
done on Executive order, at least a memo from the. President in-
structed to all agencies that there be no electronic surveillance without
the approval of the Attorney General, so it would-I guess he could
countermand his own order, but it would be required by his own- order.
But there is no-I never heard of it.

Senator TOWER. Well, in the absence of any grounds of suspected
criminal activity, would you suspect that that would be a violationof
Mrs. Chennault's rights?

Mr. CLARK. Certainly.
Senator TOWER. Thank you.,
Mr. Katzenbach, you've indicated that if the documents mentioned

by Mr. Smothers were in fact initialed by you, that they would con-'
stitute some evidence of dereliction of your duty as Attorney General.
Now, you've further indicated that although the initials on these docu-
ments appear to be in your hand, you would remember these documents
if you had- seen them. Is there any plausible reason or any rationale
which comes to your mind which should lead the committee to conclude
that these documents, and your handwritten note of December 10 of
the same year, are anything other than genuine?

Mr. KATZENBACH. The handwritten note is genuine. I testified to
that. I think that "dereliction of duties" was Mr. Smothers words, not
my own. I think I would have certainly remembered if I had seen
them. .

Senator TOWER. You're suggesting, then, that your initials are
forged. - 1

Mr. KATZENBACH. I suppose that has to be a possibility. The other
possibility,.Senator, is that for some reason on three separate occasions
these documents came to my office, I saw them, I initialled them, and
in some way was careless about the reading of them, because against
all of the facts I put in my statement, l believe very strongly that I
would have- recollected it. It is hard for me to see howx I could have-
on one occasion, sure. I might have missed a sentence at the end and
thought it was just another information memo on Martin Luther
King.-It's hard for me to believe that I could miss that on three. And
of course, if the December 10 note in fact refers to the December 1
memorandum, then clearly I read that one.

Senator TOWER. Thiank you, Mr. Katzenbach.
Mr. Schwarz?
'Mr. ScHwiARz. Mr. Clark, I want to discuss a remedy problem that

you haven't gotten into, and get your views on it.
Does the FBI frequently rely. on local police to provide them with,

information?
Mr. CLARK. Yes, a great deal of information, more than that; liter-

ally, cases are turned over to the FBI by the local police.
Mr. SCnwAntz. And that's a relationship which is, of course, impor-

tant for the FBI carrying out its investigative activities.
Mr. CLARK. I think it is essential to effective investigation in the

Federal system.
Mr. SCHWARz. Now, I asked one of the associate counsel to show you

two documents from Director Hoover, written shortly after the Demo-
ciatic Convention in 1968.



Have you got those?
Mr. CLARK. Well, it looks like I'm about to have them.
Mr. SCHWARZ. Well, before I question you about the documents, did

you, in your capacity as Attorney General, look into the beating of
demonstrators that occurred at that convention?

Mr. CLARK. Oh, yeah; you see, I had sent Roger Wilkins, who was
head of the Community Relations Service, out there a month before.
I sent out Wes Pomeroy, who was special assistant for the law en-
forcement experience. The Deputy Attorney General went out at the
time. Bob Owen, from the Civil Rights Division. was out there. We
had urged the city to give permits to demonstrate, to give a permit
to take the stadium over where Lakeshore Drive is. We had an in-
vestigation underway-I think by the Saturday, a formal investiga-
tion. I was working with the principal people involved by that
weekend.

Mr. SCHWARZ. The weekend after the convention?
Mr. CLARK. At the end of the convention.
Mr. SCHWARZ. And did you involve the Bureau in the events which

had taken place in Chicago?
Mr. CLARK. Well, I'm sure we did.
Mr. SCHWARZ. There's no evidence you ever got these documents,

and I'm not in any way suggesting that you did, but I'd like to read
into the record what Director Hoover instructed his Bureau chiefs to
do in connectior with that investigation. First, from the document of
August 28, 1968. [Exhibit 50] 1 He refers in the first paragraph to
the fact that the police had been criticized for using undue force, and
then in the next paragraph instructs the agent in charge in Chicago as
follows: "The Bureau should be alert to the situation and be in a posi-
tion to refute unfounded allegations whenever possible."

And then in the telegram of September 3 to about 14 Bureau offices,
he instructed them as follows: [exhibit 51] 2

In view of recent accusations against Chicago authorities relating to their
handling of demonstrators at. the Democratic National Convention, the Bureau
desires to collect all possible information regarding provocations of police by
demonstrators, and the reactions of the police thereto.

Those excerpts indicate that what Director Hoover was interested
in, was refuting the charge that the local police had beaten the demon-
strators, and the question first, did you know that Director Hoover
had issued those instructions?

Mr. CLARK. No. That's contrary to anything l ever heard.
Mr. SCHWARZ. Would you regard those instructions as proper?
Mr. CLARK. No, they are highly improper.
Mr. SCHWARZ. Now the problem or remedy I'd like you to focus

on is, given the fact that the Bureau must necessarily depend upon
good, close relationships with local police, and given this instance of
attempting to disprove allegations against local police, what if any-
thing should the committee focus on as far as that relationship and
that problem?

Mr. CLARK. Well, the question raises all the issues that cause me to
place as the number one civil rights enforcement priority official mis-
conduct. In the Orangeburg massacre, for instance, we finally had to

I See p. 535.
2 See p. 537.



take the investigation essentially away from the FBI. In this Chicago
situation I sent two teams out. one from the Civil Rights Division
with its statutes to enforce. and one from the Criminal Division with
its statutes to enforce, and eight police officers had true bills returned
against them while I was Attorney General, had true bills voted against
them. They were not formally returned until later.

This is the problem that we had throughout the South. particularly
while the so-called resident agent policy was in operation, where an
agent could opt out of promotion or opt out of promotion possibilities
and remain as a resident agent, and soon came to identify more closely
with the local sheriff's office and the local police department than he
did with his own superiors liecause that's where he lived, and that's
where he operated every day. And I guess the operational solution
that we found was the general intercession in these Critically impor-
tant cases, because they really test the integrity of governnients, and
they will act to redress wrongful conduct by their own at some other
level, or other levels of government.

I guess we found it necessary to use the Civil Rights Division, and
that is basically what we did.

Now, what can be done better than that? I hope we can find some-
thing better than that to do. That is awfully hard. I think rotation
of personnel. I think interchange of personnel, for instance, I think
you could enact into law, or you can see that the offices of investiga-
tion have a policy, if thereare charges of police misconduct against
the sheriff's office in Los Angeles, for instance, that hgents will be
used for investigation from Chicago or someplace else. But there's
that sort of problem, or that sort of possible technique.

I would be inclined against the establishment of an investigative
agency exclusively for this purpose. Those, too, get out of hand. You
heed to have an institution with overall integrity that can function
that way, but I think there are techniques that can reduce the problem.

At Orangeburg it took us weeks to discover that the Special Agent
in Charge was sharing a hotel room with the head of the State
police who had been at the scene of the killings, and those are har.d
lessons to learn. We just pre-empted the FBI in those cases. I guess
I think that's something that really requires some legislative evalua-
tion and perhaps resource because it is imperative that official mis-
conduct be the highest priority in Federal enforcement

Senator TOWER. Senator Morgan, do you have any more questions?
Senator MORGAN. No.
Senator TOWER. Gentlemen, thank you for appearing today and

thank you for your cooperation with the committee.
Tomorrow afternoon the committee will reassemble at 2 o'clock.

The witnesses will be Mr. Corey and Mr. Dungan,. former Ambas-
sadors to Chile, preceded by a staff briefing.

.The committee will stand in recess until 2 p.m. tomorrow after-
noon.

[Whereupon, at 4:40 p.m., the committee recessed, to reconirene at 2
p.m., Thursday, December 4, 1975.]



TUESDAY, DECEMBER 9, 1975.

U.S. SENATE,
SELECT COMMITTEE To. STuDy GOVERNMENTAL OPERATIONS.

WITH RESPECT TO INTELLIGENCE ACTIVITIES,
Wa8hington, D.C.

The committee met, puirsuant to notice, at 11:05 a.m., in room 318,Russell Senate Office Building, Senator Frank Church (chairman)
presiding.

Present: Senators Church and Schweiker.
Also present: William Miller, staff director;. Frederick A. 0.

. Schwarz, Jr., chief counsel; and Curtis R. Smothers, counsel to the
minority.

The CHAIRMAN. The hearing this morning marks a transition in
the work of the committee. Heretofore we have been -focusing on abuses,
unlawful conduct, wrongdoing, which together have constituted the
investigative phase of the committee's work.

Today and in future public hearings of the committee we shall be
concentrating on remedies.

We have three witnesses this morning. Our first-witness is William
Ruckelshaus, who under the Nixon administration served as Assistant
Attorney General for the Civil Division in the Justice -Department,
and then as head of the Environmental Protection Administration.
Following the resignation of L. Patrick Gray in 1973, Mr. Ruckels-
haus was appointed Acting FBI Director for several months, until
the nomination of Director Kelley. He then was appointed Deputy
Attorney General under Elliot Richardson, and began a full-scale
study of the FBI. -This was interrupted by his departure in October
of 1973 which is sometimes referred to as the Saturday Night Mas-
sacre. He is currently in the private practice of law.

Our second witness is Mr. Henry Petersen. He was appointed head
of the Criminal Division's Organized Crime Section in the mid-1960's.
He served as Deputy. Assistant Attorney General in 1969, and As-
sistant Attorney General in 1972. Attorney General Saxbe directed
him in 1974 to head an interdepartmental committee to study FBI
COINTELPRO activities that have been heretofore disclosed'by the
committee in its investigatory work. The Justice Department's Inter-
nal Security Division was a bold issue and its function transferred to
the Criminal Division under Assistant Attorney General Petersen. He.
retired from the Department in early 1975 and he is currently-in the
private practice of law.

Our third witness is Mr. Norman Dorsen who will be here shortly.
He is currently a professor of law at New York University and Gen-
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eral Counsel of the American Civil Liberties Union, and president of
the Society of American Law Teachers. He has written extensively on
Government secrecy, executive and legislative powers and their rela-
tionship to individual rights under the Constitution.

Mr. Ruckelshaus, I know that you have an opening statement you
would like to make at this time. I wonder if you will proceed with your
statement and then we will go to questions.

TESTIMONY OF WILLIAM RUCKELSHAUS, FORMER ASSISTANT AT-
TORNEY GENERAL, CIVIL DIVISION; FORMER ACTING DIREC-
TOR, FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION; FORMER DEPUTY
ATTORNEY GENERAL; HENRY PETERSEN, FORMER DEPUTY AS-
SISTANT ATTORNEY GENERAL AND ASSISTANT ATTORNEY GEN-
ERAL; AND NORMAN DORSEN, PROFESSOR OF LAW, NEW YORK
UNIVERSITY, AND GENERAL COUNSEL, AMERICAN CIVIL LIBER-
TIES UNION

Mr. RUCKELSHAUS. Mr. Chairman, I have a short opening state-
ment that I would like to make in order to set the framework for an
approach to the problems that the committee is addressing. In the
first place, I do appreciate the opportunity to appear before this com-
mittee. The approach I would like to take in testifying is not to con-
tribute to the litany of condemnation of past abuses by the FBI. I
think, given the committee's investigation to date, we are in a posi-
tion to stipulate abuse. The question really is what should be done about
the abuse now so as to avoid it in the future.

The nature of the problem facing the committee is, I believe, in-
herent in any free society. It is an examination of tension that exists
between individual rights and the common good and it calls for Gov-
ernment to strike a balance between them. How that balance is struck
depends among other things on our Constitution, the will of Congress,
the individual making the decision, and the historical moment in which
the decision is made. These hearings have focused attention on how
the FBI has for decades failed to weigh properly individual rights in
seeking to protect their perception of the common good. To attempt to
place all of the blame for the abuse on the FBI or on J. Edgar Hoover
is in my opinion to fail to face the fact that both the Congress and the
executive branch ignored a fundamental concern of the Founding
Fathers of this country and permitted too much unchecked power to
accumulate in one man's hands.

I think the fact that Hoover greatly abused his power is true. But to
paraphrase the old adage, when we consider his opportunities we must
marvel at this moderation. For more than 40 years he reigned supreme,
virtually unchecked by either the executive or legislative branches.
This much power must never be permitted again to be possessed by
one man in our society. And I am sure that this committee is attempt-
ing to act wisely to prevent its reoccurrence. I believe that whatever
power we gave to the FBI or any agency to detect and prevent internal
subversion must be carefully controlled, monitored, and checked by all
three branches of Government. There should be clear statutory au-
thority for the FBI to investigate individuals or groups who may
through violence present a threat to other individuals or groups in
the society.



The FBI's power, while necessarily general, should be spelled out
as carefully as possible in a statute. The statute should provide for the
Justice Department to issue guidelines as to how this power will-be
implemented. These guidelines should be subject to congressional and

. public review and comment. The guidelines will deal, I think neces-
sarily, primarily with the processes by which individual freedom will
be protected as the FBI seeks to protect the common good. The FBI
should be under the control and supervision of the Attorney General.
The Director-should be appointed for a term of years. Eight or 9 years
I think. is long enough. His appointment should be subject to congres-
sional approval. He should communicate with the President only
through.the Attorney General.-

The Congress itself needs to establish a strong responsible and re-
sponsive oversight committee, preferably a joint committee, to review
all activity of the FBI, including ahead of time, before the fact, in-

.vestigative techniques the FBI intends to-use in a given class of cases.
I am not talking about the specific application of one of these tech-
niques in a given case, but the technique should be reviewed ahead of
time as to their application to a general class of cases.

Assuming adequate safeguards to individual rights, and assuming
the protection of material the publication of which could. adversely
affect the internal security of the country, the committee should be;
privy to all information-the FBI has rel ating to any specific investi-
gation for the purpose of reviewing the general discharge by the FBI
of .its responsibilities. This extraordinary power of the committee
must -be very cautiously and selectively exercised for the aboive pur-
pose alone. And the committee niust seek to avoid merely nitpicking
or second giessing a given investigation. I think further the commit-
tee should avoid injecting itself into an investigation while it is
ongoing if at all possible. The committee should operate as openly as
possible, given the strictures above mentioned.

It is my judgment that all wiretaps should be subject to court order.,
The standards for so-called foreign wiretaps will be different from
the probable cause standards that apply to criminal wiretaps. But
these standards can be developed.

Mr. Chairman, these process changes are not impossible nor overly
complicated. They will not insure the total elimination of abuse by
the FBI or any agent given the nature of the power. Granted. they
will only lessen the likelihood of abuse. We must remember that when-
ever we are dealing with the grant of Dower to institutions created
and run by human beings, we are subjecting that power to potential
abuse. All a free society can do is attempt to create processes to min-
imize that potential, or in the. alternative,. not locate -the power
anywhere.

I believe we have an obligation to the common good in this country
to protect the public against violence. This necessitates the careful
placing of that protective power and subiecting its exercise to rigorous
control and review. That is this committee's charge. As a citizen I
certainly wish you well.

Mr. Chairman, one final word. As you mentioned in your opening
statement., I spent 80 days as an Acting Director of the FBI. And I
left the FBI with two dominant impressions: one. that the Director
possessed too much unchecked power. Your committee is attempting



to help the country and the executive branch in remedying this prob-
leim. The second impression that I left the FBI with was the incred-
ible dedication and devotion to duty that the individual agent of the
FBI has. It is in my experience unmatched in any other institution
in this country. And I think that properly channeled and controlled
this esprit de corps that the FBI has is a priceless asset of our country,
and we ought not to fritter it away if we can avoid it. Thank you, Mr.
Chairman.

The CHAIRMAN. Thank you very much, Mr. Ruckelshaus. We have
a vote. Mr. Petersen, do you have an opening statement of any kind?

Mr. PETERSEN. No, I do not, Senator.
The CHAIRMAN. All right, since we have a vote on at the moment

and we are waiting for Mr. Dorsen, why don't we take a brief recess
so that the committee can vote.

'[Recess.]
The CHAIRMAN. The hearing will please come back to order. Another

vote is anticipated in a few minutes. So we will move along in between.
Mr. Norman Dorsen has arrived since the hearing began. I under-
stand, Mr. Dorsen, you have an opening statement you would like to
make.

Mr. DORSEN. I do. It will be very brief. I don't know if you
introduced me before. I would like to say that I am general counsel
to the American Civil Liberties Union and president of the Society
of American Law Teachers, but I am speaking here as an individual
and expressing my own personal views.
. This committee, of course, is very familiar with the widespread
evidence of systematic interference with constitutional rights under
the first and fourth amendments that has occurred nursuant to the
program of domestic surveillance. There are three broad questions.
First, should such domestic surveillance be carried out at all? Second.
if so. to what extent, in what way, pursuant to what fruidelines? And
third, what control can Congress provide, what oversight, and what
other forms of maintenance of public control are there over this im-
portant and dangerous activity?

I will make just two preliminary comments before aetting to these
issues specifically. One is that the aspect of domestic surveillance that
disturbs me the most is that since the public and the Congress are fre-
quently unaware of what is being done in the people's name, there
is no opportunity for public discussion, there is no opportunity for
public debate. Certain activities are conducted which I am sure many
members of Congress were anpalled at when they became nublicly
known. What I infer from those facts are, (a) to the greatest ex-
tent possible there must be public discussion and open !rovernment
on these issues: and (bl in a sense even more important, the ultimate
power to control must he in the Convress. and Members of Confrress
must not be timid or they must not he fearful or they must not be
apoloqetic in exercisinir this resnonsibility. Second. on a much more
detailed level. most of the iublic debate in this area has centered
around wiretappinfr an eavesdroppinfr and other forms of electronic
or mechanical surveillance.

Personally. I am much more concerned about informers and inform-
ants who are infiltrated into private groups, frequently without
any control, and certainly without any knowledge of these groups,



in a way that is bound to interfere with their rights of associatiofn.
I will refer.to only one decision of the Supreme Court that is very
important in evaluating and appraising those activities, NAACP v.
Alabama, where the court in 1958 unanimously held that the State of
Alabama did not have the constitutional right to acquire the private
membership lists of the NAACP. Now, if one has informants, secret
informants in organizations all over this country, one of the ob-
vious purposes is to acquire those membership lists. This is a way,
very simply, of evading a clear, unanimous decision of the U.S.
Supreme Court, written by Mr. Justice Harlan, and carefully con-
sidered within the court itself. I don't think it is telling tales out of
school, because I was a law clerk t6 Mr. Justice Harlan that year,
to say that this was regarded as one of the Court's most important
decisions in that year.

The vacuum cleaner of informants picking up all kinds of infor-
mation is not only inconsistent- with the decision of the Supreme
Court but is inconsistent with the very power of the fourth amend-
ment. A major purpose of the fourth amendment, with precedent
going all the way back to the British Lilburne case, is to deal with
what is known as general warrant. General warrants do not identify
specifically what the seeker after 'information wants. It permits the
seeker after information to roam at large, pick up any kind of infor-
mation that he or she can acquire, and then do what he. wants with
that information. An informant is the modern equivalent of the
general warrant. I believe it is vital that that particular form of in-
filtration be given careful scrutiny and controlled by the Congress.

Let us turn now to what I suppose may be a key question before the
committee-should covert domestic infiltration and surveillance be
conducted at all? The very easy answer to that question. and I am
sure it is an answer that many people will express is-well, this is a
very had idea in general, constitutional rights are involved, but con-
stitutional rights are not absolute, and it is very important to the
security of the country that certain types of information be obtained.
We want to be very careful in the way we go about it; -we therefore
must use the kind of balancing test that the Supreme Court has said
is relevant to some other first amendment and fourth amendment
cases. we therefore must have guidelines and we must have some spe-
cific form of control. But-here is the kev-we don't want- to abolish
covert activities and domestic surveillance of the kind that has been
conducted in the past.

If I may say so, that sounds like a very rea-onable position. It is a
very easy position to take. But I question whether it is the correct
position. At the very least it seems to nie that a heavy burden of proof
sliould. be placed unon those. who want to conduct anticonstitutional
surveillance in the future. The reasons for this are very simple, stem-
ming from the record. as I understand the record to be. That record
shows one important thing-large scale violations of constitutional
rights. It. does not show another thing. It does not show what the
value of the infiltration has been, what crimes have been prevented,
the nature of the success that the Bureau and other law enforcement
officials have obtained. In other words, one side of the balance is com-
pletelv empty as far as the public record is concerned, and the other
side of the balance shows severe restrictions on constitutional rights.



What does that mean? In answering this question, I recognize I am
not privy, as my colleagues in the panel have been, to some of the
secret information which might explain what has happened in the
past. But there are two inferences that I think can be drawn. One is
that there is a heavy burden of proof on anyone who wants to justify
any kind of surveillance of this character. This burden of proof is
the product of a constitutional mandate, not only the constitutional
mandate that I have already expressed, the fact that there has been
admitted violations of individual rights, but a constitutional mandate
as recently and frequently expressed by the U.S. Supreme Court
in some of the most conspicuous decisions of the past generation.

I will mention several right now. One is Younqstown Sheet & Tool
in which the Supreme Court rejected President Truman's claim of
inherent power to seize the steel mills during a time of hostility in
the Korean war. President Truman argued that his action was neces-
sary to protect national security. Here we had an opponent with
which we were at all but formal war. The Supreme Court rejected
that line of argument, and rejected quite decisively the claims of
iiiherent authority. A second aspect of that case is this. Whatever one
may think about the validity of certain forms of covert action, whether
domestic or foreign, that opinion, I think, almost unanimously had
been read to mean that the Congress has the ultimate authority to
decide how much of it to permit and how much not to permit, and
that ultimate power is not in the executive branch but in the Congress.
The key opinion in that case, although not the formal opinion of the
Court, was by Mr. Justice Jackson. He pointed out that congressional
power is at its lowest ebb when Congzress has acted inconsistently with
what the executive wants to do. A very recent decision is the Keith
case, a unanimous decision of the Supreme Court rejecting a claim
of implied power to wiretap domestic srouns thought to be a threat
to national security. Once again the Court has made it very clear
that not only is there a heavy burden, a compelling burden on the
executive, but in that case although the executive claimed that the
wiretapping was essential, the Court unanimously rejected the claim.

In United States v. Nixon, the Pentagon Papers case, and in other
decisions, the Court has refused to buy diehard executive claims. I par-
ticipated as amicus curiae in both the Pentagon Papers case and
United States v. Nixon. The executive said in briefs and oral argu-
ment. in both cases, that the power was essential for national security.
The Court, as we all know, reiected the claims.

I have discussed the first inference I draw from the proven record.
And that is the heavv burden of proof on the Government. The second
inference I draw is that whatever is allowed. whatever types of covert
domestic surveillance are ultimately approved, if any. they must be tied
as tightly as possible to specific violations of law, and that broad man-
dates to infiltrate particular groups, whether they are the Weathermen
or the Minutemen, are no substitute for explicit relationships to par-
ticular crimes that individuals are accused of performing. We cannot
allow the kind of limitless infiltration of groups that are in politicel
disfavor or labeled as extremists. I don't have to repeat now what the
consequenceswof such infiltration have been, and what injustices have
been done in the Government's name.



Another aspect of this point is that whatever infiltration, whatever
surveillance may ultimately be approved, it must be strictly limited in
time or place. It is not enough to say that if we have a tip that some-
body is going to assassinate the President and blow up the Statue of
Liberty, -and -that that person is a member of the Weathe'r-men, we
should use that as a formula for infiltrating the organization on a per-
manent and widespread scale. There must be tight time deadlines, they
must be reviewed within the Departmeit of Justice, and there must be
a clear commitment to a refusal to go beyond what is absolutely neces-
sary to investigate a crime or the likelihood of a crime. Once again
there is a constitutional doctrine that is relevant. Yoi are all familiar
with the rule that the Supreme Court has stated on many occasions,
that if the Government is trying to achieve a lawful objective by
impinging on constitutional rights in some way, the Constitution re-
quires that this be done with the least possible infringement on those
rights. Therefore, even those who support domestic infiltration of the
kind that has now come to light are bound by Supreme Court deci-
sions, such as Aptheka and Shelton, that that power must be limited
to the narrowest possible means of achieving a governmental end. It is'
very important also in this connection to-realize that criminal laws are
not fungible. There are differences in. criminal laws. Some criminal
laws prohibit acts of violence against propert'y or persons.

Other criminal laws prohibit speech. The most cons icuous of these
of course is the Smith Act, which prohibits the advocacy of the over-
throw of the Government by force and violence. That law has not only
been applied in its own terms, but it has also been applied in tandem
with the conspiracy laws. In.other words, people have been indicted,
convicted and sent to jail for conspiracies to advocate the overthrow
of the Government by force or violence-two steps prior to action.
Now, if informants and undercover agents and wiretaps and other
forms of domestic infiltration can be used against people who are ac-
cused of "conspiring to advocate the oveithrow of the Government,"
that would bring the constitutional intrusion three steps before any
possible acts to violate the law.Parenthetically, I might say that some
of the troubles many of us are having with the pending S.1 legisla-
tion is that it does not give adequate countenance-to these constitu-
tional fears, and to the constitutional rights of individuals who would
be subject to that law.

When we get to the question of oversight and control, one argument
that is made is that no system is any better than the individuals who
run it, that ultimately we must rely on the good faith, the intelligence
and the honor of the Attorney General, the Director of the Federal'
Bureau of Investigation, and other law enforcement officers. The
danger with that argument is that, if it is carried to its logical ex-
tremity, those people would not be subject to controls at all. There-
fore, although I agree in part with the assertion, that while the honor
of these people, the ability of these people, and the sensitivity of these
people to constitutional concerns is vital, it is not all that this country
has a right to rely on. We have a right also to rely on explicit con-
trols, explicitly stated deadlines, making sure that particular actions
by the Attorney General and the Director of the FBI are subject to
review.
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What should those controls be? I understand that one of the other
members of the panel suggested that proposed guidelines by the Attor-
ney General should be sent to the Congress for comment. I think that
is an excellent idea. I think consideration ought also to be given to
require the guidelines to be approved by the Congress, as in certain
other circumstances-specifically, regulations of the executive branch
which must be approved.

I know there will be some questions, so I don't want to go on too
much longer. I do want to make one other point that I think is very
important-well, two other points. I want to emphasize as explicitly
as I can that one cannot accept on faith or syllogistically the argu-
ment that the information acquired by domestic surveillance is neces-
sary, important or even valuable. That is a proposition not to be
accepted on faith, but a proposition to be 'proven. I understand that
the GAO has filed a study which casts some doubt on the degree to
which this information helps our law enforcement officers. I urge the
committee not to take anybody's word for it. I remember a -meeting
with one of the former Directors of the FBI, Patrick Gray, in his
office 2 or 3 years ago. Several of us went down to discuss certain
problems with him. And he said, I can assure you, there is no such
thing as a central file or secret file in the Bureau, there is iust no such
thing. Well, it would have been very hard at the time to call him either
a fool or a knave. But we now know the record. And therefore I urge
the committee not to accept the word of anybody that this information
is useful and necessary for national security or any other purpose of
government.

Finally, I would like to close on this note. I do not know, but I
assume that Mr. Kelley, Mr. Levi, and others will be able to show
specific cases where covert surveillance has helped law enforcement.
I do not think that their ability to do this is the last word on this issue.
Even assuming there is a certain value that could be proven for this
information, the ultimate question is whether the value is enough to
counterbalance the cost in terms of individual rights, in terms of con-
stitutional values. What this means at the bottom, I think, is that the
country has to be a little courageous, and the Congress has to be
courageous, willing to accept the fact that we are not zoing to have
total security in this country. The best expression I know of that
philosophy, which I think should guide this committee, is a con-
curring opinion by Justice Brandeis in the case called Whitney v.
California, decided in 1927. This is what he said:

Those who won our independence believed that the final end of the State
was to make men free to develop their faculties, and that in its Government that
the liberative forces should prevail over the arbitrary. They valued liberty both
as an end and as a means. They believed liberty to be the secret of happiness
and happiness the secret of liberty. They recognized the risk to which all human
institutions are subject.

There is a risk in anything less than total security. But those are
the very risks that the founders of this country-and Mfr. Brandeis was
n.ot the only one that took this position-accepted in terms of the
overriding value of liberty. I, therefore, urze the committee not to
permit even confirmed examples of cases in which national security of
some kind has been aided by covert means to be the end of the dis-
cussion. It seems to me that that is the beginning of discussion. I hope



that this committee will do what it can to limit unconstitutional inter-
ferences with the rights of individuals to the greatest extent possible.
Thank you, Mr. Chairman.

The CHAIRMAN. Thank you Very much, Mr. Dorsen.
Beginning-with you first on questions, you haye indicated that the

committee ought not to overlook the importance of dealing with the
whole problem of informants, and not to develop any myopic tenden-
cies to consider only electronic di~ces, wiretaps, and bugs, so-called. I
think that is a very valid pcpition, since 85 percent of the cases involve
the use of informants, as coinpared to only 5 percent of the cases that
involve any kind of electronic device. But.it isn't as clear to me just
what you mean when you say that at the very least a much heavier
burden of proof should be required before either informants or wire-
taps, I suppose, are used. What burden of proof would -you suggest?
Do you make a distinction between so-called national security cases
and ordinary criminal cases? Is the standard that normally applies
in criminal cases; that is, probable cause to believe that crime Tiay be
or is being committed, a different standard than that should apply to
national security cases? And in addition, I would like you to comment
on to whom such a heavier burden of proof needs to be presented. In
ordinary criminal cases it is necessary to secure the consent of the
court-in order to use wiretaps, at least a warrant has to be issued.
Now, would you handle national secuiityicases in the same way? I
wonder if you could be a little more specific in -connection with that
general argument?

Mr. DORSEN. When I used burden of proof, I used it in two senses:
first, burden of;gproof to conduct any kind, to justify any kind of
program of infiltration of any sort, the general burden of proof; and,
second, as you point out, Mr. Chairman, the burden of proof in a

.particular case.
Now, first, what- should be the standard? The standard shouldbbe

probable cause, to the greatest extent possible. That is the conven-
tional criminal standard, afid it should apply in national security
cases as well as in all other cases. The court of appeals in the Zwielian
case said that no warrant is needed or no warrant may be needed if an
individual is an agent or collaborator .of a'foreign power. It seems
to suggest, although this was dictum, that the usual rules would not
apply in such cases. It seems to me that, at a minimum, there should
be probable cause before that rule is invoked, that a particular person
is an agent or a collaborator of a foreign power One cannot accept that
as such. Second, the case itself may even be wrong -in drawing that
distinction. I want to litigate that issue. now. The Supreme Court
hasn't spoken on that issue. Third, to 'Whom the showing must be made.
My strong preference is that it must be a court--the court is where
warrants are approved. The problem with that, of course, is logistic.

There may be tens of thousands of such cases, and it may not be
possible.to get more than a pro forma approval'ivhich would have the
consequence of legitimating-in other words. if there were an ex
parte, almost automatic, approval of a surveillancd of the kind we
are talking about, that would have the effect of a later court decision
perhaps legitimating the kind of surveillance that took place. There-
fore I am unclear in my own mind about whether to invoke a court
at the early stases of an infiltration if an infiltration is to take place.
The Attorney General certainly must approve such an infiltration.



But to try to deal with all your questions at once, the national se-
curity label should not itself be an excuse for an exception. There
must be some concrete-whether one calls it probable cause or not-
concrete evidence that a crime has occurred, or that there is a sub-
stantial likelihood of a crime.

The CHAIRMAN. Under existing practices, as they have been ex-
plained to this committee, any wiretap or any electronic bugging de-
vices in the so-called national security area needs the approval of the
Attorney General. Now, that doesn't apply so far as I know to in-
formants in the national security field or in any other field. Neither
a court order nor the approval of the Attorney General is required in
connection with the use of informants, whether they are used in crim-
inal cases or in national security cases. I believe that is the present
state of the law and practice. How would you alter the practice?

Mr. DORSEN. I certainly would require the Attorney General's ap-
proval of the informants in both national security and non-national
security cases. I am inclined to think, subject to a comment I will
make in a moment, that I would also require a court approval of in-
formants, and treat the informants just like what they are. They are
eavesdropping through human means. The only question I have about
that is that if the situation deteriorated to the point where the volume
was so great in terms of requests that the approval would become
automatic by courts, it would thereby tend to legitimate the process
and diffuse the responsibility. But I think, in principle, there is no
doubt in my mind that the use of informants in these situations is
equivalent, as I said before, to a general warrant. And for general
warrants, you need court approval.

The CHAIRMAN. I wonder if either Mr. Ruckelshaus or Mr. Peter-
sen have any response to the same question?

Mr. PETERSEN. I think, first of all, that the problem of being an in-
formant is indeed a difficult one. I think most people in law enforce-
ment recognize that. And the immediate question at the outset is, can
the informant be corroborated to determine whether or not Govern-
ment action should or should not be taken on the information. But I
think first of all you have to distinguish. Informant is a very, very
general category. It includes all of us. It includes every citizen of the
United States. It is a process that the citizenry should be encouraged
to participate in. Support your local police. Call us if you see a
suspicious act in your neighborhood. We have to be careful what we
are about. So let's distinguish between the unpaid and the paid in-
formant.

The CHAIRMAN. That is what I was going to suggest, that I believe
our concern relates to the paid informant who is actually a target to
penetrate a given group.

Mr. PETERSEN. I share Mr. Dorsen's concerns in this area. And I
think most people in law enforcement do. As soon as you pay an in-
formant for information you open up questions as to his credibility.
It is all the more important that he be corroborated and documented.
It is an area of widespread abuse. There are two controls there. First,
there are the budgetary controls that ought to be imposed, and,
frankly, have not been imposed by the Budget Bureau of the Fed-
eral Bureau of Investigation. Second, there is control by the criminal
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process itself. The lawyers that I know in the Federal system are

professionally concerned lest those payments impair the credibility
of the witness and jeopardize the Government's cases. And we have
seen ample instances of that in the recent past.

Now, those things, I think, are built-in restraints, not only the ex-

penditure of money, but the criminal process itself. Do I go so far as

to. suggest that there should never be paid informants? No, I do not.

The reason is that in many instances there is a great risk involved. And

that risk is purchaseable. In many cases there is no other way to obtain

the information. The risks .are so high in an assassination attempt or
threat, the risks are very high in terms of economic impact. I refer

you to the recent truckers strike, the wildcat strike; where literally the

Congress was up in arms to do something about it, infiltrate, use- in-
formants. And the Bureau was subjected to a great deal of pressure.
I think it is perfectly justifiable to use paid informants provided those
controis are intelligently exercised by the supervisory people in the
Bureau, in the Department of Justice, and ultimately in the court-
room when the case comes to trial.

The CHAIRMAN. Do you think it would be impractical to require
some kind of court approval before informants were used?

Mr. PETERSEN. Yes, I do.
The CHAIRMAN. Do you think that the restraint is going to have to

be exercised within the Bureau or mainly within the Department of
Justice?

Mr. PETERSEN. Yes. But I am not satisfied with the way that restraint
has been exercised in the past. And I think that this committee's in-
sistence that further oversight within the Justice Department-.and
within the Congress is necessary.

The CHAIRMAN. Do you think that an oversight committee properly
empowered to supervise the operations of the FBI and the CIA and
other 'intelligence agencies would be helpful?

Mr. PETERSEN. I recommend it fiow, and I have recommended it in
the past. But I-do think, Senator, that it ought to be a single over-
sight committee. Nothing is more debilitating from a law enforcement
and efficiency standpoint than to have the agency responsible respond-
iiig to the same charges time and time again. It is inefficient. And Con-
gress has the responsibility to be efficient, too.

The CHAIRMAN. Yes. Mr. Ruckelshaus.
Mr. RTICKELSTHAUS. Let me try to comment on one aspect of inform-

ants that I think could proiide an added check. I think that we
should look ahead of time, both in the executive brance .and in the
Congress, at the nature of the individual or group against whom in-
formants might be used, and that the burden of proof should be di-
rected to those who would use inforrihants to show the likelihood of
the individual or the group to commit violence of some kind. We could
greatly restrict the use of informants simply by restricting the tar-
geted individuals or groups. What we have seen in the past over arid
over again is that, organizations and individuals were targeted with
informants who really ifad nothing but peaceful aims and entirely
proper goals in mind. So that if ahead of time, either by statute, but
probably more by the use of guidelines and congressional oversight, we
could carefully restrict the kinds of organizations and the process



by which a decision was made that there was a likelihood that there
would be violence, we could greatly restrict the use of informants.

I think at that point you then look to the techniques, not only of
informants, but others that can be used that should be permitted. And
again, as I said in my statement, there is no reason that in given
classes of cases these techniques should not be discussed and agreed
upon with the Congress prior to their use by the FBI, or any other
intelligence gathering agency of the Government.

Then I think we need to look at the function that the informant
himself plays. What kind of information are we really seeking, what
kind of restrictions should be placed on the information that the in-
formant gathers and brings back to the FBI? Then if the informant
brings back certain information to the FBI or any other agency of that
kind, what should the FBI do with it? Should it be disregarded,
should it be stored, or what kind of restriction should be placed on its
dissemination? All those kinds of questions can be answered, I think,
through the use of guidelines and very careful coordination with the
Congress.

I think then we should also look at the distinction between the pre-
liminary investigation between an individual and a group to deter-
mine whether or not what they are saying and whether what others
have said about them turns out to be true in terms of their being vio-
lence prone, and distinguish that from an ongoing investigation. If
the FBI decides that because of the evidence of the violent nature of
an individual or group that an ongoing investigation is necessary,
there must be built into the process a review. Because organizations
evolve, they change over time. And again we have seen this happen
where once an investigation is launched against a given group in the
society, there is no mechanism built in to stop that investigation. All of
those things I think can greatly increase the likelihood of better con-
trols being placed over informants, and greatly minimize the potential
for abuse, and at the same time adequately protect the society.

Mr. PETERSEN. Mr. Chairman, may I suggest that while I agree with
Mr. Ruckelshaus, and I applaud the Attorney General's attempt to
draw guidelines with respect to types of investigation-from what I
have seen I think it is really quite good, but that is an extraordinarily
difficult task, to draw guidelines that are sufficiently broad to encom-
pass all that needs to be investigated and yet sufficiently narrow to ex-
clude that which should not be investigated. And while I would hope
that that process would continue, I think it is a step in the right direc-
tion. The greatest restraint is going to come in the course of ongoing
review of the investigations being conducted by the Federal Bureau of
Investigation by an outside force, that is, lawyers in the Justice De-
partment. You see, there is always the problem-perhaps you see it in
this committee, I certainly saw it with lawyers-when people get im-
mersed in an investigation they take on its coloration, however fine
they may be, and however bright, they begin to lose their perspective
and they see that which they want to see. Once you step aside and sub-
mit that product to someone who is not so immersed, all sorts of prob-
lems evolve. Why are you doing this. why are vou naying that infor-
mant, why are you in this case at all. who said this is an organized
crime case or an espionage case, aren't you wasting your time-all



those questions aiis'e. And they are difficult questions and they are cur-
ative questions. I think that that is the type of process that is going
to have to be employed rather than any total reliance on guidelines or
statutory guidelines.

The CHAIRMAN. Before I turn to Senator Schweiker, let me just.ask
you this. Is there any review mechanism in the Department of Justice
today, or was there when you were there, any of you, that filled the role
of overseeing ongoing investigations by the FBI in the way that you
have described?

Mr. PETERSEN. Certainly in organized crime investigations there is
such a program. There certainly is in the run-of-the-mill criminal case
where the case is submitted for the approval of an Assistant United
States Attorney. But in the security area, no.

The CHAIRMAN. In the security area, no?
Mr. PETERSEN. In the security area, no. The internal security divi-

sion historically has been a reactive force. They were called upon liter-
ally only when the Bureau wanted them. And that is, I think, a
difficult thing.

Mr. DORSEN. May I just make one very brief comment?
The CHAIRMAN. Yes sir.
Mr. DORSEN. I think that Mr. Petersen's penultimate comment about

taking on the coloration of an investigation is a very important and
valid one. But it also relates to a point on which I disagree with him-
that there should be only one committee. I think there should be two
committees. I think, sure, it would be more efficient to have one com-
mittee, but I don't think efficiency is the highest goal here. We are
dealing here with the very collection process in which many wrongs
have been committed. And I think it is very important that the com-
mnittee, if there is one committee, not'also take on the coloration of the
people that they are investigating. And I think it would be a very use-
ful thing-in this field to have two different groups reporting to two
somewhat different constituencies looking into this matter.

The other thing relates to a comment of Mr. Ruckelshaus. And that
has to do with the guidelines, and as he pointed out, the difficulty of
setting down precise' guidelines. This issue of investigating individuals
as distinguished from investigating groups is a very tricky business.
Groups do not act. Individuals act. Now, obviously if a lot of people
in one group are accused, or in fact are doing something unlawful or
improper, it is very easy to say that the group is doing it. But a group
does not act. And therefore it is very difficult, it seems to me, to try
to come to grips-and it is not an easy assignment, and I would hate
to have to do the drafting right here--with this problem and not allow
an, easy movement away from what people are doing to what people
who are in a group, but may not be aware of or part of any particular
activity. And finally, very quickly, the guidelines that Mr. Levi is pro-
posing-I was just told about them in a very general way, I think it
may be deficient, and if I am wrong about this of course I will stand
corrected by the record-are not clear that crimes which are being
investigated are crimes that are alleged to be imminent in some way,
that you can't or shouldn't be able to infiltrate, and the thought that
sometime in the far future a particular individual or group is likely
to conduct an illegal activity-the essence of mediocracy, of the clear
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and present danger ideal which the Supreme Court on many occasions,
most recently in Brandenburg v. Ohio, has relied on, is one that I
think should not be lost sight of.

The CHAIRMAN. I think that an illustration is that in the Socialist
Workers investigation there was no case of violence or tendency toward
violence, but there was a thought that maybe 5, 6 or 7 or 8 or 10 years
down the track the organization might grow violent.

Mr. DORSEN. That is exactly what I am talking about, Senator.
Mr. PETERSEN. Senator, may I suggest, in fairness to the Bureau,

I think it is fair to say that they were ambiguously charged with a
responsibility. Their charter, if you like, was, I would suppose, a his-
torically drafted memorandum for the President of the United States
in the late thirties.

The CHAIRMAN. That brings up of course the point that there is no
generic law where the FBI is concerned. Its authority rests on Presi-
dential directives. And it seems to me that at the very least we ought
to establish some basic statutory law for the FBI which will be much
more explicit in connection with powers and procedures.

Mr. PETERSEN. I don't really disagree with much of what Mr. Dorsen
said. But I do disagree with the implication, if it is there, that that
responsibility for nonfeasance, if you like, or inaction, in affairs which
touch upon the security of the United States should rest upon the
Federal Bureau of Investigation. That ought to rest with the Congress
of the United States. If it does not want an organization investigated
that says today, in the year 2000 we are going to overthrow the Gov-
ernment, then the Congress of the United States ought to say that
and not leave the responsibility to the Director of the FBI or Attorney
General, for that matter.

The CHAIRMAN. Yes. Which brings up another question that I would
like to pursue. But I have taken my time and I want to turn to Senator
Schweiker.

Senator SCHWETKER. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. Mr. Petersen, when
you were head of the interdepartmental committee to study the FBI
COINTELPRO activities, were you given full access to the FBI files
in that capacity?

Mr. PETERSEN. That is not an easy question to answer yes or no. Let
me trace the development of that. Attorney General Saxbe called and
said, this is one of the things that Bill Ruckelshaus suggested be done.
It hasn't been done. Would you do it? And with a modesty that is
unbecoming, I said, why me? Why not Kelley? He is head of the FBI.
He is new there, he ought to undertake this responsibility. Well, Saxbe
said, he is busy, he doesn't know what is going on over there either,
and I would like you to do it for both of us. I.said, fine. Since I couldn't
wiggle out, I agreed. But I said, call Director Kelley and tell him
what you have told me and tell him that there is no way that I can
do this without access. And I am going to need your help and assist-
ance to do it. He did indeed do that, I know, because thereafter Mr.
Kelley called me. And I reiterated to him what I had said to the
Attorney General.

Mr. Kelley assigned a number of people. And because I and nobody
else in the Department of Justice had any idea where the information
was and because I reasoned that if the Federal Bureau of Investiga-
tion were part of it-when you give them a responsibility they dis-



charge it to the best of their ability-if they were part of the inquiry
it would tend to guarantee the integrity of the inquiry.

So, the summaries were prepared by Bureau personnel at my direc-
tion. The summaries were spot checked by representatives of the Crim-
inal Division of the Department of Justice for accuracy. We did not
examine all underlying documents. It was not part of the task to con-
duct an investigition in the sense a criminal investigation is conducted.
The task was to advise the Attorney General of the nature of the prob-
lem so that he, as Attorney General, could determine what action ought
to be taken. And it was for that reason that we gave two legal opinions,
not because we are trying to carry water on both shoulders, but be-
cause the committee, while it as a committee, did not feel the agents
who did these things ought to be investigated, recognized that they
could possibly be charged criminally. Nonetheless, that was a decision
for the Attorney General, and we pointed out the law with respect to
it and the contrary point of view, in the event he decided -to take
further action. That was the nature of the study.

When the Attorney General, Mr. Saxbe, got it, lie determined that
the best thing that he could do to curtail it would be to publicize it.
And as a consequence he made a decision to make it available to the
Congress, to the oversight committee, and ultimately to the Congress
generally, and to the press. And that was the sum and substance of
the entire proceeding.

Senator SCHWEIKER. You were given summaries of the FBI files,
and the raw files were spot checked for accuracy as to the.summaries
by whom again?

Mr. PETERSEN. By the attorneys on the group who were assigned to
the Criminal Division. It -was not done by FBI personnel, that is
what'I am saying.

Senator SCHWEIKER. And what was the rationale for not giving you
people the raw files?

Mr. PETERSEN. I don't think there was any rationale. We are doing
a survey rather than conducting an investigation. One of the things
that was involved-I mentioned the responsibility for pi'rticipation-
the other was available manpower.

Senator ScHwEIRxm. Did your survey uncover the kind of things
that this committee just uncovered in terms of COINTELPRO activi-
ties. Were you aware of the things that had been going on that this
committee just recently disclosed ?

Mr. PETERSEN. Senator, I am not sure that I can answer that. The
summaries were prepared without respect to the name of 'an indi-
vidual. So that I can't tell you at this moment whether X or Y was or
was not included. I am aware, from the newspapers since I have left
there, that subsequently the Bureau turned over additional informa-
tion.

Senator* SCHWEIKER. One of the informants, for example, in CO
INTELPRO said that part of his job was to sleep with the wives of the
Klan leaders. Was that the kind of thing that was deleted from the
summaries, or were you aware of that kind of thing?

Mr. PETERSEN. I don't. recall that, to be perfectly honest with you.
Senator ScHWEIKER. I respect what you said. But. I don't see how

anyone can properly oversee it or approve it or rectify it in some way'
without gettingthe flavor of some of the things that come out here.



I guess it leads me to my next question-
Mr. PETERSEN. May I interject, Senator. I think the flavor was there.

I think the report pointed out that there were apparent violations of
first amendment rights, that there was conduct that the committee
found abhorrent. The recommendation was that it should be absolutely
prohibited, and standards and guidelines set up. There was not, if you
are suggesting such, any rationalization for the Bureau's conduct.

Senator SCHWEIKER. The other part, for example-which wasn't
brought out-was that there were a number of cases where material
about possible violence came to the attention of someone further down
the chain of command and no action was taken, and that informers
alerted the fact that action could be taken to prevent it, but no action
was taken. Did you get into the summaries?

Mr. PETERSEN. I am not sure, Senator. I can't answer that.
Senator SCHWEIKER. It leads me to my next question about setting

up an inspector general for the FBI. I know you are on record, and
I even have a memo here indicating that you strongly favor an inspec-
tor general procedure. Is that still your position?

Mr. PETERSEN. Yes, Sir, I do, Senator. But may- I add that I am not
sure, at least in my concept of an inspector general's responsibilities,
that this type of detail would be picked up. I think that that type of
detail has to be picked up in a more routine fashion, if you like, by
day-to-day supervision, bring attorneys in the Department of Justice,
into ongoing investigation, so that actions which appear questionable
can either be curtailed or justified.

Senator SCHWEIKER. But if access to the raw files isn't given, and if
that isn't a standard situation, then they wouldn't have that oppor-
tunity?

Mr. PETERSEN. Senator, it is also my opinion that in the course of
their duties, contrary to the practice in the past, that attorneys of the
Department of Justice, in the discharge of their responsibilities, ought
to have access to the raw files. And there are instances when, frankly,
one of your staff, while employed in the Department of Justice. was
embarrassed by what the Bureau said was an oversight. Now, that
oversight would not have occurred had the attorney had access.to the
entire file.

Senator SCHWEIKER. I think you also went on to recommend that the
Inspector General's office shouldn't be limited just to the FBI-I be-
lieve you suggested that it should cover the whole range of activities.

Mr. PETERSEN. I think it ought to cover the whole range of the
activity of the Department of Justice, for this reason, first of all, that
is an ongoing responsibility of the Attorney General and the Deputy
Attorney General at this time. And second, either the Attorney Gen-
eral or the Deputy Attorney General really have the opportunity to
give that task the time and attention that is needed. So they need some
sort of a staff.

On the other hand, the staff should not be so large that it becomes
a bureaucracy that has to feed upon itself. That staff I think ought to

- be relatively small, so that it can accept the responsibility with man-
power drawn from whatever investigative agency seems appropriate
at the time to conduct the necessary investigations. I do not think that
that Inspector General's responsibility ought to entail administrative
review of the manner in which responsible officials discharged their
functions.



In other words, I don't think you ought to go in and say, well, Mr.
Director, we have bought too many pencils. That is a function of in-
ternal management and perhaps a function of the Budget Committee.
But I don't think that that type of responsibility ought to be assigned
to the Inspector General.

-Senator SCHWEIKER. Mr. Ruckelshaus, what is your position on an
Inspector General, from your experience?

-* Mr. RUCKELSHAUS. Senator, I was in charge of that committee that
was investigating the setting up of the Inspector General when I left
the Government. My own feeling is that you have got to again be
careful about what functions you are giving the Inspector, what is it
that you want him to do. The idea of the establishment of the Inspector
General when Elliot Richardson was the Attorney General was to
provide within the Department the capacity to look into outside allega-
tions of coriuption within the Department itself, and set the Inspector
General's office apart from the Department, so as to insure that what-
ever investigation took place had public credibility, that the public
would believe there was a complete and thorough investigation, and
particularly if the allegations proved to be false.
. This was the result of many, many charges that had been brought
against the Department of Justice during the preceding several
months before Mr. Richardson was appointed Attorney General. And
I think there is an example within the Department of Justice of a first-
rate inspection division that is as good as any I have ever seen at inves-
tigating its own agency, and that is the Inspection Division in the
FBI. When I was the Director of the FBI I gave them the charge to
find out what happened to the records involving the 17 -wiretaps of
newsmen and public officials. They launched a complete, thorough and
highly professional investigation, and found the records eventually in
the White House. I think that if that division is given a clear charge
by the Director, and given the kind of authority to discover derelic-
tions withinthe Bureau, without any restraints being put on it it dis-
charges its function well. There are a number of restraints set up
within the Inspection Division to insure its objectivity, and to insure
that the functions assigned.to it are properly carried out.

Senator SCHWEIKER. You have-a lot more faith in it, you might say,
Mr* Ruckelshaus, than I as a member of this committee have. Just a
week or so ago we.came across wording in the FBI manual to pro-
ceed on an investigation unless it was embarrassing to the Bureau, and
then some other procedure was automatically set up, which the FBI
explained as something different than how I would have read it, but
that was the fairness in this recommendation, that the criteria-proceed
unless it would embarrass the Bureau.
. Second, I guess you are not familiar with the "black bag" memoran-

dum in which the Inspection Division was instructed during its annual
inspection procedure to go into a safe of a special agent in charge and
destrov any legal memos that the special agent might have filed about
"black bag" jobs.

So- I have a hard time comprehending how you can say that they
have done that kind of job or should be utilized in this iob when the
evidence we found is just the contrary. Maybe this wasn't available to
you in the position you held, and if it wasn't, that is the fault of the
systei.
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Mr. RUCKELSHAUS. Senator, you misunderstood what I said. What
I said was that we have an excellent example of an Inspection Division
in terms of the process by which it works. I also said that if it were
given clear instructions it would carry them out. And that includes
wrong instructions as well as proper instructions. That Division was
very responsive to the Director, and if the Director told them to do
something wrong, they were just as inclined to do that as something
else. And the examples you cite were those of such instructions being
given. When I was there, in the example I gave you, they were in-
structed to find out what those wiretap records were and find out
what had happened to them. And they did it thoroughly and profes-
sionally. And I think that what we need is to distinguish between
bad processes and bad people not only running those processes, but
giving instructions to those who do.

Senator SCHWEIKER. But don't we have institutionalized safeguards
so that if we get a bad process or a bad situation or a poor administra-
tor in this regard, that we have some checks and balances? And to
leave it all to the FBI after what we have seen in 30 years I think
would be the wrong way to proceed. I understand FBI agents knew
about COINTELPRO. And yet we used agents to do more than that.

Mr. RUCKELSHAUS. Senator, I did not suggest that we make the in-
spection function internal to the FBI. I said we had an example of a
good process established in the FBI that could be used by the Depart-
ment as a whole. Even the Department as a whole might get some bad
instructions from the Attorney General, which is where the Congress
comes in in terms of its oversight responsibility. There is no process
that I can think of that we can set up that will avoid human nature,
that will avoid every bad person that comes along to be in charge of
it. And what I am suggesting is that the model, if properly used, in
the FBI is not a bad one.

Mr. DORSEN. May I comment just very briefly on that?
There is another model-I spent 2 years in the Office of the Secretary

of the Army, and I thought that the Inspector General model in the
Army had at least one advantage over what I understand to be the
process that Mr. Ruckelshaus was describing, and that was, complete
independence from orders of the kind that led to the misfortunes that
he and you were just discussing. I think it is very important, whoever
is the Inspector General, that that person be given broad and inde-
pendent authority of the kind that Mr. Petersen was describing, and
not be subject to "bad orders." Now, obviously there has got to be one
person at the top, and that is the Attorney General. But I would hate
to see any Inspector General set up in the subject of the direction of the
Director of the FBI. I think the person has to be independent and able
to get access to raw files and be able to do the job untrammeled by
"bad orders".

Senator SCHWETKER. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
The CHAIRMAN. Thank you very much, Senator Schweiker. Mr.

Schwarz, do you have questions?
Mr. SCHWARZ. I would like to pick up on something Mr. Dorsen

said and ask both Mr. Ruckelshaus and Mr. Petersen about it. And this
goes to the issue of the value of domestic intelligence. And if you
would, leave out the consideration of catching Soviet spies and just
concentrate on the domestic intelligence function of the Bureau. Can



you from your experience come up with any cases where clearly useful
results were obtained through a domestic intelligence investigation that
could not have been obtained by investigating an actual criminal act
or a planned criminal act?

Mr. RuCKELSHAus. Henry, you may have more examples than I do. I
am not sure I understand your distinction. If there was an informant
system set iip on an organization, say, the Weathermeri or something
of that nature, and out of that informant system came information in
the possession of the FBI or the Justice Department that certain
crimes were planned short of that kind of avenue of information, I
don't know where else the information would come from. It may well
come from some voluntary disclosure by an individual concerned about
the crime that was planned.

. Mr. SCHWARZ. I am not thinking of technique. But the justifica-
. tion put forward by the Bureau for general intelligence doesn't turn
on a predicate of a crime having been committed or planned. And, they
say, there is a necessity to have general intelligence about subjects
with broad labels like subversion and extremists. What I am driving
at is whether, from the experience of either of you, you know of any
instances where useful information relating, for example, to violence
was obtained from a domestic intelligence investigation that could not
have been obtained if the standard for such investigations was actual
cause or probable cause that a crime had been committed or was being
attempted.

Mr. PETERSEX. First of all, I have to say-and I think in this re-
spect I speak for Mr. Ruckelshaus, too-we in the Justice Department,
and perhaps he in his brief tenure as Acting Director of the FBI, did
not have an opportunity to scrutinize the domestic intelligence investi-
gations. Only when they were developed to the point of probable cause
was the Department of Justice prosecutorial force brought in. So we
speak not as:experts. But I do suggest, Mr. Schwarz, that the Weather-
men is a .classic example. If you speak about a reasonable basis for
suspicion to initiate an investigation, or a inore stringent standard,
which I happen to think is unreasonable as a predicate for initiating
an investigation of probable cause. you would have to wait until the
laboratory at: the University of Wisconsin was blown up. Now, it is
true enough.that the Bureau's actions in investigating the Weathermen
could.not. prevent that any more than they could prevent the bomb
being placed in the Capitol. But they did not start the'investigation at
that point with the explosion, they started with the self-proclaimed
intention of a group and the members of that group, and they further
determined what -members of that group espoused acts of violence,
and they determined from their infiltration where members -of the
group happened to be at the time. So there was a process of elimina-
tion as a process of focus. And I think the Weathermen is a classic
example of an instance where you cannot rely wholly upon the act
itself: There has to be-and it is indeed being very shortsizhted if
there is not-some responsibility to look forward, particularly when
you deal with crimes of violence.

Mr. SoTWARz. It seems to me, though, that you haveh't answered
the question of whether you can think of an example where some use-
ful result was in fact obtained that you couldn't have obtained by
using as a predicate the likelihood of violence.



Mr. PETERSEN. I am suggesting the Weathermen indictment.
Mr. RUCKELSHAUS. What do you mean by that?
Mr. SCHWARZ. Preventing something from happening. How about

you, Mr. Ruckelshaus, can you think of an example where something
was prevented as a result of a domestic intelligence investigation that
could not have been prevented by having as a predicate not only a
bomb going off, but some predicate that says, picking up Mr. Dorsen's
concept, present and clear likelihood that the group is going to engage
in such conduct, criminal conduct?

Mr. PETERSEN. I can cite you two instances which I have informed
about in the organized crime program where x was targeted for a
killing. And the Bureau's response was to go 1, to the individual,
and 2, to the local police, and suggest that preventive action might
be taken, stationing guards around the man's house, or forcing the
man to move, or something of that nature.

Mr. SCHWARZ. But what was the predicate for the investigation?
Was the predicate not in that case the likelihood of violent action?

Mr. PETERSEN. The predicate was the existence of a group who
earned for themselves the right to be called members of organized
crime who were engaged in all types of illegal activity. But the sig-
nificant thing is, it is not illegal to be a member of an organized crime
group, it is only illegal when they do something in violation of a spe-
cific statute.

Mr. RUCKELSHAUS. I think your question is difficult to answer.
And that doesn't mean it isn't a good one. I think what you
are driving at is that there ought to be a very strong standard burden
of proof on the individual or the person in the Government who
would suggest that certain investigative techniques be used. And I am
questioning that the validity of the assumptions behind the use of
the given techniques is something that very much needs to be deter-
mined. And that is one of the chief functions, I think, that an investi-
gative oversight committee of the Congress could perform, and that
is, where the FBI would say, we need x number of agents to engage
in surveillance of group A or group B of these individuals. There
should be systematic-if you assume at the outset that this investi-
gation is undertaken pursuant to investigative techniques approved
by the Congress-there ought to be a review of the results of that
investigation. Are you really getting something for that invasion of
individual liberty? Because there is an invasion of time it takes place.
And so I think that the difficulty in answering your question is that
in our minds there are organizations like the Weathermen and so
many groups that existed in the late sixties and the early seventies
who used the rhetoric of violence and often didn't carry it out, and
how you distinguished between those who are simply talking about it
and those who intend to do something about it in some form of
surveillance.

Mr. SCHWARZ. Mr. Chairman, there are in the books nine examples
of real cases or hypothetical cases which are susceptible of reaction.
And rather than putting the nine cases to the witnesses, I would like
with your permission to ask the witnesses to respond in writing to these
nine cases and give their reactions on whether the predicate in the
cases was sufficient to open an investigation.



The CHAIRMAN. Very well. Are you gentlemen willing to do that,
to respond in writing?

Mr. RUCKELSHIAUS. YeS.
Mr. PETERSEN. Yes.
Mr. DORSEN. May I make one comment on an aspect of the answer

Mr. Ruckelshaus gave which I thought was correct in connection with
the oversight? Once again I think it is very important to button these
things down. And it has been suggested that this committee ought to
recommend'to the Congress as a whole that it be a crime for a Gov-
ernment official willfully to deceive Congress and the public about
activities which violate the kind of rules that are set up, because one
thing we have learned is that not everybody.has told the truth, and
sometimes it has not been under oath. And there is.another, which has
been one step further, and that is, it should be.a crime for a public
official not to report violations of law that he or she may have seen
in the course of this area.

Mr. RUCKELSHAus. Not to be an informant?
Mr' DORSEN. Yes; that is right. The problem, of course, is how do

you get into the process. And as Mr. Petersen and also Mr. Ruckels-
haus I suppose have both- explained, even though they were senior
officials, it was hard for them even to get into.it in detail and in depth.
And,, therefore, there has got to be. some pressure put on people not
to close one eye or both eyes to things that are being done, and not to
deceive Members of Congress and. the public about some of these
matters.

The CHAIRMAN. Your suggestion might be, make a report to a court
of crime. To'whom is the report to be rnade?

Mr. DORSEN. That could be part of the investigation.
The CHAIRMAN. To the New York Times?'
Mr. DORSEN. That would certainly do the iob.
The CHAIRMAN. To Vour immediate superior?
Mr. DORREN. Certainly that. It is admittedly.a remedy that has

problems with it. But at the same time the difficulty of getting these
things out into the open is clear.

The CHAIRMAN. What about if this Office of Insnector General
would be created. let's say, in the Justice Department, would that be
the logical place to put-
* Mr. DORSEN. That is the idea, of course.
'The CHAIRMAN rcontinuingl .Unlawful activities by the FBI and

other subsidiaries in the Department? What do vou think about that?
Mr. RUCKELSHAUS. Aren't we by law, Mr. Chairman, establishing a

system of informants in the Federal Government if we do that?
The C XIRMAN. I am not endorsing it, I am just trying to figure

out what it is that is being recommended.
Mr. PETERSEN. May I suggest something-I don't mean to be unduly

elementary, but times have changed-and may I suggest that in what-
ever procedure this committee decides to set up by statute thev incor-
porate a provision for ratification contemporaneous. a reasonably con-
temporaneous ratification. With, all deference to this committee, I
charge the committee with no more than I, myself. have indulged in as
a result of all these exposures, I am sometimes fearful 'that there is
a touch of. revisionism involved in all 'this: Perhaps not. But the only



way that criticism could have been answered is if these matters in
which the Bureau took action, which now all think to be immoral, had
been submitted to a ratifying group at or about the time. And I sug-
gest, Senator, that in many instances their conduct might have been
approved by the Congress. And there are some who suggest that the
oversight committee did indeed approve it. But whether they did
or did not it would certainly prevent an agent who acts in good faith
from being charged 10 years hence with covering up an illegal activity.

Now, that is, I think, a terribly important point. And, of course,
from the viewpoint of the Federal Bureau of Investigation they feel,
I think, badly put upon, because they feel that they were doing what
they were charged to do, what nobody else was interested in doing.

The CHAIRMAN. I take it what you really suggest, Mr. Petersen, is
that had there been an adequate congressional surveillance at the time
it would have acted to protect those engaged in those activities if they
had been thought by such a committee at the time to be necessary and
proper.

Mr. PETERSEN. I don't want to point the finger at Congress, Senator.
No President ever supported any Attorney General up until 2 years
ago with respect to supervision of the Federal Bureau of Investigation.

The CHAIRMAN. I think that the remarkable thing is that this com-
mittee has conducted the only serious investigation of either the FBI
or the CIA since their creation, one-half a century ago, and the other
one 30 years ago. And we ought not to be astonished that abuses have
crept into the system when no one has been looking at it. And I think
that it might even be said that in the Department of Justice itself there
was precious little oversight of the FBI.

Mr. PETERSEN. That is right.
The CHAIRMAN. So that everyone stands guilty, looking back over

the years, of a failure to do the proper supervisory work. But for the
free press we would never have had this investigation, because it was
the direct result of the charges that were surfaced in the press, fol-
lowing Watergate, that the Congress finally decided that the time had
come to investigate the FBI, the CIA, and these other highly prestig-
ious agencies. I suppose I am agreeing with you that there has been a
failure of proper oversight in the executive branch at the White House,
at the Justice Department, and in the Congress.

Mr. PETERSEN. Let me add one thing more. And it is an endorse-
ment of what Mr. Ruckelshaus said earlier. Even if this committee
enacts a statute in its wisdom which is capable of imposing the neces-
sary restraints, unless the political base, which in my judgment stems
from the activities of the Federal Bureau of Investigation with the
White House, unless that is curtailed, it will build up again. It is aw-
fully awkward for an apparent superior to be unwilling to take on
his subordinate because he knows he will not be supported by the Pres-
ident of the United States. And I am sure it is very unlikely that you
will have former Attorneys General coming up and saying, the FBI
was beyond my control. But that was the fact. It seems to me to be
improper for the Congress to mandate by statute that type of adminis-
trative control. But it certainly has to be imposed in some fashion.

The CHAIRMAN. I just have one further question for Mr. Dorsen.
He first brought up the importance of informants, and the danger of
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abuses with respect to the overuse of informants; Has this question
ever been tested against the fourth amendment ini the courts?.,

Mr. DORSEN.- Mr. Petersen says that the consentual cases are the only
ones. There are cases, for e-ample the Panther 21 case in Neil York-where there were informants in the Black Panther oganization, whih
was a'caseswhere I thinkit was raised. That case involved ai acquittal,.
and, therefore, it nevei got to a judicial opinion.

The CIAIRMAN. In other words, you are telling me that as'far as jui.
diciaI review of the use of informants is concerned, as a possible viola-
tion of the fourth amendment of the Colstitution, the question has
hardly been raised, nor has it been tested adequately. There' are cases
going back to the early thirties, involving entrapment, involving peo-
ple sometimes who were closely associated with groups allegedly lead-
ing individuals or groups to commit a crime, and there has been a very
sharp division in the U.S. Supreme Courit about what the correct
standard 'is to determine whether people voluntarily 'committed a
crime or whether they were led to do it by someone they were relying
on who was secretly a Government informant. But the fact is that the
law is not at all developed in this area.

Perhaps one of the reasons is that the iational court cases never .
get into court.

Mr. DORSEN. Right.
Mr. PETERSEN. May I add that in the consentual cases the Court was

led to the conclusion that a listening device worn by one of the partici-
pants in the conversation was not impermissible, it was predicated on
the fact that eavesdropping, unadorned eavesdropping, was not a
constitutional violation. So there is some authority in the Supreme
Court decisions for that proposition.

Mr. DORSEN. Incidentally, however-this, of course,-is a veiy tough
question-Congress, of course, has not attempted to deal with this. If
Congress attempted to deal with it the court would then be responding
to a specific legislative act, and I would think to a large extent be
guided by that, because the words of the fourth amendment, unlike
the first amendment, talk about unreasonable searches 'and seizures,
and what Congress decides are unreasonable.

The CHAIRMAN. Congress has never really attempted to define that
by statute.

Mr. DORSEN. Exactly. That is correct.
The CHAIRMAN. Well,.this has been very.helpful to the committee,

gentlemen. And I appreciate your appearance this morning. And also
we will look forward to the -written answers you.supply. This hearing
'is adjour-ied.

[jW'hereiin; at4 :05 p.m; the'hiearing. was adjourned subjectAo call
of the Chair.]
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WEDNESDAY, DECEMBER 10, 1975

U.S. SENATE,
SELECT COMMITTEE TO.STUDY GOVERNMENTAL OPERATIONS

WITH RESPECT TO INTELLIGENCE AcTIVITIES,
Washington, D.C.

The committee met, pursuant to notice, at 10:10 a.m. in room 318,
Russell Senate Office Building, Senator Frank Church (chairman)
presiding.

Present: Senators Church, Hart of Michigan, Mondale, Huddleston,
Hart of Colorado, Baker, Goldwater, and Mathias.

Also present: William G. Miller, staff director; Frederick A. 0.
Schwarz, Jr., chief counsel; and Curtis R. Smothers, counsel to the
minority.

The Cn-ilRMAN. The committee's witness this morning is the Honor-
able Clarence M. Kelley, the Director of the Federal Bureau of
Investigation.

Mr. Kelley was appointed Director in July of 1973 in a troubled
time for the FBI. His experience as-an innovative lav enforcement
administrator in charge of the Kansas City Police Department for
over 10 years, and his previoIus work as a special agent of the FBI,
have made him uniquely qualified to lead the Bureau.

The select committee is grateful for the cooperation extended by
Director Kelley in the course of its inquiry over the past months.
The committee is also impressed by the openness of the FBI's witnesses
before this .committee, and their willingness to consider the need for
legislation to clarify the Bureau's intelligeice responsibility.

It is important to remember from the outset that this committee is
examining only a small portion of the FBI's activities. Our hearings
have concentrated on FBI domestic intelligence operations. We have
consistently expressed our admiration and support for the Bureau's
criminal investigative and law enforcement work, and we recognize
the vital importance of counterespionage in the modern world. But
domestic intelligence has raised many difficult questions.

The committee has also concentrated on the past rather than on
present FBI activities. The abuses brought to light in our hearings
occurred. years and even decades before Director Kelley took charge.The staff has advised the committee that under Director Kelley, the
FBI has. taken significant steps to rethink previous policies and to
establish new safeguards against .abuse. The FBI is now placing
greater emphasis on foreign-related intelligence operations, and less
on purely domestic surveillance.' The FBI is working more closely
with the Justice Department in developing policies and standards
for intelligence. These are welcome developments.,
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Nevertheless, many important issues remain unresolved. Therefore,
we have invited Director Kelley to share with the committee his views
on some of the considerations the Congress should take into account
in thinking about the future of FBI intelligence. Among these issues
are whether FBI surveillance should extend beyond the investigation
of persons likely to commit specific crimes, whether there should be
outside supervision or approval before the FBI conducts certain
types of investigations or uses certain surveillance techniques, whether
foreign-related intelligence activities should be strictly separated from
the FBI's domestic law enforcement functions, and what should be
done to the information already in the FBI files and that which may
go into those files in the future.

The committee looks forward to a constructive exchange of views
with Director Kelley this morning, with Attorney General Levi
tomorrow, and with both the FBI and the Justice Department in
the next months as the committee considers recommendations that
will strengthen the American people's confidence in the Federal Bu-
reau of Investigation. That confidence is vital for the effective enforce-
ment of Federal law and for the security of the Nation against for-
eign espionage.

Director Kelley, we are pleased to welcome you; and if you would
have a prepared statement you would like to lead off with, please
proceed.

TESTIMONY OF HON. CLARENCE M. KELLEY, DIRECTOR, FEDERAL
BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

Mr. KELLEY. Thank you very much, Senator Church and gentlemen.
I welcome the interest which this committee has shown in the FBI

and most particularly in our operations in the intelligence and in-
ternal security fields.

I share your high regard for the rights guaranteed by the Constitu-
tion and laws of the United States. Throughout my 35-year career
in law enforcement, you will find the same insistence, as has been
expressed by this committee, on programs of law enforcement that
are themselves fully consistent with law.

I also have strongly supported the concept of legislative oversight.
In fact, at the time my appointment as Director of the FBI was
being considered by the Senate Judiciary Committee 21/2 years ago, I
told the members of that committee of my firm belief in congressional
oversight.

This committee has completed the most exhaustive study of our
intelligence and security operations that has ever been undertaken
by anyone outside the FBI other than the present Attorney General.
At the outset, we pledged our fullest cooperation and promised to be
as candid and forthright as possible in responding to your questions
and complying with your requests.

I believe we have lived up to those promises.
The members and staff of this committee have had unprecedented

access to FBI information.
You have talked to the personnel who conduct security-type inves-

tigations and who are personally involved in every facet of our day-
to-day intelligence operations.



You have attended numerous briefings by FBI officials who have
sought to familiarize the committee and its staff with all major areas
of our activities and operations in the national security and intel-
ligence fields.

In brief, you have had firsthand examination of these matters that
is unmatched at any time in the history of the Congress.

As this committee has stated, these hearings have, of necessity,
focused largely on certain errors and abuses. I credit this committee
for its forthright recognition that the hearings do not give a full or
balanced account of the FBI's record of performance.

It is perhaps in the nature of such hearings to focus on abuses to
the exclusion of -positive accomplishments of the organization.

The counterintelligence programs which have received the lion's
share of public attention and critical comment, constituted, an in-
finitesimal portion of our overall work.

A Justice Department committee which was formed last year
to conduct a thorough study of the.FBI's counterintelligence programs
has reported that in the five basic ones it found 3,247 counterintel-
ligence programs were submitted to the FBI headquarters from 1956
to 1971. Of this total, 2,370, less than three-fourths were approved.I repeat, the vast majority of those 3,247 proposals were being de-
vised, considered, and many were rejected, in an era when the FBI
was handling an average of 700,000 investigative matters per year.

Nonetheless, the criticism which has been expressed regarding the
counterintelligence programs is most legitimate and understandable..

The question might well be asked what I had in mind when I stated
last year tlhat for, the FBI to have done less than it did under the
circumstances then existing would have been an abdication of its
responsibilities to the American people.

What I said then, in 1974, and what I believe today, is that the
FBI employees involved in these programs did what they felt was
expected of them by the President, the Attorney General, the Con-
gress, and the people of the United States.

Bomb explosions rocked' public and private offices and buildings;
rioters led by revolutionary extremists laid seige to military, indus-
trial, and educational facilities; and killings, maimings, and other
atrocities accompanied such acts of violence from New England to
California.

The victims of these acts were human beings, men, women, and chil-
dren. As is the case in time of peril, whether real or perceived, they
looked to'.their Government, their elected and appointed leadership,
and to. the FBI and other law enforcement agencies to protect their
lives, their property, and their rights.

There were many calls for action from Members of Congress and
others, but few guidelines were firnished. The FBI and other law en-
forcement agencies were besieged by demands, impatient demands,
for immediate action.

FBI'employees recpgnized the danger, felt they had a responiibility'
to respond, and' in good faith initiated actions designed to counter
conspiratorial efforts of self-proclaimed revolutionary groups, and
to neutralize violent activities.

In the development and execution of these programs, mistakes of
judgment admittedly were made.



Our concern over whatever abuses occurred in the counterintelli-
gence programs, and there were some substantial ones, should not ob-
scure the underlying purpose of those programs.

We must recognize that situations have occurred in the past and
will arise in the future where the Government may well be expected to
depart from its traditional role, in the FBI's case, as an investigative
and intelligence-gathering agency, and take affirmative steps which
are needed to meet an imminent threat to human life or property.

In short, if we learn a murder or bombing is to be carried out now,
can we truly meet our responsibilities by investigating only after the
crime has occurred, or should we have the ability to prevent? I refer to
those instances where there is a strong sense of urgency because of an
imminent threat to human life.

Where there exists the potential to penetrate and disrupt, the Con-
gress must consider the question of whether or not such preventive
action should be available to the FBI.

These matters are currently being addressed by a task force in the
Justice Department, including the FBI, and I am confident that De-
partmental guidelines and controls can be developed in cooperation
with pertinent committees of Congress to insure that such measures
are used in an entirely responsible manner.

Probably the most important question here.today is what assurances
I can give that the errors and abuses which arose under the counter-
intelligence programs will not occur again. First, let me assure the
committee that some very substantial changes have been made in key
areas of the FBI's methods of operations since I took the oath of of-
fice as Director on July 9, 1973. Today we place a high premium on
openness, openness both within and without the service.

I have instituted a program of open, frank discussion in the decision-
making process which insures that no future program or major policy
decision will ever be adopted without a full and critical review of its
propriety.

Participatory management has become a fact in the FBI.
I have made it known throughout our headquarters and field divi-

sions that I welcome all employees, regardless of position or degree
of experience, to contribute their thoughts and suggestions, and to
voice whatever criticisms or reservations they may have concerning
any area of our operations.

The ultimate decisions in the Bureau are mine, and I take full re-
sponsibility for them. My goal is to achieve maximum critical analysis
among our personnel without in any manner weakening or undermin-
ing our basic command structure.

The results of this program have been most beneficial to me person-
ally, to the FBI's disciplined performance, and to the morale of our
employees.

In addition, since some of the mistakes of the past were occasioned
by direct orders from higher authorities outside the FBI, we have
welcomed Attorney General Edward Levi's guidance, counsel. and hip
continuous availability, in his own words, "as a 'lightning rod' to de-
flect improper requests."

Within days after taking office, Attorney General Levi instructed
that I immediately report to him any requests or practices which, in



my judgment, were improper or which, considering theccontext of the
request., I-believed presented the apprearances of impropriety.. I am pleased 'to.report to this committee, as I have to the Attorney
General, that during my-nearly 21/2 years as Director under two Presi-
dents and three Attorneys General, no one has approached me or made
overtures, directly or otherwise, to use the FBI 'for partisan, -political
or other improper purposes..

I can assure you that I would not for a moment consider honoring
any such-request.

I can assure you, too, in my administration of the FBI, I routinely
bring -to the attention of the Attorney General and- the Deputy At-
torney General major policy questions, including those:-which arise in
my continuing review of our operations and practices. These are dis-
cussed openly and candidly in order that the Attorney 'General can
exercise his responsibilities over the FBI.

I am convinced that the basic structure of the FBI today is 'sound.
But it would be a mistake to think that integrity can be assured only
through institutional means. '

Integrity is-a human quality. It depends upon the character of the
person who occupies the office of the Director and every-member of
the FBI under him. - *

I am proud of the 19,000 men and women with whom it is my honor
to'serve today..Their dedication, their professionalism, their stand-
ards, and the self-discipline which they perspnally demand of them-
selves and expect of their associates are the Nation's ultimate assurance
of proper and responsible conduct at all times by the FBI.

The Congress and the members -of this committee' in particular have
gained a great insight into 'the problems confronting the FBI in the
security and intelligence fields-problems which all too often we have
been left to resolve without sufficient guidance from the executive
branch or the Congress itself. -

As in all human endeavors, errors of judgment have been made. But
no one who -is looking for'the cause of our failures should confine his
search solely to the FBI, or even to the executive branch.

The Congress itself has long possessed the mechanism for FBI over-
sight; yet, seldom has it been exercised.

An initial step was taken in the Senate in 1973'when the Committee
on the Judiciary established a Subcommittee on FBI Oversight. Hear-
ings had been commenced, and we were fully committed to maximum
participation with the members of that subcommittee.
. I laud their efforts. However, those efforts are of very recent origin

in terms of the FBI's history.-
One of the gieatest benefits of the study this 'committee -has made

is the' expert -knowledge you have gained of the'complex prioblems
confronting the FBI. But I respectfully submit that those benefits are
wasted if they do not lead to the next step, a step-that I believe is'ab-'
solutely essential, a legislative charter, expressing congressional deter-
mination of intelligence jurisdiction for the FBI.

Action to resolve the problems confronting us in the security and
intelligence fields is urgently needed; and it must be undertaken in
a forthright manner. Neither the Congress nor the public can afford-
to look the other way, leaving it to the FBI to do what must be done,
as too often has occurred in the past.
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This means too that Congress must assume a continuing role not in

the initial decisionmaking process but in the review of our

performance.
I would caution against a too-ready reliance upon the courts to do

our tough thinking for us. Some proposals that have been advanced

during these hearings would extend the role of the courts into the

early stages of the investigative process and, thereby, would take over

what historically have been executive branch decisions.
I frankly feel that such a trend, if unchecked, would seriously un-

dermine the independence of the judiciary and cast them in a role

not contemplated by the authors of our Constitution. Judicial review

cannot be a substitute for congressional oversight or executive decision.

The FBI urgently needs a clear and workable determination of our

jurisdiction in the intelligence field, a jurisdictional statement that

the Congress finds to be responsive to both the will and the needs of

the American people.
Senators, first and foremost, I am a police officer, a career police

officer. In my police experience, the most frustrating of all problems

that I have discovered facing law enforcement in this country-Fed-

eral, State, and local-are when demands are made of them to perform

their traditional role as protector of life and property without a clear

and understandable legal bases to do so.
I recognize that the formulation of such a legislative charter will be

a most precise and demanding task.
It must be sufficiently flexible that it does not stifle the FBI's effec-

tiveness in combating the growing incidence of crime and violence

across the United States. That charter must clearly address the demon-
strated problems of the past; yet, it must amply recognize the fact that

times change and so also do the nature and thrust of our criminal and

subversive challenges.
The fact that the Department of Justice has commenced the formula-

tion of operational guidelines governing our intelligence activities does

not in any manner diminish the need for legislation. The responsibility
for conferring jurisdiction resides with the Congress.

In this regard, I am troubled by some proposals which question the

need for intelligence gathering and suggest that information needed

for the prevention of violence can be acquired in the normal course

of criminal investigations.
As a practical matter, the line between intelligence work and regu-

lar criminal investigations is often difficult to describe. What begins as

an intelligence investigation may well end in arrest and prosecution
of the subject. But there are some fundamental differences between

these investigations that should be recognized-differences in scope, in
objective and in the time of initiation. In the usual criminal case, a
crime has occurred and it remains only for the Government to identify
the perpetrator and to collect sufficient evidence for prosecution. Since
the investigation normally follows the elements of the crime, the scope

of the inquiry is limited and fairly well defined.
By contrast, intelligence work involves the gathering of information,

not necessarily evidence. The purpose may well be not to prosecute, but
to thwart crime or to insure that the Government has enough informa-
tion to meet any future crisis or emergency. The inquiry is necessarily
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broad because it must tell us not only the nature of the threat, but also
whether the threat is imminent, the persons -involved, and the means
by'which the threat will-be carried out. The ability of the Goverfment
to prevent criminal acts is dependent on our anticipation of thosecrini-
inal acts. Anticipation, in turn, is dependent on advance information,
that is, intelligence. .

Certiinly, reasonable people can differ on these issues. Given'the
opportunity, I am confident-that the continuing need for intelligence
work can be documented to the fill satisfaction of the Congress. We
recognize that what is at stake here is not the interests of the FBI,
but rather the interests of every citizen of this country. We recognize
also that the resolution ofthese matters will demanl extensive and
thoughtful deliberation by the Congress. To this end, I pledge the
complete cooperation of the Bureau with this committee or its succes
sors in this important task.
. In any event, you have my unqualified assurance as Director that we
will carry out both the-letter and the spirit of such legislation as the
Congress may enact.

That is the substance of my prepared statement.
I would also like to say extemporaneously that I note that on this

panel are some gentlemen who were on the Judiciary Committee which
heard my testimony at the time I was presented to them for candidacy
as Director:of the FBI. At that time I took very seriously the charge
which may possibly result in the deliberation of this committee and of
the full Senate. I have been well aware of the problems of the FBI
since that time. I have also been well aware of the capabilities of the
FBI to discharge those responsibilities. I don't take them lightly. I am
of sufficient experience and age that I have pledged.myself to do what
is good and proper. I say this not as a self-serving statement-but in
order that we might place in context my position within the FBI. I
could seek sanctuary and perhaps a safe sanctuary by saying during
.the period these things occurred I was with the local police department
in'Kansas City, Mo. Prior to that time,.however. I was in the FBI.

'During the time I was with the FBI and during the time I was with
the police department, I continued throughout that period a close
acquaintance with, and a strong affection for the FBI.
" I only want to point out that based on those years, based on those

observations, we have a very fine and very sensitive and a very capa-
ble organization. I feel that there is' much that can still be done. I
know that we are not without fault. I know 'that from experiences I
have had:'We will not be completely. without fault in the future. But
I assure you that we look upon this inquiry, we look upon any man-
date which you may feel you have as good and proper. I onlywant to
place in your thinking the fact that you have here a matchless orga-
nization, one which, I continue to say, was motivated in most of these
instances, I cannot justify some, but the motivation was of the best. I
am not pleading, as does a defense attorney. I am only putting in your
thinking my objective observations as a citizen who is somewhat con-.
cerned about the future of this 'organization. It is too precious for us
to have it in a condition of jeopardy.

Thank you very much.



The CHAIRMAN. Thank you, Director Kelley.
I want to turn first to Senator Hart who won't be able to remain

through the whole morning. I think he has one question he would like
to ask.

Senator HART of Michigan. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. Senator
Mathias and I have Judiciary Committee hearings at 10:30.

I have several questions, and I'm sure they'll be covered by others,
but the one that I have as a result of reading your testimony and listen-
ing to it this morning relates to your comment at the foot of page 10
and at the top of 11.

There you indicate that you caution us about extending the court's
role in the early stages of investigations, suggesting that this might
take us beyond the role contemplated for the courts under the Consti-
tution.

Now as you have said, aside from the so-called national security wire-
tap problem, the main focus of our discussions and concern has been
on the possibility of requiring court approval for the use of informants,
informants directed to penetrate and report on some group.

One of the witnesses yesterday, Professor Dorsen, pointed out that
really those informants are the most pervasive type of an eavesdrop-
ping device. It is a human device. An informant is really more intru-
sive on my privacy than a bug or a tap because he can follow me any-
where. He can ask me questions to get information the Government
would like to have.

Now we certainly involve the courts in approval of the wiretaps for
physical searches with the intent of the drafters of the Constitution to
have a neutral third party magistrate screen use of certain investiga-
tive techniques. And the informant is such a technique. He functions
sort of like a general warrant, and I don't see why requiring court ap-
proval would violate the role envisaged for the courts.

And as I leave, I would like to get your reactions to my feelings.
Mr. KELLEY. I do not feel that there is any use of the informant in

intrusion, which is to this extent objectionable. The concept of the
informant has been approved by numerous court decisions. Let us now
go to the moral connotation of the use of the informant.

I think, as in many cases, it is a matter of balance. You have only
very few ways of solving crimes, one of which is the use of the in-
formant, I think, the protection of the right of the victim to be vic-
timized. You have within the Constitution certain grants that are
under ordinary circumstances abrogation of rights. The right to search
and seize, which, of course, can't be unreasonable, but nonetheless,
you have the right.

I think that were we to lose the right of the informant, we would
lose to a great measure our capability of doing our job.

Now, I'm not arguing with you, Senator, that it is not an unusual
procedure. I'm not even going to say that it is not an intrusion, because
it is. But it has to be one, I think, in which virtue of the benefits must
be counted.

We don't like to use it. We don't like the problems that are at-
tendant. We take great care.

Now you mention the court possibly having jurisdiction over them.
I think that possibly we could present the matter to the court, but



-what are they going to do insofar as monitoring their effort? Are they
going to have to follow it all the way through ?.
. Also, there is, of course,, urgency in the other contacts. Must the
court be contacted for each and approval of the court givei for each
contact?

There are a great -many problems insofar as administration- of it.
I frankly .feel, and again, all. I -can do is give you my idea-that

there is a satisfactory control over the informants as we now exercise
it today. Yes, there are going to be some who will get beyond our
control, but this is going to happen no matter what you do.

Senator HART of Michigan. I appreciate. your reaction. I was not
suggesting that there is consideration here to prohibit informants. I
was reflecting a view that I felt and hold that the use of an informant
does require some balance, as you yourself said, and I would be more
comfortable with a third party makingja judgment as to whether
the intrusion is warranted by the particular circumstance. But I do
understand your position.

Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
The CHAIRMAN. Thank you, Senator Hart.
[Senator Hart of Michigan leaves the hearing room.]
The CHAIRMAN. Senator Baker, do you have'questions?
Senator BAKER. Mr. Chairman, thank you very much.
Mr. Kelley, I have a great respect for you.and your organization

and I personally regret that the organization is in political distress,
but we've both got to recognize that it is, along with other agencies
and departments of the Government.

I think you probably would agree with me that even though that
.is extraordinarily unpleasant and in many respects unfortinate, it
also has a plus side. That is, it gives us an indication of our future
direction and the opportunity, at least, to improve the level of com-
petency and service of the Government itself.

With that hopeful note, would you be agreeable then to volunteering
for me any suggestions you have on how to improve the responsiveness
of the FBI, or indeed, for any other law enforcement agencies of the

'Government, to the Congress, to the Attorney General, to the Presi-
dent? Beyond that, would you give me any suggestions you have on
how you would provide the methods, the access, the documents, the
records, the authority, for -the Congress to perform its essential, I
believe, e-sential oversight -resnonsibility to see that these functions,
these delicate functions are being undertaken i'roverly?

And before you answer, let me tell you two or tlhree things I am
concerned about. .

It,hasn't been, ng ago that the FBI Director .was not even confirmed
by the 'Senate of the United States. I believe, you t are the
first one to be confirmed by the Senate of the United States. I think
that is a movement in the rihth direction.l think the FBI has taken
on a stature and additional importance that requiies it to have closer
supervision and scrutiny by us. At the same time I rather.doubt that
we can become involved iii the daily relatioslihip between you and the
Attorney General. Therefore, I tend to believe that the Attorney
General needs to be more directly involved in the operations of the -
FBI. I would appreciate any comments on that.



Second, I rather believe that major decisions of the intelligence
community and the FBI ought to be in writing, so that the Congress
can, if it needs to in the future, take a look at these decisions and the
process by which they were made to decide that you are or you are
not performing your services diligently.

I don't think you can have oversight unless you have access to
records, and in many cases records don't exist and in some cases the
people who made those decisions are now departed and in other cases
you have conflicts.

How would you suggest then that you improve the quality of serv-
ice of your agency? How would you propose that you increase the
opportunity for oversight by the Congress of the United States?
What other suggestions do you have for improving the level of law
enforcement in the essential activity that is required?

Mr. KELLEY. I would possibly be repetitious in answering this
Senator, but I get a great deal of pleasure from telling what I think
is necessary and what I hope that I have followed. One, which is
beyond my control, but which I think is very important, is that the
position of Director, is one to which great attention should be paid
in choosing the man who will properly acquit himself.

I feel that the Judiciary Committee, at least in going over me, did
a pretty good job. I feel that it is most necessary Ihat care be taken
that his philosophy, his means of management, hi:s facility to adapt
to change, his tendency toward consulting with other members of the
official family, that he be willing to, for example, go through over-
sight with no reticence, and that I think that he should be chosen very
carefully.

I think further that he should be responsible for those matters which
indicate impropriety or illegality.

Senator BAKER. Could you stop for just a second? Who does he work
for? Does the Director, in your view, work for the President of the
United States, for the Attorney General, for the Justice Department,
for the executive branch?

Who is the executive of the FBI, the Director of the FBI, respon-
sible to? Who should he be responsible to?

Mr. KELLEY. Jurisdictionally, to the Attorney General, but I think
this is such an important field of influence that it is not at all unlikely
that we can expand it to the judiciary, the legislature, and of course,
we are under the Attorney General.
: Senator BAKER. Do you have any problems with the idea of the
President of the United States calling the Director of the FBI and
asking for performance of a particular task? Does that give you any
difficulty? Or do you think that the relationship between the FBI
Director and the President is such that that is desirable, or should
it be conduited through the Attorney General?

Mr. KELLEY. I think it should be in the great majority of the cases
conduited through the Attorney General. There has been traditionally
some acceptance of the fact that if the President wants to see and
talk with the Director, he may call him directly.

It has been my practice in such an event to thereafter report to the
Attorney General, whoever it might be, that I have been called over
and what I discussed and was told. And this was revealed in full to
them.
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Senator BAKER. I suppose we could pass a statute that says the
President-has to go through the Attorney General, although I rather
suspect it would be a little presumptuous.

But to go the next step, do you think it is necessary for the pursuit
of effective oversight on the part of the Congress, to have some sort of
document written, or at least some sort of account of a Presidential
order or an order of the Attorney General given to a Director of the
FBI?

Do you think that these things need to be handled in a more formal
way?

Mr. KELLEY. Personally, it would be my practice in the event I re-
ceive such an order, to request that it be documented. This is a pro-
tection as well as a clarification as to whether or not it should be placed
as part of legislation. I, frankly, would like to reserve that for some
more consideration. I don't know whether it would be, but I think that
it can be worked very easily.

Senator BAKER. Mr. Kelley, Attorney General Levi, I believe, has
already established some sort of agency or function within the De-
partment that is serving as the equivalent, I suppose, of an Inspector
General of the Justice Department, including the FBI. Are you
familiar with the steps that Mr. Levi has taken in that respect? I
think. he calls it. the Office of Professional Responsibility.

Mr. KELLEY. Yes, sir, I'm familiar with it.
Senator BAKER. Do you have any comment on that? Will you give us

any observations.as to whether you think that will.be useful, helpful,
or whether it will not be useful or helpful, how it affects the FBI,
how you visualize your relationship to it in the future?

Mr. KELLEY. I don't object to this, which isfo some extent an over-
sight within the Department of Justice under the Attorney General.

Frankly, it just came out. I have not considered it completely, but
to the general concept, yes, I very definitely subscribe.

Senator BAKER. How would you feel about extending that concept
of government-wide operation, a national Inspector General who is
involved with an oversight of all of the agencies of.Government as
they interface with the constitutionally protected -rights of the in-
dividual citizen? Would you care to comment on that, or would you
rather save that for a while?

Mr. KELLEY. I would like to reserve that one.
Senator BAKER. I'm not surprised. Would you think about it and

let us knoiv what you think about it?
Mr. KELLEY. I will. ['See Appendix B, p. 992.]
Senator BAKER. All right. Mr. Chairman, thank you very much.
The CHAIRMAN. Senator Huddleston.
Senator HUDDLESTON. Thank you, Mr. Chairmai.
Mr. Kelley, in your statement you -describe the conditions that

existed when much of the abuse that we have talked about duringthis inquiry occurred, indicating that the people-within the Bureau
felt like they were doing what'was expected of them by. the President,
by the Attorney General, the Congress and the people of the United
States.
. Does not this suggest that there has been a reaction there to pre-
vailing attitudes that miqaht have existed in the cointrv because-of
certain circumstances rather than any clear and specific direct in-
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structions that might have been received from proper authorities?
And if that is the case, is it possible in developing this charter, this
guideline, to provide for that kind of specific instruction?

Mr. KELLEY. I think so, yes. I think that they can logically be
incorporated and that-

Senator HUDDLESTON. You can see there would be a continuing
danger if any agency is left to simply react to whatever the attitudes
may be at a specific time in this country because-

Mr. KELLEY. Senator, I don't contemplate it being a continuing dan-
ger, but there certainly could be a very acceptable guidepost whereby
we can, in the event such a need seems to arise, know what we can do.

Senator HUDDLESTON. Well, in pursuing the area which Senator
Hart was discussing-whether or not we can provide sufficient
guidelines which would replace a decision by the court in determin-
ing what action might be proper and specific in protecting individ-
ual's rights, can't we also provide the restrictions and guidelines and
the various techniques that might be used?

For instance, supposing we do establish the fact, as has already
been done, that informants are necessary and desirable. How do we
keep that informant operating within the proper limits so that he in
fact is not violating individual rights?

Mr. KELLEY. Well, of course, much of the reliance must be placed
on the agent and the supervision of the FBI to assure that there is no
infringement of rights.

Senator HUDDLESTON. But this is an area with which we've had some
difficulty in the past. We have assumed that a particular action was
necessary, that there was a present threat that some intelligence pro-
grams should be initiated, but in many cases it has gone beyond what
would appear to have been necessary to have addressed the original
threat. How do we keep within the proper balance there?

Mr. KELLEY. Well, actually, it's just about like any other offense.
It is an invasion of the other individual's right and it is by an officer
and an FBI agent is an officer. There's the possibility of criminal
prosecution against him. This is one which I think might flow if he
counsels the informant.

Now insofar as his inability to control the informant, I don't sup-
pose that would warrant prosecution, but there is still supervisory
control over that agent and over that informant by insisting that
control is exercised on a continuing basis.

Senator HUDDLESTON. It brings up an interesting point as to
whether or not a law enforcement agency ought to be very alert to
any law violations of its own members or anyone else.

If a White House official asks the FBI or someone to do something
unlawful, the question seems to me to be whether or not that is a
violation that should be reported by the FBI.

Mr. KELLEY. I think that any violation which comes to our atten-
tion should either be handled by us or the proper authority.

Senator HUDDLEATON. But that hasn't been the case in the past.
Mr. KELLEY. Well, I don't know what you're referring to but I

would think your statement is proper.
Senator HUDDLESTON. Well, we certainly have evidence of unlawful

activity taking place in various projects that have been undertaken,
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which certainly were not brought to light willingly by the FBI or by.
otherlaw enforcement agencies.

The question that I'm really concerned about, as we attempt to
draw guidelines and charters that. would -give the agency the best
flexibility that they may need against a wide range of threats, is h6w
we control what happens within each of those actions to. keep -them,
from going beyond what was intended to begin with?

Mr. KELLEY. -You're still speaking of informants?
Senator HUDDLESTON. Not only informants but the agents them-:

selves as they go into surveillance, wiretaps, or other intelligence-
gathering techniques.

The original thrust of my question was, even though we may be
able-to provide guidelines of a broad nature, how do-we control the
techniques that might be used, that in themselves-might be a serious
violation of the rights?

Mr. KELLEY. Well, first, I don't know whether.it's germane to your
question but I do feel that it should be pointed out that the association
to, the relatioiiship'between the-informant and his agent handler is a
very confidential one, and I doubt very seriously whether we could
have any guidelines, where there might be an extension of any moni-
tors here because thereby 'you do have a destruction of that relation-
ship. Insofar as the activities -of agents, informants or others which
may be illegal, we have on many occasions learned of violations of the
law on - the part of - informants, -and either prosecuted ourselves,
through the reporting of it to the U.S. attorney, or turned it over to the
local authority. We have done this on many occasions. Insofar as our
own personnel, wehave an internal organization, the Inspection Divi-
sion, which reviews this type of activity, and if there be any viola-
tion-yes, no question about it, we would pursue it to the -point of
prosecution.

Senator HUDDLESTON. But it could be helped by periodic review.
Mr. KELLEY. We do, on an annual basis, review' the activities of our

59 offices through that same Inspection Division, and they have a clear
charge to go over this as well as other matters.

Senator HUDDLESTON. Mr.'Kelley, you pointed out the difference in'
the approaches in gathering evidence after a crime has been committed.

Would there be any advantage, or would it be feasible to attempt
to separate these functions within the Agency, in the departments, for
instance, without mixing gathering intelligence and gathering evi-
dence? Are the techniques definable and different?

Mr. KELLEY. Senator, I think they are compatible. I see.no objec-
tion to the way that they are now being handled on a management
basis,1 think, as a matter of fact; it is a very fine association whereby
the intelligence; stemming as it does from a substantive viol tion, is
a natural complement. - - -

Senator HUDDLESTON. Now, an6ther area, the FBI furnishes infor-
mation to numerous government agencies. Is this properly restricted
and controlled at the present time, in your judgment,'as to just who
can ask the FBI for information, what kind of information they can
ask for, and probably even more important, what restrictions can 'be
put on the use of that information once it has been supplied by the
FBI?
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Mr. KELLEY. I think so, Senator.
Senator HUDDLESTON. You think there are proper restrictions now?
Mr. KELLEY. I don't know that we can ourselves judge in all cases

whether or not there is good and sufficient reason for an agency to
inquire. I think that there should be a very close delineation by the
agencies as to what they're going to ask for, but I think that we do have
sufficient rules that are satisfactory to us.

Senator HUDDLESTON. You're confident that the information your
agency supplies is not being misused, to the detriment of the rights
of any individuals.

Mr. KELLY. Senator, I'm only confident in what I do myself. I
would say that I am satisfied.

Senator HUDDLESTON. I was wondering whether some inclusion
ought to be made in whatever charter is made as to.who specifically
can request, what limits ought to be placed on the request, and what
they can do with it after they get it.

Mr. KELLEY. Yes.
Senator HUDDLESTON. I have some concern about the fact that in in-

telligence gathering, one is bound to gather a great deal of informa-
tion about some individual that is useless as far as the intent of the
intelligence gathering is concerned, but might be in some way embar-
rassing or harmful to the individual, whether or not there's any effort
to separate this kind of information out of a person's file that is really
initiated for a purpose, for a specific purpose unrelated to this infor-
mation.

Is there any effort, or could any direction be given to doing that?
Mr. KELLEY. We would be very happy to work under the guidelines

or rules or any-thing else to purge material which is extraneous, ir-
relevant, or for any other reason objectionable.

Senator HUDDLESTON. And how about the length of time that these
files are kept in the agency?

Mr. KELLEY. We 'are willing to work within that framework, too.
Senator HUDDLESTON. I think that might be done.
I think in developing the chain of command, so to speak, it cer-

tainly would be very difficult to prevent the President of the United
States from calling up the head of the FBI or anyone else and dis-
cussing any law enforcement problem he might so desire, and perhaps
even give diredtion to the agency.

But how about that? What about White House personnel who might
also be inclined to call the Director and ask him to do specific things?
Could there be some clear-cut understanding as to whether or not the
Diredtor would be obligated to undertake any such project, that just
anybody at the White House might suggest?

Mr. KELLEY. It's very clear to me that any request must come from
Mr. Buchen's office, and that it be, in any case, wherein it is a request
for action, followed with a letter so requeqting.

This has come up before during the Watergate hearings, and I think
it has been placed very vividly in our minds; that is, take care that
you just don't follow the request of some underling who does not truly
reflect the desire of the President.

Senator HUDDLESTON. Just one more question about techniques,
aside from the guidelines of authority on broad projects undertaken.
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Would it be feasible from time'to time in a congressional oversight
conimittee to. discuss with-the D6partment and with thetBureau various
techniques so that they could .have some input as to whether or not
these actions are consistent with the overall guidelines, to. start with,
and consistent with the very protections? .

Mr. KELLEY. Senator, I have already .said to the Oversight Com-
mittee of the:Senate that so far as I can-now see, the only thing that
would be withheld is the identity of informants. We'll disciss tech-.
niques, we'll discuss our present activities. I think this is the only way
that we can exchange our opinions and get accomplished what you.
want to accomplish and what I want to accomplish.. . %

Senator HUDDLESTON. I feel that is an important aspect of.it because
even though you have acharter which gives broad direction forall the
guidelines and to the types of projects that.you enter into..it, if we
don't get down to specifics, such things as how intelligence is to be col-
lected, how evidence is to be collected, what is done after it is collected,
that type of thing, it seems tome we are leaving a wide gap againrfor
the Bureau t-oassume that it-has total inistruction and totalpermissioil
to move in a certain direction and go beyond what is intended orwhat
was authorized.

Thank you,.Mr. Chairman,'and Mr. Director.
The CHAIRMAN. Senator Goldwater?
Senator GOLDWATER. Mr. Kelley, as part of the FBI electronic sur-

veillance of Dr. King, several tapes of specific conversations, and-later
a composite King tape were produced. Are these tapes still in the
possession-of the FBI?

Mr.-KELLEY. Yes, sir.
Senator GOLDWATFR. Have they bean reviewed bycyou?,
Mr. KELLEY. No, sir.
Senator GOLDWATER. Have they been reviewed by any of your staff,

to your knowledge? .
Mr. KELLEY. Senator, 'I think that they have been reviewed. I know

that at least some have- reviewed 'it within the area of this particular
section. There has been no review of them since I came to the FBI, I
can tell you that.

Senator GOLDWATER. Would these tapes be available to the committee
if the committee felt they would like to hear them?

Mri. KELLEY.. This, Senator. Goldwater, is a matter, which is of, ,s I
said before; some delicacy, and there 'would have to be a discussion
of thisin an exectitive session.

The CIAIRMAN..I ;might say in that connection-that the committee
staff gave some consideration to this matter 'and decided that it would
compound the.original error-for the staff to review the tapes, because
that' would be' a still further invasion of privacy, and so the staff re-
frained 'from insisting on obtaining the tapes, believing that it was
unifecessary, and quite possibly improper,'in order to get at what we
needed to know about the King case.

So the staff did refrain, and for thitt reason the issue never came to
a head. I just wanted to lay that information before the Senator.
. Senator GOLDWATER. I realize that's a prerogative of the staff, but

it's also the prerogative of the committee if, and I'm not advocatingiti.,
if we wanted to hear them ourselves'to determine whether Mr. Hoover
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was off on a wild goose chase or whether there was, in effect, some rea-
son. Again, I am not advocating it I am merely asking a question.
They would be available if the committee took a vote to hear them and
decided on it.

Mr. KELLEY. I don't think it would be within my jurisdiction to re-
spond to this, Senator. It would have to be the Attorney General.

Senator GOLDWATER. I see. Now, are these tapes and other products
of surveillance routinely retained even after an individual ceased to
be a target of inquiry?

Mr. KELLEY. They are retained usually for 10 years.
Senator GOLDWATER. Ten years.
Mr. KELLEY. Yes, Sir.
Senator GOLDWATER. What is the future value, if any, to the Bureau

of retaining such information?
Mr. KELLEY. If there be guidelines that set out a destruction or

erasure, we will abide by it. We will, on those occasions where we think
that matters might come up within that period of time which may need
the retention of them, we will express our opinion at that time, but
other than that we would be guided by guidelines.

Senator GOLDWATER. Is it your view that legitimate law enforcement
needs should outweigh privacy considerations with respect to reten-
tion of such information, or do we need the clear guidelines on the
destruction of these materials when the investigative purposes for
which they were collected have been served?

Mr. KELLEY. We feel that there should be a good close look at the
retention of material, and we would, of course, like to have an input.
But we welcome consideration of this.

Senator GOLDWATER. That is all I have, Mr. Chairman. Thank you
very much.

The CHAIRMAN. Thank you, Senator.
Senator Mondale?
Senator MONDALE. Mr. Director, it seems to me that the most crucial

question before the Congress is to accept the invitation of the FBI to
draw congressionally imposed lines, limits of authority so the FBI
will know clearly what you can and cannot do, so you will not be
subject to later judgments. The question is, where should that line be
drawn ?

As you know, in 1924 when the FBI was created, and Mr. Stone later
became the Chief Justice, he drew the line at criminal law enforce-
ment. He said that never again would we go beyond the authority im-
posed upon us to get into political ideas. We would stay in the area
of law enforcement.

Would you not think it makes a good deal of sense to draw the
guidelines in a way that your activities are restricted to the enforce-
ment of the law, investigations of crime. investigations of conspiracies
to commit crime, rather than to leave this very difficult to define and
control area of political ideas?

Mr. KELLEY. I don't know whether I understand your last state-
ment, of involving the area of political ideas. I say that I feel that
certainly we should be vested and should continue in the field of
criminal investigations as an investigatory objective. These are con-
clusions, of course, which are based on statutes in the so-called security
field, national or foreign.



These are criminal violations. I feel that they should. be in tandem.
I feel, having worked many years in this atmosphere, that you have
more ears and eyes and you have more personnel working together,
covering the same -fields. I do not think there shoild be a separation
of the intelligence matters, because it is a concomitant. It naturally
flows from the investigation-of the security matters and the criminal.

Senator MONDALE. Mr. Kelley, what Mr. Stone said was that the
Bureau of Investigation is not concerned with political or other opin-
ions of individuals. It is concerned only with-such conduct as is for-
bidden by the laws of the United States. When the police systerm goes
beyond these limits, it is dangerous to proper administration of justice
and human liberty.

Do you object to that definition?
Mr. KELLEY. I think that life has become much more sophisticated

and-we have added'tothe so-called policeman's-area of concern some
matters which were probably not as important at that time. I think
that the fact that the FBI has been in touch with the security -inves-
tigations and the gathering. of intelligence is something which has
proved to be at times-troublesome and given us great, concern, but it is
a viable, productive procedure.

I don't know what Mr. Stone was thinking of entirely of this course,
but I can tell you about the procedure today. .

,Senator MONDALE..I think .you recognize, if that further step -is
taken, as you're recommending here, at that point it becomes so dif-
ficult to guarantee. In fact, in iny opinion, it becomes impossible to
guarantee that we won't see a recurrence of some of the abuses that
we've seen in the past, and I don't know how you establish aiy kind
of meaniigful oversight on a function as nebulous as the- one- you've
just defined. -

If the FBI possesses the authority to investigate ideas that they con-
sider to be threats to this Nation's seciirity, how on earth-can stand-
ards be developed that would provide aiy basis for oversight? We
have seen how that definition can be stretched to include practically
everybody, including moderate civil rights leaders, war dissenters
and so on.. l

How can you, from among other things, be protected fiom criticism
later on that you exceeded your Authority or didn't do something that
some politician tiied to pressure you into doing?.

Mr. KELLEY. It might well be, Senator, that 10 years from now a
Director-of-the FBLw-ill-be seated here and will1beciiticized for doing
that which today is construed-as very acceptable.

Senator MONDALE. Correct. And I have- great sympathy for the
predicament in which the FBI finds itself.

Mr. KELLEY. And the Director. .
Senator MONDALE. And the Director especially. That is why I think

it's in the interest of the FBI to- get these lines as sharply defined as

possible, so that when you are pressured to do things, or.when, after
the fact, people with good 20/20 hindsight can criticize you or the
Bureau, you can say, here are the standards that you gave us. and they
specifically say this, and that is your answer. We have to, live by the
law. If we don't define it specifically, it seems to me.that these excesses
could reoccur, because I don't think it's possible to define them, and the



FBI is inevitably going to be kicked back and forth, depending on
personal notions of what you should have done. Don't you fear that?

Mr. KELLEY. Not too much, Senator. I think we learned a great les-
son by virtue of Watergate, the revelations that have come up as a
result of this committee's inquiries,. the fact that I think that we have
a different type of spirit today in the Bureau, the fact that, as I said
before, you came in, that I think the Bureau is a matchless organiza-
tion, and they are eager to do that which is vital and proper, and the
fact that we are gettiig a number of very fine young people in the
organization, people of the other ethnic backgrounds than we had
years ago. I think there is a greater understanding in the Bureau
today of what is the proper type of conduct.

We may not be able to project this on all occasions, because we must
equate this with the need and with our experience, but if precise
guidelines are the goal, you're going to have trouble* If, on the other
hand, there is flexibility, I think that we can work very well within
those guidelines.

Senator MONDALE. As you know, I don't think there is a better
trained or professionally higher qualified law enforcement organiza-
tion in the world than the FBI. I think we all-agree it is superb. But
the problem has been, from time to time, that when you go beyond
the area of enforcing the law into the area of political ideas, in fact.
you leave the criminal field, you get into politics. That is where, it
seems to me, the great controversy exists, and where you are almost
inevitably going to be subjected to fierce criticism in the future, no
matter how you do it. Once you get into politics, you get into trouble.

Mr. KELLEY. I agree to that, and I point out that in almost every
branch of the Government and in every part, as a matter of fact, every
segment of our society, there are some who deviate from the normal
course. I feel that within the Bureau there is less likelihood of this
happening, and I think that working with you, we can at least make
some achievements that will be significant.

Now, whether it will be lasting, I don't know, but I think we've made
a good start.

Senator MONDALE. In your speech in Montreal on August 9, you
said we must be willing to surrender a small measure of our liberties
to preserve the great bulk of them. Which liberties did you have in
mind?

Mr. KELLEY. Well, of course, this speech has been misunderstood
many, many times.

Senator MONDALE. Well, I want you to have a chance to clear it up.
Mr. KELLEY. All that was intended here was a restatement of the

approach which the courts historically have used in resolving most
issues of constitutional importance, and its recognition that rights are
not susceptible to absolute protection. It's a matter of balance. Even in
the fourth amendment, for example, which protects the right of
privacy, it does not prohibit searches and seizures. As I mentioned, it
only refers to those that are unreasonable.

I came from the police field. What is more restrictive to more people
than traffic regulation? But what would be more chaotic is if you did
not have traffic regulation. We do, in order to live in the complexities
and intricacies of today's life, have to give up some of our rights. Some
may construe this as an extravagant statement. If it is so, I wish to say
that I was only pointing out that there has to be a balance.



Senator MONDALE. So when you say we have to give up some liber-
ties, or as you just said, some rights, which rights'would you have
us give up?

Mr. KELLEY. Under the fourth amendment, you would have the
right for search and seizure..

Senator MONDALE. You wouldn't give up the fourth amendment,
right?

Mr. KELLEY. Oh, no, not the right.
Senator MONDALE. What right do you have in mind?
Mr. KELLEY. The right ti be free from search and seizure.
Senator MONDALE. There's no such-right in the Constitution. You

can have such seizures, but they must be reasonable, under court war-
rant. Did you mean to go beyond that?

Mr. KELLEY. That's right.
Senator MONDALE. You should be able to go beyond that?
Mr. KELLEY. No, no. I do not mean that we should ever g& beyond

a constitutional right guarantee.
Senator MONDALE. Well, would you say, Mr. Kelley, that that

sentence might have been inartful in your speech.
Mr. KELLEY.J said that ifit was misunderstood*, .1 made a mistake,

because I should never make a statemeit which-yes, it was inartful.
Senator MONDALE. I think I know about your record in law enforce-

ment well enough to tell you that I think you were saying something
different, that it was taken to mean something different than I think
you intended.

What you are saying is that, in the exercise of your law enforcement
powers, the rights of individuals are determined by the laws and the
courts, but the courts, in the handling of those issues, have to balance
rights and other values.

That's what you're essentially saying, is that cori'ect?
Mr. KELLEY. Senator, I ought to have you write my speeches so that

I don't have any misunderstandings. I didn't intend that to be at the
time anything that was unusual. I have to admit that maybe I made a
mistake.

Senator MONDALE. WThat Vou' are Saying in effect is that the rights
of the American.people can be determined not by the Director of the
FBIlbut by the courts and by the law. You meant that?

Mr.KELLEY. Indeed, yes, sir.
Senator MONDALE. All right. Thank you:
The CIHAIR-MAN. Senator Hart?
Senator HART of .Colorado. Mi. Kelley, in response to a question by

Senator Mondale, one of his first questions about laying down guide-
lines, it seems to me what you were saying was we could work together.
Thit is to say the Bureau and the Congress lay down guidelines that
would not' unreasonably hamper you from investigations of crime con-
trol in the country.

But I think implicit in his question was also an area that you didn't
respond to, and that is, what kind of guidelines do-you lay down to
protect you and the Bureau from political pressure, the iisuse of the
Bureau by political figures, particularly in the W'hite House?

And we've had indications that at least two of your predecessors, if
not more, obviously were corrupted and Mr. Gray was under great
pressure from the White House to use the facilities of the Bureau and
their capabilities to accomplish some political end.



It seems to me you were arguing in favor of fewer restrictions so
you could get on with your job, but that is not what Senator Mondale
and the rest of us are interested in.

What kind of restrictions can we lay down to protect you from
political pressures? I'd be interested in that side of the coin, if you
would.

Mr. KELLEY. I would welcome any guidelines which would protect
me or any successor from this type of thing. I think that would be
splendid. I have not reviewed the guidelines as prepared to the present
date by the Department. It might 'be that they are well defined in
there. But I welcome any consideration of such directives.

Senator HART Of Colorado. Do you think this is a problem?
Mr. KELLEY. No, sir, not with me.
Senator HART of Colorado. Do you think that it has been a problem

for the people that preceded you?
Mr. KELLEY. I think so.
Senator HART Of Colorado. And that's a problem the Congress

ought to address?
Mr. KELLEY. I think so.
Senator HART of Colorado. The committee received a letter from the

Department of Justice a couple of days ago, in which the Assistant At-
torney General asked our cooperation in carrying out the investiga-
tion, or their efforts to review the investigation, conducted by the FBI
into the death of Martin Luther King, Jr., in order to determine
whether that investigation should be reopened. They asked our co-
operation, they asked for our transcripts, the testimony before the com-
mittee, all material provided to the committee by the FBI which re-
lates to Dr. King and the Southern Christian Leadership Conference.

I guess my question is this: Why is the Justice Department asking
this committee for FBI files?

Mr. KELLEY. I don't think they're asking for files. I think they're
asking for what testimony was given by witnesses whose testimony
has not been given up. I don't know.

Senator HART of Colorado. I'll quote it. "And all material provided
to the committee by the FBI which relates to Dr. King and the South-
ern Christian Leadership Conference."

I repeat the question. Why is the Justice Department asking this
committee for material provided to us by the FBI?

Mr. KELLEY. Frankly, I don't know. Do you mind if I just ask
[Pause.]
Mr. KELLEY [continued]. I am informed, and I knew this one.

Everything that was sent. to you was sent through them. Did they have
a copy also? Yes. they had a retained copy. I dont know why.

Senator HART Of Colorado. So there's nothing you provided us
that's not available to the Justice Department?

Mr. KELLEY. That's right.
Senator HART of Colorado. And you can't account for why an of-

ficial of the Justice Department would ask this committee for your
records?

Mr. KELLEY. No, sir.
Senator HAur of Colorado. You released a statement on Novem-

ber 18, 1974, regarding the FBI's counterintelligence program and
you said you made a detailed study of COINTELPRO activities and
reached the following conclusions, and I quote:



"The purpose of these counterintelligence programs was to prevent
dangerously and potentially deadly acts against individuals, organiza-
tions and, institutions, both public and private,, across the United
States."

We had an FBI informant before.this committee and he stated he
told the FBI on 'a number of occasions that he planned violent acts
against black people in groups. And yet,; he said there were .few, if
any, instances in which the FBI actually prevented violence-from tak-
ing place. 'How does his testimony square with your statement that
I have quoted?
- Mr. KELLEY. It doesn't, and I don't know if any of his statements
contrary to.what we have said are the truth. We don't subscribe to what
he said. We have checked into it and we know of no instances where,
for example, the 15 minutes story and that type of thing has been
substantiated.

Senator HART of Colorado. You're saying the testimony he gave us
under oath was not accurate?

Mr. KELLEY.'Right.
Senator HART Of Colorado. You also said in that statement, and -I

quote:

I want to assure you that Director Hoover did nof conceal from superior au-
thorities the fact that the FBI was engaged in neutralizing and disruptive tactics
against revolutionary and violence-prone groups.

Now the committee has received testimony that higher authorities,
the Attoriey General and Cohgress, were not informed of New Left
COINTELPRO activities. )o you have any 'iformation in this 'ie-
gard ?

I know in that statement you cite one or two instances, but ir terms
of the bulk of COINTELPRO activities, the recdrd seems to indicate
that there was not systematic information flowing upward through
the chain of command to Director Hoover's superiors.

Mr. KELLEY. May I ask that I be given the opportunity to sub-
stantiate that with documeihtation?

Senator HART of Colorado. *Sure.
Mr. KELLEY. Or respond to'it. [See Appendix B, p. 992.]
Senator HART of Colorado. Director Kelley, just in passing, do you

agree with the statement niade by President Ford that those respon-
sible for harassing iid trying to destroy Dr.'King should be'brought
to'justice?'

Mr.-KELLEyThose-who-were-directly-responsible-and-upon--whose
orders the activities were taken are responsible. I don't know if he
intended to say that, but if he did not, I would say that it would be
miore proper. Insofar as my own opinion is concerned, that it should be
centered on th6se who said to do it, those who are responsible.

I took the responsibility for any such program and I don't expect
that those under me would be not acting in accordance with what they
think isproper and may even have some reservation, but they do.it on
my 'orders. I accept that responsibility. I think that it should rest on
those who'instructed that that be done.

Senator HART Of Colorado. But you agree that the people who give
the orders should be brought to justice.

Mr. KELLEY. I do. .

The CHAIRMAN. Aren't they all dead?



Mr. KELLEY. No.
The Cn.\ x. Not quite?
Mr. KELrE. Not quite.
Senator HART of Colorado. That's all, Mr. Chairman.
The Camunix. Thank you, Senator.
Director Kelly, in the committee's review of COINTELPRO and

other political involvements of the FRI, it seems to me that. we have
encountered two or three basic questions.

Since the investigation is over insofar as the committee is con-
cerned, weie now turning our attention to remedies for the future,
what I would think would be our constructive legislative work. It is
very important that we focus on what we learned in that investiga-
tion.

One thing that we have learned is that Presidents of the United
States have from time to time ordered the FBI to obtain for them cer-
tain kinds of information by exercising the necessary surveillance to
obtain and to have a purely political character, that they simply
wanted to have for their own personal purposes. I think that you would
agree that that is not a proper function of the FBI.

Yet it's awfully difficult for anyone in the FBI, including the Di-
rector, to turn down a President of the United States if he receives
a direct order from the President. It is always possible, of course, to
say no, and if you insist, I will resign. But that puts a very hard bur-
den on any man serving in your position, particularly if the Presi-
dent puts a good face on the request and makes it sound plausible or
even invents some excuse. It is always easy for him to say, you know,
I am considering Senator White for an important, position in my ad-
ministration, and I need to know more about his activities, particularly
of late. I've had some cause for concern and I want to be certain that
there is nothing in his record that would later embarrass me, and I
just want you to keep careful track of him and report to me on what
he's been doing lately.

It's difficult for you to reply to the President: "Mr. President,
that's a very questionable activity for the FBI, and I frankly don't
believe that you've given me the real reason why you want this man
followed. I think his opposition to your current policy is politically
embarrassing to you and you want to get something on him."

I mean, you know, the Director can hardly talk back that way, and
I'm wondering what we could do in the way of protecting your of-
fice and the FBI from political exploitation in this basic charter
that we write.

I want your suggestions, but let's begin with one or two of mine.
I would like your response.

If we were to write into the law that any order given you either by
the President or by the Attorney General should be transmitted in
writing and should clearly state the objective and purpose of the re-
quest and that the FBI would maintain those written orders and that
furthermore they would be available to any oversight committee of
the Congress. If the Joint Committee on Intelligence is established,
that committee would have access to such a file.

So that the committee itself would be satisfied that orders were not
being given to the FBI that, were improper or unlawful. What would
you think of writing a provision of that kind into a charter for the
FBI?



.Mr. KELLEY. I would say writing into the-law.any order issued by
the.President that, is a, request for action by the Attorney General
should be in writiiig, is.certainly, in my opinion,,a very.plausible
solution. I'm.sure that in contemplation-of this there would be some
that will say yes or some that-will say no, but. I think we could define
an'area:where you are trying to cure the abuses, and we could do that.

. Now as tq the availability to any.oversight committee of Congress,
I would say generally that I certainly would have no objection to this
but again, there may be some request for something of high confiden-
tiality that the President might put.in vriting such as some national.
or foreign security matter..

I would like to have such a consideration be:given a great deal of
thought and that the oversight conmittee review be.conditioned with
that possibility. I don't think it would present a problem.

I have said previously that I feel I can discuss everything except the
identity of the informants to the oversight committee. I welcome that.

The CHIIAWAN. Well, that.has'been of course the way we proceeded
with this committee: It has -worked pretty well, I think.

Now, Senator Goldwater:brought.up a question on theMartin Lu-
tlier King tapes. I would like-to pursue that question. If these tapes do
not contain any evidence that needs to be 'preserved for ongoing
criminal investigations, and since Dr. King has- long since been, vio-
lently remiloved fr om the scene, why are they pi-eservedWhy aren't
they simply destroyed? Is there a problem. that we can help through
new law to enable the FBI to remove from its files so much of this
information that it has collected that is no longer needed or may never
have connected-the person with any criminal activity? And yet, all of
that information just stays there in the files year after year.

What can we,do? How can.a law be changed ?If that's not the prob-
lem, then.what is? Why are these tapes still down there at the FBI?

Mr. KELLEY. WeHl,-of course, we do have:the rule that they are main-
tained 10 years. Now, why the rule is youI- question and why, right
now; are they maintained ? Since we do maintain everything since the
inquiry has started and until that's lifted, we can't destroy anything.

I would say that this is a proper aiaior..guidelines or-legislation
and again, as I have said, there should -be some flexibility and I know
that's a broad statement but there might be some areas wherein that
the subject of the investigation himself may ]want them retained be-
cause it shows his innocence. I think you have to deliberate this very
carefully, butit can be done'acid.we areswillingto be guided by those
rules.

The CHAIRMAN. Let me ask You this..TlieFBIis conducting thou-
sands of investigations every year.on possible appointees to Federal

.position. As a matter.of fact, the only time I ever see an FBI~agent
is when he comes around and flashes his badge and asks me a ques-
tion or two about what I know of Mr. so and so, who's being considered;
for an executive office. And we have a.very brief conversation in which
I tell himi that as far.as I know,.ie's a loyal and patriotic citizen, and
that is about the extent of it. -

Then when this file is completed and the person involved is either ap-
pointed or not appointed, what happens to that file? I know it's full of
all kinds of gossip because it is in the nature of the investigation to go
out to his 01(1 neighborhoods and talk to everybody who might have
known him? What happens to the file? Is that just retained forever?



Mr. KELLEY. We have some capability of destroying some files and
they are rather lengthy insofar as retention. We have some archival
rules which govern the retention of material which is developed in
cases involving certain members of the executive branch of the Gov-
ernment. I see no reason why this would not be a proper area for con-
sideration of legislation.

The CHAIRxAN. Can you give me any idea. of how much-do you
have records that would tell us how much time and money is being
spent by the FBI just in conducting these thousands of routine in-
vestigations on possible Presidential appointments to Federal offices?

Mr. KELLEY. I feel confident we can get it. I do not have it now,
but if you would like to have the annual cost for the investigation of
Federal appointees-

The CHAIRMAN. Yes. Plus any other information that would in-
dicate to us what proportion of the time and effort of the FBI was
absorbed in this kind of activity.

Mr. KELLEY. I can tell you it is relatively small, but I can get you,
I think, the exact amount of time and the approximate expense.

The CHAIRMAN. I wish you would do that because this is a matter
we need more information about. And when you supply those data to
the committee, would you also supply the number of such investiga-
tions each year? You know, I don't expect you to go back 20 or 25
years, but give us a good idea of the last few years. For example,
enough to give us an idea of how much time and how broad the reach
of these investigations may be.

Mr. KELLEY. Through 1970?
The CHAIRMAN. That would be sufficient, I would think.
The other matter that is connected to this same subject that I would

like your best judgment on is whether these investigations could not
be limited to offices of sensitivity. That is to say, where legitimate na-
tional security interest might be involved so that there is a reason to
make a close check on past associations, attitudes and expressions of
belief.

I have often wondered whether we couldn't elminate routine Fed-
eral offices that are not particularly sensitive in the national security
sense from the reach of these FBI checks. And so when you respond
to the series of questions, I wish you would include the offices that are
now covered by such checks and give us an idea of how far down into
the Federal bureaucracy this extends. Could you do that?

Mr. KELLEY. Yes, sir. [See Appendix B, p. 992.]
The CHAIRMAN. Fine. Now there is a vote. The vote always comes

just at the wrong time, but Mr. Schwarz wants to ask you some addi-
tional questions for the record, and there may be other questions that
would be posed by the staff, after which I will ask Mr. Schwarz to
adjourn the hearings. It looks like we're going to be tied up on the
floor with votes.

But, before I leave, I want to thank you for your testimony. Mr.
Kelley, and to express my appreciation to you for the way you have
cooperated with the committee in the course of its investigation dur-
ing the past months.

Mr. KELLEY. Thank you.



The CHAIRMAN. And I hope, as you do, that as a result of the work
of the committee we can write a generic law for the FBI that will
help to remedy many of the problems we'll encounter in the future.

Thank you.
Mr. SCHWARZ. Mr. Kelley, I'11 try to be very brief.
In your statement, you said the following, and I would like then

to question-about what you said:
We must recognize that situations have occurred in the past 'and will arise

in the future where the Government may well be expected to depart from its
traditional role, in the FBIs case, as an investigative_ and intelligence-gathering
agency, and take affirmative steps which are needed to meet -an imminent threat
to human life or property.

Now, by that you mean to take.what kind of steps in what kind of
situation? And can you give some concrete examples under your gen-
eral Principles statement?

Mr. KELLEY. I think that Mr. Adams addressed himself to that the
other day, where you have an extremist who is an employee at the
waterworks, aid he makes a statement that lie's goinig to do somnethig
which is devastating to the city, and you h~ive no way to attack this
under the ordinary procedures, and so therefore you must. take some
steps to meet that imminent thireat to human life or property.

Mr. SCHWARZ. So let us take that case as a test of the principle. You
are saying the extremist has said-he is going to do something to the
waterworks, poison it or.something, and lie *is on the way doivn thee,
with the poison in his car: Is that the presumption?

Mr. KELLEY. We hadn't, gone that far, butall right, you can extend

Mr. SCHWARZ. All right, now, in that case ybu have the traditional
law enforcement tool, which is the power of arrest.

Mr. KELLEY. Not under pi'obable cause where he has not gone down
there. The hypothetical we gave was one where he had not taken any
overt acts in perpetration of this.

Mr. SCIIWARZ. 'If lie hasn't taken any overt acts, are you then in
what you would.call an imminent threat of human life, or-property?

ME KELLEY. I think so.
Mr. SCH\WARz. How so? Unless he has taken an overt act to buy the

poison or to get in the car with the poison, there is not by definition
any threat to life or property.

Mr. KELLEY. Mr. Schwarz, I've been around in this business a long
time. I've heard a niumber of threats which were issued, and they there-
after materializediiio actions. IT doi't tkithese threats as beifg
empty ones, because so many times they have beenacted upon.

I was criticized one time when there was a threat made to kill me,
and it was said, later on, it's not rhetoric, it's not rhetoric to me, be-
cause when they say they'ie going to kill me, that just means one
thing. -

Mr. SCHWARZ. But I'm not disagreeing with you.
Mr. KELLEY. But you are disagreeing with me. You're saying on

the basis of experience that.you cannbt detect a possible threat. That's
the whole area of concern that we .have here-losing the capabil-
ity of doing somethinlg. We don't say we should initiate it our-
selves. We say that we should go to the Attorney General. We do not



subscribe to the idea that we should act independently because maybe
we don't have the judicial review-the capability of determining, but
we do think that we should report it. and thereafter see what can be
done.

Mr. SCHWARZ. Have you changed in the course of our discussion the
standard you refer to in your opening statement,' where you're talking
about an imminent threat.

Mr. KELLEY. Yes.
Mr. SCHWARZ. And I hear you now as saying a possible threat.
Mr. KELLEY. An imminent possible threat.
Mr. SCHWARZ. An imminent possible threat.
Would that be a fair standard for either action, other than arrest?

I don't know what you have in mind, but something to prevent the
person from carrying out his activities, other than arrest, for instance,
what is an example of what you have in mind?

Mr. KELLEY. Removing him from his position or whatever is neces-
sary in order to make it impossible, or at least as impossible as pos-
sible, to perpetuate this thing.

Mr. SCHWARZ. You mean have him lose his job or-
Mr. KELLEY. I don't know what it would be.
Mr. SCHWARZ. Isolate him in some fashion?
Mr. KELLEY. In some fashion perhaps.
Mr. SCHWARZ. Now, for such activity and for opening an investi-

gation into a domestic group, could you live with a standard which said
you would have to have an immediate threat that someone was likely
to commit a serious Federal crime involving violence?

Mr. KELLEY. I think that this thing could be worked out so that
there could be an adequate basis for an evaluation.

Mr. SCHWARZ. So those words, without trying to commit you en-
tirely to them, do not seem to you to depart far from what you think
would be an acceptable standard.

Mr. KELLEY. Well, -an imminent, immediate threat might be, by
virtue of the word "immediate", that he's going to do it the next min-
ute. In that case it may be necessary for you to, not with the presence
or the possibility, not be able to do anything except put him under
arrest.

Mr. SCHWARZ. Of course, of course. And nobody would at all dis-
agree with that kind of action.

Mr. KELLEY. I don't think they would either.
Mr. SCHWARZ. But on the question, let's take the opening of an

investigation into a domestic group. Is it basically consistent with
practicality to make the test immediate threat of a serious Federal
crime involving violence?

Mr. KELLEY. To open a domestic security case?
Mr. SCHWARZ. Yes.
Mr. KELLEY. It appears to me that this is a terrorist activity, in

effect. We certainly have terrorist activities under our jurisdiction as
a threat against the United States.

Mr. SCWARZ. Now, are there other circumstances where it is justi-
fiable to open an investigation of the domestic group where you do
not have an immediate threat of serious Federal crime involving
violence?

Mr. KELLEY. Oh, I think there are other criteria, and they have been
well defined as to what is the possible opening, the basis for a possible

I See p. 284.



opening. We haven't been discussing that, we have been discussing
particular instances, but there are other criteria that are used, yes.

Mr. SCHWARZ. What would the other criteria be?
Mr. KELLEY. Well, the possible statutory violations over which we

have jurisdiction are, generally speaking, the most used of the bases.
And then you have, of course, some intelligence investigations which
should, of course, be of short duration if there is. no showing of this
leading to action or a -viable intent.
- Mr. SCHWARZ. So that's what. you're looking for in the intelligence
investigation?

Mr. KELLEY. By intelligence investigation, yes' you are looking to
prevent.

Mr. SCHWARZ. What you are looking to prevent, and what you're
looking to find, is a likelihood of action combined with an intent to
take an issue?

Mr. KELLEY. And the capability.,
Mr. SCHWARZ. And the capability. I just have two other lines, Mr.

Kelley, and I appreciate very much your time.
Mr. KELLEY. That's all right.
Mr. SCHwAnz. Assuming a legitimate investigation has been started

intd a domestic intelligence matter, is it legitimate for the FBI, in
addition to obtaining information that relates to what we've just been
talking about, the likelihood of violent action, is it also.legitimate for
the FBI to collect, retain, and disseminate information concerning
on the one hand the sex life of a person and the political views of a
person on the other?
* Mr. KELLEY. I think, Mr. Schwarz, that this is just what many of
our problems are-perhaps the guidelines can define this type of thing.
I think probably you will agree that within the determination of the
deviations possibly of sex lives,. there might be something that is
relevant. I would say ordinarily it's not. And so far as political views,
yes, I think that this could be, if he is espousing some cause or-some
view that advocates violence or the overthrow of the government.
. Mr. SCHWARZ. W1ould those be the only limits on political .views
that you think are OK to collect, advocates of violence or of overthrow?

Mr. KELLEY. Well, I don't think because he's a Democrat or a
Republican it would be anything that would be damaging, but it.might
on the other hand counter the report that he's a member of some other
organization.

Mr. SCHWARZ. Is the standard you. used on collection of sex life
information relevant? I suppose anything migliFb elevant but
don't you think that as a function of balance, it has to have a high
degree of relevance before it's justifiable to collect that kind of infor-
mation on American citizens who are not suspected of having coi-
initted crimes?

Mr. KELLEY. Insofar as doing it presently, it has been included in
some reports as a result of the requirement that that is what is required
by oui' rules, that when a person reports something to us, we do a
report of the complaint. Insofar as a determination by guidelines that
might be prepared later, I think that we can certainly deliberate on
this to see whether or not this is something we should retain, and we
would not object to anything reasonable in that regard.

Mr. ScHwAnz. I just have one final question.



Taking the current manual and trying to understand its applicabil-
ity laid against the facts in the Martin Luther King case, under sec-
tion 87, permission is granted to open investigations of the infiltration
of nonsubversive groups, and the first sentence reads: "When informa-
tion is received indicating that a subversive group is seeking to
systematically infiltrate and control a nonsubversive group or organi-
zation, an investigation can be opened."

Now, I take it that is the same standard that was used in opening
the investigation of the Southern Christian Leadership Conference in
the 1960's, so that investigation could still be open today under the
current FBI manual.

Mr. KELLEY. We are interested in the infiltration of clearly sub-
versive groups into nonsubversive groups inasmuch as this is a ploy
that is used many times, and having infiltrated, they then get control,
and they have a self-laundered organization which they can use, and
not, certainly, to the benefit of the country.

Mr. SCHWARZ. But is the answer to my question yes, that under that
standard, the SCLC investigation could still be opened today?

Mr. KELLEY. I think so.
Mr. SCHWARZ. All right, then, just one final question.
Do you agree that special care needs to be taken not only of the

standards for initially opening an investigation of a group, but per-
haps extra care needs to be taken when the investigation goes beyond
the initial target group to individuals or people who come into contact
with it?

Mr. KELLEY. I don't know if I agree with that entirely. If you mean
that we go into the nonsubversive group-that we then investigate
people in that nonsubversive group, not the infiltrators, but the non-
infiltrators, that we conduct a lengthy investigation of them without
any basis for doing so other than that they are in an infiltrated group,
I would say probably that's not necessary.

Mr. SCHWARZ. Thank you very much.
Mr. SMOTHERS. Just a couple of very brief lines of inquiry, Mr.

Kelley. I think that one of the questions that the chief counsel was
raising is one that goes further into your statement, when you talk
about the difficulty of setting out the line between intelligence gather-
ing and law enforcement kinds of functions. Nevertheless, though, I
think that you have made an effort, indeed, the Bureau's organiza-
tional scheme reflects an effort to distinguish some of this.

Putting aside for one moment the counterespionage effort, and look-
ing strictly at what we have been calling domestic intelligence, is it
your view that the retention of this function in the Bureau is critical
to the Bureau's law enforcement position ?

Mr. KELLEY. My personal opinion is that the Bureau does a splendid
job in this area. I feel further that the background of criminal investi-
gatory activities and experiences which all counterintelligence people
have is very helpful. It is helpful not only in gathering knowledge and
the experience; it also enters in the field so that you have a person with
a broad understanding of rights and privileges, and you don't have
so much that spy or cloak-and-dagger type, that very, very secret type
of operation.

I subscribe to the present system heartily.



. Mr. SMOTHERS. Would it be of assistance to your mission if, within
the Bureau, guidelines were established that effectively limited access
or controlled dissemination of the intelligence product? In other
words, if we had a situation where the intelligence product is critical
to assist the law enforcement effort, I don't think there's any question
that there should be access to it.

Isn't our problem one of controlling the use of that intelligence
product and preventing the kind of murky crossing of lines there
with the information legitimately needed for law enforcement?

Mr. KELLEY. There is always a problem when there is wide dissemi-
nation, because that just numerically increases the possibility of mis-
use, abuse or slander, libel, or anything of that matter, -and I think
that it would be well worthwhile to review the dissemination rules
to make them subject to close guidance in the guidelines that we're
speaking of.

Mr. SMOTHERS. Let me just raise one final area with you. A question
was raised about the investigation now being conducted by the Justice
Department regarding the improper actions of COINTELPRO, and
the King case in particular. As we look at allegations of impropriety
by your personnel, I think it would be helpful for our record here
to have some insight into the procedure the Bureau would normally
follow. What does the Bureau do when it gets-an allegation that an
agent or administrative official in the Bureau has behaved improperly?
Is an investigation conducted internally, or is it routinely referred to
the Justice Department?

Mr. KELLY. There may be a revision in this type of procedure as a
result of the establishment of the Council for Professional Responsi-
bility. At present it would be in the great majority of the cases turned
over to our Inspection Division for investigation. There. might be,
on some unusual occasion, 'a designation of a special task force made
up, perhaps, of division heads. That. is most unlikely, but it is handled

.internally at present.
Mr. SMOTHERS. Would these internal determinations be reviewed by

the Justice Department, or do you think that is a necessary step?
I guess what we are searching for here is, *first, to what extent

does the Bureau police itself; and second, is the Department of Justice
involved in the policy determinations?. For instance, what if the At-
torney General disagreed with the assertion that only the higher-up
officials who ordered the action against. King should be the subject of
investigation and maybeprosecutiontHow does theinterplay work
there between you and Justice?

Mr. KELLEY. We do report to the Attorney General those activities
which we construe as improper or possibly. illegal. There is a possibil-.
ity that the Department,. having been advised of the situation, might
take it on their owi to do their own investigating, and this is some-
thing that we feel is a decision to be made only rather rarely, because
we feel we have within our own organization sufficient capability to
handle that. But we do not protest it. It is handled independently of
us.

Mr. SM1OTHERS. Thank you.
Mr. SCHWAnz. Thank you.
[Whereupon, at 12:12 p.m., the committee recessed subject to the

call of the Chair.]



THURSDAY, DECEMBER 11, 1975

U.S. SENATE,
SELECT COMMITTEE To STUDY GOVERNMENTAL OPERATIONS

WAIT RESPECT TO INTELLIGENCE ACTIVITIES,
Washington, D.C.

The committee met, pursuant to notice, at 10:10 a.m., in Room 318,
Russell Senate Office Building, Senator Frank Church (Chairman),
presiding.

Present: Senators Church, Hart of Michigan, Mondale, Morgan,
Hart of Colorado, Baker, Mathias, and Schweiker.

Also present: William Miller, staff director; Frederick A. 0.
Schwarz, Jr., chief .counsel; Curtis Smothers, counsel to the minority.

The CHAIRMAN. Our witness this morning is the Honorable Edward
H. Levi, Attorney General 6f the United States. Mr. Levi has appeared
before this committee on previous occasions and this committee is
most happy to welcome him back again. this morning.

He has been asked to testify today about the future of the Federal
Bureau of Investigation, and, especially its domestic intelligence

. operations.
This morning's hearing marks both an end and a beginning for the

select committee. It.is the end 6f a series of hearings on domestic intel-
ligence which begai in September with an examination of the so-called
Huston plan. Those original hearings explored the relationship of the
White House to the FBI and other intelligence agencies in the devel-
opnent of a specific plan for using illegal techniques against domestic
groups. .

-At that time the- committee learned the details of FBI "black bag"
jobs against domestic target which continued at least until 1968. We
learned of a."d6Liot file'' P6cedure in the FBI for, destroy ingthe
records of these operations. and -the committee was told that-the FBI

- expanded-its intelligence-investigations-along-the-lines-of-the-Huston
plan, even aftifi-the Presideit withdrew his approval.

Our next hearings in this area dealt with improper activities that
overlapped foieign and domestic intelligence operations. The Direc-
tor of the National Security Agency testified that the sophisticated
surveillance operations of that Agency had -been targeted against the
international coninuunications of American citizens for domestic intel-
ligence purposes. This wkas done in direct cooperation with the FBI,
which supplied names of citizens for the NSA watchlist. Present and
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former FBI officials also testified that until 1966 the Bureau undertook
programs for illegally opening the mail of innocent citizens in the
search for espionage agents and foreign intelligence. The FBI used
the CIA's mail opening program after 1966 for domestic intelligence
purposes, again sending over lists of names of American citizens who
were to be watched.

The committee's recent hearings on the FBI itself have raised some
of the most fundamental questions that any democracy must face. We
have placed on the record deeply disturbing information about the
FBI's COINTELPRO activities over a period of 15 years, the at-
tempts to discredit Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr., the broad surveil-
lance of law-abiding citizens and lawful activities, the practices of
infiltration and disruption by informants, and the political use of FBI
resources by Presidents of both parties.

The comnmittee's -work in this area has been aided substantially by
the cooperation of the Justice Department. I would like to take this
opportunity, Mr. Attorney General, to express the appreciation of
the entire committee and the staff for your assistance in making avail-
able the materials needed for this investigation. Our experience has
demonstrated that the constitutional principle of separation of powers
has enough flexibility to allow close cooperation between the Congress
and the Executive in a matter of the greatest public concern.

While our investigation is coming to an end, the task of making
constructive recommendations is beginning. We have heard this week.
from former officials and from Director Kelley. We are exploring a
Wide range of proposals, including those being developed by the Jus-
tice Department. And we look forward to working closely with you
on these issues.

One of the best statements of the problems we confront was made
last summer by Philip Kurland, professor of constitutional law at
the University of Chicago. Professor Kurland spoke of the threats
to an open, democratic society from what he called the perversion of
our intelligence agencies into political police forces. He rejected the
proposition that we should be satisfied that these agencies will exercise
self-restraint. Professor Kurland did not deny the importance of the
individual qualities of the officeholder. But he stressed the greater
importance of confining our intelligence and counterintelligence agen-
cies to the limited functions they were created to deal with.

The crucial responsibility lies with the Congress. "If oversight by
Congress is not to be the answer," Professor Kurland declared, "it is
hard to conceive of an answer." The essential requirement for con-
gressional oversight is information about intelligence operations, and
the greatest barrier is executive secrecy. Consequently, Professor Kur-
land and others have urged that we establish procedures which re-
quire the Executive to provide this information to the Congress. This
may be the only way to insure the responsibility of the executive
branch to the people through the Congress.

Therefore, we especially hope that you, Mr. Attorney General, can
help this committee and the Congress develop not only standards for
the FBI, but also procedures for effective congressional oversight to
assure regular accountability.



TESTIMONY OF HON. EDWARD H. LEVI, ATTORNEY GENERAL OF
THE UNITED STATES

Attorney General LEVI. Thank you, Mr. Chaifman.
Before I begin, let me say that I don't suppose that your statement

is meant to indicate that I am committed to agree -with my friend,
Professor Kurland, who may not be wrong as often as many people
are, but occasionally is not correct.

The CITAIMAN. No, it was only meant that I agree with him.
Attorney General LEVI. Then I hope the matter can be explored in

more depth.
Senator MATIIAS. Mr. Chairman, I think that's one of the most

graceful declarations of independence I have ever heard.
Attorney General LEVI. Mr.I1Chairman, the corninittee has asked

me to talk with you today about the future of the FBI. I thought it
might -be helpful if I outline quite briefly some of the points I would
like to make, some of the problems I think ought to be considered,
and some of the steps we have taken.

The first'point is that the statutory' base for the operations of the
Bureau cannot be said to be fully satisfactory. The basic statutory
provision is 28 U.S.C. 533 which provides that the Atforney General
may appoint officials:

(1) to detect and prosecute crimes against the United States; (2) to assist
in the protection of the President; and (3) to conduct such investigations regard-
ing official. matters under the control of the Department of Justice and the
Department of State as may be directed by th&Attorney General.

There jrre other statutes, such 'as the Congressional Assassination,
Kidnappiiig, and Assault Act, which vest in the Bureau special respon-
sibilities to investigate criminal violations. In addition, there are
Executive orders and Presidential statements or directives which place
investigatory responsibilities upoii the Bureau.

A number of questions are often 'asked about this statutory base. It
has the virtue of simplicity, but the Executive orders which deal with
Governnieit employee investigations are complicated and confusing,
and Presidential memnoranda, or, perhaps, oral instructions from a
President may 'be difficult to collate. I think it is important,.in any
case, to separate out the kinds of questions which are asked about the
Bureau's authority base. Some questions are constitutional in nature,
relating to the inherent power of the President; others go to the inter-
.pretation ofthe statutes indtherelatioinslii 1etween Ithe statues and
Presidential directives; others go to the failure of the statutes to define
sufficiently the areas of the Bureau's jurisdiction of to spell out suffi-
ciently-and this is partly constitutional-the means and methods
which the Bureau is permitted to use in carrying out its 'assigned
tasks.

The second point, related to- the first, is a continuing discussion of
the role of the Bureau in intelligence investigations or domestic secu-
rity investigations..The argumentis sometimes made that.the Bureau's
proper role, at least in purely domestic matters, should be limited to
investigations of committed crimes. The basic statute for the Bureau
is broader than this, as have been.Executive orders and Presidential



mandates to the Bureau. The basic statute is broader since it refers to
investigations regarding official matters under the control of the De-
partinent of Justice and the Department of State as may be directed
by the Attorney General. A disparity is sometimes seen among the
different roles of the Bureau in crime detection, in ongoing domestic
security matters, and in foreign intelligence or foreign counterintelli-
gence matters.

In recent days a statement by then Attorney General Harlan Fiske
Stone, who reorganized the Bureau and chose J. Edgar Hoover as its
Director, has been quoted as a relevant warning. Stone warned:

There is always the possibility that a secret police may become a menace to
free government and free institutions, becaue it carries with it the pos'4Sibility
of abuses of power which are not always quickly apprehended or understood. It
is important that its activities be strictly limited to the performance of those
functions for which it was created and that its agents themselves -be not above
the law or beyond its reach. The Bureau of Investigation is not concerned with
political or other opinions of individuals. It is concerned only with their conduct
and then only with such conduct as is forbidden by the laws of the United States.
When a police system passes beyond these limits, it is dangerous to the proper
administration of justice and to human liberty, which it should be our first
concern to cherish.

I should like to suggest that Stone's warning always must be con-
sidered relevant to the proper conduct of the Bureau's duties, but it
does not necessarily follow that domestic security investigations are,
therefore, outside the Bureau's proper functions. The detection of
crime in some areas requires preparation and at least some knowledge
of what is likely to be going on. What is at issue, I think, is the proper
scope, the means and methods used, the attention paid to conduct and
not views, and the closeness of the relationship of the conduct and
that which is forbidden by the laws of the United States.

Third, I realize that some proposals, since I was asked about this
when I last appeared before this committee, might separate out in
some fashion domestic and foreign intelligence functions from the
FBI or from one another within the FBI. This is, of course, an issue
to be looked at. I assume it is recognized that there may be some
relationship between that intelligence which is involved in foreign
counterintelligence work. One may lead to the other. And there may
be a relationship between foreign counterintelligence and foreign in-
telligence. If the work were separated out into different agencies, I do
not know if the decision about when an investigation should pass from
one agency to another always could be made easily. Moreover, even so,
information presumably would pass from one agency to the other. I
know that one consideration has been that it might be decided that
information collected by some permitted means in intelligence investi-
gations inder some circumnstances should not be used in criminal
prosecutions. But if there is an exchange of information, this must
always be a consideration, whether there are separate agencies or not,
and the basic question then is one of use and not organization. The
more active concern, I believe, is that there is a risk that conduct
proper for one area may be improper for another, and that the combi-
nation can work a contamination. My view on this is that in any case
we must decide what conduct is appropriate and is inappropriate for
each of the areas, and we must take steps to make sure that proper
conduct is lived up to. My hope is that the fact that the FBI has



criminil investigative responsibilities, which must be conducted within
the confines of constitutional protections strictly enforced. by the
courts, gives the organization an awareness of the iiitei'ests of indi-
vidual liberties that might be missing in an agency devoted solely to
intelligence work. I know the argument can be run.the other way.
I believe the dangers are greater if there is separation.

Fourth, there is a question as- to the proper role of the FBI in crime
prevention and whether or not it should be considered authorized to
take steps under some circumstances to reduce the likelihood that
crimes will be committed or that serious injury to persons or property
will occur. Preventive 'action has raised serious questions and these
imust be dealt with. I suppose an initial question is whether it should
be allowed at all. Yet, I believe under special circumstances and with
proper controls, most would believe this to be a proper function.

..Fifth, the problent of.proper controls, supervision and accountabil-
ity is all-embracing. By statute the FBI is in the Department of
Justice, and also by statute, t.he Attorney.General 'is the head of the
Department of Justice. The history is mixed, of course, and we all
have a tendency to oversimplify, but it is a fair statement that there
have been times in the past, when the supervision by Attorneys Gen-
eral, granted that the Bureau must have considerable autonomy, has
been sporadic, practically nonexistent, or ineffective.

Lhope that is not the case now. The..responsibility 'is a- heavy one.
But in any event the problem of proper controls, supervision and

accountability goes beyond the*Director'of the Bureau and the Attor-
ney General.-I have already mentioned that in my view the statutory
base for the operations of the Bureau cannot be said to be fully satis-
factory. I think that better controls and performance can be achieved
through statutory m'fe'ans, Executive orders, guidilines, and reporting-
to 'appropriate congressional committees. .

Sixth, before I come to a r6sum* of some of the steps which have
been taken, let me say I know we all realize that in the past there have
beei grave abuses. I am uncomfortable- with a kind of writihg of his-
tory, however, which sees it only in terms of the abuses and not in
terms of past and present strength. It is very difficult to be fair to the
past in which many institutions of government carried a share of
responsibility. But more than unfairness.is involved- if we are hot
careful, we will turn to solutions of the moment which a better reading
of history might indicate are not the best solutions. -

- I-know we must-seize-the--moment, if-I-may-use-such a-phrase- in-
this setting. I know also that this committee 'realizes that a very
important agency with dedicated, highly professional, greatly dis-
ciplined Government servants is involved. The importance is. to the
security and domestic tranquility ofithe United States. Stone's warn-
ing was given in an act of creation. He was proud of his creation. In
spite of the abuses,. there is a proper place for pilde. I take it our
mutual work should be to nurture that pride and the conditions which
justify it.

I turn now to a review of some of the steps which have been taken
or are in progress. We have tried most diligently, under safeguards to
protect the privacy of individuals and with an awareness of the unfair-
ness of instant history, to give a great deal of information to con-
gressional committees.
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Attorney General Saxbe made public and Deputy Attorney General
Silberman and Director Kelley testified about the so-called
COINTELPRO. When the FBI discovered evidence of several more
COINTELPRO projects after I became Attorney General, these were
revealed. One of my first acts as Attorney General, my third week in
office, was to testify before a congressional committee about possible
incidents of political misuse of the FBI by the White House in the
past and about the nature of FBI filekeeping systems, particularly the
files kept by Director Hoover in his office suite.

Director Kelley has spoken publicly and before congressional com-
mittees about incidents in the past in which FBI agents engaged in
break-ins to gather or photograph physical evidence in intelligence
investigations. On a number of occasions, most recently in testimony
before this committee, I have described the history of the use of elec-
tronic surveillance by the FBI. We have welcomed such opportunities.

On February 26, 1975, I instructed Director Kelley to report to me
any requests made of the Bureau or practices within the Bureau which
he deems improper or which present the appearance of impropriety.
On February 28, 1975, Director Kelley ordered FBI personnel to
report such requests or practices to him. In July 1975, I reaffirmed
my February directive and also asked for a report of all sensitive
investigative practices.

The Director promptly complied. Director Kelley has regularly
provided information on conduct by Bureau agents and programs
underway within the Bureau that could raise questions. These matters
have been reviewed and discussed with the Department so that a con-
sistent and appropriate policy can be achieved.

This is a continuing process. I do not assert that we are aware of
everything about the Bureau. Nor do I suggest that we ought to know
everything. Appropriate communication, consultation and supervision
at this level has to be selective. I make this point, which I think may
sound disconcerting, not in any way to minimize the responsibility of
the Bureau to keep the Department informed nor to minimize the
Department's duty to find out. Rather I want to be realistic about a
learning and organization problem which requires realism if it is to
be understood and perfected.

With respect to possible legislation, the Department has in prepara-
tion various drafts of possible bills which may be of assistance in the
area of what is now warrantless electronic surveillance. Although ob-
taining a judicial warrant does not automatically eradicate the possi-
bility of abuse, it is perceived to be an important safeguard of indi-
vidual privacy interests, and we are exploring, as we said we would
do, various possibilities and alternatives.

Finally, a committee within the Department of Justice, chaired by
Mary Lawton, Deputy Assistant Attorney General in the Office of
Legal Counsel, and composed of representatives of my office, the
Criminal and Civil Rights Divisions, the Office of Policy and Plan-
ning, and the FBI, has been working for 8 months reviewing FBI
procedures in many areas and drafting guidelines to govern those
procedures in the future. The committee has produced draft guide-
lines covering White House inquiries, congressional and judicial staff
appointment investigations, unsolicited mail, and domestic security
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investigations. It, is currently at work.on guidelines covering counter-
espionage investigations and will later consider the use of informants,
the employee loyalty program, organized* crime intelligence investi-
gations, criminal investigations; and other aspects of FBI practice.
The committee's work has been extensive and time-consuming. It has
involved not only questions of proper safeguards but also of efficiency
in the proper functioning of the- Bureau. It has been an effort to trans-
late .into words the complicated and important mechanisms for con-
trolling the FBI. I hope the committee's efforts at articulation will be
of use to this dommittee and others as it considers drafting-legislation.

You have received copies of the latest drafts of the guidelines that
have been substantially completed by the committee. These guidelines
do not yet represent Depaitment policy. There is disagreement within
the Department on some aspects of these guidelines. I have disagreed
with the committee recommendations from time to.time, and the FBI
lias raised substantial questions about other recommendations, par-
ticularly with respect to the treatment of unsolicited mail. Some of the
proposals ie the guidelines could be pronfulgated -as departmental
regulations. Congress may feel some ought to be enacted into statutory
law. Other provisions would require implementation by executive
order.

I would be glad to discuss these draft guidelines with you in detail
in respontse to your questions, but a brief discussion of the guidelines'
on domestic security may be useful at the outset.

The guidelines begin by attempting to impose some order and
definiteness to the domestic security field. To begin with, these guide-
lines do not deal with -FBI efforts to counteract the work of foreign
intelligence services operating within the United States. 'Standards
for determining when there is foreign involvement sufficient to place
a subject in the categoiy of foreign counterintelligence investigation,
are now being debated within the guidelines committee. The domestic
security guidelines also 'are not meant to cover, security or background
investigations of Federal appointees or investigations of ordinary.
crimes. Under the draft guidelines, domestic. security investigations
are only to be authorized when there is a likelihood that the activities
of individuals or groups involve or will involve the use of force or
violence in violation of Federallaw. Domestic security investigations
are to be limited to activities of individuals or -groups intended to
accomplish one of five purposes: overthrowing the Government of the
United-States-or-of-a-State;-interfering-with-the-activities-withii the
United States.of* foreign governments or their representatives;' in-
fluencing Government policies by interfering by force or violence with
Government functions or interstate commerce; depriving individuals
of their civil rights; and creating domestic violence or rioting when
such violence or riiting. yould necessitate as a countermeasuretheuse
of Federdrafizied-fdrces; Thereis also a provision for fiiiited-imvesti
gation when thermis e clear and immediate threat of domestic violence
which is, likety- result in.a reeest, by a; State frF r !amed

*assistance ':'- -. : ,' - --

Currently therniis no. procedure requiring the review-nt the
FBI of all domesticintelligence investigations conducted byth:EBI,

,though the-FBthas a long-standing policy of reporting it§in-vetiga-



tive findings to the Criminal Division. Under the draft guidelines
there would be a comprehensive program of reporting to the Attorney
General or his designee of all preliminary and full domestic intelli-
gence investigations. The Attorney General would be required under
the draft guidelines to put a stop to any full investigation whose
justification did not meet an established standard. The standard would
be that there must be specific and articulable facts giving reason to
believe that the individual or group under investigation is engaged in
the activities I have just listed.

Another feature of the draft guidelines is to place strict controls
upon the use of any technique bv the FBI which goes beyond the
gathering of information. COINTELPRO was the name given the use
of some such techniques. As I have said before, some of the activities
in COINTELPRO were outrageous and the others were foolish. None-
theless, there may be circumstances involving an immediate risk to
human life or to extraordinarily important Government functions
that could only be countered by some sort of preventive action. The
guidelines require that any such preventive action proposal be sub-
mitted to the Attorney General. He could authorize the preventive
action only when there is probable cause to believe that the violence
is imminent and when such measures are necessary to minimize the
danger to life or property. The preventive action would in all cases
have to be nonviolent. The Attorney General would be required to
report to Congress periodically and no less often than once a year on
the use of preventive action by the FBI.

I make no claim that during this rather difficult but interesting and,
I must trust, promising period, we have achieved all that might have
been possible. In many ways the work has been disappointingly slow.
But I do think we have made advances in nurturing and helping to
improve a structure which will be supportive of the best efforts of the
men and women in the Department of Justica and in the FBI. No pro-
cedures are fail-safe against abuse. The best protection remains the
quality and professionalism of the members of the Bureau and of
the Department.

The CHAIRMAN. Thank you very much, Mr. Attorney General. It's
a very helpful statement, and does summarize the efforts that you are
making to give greater, put greater order into the work of the FBI.

One thing that leaves me somewhat baffled is the difference between
domestic security action, for which you have set forth the proposed
guidelines, which seem to me to be good ones, and what ybu call pre-
ventive action. You state, "Nonetheless, there may be circumstances
involving an immediate risk to human life or to extraordinarily
important government functions that could only be countered by some
sort of preventive action." In that case, why can't the preventive action
take the form of an arrest if there are circumstances involving im-
mediate risk to human life or to extraordinarily important government
functions?

Attorney General LEVI. If it can, then that would have to be done
because the guidelines specifically require that the preventive action
is necessary and it can't otherwise be handled.

Now, one can think of incidents-
The CHAIRMAN. Can you give us some incidents?



Attorney General LEVI. If there is the likelihood of a violent con-
frontation between two marching groups on a State capitol, it is con-
ceivable that blocking off some streets, or directing signs to some other
direction in an emergency situation of that kind might be useful, and
I take it that is a preventive action, and I would not think unusual,
by the way, for people who are properly trained in work of that kind.

The CHAIRMAN. That is a good kind of preventive action.
Suppose that there were two caravans instead of two marching

groups, and that you had reason to believe that they were headed to-
ward one another and there would be a violent cbnfrontation once
they met. Would permissible preventive action in those circumstances
permit putting sand in the gas tanks of the automobiles so that neither
caravan could move? I have to ask that kind of a question after what
we found out what the FBI was up to in the COINTELPRO. .

Attorney General LEVI. The answer is "No." Certainly there's no in-
tention to permit that.- Although the guidelines do not spell it out,
and we have had discussions about what kind of precise preventive ac-
tion might be possible or.might not be possible under special circum-
stances.

The CHAIRMAN. This is all very vague, and suppose you had reason
to believe that a prominent figure of some kind in a movement was
about to orlof a mind to incite his followers to violence. Then in that
case could you undertake to give him a drug that would prevent him
from speaking for 3 weeks? :

Attorney General LEVI. No, of course.not, but I have to add that
what the guidelines, do say is that the Attorney General. has to give
permission, not only does he have to give permission, but he will have
to report to the Congress; ahd, since quite naturally this committee be-
lieves that reports to the Congress are the most important thing that
any agency can do, then it seems to me you must also agree that that is
some safeguard:

The CHAIRMAN. Well, that depends upon your view as to the kind of
commiittee that can do the job of surveillance.

Attorney General LEVI. Well, I don't think-this really was my
suggestiombefore. It takes. a' combination of control, and what we have
attempted to-do here is to have a guideline which strictly limits--maybe
it should. limit more-preventive action, but admits that there is.an
area-for itfNow, maybe we should not admit.

S The CHAIRMAN. Why couldr't you do it this way, Mr. Attorney Gen-
eral? Why couldn't you say that when preventive action is necessary,
it must be an open and public kind of action.

Attorney General LEVI. I don't think that telling people--
The CHAIRMAN. Now, understand what I mean. You gave an open,

public.way of preventing two groups from meeti.ng and clashing. Well,
when that is the case, the means used are likely to be reasonable ones.
But when there are'secret methods of preventive. action undertaken,
that's when you get into potential problems, real troubles that we have
seen.

Attorney General LEVI. Well, we have to talk that through. It may
-very well be that no secret ones at least beyond the immediate moment
of doing would be required. It may be that one can. put it that way,
but I think one of the virtues. of guidelines should be that they are.



sufficiently realistic so that they don't have to be violated under emer-
gency circumstances.

There is a question, then, of how detailed one can make them, but
it may be that the line about secrecy beyond a certain point would be
good.

I should also say that the Privacy Act would itself prohibit dissem-
ination of lies and deception, I think, to a considerable extent, if one
goes back to the old COINTELPRO. So I think we are in somewhat
of a different statutory situation for the moment anyway. But we have
tried, in the guidelines, in any event, to very much limit the field. Now,
whether we have limited it enough, I'm not sure.

The CHAIRMAN. Did you say that with respect to the domestic secu-
rity activities of the FBI, that before such a project is undertaken, the
Attorney General must give his consent, or that he might be informed
of prospective ongoing projects in order that lie can call a given project
that he doesn't find fully justified to a halt?

I didn't quite understand your question.
Attorney General LEVI. Well, he has to give, he has to be informed

of, I think, of all the investigations. He can terminate them all. The
problem is whether he-he doesn't have to authorize the full investi-
gation, but he has to be informed about it and he can terminate it.

The CHAIRMAN. Now, well, you have to authorize wiretaps and elec-
tronic devices in such cases. Why shouldn't-why wouldn't it be well
for the Attorney General to authorize the initiation of programs in
this particular field, new investigatory programs?

Attorney General LEvI. Well, I'm trying to protect, if not myself, at
least my successors. I'm not sure that it makes much difference. It
makes some difference. If the Attorney General has to authorize all
full investigations, he will have quite a lot of work to do. If lie has to
authorize all of the preliminary investigations, his desk is going to be
covered with a great many things which he doesn't know a great deal
about.

The CHAIRMAN. Don't you think there should be some outside check
in this area, particularly where we are not dealing with criminal law
enforcement as such, but we are dealing with potential violence which
you referred to as surveillance of citizens and groups of citizens for
purposes of domestic security. That's a pretty fuzzy field, and we have
seen how great the abuses were for a long period of time, and don't
you think there should be some outside check, perhaps not with every
case the Attorney General himself, but some outside check on the
agency in this general field to -be sure that they are following these
guidelines?

Attorney General LEVI. But I've already said that I think that there
ought to be reports to Congress. I don't want to word the scope of the
domestic security investigations, however, quite the way you have
worded them, because these guidelines which could be in part put into
statute, strictly limit them. For preliminary investigations they limit
them to where there is a likelihood that the individuals and groups
involved would use force and violence in violation of laws in particular
areas.

They are to be authorized for 90 days, and then perhaps another 90
days, and the kind of investigation which can be done in a preliminary
investigation is also restricted. When you go beyond that to the full
investigation, then we really have the stop-and-frisk standard, so



that we really have come, I think, as close as is feasible. And maybe it
is too restrictive; in any event, as close as is feasible to the violation of
law kind of penumbra, so that it would seem to nie that that was some
safeguard.

Now, whether that is sufficient, I don't suppose anything is fully suf-
ficient, but I would assume that in addition, there can be reports to
Congress, and there will have to be reports to the Attorney General.
and I would think that that and the lessons of history would provide
quite a lot of safeguards. If the suggestion is that one should go to a
commission or to a court, I must say that I have grave doubts as to
whether that is the proper solution, but'if that were the case,.it would
be a statutory matter, and I would hope that my participation in mak-
ing that decision would not be viewed as having as heavy responsibili-
ties as those who would have to vote for it. .

-The CHAIRMAN. Don't you think, given the past history you have
.referred to, that it might be a very good idea to take these guidelines,
which represent to me a good faith effort on your part to bring order
into this general chaos and write them into the law?

Attorney General LEVI. I think that undoubtedly parts, of the
guidelines should be made statutory. I think that the problent is, and
I am sorry for this, that it has taken so long to draft these guidelines,
althotigh I think it has been-an extraordinary effort. And the.way
the guidelines are written one has to-at least it is better to see them
all at once because they do relate to each other. But there may not be
time for that.

As I said, I know we have to seize the moent,-but I do not know how
long the moment is. In any event, I-agree that part-of the guidelines,
at least, ought to be in statutory form.

The CHAIRMAN. Well, at the moment, this'conmittee has until Feb-
ruary 29, 1976. And we would solicit from you as much cooperation as
I know you will give, 'based upon your willingness in the past, to see
what kind: of recommendations the committee can make,. because
clearly the FBI does need a generic statute. which it has lacked
through the years and that would be the appropriate placefor guide-
lines at this time.

Senator Hart, do you hiave questions?
Senator HART of Michiaan. Mr. Attorney General, good morning.
First, for a number of years in the Judiciary Committee, we have

been huffing and puffing with a whole line of Attorneys General in
an effort to catch them, andit is ai iitTtiaflong period6f 1ffo rthat
I want this morning to first of all thank you for developing to the
degree that you now have, exactly the kind of thing we have been talk-
ing about. And even as we on the committee in those days were urg-
ing guidelines and while we might not have sounded it, we under-
stood how incredibly difficult it is to put down in black and white,
chapter and verse, how you respond to. a whole variety of problems.
And for the first time, the Attorney General has come in with a very
solid piece of work that all of us appreciate.

Now. in your statement, you indicate th at you are working on guide-
liies as they relate specifically -to informants, and you relate that to
the Depart-ment's general guidelines on intelligehce that permit the
use of this. Now yesterday, as you know,. we discussed with the FBI
Director, the possibility of getting judicial approval for informants
by you.



I think all of us understand the importance in an investigation of
informants. But we have heard some stories, some hair-raising stories,
about the way that technique can be abused. And I, and I am sure
others, suggested informants are an extremely intrusive form of
eavesdropping in terms of what can be reported. I know that the Su-
preme Court has not said that informants are unconstitutional per se
under the fourth and first amendments, unless you get a court war-
rant, but that does not prevent Congress from requiring that kind of
procedure, in order to fully safeguard the rights of privacy and ex-
pression. Now, what are your thoughts on such a requirement, the re-
quirement of a neutral, detached third party, rather than the investi-
gating branch of the Government deciding when to use targeted
informants?

Attorney General LEvI. Well, I am sorry to say, Senator Hart, that
I do not think that the suggestion, on balance, is a good one. And that
does not mean that I have a better suggestion. There is no doubt that
informants or paid informants can be misused, because there is an
area where, if that is done, the courts can step in; and one can have
guidelines or statutory restrictions on that if you think of, again, re-
porting. But the notion that a court would have to authorize the use
of each informant and how the informant was to be used, to continue
to pass on that, I think would make for maladministration. It would
impose an enormous burden on the court, and while I think we always
keep looking these days for a third impartial objective person, I do
not really believe that it can be the court.

Now, one could think of a board or a committee. After all, the Con-
gress set up, I think, a Subversive Activities Board, did you not? So
I suppose you might set up an Informers Permission Board. But my
impression is that you would not get very good people to be on that
board, and that it would not really provide the kind of knowledgeable
review that you would want.

So I recognize the problem, and I recognize why one might turn to
that suggested solution. I do not want to take away from your time,
but it is sort of interesting that special devices and protections were
developed for electronic surveillance because they were said to be dif-
ferent from the use of informants. And now we are running the ar-
gument in the other direction and saying, well, they are even more
dangerous -than electronic surveillance because you have the human ear
right there.

So it is just an interesting point.
Senator HART of Michigan. Well, maybe in defense of our earlier

attitude, we did not know about the abuse with respect to the human
technique, the number of occasions on which it has been used.

Attorney General LEVI. I rather think that the fourth amendment
knew more about that than it did about electronic surveillance.

Senator HART of Michigan. The fourth amendment drafters did.
But people around now-

Attorney General LEVI. I feel for the objective, but I do not think-
I just think it would not work.

Senator HART of Michigan. We are agreed that it is a difficult bal-
ance. The national security concern here -and the individual's civil
liberties there-and to balance these claims is tough. You say you think
the court is inappropriate.
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Attorney General LEVI. I think that woidd be a mistake. I think it
would also be a mistake to have the *court pass on the activities of the
agents, of the Bureau's own agents, who have ears and listen and so on.
I think we have to trust someone.

Senator HART of Michigan. But is the Director of the FBI the fel-
low-to trust?

Attorney General LEVI. He is certainly one of the persons that has t6
be trusted very much,,and he has to be put in -a position where it is
known that he is being trusted and what his obligations are.

And I think if the congressional imandate and the guidelines and
whatever else are clear enough, I have enough faith in human nature
to think that that would be abided by. I do not think the history of the
abuses shows that that kind of a thing really was-abused. There was
not that kind of spelling out. There was notithat kind of direction.
There- were directions in the other way really;.so that.I do not think
the problem-while I do not mean to minimize the prior abuses which
weie terrible-but I do not think the problem requires the solution
of the interposition at every stage.
. Senator HART of Michigan. If. we leave the discretion with the Di-
rector of the Bureau, you wotild-agree that there should be-we always,
use the word effectiveeiren though we cannot. define. how you make it
effective-an effective system under which somebody other than the
Bureau's-Director would be reviewing the decisions he is making, as
he affects this balance.

Attorney General LEVI. I think there have to be frequent reviews
and I think one-has to have a situation in the Department of Justice
where the Attorney General,, or his designee, can be in a position to
in ake that. review. I think one also would hope and require that there
be adequate presentation to congressional committees.'You do not want
to impose' so many duties on the- Attorney General so that he is-so
that he loses some sense of. distance and objectivity on, the Bureau.
That is one reason I said one has to realize that there is not. full
knowledge and they are different offices. But I do think the Attorney
General, I hope, is some protection and -the Department is, and con-

gressional committees would be too. .
Senator HART -of Michigan. The earlier hearings, which reviewed

some of the excesses, found some citing in the FBI handbook regula-
tions which directs.field offices and their informants to find out and re-
port. all contacts and cooperation between a group under investiga-
tion-and-other-groups,-even-if -the-other-groups-are not-suspected-of
being either extremists or subversives. .

Now, suppose we have a staridard for investigating a group using
informants, and suppose a particular group meets the test and the FBI
does penetrate. Now that targeted group begins to participate in.con-

ferences that we have heard on amnesty, ABM, women's rights, and
other things. How would you suggest controlling the traditional.
vacuum cleaner approach of the informant reporting on the activities
of the other groups of participants, and the plans of the coalition, the
conference or the association of groups seeking to prevent the ABM?

How do you safeguard 'against them being drawn in?
Attorney General LEVI. Well, assuming that one has met the re-

quirements of the guidelines, either do a preliminary investigation-
one would have to go beydnd that to really go to the -full investiga-



tion-so that one does have facts which give you a reason to think
that there are violations involving force and violence. That is when
the informants are going to be -there, or the infiltrators, as you call
them.

If the activities, if the sole activities, are those that you describe,
I do not think he belongs there and I do not think the investigation
is appropriate. I have worried about the more difficult aspect of the
problem, namely, that if you have an organization which is really
properly investigated 'because of its intention and ability to use force
and violence in violation of the law, and one has reason to think that
they are deliberately using their influence to co-opt other groups, I
would think that part of the investigation would be to put that down.
And that is really what you are talking about. And I do not know that
one should want to limit that.

Senator HART of Michigan. Well, maybe there is not any happy
solution to this, but what we would be doing would be reporting on
first amendment activities of the other groups that would not be eligi-
ble to be targeted.

Attorney General LEVI. I think the report should not be on that. It
should be rather on the effort of the group properly being investigated
to gain control. And we do have a problem as to what one does with
the dissemination or keeping of information, and the guidelines
attempt to address that question, whether they have done so sufficiently
or not.

One reason the guidelines are not all finished is that when one gets
to the counter- or foreign-intelligence guidelines and has to deal with
organizations which are under active collaboration with foreign gov-
ernments, and the question is whether they have extended their in-
fluence in such a way as to impose a real threat of force and violence,
I do not know how effectively one can impose restrictions. We try to
do it. The proposed guidelines have not been worked out. One has to
remember that if one goes back to the period when I was first in the
Department of Justice, there was considerable concern as to the abil-
ity of the Japanese and the Nazis to gain control, beyond those agen-
cies which were clearly collaborating with them, of other agencies. And
I just do not know that I want to say to the United States Government
that that is the kind of information that you may not get.

The CHAIRMAN. Senator Mathias?
Senator MATHIAS. If Senator Ha has any question which follows

right along at this point, I would be glad to yield.
Senator HART Of Michigan. No.
Senator MATHIAS. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I want to join with

Senator Hart in thanking the Attorney General for all the help he
gives to this committee. Whether we call on him for philosophical
treatises or for practical advice, he is always available. I think that
is a very real contribution. And the way in which he helps us leads me
almost to regret that I did not go to the University of Chicago law
school.

Attorney General LEVI. Senator, you are going to go far.
Senator MATHIAS. You have talked a little about the Smith Act, and

about the seditious conspiracy clause in connection with the responsi-
bilities of the FBI. And I wonder if you think there is sort of a dated
aspect to these.



Attorney General LEVI. Oh, of course there is, and I want to say
that when tne talks about the looseness of the guidelines, one ought
to read the statutes which came out of Congress. That is' why I say
that it is sort of amusing as we go around flattering each other, we all
bear-I mean all of the institutions bear-responsibility.

Senator MATHIAS. I could not agree with you more, and I think I
have said repeatedly that I think a lot of the problems that are dumped
in the courts and a lot of the burdens that the courts bear have begun
right here on Capitol Hill because we have not carefully sculpted the
laws to make it clear what the legislative intent was. And in fact, per-
haps they have been carefully sculpted, to obscure the legislative. in-
tent -in some cases. And the courts then are left with the burden of
finally administering.the law rather than either the legislature pre-
scribing it, or the executive enforcing it.

Attorney General LEVI. Not only that, you draft statutes that quite
clearly say one thing and the Attorney General is then asked for his
opinion which he is required to give as to what it means to a Govern-
ment department. He gives- it. Another House-of this Congress then
proceeds to make motions to hold the man in contempt for following
the opinion of the Attorney General. And Professor Kurland, my good
friehd, says do not listen to the Attorney General, he is only a lawyer.

There is a responsibility in Congress for having statutes clear and
for abiding by what they say, and if they do not like them, change
them. I agree with. you.

Senator MATHIAS. I would hope that with all the admonitions that
we are giving to other people these days that we take that one our-
selves, that the laws need to be more carefully written.

--Attorney General LEVI. Yes, it is easier to see abuses by others, *I
know.

Senator MATHIAS. Let me say that I think we. -need some help in
this endeavor, that there are many cases in which the actions taken by
Congress are 'criticized later when the errors might have been avoided
by some cooperative action in the process.

Attorney General LEvi. I meant that to be clear when I was refer-
ring to all parts of the Government.

Senator MATITIAS. But,. specifically in relation to the seditious con-
spiracy laws in the Smith Act, the courts have talked about the advo-
cacy provisions of the law so strictly as to require incitement of immi-
nent lawless action as a test aid I think that does really date these
acts. 

-Attorney General LEVI. I think so. And while I want to say that in
the guidelines we tried to emphasize that there 'is a question of how
much one ought to spell out the nature of the evidence, in part, because
I think that even spelling it out might have a chilling effect.

Senator MATnxrAs. Now you have:Ied me- right to my next question,
which is whetr we should put. an-limitations on the type-of infor-
mation that: is tmr be gathered in. a purely domestic. intelligence
investigati : . -

Attorney-Generat LEI. Well imayv be that one hasit-t one's-
hand at..drafting them. I have. .7 :

SenatorMATHIAS. It is a tough oe, Ithink. but we-have seen as a
result- of'thisr investigation of family matters. li thatproper?-Can



you prescribe it in a general way that sexual activities, purely legal
activities, but perhaps not within the mainstream of :what most Amer-
icans are thinking of doing, personal relationships, all of this kind of
thing-

Attorney General LEVI. Well, one can try. What we did was, as I
say, to provide a very tough and maybe too tough standard, because
it is specific. And articulable facts, giving reason to believe that an
individual is engaged in activities described in the paragraph which is
force and violence to do the following things.

Now, that may be too restrictive. Now, if one starts to say what kind
of things can one look at which might suggest. and lead you to see
these things, I do not know. And I suppose we all have to admit that
public attitudes about activities and therefore, maybe the activities
themselves mean different things at different times. And maybe one has
to have a different set of rules created from time to time and one of the
notions of the guideline would be, I think, to do that.

I am not in favor of Congress every year deciding whether it is
against homosexuality or particular other aberrant sexual conduct.
And therefore this can be included or not included as the winds blow.
I think that would be probably not legislatively very desirable.

Senator MATHIAS. Let us suppose, however, just for the sake of dis-
cussion, that these activities are the proper scope of a domestic intelli-
gence investigation and that that investioation is conducted and its
object is obtained and the investigation is closed, then what should
happen to this material, given the infinite capacity of the Govern-
ment today to store and retrieve information?

Attorney General LEVI. Well, the guidelines attempt to go in the
direction that, after a period of time, material should be done away
with.

Senator, you have often posed questions for me to think about and
this is another one that I think we ought to think about together: that
is the destruction of information. It is also the destruction of evidence
which might be used to show abuses by the Bureau.

Senator MTAIHIAS. If I knew the answer I would not ask the question.
Attorney General LEVI. If I knew the answer I would give it.
But, I am saying, because I think it is a very important question
Senator MATHIAS. I think what you suggest is a very pertinent, very

current consideration, that if you destroy all the files, you can do more
than all the perfumes of Araby in washing out the blood.

Attorney General LEVI. The guidelines do move in that direction.
There is an argument about the time for the destruction of
information.

Senator MATHIAs. There is a concurrent question: If files are re-
tained for any period of time, are they open for the purpose of name
checks during that period, which is a related but really a separate
question, for background checks, for employment checks, that kind
of thing.

Attorney General LEvr. Well you could have selective sealing of files
and I suppose selective destruction of items. But it is a very difficult
thing.

Senator MATIAS. I would like to explore briefly your thoughts on
a subject we have discussed with other witnesses at some length. And



that isiwhetlter you believe that a warrant requiremeuit for beginning a
domestic intelligence investigation Wiould meet the standards in the
fourth amendment if it required less than probable cause for the issu-
ance of a warrant, probable cause to believe that a crime.has been. or
was about to occur.

Attorney General LEVI. I think the question really would be what
the warrant would enable the obtainer to do.

Under the guidelines, just opening a preliminary investigation,
what can be done is not verv much. It is so much less than a full in-
vestigation. So, I think I would turn the question around.

I think the court would really wonder why you want the warrant.
And it certainly would clog the courts.

Senator MATITHAS. The intrusion of an informant, for example, into
a political discussion, or any other activities ii a much greater intru-

- sion than a bug or a wiretap in that same conversation.
Now, would this be, would the placement of an informant-be that

kind of activity?
Attorney- General LEVI. 1ell, you see, the preliminary investiga-

tion does not really .allow new informants, so, as I.say, it is quite
limited.

And I did respond that I understand there is a problem about the
human ear, the human eye, which we discussed last time. But, I doubt
that going for a warrant in each of those cases is feasible.

And I think we have to be grown up eniough not to feel that we al-
ways have. to go to the courts. Now, that may make us tfeel that there
is a lack of protection. But I think a greater protection is to curtail the
scope of the investigations to make sure that they are held to a high
standard and. to control dissemination .of the rinformation..

Senator MATHIAS. Well, I think that is the proper test.: whether
you can eibark upon what are obviously immature reactibns to events.
I do not think the fourth amendment itself is subject to a test of ma-
turity or immaturity, but

Attorney General LEVI. No, I do not think the fourth amendment
requires a warrant.

But I understand the argument that it is better, it is sometimes
better to put a man on the Moon, because he will know more than a
machine. So you are saying the same thing in terms of informers.

Senator MATHIAS. Finally; let me just return to the Smith Act for
a minute, which, as I understand it, requires incitement to imminent.

- action to oveithrow-tIhe-Government-by--violence. If-a-domestic intelli-
gence investigation can begin with far less, only a theoretical advocacy
of some change-

Attorney General LEVI. I do not think it should begin with a theo-
retical advocacy. of change. Now, if you asked me whether it ever
does, my answer is I do not know. But I do not think it should begin
with that.

Senator MATHIAS. .Well, I think that between those two positions,
there is a danger of first amendmeit violations. And I like your posi-
tion. I am not arguing with you-

Attorney General LEVI. Well, we, rewrote this domestic security
investigation. guideline because.I was disturbed by the prior draft as
not being tough enough and I think that I may now have come- out
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with something that is too restrictive. I am not sure. And this is a

proper process of discussion back and forth, not only here but with

the Bureau and I hope that one can get something from it that is

useful.
Senator MATImAs. Thank you very much.
The CHAIRMAN. Senator Mondale.
Senator MONDALE. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. Levi, I think the most fateful question that this committee, our

Congress and our Government must face is whether we are going to
step beyond the Stone line and permit investigative agencies to go
beyond matters of law enforcement, matters of so-called "internal

security."
If we decide that we must, then I am persuaded we should only do

so based upon unarguable evidence that an exception is needed and

then .to grant such an exception only under the severest and most
closely defined standards, and, if possible, under court supervision.

If we fail to do that, I am convinced that this committee has failed
and that in another 50 years, there will be hearings just like this in
which the excesses that we have uncovered will have been repeated.

I say that because I think anything we do has to stand the test
of whit we have learned. And what we have learned is that the power
to use the police for politics is a seductive and irresistible one. No Pres-
ident, no Attorney General can resist it. Few have.

But we have now found that it is not a partisan issue. The Presi-
dents of both political parties and a Director who served under Presi-
dents of both political parties were absolutely unable to resist the right
to snoop into the private affairs of Americans, not to enforce the law,
but in order to gain some political advantage. If you look at human
history, this has haprened everywhere, which is why we adopted the
Bill of Rights. The FBI was set up precisely because it happened in
World War I and we had the scandal of the Palmer Raids and all the
rest.

When I look at these vaguely defined guidelines, I have to ask,
would they stand up under the direct orders to the contrary from a
President of the United States? Would they stand up in the face of a
willful Director who is angry or hostile or suspicious about some of
these political ideas, or about the next Martin Luther King? My feel-
ing is that based upon what we have learned, without any doubt, they
would be swept away, as quickly as a sand castle being overrun by a
hurricane, they would mean nothing.

What we decide to do cannot be tested by the words, but by our
notions of how human nature works when empowered in this way to
play God with the American people. That is the test and it has got to
be tested by what happens when the Nation is in frenzy and in fear,
and it has got to be tested by what people do when they do not think
they are going to be caught. And, for that reason, I see the step beyond
the Stone line, namely beyond the enforcement of the criminal law,
as not a step forward, but a step off a cliff, right back into tlienorass
that-we find ourselves in today-

If, you look at this record, it is a horrible one. The way Martin Luther
King was hounded and harassed is a disgrace to every American. That
this country once took all the Japanese and put them in internment
camps we now know is one of the blackest pages in American history.
It is that kind of record that whatever we do has to be tested against.



For that reason I think we have to draw a line, the line that Judge
Stone suggested. If we do grant exceptions, they have to be specifically
and rigidly and unquestionably drawn, because there is no point in
talking about oversight if the standards are not understandable. And
these laws'have to be so clear that the Attorney General and the Direc-
tor of the' FBI would have to say when the President calls, "I am
sorry, Mr. President, but we cannot do it, it is against the law." If they
are not able to say that, I am convinced we will be right back here,
someone will, those who follow us, 50 years from now, holding hear-
ings similar to these.

Would you respond to that?
Attorney General LEVI. Well, I think, like the Stone statement, it -is

a good admonition. As I tried to say in my statement, I do not think
the Stone standards indicate that there should not be domestic secur-
ity investigations because the Stone standard talks about items within
the proper jurisdiction of the Bureau and violations of law and if you
are going to have an investigating agency which is going to be at all
responsible in those areas, they have to know some things which are
relatedpclosely related to violations of pairticular kinds of law. And
I do not believe that the standards that have been drawn up are as"
vague as your statement, perhals, suggests, because, when one uses the
standard of the stop and frisk case, that is the standard, very cl6se and
perhaps too close.

-So, I think; in- terms of the Stone standard, it pi-obably meets it. I
am not suire that there is this big gap, because this says specifically,
"sliecific and articirlate 'facts giving reason to.believe that an iidivid-
nal or indi~iduals actingin conceit are engaged in activities" described
in that paragraph. Those are activities of force and violence in viola-,
tion of.the criminal statutes.

So-and I should remind you, as I know:I do not have: to, that, as.
we said -before, Congress has passed some' rather' broad 'criminal
statutes.

Senator MONDALE. Oh, yes. . .
Attorney General LEVI. And the Stone standard is not very mean-

ingful if you do that. "

Senator MoNDALE. The question now* is once we know what h'as hap-
peied, and we know the abuse that arises when people have this un:
limited, ill-defined power, what do we do, if possible, to try to prevent
its recurrence? That is the issue that faces you. That is the issue that
fahes me, andI am conviicd tlt-iiidelines Writtenbythe executive
can be rewritten by the executive, and if not by-you, by those who fol-
low. And they will mean'absolutely nothing agaiistthe will of a'will-
ing President, a. willing Att6rney General, or a willing Director-
absolutely nothing, because they do not have the force of law.

Attorney General LEVI. There's no disagreement. I don't think I
should apologize for having ventured into the drafting, into. having
the guidelines drafted. It seems to me that that had to be' done. Icer-
tainly do not take the position that parts of them should not be put in
statutory form, and I certainly do not take the position that some of
them should not be put in Executive order form.-I think we Ought to
use all the devices, those devices where-more permanence is'wanted
and those devices where there might have to -be changes from time to
time. -



Senator MONDALE. Now, Mr. Levi, are you persuaded that you have
personally reviewed the specific instances of abuses by enforcement
agencies, particularly the FBI? Are you personally confident that your
guidelines fit and meet and prevent a recurrence of those abuses?

Attorney General LEVI. The guidelines are not completed.
Senator MONDALE. Have you personally looked through those mate-

rials'?
Attorney General LEVI. At all the abuses? Certainly not.
Senator MONDALE. Well, certainly not, you say. Mr. Schlesinger,

confronted with a similar problem, sent a wire to all of his CIA facili-
ties and said, "Give us all the examples that you know of in which our
laws and our authority have been abused." Have you done anything
like that?

Attorney General LEVI. I have done several things.
Senator MONDALE. Have you done anything like that?
Attorney General LEVI. I am trying to answer.
Senator MONDALE. All right, proceed.
Attorney General LEVI. We have an investigation going on of the

COINTELPRO and COINTELPRO-like activities. We have several
communications from me to the Director, directing that he report to
me what he thinks are sensitive or irregular requests or practices. So
that I think that we have done both things that were done by Mr.
Schlesinger.

I assume that Mr. Schlesinger's behavior has purified the CIA. I
really do not know.

Senator MONDALE. Well, let us take the most celebrated case of abuse,
Dr. King. Has someone in your Department read the FBI's whole file
on this?

Attorney General LEVI. I cannot answer that question. Three people
now are going through the entire file.

Senator MONDALE. FBI file?
Attorney General LEVI. Yes.
Senator MONDALE. The entire FBI file?
Attorney General Ltvi. So far as I know; yes.
Senator MONDALE. Are you sure of that?
Attorney General LEVI. So far as I know, yes. If the question sug-

gests that they cannot get at the file, that is really not the problem.
The problem might be that there are so many files which may be in a
variety of other files and references that it may be difficult, but. there
is not a problem about their getting access to the files, and they tell
me they are doing it. I have not myself done it.

I have some feeling myself that I do not want to read the Martin
Luther King file. I wanted to regard it, in fact, out of the sense of
proprieties and privacy as sealed because it seems to me that it was
appropriate for the sake of the privacy of Dr. King to have that ma-
terial disposed of, and I saw no point in my personally reading it.

Senator MONDALE. In other words, you are of the understanding
that all of the FBI and other investigative Justice Department files
of Dr. King have been reviewed?

Attorney General LEVI. No. I am saying that I was sufficiently
disturbed about it so that I am having them all reviewed.

Senator MONDALE. You said you asked the Director of the FBI,
Mr. Kelley, for improprieties. Have you gotten a report on that?



Attorney General LEVI. We have had some reports on where he
thinks there are sensitive matters.

Senator MONDALE. Do you have a complete report on improprieties?
Attorney General LEVI. I do not know that I would put it that way

because there is a problem of what is an impropriety; where there
are sensitive issues which he thinks may raise a question, my belief
is that he now brings them to me.

Senator MONDALE. What was your request to him?
Attorney General LEVI. Well, I do not have the precise statement.
Senator MONDALE. I mean, what were you trying to get from

him? Evidence of FBI improprieties? A record of what had
happened?

Attorney General LEVI. Well, there are problenis of misbehavior,
of what I would regard as misbehavior, or might regard as misbe-
havior, and when one deals with matters of this kind, it is a learning
process because the words do not always carry the same meaning.

I was told when I came to the Department that the COINTELPRO
project had been completely reviewed and exposed. After I was in
the Department, I discovered-and I think partly as a result of mis-
communication to the Director-that they had found other items in
the COINTELPRO project, and those were reported to this coiiimit-
tee and to other committees, but the point is that you might have
projects which -go beyond the confines of COINTELPRO, which
might still involve similar behavior.

Senator MONDALE. Was it your testimony, if I heard you 'correctly
just now, that this committee has received the rep6rts given you by
Director Kelley in response' to your request?

Attorney General LEVI. No; I did not say that. I said that this
committee received, I believe, a. letter from me describing the addi-
tional COINTELPRO projects:

-Senator MONDALE. Not just COINTELPRO. As I understand your
statement, -"I instructed Director Kelley 'to report to 'me any re-
quests made of the Burear- or practices within the Bureau- which
lie deems improper or which present the appearance of impropriety,"
and then, "on February 28, Director Kelley ordered FBI personnel
to report such requests or practices to him," and I think you indicated
that you have received some in response to that inquiry.

Attorney General LEvI.' I say here, the Directorgpromptly replied
he-has regularly provided information on programs underway vithin
the Bureau which could raise questions.

Senator MONDALE. Did you get a report to him in response to that
request ?

Attorney General LEVI. I have gotten reports from him. That is
what this sentence says. He has. pi-6vided information on conduct
that could raise questions.

Senator MONDALE. Ordered FBI personnel to report such requests
or practices to him. Now, has that been done?

Attorney General LEVI. Yes; he did report them.
Senator MONDALE. He ordered it? Did he get the report?
Attorney General LEVI. Well, I believe he did because I think

that was one of the reasons that the additional COINTELPRO items
surfaced.



Senator MONDALE. Was this just limited to COINTELPRO?
Attorney General LEVI. No.
Senator MONDALE. Can we have those reports?
Attorney General LEVI. I do not think there are very many of

them, but I assume you can have them. The only thing is that it is
hard to, it is a continuing process, and there are-I would probably
not think they would raise questions of misconduct but more be a
matter of sensitive questions.

Senator MONDALE. Well, I would like to have the reports that came
to Director Kelley in response.

Attorney General LEVI. Well, that I do not know about.
Senator MONDALE. I am asking you, as the head of the Justice

Department, if we could get those reports?
Attorney General LEVI. Well, I do not know if you can or not,

but we will certainly consider it.
Senator MONDALE. Why not?
Attorney General LEVI. Because I think that it is one thing to give

reports of that kind in confidence to a committee of this kind and
another thing to make them public.

Senator MONDALE. The CIA gave theirs to us. Why can't you?
Attorney General LEVI. Well, I am not in the CIA. I do not care

to be. I do not wish to be.
Senator MONDALE. Do you consider that a good answer?
Attorney General LEVI. I-yes; I consider the answer as good as

the question.
Senator MONDALE. Well, I think that kind of arrogance is why we

have trouble between the executive and the legislative branch. Thank
you, Mr. Chairman.

The CHAIRMAN. I understood Senator Mondale's question to be
whether you would furnish certain documents to the committee, not
if you wished them to be made public or not that he was asking that
the committee make them public. I do not know that we had any
problem in the past with the Department in getting information of
this kind.

Attorney General LEVI. I apologize to Senator Mondale if I ap-
peared arrogant. I thought that somebody else was appearing ar-
rogant, but I apologize.

The point is that if you ask agents to report on what they may think
is misconduct, if they think that that is going to be made public,that would, I believe, be very chilling. I. personally, have no reason
to not want to give it to a committee if it is to be kept in confidence.
I do not know what the Bureau's position on that would be, and my
relationship with the Bureau is that I like to discuss these matters
with them before giving a definitive answer because I am not that
arrogant.

The CHAIRMAN. Well, leaving all personal references aside. I think
that you know that when this committee has asked and received infor-
mation in confidence, it has kept the confidence.

Attorney General LEVI. And we have tried very hard to give
you information.

The CHAIRMAN. So that ought not to be any problem, and I would
appreciate your following up Senator Mondale's request because I
regard it as an important one and not a frivolous one, and in that



-connection let me say, just before we move orn to further questions,
that some time ago, in early August, you sent a letter to me in which
you requested from the committee-this seems appropriate now be-
cause it is a request in reverse-you requested of the committee in-
formation that was contained in our files, transcripts, and testimony
which might bear upon investigations currently being conducted by
this Department. You did not get a written reply to that letter, but,
as I think you will recall, we met shortly later-and I think Judge
Tyler was present, and- I was present at the time-and this subject
was touched upon, and I said that the committee waited to cooperate
in'making available whatever inforniation we could that would be
helpful .to the Department and that there would be a followup in
which Mr. Schwarz and Mr. Smothers would collaborate with repre-
sentatives of your Department to find out the best way for proceeding
to implement the Justice Department's request.'

Since then you have sent several more letters. Just recently we have
received more letters relating to more targeted matters, including
the Dr. Martin Luther King matter and.the Chilean matter.

I simply want to assure you; as a matter of public record, that the
committee, having considered this earlier' request, is fully willing to
cooperate in any way, and we will see to it that procedures are 'now
worked out so that there will be n6 further delay. Our preoccupation
with the assassination investigation and the issuance of the committee's
iport has preempted our time, but we think that these reqiiestg are
important, and we staid ready to work with the Justice Department
in making all relevant information available.

Attorney General LEVI. I am delighted to have that assurance.-
The CHAIIIAN. Now, Senator Schweiker.
Senator SCHWEIKER. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman.
Attorney General Levi, I am pleased to see that you have announced

this week the, establ ishinent of the Office of Professional Responsibility
to aid in the oversight of the investigations or allegations of miscon-
duct by different employees within the Depaftment of Justice. I have
been interested in something along this line for some time, and I com-
mend you for taking the lead in this area. I would just like' to really
ask you a few questions about the kind of concept that this is.

Originally, Attorney General Saxbe had something that, at one
point, was labeled the Office of Special Review. I just wonder -briefly
how-it differs and what the diffience mightbe in terms of.structure or
orgaiiiation?

Attorney General LEVI. Well, the differences may. not be as great as
I thought they were when I drafted out this new order, but there ar-e,
I think; these differences. In the first place the Couisel would be in the
Office of Special Responsibility and, unlike the person who ivould be
inthe Office.of Special. Review, he would be in a position to directly
receive complaints and then to directly refer them or to make a recom-
mendation-to me about them.

As I fead the Offie of Speci al Review, the holder of that office vould
not have been in a position. to.receive complaints unless the complaint
was given to him by the Attorney General or the Deputy. Att6rney
General.

-Now, I thought, that additional channel, while I hope it will not be
the major channel, was-an important thing to keep open, and, there-



fore, I wanted to make that clear. I also wanted to embody in this new
order the experience that we have had. We have called in special
groups to do investigating as we did with the DEA when we organized
a special team, and I wanted to reflect in this order that there would
be occasions when the ordinary investigative practices would not be
sufficient. I wanted to have the Counsel put in the position where he
could recommend that a special kind of review would be necessary
through a different kind of a group, perhaps through a group as-
sembled by him, perhaps going outside of the Department.

I think this spells it out better, although my belief now is that one
could have found that probably in the prior order. It was not as clear
to me.

Finally, I wanted to be sure that there was a memory in the Depart-
ment and a continuation and a continual review of practices and
procedures and ability to get the material from any part of the Depart-
ment. I wanted to spell that out and frequent reporting, and I also
wanted to have an advisory committee from the whole Department
to this Counsel.

Now, as I say, as I have thought about it since, I wonder, is it that
different? I think it is different. In some respects it is stronger, and
I felt we should make it stronger.

Senator SCHWEIKER. Will this office have the authority to go into a
program review like the GAO program audit, or will it be primarily
focused on allegations of misconduct or both?

Attorney General LEVI. Well, I think it will be focused on allega-
tions of misconduct and it will also focus on the procedures and effec-
tiveness of review, but it is set up so that it can recommend beyond
that, and if it wishes to recommend for the Department such other
kinds of review then it is within the Counsel's prerogative to do that.

Senator SCHWEIKER. And what kind of staffing is anticipated?
Attorney General LEVI. I anticipate a small staff because I -do not

want to build up another bureaucracy with a large investigative staff.
I think that, by and large, if the Counsel makes such suggestions we
will then have to find out where to go and how to deal with it. I do
not want to set up -another large investigating staff, which will have
to be investigated.

' Senator SCHWEIKER. One of the things that came out this week-and
I am not sure that this would be subject to this new committee or office
procedure or not-but there has been a lot of discussion about. the
personal files of Mr. Hoover that Helen Gandy had, and I would just
like to read one paragraph from the latest issue of Time magazine that
seems to show a little bit of a twist, if I understood it, because up until
now there were mainly personal files that Miss Gandy went through.
This latest edition says:

Before secretary Gandy could look at Mr. Hoover's office, the files, the most
sensitive papers were carried off in an FBI truck to West Virginia's Blue Ridge
Mountain Club, a Shenandoah Mountain hideaway used by innermost FBI
officials for regular poker games with the CIA and other cronies. The papers
were burned in the club's large fireplace. Precisely who ordered this destruction
and carried it out has not been disclosed. The three-story club worth $300,000,
was burned down in a fire of unknown cause December 23. No evidence of arson
has been discovered.

This indicates to me, if it is true, and I do not know if it is true at
all, some FBI participation in terms of separating out files so that
even Miss Gandy could not see some of these files and obviously, if the



story is accurate, they were destroyed. Can you shed any light on that,
and is this something that the Office of Professional Conduct would
be looking into?

Attorney General LEVI. I have asked the Criminal Division to inves-
tigate any and all of the items relating to the Department of Justice
which have come before this committee. And, of course, they are rather
anxious to get this material, and this certainly will be part of it.

Senator SCHWEIKER. Can you give us any indication whether this
account is accurate at this point?

Attorney General LEVI. Well, I really cannot because I have to say.
that it does not-it does not conform to my memory of the documents
that I have seen. But I canot really answer that question.

Senator SCHWEIKER. On the matter of the Office of Professional
Conduct, will it have the right to go in anywhere it feels it should go,
in terms of pursuing its job, as I understood what you said? Would
there be any restraints?

Attorney General LEVI. I think.it will not be subject to restraints.
Ithink it may have to be subject to negotiation.

Senator SCHWEIKER. And it would have access to all of the material
in its original form, if need be? .

Attorney General LEVI. I think the negotiation might be whether,.
if need be. I can understand that there might be some sensitive infor-
mation which there would be resistance to giving and so on. But I
think that anything it needed it would get.

Senator. SCHWEIKER. Would you envision that a new joint committee-
of Congress charged with overseeing intelligence activities might have
access to information such as their reports?

Attorney GenerabLEVI. Well, I think that is going to be dependent--
that is a touchy subject because if it is going to be public, then the way
the material is obtained and the way it is written about will be in a
certain way. If it is going to be kept confidential, and we know it is
going to be confidential, then there are. less problems. I am not sure.

Senator ScHWEIKER. So as far as you.are concerned, that is open to
negotiation at this point in terms of working something out that would
meet the guidelines you have in mind?

: Attorney General LEVI. Well, I think so. There is no joint commit-
fee at present, and of course, that is one of the problems. Certainly
one would hope that a reasonable exposure to what was being done
would be available.-But I do.not really believe-I do not really think
that-it-is-appropriate for-a joint-comiiiittee to-be on top of-exploring
the files of the Bureau.

Now I know there is a great difference of opinion between some mem-
bers of the committee at least on that. I think that-is close to the line
of managing the Bureau and I think its management really is not a
legislative function. But certainly to be advised, to have that kind
of appropriate oversight to be helpful on that, I think would-be fine.

The CIIAIRMAN. Would the Senator yield?
Of course it is not an appropriate function of the Congress to man-

date the FBI or to second guess their investigation of ongoing cases.
But assuredly, it is part of the. responsibility of the Congress to in-
vesti gate wrongdoing and if we have reason to believe that there is
wrongdoing, within the Bureau, it may be necessary to get to the raw
files in order to ascertain that. If that does not go to the heart of the
oversight function, I do not know what does.



Attorney General LEVI. Well it is like many of the questions that we
have discussed earlier. One has to be very sensitive to the limitations
because if you have an open investigation and there is the possibility
of any political influence, either to act or not act, then I get very upset
at the notion of those going to a congressional committee.

And I think everyone can understand that kind of problem. So it
has to be balanced.

Senator SCHWEIKER. Well, Mr. Attorney General, I can understand
protecting informants and protecting raw files. I think that is legiti-
mate. That is something that we would have a responsibility in the
Congress to do. But I do have trouble, assuming that can be worked
out, and I think that is a very important point, particularly from the
administration of the Department of Justice and the FBI. But as-
suming that can be worked out, I do not see how you can possibly be
protected; that what we just saw happen in the last 30 years will not
happen again, and that your inspection force will work, or that any
oversight committee will work unless we do have that kind of
prerogative.

On the basis that I outlined, it just seems to me we are sort of
deluding ourselves in view of what has happened, not to have that
access, first for you, but secondarily for some responsible element of
the Congress that would be guided by certain restrictions protecting
that.

Attorney General LEvI. My only suggestion is that it may be that
the Attorney General should be able to see things which the congres-
sional committee ought not to see. And I just think we have to think
that through. There are stages. They are all problems of privacy. They
are all problems of exposing individuals to obloquy. I think we have
to take all that into consideration.

Senator SCHWEIKER. That is all I have.
The CHAIRMAN. If we had not had access to the raw files, we would

never have discovered the FBI's plan to discredit Dr. King and nick
his successor. And you recognize the responsibility of this committee
and we have worked out procedures which have enabled us to reach
this basic evidence in ways that did not reveal informants or did not
reveal agents. And I think that guidelines of this kind could be worked
out between a permanent oversight committee and Attorneys General
so that the committee could get its job done. So I really do not believe
that the problem is insuperable, and the fact that we have been able to
get to the raw files when we needed to demonstrate that it can be done.

Senator Hart?
Senator HART Of Colorado. Mr. Attorney General, I would like to

pursue this last question 1 minute further, and that has to do with
raw files. It is my understanding that in the recent GAO inquiry into
Bureau activities, they worked almost exclusively, if not.totally ex-
clusvely, from Bureau or Departmental summaries. Isithat correct, in
their investigation?

Attorney General LEvr. Well, that is what I undestankd-'
Senator IfAlfr of Colorado. And what you are sajinahere today is-

that in: the future, if there is established an oversighty a permanent
oversight congressional committee, that your recommendation would
be that raw files, reporting under some restrictions, would be available:
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that- it would be the same guidelines and the same kinds of investiga-
tion that the GAO does.

Attorney General LEVI. I did not mean to assert that it would have to
be based on summaries. No, I did not. I just think we have a problemt
as.to.the proprieties of what the joint committee-if there is a joint
committee-would want, and what we should -appropriately give.

I have to say that there might .be a temptation on the part of our
Department of Justice to give more than it-wanted to, and in later
years that might be a problem. So one has to balance that.

Your committee, this committee did not ask for all of the King
files. And I rather suspect that this committee had. the same, to some
extent at least, the.same feelings of sensitivity and propriety which I
had when I said I did not want to look at them because there are ma-
terials there. which I really think should be regarded as secret. And
that is the kind of problem one has to get into. .-.

Senator HART Of Colorado. But as a basic pioposition, you are wil-
ling to go beyond-that to s6mdegree?

Attorney General LEVI. Yes; I am. Of coirse the-Bureau might not,
like the idea.

Senator HART Of Colorado. Oh, LIam sure they will not.
. Yesterday -I asked Director Kelley about the letter we received froni
one. of your assistants,' Mr. Pottinger, in. connection with 'investiga-
tion of the King case.internally. And he asked us foi- FBI records and
documents; "all materials" was -the. phrase I'think he used The Di-
rector, seemed somewhat puzzled by that, but I guess my. question is:
Why is thetJustice. Department contacting this committee for FBI
records?;,

Attorney General LEVI. Well,-I cannot imagine why, unless you were
givei the only copies. I . .. .

Senator HART of Colorado. I would be surprised if that happened.
Attorney General LEVI. But if the suggestionis that he can only get

them that way, and not directly from the Bureau, I think that is.
really incorrect because it just happens that I.have specifically asked
Mr. Pottinger whether he had access to all-the materials and he said
yes. But it may be that our form of re6ord keeping is-such that you
have things where we do not know where the copies are, and you have a
great deal of material.

Senator HART Of Colorado. But you have no doubt that you will get
everything the FBI has on this matter?

-- Attorney-General LEvn-I-have-no-doubt-that-people-investigating
it for me will get everything the FBI knows that -it has. As you know,
it is possible that there are materials in other files-somewhere.

Senator HART of Colorado. Well, I am talking about conscious
withholding.

Attorney General LEVI. I d6 not believe there will be conscious
withholding.

Senator HART of. Colorado. If or when you depart from the Depart-
ment of Jfistice, will you so do with any degree of fear of an overly
independent FBI in the future? Leaving aside the question of the re-
lationship that exists now, but is it a matter of concern to you about
your successors; that the Bureau is too independent of the Attorney
General ?.



Attorney General LEVI. Well, I have already said that I think that
there is a certain amount of distance and independence. It is probably
desirable. But, of course I am concerned, of course I am concerned. I
am concerned not only about the future but of today.

Senator HART Of Colorado. And therefore you would suggest that
Congress ought to also be concerned about that?

Attorney General LEVI. I have said so. I agree.
Senator HART Of Colorado. In connection with these guidelines that

we are talking about, one of the very puzzling areas that this commit-
tee is engaged is the Huston plan, Operation CHAOS and so on, back
in the 1960's and early 1970's; the tendency on the part of both the
Department and the Bureau and many in the White House to fear
that domestic protest groups, particularly in connection with matters
of race or the Vietnam war, had some outside or foreign domination or
guidance or direction or support.

What do you think these guidelines should say for the future about
separating genuine domestic, domestically oriented and controlled
protest that is legitimate and constitutional, from the kind of official
governmental harrassment that did in fact go on with very, very little
substantial support for the proposition that it was foreign dominated?
What can be done about that in the future?

Attorney General LEvI. It is terribly. difficult for the very reason
of your last phrase, in which you correctly emphasized that we do
not have the guidelines on the foreign dominated organizations. The
question is how close one can come to barring evidence of that domi-
nation when the purpose of the investigation in some sense has to be
to obtain that very data. So I suppose what one would try to do is to
use some kind of a likely standard or something of that sort as one
approaches it and then a reason to believe or some such thing which
we have come to temporarily on the domestic security ones, the stop
and frisk standard which is a pretty stringent standard for investi-
gation.

But I think there is a problem.
Senator HART of Colorado. But not with judicial approval; I think

that is your strong recommendation?
Attorney General LEvI. I do not know whether it is strong or not.
Senator HART Of Colorado. It is consistent.
Attorney General LEVI. I just do not think that is the most desira-

ble path. I think it puts an enormous burden on the court. I do not
know how the court will exercise it. I doubt if it is the best way. But
it may be one way.

Senator HART Of Colorado. In a hypothetical situation, where you
are the ultimate decision-maker as to whether a wiretap should be
implanted, and the rights of the individual would be jeopardized,
the constitutional rights of that individual or that group would be
clearly jeopardized by the proposed surveillance, wiretapping or
whatever, what would be your own personal judgment on that, where
there was an absolutely even question; there was no question consti-
tutional rights would be infringed upon, and yet the balancing con-
sideration was that there might be some evidence of criminal activity
or subversion or whatever?

Would you come down on the individual or group's side, or the
other way?
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Attorney General LEVI. 11ell, I must believe that.there is a mis-
understanding between us because I do not authorize anything where
I think there is a violation of constitutional rights. So I think I must
be misunderstanding.

Senator HART of Colorado. Well, I am trying to get inside the
mind of an individual who is going to have this authority; -that you
do not want an officer of the court to have, about what outweighs
what, where you.do not know what information you are looking for,
and the Bureau agent is recommending a wiretap or a mail search and
he is just saying I think there may be -some evidence here that we
might need, and so on and so forth.

So I have to put it in a hypothetical-
Attorney General LEVI. YOU See
Senator HART of Colorado. Do you resolve differences in favor-of

the individual?
Attorney General LEVI. I do want to say something about the hypo-

thetical. In, this first place, under title III, the wiretaps require judi-
cial approval and the. legislation that we are drafting- concerns
electronic surveillance which is not a title III matter. We are sug-
gesting because of reasons which I think I stated before to the com-
mittee, our view that judicial approval might be desirable..

As to mail openings, it seems to me that, at the present time at least,
that would require a warrant so that-

Senator HART Of Colorado. Well, I am talking .about a national
security area where there is no judicial

Attorney General LEVI. I do not know of any 'national security au-
thorization. I do n'ot want to get into that area. But I do not -know of
a present authorization which would permit me to, without a warrant,
authorize the opening of ihail. So I think one has to weigh the individ-
ual rights .very seriously and'.obviously give them emphasis.. But I
do not like to-be suggesting by.my answer that in-those particular
'hypotheticals that the decision would be made without-or could
be made or would be made without judicial review because I think in
those particular examples there would be- a warrant--there would
have to be a warrant.

Senator HART of Colorado. Well, I am talking about the area
where there are no warrants. But I cannot frame the hypothetical
clearly enough.

Attorney General LEvI. Well, it has been framed in terms of the
use of iformants; iTdwThere I do not"thinkFthere should be a war-
rant, and there is not a warrant, as far as I know, and there does not
have to be, in -terms of constitutional requirements, at least' at the
present time. I think one does, have to be very sensitive. I think Stone
was correct and if you are going to have an agency of this-kind, and.
it is going to survive with the proper discipline and so on, it has to
be extremely sensitive to individual rights.

'The CHAIRMAN. Senator Hart, do you have further questions?
Senator HART. of Michigan. Yes, Mr. Chairman, on specifies really.
On this business of congressional oversight, we 'have been going

back and forth with you and with others earlier on the standards and
guideliiies of investigations. This morning you indicated that some
of the guidelines might well be in statute and others in regulation,
and you suggested executive orders, and that gets to the point that



even in the area where statutory definition of guidelines is appropri-
ate, no matter how skilled the drafter, it will leave unanswered cer-
tain things. So it also will have to be implemented by departmental
orders and guidelines, making even more explicit the do's and dont's
and safeguards.

Should not those regulations, which you, or you and the Bureau,
or the Bureau issue to implement or elaborate on whatever we do by
statute, be subject to debate and approval, at least by the Oversight
Committee, which everybody assumes we will have, if not by the Con-
gress? Is not that really the starting point for a useful oversight?

Attorney General LEvI. Well, I think a useful oversight can in-
volve debate and, hopefully, it will involve approval, but if you mean
by that, formal approval by a committee as a new form of additional
legislation, I think it raises constitutional questions, and I really do
not know why one would want to raise those questions because it does
not seem to me essential.

Senator HART of Michigan. Well, it may be unconstitutional to
require the elections commission to come in and tell us what they pro-
pose to do to implement the rules of criminal procedure.

Attorney General LEVI. Well, Senator Hart, I had been asked how
constitutional I am in various ways, and I think the Constitution
applies and should be followed, and I think there is a constitutional
question. It may be that we should change the Constitution and have a
form of subsequent legislation through congressional committees.

I think there is a problem. There is an abuse. I happen to think that
the affirmative action legislation, if you trace affirmative action legis-
lation by the Congress to Executive orders and then to the Labor
Department, you have a horror story. It happens to be a horror story
that some people like, but I regard it as a horror story because the
deviations are quite great. So, it is possible that here, if you have very
general legislation and then you have Executive orders and then you
have other orders, the deviation may be very great. I understand the
problem, and I would hope that an oversight committee could look
at it, but to have the oversight committee then have a veto power or
a new subsequent enactment power seems to me to be a strange
creation of a subhouse of, I do not know what, the Congress, and I
regard it as probably not legislation, but rather an Executive
function.

If it is going to be legislation, I think it should be legislation.
Senator HART of Michigan. I am not wise, but I am wise enough

not to pursue a constitutional issue with you. I am almost tempted to
have you ask the Department and the Bureau who does those things
to give us a memo on why it might be unconstitutional with respect to
the point I am suggesting, reviewing and approving guidelines, inter-
preting statutory direction with respect to the Bureau, but not un-
constitutional for us to claim, as we do and have, the right to veto
rules of criminal procedure, but the Director has been burdened
enough.

Attorney General LEVI. We could put it back and require enactment.
You could have a procedure in which after the statute, the regulations
would be put before the Congress and require enactment in order to be
effective.



Senator HART of Michigan. That-would certainly be oversight. This
follows up an earlier point of discussion. When we do pass R statute, we
can see how the courts and the agencies are applying them because of
the agencies' actions and the courts' decisions are public. It would not
really affect safeguards in this area, require that the oversight com-
mittee be able to see the kind of documentation that had been given to
you, or if it is a case of going to a court, seeking a warrant, that under-
lying material really would be the best basis for an ovefsight com-
mittee making the judgment as to whether the Attorney General ap-
propriately was supplying what was intended.

Do you agree that oversight, how the statute or your guidelines or
others' guidelines requires that kind of access? .1 know this looks "way
down the road.

Attorney General LEVI. Yes, I think it does. Well, the facts of life
are that you cannot look much because you will not have the time, and
the facts of life are that at least I do not think it is good administra-
tion to have cbngressional investigators plowing through an agency.
So I think one has to think about those questions. I do believe that
with proper safeguards of confidentiality a committee could get such
material.

Senator HART of Michigan. As my question implied, it would seem
to- me that unless we knew the kind of argument and evidence that
an Attorney General is finding adequate to meet that standard, we
would not know whether our standards were-

Attorney General LEVI. That is right. There might be some problems.
Every once in awhile there is something of such sensitivity that it
might be in a special category, Iam sure.
* Senator HART of Michigan: On the matter of electronic surveillance.
you said some weeks -ago the standards to be used with a.citizen, with
an American citizen, would be, would depend on whether he is here or
overseas. Perhaps that does not fairly summarize what you said.

Attorney General LEVI. No, it does not.
Senator HART of Michigan. All right. I will be a little bit more fair.

You said the different standards would apply. when the .citizen was an
agent of a foreign power, which is what you said. Is it your view that
the same standard whic'h really is to say does the fourth amendment
apply equally to an American citizen, whether he is operating at home
or abroad, in terms of the electronic surveillance that can be used by
our Government, or at the request of our Government?

AttorneyG a LiNGI not thiliisnsolutelyieambu'my
answer would be yes, but I do not think it is clear in the decisions.
'Senator HART of Michigan. What are the present policies regarding

dissemination of the product of electronic surveillance when it is
tai-geted on an embassy or a foreign diplomat, but.the device picks up
noncriminal communications'asto Americans?-Specifically, suppose an
American is talking on the phone to an embassy of a Middle Eastern
country, and he is discussing plans for political activities -to lobby
Congress for support of action which he and other Americans plan.
They might even be discussing legislative plans of Senators who dis-
agree with the administration.

If you have a national security tap on an embassy and pick up that
conversation, is that fair game for sending to the White House simply
because the tap was legal?



Attorney General LEVI. The answer is no.
Senator HART of Michigan. On the matter of future deterrence of

unauthorized activity, we have been talking about what should be
authorized and how to set up procedures. No matter how brilliantly
we draft our statutes and guidelines, the problem of human frailty will
be there. The best system will not eliminate temptation or occassional
succumbing to temptation or transgression. Should there be specific
criminal penalties for Government officers who take or approve un-
authorized action in this area?

Attorney General LEVI. In the areas of what?
Senator HART Of Michigan. A Government official who ignores,

averts, or violates a guideline.
Attorney General LEVI. Well, there are all kinds of penalties now,

and all kinds of threats of damage suits, and whatnot. I think it is a
question of how serious the violation is, how willful it is. I.think I
would have to know more about it.

Senator HART of Michigan. Would a good stiff penalty on the books
serve as a deterrent for possible abuse?

Attorney General LEVI. It depends upon the kind of abuse one is
talking about, and, as I indicated before, the privacy statute in itself
imposes penalties now. If we are talking about the grosser acts of some
Presidents, let us say, or others making illegal, unauthorized opera-
tions or uses, well, I do not know what the penalty would be on the
President, and somehow or other I have a feeling that I am not sure
that is where a great penalty would make a difference.

Senator HART of Michigan. Let us look at it from the point of view
.of the fellow whose privacy has been invaded, and violations notwith-
standing, statutory or guideline rule, should he be given standing to
sue for damages?

Attorney General LEVI. Well, as to whether he has standing and
should be able to sue, where the conduct is illicit, there is no doubt that
there will be suits. There are suits.

Senator HART of Michigan. But my notes say that the court has
held that unless you can show specific damages, which is a tough thing
under the first amendment, that you are barred from challenging in-
vedhigation.

Attorney General LEVI. But I think that were there is not, really is
not, any real damage, I am not sure that damages -should-be given. I
really do not think that is the way one can-

Senator HART Of Michigan. How about standing to seek an injunc-
tion? Even though there is not reason for damages?

Attorney General LEVI. An injunction so that the court would be
operating that segment? I would think that would be another problem
as to the separation of powers, really; an injunction related to that
particular person maybe. I do not think a class action telling the De-
partment of Justice that they could never use this, that or the other
device toward this group

Senator HART of Michigan. Well, there is nothing novel about seek-
ing injunctions against the Attorney General or other departments
from doing something, so I am curious about what we do about some-
one who is being tailed.

Attorney General LEVI. Well, I thought that you were not thinking
about the problem of damages so much, as to the problem of controls



* on the operation of the Department, and I was looking at it from that
standpoint.. I think there is a -problem -about damages. There is a
problem about the rights of people who may have -been injured and
whether they should be notified, and I, frankly, do not know the answer

,to that question.
Senator HART of Michigan; And you do not know the.answer yet ofn'

that one?
Attorney General LEVI. I think it is a very mixed question, and it

may be that they should be notified: I do ndt 'know how they would
be notified, what the basis would be. It is not something about which
I care to express myself.
'Senator HART' Of Michigan. Well, the mechanics of notifying some-

body whose mail has been opened, that is not complicated.
Attorney General LEVI. I am not talking about mail openings. I am

talking about such things as in the COINTELPRO, possibly.
Senator HART of Michigan. Let me read you the full question to

make sure -we have covered this. I really thought 'that you had under
study methods which might respond to the abuses in terms' of, -at least
alerting American citizens whose privacy had been invaded upon.

Attorney General LEVI. We do, but-I am just saying that I do not
know what the answer is.

Senator HART of.Michigan. You are studying and seeking the right
answer?

Attorney 'General LEVI. Yes.
'Senator HART of Michigan. Well, why is there a problem? Why is

the search for-the right answer so complicated in terms of those who
have the subject of COINTELPRO files? Now, maybe they will read
about it through these hearings, but there are a whole' slew of them.

Attorney General LEVI. There.has been a lot of reading about it.
There are Freedom of Information Act requests which, obviously, re-
flect a. knowledge on the part of some people, but all I amreally saying
is that that is one of those matters which I think one has to. explore.
The first reaction, and certainly my reaction, is that in some way they
should be notified. Then I come to the question of how do we know
who they are. Suppose nothing actually occurred. Is then the person
to be.notified? Or suppose it is the. kind of case where if the person
is notified, there might be embarrassment to the person, which is con-
ceivable, and so on? Is it appropriate 'for the Department, itself, to
make a tentative judgment as to whether there- was any -injury or not,
or is that inappropriate ?

There are lots of questions in there, and my own inclination is that
they should be notified in some way, but I think it is worth some
thought.

Sentator HART of Michigan'.1 And that thought is'ibeing giver?
Attorney General LEVI. Oh, yes.
Senator HART Of Michigan. So that Martin Luither Kiig; -who"

would have known about a lot of things that were going on,^and a
lot of people whose names will never surface in connection with this
committee, 'who have had similar-well, hot 'similar, but experiences
which might very well give rise to a claim-how soon do you have
to be able to figure out what, if anything, the Department's obligation
is toward them?
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Attorney General LEVI. Senator, I really do not know. I have called
together a group on that, in fact, two groups. I think whatever answer
is given by the Department may well have to be the same answer that
is given by other parts of the Government. That seems to me to require
some further discussion. And one has to try to think through, as I
say, the consequences. To notify a person that he or she was the
subject of COINTELPRO at this time many years later may actually
cause, perhaps, it is strange to think this, but it might actually cause
embarrassment to that person now who would rather not know it, and
if they had no consequence, if it had no consequence, is that a good
thing to do?

Let me tell you, I was told when I came down to the Department-
I do not know if you believe this or not-but I was the recipient of a
COINTELPRO letter, but more recently, since I have ordered a
review of all the COINTELPRO files, I have had this letter confirmed
to me.

When I was president of the University of Chicago, apparently an
anonymous letter was written, I gather, claiming that some professor
was a Communist, and I do not know what was supposed to follow
from that, but, in any event, there was, and I do not know whether
the letter was anonymous, but it probably was. If I got the letter, I
would have thrown it away. It would have had no consequence, and
I have no recollection of it. Now, if there is such a letter and persons
exist, then notification of that person, is that desirable? I just do not
know.

Senator HART Of Michigan. I would suggest that the Department
ought not to make the judgment as to whether, to use your expression
it had no consequence to the subject. I think that that would be a deci-
sion that more correctly should be made by the subject in his mind, and
not the Department of Justice, as you go through that file.

I would hope there could be a resolution of which you would say
to be the right answer.

Attorney General LEVI. I have thought of suggesting the Congress
establish some kind of a claims division. But, in any event, it is some-
thing we are thinking about.

Senator HART Of Michigan. Well, I hope we can come out of this
with some teeth in what we do because you suggested perhaps criminal
penalties would not be very effective, and you describe the difficulties
that attach to civil remedies, and you suggest that no matter how care-
fully drafted-

Attorney General LEVI. Well, there are civil penalties now, but I
hate to think that, if guidelines are drafted and if there is a violation
of one of the guidelines, that the consequence is a criminal penalty.
Somehow or other that seems to me an inappropriate way.

Senator HART of Michigan. It would not be a criminal penalty un-
less the person knowingly took action in violation of the guidelines.
And if you are paid by the taxpayer, why should you not be subject
to sanctions of that kind?

Attorney General LEVI. I do not really see why payment by the
taxpayer-

Senator HART of Michigan. Well, why should you not be subject
to sanctions if you knowingly break the rule?

Attorney General LEVI. I think my problem is that I think you have
problems of discipline in any organization, and I think one ought to
be careful not to cover the field of administrative discipline in a gov-



ernment with criminal penalties which Ithink is self-defeating. So,
that is the only reason.

The CHAIRMAN. Just two subjects, Mr. Attorney General, aird thein
I am finished, and I will conclude the hearing.

Yesterday, 1 asked Director Kelley about the amount of time.and
money and general impositioon the ovie allresoirces of the FBI that
was represented ih the many inivestigations they routinely make that
deal vith appointees or nominees, and people being considered for
Federal employment. And he said he would supply those figures and
give us some idea. of -how much of -the workload this represented.

It is my understanding that the FBI does these investigations only
for sensitive civilian jobs, and wherever a name check digs up informa-
tion from FBI files indicating a possible security risk. In.other-words,
the FBI name check is there if there is an allegation in the FBI files
that a-person might have once been associated with a subversive or ex-
tremist organization or something like that, or if the position to which
the nominee is-to. be appointed is regarded as sensitive. Then the FBI
does the investigation of the nominee. Otherwise, it is done by the
Civil Service Commission.

I am wondering if when it comes to guidelines, that not ought to be
a good place to look pretty carefully to see how much of this is really
necessary. My impression in the past. has been -that there are many
FBI checks being done for positions that could not-possibly be regarded
,as sensitive as far as national security is concerned, and maybe we just
have overdone this back in the period when we were terribly fright-
ened, in the McCarthy years, and it has never been looked at sufficiently
since to seeif it still is'all that necessary.

Attorney General Livi. Well, I agree, and a good place to begin is
with executive order that has been modified many times on suitability
for employment. .

The CHAIRMAN. I do not know whether it is feasible to try to legis-
late here, or whether there could be a way that legislation might be
helpful as a part of the basic or generic-FBI law that we hope to draw
up concerning this phase of the FBI's activities. .Butl wish you would

give some thought'to that, would you please?
Attorney General LEVI. Surely. '

The CHAIRMAN. The other matter that I want to deal with is that
time and.time again-in our investigationof the intelligence agencies,
including the intelligence aspect of the FBI's work and the counter-
intelligence aspects, we are up against'the problein of accountability.
And'with the FBI, of course, we hIve hadthe dditionaliquestion of
the President putting the agency to his personal or political use; and a
diffculty which I think Senator Mondale rightly referred to-the diffi-
culty, no matter lat the regulations .niy bemandven perhaps con-
trary to positions of the law, of i'efusing to do the President bidding.
You know, the order of the President or the desire of the P'resident
can be easily rationalized or some kind of plausible excfise can be givei
for it that sounds like it might fall within the purview-.of the law. And
neither an Attorney Gereral or a Director of the FBI is in very much
of a' position to argue with the'President. And then there is a feeling
of who is going to find out about it anyway.

I asked Director Kelley yesterday if he thought that orders. should
be transmitted to him frorm the Presideit through the Attorney -Gen-
eral; and second, if orders are transmitted to him, to undeftake an



investigation in which the President has expressed some interest, they
ought to come in writing and a permanent file be kept so that the

accountability is there for review of a congressional committee or for
whatever.

He said that he thought that such directives should be in writing
and that a file, a permanent file of them should be kept. I would like
to ask you how you would respond to those questions. And I put the
questions in this order: First, do you think that if the President wants
the FBI to go out and make an investigation for him and report back
to him, that that order should be transmitted through the Attorney
General? And second, whether you think orders of that character
coming from the President should take the form of a written order and
permanently maintained in the files of the Bureau?

Attorney General LEVI. Well, I think the orders probably should be
written. Now as to the first part of your question, the hypothetical case
might be that the President has decided that he wishes to appoint a
certain person to the Cabinet and he wishes a full field investigation.
Under the guidelines, the President, the counsel to the President or
associate counsel could ask the Bureau to do that. I would think, unless
there is some particular reason, that the Attorney General should be
notified as to what is going on. I think any suggestion of any other
kind of investigation of an organization or something of that sort,
which I thought you were suggesting, should not come from the Presi-
dent to the Director, in any case, and if it did come, it certainly should
come in writing and the Attorney General should be notified.

I certainly do not want to say that the President cannot speak to
anybody he wants to speak to apd-there- is no reason why he should
not be talking to members of the Department/of Justice. I do think it
is a desirable thing when that occurs, unIss it is discussing the
criminal activity of the Attorney General, that the Attorney General
be notified.

Now I think in fact, at the present time, and maybe I would be the
last one to know, but I think the communications are through the
Attorney General, except for the kind of investigations for appoint-
ments which might or might not come to me.

The CHAIRMAN. But it is possible that that too might be the subject
of that kind of procedure, the very kind you have outlined can be
the subject of a statute. And if it were, do you think the President
would be bound by it?

Attorney General LEvI. Oh, he might not be, but in fact he would, I
would think, wish to adhere to it and it would make it easier for
others to suggest that there was kind of a propriety about it.

The CHAIRMAN. Before you leave, and I wvant to express the grati-
tude of the committee for your testimony today and for your con-
tinued cooperation in this joint endeavor, but I also want to say that
Michael E. Shaheen, Jr., who has been the liaison with the committee
staff, has done an excellent piece of work and the staff wishes for me
to express its appreciation to him.

Attorney General LEVI. I would thank the committee and thank
you, and I hope that-you can tell Senator Mondale that I am not
half as arrogant as he thinks I am.

The CHAIRMAN. Thank you, Mr. Levi.
[Whereupon, at 1 p.m., the committee adjourned, subject to the

call of the Chair.]
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EXHIBIT 5

Cillot t) fI ill algEECTI.flt

UNI ITED1 STATES DE'PAltTAIENi OF JUSTICE

k. FEDERAL DUlREAU OF INVEST IGAION

. WASHINGTON, D.C. 20535

July 16, 1975.

UNITED STATES SENATE SELECT COMMITTEE
TO STUDY GOVERNMENTAL OPERATIONS

WITH RESPECT TO:INTELLIGENCE ACTIVITIES

RE: "OFFICIAL AND CONFIDENTIAL" FILES

Reference is made to memoran dumA from captioned
- Committee dated[May 14,- 1975,; and- the -request of staff mpember

Mark Gitenstein on June 5, 1975, requesting certain-information
pertaining to the "official aid confidential" files.

In response to the aforementioned: request, we are
attaching a copy of the results of ah FBI Insp6tion Division inquiry
into-tie "official -ind confidential" files matter entitled, 'Inquiry
Into Disposition of Files Maintained inthe Office of Former Director
J. Edgar Hoover," datedJuly.3, 1975.

A list bf ijidividuals who were contacted during this
Iquiry and have some knowledge relating to this iatter has been

prepared and is available fofi.review by staff members of the Senate
Select Committee in FBI space.

Enclosure
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iily, 19'5

YcUIRcY P71 DT!3IC'3IT.C-N OF D, -,-S,%;l!TAJ I D fIH
.TLE OFFIC2; OF FiMX U CT J. iLGARI DOOVER

Ca June 4, E;715, 7-7r. 11ttia . Ma.-rvin, f~-3j1Assicdtnt to
(li A~o~'iuyG~mr:~, l:Xoiicliycm%.c~x1 r.J. *.-. Adams. :* n'ary

Associate Vircctor, ML VA, Ht On A~iorney Gunivra1 dosired UKa
a.ctivu bx.-iie aso~ucc ~ to whcthcr a!n.y offic-,al 11iles v.e.re re-
rnovcd fer'. r. JLowAerY oc: to IliG Ci~iC flo~ i el-uafl
-lsd Imar ),W~obon'ioctod~ly raniovccd from ihat frs ollovin'g

OJ.'~t f Clx- ':! .4. TIOLmou. i.'.l rcou ' 0 ihis (;,aos the tspac-

Uon Di~iaiiit~i miin'ial inuirvuio thc direoja-on of Deputy
M[Sistant' Directors . -1"

This inquiry, oii' '::a.- cocI'lucdedc On Jun-.e 27l, 19,75, iv!
iii civieviswt ovalr 1.ln i~v) cIs. j~nn ts drdaed waorp
forrnir ASSIM~o to ;". Jo~~~c'~hn P. cr;.ic:ijeloll . :.u.I'y,
who waS 11r. 11oover's; lhrocuva)V "l-c'isant;.'tnl all u;-her ,,2rscnni:I

these 'COI'viC ws v;,ro over 151 ini'Siills who wee t any xva1y hr, olved
Jin 12Ckilr : ln i n r';maer frora Mr. Locover's oiliCa to Ik;sl

dence st-0-zequent to his death.

'Tho inmuWry, decuod :wo information to sho,. Ulat any official
fils were removud from jir. Uower 'o office to is residence Icllovuing
his MEah

In summary, our inq~uiry deve~opccd the follovwin , informnation:

Mr. Hoover's 'OfWIc. - Coer~l tAl" or "02' filas Qouclier
Mih soma offeicl ]2ncad fils nmiUtiWmi in hiss Gandf s offcu were

transerre ver Curly ailcr ida, d-callm to tim) office oZ AssitAmit
Director - Deotty As.oae Dircctor It. htrk FeIl V/Q loatd a

J:0.
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Inquiry into Disposition of Files Maintained in
the Office of Former.Director J; Edgar Hoover

typewritten note dated May 5, 1972, proparod by Mrs. Ex ina Metcalf,
Mr. Hover's Admiiistrativ'e Assistant; wpich inichiides information
indicating'thft th ''Official - Confideitial" file had been turned 've r
to Mr. Felt on May 4, 1972, two days after the death of Mr. Hoover.
Mr. Felt has confirmed receipt ofthese files.

Also located was a "List Of Official - Confidential Files In
Director's Office,'! dated October 20,-1971, which wis prepared by-
Mrs: Metcalf. When the "Official - Confidential" files were inventoried
by the inspection Staff ii January, 1975, all of the folders. listedon the
October 20, 1971, inventory prepared by Mrs. Metcalf were-physically

;located with the exceptionrof three folders calioned with the -names of
three present or. former-FBI officials. We have been unable to account
for the disposition of these three folders. It can be speculated that:these
folders may have.contained copiOs of commiunications, the originals of
which were maintained in the.nornal personnel files of these individuals,
and wvhich may have been-of particular interest to Mr. Hoover. The
reason these folders were removed -from the 'Official - Confidential'
files could not be determined.

The' "Official -. Confidential" files listed on the October 20, 1971,
inventory with the exception of the three folders, mentioned above, con-
tinue to be maintained at FBI'leadquarters. -

Since their-inception, the maintenance of the "Official - Confi-
dential" files was the responsibility of either Miss Gandy or Mrs. Metcalf.
Mrs. Metcalf has stated thatithese.,files were "very inactive" and it was
"very very seldom'' that'anyone needed anything from them. Miss Gandy
described these files as "not active" and stated they were referred to
only on rare occasions. Both-stated that to their knowledge these files
were never used foi' other than official purposes. .

Miss Gandy advised that Mr. Hoover.told her the "Official -
Confidential" files should be turnLed over to whoever was running the
Bureau Ihon he left.

She stated that shealonq was responsible for designatingniaterial
to be removed from Mr. Iloover's office after hi diethiand nothmg of an
official nature, Bureau files or otierwise, was sent to Mr. Hoover's house

2 -EC
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Inquiry into Disposition of Files Maintained in
the Office of Former Director J. Edgar Hoover

or elsewhere outside the Bureau. To emphasize this she said, "not
even his badge.

According to Miss Gandy, there were about 35 file cabinet
drawers of Mr. Hoover's personal correspondence which were packed in
cardboard boxes and moved to his home shortly after his death. After
her retirement Miss Gandy spent about two months reviewing this per-
sonal correspondence for subsequent destruction. She reviewed each
item and said she found nothing of an official Bureau nature contained
therein.

In addition to the personal correspondence, two 3-drawer and
two 2-drawer file cabinets containing folders of material pertaining to
Mr. Hoover's personal business affairs were removed from his office
and moved to the recreation room in the basement of his home. The
material in these file cabinets included such things as copies of every
income tax return filed by Mr. Hoover and selparate folders on each of
his stock and oil well investments. These file cabinets, with their coi -
tents, are still at Mr. Iloover's residence, plus two other file cabinets

containing similar material relative to the personal business affairs of
Clyde A. Tolson, which were also brought to Mr. Hoover's residence
shortly after Mr. Hoover's death.

Mr. John P. Mohr stated, "There were never any Buie au files
taken to Mr. Hoover's house after Hoover's death." He participated
in an inventory for tax purposes of the entire contents of Mr. Hoover's
home in July, 1972, and pointed out that if there had been such files
there he would have seen them and he observed none.

During this inquiry we interviewed over 20 persons who had
been at Mr. Ifoolnr's house within a short time after his death. None
of the persons could furnish any information indicating the presence of

any official Bureau files at his residence.

It was the recollection of a Bureau truck driver, Uiat
shortly after Mr. Iloover's death I delivered a total of 20 to 25 file

cabinets to Mr. Iloover's home and placed them in the recreation room

3%,i
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Incluiry into Disposition of Files Maintained in
(he Office of Former Director J. Edgar Hoover -

in the basement. He said these cabinets were full and that.during the
moving a drawer came open on one of the cabinets and lie observed light
colored folders inside with the contents of each folder roughly one inch
thick. lie is unable to say where these file cabinets came from as they
were already on his truck when he received his instructions to take
them to Mr. Hoover's residence. Inasmuch as no, other persons inter-
viewed could corroborate that such,a large number of file cabinets were
delivered to Mr. Hoover's house, was reinterviewed on two further
occasions in an effort to develop anything which would. assist in sub-
stantiating or disproving that this occurred. At this Ioint Smith remains
adamant that lie did, in fact, bring 20 to 25 file cabinets to the house.

Of more than 20 persons interviewed who were at Mr. Hoover's
house subsequent to his death none exggr recall seeingsuch a large nun,
her of file cabinets. the caretaker at M. Hoover's
house for many years, and his cook and maid, who
were at the house daily are emphatic that tlhre were never niore than..
six file cribinets in the recreati6n.room of Mr. Hoover's house at any
time and that.Smith lias to be wrong.-

It is the feeliig of those who have interviewed,. that lie
believes hii actually did deliver as-many file cabinets as lie has indicated,
but lie is in fact confusing a nuinber of instaiices. We have determined
that a large number of cardboard boxes containing Mr. Hoover's per-
sonal effects and memorabilia were taken to Mr. Hoover's rpsidence
from his.office within about one week after .his death. ... participaLed
on a number of occasions in hauling this material to the house and into
the recreation room where most of it was stored. We have also dcter-
mined that he was present and assisted in moving some.of the six file
cabinets, previously.mnintioned,.,and have determined that at the time they
were moved some of these cabinets did contain light colored folders, the
contents of which are approximately one inch thick.

Of the nearly 40 plersons interviewed who were involved in moving
materia l, notie. has any recollection of participating in the movement of
20 to 25 file cabinets to Mr. Hoover's residence or of seeing such a
number there.-We-cl n-0ion ly-cOnclude-tha t while honestiiii is belicf
Smith has ajumbled. recollection of the facts due to the passage of over
three years since Mr. Hoover's deaUi. C .. .

il itj ..ib ; i
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Iiquiry into Disposition of Files Maintained in
the Office of Former Director H-. Edgar Hoover

Part of the request of the Attorney General was to determine

whether any official files had been removed from Mr. Hoover's resi-
dence following the death of Mr. Tolson. Inasmuch as our inquiry has
shown that there were no such files at Mr. Hoover's home it follows
that none were removed after Mr. Tolson's death. However, we did

make inquiry into the movement of anything which might be construed
to be files from Mr. Hoover's house after Mr. Tolson's death on

April 14, 1975, and found no such evidence.

It was determined, however, that shortly after Mr. Tolson's

death a number of empty cardboard boxes were taken to Mr. Hower's
residenge by a Bureau employee. These boxes. were utilized by

the caretaker, to pack pictures which had been laying oose
in the attic and also to dispose of some old canned goods. The boxes

_&aitthe canned goods were placed in the garbage outside.

In connection with the removal of material from Mr. Hoover's

home, it was determined that during the period of approximately the

middle of May to the middle of July, 1972, cardboard boxes containing
the personal correspondence of Mr. Hoover, which Mifd been reviewed

by Miss Gandy at his residence, were picked up at the house on several
occasions and destroyed by personnel of the Washington Field Office.

-Also in connection with the removal of material from Mr. Hoover's

house, it was determined that on two occasions in 1974 numerous card-
board boxes containing books were removed from Mr. Hoover's home,
loaded onto trucks and delivered to the library at the FBI Academy,
Quantico, Virginia; These books had been purchased by the J. Edgar
Hoover Foundation and donated to the library.



.EXHIBrr 6

-~7~ ) YI"L >'~j U'i.2_ V
.C. .D. fleLoach

L'. C., Sullivan

DATE: July 19, 196(

Ff?~i FJI,

71L--K BJA- JOiih&

The foIlowing is set. forth in regard to yo~ur
request cconccrnin7 xvilt authority we 1have ror I- tc:bg
'jobs anid lor- the Ibac!:grouiid of our -policy and proccduv(!u;
in such iiaters.

1C. do snot Oti hakh
jobs froim it; L ur c a 1! i a I~ijuinvo lv,,

srsas n . c [.early IV il Ie':al-;, t hcco it ~Vojlci 1)(.
impossible to obluain any legl1s .a n cl . o for. it. .' espite
ani,;, black ba.g"obs. have b~een ua cci '- : iyg~r~-

an __________1. cniii i corbatinl 51'cuv.actii ii
fc ~(ie:;t ino nat -Lc airietd direc tly* a t nndc~hi'n n

The -oresont nroceccirc 'follov.cd in the useOf th Iis
technique calls for the Agcnia ~e i n Chveof a lield
office to ma:e -his rcpt'is t'.or th.e u-se o w thu chnic, iej
to thc appi-oprinte Assistant *Dire_'o. LO -I'!-,c pecial Agenht
in ChArrc. c ust co~i petclv Justif; zi neced'for the iisv of.
the 'tcchni.-ai and .at the same tii, that- i L can be
saliy us v it non t any. dantger o- Lsu to1 the~
Bureau. The Acaare incoro)orzac:i a ;..uamorandinn which,
in accordanec. wich 'Zhe Director'. tl:- is sc-nt to
Mr. Tolson or to the Director for ::u.111 . ib:equea tly
this 1:1cior an1d um. is filed in the, "Isastant Jizto soffice
under a "Do iot iilc' procedure.

____ In-zhe field the S!2ecilf;a: in' chn'., Ilrepare-s
an inforimal m~emorandu~im SIhoViln tha't hl].hain' ;ir
authority and thia, mrecorandumn is je in his u,. enutil
tile zje, t insoc dtion. by ]3urcauDInspuCtors, at w.'hich t i 1. . i t
is destroyed.-

COTNAE
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~ to U.r. C. D. DeLuLchI
Re : 3LACK BAG" JOBS

17c hflve used this tcechn icii-e on a i~iysclec~tive
basis, but vith wide-range, CI~tC1t .':'vncz:;, ;.I ur _oncAu:Lions.
Ve have -several cases in ' hc te:)iona,, 11.% kc:

Also through tha use of this tccliniquc w~e haveoo
nuzncrous occasions ba en able to ob~tain matzriol] held high~ly
secret nid ClO-selv guard..ed by subver:;ive groups3 and organiza-
tiouns which con!sistod of rnmbrship lists anid mailing- list3
of those org-anizations.

*This applies even to our investigration of01 the
You nay recall 'that rvccntJ y thi'ou:,h a

"black bag" job va obtained the rccords n t he pn:isession of
.thiree h1i-mrlAnng officials of a1  r:nzho in

Tihose records gave us' t~ie cm~notc amnbership
and financial in-iormation concerning'thc operation
which we hav.e been'using most c' :cctivcely Lo dIs, ~pt h
organization and, in fact, to bring about its near disintegration

CONTrINUEDI) (Will,

2/

.4 7
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to or. C. V.Dul-aci
re: XC B~AG" J02S

I T ;for t, i t i s -I-xc~ry V-.111 abi41c -Tmac1  i ell vic lave
i:rdto coi;-)aL the Ii lhy Amiics Li ce o(fort o; o. subver-sive

ci~r~2:it ~c~kngLb undermaini- ofir Naition.,

For your iziforriation.

O wn,.J Q

. .

4 .....

66-077 0 - 76 - 24
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EXHIBiT 7
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st 100-25323

the 'United States. : was not recor.miended
fcr the-AI,9-orSI in Ea1timor.o-e report d4ted 8/21/A9.

The SA who observed the WI'! demonstration on 8/1/69 was

IliorAA.P aTA:

Itity of Source

o 6N

Ita Fopa~4i~ WV

ALTIITOP.E DIVISION'

At B:1-Itimore, jaryland

Location

'wil continue to follow and report the
activitiss of the. Women's Liberation 14ovement.

COVER PAGE

-7-
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UN., ED STATES DEPARTMENT OF - JSTICE

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

1 - OSI, Baltimore (REGIS. MAIL)
1 - NISO, Baltimore (REGIS. IAIL)
11 - 109th MI GP, Baltimore (REGIS. MAIL)Copy tr

SA
May 11, 1970

BA

oiice: BALTIMORE

Bura File #:

WOE!!' S LIBERATION MOVEMENT

INTERNAL SECURITY - MISCELLANEOUS

Synopsis: The Women's Liberation Movement (WL),in -
Baltimore, Maryland, began during the summer of 1968,
with a group of woman affiliated with the Baltimore
Defense Committee (3DC), a Baltimore based anti-war,
anti-draft organizatict, meeting to discuss various
aspects of woen's liberation. Neetings are generally

held in the homes of those active in the WLM. The
WL14 has an office at BDC Headquarters, 2525 14aryland
Avenue, Baltimore, where literature is available. The
WLM receives aid and support from the BDC. In 3/70,
a mailing of pledge letters for funds vas made by the
WIL. The WILN publishes a magazine quarterly, which is
self-supporting from subscriptions,The WiL has conducted
demonstrations and held meetings on behalf of women's
rights. Since 2/70 the W.L, in conjunction with the
BDC, has beern attcmipting to establish a free medical
clinic in Baltimore. Information concerning leadership,
finances and activities set forth.

DETAILS: PREDICATIoIN:

KEIVF) FROM
NOV 1915

Information was received from. on
1968 indicating that a group of women

affiliated with the Baltimore Defense Committee,
(BDC) had
aspects o

Thi. d-rrrrn--ic..irrh,
-o at cc be dicrrbrrrd cu-rie, Y

recently been menting to discuss various
f women's liberation. I

A characterization of the BDC is appended.

n a -yI. (he FBI and:. lon . anecd t ur rey ind g-- it conten

Report of:

Date$

Field Office File Or

Character

- X -
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BA 100-25323

I. ORIGIN, AIMS AID PURFOSES

The Women's Liberaticn Movement (ILM), in
Baltimore, -iaryland, began during the su"Jmer of 1968.
There was no structure or. parent oroanization. There
were no rules or plans to go by,. It started out as
a group therapy session with young wcmen-who were either
lonely or confined to the home with small children,
getting together to talk out their problems. Alcna.
with this, they wanted a puroose and that was to'
free women from the hum-dru.z1 existence of being only
a wife and nother. They wanted eaual oppcrtunities
that men have in work and in scciety. The, *,wanted
their husbands to share in the hcusework and in rcaring.
their children. They also warted to go nut and work
in whatever k±nd of jobs they wanted and not be
discripinated against as wao=n. All of the women
participai n, 'ir thes nis cosos ffr se
with the FDC.

on 670)

A leaflet dated Febr ary 6, 1969 issued by
the BDC contained. the folic.::ng pararath:

"W*!TE' S LIER'T!.TIOC CV. "7t' - Th'e
homen s uLabrut c. cu :, Iatimtre
aims to free women from rdtional ideas
of their roles as self.sacif icin wives
and mothers, and raises in wcmen ccnscdousness
of nmale' suoremacy a.s it exists in cur
society and. in everyday life. *e di=tuss
radical alternatives women can der.ard now
for thenselves, and changes in htu.:nan
relatichships .which ntst canz with a o
society. An actirn pnrzra-n is projected.
The group neets every other. 'Tcur:-day and
is plannin'.a :eekent retrea at CAnm
Catoctin on '.arch 14-16."

on . 70)

A-leaflet issued by the BDC contains the folk ting
p aragrap-

2



BA 100-25323

"WOMEU'S LI1BERATION'J NOV?.FiUT" - While
distinct f rcm teT.cthe Wul was
organized by women who work also in
.the Defense Committee. 'The aim of
the group is to examine the subordinate
role of women in our society and try
to change the stereotypes that both
men and women have about females.
Our group is open to any women interested
in examining this problem with us".

V!n1 70)

II. LOCATION

Meetings are generally licid i.1n the various
homes-of those active in the 9l.:. TI :iU4 has an
office at BDC Headquarters, 2525 Mar..nd Avenue,Baltimore, Maryland, where. literature' is available.

on .70

III. LEADERSHIP

The WLM has no officerc. Sor.- of those
present at the initial meetings and who are considered
leaders are:

All of the above are also affiliated with the

on 70)

IV. FINANCES

Originally, there was no plan for dues orregular contributions. However, in FCbuary, 1970, theWLM1 decided to collect bi-monthly pledges of $1 fromthose with the ability to contribute.

RECE1\P' F~l 'n ro)

nov I; 17

3

J3DC.

/
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BA 100-25323 .

on 70)

V. p*IAMPH LTS ArD PUBLICATI'NS

During March, 1970 the W14 of Baltimore distributed
a leaflet describing the WI4 publication, "WOMEN: A JOURNAL
OF LIBERATION".

on- . 70)

The leaflet mentioned above is as follows:

* . -. rm~-3\IFr)
- . . . FPQ~J

~''. * 1975
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** . VIOMEN: A JOURNAL OF LL.JRATION *
3011 Gilford

Baltimore, Mcd. 21218

.CRIPTION: WOMEN: A JOURNAL OF LIBERATION is a quarterly magazine
Tisshed oyagroup of women in Baltimore, Maryland. Subscription is.5 per year.

The newsstand price is $1. 25. The jouinal- is intended to be of use to women engaged
in struggle: strurgle for greater avareness and struggle to change conditions. The
journal serves as a forum of opinion and expression vital to a growing women's
liberation movement. Tne magazine attempts to push beneath the generalizations
and to fostur the creation of an ideology. Each issue centers on a soecific theme
relevant to the movement. Vie solicit articles as well as poetry, short stories ard
art which relate; t0 the specific theme. In moving beyond the general descriptions
of problems, we :have tried to establish new appyoaches to the many intellectual
disciplines and to find ne*: approaches to action.

Subscription to W'VOMEN: A JOURNAL OF LIBERATION is slightly different from
most magr..ncs . Subscriptions are for the full year. This means that you will
receive back issu':s if you subscribe in the rniddle of the year. This-is necessary
because we cent afford to handl: subscription by a subscription fulfillment house.
This makes it pr-sible to serve our readers '-ithout going banlkrupt

THEMES: '.e7c -eart f a movement of women vh have become aware of our
oppresonat I: :n.:ae time time that we 1ave, as Americans, occorne conscious
through the w;*ir a: Vietnaan of the realities of American toner ;et home andI abroad.We find our %o:-:me nt and its economic system .guilty of exploiting us at home andand desecr.in *::ep.--6pi of the third world for the economic benefit of theWe knowv that: in t tain:ed conrtte:t vre can never bo free. Marxism shows how aloitive aco:c:nlc syrtcn arises out of the family structure:,the ouDnression ofon v- to t';'! nanitnnnce oJ such a system. As women,' we are a key1,-up in thle enisue of c::ploited ueoaples. ee

Through the ue of a separate theine f: each issue of the magazine, a deeperexploration of 1.- ideas wIthin the women's moverent has been possible.Fall 1969 "'ic:nen: lnherrnt Nature cr Cuitural Cencitioning" Through an exoloratioto"ioogicol data, the nragazine shows there is no basis in fact for a theory about the-
cinherent Iatre" of women. The issue then goes on tn explore hew women have beenconditioned to act':nt a secondary role bya'chools, books and society.
Winter 1970 "'.ihat i Lib':ration ?" Through a consideration of the issues of birthcontrol., La:ceira. ay care, jobs and fam-,iiv, the question of what Women's liberationinvolves is tti!cursrd.
Splring 1970 'w-nin, History; a Rec reatine. of Our at hog osdrto

MagrtSanger and Harriet Tub-aa, the issue points tothe necosei',- for :c UtLerine the *flateriels of -omeni in history.
Summer 1970 (d ra.ine for articles May I) 17omen and Revnlution" Socialistrevolution arc at ncres!s.ry pro-recuisite for rte liberation of women. But full libera-tion does no,' aut o ntic-'! l.n omPwth zc outon. Wie want to stud'/ the role that,organi zations ± onto ive played! in revolutions. v/e also ,ant t td hcond~ition of at,-1tat in C-:-Sting socialist countrie s. 'Chbat mistakes have bae nad a?What positive achticvcmrnta hz.;-e been anco:n-spiale Fl.a-\r :

Vie plan to publish the journal for anoth year end we hav e te h e
for the fir5s ZR: Ine of n the Arts." The deaeiine for articles isyoI ucs ,eIa deas for the rea-,airig tir,;e thtemes, plessea h le s. 'ft9.Mes for alIl is cvos of, 'text year idb,., decided by June.

5.
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ExmBrr 8

INTELLIGENCE COLLECTION TECHNIQUES

FREQUENCY

Informants 83%

Police Confidential Sources 74%

State Motor .Vehicles Division 50%
Confidential sources- in utilities
educational institutions, and
State employment agencies,

One or m6r e interviews - 407

Subject interviewed 20%

Physical surveillance and pretext 18%
contacts- -

Electronic surveillance- 5%

Surreptitious entry or mail, openings. 1%

Source: Report by General Accounting
HsOff-ice to Ho.use 'Jidiciar-yCoittee



EXHIBIT 9

SAC, Albany November 26, 1969

Dlr1,Etor £TI(--INELT

Cantioned letter has beenl initiAed nt tho D.Irealu
to t.;rnish hi:':h-lcvcl Jintell.7cnco danta in the socur'itv 'fi2ld
to tio Frcsicc-inil VaJ eozzo; 'nvrnl cn n ccan-tinuing

bi:.Tiz lettir .ill rcot ;, a vediCla £01'r routine
di!;sc:.ination; r~i~rit -:-i1 be corri*;cd ol icfr-intionl
obtained in ccVctn i'th cur A~~tc: .hc a h

qua1.lities of i2'201 rance azi 11.iiu'~ Lraces:ry 'to sclulro
thc Fre:. - I-31nr~ ,sitrz nd to '~o'cohim with n:,niw,_ ul
intell.-,f:!ce for xi~'id~arce. _-ruzors or neoulotw iin-Lor-
zation will have no place in this letter.

It w.ill 1,0 the rezuonsibilit'l of ench fieldJ office
to furnish th u hicau on a contir~uin-1 Lois ±:cl~ ec
itc:.-.; sui.tnble far this lottcr. a.i wfficc J:r~.n; tlic
course oZ it:; nornnl indu~; OZ i~in l i to
to t o ilarenau, I-? alrrt to Tin C:necJ1:Ji 'L.-s .Cor this
,urluosa. .,or "cuir uiane h ol;:nre ~ugs~dtvpc s

*.f :Infornntion (1.0'. all-nclusive) that would Ie nopropriatLe
or this initc Ili_-cnco Iattor:

(1) ln2orziation of national or international
41ignifieance whichi is security related.. .-

(2) I:mportnnt currbnt or pending d~evelopments
In MaJor s-ccurity eases.

(3) .Curre.nt iufornation rihich is renrcrxntati:o
of or cal110 attention to a'significalit dve-lop"I" intelj.44;cnca
trend.

(4 Vn~trinal vhich hans n Ibearint on national nocurity,
Jar11tictjl:j.lv 'that from icn;i tive and/or. pcnoti'ativc coVcrna..C of

foriCig cr;tablishmnts, w'.hich could Iffcct Arwric. n r-cJa Lions
':ithl foreign countries, or assist in formulatin~g United States
IPOlicy................L':. .
2 -All other Offices ~ ~
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;Z2Cfl .'- SzL±T .r

(5). '!Inzicc" infolrmatiOli cc -cernlin7 cfcmontrltiOflz,
d!=oders or ot.*,r1 civi*l dinruptions vwxicit is, o12 oroithi*;

(G) ,Itt5 U!r n tmusuinl tt;±nt, t or co:ncorl±im
pronincnt rz l' 4 is hC i'C c01 Special intcrciot to

All infor'ttei Z~n XL' to tvlo E'Jr cIU by'our --

offc in inves,6t 'a L!.'C1~l2!n~~~1Ccbcs\

011(1 ennmo '' e ollirie ~vcr~~U.

ivarrxi i. J! .1.7 1. Z ..- d .Zt:7 n!: cnOi:2 :l Ut .

nirtol ~ ~ ~ ~ o -- 1'' -t. nad~rlc)y siiould:bO : aUrn 1.:

tha Buroiu.

rli---oi n:;tructtir -are- to 1 .nc.:.cnto cd 'i7Zd ft 6iy.

It isf, O.l..± C ... .. t ., 1 .. 21- -1 st'- cuy' I .;e qnJi
iiitll 123rec x~d±. -:c;.- oi±CCs to nirao

£clCo ' zt_- Tcn to' ',r>us ntr -is,:...:sL;,A- r:LL:LCctflvx1'

propor -m nnsi.,;1 ud zt*liO1

N7
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EXHIBIT 12

HCO UNITED STATES-GOVERNMENT

TO L V. Boar m anDATr ' A ugust 28 , '19 56

FROM tf. A. 11. Belmont

SUIUECr: OP, U3.1- CCL' T--i Ij 2iEG2'CE_: PROCGRAM
134hRI4AL S LO L T- C

During its in-:estigation of the Ca-aounist Party,
USA, the Bureau has sou;:nt -.c cauitalize on incidents
involvin,, tne i--arty ana 1-6s leadiers in order to foscer
factionalism, ori jng thu, Cc-unui--sz Party (C?) and its leadars
into. disreute LEtfore the ia-rican public Em.d cause confusnton'
and dissstisfaction a ;aon r rmc-and -'i Ie nisuers of the CF.

Genrally, the above action has constituited
harrassmcut rather th.:n diisru-ption, n.ce, fcr the most. parz,
the Buremu iasset auo a-rticuier incidents. -=.d thn attsr.. h65~
been frcon thie outside. Atf. the resent rn-; nowvOT. * ht~

'ox:isting wirhin tne. C? a- s tua'.lcn rcuitin:7 froan the ftv:.loi-
ments at. the -u--,h Ccn'ravs cx tn CP of the Sovict ul IC, an

.prozccutio- ,s ch~r h S;Livi .-ct of 15,40 and t;he "Xntxzrral
Security A'~cl Cf 1950 which is iin.d= to ordier for an nil-cut.
disruprive att aok a~qainsi; the- GP I'rc:.t within-. in c7.;r WtOilus,
the ,BU;:cau is in 2 cosition to initizito, on ai bronadar scalg
than hrofratood.a cour terij..nto jij;zGacc rr~rn ~is
the CP, not by horrassacenz iron the outride, q ihLtl :~
serve to brin- tch! various factcions tor-ether, but by -:feint
and fostering- fron. wVithin 'Lil internal fight, currently r;ig

*We have boo-, cons ider'ing possible ccurses to =.!.Leenz
such a pro~ram zmnd, at the pressnt ti-me, w-e are actively working

.. On the floi fouz:-

1) The Socia',i.st 7W-orPers Party (',.P ) i3 -- 1n a all-
out effort to win over C? aears,;io haveoccxe isLujcn
wiith Etal~zni.z'. c~iauiaz 6isoneoor ltribt-in,,c =--ies
of "Thc' ! ltn'(mp .a aba)t Cl? an" iuz am: ainrc

&.nd ara- con;z--c-,ng .dicna.CP -- ,"tors in an attoarpt to scl.2
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them the SWP philosophy. ;This SWP. program could.,very definitely
benefit the Bureau provided we can achieve through our infcoant
coverage in theSW some degree of control and direction over it.
The ultimate.goal.would be to ccntinue and intensify pressure on
the CP from the left. Since the Party is aIready -under .pressure
from the -right, the cobined pressure would.contribute materially
to distracting 'the CP from its primary goas.

ACTION:. A memorandum, together with a .letter to the
15 offices having SWP activity in the U. S., is attached, sounding
out these offices throurh their -P informants as to- the possibility
of initiating several specific steps ai.ed at the Lureauts

.. furthering, assisting and possibly Gddifng.tc. the current &,TP
disruntive nrouram.

2) The CP national convention is.scheduled to be held-'
during February .1957. - At the' present tim:o there appear to 'ra o
sopaiate views wiThin the CP-leadership as to the degree 'iof chanzet
be made in the ocganization and program of the CP USAi 'The Ficty
has publicly- announced that the theory of democratic centralism
lhas Leon- maLiid and that each CP member has the right to
eapress nis views as.to. the dast mistalses.,and fuure path of
counmanism in the U.. e; Freliniinafr materidV for the draft -
roolution for 'the national. convention ha.s becnprepared and is
being discussed on a-national level prior to' Oeing.sent to the
various' di;;tricts for pr'econventiondiscusionson a local level.

ACTION: A memoraidum, together with a-dettorto 12 kay
offices is being propared, requesting those offices to ad'it to
the .bureau the -identities of certain inforuant .-who will be .
briofed.and instructed to embark on.a disruptive proram ithin
their own club,. sections, districts or even on a.nitionali el
T Thoso in'formaanrs will raise-.oojecticns and doubts as to 'Z.e success
o^ any proposed plan of action bythe CP1 They wi'l
roize every. opportunity to carry out the disruptive' activity not
only.at meetings, conventions, et v.otera, but also during social
Lnd other contacts with CP members and leaders.. It is noted that
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a letter has been sent to 12 key offices (dated August 27, 1956)
roquesting informatt on as to the view points of the national and
district leaders relative to the faction within the CP that each
appears to favor. ihis information can be used-by the various
offices in briefing the informants who will carry out the
disruptive prcgram. It is pointed out that the informants chosen
end pprovod for this program should not-be endangered, since,
as pointed out above, the Party has publicly encouraged .all
ilmmbcrs to participate in the current discussions.

3) Rocently, a national CP leader
cnd convicted Smith Act suoject, was assigned by the Party to
contac 'of the Fellowship f, Rcoonclition
at :Acu.LayouVS MConaist-paciiist organization.

'gaoented thati prepare and distribute a ducudent calling for
zu -::hange.of opiiiEns by individuals interested in for.:ing a new

o00; .it organization. This is the first stop taken by the CP infornij; a new socialist coalition.in which it hopes to participate.
k has prepared a docuzent which criticizes the absence of

1a0il .iberties, free trade unions and outlets for dissentin:
opin!ons in the Soviet Union. It further -urges that urean

.atellite nations be free from Soviet domination. The CP hopes1o parsuade / _to mollify his criticism of the Soviet Union
befoe the document is, released. At the same time the CP feels
hat ::cima ild criticism of the. Soviet. Union and tb CP. USA, will

ha beneficial in gaining noncommunist support for proposal.

ACTION:: This plan of the CP may create a situation
vhich :ould land itself to. a disruptive operation by the Bureau.
It aPPrs that it is too early to actually make a move, but wecro Marting certain offices to this plan of the CP and are
:instuating that this operation be closely watched so that .L asituation does present itself we will De in'a position to makeuny movu which appears logical and workable.
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4)'When the CP underground-was put in operation on a
large scale in 1951, CP leaders decided after extensive study,
that underground personnel should either, disregard their tax
obligations or file underfalse names.

ACTION:- We have obtained from the field, the names and
current addresses of former underground leaders with a view tovard
furnishing them-to the Internal'Revenue, Service (IS) fcr;
appropriate action. A.memorandum has.gone through (August'28,
1956) recoending that the names and current address of 102
such leaders,. all of whom have Smith Act ramifications. be -
transmitted to the Department and the Department be reaucsted
to advise. if there is any objection 'to the Eureau furnishing this
material to 1La. If thare is no objection, the Bureau proposes.
to transinit ths .- Ts5 -an d s to IRS vIa L f
appropriate acticn. We will then follow IRS very closely inc
IRS action shohuld: (1T uncover the aliases and whereabouts.. iro:2
195. to 1954, .of these subjects who actually filed retu"rns under
aliases and admit such action, or (2) result in possible
prosecution of those subjects who did not file returns cr who
refuse to furnish details if they did file, It is believed that
action by IRS. at this time would deal a further devastatin; blow
at the CP and would certainly reflect very unfavorably on the
Party leadership for the instructions issued in 1951.,

OBSERVATIC'iS:

We are going ahead with the courses of action lizted
in ths Lemorandun. A detailed oeaerandum 'is attached crvcrini
the SIP angle; a nerorandua -nas gone tnrough separately covering
the first phase of the IRS. angle, and a detailed .coeorandu*
covering the disruptive program by confidential iifor::lants isbeing prepared as is a memorandum covering the phasp

For the present, our disruptive tactics will, ofnecessity, be general in nature, that is, alcng the line cO"keeping the pot boiling." The time may come, ho'.:evcr, whenit will be dosirable to direct our disruptive tactics toward a

66-077 0 - 76 - 25
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specific 1:oal. -national committee has been set up to work

oxclusively or .a resolution fcr the forthco-ming CP national

convention:. .h. resolution may 'e that the CP be dissolved-
and recon,.ttr>* under a now name; a coalition be effected
with cert. .inu lital and right-wing elements or that the CP
remain cei.i-uted but that several drastic changes be made
in its cn den this resolution has ceen drawn up
and the Bure3c receives a coDy of it, serious consideration
will te ive:: to whether it will be of benefit to the.
Bureau's on.v:4t::us and to the.security of the country for
us to sel. a spetric goal in this disruptive program.

The rternal Security Section is giving this program
L..........v~ =d' wEL' re rn-iin n1~rt. fcr

aituation :zight afford additional opportunities for
further disOp. of the CP, USA.

Thi- renorndiun has been prepared for your
informaticn al l o advise you .of the initiation of this
program.



EXHIBIT 13

SAC, 1ory York October 12, 1$61

Director, F31

* SCILLSP 2 2."S P.WT

.DISaRL;':±. ;uf:An

The Soci.,'r i1orkers Party (SWP) has, overthe past sevzrl ;me: oooniv oso3sin, its lileon a local affns1 : 1 basis t lroi-h u:-in ca-didatesfor public 0:isc... Stroly dir&ctir.; and/or sumnortig
such causes as C: 1 s Co"l and integration nrZbic,sarisin- in; tha So.t he S.) has also been in.frecet
Contact wi-t at Y-: - rhtsyitc ."rouds Stomir. tshort of o:en s ' t coitact with teI rowbs. The ,
oufl grou of i£so ben opcratlir-' Ois ."Uai An . e pjolicies: .l

Offices reci vin" coies of this letter areartici~azi:.r in tt..":resu s COL:unist Party, USA,
ountorratelli;grgJI ro r.r. -.It is felt thatla disrution

ou alo s::o ioCould! b6 initiatd a:zit tisonl a -vry selct e usi .- Une of t!:c'piurposs o thisroranom uld b i o ort pue publie to tic tact t.lat ther nt astr 5nn .:.g socilist rto but follows thercvolutionar-t. Pi1zi c orf '. r:-4, Leflii: and Aifges asInterpreted oy cn fI'ots:y..
It i" poart"! out', hxrever,. that tuls prograzi'3is not irtrc-c to ' n "crash" pro raz. Oily ccrefull

thouat,--out operatic: - 'it the lidest nussible 0 f-fcrndA hCon:fit to a' .;- :1't d be suLited. It to

e t sir. '1 7 o~ r itr the effi ct
c evala -----_....

1ou icei trafore, re:eosted to careullyevaluate scia r ' a i teir vi-s to tc. ;raujreri a r itit" -n disruption prograa on. li ited

2 .Chicano--

- >troit ""'
Los 10ngles / O1

r 

2 1 61L 'I lf-'1 I / \
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EXIBIT 14

9AC, Atlanta Septonzbor 2, lOG4

Director, FBI PEPZFCAL MMD CC7=712AL1

DISMIJL'1 OF 1!=Z~ Gr7JPS -

- I o-tlvc irncdiatcly, t'io Durcau is irstitutir-,
a c401-dinatcd Ccuni:rintcll1'.-ooco 'or- (Cointclpro)

edirectcd aflaiiir zan: t__ b1_ni I I iti~tir.'.O sc

openu an. acti-.oc rcon-rol lilc, captionca -a5 above, and to
nirn re -7-onsibilit or ti.i )'":utoa ~c~ne

znC im1,iilati.vc S7:ccial Lgent via i;s w~livorscd inad .
VicIr rzmbioship.

ic. purpose of this program is to c:pndisr'up:t
and other-;iino nno ralizo t~ie activiticn- of tic varicn 1Uan=

;-.d hate o: ar izat ions, their Icadero-irn and nadlercnits.
Trho activitic3 oi ticocos must ba 1i11"Ood oil a
contin-.ous 1=nf o wo may ta_:L adnnoc -cY aill c. nor-
tunitico ior countrinoli';coce and .aL-a ir.oirc action
in *instancc3~~r c~rrcu~zt4nccs varr'.nt. T',c d~viJc*s -
'maoL'voz-n and 6 .tp. city ox' t:.cso cro; 3 nu; bo c:xm
to public scrutiuy'tarouGik t:io coencrat ion of rclia:>1c

4 nv mcdia sourccs, !bOth locally =_1- 'it tha3 Ocat 01
Govern,:-nt. '.:c mm-zint irustr'at any oi- ort of tilu ,~.U S

to contolidtato theair iorcco or to racruit nowJ or yout..aault~
acflircnts. In ever1y i=.tancc, c6rsidcration sA-ouid Lie
given to r ',tn he o-.-.-n4azcd uctciviv of [hs ;vonpq
and no o-jiortimnity S*,ould be riinnod to c'n-italizo i'ron
orgnizational an-d Icmonal conflicts vcrla.-

2 -Daltimoro MAIL ~.--~I~n~I
-Diroiinha / 2-:Ian *

2. - C:iarlotto EPc1G~-:o~~ ' E w
2 - C:i--toI 2 !'r Oricanm 7

.2 - jac'*onvilld ccC.i.a - /o Yo-!., ~ *

.2 - JTa C! -on / 2 T i 1 - 2 . 0 ~i~nd
.2-Litt lo Pock 2 2- Ta=7.a

1 - - tCPbS' Cointoir)*-F'

FGE Se cm-amr-'ardner to Sul n '/27/6,,S.= caption,
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IM: COU flIM:.ZLLIE!CE PPCG,-MI

D1IUPTION 01r RATE GROUPS

The following Klan. ortmintom. curren~tly
under active invest±gation, s:iould be co: uidcrcd for
counterintelligence action:

2,-
3.

*7 .

12.

15.

The following hate or~a._tj~cr~
wffordod active invest ilation are ±4jicj :Ljc

currcntly bx'in-
-in -thisj pragr ;.

-2--
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Lottor to ftt'.nta

r~r'M(e'I G;" dATZ C.-UP~I

On C,1 bcforo 10/13/C64, ai:cr± Z:cc
aro inntrictcd to I~~~tto ti:.o ) 2r.c:mu CL aiiflM1iG

of p3 tellt Jal c'~ in~2-c ncvion r~aiwtrav:ziit

:Zor -.],y 10o-Ica]. c!±t conn to1r~nt±li ~c 0,~i~

Passol 00to:~:zb~1~ 02 Icho fzl~.zrc( rct _-
im ta-ncca w! n- a v:ciiablo mild coo'-c1atv i"'c., - 1kc, dLT i
ropresentnti;'o 0:. 0";:C.. z;ourco ci'l.Ito ":!(: ;.;!:)-U .1c to
bo con-iactcd cr !1LdLic~ct.- ~ti~

will no.t:C mvea. .t W Jrcau's iiitc;.-cs or Ii:your
conf idc"1co.

Ofcficcu ar±±u'tir,' III V1.1. pre:,rarl 1i vo

thcra o -1u n'avo i.-ccn Cusr SZudn ' 1 ~ ic~.

Ilnd violonlt t~u~jio :i:~o'tloir '.7 :) a2:. t 1 or
goupro 116t. VICi~d. Vho a1roval. 01 Vic2 !CLn i~f~1.~ton
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or Mmbo:*J:. Thr, B3ureau conz~ccrs -it vital that rvo
e xpo:zc thfA~nf c an~d ~.ii~c sucii grou ' p and

v.'oropo A'Ic~d±~'.t he' i ot Tj;,czjc ['roup shlould
be oubjccrod to coni~inr.-counLl-'-ointcllsczsco action.,

i~ C~rte:Ltc1v:cc3aci; 4 on r::v 1)o initlatcd

*Cc-:,z'cncJ~iv, l/I/G5 ard every 3 r~onths thoreaftor,

Fitatirt Lc'. ... , t;hc -prior 3-:oath period, inciud':L-

- l otentiaL Counter:,ntolli~enco Ac-tion

.Poijc~n, CounterintolliCnc:o Action

ncco'cnary, n 4t .at ion !lhzcollancous"
J3y 'u''c or additional ccmnuonts.-

'~ormoendatiops for countbrintollirence action
Glhoud.rf-t1:. incl; d~d in bO-cay statum lott:-' to the,Turc'.- i~ h2:i t,., ilziit:-:l a~1ujdo-Q~
abou.ld bc:hito individually by soparnto letter..

1.11 S po~t c i IA,-n osnols ' esonsiblo ior

tfS !ron. Counter-.
* tiicIa~cticn LL'c~d . t:1030 ',ro:'.; Z is intonclod to

comp. ' ncnt ~Ld~i:;i~ ~ c2.crated "tell r;cnco
invc,A nt~a i,,s. * acli invc sir.-ativo Af~ont ihno a1 rcononst-
bil:Uv; t.o U:~l to t-Lo vttcnt-icn of~teci.roitli'ic
coordinatc _- J tizsand 1ponibiliticq Soriulc.in
tho ))rogi1- , . ';oti a~re a~.. tthat* t*O nature ol tiinnO*;/ c:nloa, ,v,7r i.,, Ouch th .az indor no circiviztances s.,ould

thec::z~:;J~ol 1.11 pOro,-r:i oe !..adc ikuo.:.n outs idu Via
JEurc::.u mid :'~o~it ;~oxioaccui'ity should be
*nlzord U-i nnu~tV OC"tin
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DIE ,:UMION OF 1hATE CRlOUPS

ThDureau is plcased vith past SUCCCSSCS
achioved by our count or nt l 1 igcnc cf*--orts iu other
phases of our investigative res, * oniilitics. To
insure our o' CCC33 in ti novi cndCavoi', tho Agent to
wliom tijo nro~ravi is as'nJin c-ac'i oif.icc must have'
a detn ilcd :rlie~ o3f ti-. activitian-s o;. t:",o racist

cgrouqs in the territory and muthn:icenst be
coupled a*ith intorast, initiative ad:~~ntol
The Agent r::st be ,%le;t .Co:± -4;-ation wichl has a
diaruptivo- potontial. LT:.oe i~-, c--at ic,; will net C1o
to hil- - - ho aun11t loo:: ier- it. Tho rost ofictivo

viny of boing assured of i~ci~cn toin oi! the situation
is to iraintain close contact %-.-i t;'c Ar-ufltl3 *jho hanndle
the in';esti-gation of the racial and hato gvou.-) andthi
Lelborship and also to periJodically review rclovant ft:ien.

If an onthusiastic approach is i-.-acic to this
neav ondeavor, thei'o is no reason ~:y., t.,c. rcsnulto
achioved under tzuis :or:~u~ nut cquaJ. 0:', surpass
our aC.-ieven7'cnts in similar-ty~epora dir-ected
against subveruives.
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EXIBIT 15

SAC, Albany -'August 25, 1007

PEPSOUAL AT 1'ItO l 0 ALL CYTCT.S
Director, FDI

COU'"TITELL.; 14C AM
DMC (;,?.1i ' T cups
ILT2:LL LZCURIT'Y -- -

Offices receiving conies of this letter are instructed
to immaediatelys.a ilsh a control file, captioned as above, and
to aO:; rc!'censibility 'or folloviT: :nd coordinatinr this now
counttetitellicance prog:ra to an c:aar acecd and irarpinative
Special T.cnc.q,;ell versed i invzptigatio:3 Ueatin- to blaj;
nationalist, hate-:ype crgnaniaaticns, '.'e ield oifice control
file uned undrthis pr an;: nay-be ranitained in.a peoncin
inactive status untilic ti:tro .n A saecific o;cration or
technique is piaced under censideration For iplepenttion.

The nurpose of, this n',tcountorintellicence endeavor
is to exposo, ciaript, rjpiretn, discredit, O btherish

neutralize rih activities ox bici: nationalisc, hate-tyne
orcanination anAu !:opi::, tiair 1 a.ai'siin, Spo.:esnon, .
te:ibership,, ana sup4r';, :nd to c&mnt1h their prpe::0ty fo1
violence and civil (isorcer. The act:vitics 0' Anl such r:rous
of intelliGence interest to this £ureau Anso he Aollowou on a
continecudaci so :*e-villibe in a.penicien to nrchr:tly tn':a
ndvanta;e ot all o ortunites for .ctvr:tcrQiQell1iclvs and- to
Inspire action in istana.whre circ''staat:s warrant. Tui
jernicious tickaround oi such rroups, Mir cduplicity, and devious
maneuvers must be qnsed to nublic scrutiny where sucn publicity

will ofave .a eutra.izing e" "t "f-.c't' oS'tho vnr:s Wrena,

2 - Atlanta /2 -, Tiladulphia.
2- Dalticore 2 - .oni:c
2 - 3riton 2 - Pittsburgh

32- Iuflo -. ( - ichisond iUG 20
2 - Chirlotto 1 2 - St. 1,suis
2 - Chicapo 2 - Ban francisco
2 - Cinciinati 2 ashington Field Office
2 - Cleveln2
2 - Detroit
2 - Jackson

2-Los un701evy-c-u-
2 - Le Inles
2 - Nora.C
2 - Ye.w Orlcans ij
2 - Sciv Yori:

(53)
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* Itter to SAC, AlbanY

DLiCi( IAUl:iAwxur - IIATEi GROUPS

to consolidate their forces or to recruit nw 01r youthful
adherents Imnz. .3. itota in- 0!!onnotunity shouldl bo missed

to exploit thirotv~il cetiriteintolli!gsnCO tC.!nj;(IUcO tho
orrnniati onal and p,-,ranal con!fIicto of Umi lealderships of the

groupq and wihore po:;ih~o ,in effort should bo mada to cn-Pitalizo
upon existiin'if conflicts betwoun comiperi n' black~ nationitll.:
organizations. When an onnortunitj i3s nno-,rcit to disrit or
neuti'al',:c blaci-: nationalist , hatc-typt' orrani-itions thrctr!1 the
cooperation o-i entablisl id local nev.n media contnct:3 or thr.ou ;b
nuch contact w~ith sources availnble In -tho Oeat oif Govcrniis,

'In every inotnnico careful attcntion murt bo griven to the uIropal
to Inraire thi5 targotca ri1ou1p in disrupted ' ridiculed, 01.
discredited throlmil the ptublivity ants no';t asroly puiblicized.

Conotidora:tiofl ,-.ould hbo',iven to Lcchniusuics to precluda vilJenlce-
prone or rabbele-r'ouser leadero of hiate -.rcupjI xron spedn their
pjkjlocaphy publicly or througn various mass consrmunicaizion mcdia.

Mdany individuals cuirrently nntivi, in blac%: na tionnli.5t
*organizatiCons have bac!;!ground3 of inomornlity, subveroive acti ,vj. 'v,
nld criminal records. 'Ihrou':hs you" invej tif.Ition of hkv ag itatora,
ycu chouild endcavov to P.3tablisii their unsavory bacl:grounlti,
PO alertC to ciaternirso eviece of ldisaronri~at ion ox 1utndts3 or
other typeS- of :,ersonal msiscondchut on 0ao part of niiitni"
nationalist loadm-rsoe nny practical or varrantOd counter-
iutcsllI,,cnco muay be iinstitutcd.

intengified attention uinder this Tnrogzrnt. should be
reZforcied to 1 t Cti/itis ofC SUCI Fgroun.] a0 the

P, articular c:axsjsitsuLoci L;.:! ven t o
e~ter~stsvizu dlirect the ',.ctivitie'i anti ov tet . ,

and

At this timo the Duresau is uttinr, in no retquiremioft
for oItatus letters to be0 pcriodicailly j.u~mictd under t,'InL
jprograa.. It vill be incumbent upon yeou to insure tho pror'.ralI

in Using, nffnrdcd neces.sary nd continuing attenuious and tLhl"
no onljortufitlen will ho overlooked for counterintoiligctncc
action.

Thin program sihould not bo conftlzedo vitthe, %Irrnmr
entitled "Cormunint.1'aIrtv. U'-',, Countevr.LLc.lg,,cncao~i
raternal Security - c,-,~ih ~jdrce
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Lotter to PAC, Albnn

13JLACK 1bITIONlALI~S'r ITE G:~OUP3

against the Cornsunint Palty and related orranizatitong,or tile--
progrnm entitledi 'CIncImtU ~ec ir-rm ntcr-nai. ::curity,

jimito a'Hate Groun-,- which ly diroctod
ngni mit !aanfand hate-typo JaOpis-primarfiy consieting o1' white
mcmbornhipai.

-AllaSpocia] Agecnt pernonnel rcapnsniblo for the
invcstipatonm o' blnc2 natonalist, hato-typa orrpanizations nnd.
their mecmbernhma shiould be alerted t~o our counterintellhneilcC
interent nnd each inveatlgative Anenit has a repponnibili y to
cnl to the a ttoivtion of time coluateril e!ic!ence coordinator
ouggentions &no rcssaibilitico for iuDcmantin!; the iprogrn.
You nroa aba cnucion~d thmat tho nature of this neay endeavor
Is such that tindcr no cire'rnvtancem shouldi timo entanno 0o'

-tholpropra. ba made ihnown outside tho. bureauand appropriato
Vithlni-oice security chould Q~ aii'erdcd to :enitivo opC1rt1oIW,

and techmniques conaidored undar the progran.

No cnuntc'rintnhI-4.ene2 actio1n mm'w'er thi7n nvr'r:ln may

beu tinoia: te" M 5 VlWnoc

* You are ur7'ed to tal~e an cnthuninstic4:in imflagjnative
approach to this new coun terin Willipence. evor and thme iurau
will bo piosncu to. entertain any sur eOtions or technliqUe3 YOU
in y recoisoend.

I2 J-
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EXHIBIT 16

- UNITED STATES k VFRNNIENT

Memorandum
TO Mr. W. C. Sullivan DATEFebruaty2 1968

FROM: G. C. Moore

SUBJECT: COUNTERINTELLIGENCE PROGRAM
DLACK NATIONALIST-liATE GROUPS
RACIAL INTELLIGENCE

PURPOSE:
To expand the Counterintelligence Program designo!

to neutralize militant black nationalist groups from 23
41 field divisions so as to cover the great majority of black
nationalist activity in this country.

!ACKGROUt)l:
ny letter dated August 25, 1967,23 field offices

were advised of a new Counterintelligence Program.dcsigned
U. e neutralize wilitt uluck nIutnlijts Ln ,u prevult vi uunce

on their part. Goals of this program are to preveht the coalition
of militant black nationalist groups, prevent the rise of a
leader who might unify and electrify those violence-prone
elements, prevent these militants from gaining respectability
and prevent the growth of these groups among America's youth.

CURRENT DEVELOP"ENTS:.
in view o tihe tremendous increase in blacl: nationalist

nctivity, and the approach of summer, this program should be
expanded and these goals should be reiterated to the field.
Attached nirtel also instructs. the field to submit periodic..
progress letters to stimulate th-.in" in this aon -. j :

Attached airtel also remin the fietd oedun tIte
liaence suggestions to expose these militg1;s,, )utralize
them must be approved by the Bureau. ,-.......

That attached airtel expanding his. program, defining
goals and instructing periodic progress letters be submittedbe nent Albany and the other listed field offices.

Enclour&.~/ -- I ,.Y



Transmit the following in

AIRTEL
Via
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Dole: 346

IY i. plo.nin r rd

(Priofiq~) I

To- SAC., Albany PERSONAL A=INTION

A '-rom: Director,-FBI

COurrERIITELLICEXCE PROGRlAM
13 LCK NATIO1A LI 3--!!AT7E GROUPS
RACIAL ITELLIGENCE

Title is changed to substitute Racial intelligence
fol* Internal Security for.Bureau routing purposcs.'

PERSONAL ATTENTION F021 AL TIME FOLLOW7ING SACs

2 - Atlanta
2 -BiDltimore

2 - Dirminghim
2 - Bodtonl

2- Burfalo
.2 - Clinrlotte
2 - Chicngo
2 - Cincinnati

-. 2 - Clevelind
2..- Deliver-,
2 Detroit.
2 - liouston
2 - Indi anapolis
2-- Jacl-.son

*2 - Jacksonville:
2 - Knsas City
2 - Los Angelcs
2 - Meleiis
* 2 - ?..Iiam i
.2 - ifilwalikee

2 - Mfinneapolis
2 - M.obile
2 - Nemwtrk
2 2- New iaven
2 - New, Orleans
2 - New York
2 - Osaha

2-Philadelphiia
2.- - Phioenix,

* 2-Pittsburghi
2 - Portland
2 - flichamond
29 - Sacramento
2 -. San Dicgo

*2 - S-an Francisco
2 - Senttle
2 - Spri-mgfield
2 - St. Louis
2 - Tam,.pa
2 - WTO
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Airtel to SAC, Albany -
RE: COUNTERINTELLIGENCE PROGRAM
BLACK NATIONALIST-flATE GROUPS

BACKGROND .

By letter dated 8/25/67 the following offices
were advised of the bin n: of a Countrintelligence
Program against ilitant [slack Nationalist-flate Groups:

Albany Lamphis
Atlanta Newark
Daltir.:ore New/ Orleans
Boston New York
Buffalo Philadelphia
Charlotte Phoenix
Chicago Pittsburgh
Cincinnati Richmond
Cleveland St. Louis
Detroitc San Francisco
Jnckson Uashin.on Field
we~ ange3-es

Each of the abovr! offices was to designate a
Special Agent to cooe.-dinate this program. Replies to this
letter indicated an intercst in counterintelligence aintinst
militant black nation:ilist r:roups that foment violence and
several offices outlihoed w-accedures which had been effective
in the past. For e ,:::.:10 'ashington Field Office had-
furnished information* about a
grade school to approprt authoritics in the District
of Columba who inva;tigat.d to determine if the school
conformed to Distrier.ruations for orivate schools. In
the process WFO obtai.nd background information on the parents
of each pupil.

The a pro-
Chinese communist grp, %::ns active in Philadclpila, Pa.,
in the su.cr of 1M. il . Th iPi Indelnilin Office alerted
local police, who zhen put leaders under close scrutiny.
They were arrested o!, every possiblJ Uare until they could
no longer make bail. As :: result, leade p.qpent nost ofthe
Summer in jail and no violence trac-cai e to took place.

The CountarintelliJence Program is now being*
oxpanded to include 11 ofanct.S. Each of the offices added
to this progran snould designate an Agunt familiar withblack



Airtel toS1C, Albany
RE:' COUNTERINTELLIGENCE PROGRAM
BLACK iATIONALIST-HATE GROUPS.

nationalist activity, and interested in.counterintelligence,
to-coordinato this program. This Agent will be responsible.
for the periodic progress lctters being requestcd,. but each.
Agent workin' this type of case should participate in the
formulation of counterintelligence operations.

GOALS

For maximum effectiveness of the Counterintelligence
Program, and to prevent wasted effort, long-range goals are
being set.

1. Prevent the coalition of militant black
nationalist groups. In unltyTerc is strength;, a truism
that is no less valid for all its triteness. An effective
coalition-of black nationalist groups right be-the first
step towar.d;a real !!Aau ?iu" in America-, the beginning of
a. true black'revolution. .

z. Prevent the rise. of. a -"messiah" who could
unify, and electrify, the milTitant blac!ziationalist movement.

.pight .bve been such..a,'.'ciessiah; ". he is the. mar yr
oft thtve J.xpay..
rn'd I ll aspire :to0 thisposition.

is, less of a thrent becnse of his age. could
be a very real contender for this position should he abandon
his supposed "obedience" to 'white, liberal doctrines"'
(nonviolence) and embrace black nationalis2.
has the necessary charisma to be a real threat in this way.

3. Prevent 'violence on the pnrt of black
nationalist groups. This is of primary importance, and is,
of cource, a goal of our investigative activity; it should
also be a goal of the Counterintelligence Program. Through
counterintellicence-it sihould-be possible to pinpoinrpotential
troublemakers and neuralize them before they.exercise their
potential for violence. .

4.-Prevent-mili-tant-black-nationalist-groups- rnd
leaders from gaining rescoctability, by discrediting them
to three separate serementTs ozajTTjcommunitv. The goal of
discrediting black.aiia tion:ilisTsamust' be hanled tactically
in three waYs. You must discredit these crouns and
individuals to, first, the responsible Nero community..Second, they must be di'screditd to the nite community

-3-
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Airtel to SAC, Albany
RE: COUTrERITTELLIGENCE PROGRAM
BLACK NATIONALIST-ILTE GROUPS

both the responsible community and to "liberals" who have -

I vestiges of synpathy for militant black nationalist simply-
because they are Ncgroes. Third, these groups must be
discredited in the eyes of Negro radicals, the followers
of the movement. This last area requires entirely different
tactics from the first two. Publicity about violent tendencies
and radical statements merely enhances black nationalists '
to the last group; it adds "respectability" in a different-
way.

5. A final goal should be to prevent the long-
range growth of militant black nationalist organizations,
especiETTia-ong youth. Specific tactics to prevent these
groups from converting young people must be developed.

Besides these five goals .counterintelligence is
n valuable part of our regular investigative program as it
often produces positive information.

TARGETS

Primary targets of the Counterintelligence Program,
Black Nationalist-Hate Grouos, should be ihe most violent
and radical groups and their leaders. lie should emohasize
those leaders and organizations that are nationwide in scope
and are most canable of disrupting this country. These
targets should include the radical and violence-prone
leaders, members, and followers of the:

Offfices handlinc these cases and-those of.

.,and of

"jshould be lert for countrintelligencesuggestions.

INSTRUCTIONS.

Within 30 days of the date of this letter each of-,ce

should:.

1. Advise the Dureau .of the identity ofthc !SPebialI.-. 1i
Agent assigned to coordinate this prograim.

£fl~ j ~.. 4 .-



*Airtel to SAC, Albany - U . .

RE: COUNTERINTELLIGENCE PROGRAM
BLACK NATIONALIST-HATE GROUPS

2. Submit a very succinct su mary 'of thd black
nationhlist riovercnit in the field office territory,. Include
name, nunber of members and degrc of activity of cach black
nationalist groun. Also state your ostimnate of each groups
propensity for violence. This is for target evaluation only,
not for record purposes. Second, list Rabble-Rouser Iridex
subjects who are militant black nationalists and any other *
militant black nationalist leaders who might be future
targets 'Of counterin.telli ence action "because of their pro-
pensity foi* violence.. .Iclude a rijifimum of background.
i foination on each persoii listed a a descriptive sentehes
a on d sunilce.

3. List' th'ose orgranizations -nd ihdividuals
you consider of such botential danger as to .be considered
for current counterintelligence action. Driefly justify
each target.

4. Submit any suggestion you have for overall
rountnrInte1lier'nre 'Intlion , the, ndminitr-tinn of thic
program. Suggestions for action.against any specific
target should be submitted by separate letter.

' 5.. Submit, by separate letter, suggestions for
counterintellicecnce action against the targets previotusly
listed .as field-vide. Thcse shoul d not be general, such
as "publicize' travel to communist
countries," but should b' specific as to target, what is
to 'be done, what cont:'cts are to be used, and all other
information needed for the Bureau to approve a counter-
intelligence operation.

S Thorafter, on a nincty-day basis, each office
is to submit a progress letter sunmarizint counterintelliaence
operations, roposed durinN the period, operations effected,
and tangible results. Any changes. ifi the overall black
nationalist movcient should be suruarizcd in this letter.
This shouild include new ovzanizations, new leaders, and any
changes in data listed inder number t70 above. Sureestions
for counteri.ntellienccoi)eia-tions-should-not-be-setout
in this progress. letter. Use the following captions:

1. Operations Under Consideration, 2. Operations
Being Effected, 3. TaniblU Results, and 4. Develonmen'ts
of Counterintellifence Interest. These 90-day progress
letters are due a thu I3ure:Iu the' f'i'rst 'day of .March J
September, and December, ec:Leptinig Iarch, 19t68.,

66-077 0 - 76 - 26
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:Airtel to.SAC, Albany
RE: COUXTERINTELLIGT'CE PROGRAM
BLACK NATIONALIST-H[ATE GROUPS

The effectiveness of counterintelligencef depends
on the quality and quantity of positive information
available rertarding the target and on the imagination and
initiative of Agents working the program. The response of
the field to the Countcrintel ligencc Program against the
Communist Party, USA, indicates that a superb job can be
done by the field on counterintelligence.

Counterintelligence operations must be approved
by the Dureau. Because of the nature of this program each
operation must be designed to protect the Dureau 's interest
Bo that there is no possibility of embarrassiment to the
Bureau. Beyond this the Bureau will give. every possible
consideration to your proposals.
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EXHIBIT 17

U.iTlE) STATES CC .RNMENT

ez720randun C
TO Mr. W. C. Sullivan;DATE: 5/9768

FRONI A.Brennan

SUPUacT: -COUNTERINTELLIGENCE PROGRAM
INTERNAL SECURITY . .

-DISrUPTION OF TH 1E7 LEFT ' c

e-,---- ObY"Nhtion is undergoing an ora-of Wisruption And
- violence caused to a .large extent by various individuals

generally connected with the New Left. Some of these activists
urge revolution in America and call for the defeat of the
United States in Vietnam., They continually and.ialsely allcge
police brutality and do not hesitate to utilizeunlaviful acts
to further theii so-called causes. The New Left lias on nany
occasions viciously and scurrilously attacked the Director
.gd the Bureau in an attempt to hamper our investigation of it
and to drive us off the college campuses. With this in mind,
it ais our reconmendation that a .ndw Counterintelligence Profran
be designed to neutralize the N6, L.t . iits.
The Key Activists are those individuals who are the moving
forces behind the New Left and on whom we have intensified our,
invcstigations.

.. The purpose of this program is to expose, disrupt and
otherwise neutralize the activities of this group and persons .
connected with it. It is hoped -that with this neiv progran
their violent and illegal activities rMiy be reduced if not
curtailed.

General instructions are being furnished to all offices
relating to the purpose and. administration of this new program.
Briefly, these instructions require all offices to submit an
analysis of possible counterintelligence operations on the 'New
Left and on the Key Activists on or before 6/1/63, including
any specific recommendations for action. Thereafter, all
of:fices will submit a .90-day status letter setting forth a
cnmar y-of--their-accompl ishments-and-future plans. Each
office will maintain a pending case and assifn experienced .

Enclosure

1 ^ MAY 21 1ORSO

1 --

1ITTIRIED 01* *T*l
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Memo to Mr. Sullivan
Re: COUNTERINTELLIGENCE PROGRAM

personnel to this program. All proposed counterintelligenc
ct~ionmustDe~_pproved at..thF7eatof..Go vernmen.t prior-3o.

instituting it. This new program will be supervised at the
Utof Government by a Special Agent supervisor in the

Internal Security Section.

RECOMMENDATIONS:

1) That the Domestic Intelligence Division be
authorized to immediately initiate a coordinated Counter-
intelligence Program directed at exposing, disrupting, and
otherwise neutralizing the New Left and Key Activists.

2) That toe attachea lettcr zctting fTrth
instructions for the administration and immediate enactment
of the program be forwarded to all offices.



EXHIBIT 18

SAC, Albany

DirccLor, FOXI

Duict 5/10/03 requ.cstcc1 rtiggcntion . for counter-
inLelligacc actionl u-niput the I~o'., !,c2.. 'ilia roplie to
the i;.iircaus requesct h~ave' been nni~dand it is 1:l th1at

the 1'o11m.in" suzeti ons -for countorinteli.ence i.ctioll can'
oc ui~i~.cdby fall ofics:.

1. Proparnt Lon of a le l~cfdcuibircd t'couintar- ~
nct the improcsiori that S-taldents 'for n r~'ii~ eit
(S)Z) nn t miiot".ty groups spoal-, tor tile majority of V
ctudents at unJivcvsitiors. Thec blnlat rho*.0d icontain pho to-1
grnpln; of jicm Lolt icaciership- nt t~c rcnspuctivc' University.
NaUturally, the raost obno::iou.w picetures, rhould bd usod.

The int!-n-;- 2 'h
) * . .Theinatt~nin' oforth tning advantage of

E; personal conflicts or animositics 6.istiw: butyvccn Novi 1, 0 fii
loloors~.

U.3. -:The centing of imi 1crz-ons Vlint 'Ccrsn
Left'loncicrs nre-inforin-nts ±0:' tho B~ureau or other 1x
e nforceme~nt sgcilcies. 1q 6Jul :v_38

4~The use ofi'tr.rticles fromI student nna,!pnapes--
*and/or tile "n rr dP'ress" to siho". the Corivity of

Nci: 1.ef-t ;edr nd mcr ,r.ii . In lthr*cn ti articles
*chov.ng advocftjeon o- tho iiuse of ii--rootics nnd irdee nex arc

idcaJ. to snd todt'zt fJ-ietnis,, Y.ealtiily donors,
rI~:)r of tho ic~cat~ nd jpareaits o*- rtuchontsr vho tire
native ill lir ~lft ueLtters.

-. , ico the use of'rnnriiuaii and othrr narcotics
is ividcopread 'nno.e'., ac:Lr Xi. th;e ioNcv Lz zt , you nil be
ale.rt O opt:i.je I;Zac'e th;';*.i arl..enLed n-*1baln&-

nauthoi iti".. onl drug; chc-;. Po'io:.~ii y_________________the,___

ta vold Office!;

'~~ 1NO,.~'. , SE TE PAGE TM.-'*
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cto to 91C, Ab 1any,

Mrt that indf ildnl 1ave mnrijumna or nre cnragiiig 16 a
narcoticsa pnr. y' ;!;~u.d be Inv.:ciately Wkiruihe: to local

A" uthorities if! they; should bo ancouneA to takuo.nctlon.

q:0 'Mch dranin up of nnonymoeun luttcrr; rega:rding

sot out tho., a ctivities und should be sr~nt to their pnants,
noi1~o r nni the pnrents' em~ployers. Thin could hav the

Mo~ct o2 foroin3 tho parents to Mae action.

7. An:,no\,s ).cttcrn or lcaflets describing
facuilty manbars rd.j rraduntc assistjtn in the vnrious
Instituions oi ionain. who 'Ie rc MActv in N~ow Loft m;atters.

*The aetljtics .nd nociations of~ the individual should bo.
not out . Anonynon nnius MOW be rmndo to univorsity

OMiCMi ., ncI.Muer Of the Pnto lea:±latura, Coa'U of

QA Concerned Alnintii or "A CornccrneJ Taxpaycr."

3. Whonce'er Nowi Loft groups cn-~ae in disruptive
activities oil eo.eeoo eCooporativo pro!;! contacts
qheuldA.bo Ocnora ed tCo c asnizo th:nt tihe disruptivc

elomcnto cci ntitut a minority of the studcjlcn and do not
represent the conv.iction of the m.ajority . 'Thu prss shboul.d

.deizinid i~n ± :nintc student referendum. on the issue In
outption. Innarch as tie overwolm;ing rialority ol studonti

:10 not active in Nov~ Lott iaatt ... ,it in felt thnt tis
technique, used in caref'ully selacted cacs, could pit n

onad to lnt, nozr ions and could canoemc~barrassmaent
to iicv Left clerisuta.l

.. Tlharo is n, defi~nite hostility am~ong PYY and
othcr Not Lott yrp n toward t,:e Son~iln 13irkpr Party

MW~) the Y~ount 102inlirt Alliance (OV7A), and the.
*Prorxossn-i' Laboy..rty (IM.L' This ihontility uhould be

Cx1 )J.OitoU v'oraoV possible.

10. T..(, field w~ns preniously: advised that Uc-nv Loft
are lttr: ire. to orpc:i cof-'C-1houses Vnr nltsy

*SP b' .in Mo~r to insiueuco r'rf.

bo ulartedito than aixi their palrpoc. in Wl~htioglgia
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Letter to .94C, Alba-ny
RE2: CoUiTE, !!TELL IG.ENC-2,6QZA11

'drugr;, such as ,azmrijuana, will probably bo -utilized by
indiLvidual,, rtinniwt tha co:Cfcebeuss or frequcntig ther.
Local lar nciiorccient : uthoritics - hould be proma'tl*, a-dvis~d
whenever you recoiv an indication that this- is bling done.

11. Consider the uire of .carto-tr., photorn~phi, and
nnonyn:ous lctti-ro wii-1i wihave the cieycc oX' ridiculing
the 0'2V Left. 1""id icu Ic is one. of.4thv, most'potcnt Y/eapons
vhich wo can use against it.' m

12. -Io*'ilcrt for~ op pr t ijitics to confuse and'.
disrupt N1cv Loirt, activities by m4.!.Anirormnt ion.'~o e:Tr.le,
whcn events are plannc;d, notifirntion 'that 1the event has
been canmcellcd or postponed1 cculd be seCnt-to ,Varioua
individual. -

- YOU Are 2-Cnindodrtbat ifocO'untcridtelligCencc.
1IU L10UL iu L0ya l 16ie i / UlotU bureau- uppLljJ. L.'OV i n-uro that'
tbir, i-rograin its~oinc to an 'Agent, Vji ant imxculont
knoalcd;7e of both Npv. Lceft groupru and individuals . It nu st
be npproached with imag~ination. and ezuthusiasml it. it:-is. tobe,

'As nit'conony nmoasurb, tfie Caption 'COIN"L'P1 - r rT
should 15e used on all conLmunicdt ions coneckning this Program.

NOTE:

See menjo' C.D . Bfiennan - toV1.C. Sullivan. dated

7/3/63, captiof-ed as above, prepared by.

RECEIVED FR M

F, 15

JI-
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EXHIBIT 19-1

* DTIn.1f(IR, Fla; DATL: 1/30/70

Ohl S A\ ACS -,;T, LOUWS

B;.IACK: NATIONUALIST HATE GROUP

liAGIA , IRTELIGENCE

Enclosed for the Bureati arc two Xerox copies~ of
a letteor preparedc by the St. Louis Division.

local New "Oft 119u~rc sio is an okficer i' as loal
Bl3c acti vs t groupj wh osc immbers have eng~aged1 in nu LmerousUcts of civil di sr'pti on apid din'teji cnce. and a loadcdr.in the local branich of the'

which group is activye inWialt resistance, anti-wR r~ lies, and New Loft acti Vitly.
L l5, J. remans' aloof from Act racial and /New k.eft acti vities; and is sliopicious of hicr relationishi pAwith the Negro maW ini';m

IU_ 1t et 1. J advirsed thatcomplainc'd avouL hr.hJushand 's suspicions and/wns'a Cra M hc mig'ht scvq're~y rcstrc.c o act~ivities,..
On 1/7/70, roportecI thatS. lV ~ bauE neen discreetliy Anuinring as to whetheir6fsF6igh I ye beinr vnjaitlul to him by s leepin g1with Nor mae

erRE OAl.~nEATO

St. Louis; Proposes to aiio dymously aiii a copy'of the e ncl1osed L~e tter in cormerc ial. envyelope , wvhich woulIdcon firma Mr. / - !sus pic ins abouit his wvife. 'The res ultinmlaritaM tempnst could wall1 resul t in ACTION losing thI=) C

Sj. t. .
' 

I

1-- FE 2 19-

Vu~y U.S. Sa:uinjx Dnd, Rqularly on Tije P'qyrell Saii,~ Ph,/
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SL 157-5818

Correspond ing Secrutary and the - losing a
valuable leader,, thus striking a. major blow against

.both organi~zations .. ..

Bureau authority is requnasted to initiate
this adtivity>
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Emma 19-2

2/17/70-"I&C, 'S t. L o')U

Di tr, -111

cUV~fh LEFTC~

MACIAL 111M~.LIMC-E.'

:rovi.dci ouch actioni will in o vny jcooudz.
.. you avv nmucriz;ed to pre~pare andJ poonyanously

*raa±li.. lotta - as VUledIi rlL

In niking Mni uuilinrg, taco all steps neccstsary
to protect the LEi'cau as its source.

norx -~ a white fewalc anld HePW Q.ft figure,

isfan' officer~ In ,,alocal bdack.actifist group.,. .911
.;salso a 1ozsdcr Af ti local brAnh o.f th3 Wacri-s Itetr-

nat jenal eague for Pcace and FrC~oCn Hcr husbatnd rcunains;
aloof from~ Me raci:nl and 1NcO Laft activities and isz'
suspiciou% of Iiau relationship with: iNcro Yalds in ACTIONI.
Her husbanid has becouca suspici ous and habs Po~'plained

be. may restrict huiitviis.St. Louis uta
aflOHY1uaouletter bcuent to UK. indlcntiog t.o him that

his gunpi c1011u ;Iroel QuW Jfui. Suc h, a lc itier v.ouild he

i ojuF2st~c1.ed from future, activi.ty, It is buing.
Authorizcd.- - . *-

M~AILED 4'

FEB171'Jib
coWA-rni

'C

'I..
4~'.

'I

_____ Q iq :v-,



UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT

Memo randum
DIRECTOR, FBI

FROM SAC, ST. LOUIS

SUBJECT:

DATE: 6-19-70

COUNTER INTELLIGENCE PROGRAM.
BLACK NATIONALIST - HATE GROUPS
RACIAL INTELLIGENCE

The following information is submitted regarding
the counterintelligence activities (Black Extremists) by
the St. Louis Division in the past 90 days.

1. OPERATIONS UNDER CONSIDERATION

None

2. OPERATIONS BEING EFFECTED

None

3. TANGIBLE RESULTS

r 133. ottr :dated 2-17-70, the Bureau authorized
the anonymou- mailing of a letter from a "soul sister" to

the husband of She is an officer
in ACTION, a bi-racial Black Extremist group. The letteraccuseo her of infidelity.

On 6-12-70, advised that andher husband had recentl ,separated, following a series CCmarital arguments. 4 has taken an apartment during thisseparation, which might become a nermnanent arrangement1 Thisma* imonial etress and trarin .,luuld cause nor to lunctionmuch less efleciively in ACTION.

While the letter sent by the St. Louis Divisionwas probably not the sole cause of tlis sepag ,,
tainly contributed very strongly. i -

4. DEVEIPAIENTS OF COUNTERINTELLIL I'rT :--

Factionalism has developed within tie organizationcalled Black Nationalism. Whon the best .way to c:pitalizeon this friction is determino4 separate Bureau authoritywill be requested for, such a counterintelligence operation.

Bureau (RM) .'"
2 -t ~~i lC 0
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EXHIBIT 20-1-

.DIRECTOIR; 1-131. UATLh 8/26/66

FROM S3AC, '

INER. U I. L T

*DIOR U1'fILOOF 01"ATE -GROUPS . .

Thc following.' letter -is. being submit .ted to thc Burea~u
-for thoir considciatcv' concerning ~counitor~iitellicii(cc action
against ,Grand Dragon of, the UKA,

Pr z lt 'he inPnrmation -in this .6.tter would be mailed
toC and tiuree other uelcctcd klan leaders. in.

ile- omm r'innCatiou would-bd t'yped on plain paper inl anl
amuateurishi fashion and mailed from ,the situs
of Alan. activity: in

Copies of thio communication being furnis~hed Charlotte
for the purpose of theiur posing any objections they feel warran~ted.

Thi~c'eu rcaclsr as~in follows rnd would b'inailcd to

'1"My *Dcar Mrs. . -

l i ritc this lottcr to YOU only after a long period
ofpiaying; to God. I' must clean'se my. soul of these thoughts.

1- certa±il ontwn oce~ rbcrsiou mlbut' I o. ul dot nt6 wnt to craepo in nica anlo. :eaasduty to thc 4slnr, 
iandhohave cast their divine 'lot with

" Your husband( caffne to *. about a yvcair' ago and
~.my -mcnl'olk blindly. f ollowed his leadership,- bclieving hile

to-be tlrp,-saviLour -of tis ,country. They-never- belicved tije

Q,-iureau (REGIS.. MAIL)Y~

* **~~ 1:p AU6i;'

Il:/j. U. ,rivi.r iv I Nho,,rI: ru ly1 an Mr I',,) r~d v a,!,s ',
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RH 157-846

"stories that he stolc ,'oncy from the klans in
or that he is now making over :)25,000 a year.

Theynover believed the stories that your house in
has a now refri ;crator, washer, dryer and yet

one year ago, won threaidbare. They refuse to believe
that your husband now owns three cars and a truck, in-
cluding that ncw white car. But I believe all these
things and I can forgive them for a man wants to do for
his..family in the best way-ho can.. .

"I don't have any of these things and I don't grudge
you any of them neither. But your husbond has been
committing the grcatest of the sins of our Lord for many
years. He has taken the flesh of another unto himself.

nu, Mrs. ' he has been coimitting adultery.My menfolk say they don't believe this but I think they do.
I feel like cryini';. I saw her with my own eyes. They
call her Ruby. Her last name is something like and
she lives in the 700 block of Street in .I
know thin. I saw her strut around at a raily with her lust-1IPAe u ana smart alcik figure.

"I cannot stand for this. I will not let my husbandand two brother. stand side by side with your husband andthis woman in the glorious robes of the klan. I a.typing this because I am going to send copys to Mr.
and some of the kIans leaders that I have faith in. Iwill not stop until your-husband is driven from
and back into the flesh-pots from wherein he came.

. ,_aloyaAkjlansmoman 'and goodcfeel t1l oiloim affects the future of our great country.I hope I do not cause you harm by this and if you believe
in the Go6d Book as I do, you may soon receive your
husband back into the fold. I pray for you and your
beautiful little children and only wish I could tell youwho I am. I will soon, but I am afraid my own men wouldbe harmed if I dQ.;X

- '1A God-fearing klanswoman"

* - -i
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EXmBrr 20-2

Director, WVi-

LSA- 10~. b1ji,

Grand 1)rartfoi of ite Unitcd ons of tica, e
e:irasin,* tha is:zW1.neti~vt o:2.IJv-r Mfxtitnd.

J:rt!:rtb ronted f- 't - Bpe:: ::r
yoAuv 910pu%. .y; uvms' .Ltter to ! !?'.. I
s~ctr ial; M yepared oa n EFi t occ'0;:<:):i
Lbt;:ury.n~, ur:i :anrnxual tru'.)'i:±er, :. e: 1-' .incd
a li1;cral ;:o.borcC o rammaticai rn'] tu ,i"- crr. -. T+"el

* '..LA ... a-. ,.3 . . ... LXr!x'n c'topitci of the
Le 2cttIr aroud mx, f dS it -*1' .1n l OX't.'. 1:1.C -

Atrir to oftr s nrnjv-r- U .! .- 7'
;.2 a au Ws aicrc to recoutntd iollo- u. cornaeC intclli2cuta

action

, tIe key Klau leadr in : .re
tlaz activitv.Ji:s reccrtly increased, ha been advocatin"
a program ot VJO':ouIeC a aiest lIl Aentf. The anonyr.ous
letter, vhichl J. I Io sont to hid wit vho resides in

iopoints out the Iilh liv.Lng and.
irni orality of The letter ilI). hc- forx:rdcc to
Unite-d Klar of Arerica . Inperini lizard
an effort to discrddit in th e 'cs 0 1. s leader.

lMAILtJ -.*_ g

(YMMFF vf C I) . I



EXHIBIT 21

S'.C, BaltL'iorc

Director,;F";,I

ItAC',.L LLIOZGE(.3LqCK PAiMrER VORTY)
(301~iD 12/2/63)

.or the information of recipient Office-, seriCO'i
struL, ,le iz; caking place bctvoc-n the 3lack: Panther Party(D)
and t:,e US or,-,ani~ation. The. strug,-e haa ,reached such Proportions5
thiat it is takln, on t!he aura of L~ang warfare uAth atteiidant

.threca of -:-..recr andi reprizals.

in order to fully cnpitallze upon 31P." and US
diffforencao as n:al a to n:qploit all v o of crentiw11
furthe-r tiisse ~ion in th2e rani-s Of te -, P, roc i -t t o::, ii

arinstructed to.submlc inn-'ina Live and! mr: htti

cot nter 11olisence I ueaie t ci iagthe 2P

Comnting Dci- 2, 1963, on very7 p~o~ek 1 eriod
theruaiftcr, each off'ice Is i~nstructcd t~o zi'b-dit a lefttc.r undcr
taiS; cnntioni t el "n t~n inol~'me~w; Lrt

nritt'c ""~-uekly1 lettaOr z"o011 al1:o contain1,

accoplis'v:ents oh cle uring; ti-e prcvious to,(--ueek pu-fiod under
captioned progra'i.

,',l coiu-.trinteli:7;nce actions :r.-st be aproved
at the F,-,raau. prior to tu ing, steps to iepluLeLt then:.

2 - ioston
2 -C:Ilcn:o tALS

2 -Clcveyan" ' : 2l%
2 -Denver

2 - Icdiara*-olisE
2 Vi,!sX~eles .
2 :wirr:

2 -!e !oaha

2 -sacrxze,!to

2 -Son Iig
2 -San i'ranc. tco
2 -Seattle (

MAILrY' Q,,I0L



LCUCT.r to SAC, Jki1:Ljnorco
izs: COtJ~iT, INiTZLLIi ICE PROGRAMI
J00-448006_.

See memorandum G. C. rHoore to Nr. UI. C. Sullivan

captioned as above', 'dated 11/22/68, prepared by.

-2-

66-077 0 - 76 - 27
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EXHIBIT 22

0 3 ~

-4
C
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EXIBIT 23

%,! CG: FIDNT1Af Deccmber.&, .1939

..SAC AIM~AP5lOIlSLUIY~ti OTd
Dl1i: I!:Gl.!:i DWfr,0lT C17T'fli nICllOi

* EL PASO j110IGI L.G II
VIFF0I' GRAND) RAMSO YdYLtAUXIBrf 61,1 AlIMN~U

TiUTIE HONOLULU c:~:SNIG

CANAL M N. IUNJiN EMV C L.N S1.l' . iiU;CI.c

CHICAGO JU::UOFLANWOA CITY SAT1
C~:CI*ITI HASr OilY /itNA .SIOU;Z FALLS

CL~gLI.NNO'..WIL - PHILI,"~LPWA fIllIL

VALL43 LI'Thll !=K~ PjliOllx ST. LOUIS.

DiDVIM LOO /.(zZ PITTSDUR11 -ST. PA.UL,
pjAf3tn;GTO:I, D. C.

RE: IIITER!AL ZECU111TY

oear Sir:

R' -t- i r,. at. tile vresent time, prepnring a (1ist of individuals, both

.,liens bn.-i cit cans of tbe Unite:'.SI-r..cw on %-whom ithere is inrormifajwm '

inJ'ate thait their presence at liberty in this counitry in time of, war or netijnal

uj ncy'would -bo dangcrouna to the pulic peace an~d the safety of thle United Stkz'es*

Go~~sn.The information no-., av'ailable relative to these individuals is, howver.

incomplete in most instancz.a and. it ai be necessary to obtain additional infora;atlisn

irelative to the affiliati.c;-s, business interests, activities, present address, age,-

and citigenship status of cach.

Tha Bureau will, therefore, in the near future commeence referring cases to

you by letter, requestin& an appropriate confidential invectig~ation to develop frnm

confidential sources ane i a direoct manner the necessary information to enable tirt

rendering of a decisi on as to the action to be talken relative t -o the individuals

concerned in the event :,I the outbreak of hostilitie's between the United Statp.F.

Government and any othier nation or n~~-

It wili be incumbent upon you To initiate the appropri =ecFlb~lgt

isciediately upon receipt. of the letters referred to, and to iia6.ippropriite

instruct~ions to the employees as;;igned to your Field Division to make qrtazin

the fart that th Dre 3 i. a;i~.iG r-uch investiGations does niot b rome knoan to

individuals .S.OPT~

Youi. are li~vilbcd'-hat-it will be necessary, in all ibstances, to definitc! y

determine whA!*er tjie*;indi',i~di:al about whom inquiry is being irme-is, a citizen of theo

United.Statce& or an a i..:: an, i aalien, i hut edt~5ie.i osbe

r.hetldfyh ./ia taken out* his first. peplirs u~less the lettor from tne Duroau clearly

)9 Th1 0 )Vl.et iS ?I"cwrcr ill ,CPO"i.e t0 901Wi 7Tquet end ise untfor dIsscnii.
)9ttin e,'taide yalnt C'nxiU,:". I's 1'e i I'MiirI to off/iel jr,,cced~ina's by
'PB our 0pninitce Liad Ike cr~scW' nuaey nust be disciesed to julneatlurized pc)-son-/ net 2Civtot thc esjprcss eppilue of the FBI
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-2-

re As tQht his citizenship status is known. This informatiOn is C7sc'tial in

.ach case because in ti, o war al ic il ieS s plac('d in a status di . df ied:1

ntirely from that of citizens of the United States, and the cases would bc. hzandl,%l

lifforently.

With reference to the invcstieation to bo conducted, as proviously :tct'a,

Lho purposu uhould be entirely confidential and it should be handled in the oa%

.anner as any inycstiaatiofl for the purpose of (tetermining if' the individual invol'.t.

h1as violated the Rei stration Act or is engegd in subversive activities.

The color or authority under wiich these atters are handled is, of course, the

iogistration Act and, if neccsary, inquiries an to the reason for the invoctigaticn

'should be answered by reference to the Reistration Act requiring agenltsof forci2n

principals to register with the State Department. It is pointed out, hoevcr, that

the claseificatiofl "Registration Act" still exists and investieations conducted

under that classification should no t-be confused with those corducted under the

classification "Internal Security."

It is believed that most of the information necessary about each

individual way bi obtained fram sources already knwal to t e Bnrean, such as public

and private rec~ords, confidential sources of information, confidential informants,

newspaper morgues, public libraries, employment records, chool records, t cotere

but in canes wh the e 1,eaut-.: t.hq investipation must be comp lt,

b onfiential. It will be necessary for you to supervise the invectigation of

t cases very carefully to maks certain that complete information is obtained

bec "se, obviously, a decision cannot be rendered as to the action to be taken in

each case unless full and complete information, upon which a decision can be based,

is made available.

You should ascertain the present home and-business address of the subject

and all information which ould Indicate the advisability of includinG his on the

list referred to, such as current or past activities, affiliation with organizaticne

engaged in activities in behalf of a foreign nation, participation in dangerous

subversive aovemsilts, advocacy of the overthrow of Government by force and viclenirp.

at cetera. It is deemed inadvisable to set forth specific rules as to the in"cstiS.

tion to be conducted in all of these cases because the facts mill differ in e-ach

case, but if you will bear in raind the' purpose for which these investigations are

being conducted, it is believed.that little difficulty should be experienced in

determining what investigation is to be made in each case.

The title of the case should reflect thename of the subject and all

aliases, and when it has been definitely determined that he is an alien, the word

"alien" should follow the nasa. ExaMple - John Doe - Alien. tWhen the status of

the subject. is determined at a time subsequent to the initial report, the title

should be marked "changed" and the word "alien" added. If the subject becomes I

ci tizepp $'et to the initial report, the title of the next report svLtmittO'J

shculd d 1i$('Ch5ad" to showi the dropping of tewr"ain thefrom. 7-

ekft.ctCr of~ the~ bad i all instances, as previously indicated, "Internal

S ity. SERP
FBI.
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o you infrmaio. in. casos *hIorn it in i nd"CtoI 01h1t till 'inIi vi dw:

wny be an al ien, a 0x1CckX xill be rs~de with tile B3ureau of Immrigrntvirn ant!a.1I

I. to determnine if nPatura) i z Ltion. papers h~ave becii.ivatiod boore 1.11. CA,;, it' r...
1* to'.0 tile Fieldl for* investiration. If. howcvcr, irformnation is davplop-i rA:

tilecourse of the investigation ~: in idicattr the possibility of the subject.
all alien and a check has not been maeed by thc Du~rc? u. a lead may be direct.;,d t, i.)!
Washington Field Office-to check the records of the Blureau of Immieraution anrd

tiaturalization.'

These camen have been assigned Clarnificatiori

Very trtuly yours,

John E'I~ar Hoeover
-Diroctorx.

'j $EPP6 1915

FBI
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EXHIBIT 24

July 16, 1943

HUGH B. COX, ASSISTANT ATiTOPE GENERAL
AND

J. EDGAR HOOVER, DIRECTOR
FEDERAL BUJREAU 'F rIvESTIGATION

I refer to !4r.1 memorandum to me~dated June 28,

1943, which reviews the history, development, and meaning of the Special

Case work and of the danger classifications that were made as a part of

that work.

After full re-consideration of these individual danger classifica-

tions, I am satisfied that they serve no useful ourpose. The detention

of alien enemies is being dealt aLth under the procedures established

by the Alien Ener Control .Unit. The Special Case procedure has been

found to be valueless and is not ilzed in that connection. There is no

stat:tory authorization or other present justifiction for keeping a

"custodial detention" list of citizens. The Dep-rtment fulfills its

proper functions by investigating the activities of persons -ho may have

violated the law. .It is not aided in this work by classifying persons

as to'dangerousness.

Apart from these general considerations, it is now clear to ae that

this classification systwe is inherently unreliable. The evidence used

for the purpose of :a.king the classifications was inadequate; the stand-

ards applied to the evidence for the purpose of =-king the classifica-

tions were defective; and finally, the notion that it is possible to

make a valid determaination as to ho-: dangerous it person is in the ab-

stract and without reference to time, environment, and other relevant

circumstances, is inpractical, un-ise, and dangerous.

,EIVE) FPA .the foregoing reasons I am satisfied that the adoption of this

e classification system was a mistakd that should be rectified for the

futre. Accordingly, I direct that the classifications heretofore made

,Iould not be regarded as classifications of dangerousness or as a

This doconent is prepared in response to your rcq7uest and is o707 Jes irSmi-

nation outsde you'r Comrnitter. Its wirme fl litrd to offirial proccrdings by

your Conunificc ad the connict muU vut be disclosed to uauthorized pderson-
nel without the express approval of the FBI

"A. 9
V' cA
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dete-rintion of fact in an! rense. In the fature, they should
---not be used for Pr.:; purpose vCh:tsocvcr. Questions raized is to

the statuc 6r activ~ties of a D.-rticular rersbn should be dis-
psdoby ccncidcrati, n of all available non.in u

'without reference. to any classification heretofore adc.

A copy of this rneoraneun should be iolaced in the file
of each per-on v!ho lins hitherto been riven a clasnification. In
addition, -ach ccrel uipon t-hich a .classification appears 'should be

.ren~p5ed vi*Lh the folltwirg lan,7aae:

"-T!-S CJLSIICATICQi IS t9!R MTA31E. -ITI'IS
HEYYCA-C==L, A2M SELLTLD 17CT BE USED

9.!Y OTHER~! IACI. OS71:C ~tl F JULY 16,
1943 M~O% T VU AT0O:7ErY GINFR.L TO HUM~ 3:

*COX '101D J. EDCA.;R PICVERA) .

Attorney General

*IECEIVED-FROM.
'SP25b
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EXHIBIT 25

PERSONAL ATTENTIC-N
STRfICLY CG:!FICENTIA.

NO. 336

August 14, 1943 SERIES 1943

SAC ALBANY DEIROIT . MEPHIS pROVIDNCE

ATLANTA EL PASO MIAMI PICHAiID

BALTIMORE GAND RAPIDS MILWAUKEE ST. LOUIS

BIRMINGHAM HKOOLULU NEWARK ST. PAUL

BOSTON EHU!TO3 NEW HAVEN SALT LAKE CITY

BUFFALO HUNTINGTON NEW ORLEANS SAN ANTONIO

TTE I'DIANAFOLIS 1-W YORK SAN DIEGO
CBUTTE CKO NORFOLK SAN FRANCISCO

CILICAGO JUNEAU OKLAHOMA CITY SAN JUAN

CINCINNATI KA:SAS CITY OMAHA SAVANNAH

CLEVELAND . KI!0OILLE PHILADELPHIA SEATTLE

DALLAS LITTLE ROCK PHOENIX SIOUX,FALLS

pENVEF. LOS ANGELES PITTSBUPRH SPRINGFIELD

DES MOINES LOUISVILLE PORTLAND WASHINGTON, D. C.
QUANTICO

Re: bANGERUSNESS CLASSIFICATION
mTA}TbE OF CHARACTER

C1STODIAL DETENTION

Effective immediately, the character of investigations of individuals

(other than alien enemies) %ho may be dangerous or potentially dangerous to the

public safety-or internal security of the United States shall be' Security later"

and notAkCustodial Detention." The phraseology, "Custodial Detention," soiall no

longer be used to designte the character of any investigation, nor shall it e

used Cor any purpose in reports or other communications. 
Investigations involving

organizations or "key figures" in the Communist Party will continue to tear the

character, "Internal Security," as in the past, but the dual character of

'Gs 1Pdial Detention" will be eliminated.

\. .Henceforth', the cards previously known as Custodial Detention Cards will

1tekn and referred to as Security Index Cards, and the list composed of such

e*bajl1 be known as the Security Index.

For your information, the Attorney General, on 
July J6, 1943, ordered

".that ttj. dangerousness classifications previously made by thevppecial Defensa Unit

c War Policies Unit . not1used in the future for

6see s u thatev 1 c nc

. Dqt urqq continue to investigate dangerous and potentially danger-

KoU jl-.f,)ther than alien enemies under the characturu of Security

ttei' dh'~.ilInternial Security. It will also continue to prepare and maintainl

ed.The fact that thelSecu'ity Index anWdecirity Tnrnex

ped ,ad maintained should be c nsidered as sc CTfl0~ f-
- i~s " locu ir t i preparcd I,# VCspl"s us i t t irial pItc AnrIn40 b1

.- ,nlitCoon 041' tort outcut noy I wt be discloscd to unauithorized pclSOS'.

,4 ,,nUl ' Iol~ of t/e B____
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-2-

tial, and should at no tire be nentioned or alluded to in investidati-ve reports.
0zoiscussad wiLh agencies or individuals outside the Bureau other. than duly qu-i
fied representa tives of the Office of Naval Intelligence and the Military Intelli-
gence Service, and then only on a strictly confidential basis.-

A revised Section of- the National Defense Mnual to replace the current
Section 16 is being prepared and will be available in thelimaediate futu.-e. It is
desired that you discuss the 'ontents of this letter with all investigative
personnel under your supervision:

Very truly yours,

.9- John Edgar Hoover
-Director

^RECFIVE FROM.
SpP)1975

FB I
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ExHIBIT 26-1

,0'c A ffm , ,7. dunf * UNITED STAIS GOVERNMENT

THE DIRECTOR DATE: November 13, i95

FROM D. If. LADD

SUBJECT: PROGRAM FOR AP.-REHEl/SIOil AND DETENTION
OF PERSOPS CONisTIDERV) POTENTIALLY
DAJicReOUS TO THE !:ATIO!!AL DEFESE AND
PUBLIC SAFETY OF TL UNITED STATES

SYI/OPSIS:

At a staff mectingonI1ovcmber.6,.1952, Deputy
Attorney General 'alone_ brought..up a. emorandum from the
Bureau which inquired cs o whether the 'Sec urity Portfolio
st ill cotrols our activities in the event.of a national
emer.ency. At the meetino it was uaie. thatoU cn
).!r. furc wou~l loolThtoiAemaffr_A W,'Iw ther9n y

I/change3sshould befced.

Our entire Security Index progran po.ur.plans
for the detqnion anqfg rous individuals in.the time of an
emergqnc. hAve been setupin c.onpliance.. with instructions
fur n ishes.totheBureau in a plan drawn up by the Depar;.ment
and furnished to the..Bureau on August.3, 1948. After the
passage of..the .Internal. Security Act of .1950 on September 23,
19.5Q, the..Bureau felt that the Department would have to anke
a decision as to whether we should continge. our plans.to
operate under the Department 's Portfolio.or to charge our
plans in order to meet the provisions of the.Internal Security
Act of 1950. This Act differs.from. the. repartnent's Portfolio
Ion several Major points amon2 which are the following:

(1) It does no prid suspension the 7r it
of Habeas Corpus.

(2) It is more restrictive in the standards set
up for determining whoshallbe arehended.

(3) It does not. rouidefor aprehen ion of
dancerous individuals at a time __reqatned
invusion.

(4) It provides for apprehension under individual
warranisobtaincd only ucon oable cause
supported by da0~4.or ofirmat ion.

(5) It apparently does not prJvideJ'or.searches
I ' IM or confiscation of contraband.

cof..qt~ -.

o * 1 (6) It provides that preliminzry he .7ins are 4a
be held within 48 hours or 17 joF"r'ihr'goficr

21



as provision for such hearings may be made.

(7) It appears that the ru1.40fevidenceshal
apply urnder the Act.

(8) Per onsgppr.ehen*ded -shall ...be entitled to
judicial review i the courts.

The Bureau can discharge its responsibilities more
effectively under ourpre se-t olan than unde the Internal
Security Act. In vies oPje diYferences it .is imperativethatei e ave a definite commitment fro the..Departaent as t.

erh.DapZment will follow its own Portfolio or the
provisions. Of the Internal Securith Act. Si ethe Internal SCcurity Act, the Department has co tentae fiZ , h Dea has conrsistentlye
hedoed on whether the Act can be ignored. completely and the
Bur-bau--ca*ILRJoceed .nr the pl ans set forth in-the Tpartment's
Portfol io.

The menoransdarglkugh to youratention :by.Mr.-Halone
* " oua mouro qno.o kdt the Attor ey Ggneral - dated. October. 15,
l2F , which rggjAseLadvice in thismatter. It is not dreiedadvisoble t fft the Bureau nak;e recomnqndations toXie De n

concern D2_As._Daf..ter inasmuch asLt .hly controversial
Squestion involving the Suspension of the Firit of Habeas.Corpusis inudn the Deartmen.s.Portfolio Also, in the event
th e eepartncnt elects..to proceed under the Internal. SecyurityAct in addition to revising all, of_our.plansmaU people'whomwe feel -constitute a dargger to the, .internal..security.of thecoun ry will be dropped from our.Se.curity.In.dex in...view ofjhe
anr inte prdvsos for apprehens ionse o. nth
in i-nael Security Act of 1950.

Nonetheless in view of the questions which will .beraised as tothe necesst.,y._the.-epartment_proceeding undera plan of its own device contrar to an existin law it is notfelt we shoulc. make anU.rcoaymmc atione t Whe Devartmet it
respect to this atter since the dc.ision which is solelythe responsibility of theTDepartment-..to. make. There is attacized

ol 4tt.Depetgy 4,torney General Malone requesting an earlU

PURP :

To se±_Zorth tg.ftdfference.between-.the Department'splan for .. the apprehension of dangerous individuals in the time'of an emergency as contracted with itle II of the Internal

adv V~~q ise oread tesutu

SP 26 1975 - 2 -
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of our request..that-.thc. Department make a decision as to.,whether

we will proceedunder the Departme aplan..or.. under. the

pr'oviionalkthe laeragl ec~rit -Act n the event [a *
zo an

emergency.

DETAILS:

In your memorandum of November 6, 1952, recording
the Advisory Staff Meeting which took place on that date in

the Attorney General's Office you advised that Hr. 11alone
brought up a memorandum which the Bureau directed to him

inquiring as to whether the "Security Portfolio" still controls

our activity in the event of a national chergency. Ab the
meeting it was decided that you and Mr. Murray would look
inio 'the matter to see whether there should be any changes
effected. You stated that you would like to be advised as to
the status of this matter together with a memorandum to
Mr. Malone as to our views.

As early as Harch 8, 1946,._yuqsuggested to the
Attorney Gener FtYaf~7e m ght desire to initiate d study .. to
deernn7TwihdtTfTslaion was aailable or what should be
sought to aithoize effeotjveaction.ofa general and precaution-
ary natutin thecevent of a.serious emergency. Afti .ur
ori'Fnol memorandum to the AtorngeyGeneral on fa.rch _8, 1946,
regarding this matter, we continued to follow the Departhent.

After a number of conferences held between Bureau
repre.sentati ves-with Departmendttorhe ys they drew up. a
plan w if C4mpl!.ebe instruct ions frpm the Attorney General to
the-Bire.au, a progosed Presidential Proclamaton and a proposed
Joint Resolution to be passed by Congress n tupport of the
Pre s ident.!s:rocdamat~on.Ta'.~ ila ic.'eeral hireferred to
as the_Departmnat's Portfalip. There are only thre opies
o.?his plan in existence. The Bureau has .two,. pne maintained
at *the-Seat of v&rneHt and one. in the.. Omaha..Field Division,
and the Attorney Genercl maintains the third copy. The
Portfolio was submitted to the Bureau bythe Decartrant on
AugusY-T i948. Since t -h iime our entire laing. and
oper tfonal procedure fo..cpprehend individual s contained in
our Sec.'iiity.Jndex.has been based on the.Lepr ment'Portfolio
and not upon the deter.tj pys ;isons of TileIIof the

In____ giyApfflfy hc ecm a on Septcysber 23,
1950

' tthe a t the Dgoartmenss Portfolio _was furnished
to the Bureau on ucust 3. 1948, the re w l n ince

SEP 2 1
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.whicK provided fporthe detention of dangerous individuals
at theTime af an emergency. After he paspage of the
Internal Seurity. Act oC 1950, which did provide for such
actiont"ibe Bureau felt t4ec Dcpartmeent would have to make a
dcci flasIQJLw&c i:er csh o. W.offt.MnieLaurpjla .sto gpe rate.under the onparent.s Portfolio..or .'chcne.ogrplans in

orer to meet the provisions o enternal Se ity c f
1950i.

/L o /he y . DPa tments Portfolio and the
.Internal Scrty Act of 1950

The reason that it is imoerative that the Department
make this decision is beccusc f differencesbctwde the

DC11f't _tt~gio uder. which we are now cOaratmn nthecrvsosf il II of.thcTnterbal secur...y..can1il frtt AcSt of19. Some of the ajo ints of dijerence gn :

(1)- Under the De.partment's.Portfolio the Writ of
Habeas Corpus will be suspended. The Internal,
Security Act -of 1950 does rnot provide for the
suspension of thej'rit of Habeas Corpus.

(2) The current standards We use in determining the
names a{ individuals ao e placed in the Securit

Index a e .s. n-te provisions-o appreeension
AnI ire 9.ofane eerrency as .sct.-.fotjh..i tje.Department's

Pa r folio. The prov ions setfor in.then nte rnal
SeccritUAc.. 1.9.0 for Ih .dctent ion of dangerous

in i.ida. .. i e f an.c.emer'c-ncU are. more restricted[than those contained in the Dearte .. fo.tfolio.Basially, the lnternaleurity Act of- 1950 provides
for the en of individuals who ave beenoative

in suEversive orranizations since Januaryl1 1949.
Uner t o o aine zilhe _')epartment's

Poil/o.12 P.ega. ncluded in our Security Index
Inl ,iduals who
engage in any subvcrsive activities subseouert.toJanuarU 1, 1949 but were activepLrevious to that date.

(3) 'The Por/ iovjdesfor.apprchens ion of
dngerfous neividucle at a time o threatened

this -fo actual invasijn, insurrection or decLrFRifon
of war.

1 it (4) The Potf lio provides (pr the apprehension of
'all subjects int Secriy Index at thenie of'aneyergency ~. unde onee matr r at ofhFfre -' --- ute'

SEPth Lb~Attrney_.enraJ. rr-.. f ~rot xUnder the.Act apprehension
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of a bjeL -eff cted-bY-i.dividual yarrants
ootained _onlU _up.n.able.ac.au ported by .oath

orff irmati..

(5) The Portfolio provides for searches 
and

confiscation of contraband, whereas, ihe Act

apparently does not contain such provisions.

(6) The Portfolio provides that hearings are to be

held within 45 days after the apprehension of the

subjects, whereas, the Act provides that preliminary
hearings will be held within .48 hours or as soon

thereafter as provision for such hearings,may be
made.

(7) Under the Portfolio the Boards of Review to

be set up to hear the cases shall not be bound by
the rules of evidence. It appears that the rules of
evidence shall apply under the Internal Security Act.

(0) Under the Portfoliopeysonj.qpprehended will have
the right of a peal only to the President. Under the

Act hej s'hall be entit1e dcLJudicial review in any
U. S. Court or Apeals.

There is no ate .tjn_ but that the Brjeau could dis-

.Tchre its respon.ljbilficsa muclh.moreeffect i ely under the
Department?: Portfolio than under tne Internal Securty .ct
of l0.O7 Ezdnliseen by the major points of difference
between the Portfolio and the Act, it-is imperative that_ we
know4as anaDs possible in the gevet te..Depetnent eides

that it will be neg.ss.oty ta follow.the .poisions of the

Internal. euAtn ityApt. Qlrat.ireplanning qpdpocedure
reative to.pre.paqationfr..an emergency..has3been directed by
the instruct io.ns-c.ontaine.d-.in the.Departmen&.1s. .QUtf.A lo. Our

plan_g has been set up in defqjlfor action to_ be_taenin

accordance with the ?ortiolio. We nnot af od...tOaJcit.until
an emergency is upon us and then.hve.the. Depcrtnent decide
that we would have to Qve.against-dangeroussubveroivesunder

-tth? IRencl ZSecurity Act of_.1950 rather than under the
Departnnt.or fflio. Shoul.d his occur our entireroeation
wouldbreak owouL m that our entire

procedure would have to be altered.

Correspondence With and Advice Received From the Departnent
Concerning This !atter

I9sl-'t was with these facts in mind that we called this

- 5-
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matter to theDeortment's attention at the time of the passage
of The_ncral-Scurity -Act. of1950. On September 25, 1950,
we directed a memorandum to the Attorney.0eneral requesting
to be advised whether the detention provisions of Title II of'
the Internal Security Act of 1950 would.affect the detention
plans previously prepared by the Departnent. W/e also requested
that the Attorney General advise whether he contemplated making
any changes in the program as previously planned by the
Department.

At aconference between ypurse fnd~former.Attorney
Genecal J. Howard icGrath .e..mornxpp of September 27, 1950,
he infored you that he had received a memorandum from-the
BuFau inquiring as to whether the Internal Security Act of
195ffectedin. any way the Deoartment's,.detention program
undrhiliich the.Bureau had been-working in conjunction, with
the Departrient. Yr. L'cGrath advised-.you.that he:did~not
believe that the passage of the bill should in any way interfere
with tme1 Dep.artent's detention orog.a and that herdesired.the
Burea tp proceed wit th e proram as outlined in the. Depa men s
Portfoli a.. By memorandum dated October. 9, .1950,- fOramer!sM.
Me*lnerneF, forme t n t s A te in charge of the
Crminhd2 Divisioi replifedg our memorandum. He stated that
Title II of the Internal Security Act of 1950 .undoubtedly is
in con.UJictKith te Department's nroposeddetention.prograM.
He said that if Title II remains.in effecto such time.as
initiat.ion-of_theprogram-.becomes necessary, appropriate
provsions for its repeal will be introduced in Congress along
with the proposed joint resolution :inasnmuch as the Internal
SIc_ o 0a;enacted contains nay ps wishii c..h
gquld be unworkable in the event o an cmergencyor outbreak

* s t hatihtig and ThatT iwas not anticipated that Title II
will permanently supersede the Department's Portfolio.

In -response to an inquiry by the Bureau of December 5,
1950, as to the progress made by the Department in.reviewing
our Security Index cases, Deputy Attorney General Peyton Ford
advised on December 7, 1950, that "in the event of occurrence
of an emergency which requires the use of the detention program,
all of the persons now or hereafter included by the Bureau on
the Security Index should be considered subjects for immediate
apprehension thus nesolving any possible doubtful cases in favor
of the Government in the interests of the national security."

SEP 191
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At the concluding session of the U. S. Attorneys'

confer'ence on May 25, 1951, which was attended by Mr. Belmont,

Mr. Raymond P. Whearty of the Department outlined the detention

provisions of the Internal Security Act of 1950. At that time

he pointed out that the Act is unwieldly and unworkable.

On ay 31, 1951, Mr. Whearty, in conference with

Mr. Belmont and Section Chief Boumgardner, orally advised

that the standards being drawn up by the Department at that

time for persons to be apDrehended in an emergency were to

be based principally on the Internal Security Act of 1950 but

that leeway had been added to the standards specified by the
Act to include persons we have on our Security Index who will
meet the requirements of the Act. He statcd that the Department
does not consider the detention *proviff ons of iEEi.In ternal
Security Act of 1950as wor kble and.w ill..continue..to operate
unde the iepncyDetention Progra .. dity ypbpthe
Department.

On March 14, 1952, tr heatywpiorped in
conferenc with Yr. Belmont and Mr. Baungardner that iNqas -
appa~re nt __ pr n ing to inte r pret .the
.provisions of he terppl.Secuqiiy.Act o' .950 Dhrough the
drawing up of the Departmer 'ss proposed standards..for
indivi duals to be included ta-th.LSeaut+y-Indaz . hr-jng-them
w i th i n h- u ov Q usj ufto T le rn al-s.eca.rJ.ty-Act. Mfr. hearty
was informed that from the Bureau's ,uandpointit would appear

tha the-Dcae is hedging on its arvip tnd t

appehes.fion swould be made under the Emercency Dejention
Program of the Deartie t.rather.than thp-Internal-Sec77ity
Actof 7950 and any attempt to bring the Department's program
within the provisions of the Internal Security Act would require
extremely broad interpretation of the Act. He ta_<g d
that ouosition is that se must be ready from anocerative
3t tdpfinttoAppement the p unaer cle

authority-frantheAttorneyOeneral and there ccr t-G.0Q-qestion
of doubt as to hether we are oprat-ing under standards
s.1fT 11yauthoriedby he Attorney General. It was pointed
out that the broad interpretation b of the
provisions of the Act may not stqnd up n the event the
apprehension program .is. launched under the Act and that the
Deparnent'srt.rprea.t.ipp ofthe A sa- ter.of opinion

ad tfQ.facpt. At this conference Mr. Wherty sjftced ihat
it is the _ definite jntqnt of.he Deoaf ment to oroceed under
its programrather-than-under..the Intergno Security Act of 1950.

He said that if an emergency occurs, the President ial Proclamation

SEP
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will be issued andbroht.immediately before Congress for"tha ifitaime ~ ~ b
ficat ion. Jle said that atth _ >en

accomplished before that time, repeal of.Ai.Act _oil.b!?
sought in. orddr that the Department 's program can be. instituted.
He .sbted that. attha jmthe unworaility of the Act will.
again atbrought ot t C.ntio n of Congreca.

OoIlz 9._ .i92, at which time Mr. Belmont and Dr.
Hennrich were in conference with Mr. 1_c_1erne_4 f aeDepartment
regarding getting approval by the Department of the standards
used by us :for placing persons in the Security Index and having.
them review our Secarity.Index cases, 1.. McInerney statad
that the Depatentad alread..given the Bureau..wei-tten
authority to, apprehencoaUne on..the$Syc.urity Index..pending
theDo a rtmets tsecision. wit ca drd. The
Bureauyrgsetiatives insisted on the 'Attorney General's
specif c apptaval Of the.:stad aa u wi are ope rating,)
inasmuch.as,-e -a r...an .. investiptive. agenc V,.andthe. policy as
(;e whom s iould .bc apprehnded uder rd e.on. npjriogrim
must :est with the.AtbQ.c4egee.

Fr inmt.Le. toAfje the..Departmcnt,wh ile intaining
that the pla a set forthin the Departee.t' Portf[olio L1
be used in tie event of a ererecyL hasint mted.thatjte
Internal .Securify Act of 1950 hannot be ignored. The Deartment
lastbrl .i . ctto e ueauVs atention in a memorandum
dated October 8_192, which stated in part thct while it is
contemplated thatn Lathe e0enftjofarother._.egislation
rildting to the aorehensiion and dete .ti odpotentially
dangFoucs peao will be speed Ily so ght, nonetheles so.long
as the standard provided_ ;, e Iternal SecuiUty.c .c.0/..1950

and detention of potentially dangerous individuals, the
Depqrtmentmusa_ consider this standard in review te files
of individuals who may e,.ubje..o apprehension and defeintion.

Wp eto this memorandum in a letter to the
Attorney General dated Optober..5,.1952, and pointed out, noap
other things, that all a uthoritbL/9orp uSecU.iX.Ide -p.O gram
-including all preparations and plans made b- the B.reau effect
the apprehensions.arc baged solely upon the planning and
instructions contained.An...the .Depateat'sPortfolio. 4/ie
re quested ;in order.that.there will be a comolete understanding,
that the At orney General1gv us his assuranceaot~4his time
thof hednends.to proceed in an eergencU under the program as
outlined in the Department's Portfolio andtish the standards
to~ a .ed re these we ar usiyp_,u e roepeauce7

toa.- ~ ~ f ___ta
We rt tE g ivce o
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lte Atorfln .eiyl as to whether he is in agreenl A he

BDir-Gatis concepts of the o-detenbio'n progra rcia dSecurityI index

stdards as outlined in our memorandum to Mr. Peyton 
Ford

dated June 28, 1951. The nenorandum of October.15, 1952, is the

ncnorandum which Er. Valone brought up at the staff meeting

in the Attorney General's Office on lovember 6, 1952.

OBSER VATION:

All o ouc-plans or an which treeetnsive,
in connectjiian mth the detention of danger -opus _1p:Adividuals -in

in Coflndi.On Lnt1Ltai ed in
tine-j7 an energency are based instruci contaied in

the.Departmentic.Port]fTio. There. are.contatn21a..ao.ng.the
19,57? individuals listed in our Security Inde th. ames of
many persons whom we constoe oangerous out un9p do not f

. withn i e. stdards set.fot.h inl_.hy.Inspenal Security Act
of 19 5

0 . Ifthe Department shP.Qud_1ec to proceed, nder tis

Act it woulr mean that in revising our plans many peopl?
wh-o are now included in our7 ecUrity Indeac potentially
d;eros to the in7eA, security-.woulad-necessarilyhpq to
be exc1udbd therefrom.

The fact that the ISrIn7a A ctA .o 1,50
does nt pr deQ5id 5P J s ion of th Ierit of Habeas Corpus
woudprev.aAefitite kinldcance tothe ebecution of necessary
mtaken .in.the eve~n fe of

lengc'thy litication which would no doubt result and presents
the oSiS. ity..thct dangerous .gvIcuals might obtain release

/Foni CTfihneent pending hecrings in their cases. The
Depa rtment'sEai21. proqides thb %these persons shall be

continued in detention unti tAi ss are decided"6y the
BodsFa oReview.

The lac pr2Lisinn.Iahe.Ac..rmasures to be
taken in the eutoof hreatyed jnveson precudes the
Presiden T7rom taking action against potentiellydangqrous
pe.r4.ns prior o an actualn has ion, insurrection or declcration
of war.

The provisJ.fLin the Act for aporehensiono! subjects
by individual warrants i.s..jactor whic would be a netrimental,
tfikei-onsuming procedure as ponpared to the usepLone master
warrant of arrest for all subjects apprehended as provided in
the Leartment a Portfolio

2L~5 - 9 -ili-
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The apparent lack of provision in the Act for searches
and for confiscation- of convrcband would-be a, definite deterrent
to our operations in that we woul'd be unable to search-the.
headquarters of subversive-organizations as well as premises
of dangcrcus individuals for contraband. Such contraband
would,under the Actapparently be left in the control and custody
of persons who could use it-against the interests of the
Government.

The provision in the Act t k.4tp.nB.Li1a.hearings
are to be held within, 48 ours after the stbjects' ap.rehension
or as soon thereafter as provisions fdr such hearings .nay be
made could p1ace a restrictive time- .le7eD .n L..Rrnment
which wouI interfere wih ! ur aggrelens ion efforts.

The fact that sResLsLprCehcnded under the Act
wQold have the ri ,hL DoLap aL to the courts and since t
appears that the rules ogfevidence 'would-apply.creates ar.other
osce .0; way in atinrdert aain
c6"iLec detention ofro nsc*'--6n-",iW-ideed da'noer -ous we nay,

in n naancanyeo~is th~dniis u
inQormants and confident ial techniues. This,- of course. would
be y g a_.to _ gubseques gfforts to maintain coverage
of subversive act.iktLF-1s-2 . -AAneggen.d*

While, for the reasons- outlinled 'above, I'firmly
believe -that the interrcl g

be protected in the time of an! epejrgency if we&rce ne
he:,plq.nseh 7h7 .rneparte nthS.-ortf. 1., 1 d fot

believe that it is desirable that the Bureau goon record with
recoansEEffons to the ment concern ingtis.mctter. The
Dep.retn. Portfolio contcins a plan for the suspension of
the_-rit of abep.s Corgus which without guestion .jilb..a a
highly contro'versial.subject .and wll undoubtedly._Cogse
considerable debate in the event it is ever openrly ProDoSed.
Other questions will DC rd G eca CSees0ar o
proceed underza plan deviged~bU..the Deportment of Justice
when there is a law on the statute books w hich astenibly
coverstAebs yrpose for. A'.icn h e V epartment 's pla was setuA-p~an-i.c eup
to hcndle. A decision as to orocedure in the eventofan
emeegcypy~i.cearly.the responsibilitygf the Department.
The De artn _r the D ema tnent
and we Thaveo?rated-uader.thoq.e instrucr ions o octe.' ny

S.'dec.aioe ±a o mhd .odfopeyatowhierTifbeunder the~ De artmens Portfol terp
of 1950 is cleLyam tter tabedecided by the Attorney
General ,because it is concerned wit high Gouereplicy.

- 10 -



Obviously eclrtment does not want to be
placed in a o v stated that it is not going
to pay attention to the Internal d.ecurit..Act. of-1950 . They
hAcve ledoed in this matter in the past and it is to our

inter.s . en... .. r .. ... .positivc expression
ofpgyrovl.f .ou.onCehp.ts of the Eq roency Detertion Program
and our concepts of the standards for including individuals
in the Security Index which is tantamount to scheduling these
persons for apprehension. I belicue that we shogd continue
to call orapositivestatmentJromttDepartment and that
we should under no circumstances make any. commitments regarding
the dy c Tt he merge ention
Program or under the Internal Security Act of..1950.

ACTION:

If you agree, there is attached hereto a memorandum
to Deputt..Aptrney General Ross L. Halone, Jr., staiid6ur
poitiQn and rthe
Departmn.pt'...iazLion....kis at er.

11 -
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EXIBIT 26-2

OloICe Zver l,.. U? * NITE

3 The Director, Federal Buxeau of Investigation DATE ovembr 25, 1952

rRo m The Attoiney General.

SUBJccT: P1tCGaR4 FCI2 APF ERiENsIO P:-r D rETFNTION OF
PERSONS CO SIDERD PGTENTIALII D.A!GEROUS
TO THE UATIC;L DEFEI'SE AD PUBLIC SAFETY
OF THE UNITED STATES.

Referenc .is made to my memorandum of October 8, 1952,
aPgrovin.theStandards~used by your Eureau for the listing of
nanes of individuals in the Security Index, and to your: subse-
quent menorandum of October 15.

Pursuant to the questions which you have raised in the ,
latter memorandum. I wish to assure you that it is the tepart-
nnt's intention in the event of emergency to proceed under the

ot.ied .n the rnartmenti; Portfolio invokiri the
rnow used. This approval; of course,' i edicates a-ree-

ent ith your Bureau's concepts. of the. etertion Proraa and
. he Security Inde, standards as outlined in your mrmorandum of
une 26, 1951, to former Delputy Attorney Ceneral

ECEI VED: FROM

FB81
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EXHIBIT 27

Director, Federal Bureau of Investigation , DATE: SOptedber

FRO alter Yeagley, Assistant Attorney General
(7 Iat Internal Security Division

SUDJECr: IATION OF ISTAM
INTERNAL SECURITY - 1101

CONFIDENTTAL

This is in reply to your memorandum to the Attorney General/
dated September 9, 1960, inquiring about the possibility of pro-
secutive action against the leaders or designation of the captioned
organization under provisions of Executive Order No. 10450.

The av-ilable evidence concerning the activities of the
leaders and members of this organization falls far short of the
evidentiary reqf.rements sufficient to meetthe sandards set rt
,in t;he, Y e d cisigh ile thaloadersTfth f at tiiefie
sort to the us of viulent and vicious language which would incite
the members to individual acts of violence against the white race,
it is more calculated and designed to arouse hatred and antipathy
against the white race as a race, rather than against the Government.
There is evidence of lngiaage which speaks of the destruction ofAmerica, but is couched more in terms of prophecy and prediction,
often referring to the "1ar of Arnageddon," than in terms of incite-
ment to action. Moreover, the First Amendment would requireIsomsethin3 more than language of prophecy and prediction and implied
threats against the Government to establish the existence of a
clear and present danger to the nation and its citizens.

Regarding designation of the NOI pursuant to the provision,of Executive Order 10450, it is our opinion that hate-language em-
ployed by the organization's leaders is not probativeof the criteria
of "subversive" nor is it sufficient to establish the 1101 to be an
organization ". . . seeking to alter the form of government by
unconstitutional means." . Although there' is substantial evidence of
NOI's advocacy of future violent .reprisals for alleged wrongs com-
mitted against one or more of its members, the evidence is
insufficient at this time to meet the criterion that it has adopted
a policy of advocating or approving~the commission of such acts
of violence to deny. others their constitutional rights.

c 14 REC- 30
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Review and evaliatibn of the information furnished by
the Bureau is being continued with a view toward prosecution or
designation. Moreover, because of the semi-secret and violent
nature of this organization, and the continuing tendency on the
part of some of its- leaders to use language of implied threats
against the Government, it is requested that the burcau continue
its invoutigation of the Nation of Islam and its leaders.

-2-.
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EXHIBIT 28

Di*1 *o I'

at~ 1/13/C),

:rity is 'grxnt Ito ril rt ,>t o: 1..>

1111:: is.

Ut: lie cc...~: -Y- - ::Ca- . or

thit luttr ;A inccz that the : .1 is -t Ad.,:
to the cOUtcu.

i*-r te too .ur.ou of cIr results obOS ; by
th. :.bove 3li .

cn Iis th leader of th2 E.I.K--lV
ca nrs, a . nd: extreist crog:i.:a:tin.. wci'

Mdir th"t 0o la0.3 as Mot COtnOes Ons th. ider
at 111of th RanU rs2, a workin a::rng:"t b'tr:cn th rPP
1 q and the R:a'rs bay be effacted cn Rangar tarmn.Chicago h ecommenCed tin anony.Os riling of te .

foll nlettrn anticipation that its raceipt by
will intensify the dgra of nuitciY ANit i- Q

betwoon thcse two black extremist orgcnizations:

'"Brother / S

"Ive spent sae t1i o itSh scIa the jriens
ontl I et sid lately and I ko .* bt' been go. on.

The Pothersthat carn the ianthr blame you for blckin:r
*I~iI 1NOTZ' COllTIIJ Pt..: .I

r'n TIl!1)J11
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Lattur to SC, vC. 2,C

theis tiu and !hLoos : d=0 to a b 0 A a for.
You. 151 not a FY:nw:mr, c0 11nnv jP Lc bl " Fr,:

1ML I :Se those . :nshu: m out E ' C.vn :1 t
ir lck ptopl. I Lin! :Zyo h*:t to ' : I t o
to, I Lar.: hat I 'do if . 0o. ±01 T i h l Ec2

"A 1 bl: brotho y c'do't Ito
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EXHIBIT 29

- UNITEDJ .STATES COv e~o'NIlf.NT

Mfemrancitrn
TO :ro)1fhTCH, FBI DATE: //

FROM :CHICAGO

SUDJECT: ClTjgrfl PTG p Pr
,t DLCK1~:( N TT:IAL I'.T'E GROUPS'

RACIAL lI1TLLIGENK,

Re Bureau letter, 1/6/59; Chicago letter, 12/10/68;
and Chicago airtel and LIM, 1/7/69.

The first two of thi above communications wore
captioned as above, the latter under the BPP caption.

In the Chicago letter of December 16, 1968, asuggestion was made that an anonymous wailing be sent
leader of the Blackstone Rangers, advising of DpP otortsto dIscredit him, and in effect to "tahn over" the Rangers. Asevents hrve subsequently developed, as set fotbh in reforui ncdChicago airtel and LHM, the Rangers and the DPP have not onlynot boon able to form any allinnce, but enmity and distrust na-'arisen, to the point whdre each have been ordered to stay out cfthe others territory. The VP has sinao decided to conduct noactivity or attempt to do any recruiting in Rangcr territory.

It appears therefore that the letter n originallyintended at this point would serve no useful purpose. The endin view appears to have been very quickly alrived at, in greatmeasure by virtue of the inherent inability of two such voitileand power conscious groups to derogate any of their status orassumed authority to the other.

From information recently received, it appears, however,that the UPP has not entirely abandoned all hope of utilizingthe Rangers for their own purposes. Some feeling has been evidentthat -- \ ay not continue indefinitely in his position of leader-ship wif the Rangers, most probably a reference to variouscriminal charges facing him. It is clear, however, that ;olong as he is in this position, any working arrangement betweenthe two groups will be on Ranger terms.

2 - Bureau (RM)
2 - Chicago

(1 - .(pp) I2 Jl 1G '%'l

IP 10 lli I' T
ay U.S. Savings Bonds Aegiularly on the Payroll Savings Plan
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CGO

Coreqvjenty C :!4r "."0 ow~VCC 1& ' fo) )owin
letter be sent hanIvr3i ten, on plain P:"ar--:

'Erothcr

thef vcft side latly an)d I 1;,fy ;~' bh2Cf gcjio on. h
brothux's that rmd the ait's1:oyou Co: I' celoking-t~i
thin', 'and- thorn's supposod to boa~ hii. out for~ you.. Y 's not
a Panth-ar. or a )Pangcr, jt''.:t blM. .ro ;ie~i 'se

panthers are out for thocbz'ves noe : bli:!; ])OC!"O. I )ik
you oisfht to hnow vhat tI:i p to, I 1-mov.w abt I'd do if I
was you. You ,viflt hoar fxrom me again."

"A black brother you don'tknw

'Tue above would be sont to; in care of thC First,
P,7cebytc3 Jan Church, 6401 :ntxth Kimbaci;,.' the rdoyputlicizf;d
-headqurters ci thle Ranigers.

It -is bellievcd:.t'mi above. .may. j nte nsi fy . t-he degrwe of
aiawu"between tho trio rOLcS an~d ceCaSili. 6*t ac

retalia .- ,rv %v~p hich couid d(Usrupt the iz4-' or -lead to
rcpricai.; aga inst its leadership.

Conside.r.ation* has been gjivexn fo~a sinhiUar letter
to theBPP, alleginga.Ranzsor plot aint h 3"1 lacr;u

however, it is not felt this wcuid bh! produutive, fprijxciJpally1
since the I3PP at precsent is not h2elie.ved as violccC-!rOnte as
the flaigers, to woin .violciit typ- activity, 'shooti ng, -6d th
iike, are second nature. Thore is also tii c *porsibilit-y 'Chat
if a1 future contact. beta-sen tho tvio tore to tp.!;' placeo, and It
bccamo apparent thtboth Iv.d rcivds~ cinctos
then an outside interest. would be sosev.-at obvio'us.

Chicago will take no action rcgatrding. the tbove,
pending Bureau authorization.

F B
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EXHIBIT 30-1

UNITED STATES ( tRNMEN

_Mem7orandumn
T DIRECTOR, FDI DTE:

R SAQ, cI.NNATI (p) X

ECT:COUNTERINTELI 3ENCE PROGRAM
IS - DISRUPT')N OF TILE NEW LEFT

R 3ulet to Albany, 5/10/6i

All SA personnel responsible for the investigation

of the New Left and Key Activists in the Cincinnati Division
have been alerted to the Bureau's Counterintelligence plans
relating to these groups and individuals.

Detailed analysis of potential Counterintelligence
acti on against New Left organizations and key figures in the
Cincinnati Division has been ini1iated with the following
results'

Primary areas of New Left activity in the Cincinnati
Division territory are Antioch College, Yellow Springs, Ohio;

. Ohio State University (OSU), Columbus, Ohio; and through the
Cincinnati Committee To End the War in Vietnam and Cincinnati
Action for Peace at Cincinnati, Ohio.

ANTIOCI COLLEGE
YELLOW SPRINGS, OHIO

The center for Now Left activity in the Cincinnati
Division area is believed to be Antioch College, Yellow Springs.
Ohio, and the community of Yellow Springs itself. For a number

. of years individuals from the college and the town have been
a part of the New Left vanguard.

Antioch was among the first -olTeges to have a CP,
USA speaker on campus shortly after the party started this
program. Other speakers have apoeareq on campus on behalf

Burca. (Rill) IREC 5
Cincinnati

) .SN

Bu7 U.S. Savingp Bo,,dj Replarly o, the Parvl Savingx Planz
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/,of the Socialist Workers Party (swP), Young Socialist Alliance

(YS), Fair Play For Cuba Committee (FPCC), Students For A

Democratic Society (SDS), as well as Black Power. Antioch

students organized a draft resistance protest group 
following

SDS leadership. This group led a demonstration at Cincinnati,

Ohio, on 12/7/67,. during which large numbers of participants

brazenly defied law and order, resulting in the arrest-of

over 85.of their number, and causing the disruption of the

orderly activities of the city for several days. . In other

protest-type demonstrations of a national character, Antioch

.and Yellow Springs have been represented by numbers exceeding

their enrollment and population.

Antioch is a small, privately endowed liberal arts

and science college, with a total averdge enrollment of about

1,80. Yellow Springs, home of the college, is a village of

about 4,200 peoplp, 18 miles east of Dayton, Ohio, on Highway 42.

Students attend college for three months, after which they leave-

the campus to work'at one of a large number of agencies and

companies which cooperate with Antioch.in this program. The

student body is purposely diverse. In 1964 - 1965, students

caime from 49 states, Washington, D.C., and 18 foreign countries.

The current president of Antioch is JfAMES PAYSON DIXON, JR.,
born 3/15/17, at Portsmouth, New Unapshiide le is a medic ..

'doctor, receiving his degree in 1939 from Harvard, and in 1943

an M.S. degree at Columbia. le.interned,.at Boston City Hospital
during 1944, and for the most part since that time has hold
administrative-type positions. He has been connected with the

. Rockefeller Foundation. le served from surgeon to medical

director, U.S. Public Health Service, 1952 to.1954, and was a

member of the National Advisory Council in 1960. He has been

president of Antioch College since 1959.

As an example of DIXON's attitude, during 1967, two

Antioch College students were arrested attempting to smuggle

arijuana into the U.S. Onpublic disclosure of these facts,
DIXON hold a convocation at the college during which as a
medical doctor, he attacked narcotics control laws in general,
and challenged the. idea that use of marijuana was harmful.

-2-
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Antioch prides itself greatly on a "highly intellectual"

and "academic, scholarly environment."

Actually the campus is most often run by a small

group of militants that are permitted by college authorities

to attack every segment of American society under the

semblance of being "highly intellectual."

Anyone visiting the campus doubts its "academic,

scholarly environment" because of the dirty anti-social appearance,

.and behavior of a large number of students can be seen to have

the fullest "beatnik image."

Yellow Springs follows the lead of Antioch. It has an

overabundance of self-declared "intelldctuals," whose morals

and habits are also anti-social.

The college and Yellow Springs have been virtually

college newspaper protests the appearance on campus of a

representative of Any investigative agency or military agency.
Local newspaper editorializes against any logical support or
police agencies.

RECOMMENDATION:

Cincinnati recommends that Counterintelligence
action be taken to expose the pseudo intellectual image of

Antioch by the following:

1. Review files at Cincinnati to identify 30 to 40

former students who were militant campus leaders.

2. Set out leads to other offices to discreetly
determine the achievement of these individuals since leaving
Antioch.

3. Continuing this method, identify a significant
number who have attended Antioch, and have a low achievement
record as shown by.public source material.

4. Furnish results to
"Cincinnati Enquirer," a newspaper of

- 3 -
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general circulation at Cincinnati, Ohio. Is alsoan
SAC contact. Agreement would be made -with to use this
material in n article questioning whether Antioch is in fact
"highly.inte .lectual" and whether students are actually
receiving a quality education there.

Following publishing'df the article, give
wide anonyn us circulation of copies to parents of current
students identified from student directories. Also 'circulate
copies of the article to members of the Doard of Directors of
Antioch and to thb personnel directors of all businesses that
are a part of the Antioch co-op plan.

DESIjtED RESULT-OF ACTION:

Force, Antioch to defena itself as an-educational
institution. Force attention on activities gn the Antioch

rne ppvrs"no ~
college for an education. Force the Antioch'administrators-to
curtail the activities of those students who spend most of their
time engaging in anti-social activity,protest demonstrations,
and affiliation with subversive groups.

Cincinnati will take no action on this recommendation
until it has been reviewed at the Bureau, and authorization is
received.
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EXHIBIT 30-2

SAC, Cincinnati:

Director, FDI

flourict G/3/c3.

AutIority is 7,vantcJ .or you to 'diricrctlY
determi~ne thc riecAct v:Lore1,outs n acco:.!IpIJIn!flCflts of
individuals vbo vocre militat leaders du~ring~ th.oir collcgo
clays at Antioch . After this has bcii'dcctcrnihncd, you should
submit tile flaterial T.hich you ruish to -4uraJzh friendly nawis

aacdia to tile Dureau ior approvafl.

4)
Go

VOTE-

sugges ton rc'Tardin; potenItialcntcitl1!cc action
agiiut thuIct L~ 5/l/G instruc all ces to it doia

study on former militant studcnts leade(Irs vho arc now, no
longecr in collcege to determine whethcr these students have

NO0TE CONITMIUBD PAG2 TVro
25 2



Letter to SAC, CinicinnatiSE
RE COT.j'Rhi-TLLIG:::C PI1OGAA

HOT)E CONT!!MD

done better thnn ordinary students.- If, as a group, t!hcir
acicvc-mcnts arc lo:,, CI propmes that this iqforimstion bc
furnished to frien~dly ncvws imodia.

66-077 0 - 76 -29
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ExHiBff 31-1

Artcl

TO:. SACs, ew~ark
San I. 'nci.;- O

From:-'Director, L

C0IP=L 'O - .LC:Z Ez:TRZ1'IST
RACIAL aiaj 7'

Rce1;;airtel 11/0/70.-.

The -ureiu cann~ot authorize the troatin' of
fruit to Lo.- uiJ-.-,e- to Jrhrse:,l CitY, NE w JO-!--Y, 1LC 7---,*;s
of the lack~ of ccnitiol over the treatecd fruit in transit.

I~c'eorEe~.a::'Sprcocord te;rnrea ' !rding
food collectcMJ -or the revolutionary Toople's Constiitutionl.
ConvC.nton 11.s *.Irit. .

ths San Francisco's observations are'requostcd ceflcernifl-
thsProposal.'

NOTE:

Nevark ct77-stod counterintelligence opcration
to cause confisiofl, d±struc:t, and suspicion vithi:: th*e ' 7?
by inticatin7' in w oe~~ allc'edly frcn E-fT h--c(!.-.:!-tx'S

Constitutional Conv' 3ition had bocn 'poissoncd and rhc-:1d '00
ecztroyod. It zi.;:7ctcd thzt the Laboratory tront Ilone
usi;i-: a ritid 1:aveand tat tho food 'be. siipod' to ±~
Lcadquarters in jarsey City, New~ Jersey.

11/w'

I; IOO~I~. "I r.ri:i'~ i'ic uNIr~... j
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ExHBIT 31-2

A !P371,I

TO: DIRLXTGfl, FBI.

JROM3: SAC, NEWVARIC .. ..

SUBJ: COINTELPP.O-
ELACX Ei-X'ISTr

The folloving -counterintelligenci!' proposilis- subnitted
for consideration..

It is pr 'oposed that a t -legrain be sent- from Can:1and,
California to the Jcrsoy City, NJ, 13Pp Iacadquartcrs, 93 :::t
Ave., (and. to all OPP *.- dcjtarters). The text 6f th1e telcgr;:-
should read. similar to the follo-ing:

Liberd rcceived food ev~natcd to Party by-n1
Liber~~ati01 on.M i

..diar;r hea, seve-re stornach pain. Destroy all Theci donzzten
for convention suspected cf-poison, 11owever, still requircc:

.you meoet quota."
* . 'Ministry of Inforniation!

Itissu:sted 'that the Bureau then consicer hn~vin
the Lhboratory treat fruit Such as or ' ngcs with a mild. la::ativ.c-
type drug by hypodrernie nc.,dlc or other nro' nriatc r.: ttcfi !
and ship fruit ns a dn:Ation fronr a fictitious person in irr,
Florid~a, to Jersey. Ci4tv.heacdquarters.

4-Ner.ark:.~:

VI

Sent _________ l _________Apjproved:'
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Thir; plan will at fi;zst cause confusion and suspicion
vlthi n the BM) -ind v-ill cause n tim6-cornzuning search for tha

sender of the~ tclwa-.. Even after OaI~land denies sendinq the.
* tlcran ste1:!P 2br uil1 fenr poisoning by donated fcoci

and -tlho ,aar~ il hrdorse t rnl:o suredonatcd Ladin not rWl::d ~cn so o Jrsoa City.:-.es
c rc.ct to V,3 ln::ativn and :.uonect poisoning, .C,!-:land will
suipoct that £cwooat Jz.r.-.ay City is a spy since n%-iously
sone fore!:nov.,lend!7 of' the event i-an ore.nat at .Jerscy City but
niot at OaCln, ,-aupioai, intra-PPP distrust and Jiurn:er

* t the U ,rco;iing con'.ntjon would be the :oesults. It i noted
thle jersey City hacurcs1as becn grivcn sone responsibility
for food collection in connection with the convention.

r. F.

* p 4*.C
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EXHIBIT 32'

CLY J>; T('fK1. . 3

CC! 0':1 Co ;CCeenc oa 1-2U-'ll vc~c c Qaf::.:. NioiI,

Suliva1 ] i'ui (for Eld Jrop~), Catpcor, Clovoland, Conrad, C>'c, i l

*rno) ;u o::r.;, Tia;el, 7.ab (f or Cosllwu) anid .Tel.

fPur.min to x o /in:: s.t '.Ctio;:n, m onIr. of theaf
vere brki. c ' .r;'f; car:cnt : :)i( b variou1s'1w'pa c. a ,

- e:iC',0cti. . ino a :!ov:(:in:r ;;:L o" ftanirt.E :cEmm1Ia).i'. 'Lco. -

\:Cr'o :.p:'cific'~i v ':v:u'd to : r0~ :hould he3 a:bsolutelyv no coHver:~ tUon

L:6'. YoI: i .' .':ig n1t.. - e; Cnl.nm:iz I::cadpacti yJ

?;ii;:LtfonaJ xroai atif; Co~nuzy'. Tlia only acceptable i;n:.%cr to ;urs'

Jc: ::::::cd Heat :c C in rucnnr. apliedo equ:dl to
the R c anti tat aol.ho:: coneor:;ations; wit the fild cocomi)acing cm: C'

lik'L; o re..:ilt i: pi;::in:dinie:;, (recaution:::y remnierJ concer(i '
tIe a Cove ru)resentativmcd a tia'. mldia 'tzo is givln.

For infor'ntio:1.

1-

E P ' 1971

This due n i p;q re-din r to l ite rr; /f, 8 .

nd ii (utte c jj (Iress 'ad irvl oif lia' FD .a r~
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EXHIBIT 33

OFFICE OF THE DIRECTOR

UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

WASHINGTON. D.C. 20535

62-116395 . November 25, 1975

U. S. SENATE SLECT COLIITTIE TO STUDY
GOVERNMENTAL OPERATIONSI WITH RESPECT

TO INTiLLIGENCE ACTIVITIES (33C)

RE: REQUECT FOR INFORLIATION CONChRNIN G
THIS BUReAU'S OPkRATION OF INFORMIARTS
IN TEi INTERNAL SECURITY FIELD

Reference is made to SSC letter dated November 7,
1075, requesting a memorandum on this Bureau's operation of
informants in the internal security field.

An informant, according to the dictionary, is
"one who gives information." In light of this definition,
it is clear that very few persons, if any, have not at one
time or another been informants. To give information is an
inseparable part of life. To give accurate, sound and
helpful information for a worthy cause is to ma:ke one's
life more useful and valuable to society.

Informants of the FBI are persons who furnish
necessary and vital information--information wiich is used
as a means of attaining justice. Informants clear the
innocent as well as convict the guilty. They serve of their
own free will. None are forced. Informants are as old as
the human race. Their use is international. History is
studded with many and varied examples of the uses of informants.
No government or organized society has been without them.

Informants provide one of the best and most complete
forms of coverage to the law enforcement officer. Sometimes
they are the only means of penetrating subversive or extremist
organizations. Informants are valuable because they obtain
information more directly and thus save time and money;
they are useful in checking on the accuracy of information
from other informants and have been used to help develop
other informants; they give a better understanding of the t
motives, objectives and intentions of subjects which allows,
law enforcement to plan its investigative operations; they
prevent or minimize damage to property and injury to law
enforcement officers and innocent persons; they further the
development of independent evidence to corroborate inforaants
testimony or alleviate the need for inforwantz' testir.ony
and they become witnesses when necessary.
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U. S. SENATE SELECT COMMETTEE TO STUDY GOVIN!ENTAL
OPERATIONS WITH RISPECT TO INTELIGENCE ACTIVITIES (SSC)

The development of informants is one of the most
difficult,.unique and'specialized assignments. Despite
the obstacles encountered in informant development, Bureau

Agents have met and'are continuing to meet with steady and.
remarkable successes. They regularly demonstrate vision,
diring and commendable resourcefulness in this work. The
Bureau today we believe has the best informant coverage in
its history..

.r
When information'is received or developed that a

person has baqiground qualifications indicative of informant
potential, in an-area where coverage-is needed, a case is
opened. Office and Headquarters indices are reviewed.and
other logical discreet checks are made,.including canvass of
logical sources, to prelimainarily establish the individual's
background, reliability, stability and integrity. If the
preliminary checks-are favorable,--the-individual- -would be
interviewed to establish a personal assessment by a
Special Agent as to the person's qualifications, potential,
and willingness to assist-this Bureau. If the interview is
positive, additional background investigation is conducted
to establish'the person's reliability, stability, and
integrity. Upon satisfactory completion of this investigation,
the individual begins a development-period withi'the- handling
Agent and after establishing a proven record of reliability,
stability and productiveness, becomes a Headquarters approved
informant.-

The.Bureau's informants,particularlysin the internal
security field, have many restrictions imposed upon their -
relationship with the Bureau. For example, they are impressed
with tlie'confidential nature of their relationship with the
FBI, that -their actions are strictly voluntary and that they
are not implPyees. If they are connected in any way with a
labor union, they are -informed that the. Bureau is not -

interested in an employee-employer relationship or if
connedted with an institution of.learning, they are .specifically
advised that the Bureau is not interested in the legitimate
activities of educational institutions. -In. particular, all
informants are instructed to-avoid knowledgie of defense. plans
and strategy or discussion thereof with attorneys, subjects
or-other individuals in any prosecution arising from intelligence
or crimifial investigations. In the event an informant is
unable to avoid obtaining such information, this inform.ation

-2-
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U. S. SENATE SLECT COMMITTEE TO STUDY GOVER14u1rAL
OPaRATIONS WITH RESPE3CT TO INTELLIGENCE ACTIVITI11 (SSC)

is not to be reported to the FBI. A signed statement, if
possible, is obtained from each informant so that the informant
is aware of the Bureau 's position in these matters. (A copy
of the signed statement appears herein as Attachment number
one.)

From the time Special Agents enter New Agent's
Class they are indoctrinated and trained in the legal
aspects of the Bureau's work as well as the scope and
limits of their authority. The Manual of Rules and
Regulations specifically addresses the conduct of Special
Agents in their investigative duties. (See Manual of Rules
and Regulations Attachment number two.) Training
continues in their offices of assignment, each office having
a Legal Officer available for training, consultation and
guidance. Frequent, extensive In-Service retraining
programs further bolster the Special Agents' knowledge and
utilization of the law in the conduct of their official
duties. Specifically, informant development and handling
are extensively discussed in the FBI's training programs
and there is no question as to Special Agents being aware
that informants cannot be directed to perform a function
that the Special Agent may not legally perform. Special
Agents are particularly reminded of the need to be alert
to plants, potential agent provocateurs to be used against
law enforcement in a variety of ways, so as to avoid
unfounded allegations of impropriety which may jeopardize
investigations or prosecutions as well as result in highly
publicized contrived incidents reflecting adversely on
law enforcement.

Many of our informants furnish needed and valuable
information on a gratuitous basis. Many are also paid for
their services. Payments to informants are one of the most
highly supervised areas within Bureau operations. When
a payment is made to an informant, the handling Agent must
make a realistic determination as.to the value of theservices
performed by the informant. Established Bureau procedure
requires that payments made to informants, upon recommendation
of handling Agent and approval of appropriate supervisory
personnel, originate from the office Field Support Account
and are drawn from this account by check made out to the
handling Agent for the amount authorized. The handling

- 3 -
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U. S. SENATE SELECT COMIMITTEE TO STUDY GOVERNMENrAL
OPERATIONS WITH RESPECT- TO INTELLIGENCE ACTIVITIES (SOC)

Agent cashes the check at a local. bank and then pays the
informant the authorized amount in cash for which a receipt
is received from the.informant and maintained in FBI
files. Although there is no overall memorandum of instruction
or document dealing with cost effectiveness as it-relates to
informants, this factor is considered by the Spedal Agent
handling th .informant, ,his supervisor, and the Special Agent-
in Charge. ,Payments to informants for services are made
commensurate with the value-of information furnished and
for actual expenses incur ed in connection with-obtaining
information fa- the FBI.] Recommendations concerning
payments to informants-on a regular-basis receive careful
consideration at Headquarters level. After analysis and
comparison with payments currently being made to other
informants operated under similar circumstances and providing
similar-type information, authority is extended at Headquarters
-to pay-informants-for services and-expenses within-prescribed-
limits. When payments are authorized by Headquarters, it
is the personal responsibility of each Special Agent in
Charge to definitely assure that full value is being received.
His review is on an individual basis wherein he evaluates the
information received and the amount being recommended by
the handling Agent for payment for this specific information.
Additionally, instructions provide that each Special Agent
in Charge is to insure that all pending informant files
are reviewed personally by appropriate supervisory personnel
on.a regular periodic basis not to exceed a period of 60 days.
This review includes, but is not limited to, assurance that
full value has been received for all payments made to .
informants. Also the entire informant program is subject
to annual review by our Inspection Staff which physically
examines informant files to assure that they ,arc being
handled properly and that payments are being.made-
commensurate with the value of informatidn received.

In addition .to the above controls.and restrictions,
information furnished from informants is co stantly
sifted,. analyzed, recorded and disseminated. The information
is verified where possible through other sources and .
individual investigation. A system of checks is constantly.
involved'to prevent an informant from .producing erroneous
information by accident or design.

-.
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U. S. SEATE SEECT COMITTEE TO STUDY GOVERNMENTAL
OPERATIONS WITH RESPECT TO INrELLIGENCE ACTIVITIES (SSC)

Concerning warrants, a warrant requirement for

the use oV informants appears impractical and may be
unconstitutional. It is impractical because probable cause

usually is not available when the informant technique is

initiated and the submission of an affidavit in application
for a warrant would increase the hazard of exposure of the

informant's identity. Such a limitation might be unconstitutional

because it would limit the First Amendment rights of the

informant to communicate with the Government.j Existing legal

restrictions r9quire guided informants to recognize the same

legal limitatibns as would be applicable, in the same circum-

stances, to those directing the informants. An informant can

legally do no more than an Agent is permitted to do.

The Bureau in the domestic intelligence area has under

investigation organizations, most of which have numerous districts,

regions, offices, sections, chapters and clubs. These organiza-

tions and their subdivisions total over 1100, which receive

investigative attention to some extent. These investigations

are afforded coverage by less than 1100 internal security

informants. It must be recognized, however, that there are

other individuals who are in various stages of development in

this field. Concerning payments, one-half of one percent (.5%)
of the Bureau's budget (fiscal 1975) was utilized to pay all

types of security informants including those in the foreign

counterintelligence field.

As noted, the Bureau's utilization of informants

involves a high degree of care and supervision. It is a

specific Bureau policy that an informant may only be

targeted against individuals or organizations of investigative

interest to the FBI. It must be recognized, however,
informants furnish a wealth of related information which

comes to their attention during the course of their assigned

duties. While operating against assigned targets, the

associations necessary to maintain credibility may lead to

information concerning proposed or actual bombings, arsons,
violent demonstrations, assassination plots, a variety of

criminal activities and even location of fugitives. They

also serve as listening posts in high crime and violence-

prone areas and have contributed information directly
responsible for the arrests of 176 persons during fiscal

year 1975. Of this number, 61 individuals were arrested

by FBI Agents and 47 FBI fugitives were located and

- 5 -
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U. S. SENATE SELECT COLIMITTEE TO STUDY GOVERNMETAL
OPERATIONS WITH RESPECT TO INTELLIGENCE ACTIVITIES (SSC)

apprehended. Additionally the FBI located 442 persons
and other federal .agencies located 21 individuals.
Local and state law enforcement authorities located 94
persons. During the same time frame, internal security
informants provided information which led directly to
the recovery of property valued at approximately one-half
million dollars. It must be further recognized that a
warrant requirement for use of informants would virtually
eliminate access of law enforcement to this collateral-
information resulting in many crimes going unsolved or
not prevented.

The FBI believes the elements of close
supervision, restraint, latitude and judgment are
essential in an informant program-and it is further

.believed that the proper balance of these elements is
being-utilized by the FBI successfully in the operation
of informants in the security field.

Enclosures--.2 . .
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PD-480 7-11-75)

ATTACHMENT NO. 1

I_ , have voluntarily

agreed to cooperate with the Federal Bureau of Investigation in

a matter affecting the security of the United States. I consider
it a patriotic duty to so cooperate and agree to maintain this

relationship in strict confidence. I understand that I am not

a Federal employee and will not represent myself as such. I
further agree not to., make any disclosure or exploit in any way
information which I may obtain or any activity in which I may

engage on behalf of the Federal Bureau of Investigation, both
while I am actively associated with the Federal Bureau of
Investigation and thereafter, unless authorized to do so by
the Bureau. Also, I have been instructed and understand that,
consistent with the necessity to maintain the confidentiality
of my relationship with the FBI, I should avoid knowledge of
defense plans or strategy, or discussion thereof, with
attorneys, subjects, or other individuals in any prosecution
arising from intelligence or criminal investigations. In the
event that I am unable to avoid such discussion or obtaining
such information, I will not report it to the FBI.

(Signed)

Witnessed:



PART I IA

SECTION 1. CONDUCT AND ACTIVITIES OF FMPLOYEES

ATTACHMENT NO. 2

.3. Ilegal Activifie
Illegal activities on the part of any employee, in addition to being
unlawful, refle.-t on the integrity of the FBI and betray the trust and
confidence placed inpit by theAmerican people,' Furthermore, unlawful
activities can disqualify him for employment by the,Government of the
United States. It is, therefore, expected that employees will obey not only
the letter of the law but the spirit of the law as well whether they be
engaged in transactions of a personal or official nature. With respect to
investigative activities, this admonition particularly applies to entrap-
ment or the use of any other improper, illegal, or unethical tactics in the
procurement of evidence. In thilseregard, it should be especially.noted that,-
in securing information concerning mail matter, the Bureau will not
tolerate a violation of law (Title 18, USC, H§ 1702, 1703, 1708, ahd 1709).
Furthermore, employees.must not tamper with, interfere with, or open mail
in violation of law nor aid, abet or. condone the opening of mail illegally
by any employee of the U. S. Postal Service.

As members of a Federal investigative agency, FBI employees must at all
times zealously guard and defend the rights and liberties guaranteed to
all individuals by the Constitution. Therefore, FBI employees must not
engage in any investigative activity which could abridge in any way the
rights guaranteed to a citizen of the United States by the Constitution
and under nb circumstances shall employees of tife FBI engage in any con-
'duct which may result in defaming the character, reputation, integrity,
or dignity of any citizen or organization of citizens of the United States.

Employees must not install secret telepfhone systems or microphones without
Bureau authority.

No brutality, physical violence, duress or intimidation of individuals by
our employees will be countenanced nor will force be used greater than
that necessary to effect arrest or for self-defense.

3
10-29-74
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EXHIBIT 34

FRANKLIN D. ROOSEVELT LIBRARY

Official File 10-B, Box 14

5/21/40 Memorandum For J. Edgar Hoover, from Stephen Early,
Secretary to the President

"Dear Mr. Hoover:

On May 18th, at the President's suggestion, I forwarded
to you a number of telegrams which came to him following the
delivery of his address on the subject of national defense before
the joint session of the Congress. As the telegrams all were
more or less.in opposition to national defense, the President
thought you might like to look them over, noting the names and
addresses of the senders.

The attached telegrams are forwarded to you for the same
reason. Will you please return them to this office when you
have finished with them."

"Enclosure" [Numerous telegrams opposing the President's request
for additional defense.]

5/18/40 Memorandum for J. Edgar Hoover, from Stephen Early,
Secretary to the President

"I am sending you, at the President's direction, a number
of telegrams he has received since the delivery of his address
on the subject of national defense before the joint session of
the Congress yesterday. These telegrams are all more or less
in opposition to national defense.

"It was the President's idea that you might like to go over
these, noting the names and addresses of the senders.

" When you have done this will you kindly return the
original messages to the White House."

5/21/40 "Memorandum for S.T. E."

"Here are some more telegrams to send to Edgar Hoover.

F. D. R."
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[Attached is the following; mimeographed:]

"May.: 23, 1940

"Memorandum for Honorable J. Edgar Hoover:

The President asked me to show the attached telegrams
to you.

Rudolph Forster
..-Executive Clerk

Telegrams from the following protesting armament defense program,
etc: [list of 30 names and addresses]

5/29/40 "Respectfully referred to Honorable J. Edgar Hoover....

Stephen Early, Secretary to
the President

[5 names and addresses]

5/31/40 [Mimeographed -- 38 names and cities] [Library reference]

"The following people sent telegrams to the President more
or less in opposition to national defense as presented by President
to the Congress 5/16/40. The telegrams were referred to J.
Edgar -Hoover, FBI,5/18/40 for his information and were returned
5/25/40 with comment, and reports."

5/31/40 [same -- 35 names]

5/31/40 [same -- 41 namesj

[same -- 17 namesJ5/31/40
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8/20/40 Personal and Confidential J. Edgar Hoover to EarN
By Special Messenger

"I am returning herewith various telegrams forwarded by
you during the months of May and June which were received by
the President in response to his radio address on the matter of
the nation's defense.

"The contents thereof have been noted with interest, and
I desire to thank you for forwarding these telegrams to me for
the information of this Bureau."

6L12LA4DL2emorandum for General Watson

Will you prepare a nice letter to Edgar Hoover thanking
him for all the reports on investigations he has made and
tell him I appreciate the fine job he is doing.

F. D.R."

6/14/40 "Dear Edgar:

I have intended writing you for some time to thank you for
the many interesting and valuable reports that you have made
to me regarding the fast moving situations of the last few months.

"You have done and are doing a wonderful job, and I want
you to know of my.gratification and appreciation."

6/L7/50 "Memorandum for J. Edgar Hoover

The attached telegrams are referred to you for your
information.

Stephen Early, Secretary to the
President"

[36 telegrams expressing approval of Col. Lindbergh's address]
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EXHIBrr 35-1

3rheral lurrau of lnuiratigation
Snitrb ftairs irpartminit of uslitre

Waairngtn, RrGL.

January 11, 19 6
PERSONAL AND CONFIDENTIAL

Brigadier General Harry Hawkins Vaughan
Military Aide to the President,.
The White House
Washington; D. C.

Dear General Vaughan:

I wanted to inform th President and-you of-a report that the
United People's Action.Committee of Philadelphia, Pennsylvania, has-
agreed with two other organizations in Philadelphia "to "march on" the
Capitol in Washington, D. C., :nd to take part' in a mass demonstration
in Washingon on.January 17, 1946. ihe. purpose of these activities
is to igitate for the passage of a bill,establishing a permanent -Fair
Employment Practice Committee.

The other two organizations involved are' the Bi-Partisan
Committee for a kEC add the Philadelphia Chapter of te National
Association for the.Advancement of Colored Peopl It ight be noted
that the United People's Action Committee is reported to have Communist
influence in it.

lith egard to theagitationor the oassage a bill ,estab-
lishing a permanent Fair Employment Practice Codittee,ifomation has
been received from various parts of the country where the Conimunist Party
is active, that Communist elements are actively engaged in agitating
pressure campaigns .to have such a bill enacted.

i the event additional pertinent details are rec'ived in this
regard, they will be brought to the President's and your attention;

With assurances of my highest esteem and best regards,

Sincerely, yours,

. '.

66-077 0 - 76 - 30
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EXHIBIT 35-2

JOHN rDGAR HOOVER

DIRECTOR

Aberal Iurrau of nersIigation
lnilb btatrs lpartnt t of 3usIte

ast4ington, 9. e. PERSONAL AND CONFIDENTIAL
January 17, 1946 BY SPECIAL MESSENGER

Brigadier General Harry Hawkins Vaughan
Military Aide to the President
The White House
Washington, D. C.

Dear General:

I wanted to furnish the President and you with
information which I have received that a delegation of the
National Association for the Advancement of Cloed People
plans to visit the White House on January 18, 1946, for the
purpose of presenting ideas and requests to the President.

It is said that the delegation will be composed of
persons attending a national meeting of the National Associa-
tion for the Advancement of Colored People in Washington,
D. C., on January 17 and 18, 1946. The meeting is scheduled
to discuss the establishment of a permanent Fair Employment
Practices Committee and methods of obtaining additional
recognition of Negro war veterans. In at least one area
information has been received that Communist elements are
interested in attending the national meeting and desire
to send a delegate to it.

In the event additional pertinent details are
received in this regard, I shall bring them to the President's
and your attention.

With expressions of my highest esteem and best
regards,

Sincerely yours,
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EXHIBIT 35-3

OFFICE OF THE DIRECTOR

ifberal urvau of Investigation

Suniteb 9tates Brpartment of 5histit v
Blashington 25, . Y 94

May 29, 1946

PERSONAL AND CONFIDENTI L

Honorable George Z. Allen
DUreofior !t-
Reconstruction Finance Corporation .
Washington,,D. C.*

Dear Georget.

I wanted to inform the Presiden ai you of the following information
received from a reliable source.concerning a meeting held by the Philadelphia
Capter Iof the Indecendent Citizens Committee of the Arts, sciences and Pro-

dthe biladelbia Citizens Political Action Committee at the Academy
of Mc in Philadelphia on May 26, 1946.

it is reported that Benjamin Panell, ecutive Secretary of the
Philadelphia Chpter.of the Independent Citizens Committee of the Arts, Sciences
and Professions, originally desired to have A. F. Whitney as speaker for.this
meeting but that Senator Claude peoper was subsequently cFosen as the speaker.
paoell is alleged to. have edited the speech of Senator Peoper made at the
meeting. Panell is alleged to be closely affiliated with the Communist Party.

At the meeting in question, it is reported that Senator Penner stated
that the stubborn attitude of management and of the Governmeiit was at fiult in
the railroad strike crises and further that the Goernment badinot met the union
half way. He declared, according to the report, that the prap4sed legislation
gave the power of life or death over everyone in the ited States and that
under it business, the union or the union leaders could be ruined. He called
'the proposed legislation not only an anti-strike, but an anti-liberal, anti-
labor and anti-civil rights type of bill. He alleged it is part of a pattern
of reaction and-intolerance which is sweeping the country and he reportedly
expressed the hope that if the Senate could hold up the bill until the middle
of the week May 26 - Jne 1, 1946, it would be defeated by the assertion of
the people's desires. *He said that labor was the greatest organized militant
movement in existence and he expressed great approval of it.

Vith regard to foreign policy, Senator Pepper is said to have declared
that the United States is drifting towazd war and that the United States and
British coalition against the Soviet Union has resulted in Russia not being
given access to the rest of the world and in being given improper consideration.
He claimed there will be a war soonei than the time which elapsed between World
War I and World Vlr II if something is not done to break the present "impasse".
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Honorable George E* Allen

Senator Pepper is said to have claimed that the foreign policy of this country
is not expressive of American feeling and the present battle for power in
Germany is strengthening that country's position until it will again be a
dangerous power in Europe. He advocated a division of Germany.

Senator Pepper is reported to have stated that the Soviet Union
should have a $2,000,000,000 loan regardless of the type of government in that
country so long as there is a probability of repayment and peaceful purpose.
He said that this country must endeavor to see the Soviet point of view and
show the Soviet Union we are its friend and not its enemy and, further, not
to operate diplomacy as if it were a chess game.

Representative Hugh Delacy of iMshington also spoke at the above
described meeting, discussing the proposed labor legislation and the -present
Government attitude, claiming it comparable to the attitude in Germany, Italy
and Spain at the time of the ascension of 5Fascista to power. He said the
present bill is the longest step taken in any country toward militant Fascism
since the era of Hitler. Liberals, he claimed, must organize and fight on a
national scale. He said, according to the report, that the present United
states policy is being dictated by Hoover, Vandenberg, Byrnes and Churchill.

Orson Wells also spoke, declaring that strike breakLng is the
beginning of the road to Fascism and the only defense against it is to organize
around labor. He stated that the meeting in question was an Oanti-Fascfit
meeting and that "Fascism" may come to America, not because reaction is so.
strong but because proegssives are so weak.

The meeting is said to have been endorsed by Senator Joseph Guffey
and Congressman Wlliam Green of Philadelphia. A motion was passed that each
person present wire or write their Congressman and Senators t6 wipe out "the
plot against Democracy." It was also recomended that wires be sent to the
President expressing such sentiments concerning him as would be permitted by
the telegraph office.

I thought the foregoing information would be of interest in view of
the reliable report to the effect that the Independent Citizens Committee of
the Arts, Sciences and Professions is looked upon Tb-jie Cozmsunist Party as
one of its successful organizational attempts.

Sincerely yours,
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EXHIBIT 35-4 -

IFFICE OF THE DIRECTOR

frberal alurean of Inuetigation
D EC 1?71948

Uniteh tates Bepartment of 5ustire

106 1 30astlington 25, B. (6.

December 13, 1946 PERSONAL AND CONFIDEnTIAL
BY SPECIAL MESSENGER

Honorable George E. Allen
Director
Reconstruction Finance Corporation
Washington, D. C.

Dear George:

As a matter. r felt the President and-youwould -want

to know that information has been received by this Bureau concerning a.. .
threatened nation-wide strike by members of the National Federation of
Telephone Workers (NTW), scheduled to begin at 6:00 Al April 7, 1947.j A
reliable confidential informant has furnished the following information re-
garding this threatened strike.

On November 4, 1946 at a meeting of the NFTW in Denver, Colorado,
all affiliated unions agreed to a national bargaining program which would
embrace the majority of telephone workers presently operating under thirty-
three separate contracts, mainly in the Bell Telephone system. This national
bargaining program purportedly will be inaugurated about January 1, 1947,
with the submission of written demands by member unions of the NFTW addressed
to the management of telephone companies throughout the.United States.

Actual negotiations are scheduled to begin approximately February 1,
1947, with the American Telephone and Telegraph Company and large independent
telephone groups, such as the General Telephone System. These negotiations
will be undertaken on behalf of the FTV by a newly created seven-member
Coordinated Bargaining. Committee. The demands, which will include ten national.
bargaining items, are:

1. Union shop and check-off of union dues.
2. General wage increases, which will depend on the wage-price

relationship existing next spring when the contracts expire
and how far out of line telephone workers' wages are with
wages in other industries.

3. Area differentials, disparities in wages in different regions
of the country, particularly in the case of transferred employees.

4. Length of progression schedules.
5. Town wage differentials, where an effort will be made to formulate

a uniform wage structure on the basis of population levels of
cities and towns.

6. Job descriptions for service assistants, such as was achieved for
traffic operators acting as supervisors in Washington and Indiana.

7. A uniform jurisdiction clause in contracts to formulate a Bell
System policy on preventing cable pulling and telephone wiring
of new buildings by the International Brotherhood of Electrical
Workers (AFL) on the -principle of "telephone work for telephone
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8. Leaves-of absence for union officers.
9. Improved vacations for a,11 employees, particularly for

those with longer service.
10. Pensions.

In the event the union fails in its negotiations to effectuate the
above program, its leaders will call upon member unions approximately the
first of March, 1947 to file strike intent notices with the Labor Department
in compliance with the War Labor Disputes Act's 30-day "cooling-off" period.
At this point a referendum will be taken through the entire membership of the
NFTW unions which have filed such notices with the Labor Department and if a
vote favorable to a walkout is returned, the NFTW has already appointed a .
fifty-member policy committee to have full and sole power to call a natior-
wide strike at 6:00 AM on April 7, 1947, or at a later date if deemed more
desirable. This policy committee is composed of one representative from each
member union.

The informant stated that in the event this contemplated strike
actually takes place it wculd, in his opinion, cause a nation-wide tie-up of
all communication facilities. He based his statement on the fact that practically
all telephone unions have affiliated with the NFTW. He indicated that the
notable exceptions are the United Telephone Operators of New York, an independent
union; the Chicago-Loop Telephone Workers, an affiliate of the International
Brotherhood of Electrical Workers, AFL; the telephone workers of the State of
Montana who are affiliated with the International Brctherhood of Electrical

orkers, AFL; and about 10,000 telephone workers on the West Coast who have
been organized .by the CIO.

I. will immediately forward to you any additional iuiformation which
is received concerning this situation.

Sincerely yours,
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EXHIBIT 35-5

OFFICE OF THE DIRECTOR

f eberal Em xeau of Investigation

Uniteb States epartment of ustice

las4ington 25, 3. T.
February .25, 1947

PERSONAL AND COYFIDENTIAL
Br SPECIAL JESSENOER

Majo !Jpneral Harry Hawkins Vaughan
HLlitay Aide to the President
The White House
Washington, D. C.

Dear General Vaughan:

I thought you would be interested in the following informa-
tion which has been received from a highly confidential source with
which you are familiar.

Thomas Corcoran to actively engaged in a program to effect
the' appointment 7offrmer United States Senator Robert LaFollette
as the Chairman of the Atomic Energy CommItssio. Corcoran is
predicating his action upbYWoesFnatorial opposition to Mr.
Llilentlg's approval and has proposed through various channels
? a. olette be named as the Chairman of the Comnisaion,
suggesting that Mr. Lilienthalmight be approved as a member, even
though he could not be approved.as Chairman.

Hir. Corcoran has also been suggesting the designation of
MJr..B.ernard Baruch as Ambassador to London and is also endeavoring
to secure the appointment -ofieVinceaLanahan (phonetic) to a
vacancy currently existing on the YniiTied-ates Court of-Claims.

Detailed information concerning these items will be
furnished to you in the .near future, but I thought you would be
interested in a-prompt report on these three situations.

Nith expressions of my highest esteem,

Sincerely yours,



EXHIBIT 35-6

E OF THE DIRECTOR

iftberal lureau of Investigatim

II~nitab Otats Elepartmetr of ustirc

June 25, L947

PERSONAL AND CONFIDENTIAL
BY SPECIAL MESSENGER

Major General Harry Hawkins Vaughan
Uilitary Aide to the President
The White House
Washington, D. C.

Dear General Vaughan:

As of possible interest to the President
and you, information has come to the attention of
this Bureau from a confidential source, indicating
that a scandal pertaining to sugar is brewing and
undoubtedly will become public in the near future.
Our informant expressed the opinion that this
scandal will be very embarrassing to the Democratic
Administration.

With expressions of my highest esteem
and best regards,

Sincerely yours,
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0O91CE OF THE DIRECTOR

feberal iBureau at Inuestigation
Uailtb States Department of 3Justire

Washjington 25, B. T.

January 27, 1950

Honorable Matthew J. Connelly P2RSOIAL AND CCIFIfDHIAL
Secretary to the President BY SPECIAL Z3SSNM?
The White House
:ashington, D. C.

Z& dear'ir. Connelly:

I thought you would like to have the following information received
by this Bureau from a very confidential source regarding a recent meeting of
newszaner.representatives at Chicago, Illinois, held to formulate plans .for'.

uccnty caz.taign against organized gabling.

According to this Bureau's source, this meeting, which was held
several days ago; was attended b:: representatives of several independent
newspapers, and. at the meeting plans were recortedly made to publish a series
of copyrighted stories pertaining to organized gaabling and other racketeering
activities.- A considerable nuber. of undercover men are reoorted to have been
eployed by the newspapers recresented at the conference for the purpose of
securing data to be ussd in these stories. These undercover men are to work
with the Chicago Crime Cocmission and will be sent to various cities throughout
the country- to develop infor.*.ation for these stories. Strong emphasis was
placed on.therimoortance of develocing information shonin; the connection of
racketeers -with corrupt politicians in each of the cities to be treated in
this series of storids.

Th= first of these storios is renorted to be scheduled for releasa
February 12 or 13, -190'. it till deal with orzmnizad gabling and its con-
nection with corrupt oliticians and, acoording to the Gureau's infornont,
it will be critical of the Attorne.; Genaral and will iclide inforaction
relating to his suoposed eascciation and contacts with a:fbars of the under-
orld, .prticularly in Kiqsas City, :..issouri, and with the President's supposed

association ivitn these individuals and their contributions to the Presidential
camzpaign.

From the above source it hoe also been learned that the newspaper
representatives who attended the above meeting had infcrnation that the
american ..unicipal Association had exerted pressure on the Attorney General to
bring about the issuance of invitations to its representatives to attend the
Attorney General's conference in .eshington next ::anth and that the American
kunicical Association intends to give publicity to the former associates of
the President nod of the Attorney General and to publicize the succosed foothold
of orcanized crime in national tolitics.
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Honorable .atthew J. Connelly
Secretary to the President

This inf3ration is being made available to you as a matter of
interest. It is also being furnished to the Attorney General.

With assurances of my highest regards,

Sincerely yours,
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EXHIBIT 35-8

The Attorney General - Aprll, 19I46

John Edgar FIoover - Director, '.bderal Buireau of Investigation

NICOLI. 0. U)IN

I have rvcently been'advised In cornection with the ioa0.Ien
investigation that the. State eapartsmt representatives of the *"Bewa~ ,aex
magaine have prepared a nenarandmm to their editors in Yaw Tork based upon
infcormation received, at. the State Departnent. The nenorandum is as follows:

"Tbs- specific charge against Lieutenant Resdin is that be.
W"n purchwaing the blueprints or, the destroyer tender 'Yellow-
atoe.f # P paid $2MY for one set and UMO for another. .TheA

*young and obviocusly inexperienced lieutenant failed to as-certain
the identity of the seller, an officer in Naval Intelligone.-

'Two days before the arrcst was made tbhe Justice Department
sked the State meartment whether there would be &Vy diplpmatic.
objections to the arrest. 'The Justice Departnsnt was told, in
effect: -Arrest him by all mansa if you have the goods on him; -
if be is convicted on strong evidence the Tis sians will disown"
bin and there Will be no international reperosions. If, an
the other hard, he is acquitted, the IussianB-willl charge a'
frame-up and begIn arresting Amricane in Ptus'pa on similar
chargee. 7he Jastice -epartment thinks the7 have an air-
tight cas aga-inwt Pedin.' but the Attorney Genral' *,.onf idence
is not. shared by- other Zaverrmmn t epartments.

"TntRdi asaying is obvious, but if aI-, he , able-
to rhtatn vere bl.Lenr±nts of tbe Vralowstone,' his lawirs'
vi.ht nell- plaad that destroyer teizuars of lt-e 'Yallowatoneo type
had been failly desczibcu in publiabed and'=!znrnazictod bnan
an th-4 his5 off~ae was technical rather than real. Treis
also a chance that vWith r~ne or two tconunist syripathiners cn the
jury he =i~bt be acqui tted altogether. -

"I belisve that Rsdin1s c aas is unique in that it is the
first arrest in *the Ii. :;. or possibl7 anymhere ee of a unfored
officer -of a edlsA power on an. espionage charase..60

.he memorandum also contains information to the affect that the
Attorney General had conferred w- thi Dean Acheson of the State Department
who authorized the n~rovaaution.
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EXHIBIT 35-9

NY dear xvi' Proiflant:f

GuIld is'precarIng -a',roporb et tacking: tbo..inistration. &And
the Department of Jfttic In particular, an the basis of the
"aprts of the Yelderal Duresii of Investigation ods, public. at-
As o%61inage tal.- of'TudIth- Caplan. in Washington. JD C... in..

.5me proposed report' will attack certain alleged practices
of the 7ed*7*ai' furean',of Inverstigationa an&, will. recommend that you
Issue I mdatersdirecstives ordering the- Federal: Bureau of In-vesti-
cation to ceaso- wIretoppine, mail opening.. and. Illegal searches in
which, according to* the roportv the J%.ream engages.- Me prouist&
directive" vould limit the juri sdiction, of the. 7S1* in internal seccrity
cases and iii retueit thpt. you direct a thorough Investi.1m.tion of the
proh-raza.,* practices, policion and -arnonnel of the V21. toe re-port
will. gugGest that thiv Investi~tation be canduicted by a 971=7 of d1s--
lateroztaA privrte altIzons having by executive nathori ', fill. ccas.
to the files of tbe- ?ceeal Bureaui of -luestietioui and ;Ienar7 CWSSO
of Ihaorrcgtion.

lIt has -leini-learni tbai ueh NationalLayrGul.cne
.plat4 s a 'Anational pmnblieity campaign in beblfof the re-ort. Xt.hae
.been euggested that tim. releas, of the report. should, follov its 191iim'i
to you and* to me and' that, an attempt will be =ade- to arrange a coifer"
~vith both of us." The National'LAwyerv Cuiidl. e;tok the. cooporstlf& Of
other bar groups and wil ataapt to entlliat the, eaport of-7several WII1'

'knewn amse In the legal field. -A recommendation has alsto'been me" riuMs
- the iiational Lawyers Ocild to consider the possibility of judicial PM-

ceedings to it"n the alloiked illegal and Imporoper. practices. of tins- 4051
ofea a Tivesigatiou.

neonnectiou with this proposal of the Rational Lawyrs
* Cuii&. you will recall that on Vn7 P!. 1940, Presidaut Poosevelt
directed the Attorney euneral- t6 antherlse agents of the Fetteral
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-2-

hRen of investigation to secure information by means of wire-
tapping in limited types of cases relating to the national defense.
This. directive readay

RTon-are,; therefor,, anthorised ad directed 4An
such cases as you may.approve, after. investigation
of the needian each case., to' authorize the .necesfary
investigating agents that they are at liberty to
secure information by listening devices direct to
the conversation og other communications; of persons
easpected of subverse activities against the
Gornment of the United States. .including suspecte4
spi. -Tom.are yequostsdfurthermore to 11sit these
intvetigationsso coAduated: to m-ainis ad olimit
themsofar a.q possible to aliens.'

A year later in writing to-Cengressman T. I. Eliot at a time
when Congress was considering legislation regarding viretapping,
President Roosevelt stated that it Is the duty of our people to take
every single step to protect themselves, and he addeds

Ir have no compunetion in saying that wire-
tapping should be used against those persons,
not citizens of the United States, and those
few citizens who are traitors to their country,
who today are engaged in espionage or sabotage
against the United States.*

In replying to a recent attlack upon the 7ederal Bureau of
Investigation and the employee loyalty program in the Federal Govern-
ment In general. Mr. J. 3dgar Roover, writing in the Tale Law Journal,
denied that wiretapping was used in the employee loyalt7 5'gran and
asserted that while it is no secret tbat the Zureau does ti? telephones
in a limited type of case, this is done only with the exprejs aproval
in each instance of the Attorney General and only in cases involving
espionage, sabotage, grave risks to the internal security of the nation.
or cases in which human lives are in jeopardy. In the few cas** which
have arisen in these categories my predecessors have from time to time
authorized the installation of technical interception devices. This
fact has asen freely acknowledged by the several Attorneys General and
by the Director of the 7*deral Surean of Investigation. It is the
invariable practice, of course, in accordance with Section 605 of the
Communications Act to make no prohibited disclosure of such intercepted
information.

The report of the National lawyers Quild will purportedly
criticize the practice of the 7ederal Suresa of Investigation in
opening mail. - It has been the long standing practice of investigative
agencies to utilise mail covers. This is entirely authorized by law.
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begarding the criticism of the 3areaudi respect to the alleged;
illegal searches, it is the practice of the 3I, benever'possible,
to procure warrants in advance of arrest. It is only in the
unusual cases, such as the Coplon case, that an individu41 Is
apprehended and searched in advance of procuring a warrant. T1his
power is granted by statute....

In view of the fact that representatives of the Jational
Lawyers Guild or certain persons speaking In their behalf will
undoubtedly attempt to confer with you in the near future in regard
to the.proposed ayestigation of the practices of the Toderal Bureau
of Investigation, fItought you should have the benefit of the facts
set forth inthi letter..

tospectfuly,.

!he Jre sident
The White Jioue
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EXHIBIT 35-10

JFFICE OF THE DIRECTOR

ifehral win~reaunof Invzestigation

Unitab Statrs Department of 3ustice

January 14, -1950
PESOIAL COriDENTIAL
BY SPECIAL LESSENGER

Major General Harry Hawkins Vaughani
ilitary Aide to the President

The daite House
-Washington,-D. C. -

Dear General Vaughan:

I believe that the President and you -ill be interested in
the following information concerning the proposed activities of the
National Lawyers Guild.

You will recall that by letter dated December 7, 1949, .the
Attorney General. advised the President that -ie National lawyers Guild
ras preparing a report attacking the Administration, and the Department

of Justice in particular, on-the basis of the reports of this Bureaumade-public at the,2spionage trial of *, Judith Coplorin iashington, D. C.
in .-ay and June, 1949. In his letter of December 7, 1949,1-the Attorney
Gcneral also advised the President that the Guild would possibly make an
attempt to arrang7e a conference .rith the President and the Attornay
General follo-ding wnich the report of the Guild would bejreieased.

A confiaential source has now advised that the eport of
the National iavyerb Guild has been practicaLly comoloted and that
1:r. Robert Siloerstein of the Guild had scheduled a press conference
on January 13, 1950, in, connection 1with the Guild 's report but had.
changed his mind and is no.t attempting to arrange an appointment with
the President. This source ireported that in the event that Ir.
Silberstein does not obtain an apoointment with the President by
Tuesday, January 17, 1950, he plans to arrange a press conference to
be held on January 20, 1950, at which time the National Lawyers Guild
report will be released.

7fith e:: essions of my'highest esteem,

Sincerely yours,
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EXHIBIT 36

POLITICAL ABUSE AND THE FBI:

STAFF REPORT

Introduction

The political abuse of the FBI did not begin 
in the 1960's.

Although this Committee has concentrated its 
investigations on

the events of the 60's and 70's, the story cannot be fully

understood by looking at just the last fifteen years. 
Therefore,

the first objective of this report is to lay out 
some of the

historical cdnfext for more recent political abuses 
of the Bureau.

The second objective is to describe some of the results of

our investigation which show the various types of political

abuse to which the FBI is susceptible. Some have been in response
of

to the desires/the Bureau's superiors. Others have been generated

by the Bureau itself. And there is the added possibility, suggested

by some of the documents we have seen and some of the 
witnesses we

have interviewed, that certain political abuses resulted from

the inexorable dynamics of the FBI's intelligence gathering

process itself. In other words, that the FBI intelligence system

developed to a point where no one inside or outside the Bureau

was willing or able to tell the difference between legitimate

national security or law enforccment information and purely

political intelligence.

Whether any particular abuse resulted from outside demands,

from the FBI's own desires, or from the nature of the intelligence

process is a question for the Committee to answer when all the

evidence is in.
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Historical Background

The historical background of political abuse of the FBI

involves at least three dimensions. The first is the Bureau's

subsurvience to the Presidency, its willingness to carry out

White House requests without question. When'L. Patrick Gray

as Acting FBI Director destroyed documents and gave FBI reports

to Presidential aides whom the FBI should have been investigating

after the Watergate break-in, he just carried to the extreme

an established practice of service to the White House. The other

side of this practice was the Bureau's volunteering political

intelligence to its superiors, not in response to any specific

request. And the third historical dimension was the FBI's

concerted effort to promote its public image and discredit its

critics.

Early examples of the Bureau's willingness to do the

President's bidding occur under Franklin D. Roosevelt. In 1940

it complied with a request to run name checks, open files, and

make reports on hundreds of persons who sent telegrams to the

President that were -- to quote the letter from the President's

secretary to J. Edgar Hoover -- "all more or less in opposition

to national defense," or that expressed approval of Colonel

Charles Lindbergh's criticism of the President.

Another example came to light in recent years when Major

General Harry Vaughn, who was President Truman's military aide,

disclosed that President Roosevelt had ordered wiretaps on the

86-077 0-76-31



home telephones of his closest aides. Shortly after fir.

Truman had taken office, someone had presented General Vaughn

with transcripts of the wiretaps. He took them to President

Truman who said, according to General Vaughn, "I don't have

time for that foolishness." This story is generally confirmed

by the Committee staff's inquiry into J. Edgar Hoover's

"Official and Confidential Files," where an index to the logs

of these wirekaps was located.

Historical illustrations of the FBI's practice of volun-

teering political intelligence to its superiors appear in

virtually every Administration. President Roosevelt's Attorney

General Francis Biddle recalled in his autobiography how J.

Edgar Hoover shared with him some of the "intimate details"

of what his fellow Cabinet members did and said, "their likes

and dislikes, their weaknesses and their associations."

Attorney General Biddle confessed that he enjoyed hearing these

derogatory and sometimes "embarrassing" stories and that Director

Hoover "knew how to flatter his superior."

President Truman and his aides received regular letters

from Hoover labeled "Personal and Confidential" and containing

tid-bits of political intelligence. Sometimes they reported

on possible Communist influence behind various lobbying efforts,

such as activities in support of civil rights legislation.

On other occasions they reported allegations that a Communist

sympathizer had helped write a Senator's speech and inside
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information about the negotiating position of a non-communist

labor union. Some of the letters were undoubtedly of political

value to the President. One related the activities of a former

Roosevelt aide who was trying to influence the Truman Administration's

appointments. Another advised that the FBI.had learned from a

confidential source that a "scandal" was-brewing and that it

would be "very embarrassing to the Democratic Administration."

A third contained the report of a "very confidential source"

about a meeting of newspaper representatives in Chicago to plan

publication of a series of stories exposing organized crime and

corrupt politicians. The stories were going to be critical of the

Attorney General and the President. The Truman White House also

received a copy of an FBI memorandum reporting the contents of

an in-house communication from Newsweek magazine renorters to

their editors about a story they had obtained from the State

Department.

An example from the Eisenhower Administration shows how

White-House requests and FBI initiative were sometimes mixed
Director

together. President Eisenhower asked/Hoover to brief the Cabinet

on racial tensions in early 1956. What the Cabinet received

was a report not only on incidents of violence, but-also on.

the activities of Southern Governors and Congressmen in groups

opposing integration, as well as the role of Communists in

civil rights lobbying efforts and the NAACP's plans to push for

legislation. No one appears to have questioned the propriety
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of the FBI reporting such political intelligence, or Director

Hoover's competence to do so.

The third source of abuse throughout the Bureau's history

was its concern for its image and hostility to any critics.

One example each from the Truman and Eisenhower years shows.

how the Bureau checked and reported on its critics. In 1949

the National Lawyers Guild planned to issue a report denouncing

FBI surveillance activities revealed in a court case. The FBI

provided the Attorney General advance information from its

sources about the Lawyers Guild plans, as well as a full report

on everything about the group in Bureau files. Attorney General

Howard McGrath passed the reports on to the President, and

J. Edgar Hoover advised the White House directly about last-

minute changes in the Guild's plans. The FBI's inside infor-

mation gave the Attorney General the opportunity to prepare a

rebuttal well in advance of the expected criticism.

The second instance took place in 1960, when the Tennessee

Advisory Committee to the U.S. Civil Rights Commission announced

it would investigate charges by the Knoxville Area Human

Relations Council that federal agencies, including the FBI,

were practicing racial discrimination. The FBI conducted name

checks on the eleven members of the Council's board of directors.

The results were sent to Attorney General William Rogers,

Deputy Attorney General Lawrence Walsh, and Special Assistant

to the Attorney General Harold R. Tyler, Jr. Derogatory
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information on four of these individuals included allegations

of subversive connections from as far back as the late 30's.

and early 40's, an allegation that one board member had "corrupt

political associates" in 1946, and the characterization of

another as having "unorthodox attitudes" and sending flowers

and "mash" notes to a woman in his church. The FBI's report

.also made the flat statement, "As you know, this Bureau does

not practice 1acial segregation or discrimination." (The

Committee will recall that it has previously received information

as to the number of black FBI agents in the early 1960's.).

Thus, the Bureau's more distant history shows the develop-

ment of its political services for higher authorities and its

concern for its own political position.

2. "Name Check" Abuses

The staff's investigation of alleged'abuies in the 1960's

and 70's discloses a wide variety of questionable "name

checks", sometimes for Presidents and sometimes

in the .Bureau's own-interest.

n examination of these "name check" reports shows the

peculiarly damaging nature of the Bureau's practice. No new.

investigation was done to verify the allegations stored away

for years in FBI files. Anything anyone ever told the BI

about the individual was pulled together, including charges

that the Bureau may never have substantiated. FBI files

inevitably include misinformation because people bear grudqos
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or make mistakes. Sometimes the Bureau verifies the charge;

but frequently there is no reason to do so, and it is just

recorded in the files. Such charges can be retrieved by a

"name check" and reported without further substantiation.

The request by the Nixon White House for a "name check"

on CBS correspondent Daniel Schorr, which the FBI turned 
into

a full field investigation, has been examined extensively

elsewhere. Tpe staff has determined that President Johnson

asked for "name check" reports on at least seven other journalists,

including NBC commentator David Brinkley, Associated Press

reporter Peter Arnett, and columnist Joseph Kraft.

Another political abuse of FBI "name checks" occurred in

the closing days of the 1964 Presidential election campaign,

when Johnson aide Bill Moyers asked the Bureau to report on all

person's employed in Senator Goldwater's office. Moyers has

publicly recounted his role in the incident, and his account is

confirmed by FBI documents.

Some of President Johnson's requests parallel those of

President Roosevelt twenty-five years earlier. The FBI complied

with White House requests for name checks on dozens of persons

who signed telegrams critical of U.S. Vietnam policy in 1965.

The names of other Presidential critics were also sent to the

Bureau to be checked and reported on, as were the names of
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critics of the Warren Commission. The FBI also volunteered

reports on Presidential critics:

The White House requests for "naim checks"' are episodic

in comparison to the "name checks" conducted as a matter of

systematic Bureau policy for the use of FBI Director Hoover.

The Crime Records Division prepared "name check" memoranda
. Director * .
for/Hoover regularly on Congressmen, other public officials,

-and prominent persons of interest to the Director.- Many of

these special memoranda were filed by the Crime Records Division.
* Director-

Others found their. wayinto/Hoover's "Official and Confidential.

Files." The Committee staff has located in these "0 and C

files" such special memoranda on .the author of a critical book

about the FBI, and on all the members of the Senate Subcommittee

chaired by Senator Long which threatened to investigate the

FBI in,the mid-1960's. Some of these "name check" reports and

special memoranda contained derogatory information, and in the

case of the author, information,from his income tax returns and

personal information about his wife. The reports on members of

the Long Committee were compiled in a briefing book, with tabs

on each Senator.

Therefore, these incidents demonstrate the potential for

abuse inherent i the Bureau's unregulated"name check procedure.

White House requests by-passed the Attorney General, and the

FBI Director's own'requests took place totally within the B3ureau.
The real meaning of th long-standing fe'r that the FBI had
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so-called "dossiers" on Congressmen and other prominent 
persons

was that FBI officials could have "name check" reports pre-

pared for his use on anyone he desired to know more 
about.

3. Abuse of FBI Investigative Powers

The next category is abuse of the

FBI's investigative powers. There is a vivid example under the

Kennedy Administration involving the FBI's late night and early

morning interviews of a Steel Company executive and several

reporters who had written stories about the Steel executive.

Former Assistant FBI Director Courtney Evans, who was informal

liaison with Attorney General Kennedy, has told the Committee

that he was given no reason for the request.

Another example arises out of the Bobby Baker case.

In 1965 the FBI declined a request of the Justice Department

Criminal Division to "wire" a witness in the investigation of

former Johnson Senate aide Bobby Baker. Although the FBI

refused on grounds that there was not adequate security, the

Criminal Division had the Bureau of Narcotics in the Treasury

Department "wire" the witness as a legitimate alternative.

When the Baker trial began in 1967 this became known. Presi-

dential aide Marvin Watson told the FBI that President Johnson

was quite "exercised", and the FBI was ordered to conduct a

discrete "run-down" on the head of the Criminal Division in

1965 and four persons in Treasury and the Narcotics Bureau,

including specifically any associations with former Attorney

General Robert Kennedy.

Another incident occurred in 1966 when Mr. Watson re-
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quested that the FBI monitor the televised hearings bf the

Senate Foreign Relations Committee on Vietnam and prepare a

memorandum comparing statements of Senators Fulbright and

Morse with "the Communist Party Line."

At the request of President Johnson made directly to

FBI executive Cartha DeLoach, the FBI passed purely political

intelligence about United States Senators to the White House

which was obtained as a by-product of otherwise legitimate

national security electronic surveillance of foreign inte

ligence targets. This practice also continued under the NixonA.

Administration at the request of Mr..H. R. Haldeman. f'

It is more difficult to place the label "abuse" auto-

matically on Presidential requests for electronic surveillance

to investigate leaks of classified information. Attorney

General Kennedy-authorized wiretaps in 1962 on New York Times

reporter Hanson Baldwin and his secretary, and they lasted for

about one month. The wiretaps under the Nixon Administration

of journalists and current or former White House and other

Executive officials have been widely publicized. The staff's

inquiry into this matter has determined that, according to

available records, at least one of these wiretaps had nothing

to do with "leaks" and was conducted solely for personal infor-

mation about the target. Nevertheless, the wiretaping to

investigate "leaks" under Attorney General.KennedyAand of

President Roosevelt's aides were undoubtedly precedents J. Edgar
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Hoover had in mind when he told President Nixon and Dr.

Kissinger in 1969 that wiretaps had been used for these

purposes in the past.

Another abuse of FBI investigative powers under the

.Johnson Administration was the surveillance conducted at

1964 Democratic National Convention in Atlantic City. The

most sensitive details of the plans and tactics of persons

supporting thi Mississippi Freedom Democratic Party delegate

challenge went to the White House .from the FBI's wiretap

on Dr. King, and other types of FBI surveillance. The re-

sponsible White House official at the time, Mr. Walter Jenkins,

has told the Committee that he can recall no political use

made of these reports. Nevertheless, an unsigned document has

been located at the Johnson Library recording at least one

political use of Mr. DeLoach's phone reports.

As Theodore H. White's.account of the 1964 campaign makes

clear, the most important single issue that might have disturbed

President Johnson at the Atlantic City ConventiQn was the

Mississippi challenge. And the FBI's own inquiry into the

Atlantic City events reports several FBI agents' recollection

that one purpose of the Bureau operation was to help avoid

"embarrassment to the President." The Committee must weigh all

the evidence in deciding whether this abuse of the FBI resulted

from a White House request, from FBI officials volunteering in-

formation to serve and please the President, or from a legitimate

civil disorders intelligence operation which got out of hand
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because no one was willing toshut off the political intel-

ligence by-product.

It should also be noted that an aide to Vice President

Hubert Humphrey contacted the FBI to request assistance at the

1968 Chicago convention. Nothing appears to have come of this

request, largely because Attorney General Ramsey Clark turned

down FBI requests for authorization to wiretap protest demon-

stration leaders at the Chicago convention..

Finally, there are two additional examples of political

abuse of the FBI or by the FBI in the 1970's. In July 1971,

three months after the supposed end of FBI COINTELPRO operations,

the FBI leaked to a newsman derogatory public record.informa-

tion about Daniel Ellsberg's lawyer. Copies of the article

were sent to the Attorney General, the Deputy Attorney General,

and Presidential aide H. R. Haldeman, with the specific

approval of Director Hoover, with no indication it was generated

by the FBI. In May 1970, the FBI provided Vice President

Agnew at his request with derogatory public record information.

and other allegations about Rev. Ralph David Abernathy,

the President of the Southern Christian Leadership Conference.

This occurred following a telephone conversation

between Director Hoover and.Mr. Agnew during which, according

to FBI records, the Vice President "said he thought he was going
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to have to start destroying Abernathy's credibility."

Thus, in summary, political abuse of the FBI and by the
FBI has extended over the years through Administrations of
both parties.
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ADDENDUM TO STAFF REPORT ON-POLITICAL ABUSE AND THE FBI: The

Johnson.Administration and Mrs. Anna Chennault

According to materials provided to the Committee by the

FBI, President Johnson asked the FBI to conduct physical
PF-0M4,AiAr fe~~c~ I C"AW 'Y~~~ D"

surveillance of Mrs. Anna Chennault4 n October 30, 1968 in

the final days of the election caipaign. 'The FBI instituted

this surveillance to cover her activities in Washington,.D.C.

and New York City. The results of this physical surveilance

were disseminated to J. Bromley Smith, Executive Secretary of

the National Security Council, who had conveyed, Johnson's

request to Cartha DeLoach of the FBI. On November 7, 1968,

Smith called DeLoach and stated,,that Presiden Johnson wanted

the FBI to abandon its physical surveillance of Mrs. Chennault..

On November 13, 1968, at the instruction of President

Johnson, the FBI checked the toll call telephone records in

Albqquerque, New Mexico, to determine if Vice Presidential

candidate Spiro Agnew had called Mrs. Chennault or the South

Vietnamese Embassy on November 2, 1968, when he was in Albuquerque.

No such records were located. President Johnson was furnished

with this information on November 13, 1968. Also, the arrival

and departure times of Agnew in and out of Albuquerque on

November 2, 1968, were verified at the request of the White

House.
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The FBI has reviewed its files on this matter and has

advised that the apparent reason the White House was inter-

ested in the activities of Mrs. Chennault and Spiro Agnew was

to determine whether the South Vietnamese had secretly been

in touch with supporters of Presidential candidate Nixon,

possibly through Mrs. Chennault, as President Johnson was

apparently suspicious that the South Vietnamese were trying

to sabotage his peace negotiations in the hope that Nixon

would win the election and then take a harder line towards

North Vietnam.

The FBI also states that physical surveillance of Mrs.

Chennault was consistent with FBI responsibilities to determine

if her activities were in violation of certain provisions of

the Foreign Agents Registration Act (Section 601, et seq.,

Title 22, USC) and of the Neutrality Act (Section 953,

Title 18, USC).

(Further details of these events involving electronic

surveillance remain classified "Top Secret".)



SECOND ADDENDUM TO STAFF REPORT ON POLITICAL ABUSE AND THE FBI:

Additional Electronic Surveiallance

In addition to the wiretap on New York Times

reporter Hanson Baldwin.in 1962, the Committee has

received materials fr6m the FBI reflecting authorization

by Attorney. General.Robert Kennedy of a wiretap on a

reporter for Newsweek magazine in 1961 during the investi-

gation of another.leak of classified information.

Further aterials r flect'7'authorization by-Attorney

. General Nicholas Katzenbach of a wiretap on the editor

of an anti-Communist newsletter in '1965, also during the

investigation of a" leak of classified information.

The Committee has received materials from the

FBI reflecting authorization by Attorney General Robert

F. Kennedy of wiretaps on at least six American citizens,

including three Executive Branch officials, a Congressional

staff member, .and two registered lobbying agents for

foreign interests. The materials.also reflect that these

wiretaps related to an investigation of efforts by

foreign interests to influence United States economic

policies.
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EXHIBIT 37

July 6, 1971

Mr. Mohr:

Re: LEONARD B. BOUDIN
ATTORNEY FOR DANIEL ELLSBERG

By memorandum R. D. Cotter to C. D. Brennan
dated June 28, 1971, it was recommended and approved that
pertinent information concerning Boudin's sympathy for
communist causes be used in connection -ith the Mass Media Program.

Infoirnation concerning the sympathy of Boudin for communist
causes, his legal services in behalf of an accused soviet espionage agent
and his position as legal representative of the Castro Cuban Government
in this country for a decade, was called to the attention of Ray McHugh,
Chief of the Washington Bureau, Copley News Service, by the Crime
Records Division. Attached is a copy of a release prepared by McHugh
dated July 1, 1071, concerning Bouctin. This news release certainly puts
Boudin in his proper light as a communist and soviet apologist.

ACTION REC-.I
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CONEiEl-.NATIONAL

BY RAY :cAHGh.

CHIEF, WASHINGTON JAuA.JJ

.COPLEY NEWS SERVICE

VA6AINGTON--THE ATTONEY FOR DAVID ELLSaERG IN THE.CASE OF

7,L-' PUNLOINED.) PENTAGON PAPzRS HAS FIGURED FOR MORE THAN J0 YEARS IN

LJVLiv.ENT INVESTIGATIONS OF ALLEGED COMRUNIST AN. CO.iHUNIST-FHO4T.

JGANIZATIONS.

NJV A VISITING PROFESSOR ON CONSTITUTIONAL LAd AT HARVARD

iAiVElZITY, LEONARD b. bOUDIN FOR 20 YEARS HASaLEN GENZRAL

COUNSEL -- bUT JOT MA sER--OF THE EMERENCY CIVIL LI3EAIiES COo-ITTZE

TjET HAS OEEN CITED AS A COAAUNIST FRONT ORGANIZATION oY TnE NOUSE

I c zrITT ON UNA:ERICAN ACTIVITIES, T.IE SENATE INTERNAL SECURITY

SUO.adIYT4E AND bY FbI DIRECTOR J. EDGAR HOOVEn.

aOUJINS DAUGHTER KATY IS WANTED (IN AN F. iARRANT IN CO:NECTII.

18T. INVESTIGATION OF THE ACTIVITIES Of THi WEATHER:IAN FACTION OF Thil

.NI.JICAL STUNENTS FOR A DE.N0CHATIC SOCIETY. SHE WAS ANHESTE JUMING

.ISTuR4ANCES AT THE DENOCHATIC CONVENTION INCHICAOGO IN 1966,

AGAIN DURING WEATHEREN'S "DAYS OF RAGL IN CHICAGO IN%.CTOszHA

4C 1969. "SHE HAS bEEN aISSI*NG SINCE THE 'ARCH 6, 1970, cOnd

A?LUSION iN A GREENWICH VILLAGE TOWXHOUSE IN dsICH TdHRit NEATHEiMEN

-ill) DAUHTER ALSO IS ONE OF THE CO-AUTHORS OF THE "bUST

b0K," A LCGAL HANOODOK DESIGNED TO HELP NEW LIFT ACTIVISTS.

0UODIN'S NEW YORK CITY LAW FIkN REPRESENTSFIDEL CaSTnO

AN TnE CUvAi GOVERNMENT IN ALL LITIGATION AND LEGAL PROnLEMS INSIDE

'f:- UNITZ tTATES AND boUDIN HAS ',ADE SiVERAL TRIPS TO CUoA.

i HAS DENIED UNDER OATH IN A CONGRASSIONAL HEARING TAAT HE IS A

.udit UF T4E CUAMUNIST PARTY.

IN HIS o009 "&ASTiS OF DECEIT," Fol )IkZCTOR J. EDGAR HoOVESr

1i6S i L EaGtiNCY CIVIL LInERTIES COeITTEE TOOA OVER THE 0 OF TIE.

4 CiviL NIURTS CONGRESS, "A WELL-ANOWN RONT."

"Jit UCTO IEf, 1951, THE DAILY WuiAZR ANNOUNCED THE FONRATIuN OF

"L .LUCY CIVIL LIDERTIES COA4ITThE WITH 150 iOUNDZtS

o - .2 1975o zTTES) , INCLUDING 50 WHO WRE EDUCATORS, CLERGYMEN AND PROFESSIDNAL3

-V.: Vult.
r ($I .uS OF THE CvMITS' FIkST OFFICIAL 40VES WAS TO PETITION TdE

t'.-i STATE CuANISIuNER OF .DUCATION TO .'70BD THE 'IEW YORK

-* d..nai iDuCATIUN Fi01 ENOFGCING IT NEiLY ENACTEO . 0AN O

66-077 0 - 76 - 32
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SU'erCl') .CORmUNIST TEACHES....

"1t 1956 THE S:*NATE INTERNAL SECURITY S4UCON.IsTT-E AFTER

IUEJTIFYINu THE EHERGENCY CIVIL LISERTIES CO.M1ITTEE, STATED,

'U;IEN THE COR:lUNIST PARTY ITSELF IS UNDER FIRE THESE FpONTS OFFER

A ljULUARK OF PROTECTION.

"THE NARES OF THE GROUP'S I5O.FUUNDERS XAVE bZEN EXPLOITED LY

TilE PARTY TO FIGHT ITS BATTLES."
bOUDIN WAS DEFENSE ATTORNEY IN THE 1950 ESrIONASE THIAL OF JUDITI'I

COPLON. THE "uAILY WUOKER," A CO.MUNIST NEUSFAeER, IDENTIFIEO

illo AS ON. OF THE ATORNEYS FOR PAUL ROBESON IN THE SINER'S

1955 bl FOR A PASSPORT. ROSESON WAS LONG REGARDED AS A CO.eUNIST

SYeATHIZER.

bOU~iN.ALSO WAS AN ATTORNEY FOR THE VETERANS OF THE ASRAHA .

LINCOLN litlGADE IN AN UNSUCCESSFUL JFFORT Tu HAVE THAT GROUP

RZi60VED iRON TalE ATTORNEY3 GENERAL'S LIST OF SUMRVISIVE

URGANIZATIONS.
HI NANE ALSO HAS BEEN CONNECTED WITH A NUAER OF OTHER

ALLGED COAriUNIST FRONT GROUPS INCLUDING THE1 A*ERICAN COMITTEE ,

FOR THE FOREIGN BORN, 1956;*Ti AMERICA RUSSIA INSTITUTE, 1944;

TilE JEFF LEON SCHOOL OF SOCIAL SCIENCE; TFE NATIONAL COUNCIL ANERICN-

SOVIET F4lENOHUP AND THE NATIONAL COUNCIL OF THE ARTS, SCIENCES AND

PROFESSIJNS.

ON SEVERAL OCCASIONS bOUDIN HAS SEEN PUSLICLY IDENTIFIED AS AN

OFFICIAL OF THE NATIONAL LAWYERS GUILD. THE H.OUSE CG.!NITTEE ON

UN-ANESICAN ACTIVITIES IN 1950 CALLED THE GUILD "TIE FOEU7

LEUAL bULUARH OF THE COMMUNIST.RARTY, ITS FRONT ORGANIZATIONS AND

THE CONTRDLLtO UNIONS."

IN 196t HIS NARE APPEARED AS A SPONSOR OF AN AD IN TriE NEU

YORN TINES SOLICITATING.CONTRISJUTIONS FOR THE LEDAL EXPNSES CF

oLACK PA.TsEH LEAJER ELDIDGE CLEAVE;.

ACCURNI;C 'TO VASHINGTON SOURCES, HIS FIRST IDENTIFICA7ION WITH

-LUFTIST CAUSES CAME IN 1905 WHEN HE PUaLISHED AN ARTICLE IN "NEW

NVVjSES." iN 1941 HIS NAME APPEARED AS A SISHEX OF A PETITION To

?.(r:0LNT iRANuLIN D. RoUSEVELT SUPPUHTING AND DEFENDINO THE

CFmdUNIST CANTY USA.

. /1/71-im(RN)--73 ?:A EDT

oA LAN



UNITED STATES CO ANNIENT

Memorandum
T :Mr. Bishd '

FROM M. A

DAT

susj cr: LEONARD B. BOUDIN
ATTORNEY FOR DR. BENJAMIN SPOCK
INFORMATION CONCERNING

E:. 2/26/68

<i./

Leonard B. Boudin of the firm of Rabinovitz and

Boudin, New York City, is listed as Spok's Attorney of Record in

connection with Spock's recent indictment for conspiring to violate
the Selective Service Act.

1. oJ'10 .Boudin is-well-known to the Bureau. He is.

.Attached is a memorandum setting' forth public source

information concerning Boudin's activities over the years. The White

Houseand Attorney General have been advised.
RECOMMENDATION:

- That approval be givn to furnishing the attached infor-

mation to one of our friendly newspaper contacts

6 SEP 6 1"

1-Mr. DeLoach.- Enclosure
S- Mr. aBishop - Enclosure
S- Mr. Gale - Enclosure
1.- Mr. Sullivan - Enclosure

re'

U
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EXHIBIT 38-1

9:49 AI! May 18, 1970

IECILMNDU'! FOR 1R TC_SON
'.1R D" LC,'A-CH

Vice rcirtpioAnwcalled, lie s~aid he wanted to talk to

said ae r-z reijcC:,CC=,d a O t A co:AinuLyft i:,_ia-iatory pro-
M ur.2cn~ts of~tr: D.Aberat;:y. Tcorrvneated iar. ho Js onie of t".o

Iwor.. The-: Vica ?-rsidrt aid L seen som:e oi the 1ackr~round -interial
on h!-.I and Le V: t- * vZ.a t. izt A'., but it i:; tzyrjn;i the pale as f ar =, exiceutwo
use i CGO.W:i, H. e snJin viwv ok' v:.nt %vci*t on in Augusta and other nlacc.z;
It is imVIr~rtzt to have thi infsrination that revolved aro.'id this: t.1 invoiC-
rment of t;,,.ie pcopI3. in-firmation we have, whcr fIlein-g from locil ng

I told hlit r.e are vw.ordln oa theselr at ie prescent tine, both in
Au~~ista, izcz_-.on v. ta~ re t e recent damwztrationj haveC taken

sa~;4 tNhe ;ame is true at Sa!L n as there are aflo-ions or L:. .1.!
at t li tmona. before thov fired ana sCL cma! a. We are irtcrulavirz aid t::.e iui-

vidall wi-" had an-, w L.re ~ucents, et cetera. ~d,&

I ~'.c ati~t~ .ta u-,7jta. an1 jacir-on, it will ),,o*-at~iy
be anothe.r wec_* Lc~oe u-e iil.;ave t,:-2 PreL,-unzry rc'.-rts.'

-4S' 711

MY20 197Q -.

JEH:ed:-n (3) STF!X, D. iA MAY 20 1970

2. I~&
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- May 18, .1070

Mleznranlua for .2cssrs. Tolson, PoLoach, Poasen, z'uIvaa, fLishop

The Vice President said wiat he wants to be able to do is bring
out comne facts Uie mcedia ccavonioitiw overlookod.' I *!i,d thay never -ive

th thlr that are bein:. done con±Aructiveqy, many ti-neaiby studenzta, to
try. to'prcvenit tlim , I.ut they emp.-nst -2 all tho-tinm5 thbe rkcs aro doiaT.

The: Vice TPreaid2:1t' jaid he Lnv, a i~lehure atout Atista Sovvlna
some of the a-ccs ju:~1,i!:' out OFf Store twiWorts rth lnot'i booty'ar J

-flcoin- aridyou-nc'cor hnar mtAn~ i'z' aout that.--i-ald-whatevcr i-can ive j4
him that can a-Aedar~tc a,-o.re ofi tha i-arnact, tlat hou~aderstancia roo..e~of
theze thir's are u~rc:n' ai NwL areo z&-;A okrirto find 3so-Ie of the ShtInlfs
showved too !-iuch force, or, ~on tvel J,ss, tle Peopl ia e to i11"tand
the very thxust of tlhe nt' navr iizc1s3 is t!-a-t a urih of pollce sho. dawn
six 1Nen'reo aid r.-Pat itanpencd before w- hy did they shoot at theb-n - not

jt -ase t!he-; iklt Lhe .II:r rieo le. I ,,:,d they v.cre? severely provoked

*e aud we mi il tnish Augusta, Atlanta, -ad Jaclxson this week..

The Vice 11resident, Faid he thoug!ht he was pin., t6 bave to start
jdestroying Abernathy's credibility, so anyt i qi can give hbim would be
appreciated. I told inI T. would Ibe giad to. ~ - '

r..~S C......6'j 7

-2-
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uday 18, 11070

menoranam for M4essrs. Tolzcn, raLoac!1, P~osen, Liullnv, Bishop

f'7-z0 .- f 5 1e0

Tte "rice President sp.!i he rmuld' LM' to be thorour1-l7 converoant

with all of t~lat bec-sse if ti c crizI2 coxres v;hera we reed to throw It, ke

will. I told M!nlzi w-ld ret it orcr in the* naxt 290 to 43 hours a4 to tCe Ugh-

lighIts. T;,e 'VI*o 1iresi"Ient UVan~md ime.

Very truly yours,.

John FE;.ar Hfoover

Director

-'3-
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ExHIBIT 38-2

UNITE) STATS Ji.i14NM11NT

M'emo raindum
r Mr. W. C. Sullivan

"OM G. C. Moore(

DATC 5/18/70

sun ycr: RALPH DAVID ABERNATHY
RACIAL MATTERS

Pursuant to the request made by tie Director
today (5/18/70),. there is-attached information for the
Vice President regarding militant statements by Ralph
David Abernathy, the President of the Southern Christian
Leadership Conference,. which statements invite, violenice.

Information is also included to'the Vice President
Iregarding an incident involving d . r er -

On 5/18/70, Abernathy announced a march against
violence, brutality, and killing at Atlanta, Georgia, .dn
Saturday, 5/23/70. -At this march, the namesof the Nation's
"Ten Most Unwanted Politicians"' will be revealed. 1
ACTION: ,

If you approve, the attached lette, will be sent
to the Vice President.

Enclosures./ z

' T4& 5

7 0J UN 3 19JIND



EXHIBIT 38-3

May 19, 1970

BY LIAISON1

Honorable Spiro T. Lgnew
The Vice President
Washington, D. C.

Dear Mr. Vice President:

In response to your request, there is attached
information regarding militant statments .by Ralph David
Abernathy who, although he advocates nonviolence, has
invited violence by some of his -tatements. The material
also includes infonation about h 06J

and his support of the 1lack Panther
Party.

For your information, Abernathy on May 18, 1970,

announced a march against violence, brutality, and killing
to be held in Atlanta, Georgia, on Saturday, May 23, 1970.
Abernathy said that the names of the flation's "Ten Most
Unwanted Politicians" will be revealed during this march.

Sincerely yours,

I ENCLOS UR~E 2 MAY 20 1970

Enclosure

(8) --

HOTE:
See memorandum G. C. Moore to W. C. Sullivan dated

5/18/70, captioned "Italph David Abernathy, Racial Htter:;,"

repared by
41Y2 7_t
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EXiiIMT 39

tiNli Fi STATE.S (;0.1O'.LNNILNI,.

Alan ,1c-o , z /I-':m
o : Mr. Mohr .

.An:- August 29 19Gti

Kohl : C. D. DoLoach.

murIcT: SPECIAL SQUAD
ATLANTIC CITY,'NEW JERSEY.
DEMOCRATIC NATIONAL CONVENTION
AUGUST 22 - AUGUST 28, 1964

MAJOR ACCOMPLISiMENTS:

/ In connection with the assignment of the special squad to Atlantic City,

Ncw crsy, /22-2364 t tie dcliection of tePeiet I N,.'ishi to report tihc succcss'e"

* l ;111ction of thlis assignment, By meanls of inforniait-Ov(5rag,, by150 scof va-rious -

confidential techniques, by inifiltration of key groups through use of undercover agents,

:ind through titilization Of agents using apl)ropriate cover as repurters, we Were ule .u

k.eep the While ouse fully apprised of all najor developments during the Conventioni's

cou'.Sc.

For example, tiough informant coverage and by controlling the

;jtuationl, we were abis to prevent a potentially explosive stall- n and s c-in demon-

A;ration planned by ACT and By counseling 1Messrs. Jenkins, Carter

d i Moyers, v.e convinced them that they niust make major changes in controlling

Ldmissi.Onls into the Convention Hall and thereb preclude infiltration of the illegal

Mississippi Freedom Democratic Party (MFDP) delegates in large numbers ihto tne

Ipace reserved for the regular Mississippi delegates. Thrmrit our counterintolli 0ence

.forts. JelIkins. et al., were anl o ad-eiso ie Prr -ie in :mcllae r-o rdi n jor

mcumis of th=ie ll-OP deegtes. Thle Ma~to House considurud 1 his of rime iimportance.

Through our higily confidential c6verage of Martin Luthor Kin

Itol l s wilh sililar coveraze yc olib'1dron the eaduarterS of

4ORE-SNCCTo were in a position) to advise the White liouse in advance of :ilfplans

.,lacrc~b_ Mu vwo sources in an effort to disrupt the oirderly Lrogress of tle Conveni io.y

This coverage.was highly effective.

COVERAGE HIGHLIGHTS:

- I feel tlim squad operated very effectively. Squad members averaged

inexceq.of pigJt bioors overtime daily. They approached each ansignmont as a
VILAnt~ilh ion~ -i rne scn~ to 11iir reqiwsl1 onimi u ,,i for i~ssend-

T un cIsedi ton .1 i ,ice. It : is limitcd to oflicin! I, rcedings by -

var Conimiiee ol a d tile co ntet may not be disclosed to unaumttorized Ecrnle-

lel.2pithout the czjres approvalol the .

CONTINUED-0VER
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Dolenach to Mchr
RI Special Squad, Atlantic City, New Jersey

Deiocratic National Convention
August 22-28, 1I9i4

challenge and with enthusiasm. The Agents wore constantly alert to cxploit

opportunities for penetration of key dissident groups in Atlantic City and to suggest

counter measures for any plans to disrupt th1e Convention.

Our informant coverage worked particularly well. With Durcau approv'1

I instituted coverage similar to that on Kin' on CORE-SNCC headquarters at

their Atlantic Avenve mecting hall. Our successfully

penctrated the headquarters of the MFPD doleoation.at the Gum Motel and the head-

quarters for their strategy metings, which was located in the basement of the Union

Baptist Temple Church.

Additionally, we utilized a highlv successful cover through cooperation

of thel - furnished us
credentials. I selectcd severa l members of the squad to utilize tllis cover

a;- cf c'- r vas ab~le to ,?i fi"

- Our "reporter" was so successful, in fact, thall
T' it pLh t n infonatin"for background purposes, which lie. requested our

'Aorter" not to print.

OneWof Our, successfully established contact
withfi - -- Saturday night, August 22nd, and maintained this relationship

Abroughoul the course of tile entire Convention. By midweek, hie had become one of
confidants. This, of course, proved to be a highly valuable source of

intelligence since' was constantly trying to incite racial groups to violence.

IzS~EINAT~ON OF INFORMATION:

During our Convention coverage. we disseminated 44 paes of
intelligence data to Walter Jenkins. Attached for your iNformaitn is a copy of these
daily summaries. Additionally, I nept Jenkins and Moyers constanly adlisedA
elephone of minute by minute developments. This enabled them to make spot deccisic::

and to adjust UonventIon plans to meet potential problems before serious trouble
developed.

In connection with communications, as you know, we arranged for a

iptscd line between tile Bureau and our control post in Atlantic City. We also

establi9hed a pivate line for exclusive use by our informants.

1y "informants dispatched from Other cities and Newark informants u

t1 pioneitto1py1mit tleir oral reports. This post was, of course, manned on a

24 tiour basis.

- 2 - CONTINUED-OVER



DoLoach to Mohr
RF-Special Squad. Atlantic City, New Jersey

Democratic National Convention
t..August 22-28, 19G4

During the period whien the Convention was actually in progrcss, we
established a sccondary command post at the Convention Hall Rotunda operated by an
Agent using his "reporter" cover. As you know, the boardwalk was the center of
agitation by dissident clcmcnts. Throughout the course of the Convention, pickets
were active inthe area immediately in front of the Convention Hall entrance. We-
necessarily kept these people uider close observation.

PRELIMINARY PREPARATION:

Prior to the squad's departure for Atlantic City, we secured all
available portinent background information on the dissident groups and their leaders
who were cx octed to be present. In addition, we took blind memoranda with us which
were prepared and approved prior to-our departure. This proved most helpful. On

Wedncgday morning,lMr. Jonndrs urgently requested background information oi.
-m . . within the

MFDP delegation. The White Hbcise also requestcd a blini inemorindnn on
Within 15 minutes of the request. thed bl*-incmm .vo-nished to Jcnkil. l1e was highly pleased and saidt

th'Vas of vital imnortance to their operation. as you will recall has an arrest

We also prepared thuilbnail sketches on all key lissident Ircups. epected
at the Convention and we maintained separate files on the activities of King, Communist
Party groups, area hoodlums, informants,- the M-iFDP and other groups. This was
done in order that we could maintain separate running accounts on each major disruptive
organization which was present.

;IAISON:

On arrival in Atlantic City we immediately established necessary liaison
vith the Secret Service, Atlantic City PoliceDelartmcnt, New Jersey Stato Highway
patrol and vith the-ian directing Convention activitics. We also establisied contacts
willi to 6rrani1e for courier service between the Seat of Government
:md our headquarters ill Atlantic City.

DAILY COUNTER LfEASURES BY SPECIAL SQUAD:

As an ekample of the type of problems encountered by this speciat
:qIn Atlantic City, following is a brief resume of some of the situations h ich

de )ped during the Convention:

- 3 - CONTINUED-OVER
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DjoLoach to Mohr
RE: Special Squad. Atl:tic City, New Jersey

)emocratic National Convention
August 22-28, 1964

Monday, Aueust 24, 1064

On Sunday morning, August 23, 1964, we located a truck on Pacific
Avenue carrying a burned-out cai, a huge burlap-wrappcd cross and a largc church
bell. Rumors swept Atlantic City that the car was actually thc one uscd by Schworne:
Goodman and Chaney. Shortly after its appearance this truck was placed on a parkin
lot close by Convention Hall. We quickly established the fraudulency of these rumors
and through police contacts we thwarted the racial group's plans to parade this burned
car through Atlantic City streets.

On Monday, we furnished Mr. Jenkins details regarding the plans of
CORE, the American Nazi Party, the Student Non-violent Coordinating Conmittee and
initial plans of the MFDP.

Anorooriate officials were notified of the intention of the Negro racial
groups to establish a silent vigil on the boardwalk at the main entrance to luonventton
liall. This vigil was to bejnaintainecd until a report was issued by the Credentials
Comnjteo--egarlTthg the seating of the MFDP delegates.

Tuesday, August 25, 1964

Jenkins was advised that Martin Luther King had prevailed uporf
'to come to Atlantic City that day. We alerted White House representatives

regading compromise proposals for seating of the vIFDPl1 andfurnished them infor1u.c.
regarding plans of the Progressive La!or eoement groups, ACT and other dissident
organizations. Martin Luthr Kin attempted to arrange a rendezvous witih a

'of Philadelphia. Our sources reported that SNCC and CORE were
attenipting to secure tickets to gain entrance to Convention Hall. Through a highly
confidential source, it was learned that CORE and SNCC had been advised that the
President was bringing pressure to bear on the delegates of 15 states to preclude their
support of a move to bring tie Mississippi delegates issue to the floor of the Convention.

Wedndlay, August 26. 1964

We submitted reports reflecting that the militant members of vIFDP
/der the leadership 01 were revolting against the leadership of Martin
Luther King and We advised Jenkins that the MFDP delegates had flatly
rejected the coproniise proposal to seat the MFDP delegation. We reported that

'pct~t~ 1 - 4 - CONTINUED-OVER
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DeLoach to lor
HP*2-Special Squad, Atlantic City, New Jersey

Democratic National Convention
August 22-28, 1964

ias attempting to promote a stall-in to block access to

Convention Hall. was instrucied bj to plan this

demonstration antfIi rough our control of him we Were able to cumpletely tnwart

We also alerted the \\hite House in advance regarding the telegram prenared

by ACT demanding amnesty for Harlem rioters and for Federal registrars to police

Negro voting in the South.

In consultation with Convention planners, we pointed out serious gaps

in controlling admission to Convention Hall which had permitted entrance of dissidcrCt,

elements on the Convention floor. Jenkins immediately placed these recommendations

into effect.,

Thursday, August 27, 1964
........... .........- lr,*nga, r0

Atlantic City early Thursday morning, and appropriate officials were advised of this.

We also reported efforts of CORE-SNCC leaders to secure uniforms of the Young

& ens for Johnson droups and to utilize them for gaining entrance into Convention

IIe * We were able to report that the number of participants of-the silent vigil would

dwindle rapidly. Although the demonstrations quieted down Thursday night. we vwere

heavily involved in cliecing out the reports that a four-man group of Pucrto Rican

terrorists from New York were in Atlantic City in an attempt to assassinate the

-President. .

MISCELLANEOUS:

For the benefit of the Domestic lntelkigcnce and God ral Investigative

Divisions, separate me moranda are heing submiiitted re arding infoniant coverae. I

am also recommending letters of appreciation to cooperative. individuals whose efforts

facilitated the squad's work in Atlantic City.

INFORMANT ACTIVITIES:

In connection with our Convention coverage, the.special squad utilized

the f6llowing sources:

ymbol number informants from other offices;
confidential sources froi other offices;

( 1 liaison source

5. CONTINUED-OVER
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'Loach to Mohr
0: ecial Squad. Atlantic City, New Jersey

%mocratic National Convention
August 22-28, 1904

technical sources
Ispocial agents working in an undercover capacity

Negro informants
:cstablished sourpes in the Atlantic City area
Atlantic City informalitl ex r :
Atlantic City Security informants

Our source from was in the inner planning circles
Another source the Progressive Labor Movement dolcgates io

(liantic City. Although the organization was inactive, we hadsources in the
roups. A Newark informant served of SNCC-CORE.

RGANIZATIONS IN ATLANTIC CITY:

There vwas cv;z- ;, Gprt
tlantic City during the course of the Convention. The leading groups included:

Mississippi Freedom Democratic Party (MFDP)
Council of Federated Organizations (COFO)
Congress of Racial Equality (CORE)

. Student Non-violent Coordinating Committee (SNCC)
ACT
Independent Citizens Committee
American Nazi Party
White Party of America
W, r. E A, Du Bois Clubs
Communist Party, USA
Women's International League for Peace and Freedom
The Progressive Labor Movement

ECOMMENDATIONS:

(1) The majority of the following personnel averaged over eight hours per
ay during the five days the special squad was handling its responsibilities. They
perated in a very competent fashion and it is, therefore, recommended that letters 'f

< nqcmmat'i ] o '$l Director's signature be considered for them. If approved. ::*

04t'l6l e I ld by the Administrative Division. (A separate memoradchuimm I.*

G- 6 - RECOMMENDATIONS CONI LTi
F 81
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DcLoach to Mohr
R1E Special Squad, Atlantic City. New Jersey

Dbeiocratic National Convention
V%.August 22-28, 1964

being furnished the Administrative Division rcgarding the specific duties handled by
these employees.)

(2) A number of the following employees had only minor duties inasnuc:.
as they \vore not used full-time on the special squad, however, in view of the quiet and

efficient manner in which they handled their responsibilities, letters are believed

deserved.

- 7 - RECOMMENDATIONS CONTINUEDIT
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I :;ecial Squad, Atlantic City, New Jersey

Democratic National Convention
August 22-28, 1964

(3) It is recommended that letters from the Director bC given to the
11owing personnel who assisted materially in the success of this operation:

r1 /

Ocr I



EXHIBIT 40-1

UNITLD STAlLS GoVE.RNMENT.

Memorandum.
MR. CALLAHAN .DAE January 29, 1975

FROM H. N. BASSETT

suijecr: SPECIAL SQUAD AT DEMOCRATIC NATIONAL CONVENTION
ATLANTIC CITY, NEW JERSEY, 8/22 - 28/4

Reference is mada to my previous-,memorandum captioned as above, -
dated 1/28/75 (copy attached). That which follows elaborates somewhat on
various elements of our special coverage of the 1964 Democratic National Con-
vention (DNC) and amplifies certain aspects of our operations therein.

A review. of Bureau file on the Mississippi Freedom Demo-
cratic Party (MFDP) indicates the file was opened to reply-to a request from .
Walter Jenkins, Special Assistant to President Johnson, for a name check on
MFDP and certain persons connected thorewith. le was advised. "FBI has
never conducted an inVestigation of the*MFDP and its files contain no record
of it. " lResults of name chccks on certain indivichals were set forth togethcr
with public source data from the 7/21/04 edition of the Washington Post and
~e-iinqutb-by--he-ash-nigton FieldOffice on 7/21/04 at the local office

ofthe IFDP on general information on its objectivesaid identity of its staff
members. This infornation was set forth in a blind memorandum to Mr.
Jenkins dated 7/22/64.

On 8/21/64., responding to a request dated 8/19/64 fronijMr. John,
Doar of tie Civil Riihts Division of the ;epartment, memomnda were sent to
Deputy Attorney General Katzenbach. Doar had requested name checks on 4.
persons in the MFDP leaderahip aid convention dck gation members. The '

meuIInnd)[,(:) mI i'r. "This DJurmu has ; (n i:t Led any inveatiln concerning
the Missisippi Freedom Dcmocratic P rty nor has it taken ahy steps to identify
party members.

It should be noted that three civil rights workers who traveled to
Mississippi were discovered 'm ising nm li/22/64 and their automotbile found
burned oi 6/23/64. On 6/23/611 Pre:ieInt Johnson was advised of these facts
and requested toeI-n kept aware of all aspects of the investigation which had 
been requested by the Civil 1ih s Divi:o;'i of the Departnmentof Justice of the
FBI. The three bmhices of tinwt worker., were found thereafter on 8/4/64.

Onl 8/23/G4 a' flat -bc:) hi Ik with a burned car on it appeared in Atlantic City,
New Jersey, and it w\L:6/a Jed to lbe thi automob i. of the three murdered

Enclosure fl
1 - Messes., . .111:1

7) CONTINU:-:!)- OVER
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Memorandum to Mr. Callahan
Ile: Special Squad at Democratic National Convention

' Atlantic City, New Jersey, 8/22 - 28/64

civil rights workers in Mississippi. Furthermore, information was received

that the parents of one of these individuals would appear at a rally during the

DNC.

On 8/25/64 Assistant Director Cartha DeLoach telephoned a memorandum

to Mr. Mohr from Atlantic City to the effect information from Walter Jenkins

and informants indicated the question of scating the MFDP delegates was expected

to reach the floor of the DNC the evening of 8/25/64. He said "The crucial point

of the convention in so far as possible violence is concerned will occur between

4:30 p.m. and 6:30 p.mi. this afternoon. If the Mississipp~i Freedom Democratic

Party is not seated then the unruly elements within the Negro group will possibly

attempt to demonstrate." DeLoach indicated that every effort was being extended

to cover developments pertinent to this possible violent situation.

There follows under appropriate caption in summary form information

relative to our coverage at the DNC.

COVERAGE RELATIVE TO POTENTIAL CIVIL UNREST,
DnMONSTRATIONSAND POSSIBLE VIOLENCE

A review of the summaries furnishod to Walter Jenkins by Mr. DeLoach

during the DNC indicates over 25 separate entries dealing with demonstrations

insofar as their times, places, groups involved, number of participants, and

general nature thereof wvere concerned. A great majority of the Bureau person -

nel still on active duty who were assigned to this special squad in Atlantic City

have indicated that the attaining of intelligeio information relative to possible

violent civil disorders was the primary purpose of their efforts during the DNC.

Our cove rage in this regard was h il througli exeiive informant

coverage at Atlanti'c City :'m as a.rOsult of informnation received from informants

in other parts of the counti , as well. Additinw:lly, we utilized Agents in various

undercover capacities to develop such informatio.ni. Furthermore, a great deal

of information in this regard was, in fact, rectived as a reslt of the technical

coverage fitilized. Where appropriate, the inforination obtained was disseminated

to the U. S. Secret Service and other interestce law enforcement agencies as

well.

ACTIVITIES RELATIVE TO THE ROTECTRI(Y; OF THE PIRESIDENT

OI:iA review of the interviews of the previously mentioned special squad

personnel still on active duty los indicated thai a majority of them felt that their

-2 - CONTINUED -OVER
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Memorandum to Mr. Callahan
Re: Special Squad at Democratic National Convention

Atlantic City, New Jersey, 8/22 - 28/64

assignment in part was related to.the augmenting of the U. S. Secret.Service in-
sofar as the protection of the President was concernecd. One Agent indicated
that Buredu personnel did, in fact, actively assist in the protection of the
President and his family while they were at the DNC.

A review of Bureau file' Laptioned "Disruption of Democratic
National Convention. Information Concerning (Internal Security)" did not reveal
any information directly relating to tb proleption of the President.

A review of the DeLoach summaries to Mr. Jenkins indicated one
instance where a demonstration was planned to take place upon the President's
arrival at convention hall and another incident which revealed a breach of
security which allowed an individual to enter the convention Iall and proceed
directly to the podium area. This information was furnished immediately to
the U. S. Secret Service.

Information is contained in the interviews of the former special squad
personnel that FBI Agents were utilized in supplementing U. S. Secret Service
personnel on the convention hall floor.

114FGR81TIGi4 DEVEL fO-C'&OF POSSIBLE POLITICAL SIGNIFICANCE

A further review of the DeLoach summaries revealed approximately
20 separate items which do not appear to relate directly with possible civil
unrest - demonstraijons or with the protection of the President. These items
were developed as a result of the various types of coverage we had at the DNC
but a great number thereof were obtained through our technical coverage. A
sampling of these items includes the following:

* 2. Informant information received that Congressman Adam Clayton
Powell was carrying a revolver.

* 3. Informant information relative to National Assdciation for the
Advancement of Colored People planning a meeting at a church.

4. Informant relative to King's speakin'm before various state delegations.

1 ;' 191'* *. . - 3 -. CONTINUED - OVER
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.MeIorandun to Mr. Callahan
Re: Special Squad at Democratic National Convention

Atlantic City, New Jersey, 8/22 - 28/64

5. Information that the Congress of Racial Equality headquarters in
Atlantic City was attempting to have Congressman Charles Diggs' office in
Detroit, Michigan, picketed, claiming he was "shaikey.''

Allegations in the press that the coverage of the F131 was used to
follow the activities of Attorney General Robert F. Kennedy were not substantiated
in any way by file reviews.

A review of the statements furnished by the special squad personnel
includes various instances where they relate a portion of their overall purpose
was to insure that there was nothing which would "embarrass the President."
One Agent inclicaled that DcLoach placed emphasis on the fact that the
President did not wish to be enharrassed in any way and tli a,4nformation was

to be gaLthered which would assure that ther. .s' o.. ...... -1..-....

Two statements were furnished by
in this regard.: One states "I would like to state that at no time did

I ever consider the above io be a political operation but it vas obvious that

DeLoa ch wanted Jo impress Jenkins and Moyers with the Bureau's ability to

develop informat ion which would he of interest to themi" Furthermore, in

response to a question as to whethier the Bureau's services were being utilized

for political rcasons, tanswered, "No. I do recall, however. that
on one occasion I was present when DeLoach held a lengthy telephone conversa-

tion ill'tli Wilt1I Jenkins. 'Theyappeared to be discussing the President's 'inilgo.

-4 - CONTINUED - OVER
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EXHIBIT 40-2

Memorandum to Mr. Callahan
Re: Special Squad at Democratic Natiohal Convention

Atlantic City, New Jersey, 8/22 - 28/64

At the end of the conversation DeLoach told us something to the effect, 'that

may have sounded a little political to you but this doesn't do the Bureau any
harm.'

Other Agent personnel on-the special squad indicated in the negative.

insofar as the above question is concerned.

DISSEMINATION

In addition to the summary memoranda furnished by DeLoach to

Mr. Jenkins, information is contained in Bureau file 100-442527, cited above,
that some of the same information was included in daily letters To the Wfite

House and the Attorney General on current Racial Developments. There was

similar dissemination made to U. S. Secret Service, military intelligence
agencies and local authorities on a selected basis.

RECOMMENDED ACTION

For information. It should be noted the information contained
here in setting forth that the White House and the Department made requests

'in 1964 for information frim Dureau files concerning the MFDP has been
incorporated into a separate LIIM being prepared for the Deputy Attorney
General.

A-5-

2 JJ~ ~t\15
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Memorandum to Mr. Callahan
Re: Special Squad at Democratic National Convention

Atlantic City, New Jersey, 8/22 - 28/G4

The only information" located in Bureau files concerning
the special squad in Atlantic City was an eight-page memorandum (copy attached)
with enclosure located in the file of DeLoach. This is a memorandum from

DeLoach to Mohr dated 8/29/64 which sets forth that in connection with the

'assignment of the special squad in Atlantic City at the direction of the President,
DeLoachl wished to report the successful completion of this assignment. He

,Istates that by means of informant coverage, use of various confidential tech-

niques, infiltration of key groups through use of undercover agents and through
utilization of Agents using appropriate cover as reporters, we were able to

eep the White House fully apprised of all major developments.. DeLoach also

advised that 'immediate liaison was established in Atlantic City with Secret

Service as well as state and local police.

This memorandum refers to highly confidential coverage of Martin Luther

King and Bayard IRustin, along with similar coverage established on the lead-

quarters of the Congress of Racial Equality (CORE) - Student Nonviolent

ICoordinating Committee (SNCC). DeLoach states he was able to advise the

0 a WhilHoue in advance o al Hplans made by these two sources and coverage

___was highly effective. DeLoach advises "with Bureau approval" he instituted L at
coverage on CORE - SNCC headquarters at their meeting hall and ou-

penetrated the headquarters of the Mississippi Freedom
Democratic Party (two separate factions were contesting seats for the Mississippi

delegation and wvas a highlight of the convention) and through cooperation with the

management ofi news our Agents were furnishedi -.press credentials.

DeLoach reported that 44 pages of intelligence data was disseminated to Walter

Jenkins at the White House and to his memorandum he attached a copy of these

daily sunmnaries dlated 8/24. 25, 26, 27/6. Thesc summaries arc in effect

a runninig lo of dlove lopm ents which took place at the conventionm . DeLoach also
states lie arranged for a lease line between the conrol post at Atlantic City and

the Bureau. He concludes the memorandum by making recommendations that

personnel involved, namely 27 Agents, one radio maintenance technician and

two stenographers of the Newark Office be commended. Mr. Hoover noted

DeLoach Ghould receive a meritorious award.

Bureau file serial , reflects a memorandum from Mr.

Hoover wherein Walter W. Jenkins, Special Assistant to the President, called

and stated the President wanted Jenkins to call the Director to express the

QQC 30 S - 5 - CONTINUED - OVER
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Memorandum to Mr. Callahan -

Re: Special Squad at Democratic National Convention
Atlantic City, *New Jersey, 8/22 - 28/64

thought the job the.Bureau had done in Atlantic City was one of the finest the

President had ever seen. According to this memorandum, Jenkins told Mr.

Hoover there were a lot of bad elements up there and because of the work

some of the Bureau people did they knew exactly where they-were and wha't
they were-doing and conseauentlv they were not able to be very effective

A thorough review of Bureau records, including a review of abstracts
of Mr. Hoover, Mr. Tolson. Mr. Mohr.as well as iMr. DeLoach. failed to
locate any memorandum or other document nertaining to a request having been
received from President Johnson or anyone at the White House instrtcting

a T~the~ F fospecrialcoverage at the convention. It should be noted that
at this time DcLoach was responsible for liaison.with the White House and had
a direct line at his residence to the President so it weil may be that this reouest
was made directly to DeLoach who in turn discussed it oi'ally with 'Mr. Hoover
or Mr. Tolson but-for one reason or another the request was never put in
writing.

STATEMENTS OF SPECIAL SQUAD PERSONNEL STILL ON ACTIVE DUTY

04 1/20/75 the Inspectior. Division directed a telellype i corporatinz
12 questions to the 19 Agents and. one rndio maintenance technician who are
still on active duty and werc vith DeLoach at Atlantic City. These questions-
were desirned to have the participating personnel furnish us with their recol-
lection as to their duties and involvement at Atlantic City. Detailed responses
were promptly received and all personnel acknowledged their participation on
the speciAl squad under DeLoach's leadership at the convention. All responded
there was no question in their mind at the timie but that they were in Atlantic
City to fulfill the FBI's jurisdictional responsibililies and they did not feel that
the purpose of the special squad was political in nature. Basically, the instruc-
tions to the Agents vcx to develop advance information regarding any acts cr
intended acts of violence pertaining to civil disturbances that could arise during

-6- CONTINUED -OVER

*Mr. Belmont, Mr. W. C. Sullivan
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EXHIBIT 41

September 10, 1964

PERSONAL

Honorable William D. Moyers
Special Assistant to the President
The White House
Washington, D. C. 20501

Dear "Bishop:"

Thank you for your very thoughtful and
generous note concerning our operation in Atlantic City.
Please be assured that it was a pleasure and privilege
to be able to be of assistance to the President and all
the boys that were with me felt honored in being selected
for the assignment.

I think everything worked out well, and
I'm ca at we were able to come through
wi vital tidb om time to time which were of

as'si ance to you and Walter. You know you have only
to call on.us when a similar situation arises.

Thank you again for taking time out of your

busy day to write to me, and I hope we can get together
soon.

Sincerely,

C. D. DeLoa

COPY
LYNDON 3MINES JOHNSON LIBRA
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EXHIBIT 42

November 8, 1966

D Y L Ui Hz:

~;o~r~1e::zrvn 7t o

T" Ile

.1

cfernc(!-.., nadcC to yoxvr rcOaICit 1e c U.tw La authors

of booh'-s Cealing vitdah~ss~iai of Pcjsic:. t ;Cenfl2L~y.~

.Attachcd nre otirnrnry mernornii da setting,, frth pertlnctat

inforluiation contained in FiHl files cornccrnling tile foloiain incdivicak

__ The file , of tffc. FBDI contnin no inertinent data Nvith

A copy~ of tUs communication has not 6'ccn scnt to the

.-Acting Attorney General. Q
-'Iu~crcly'yours,

8F CA: *10 NOV .P 191,

~nc1o~urC5. (1 1) .
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EXHIBIT 43

AMERICAN TELEPHONE AND TELEGRAPP / , 1N

2000 L STREET, NORTHWEST SEC L i

WASHINGTON, D.C. 20036

Au.AN C. S- 202 466-5600

September 17, 1975

Mr. Mike Epstein
Staff Member
Senate Select Committee

on Intelligence Operations
308 Dirksen Senate Office Building
Washington, D. C. 20510

Dear Mike:

This is in response to your inquiry regarding the installation of private
lines from Atlantic City, New Jersey to the White House during the August, 1964
Democratic National Convention.

Private lines for security purposes were established from the F. B. I.
and Secret Service temporary communication's center in Atlantic City to the
F. B. I. Headquarters in. Washington, D. C. and to the White House P. B. X.
We had no indication of any improper or unlawful use of such service.

Sincerely,
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EXHIBIT 44

Tbe Attorney Gineral Spebr .1B

Director, FM1

As 70 yaL lno', th:- ,Burcau baas solved a L..C'r OZ -cases
invol1ving racial violence in the Souta. In this rcZgard-, pzblic
Attention particuiariyr vas !OCUsod -on the FZ!I's role in thea
00lutioa 01 the ux-utai murders of -Irs. Viola Liuzzo, Lieutenaant

ColunelLoaucL.,_icnn, _== d __the_thr-e6 vi iit uosi
Ua~ss~sip'Howeve'r, ire have ackievai a ziumu.er of -oti; tnagible

accomplisanents3,_mest of waicu are not publicly'hno=a, azd-1.
tbougat you night be interested-.in themi.

At the present time, for c,-nnple, ncarjr
of our infurmants and sources arc beinq oneratca tanohtain
up-to-atct intcligcncc data corcerning racial caltc-s Z-hieb

.we disse.-anate on a coutinuim:i uasis. Of those. h-Zbeea
devoloped-in just thes past year-an average of mr':,a

'for every day in the past twelve months.

Particularly significant has been tha- high-lovel'
penetrmtion ire have achieved of K~ns organizatio r.s. At Cie
prescnt tine, tijcrc are l14 Klan groups in existenace. Tic have
penetrated every one oZ the= tlirou ~ Informants and currently
Lac op.:rating infornants in top-level positions- ol. lenders ip 1A

of2 them.

Through n'xdi coverage, much valuable information
roisting to a variety of cases of violence and plainoed violanck
in The civil rigAts 1field has'Oeea oataincd. Just recently,'
Zor cracple, an-ninlormant secured and furnished to us tho
weapon used in a civil rig:ht3 shooting- incident in North Carolinia.
Another informant proviucci 1:ao inliornation whichi led to the
recovery of a Jarne vauuo of hand greraces, annunition, d~mamite,
and otlicr explcsives viijcli .hat4 cen stoien f rom fort ;CILeia ia
-Aaanra. St.1l aniuier stratcgicall'v pLaced iniormat ' cra'hid
Azs to identify tte Klanesma rcsvonsi:l)c loc~t."o orning 01 t--3

Iutno~io'and a ticg,:o nortuary qice ZLiru.. Norta icarolina..
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The Attorney General

The solution to the series Of bombings and burnings of some 20
to 25 bnes in too bcComa, Uississippt, mas last year si=ilarly
was based on informatiou supplica by I of cur infor=ants.

Equally important, and sonotning of uhich the public !a
totally unavara, is the extent to rwich we have oen E!olo to
forestall violence in ccrtain racially expiosive areas. In one
southern state, for example, tue governor, on one occasion,
expressed his great concern and fear of an outoreak of racial
violence because of tue tease-situation.

As a result, wi nave been
successful to date in hdrna-r Klan violence in the entire state
to an absolute ninimun.

We also are seizing ever, opportunity to disrupt
the activities of Klan organizations. Typical is the canner in
Vhich we exrosed ana thwarted a "kick back" schene a Xian group
was Uzirg in C- Sutnern state to help iinance its activities.

One conuer of tno group was selling insurance to other Klan
nembers and would dooosit a generous portion of the premium
refunds in tao Klan treasury. is a result o action we took,
the insurance connany learned of the scheme and cancelled all

the policies hold o, Kflan memLers, thereby cutting off a sizable
source of revenue which had neen used to ±:aance Nlan activities.

I have furnishad these examples to illustrate to

you the approaca tnis iurcau is tahing to meot the challenge
of racial lavicssness in certain areas today.

The above inforation has also been furnished to

Bonorablo Marvin Watson, Special Assistant to the President.

- 2-



EXHIBIT 45

111uide of t i jttonli.i (13i ra

September 3, 1965

MEMORANDUM FOR

Mr. J. Edgar Hoover, Director
Federal Bureau of Investigation

Re: Your memorandum of September 2,
regarding pcnetr-ation and disruptior
of Klan Organizations

accomplishments of the Bureau in the area of Klan
LUz.A.LSL u;

detailed information on this subject, and I hope you
will continue to keep me up to date on it.

May I take this opportunity to congratulate
you on the developmcnt of your informant system in t.e
Klan organizations and on the results you have obtained
through it. It is unfortunate that the value of these
activities would in most cases be lost if too extensive
publicity were given to them; however, perhaps at so a
point it may be possible to place these achievements
the public record, so that the Bureau can receive its
due credit. '

Attorney General

Nicholas dcB, .Katzer.Z.
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EXHIBIT 46

The Attorney General December 19, 1967

Director,_FBI

KU KLUX KLAN INVESTIGATIONS
FBI ACCOMPLISHMENTS

Pursuant .to your conversation with Hr. C. D.
DeLoach of this Bureav cdncerning FBI coverage and
penetration of the Ku Klux Klan, we have prepared the
attached memorandrm. Also attached are coples of my
statements and publications regarding the Ku Klux Flan

in the United States andathe FBI's role in investigating
Klan matters.

While some of the information contained in the,
attached memorandum is already a matter of pdblic record,
there are matters dealing with extremely sensitive oper-
ations of this Bureau and it is suggested that this be

handled on a strict need-to-know basis..

Enclosures - 7

1 - The Deputy Attorney General (Enclosures.- 7)

Attached copies of statements and publications.
.regarding the Ku Klux Klan in the United States and the-FBI's
role in investieatin4 Klan matters consist of:-



The Attorney General

NOTE COITrINUED:

(1) "The Resurgent Klan," by J. Edgar Hoover--
Reprint from July, 1966, American Bar Association Journal.

(2) "The-FBI's Secret War,".Remarks of
Seuator Karl Mundt-before U. S. Senate, January 14; 1966--
reprint from 1/14/66 J'Cohgressional Record.!' "

(3) Page-28-of'1967 FBI Annuaj Report--Deals with
Klan investigations..

(4) Portion of Director's Appropriations Testimony,
2/16/67, dealing with Klan-type investigations.-.

-5) Remarks of -'Ron. George W. GriCer of Tennessee
dealing with investigation of Klan--taken-from "Congressional
Record," 5/3/65.

(6). Remarks of Hon. George W. Grider of Tennessee
dealing with investigations. of -Klan--taken ffrbm ."Congressional
Record," 5/4/65.-
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December 19, 1967

KU KLUX KLAN INVESTIGATIONS
FBI ACCOMPLISHME1TS

BACKGROUND

Historically, the problem of the Ku Klux Klan in
the United States has exikted since the days of Reconstruction
following the Civil War. The Invisible Empire is well known
for its'terrorist, nighti-iding activities and has been respon-
sible since its incention foi numerous racial atrocities
throughout the country. The Klan reached its peak during the
1920s when it claimed millions of members and it became almost
defunct during World War Ir., In 1954, with the historic
Supreme Court decision regarding desegregation of public
schools, it became revitplized. In 1964, with the passage of
civil rights legislation by the Congress, the Klan recruited
thousands of persons who feared the-rise of.the Negro and
the threat to the "Southern way of life."

The Klan has usually been located in the South al-
though there have been attemptd to organize it in the North,
Midwest, and far West. The'Klan attracts individuals in the
rural areas who are poorly educated with limited incomes.
The Klan exploits the fears, hatred, and ignorance of people

cD who feel they are threatened by the Negro, the Jew, the
Catholic, and the immigrant.U)

* PRESENT STATUS

Presently there are 14 Klan organizations under
investigation with a membership of approximately 14,000. The
largest of these groups, the United Klans of America, Inc.,
Knights of the Ku Klux Klan, with Headquarters in Tuscaloosa,
Alabama, has an estimated membership of about 10,.000.
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Ku Klux Klan Investigationl.

. Since 1964 Klan membership has declined in
Hlississippi, Alabama, and Louisiana and increase-d in North
and'South Carolina and Virginia. The North Carolina Klan
has the largest membership.of any state in.the Union under
the leadership of

The most secretive and vicious Klan orgadization
in recent years has been the White Knights of the Ku Klux
Klan of Mississippi under the leadership of

of Laurel, Mississippi, who was recently con-
victed in conuectl'on with the murder of.

FBI RESPONSIBILITY

This Bureai has a-three-fold purpose in investigati ng
the Ku Klux Klan and individuals associated with Klan oigahi-
zations. First, we investigate violations of Federal laW
committed by the Klan with ihe view toward prosecution in
Federal court. Second, we conduct intelligence investigations
'with the view toward infiltrating the Ku Klux Klan with infor-
mants, neutralizing it as a terrorist organization, and deterring
violence.; Third, -we provide the Departnent with the results
of our investigations for possible designation of Klan organi-
zations under-Executive Ordpr 16450.

MAJOR CASES

Murder'of Three Civil Rights orkdrs

In June, 1964, 'three civil rights workers were
murdered in Neshoba County, Mississippi, setting off an intn-.
sive FBI investigation. In October, 1967, 7 of 18 defendants-
-!ere convicted'in Federal court in Meridian, Mississippi, for
violation-of the victims' civil rights. An 8th defendant
pleaded guilty and a mistrial was declared as to three other

.defendants. I Our investigations revealed that there was a brond
Ku Klux Klan plot behind the abduction and murder of the victims.

66-077 0 - 76 - 34
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Ku Klux Klan Investigations

Klan intormants were used as witnesses in this trial and

they unfolded a story of Klan violence and terrorism rarely
presented in any court.

Murder of Vernon Dahmer

In January, 1966, Vernon F. Dahmer, a leader of

the National Association for the Advancement of Colored

People in Hattiesburg, Mississippi, died as a result of

wounds received when his home was burned and shot into by
the Ku Klux Klan. Twelve klansmen have been indicted by
the Federal Grand Jury and the case is presently pending in

United States District C6urt at Hattiesburg. FBI informants
were instrumental in determining in the early stages of the

investigation that and the members of the

White Knights of the Ku Klux Klan of Mississippi were
responsible for Dahmer's death.

Murder-of Lemuel Penn

In July, 1964, Lemuel Penn, an Army Reserve
Lieutenant Colonel and Negro educator from lvlashsington, D. C.,
was killed by shotgun blasts near Colbert, Georgia. An exhaus-

tive investigation by this Bureau resulted in the arrest of
four members of the Ku Klux Klan. Informants also played a

major role in this case. In October, 1964, a Federal Grand

Jury returned an indictment charging six men, inclvding the

four arrested for Penn's murder, with conspiracy to injure,

oppress, and threaten to intimidate Negro citizens in the free
exercise of their Constitutional rights. Two of the defendants
were convicted and four were acquitted.

Murder of Viola Liuzzo

'In March, 1965, Mrs. Viola Liuzzo was killed by gun

blasts near Selma, Alabama, and three members of the Ku Klux



Ku Klux Klan Investigations

Klan were arrested and charged with her slaying. Gary Thomas
Rowe, who subsequently testified against these defendants,
was present at the time Mrs. Liuzzo was murdered. This case
dramatically emphasized our penetration of the Klan when it
was publically disclosed that Rowe was an FBI infoirmant. The
three defendants were indicted by a Federal Grand Jury and-
convicted in Federal court for conspiracy.

McComb, Mississipoi, Bombings

From June through September, 1964, a series of
bombings-occurred in McComb, Mississippi. After intensive
FBI investigation, nine members of the Ku Klux Klan were

-arrested and charged with bombing homes and-churches at McComb.
These nine klansmen entered pleas of guilty and nolo contendere
in local court.- FBI informants were instrumefital-in uncovering
the'plot and identifying suspects.

New Bern, North .Carolina, Bombings

In early 1965, a strategically placed informant ;l
enabled us to identify klansmen responsible*'for'the.bombing
of two automobiles and a Negro mortuary'in New Bern,
North Carolina. This information-was durned over to local
authorities. Three defendants were convicted in State court.

Bogalusa Injunction

In Bogalusa, Louisiana, during the height of the
racial disorder'in that community in 1965,-FBI investigation
led.to tB cobtaining of an injunction against the Anti-
comunist"Christian Association also known as Original'Knights
of the Ku Klux Klan. This was a majordeterrent to ftirther
Klah Violence in that community. :-

Klan Terrorism,.Rowan and Cabarrus Counties, North Carolna

In July, 1967, FBI investigations led to the arrest
and'indictment of 12 men in Rowan County, North Carolina.
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Ku Klux Klan Investigations

for numerous acts of racial intimidation and violence.

INFORMATrS

Informant coverage in 1(lan' groups has been an
important part of our program and our coverage is aimed at
both high-level and low-level, penetration. For example.
recently the United K(lans of America held its National

* Klonvocation in Tuscaloosa. Ala.ama, to elect members of the
Imperial Board. 6p ro. ,,. < 'x .

Perhaps one of the most difficult of our assign-
ments is the penetration of'Klan "action squads." An action
squad is a small group of klansmen, within a.klavern or acting

*independently, whose purpose is to commit acts of torrorism
and violence. '1. have penetrated. a..number of.these groupAg.
and..among the most notorious-are D ni r '

SPECIAL RROJECTS

Florida

Through an intensive effort by Bureau Agents in our
Florida offices handling intelligence information and Bureau
informants within the Florida Ku Klux Klan,.we ware able to
effect the removal of of the
United Klans of America, Realm of Florida. Through Bureau
informants, misuse of Klan funds; mismanagement of
Klan affairs; and. pprsonal misconduct were brought to the
attention of the Klan rank and file and was deposed as

' c ,e ,' There has been.no replacement and the Florida
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Ku Klux Klan investigations

Klan has been slowly deteriorating. 1e have found that by -
the removal of top Faan officers and.provoking.scandal within
the state Klan organization through our informants, the Klan
in a particular area can be rendered ineffectivo.

is attempt*ing to reorganize the Florida
Kln and w.e are following it closely.

Mississini-
A

Throuh our, informant operations, the. United .lans
of Aericra the State of' Hississippi hhs been
removed,.nd discredited., Further attemts by the United
Ilans to expand in Mississippi have been deterred.

Tennessee

In the early stages of Klan growth in the State
of Tennessee, we were able to develop as. a Bureau informant

7 ' ''"~"- of the United Klans of- America, Realm of
Tenhessee. Through;thia source ve.ere able to.
control the expancion 6f the RLAn. More inportantly, i
were able to discourhgo violence throughout the state. The
Kian in Tennessee has not expanded to the proportions it has
in other states rnd its lack of success can be attributed to
our highly' placed infoikn.ant.

Louisiana

In March of 1966, high-level informants in the
Louisiana Kan were responsible for the defeat of notorious1y
militant incumbentKladi leaders. Subsequedntly,
-s Le '-s 'of. the Unfted Klans of Arerica, removea

9 /<A.A- o-and to this date, '4 "ias not been replaced.
This action contributed to the disorganization and disruption
of ,the United Klans in Louisiana.

'I

U I
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Illinois

Attempts were made to organize the Ku luxKlan
in the States of Illinois and Wisconsin., D , s

I /' r7- -' K,-I ' AV "'~

In August, 1966, a series of bombings occurred inlfilwaukee,
Wisconsin. Through a hiLh-levcl Klan source of our Chicago
Office Vwe learnod that ,1 1<4- -a.".w' was responsible
for these bombings. The jepartment ruled that there was
no prosecutable Federal violation. However, we pursued an
intelligence-type investigation and furnished local author-
ities in Milwaukee with complete information coming from
our Chicago Klan informsints. 7-'/ o'iu. was sub-

sequently convicted and sentenced to 15 years. The result
lias bcen that.the Klan in Illinois and iscopsin has not
been able to effectively organize and its expansion in the
Miduest has been halted.

Vir!inia

In the Fall of 1965 the United Klans of America began
an intensive organizational effott in the State of Virginia.
Te immediately began an all-out effort' to penetrate the
Virginia Klan, contain its growth, and deter violence. Working
closely with local and stato adthorities we were able to
disseminate information on contemplated cross burnings.
Several arrests were made based on FBI information furnished
to local police and in one situation, a klansman as sentenced
to three years in local court for burning crosses, a felony
under Virginia lau. While conducting official investigations,
two Agents of this Bureau were assaulted by klansman who ware
later convicted on charges of Assault of a Federal Officer and
Obstruction of Justice in Federal Court in Richmond, Virginia.

In December, 1966, the Special Agent in Charge of
our Richmond Office contacted. Virginia Governor Hills Godwin
to intensify cooperation between the Virginia State Police
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and the FBI in Klan matters. 1e provided the Governor with
information regarding Klan activities in his state. As a
result, Governor Godwin pressed for mor& ffective enforcement
of Virginia cross burning laws, and publicallj repudiated the
Ku Klux Klan. Shortly'after thd Governor's public. repudiation,
the Klan attempted.to retaliate and we learned of plans to
burn crosses in the City of Richmond in defiance of the-
Governor. T.'e furnished this data to local authorities who
arrested five klansmen, thus.seriously dampening Klan enthu-
siasm for such projects.

In May, 1966. we l6aroad of Klan plans to "arrange
an accident" for a civil rights worker working in
the State _6f -Virginta. U advised and local
authorities of the plot against her life.and aleited our in-
formants to follow the plot closely. To this date, the Klan
has taken no action aga nst This ir, just one of
many-examples of our notifying authorities and intended
victims of racial violence in.order- that they. could take
appropriate protective measures.

LIAISON WITH LOCAL AUTHORITIES

then we receive intelligence information concerning
violations of local laws such as cross burnings, bombings,
or shootings, we notify local authorities. For e.cmple, in
April of.1966, the Louisiana-Klan planned to burn crosses
throughout the state. Tb furnished this data to local author-
ities and arrests were effected thus deterring further acts
of. harassment, intimidation, land violence. This is another
examplo of incidents which are handled in our day-to-.day con-
tacts with local police.

R FrN~
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Ku laux Klan Invec9tigations

KLAN NTFILTATION OF LA ENTOrCENTr

We are constantly alert for information concerning
klansmen who become members of local and state police
agencies and Klan attempts to infiltrate, law enforcemnt.
Law enforcement agencies have always been a prime target of
the Ku Klux Klan. In 1964, we furni'shed information to
Governor Paul Johnscn of Mississippi concerning klansmen who
were members of the ississippi Highway Patrol. These pen
were subsequcently fired. Since that time relations have
greatly improved.rendering more effective the fair e:rcise
of local law enforcement responsibilities in Mississippi.
It has been part of our established policy to notify
the head of the law enf6rcemint agency involved of any mem-
ber of his organization who has'been sworn into the Ku Kluxc
Klan. In addition, the Governor of the state is notified.

ACQUISITION OF V2APOTS AnD DnA1ITE Or TIM, IT 1QUX TLAT

As part of out investigation of Klan groups, we
determine the extent to which they are acquiring and stock-
piling weapons, ammunition, and dynamite. During our inves-
tigations we always endeavor to determine the. pumbers and
types of weapons.and the amount 6f dynamite possessed by
klansmen. In 1964, for example,

I was arrested by FU Agents and local authorities
for possession of dynamite which, according to our Klan
sources, he intended to use for bombing purposes.

If it is determined that illegal weapons such as
automatic machine guns,. illegal rifles and shotguns, are
being held by klansmen, appropriate investigations under the
National and/or Federal Firearms Act are instituted.
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Ku Klu. Klan Investigations

INTERVIT'S OF KIANS1E1N

One of the greatest attractions for klansmen is
the alleod cloak of secrecy Vhich surrounds their Klan
membership. Ue have found that.a program of seledtive inter-
views of klansmen, where they are made aware of oui knowledge
of their Klan affiliatiop, has done much to .cause disillusion-
ment of the members and disruption of the organization.- .In
some instances klansmen volunteer information about the
organization and its activities. These interviews also put
us in a position to assess eachemember with regard to his
potential as an informaAt. Although our Agents in conducting
their interviews are frequently-met with hostility and threats
by militant klansman, our Klan interview program has been most
effective in deterring violence and developipg informants.

RECE!Tf DVELOPMENTS

On December 7, 1967, an informant of our Mobile
Division learned of .Klan plans to burn crosses in Hontgomry,
Alabama. This information was disseminated to appropriate
local authorities id an effort to effept arrests during the
commission of these illegal acts.

Only within the 1ast week an informant of our
Jackson Office obtained information concerning possession
of 105 sticks of dypamite by w g

This information was given to local authorities
who arrested and confiscated the dynamite. was
charged -with illebal possession of dynamite, a feleby in the
State of lississippL.

JUL
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- DffirC i -ii* gJttri D ~T rt

September 14, 1967

Mf~2EURJDU FOR THE DLI.ECTOR, FEDERAL
BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION .

Althouzh the bulk of criminalloffenses occurring
in the ccurzc of recent riots have bey. local rather
th-. fed.. in nature. the auestion as .o whether
th-r- was an organization which (a) had midedvine
plans for, and (b) was active during any cf the riots
in the su!: ccr of 1967 is one that cannot always be
re'lily resolved by local authorities. in view of the
ser'iousne.ss of the riot activity across the country.
It is most i7:portant that you use the maximur available
resources, investigative and intelligence, to collect-
and report all facts bearing upon the question as to
whether there has been or is a scheme or conspiracy by
any group of whatever size, effectiveness or affiliaticn,
to plan, promote or'aggravate riot activity.

In this connection the following f deral statutes
could be atulicable depending, of.course, upon the fa2tua'
situation that develops: * .

Title 18, USC, Secticn 2383, which proscribes
the inciting or engaging in any rebellion or
insurrection against the authority of the
United States.

Title 18, USC, Secton 2384, :.hich proscribes
conspiring to overthrow or to destroy by force
the Government of the United States or to
oppose by force the authority thereof or .y

.force to prevent, hinder or delay the executicn
of any law of.the Uaited States.
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Title 18, USC, Section 238%, which proscribes.
inter adia, advocacy of o'erthrowing the
Govern.?.ent of the United itates or the Govern-
ment of any'state, teiritoryf District or
possessiorj thereof, or the Government of any
political subdivision therein by force or
violence.

.Activities Affecting Armed Forces, 1i8.USC, 2386

Selective Service, 50 Usc (App).')462

Travel and Interstate Transoortation,
18 USC 1952 (Arson).
18*Usc 831-33 (Explosive)

Assault and IKiffing of Federal Officers and
Employees, 18 USC 111, 114 and 2231

Destruction of Government Property; 18 USC 1361 et al.

Federal Firearms Act, 15 USC 901-909

Crimes on Federal Reservations, 18 USC 13, 81 et al.

.I appreciate that the Bureau has constantly been
alert to this problem and is currently submitting intelli-
gence reports t6 usabout riots and about the activity of
certain groups and individuals before, during and after
a riot. Indeed, the President has said both publicly a*'
privately that the FBI is conducting extensive and cop .
sive investigations of these matters.

There persists, however, a widespread belief that
there is more organized activity in the riots than "e
presently k-_now about.' We must recognize, I believe that
this is a relatively -new area of investigation and intll-
gence reporting for the FBI and the Department.of Justice.
We have not heretofore had to deal with the possibilit
of an organized pattern of violence, constituting a
violation of federal law, by a group of persons who make
the urban ghetto their base.of operation and whose
activities ma y not have been -regularly monitored by
existing intelligence sources.

* In these cifrcustantes, we must be certain that
every attempt is being made to get all information
bearing upon these problems; to take every step possiole
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to determine wether the rioting is pre-planned or
organized: and, if so, to determine the identity of.
the people and interests. involved; and to deter this
activity by prompt and vigorous legal action.

As a part of the broad investigation which must
necessarily be conducted, it is recuested that all
available information be reported and analyzed regard-
-ing each sniper caught in any riot or extremist
activity and regarding those arres ed during the course
of a riot or significant racial disturbances who ware
notoresidents of the general area. Moreover, sources
or informants in black nationalist organizations, S'CC
and other less publicized groups. should be developed
and expanded to determine the size and purpose of these
groups and their relationship tolother groups, and also

to dtermn.Lbe..illreabuts otern wholmighnd-als
to of

L.Cl "" -.. ~ er --- --- - -e

f.arEAL; . rurnner, we neea.toinwr;igate :u±Ly
allegations of conspiratorial activity thatome to our
attention from outside sources such as those renorted
regarding Nerark in Life Magazine for JUly 28, 1967,

nd those regardin& the Detroit riot which were furnished
o the Deartment by Walter Sheridan of the National
roadcasting Company (summary of latter is attached).

RAMESE- CLARK
Attorney General
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EXFHBIT 48

1~cvi T.. ~rc:~y V Novcirbe-r ~
iLbor;.ea J. A .c-Iicrpman

- Ja-ree. !'. T-..rrer'
Alha Atlorficy G:ralc

ii i neaLive~ tb, t the Lctpzrmz enji sek .and ohtain tkot mrost

cormra~artive qf )SiJL !gTi r~apnizCd or other-

riots. To, c~tvry cvu, v--2- r i. ni.Tncs i jke full U30 of,

au ~pOconitz:aily ~ r ' cr::;*eb;z.ma reutvi~.£~ imte1Ii~e!1ce availbLe

to ai,oa iricerlwi1 pan.ie.r-i 3 C~ co:.cerning. orgni~tiofl

e.nt, ~ .coijntry wi-..o r.-.4 rov ithor im

In s igad ing ;-,r ri .t t zaordvr:: or in p; -eeoniiz, or C c;%ig thim.

Hourover, vwe utto nut row vantei alach intlciis~encl Or datvol~o) auci

Ir~~l~rat;i~tl.u3of L:i-rain; irci.,3 lice. TLO w (:- not have a~ny

rvcans cf.'retort of coc I-qiiig aa:d anialpizr the wvhumiou±

Infortr-tio ;.iuolt ir&Yo*;E; Persons or or:ritiO furrdubed to us by

Vat~n 3lii, an'. we rr.;Lke Yenr Iltrli ellocrt to ab umInforirrairn lewr.

Fo r more ey-cna i ve dis c uidlc of t-A2 aobject, I refe r you

to a r.-ernai-AndumL. wriaeal to r:e op. ,:e!,tcinntar Z17, .1?67, by Aas-isant

tAttoroey G-n-re~ Joan Doar. Mr. 17:car. w'ith tlio v-c icrreco cd l4cissrs.

vina.- 'tiz Y" ny. :-re reocmi OOcna the eBtpa'--iehDlCfl of an ilte-

Ilgonce tunic V.iL2-An. Chc Doparlr~.-.It to a.iuririlate an4 atialyro the in~formaetion

pro3ently' v't han:-4, &!j wall as i4i-rt co~iig to the Lcpaar -Dtir the- future

froni ti.O 1.rll anod other so-.rccs. 1 hapvi- ap-oe tiic rccmmot2Oiof.

Miy povprvsod in s uhm reniorandurn is to consIt~to the ir' of

yo,. iq a conT2Sttce, w Mr. Miocyacting 4%. chairn ;an, tc accuzrnrlioll

1. ;iIo ccdtc s t o the C:ocation of thn~1~1rc
Ut'Ywi thinf. , j! rit-. or~zaniZ~m-'n.and tI~c ofl-rcor or crficers to

whic~h- it- sill Lei-O nhoyrsolsbe

& rI 1 14 7 U . .
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2. f".leCat-n.1n the 110ut rrecnc:is of cc11adna Pnd index:ing, relont,

inrormatic4n pr,! crtly infla i:!r Ojztrtrcat.

3. 1,c P ii:n...% E rcs outi~d the Deartmecnt. bot1A in z--or.and out

of the Gov, rni:ront. : .yprcovidc .asefl41 ino~~tio t he Unit and
nwethod~s for devclinng .~ d 4ub;am1nrg sel irfrmaioa.

4. Ptcos-ninn &he tym-co of -uamiarioII and reports tho Unit
C!,nll rn:.'! L'- m a-ii .te n yd mA~ -)f t!bo D.epartn-emt. andi

5. Racrm.rnd t.- *a:ent to which the Unit uhall drzw con-
CIUSiCona fro-m m? a~erial i. prcosiea anc~w n~att propoofala for jW0i1ienca.

1nlvc;i~i;aLivn Ur mihor ;acLton ;-y thi: IrivjjrLrrtnt or otIers..

Yott a r-.3 ire to cowztlt %with the FB~I and other irntelligencc
a gn~cica In 11be Governrnciuc to draW Con Lhe-Ir experiece~ in rnaintaainilZ
a =lzir tnit', to ox~'icro. the rof~i~t~J. otatinling infori.natiofl wa do
not now r;~ceivC and to crrry cott other p:uzpoacs rc.Inv-.nr to thic assigomrft.
Planni na and scrcazioa of tije tmit nust be hopt in 9 tricte,7t confideonce.

',ou ahould czJi on ma~ or Sol Lintdcnbamn, for any asaintanco you aped.

Ploac a ubimit your report and rccornmenationa to me by
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EXHIBIT 49

PNITED STATES C ... MENT fDPAATMENr OF JUSTIdE

John Doar
TO Fred M. Vinson, Jr.- DATE: December 18' 19 67*

Roger W. Wilkins

J. Walter Yeagley

FROM :210i he Attorney General

stmjECT: Creation of Interdivision Information Unit

After consideration of the report of December 6, 1967, submitted

by Kevin T. Marorney; Thomas 3J.McTiernanpHugh-Nugent-and James P.

Turner pursuant to my memorandum of November 9, 1967, I have deter-

mined to establish a permanent unit, staffed with full-time personnel,

to take over and extend the activities of the so-:called Summer Project

of the past two years. The new organization shall be known as the _r

Interdivision Information Unit.-

The Unit shall function for the purposes and within the guidelines

. expressed in my memorandiriof November 9 and the report of December 6

-1967. It is enough to state here that, in the main, it shall be responsible

for reviewing and reducing to quickly retrievable form all information

that may.come to this Department relating to organizations and individuals

' Ihroughout the country who may play a role, whether purposefully or not,

either in instigating or spreading civil disorders, or in preventing. or

checking them.

The Director of the Community Relations Service and the

Assistant Attorneys General incharge of the Civil Rightq, Criminal and

Internal Security Divisions, with the last named acting 4S chairman and

principal overseer, shall constitute aSupervisory Committee to guide

the Unit in carrying out its functions.

Pending the selection of a head of the Unit, Kevin T. Maroney

shall serve as acting head and, with the assistance of the Supervisory

Committee and Messrs. McTiernan, Nugent and Turner,.take action

to bring it into operation as sooix as possible. Necessary personnel*

shall be obtained from within the Department of Justice and arrangements

for office space, supplies and equipment coordinated with the Adminis-

trative Division.
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The Supervisory Committee and Unit shall coordinate the Unit's

activities with related activities carried on elsewhere in the Department
of Justice to avoid unnecessary duplication of effort.

The Supervisory Committee shall meet at least biweekly.
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EXHIBIT 50

To: SA ,

i'ron:t . J, i:xCotor J'H - .

:;cy'er:: 1 1:r.: 0
1
c':e' havn p''rc' inl Lhre local

prvers re :g 4.1::. sin:o::tr:rtionrn in .h0 i tti ii:th i)h::.:cc:i',tic
18t.*o:1:n Ctvhe6 nv:Oi h 10 ;0 1:^*-:ru r~i :o

by uin 4: uw:: foce. ALrnldy, ch:. ;:; o. ioiXMkc i lity
1ire ;rhi n: ; :A i can he atti~ipated th:.I. r **

nature 1111 will

... :..............1. t6 Z.. . .. u...:. .. :.

be in :1 po:'s'i tin: to reu in''am ' a) ):110pti:!:we:e.

no nil?.ce. Chit: ' 'vold, 'ov ch:nii :L11. L :: b

ovalnantha vmo:'.:1 d'ip 'ove Lir. 'ichr':cs and' pivo:::p3.y .siub:ilt

, .- C . .? G
I3 n n:::le o:? the typ o. videe ::t is nicd

th '' : ot / iton on. p three. cancd

'an _ .tCJ:.in AM n -t-ff ::OU eor,.or, David ::tter, anotci

U.~ Lttoiy '
1

:G:.12 lurin ::r.p:ei sinth puliic t

tht .::'o ph'o. :'r s rho'in- 4l] ati. police' b utsili ::

o.ed by photo 'r;p'.crs

You "hOUld inty,i .: U. . Attorney ore, C-an:

t h0 in- iditov:ichi ni; r I'' 'd inlei it U.'i~: ot:.::

in.! ;'c4o ill '0 0Q L. 'n: 'r ]

iitCi: ::ill J o p.rtictl:rly u"atul in 'itin; tinA:c ichatc

iid oni siol'bc n:1crt, to, i tp o. ino:mt.i

I A ion:i thi; *; r .. , :ould :il3.C c::i-d
mcars by vi' coopur.*tive D.C!: ::* n: y ;c unsc a counior-

ot: thn:ze :..e:':'t~io . T±':C no Vii! in thiis re id ;.ithoit

prior U:re:: nuthoriy.

. . I .j ) if:* t

.T...OT.:........

66-077 0 - 76 - 35



C. L I. 'i I2L§2:C a:t± rctc

I~ j. (A. to Cya'

6-7IJSG
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EXHIBIT 51 -

9/3/03

TELETp UECET

TO SACS D'TlT

CL.;VI . -)

* LiW* /

SAiN1~ 2XJ'

oM DIl12CTOR FDI

GI EL2 i II nT.

RLLATING TO TILIP. JllDIG O1? DEON'T:0kr:ATOQS ATTl2 DEN3CHATIC

11IATIO1AL CGiTIOU, Tiir DUREAU DESi±WS TO COLLrCT ALL

POSSIDLE IINFOB.ATIOI! 2EGAfDING PR"OVOCATIOUS )F FOLICE DY

D21.:ZtTATOE3 AUD T11 P12ACTION C POLICE TIEELTO. RECIPI21T-

OFFICES IUSD IATWLY D2.D2IT SOUCES 1!:0 COVE'7D D'T:101'TT.1TIO!S

AT T;12 Co0iVncTIOl: TO ODTAI ALL 1'202=11I IZ!ICI 1o$LD DIAR

o: TIJE ACTIVITI2J. I- 11LUT2 IN Lr2lll;o, ALL Ik:RMATI

II DICATIE G IicIoCID:' TM '2 TASYI) 'f') : CLICE AO.CD WITil

.1 V . . * wI

II .

. 6GT> SP511



TEL!TY: TO) 0J?.C D'Ir.TH:.I, 2T AL
C:)liTJ .Lx23 - NEW L.'±

UIDUE FGCE AD AN1 IITFOn.:1ATrIOU THI'IAT AUTIHORITIED WEE BAITED

DY MILIM"TO INTO USING FOECI. ALSOC;TAlikLlfY EVIDCE OF

POSSIDL2~ VICLATI:!S OF AUITI2MOTC. LAY:3. 'IDNTIFY LDER OF ALL

AGITATIONAL ACTIVITIES, Il!CL.UD I3G INGT1UCTIO"8 I ;U.D ) THE 1,

CITZ ALL Ii?3Ti.CE 1 2 02GAIllZTIONS Ofl INDIVIDUALS

DISTfXDUTV:'D IN .1:rY INORMATIOH O LITATURE,.

SUT=L BY CL.)O OF DUSIIES S SEPE.1;TEr- FJOURl IMXT.

Nure:
During the Conwention, nown.' r.:odia ndo a groat deal

concornivw;ng po reaction to the behavior old onstrators.
Co authoried reciint ois e:Clu!iveof ic o, to 0end

1 in ,::.v1nt n O hir:- C".:r' 't: : I : C..... .

Coneniet hos suronsho-uld hrlve considerble info-rntion
relatin to to act.iviti.c o:L d;.:onotrators in cofronting the

polico rarction to the demon:3trto-r, ad infor::ion which
chy constitute viola1tionns of rctlontdnaioLev.
Theco .co a being dch'ided oxpeditio3us; in order that
we night poeo an ini'oruative papor on this Subject.

Tclotypo uscJ in view of urgent need of this
information.
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EXHIBIT 52

UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF' JUSTICE

FEDERAL DURlEAU OF INVESTIGATION

WASHINGTON. D.C. 30535

January 31, 1975

SULLIVAN MEMORANDA TO JOHN DEAN
(SENATOR BARRY GOLDWATER)

Reference is made to my letter of January 30, 1975, setting.
forth information.iii the "Sullivan memoranda." Your attention is invited.
to specifically Item 9 of this letter. This item is made up of two paragrap hs.
The first paragraph states that President -Johnson asked the FBI to look
into members of Senator Goldwater's staff and give him the results. A review
was made and results furnished some of which contains derogatory information.
We have located a work copy of a memorandum to Mr. DeLoach dated
October 26, 1964, captioned "NAME CHECK REQUEST FOR WHITE HOUSE.
This copy states that Bill Moyers, Special Assistant ta the President, requested

ipeh-i: . n*~c! cf~ the n,, fHle acncnna.n" ',-rn employcdn

Goldwater's office. Using the United States Senate telephone directory, 15
individuals were listed and a memorandum was attached reflecting the results
of the clieck. The recommendation wad that Mr. DeLoach furnish the mem-
randum to Mr. Moyers..

We are unable to locate a record copy of the above-described
memoranda.

A record copy of a letter to Mr. 1Moyers-dated October 27.
1964, is in file and was hand delivered by Mr. DeLoach on October 28, 196.L
This letter advised that there was no derogatory information in our files on
13 of the individuals mentioned.
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The Attorney General -August 7, 1973

Director, FJI IMROA

SCOwI OE' FBI JUld-IB;ICTION 1gI5
AIJyifiUluiTY 1 O.JSI

During our mcting on Ju!y.?G, 1973, you roferecci to a discussion
you h::d with Sunator Charles icC. I .uthias, Jr., cf :iaryland during your con-
firniatnob'arins no to th. statutory cuthority of 1be FI and the Deparhment of

Justice in the iold of domestic intali eonce investivations. You than arod
L'r. V.iiiamnn D. 11uc:.his to work vtith the FIt in weishinp the pros and cons

with re:tod to statury wuthority in thi's mca. I )nchtioned 1ha research vis

tiuch v.ith."J. Ituthelaus with ro rard to this mr'tter when we have completed
"IC.: cf c::r cn:zidention end fidings within the 71.

Actually a study has boon going on in the ).DI for ivore than two
yars as to the "CoCo!oC: (. il jurdicn and f utiZOty.in oumotic intelligenco

investi:ations . Whn r.:r. L. Patrick Gray, Ill, :as designWd as Acting
Dircetor of the FDI; he insi'truc tli:d a position paper be prvpared concorn-
ing the jiodiutio and :uborjitr of he .11 to cnduct domQ:4ic iic-P.i;ence

invoui:O.ticons. A potition papar was propored which in essmnce sated that
authority of the 1111 in this field is based on legi:IJve onwetAnts, even
thouh we may have publicly relied heavily on Presid'ential directives as the

basis Am* such authority. 4r. Cray ordered an in-depth sindy made of Ihe

positrwi cnd in August, 1972, a detailed report waon furnishd to him. The
following is a suanary of that report.

Over a period of several months there were a nuAer of public
clat s;Ct qustioing aulhoriiy and jurisdiction of the FI1 to conduct doiestic
int)JIipjunco-type iceiratiens, particulrly veve there is no clear-cut

legislAtive authority ::pp:oont. One of the wcost starching inquiries was con-

tined in a paper pymented by Professor John T..01)1ill tf n-dnv conference

at Princeton University in Octob.r, 1971, aponsored by the Lsi.lI:ialtee for Public

Justice.
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The Atturney General

A ninjor thrunt of 1'rofiS~zr Ihfluff Ipcr conencnd IM otthorlty
derived froma lei:-,ilailvc' cnacthinv.ts nu op)o~ccd to tha~t dc rivod froma N'-c--idential

Wdlrive. begbiini'; i-itfl a dirc'ctivo i.usued byv l'rcidc;it fCooscvelt in
Se~ptember. 193ZU. l'rohtraor MlIA is of thio opidiiu $hot Pic *1j. d~rlrjiie,
WhiCh Vwe-I x'AZ~Zt~nd UUWC i ueSwh~aywil2t oLc':~ioIIs , wV!, by~nir W) te
FIl from it*; url,ijnzl purpose to ai definitive drdcir to condhot intciligunew-type.

Scnator Sa . Lrvizii, aN; you I~~o',had bon~ tj~rn,,xi,L t:h
Woure ad cxt--at Of FV81 intc111c: -typo izivcAij."Miens. ~Z:i.rrunhad

eve-n annaunud that liw otcnded to piooe c':;dFm, to 1'."Ibl th n
from lnetiiig ony pf-rz:on wiii ,ut MtIt c 'u nn, ull!'-I! t;h
CGoverndn hNo rwos.um lo belh..'v it tprmon Wclmdt~eL n~ cdmrc or is

-aliout 10 - n~zd itn-crijr io..- Gi EOton aj~csmnicilcacted t -:ia mtr.t
ill FBI invo-z:ii'.etivc acivitic..

OJur situdy -revenled tl;;.t the~ 1F31 lw- declarcd p:ubcly uvtn, a..
long p~crjc,,l of~ lin%- fln: ii r ,.iit Irl ihie (.cnchil2h~f' ~~

ue Ltuthcii I :ecI u ndc,'r Roli v cnacc' lnL, IrT iii Cuty iicA~~t V

instruction.3 of-tho erm Gccr~il. 'I1i 'rj1ckd 6iCat ivo 1''o~Y
the J.) djmi tj%'c dated 6;tzmn !r i 15, n) r..citcrAted .b.a.unrv q .~'
July 2' ii2~,und ''~ -15, J.';34, znd 2) 0.::cul o icr i04-f, 6:A,.d
April 2L. I'Z1 ("nc wwnldd butout yd:. ijflpIcu-i:tcd by Y;xrcutivc re
11CU5da:ted July 2,*i)'1

lit carcfft'ly awalyzin.- the lnn[,ua';ge of the AM~td~etve 'c
Soptemnber C , 1039), pind c ,:,deri1 that the Gl0W~XqUlRI~ LCtiVCC nc 01

hin!cd on iot cite. we bwluv T11O I there ic 0 1 zune'ie.n to the1 cxtc!ut
of jurisdieti, ;ror athityi: monv:ycd to the iibytllcee tJ':ccivc:. -it

Lp[caS hmt i-lmiio thec 1[5 dCHtVeC fixed rropunpibilify o.n the JAh Wanxdhe
onI)Uiiaf;U , 1;abot3a;e. w:'d net~i: atea*it did not (O w(y n:0eml
or jurletjc:ioti which thc ll did ncit uirct6w .. hve from P1c stivc un::etm::cnts.
lt I.- djigjTt-l Ito rend i:'1 Ghis dirvective or i ,,ny of tho-,c vihitch fu(hlvwed rmy

rnuthori t Ito condiuct imlJli ee-t:i mv:t ~tom whi;:h wo-Culd or (:Jdld
ii*tibf eLm"i;umi' urcici. Lin unib:'nllh olf le~l.-IAniv'e cruictioeii'j,



Tho Atturncy Gcrz'ri1

Au~ a maftx of'i Itistorjc f.:ct , ip.rijont floo.,.ov'elt in All('utst,

106,O did reqjuest foxiw.Kr Dircctor .1. Ldr~itr CjivIcL' to cem duct invce;t] tticns;

of suver-JI've aetivitiv.-; in fl~A5e~t' n corn u,',i-a and foncicm.

This i 2cjuL2:t, howT\C . i:~ t ci P :ltiul c. ri;ucst CLmtJ there fr. (Icu.t

thut tiny recce-d of it v::. d l.' the Fiyii .L'is 1rcqu-.:f4, or Preoidd.ntia1

UNaclaf,t, iiwi (:ar~c ifljainI u,~ fti ;. t the h~tiv. roided t!iet the

FJL1 Could Couct keuch ii tho ol r iar o tto should zac

The rtudy .'vcld M~Iic (~ ~Ict ze'. circciivi;z cud not

ggant eny '~anlih~ ~ce~;n i;~iyto the 11i.1, vie .. cr. rospon-

rible undtr .eedr~v to I:~~ 1it: ~e n ~dnfr~~e
by local, and.ovJ3~~ lawv oW C-O re~~rtw~ d: atriotic cil) :cL5

Lind to wft az-a rd a i-11 u~ii mu: ' jlLtxr of COI)VcT-rivo

activity ba'~rdy c;raiehtu

The ztudv 'adi t'!ai the .i lx thae ~uJityia con-

duct lyhotcvei uweati 0LCP~~wer L .. e ~n if tutMCe u3 '

to Cpi~ltryc, Vd.AAohr:0,~ai'aiL or ile3f.adt,,Litoc L-

Lupirney, rcdvcaey cic U'.fw: l.a(r.';~rt Laul~ ui~c2~~

lAfCinL;L~ iaulol -. 03irh Ila': Invo .. In t, c cluctiaii~ .- ;

note that in a !ct,~ ~ueibx.i 190C i'it D;.Y~lrii,;t of l~ 2

aivi~ed thut the FIJI is: ".a-l lnufaiy vi~rt toi bri ct r(ceurvtlf. riot:;

and iasui mn lii,:;e :Ci to thi: .':1ioi f~::Alea cra%; onl-

inig och :i.tiviiy. iiettcxe _ x; :~tr t- o.FdL' t-.timtc~3 un-d

otated ileecould be :Jo;nl if! llwin;; ma.r.n vn3..!s~ourcc:;,

llvcstigntiv ' fle Izna±: to Ci: i LCt fird f** CHl~ leri!

thu quiIuLL V&ahe..~ eofl.4::6-i; to r pZr. ~cfaot.! or tit. grumivic .,rot

activity.

In othcr r urdu * the '(-pYirtvicnft v:iv ;1roquesull'2It li poss, ;, W

I1.,C .Ciie-iypii invc;IAi -:?.Live fiiv 11.1!::'i. 0 h" c:11 ui of C:.rt'if

L3ILZ~tC!' ::C.2 thim. -. ; IXl-Aur 10 ( :Irt i,.i cur itli c-y.

ii~vcU~aUC cliw I CLt u [11ui:; of C1uLor j i1)d I 1U6,l l to o'er-thro-a

dozctroy, jit :riuro -,-fi. or ffirci:eteff Ph urviv.:I of circctl'e operntini of

3Lt~iunal, utate, end eL ,ovor~icits.
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Tho Attorney General

Datcd CoR tils stuildy,, we believe that hod thecre never been a
s lone of the i';."identiat circctivec in qCestIon the FM would have

.conldutid miud will, thcori~h n':c*.:sity, conti tteto conduct:tho sante intell1-
gence-type inwerAi. tionts as 'ore conduettd fron 1939 to the pretsnt.date.
We al:o believe, i';vcver, that it order to 'ounter the criticiamnd ithpti-

cium of such in IEdnds as i:cscor EiiUf :nd Oenator Sin J. irvin that
an up- to-UJtQ Ecec ords:*euld be iatted eboly establishing a need
for intali:ence-tt., nvesti;:!ons and Cclinectint; a clear ciuthority for the
,FBJYt conduct cittih a 'sti.. tihu based on.:tdeliles establijhcd by the

Attorney 3 General ass adheri:tg to constita tonal principles. .

'The clu:i' cOnl:'id with t: o batLe recommcndations.
1) Th:t the i.'fl:. :t-of Julice he reqeetet!_to :;pca5or comprobnsive
kcgiz!:iion gpoii.: cut tihe JIa1.s ivesti;. Live au.tthority' in the colication of

Depar.:: ant of JA - me a requ :gtd to oc-:k ocoaprchensivo Executive ircer
wich wold cotl .y poe.:- *lc cav beiwe statutory luthority find Excoutive

neeed~y in prctr: . of 0 thAWe ntional acrity.

At firt (iflflto ihs >:oconttfidationts mty n,'pcnr to conttadect
our potion .that i.. u:cady. hive zt:tut::- rtu)iority to cem'uct scuri'y-typo

iUVti::.Zths; t:at this bein. Mhe cano we o not nec additioal leci:4tive
t~inaIctnt, n -o Ct. 1w ti ::n L:ocutive c-rde. But bci:ng realictic we think

that tie boic phtals upon whi]h we lir our outhtoaiity to conduct
dotur:ic intelli;- .ite fav:U; .icus neod to be updatnd to fit 1973 oceds.
Title-lb U.S.C. S-::::1t.s 2W 5.204, muid 2305 relate Wo the nationd scurity,
but the JeiL.:inti 0 'v;a .:ry-cf 2Zy and.22ti'i indicta thQt they were designed
for the CiHil ior.., not t:s L.w:taeth (.:1-nury, ald Saction 23).5 has: becn .

reducid to air& He :ilel by the Sprc-e Court. Theasc tattils Ore unques-
tionalt-ly still v;:id, but u pd.:t ;::: .<crtAtnly indicted. -The bill hintroduced
is if M. C016 and::. 1401 is: thW 53rd.Cc-nsress3 uppcir to contain lnr4 nge which
obu.ld till cur !t:itlr needs. exce-pt pnthops for th e groups, cucti.as the

Ku tli:: iUZn, w :-h do not 5c o: to ovrthrovw the GbarnmInt, but-n eor-
tholes cco totcjitaaian in mature and atock to deprive conutitutionally ritaranteed

. rights.

- 4 -
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Thec Attorney Generl:

Au to the need for all ii~ocutive order, we third: thr~t tw~o iii.uen

are involve~d. 11c have -;'tatuttory t.uthority, bt;t %-haut we ntued Is a 003nitive
requirement from tfe VPiident es to Owi ni;turc and tp!ut' inteli!-.-eicr dta'

he requirca in (he pur.;uit of his ~'cniiie based cii oiur stlwr

authority. It. other worcl:n thero is a need. f rom~ cur :=Q Wpont, for bt~oh

aulhoritative yid defiiiitivo glidcli;e" Ihle ruitco rivo Liii the cuth-wI~ty.
WVh £Ezcutive order viculd deline our natimnr! -.- ceurity b:'joetivev-.

llmnbera of Con-greee, IncludI.-g tLhMen ne S-.nator 1' c r t C.

Bsyrd of L.eA* Vir,-inL,, have proposed. Jeg;i:.1:ztRc~n to spel) ~ut i ;i~~ and
authority of th~e FiA in tUK field. It Would rnjiear that iLo PAtnckA~ iwaul

rather snAll out his o'-vn qur&:!jt in an x:uveua.iinsti c,' aevifi

Congretie ht im a t Mec FIl 00Ah do to h~lc J-Iii fp1' hri"; obb gtiknb and

rusponuibilfitics as i-rc--deiit.

Tho politicod elirneto of auapieL:,n t~nd dkt-rut itL~ultinir iream

disclosures com~inlg oat l fl WE t or;o t lew 3'i7s Could ~r~n n(l tC~

to guttin-i: ay kmcih I eui ordcr aigned in toctin.Lt futuro. ;e~

thle rzi~ine is3fO~li v~.iij and xulmna dc:1'.tizA ,ud emzny. W k::nauc;e

In the t'xecvAtive ordcr %w.-ciereicia Ier po..cetbiJ:
~vhiec have hrteirce been unckar. It Is wty beliefC tiA we shouiR.1.- ;co rwnrd

With tis.

Vic thcrofure propo, rind recca~mmcnd th.;t ::i ':ct'crr

ang tha fofluw~~~iiut 4 W e su~t~cdtmi to tI.: Whit ich~wiku hA a st; c,

reocmunrc:alin fo;r i-proval. 7.ho lnC~tv-:- .ich fll:vr ~incr~ to

Illuotraito the tyeci Lx Cuttvo orc which %-., "ilk w.idbe Upeo.;'r~aio

arid doon not necuceaclily rcIpro!;ent an ide.:l korw.;t or tilyle whicch shhenkai

b~e uubiuiltted to the White fictuac.

"Wiscrefas the Con~ltiiofl of tlm United Status %wn~ cvtat, !!:-h Oto

insure, airong tthr tied*,- uI-mtie trtiacjuillty to j1revde fur the cernon

defenua; and to prolrot (he gceral well'ae fur lico pvcrile uf the 1 lied Statcez.
tuid
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The Attorney General

"Wheroap the President of the United States has the constitutionally
imposed responsibility of defending the Constitution and the existence of the
Government therounder; iand

"Whorcus there have bcon continuin- unlawful acts of vlolence
perpetrated againgt the Government ef the Unieid States or grninct citizcns
of the United .;tates or against persons entitled to the protection of the
United Statoo thoreby endangerin- the domestic tranquility, threntezying the
common defe, and jeopardizing the gencral wolfare of the people of the
United States; and

"Whereas the Congress has enacted laws prohibiting acts such as
treason, sedition, caboc eapionag, Insurrection and rebeh'llion, coditious

eay.vuo ne n, us~tt~LeusZLLnmen, xionaping, aeprival

of civil rights, and coi..piracies to comnmit such acts; and

"Whereasthe President of the United States ru Chief Executive
in the mintenance of the Cjverdmecnt thercunder niuct have intelligence
Informnaionfor cpprop'riate decisoma in the dicharge Vof his constitutionally

imposed ruesponAibilities;

"Now by authority vested in ime by the Conctitution and st~atutes
of the United States and in tIe interent of orderly operation of this Government
and in furlhcrmico of the domectic trnnquility, comnmon defense, and general
welfare of the people of the United Sttos it is ordered that;

"The Attorncy Concral preparo and insue guidelines, coniorming
to the prineiplAc of the Constitution und the Pill of Pights, and outlining the
neceasery dircetion, coordination, and guidance of investigations to accure
that the Federal J.ureau of InveAtig.tion provideu on a continuing basis
intelligence IlnformaeLtion ossential to the executien of lows pertnining to sub-
varuivu.activity and other such activity affecting the national ccurity,
domestic tranquility, and genera welfare of the United States."

The Notion has been Igoinmg through a time of terror. The concept
of urban. guerrilla terrorium has bon adoptch0 by various extremist elements
in the United States. Dombinga of public buildia and national Institutions;
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The Attorney Goerol

kzihlni- of police offier. x who, by flieir unifueinm , ra a symbol of the dlemocratic
estiablisio.ut; hijaekidng of nir!r in farthurzie of revrolutionary Eiooverccts;

terroxri.t ~:;f~iSon ~ei1 pcr ;onncl and estbishiments; and open
decluration of war ob wir form of :;L'vcrnmiht iixo only a knew or tho violent acts
which hin'e hcaip titd by Onrcstie ,;mb'%rtr iv". who seek to der-roy or
scrioufeW i:,ipple ourevrmct 'YJerrori:;t i!ueorillan tt: cks which werccr
once eonjinad to far a platcis ;.ec relatod it) piioblemsnoof no lmmcdiatc con-
eern of our.s are Iiowp..:&h in 0ii?, cowtir'. ro'introiA rua
ollueion %A ~. I do.,nc.ic 1t-rrcri.%t% nw' laicd pl:na mfcr n irp:i-ort inaasae,-.tro of

tile typo'ili.~ raccntill ur .ee.(hi.fri"utro~ cliaents
have laid pv-nn for t,;~.s t:~~. nA'W~i~.Allrtezdy One forcipgn
official ho!; been 21.:;,ie ~~.bi by 1. .

It wiouhi '011Vi to a.~Aan ina lirtve policy ba.ed on
the cone4O ,.onv....- of t;ic-;'.. 1i; V45nto 1,jlicvo a crime

involving'-' 1;1( nn"tio. .n.UtritV bQ01n e;,;.i;ccJ. TILC !"," nioct
Obvious)"-' atieijx''t.-:-n. ea-i'iac:...:r.d WevC U bc~ive thait in
order for the (oe~::tto be J;) yo:;ition to 0cThrnd lf ~ia revolu-
tionary andt tcrrol--Iia fe to C .yit. thc I-It milust have ufci
Investignfive motlo-:W ;to eendirt~2sa e~~-iCivetutitions nc~t
normally c'"eic f CIoc.~.to thc tee. )n (tlier worchi we

think thn ).'i-cenlt haih-.t ;: iI,:iC: ' . t"., e 1*.eiwcr to ea.punld by ftir~hcr
cdefining tin a*~' xc.i;tivc! n.ttioity t!)orm!Aut it to Cvevclop advowe

in forhlnh')n 1i ccn:11 IAUD 'a '1( nap- tcrro.:; mnd revoin-
tionarica %%lit) zeac "'c w,'(.hroiv: c.X- (:C!_trOy_ iOf:ra'T. lowever, We

ahlco belie ,'e that su .j.. ,nde-i -. ufloority w:'ua bu forrnaiy iet forth in '00

Executivi. ordcer and ir.At his~ rc- .anvacIt.'u ir ! osponhaivu in the Attc~ney
General:; c~rso i~:tin 1;. *;ia moie: fe-mal r.uidclincz to our work

in areas; uhorc d~iJtis net fl',clein'.

U'e eon:.;;J-r the ia:a'eOf 11 newV. ]i .C-Ctive order deliiicotingT

our jurit-dicticn, CmHiw;'ity, ar:d 1 .,ponsibilify to (rath-r mukd report intcllirene
infrnuhitn rlat0' ' I;Ie nTVIitia ;at)'ur-ity to bc a1 very .portailt fJind hi!61

priotrily hate. .' 1"ha;_vc the i;a:;t1iflcc or -. itiduahncs by the Attornoy General
under 'iitic 2S. Setioui .5;3, Uiizd tzlateu Code, to be equal~ly iraport.ont.
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AN ANALYSIS OF FBI DOMESTIC sECURrY

INTELLIGENCE INVESTIGATIONS: ALITHORITY,

OFFICIAL ATTITUDES, AND ACTIVITIES IN HISTORIC PERSPECTIVE

Many persons who are currently examining the FBI's domestic

security in.elligence authority and the parnncters of this jurisdiction begin

their analysis at a mid-point in the history of this Nation's struggle against

the forces of subversion. This approach tends to result ii a mechanical

examination of the subject without the benefit of an understanding of the

historical forces and necessities which brought about the need to conduct

domestic security intelligence investigations. In an effort to clarify the role

the FBI has played in this field, it is domed appropriate to submitthis

concise review of historic events illustrating the evolution of the problem

of domestic subversion, attitudes of Government officials towards the problem,

and how, against this historic backdrop, the FDI, came to be assigned domestic

security intelligence responsibilities.

On September 24, 1789, the Office of Attorney General of the

United States was created by Act of Congress. Not until March 3, 1871, was

there an effort to create an invcstigati.'e forco for the use of the Attorney Coneral

in fulfilling his duties. In that year. Congress approprinted 50.000 for the

use of the Attorney General "in the detection and prosecution of crimes against

the United States." From 1871 to 1909, the various Attorneys Gencral appointed

"Special Agents," "General Agents" and "Fxaminers" to assist him in the

detection of crimes. In some instances, investigative personnel from other

'tderal agencies w'ere borrowed for this purpose. Their numbers were few,

..d administration of their efforts was primitive. In an effort to create an

effective investigative force, Attorneys General Charles J. Bonaparte and

George WV. Wickersham, in 1908 and 1909, issued orders which resulted in

the creation of the."Bureau of Investigation," a division of the Department,

which, in March, 1909, was ordered to be a separate unit of the Department

underthe control and supervision of the "Chief of the Bureau of Investigation."

This Bureau, by 1916, was being referred for investigation all Federal crimes

not specifically assigned to other Federal agencies.

Many today assume incorrectly that the FRI commenced domestic

security intelligence investigations within the last several years. In fact,

the Bureau of Investigation, the predecessor of the modern FBI, was given

JMV



. forein-and domestic security responsibilities during World War I (WW 1)
1917-1918. It.will be made more apparent on review of the following material

thiat many problems and questions concerning domestic security,investigations

of thnt'era parallel the problems and questions of today.

With the outbreak of hostilities in Europe in 1914, and this

Nation's participation commencing in 1917, a flood of new responsibilitics
faced the 300 or so Agents of the 1Bureau of Investigation. Previously, their

responsibilities were limited to investigations of crimes on Government lnds,
>bnnk and bankruptcy.frauds, forgery matters, bribery, and kindred offenses.

With the coming of war, concern over potential sabotape activities and alien

propaganda grew within the Nation, and the Bureau was assirned anew role.

No longer were the Bureau's interests limited to the traditional are,?s of criminal

investigation but were now broadened to encompast matters concerning internal
security and national defense. In 1917, Congress.onacted the Selective
Service and Trai;:ing Act, the EspionaueAct, andi the Tranding with the
Enemy Act, followed. in 1018. by the Sabotage nd Deportation Acts.
Enforcement responsibilities fcr the most part fell on the Bureau of
Investigation. To meet the added burdens, the Bureau was increased
to approximately 400 Agents, but, nonetheless, these were insufficient to
handle the task.

To respond to the problem,.Attorney General Thomas W. Gregory
and then Bureau Chief, A. Bruce Bielaski, conceived what they felt might
suffice to answer the problem. The American Protective -Leairue (APL)
composed of well-menning private individuals, was ,formed as a citizens
auxiliary to "assist" the Bureau of investigation. In addition to the authorized
auxiliary, ad hoc groups took it upon themselves to "investigato" what they
felt were un-American activities. Though the intentions of both groups-'ere
undoubtedly patriotic and in some instances beneficial, the overall result
was the denial of constitutional safeopuards and administrative confusion.
To see the problem. one need only consider the mass deprivation of rights
incident to the deserter.and selective service violator raids in.New York
and New Jersey in 1918., wherein 35 Agents assisted by 2,000 APL operatives,
2,350 military personnel, and several hundred police rounded up some 50,000
men without warrants or sufficient probable cause-for arrest. Of the 50,000
arrestecs, approximately 1,500 were inducted into the military service and
15,000 were ieferred to draft boards.

It became clear that using citizen auxiliary personnel was not
the answer to national defense manpower problems.

4
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Secondly, it was realized that there wat no central control of

authorized agencies for coordinating such investigations and correlating

the resultant pronecutive and intelligence information. An Agent when

asked in 1938, what problems were experienced during investigations in

WW I, stated:

"How did we function with relation to other agencies,

both federal and state? In answering this qu'ry, I
might say that while our relationship with the Army

and Navy Departments, was extremely cordial at all

times, nevertheless there was at all times an enormous

overlapping of investigative activities among the

various agencies charged with the winning of the i

war. There were.probably seven or eight such active

organizations operatinE at full force during war days
and it was not an uncommon experithce for an Agent

of this Bureau to call upon an individual in the

course of his investigation, to find out that six or

seven other Government agncnts representing as many

other investigative agencies had been around to interview

the party about the same matter.... The experience
had in those days wa3 so convincing in the lesson it

taught, as to mlke it certain that in the event of
another World War, some central control should exist

to correct the old evils."

Two primary lessons were thus learned concerning investigations

of internal security matters which would play a g-reat part in considerations

for such investigatons when the threat or potential of World War loomied in the

1930's. It was evident that unprofessional and untrained citizens groups,
authorized or vigilante. could not be used as an official, functioning nuxiliary

to established investigative agencies. Secondly, even among trained,

estnblished arrencies there was a necessity for centralized assirrnment and

control of investigation and corrqlation of the investigative product.

The great "I d-Radical Scare" followed closely on the heels of

WW I, apparently the social reaction to the aftermath of the War and the Pussian

Revolution of 1917. The violence and anarchism associated with the activities

of such "radicals" were of concern to fhe Government and public alike. In

an effort to counter the radicals and anarchists, the Department and Bureau,

in conjunction with the Department of Labor, which hod primary jurisdiction

K' -
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over irnmigratlon.niatters, used the provisions of (he "Iportation Statute"

as an answer. The following exceipts nre-'om a confidential letter to. "all

Special Agents and Employees" frorb Director 1'. J. Flynn, dated August 12,

. 1919: .

"The Iureau rcquires a vigorous and cdinprehensive
investigatioil of Anarchistic and similar clas.40s,
Bolshevism, and kindred agitations advochtina change
in the present form of Government by force dr'violence,
tie prornotion of sedition and.revolution, bomb throwing,

an( similar activities. In the present sttitc of the federal
law this investigation should be particulaily directed

to persons nct.Citizens of the I'ited States, with a

view of obtainind deportation cases.

"While you are rgequired to i vesti nte particularly
. Cwith reard to alins.1ofi should also make full
investigation of siinilar activities of citi ens of the
United States 1-ith a view to securing evidence which
maybe of use in prosecutions under the present
existing stdte or federal laws or undr legislation
of that nature v/hich' may hereinafter be'enactcd.

These investigations resulted ir the much criticized "Palmer Red

Raids" of 1919 and 1920.

In 1919., J. Edgar Hoover, li Departmental Attorney since 1917,

was placed incharge of the General Intelligerice Division, Department of

Justice. The Division hadthe responsibilit' of correlatinc information -

obtained by the Bureau for the purpose of preparifg naterial for deportation
proceedings. As a Departmental.attorney, Mr. Hoover not only observed
the wartime probleis but experienced the difficulties associated with
intelligence-type nvestigatiois while with theDivision

On October 5. 1920, he prepared a report on the General
Intelligence Division, which read in part:

"Following the mailing of bombs to 1irominent
government officers 'in May, 1919, and the bomb
outrages Of -June 2, 1919, it became apparent that
there must be established a systematic and thorough

-4-
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supervision over the unlawful activities of certain

persons and organizations in the United States whose

sole purposes wcre to commit acts of terrorisn and to

advocate by word of mouth and by the circulation of

litcrnture the overthrow of the Government of thoe

United States by force and violence. On August 1,

1919, there was formed as a part of the Denartment of

Justice, a CENERAL INTELLIGENCE DIVISION to handle

the invcsti gations connected with the radical activities

in the United States. : While the work of the

General Intelligence Division was at first confined

solely to the investigatibns of the radical movcment,,
it has now expanded to cover more' eneral intellicence

work, including not only the radical activities in the

United States and abroad, but also the studying of

matters of an international nature, as well as economic

and ii:dlustrial disturbances incident thereto.

.. it was soon found that the federal statutes were

inadequate to properly handle the radical situation

from a criminal prosecution standpoint. As is already

mentioned in this report, there is need in the absence

of legislation to enable the fedoral govr ndquatly
to defend and protect itself and its institutions of not

only aliens within the borders of the United States, but

also of American citizens who are engaged in unlawful

agitation. Consequently, the efforts of the Bureau became

centered upon the activities of alien agitators, with the

object of securing deportation of such of these persons as

were violating the provisions of the Act of October 16,-

1918, familiarly known as the "deportation statute."

Ir. Itoover further reported that within the overall operation an

indexing system was established for the retrieval of information , that anarchist

societies other than pure communist were investinted for "revolutionary

character," that evidence was discovered linking radicals to the Steel and Coal

Strikes of 1919, and Railroad Strikes, 1920, that their prop.-inda had been

infiltrated into the labor niovement, that radical propaganda was directed at

the Negro to foster racial unrest, that there were anarchists of various

ideologies practicing within the United States, that various states had gained
convictions under local criminal syndicalism statutes and others, and that the

General Intelligence Division, of necessity, had generated a library of rndical

publications to study the various overall theories and histories of the radicals

and anarchists.

-5-
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In summarizing, Mr. Ilodver noted in the report:

"Much of the work of the General Intelligence

Division has becn cumulative in nature: and the

collection of information has cnabled this depArtment

not only to nchievee results in the more practical

application of the federal statutes to the unlawful

activities of the radicals in the United States, but

has enabled the government to studY the situation

from a more intelligent and.broader vicW-point."

Mr. Hoover, in his summation, stated very clearly that information

which the Bureau was collecting was being used by the Gencral Intelligence

Division as pure-and valuable intelligence information to assess inteinal domestic

radical activity as early as 1919.

The "ed Raids" generated a storni of criticism rom such legal

scholars as Penn Roscoe Potind of Harvard, Felix Frankfurter, later Associate

Justice of the Supreme Court, Charles Evans Iughes and Harlan Fiske Stone,

both subsequently Chief Justices. In addition, the Senate Judiciary Comniittec

launched an investigation of such practices.

In 1924, Harlan Fiske Stone was appointed Attorney General'of

the United States, and his concept as to the Bureau's role was quite clear:

"The Bureau of Investigation is not concerned with

political or other opinions of individuils. It is concerned

only with such conduct as is forbidden by the lawso(

the United States. When a police system goes beyond

these limits it is dangerous to the proper adnministration

of justice and to human libery.

J. Edgar Hoover, who was appointed Director of the Buivau of

Investigation by A(torney General Stone in 1924, followed this policy from its

inception. In a letter of May 14, 1925, he responded to an inqiiiryin point

by stating:

"...you arc ndvised that fr6in time to time infor-

imtion concerning communist nctivities in the United States

is voluntarily furnished to field offices of the 1reau

by pniies not conne cted therewith, the information

is forwarded to this office. *However, the Pureau is

making no investivntions of such activities. inasm'uch

}kJV as it does not appear that there is any violation of h

Federal Penal Statute involved."
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Agnin, on October 7, 1925, he responded to Colonel James If.

Peves, General Staff, War Department, as follows:

"In reply thereto I beg to state that gencral

investigations into radical activities by our various

field offices were discontinued some time ago by reason

of certain chauges in policy, program procedure, etc.,
instituted upon instructions from tie Department. Such

investigations as are now made are only inapugurated

upon specific instructions fIrom the Bureau and are

directed upon definite reports of activitics which may
involve violations of Federal laws or statutes."

To complete the picture of official Fil policy and attitue regarding
investigation of radical activities duirin- the 1920's and early 1930's. it mus.

be noted that intelli'Uance-type investigations wncr conductecd on a very limited

basis and for specific purposes when reauested by thie Attorney General and

Secretary of State under the provisions of the Appropriations Act, 28 U.S.C.

533(3).

For example, on December 31, 1931, James C. lRaners, Assistant

Secretary of State. telcohonicallv contacted an Assistant Director to inquire as

to whether the FTI had entered the investigation of the Cleveland, Ohio, and
Easton, Pennsylvania, bomb "outrages" as an inquiry had been directed to
State from the Italian Ambassador regarding protection of the Italian Consuls.
le was advised the matter violated postal laws and no investi'ation was underway

by the Bureau. By letter of the same day, the Assistant Secretary formally
requested the Department to direct the FBI to "cooperate to the fullest. possible
extent with the Post Office Department" as the "occurrence so soon afCer the

outrages in Faston indicates the possibility thrit a widespread plot againsi

Italian officials and subjects may exist." By January 2, 1932, after confer-ring
with the Assistint Attornev General , Mr. Hoover had directed the initiation of
such investigation.

It iseppparent that the FBI from 1924 to 1934, conducted general
domestic rndical investigations where the activity indicated a violation of
Federal laws, where investigations were specifically requested by State Depart-
ment through the Attorney General, and otherwise obtained such intelligence-
type information only when volunteered by some outside source. Thus, as
of 1924, the lureau had been changed. from a small force of criminal investigators
and, because of duties performed regarding radical activities during and
shortly after WW I. had become the recognized instrument of the Federal
Goven en3 for the investigation of such matters.
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Even though general domestic security intelligence investiLations

were not being conducted cluring this period, other developments occurred with-

in the organization which made the later assignment of that-responsibility.,logical.

Between 1923 and 1935, the FI became the repository for identi-

fication records and fingcrprints. thus creating on Identification Division. A

compact was formed to exchange fingerprints with major nations, uniform reporting

rulcs were mande applicable to all personnel in FBI field officcs which were

strategically placed across the country, an.organizcd program was initiated

to train ncw Agent personnel and was thereafter extended to other law officers,

and the 1131 Laboratory was created.. These and othor growth factors greatly

broadened the Ffll's inherent capability to perform future intelligence assignments.

Of equal significance was the passage by Congress in M.iny and

June, 1934, of numerous Federal crime bills which onlargeri thn FRi's responsi-

bilitiesin the criminal field-to include among other things invesrtiations of

bank robberies. extortions., kidnapping matters. Fugitive Felon Act cases,

Interstate Transportation of Stolen Property cases, and assaults on Federal

officers.

. These factors, of course, created no explicit authority in the FBI

to conduct domestic security intelligence investigations but they most definiteiv

created an organization with all the assets, composition, and capabilities

for conducting such investigations if so directed.

Though the Departmental and Biircau policy from 1924 to 1934

was to not engage in general domestic security intelligence investigtitions,

the communist-anarchist problem was ever present and of gi'eat concertto the

ptiblic, the Executive, and Congress. The."rod radicals" and anarchists

were no longer alone in the field; however, for in the early 1930's, Nn tional

Socialism, the Nazi parly ideologry.of Adolf Hitler, grow to power in Germany

and anti-Semitic, anti-racial propaganda was being'peddled by Nazi operatives,

aliens and pro-German Americans' in the United States.

During the early, 1930's,, various elements in Congress were

anxious for the FIl to en(ier domestic intelligence investigations against both

communist radidals and the Nazi movenient.

Commencing in 1930, Hamilton Fish, Jr. then Chairman of a

House Committee investignting communist and radical activities, contacted

and corresponded with the Department and the flureau regarding proposed
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legislation which would allow the FBI blanket authority to investigate
"Communist and revolutionary activity." On December 17, 1931, House

Bill 5659, was introduced which read in part,

"(The Fil) is hereby authorized and empowered
to investigate the revolutionary propaganda and activities

of communists in the United States, and of all entities,
groups or individuals who tench or advocpte the
overthrow by force and violence the republican form

of goverinent-(the FR!) is hereby also hnithorized
to cooperate in its investigation with the other depart-
ments of the Government and with various state and
municipal authorities."

The Dureau's position in response to all inquiries and requests
through this period, however, can be summarized in "r. Poover's comments

made January 10, 1931, wherein he advised the Congressman that he "thought
it better not to expatnd the power of the (FI) , since the Bureau has never
been established by lerislation, but operates solely on an appropriation bill" and

further, that "it would be better to make it a crime to participate in such activities
lie continued. "the Buranu operates under an arpropriation act, 'Detection and
Prosecution of Crime,' and all the Iureanu would need would he legislition
making it a crime to participate in certain activities." lie stated, "If the
Hlureau is given special power to investigate (activities not subject to the
penal low) it would be in the position of having a mass of material with which
nothing could lie clone, because there is no legislation to take care of it." On
Jnndary-2, 1932, Mr. Hoover directed a memorandum to the Attorney General
in regard to the proposed legislation and noted:

"The conditions (relative to investirations for the

purpose of prosecution) will materially differ were
the Itureau to embnrk upon a policy of investigative
activity into conditions which, from a Federal stand-
point, have not been declared illegal and in connection
with which no prosecution might be instituted. "'he
Department and the Bureau would undoubtedly he
subject to charges in tie mntter of alleged secret and
undesirable methods in connection with investigative
activitics, as well as to allegations involving charges
of the use of 'Agents Provocateur.'

In October, 1933, Director Hoover submitted a memorandum to
William Stanley, Assistant to the Attorney General,.to advise of a meeting with
Immigration Service personnel representing the Commissioner General of
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Immigration wherein floover was told by these persons that "the PI0sident
had indicated n desire that a joint investilgntion be madte by the Immigration
authorities and by this Division of the Nazi propagandn.in this country'."
Hloover advised that he responded:

"I informed (the meeting) that we had received
il this Department a number of requests for investi-
gations of this character from outside parties, but that
to date no violations of a Federal criminal statute
had been submitted, mnd consequcntly no investigation
had been initinted. I stated further that I had not
received any word from the Attorney Ccner.ial indiqating
that any action should be taken in this matter."

On October 7, 1933, Congressman Samuel Pickstein called a
subcommittee of1t10 Committee onTmmitrntion to investigate the Nazi mnoyment

and requested Agents from the Burenu to assist in the investigation. The
request was denied through the Attorney General. On the other hand, when
a warrant was issued for lcinz Spanknoobel, a German 'operative, for violation
of Section 233 of Title 22, and Congressman Dickstein reqtested assistance'
in locating the fugitive, the Director's note on a mwmorandum of Novcmber 20,
1933, rends, "Se that every effort is made to cffec! Sprnohel' st
he is still in 11. S., 12/5/33, Jh.E.II." Yhere Inws were violated, there was
no hesitancy to enter an investigation of NMii or communist activity.

On March 28, 1934. Mr. Hoover attended an executive meeting
with thefHouse Committee on Accounts, Congressman Warrei, Chairman,
wherein be was queried as to what inviestigation the ftureau had conducted
regarding "Nazi activities, Communist activities, and other subversive
movements, and further, whether the carrying on of on investigation by the
Congressional Committee.under the Dickstein Resolution (would interfere)."
He reported to the Attorney Gn,:ral that his resnonse was that no such investi-
gations were beingconcducted as no laws had boen violated, save in the
Spanknocebel case. tie further reported to t1e Attorney General that a request
had also been made by the Commitice for Agent assistance in the congrcssional
investigation and lie had spoken a:gainst this procedure as it was not a "fact-
finding investigation" for the purpose of prosecution.

It would appear that the policy of the Departmennt and the Mirenu
would preclude entry into any general or intellirrence-type investigations of
the, Nazi or radial movements. 'However, events were soon to transpire which
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were to cause a departure from previous policy restricting investigations to
potential violations of laws relating to( domestic security. Pirect instructions
from the Prcsidcnt formed the basis for limited intelligence-type investircation
of the Nazi movement in 1934 and, in 1936, for broader investigation of sub-
versive activities in the United States , particularly Fascism and communism.
The following maerial will explain this departure from previous policy,
prcdicat.d upon the issuance of Presidential instructions directly relating to
the Chief Exccutive's constitutional responsibilities.

On May 8, 1934, Mr. Hoover appeared at a conference at The
White House attended by President Franklin D. Roosevelt, the Attorney
Coneral, the Secretary of the Treasury, (he Secretary of Labor, and the
Chief of the Secret Service. The topicof concern was the Nazi movement in
the United States. As a result of the conference, Iloover recorded on May 10,
1934:

.it is desired that a very careful and searching
investigation be made of this movement, with particular
attention to be given to activities indicating that either
the German Embassy or the cOrman Consulates through-
out the t'nited States may have connection with this
movement."

Mr. Ioover continued,

"It was agreed that it would be desirable to have
one clearing house for information upon this activity,
-Ad since the only Federal law that might be applicable
to it at the present time would he the irrmigration Law,
it was decided by the President that Colonel MacCormack,
Commissioner of Immigration and Naturalization, would
confer with Mr. Moran, Chief of the Secrot service,
and myself at n early date, for the purpose of working
out the details of this investigative activity.

"I am desirous that you immediately prepare
confidential instructions to all of our field offices,
directingthem to initiate an intensive investigation
of activities of the Nazi Froup, with particular
reference to the anti-racial activities ancd any anti-
American activities having any possible connection
with officinl rcpresontlives of tile German govern-
ment in the United States:
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"The investigation should be considered Is a so-

called intellifcnce investigation, that is to say, the

reports should 16 prepared in one goncral summary

fat specifiqd intervals in order that the Attorney

General may haive them made available, and in turn

make them available to the President."

Qn filoy 10, 1q34, instructions'vent to all fiel coffices to conduct on

intensive investigation of the Nazi moirement with particular reference to anti-

racial and anti-A mrican ,activities having any possible'conricction ith official

representatives of the German Government ifi the United States.

It is readily recornizedithat this Presidential instruction was not

a sweeping and geneal assignment to conduct d(l-nestic-security intellicence

investigations, butratherto conduct an intelligence investi"ation wifin

spzcified guidelines. Nonetheless, here, based upon a Presidential Directive,

the Bureau departed from pst stltutory policy rindimmediately initiated an

intelligence investialtion. which by nocessity, inv'olved alienis and L'nited States

citizens and was conducted for the primary purpose of informinr the Attorney

General and the President as to the general activitics of the movement.

This investigation of the Nazi movement, c6nducted along the

specified guidelinesset by the President, was not expanded to include investi-

gation of such communist or. radical movements whose purpose it was to over-

throw the Government. In a memorandum date October 9. 1935, for the

Acting Attorney GCneral, the Director noted in his response to a St~ct

Department inquiry as to the feasibility of exchanging radical information

witi foreign police.sources:

"At the pres 'nt time the investigative.nctivity
of this Thureau is restricted , inmatters of this kind

(communist and iadical matters) to those activities,

which constitute a violation of some Federal statute.

The only Federal statutes generally considered as

applicable to such matters are those rplating to
treason. sabotage, espionage, and the transportation

of munitions of warfare to those nations which are

the subject of a Presidential proclamation prohibiting

11 such shipment of munitions of war. In the absence

of any Federal statute specifically penalizing the
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Communistic or other radical activities aimed nt
the overthrow of the Governnnrt. no investigation
is conducted into such matters, in view of the
absence of the necessary elements to establish a
violation of the Treason statute.

"Very little information is obtained by this Bureau
relating to the activities of these radtical organizations,

which advocate the overthrow of the I'nited States
Government. It follows, of course, that information
of this kind is of no value when existing laws do not
permit n prosecution of the person.s engaged in
advocating the overthrow of the Government , and
consequently, if information is received in foreirn
countries concerning organizations having for their
purpose the overthrow of the Federal Government and
this information is transmitted to this Bureau, the
Bureau would, of course, be powerless to act upon
the information furnished , unless it constituted some
violation of a Federal statute within the Bureau's
jurisdiction . I will , however, be glad to receive
at any time, informatin from any foeg polCe
department. which pertains to organizations established
for the purpose of attempting to overthrow this
Government, and will in the event the Bureau can
tnke no action upon the information furnished transmit
the information to those Governmental agencies who.
may be interested in the material obtained."

As iate as July 13, 1936, correspondence with various parties
reveals that the Bureau was conducting no general intelligence investigations
concerning communism and radicals.

Once again, however, as in 1934, a specific Directive from the
President changed the investigative policy towards conducting intelligence
investigations of communist and radical activitics. On August 24, 1936,
Director Hoover, representing the Department in the Attorney General's
absence, was sunmoned to The White Ifouse by President Roosevelt. As
reflected in two ineorandta by 1r. Hoover, dated Aurust 24 aid August 25.
1936, the President "wns desirous of discussing the question of the subversive
activitics in the United States. paiticulirly Fascism and Communism." Hoover
recorded that the President stated lie had been concerned about the communist

-13 -
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and fascist movements and "what he was interested in was obtaining a broad

picture of the general movement and its activities as may nffect the economic

and political life of the country as a whole." loover continued, "I told him

that there is at the present time no rovernmental organization which is getting

any so-called 'general intclligence information' upon this subject. 1He inquired

what suggestions I might offer relative to this matter." Hoover recorded that

he responded to the President as follows:

"I told him that the appropriation of the Federal

Bureau of Investigation contains a providion that it

might investigate any m'atters referred to it by the

Department of State and that if the State rtepartmnent
should ask for us to conduct such An investigation we

could do so under our prescnt authority in the

apprnpriationr alcadv cccnted. " (E'mphasis Added)

Many who have quickly read-through this seritaeice anc compared.

it to the overall subject matter of the.conference draw the immediate conclusion

that since the provisions of the Appropriations Act were relied on, and since

the Secretary of State made the request, it naturally followed that State and

the President were interested in only foreizn or foreirm controlled subversion.

On careful reading, and examination in licht of the historic Acttin ,, it is

apparent that the President and Hoover were n kin about ioy . not

jurisdictional limits. The President..wanted a broqd intellirnce investigation

conducted not for purposes of prosecution and inquired of Hoover if the FBI

could supply tie product. Hoover responded by informing, the President that

money had been appropriated by Congress.under the'Appropriations Act and

to activate the provisions for justifiabl1 using the fubds would requite a

request from the Secretary of State...The FBI could, of course, conduct no

investigations for which Congress had notprovided approprintions. The

final topic discussed at the Augnist 24, 193G, meeting was the President's

desire that Hoover coordinate the investigation with the "Military and Naval

Intelligence Services."

On August 25, the Presidcnt, Secretary of State and the Director

met at The White louse. The'residerit related his conrern over communist

and fascist activities and, according to Hoover, stated that he vias "very

desirous of having a survev made of these conditions hnd informed the

Secretary of State that this survey'ehitld be made by the Department of

Justice if the Secretary of State requected the Department to conduct the

inquiry under the FDI Appropriations Act.' lie furthor recorded that such a
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request from State would be fully justifiable and logical as these movements,

particularly communism. were international in scope and. therefore, fell
within the interests of forcin affairs "over which the State Department would

have a right to request an inquiry to be made."

It is clear that the involvement of the State Department in the initial

arrangemcnt did not serve in some way to limit the scope of the investigation

to foreign or foreign-controlled activities to the exclusion of domestic. The

President desired "a broad picture of the gencral movement and its activities

as may affect the economic and political life of the country as, a whole," and

there is nothing contained in his request to suggest the intent to exclude

domestic security intelligence coverage.

Mr. Hoover's understanding of his assignment is illustrated in

a memorancum to one of his assistants dated September 10, 1936, wherein he

stated he discussed the President's orders "to have investiration made of the

subversive activities in this country, including Communism and Fascism"

with the Attorney General and was eiven his concurrence. The former
Director's understanding.as to the scope of the President's instruction is

further reflected in a memorandum to FBI field offices, dated September 5.
1936, which states in part:

"The Bureau desires to obtain from all possible
sources information concerninr subversive activities
being conducted in the United States by Communists,
Fascisti, and representatives or advocates of other
organizations or groups advocating the overthrow
or replacement of the Government of the United States

by illegal methods. No investigation should be initiated
into cases of this kind in the absence of specific
authorization from the Bureau, but you should forward
to the Bureau information obtained from all sources,
and in those cases in which investigation is desired
theBurcau will issue appropriate instructions to
you. It is desired, accordingly, that you immediately
transmit to the Bureau any information relating to
subversive activities on the part of any individual
or organization, regardless of the source from which
this information is received."

The entry of the Bureau into the new field of domestic security
intelligence investigations necessitated the creation of administrative procedures
to handle the inc9ming information. By memorandum dated August 28, 1936,
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an assistant.subinitted a tentativeoutline for.the manner in which it was

iccommendcd information concerninf subversive activities be maintiined

at lcadquarters: lic outlihed the following "general classifications":

Maritime Indiistr', Government rffairs, stocl-industry, coal industry,

newspaper field, clothing, garment and fur industry, general strike

activities, Armed Forces, educational institutions, general activities--

Communist and Affiliated Organizations, Fascisti, Anti-1ascisti movements,

and activities in Or'ranized Labor orfaorizations.1 Mr. Hoover noted on the

memorandum that this was a good beginning.

In this manner then, the Burau entered fully into the field of

domestic security intelligence inVestigations.

Iy lettei of October 20, 1933, Attorncy General homer Cummircs

forwarded to t1e Prvijdent a inemorand-Ui from Dircctor IP'over wherein Hoover

-outlined forAhe Proscident ihe general scope of th-- F1I intellir"-nce effort and

the areas of coverage being afforded. This memorandum rods in part:

"The purpose of this menorandim will be to

piesent the preidnt purposes and scope of the three
phases of domestic intelligence handled by the three

initclligace serviecs of the lnitadStates Government,
namely, the.Military Intelligence Division; the Office.

of Naval Intelligence; and the Federal Burcau 6f.
Investigatiob, together with suggestions for expansion
and'such further coordination-as.may be effected:

along this general line.

"Section I

"The Il'rsent Set-t'p and Purposes

"Federal Bureau of Investigation:

"In the Fecle'ral Bfureau of Investigation as a
part of its. Inivestigative Division there is a General
Intelligence Section. The function of the General*
Intellience Section is'to collect through investi-

- gative activity and other contact and-to correlate
for ready reference information dealing with various

forms of activities of cither a subversive or a so-

** called intelligence type. In addition to the limited
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personnel of the P.ureau giving their full time to this

work, each of the forty-five field divisions has

developed contact with various persons in professional,
business, and law enforcement fields for the purpose
of obtaining information along the lines above indicated.

"In order that there may be a clear view -f the
detailed information covered. there is set forth the

following broat:-up of the various subjects that
Appear in the files of the Intelligence Section;
Miaritime; government; industry (steel, automobile,
coal mining, and miscellaneous); general strike;
armed forces; educational institutions; Fascisti;
Nazi; organized labor: Negroes, youth; strikes;
newspaper field; and mniscellaneous. Any infor-
mation of a subversive or general intelligence
character pertaining to any of the above is received
at the FDI headquarters at the Seit of Government and
is reviewed, summarized, and placed upon editorial
cards which are filed by name of the subject matter,
as well as by name of the individual, so that it is
entirely possible to find in the index the collection
of names of individuals engaged in any particular
activity, either in any section of the country or in
a particular industry or movement. Indicative of the

present size of this index, there are approximately
2,500 names now: in the index of the various types
of individuals engaged in activities of Communism,
Nazism, and various types of.foreign espionage.

"In addition to the above information that has been
collected, the FBI has developed a rather extensive
library of general intellitrence matters, including
sixty-five daily, weekly , and monthly publications,
as well as many pamphlets and volumes dealing with
general inicltigencc activities. All of these have been
indexed not only as to title and author, but have been
classified as to name and subject, and supply a fertile
field of information on the subject of general intelligence
activities in this country.

- 17 -
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'From the material collected, both from an investigative

point of view as well as from the research angle of the

library, various charts are prpni-ecl from time to

time to show the growth and extent of certain activities.

* * *

"Sction II

"Proprscd Expansions

"At the present time the three intellirfence services,

namely, the Mlilitary Intellizence, Office of Naval

Intelli gence, and the FIll, 1:.i'e developed a close

and coordinated plan of cooperation, not only at the

-headquarters in -ta'shinton, but ill. many of their

Corps reas, Naval Districts- nra I i!id Div.isions

within the limitations of such personnel as is no:.

available. ... Likewise, information that is received

by any one bf the three branches of the intelligence

service of interest to any of the other branches, is

made immediately available. so that there does exist

todny a structure of coordination and cooperation that

has been in operation for many years and has been

working as.satisfactorily as could be expected under

the limitations of personnel and appropriations as have

existed in the past.

"(B) Law aid Funds

"Such expansion in the FBI as may be desired nnd,,

may become necessary.can he covered, it is believed.

under presenrt provisions existinc in. the annual

appropriations bill of the F'edera l1tureau of Investi-

gation, ii ihich the following lanrungre appealrs:

... for such other invgstigations regarding official

matters under the control of the Department of

Justice and the Department of State as may be

directed by the Attorney'General . Tinder this

provision investigations have been conducted.in

,years past for the State Department of matters

i 'Which do not in themselves constitute a specific

violation of a Federal Criminal Statute, such as

I I 5)'.18
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subversive activities. Consequently, this pro-
vision is believed to be sufficiently broad to cover

any expansion of the present intellitgence and counter-
espionngc work which it may be deomed necessary
to carry on.

***

"In considcring the steps to be taken 1or the

expansion of the present.structure of intelligence
work, it is believed imperative that it be proceeded
with the utmost degree of sccracy in order to
avoid criticism or objections which might he
raised to such an expansion by either ill-informed
persons or individuals ha':inr sorre. ulterior motive.
The word 'espionage' has long been a word that
has been repuo:nant to the American people and it
is believed that the structure which is already in
existence is much broader than espionage or counter-
espionage, but covers in a true sense real intelligence
valuCS to the three services interested, namely, the
Navy, the Arm'., and the civilian hranch of the
Government--the Department of Justice. Consequently.
it would seem undesirable to seek only special legislation
which would draw attention to the fact that it was
proposed to develop a special counter-espionage drive
of any great magnitude."

Hoover thus confirmed in-detniled and ostensive manner not only

the mechanics and procedures established to cormply with the President's
instructions, but also revealed in his memorandum a clenr insight into his
understanding of the scope of tho investivation ordered by the Chief Executive.
President Roosevelt. on November 2, 193S,.personally advised the former
Director that lie opproved of Hlooxier's plan, thus confirming that there was a

meeting of the minds among the primary participants. .'r. Poover recorded
on November 7, 1933, that on November 1, 193S, he was called hy .Mr. Early,
Secretary to the President, who told Hoover that the Prcsident desired that he
board the Presidential Special Train on November 2, 1938, for a conference
with President Roosevelt. Mr. Early was unaware of the topic to be discussed
or whether Mr. Hoover was to accompany the President to Htyde Park.
Mr. Hoover's memorandum recording this conference reads in part:

N I
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"Secondly, the President advised me that he had

that day communieated with the Director of the Budget,
Mr. Icl , and instructed him to include in the

Approprintion estimates $50,000 for Military Intel-

ligence, .50,000 for.Naynl Intelligence, and
$150,000 for the Federal fiircau of Investigation

'to handle counter-espionage activities. Ile stated

that he had approved the planwfhich I had prepared
ind which had been sent to him )by the Attorney
General,. except that he had not been ablb to grant-

the entire amount of money indicated as necessary
for each of the three opencies, but had aUthorized,
the amount which lie stated 'e adVised ?lr. Poll to

include. The special train was held until the

conference with the President was concluded and I
-left the-train at-New-York." --

.. The world situation steadily worsened during the 1930's. Adolf

Hitler rose to power in Germany; Italy turned to Fascism; Iussian communism

was threatening;. and Japan made overtures of imperialistic expansion.

Austria joined the Third Reich in March, .1938, and Czechoslovakia was

occupied on Seplniler 30. The ?Joscuw-Buriin Non-Aggression Pact of.

August 23, 1939, aligned both the Nazi and communist forces and on September 1,

1939, Poland Was attacked by Germany. Britain and France, nilied against

Germany, declared war and on September 17, Russia also invaded Polish soil.

Border nations toppled to either Russin or Germany in succession. Amid this

chnotic world situation the United States attempted to stand neutral; neverthe-

less, the danger of potential espionage, sabotage, and subversion was,of paramount

concern.

As the intelligence and Inw enforcement agencies, both Federal

and state, geared to meet the anticipated sabotage and subversive thrents, it

soon became apparent that the lessons of World War I were not well learned by

most. Various Federal investigafive agencies commenced uncoordinated and

decentralized investigntion of reports of subircrsion. Some even prompted

local citizens'.gioups to assist'their efforts, much reminiscent of the American

Protective Leageu.and vnrious act hoc groups formed for that saie purpose

during 'orhnPr I. In response to this growing problem, the Iureau

recommended remeial-action through the Attorney General which resulted

in a letter daled February 7, 1930, being directed to various Federal

department heids from Joseph I. Keenan, Assistant to the Attorney General,

which s(nted in part:
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"I tlle plCasule in inforrming you that in cooperation
with the Military In tell igence D)ivision of the War flepart-
mont, the Federal lureau of Investigation of the lepartment
of Justice has undertaken to investigate matters relating to
cspionage and subversive activitics.

"In order that such matters he handled expeditiously,
it will be apprecinted if you will instruct your personnel
that in case any information ik received concerning the
above-mojentioned Tatters such information should be
promlptly forwarded to the nearest.field office of the
Federnl Burcau of Inv6stigation."

Hlcre is the first effort of the T:0partment and the FPI to prevent the

confusion, delays, and violation of personal rights incident to such investigations

during the prcvious war. The Department and the Bureau saw cold logic in

this approach as, since WW I, the F3I had bcon the prime mechanism for the

investigation of espionage, sabotage, and reInted statutory violations and,
since 1936, in conjunction with the military and naval intelligence services,
had been conducting domestic intelligence investigations. Sncondly. the
Department was responsible for prosecutions of such statutory violations and
the Aiiorney General had bcen workinp; closely in the field of intelligence
investigations. Thirdly, the FBI's internal composition, administrative
structure, and capabilities were such as to make it the logical agency to
conduct nationwide, effective, centralized investigation of such matters.

Nevertheless, the letter of Februan-y 7, 1939, was virtually ignored
by other agencies, and a cumbersome committee system, under the direction of
the Undersecretary of State, was inaugurated. The.committee was composed of
representatives of.the War, Navy, Treasu.*y, Post Office, and Justice Dopartments,
in addition to the State Department, whose function it was to receive information of
a subversive nature, make an af-nlysis, and then forward the matter to the agency
deemed most suited to handle the investigation. The bulk of the matters were
referred to the Fti and the military and naval intelligence services. 'rhe
previous arrangement, based on the President's desires of 1936, was completely
ignored, causing a waste of prior efforts and accumulated information, delays
in referral of cases, and general confusion.

The Department and Bureau prepared a memorandum dated
June 5, 1939, containing ideas and recommendations to he prcsented to the
President in an effort to resolve the controversy.
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."For the reasons outlined above it is recommended

that two definite steps be taken--first, that the inter-

dcpartaental committee described in the fi-st pararkreph
of this memorandum be abandoned and that in its place

the investigation of ill espionage, counter-espionage
and sabotage cases be controlled in the Intelligence
-Divisions of the War and .-:avy Departments and the

Federal fureau of Investigation and that the directors

of these thrr -oncies function in the canacitv of a
comimittee to ccordinate the.acti~rities of the three-

agencies namr'd. Second, that confidential instructions
should be issued by the President to the heads of all
government departments except \'"ar. avy . and
Justice, instructing that absolutely no investigations
shall be conducted by the investir' tive arencies of
:hose departments into -cass involving actually or

potentially espionage, counter-espion'lae or saootate.
The heads of all- goernment. departments should he -

instructed in this prder to refer. immediately through
existing channels direct to the nearest-office of the

Federal Bureau of Investigation any.data, information
or material pertaining to cases of this tvn. Formal
order on the part of the President would hardly be
needed in order to accomplish this-result. -A1l.that
would be recuired from him would be a letter.to each

department head.

"If the above outlined plan is viewed with favor, it

will mean that all intelligence work within the armed

forces will'be handled by the G-2 Section of the War

Department and the Office of Naval Intelligence of the
Navy Department and that all investientive work in
espionage, counter-espionage and subotage cases
involving.civilians will be centralized in the
Federal Btureau of Investirration. This arrincment
will continue the closely coordinated method of

oeration now-n existence and will enable the
Federal ureau of Investigation to continue its
viork in this field with continued-intensity."
(Emphasis Added) -

This recommended procedure, concurred in by President Roosevelt.

resulted in the confidential Presidential Directive of June 26, 1939, which reads:
*i;
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"It is my desire that the investigation of nil espionage.

counterespionage, and sabotarte matters be controlled

and handled by the Federal Purcau of Investigation

of the Department of Justice, the .ilitary lntelligencc

Division of the War Department, and the Office of naval

Intelligence of the Navy Department. The directors

of these three agcncies arc to function as a committee

to coordinate their activities.

"No investigations should be conducted by any

investigative agency of the Government into matters

involving actually or potentialiy any espionatre.

counterespionage, or sabotage. except by the thre'

agencies mentioned above.

"I shall be glad if you will instruct the heads of

of all uther investigative afencies than the three named,

to refer immediately to the nearest office of the Federal

Bureau of Investigation any data, information, or

amterial that may come to their notice bearing directly

or indirectly on espionage, counterespionage, or

sabotage."

The overall problem was not, however, totally resolved with the

Directive of June 26, 1939. Reports were frequently received in Washineton

indicating that various local police authorities were forming "sabotage squad

and the like and, therefore, further clarification was deemed necessary. /

The Department and FBI again went to the President to resol'e the

question. By memorandum to the Attorney General dated September 6, 1939,

former Director Hoover stated:

"Confirming the suggestion which I transmitted

to you by telephone recently throurh '.ir. Tomm I

believe it would be well if the President would

issue a statement or request addressed to all police

officials inthe United States and instructing them to

turn over to the nearest representative of the Federal

Bureau of Investigation any information obtaincd

pertaining to espionage, counterespionage. sabotage,

subversive activities and neutrality regulations. I

- 23
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cannot urge affirmative action upon this suggestion

too strongly at this time. I have learned today that
Commissioner Valentine of the New York City Police

Department has created a special sabotage squad of

fifty detectives of the New York City Police Departmcnt

and that this squad will be augmented in the rather near

future to comprise 150 mcn. Of course, as a result

of the creation of this squad considerable publicitv

has appered in the Now York City newspapoers and

consequentlyimuch information in th)e hands of Drivate

citizens concerning sabotage and saboteirs '.1il be

transmitted to the New York City Police Department

rather than to the FBI. .In order fot' intelligence work

in this fidld to be carried on in a comprenensive

manner on a national basi' all information must be
.earefully correlated in order to avoid confusion and

chaos. Consequently, I believe i' is.hirhlv desirable

for you to take the necessary steos to have such an order

issued bythe President at the earliest possible moment."

At 6: 20 p.m. on September C, 1939, the Attorney GCneral reached

Mr. F. A. Tamm, Assistant Director, and advised him as is reflected in Mr. Tamm's

memorandum dated September 6, 1939.

"The Attorney General called and stated that the

President issued the order today. le stated it reads,

in part, as follows:

"'President Roosevelt today requested all
local law enforcement offiders to cooperate
with the Fl31 in the di ve against espionage,
sabotage, subversive activities, and violation
of the neutrality laws. Mr. Roosevelt issued
a formal statement requesting all police
officers, sheriffs, and other law enforce-
ment officers to transmit to the G-M!en nil-
information bearing on such cases. This -

task mhst be condocted in a comprehensive
and effective manner on a national basis and
all informition must be carefully sifted out

and co-related in order to avoid confusion
and irresponsibility. To this end I request
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all policc officers, sheriffs, and all other
law enforcement officers in the 1inited States
promptly to turn over to thc nearest represent-
ative of the Federal Bureau of Investigation
any information obhtined by them relating to

espionage, counter-espionage, sabotage,
subversive activities, and violation of the

neutrality laws.'

"Mr. Murphy stated thnt when he was prepiaring
this he tried to make it as stront as possible. Tic
requested that I reaiy this to .r. 1.'oover-as soon as
possible and stated he knew the Director would be
very rlard to hear this. r . lurphy stated h
prepared this on the basis of the memorandum
which the Director forwarded to him."

The Presidential Directives of June 26 and September 6, 1939, were

apparently not issued for the sole purpose of fully describing the scope of
FBI domestic and foreign security intelligence investigative jurisdiction, but

rather were issued to place and finalize investigative authority in the FHI and
the military intelligence services over those areas of jurisdiction where conflicts

were developing. It should be noted, however, the subject matter of the

President's instructions regarding domestic security intelligence investigations

of 1936, as renfirmed in 1938. is also addressed in tie Directive of September 6,
1939, thus tending to confirm the President's intent that the FI and military

services.handle all matters relating to foreign and domestic securit! intelligence
investigations. To coordinate their efforts, the FBI and the military Entel-

ligence services formed the Interdepartment) Intelliaence Conference (rc.).
Regular meetings w.,ere held to discuss andl resolve administrative problems,
disseminate information, and formulate plans both on headquarters and

operational levels.

The manner in which the FBI and the military intelligence services
delineated their iespective responsibilities is reflected in a series of Delimitation

Agreements of June 5, 1940, February 9, 1942, and February 23, 1949. Fach
of these Delimitations Agreements gonerally cites in the proamble that in
conformity with the Presidential Directive of .June 26, 1939, as augmented by
the Directive of September 6, 1939, investigation of al) "espionage, counter-
espionage, sabotage, and subversive activities (or subversion) will be delimited"

as therein described.
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The-Delimitations Agroements of 1940, 1942, and 1949, state
that the FBI shall investigate those matters involving citizens and foreign
nationals or forcign-directed activity in certain geographic areas, including
the United States, and, among other duties, shall advise the military of "cases
of actual or stiongly presumptive espionage or sabotage, including the namns
of individuals definitely known to be connected with subversive activities"
(1940 and 1942) or "developments concerning the strength, composition, and
intentions of civilian qrroups within its cognizance which are classed as
subversive and whrose activities are a poential danger.to (he security of the
United States' (T949y.

The IIC as an independent committee ceased to exist., as
pursuant to the Nationni Security Act of 194". wliclh formed the Nafional
Security Council (NFC) . it was absorbed and chartered by the NSC. presic'?d
over by thc P'rcsident. T.le IIC charter issued by.XS,' dated July,18, 19.9,
reads in part:

te"Pursuat to the-provisionsof Section 101 of the
National Security Act and NSC 17/4 as approved by
the President, the National Security Council hereby
authorizes and directs that the Interdepartmental-
Inteligence Conference effect the coordinaticn Of all
investigation of domestic espionage, counterospionage,
sabotage, subversioh, and other reldted intelligence
matters affecting internal security.

"(1) The Interdepaibtmental Intelligence Conference
shtll be constituted as set forth in the Presidential
Direc~tive of June 26. 1939, that is, the Director
of the Federal Un1ireau of Investigation, the 11irector
of the Intelligence Division of the Army, the Director
cf Naval Intelligence, and in ndditibn, the Director,
6ffice of Special. Investigntions, U1. S. Air Force,
which office has.been created sincethe issuance of
the originnl Presidential Directive.

"D. N6ttlii g herein shall be construied as modifying
or affecting the Presidential Directiv'es issued to the
members of the IIC relating to their individual responsi-
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Ibilitics and duties. The Delimitations Agreement

among the rcmhers of the IlC rclating to the ir.vesti-

gative responsibilities and duties of the individual

members and other agroeemnts among those members

relating to the same matters shall remain in full force

and effect and shall continue to be amended, changed,

and supplemented at the discretion of the IIC."

Thus, it was reaffirmed on Presidential authority through the

charter of the flC that the Presidential Dircctives of June 26, 1939, as mentioned

in the charter and the Delimitations Agreement,' and the Tlirective of September 6.

1939, as contained in the Delimitations Agrement, were not to benfodified or

nffectcd and, through the agreement, were to remain in full force and effect.

The Presidential intent has also heen minifested and reaffirmed

through the issuane of subsequent Directives by President Roosevelt on

January 8, 1943, President Truman on July 24, 1950, and President Fisenhower

on December 15, 1953. Such reissuances appear to occur to reinforce and

remind interested parties of this intent during times of national peril--19
4 3 ,

during the hei(ght of WW It;. 1950, during the Korean conflict: and 1953,

during the Cold War era and enactment of the Atomic Energy Act.

On June 9, 1962, President John F. Kennedy executed National

Security Action M\1emorandum 161, wherein he stated in part:

"2. Accordingly, I have directed that the two

interdepartmental committees concerned with internal

security--the Interdepartmental Intelligence Conference

(1IC) and the Interdepartmental Committee on Internal

Security (ICIS)--which have been under the supervision

of the National Security Council, will be transferred

to the supervision of the Attorney General. The

continuing need for these committees and their

relationship to the Attorney General will be matters

for the Attorney General to determine."

On D'arch 5, 1964, a time in conjunction with the expiration of

the IIC charter issued by the NSC, the Attorney General directed a charter to

the IIC which is identical to the charter issued hy the NSC in 1949, save for

the issuing authority heing the Attorney General in place of the NSC. Since that

time, the FIl has operated in the field of foreign counterintelligence and domestic

security inj. stigations under the overall supervision of the Attorney General.
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In addition to the reaffirmntion of the Presidential intent, the
Attorney Gendral has codified his instructions that the F3I handle such
matters in 28 CFR, Section 0.85(d):

"Carry out the Presidential directive of
September G, 1939, as reaffirmed by Presidential
directives of January 8, 1943, ,July 24, 1950, and
Ddcember 15, 1953, designating the (FBI) to take
charge of investigative work in miatters relating to

espionage, sabotare, subversive activities, and
related matters."

The FBI, in addition, is responsible for the investigation of
numerous Federal statutory violations, many inherently addressing the field
of domestic subversion and extremist activities, as vroll as for retaining

_____material and condtucting such inygestigatinns as arc necessary and proper
under the Federal Fmployce Loyalty Program.

.As has been illustrated, the FBI, since World War 1, has been
the recognized Federal agency to conduct investigations of a rational security
nature, and, since 1936, has been authorized to engage in domestic security
intcligence invcstig through a series of Presirnntii) nierativps, as
reaffirmed. Executitie Branch charters, and thrdugh the parallel interest
generated in the duty to investigate statutory violations in the field.
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EXHIBIT 54-1

UNITED STATES GO' ANMUNTr

M'emo ra ndum
DIRECTOR, FBI DATE: MAY 2 a 1b

FROM SAC, NEWI YORK

SUBJECT: -iWOMENIS LIM~F,.Y'T111 1X)\V.EMEIIT
INFOUIJATIO 11C';i~N MISCELLANEOUS

ReNnlot to &*R1-Al n cd Chicarso, dated 4/4/69.

On* 69, who hats furnished reliable inf o:r mation
iii the past, advisod'V-i Womz~n's Liberation Movenont
(WUZ.),so far as the -- ~r.It; '.jii;orC). is not anl organiza-
tion as such but rt',a caus;,. tnd philosophy. Sho stated
she knows of no forix-0 keackus~r+,)vs or' officers on o'local
or' national basis. ;Th ,: no' , , formation concerning the
finances within the jaw;,. .- It h7;xt from her observation thqir
financial needs nre vm. ! :;h fools that the individuals
within the separato g u~i,':*ro nblo to supply the necessary
funds.

jmo~j& * .;t-W th:3t tho philosophy of* the WI14 is
for complete qa~7*': Pzncotn of the socio political
end economic life fc. ' wnJ). )n P Jsically, tho xaovcnont
is made up of libor-A! '~zny w:cmon and radical grouns of
woman. The liborol r...:;-r ,c:a thn nocessity ofi doing
away with malo cLxnaC .ecor.ploto eq~uality of
wenan, but they foil) L-1-:1I; be;;:aldh done within the
framework of e:xjztia-f 2.~:u'~; Ths basi c differonce
botween them and th. ;. i'J i,:rr vi is that tordia.ste
that male chouviniji n 1jr 4 ' .r oct ;'eault of "the establish-
ment" and oxistinf c ': ionna ard that thsz-s nust be torn

dw beoe woman -:i ht,:"; ;h equtnlity. i1 ,oFAAJ-r statod
that in the 110'r Y I .' Vh' '.:r' Intornationai orrs
Conspirncy Frrc, ioa . (.-1XT::f!S ) .is a rndical group nctive

~for Womon's Libiritin. A'-;hcr -roup which is on offshoot
of the WIMIZS in, the Pow; York ov.oa is the - "Rod Stockinis"f

171.

r o~ ' 0 .,~2 1969

i(o) _TJN716~ "-

,e BtiY U.S. Savi,.n1g:.; r s:a~ o b arl Samav Pa,__
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and they are considored to have solit off from the WITCHES
because of a more radical approach'to*tho problem. Another

oup believed to be forming in the New York area is the
'"Molly Maguire's.

According to the infornant, although there are
other WITCH groups throughout the country, thoro is-no.

contralizod lendorship end thoy with other groups maintain
a loose connection via correspondonce. The informant stated
that within the radical groups in the WU,the membors.oschow
positions of. loadersnip and :void. elections or appointnents
of people with titles or to fill specific posts on committees

a because this type of thing is representative of the establish-
mont,.to the.dostruction.of which they are dedicated. From
time to time individials aeo choson to lend a meeting or
porforn a specific function such as taking up a collection
or writing letters..

On ,. n MAIJ wo hs'ftirnished
reliable inlo ltion-in 'ho past, advised that a WLM meeting
wa hold on 69, at vNow York City.
Each-woman ut this notinrl. tsted why she had come to the;
meeting and how she folt oppressed, sexually or otherwise.

According to thi:: informant, theseiromen are mostly
concerned with libornting v:::on from this "oppi6ssive socioty."
They are mostly againnt narriago, childron, and othor states
of oppression counod. bynr'n. Few of thom, accordin-. to the
infornant, have had pnitiaol bockgrounda. The informant
stated that.a railing list -was.pasond around ot'this meeting
for WLM and tho"Rod Stoc6tings," another womenfs group.

On 69, uCfokAA,14 . advised that WLJ4'is
only intorosted in chanin; abortion lous and birth control.
They advocate free abortions for overyone and widespread in-
formation on birth control. According to the infornont
w6mon at this r.etinr.on 69, stated they are not revo-
lutionaries and would not hold .anyone in a revolution until
the oppression of woman was svod first and completely.
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The same informant advised on 69, that a moot-
ing.of WLM was held at New York City on 69. Again, as

in the previous meeting sot out above, each woman pret'nt

discussed her personal problems. One girl from the "Red

Stockings" said her group will now be attacking 
prostitution

and pornography.

The "Guardian" issue of 5/10/69, page five, ocn-

tained an article entitled "Reading About Homen" by CTr2Yo

>CISLER.' This article ccntains a section haded: :Write For

Gindy Cislor's'Wonent A Bibliography" which lists a num-

ber of "today's -omen's writings."

For the assistance of.Chicago, it is noted that

one item therein is as follows:

-(BROWN, JUDTIH; and ONES, BEVERLY. "Toward A

Female Liberation Novement, hO-pages." iTho "Florida Paper"

50 conts fron Voice of Worien's Liberation Movement, 19.0.

Dissoll, Chicago, Illinois 6061L. A second iten in this

list of writings is eq 'Voice of the Women's Liberation

Movemont H1owisletter, $3 a year from VWLM, 1940, Bissell,

Chicogo, Illinois 60614.

In view of the information from established sourcos

as set out in this and referenced commrunication that WITCH
and other worion's groups such as the "Red Stockings" and the

"Molly Mauires" appear to be splinter groups of the WLI,

activity of those groups will be reported under the caption

"Womon's Liberation Movement, Information Concerning - Mic-

allonoous" and the WITCH case in the New York Office is

being placed in a closed status.

LEADS:

CHICAGO

AT CHICAGO, ILLINOIS. Will cover leads sot forth

in refurencod 1.ow York lottor and oth.r logical investigation
concerning WL...

NEW YORK

AT NEd YORK, TEW YORK. Will follow and report on
activities of captioned group and sub groups.

- 3-3-
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ExmIBIT 54-2

UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JU: IlCE

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

4 -,108th MI.Group, NYC (RM)
1 - NISO, NYC (R4)

Copyin 1 - OSI, 2nd Air Force, NYC (RM) .

Repoet . - Offsi New York, New York

Does. 7/2/69

Field Office File it Bureau File Is

Ties WOKEN 'S- LIBERATION MOVEMENT

CDemnders INFORMATION CONCERNING - MISCELLANEOUS

Srnopsis. Women's Liberation Movement (WLM) reported to
have fonaed withIin, the lat two and a half years,

with loose confederation of about 75 "sister chapters"
spread across the US and Canada. It has no national
structure but publishes a newsletter "Voice of the Women's
Liberation 4ovement" fran Chicago, Illinois. WLM1 described
as a "cause and philosophy". ULr1 aim is to gain complete
equality and liberation for women. IMeetings and activities
of WLM and affiliated groups oet forth. Names of affiliated
groups set forth;list of writings set forth as reflected
in the "Guardian". There'are no known elected officials
and financial needs are met through collections.

-P*-

1 ocumeni containe neither recomendations nor conclusions oth. 1DI. It to the properttyof the li end i. loaned to
pe'L ney; it and its contents are net to be disttbuted outside your aency.
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DETAILS:

For the purpose of clarity, persons mentioned in
this report will be described in Section VIII where
characterizations are available.

.This investigation was predicated upon informatfon
reflecting that the.1tomen's International Terrorist Conspiracy
from Hell (WITCHeri), a splinter group of Women's Liberation
Movement (WL'1), held a picket line demonstration at Felt Forum,
Madison Square Garden, Nevi York, New.York, February, 1969.

I. ORIGIN

"The Nation" issue of February 24, 1969, Pages
241-244, contained an article by JO FREEMAN (described in
article as "k free-lancewriter and photographer, is'currently
compilinr a book of readings on the tcmlen's liberation
movementi'). This article entitled "The New Feminists", (dateline
Chicago),- states-in- part as follows:

"And like the Negro, "women have once again begun
to revolt. To major feminist.organizationo have formed
within the last twro and a half years. In 1966, the National

'Organization for loien (U,04i) was created under the slogan
'full equality for 'ien in truly equal partnership with men."
It is a top-dean structure with an office in Washington. Its
some 2,500 -embers-are primarily career' women, women whose
families are grbni and no longer occupy most of their time,"
and some sympathetic men.

"The second feminist group -is not exactly an J
organization. but a loose confederation of about Deventy-five
'sister chapters' spread derods moot of the Unitid States
and Canada. It haa no national structure but does mail a
newsletter from C icago. ..

rf, . -i
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According to there is no information
available concerning the fi-nances within the movement, however,
from the informant's observation their financial needs are
small and it is felt that the individuals within the separate
groups are able to supply the necessary funds.

IV. JSETINGS ANZD ACTIVITIES OF WLM

An article in "NIN", supra iocue of February 15,
1969, Page 11, which article is entitled, "Women's Liberation"
reflects in part as follows:

"Last September, Wckmen's Liberation was ready for
its first major action, zapping the Hiss America Pagealt at
Atlantic City. About 200 -cmen deacendcd on thin Wallace-
country Tacky Town, ad. ctaCd an all-day demontration on
the Boardwalk in frc nt of Convention Hall (Where the Pageant
was taking place), siin chantiT, and performing guerilla
theater (they croined a live sheen as i.ss Arerica; fl'Ing bras,
girdles, steno pado, and dichcloths into a Freedom Trash Can;
and mockauctioned off 2 dta I of .iss America). Picket signs

_,proclaimed solidarity with the Pdgcant contestants ('sister-
victims') while co;demning the Pr.geant itself as racist
(there has never been a blabk fir~aist), militaristic (Miss
America tours the troos in Vietnaim each year), commercial
(the million-dollar Psagezt Corporation is one Dig Sell for
the sponsorin- prodil.t), 8c. de'rading to women (for propagating
the Mindless Sex Object 1:1c). At night, an 'inside squad'
of 20 women disrun-ted the live telecast of the Pageant, yodeling
the eerie Berber Yell (fr.i 33ttle of Algiers), shouting
'Freedom for Women,' and haing a hutge bainer reading

Women's Liberation from the balcony rail. One woman was
arrested for 'emittinr a noxious dor'--sprayv"g Toni Hair
Conditioner (a sponsor of the ?a-eanrj near the Mayor's box,
and rumor has it that the abuffling or Bcrt Park's cue cards
was engineered by a sister-traveler among the contestants."

-12---
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Square Ga-defnl1-Y, I1Y, on February. 15, 1969- The-
purpose of this .emonstration according to
was to protest xx:.an's roll of submissiveness in
the -instituti'ion of marriage. The demonstration' was
held in connection with a Bridal Show being held at
Felt Forurm, on February 15, 1969.

supra, issue of February 15, 1969,
* in an article cnitled, "wo:uien's Liberation", on

page-:12, states Jni part .as follows:

"Not r!'sting on any laurels after Atlantic
City, Women's Li.:-ration gayc. birth to W.I.T.C.H.
(Womon's Interntional Terrorist Conspiracy from
Hell), whinh : manifestbd itzelf, appropriately
enough, at the I 1.icA utch-hunt hearings about Chicago.
The .I.T.C.,i. teton there waa led by Nancy Kurshan.
Aware- that witches we'ce the original guerilla fighters
against oppress'-.ii, -- that any wcman who was
intcllient, articul.,te, non-conformist, aggressive,
or scxually.ibe':td war u.uually burned at the stake,
W.I.T.C.{. .he:3. :*fo.~d itsacond action--on, of
courze, Hal - c.Co.tuired ;. High Priestesses,
Guerilla Ulitchf.n (co2.lte with brooma 'and toy? machine
~guns), Gyp. s,. :d udiu' ~(honce, Messages), a Coven
of witches Iihtj tt ata noon, casting curses on
the Bew Yor- LStoc l nef (the. market promptly'went
down five .odatL), dem onding tb zee Satan at various
banks (sin:r t 'i ch kn-i- they "lad a Fiend.at,
Chase-MAnn tt.)--. tl)enin.th.(read letters W.I.T.C.H.
stenciled.,ii t 'IN. the car ato of investment-brokerage
houses, and :e*i.:;,l. froaing out the Daytime Ghetto
of the Fin%1Anci:a.L District. At dusk, the procession
alighted on the Le. .:st Side, rapping with the
natives- aboiut wiui*--s :- the first scientists, birth-
controlpurveyer.s,. aboortionits,, heads,. trippers, and.
general briigzrs of frgedomi d deliht.

17* * .,, - 2':
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. " 'Here come the slaves, off to their graves',

the WITCHES sang, to the tune of the traditional wetifng.

march. Then the ricketers--both men and wcmen --- Soad

if a circle nd pl.idged themselves to each other, but

without the traditional promise to obey.

"Audience Keeps Calm

"A few'minutes later, several WITCHES who

managed to sneak D.vat the guards let loose 100 white

mice in the Felt Forre2n be-fore the bridal show began.

But the girls in the audience, instead of screamin1fg ona

panicking, seemed sorry for the mice and tried to

gather them up so theywouldn't be stepped on.

- mr chilactress who

helped organieo tao aen3stration and who took part i

the picketin of, the Iss .America Pageant last Septer;inre.

in Atlantic Citys said t.e protezt was aimed at'the

conmnercialit. o2 t*Jn1r.ir and the institutio.)n of

marriage as it xit n is culture to dehumanize

both parties--but aez cially, to oppress women'.
who oref's o I her maiden name, is married

and expects her firzt chilei in July.

CV. 1969, furnished infom-I.AtUion

to the efrect t; 1was in the forefront
of the principU o. I of hITCHes and was very

instrumental iii.auceS

The Jine 1, 1969, "The New York Times" mazine

section, pare 14. cents:.ns an article entitled, 'Therc's

A New-Ti-me elizic o caugus", which states, in part,

as follows:

.. t.npleasantness between the

University of Che.o its St udents for a Democratic

Society the non.:1, decorous quiot of the Social

Science Buildl;in; v ra o.c fine afternoon by ear.-

picrcing sounds.'--':.CAC ('cuen'n International
Terrorist Corn f:r bell) had cous to put a curse on

the SociolUcyJpame. -0

19
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ExmBrr 54-3

7FIE D ERA L 3UREAU .OF. INVE MTIGATIOUN-.

KANSAS C ITY SEW YORK
;!TLE OF CASE
WOMEN'S LIBERATION MOVEiMENT

I 1;/0/70 4/20/70 -10/16/70

- JEO.
LIAKALIER 0

is - MISC

REFERENCE:. Report of SA

F CSE

ELLANECUS

4/20/70, at Kansas City.

ADINISTRATIVE:

Copies of this report are being furnished to MIG, NIS, OSI,
ISecret Service, locally, for their 'inforniation.

'gSec urity Index subjets. i eprt

isSO1' 0 61

* ACCOMLISHMENS CLAIMED gV lOM E AQI.u, C

-. -*O .O .SC1.t .6-A *''
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I G, Kansas City, Mssouri (R.M)
NIS, Kansas City, Misso0uri CRY)
OSI, Richardt-Gebifur .AFI3- (R.%)I-

Secet SrvieKansas -pity,hMissour
Kansas City.,

- - DO.NOT WRITE IISPACES BELOW
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is IIJFORMANT

is JFPRM4A+AT'. nstant file,

is owA* instant file.

is twPorgmA,.Ti instant file.

is 4 iAstant file.

is SIJoPtCA.E. .

is oA/AAC /*,J1

instant file.

is SaftAC-C.

LEADS

KANSAS CITY

AT COLUMBIA, MISSOURI

Will follow and report -activities, if any, of subject
o.-ganization, particularly based on information herein.

AT LAWRENCE, KANSAS

Will follow and report activities, if any, of subject
organization, particularly based on information herein.

AT KeANSAS CITY, IMISSOURI

Will follow and report activities, if any, of subject
'nization, particularly based on information herein.

.EB*
COVER PAGE
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UNI. D STATES DEPARTMENT OF J. ,TICE
FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

1 MIG, Kansas City, Missouri
1 NIS, Kansas City, Missouri

Copy Ie: 1 OSI, Richards-Gebaur AFD, Missouri
1 Secret Service, Kansas City, Missouri

Report oft Office. KANSAS- CITY

Dolte s - 10/20/70

Field Office File 0 xC B.eac File 0:

Tile: WOMEN' S LIBERATION MOVEMENT

Goeacter: INTERNAL SECURITY - MISCELLANEOUS

Synopsist An inactive Women's Liberation Movement (WLM) group
is indicated as a campus organization at University

of-Missouri at-Kansas City (UMKC); however, no campus.or
other significant activities were reported by sources.from
4/20/70 to October, 1970. No WLM group identified elsewhere
or on college campuses at Columbia, Missouri, and Lawrence,
Kansas.

DETAILS:

I. WOMEN'S LIBERATION MOVEMENT (WLM), KANSAS CITY, MISSOURI
(GREATER KANSAS CITY

A. Origin and Purpose

The Kansas City Times (daily Kansas City, Missouri,
newspaper), news article, dated November 12, 1969, announced
the holding of an organizational meeting November 11, 1969,
at University of Missouri at Kansas City (UMKC) to form a
"Women's Liberation Front" (WLM). The article named I-.

students at UMKC, respectively,
as discussion leaderand organizer. The article also
named a faculty member. of UMKC attending the
meeting, as.the President of the Greater Kansas City Chapter
of the National Organization of.Women (NOW).

documn~t cornain. qeither ,ecommnend.tions norn conduions ofthe FBI. It is the proprty of the FD . i loaned to rour *cenc,: t and its colne
Soat to be di.sibmed otide - our asency.



Thereafter, until the
that four students at UMIKQ.were
±jhe campus group, namely,

and .

Summer of 1970, stated
indicated as iWL.1 members in

On! 1970, exhibited the.following
undated copy of "Constitution of th6 Women's Liberation
Movement" at UMKC, together with a petition by fivo-students.
filed with Student Activities authority at UMKC, to recognize
WLM as a campus organization:

2



ARjSrL.UL1 0 Vy L IO 1"S LIDEALE UV

The name of the organization shall be the omen's liboration Movement

U.4.K.C.

ARTICLE 11 PURPOSE

The purpose of the organization shall be to smek solutions to-the problems

.- women face due to sexual discrimination.At ih- -neetmfns , b en b W

ARTICLE III HEBERSHIP we owA 4 tl cb+0ct A t.v -A . 'o. v .
Ways . 1' 1 V% 0,o1,

Membership is open to cl women.

ARTICLE IV MEETINGS

Meetings will be held every two weeks at a time convenient to all members.

ARTICLE V OFFICERS

A chairman will be in.elected every 6 months. All members are.=oligible.W a ar

ARTICLE VI FACULTY ADVISORS

-aculty member will be selected by majority vote. She will serve as

hisor to the group whenever necessary.

ARTICLE VII rFINAECES

No dues will be Charged. If money is needed, members will be askrl to donor.

or the members will select some project for raising funds.

ARTICLE VIII SPECIAL. FINANCES

..1. This organize.tion agrees to comply with all provisionsof

the Student Activities- Fur.d Act.

.2. The books of the accounts will be kept up to date, and they

will be open to the inspection of the Student Auditor at all times.

3. It is further understood that if this organization desires at

any time in the future to change in any way, the provisions of this

charter, that b'-fore sucts action is taken, the organization w.il
submit to the Studcnt Council ar.d.tho Dean of Students every
.dctail and cont'init.;; thedesircd changes to be -ade. This new

charter, when accepted, will take precedence over the former charter and the

former charter shall be void.

*3



4. Jits Charter, or niiy i,.jhncruciL chin : r, may he r -- kcd if Any of
the prnvisions the ix!ting Char? r tire not fu, Ill:d, or if in the
opinion. of thc. cpe~r authorities it Is of th.e cc' t,3re of the
entire student -.-dy that the charter be revoked a.... the organization-
dissolved.

5. The previriions sot -forth In this chin-tnt shall be binding upon all
officsr&, present an~d future, and rl) officers will hild offico
subject to the provisions herein contained.

Al, ~ J~j



ca CCu& oreenlroclo;
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A.ccording to the above Constitution informed
on , 1970, that because of the constitution filed
with Student Activities authority at UMKC, the WLM campus
group is apparently considered a legitimate campus group and
is, therefore, oligible to receive mbney from Students .
Activity Fees as well as to hold meetings, if desired, at
the Student Union Building free of charge, however, no such
WLM activity has been indicated to date.

B._ Location and Meetings

informed that there has been no known or
indicated meeting location or actual meeting since the
organizational meeting in November, 1969, 'indicates
members of WLIM campus group who are nnoenrolled as students
at UMRC in the Fall term of 1970 are-

Of these five said
Nare Tlbicated to be at least poten-tial '"New Left Radicals". - noted that and

not durrentlvstudents on the UMKC campus,
are reportedly roommates at Kansas City,Missour-i. a graduate student in
indicated as having moved from to-
KansaCity. .Misso isQW

C. Possible Leadership and Membership and Related Matters

Although any current actual officers and members,
if any, arp unknown and probably few in number, and

have been indicated as the potential leaders*or spokesmen. Other possible or potential members are
previously named as current UAIKC students:

according to-

noted that ' is an Assistant
Professor of )at UMKC, but no campus organization known
A. NOWlhas ever existed or been approved on the UIKC campus.

informed that NOW and WLM have reportedly exchangedliterature in the past but NOW is reputed to be a mordmoderate
group in their views on equal rights for women than WLM.

informed on' , 1970, that

was a member of Young Socialist Alliance (YSA),iIn the!
Kansas City area.
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Informed in October, 1968, that
was a member and officer of Students for a Democratic
Society (SDS) at the University of Missouri.at Columbia,
Missouri (UMC) during the academic school year of 1967-1968.

SDS and YSA are characteriied in Appendix pages.

On . .1970, informed that
UMKC student*, had not recently been observed at

YSA activities. Shb was known to still be in favor of
YSA and probably continued to be a member of YSA.

A throwaway in Kansas City, Missouri, during
September, 1970, purportedly a letter of the "Ecstatic
Umbrella comrittee for legal defense, 3800 McGee, Kansas
City, Missouri, telephoie 561-4524" appeals for contributions
for legal defense fund, for political,prisoiners, and
specifically for the defense of 'Executive
Director of the Ecstatic Umbrell "ditarged *ith assaulting
a federal officer (FBI Agent).

Among nine typed named committeemen listed'at the
bottom of the. letter were:

. .En iinformed from timoto time during.
1970 that the, Ebstatic Umbrella, 3800 McGee, Kansas Ci'cy,
Missouri, has inr recent years been supported by some leaders
or agencies, includigg "Young Adult Projects" of the United
Methodist Church, to reach and assist hippies and drug types,
among others.

7 *
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described as a middle class

housewife, not further identified, was named in January,

1970, as a Kansas City contributor pf literature or 
material

related to WLM according to

Another throwaway in Kansas City, Missouri, during

September, 1970, listnd
KansasSi Misourg as a spokesman for the local chapter

of NOW.

On .1970, informed that

and that arereither' currenily

enrolled students or employees of UMKC.

On .1970, informed that the

following namea persons have boe indicated as associated
with WLM in Kansas City, Missouri, but no additional
information has been received to date concerning the nature

of their association:

D. Group Activities

informed on - '1970, that no known

WLM group activity has actually occurred on or 
off campus at

UMKC since the so called "organizational meeting" on the campus

in November, 1969.

Articles in the Kansas City Star (daily Kansas City,

Missouri newspaper), dated August 26, 1970, reflect that

representatives of NOW and WLM celebrated on August 26, 1970,
in Kansas City, Missouri, the 50th Anniversary of wpmen's

suffrage in the United States. The celebration consisted of

setting up nondisruptive discussion booths on the steps of

City Hall and peacefully picketing Macy's Cafeteria, a

downtown Kansas City, Missouri, department store for baing

women diners unaccompanied by men. The article identified

only one person as r member or spol:esman for WLM, 
namely,

reportedly stated that the equal rights

amendment, wIich had just past the U. S House ofjIepresentatives,

has opened avenues to true equality of women forthe first '

time in the nation's history. ' identified Vietnam andfv'o

race-'problems as important issues. -She said she favored
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complete eradication of abortion laws. One
was identified in the news article* as spokesman and acting-.
chairman for NOW.

II -WOMEN'S LIBERATION MOVEMENT (WL).1)AT COLUMBIA, MISSOURI-

ihformed on 1970, that there-
has been -do WLM group activil- on thp7campus of the University
ofNilissouri at'Columbia (UIC) during..the current 1970-1971
schcol-year; andi nozsuch activity has.been:.indicated elsewhere
at Columbia. further stated that there is no indications.
pasta.Ut leadir or member, is presently attending UMC s ince

moved some months ago from Columbia, Missouri,
To the state of Wisconsin.

and informed on 1970,
that no wril group or activity is indicated as currently
existing at Columbia, Missouri, on or off college campus.

III. WOMEN S LIBERATION MOVEMENT (WLM) -AT LAWRENCE, KANSAS

informed on 1970, that no
known WLM group or activity has been indicated on the
University of Kansas (KU) campus at Lawrence, Kansas,
during'1970-1971 school year.

"said no such group has requested recognition
by KU authorities on the campus.

informed
that an off campus group in Lawrence, Kansas; appears to have
a philosophy similar to that of the WLM. This group is not
known as a Women's Liberation Movement but is referred to as
WOMEN'S COALITION (WC). WC reportedly works out of LAWRENCE
LIBERATION FRONT (LLF), also a gruip that is not recognized

by KU as a campus organization, observed that LLF
-is described as a Revolutionary Community group, consisting
of a number of colledtives and committees whose function is
to serve the people of Lawrence, Kansas, through various
programs and sponsors of cultural activities.

9 7
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YOUNG SOC!ALISr ALLIANCE

A source advised on Mav 15, 1969, that the Young

Socialist Alliance (YSA) maintains its national headquarters

at 41 Union So.uare west, Hew York,New York, and has.as its
official r-ublication the "Young Socialist." The YSA is the

youth organization of the Socialist Workers Party (SWP) and
has been described by? the SUP as the nain recruiting ground.
for the S P.

The SP has been designated by the Attorney General
of the United States nersuant to Executive Order No. 10450.

APPENDIX
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-APPENDIX

STUDENTS'FOR A DEHOCRATIC'SOCIETY

A sourdehas advised that the Students'for a

Democrati SocietV. (SDS), as nresentlv regarded, ame 'into
being at a founding convention.held Jund, 1962, at Port Huron,

Michigan. From an initial posture of "participatory democracy

the line of the national leadership has revealed a growing

Marxist-Leniiist adherence which currently calls for -the

building of a revolutionary youth movement. 'Concurrently,

the program' of SDS has evolved"from civil rights struggles' to"

an anti-Vietnarr.war stance to an advocacv of a militant anti-

imperialist~psition., China, Vieta nd Cba a'reie'garded as the

leaders of worldwide str ggles .against'United States'imperialism
whereas the Soviet Union is held to be' revisionist and also-'-,'

imperialist.

At the June, 1969, SDS National Convention, Progressive

Labor Party (PLP) forces in the organization were expelled.

As a result, the Nlational Office-(NO) group maintained its

National Headquarters at 1608 West Madison Street, Chicago,
and the PLP faction set up headquarters in Cambridge, Massachusetts.

This headquarters .subsequentlv moved to Boston. Each group

elected its own national officers, which include three national

secretaries and-a NationalInterim Committee of eight. Both

the NO forces and the PLP forces claim to be the true SDS. Both

groups also print their versions of "New Left Notes" which sets

'forth the line and the program of the particular faction. The

NO version of "New Left Notes" was recently printed under the

title "The Fire Next Time" to achieve a broader mass appeal.

Two major factions have develoned internally within

the NO group, namely, the Weatherman or Revolutionary Youth

Movement (RYM) I faction, and.the RYM II faction. Weatherman

is action-oriented upholding Castro's position that the duty
of revolutionaries is to make.revolution. Weatherman is re-

garded by RYM II'as an adventuristic, .elitist faction which

denies the historical role of the working class as the base for

revolution. RYM II maintains that revolution, although desired,

is not possible under present conditions, hence emphasizes

organizing and raising the political consciousness of the work-

ing class upon whom they feel successful revolution depends.
Although disclaiming control and domination by the Communist

Party, USA, leaders in these two factions have in.the past pro-
claimed themselves to be communists and to follow the precepts
of a Marxist-Leninist philosophy, along pro-Chinese communist

lines.
'11

APPENDIX
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A second source has advised that the PLP faction
which is more commonly known as the Worker Student Alliance
is dominated and controlled by members of the PLP, who are
required to identify themselves with the pro-Chinese Marxist-
Leninist philosonhy of the PLP. They advocate that an alliance
between workers and students is vital to the bringing about
of a revolution in the United States.

SDS regions and university and college chapters,
although operating under the outlines of the SDS National
Constitution, are autonomous in nature and free to carry oVt
independent nolicv reflective of local conditions. Because
of this autonomy internal struggles reflecting the major
factional interests of SDS have occurred at the chapter level
since the beginning of the 1969-70 school year.

APPENDIX
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.0:1tion. Tuesday, April 20,
Ita r -1 i:- 4 :t ,t "rev,.oLu t.onary

* ou!- c .r-.18, 19 65, -u.der -the
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SvatC C .. %Ir F .. O :.-:g rho Chii,..sn Comn..;niEt liane "

. .s 2:0d on June :. .- 96, that the PL? held
.. C.rL :.:.. .~ ~ nent~io in lew Ycrk City., May.31. to June 2,

.e Lc I, c.sc:, e- its obiet-ave of the
' -trra 1t3 ? ± :&t working c a.ss movenment based on

Mr .. :s t': be ach o splished thrut.gh the Party's
3.?;i]. 1f-±i . stedtchy ox,.3ol. the zonsciousness of

tio p:; C.: :e g to p:: idc ICtulyled leadership in the
* J -is t:., t- ioj, state. tw~

i;tr.arj 4 vised :nM. a!-the Second National
.:was uyre-elected National

r . nf(: Leti± Li.t Fred: Ir.J Eremad. jarel Israeli
S . .- *. R:z:.e, Jeit r. 3re'on and 'ialter Linder

e .0 e, n:z Na .nal Corl:L.cie to lead the PLP until

-tiac "FrL,'i. e s Le," a bimonthly
'0r.' IT."1 P.Eque.': 5 iv perxiodicali and

cil*:nLt . Ly newspacer

* '. . i9 ': 0t .a '2n.+ *.isaftio" sets forth
Co . . :c'e . :r.9 ipeo'e' t;ht for a new way

c1 :iN- v ~ - :~ln. ;Tn -. nd :.c.tr-l their owvn homes
La r *el* Ier-ev -e :D The entire covernment

. * .'- h-.i ;cl ~<~ *r's poliae and all

.. c.: . i :.hr the PLP utilizes an
.- :.- ': C., :'.lnvii New York, and also

.. e >.* - :- . -An .. t.. e: ' r-st, New rrk,
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* Ut 'D STATES 1)EA.-i (TMENT Ul STICE

FEDERAL BUREAU OF I.NVESTIGATION

Kansas City, Missouri

' October 20, 1970

Title WOMEN'S LIBERATION MOVEMENT

* -Character

Reference Kansas, City report of SA
dated and captioned as above.

All sources (except any listed below) whose identities
are concealed in referenced communication have furnished reliable
information in the past.

This documrnj contain. nlhn*cogmendallcns nor concluslon. .1 t lbl' !11 1. lb. proonlyof lb. T581 and is I*.nmd to your aq*ley, It and It. e.lll. at. nc o . dllrbob fuuS
You, us.4-r A1.
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EXHIBIT 55-2

UNITF.3 STATLES Gr. ERNMENT

Memorandum
To Mr. W. C. Sullivan DATE August 27,- 1004

FROM Mr. F. J. Daumgardner,

SUBJECT: COUNTEITELLIGM1CD PROGRAM
INTERHAL SECURITY
DISRUPTION OF HATE GROUPS

Memorandum from Mr. J. 11. Gale to ir. Tolson dated 7/Z0/G4

captioned "Invcstigation of Ku Klux Mlan and Other Hate Groups" was\approved by thc Director authorizin7 the Domeeuiic Intelligenlce
Division to give consideration to the application of countarinto

ligonce and disruptive tactics to hate groups and to thereafter

make appropriate recormmendations. It is our reco.monation that

wo immodiately initiate a hard-hiLting, closuly supervised,

doordinated counterintelligence progra:n to e;:psos, disrupt and

&thloruiso neutralize the Ku 1lux !lan (103,) and specified other

hate groups.

This new counterintelligence offort -ill tal:o advantage

of our experience with a variety of sophisticated techniques

successfully applied against the Communist Party, USA, and related

organizations since 1-36. . Prir.arily, vie intend to c::nono to publte

scrutiny the devious maneuvers and duplicity of the ;::to groupis;

tp fjustrate any.ciforts or plans they cay have to consolidate

their forces; to discourage their recruitent of now or youthful

adherents; and to disrupt or elitainate their efforts to circument

,or violate the law. Our counterintelligence eftorts against hate
groups ill be closely supervised and coordinated to compleent

our eapanded intelligence investigations directed at these

organizations.

Vie are furnishing general instructions to 17 field

offices (14 Southern offices responsible for active .nvesti'7ation

of 17 Klan groups:and 6 hate organizations, and lew, Yoe:, Chicago

and Balti.ore, whio have active investigative -responsibilitius-

for one hato organization each) relating to the adnanistration
and prompt enactr.:ent of this now counterintelligence progra::.

Briefly, these instructions require the 17 participatin oifices

to submit to the Bureau on or before 10/15/64 an analysis oY

possible counterintelligence operations, including any specific

-recommendations for action. Thereafter (conr.encing I/l/G) the

participating offices will-subsit a DO-day stat:::. Inti:er settir

I ---f3 CPSA Conepo ' 20
Main

I - itiO-3-104-Hlain (CPUSAk, Cointelpro) SEP 2 .:
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Memorandum to Mr. Sullivan
RE: COUliT lIMLLIG::NCE PRCGflAL

INTIZPfAL SECURlTY
DISTiUPlION OF iHATE GROUPS

forth a summary of current, possible, and successfully achieved
counterintelligence activity during the prior 3-month period.
E4clh office will be .instructcd to open and maintain a pending
invcstigation relating to this program and to assign a Special
Agent on a part-time basis -as the program coordinator responsible
for following and initiating counterintelligence action.

As is the instance in our established counterintelligence
program against the Communist Party, USA,/Iand

ill. recommended countcrintelligecce action agains.
Klan-typc aid.hate organizations will be required to be approved
at the..Scat of Government.

This now counterintelligence program directed at Klan
and hate organimations will be supervised at the Seat of Government
by the Special Agont supervisor resnonsible tor our similar programs
directed against the Communist Party, USA,_and

His efforts will be closely coordinated with
cupervisory piersonnel responsible for the intelligence investigations
of the Klans and hate organizations and their rembcrship. An annual
memorandum justifying continuance of the programi will be submitted
and the participating field offices will, be periodically apprised
o2 techniques wJhich have been found to be :ost successful. At
ruch time as the program is considered to be successfully under
may,. a status reorrandum will be submitted which will include any
additional reconueoridations relating to manpower or other.adm;inistrative
requirements.

RECOLIME!DATIONS:

1. That the Domestic Intelligence Divisior be authorized
to immediately initiate a coordinated countorintelligence program
directed at exposing, disrupting and otherwise neutralizing thu
i7 active Klau organizations and 9 active racial hate organizations.
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.Itemorandum to Mr. Sullivan
RE: COUiERITrELLIG7NCE PROGRAM

INTEIUIAL SECURITY
DISRUPTION OF HATE GROUPS

2. That the attached letter be forwarded to the 17
field offices slated to participate in this new countorintelligence
program. setting forth instructions for the administration and
immediate enactment of the program.
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EXHIBIT 55-3

UNITLD STArS GO\ LRN11ENT

Clfe20randutrn

Mr. W. C. Sullivap DATE: 4/27/71

ROM Mr. C. D. Brennan 1

UnJECT: COUNTERINTELLIGEICE PROGRP.AMS (COINTELPROS-
INTERNAL SECURITY - RACIAL MATTERS

To afford additional security to our sensitivd techniques
and operations, it is recommended the COINTELPROS operated by
Domestic Intelligence Division be discontiaued-

At the prcsent time this Division operates sev-.
COINTELPROS as follows:

COINTELPHO - Espionlge
COINTELPHO - New Left

COIN~TELPR~O - Commuanist Party,. U.
Counterintellizence and Special Operations
COINTELPRO - Black Extremists
Socialist .. orkers Party - Disruption Progrm

These pro-rams involve a variety of eOnsitive int1l-
ligence techniques and disruptive activities which are afforded
close supervision at the Seat of Government. They have bren
carefully supervised with.all actions being afforded prior
Burenu approval and an effort has been made, to -avoid engagin.;
in harassment. Althouzh successful over the ycijs. it is fclt
they should now be discontinued for security reasons because
of their sensitivity.

In exceptional instances where counterintelligence
action is warrantcd, it will be considered on a highly selective
individual basis wit .JIght procedures to insure absolute security

ACTION: REC-39 /b77
If approved, attached airtel will be sent to all field

offices discontinuing our COINTELPROS-
Enclosurn./
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EXHIBIT 56-1

UN!jED STArES GOVEF JENT

Memorandum
TO Mr. A. H. Belmont DATE: March 30, 1960

FROMI F. J. Baumgardner

SUBJECT: CO.dffjiIST PARTY, LEA
COtUifEW INTSLLIGENIC 2OGR/AM
INPERNAL SECPITY - C

There is every indication that the Communist Party (CP), XA,
under the optimistic leadership will
attempt to increase its activities in the mass organization field.

The February, 1960, issue of "Political Affairs," monthly
theoretical publication of the CP, WA, carries an article entitled
"On the Fight for Peace and the Strugle Against the 2.onopolies."
This article mentions the following as one of the central political
tasks confronting the labor, peace and democratic forces: "To bring
the fight for peace up to the pace dcmanded by current developments,
it is urgent to bring such issues as disarrament and peaceful coex-
istence before every coursunity, church, labor union and other organi-

it ion of the people."

It is felt we should take appropriate steps to disrupt the
plans of the CP, WA, to infiltrate legitimate mass organizations
wherever possible.

RE7OEN 4DATIO71

It is recommended the attached letter to the New York Office
(original on plastiplate) with copies to the 15 other offices engagcd
in our Counterintelligence Program be approved. This letter establishes
a new phase of countcrintclligcnce acdtivity designed to expose conco,!dld
communists working in lcgiticate mass organications so they will bc u/.,ble
to continue to esrouse communist propagandain a subtle manner. This -
new technique ie. another counterintelligence weapon directed against
the C?, MGA, and should result in reducing the over-all effectiveness
of the Party in the mass organization field.

APR 4 1960
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EXHIBIT 56-2

L'arc 67 31, 1 ~~

-. ; l.C;.' ' - C

FaCI 01./icc is inn tructea to adopt th.c foilnwlin:'
11m) tc.''miqu c.;. a re2Jitlar pihaoe. of. itoa Countcrintell iseacaC

;.ah,; of~ftcr shlould bie alart to the dcznr('!.iity of

o ;; r,~ : i n17n a;vcc0 wn .o;dfoz c I iT : In i: C

o i Z Ll 0t2., - '.:j rmcir ml c rcl i fotio grovv:, &±L,L i;

rc(.tciLc.~i.. c.: actaivc co;.i:Vlnit ,:njoined anci~'t
O(~fliY'tion~.-.ccl ~h~i cc.~2iait Iec,7con~iwii: ii.c

c~.'ti2: 4Lk~ciatn"coV(.I~rtproprciet-da in aC~w 1
(2c~ar, ; 'olozfing ctcpa snouid bec to,~xr:

.2. .evc~nthe file on suchL Inalividual t'cry
corejily inordcr to, cdtcrwJnc 4if tn4crc

.- ia tzay pualic ao:.'rcc -or 0 tihr oirailar-
'tocq viater lal idaiyni''ils jndividfl
witiL't 1iCco'Vumia.t mo01Cil.t.

2. Dliscreetly rccrtain the idbitity of tha_ -

.-. ost io. icoJ off icr or pro;ilnczt pcrnon. -

in the or'cnientio;j on tai:o'n thecre -'s n
vr_,:tory iznfor':rtin ai; u.o could bic cr-

Pcctcdl to -ta.zc, or, cmae to be taincn,. actloa.
to rc-0J tL C'o vie ro~ the or-or i fl6ion.

.2 - .i"'ontn

2-Ch icm "o

2 -Lort; /ngelca

2 Niminca pol is

2 - lew Tic von
2? - ' Joczzzrk
2 - Philndclphia
2 - l~ittvb~ijh
2 - rt. Louis

2..7tlic TOC

U 4" ~~SE (37)
IMFONA.rO7 PACE 970

3p r>6 u~I

0

(2. C.'



Letter to NroI..Vi York
B:C0O1X,..'12' -ITTLIOc tJGJA

3. Advise the Bureau of the pert Inent factc
and request Bureau authorliti, to .: n'f
Irnforcation discreetly available by anny-

mous con-?urdcat tons, it 3pro-rilzt e pretext

cicans. hecp in rilmd that ., action sod
be rccozmncnded ,mhich could c -2prrr.,s th'c
Bureau or jeopal\4 ize the ac:!urity oy our
infornant.9, sourcco of Infc'rrnstioz or
opecial Inveattactivo tcchnitues.

In order to ourlifly for this coun ter intcll:e.!ce
operation, the active to-~ic ust be conncted in Co,..
'fanner with the orgyanizat ion end not j~sat opcculating rC'.t
joining. 7ho-organicatfon should be a legitineate 'i0~':~
a t ion and hzot a co,uniul front or loft-zaini tzx ar,7 :.:~
Lion. The indiviunl co;%,unfr.' involved W-ovdd Dorn vO1;:o.-c
presence in the organizatt in and suapected operations arc c
definite threat.

*Since It is rathecr difficult to draw uip all-
inclusive criteria for ev'ery/ cr:se, no offlicc choudd 1ccltate
to ou~mit its reco'-niendat ion if It hasi a case I, feels *faae
within the approxinate criteria set jborth above.

The reju?,2r 'rolthly letters settin?, forth tht?
operat ions of the couterintell i'wnc ero~r in cc;
of.fice should in the future contain a section scttin2 forth
13ny tangible recults obtained througvh this nowa cuunter-
Intcl-21tice operation.

AV1E Oil 7z-LOW.*

O See memorandum Baungar'dner to Belmont captioned
"omlaunist .Psiy, !SAO Counterintell igence Pragrc.r, rS-c",

dated 3/30/60. '1Original prepared on pastiplate.
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EXHIBIT 56-3

UNITED STATES G -ERNNIENT

C1nor ndum
i> : Mr. W. C. Sullivan1

FROM Mr. F. J. Daumgardner

DATE: October 1,

1

1
.1-SUB CT INTERNAL'SECUHITY SECTION 1

DO.IESTIC IfltELLIGEN;CE DIVISION
ADMINISTRATIVE MATTER 

SYNOPSIS -

In June, 1964, a now special Desk was created in the Interna
Security Section, Domestic IntelligenceDivision, as a result of my
memorandum to you 5/20/64, to concentrate on the investigation into :
the communist influence in racial matters. -This invertigation was to
be handled by two Supervisors, one being separated from'the Communist
Party-Unit and one from the Communist Front Unit. To Assimilate the
other ork being left by those Supervisors, it w:is necesSary to obtain
an additional Supervisor. This matter was looked into by the InspectiDivision which recommended. and it was approxied, 'that an additional
Supervisor, Special Ageut 1- -laned on a temporary
basis, with the thought that as soon as we could safely do so, the two
Supervisors would be sent back to their respective Units. The neces-
sity for our intensification of the investigation of communist influen
in racial matters has not abated, but has increased. There is no-sign
of a letup. The Communist Front Unit, where the temporary Supervisor
assigned, has also shown an increase in its case load. . The "temporary
nature of the situation is now believed to be "permanent."

OBSERVATIONS:

The necessity for the temporary Supervisor whom we obtaihed
in early June, 1964, is more than ever present. Our viork load in the
communist influence in racial matters which generated the necessity
for a temporary Supervisor has been steadily increasing, -with. no.-sign
of a letup; the work in the Communist Front Unit where the temporary
Supervisor has been assigned has also increased. The "temporary"
nature of the situation is now believed to be "Soradit.

RECOMMENDATION: REC
That the one Spoonl Agent, who was assigne

to the Internal Security Section, Domescic Intelligence Division, on a
temporary basis, be considered as permanently assigned.

CONTIML D - OVER
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Memorandum to M, Sullivan
RE: Ilf"'IITIAL S;CQRITY SECTION

DOMESTIC IftELLIGENCE DIVISION
ADMINISTRATIVE IArTER

DETAILS
Background

My memorandum to you 5/20/64 pointed out the increasing work.
.oad groring out of our investigatien of the c~a-unist influence into
the racial reno;r:-ient and the inpnrtance of this prublem to the Bureau.

.It was recorvuneded, and approved, that two Supervisors he senarated
from their current assignments, one in the Co..itnnist larty Unit and
the other in the Coe.;iunist l*ront Unit, and that they i2 attached to a
newly created snocia i1 hek to concentriLe en the investization into
the ccea.mnist itfIuence in racial matters. ' To assiMilate the other
work being left b-y these teo Supervis.cs it ws necessary to obtain
an additional Suenrvisor. It -was re--jested that the ndditional Super-
visor be nasicnei en a tecnparary basJi:; titi -oo thoiztit that as soon as
we could :ately do so, the teo Supervisors. cncentrsating on the coenu-
nist inflzence in racial matters jould he sent ac; to their. resnective
Units. Phis matter as looked into L7 the lnepection Division, which
reccnenana, and ii; as aeproved, that :n aditin.l Suoervisor be
.. signed oni a tt:n orary nanss. it wn also rec;geien:er ana approveu
that thin situatiotn be re-evaluated 10/1/64 and a oumorinaum:,sunmitted
by the cesstic Ietetligenc Division rgardnZ the teiporary Super-
zisor. The teenorary Supervisor rho has been serving is Special Agent

assigned to the Ceuzunist Frcnt Unit.

Current Situation

The necessity for our intensification of investigation of the
communist influence in racial matters has not abated; rather, it has
increased. We nave neon handling a high volume of priority work in
this area dealinr; with suce major projects es the racial disorders and
demonstrations in hew York.City and tee 1!ississinpi Su:mer Project
(MSP). There have also been racial. disturbances in Philadelphia,
Pennsylvania; 1dochescer, New York; and iew Jersey, all renuiring
investigative effort relative to possible subversive influences.
The MSP work was originally handled in the C-mmunist Influence in
Racial Matters (Cli:2) Unit only as respect:s subversive ramifications.
However, with the transfer of certain of thc Civil ights Section work
from the General Investigative Division to the Donstic Intelligence
Division, we now have absoreed all aspects of the I!SP in the CIR'I Unit.
This is presently taking the full time of one Supervisor, in addition
to a full-time clerical employee. In this regara, it should be noted
that whereas we originally started this special Unit with two Super-
visors, weI new haso three. When the new Unit was created, there Wcre
assigned to it apkrcximatzly 120 cascs. As of 10/1/64, this figure
has inreased to 134 cases. All indicators point to a continued beavy

- 2 -
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Memorandum to 1.1r. Sullivan
RE: INTElNAL SECURITY SECTION

DOMESTIC INTELLIGENCE DIVISION
ADMINISTRATIVE MTTR

work load relative to the communist influence in racial matters. This
' is become a big factor relative to the forthconing national cloctions
.nd, in addition, there are definite indications that the MSP will be

i continuing thing. There have also been some indications that activ-
ities such as the MSP will extend into other states. In addition,
under date of 8/28/64, a letter was submitted to all cffices instruct-
ing a broadcning of our investigation into the communist influence in
racial matters and the setting up of a now and more intensified report-
ing procedure. Due 11/1/64 are comprehensive investigative reports
from all field offices which will provide centralized reporting on this
matter.

The Communist Front Unit, which is where the temporary, Super-
visor Is assigned, has also shown an increase in its case load. As of
10/1/64 the Communist Front Unit had 392.pending investigations as com-
pared to 375 pending investigations as of 7/1/G4. - The recent Supreme

Internal Secdrity Act of 1950 have breathed new' life ihto the Party.
The Party is now taking bolder steps to carry on its work in.m"ass
organizations, as well as creating.. new front organizations. One case,
in point is that dealing with the W. E. D. Dulois Clubs of America,
Inc., the' new national Party youth organization. The formation of
this youth group was finalized at a National Convention in June, 1964,
which was held in San Francisco, California, and was attended by
approximately 450 youths. Since that time several affiliates of this
group have come into existence. One of- the plans for action decided
upon by the group was to have affiliates of tho.group formed on college
campuses throughout the United States; therefore, it can be expected
that in the immediate future after these various youths have returned
to their college campuses, they will form such campus (;roftps. This
will represent not only an increase in case load, but will also
increase the work of the field in penetrating and following the
activities of such groups. This will call for close supervision of
these groups due to the naturo -of the make-up of the clubs and' the
fact that they are located oil college campuses in order to avoid any
embarrassment to the Bureau. It is also anticipated that with the
advent of the fall 'and winter seasons, the Party will step up its
activities in attempting to penetrat6 legitinate mass orghnizations
and in establishing new front, groups to carry on the Party's work on
issues in which the Party will have an interest.



EXHI13rT 56-4

10/9/G0

airtol

TO: SAC, Albauy

From: Director, rw~

CI IP.iAITIIGN iC i ii i*

ISAUP-iioUi OF iH M-71E~ LE}'T

iRo~ulotn 5/10/138 and 5/23/63.

Thie nbovtl Cor.rnirjcajtiun!! e41siied Of tire 1ccec;sity
of ta in~irrod iiito ct iCOl to oAPOSO, di ;rurt , -.111 Lte-o 1
iiotitiaiize the netivitieor of ti ;znv JJ~ft Af: n- '

pr-;r0L, you ivere, In-i'tric tod to rema iii ii lort jr n n to vfookj
n!ccLii c datal dep ictin-, t he dupraived na trit r i ndoral11t~oiO

Of the( lice Loft. You vore furthecr in.'; trurcteri to con!':iier -:1y!
r tr;c tii naztorial Iin a virorous anid ontliusliatic upproacli

- i~~Csni to thene 15tractlons ind in tho fnce of maot ing-
idvnce of thell noral de pravity, litt in evidence, i05 roachecd

to Butreaur to inicatu field offico3 -ore Using tis iufurnirtion
L., ?L bert oadvanitogo.

To'naice thin proron more effective in thin irc!,rd,
ea-ch offlce iu- instructod to hc prticuivly flicrt bor thit;
typeofc dat a. ic ro n s tudent in a rrt!-to E td cu rtv7 n Jerair:;tr.'t ioU

Or hia part icipa tlun ini nr Jnonatra Lion in accommean led hw the
we of or on: .117crent ini no obccnr ic Ia, l :. i rra o

Is to be prwn~p I ly lueiorpora ted into I'll a11017PnOu-, lct fci* Vdi ch
cnn be diroc tr ! to [inn; parvo to;. 'ii~lo ii pho to::rnh or otLinr
evidence In av.,ilnhrie to subontinto inllnri:.tis;-p ini tho letter.
It idiorrd bt, ra:de I ilart oif thd on ili rr' You nr,%,u Id aico
scarcin for additional rray:3 to hrlrir, thie utur!et' activitic;

2 - All Officer,~

SEE NO.TE PAGE ';QJ' OCT.].J 11250 :

91 Jun1 3

0( 1 I lo,.rrr uloITr L
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Airt el to Alhbn't
f'otnteriAL1iZilco Program

tO; thoi 'Itttilofe hill parefltti. Wlion approprinto, rnyt; clould
bo devciupC(I t, ni;o 7--,t th in in-n J Ifl. t oll in to thio lmnd.1; of
eclhool 1% i010ri Ic:: nl:d tho lcal.1 prors. InI ihi rc,,ard you
shiould con: t'( t4 y~vin' the p~ro:-;!t aoonfous adac inIorLOt ion
coucerninE& pli nd uactivity w:hich mi,,Iit be ir.,oril or',ob!ucna
ini nature. Of z~ouuxrno all mnilings under this program nrc to
reccivo prior limreu authority,_

It I!o not thc objcctive of this letter to rontrict_
thin nre'.rnzn to the rhovo '~etdactivlics-~ 1h forcgoinfg
ini in tendedo to drx.n, your at teotiou to onppees whi ell caiu bo

-used to .our advauta~o in ncutra1izIof, thu_ 5cv Loft.

Ari tho cot-root fichool year comnonce.', it cii ho
oIroec ted t1 .t tho Ver, 7.,ft t .: u' an ,uu:o -draIft .

emLorzn-c III r.:0uh every effort to cent root col le-! u'oeri tios,
rthic ni mili Lu- recruit in, andi fru:,troto the :clcct ivo :'e.v ice
..;yo; ton. I utim offic 11 iii Ii e!xpcCted, therefore~, to aff ord
thin pxrr:;m c(nt loIu::i effoctilve :ittcrt tn IIn eoe;.r tilmt n o
opportualit 5 vill bo msdto, destroy this'-inisidiou3 movement.

See pieuor-andim C. 1). Thlennan to lr 1C u1ia
captioned as above, dlatedJ 10/7/638, prepared by
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EXHmBrr 57-1

FBI.

Date: 8/1,C3

.1 01o0 inq if), i

LIT I -4

TO: DIRlECTORl, FBI

FROM1: SAC,'d Jcbf (!i+

RE: ColuTIELPRO- - UL~x L3 7J

is.

-By routing . iP, 7/11/63 the )3urcnlu for'-;.erded to
Ai-esCt c.+1 CoT1ch of the income tax returns of Ptzf~s)( .

*(, Jecurit: In~ux - Kcy Activist) for thcen,~rG of iybb
In S657. Ain exn.innntion of those rcturnsT rericto that %&"aa1 8 X

claimed deductions which, at the very cAnst, provideo Wi

for juastioni.' by WS. For cxcnlc, in the year 15bu7 Q I
cla.;nd total deductions of 6~.565 froma a total ndjusued irncomal
of :$16,659, or over onu-third of his adjusted g~ross inco:me.
Included in thsaec~duction! were nutonobile exp:ennea, other
Q1ravc.1 expnnues, r'.lntetiene of offi.ice space in his home even

contributicns. Included in the latter item wecre contributions i
to the SPCCK Peace Fund, IfLL's Counseling' Service (n iinti- /
draft opera tioni' *e -7~; Fr)'' a:::, r
5tudent iVon-Violdiica dratn ot~tb n SS

* Iurernu -authority; is rcqnucstcd to call'3 .1 return~s
for !Q?66 and 1967 to tha attention of local IRS oIfficials w:ith
the view' of si.-iqstlnj that that Service moy wis~h to nfford
his returns in cdtianeiltf.In o dninjw

'r V 4t/fr(r vet that local NGbe La dvlzcd of pubiXLc
rource materin! pon'rnin e~r x~~ n.ccivitlien the ::etionnl
Mobili.zation Cci::.ittec, 'Of which hc WS a k~ asha 1
end the anti-draft moveant with whnich he has been pjublicly'
identified on nunioroup accasiona. If thc Uureou concurs

2-

(5) -

ant-
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with this rncc.-Lv~endation it ise 6ontcmhlatcd that no't n
egnfot' rn, m ir.'? f'/ would bc callcd to the tittentih of

of thec IIS officc In m~e~ r C4-Y 11 PnnCtOr
ha wor"hcd Cloa-'ely with the- mrkwrzbt Ft51 office in

_71.rej. n ion to othe .r mjatters and h-, has bcen cxtreme.l coorierative,
discrect and reliable during the course of these relationships.

*In the event IRS dcmas it fcauibic tc prccccd
,.with furthe:r ox; ir.,tion of Frorx b retu'rns, the follo-aing

benefits could bc expected to accru'c therafrosi:

1. Due to the budn. upon th.e ta*..pa cer of provin.g
deduction.;ai~d P~ could be rcaul.rcd. to produce
docu-,.ntary eA .dc-acc ru.nnorting hi- clajis.' This colilJd
prove to be both difficiilit cnd sjnbarrassin3 particularly
with respect to validating- thecdai for hom-2 r!aintecnce.
d~diUicti.onn. ji-h-.-J~rf fct edu'es~eol h-s

.),typa. of study found in miany homes rather ti;-:n octiv-aJ offie
spnce. Validations of contr,.butions to SHCC. SDS and the.
Hall Counaelih:- Servicernoy also be productive of.cm~barrasng

*2. 'If PEX In 'unable to faubstoiitiate hl:s claims
in the 'face- of detailed -scrutiny by. IR~S' it. could,, of courm
result in financial loss to him.

3. Most imnrtantly, if IRlS conitacbt with "Po4
can be arrar-ed within th2 next tw ;rks tau.u;1)f~ on

. ; ray be a oreof distraction durinr: t4he criticcal perioj
Whenl h C is enparfed in ti~t~~ nd plan's fo irein61 the
Democ ra.c Utionai Co ctq) i

~~eot~~eenfrrati~ ot 1lT "tiedinf;ure in Dcac nn piann2 i.i'
can bring7 to beer -.mcn .Inio activity-) can only accruec to the
benefit of the Government. and fceneral puiblic.

*The. Burenu is -renucfated to considcr this ru',Ceation
and affordm &w,~-, eit the woilfit ol* iti cc:%mcrit5 a t Mic
earliest po:ssible Nn. o action will be ta% :ni by d:13s
office pen 'din,- rc'cciptL olf thne iurcau'a rcsponLP to thiG
COI1gfELP'BO rcccmmehldation.

-2-

66-077 0 - 76 - 40
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1)LI1C'J'ONU, Mil, iAIJTi) IMIlL 34, 1964)

It it.1 1:11ve 'witfat 'io'no:: ouai cactitneI:':: f :d'C i -i
.in I*.:a' a *I I a; a ''i: iI a t d Ii-I( I .,-C IP;):': ::1

upto e "I!: *. : "W C willn .n l qO M h7, SU. . vol :;1: 0 )-
c:LJi'va to , Ap : : u 1.:1tiry Jor rep' 1 iw l' :::' .n 'iipy : o ::-,

k c ''." .11::cI .in I JiJ.::; LM dwoio':: thin t':±nal :

vi:.; tr:l; Via ii.J ',' ui)ec.: 1 ftIii;< 2'e :.i ; r' .:l ' t I .: ,

rinmn ju - .* rih -t. he i.renetted 1 J:i,; I,:'' t i',3 in : : ifri f t~ fu.11,

of1 t t:f: iy '0 p '.::i :!j; uin: 0 :a 0 ccoanJil-;*:iia: acoii'':r:1:*
clliiaite ifiti,: a;:'afai.utcan:i. VF:f'' t L1'l.'s ii '.;'::t:it. l

it I:: :'i:':'c:Lt Lf.:af1::' :ii' f thic: 0 Can'f *i I 'tii IcL :,CU) ; 't'

\:t:.::ii t'fi0 f':'iii.1.:111: , 1.ax ftie fi t ft~iu -ia : 11 oni': '.0 : i:
th:! (p.rivacy c : *t i e) Chi'i:i, fwi',ctf ill t e:1 I:1 ic;': :"ica Lo

KiwI'U riJL ' ZiuatfaL':i Um'lu:Jitin;:i'e::.ft *e.n

MAkci i..

. ' '-'2

III:;;E fio"!
ho4. *
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EXHIBrr 57-2

DIRECTOR1, FBI , uA*I': 2-1-6

L SAC, ST. LOUIS

JECT: COUNTER- INTgLLIGENCE PROG!A I
BLACK NATIOALIST --B1ATE GROUPS
(DLACK LIDEitIATUIS)

Enclosed for the Bureau are two copics and for Springficl:
one copy of a letter to "SISTE10

The following counter-intelligonce actiLvity is being pro)' .eod
by the St. Louis Division to be directed against lie 3
former of the DUjACK LIBEATC.tS (BUfilc 157-10J:-),

The activity attempts to alienlat
him from his wife and cause suspicion among the BJ3L CK LIBii-uITOiS th:c
they have a dangerous troublemaker in thdir midst. -

BACKGROUID:

is.currently separated from his wife
who lives with their two daughters in 11e occas ionally

as 01Money alHo snijo apfMpers to be a faithitil, loving wife, 'who is
a arently convinced that her husband is porforming a vital service to

the Black world and, therefore, she must endure thi.5 separation witiout
bothering him. She is, to all indications, an intelligcnt rcspectable
young mother,. who is active in the AB.E Methodist Church in

2 - urCu * (Encl..2)
2 - Apringf ie I (Encl. 1) R1.1

- St, Louis

Bur U.S. S.ri:cr lodr Rq'Ld dr or de V.uordI tri P/.,
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EXPLANATION OF LETTER:

The enclosed letter was prepared from a penmanship, spelling,
and vocabulary style to imitate that of the average Black Liberator
member. It contains s'evcral accusations which should cause
wife great concern. The letter is to be mailed in a cheap, unmarked
envelone with no return address and sent from St. Louis to

Since her letters to are usually sent via
the Black Liberator JHcadquarters, any member would have access to
getting her address from one of her envolopes. This address is
available to the St. Louis Division.

Her response, upon receipt of this letter, is difficult to
predict and the counter-intelligence effect Will be nullified if she
does not discuss it with him. Therefore, to insure tha and the
Black Liberators are made aw are that the letter was sent, the below
follow-up action is necessary:

St. Louis will furnish with a machine copy of the
actual letter that is sent. Attached to this copy will be a neat

"A mutual friend made this available without
knowledge. I unders tand she recentIv

recieved this letter from St. Louis. I suggest
you look into this matter.

God Bless You."

WThis TbtW' l(1 give the impression that sociebui one oi
close friends, probably a cini ter, obtained a copy of tihe

letter and made it available to The above matorial is to ix
mailed by the Division at anenymously in a
suitable -envelope with no return address to:
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The folloi.r rcesults are anticipated following the
execution of the above-countcr-intelligcnce activity:

1. 111 fooling and p6ssibly a lasting distrust will be.
brought- about between 'and his wife. The concern
over what to do about it may detrnct from his time spent.
in the plots and plans of lie may even decide

to spend more time with his wife and children and lss
time in Black Nationalist activity.

2. The Black Liberators will waste. a great deal of time
trying to discover the writer of the letter. It is
possible that their not-too subtle investigation
will.lose present members and alienate potential.ones.

3., Inasmuch as Black Liberator strenrh is obbing at its
lowest level, this action may well be the "death-blow.

F
RECOwr DATION:

Bureau authority is requested to initiate the above-
described activity. .
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'SIXC, St. Louis

RC t
Director, F'II

ExmBrr 57-

S2/23/G9

PU!C- C"Ou -"Si

St. Lou-.:,, i,; nuthcrivv)I to rnd '.nonyio:cu, lcl-zor
cot oult ill rct An!i t:o'> to I:Jt:!o

~ 1tt:~ r~~.:rIin rclet. -: a cc~ .: crcuJ;-11y

to inz-urc t.ii cam.6, bo traced to this J ureau.

TheIi Vu::nu fcals thoro should ie n.n interval t-c
thc tw.o lottcir. c.? :!t lenrt tcn d-yr. ',t. Louiz; S!cuid z~i"

OZ -at scCcnd letter should bo mailed.

Should advisew tha B~ureauSt?. Louis flnl(
-~.4 a.., *eoul.
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Letter to St, Louis
RLE: CP:r2:.;LI:2c XGiMN

Dl *: C.k'iI:.M; ILITE G-CU1P3

RL~ACALIZAC3
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ExmuBIT 58-1

1 'NIEn STAT 'S (;01R N MENT,

MeA~morandum
Mr. Mohr DATL: August 29, 1964

Koh C, D. DeLoach

ImJsCT: SPECIAL SQUAD
ATLANTIC CITY, NEW JERSEY
DEMOCRATIC NATIONAL CONVENTION
AUGUST 22 - AUGUST 28, 1964

IvAJOR ACCOMPLISiMENTS: .

In connection with the assignment of the special squad to Atl:untic City,

New Jersey, 8/22-23/64 at the direction of the President, I wish to report the succesSt-

completion of this assignment. Dy means of informant coverage, by use of various

confidential techniques, by infiltration of key groups through use of undercover agents.

and through utilization of agents using appropriate cover as repurters, we were aune u

keep the White house fully apprised of all major developments during the Convention's

cou1rse.

Fortexample, through nforniant coverage and by controlling the

situation, -we were able to prevent a 60tentially explosive stall-in and sit-in demon-

Atration planned by ACT and By counseling Messrs. Jenkins, Carter

n-uid Moyers, ve convinced them that theyimust make major changes in controlling

admissions into the Convention Hall and thereby preclude infiltration of the illegal

Mississippi Freedom Democratic Party (MFDP) delegates in large numbers into the

space reserved for the regular Mississippi delegates. Througi nur counteri utelligene-

florts.* Jenkins, etal., were able to advise the President inndyance regardung mnjor

ans of t&LiVDPd~l e s TIe White House considered this of priise importance.

'hrough our highly confidential coverage of Martin Luther King1

together with siiilar coverage we established on the headquarters of

CORE-SNCC, we were in a position to advise the WiiteHouse in advance of all plans

made by these two sources in an' effort to disrupt the orderly rogress of the Convention.

This coverage was highly effective.

COVERAGE IIIGILIGHTS:

I feel this squad operated very effectively. Squad members averaged

in exce pf pig)lb hours overtime daily. They approached each assignmint as a

m-NTINUED-OVER
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Deoachl to Mohr
R2 Special Squad, Atlantic City, New Jersey

SDemocratic National Convention
August 22-28, 1964

challenge and with enthusiasm. The Agents were constantly alert to exploit
opportunities for ponctration of key dissident gr oups in Atlantic City and to suggest
counter measures for any plans to disrupt the Convention.

Our informant coverage worked particu.rly well. With Bureau approvPl.

I instituted coverage similar to that on Kin' on CORE-SNtC headquarters a-

their Atlantic Avenve meeting hall. Our. successfully

penetrated the headquarters of the MFPD delegation at the Gem Motel and the head-

quarters for their strategy meetings, which was located in the basement of the Union

Baptist Temple Church.

Additionally, we utilized a hiaily successful cover through cooperation

of the furnished us
credentials. I selected several of the members of the squad to utilize this cover.
Aaa pi ;; ~c cf 0,r zj;nrtcrs" v.as'able to gain the? Cj"j "~n

Our "reporter" was so successful, in fact, thall was givin;
ofil tLh u r lu': sic" or background purposes, which he. rcquested our

''i orter" not to print.

One of our' successfully established contact
with, Saturdity night, August 22nd, and maintained this relationship
Jbrouahoul the course of the entire Convention. By midweek, he had become one of

confidants. This, of course, proved to be a highly valuable source of
intelligence since was constantly trying to incite racial groups to violence.

DISSMINATION O' IFOFlaTICiN:

During our Convention coverage, we disseminated 44 pages of
intelligence data to Walter Jenkins. -Attached for your information is a copy of these
daily summaries. Additionally, I hept Jenkins and Moyers constantly advised by
telephone of minute by minute developments. This enabled them to make spot d1ecisic::z
and to adjust Convention plans to meet potential problems before serious trouble
developed.

In connection with communications, as you know, we arranged for a
i,]sed line between the Bureau and our control post in Atlantic City. We also
establi5hqd a 0ivate line for exclusive use by our informants.

informants dispatched from other cities and Newark informants s:S
ti Phond to PVmit their oral reports. This post was, of course, manned on a
24-hour basie.

- 2 - CONTINUED-OVER
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DeLoach to Mohr
I .Special Squad. Atlantic City, New Jersey

Democratic National Convention
August 22-28, 19G4

During the period when the Convention was actually in progress, we
established a secondary command post at the Convention lall Rotunda operated by an

Agent using his "reporter" cover.! As you know, the boardwalk was the center of

agitation by dissident elements. Throughout the course of the ConvLion, pickets
were active in t tie area immediately in front of the Convention Hall entrance. We

necessarily kept-these people under close observation.

PRELIMINARY PREPARATION:

Prior to the squad's departure for Atlantic City, we secured all

available portinent backgroundinformii tioni on the dissident groups and their leaders

who were exticcted to be present. , In addition, we took blind .memoranda with us which

were prepared and approved plior to our departure. This proved most helpful. -On

Wednejday morning, Mr. Jenkins urgently requested background informatton oit
whoh th the

MFDP delegation. The White House also requesteI a blind meinorandtim on
Within 15 minutes of the request. the -

;144 i li ihed to Jenkills. -lie was h1ighly leased and s:id

thi .vas 91 vital importance to their. operation, as you willrecall has an arrest

recorcl

We also prepared-thumbn ail sketches on all key dissident groups expected
at the Convention and we maintained separate files on the activities of King, Communist
Party groups; airea hoodlums, -informants, the MFDP and other groups. This was
done in order that we could maintain separate running accounts on each major disruptive
organization which was present. . -

.IALsoN:

On arrival in Atlantic City we immediately established necessary liaison
with the Secret Service, Atlantic City Police Department, New Jersey State Highway.
PatrQl and vith the men directing Convention activities. We also established contacts
will -to arrange for courier service between the Seat of-Government
and our headquarters ill Atlantic City.

DALY:COUNTER MEASURES BY SPECIAL SQUAD.

- As ansexample-of the type'of problems encountered by this secial .
sq in.Atlantic City, following is a brief resume of some of the situations wh ich

de (ped during the Convention:

\ \ - 3 -. CONTINUED-OVER
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Monday, Au'ust 24, 1964

On Sunday morning, August 23, 1964, we located a truck on Pacific
Avenue carrying a burned-out car, a huge burlap-wrappcd cross and a large church
bell. Rumors swept Atlantic City that the car was actually the one used by Schwerner
Goodman and Chaney. Shortly after its appearance this truck was placed on a parking
lot close by Convention Hall. We quickly established the fraudulency of those rumors
and through police contacts we thwarted the racial group's plans to parade this burned
car through Atlantic City streets.

On Monday, we furnished Mr. Jenkins details regarding the plans of
CORE, the American Nazi Party, the Student Non-violent Coordinating Committee and
initial plans of the MFDP.

Auorooriate officials were notified of the intention of the Negro racial
groups to esta)lish a silent vigil on the boirdwalk -.t the main entrance to Conven.tin
Hall. This vigil was to he-maintaincl until a report was issued by the Credentials
Committee Pegarding tle seating of the MFDP delegates.

Tuesday, August 25. 1964

Jenkins was advised that Martin Luther King had prevailed upor
to come to Atlantic City that day. We alerted White House representatives

-regarding compromise proposals for seating of the MFDP and furnished them infornia-;
regarding plans of the Progressive Labor Movement groups, ACT and other dissident
organizations. Martin Luther King attemptecd to arrange a rendezvous with a

-?of Pltilalolpia. Our sources reported that SNCC and CORE were
attenifting, to secure tickets to gain entrance to Convention HIal. Through a highly
confidential source, it was learned that CORE and SNCC had been advised that the
President was bringing pressure to bear on the delegates of 15 states to preclude their
support of a move to bring the Mississippi delegates issue to the floor of the Convention.

Wednesday, August _26. 1964

We submitted reports reflecting that the militant members of MFDP
ander the leadership of were revolting against the leadership of Martin
Luther King and We advised Jenkins that the MFDP delegates had flatly
rejected the co mpi;omise proposal to seat the MFDP delegation. We reported that

- 4 - CONTINUED-OVER
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as attempting to promote a stall-in to block access to

Convention Hall. was instrucicd by to plan this

demonstration and through our control of him we were able to cumpctcly thwart
We also alerted the White House in advance regarding the telegram prepared.

by ACT demanding amnesty for Harlem rioters andfor Federal registrars to police
Negro voting in the South.

In consultation with Convention planners, -wepointed out serious gaps
in controlling admission to Convention Hall which had permitted entrance of dissidcent
elements on the Convention floor. Jenkins immediately placed these recomilnendations
into effect.

Thursday, August 27, 1964

Atlantic City early Thursday morning, and appropriate officials were advised of this.

.We also reported efforts of CORtE-SNCC leaders to secure uniforms of the Young
'ens for Johnson roups and to .utilize then for gaining entrance into Convention

Ha.. We were able to report thit the number of participants of the silent vigil would
dwindle.rapidly. Although the demonstrations quieted down Thursday night. we were
heavily involved in checking out the reports that a'four-man group of Puerto Rican
terrorists from New York were in Atlantic City in an attempt to assassinate the
'President.

MISCELLANEOUS:

..Fo liberiefitolith Inomestic Intel iecnce anl onoral Investirative
Divisions, separate memnoranda are being suOnitted regqrding infomant coveragce. I
am also recommending letters of appreciation to cooperative individuals whose efforts
facilitated the squad's work in Atlantic City.

INFORMANT ACTIVITIES:

In connection with our Convention coverage, the special squad utilized
the following sources:

ROU ymbol number informants from other offices;
confidential sources from other offices;

0 \ 5liaison source

B 5 . QQNTINUED-OVER
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technical sources
special agents vorking in an undercover capacity
Negro informants

.established sources in the Atlantic City area
Atlantic City, informant- ex 4r f.
Atlantic City Security informants

Our source from was in the inner planning circles
Another source the Progressive Labor Movement delegates to

Ilantic City. Although the organization was inactive, we had sources in the
roups. A Newark informant served of SNCC-COaL.

'IGANIZATIONS IN ATLANTIC CITY:

Tha0 e was 15~e.a~ Gc jaratc
'tiantic City during the course of the Convention. The leading groups included:

Mississippi Freedoin Democratic Party (MFDP)
Council of Federated Organizations (COFO)
Congress of Racial Equality (CORE)

., Student Non-violent Coordinating Committee (SNCC)
ACT
Independent Citizens Committee
American Nazi Party
White Party of America
. E. 13. Du Bois Clubs.
Communist Party, USA
Womenis International League for Peace and Freedom
The Progressive Labor Movement

ECOMMENDATIONS:

(1) The majority of the following personnel averaged over eight iours pi
ay during the five clays the special squad was handling its responsibilitics. They
'perated in a very competent fashion and it is, therefore, recommended that letters

quesation o D - D- rector's signature be considered for them. If approved ....*

eu i-ep Administrative Division. (A separate memoranduI *

'OCOct 1 W95
- 6 - RECOMMENDATIONS CONLI.'
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being firnished the Administrative Division regarding the specific duties handled by
these employees.)

(2) A number of the following employees had only minor duties inasmuc:
as they \vere not used full-time on the special squad, however, in view of the quiet and
efficient manner in which they handled their responsibilities, letters are believed
deserved.

EfIE G FROM
-OCT' 1J 15 - 7- RECOMMENDATIONS CONTINUED
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(3) It is recommended that letters from the Director be given to the
fllowing personnel who assisted materially in the success of this operation:

Ocr I 15
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EXHIBIT 58-2

UNITED STATES COVERNMENT

Mernorandun
MR. CALLAHAN DAI. January 29, 1975

FROM H. N. BASS ETT -

SUJEcr: SPECIAL SQUAD AT DEMOCRATIC NATIONAL CONVENTION
ATLANTIC CITY, NEW-JERSEY, 8/22 --28/64

Reference is made to my previousmemorandum caption6d as above,
dated 1/28/75 (copy attached). That which follows elaborates somewhat on
various elements of our special coverage of the 1964 Democratic National Con-
vention (DNC) and amplifies certain aspects of our operations therein.

A review of Bureau file ion the Mississippi Freedom Demo-
cratic Party (MFDP) indicalis the file was opened to reply to a request from? "
Walter Jenkins, Special Assistant to President Jbhnson, for a.name check on (1
MFDP and certain persons connected.therewith. He was advised. "FBI has
never conducted an investigation of the MFDP and its files contain no record
of it." Results of name checks on certain indivichals were set forth tcgether p
with public source data from the 7/21/64 edition of the Washingtonl Post and a
an iby-4h-e4Wasington Field Office on 7/21/64 at the.local office
ofthe MFDP on general information on its objectivesaid identity of its staff
members. This information was set forth in a blind memorandum to Mi.
Jenkins dated 7/22/64.

On 8/21/6-1, responding to a request dated 8/19/64 from Mr. John
Doar of the Civil Rights Division of the )epartment, inemoianda were sent to8. ,
Deputy Attorney General Katzenbach. Dear had requested name checks on 40
persons in the MFDP leadership and convention delgation members. The
me m is Gin tpate..'This Dller as C notL clted any invostigiation concernii

the Mississippi Freedom Democrati Prli-ty nor has it taken any steps to identif
party members."

It should be noted that three civil rights workers who traveled to
Mississippi were discovered missing on 6/22/64 and their automobile found
burned on 6/23/641. On 6/23/61 Presidet Johnson was advised of these facts
and requested taei kept aware of all aspects of the investigation which had
been requested by tile Civil RIi'.hts Diri:.'l of the Dcpartment of Justice (f the ;:'r'
FBI. The three bodies of these worker, were found thereafter on 8/4/64.
On 8/23/64; a'flat-be:) I ru 1k ith a burncd car on it appeared in Atlantic City,
New Jersey, and it w/ jed to be the automobit al the three murdered S

Enclosure .
1 - Messrs. , ../'n

CONTINU:1) - OVER , . ,:*
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.1emoranduni to Mr. Callahan

-Nte; Special Squad at Democratic National Convention
Atlantic City, New Jersey, 8/22 - 28/64

civil rights workers in Mississippi. Furthermore, information was received

that the parents of one of these individuals would appear at a rally during the

DNC.

On 8/25/64 Assistant Director Cartha DeLoach telephoned a memorandum

to Mr. Mohr from Atlantic City to the effect information from Walter Jenkins

and informants indicated the question of seating the MFDP delegates was expected

to reach the floor of the DNC the evening of 8/25/64. lie said "The crucial point

of the convention in so far as possible violence is concerned will occur between

4:30 p.m. and 6:30 p.m. this afternoon. if the Mississippi Freedom Democratic

Party is not seated then the unruly elements within the Negro group will possibly

attempt to dehionstrate." DeLoach indicated that every effort was being extended

to cover developments pertinent to this possible violent situation.

There follows under appropriate caption in summary form information

relative to our coverage at the DNC.

COVERAGE RELATIVE TO POTENTIAL CIVIL UNREST,
pyMnNSTRATIONS AND POSSIBLE VIOLENCE

A review of the summaries furnished to Walter Jenkins by Mr. DeLoach

during the DNC indicates over 25 separate entries dealing with demonstrations

insofar as their times, places, groups involved, number of participants, and

general nature thereof were concerned. A great majority of the Bureau person-

nel still on active duty who were assigned to this special squad in Atlantic City

have indicated that the attaining of intelligence informatio relative to possible

violent civil disorders was the primary purpose of their efforts during the DNC.

..- Ou .c'overage in thi. re gar<1 wvas h1,iwto through exte;nsive informant

coverage at Atlantic City and as a rosult of in r jeation received from informants

in other parts of the country as well. Additioal 1y, we utilized Agents in various

undercover capacities to develop such inforniali. Furthermore, a great deal

of information in this regard was, in fact, rec-ived as a result of the technical

coverage fatilized. Where ippropriate, the infouniation obtained was disseminated

to the U. S. Secret Service and other interested; law enforcenlent agencies as

well.

ACTIVITIES RELATIVE TO ' THE PROTECTIO OIF TE P1ESIDENT

QI:1A review of the interviews of the previously mentioned special squad

personnel still on active dutylos indicated thia a majority of them felt that their

1U - 2 - CONTINUED -OVER
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Re: Special Squad at Domocratic National Convention

Atlantic City, New Jersey, 8/22 - 28/64

assignment in part was related to the.augmenting'of the U. S. Secret Service in-
sofar as the protection of the President was concerned. One Agent indicated

that Buredu personnel did,. in fact, actively assist in the protection.of the

President and his family while they were at the DNC.

A review of Bureau file captioned "Disruption of Democratic
National Convention. Information Concerning (Internal Security)" did not reveal
any information directly relating to the proteption of the President.

A review of the DeLoach summaries to Mr. Jenkins indicated ond
instance where a demonstration was planned to take place upon the President's---- -

arrival at convention hall and another incident which revealed a breach of
security which allowed an individual to enter the convention hall and proceed
directly to the podium atrea. This information was furnished immediately to
the U. S. Secret Service.

Information is contained in the interviews of the former special squad
personnel that FBI Agents were utilized in supplementing U. S. Secret Service
personnel on the convention hall floor.

m.u'u4FOuMA~lCN v EtcursOF POSSIBLE POLITICAL SIGNIFICANCE

A further review of the DeLoach summaries revealed approximately
20 separate items which do not appear to relate directly with possible civil
unrest - demonstratgons or with the protection of the President. These items
were developed as a result of the various types of coverage we had at the DNC
but a great number thereof were obtained through our technical coverage. A
sampling of these items includes the following:

2.* Informant information received that Congressinan Adam Clayton
Powell was carrying a revolver.

3. Informant information relative to National Assdciation for the
Advancement of Colored People. planning a maeeting at a church.

4. Informant relative to'King's speaking before various state delegations.

*QWl :;u 1i* - 3 - CONTINUED - OVER
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Q. Information that the Congress of Racial Equality headquarters in

Atlantic City was attempting to have Congressman office in

Detroit, Michigan, picketed, claiming he was "shakey. .

Allegations in the press that the coverage of the FBI was used to

follow the activities of Attorney General Robert F. Kennedy were not substantiated

in any way by file reviews.

A review of the statements furnished by the special squad personnel

includes various instances where they relate a portion of their overall purpose

was to insure that there was nothinW which would "embarrass the President.

One Agent indicated that DeLoach placed emphasis on the fact that the

Prosldiitfdid notivish to le iiarrassed in any way and that information was

to be gathered which would assure that there would be no such embarrassment.

Two statements were furnihed by
in this renard.. One states "I would like to state that at no time did

I ever consider the above to be a political operation but it was obvious that

DeLoach wanted Jo impress Jenkins and Moyers with the Burcau's ability to

develop information which would be of interest to them" Furthermore. in

response to a question as to whether the Bureau's services were being utilized

for political reasons, Williams answered, "No. I do recall, however, that

on one occasi I was present when DeLoach hold a lengthy telephone conversa-

tion Nt\lWil Jenkins. Theyappeared.to be discussing the President's 'image.

S4 -4 CONTINUEP - OVER
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At the end of the conversation DeLoach toldlus something to the effect, 'that
may have sounded a- little political to you but this doesn't do the Bureau any
harm.'

Other Agent personnel on the special squad indicated in the negative
insofar as the above question is concerned.

DISSEMINATION

In addition to the summary memoranda furnished by DeLoach to
Mr. Jenkins, information is contained in.Bureau file ) cited above,-
that some of the same information was included in daily letters to the White
House and the Attorney General on current Racial Developments. There was
similar dissemination made to U. S. Secret Service, Military intelligence
agencies and local authorities on a selected basis.

RECOMMENDED ACTION

For information. It should be noted the information contained
herein setting forth that the White House and the Department made requests

( in194 Dorin i oiat fom Bureau files concerning the MFDP has been
incorporated into a separate LHM being prepared for the Deputy Attorney
General.

"V

OCTJ;3 \1il
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Memorandum to Mr. Callahan
Re: Special Squad at Democratic National Convention

Atlantic City, New Jersey, 8/22 - 28/64

The only informatioif located in Bureau files concerning

the special squad in Atflantic City was an eight-page memorandum (copy attached)

with enclosure located in the file of DeLoach. This is a memorandum from

DeLoach to Mohr dated 8/29/64 which sets forth that in connection with the

assignment of the special squad in Atlantic City at the direction of the President,

DeLoach wished to report the successful completion of this assignment. He

states that by means of informant coverage, use of various confidential tech-

niques, infiltration of key groups through use of undercover agents and through

utilization of Agents using appropriate cover as reporters, we were able to

,keep the White House fully apprised of all major developments. DeLoach also

advised that immediate liaison was established in Atlantic City with Secret

Service as well as state and local police.

This memorandum refers to highly confidential coverage of Martin Luther

King and Bayard Rustin, along with similar coverage established on the lead-

quarters of the Congress of Racial Equality (CORE) - Student Nonviolent

,Coordinating Committee (SNCC). DeLoach states he was able to advise the

White Hoisp in avance of all plans made by these two sources and coverage

was htighly effective. DeLoach advises "with Bureau approval' he ins~uted L .c
coverage on CORE - SNCC headquarters at their meeting hall and our. aa

penetrated the headquarters of the Mississippi Freedom

Democratic Party (two separate factions were contesting seats for the Mississippi

delegaticon and was a highlight of the convention) and through cooperation wvith the

management of NBC news our Agents were furnished NBC press credentials.

DeLoach reported that 44 pages of intelligence data was disseminated to Walter

Jenkins at the White House and to his memorandum he attached a copy of those

daily sununaries dated 8/24, 5.26, 27/64i. -Thcse summaries are in effect

a ruhiiiklog' ofdev lopments which took place at the convention. DeLoach also

states he arranged for a lease line between the control post at Atlantic City and

the Bureau. He concludes the memorandum by making recommendatiuns that

personnel involved, namely 27 Agents, one radio nmaintenance technician and

two stenographers of the Newark Office be commended. Mr. Hoover noted

DeLoach ihould receive a meritorious award.

Bureau file 62-48771, serial 218, reflects a memorandum from Mr.

Hoover wherein Walter W. Jenkins, Special Assistant to the President, called

.and stated the President wanted Jenkins to call the Director to express the

QQJ( 30 1975 - 5 - CONTINUED - OVER
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thought the job the Bureau had ,done in Atlantic City was one of the finest the
President had ever seen. According to this memorandum. Jenkins told Mr.
Hoover there were a lot of bad elements up there and because of the work
some of the Bureau people did they knew exactly where the y.were and wha;
they were-doin and conseauentlv they were not able to be very effective:

A thorough review of Bureau records, including a review of abstricts
of Mr. Hoover, Mr. Tolson. Mr. Mohr.as well as Mr. DeLoach, failed to
locate any memorandum or other document pertaining to a request having been
received from President Johnson or anyone at the White House instructin

euttraveraae at the convention. It should be noted that
at this time DeLoach was responsible for liaison with the White House and had
a direct line at his residence to the President so it well may be that this request
was made directlv to DeLoach who in turn discussed it orally with Mr. Hoover
or Mr. Tolson but for one reason or another the request was never put in
writing.e

STATEMENTS OF SPECIAL SQUAD PEREONNEL STILL ON ACTIVE DUTY

On 1/26/751the Inspection Division di-ected ateletype incorportin
12 questions to the 19 Agents and one radio maintenance technician who are
still on active duty and were with DeLoach at Atlahntic City. These questions
were desiened to have the participating personnel furnish us with their recol-
lection as to their duties and involvement at Atlantic City: Detailed responses
were promptly received and all personnel acknowledged their participation in
the special squad under DeLoach's leadership at the convention. All responded
there was no question in iheir mind at the time but that they were in Atlantic .
City to fulfill the FBI's jurisdictional responsibilities and they did not feel that
the purpose of the special squad was political in nature. Basically, the instruc-
tions to the Agents vino to develop advance information regarding any acts cr
intended acts of violence pertaining to civil disturbances that could arise during

-6 - CONTINUED -OVER
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EXHIBIT 58-3

UNITiD STATE;S li*;'A. tTMENT OF JUSTICI'

FEDERAL IUREAU UP INVESTIGATION

Wa5s1iINGor. ON. I) J20Sa

June 4, 1965

BY LIAISON

Honorable Marvin Watson
Special Assistant to the President
The White House
Washington, D. C.

Dear Mr. Watson:

Reference is made to the President's request
to me earlier today while I was at the White House with
respect to the telegram he received from the artists.
Accordingly, attached are memoranda containing the results
of an FBI name check of Hannah Arendt and twenty other
individuals mentioned in that telegram.

When this letter of transmittal is detached from
its enclosures bearing a security classification, this letter can
be declassified.

Sincerely yours,

Enclosures (18)
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..EXHIBIT 58-4

1UNITIAI) STATES )EPAlTENT UVF J UST ICE

FIEI)ECAL lUREAU M' INVISTIGATION

A*5,,ICTON. tIC. 20O35

July 15, 1966

BY LIAISON

Honorable Marvin Watson
Special Assistant to the President
The White House
Washington, D. C.

Dear Mr. Watson:

On July 12, 1966, Mr. Jake Jacobson,.
Legislative Counsel to the President, rcquested name
checks on individuals whose names appeared in the
"Congressional Record" as signers of letters to
United States Senator Wayne Morse, expressing support
for Senator lorse's criticism of United States policy
toward Vietnam.

There are enclosed eleven memoranda concerning
individuals who may be identical with certain of the
individuals whose letters to Senator Morse were printed
in the "Congressional Record" of July 11, 1966.

Based on the identifying information available,
our files contain no identifiable pertinent information
concerning the remainder of the individuals whose letters
appeared in that issue of the "Congressional Record."

Sincerely yours,

Enclosures - 11
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EXHIrr 58-5

UNIT) STATNh LW)\ikN.1IENT

Alemorandum
Io Mr. W. C. Sullivan D^TA: 5/18/70

most : G. C. Moorc,&-

sunt.1ci: RALPH DAVID ABERNATHY

RACIAL MATTERS

Pursuant to the request made by thd Diyrector

today (5/18/70), there is attached information for the

Vice President regarding militant statements by Ralph

David Abernathy, the President of the Southern Christian

Leadership Conference, which statements invite 
violence.

Information is also included to the Vice President

regarding an incident involving [clzie -agry :W(Cc <-.& +r

On 5/18/70, Abernathy announced a march against

violence, brutality, and killing at Atlanta, Georgia, 
on

Saturday, 5/23/70. At this march, the names of the Nation's-

"Ten Most Unwanted Politicians" will be revealed.

ACTION:

If you approve, the attached letter will be sent

to the Vice President.

Enclosures-c<

15T-105

(6)
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EXHIBIT 58-6

May 19, 11,'70

BY* LIAISO;I

Honorable Spiro T. Agnew
The Vice Proaident
Washington, D. C.

Dear Mr. Vice President:

In respoine to your request, there is attached
information rcgarding militant statements by Ralph David
Abernathy who, although he advocates nonviolence, has
invited violence by some of his '.tatements. The material
also includes i.forrecition about Th (7e\

ad his support of the Black Panther
Party.

For your infor.iation, Abernathy'on May 10, 1970,

annpunced a march against violence, brutality, and killing-
to be held in Atlanta, Georgia, on Saturday, Hay 23, 1970.
Abernathy said tha.t the names of the-aation's "Ten Most
Unwanted Politicians" willbe rev'aled during this march.

Sincerely yours,

E1JNCLOSU.hB . .. 2 MAY20 1970

Enclosure

(8)
HOTE:

See menorandun G. C. Moore to W.
5/18/70, captioned "Ialph David Abernathy,

prepared by

.A -2 .197o. r l- . --,._ AIL I It- L a I I , . :-

C. Sullivan dated
Racial Matter:;,"
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EXHIBIT 59-1

S~n Abany12/20/72

For t0e WO; ix:Dirctor 1DI
W. L,1ark felIt

Actirg Associate Director

r-311I ~.CLC LZTTZR.

PRfercncod LAter in trvucd all finici offiCCS to fun-rliSh

the Bureau i-Al~v4 ~clli:afco cuza ina U',. s~curity -.''Lld .'/uicf

%was to be 1uW:i'ncd to t;. 'I'slu2tna t!*'2 iAtorl'.CY CeQ1'm1 on a

cotinuing~ baoi3. -':31 ::L.6 comm u.nions we're to be fiLnzed with

the code nam~e AM' W"L th~e caption.

Sice the Ampo~tion of this prran ani evoluti n polician

and practicoes ;::az uccurr2'J an, curre'.tL7-, .;: i:.. or~ivaLi0.l Cpeci ied

in roicre,::cao ~t is ::3 )O y C'.Ccii: Il eOiiie in io'nj-. nt"Imbe

for telW:-,C uze :t9nto who. "it WeC15 Muse ":I e ' Attornoy Cencral

"is v'e]I :-.s cit it"e;. :arcC ci t.*!, Covernsa. Accoruiflqly,

tile 'ilt rrrL. p, ir21riactical ru~ss 'UcCn1 i'Cenu-r0a

o'hiolCte and the h-l ;.roaU i5 OViorrr.ii; rce-ciniig instruct.3fls Eset

forth in ralereacod letcor.

11'.2 ternmi'latioa of the '7n'!Ct" .rc Tran- does n~ot relieve

tile responlsib)ility oi "l c", to be :12rt ior th2 inel'~ c(ata

spceffiid i-i rol"'receWd Lirand to sJnt tins5 i.Jornuatiof in a

tieb, nwannor by teypo and iii a forn-,i~l iini2t ionl.

2 - All Field Cfices-
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EXHIBIT 59-2

UNITED STATES Ce'L I RN1ENT

Memorandum
Mr. E. S. Miller DATL: 2/2/73

T. J. Smith

ji.CT: FBI INTELLIGENCE LETTER FOR
THE PRESIDENT CODE NAME INLET"
RESEARCH MATTER

The FBI Intelligence Letter for the President was instituted
in November, 109, pursuant to then FBI Director J. Edgar Hoover's
instructions to keen the President fully informed of significant intelligence
developments within the purYiew of the Bureau's security responsibilities.
Disseminatiok was restricted to the President, the Attorney General, and
later, the Vice President.

By letter dated November 20, 1069, all FBI field offices were
advised to flag information obtained in our investigations important enough
for the President's interest with the code word "INLET. " This was to
include:

*1) Information of iational or international significance which
is security related.

2) Important current or pending developments in major
security cises.

3) Current inforniation which is representative of or calls
attention to a sigAificant developing intelligence trend.

4) Malerial which has a beana~giX national security,,
particularly that from sensitive and/or penetrative coverage of foreign
establishments, which cotdd alfect American relaLions.vitia forogn
countries, or assist in formulating United States policy.

. 5 FER 1(11973
5) "Inside" information concerning demonstrations, disorders,

or other civil disruptions which is of more than TGC 5iplicalie.

6) Items with an unusual twist or concerning prominoit
personalities-which my be of-special interest -to- the PresieiinL or the_,
Attorney General.
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Memorandum to Mr. E. S. Miller
Re: FBI Itelligence Letter for the President Code Name "'ILET"

The FBI had. throuZh several Acninistrations, furnished
various Presidents and Attorneys Geriorarimportantintelligenc matters
onf nmdividual hasis7'~~ Tho Intelligence Lcttcr served to consolidate this
information into one documCnt. By August, 1970, chanres in our conimun-
ications capability, including the ability. to afford immediate teictype
dissemination of intellifcce data to The White House and the development
of other reporting proccaures such as the Summary of Extremist Activities,
made the Intellience Letter no longer necessary. Items submitted for this
Letter by the field were disseminated in these other vays. In December,
1972, the use of the code word "INLET" was discontinued and field offices
so advised. The field was also advised, however, they had the responsi-
hilitv to be alert for this type intelligence data.

ACTION:

For information.
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EXHIBIT 60-1

*Nfi)s.Vxil.s (;tJ\ ,RINMNT

A1i20ra 11du mn
Mr. E. S. Miller

O.I T. J. Smith .

8l 8/29/72

Uetcr ,OADMINISTRATIVE INDEX
SSTiEAMLI'NING NEASURES

T. J..Smith to Mr. E. S. Miller memorandum dated 8/11/71
captioied "Fiscal Year 1974 Budget Policy Guidance," referred
to the fact that wke have been conducting a seven-month 's analysis
of the Bureau's Administrative Index (ADEX) and that it appears
that by implementing certain streamlining measures and altering

requirements for reporting and periodic verification of informa-
ti on, some manpower might be available for reassignment to one
of the other critical areas of our work. In this connection tie
same memorandum pointed out that the Domestic Intelligence Division
has an urgent need for in excess of 500 Special Agents 'to handle
severa1 areas of national security work which are not receivir;
attention deserved. -.

FACKGROUND I
By way of background, the ADE.X-is an outgrowth of the old

Security Index program which in itse.lf was an integral part of
the Emergency Detention Program. The Emergency Detention Program
in latter years derived its authority from Title II of the Internal
Security Act of 1950 (better known as.the Emergency Detention Act).
In the Fall of 1971 the Emergency Detention Act was repealed by
Congress and we, of course, immediately discontinued the Emergency
Detention Program. Since the Security Index was in actuality
an extension of an- integral part of the Emergency Detention
Program, it was believed that the Secuarity Index as it was
structured should also be discontinue.

From an administrative standpoint, however, it was-
believed that the Bureau should be able to immediately identify
individuals who constitute a threat to the national security,
particularly during time of national emergency. The Security
Index enabled us to retrieve information pinpointing such
individuals. Representatives of the Department, during a meeting
following repeal of the Emergency Detention Act, pointed out that
even though Congress has now prohibited a program for emergency
apprehension and detention, circumstances might someday be such

Inspector's addendum page 8

1

1

' 1

1

1
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Memorandum to Mr. E. S. Miller
Re: Administrative Index

Streamlining Measures

that the Government might have to defend itself from attack and
that it would be necessary at such time to quickly identi fy
persons who were a threat to the national security so that
investigation could be intensified and if necessary the President
could go to a joint session of Congress and isk for emergency
legislation permitting apprehension and .detention of persons
who threaten existence of the Government.

The Department advised after consultation that the FBI's
authority to investigate individuals engaged in subversive
actfvity had not been eroded by repeal of the Emergency Detention
Act, and that further repeal of this Act did not in any way
prohibit the FBI from maintaining an administrative index of
individuals who were under investigation for subversive activity.
Accordingly, we devised the Administrative Index for the purpose
of beinjg able to quickly identify persons representing a threat
to the national security. Since we already had the identities.
of such persons contained in the Security Index, we used the
Security Index as a basis for setting up the Administrative Index.
The major .difference, of course, was that whereas persons listed
in Security Index had been listed with a view of possible
apprehension and detention, the persons being listed in ADIX
would not be subject to detention, but would be listed for ready
identification purposes.

Since persons listed in ADEX would not be subject to
apprehension and detention, the requirement for Departmental
concurrence in listing no longer existed. Also, since the
detention factor was no longer a major issue, persons could be
listed irrespective of degree of threat they may represent to
the national security.

Criteria for listing in ADEX were broken down into four
categories. Each category, beginning with Category I, contained
a listing of persons and Category I listed those considered most
dangerous to the national security, while Category IV listed
those least dangerous. As of July 15, 1972, there were 15,259
individuals listed in ADEX. Of this total.1,334 were CaItegory I;
3,452 were Category II; 8,560 were Category III; and 1,913 were
Category IV.

CONTINUED - OVER
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Memorandum to Mr. E. S. Miller
Re: Administrative Index

Streamlining measures

ASSESSMENT OF ADEX

ADEX has now been in operation about: 8 months and we

have had a chance to evaluate its operation and effectivencss
Based on discussions with field personnel as well as our own
observations, we believe that several major changes should be
made at this time.

(1) Whi Ic ADEX has not been intended as an investigative
program, it is somewhat of an extension of Security index which
was an integral part of an investigative program, and there are
vestiges of the investigative program apparent in our operation
of ADEX. ADEX must be clearly separated from investigative
criteria and policy so that it represents a mere by-protluct or

administrative supplement to our investigations and not as a

guideline or controlling factor in the investigation itself,
The very'nature of the criteria for inclusion of individuals in

ADEX are such 'to generate investigative activity which may not
be necessary'we.re it-not for ADEX. Reporting procedures for a

great bulk of* our security -cases are based on the category of
ADEX or the fact that the subject is li sted in ADEX. A great
deal of investigative activity is created because of the requiiement
of periodic verification of residence and employment addresses.
fn other words, existence of ADEX creates investigative and
reporting activity-which might not be necessary otherwise.

(2) It is believed that ADEX is needlessly complex,
particularly from the standpoint -of criteria for inclusion
of an individual, in the ADEX, .and is administratively 'cumbersome.

(3) Most important, it is believed that in light of the

conditions existing today, particularly with respect to emphasis
on invasion of privacy and other First and Fourth Amendment
'rights, the current criteiia for designating individuals for ADEX
are too broad and all-encompassing. As a result, there are dome
individuals now included in ADEX even though they do not realis-

tically pose a threat to the natio*nal security. '.For example,
present ADEX guidelines cover individuals who, are'not members of
subversive or revolutionary groups but who have "exhibited a
revolutionary ideology" and. are likely to seize upon the oppor-
tunity presented by a national emergency to commit acts of

espionage;" etc. No time factor-is inc-luded and, as can be seen,

the language is subject to considerable interpretation. It is .

- 3 - CONTINUED - OVER

66-077 O - 76 - 42
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Memorandum to Mr. I:. S. miller
Re: Administrative Index

Streamlining Measures

believed that such broad terminology would leave us in a vulner-
able position if our guidelines were to be scrutinized by
interested Congressional committees, which has been threatened.

PROPOSED iNEl ADIlX CRITERIA

If for no other reason but practicality, it.is believed
that AlIEX should be a list of individuals who realistically represe..t
an immediate threat to the national seucrity, as opposed to
individuals who might theoretically pose a threat in the future
under a given set of circumstances. We recognize that anyone
who lias embraced a philosophy that includes an overthrow of the
American forw of government is a potential enemy of the Government.
However, in many such instances, an individual may believe in some
other form of government but would be unwilling to engage in
activity more violent than philosophical discussions.

On the other side of the coin is an individual who nt.
only embraces the philosophy of overthrow of the Government, but is
actual ly engaged in some form of activity designed to bring about
that overthrow by force or violence or other unconstitutional means.
It is this latter individual who would seize upon any type of
national emergency to exploit a weakness in Governmental functions
in an effort to wrest control, or who would commit violent acts
such as bombings of public buildings which are symbolic of our
national institutions; ambush killings of police officers who
are the visible symbol of our democratic system; attack water
supplies, power systems, or transportation facilities in an
effort to create a chaotic void into which a revolutionary force
might he able to supplant the Government. This is the type of
individual who should be listed in the ADEX.

It is therefore proposed that the existing ADEX with four
categories representing an unrealistic concept of individuals
constituting a threat to the national security be revised so that
it will include only one category. This would be a list of
individuals who represent an actual danger now to the national
security. It is believed that such a list would embrace most of

the individuals currently listed in Categories I and II of ADEX,
or a total as of 7/1 /72 of 4,786 individuals.

- 4 - CONTINUED - OVER
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Memorandum to Mr. E. S. Miller
Re: Administrative.Index

Streamlining Mjeasures

To do this the criteria would be changed to read as

follows:

"ADEX should be limited to those individuals whose
actions or statements have clearly eitablished that they represent
a current threat to'the national security..

"Included are individuals, whether affiliated with organ-
iced groups or not, who have shown a willingness and capability
for engaging in treason, rebell'ion or insurrection, seditious
conspiracy, sabotage, espionage, terrorism,'-guerrilla warfare,,
assassination of Government officials or.leaders, or other such-
acts which would result in interference with or a threat to the

. survival and effective operation.of national, state, ar, local.
government.

"The. foregoing would include leaders of organizatior
whose aims include the .overthrow or destruction of the-United States
or the government of any-State, Territory, district, or possession
thereof, or ihe government of any political subdivision therein,
by unlawful means. Individuals affiliated with such organizations
who have demonstrated .a"willingness and capability of activity
set forth'under criteria set forth- above would be included, but
mere mmbership in such organization is not sufficient to justify
inclusion in ADEX.

"Individuals should be considered a'current threat tc
the .national.security when reliable information has been
developed that they have engaged in activity falling within
the above-described criteria during the past two years and
there is no indication that they have given up or ceased to
engage'in such activity.'

Adoption of these new criteria.will probably result
in deletion fromADEX of numerous indivi'dials-who are connected
with subversive organizations. For example, there were 4501
Communists in Categories III and IV of ADEX as of 7/15/72.
Additionally.there are members of Socialist Workers Party,' -*
Progressive Labor Party, etc. who will,not meet the revised
criteria of being dangerous ndw. It- is believed that 'the
Bureau should maintain.a listcof-such individuals aside from.

'j'" ADEX in the event we-had to quickly identify known subversives-
throughout the country. We will therefore submit a separate

) proposal to establish a "Communist Index" which will require a
l odicum of effort.on the' part of-the field and Bureau Headquarters.

- 5 - CONTINUED - OVER
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Memorandum to Mr. E. S. Miller
Re: Administrative Index

'Streamlining Measures

Such a list would also be advantageous in quickly
identifying extremists, who though not posing a threat to the
national security, do seek to deny constitutional rights of
others, or are white or black chauvinists or nationalists who
thrive on race hatreds and ethnic discord. We will also
propose that a counterpart to the "Communist Index" be established
to be known as the "Extremist Index." Neither of these indexes
will constitute a program but will merely be a listing which will
be computerized for ready retrieval at any time we need to quickly
identify persons of this type who were involved in activity inimical
to t-he national interest. Details concerning these indexes will
be included in the separate proposal.

MANPOWER SAVINGS

It is difficult if not impossible to estimate a manpower
savings 'as result of redefining ADEX and streamlining its operation.
However, based on the premise that the revised ADEX would contain
primarily what is now Categories I & II, this would mean that about
10,473 individuals would be dropped. If these remained on ADEX,
this many cases would be opened during a twelve-month period due
to necessity to verify employment and residence addresses and to

report any pertinent data developed to date. These cases would be
in a closed status in the field and would be reopened on a
regular staggered basis.

A canvass of ten field offices including New York,
Newark, Cincinnati, Cl.eveland, Milwaukee, Minneapolis, San Francisco.
Los Angeles, Chicago and Philadelphia resulted in an estimate
that roughly 89% of the ebove-described total of 10,473 cases
would be affected. These offices could not give any realistic
estimate of eanpower involved. However, using purely a caseload
average of 40 cases per Agents as *a guide; using the 89% estimate
of the offices canvassed, there would be 9,311 cases opened over
a 12-month period or about 776 cases per month. When revision of
ADEX has been approved and the new criteria have been furnished
to the field, Domestic Intelligence Division will canvass each
Special Agent in Charge to determine specifically, on the basis
of the revised criteria, the manpower savings which can be
directed to higher priority security work. The Inspection
Division, of course, will be in the best position to evaluate
the impact of the revisions in their field audits of ADEX.

- 6 - CONTINUED- OVER
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Memorandum to Mr. E. S. Miller
Re: Administrative Index

Streamlining Measures

It is important to note that there will be no immediate

manpower savings realized since it is anticipated that necessary

review of ADEX cases will not be completed for at least 12 months.

To avoid creating a sudden increase in workload in the field,
instructions are being issued to review existing ADEX cases as the

would normally come up on tickler during the next 12 months under

the old ADEX rules. In this manner all cases now listed in ADEX
can be reviewed without creating an undue burden on-the field.

We will know on a month-to-month basis at Headquarters from

computer print-outs as to progress being made..

RECO:MMENDATIONS:

(1) Attached for approval are detailed instructions
in memorandum for all Special Agents in Charge. Revisions will
be made in Manual of Instructions and submitted separately.

.(2) If proposed revision is approved, investigative
and reporting requirements now interconnected with.ADEX or
dependent on the existence of ADEX criteria will be revised.

(3) I-f proposed revision of ADEXis approved, we will
furnish details to the Attorney General who has been kept informed

regarding our AlEN. isaprvdwiw l

- 7 -
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ADDENDUM: INSPECTOR 8/30/72

During the inspection, the ADEX Program was thoroughly

studied and Inspector concurs in this revision and in the recommenda-
tion of the Assistant Director.



SEz '.87. SFCURIT7 TIiVSTIGATIONa

IV. Changec, additions, and deletions of data appearing in
section A of reserve index cards
(A) Changes in data appearing on ection A reserve

index cards should be submitted tothe Bureau by
form PD-122a.

(B) Deletions from section A of the reserre index
should be recom.mended by letter. The letter should
et forth the basis for the reoonmendation.

(C) Changes in office of origin are to be handled by
submission of form FD-120z. Forward section A
cards to new office of origin.

(b) Scotion B
I. This section is to contain the names of .11 other indi-

viduals includtd in the reserve -index. This section
is to. be maintained only in the field office.

II. ,Changes in office of origin are t o be handled by sub-
mission of form FD-128a. Forward section B cards to
new office of origin.

(4) Content
(a) Each card in section A and section B should contain, as

a minimum, the following:
I. Name and aliases
I. Race

III. Sex
IV. Organizational affiliation or nationalistic tendency
V. Citizen?hip

VI. Residence
VII. eploynant -

VIII. Birth data
IX. Office file number
[X. The letter "S'S" if dissenination has been made to

Secret Service in accordance with instructions in

section 83K, ilem 2, volume III, of this manual)

(b) In addition, membership and position or association in a

subversive group or groups, together with the source and
date of the information, may.be added.

(5) Removal and deletion &' cards
(a) Destroy cards on jndividuals who subsequently become security

informants or sources or who subsequently become subjects

of security indcz cards.
(b) Advice 'the Bureau of the destruction only in the ease of

section A cards.. ...

Security index
(1) Purpose

(a) Security index cards are prepared and maintained by the

Bureau to ser e as operational guide for apprehension of
persons deemed dangerous or potentially dangerous to the
internal security of the country in the event of a national
emirgency.

(b) It shall contain the names of all :: rsons who have been
determired through investigation t: be dangerous or poten-
tially dangerous because of their membership in or affiliation
with or,. espousal of doctrines of basic revolutionary organ-
izations and/or front organizations and who will be
apprehended upon receipt of instructions from the Attorney
Ceneral.

(c) It shall include subjects of espionage investigations and
* any other type of Bureau investigation provided their
* rI activities bring them within the scope of the security index

c riteria.
(d) Action shall be taken against individuals Included in the

* security index only upon authorization of warrants of 4
arrest by the Attorney Ceneral. Bowever, in preparing and
maintaining the security lsdex, to all practical, effects,
the Bureau is making the lecision as to those persons who will

be apprehended in the e-ent of an emergency, inanzuch a the
Attorney General has advised that be does not have funds or

43
6-1'i-'4
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TION 87. SEC'. ITY INVEsTIMt.. I

manpower to review security index cases.

(c) Nl.me a shz.11 be included in the security index only when
investigation has e:stablished and reports(show] sufficient
facts and evidence to justify the inclusion of each subject
in the snecuri Ly itle x.

(f) The contents of the scourity index must be accurate and
correct at all times. latters portaining to its preparation
and maintenance mus be given preferred, expeditious, con-
tinuots,and detailed attention.

(g) Matters pertaining to the security index are strictly con-
fitential and are not to be mentioned or alluded to in
in:-stiga tie yreports.

(h) The general operation and content of the security index
must not be discussed by field personnel of the Bureau with-
out prior Bureau authority.

(i) Hatters pertaining to the security index may be disoussed
with duly qualified representatives of other'Yederal intelli-
gence agencies only on a strictly confidential basis and
only in instances in which an individual subject of prime
interest to one of those services is involvec.

(2) Determination of dangerousness of an individual
(a) The dangerousness of a member or affiliate of a subversive

organization does not necessarily depend entirely upon. his
personal characteristion, such as aggressiveness or a dlis-
position to violence. Although these factors must *be taken
into consideration in evaluating an individual's potential
dangerousness, other factors are essential in making this
determination. An individual's dangerousness also depends
upon the contribution he has made or is making in the advance-
ment of the principles and aims of the subversive movement
with which he is connected or his subversive potentialities
in the event of a national emergency. Bear in mind that a
subject active in a subversive organization is not merely
an isolated individual but is a part of'an organization of
which the purposes are opposed to the best interests o' the
U. S. An individual's loyalty to a subversive organization
and the principles thereof is a primary factor to take into
consideratiosn in evaluating his potential dangerousness;[how-
ever, regardless of evidence of subversive affiliation, all
evidence developed during the course of a security investigation
must be carefully weighed for the purpose of determining
whether the subject's activities depict him as a potentially
dangerous individual in time of a national emergency. Factors
having a bearing upon an individual's potential dangerousness
are numerous and will vary in each case in degree.)
Among such factors are:
I. Long continued membership in a subversive organization

II. Affiliation with or attendance at training schools,
especially leadership schools

III. Frequent or regulAr attendance at organizational meetings
and functions.

IV. Subscriptions to publications of a subversive organization
V. Possession of or continued study of revolutionary litera-

turn -
VI. Preparation or distribution of subversive propaganda and/or

literature
VII. Holding positions in the subversive organization or ic

other organizations of a front character which indicate
confidence of such organizations in his loyalty

VIII. Espousal of a subversive doctrine exemplified in his nts
and utterances

44
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EXHIBIT 60-2

. .1
1
1'

The Attorney General 1 September 30, 1971

r -

Director, FBI 1

aC"LLh1'iICY bDETiNTIdil Pl:0GRIlUI
1

In view of the fact the Prasicent haq signed the Act
reealing Titlo II of the Internal Security Act of-'1950,

. which was cononly referred to as the EMergiency Detention Act
00 of 1950, your vie'ws are being solicited. concerhing FDI

authority to continto investigations of subversive activity
covered, in part, by this Act.

He have discontinued all planning for erergency
aprehension and 6;:-t 2 ntion of thosc subjecs listed in the
Security Iniex, which is a list bf'individuals whose histories
Show they night cve.;c in or conspire to engage in acts of

crpionage1 or sabota'n durinr a. nationalorciergency. We have
likewise discontinised'operatilo of the Security Index, which
was an integral part of imple:-mntation of emergency anorehension.

In addition to statUo4,2autuloity 'provided in the
.mith Act of 1940, Title I of the Internal-Security Act of 1950,
:ho Comunist Control Act of 1951, and statutes relating to

ospionage, sabotago, rebellion and insurrection,-sedition and
.ditious-coneiracy, we.feel that authority for the FBI to
onduct investigations of subversive activity- and related activity

clearly sot forth -in-certaii Presidential Directives. For
S -ample, on Jine-20', 1939, the President issued a confidential
Directive to the heads of various Govonrmcnt Deartments -which
tated: "It is my desire that the investigation of all espionage,

and sabotage matters be controlled and handled by the Federal
Bureau of Investigation of the Department of Justice...." On
September 6,_1939, tle President issued a Directive 'as follows:
"The Attorney General. has been requcsted*by me to instruct the
Federal Bureau of Investigation of the Department of Justice
to take charra of investigative matters relating to espionage,
sbotagesubversive activities and violations of neutrality

"Ia--regulations." This Directive also pointed out that "the inves-
tigations" (by the 'DI)"must be conducted in a conprehensive and

'"' ''-offective manner, on a national basis, and all information

- carqfully sifted out and correlated in order to avoid aonlusion
.- E di susibility."

(40TE: .See memo Cotter to Hiller 9/29/71 re "Eoorjtttcy .etcntion)nf

OCmd.. Ac-PIpeqe2/ ,ecurity Index Progra," prepared b7^TJS:mea.

-mergency Detention Proaram
Yt BOONiC TELETiV' UNlTCE -

17)so classified by
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The Attorney Cenoral

(I Jan uary t, 1243, the President i:.und a Directive
reiteratin his :pr'vioul Directive of Septedser 6, 193:, and
subse;cntly en Jul, 24, 150d, tha Prositdent issuc a third
Directivw, reict't ei' 05 ,ectivn': o'r floto-her 6, 13!,
and January ., 15-13, and broaene0J the scone OZ investigative
activwits J, th ':n' 3 n einclu seiver-'i eaivintic
related mat Er.: :ull as the spcriic latter:: involving

issued a state'ntr in which he cst forth the .aniage contained
in the combined Prsidontial Directives dal Sentanter 6,
1939, Januar1 0, 1943, and July 24, 13950, concerning the
invostic;ativa resionsibility of the P5I in natters relating to
ospionige, saboto-e, sWvertive activitics and relaeted setters."

The, statcnt tih:n pointed alot the JDI i:; alo charged with
investigating all violations of thc Atonic ':nrgy Act and
recenstod rcoperstion of Pll. onforcemnt officers, as in the
previous Pir-ectivea, in reportin all. infoation relating to
violation; Of the Atomic nrgy Act to the nearect reproaontative
of tihe FI.

Based on intorpretation of existin, statute sd .the
languago set forth in the various Presidential Directives cited
above, we feel that the repeal of the Emergency Detention Ac:
of 195) has not eroded the 11's authority adcl respondibilty'
to conduct inv-stic ation of subversive activitios and relater)
matters. Likewiee, we fool that the rer.*oal of this Act doen not
limit the 13I's authority and resconsiility to keop and maintain
awlinistfrative arce, including various intices, which may be
necessary in fulfilling such responsibility and authority.,

I strongly feel that irrespective of the repeal of the
rmorgency Cetention Act, tile Federal Goverment must take
whatever steps.aro necessary, within the la'r, to protect itself
fronm all hostile forces bent on its destruction. We, thorefore,
feel that it is absolutely incurmbent uoon the FBI to continue
investigations of those who pose a threat to tile internal socurity
of the country and to maintain an adiytdnitrativs inac: of such

.individuals as an cssential part of our investigative
responsibility. Such an index not only enablen the FDI to pin-
point individuals who have edtlibitedl a proeno'sity to conduct acts
inimical to national security, but also serves an en extreculy
valuable list of individuals who pose a continuing thront to the
Eafety of the Prosident and thereby enables 'us to providn current
data to U. S. Secet Service concerning backgrounds and where-
abouts of such individuals.

FIVFNF FROM
.-p :" : . - 2 -F-2-

FBI
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The Attorney General

"cu .. :n- t Oefore tp:'te to a vi.:l xthothir yon.

concur in cur otinn chat thfe PI's aithoriiy and reeonsibility
to i:EtiE2to hzavrswx ativitie ;nC relat ':at!oruhas not

ban. proC ' .Tb r"wal of the 1me nc xtention ?.ct. You are

further r com;a;tedr' to .a1 vise if you co)eInt :i; ra opinion that
tIe roc of t . rancv R-tcntion 7, ent prohibit or

licrit c:o E1 'i . Itt . oni '.; ;:u.:xi. iit:-' to ;.y e .i'n. l:ai nta.uli

a'..itir v r inc l:,A-inr an -. :Ain "t-ati v i of

incividuals under inv'si til ,ion in cnictio with subvtrsv
activities and revlatedn matters, which aro-neessary in fulfilling
our investioative autiority and responsibility.

In thie- pst uo have furnished the Internal, Security
Division on a oni;iv bais P current list of iliviiual, listed

on t.he Security Indo::'.his has been Ci:Continl!. Hwever,
in the event yaou amrovc of our maintainina ai afinintrative
ide::, as Zesery:'e cove, plecae auvi;c. tihether the -Internal

Sncurit. 0ilisona--r 'a copy of any current: list ;: -

might 'prsoare in this regard.

You ar also rognozted to advise what disposition should

be made of warrants, ealed envelopes captinoned partraOnt
of Justice Instructions-to United States Attorneys" and- .

"-erkport.ment of Justie Inetructions to United Ststrs f-rshals
which have h-n pint'aino" in each of our field offices in
connection with tle E.rgency Detention Program.

In vic of the urelncy of the matter and the critical
need to contimm" an unintcrru:tci poratu of iivestigating

subversive activities and relatted matters, you are requested to
furnish a reply to the foregoing questions, at the earliest -

possible Line

1 - The Deputy Attorney General

1 - Assistant Attorney General
Internal Security Division

nE~l~ FfiOzM
Jr

-I- 3 -

ctf
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EXHIBrr 60-3

UNITED STATEs (,. ERSUNM ENT - DEPART'M

TO Director DATE:

Federal Bureau of Investigation

FROM The Att . ral

SU13JECT: EMERGENCY DETE TION PROGRAM

This will acknowledge your memorandum of September 30, 1971
regarding the effect that the repeal of Title II of the Internal
Security Act of 1950, as amended, has on the FBI's authority
"to investigat# subversive activities and related matters."

With respect to your initial inquiry, I wish to advise you
that the FBI's authority to investigate violations of the
espionage, sabotage, Smith Act, Atomic Energy Act and related

."statutes, as well as subversive activities and related matters
in accordance with its statutory responsibilities and the

"'presidential directives, cited in your memorandum, remains
unafecetadietvsunaffected By the repeal of the Emergency Detention Act.

Furthermore, the repeal of the aforementioned Act does
iot alter or limit the FBI's authority and responsibility
orecord, file and index information secured pursuant to

its statutory and Presidential authority. An FBI adminis-
trative index compiled and maintained to assist the Bureau
in making readily retrievable and available the results of
its investigations into subversive activities and related
matters is not prohibited by the repeal of the Emergency
Detention Act.

While the Department does not desire a copy of any lists \
that you may compile on the basis of such records or indices,

Ithe Internal Security Division should be furnished a monthly
memorandum reflecting the identity of government employees
who by significant acts or membership in subversive'organiza-
tions, have demonstrated- a propensity to.commit acts ini2ical,
to our national security.

-0 0tt1971
With regard to Department instructions to the United Sta s_

Attorneys and Marshals and related materials maintained in
sealed envelopes in each of the Bureau's field-offices, it is
noted that such emergency documents were prepared on the basis
of authority other than the Emergency Detention Act. A study
1 9,'being~undertgaen within the Department as to the disposition
tb belmadep f(thpse pre-positioned sealed instructions. Whefi\

r :ucha revrif has been completed you will be appropriately
*~ ~ T~i _pjr hnspv to ?IoJ' -J'l "'iVG

.NOV D.r: r .ContenllOlt my niot e dlndo w11ithout the exvpress apprwoval of the F'BI
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EXHIBIT 60-4

C) SECURITY S . =TIATINS OF I!.rDPI DUALS RESFRVE- I'DEX -

ThC presently constituted Comunist IndUx will henceforth be known

as the "Reserve Index.

Institute a review of 
the Reserve Index. In conductinG

this reviewJ the' following minimum steps are to be taken In all

instance-s.

1. Verify residenceand employment.

2. Conduct an indices search and file review to.

determine whether inve tigation is warranted at; this

time or *.:hether an interview wth the Individual is

deemed dcsirab le. -interviews wi;th the individuals will

ehandled in accordance .- ith current Bureau instructions

set forth in Section a7D of the 
Nanual of Instructions.

* 3. If additional- investifgation is conducted 
or

if there is unreoornd - infortion of a 
subversive nature

contained in the files, a report must un buum uueu.

* The re-cX rmination._of *the Reserve Index may be made in

equal monthly divisions for onehr 
Advise the Bureau quarterl y

of your progress.

Recognizing that some individuals included in the Reserve

Index- represent a greater potential threat in 'time of an emergency

than do others, this Reserve Index is being divided into two

sections, Section A and'Section B. Each is discussed separately.

herein.

SECTION A

Section-A of the Reserve_ Index is designed to represent

a specian grou s f individuals who. should receive priority con-

sideration with respe *ct to investigation and/or. other, 
action fol-

lowing the apprehension'of our Security Index 
subjects.

-Section A of the Reserve Index should include those

individuals whose subversive activities do not bring them within

the Security Index criteria, but who, in a time of national

emergency, ire in a position to influence others against the

national interest or are likely to furnish material financial

aid to subversive elements due to their subversive associations

and ideology. Included in Section A will be those individuals

falling within the following categories:

6/21/60
SAC LETTER NO.- 60-30 - 2 -
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1. Professors, teachers and educators.
2. Labor union organizers or leaders.
3. Writers, lecturers, newsmen, entertainers

and others in the mass media field.
11. Lawyers, doctors and scientists.
3. Other potentially influential persons-on'

a local or national level.
6. Individuals who could potentially furnish

material financial aid.

During the course-of the re-examination of the Reserve
Index, those individuals falling within the abov crLteria for
inclusion in Section A should be selected therefrom, handled in
accordance with the above instructions and, thereafter, nominated
for inclusion in Section A of the Reserve Index. Appropriate
forms for this purpose will be forwarded all offices in the
immediate future. Attached to the form recommendin, the inclusion
of the individual's name in Section A of the Reserve Index should
be a succinct summary setting forth the basis for your recom-
mendation. If no further investigation is warranted in the caze
at this time or if no report is accompanying the recommendation,
a statement to that effect should appear on the page containing
the suci.nct summary.

Investigations of individuals listed in Section A of
the Reserve Index are to be brought up to date annually, and*
they are to be considered for Security Index status or retention
in the Reserve Index. As a minimum, the previously mentioned
investigative steps will be taken, including the submission of
reports in the event additional subversive data is developed.
Changes in residence and/or employment should be submitted to
the Bureau on forms to be furnished the field in the immediate
future. The administrative handling of the reopening of these
cases should be similar to that in the case of annual reports
in Security Index cases.

Section A of the Reserve Index will be maintained in
the field and at the Seat of Government in the same manner as
our Security Index excet that this Index will be raintained only
alphabetically.

To avoid confusion with the Security Index,
however, distinctive-colored cards and forms used in connection
therewith will be utilized.

6/21/60
SAC LETTER 1O. 60-30 - 3 -
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SFCTIOU1 1

Section B, ccntaining the names of the remainine.

individualS included in the Reserve Index, wilbe maintained

in-the field in the same manner in wh_1.__the Communist Index

is now.beiiG maintained.

Upon the deletion f a subject's name from the Security

Index based upon the pplicat!3n of the Security Indocx criteria,

it will be necessary to consider shether his ndme should then be

placed in Section A of the Reserve Index. If his nafe should s
be included, submit an appropriate recomr,,enoation. If the facts

do not jutify the inclusion of hs name in Section A, the

canceled Security Indea card should be-'filed in Section B in

accordance with current practice.

Standards for Inclusion of lamsz in the Reser~e Inde

The ,standard6 for inclusion of individualks names in

the Reserve Index were discussed at the Internal Security -I

Espionage Conference composed of representatives from certain

field offices aend Bureau suoersvisor5. and officials held at the

Bureau on June 9-10; 1060. The CeO r erence recdre ended revisin

of our present standards for the inclusion of individual's names-

in the Reserve Index to insure that it fully represents a list

of individuals :ho should be considered for investigation and/or

Other action following aporehension of our Security Index subjects.

The revised standards follow:

1. Hembership in a basic revolutionary organization 
sub-

sequent to January 1, 1 9 a 9 , together with some indication of

sympathy or association with such an organization or a subversive

front organization sub'sequent to the reported membership and

no reliable evidence of defection.

2. Investigation has failed to substantiate allegations

of membership in a revolutionary organization within the past

five years, coupled with soma evidence or information indicating

activity, association or OW e 1 e t ;cause within

the same period, in, rlal vdneo efection.

3. The individual, within the past five years, by his as-.

sociations, writings, fiancial support or-conduct In relation

to and support of suoversive organizations or the international

communist movement is in a position to Influence cthers at t e

time-of a national emerGency and no reliable evidence of defection.
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4. Leadership or substantial activities in a major
subversive front group over three years ago, together with
some evidence of continuing activity, association or :;ympathy
for the subversive cause within three years and no reliable
evidence of defection.

5. Membership in a subversive front organizaticn within
the past three years and no reliable evidence of defection.

It is not desired that a wholesale review of closed
security cases be conducted in efforts to identify additional
individuals whose names should be included in the Re:erve Index
under the revised standards. Ho:ever, such names should be
added as the cases come to the attention of Agents handling
security work.

Very truly yours,

John Edgar Hoover

Director

6/21/60
SAC LETTER NO. 60-30 - 5 -
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EXHIBIT 60-5

laster Warrant of Arrest

W A R R A N T

TO THE DIRECTOR OF THE FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION:

In pursuance of authority delegated to the Attorney General of

the United States by Proclamation of the President of the United

States, dated , 19 , I hereby authorize.

and direct you and your duly authorized agents to arrest or to cause

the arrest of the persons whose names are set forth on the attached

liet and whom I deem dangerous to the public peace and safety of the

- United States.

These persons are to be detained and confined until further

order.

I further authorize and direct you and your duly authorized

agents, upon. or subsequent to the arrest of any person set forth

on the attached list and without regard to the place where such

arrest may be made, to search any and all premises owned, occupied or

cbntrolled by such person, as well as any and all premises where

such person is, or during the preceding twelve months period has

been, employed or engaged in any regular activity, wherein it

is believed thab there may be found contraband, prohibited articles,

or other materials in violation of the Proclamation of the President

of. the United States, dated __, 19 , and as-

set forth in the Regulations issued pursuant thereto, and to seize

and hold any such articles which you may find and make return

thereof to the Attorney General.

I further authorize and direct that this warrant may be executed

at any hour of the day or night.

By order of the President:

Attorney General

Dated:

66-077 0 - 76 - 43
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Master Search Uarrant

W A R R A T.

TO THE DIRECTOR OF THE FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION:

In pursuance of authority dolegated to the Attorney General of

the United States, by Proclamation of the President of the United

States, dated -, 19 , I hereby authorize and

direct you and your duly authorized agents to make immediate search

of certain premises located and described on the attached list

wherein it is believed that there may be found contraband, pro-

hibited articles, or other materials in violation of the Proclamation

of the President of the United States, dated.

19 _ , and as set forth in the Regulations issued pursuant thereto,

namely, firearms, weapons or implements of war or component parts

thereof, ammunition, bombs, explosives or material used in the manu-

facture of explosives, short-wave radio receiving sets, 'transmitting sets,

signal devices, codes or ciphers, cameras, means for promoting biological

warfare, radioactive materials, atomic devices, or component parts

thereof, propaganda material of the enemy or insurgents, propaganda

material which festers, encourages or promotes the policies, programs

or objectives of: the enemy or insurgents, printing presses, mimeograph

machines, or other reproducing media on which such propaganda afore-

mentioned has been or is being prepared, records, including membership.

and financial records, of organizations or groups that have been declared

subversive or may hereafter be declared subversive by the Attorney

General, cash funds either in currency or coin, promissory notes or

checks, securitics of any nature, papers, documents, writings, code

books, signal books, sketches, photographs, photograph negatives, blue

prints, plans, maps, models, instruments, appliances, graphic repre-

sentations, papers, documents, or books on which there may be invisible

writing relating to or concerning any military, naval, or air, post,

No. 2a
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camp, station or installation or equiprment or of any arms, ammunition,

implements of war, devices or things used or intended to be used in the

combat equipment of the land, naval or air forces of .the United States

or of any military, naval, or air, post, camp, station or installation,

and any and all files, dossiers, records, documients or papers of any

kind which relato in any ::ay to the identity, activities or operations

of any person who is or may be enga.ed in espionage or sabotagb against

the interests of the United States.

I further authorize and direct you to seize and hold any such

articles which you may find and make return thereof to the Attorney

General.

I further authorize and direct that this warrant may be execut

at any hour of the day or night.

By order of the President:

Attorncy General

Dated:



EXHIBIT 60-7

12/17/63
SAC LETTER NO. 63-61

(F) SECURITY INDEX -- In connection with all security investigations

In the case of individual subjects, the essential question for deternunation

is whether the subject's activities are such as to depict him to be a

potential danger to the national security of the United States in time

of an emergency. In the event such a determination is made, his name

should be included in the Security Index.

The Security Index criteria have been found to afford

practical and workable guidelines in arriving at a conclusion as to

whether a subject:represents a potential danoer and are sufficiently

elastic so that when applied with the necessary judgment, the complex

questions which may arise in connection with these cases can be

resolved.

12/17/63
SAC LETTER NO. 63-61 - 5 -
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ExHIBIT 60-8 -

I<-) SECURITY INVESTIGATIONS OF INDIVIDUALS -- The mergence

of the new left -niovenient as a subversive force dolicated to the complete

destruction of the traditional values of our democratic society presents

the Bureau with in unprecedented challenge in the security fid'd.

Althougi the new left has -no definable ideology of its own, it does

have strong Marxist. existentialist, nihilist and anarchist ove:tones.

While more meibership in a new left gioup is not sufficient to establish

that an individual is a notential threat to the internal security of the

United States, .it must be recoghized that many individuals affiliated

with the new left movement do, in fact, engage in violence or unlawful

activities, and their potential dangerousness is clearly demonstrated

by their statements, conduct and actions.

The Bureau has recently noted that in many instances

security investizations of these individuals are not being initiaLted.

In sonic cases. subjects are not being rec~mmencied for inclusion on

the Security Index nierely because no membership in a basic revolutionary.

organizatioi could be established. Since the now left is basically
anarchist, many of the leading activists in it are not member; of any

basic revolutionary group. It should be borne in mind that even if a

subject's membership in a hversive oreanization cannot be oroven,

his inclusion on the Security Index may often be justified because of

activities wh ich establish his anarchistic tendencies. in this regard,

you should constantiv bear in mind that the public statements, the

writings and.the leaciership.activities of subjects of security investi-

gations which establish them as anarchists are proper areas of

inquiry. Such activity should be actively pursued through investigation

with the ultimate vidw of including them on the Security index. It is

entirely possible. therefore. that a subject without any organizational

affiliation can cualifv for the Security Index by virtue of his public pronounce-

ments and activities which'establish his rejection of law and ordei and

reveal him to be a potential threat to the security of the United States.

It is equally important to understand that mere dissent and

opposition to Governmental policies pursued in a legal constitutional
manner are not sufficient to warrant inclusion in the Securitv Index. You

are reminded that one of the four criteria in Section 87D, 11lanual of

Instructions, must apply. Further, in those cases requiring Bureau

4-2-68
SAC LETTER 63-21 - 5 -
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,alhority to initiaLt investigations, your requests must summnarize

:.ormation available to show the potential threat and not merely
show anti-Vietnam or peace group sentiments without also. revealing
advocacy of violence or unlawful action which would justify an

investigation.

Very truly yours,

John Edgar Hoover

Director

Enclosures for (B)

4-2-68
SAC LETTER 68-21
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EXHIBN 61

10/28/.8

b3irtc~t

To: :_%C, Alb~any

From: Director, FI . .

IBTERXI.AL.. C'lo&.:l; - i:.ILCLLLAl foUz

The Ilieatn ;a!; noted Increasi,y ovidcne of a
contnuinag ujosgurg on tho part of militant individuals and
nornninntipr to 2C.pate tinnasolves frus lugit 4 ento prtout
:::Q*ties M to.-hat n atronU, nuti-United Ututus, violeat_-
re'ntltionnr7 posi tion. Thse activities :'o cannonly referred
t; rii the Ne! ft uov'urnt. The tern "flew Loft" doon not
roefr to a dei: n ote orvniztion, but to 'I ;moveme nt v:1 ich in
prov.din. ;.dolo in Or'platfor' nitorn:to to those of e:.isting
co-munkIt 'no other a

1 cc revolutionary organizations, the
no-nniled 'Ol i,'tI. " 'The ev Left moveiment is a looe ly.-iound,

.**'-vwooki~n'~ ,olh::O'-oriented move:1Lnt spearieaded by the
e/Muduntp for n Democratic rociety nid inc ude th" man: v'.::b:,

'nl sii typt rnti-Vi "tnpa war and antideuit protes orCi.; ni::;:Limic
i"IL militant cAer:hipof those orgpnizations appetuddtormined

t Pto continue to stage z'i.itnt demon.:tration activitics douigned
- 6'ipartly to offect confrbntation with authority, particularly

ith the Federal Government.

Although, the field has conducted, or i : (onducting,
inyostigations oF those intvidual s and organizations, there is
a neod to compiJc in a single ifivestigative report' a clear-cut
picture at the entire Pw L.cft movcent which Vill identify its
lenders, coulcc of Sund:: and propaganda outlets, and will show
the extent to which the New Left movement has been influenced
by domestic and foreign subversive elementsi.

J,11 REW 26
The rendy avai. ability of such inforimhtion ii brief,

topical form will oupble the field and the Bureau as well to
make a self-analysis of all facets f our inveatigation of tie

Enclosures - .

2 - All Offic' Enclosures 3) /1618b

I i. SEE NOTE PAGE 3

r,,,:wmI%
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Airtel to SAC, Albany at al
rr: NZIl LXFT L10VEMWlT

Now hct mcovement so that we may e::p: nci and intensify our
invcutigation of those plpbrioe indicntinga need thereof.

It will also crvre to alert Government o.ficial concerning
the nature and extunt oi this n.cpoct of subversive nctiviti'o

and will provide a coi::prohensivc study of the whole .iovmci;

from which its dail;orousness to the national security can be

asccsed.

In order to obtain this picture, a program is beinZ
instituted imeadiately to prepare quarterly reports on 1he

over-all Ior Left mcvemint throiliout the United Statou..

Chicago is being designated office of origin and seven copies
of all reports sholid he naiitted by onac field office. The
iuitiai report, uhich shouId he subinitted to reach the "ureau

bY 12/l/60, will cover appro::iately the pent two years of tho

Uow Left movement. it will includo information heretofore
reported under various titlc and, of course, thero will continue
to be a reporting of thi type of information under various
uther title". AWtur submission of the initial report, future

reporta will be submitted on a quarterly basis according to
the enclosed schedule.

The initial report in this matter and succeeding
reports will bo designed to proctoly spell out the full extot
of ihe New Loft mtovennt. It will eparato words and intentions
from actions, more participation from direct influence and the
bona fido activist fro: the more "do-gooder." Offices which
have absolutoly no inforiation to report, either in the initial
report or the quarterly roports thereafter, will be permitted
to so advice the Bureau by letter in lieu of a report.

The inclosed report outlino should he followed as to
the numbered and lettered items. Whoro further breakdowns by
numbers and letters aro practical, it will be permissible to
do so. Tho synopsis should be prepared for the purpose of
providing a.comploto sumpary from which the strength of the
movement in each field office torritory can be quickly dotermined
and n conclusion drawn by the rondor as to the movement's over-
all militancy and potential for violonce. Make certain the
synopsis is factual nd supported by data in the details.

Subfiles have boon opened for each office and for
each topic. All communications and sections of the report
should refer to th anppropripte nubfilc which are shown in
the enclosed subfilo breakdown.

- 2 -
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Airtol Lo SAC, i)>:my at al

datud 10/23/8 captioned
C. ). Drciiion -to W. C. Su)llivan
as above as prcparcd* by

-- 3 -
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T'o ncctrn'.Loly nd cl earl y tzhow, thr! trii iiti'o, o.Z
.. he Novjcti~vr':~n d ata co-ICCrni ;igr thc o .w r ton ics

13:1 f.h ully Oc-vclncn0n i( rnr~3ted . ~'h~ neilcon ~ai,..
i i £rs. unw'hi.ch oL-.Uu 1v:ica-1 y ri'no';L i ide iM;orr th - i

Oac, topi.c h~~.i hait to. !-. %no uJd nnkc the rane conL

slnd only refer to tho information undicr the other breakcown.
Do not rec.nt thn cnm chnta tlnr~r :-nparnte o.dc~ All.1 -f -rJ.c r
are to util i.ze tlio loilloi.-irn breoakown in prenaring q11ai1tcr'jY

onorr til "Ae Lcit i.!ovc:..-ent. E* nh 1c!' cn-,tion
stnrt on n P~np'',t" nTro.

I . IMI? LrTT!''!H

A. Organizations

(1.) L o o be coveod aro tho05e which are
ant~i -. cd tA.e~ ans whan lad ihve c!itier

-:-: i:; d or. 4in.:ul Pd iiio use of civi. disoln dience,
anreli'.'j-,, iina 3viu act~ivity anjd/or viol.ence in

1.)rj. ii j. iy- about tho over throw of our piolit ical. anid
e~ru~c u nn ca b.-,iclonin:g our roral incatititiun:a
aikd 0h avo dliscl,;.med loyalty to thle United St atls.

This *would inclua Studento foi- a Deriocratic Socic~tv
and tho move ii itar, L, anti-Viotnam w~ar anid nntidralt
protoot organnizations.

(2) Undcr ea-ch or -nization include a paragrzioh coverivzz
tHe ol.ii po-intsi Awheni orgalnized, obj ectivcn;,
loc:'lit' in; vhich act~ive, %'xhcthicr pori: of a national

ori*a(;t.,.. Includo wi1der cach or:ganjition
informantion as to officers -.nd others in position of
influence who have present or past subvorsive
connect ions.'

.1. Membership (Bureau file

(1) Estimated numbcr of members and sympathizers. In
preparing estimates, best availableo informants and
sources should be used. Explain ill cover- pages~
rcasom for any substantial increaso or decrease in
mombornhin f-r'mmrnq nrovini,1v slibmiftnei. Tlin n,,mho-
of r111'u:;at iona113 i i ll(!a la ll !n.LJ IIIy 1hd C J!.!C t'u

LtNCLI IRA.
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C. inaRces (1;mrOnu file

(2) Pln:11ad results Of fund drives.

-(3) Large colitrititiOntI from~ krnown ,:uIweriivc ;O~1

(4) Identity of "angels."

(5) Iteccipt 01, funds3 2roml forei'fl Ourcco.

D. Commiunist in1.liucot-0 (YMrcru file.

(1) Donptir (1.1 rn Ni1 h Coitniist Bqrt:?1 USA, niid other

butnic r'voliltPnr g.roup:.;) . Pol icy ColictTvII.II;,

cosImlul!.::t ParticAIntl ion ini o7,,,aflizit1;onl:; ;:cztiv:1t~tc,;

midl uf:if, and di ixibutioil ofC co:.eunist pr-op.I~-.dfl.

(2) roi'eJ (In~c~t-udo tio-I v.it!) forcign rnvolutio1wiry

centers. inicte by' Iravc.l. ab1ro.id, contncts Vi'Li

-foreoAin cw-laosion or other cyidence).

L.. Publicationlti (Uurcuu filo.

% (J1) OfIficc. coverintg pJlncc of publication F-hould ear0 )

publi cation', rzhovi circulation nnd princippl ncabc.rn

of editorial snff. Au:iliary .offices need only to

refer to thai fact that the publica-tion i;circLatud

in its territeory wnd describo method of circulation.

* (2) Mr;1tpi no ~v~ Left publicatiefls publishcd abroad

and circulatcd -in tho United. States.

F. Violenfle6 (Bureau file

(1) Acts of violece or planns to commit rane,- identities

of lcadprs and participants.

(2) 'Possession of wonpons and instruments or destructionl.

(3) Statemients ndvoentiug use of violence.



G. It'igin(Ur-3lI f ile

.( ) iOliC::r*latjn,: to appro;)eI3 to relitgion.

(2~ Vc.c tt cluelitf; 11ado1 aiiest rcligiOU5 baodics

by lueido'ro.

0') J1!p"'O;7t: of~ movemen~t bvroliriens lroup:'s or

inidividuals.

If. Racea INeintions (Iflurcau file

(1) Show if orranization wlns invol.cd in -acial h:I'-
aiices and ali prouecutive action takeni af; a restilt.

(2) L;4ow extant of cooperation with militant rnc:.ai froups.

I. Politicnl Activities (bureau file

(1) 1'31itJ cal activities in which New Leit leaders are
iiivolx'cd.

(2) DotniIa ,]! to pof~tutiofl tak1'cn Oil political
matcr jniml-iic cff: orts to irn: ' luence public opinion,

the cetorate nnd Governmuent bodies.

J. Ideology (rurean file

(1) S1:ttc.mren of londers attaching United States policies,
includi: ci U).] d sorlyncs., ,.ffinity for the aims
and e~~aof revolutionary g.roups and show support
for La:i~~Liiiii

K. Education (Decu file

(1) In'r ~olreatiung to mtcrial furniolied memb'ership

vaich advocateu uso of violence in obtaining objectives.

(2) Informntion rcl iting to education of both new and
experienced mem~bers.-

(3) Courses given together with any educational outlines
and assigned or suggested reading.

L. Social Wl~orm (Bureau file

(1) Activitics in connection with denmonstra-ttionq "d
nt roc.,; reorm. Include orgainizaticon's o,:cr-.ill
policy.

- .3 -
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II. Labor (Dure~au filo ~."

(1) /In~o.ationl ircuding all activity in the *J bor

field.

N. Public Apponrances of Leadors (IDurcanu file

(1) Idenait. of lader* who m !! ub.ic apearance on

rodio nnd. tolo.cvinlon and 'ho appears before group,
fuce11 lahor, church and minority groups.

(2) Date and place of such appearance, identity of group
sponsoring snonker and succinct surmary of subjact
matter disciused.

0. Factionalism (Bureau file

(1) Any unusual disputes or arguments between lenders.

P. Security idea;uros

() 'Unuual curi ty measures t:ken by organization to
protect iueniLy of leaders and members.

Q. 1Iterlational Beltions (Bure:u filb

(1) Infor.atIoa relating to cO:maunication or contact
bahotwoo e:7 Leift orgair~ions in theUn:;ted Statcs.
and iow Left- organiilations in foreign countrics.

(2) Ientities 0 Hew Left lcndors 'vho plan to travel in
* forcign countrios, including.the reason for their travel.

(3) Identitic.of N4ow Left lodocrs from foreign countries
Vwho travel-'in the United States, including- the purpose
of their tivl,

(4) Now Left movoeent strategy and tactics directed to,
,attacks: on United- States;foreign policy and support
of Sovidt and satellite fbreign policy.

I. Mass Media .(Buieau file

(1) Influonce of Now Left on mass media.

(2) Indications of support of Now Loft by mass.modia.

- 4 -
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EXmBIT 62

A: 87. sjxti,it JIl :.''3CVAT.-

(7)

4. Inti-:-iduals t'be ive:tigated
It is not prs:;sibIc to formulat.e any hard-;.,.d-fant .tni;rd:. by rhich tie

da.crouse*:S - of .1 r.'.ividucal emb it r: ;-.f J lates of revol'ti o. ary 0; :.

i.ations nty be auto..ti::aly is'aiired hocause of ranner irNolutiontry

organi:ation. F untLi'n and lre;.t cpt :.nd varieLy of atr;iv tie. L::er c
sound jtI udonu et;,d dis crc tio i erItatr.n importaiice al danprous es:

of individu:-J. mebers or affiliates.

As a coneral policy, investi A*t' the activitics of any individual falling
ithin one or Mlore of the follow ing categories ,tho oes cnot cotm witfhin

one of the restrictiona on investiga tion,: listed uwir 87D, ,, below:
a. Iembhersiip in ba ic revolutie:rry organizations subsequent to 1-1-19
b. Esousinc line of revolutionary m:orc:.sints

(1) Any infdividual twho, since the outlre'- : of hostilitics in Korea
(6-25-50), crontiintued to esptotsa the line of one or more of the
above-rtmotinet~rd revolitions ry org anization or rel. ttd gru ur

thereby de!'inirg hi,; or her adherence to policies ojtposed to
best intorsta of the U. S,

(2) F.npoual mient tiontal above er.compra see a wide variety and rangttt

of activitics, mb I rship in one or ::eo of the baaic irevo-
Jlutio'nary orvs::'zations is tot a precequisite to the ittseitution
of an invCstig;ation of an individual within this category.

(3) E::pou:al t':prev-ed by tfePb'terthi;p or active particifatio. in
subversive front group:; (;hethir or not ci ted by tie Attorny

Goncral) mout be evaluated in each cas::. Cons idtr naturo ant
type of frost organization, ns well ti extent of inidisvidual's
activitir u:1 beislf of the front organi,:ation or i -.uport or
the b:* ic ievoluti onr r, orgCn:i zatio;:. Open inve:ti tie:, in every
instance ir. which infori;.ation av--ilable indicates a Fut2'ect Tr
actively eng;ged in the %ffair: of a suhersive front or'ani-
zation in % leaders!ip rafaclt' or by active participation in
the ftrthersnce of the aimn and purposen of the front ori'anization.

(4) Do not Open on intve::tiation on mere cnicrinip alone in a frt
orgati:'Ratio0: .N the absetnce of a1 1 atione of .tiive particJ;:a-
tion or leattership in tle rtturp ttl c::: i tformation i av.ailase I

ndicatin: p.j:t m:mbelrship at any time in a basic revolutionorvy
organi.:ation or sufficient other derotatory information. i3 ki Loe.
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1') I :al3.:.tinl this typ of :r.8n, c.-.ifuitl* considecr the nvture
: ' ri .i n of ti ' ront o ,:':.1:..,i in h.!':-lf Cf th

t p:I*.or.t art; or oth r rv lu3 t Ic:n--y or arni:a ti tc. A throughto ut
Stiu caitrctL' or in a c- lain '0r.a.

C. Sp nip] tr:. ';:::' ir* :s hb- -':ive r3over:-:nt

(i Traillicle il 1.3.. Ton Schol cr inl a :-chic-i:*e rorcrea.:t ab:oa4
(2 1,t -c-:t t r ,inini i! in o;ce of the ba sic 1-ro) utiona ry organizc.-

Ati 0n I ied bove
d. ii iI:vr .- Vie

(I) .Y-vic: i th I.l'.h:c:hm incolu lriate, fll'a.:r::hio inl one of
tit: 1*.s rt-vo

l 
tionl ry Jrc.-i..atioic ti not pre-roc:isite

to i;tLik tin; itcrtig;atccns in LhI: :(::Lgory.
(2) S'-.100 in O" ratlitiry 'eC. of Pny country, l i'! c, the

U., S. arrml force.3r th. OfUic' of :_Lrateojic Service:. vhrsnover
there i: . n1. l.t!:', in that :u inIisliiur. ; ?-- bee-i a r.vc:,hvr of
one of the 1':ic reolutionary organjiyations any th.:e

f. Ot-r i.::,tia l.:1 ith revol Lution:ry beli -!
3rlivid::al-::3.1n0, lrc:,uc, of :narchIit or ic-volu ic-nary li-f1 , 5 :,

likely to sets r tpC- the op'ornty preselt.-A y a ntion:;i r:::c-(e-ncy
to il.ulC r LI:- pu Ic ::: ety ar' %;crfarc. Ic::borrip or .filiatoio

ia b" - Is . r.:el .ic(r:-;,r or front rup:e is not . Dc$requliritc to
I iii- tL .;J i si! ti s dL!::, 4. iv of this type Use sound judrec:*t and di s-

crution in this, eval'cation,

F ll in33" %:A L ihIn tie above-r:-?. Leg ;ry are m mb-:a
3
.r, of t he

W'hon iL Is kn"wc 0;- beoc.e:* kno-.o Il tha -i1: ;n v niz.1.t. onIs n otive in
tie field lfife tn-rit.or, a securit.3--ye- .ets'taiion cf .1 1
Indivi'.'-,'ls cho are rported to be 1 Ico:c aries r 0- l':-1ers of
the or (2) nrcti ve part cl.. carevi ni outt faa ic I -- l1a dasI . r - .i.::: o the or;:-ni---: tion ri oui i ntj L t.-4. Invcstig--
tieus should nto. be ini ti ated boscd on mitre be-ship alone.

Li3u ri n th.- coulir'cs of cericui-ity iv cti rtioer irtli31.3ls 0 ff11i::ted
wi th the' .. be alert for any . -raation indicatingj i

possible violation of th- SA cotive Service .L.

The above at:.vird:i fc- Snstituti;on.i of investi:,tions of int,ividcuals
are no-. to be,! iterprvt- as ll-incicsive. l:her.. th -rc is docnt ,an-
in livAdul n:.w L,- ;. cuirec t threat to th' it, e tJs nci'cct L of tihe
nation, I' e question sJ'uicld be resolved in the interest of nebucrity
and investigation cdcted.

The caLgorie specified Is a through f ebo-'e are to be distinguihed
'from.

23
3-13-69
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EXHIBIT 63-1

(G) I)EVELAIENT OF SOURCES IN RACIAL AIATTEltS - AMilIlCAN

LEGION CONTACT PROGRT'- - PLANT INFORMANT PROGRJaJ -- In

our over-all current efforts to increase the quantity and quality of coi crage
of racial matters. the use of the Amcrican Logion Contact ;ut Plant

Inforiant Pro eranis has been given serious consideration. The :elfish
utilization of the current Negro struggle for civil rights is not re tri: :cd

to those indivciduals described as subversive because of aMffliation wil

the Coninunist ParV. USA, or other left groups. As an examphl, :.e
groups such as the Klans, are exoploiting the tension developed in the
South as the result of the passage of the Civil Rights Act of 194. Appealing
to prejudice and bieotry, the promotion of "white supremacy" is he
primary goal of these riiht extremists with specific taracts incldiwn tie
foreign-corn, Cadholics and Jews. Bearing in mind our responsi iiliti -s
In this field, not only to get evidence and intelligence data, bit c be ;'mare
of all related data on which preventive measures may be taken, :-uu s:iouid
take the following steps:

Where feasible and you consider it to the Bureau's advantace.
contacts and informants included in these two programs shouid I-o advised
of the Bureau's interest and responsibility in coverina activities whichi
may be considered racial in nature. This should be lonie durin the ne::t
scheduled eting. A prerequisite to initiating this program is a tlorouh
knowledge of current instruct-ions pertaining to racial malters. sources
and informants. particularly those specific instructons concerning acts
of violence. Theindividutals contacted should be maie sufficiently
familiar with the 13ureau's desires in this matter so as to avoid the recoint
of nebulous information. Along this line, von should take no steps that mnht
diminish our efforts of gatlering intelligence data. even thoulih thrre is no
imnnediate and apparent Federal violation. We have a dcfiite responsiility
of advisinlig appropriate lcovernment al aeencies on both a national and iocal
level of inforiation relating to racial incidents. Extreme care iust be
exercised to, insure there is no nisunqderstanding of the Dureau's position
and goal in the racial fi .Of particular importance is the insurance that
there is no basis for miisinterpretation resulting in a false imip:ession th:
our action infringes upon tie freedomms of speech and assenibA.:*; of a peron
or group. To the courary. our concernM incides h]e guarantee 01 civil ri'hi:.
and equality under lav for all.

Very truly y-;:;,

John Edgar Hoover
Enclosure for (A) Director

2-23-65
SAC LETTER NO. 65-8 - 6 -
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EXHIBIT 63-2

(C) INVESTIGATION OE UNAFFILIATED WHITE RACIAL, EXTREMISTS -
RACIAL MATTERS -- Under existing instructions, investigation of white
extremists is restricted to those individuals who are associated with the
Klan or other white hate-type organizations. -In view of the recent marked
increase. in violent aicts throughout the United States on the part of indi-
viduals who are not affiliated with the Klan or othcr'white hate-type
organizations, it is necessary to modify existing instructions to broaden
the scope of our investigative responsibiiities to include these unaffiliated
individuals.

Investigation.has established Uiat many of the individuals
involved in these recent acts of violence, althouch not currently members
of the Klan or other white hate-type groups, 'did have previous affiliation
with such groups and still maintain.their extremist tendencies.

- Hereafter, investication must be promptly instituted on these
unaffiliated white racial extremists and their activities closely followed.

In conducting these investigations, you should be guided by instruc-
tions set out in Section 122A. Volume IV. Manual of Instructions, which
apply to investiations of ihe Klan and white hate-typeoruanizations and
associated individuals. Appropriate manual and handbook revisions wilL
be forthcomin .

Very truly yours,

John Edgar Hoover

Director

11/10/69
SAC LETTER 69-(7 - 3 -

66-077 0 - 76 - 44
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EXHIBIT 63-3

(B) WllTE MILITANT GROUPS - RACIAL MATTERS

(ORGANIZATION) -- In view of increasing ilittancy in ieracial

field, neighborhood groups whose members are of the Shileo race,

have been sprinuing up throughout the United Status. Soe i of these

groups appear to be militant ini nature arid sonic urge thle \khite man to

arm himseli as a means of protection against racial violenc. Some of

- these groups are known to sponsor demonstrations aswainht cntosOratio

and against the bussing_ of Ncgro students to white schlools. On.iers

o adcate more violent iethods of opposition to interation.

The appearance of these grouips is noted mostly in the whie h11tto

areas of the larse cities which border on minority group living areas.

In order to fulfill our responsibilities in the racial

intelligence field we must be cognizant of the groups and teir aims

and purposes. Upon receipt of information as to the formaltion or

existence of such a group, a preliminary investigation snould be

inmmediatelv initiated to determine thle aims and purposes of thle orguan-

ization. its leaders, approximate membership. as well as any pertnent

background data which will assist in determining the militancy of tle

group.

From information presently available, it appears that

many of these organizations have been founded on principies of fear

rather than hate and as such. they cannot be classified as hate groups.

Your investigations should. therefore. be discreet ani most circumspect.

You should limit your inquiries to a review of Dureau files, contacts with

Bureau informants, and established sources, and the use of public

source information.

Upon completion of your investig.tations. a com munication

in form suitable for dissemination should be forw..arcicdi to the Bureau

together with a recommendation as to wi:tller additional investigation

is warranted under Section 122A of the Manual of Instructions as it

pertainb to the investigation of Klan and white hate groups.

In additibn to the above. I wish to point out to you the

possibility of reactions by the Klan. white hate g-roups., :an residents

Of white ghetto areas to the recent wave of ruacial disoirdces resltin

from the assassina tion of Martin Luther King. Jr. You should remain

alert to this possibilitv. Informant cove rage of the IMan. white i:hte

groulps, and whito gtietto areas mu st be intensilied so that plans of

retaliation or overt action are known to the Bureau prior to their taking

place.

4-30-68
SAC LETTER 68-25 - 2-
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EXIUBIT 63-4

(F) COMMUNIST INFILTRATION OF THE CONGRESS OF RACLXL

EQUALITY -- The Congress of Racial Equality under the leadership
of Floyd McKissick has steadily moved away from a legitimate civil

rights organization in recent months and is assuminig a militant black

nationalist posture with some leaders in their public statem2nts
condoning acts of violence as a means of attainin Negro ri!ihts. It is
moving toward the exclusion of members of he white race fr6m its
ranks. Communist infiltration at this point is necligible. In view of

the above. this oranization should be investigated in the future under
the Racial latters character'rither than under the Communist
Infiltration character.

You should. of course. in your continuing investigation
of the Cong-ess of Racial Equality be ilert to the participation of
Communist Pirty members in the organization or-conimuni.:t influence
therein. However. your investigation should be directed toward
developing in detail intelligence information regarding the basic aims
and objectives of the organization. its activities and-programs on a
current basis, nid an, information indicating. tIh ii'embers thereof .
advocate violence as a means of attaining their objectives or
participate in actual violence.

3/12/68
SAC LETTER 68-16 - 6 -



EXHIBIT 63-5

(13) REPORTING OF PROTEST DEMONSTRATIONS --. The Bureau

has noted a trend toward incomplete and nonspecific reporling of

disruptive, anti-Government demonsirations and protest rallics. It

is often necessary to go back to the reporting office for pertinent

details concerning these disorders, which results in clo!ay-d

dissemination. Details which have been neglected include failure to

report number of protesters present, identities of organizations,
and identities of speakers and leading activists.

The necessity for full and complete reporting must be

impressed on all personnel handling these matters. Exisi mr
instructions require that com munications reo)rt ine such i ncidents

are to be submitted under a substantive case caption with a brief,
accurate description of the event; for e>:ample. Students for a

Democratic Society - Demonstration Acainst ROTC. University of
Wisconsin, <4/25/72. Where multiple organizations are involved,
the group primarily resoonsible for orcanizin the demonstration

should be utilized in the caption.

When your original communication concerning a disruptive
demonstration does not contain all pertinent details, vou should set

forth what steps you are taking to obtain this information. Make

certain that you submit recommendations for initiatin investization

of sponsorine organizations, if warranted. under criteria set forUt

in Section 8713, Manual of Instructions. For proper routing of

information at Uc Bureau continue to use code words "VIDEM"
(Vietnam Demonstration) and "STAG" (Student Aritation). Persons
arrested should be identified, since circumstances of an arrest, in

some cases, ma-.- indicate a propensity for violence. In considering
whether a security investigation of an individual is warranted, it

should be noted that a mere arrest in connection with a demonstration
is insufficient basis in itself for investigation. The arrest must be
coupled with a demonstrated propensity for violence or with
subversive or. revolutionary activity on the part of the individual
arrested.

The above guidelines are intended to reiterate and clarify
existing instruticLons and you niust insure that in reporting these
matters you adhere to Dureau requirements.

5-23-72
.;E:MORANDUM 1-72
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EXHIBIT 63-6

(C). DEM%.ONSTr-.\TIONS PRlOTESTING UNITED STATESINTERVENTION

IN.VIETNA (VIDE ) -- Current Bureau instructions require that all

information dteveloped sregardi such dem onstrations be suhiitted to

the ureau 5%. telet p for inmediate dissemicotion to <i a rMi House

and other. interested Governmenlt agencics. followed 1w a lette4iiead

tmcnIorandiui ar routine dissemination to tae ntelli nceconimu it.

In addition. certain offices submit quarterly reports conctrninu

dlemonstrations which iiave occurred during the previous tnree months.

Continue to submit tletperns as instructed: however, ef-

fective immediatly a separate leterhead men orandum rearding each

routine demonstration should be discontinued. In the future each office

should transmit to tile Bureau by the cO d of business each Mtnda a

letterhad miceoA.ndum reporting on demonstrations during thepast

week.

Offices subhittine quarterly reports are to discontinue

them. In order to faciliste handling at the Sat of Governn ent, all

communicationds reportin on antiwar demonstratiois.are to b.c furnished

the Bureau under the VIDEM caption. ticniu he use of organi-

zational captions.: Continue to include pertinent inforqlion01 concernin!g

activ I n denion'Stratio15 in organizational and-individiual reports where

applicablec.

Durint your coverage of demonstrations you should be

particularly alert to violations of various federal law.s such as the

Selective Service Act. All criminal violations should be reported under

the appropriate caption.

Thle Bureau will issue separate instructions concerning. the

coverage of and the reporting~ on major demonstrations.

3/26/68
SAC LETTER 68-20' - 7 -
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EXHIBIT 63-7

(H) INVESTICATION OF THE NEW LEF -- Thcre has been a marked

increase in recent months of bombinas and burnings of public buildings

and other acts of terrorism which could logically have been perpetrated

by extremist eleiments of the New Left. New Left leaders have constantly

exhorted their followers to abandon their traditional role of "passive

dissent" and resort to acts of violence and terrorism as a means of

disrupting the defense effort and opposing established authority. Publi-

cations of the New Left are replete with articles proposing die bombings

of draft boards and other Government installations, and literature con-

taining detailed diagrams and instructions for making incendiary devices

has been widely disseminated among New Left groups.

I have been appalled by the reaction of some of our field offices

to some of Uie acts of violence and terrorism which have occurred, such

as those which have recently taken place in certain coiege towns and in

sonic instances on college campuses. While it is recognized that many

of these acts do not constitute violatiohs of law within the primary

investigative jurisdiction of the Bureau, it is essential, where the strong

presumption exists that acts of violence have been perpetrated by New
Leftists or other subversive elements under investigation by the Bureau.

that every logical effort should be made to resolve throuah contact with -

established sources whether these elements are in fact responsible for

s.uch acts. Of course. good judgment and extreme caution must be

utilized in this connection so as not to convey the imoression to the

public or other investigative agencies that we are assuming jurisdiction

in those instances where there are not facts which would establish FBI

jurisdiction.

It cannot be too strongly emphasized that positive results can

be achieved only through the develooment of anequate hizh ouality informants

who are in a position to obtain detailed information regarding the activities
and future plans of individuals and organizations affiliated witi the New

Left movement.

When terroristic acts occur which by reason of the target

of the act or by reason of the locale would appear to fit into the objectives
of or could have been motivated by subversive elements. particularlY
New Leftists, I expect an immediate and aggressive response from you

7/23/63 -

SAC LETTER 68-41 - 10 -
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In the form of alerting and directing all logical sources and informants

into activity to determine if subversive groups could have been responsible.

I have reminded you time and again that the rhilitancy of the

New Left is escalating daily. Unless you recognize this and move in a

more positive.manner to identify subversive elements responsible so

that appropriate prosecutive action, whether federally or locally

initiated, can be taken, this t-oe of activity can be expected to mount

in intensity and to spread to college campuses across the country. This

must not be allowed to happen and I am going to hold each'Special Agent

in Charge personally responsible to insure that the Bureau's responsi-

bilities in this area are completely met and fulfilled.

Very truly yours,

John Edgar IHoover

Director

7/23/68
SAC LETTER 68-41 - 11 -
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EXHIBIT 63-8

(13) SECURITY AND EXTREMIS'T INFORMANT PAYMENTS - SUD-
MISSION OF JUSTIFICATION LETTERS -- As you are aware, all
security and extremist informants receiving compensation from the
Bureau are paid on the basis of the value of information furnished,
services rendered, and expenses incurred.

It is the responsibility of each Special Agent in Charge to
insure all expenditurcs for information are on a strict c.o.d. basis
commonsurate with the value of the information furnished. In this
regard, it has recently been noted that some justification letters do not
contain a complete detailed justification for monics paid to informants.
In the future, assure that these lettrs contain a complete detailed
justification in order that F3IIIQ can make a reasonable determination
as to whether or not full value is being received for all monies ex-
pended for payments to informants.

In submitting your justification, avoid using generalities
and in each instance set out, under the summary oi iniormation fur-
nished, specific details of significant information furnished, includ-
ing examples. In other words, in addition to setting forth such infor-
mation as the number of meetings attended and/or the number of
individuals reported on, you must set forth specific information being
reported by the informant regarding activities of the organization
and/or individual which would warrant the payments recommended.

This matter will continue to receive careful attention at
FBIHQ and you will be held personally accountable to insure that all
payments are fully justified. These instructions should be called to
the attention of all Special Agents in your ollice handling informants
and sources.

Clarence M. Kelley
Director

6/25/74
MEMORANDUM 32-74 .- 2 -



EXHIBIT 63-9

(B) INFORMANTS AND SOURCES - PAYMrENTS -- As you are aware

informants and sources receiving compensation from the Surcau are

reimbursed on the basis of the value of the information reported,
;services performed and expenses incurred. An increasing tendency

has been observed in Held submissions to request special payments or

justify regular payments for informants or sources secrimngly bascd

on personal needs of the informant as disiinct from the value of infor-
mation furnished and legitimate and related expenses incurred. The

personal needs of an informant, such as repair of a vehicle, illness
or other pressing necessity for funds. do not meet the basic criteria
of infortiidn furnished or related expenses. Informants shouid not
be influenced to believe Ne wrill pay for such personal needs. The
basic concnt that the informuant is selling information of value on a
c.o.d. basis, much as an independent contractor, and is not an
employee must be.adhered to and understood by contacting Agents and
the informants.

This does not, however, preclude use of imagination and in-
novation when a source of considerable notential value neece financial
inducement to engagein gathering 6f information under conditions .shich
will take time to reach fruition and may involve considerable risk and
hardship. " In such instlances you should fully develop the factsand
present them to FBIiiQ for approval prior to maling any commitment.

This matter will continue to receive careful attention at FBIHIQ

and you will he held accountable to insure that payments are for value
received. These instructions should be callcd to the attention of all
Special Agents in yoti- office handling informants and sources.

10/10 '72
IEMorAND)U;.: 25-72 - 2 -
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EXHIBIT 63-10

6-11-68
SAC LETTER 6.-34

(D) SECURITY INFORMANTS AND SOURCES - PAYMENTS -- As you

are aware, all security iniormants and sources receiving compensation

from the Bureau are paid on the basis of the value of information

furnished, services rendered and incurred expenses. Recently, it has

been noted that some informants anc sources have been paid consistently

the same amount each month with no variation in payments during

periods when the informants or sources were less procuctive, which

leads to the illogical implication that information furnished or expenses

incurred or both seldom. if ever, vary. This practice must be

discontinued. Your informants and sources must understand they are

Independent contractors remunerated on a C. 0. D. basis, and they must

never be led to believe they are recipients of a fixed salary.

This matter will continue to receive careful consideration

at the Seat.of Government'and you vili be held accountable to insure

that payments are for value received and no fixed patterns continue to

develop. These instructions should be called to the attention of all

Special Agents in your office handling security informants and

sources.

6-11-68
SAC LETTER 68-34 - 2 -
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EXHIBIT 63-11

(D) ACCESS TO RECORDS MAINTAiEjD BY.jA::ING IST[TUTIONS -

The following legal analysis 'is being proi'dd(:i- j :uid::n*e In respond in

to inqulirics concerning lFlI access to records maintaind by banking

institutions.

Bank records generally are availabi]c in rc;pc'nsC to the auth

of a Grand Jury subnoena or other appropriate ordeo of a court. In the

absence of such authority, access to records upon request may be appr(

by t!e courts depending upon the nature of the invesigaLon and the scop

of the request.

Generally, the case decisions have divi led c the distinctio;

betwoen requests for information needed to establish the elements of a

criminaloffense.or to aid in discharging essential governm-ental
responsibilities and requests having no such basis. Access to records

based-on a.request in the first category has been approved clue to the

reasonableness 01 me bani: s r Ie. U :l - l thn

information. Requests of the latter t'*ype may be prompted by an agency

desire simply to monitor the, cistence and degrce of association of

individuals or grouos. Such review of bank records foi intelligence

gathering per so may be difficult. if not impos.itlbe, to defend against;

claim of First Amendment violaiion.

For example, in Pollard v. foborts. 283 F. Suop. 248

(ED Ark. 1968), (iffirmed 303Ut ITS. fE i3Ta -utor, conciicLing an
investigation of.alleoations of vote buying.- sought access to the bank

account of.the.political group named. The account data would have sh

not only paymicns made Jby drafts upon th1 account but also the amoun<

of political contions to the accornt and the identitiCZ of the contri'

The court cenjoned prociuction of the account data except for the recorc

expcnditures and expressed the opinionihat the information regardinn

upon the.account was appropriately avaiiable to the prosecutor looking

alle:g d :ol b 'iv but that f1e other records of contributors! account

protected by the First Amendment.

The thcbry P1.: crk here is that the right ofpconple to asso:

in 'roups to advocate nod prpmote legitimate po itical, social or econ

action is 1)rot'ecte;di evenl though such action iny be controversial. If I
associated groups or their objectives are unpopular, revelation of the

G-13-72
MvlE.iORA,.NDi?.) >- - 2 -



identities of members may . reprisals from those opposed and fear

oflsuch reprisals may a.coui :i. fre:' !x.corcise of comstitutional

rights. TIhereforC. governin: cYion which has the effect of impairing

enjoymcnt of the FirtL Amclud.. is ca,:i,;1y limited by the courts.

The court nclcd tr isclosare rJ the bank -.ecords identifying

the contributors to a political . .:..aciation oaght be approved only where

there is a nhoming of a ratior.: znection betwoon the disclosure of such

informaLion and a let'ii.*ateo c<nment cod and that the government

interest is cogent and corope! i;. Mloreover, even wten cisclosure would

be approved under such condi .. :.a s weoping and indiscriminate disclosu

in excess.of the legitimate need would not (32 approved.

A similar result occurred in The Fifth Av''nuc Peace Parade

Committce. at al. v J. Ede: linover, et at, C . 1, SDNY

(1972, (unrcporc)(av::al lcd;J ea wher Le plaintills sought an
injunction prohibiting an cess to account inforination in the absence of a

cubpccaa. The court di;miA md hsuki c h on tt th go==

interests were legitimate and ib::t the plaintiffs had not slioym any basis
fr their claim that the informaioin obtained from the bank interfered w.it
Ohe enjoyment of their First Amondment rigits.

In this case, the F,3f sought information concerning the numb'

of persons who might be expeced to attend protest activities at11astingo.
D.C., on November 1. 15, and 16, 196-0. Further, information was
sought as to any indication that acts of violence might occur. One sourc

of such information was the bA account established to provide transpor
tation for participans from Nc.w York City. The total of the deposits
would proidde an indication of the extent of the transportation required wu
therefore the ntupbern of participants that could be expected.

Access to bank records in investigations of crimin-l offense.
having no First AnicdAont impcations piovides fewer legal difficultic
A good c::2mple is Un At Sika. v. Gros:. 416 F2d 1205 (Qth Cir. 1959)
cert. den; 397 U. S. 101 . in wiuch a prosecution for mail and wire frai
arising out of a chech iUng scheme was based on a review of bal: reco
TUe defendant claimed the records werei nadminsible because they wer
privatc, were obtaieIid without t1he consent of the defendant and were the-
product of an unlawful search and seizure. The court disagreed and 1e

6-13-72
:11MOiAN.;ULI 5-72 - 3 -



thaI such recV'- ::Qv .: .n p, .r *::y of the cuntIoner-and the customer
has acrstand. o c:- !o3i'. .;Fifth A.niondnent 'rounds. 1Yhile

. the record.i; i inis ca. .:e obe. dy sb-pvifON the important principle
tobe o!esrrie it; thW t :4.o oro. no' belong to the depositor but to tie

* ban,:. Therc:r. cv; U, the ab;..-'ce of subpoena, access to bank records
-IursItant to a' cificij V. est-in a .. Viminal case would not taint tile ...

evideice. -.

Conistent .. h this iesult is the decision in United States v.
Geriai-t, 275 F.* Sup,_. ' 2 (SD v.. Va. 195.7) in which the court approved
Vie practice of ?NO i ;U xauinic checks presented to the balk for
paymetnt by a v.' ::be::*h::d a'c,:1 them from patro's of his gambling
establishmnetI. te o 's decsi:3Jen was based ont the principle that once
The checks had bn haet ed at the bank they became the property of the
banka;nd the ganmbler WS all legal interest in then..

General g.Kllitn ; tmay be drawni from the above authorities to
describe the.mitatieoen m; FlI access and use of the information in bank
records. They are ava't-ble principally by subpoena but also by request
where.the need fr thema can be demonstrated in a criminal case or in a
security muit'r invol:ii': intj:ortaL !;overtnent interests such as those in
the Fifth Av''- cas. c 't 1t e Fou.:th or Fifth AmionLnients, but the First
Anientiment, Lat.'nds in thce uwy of unlimited review of banik records atnd the

. rights it pro od may !: o.nd to be mere important than the government
interest behicid J.0 rec'.' t even though the request is formaliied in a
subpoena. Only impor;tial judicial annlysis of each case wherein such
cotilict occor; :ill resolve the issue whether disclosure by the bAnk is

. necessary or proper.

Inl the couors of Uaison contacts, banl:'representatives may
express a diffarent view in these mittlers because the banks stand in a
specialrelatiupship i:$hhthe aqcount holders. Some courts have reco!:nized
3n implied colr;;ctual r'uireinent cn the banis in favor of their denositors
10 keep accouun records ice from outside scrutiny util disclosure is
conipelled 1 dh' ::torder. Peterson v. Idaho airst Nation! Bari , 367 P2d
.34 (Idaho o131) Iindi viual depositor: .il:ih T. First Na tiont! T3.fn!: of
Mianii Spwn;:::. 224 So. 2d 759 (District Court oi ae:i 1. lor-ida, 1i61)u
icorporate w*a01t '.;lor): .Ire:-: v. Smith. 146 A24 (Court of Chancery, New
Jersey, 192!) (class actoin - depositors protected ware all members of the

f-13-72
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Nevark, New Jersey, Police Department) Hiowever, it should be noted

that the court in the Fifth AvCnuC cas;e also dismissed the suit against the

bank, from which the rTcord information had been obtainied. on the groun*

that by simply acceding to the FBI rcquest the bank did nothing to intrude

upon the constitutional rights of the plaintiffs.

Review of bank records should b requestcd ony whcn needed

to moet a legitimate investigative oljective. Where 3uch access is denie

or wherc.established policy of denial makes such request unnecessary,

and the information is still desired, advise the Bureau promptly.

(Security pages attached)

. -13-72
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EXHIBIT 64-1

.5/22:1691

SAC, Albany 5/22/69

Director, FBI *..

SE c? cciCi aco DI:G ICyICEs 1
II *CC1iuG P;.3LIC .WI'SAC2S BY' 1

L.CT' .Ui 11 LeFT -' I. 1STS

clh pvblie appearance by lac'ad !e!u Lft c: r'r:sts
anre:tets a potential for obtatning ad:dt csibleevidcnce dcr

zssibin prasecution ndar Title 10, . S. Code, Sectien 'O3
behllicn andiIn :rycetion), Section 23L4, (Sditio::s Cfnssiracy),

ad Swction 2Z75 (.dvocatin- Cartthroof t!e Goveri:eit),
ernces by a-ci extrcin pts r re -larly :: h l

1 iator c tate c:nts have a: ista tially increased, the .3 rea:
ed. in:. it acea::nry to reiterate and c'rand on. :rior
. 2tiitn i:sa cd to ins' re that anpropriate action is

t 7.:" ._o.Z:: evifantiary stan4point. Li this coznactic t.e
-r o cuncaled rt-crdin; dcvices sho'ld becseo a into -- ral

pa:rt o 'vell eifforts to sec::re the data-necessary to prove
a viok.tio.l.

Covaa;e of those lac: and cu Left e::tretistsi st
-13, c-a that an offica villf learn in advan-ce of pronorid n -lic

inr c.Sc."annta. The office resnonsible for tha 1
er the yn'c:! is ached.1ed mrst 7a!e i teicate plans for

tpSg oc re:arhs thro'gh use of a concealed recorci-.
/ ice - Dy tili= -. c
c 2i.vce a verbatin transcript will be readily available ;.

L o a- c .t of necessary corroborating evidence will be redco.n
hen ce of a coneetnd recordir:- device apnears to be ;rr'--tad

and cani be cco:nlished with f 11 sectrity, f r:sh the roe
Jith detcils pertainig to the appearance pls dr.ta ihic: it i

c::pectecd vill be obtained '

.L eltde also the recntnendation of t::co
---- A., 1o recording davica is to be iced vnti specific 1:rea-_ c.:t.hority has bean obtained. .

2 All ffices

1 - (STAG) F SEE dacrE PAGE TilO

.LkZi lIlMiA n r
-4- sac ikT maI trst'tu-



Letter to-SAC, Albany
RE: LUSE cF CwO ALD RECORDIIM DEVIM.S

Riecordin-s obtained are

to be handled as eviceflcc and sho,' Id be reviewcd. in the i leid

office responsible for obtainio:g sa:7e. Lnflarcatory efhc

are to be set forth verbatim and other pcrtine-nt dzta s~zn., arizco

in a letterhemad n'enorand~m. A copy of th.-e tape sho'..ld then!. ba

forwarded to the Bl-rcau.

If it is not possible to cover D-.blic opnoaranc~s

thro-,gF~i use of a concealed recording Cnvice, or nt:,cr,.sc

recorded for evidentiary r'sc, the 3D,.realt in to be acwircd in

he cover conmnicatiofl tranniLtting the letterhead mmnor.indl.m

why svch actioa yea 1,ot possible.

In those inStanc03 where co-pics of toned recorcU!'kr.

of spaecl.es by Clack: and c-ewE~ ..eftt e~rn a~t re f rr& ' 1b

police depart~enta, for c;:n7-lc, it iwill beu ieccszary to g~nI

reviciu tlhe -.Ctorial, report t':e iiifor:.antio:1 co o-tli'n-d a~e

and. forirarl a copy to tE .2 ;rcca. A Ttialy iert:!rm

circuzitances, yo- sho; ,ld advire in the- cover cor,r:nication' of

the location of the original tnre and tihe- icdentity of thec

inldividl-al who can introd--ca it in a co-,,rt of law.

It is enoected th-at all Agent personnel cna! cd in

Racial and 1rev Left investig7ations will be familiar 17.th the

contents of this coumtnication.

NOTrE:

See-mzemorandum G. C. M~oor,e to 1,1r. 11. C. Soillivan,

dated 5/21/69, captioned a's above, and prepared by

-2 -
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ExHIBIT 64-2

SAC, e:7 York

Director, FDI

CO1:=ST 'UThy, USA

I .:TtL -I' nLC- A

April 24, 1964

Yi)FImpAId A TTNT ION

F(Xild Supervision)

Sliflet 4./1/64, copy to 1thinta, Mhich set
out on unmlypi and evaluntion of the 1MWa York OficePs

inypcts of cpiviitind investiQztion along with certnin
reco:.iln'uaticns relative to future inveMtigative acti.'ity
in this ii tir, Wei :us in rcesporisd to a solicitation

ude of 'ccui, oflices by iBulit 4/1/64.

nstint com:unication is for the purpose of
ceo:.:enting "yon !; Vor:1 -nals ei nceurnin

n n int.i.i :iJ. .ic:itin r;Vi1 .v: or±: 3.s ornIL;in

and who is a iey figuru in the racial movenuit today.

It is tIted in referenced 1ov York letter
it Is not believed that.

11 isi !I Conuect :it ii ot:cr CP) Ic:cecrs, .or thut he is
ey-np:ath.etic to the C9 cnuse." This r'±er'a to be a

concluriin of the 2CO Yorh OMfice i:ich could Oictte
the coerce of in.sLrtigIton rl0tin: to ju0tin n wel

no asin'volvemc-nt in cntioncd riotteL. The Litcau,
therefore, desires to make x nu.:::ber oQ obco'vations to
insure that thre is no ie-u'"h::sia of our interest in
1Pustin rnd that he it proncrly ecvaluated in lilit of 11 re
jnow about him. Just prior to the :.'vquoced portion of
refcenccd iaw Tork ltter, it, isstLe that thcre s not

becn ny inWI ion that. . h:s cootcted any Pnrty
K rodcrs c::cicut :nd that :Ed

vd icy::3 to i:0.1 e could : c .i )c:.i .
rlly :.:norcd ,y the rency C ::::MiLc or .Oifrater

lelief to C:o>. Tt i d.. ±.'vco I;;iced in vUcnriiUcd
ea lork lettcr thi-t in tn cit past !]Ii

co::Ltcct ;Llh . A: Mcu r Ce 2:re, in a 11 2ii
Perty it:c.tiourry :nd Chairmsn of the Nstion-l lic i

Cocauin of the Psrty. ihe fact th:-tIejiJ in- . tant
. \KLLL\ Li) I

1 - Atlanta * ble:

don:me-t is prrpqred in respnnw- to ,gour Trqu.r and a not f r',Aj femi-
c!, ile. your Committ-r lIs t..i limited doJ1 /(P al prcridings bY.tf! .... .. i~i~w C.z'Qiu:ri nid the rn'jtent may not hbcdikoacd to unauthorizcd pcsei-

usu o *,99 ; 4,'( press aPproval of ih FBl

66-077 0 - 76 - 45

,

70i'c. _________
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Ccu'I'IST i 1..LU, NCE III RfACIAL IAlb

f:iruir In the' P.arty A~ undoubtedly k~nownf to r'nd the

fact tha't val:idt seek advice is beieved 00 be

Thei Furcau does not nnrco withi the cNprosoSdf
belief of thc Uou Y.ork Offifce that in not n\TpAtbotic
to the P~arty cousc. Uhilo tbcro may not be any direct
evidenIce that is a cumainiist neither is there any
cubstntini, cvidece tha;t he is anticormniot. Belot
Pointed CUt, in SUMOnatiatiOn of tl'c belief tha 1
Is not is ysnpa hutic to thc Pnrty causo, that be, a; Into~
as '1/9/b'1, in u('Luing nl meeingW at , New yCV.,

said he was e'mscOi to the corow'nJ ut imyveint. Whir,
the iVurnu t:;kc as a an]. o crvirl statement on the pr,1't
of! Imatiii and i~t is; uliderntnnrllui tht he w~ould ilik sIu ch

an P.Mn~ Atl-oz 03'n WAheu w'Cm(,1 KJ' Lis true PIli yie1C "LM
in ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ic' light OZ' olve reatndccntbiit eren

par ticular ly in :cv Yor City nornos for hiIvoveen
In the p~ublic unnool, boycott in Mv Abrk City earlier thii.
year nd subsceun t o::aasre of' his contact with the Soviet
misosion to the Unitud ilationa.

* It Isa nh-a daireO to =1ll your attentioni to thu
porion of reint McAIin7 with your offcl c (veengo in

connecution with copu.In'ed nnttcr. it in ala ted at the top
of pale 2 of Meit "it io feclt thnt thisa cover'age is
ndeuato..*" 1i litght of thoe xtrcinc intuinau which theo
rBurcnu has attached to ixu;tant matter and the ever inercauln,
impartarce Kf the racial and civ.il righits issuie~s on the
national scene, the Mh'enu cnino.t nclueer~ as oduuato any
coveragec which does not nooitively provide to TMj Are=it
100? pcr cunt of thle iattilil~co e elatiug to the CCZu.nfi!M

inflncc in rnacl, oat .rs. Cviously ;;u ni's n~ot sucunA7
all the information tor~t is lpar Lncnt .-nfd naeon to be seued.
Our covcrsrae, tacncioic, is not deemedu au adequate.

The mai~tters dliscused above are beinn r!" Ao Ily Lrou':li

to your attrntion'to Annuro t)it tIhec9~ 'er.iT!nit~ tile
in'cstiln tion concurninj ond i:i ia c n I' awehig
left unturned in your Mhorta to Me crl < Ucvcryl..in thin area
both as to quality or quantity. The .J2100 c6Is that. \cu

willi rive thin matter your closeust pcruonal Qj.y. ion L" Anur
thec naces~sary aticntiun is bain ; given by j.~3&i..d superist±ory.
personnel.

- 2 -.
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EXHIBIT 64-3

Airtl

'10:l t4om C',p Val , KO.umoo k

o 2 hc r clc an . w CI~ coa oN : _j1

-t.c..'3r6>: t ' t: !.1i'r j Ct:' o ' I 2

V-I~.,) C.;

Cr'' 't . I t9

Eueu snT d"Mn W LU mom W i 'Ciqs WWti

jul ~ ~ c a '' ... * .* : a

LurcaJULo }: 1903

-------- N'otc--r't ! IPnserr-crileini ot-

_______ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ imm 6_26_63 I. ~"Ap n~;;t;.n:ftWij.;?G7 satme cap
t
'

I~'trt~t'~, /ic i~lY' "'';i~I..s 9 'tut/orizcd persont-
'I I'i 1' /i' /i ip~.t tjpvulif I.mml. .J

I' /
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EXHIBIT 64-4

-1
Airtel 1

1
1

Froit: irOctoLr, 101
PERSOVNAL ATTELNDON

BLACK _SIUDNT GRQUPS ON
COLLEGE CA"PIUaCS

RACIAL I:.TTERS
BUDED: 12/4/70

Increased campus disorders involvinr, black students

-e n mdefinite threat to the Nation's stability and security
-ind indicate need for. increase in both cruaicty and aurntity o:

tl11n'01r1o tion on Black Student Unionr (BSU) and
similar r'ups which are tr=erts i -flue'nce a contrcl by
riolence-prone Black Panther Party (EPP) anrd other e -it-.
he distribution of the 13PP netspaper on collepe canpures and
peakers of the BPP and other black extremrit ,!rcups on ca'pusez

clearly indicate that capmoies are targets of extremistr. Advance

information on disorders and violence is of prime importance. !1e

must target informants and sources to develop information raearding

these groups on a continuing basis to fulfill our respone.ibilitie:

and to develop such coverage where none exi1t:s.

c'v.113 REC R.
Effective i2--'.3 iately, a IDseUs and similar orgoahizmtions

organized to project the demands of black students, which ar2 not

presently under investigation, are to be subjects of di:creet,
preliminary inquiries, limited to established sources and care-

fully conducted to avoi d criticism, to determine the size, aims,
nurposes, activities, leadership, key activists, and extremist

- All Offices

SEE gaTWO
T121).
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Airtel to SAC, Albany t :11

BIACK STUVIrl: GROUPS ON COLLGE CAMPUSES

interest or influence in these groups. Open individual cases

on officers and key activists in each group to determine back-

grqund and if their activities warrant active investigation.

-Submit results -of preliminary inquiries in form suitable for

disseminaticn ::ith recommenaations rcgarding active investi-

gations of organization. its leaders, and kcy activists. These

investigations to be conducted in accordance ,ith instructions

in Section 87D of the sanual of Instructions regarding invssti-

gations of organizations connected with institutions of learning..

-Each office submit by airtel to reach Bureau by

12/4/70, a list of B'SUs- and similar groups by name and school

which are or will- be subjects of preliminary inauiries. This

program will include junior colleges and- two-year colleges as

well as four-year colleges. In connection with this program,

there is a need for increased source coverage and we must

develop network of discreet quality sources in a position

to furnish recuired information. Bear in mind that absence

of information regarding these groups in any area might be

the fault of inadequate source coverage and efforts should be..

undertaken irmediately to improve this coverage.

* A prior inquiry or investigation of a group or individual

is no bar to current inquiries and inquiries should not be post-

ponied until submission of airtel due 12/4/70. Initiate inquiries

immediately.

I cannot overemphasize the importance of expeditious,

thorough, and discreet handling of these cases. The violence,

destruction, confrontations, and disruptions on carmpues make

it mandatory that we utilize to its capacity our intelligence- .

gathering capabilities.

Above instructions supersede instructions in Bureau

letter to all offices 1/31/69, same caption. ..

NOTE: . See memorandum C. C. Moore to Mr. C. D. Brennan. dated

11/3/70, captioned "Black Student Groups on College- Campuses.
Racial Matters," prepared by

-2-
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EXHIBIT 65

Ur. Ta'foin~r 1u/29/IO

T he ~cuic Conforcnco

L-NECUL'-tLs ColiEI.I2- 10/29/70

l')!: r2? .1: I~ !j.t'IAT~ C" 0 M'A 111.

TijoaC fin ttmidnce at thc C~ac.nrfllc( today included

~u11VX~, i~r; op,11lrnnafll, Ca -11:1inn , Cooper,

Conrad, Fodt, G.ale, I~OCi1 ,'Involp 1altoVD and 13jeav^r.

Tho ConIflono c.oxm;'.inCC1 qhcuestion of vlictlicr tilo

curvenl": :;Jtutflt ~l d200flC;njnt6na) iijCsiir'~n o.'? curLxtill sc~culrity-

~V'Ci'JV(2ti ~;i~Of~~ li ~T!CtJ~n , ofcr(,cr. w:ar, , dc to

( i I ingofth') c:.*iu i: "A r~o iv.;. on eoprt wviti n and

ij~e~n~.:t~.n L ProrTyI and L'rJ otxty XI1 , Socurity Indcx

.~,(2) the. initon;i fie tioi awdcluvif ofZiv~ iiin

of bl,icl, li o ajild Otic1 fr cxtr. iLtLs .!ud (J) ilevo lop.oo1n.

of 0.1 a~c coflvac t':; of j.(~~~.l~V.110 owA o to rl;ctcdc

S0.ovie inll1.J~1o PC3r';o;ifili c cJ V p.'A; :. Tii co~

itc;) aro bciiC iiidivicitiaJly conloiJdoi'od Ibolow.

ILf tivclLr 
of Oit i ~ i:rlOJUl'.o ropJr v L. g and In'~

gation ill Priority 1I niod Priority 111, '1,-Curity Xnlc .: Cn$00.

Thoxo are' appro):ilmu'tc.. 10, 690 iniivldflr currently

in-Cludod ill Pri.ovity 11 '111 h2"1 U: Ill o,- It;.o Security Indcx.

Vir'lla tk n! ;nctnI halo hem!coJ~~d c'a ~:
a!)u-.-i.-a-'c~y6, 92,1 of tfi hO:;C! int12.vic.1. sLU;5iu th~ . 'Onitioii

ofA t;)"1o, .C'ratwrAW1. in craryJ'l21~ of thIc!uo i.ndividu I, .

arc ij1:u: Tp 'jo lfiSJ 1.1 cur cuvjrLAit rcJvaoli~t~1,W

sh1uld ki1nol x:1w6rc they nrc.

NOV

.00).. ' . .'1;L .J.. 1



111: ,..'.lcr 'L.: .C0c i 2,:;zA:L -r o-t -I;- 29/lu

nnl t,70 Pr-oit II'ltr I c~c cd~h'I t'ldc-- toi

.von Ly 1-CO.i caco aid ri.pluyllwont. Opcning. of theste coscs
w11vould be l.A;Ifj;cr.ed W.tha1 pop1 :I 0)*,0:j.11 to ualio op:,b~-,C'nOd (-elh

monthl to iisu)re all aire rcopenod by June J0, 1971.

-Blacl: S udout 'Unions anld s~irailar Froups on collogol cvr.apuacs.

Di 1967, black rtudcnts hegan To.rdngr tuii- ow,.n
group-.; to prJoj c':; fici~tr Oewanda , umny o1 wh'lich i n-Aionto I
comr. tecut to bulack 1uitionalit .I;; Viuctc group:3 U170 ilutonlo;nous
.. nd hanve a n Li-n.'~s~e of cornuon purpose. Tfhc Black Pa nther
Party Jum:uade open ciforv:- to m-gahlJ.zo the liack Stnit-ent'
-Unions h a iouna 1)., and( other black c,:tx-cj~uit grotn. ; have unud
thuse organi;antloas to pr)iojct their c:tvcmism niiul .seuavatisu.

Caaupuc sl res±vlio;1 e~tudeluu -s in1creased
23 per con L in Vic IG1071 :; Tho cs. cor ver tho p):ru'i. n ya

1indic-tion thint thc!.se grou;'c prcs olt a reall poi;Vott1:al for
vloicoe :111d cli;.:rupticel, Ill tho puast , le hve opsoeIld care *s Onl

Lh)z ei-n o r; ollovinl of v ~ne0 blacz cxtremi st
1nt Iv kti. .;SV iil *~C. te z in~ra 2.5 viOlc,c

and siriMl ("':01r1up, I:rgardCS les otlheir pas , or present
invoveurot I disrder, soldl he the subjecot of a discrect

,prclinitna':. inc,111y thlroughl c 7t2)lishlcd socurces and inforrmanto
ito icternT'ine baci-.ground , niris aud piurpa;es , lader1S nld key

aci~~~;.It t:- con. Ic(ih t this., wezld caunec the fi eld
to~~~~~~~~~~ o.,aeo:mtoy410 ae i avolvi ag o r!,ai. iol n

thle kcy activists anG- lcoedcrs ,connected thlclcwithl.

Students'lor a, Derloornti SocietY (SDS) and militant New ba-ft
calnpus organ~lizationso.

AL tie cid of the 3.9CS-70 nocaic y: ,thle vtriouIs
Lacticu..; of tile SDe-c~d u~teUaie;anjciowhich ha.s

"n.11( r, ; flia Lion in i:1I;-. right, conlcistC-d of a

MC)OIJ.aoiS 11 01 j: rntllI ,~( .r vidai Ill add it ion
to tu :; IJ3 ir-:aeho 252 j.0Ia. I n dcjpenldcnt

typu :adI;-,(!ovcr of o; i;F idii~ I s:;.ra ted

-C 2,' I - 1hXNJ)D -OVLR
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ab :ut '. b ) -. Cmhcr ; At i. p'CC1t !: 0 : ;CtUU in

itvcit~;.~o ' o .1. 0 tc: I:I~~ ir: I. havo:. not,
[ill the paavt , ±li tiatvd :n't j:jo;: t !0c iivll jvidcn3.
incmbors of ':uchi owiiz;tii~,vjth til hOxcep tiai. of the
]zoy activi:;to arid iiidivi-duaJr; w;ho arc Iznovwn to bo violcace
prone.

Mnjor , COJthO) m-ttio 10 LVo I.Cero completel~y

([icrUptc( by vijolcn clcr:i:; tva t ).Gnr, bljo'A ngn non::' anld
other tcvrorir tic ac tr Pcvrpctraitcd1 by thlcne orgaxiz-ati.s.
It is, Lticrcfor(,, prupener~d that COOCO tic opcnad on all
Indiv'iduaJln blongin to such org-anizntioon to doter-mine
whuithor they hxavo n propenoity for vjolcncc. If thirn
propolal 1ir i'V raplc:Iil Lcd, it iL; Cr,5t i i.'tC( Lh . 1h ii

1would be required to opcii approxim~atcly 6,500O nov, caLnos.

- 3- C015.'INUEA) - OVER
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EXHIBIT 66-1

10 Director
Federal Bureau of Investigation

end. : . L L.4

SRQlJ3CT

DAIE: Octotcr 2 2 1974

enry . c orson.
Assistant Attorney Gcncral

Criminal-Division

Gathering and Reportilg Data. A '.

Regadig Ciyil Disturbances

Reference is made to your menorandn to the Attorney
- General dated August-6, 1974, captioned as above which enclosed

a copy of a toletype dated July 31, 1971 from your Baltimore9
field office reporting a disturbance at the Glen Burnic Fair,
Glen Burnie, Maryland, July 30-31, 1974. You reguestc guide-
lines with regard to gathering and reporting information con-
crning civil disturbances and suggested that your reporting be

,r limited to those particular situations which are of such a
r serious nature thatFederal military personnel may be called

upon for assistance. z

While tho Department recognizes and appreciates that the
FBI expends a significant amount of manpower in gathering and
reporting data on civil disturbances, it also feels that the
guideline suggested is not practical. If such a criterion were
used, it woWld place the burden on the Bureau of determining;
at least initially, whether military personnel may ultimately
bo'needed in connection with a particular disorder. As you

know, that responsibility legally rests mith the Prosident,hot
with the FDI, and is based on the advice and information he
receives from the Attorney General. One source of such.infor-
mation would, of courge, be the FBI. In only rare and etreme
situations in the country'as history have Federal military forces
been rcquczted to put dowd.domestic disorders. more .oftcf, -
National Guard units. have been activated by the state-to spple-

) mnt local ,and state police forces in handling serious disturh

ances. 10[V *' .,

In that raoard, the.Conititt.icXirYtlje IV, < providlC
that the Federal government wotli;protcL Iha states, upon

& DEC I
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application of the legislature or the e::cutive, against
domestic violence. On April 1, 1969, the President designated
the Attorney Gencral as chief civilian officer to coordinate the

Governmont's response to civil disturbances. Without timely
information the President, the Attorney General, and other

interested Government officials and agencies could not adequately
meet the constitutional rcsponsibility to protect the nation's
security. See also, 10 U.S.C. §331, ct. . While this power
is rarely used, it is incumbent upon the Federal government to

remin abreast of potential situations where it may be requested

or invoked.

. It is our opinion that the FBI, as the investigative arm
of the Department, should continue to gath(e- and report on
significant civil disorders throughout the country so thzit the
Attorney General and appropriate Government agencies may be
fully informed of all situations which may develop into najor
incidents of violence. This information should include all
significant incidents of civil unrest and should not be re-
stricted to situations where, in the judgment of the Bureau,
military personnel eventually may be used. On the other hand,
the FBI should not report every minor local disturbance where
there is no apparent interest to the President, the Attorney
General or other Governmcnt officials and agencies.

The Bureau should continue to report all disturbances
where there are indications that extremist organizations such as
the Corimunist Party, Ku Klux Klan, or Black Panther Party are
believed to be involved in efforts to instigate or exploit them.
These situations sho-.,d be reported promptly and fully because
of the great potential for rapid nationwidu e::ploitation. As
Deputy Assistant Attorney General Kevin T. tharoney testified
before the Comaittcc on Inter nal Security of the House of
Representativec on February 20; 197', the violent nature of an
organzationmay' be a atfficient liasis for invcstigating so that
the Attorney Gencra] may -boapprised of potential civil dj.Sturl-
ances Of course, any possible violationS of Federal law, such
as tne anti-riot statute 18 U.S.C. C2101, should be investigated
fully.



Regarding coverage of potential disorders, the Bureau,
through its liaison with local and state police departments and
other law onforceoent agencies, should be awareof disturbances

:and patterns of disorder which would be of interest to the
President, the Attorney General, and other Government officials
and agencies, and should make timecly reports of significant

.disturbances, even when no specific violation of Federal law is
indicated. Such situations would cover, but would not b limited

.to, cases.whcre (1) extremist groups or individuals are involved
:or may attempt to exploit the situation, (2) the disorder may
develop into a major disturbance, (3) it may become a matter of
national attention, (4) the disturbance or disorder is of obvious
.interest to the President, Attorney General, or the Department,
:or (5) the incident is of particular interest to the Secret
:Service in fulfilling its protective function. You should Also
:insure that copics of all such reports are disseminated promptly
:to the Department's Analysis and Evaluation Unit in the office
of the Deputy Attorney General, and where appropriate, you
should continue to keep local U.S. Attorneys' offices advised.

The Department recognizes that anscssing the need to re-
port information regarding civil disturbances requires some
judgment in the initial stages on the port of the Bureau's field
divisions and FYI Headquarters, and it is urged that whenever
possible the Bureau focus its reporLing efforts on those incidents
and putterns of disorders which may fit the above criteria, rather
than reporting each and every relatively insignificant incident of
a strictly local nature coming to its attention.
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EXHBIT 66-2

IrII IA) STS \.isO%*)KN\1 N'I '

I1Ife /mo.,10ra~ 17
c Crece M. Kelley DATE: y17)'

AU.) atant Attorney General.

fc'27 ,lfniployelc Security Prog~rami\O
S'clitivcOrder 104530

This is in response to you r io-morc'nda. entLitled as .bvc

dated May 8, 1974 and Augcust 19, 1974, directed to the Ilcput'

Attorney Gene'ral, C rimi~nal Divis ion, and refcrr ing to pou-

blJems whichb have a r 3:cn asa a rosul.t oA the promoulgation oA

Executive Order 11705 which amiends Executive order: 10450. In

view of the invlveOiCnlt 01 -mly staff in tiecf Piattcr2, I w..

Undertzde to asawcr your questionls with the concurrence of the

Criminal Divisi.onC.

Js you h:no th is mat tcr ha been undo r conti a inU r'ai.'.

both in tho Task: Force, chai red by a rcprcsentatiV. of thz

office, of origleve:l rcprcsent,-.tvus of variousa agycnci.v

in the aecurity field za.nd is not. under. study' to a lesser dorre

in Project 110 ef tie "DoMstic Council on P'rivacy".

You ask that the Deacrtment; (a) provitde sp'c ific 3a instic-

Lions to the Blureau to coinc t in tc ligancc-lypc invest igain

to jdc'nti f and deterw' c Hiic art ivits aoC orgaiatin rtc3

decribed in thn amcnid S.ation NO(a (5) of ihsrcn Lx w O Uc..:

10450; (b) fur~nish gal deings to be used hy the Bur:eau n ini1-

tiating invent fggticons .of individuals under the c::ntioncd m.attcr

pursuant to Ex.ecuti ve Orde: 104150 and spceifically, en tcria to

be utilized in decor, iing whether available ipiformation is a

sufficient basis for inavestigation.

Under thne amendm;ent to Section Li (a) (5) of r:::cut Lye Order

104150, we now have only tw..o types of organiza5tin:-; (I) those

which iunJ~wi : dn or rn: an ico tuc cummishrian of acts

of force or vio.acc LO prevent ethers from ex.ercising tcir

rights under the ccnutitution or laws of the United States or
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any State;- (2)toO "t-h"teany tat, () o whch es' toovert hrow the Goivernifnt Of-

the Uited Stat.::;, QE any Sta'e or subdivision thetcof, by

uini.awful ::;Sis. (P::phasiis added)

Of course, the hy.words which are underlined indicate

that the investi.;.tion should be initially based on a possible

violatiori of a fcral (such as the Smith Act) or state statute

prohibitinig unlow 1 ad vocacy or the commission of any unlawful

act, of for:n or violence. However, in order for the Bureau to

detect w:i:.:.-1.i ths ih a potential of the above nature, it

in Ki')l1a.t that. I.0invastig Lion proceed on the basis of in-

formation indic...*: to that ch: orgaini;.ation may be of che.nature

mentione:. It in not nece:sairy that a crime occur before the

invstigati'n is Aniated, but only that a reasonable evaluation

of the.avcilobl '.onation suggeststnhat the activities of the

orrnizatin i ma' . within the proscription of the Order. The

most recent :;:n - of the type of organization, that you have

advised is co.C ; more pvalent, is the small but dedicated

to violnc', Sy;.: :.00 Libration Army (SLA). Oranizvatinc n-

4-in ::.':: "- .luarly .a. within the Order and should be

invout iaic"l as.: as inf.antin is available indicating their

potentil.: fo. .tIce1( and of course, if possible, prior to

the fulfi.I.;a:nt < their purposes.

'It i:s tru M Executive Order 11785 eliminated the prior

comu ist., totali .ian, fascist , and subversive characterizations

and olefii i iAs, W. :hcrc was no intention of restricting the

investid l ofk c' r ech .ergaiization: if their protrams call for

aclt of fo ' oc alence or the unlawful advocacy of the cem-

mission oF ac L oico or violence in furtherance of these

programs.

It i ont ya ' ble to set definite parameters covering the-

initiatin of in'.'''gations of potential organizations faling

within tbi: Order 'bu once the investigation reaches a stage that

offers a basis for 'etermining that the activities are legal in

nature, then the"1v:stination should cease, but if the investi-

gation su;'g--:ts ad'ter inination that the organization is engaged

in illegal acivitin" or potentially illegal activities it should

continue.

It follows 'in answer to your secoid question that individ-

unit who :ane active either o meibers of or as affiliates of
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Qai t ionn deccribed above shoulic be- inves tigatLed when
MfIo LmlatLaon is received indcating t.hei 01r involtvement, Vic
.amrc ya rdstimck ind ~iated above for organizrations in deter-
mining tohcther the inves tigat ion should contLinue, should ai cod
concerning individua~ls and whun a determination can rcaso~abl..'
be made that the individuals; activitLies, either withjin the
orYgai zation or as an~ individlual. do not appar to be in vio-
lation of any law, then the investigation should cease.

W
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EXHIBIT 67

BLACK STUDENT GROUPS ON COLLEGE CAMPUSES

On October 29, 1970, the.Executive Conference

approved a program to conduct discreet preliminary inquiries,

limited to established sources, on Black Studint Unions and

similar groups, their leaders, and key activists to determine

if the activities of these groups and individuals warrant

further active investigation. On November 4, 1970,

instructions were sent to the field to implement this

program. The number of campuses involved is about 500,

representing approximately 750 black student groups. The

officers will reoresent about 2,500 cases and the key

activists another 250. The potential for new cases in this

program will approximate 3,50G0 cases. This program-inciuues

junior colleges and two-year colleges as weaj a6 uu-year

colleges.

DOMESTIC INTELLIGENCE DIVISION INSPECTION
1/12/71

(4-11)
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EXHIBIT 68-1

.N,;Y GrUrRAL

April 12, 1962

FOR: The President

FROM: The Attorney General



The Attorney General April 12, 1962

Director, FBI

INCREASE.IN THE FRICE O SThEL

In connection with your reauest of Auril 11, 1962, that
this fureau interview . of Dethlehem
Ltoul Company, and reporters concerning- . istatement

quoted in the press to the ofZect that there should not be any
price rise in steel even after.,the new labor contract goes into
effect on July 1, there is set forth below the result: of our,
inveztigation. ., .

re-nlled speaking to Associated
Press, Philadelphia, Ponnsylvania, .and "The Wall
Street Journal," Philadelphia, and possibly a reporter from
Wilmington, Delaware, after a Bethchcm .Stol Company stockholders'
mo-ting in wilmington on AnaVl l0, J102. At the close 6f the .
wcat inu knd spoke to him about stool prices.
Ur. . a-id that he .told thera "I don't wish to make a statement
today about prices and I will give you the reason why. We do. not
have additional labor costs over what we have now until-July first.'
He also recalled that h6 told them "Wo are doing what. we can .to
hold the line."

Mr. advised that he did not make the statement
attributed to him in the April 11, 1962 editibn of "The New York
Times" in an article ritten by Robert Metz:Ao the effect that
ther should not be any price riso even a.fter.the new Inbor
contract goos into effect on July I. MIr. also advisod
that no press ecass 1were male or considered ny Dethlehem Steel
Company on April 10, 19O2, and that the only release made relating
to this matter was made on April 11, 1962. "It stated "Bethlehem
Steel Company.announces now prices for its rolled steel products.
Tho.new prices,- which beceome effectivo April 12, represent an
average increase of.appr6ximnatoly 3-1/2 per cent."

Robort etz, reporter for "'he Now York Times," advised
that he;was not preseut when Mr . made the comments in
question and that he prepared his column from material furnished
by the Washington Dureau of the Associated Press.

66-077 0 - 76 - 46
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The Attorney General

of the Associated Press in Philadelphia,
stated that hon of "Tho Wilmington Evcning Journal,"

of "The Wall Otrct Journal," Philadelphia,
talked to Mr.. following the Bethlohcm Stool Company stock-
holders' meeting on April 10, 1062, and asked if that company
intended to raise steol prices. Mr. answered that he'
could not copsment on that at this tino and stated that the labor
contract "does not go into offect until July 1. I'm not going
Lo oxplain it. You can interpret it any way you want."

When questioned further Mr. remarked "We
shouldn't raise prices now. We are facing stiffer competition in
industry and foreign markets. What we should be doing is cutting
prices."

of "The Wall Street Journal" in Philadelpi
declined to be interviewed on this or any other matter in the
absence of a subpoena stating that this was in accordance with
his company's policy.

of "The Wilmington Evening Journal" recall,
that Mr. did not make the statement attributed to him in
the article written by Pobort Mets. He said that in connection
with the price of stoel Mr. stated "e should be trying
to reduce the price of steel it at all possiblo, due to intcnsive
foreia coMpetition." When questioned specifically as to whether
Bethlchm Steel Company intended to increase the price of steel
now or in the future Mr. stated "The wage increase doesn't
happen till the first of July. Therefore, we will have to
resorvo coumment on prices until then."

public relations counselor, Washington,
D. C., was interviewed concerning the intended press release whicl
was reportedly cancelled at the last mainute. advised that

he had no knowledge of any press release other than the one issued

on April 11, 1962, announcing now prices for Bethlehem Steel
Company's rolled steel products. He said he had no knowledge
of the withdrawal of any press releases.

The results of our investigation were furnished orally
to Assistant Attorney General Katzenbach by Assistant Director

Courtney A. Evans of this Bureau on April 12, 1902.

1 - The Deputy Attorney General

- 2 -
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EXHIBIT 68-2

4,

NOTE August 19, 1964

4'.1

Deac DeLoach called me this morning to say that his~informa-
tion 'as that King had been advised by Joe .Ralh that in this
mor ing's* meeting you were not going to let the group discuss
sea ingof the "freedom party" delegation, but w.ould take the

iative. 71king was, last night, pondering on whether to re-
,fuse to come to the meeting on the grounds of short notice.
(Hardly a tenable position in view of the attached telegram of
the dy before yesterday).

Another interesting fact is that Rustin called me yesterday to
ask whether he was to attend the r.eeting. I told him that so
far as I knew it was for the leaders only and that his informa-
tion of yesterday'as thefi I knew about his intentions to
siteak accompany Dr. Kin .Ie was a little unhappy, but I
don't see how, under anX circumstances, he could have been
included.

I information was that if King did show (and I have no
word either by telephone or by telegram as of 9:30 this morn-
ing indicating that he will not attend) he was ibstructed to
'speak up to the President'.

LYNDON 3AINES JOHNSON LIB
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EXHIBIT 68-3

[Retyped by SSC]

To: Mr. Walter Jenkins August 25, 1964

From: C. D. De Loach

Subject: MORNING SUMMARY OF ACTIVITIES,
DEMOCRATIC NATIONAL CONVENTION,
ATLANTIC CITY, NEW JERSEY
AUGUST 25, 1964

The following information is a summary of data which
has come to our attention during last night and early this morn-
ing, August 25, 1964:

MARTIN LUTHER KING

A highly reliable source advised at midnight, last
night, that Reverend King received a call from [ I
in New York City. King said that he was very encouraged by the
way things were going; that there had been no demonstrations by
the Mississippi Freedom Democratic Party (MFDP) and none were
expected from that source.

As you were previously advised, [__ ]_had indicat-
ed that he was not planning to come to Atlantic City; however,
King requested last night that [ ] should come to the Con-
vention and [ ] said that he would be down, and that he
would arrive in Atlantic City sometime during the morning of
August 25, 1964. King then told [ ] that there were enough
minority votes to bring the seating of the MFDP to the floor of
the Convention.

At 10:40 a.m., August 25, 1964, we were advised that
was in Reverend King's suite in Atlantic City.

I contacted [ ] of the MFDP at
the Gem Hotel, and [ ] inquired whom Reverend King should
talk to this morning. [ ] said she thought King
should see Governor Endicott Peabody of Massachusetts, Mayor
Robert Wagner of New York City, Governor Edmund G. (Pat) Brown
of California, Mayor Richard Daley of Chicago, and Governor
John W. King of New Hampshire. The purpose of King's seeing
these individuals is to urge them to call the White House
directly and put pressure on the White House in behalf of the
MFDP.
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MORNING SUMMARY OF ACTIVITIES, DEMOCRATIC NATIONAL CONVENTION,.
ATLANTIC CITY, NEW JERSEY, AUGUST 25,.1964

At this same time [ ] from Reverend King's
staff spoke to [ ] of the MFDP and told her that
the MFDP delegates should not think in terms of being a minority
but should regard themselves as the only representatives in
Mississippi. [ ] then told [ ] that, "Off the record,
6f course, you know we will-accept the Green compromise proposed."
This refers to the proposal of Congresswoman Edith Green of
Oregon.

A [ ] of the Washington State:Delegation
then spoke to [ I ] of Reverend King's staff.
[ ] apologized to [ I because she was unable
to get her group to come to the forefront for the MFDP. [

] commented that the Johnson Administration is putting
pressure on everybody and that people who were previously friend-
ly'are getting harder to-find.

BOARDWALK DEMONSTRATIONS

Approximately 120 demonstrators belonging to the
Congress of Racial Equality (CORE) and the Student Non-Violent
Coordinating Committee (SNCC) spent all night on the boardwalk
in front of Convention Hall. This was a silent vigil and there
w~eF no incidents.

RALLY SCHEDULED FOR TUESDAY NIGHT, AUGUST 25, 1964,
8 P.M., PRICE MEMORIAL CHURCH, ATLANTIC CITY, N.J.

At last night's SNCC and CORE vigil outside Convention
Hall handouts were being distributed announcing that a civil
rights rally presenting Dick Gregory and Caleb Peterson would be
held at Price Memorial A.M.E. Church, 525 Atlantic Avenue, at
8 p.m. Coverage of this rally has been arranged.

PROGRESSIVE LABOR MOVEMENT

We have.been informed by reliable New York sources:
that a group of Progressive Labor Movement (PLM) members is
traveling to Atlantic City on Wednesday, August 26, 1964. Self-
admitted Communist Party (CP) member [
is heading this group. [ ] was the leader of the stu-
dent group which spent this past summer in Cuba defying the
State Department ban.
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AFTERNOON SUMMARY OF ACTIVITY, DEMOCRATIC NATIONAL CONVENTION,
ATLANTIC CITY, NEW JERSEY, AUGUST 25, 1964

REVEREND MARTIN LUTHER KING

Shortly before 4 p.m. this afternoon, August 25, 1964,
of the California Delegation asked King to meet with

the California delegates at 7 p.m. August 25, 1964. Previously
King agreed to meet with the New York State delegates at 7:30
p.m. tonight.

MFDP leaders have asked Reverend King to call Governor
Egan of Alaska and Governor Burns of Hawaii in an attempt to
enlist their support. According to the MFDP spokesmen, the Negro
Mississippi Party needs these two states plus California and
New York for the roll call tonight.

Source: ELSUR

SYMPATHETIC PICKETING

FBI sources report that CORE has been undertaking picketing
in several cities urging support for the MFDP. A group of 25
demonstrators in Chicago, for example, picketed the Morrison Hotel
urging that the Illinois Delegation support the Negro Mississippi
delegates. Similar picketing was conducted by CORE in St. Louis
yesterday.

STUDENT NON-VIOLENT COORDINATING COMMITTEE (SNCC)

At 1 p.m. today the FBI office at Jackson, Mississippi,
reported that eight Mississippi summer workers left Mississippi
today headed for Atlantic City.
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MORNING AND EARLY AFTERNOON SUMMARY OF ACTIVITIES
SUPPLEMENTARY REPORT, DEMOCRATIC NATIONAL CONVENTION,
ATLANTIC CITY, NEW JERSEY, AUGUST 28, 1964

press credentials, to get into Convention Hall last night.

It was also disclosed that they are going to be.
watching to find out whether the staff of the Sergeant-it-
Arms will be checking badge-'numbbes with the names printed
on the badges and they are-going to be sure that the
gatekeepers are not discriminating against Negroes. If
such discrimination takes place, they plan to make a strong
protest and demand *that Convention officials check every
individual's badge as they enter the hall.

Sometime this afternoon, [ ], et al,
plan to make some sort of public announcement regarding
their intentions but they were vague as to details.

Source: CONF SOURCE

MARTIN LUTHER KING-- [ ]

Shortly after noon [ ] talked to a man who.
was trying to get in touch with Martin Luther King.

This man wanted King to talk to MFDPdelegates at the
Union Temple Baptist Church 'at 1 p.m., this afternoon.
Congresswoman Green is-supposed to make a talk there and

and a representativeof the Natihal
Council of-Churches 'aire- scheduled to. be present.'-'

According to the man'who talked 'to []
the -MPDP delegates are standing on their decision to reject
the findings of the Credentials Committee.-- The delegates
want guidance from King. -. -

[ promised that Reverend King would be at
this meeting.

] then spoke to a representative of the National
Council of Churches and-said that according to Hubert
Humphrey, if the two delegates and two alternates of the
MFDP would be seated elsewhere as a group on the
floor. In a subsequent conversation I ] was told that
the MFDP delegates and alternates would be seated in the

2
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EXHIBIT 68-4

OFFICB OF TitR DIR.CWO

UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

WASHINGTON, D.C. 20535

June 4, 1965

BY LIAISON

Honorable Marvin Watson
Special Assistant to the President
The White House
Washington, D. C.

Dear Mr. Watson:

Reference is made to the President's request
to me earlier today while I was at the White House with
respect to the telegram he received from the artists.
Accordingly, attached are memoranda containing the results
of an FBI name check of Hannah Arendt and twenty other
individuals mentioned in that telegram.

When this letter of transmittal is detached from
its enclosures bearing a security classification, this letter can
be declassified.

Sincerely yours,

Enclosures (18)
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EXHIBIT 68-5

OFrr;. COr nit. DIRECTOR

UNITI[D STATIS DEPAlt'flll:NT OV JUSTICE

o FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVIESTIGATION

WASHINGTON. D.C. 20535

July 15, 1966

BY LIAISON

Honorable Marvin Watson
Special Assistant to the President
The White House
Washington, D. C.

Dear Mr. Watson:

On July 12, 1966, Mr..Jake Jacobsen,
Legislative Counsel to the President, requested name
checks on individuals whose names appeared in the
"C6ngressional Record" as signers of letters to
United States Senator Wayne Morse, expressing support
for Senator Morse's criticism of United States policy
toward Vietnam.

There are enclosed eleven memoranda concerning
individuals,who may be identical with certain of the
individuals whose letters to Senator Morse were printed
in the "Congressional-Record" of July 11, 1966.'

Based.on the identifying information available,.
our files contain no -identifiable pertinent information
concerning the remainder of the.individualswhose letters
appeared in that issue of the "Congressional Record."

Sincerely yours,

Enclosures - 11

COPY
LYNDON BAINES JOHNSON
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EXHIBIT 68-6

UNITED STATES DEPAIITMENT OF JUSTICE

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

WASHINGTON. D.C. 2OS3S

January 31, 1975

SULLIVAN MEMORANDA TO JOHN DEAN
(COVERAGE OF TELEVISION PRESENTATION,

SENATE FOREIGN RELATIONS COMMITTEE)

Reference is made to my letter of January 30, 1975, setting
forth information in the "Sullivan memoranda." Your attention is specifically
invited to the allegation that on February 19, 1966, Marvin Watson called
from the White House advising the President wanted the FBI to cover Senate
Foreign Relations Committee television presentation with a view toward
determining whether Senator Fullbright and the other Senators were receiving
information from Communists.

We are unable to locate a memorandum of the telephone call
referrea to; nowever, tnere is a memorandum on recora Irom Mr. William C.
Sullivan to Mr. Cartha D. DeLoach which refers toa memorandum from
Mr. htoMr.rsemorandum
of Mr. Sullivan's dated February 26, 1966, he advised that the. Senate Foreign
Relations televised presentation of February 18, 1966, was monitored. He
attaches a memorandum drawing parallels between the statements made by
Senators Fullbright and Morse and statements which the Communists have
been making. He points out that we have received no indication that any
members of the Communist Party, USA, or any other subversive groups have
furnished either of the Senators with material which prompted their statements.
Mr. Sullivan recommended that this attachment .be delivered to Ivarvin Watson.
Mr. Hoover stated, "No. I want letter to Watson transmitting it."

By letter dafd February 24. 1966, Mlrvin'Watson was advised
"In iV:pone to O reqes. . . :3 enucsed a memoi adum /hich ets out
the Communist Party line concerning some of the issues raised during the
Senate Foreign Relations Committee hearings on U. S. policy on Vietnam."

In this memorandum dated February 24, 1966, which had
originally teen dated February 21, 1966, which was the memorandum
accompanyin the abov-described.Sullivan to DeLoach memorandum,
parallels are drawn between the television presentation and documented
Conmunist Party publications or statements of Communist leaders.

Thisq doellonilt-iS VITeored inf reirpon~qr to voh'r rrqtwo. ain, jiq rot for disseifli-
,nat~ion o11-id~e 0(2 on (01, th -:C. i.1 Iii)?''2/J -d f'0 1.) plo'dcyi30rt I
your Connuitice and the ,Oi. cial miy :,t t- rdf.scloscd .to una:zthorized person-

nel without the express approvad of the 'I .
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EXHIBIT 68-7

UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT

Memorandum
The Deputy Attorney General DATE: February 3, 1975

FROM : Director, FBI

BACKGROUND INFORMATION CONCERNING
DEPARTMENT'S REQUEST FOR BODY RECORDER
IN BOBBY BAKER INVESTIGATION IN 1065

Pursuant to your, request of January 28,.1975, for a complete
report on the Bobby Baker investigation the enclosed letterhead
memorandum .contains background information relative to this matter.

*Eiclosure

This doc utd is pInrpardI in rcspon'se to ri- irequst nd is not for disseni-
nationn olwide ?rr C me. I. try iP limield to off'ciol prbrcedings by
your Codinil: a.e(l the co, .' ino, not he discloscd to unauthorized person-
net withorit the expres approval of the FBI.

Buy U.S. Savings Bonds Regularly on the Payroll Savings Plan

SUBJECT:
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EXHIBIT 68-8

U1.iTED STATES DEPARTMENT 0. 'jUSTICE

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

WASHINGTON. D.C. 20535

February 3, 1975

BACKGROUND INFOR4ATION CONCERNING
DEPARTHENT'S REQUEST FOR BODY RECORDER

IN BOBBY BAKER INVESTIGATION IN 1965

In response to the request made by Deputy Attorney
General Laurence H. Silberman for a complete report on the
Bobby Baker investigation, in which it was mentioned that the
FBI turned down requests for a body recorder and also for the
contents of a communication from Mr. Hoover to President Johnson
regarding this matter, the following is submitted.

By memorandum dated 3/25/65, Assistant Attorney General,
(AAG) Criminal Division, requested that the FBI take necessary
steps to place a body recorder on the person of Wayne L. Bromley
to record the conversations of Bromley with Clifford L. Jones and
Bobby Baker. This would have necessitated placing a recorder on
the person of Bromley prior to the time he left Washington, D. C.,
as he was being met in Los Angeles by Jones upon his arrival.
Bromley, a Washington, D. C., Attorney and close associate of
Baker, was cooperating with the FBI and had testified before
the Baker Grand Jury. Jones is a former Lieutenant Governor
of the State of Nevada and is an Attorney as well as a member
of one of the corporations which was furnishing cash to Baker
for his assistance.

By letter dated 3/26/65 from the Director to Mr. Herbert
J. Miller, AAG, he was informed the Department's request for
the use of the body recorder on theP person of Bromley was
inadvisable in view of the fact that the maximum security for
the equipment and Dromley's person could not be accomplished, as
well as adequate security could not be accomolished at the hotals.

'Dy Y-ttur dated 1/.2/67 co the conoracle Maivin Watson,
Special Assistant to the President, The White House, the President
was advised of the circumstances regarding the request of the
Criminal Division of the Department to place a body recorder on
Bromley and the Bureau's declination to honor this request.

Thirdoenenu't is prepared in response to gnour request and is not for dissemi-
tation a tysi,* r r (f-m' ",n r. its .. t : 1neil. I to offirial procecdigs by
your Conunitle an the ootent may not b discloucd to tna tworized person-
nel without the exprejs approval of the RV1
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BACKGROUND INFORIMATION CONCERNING'
DEPARTMENT'S REQUEST FOR BODY RECORDER
IN BOBBY BAKER INVESTIGATION 11 1965

-Included in the letter to Mr. Watson was the fact
that Acting Attorney General Clark had advised an official of
this Bureau on 12/23/66 that-after the FBI's refusal to monitor
the meeting in Los Angeles, the Immigration and Naturalization
Service or the Bureau of Narcotics was contacted, and that.he
was certain it was the Bureau of Narcotics that handled the
monitoring. No .documentation of this conversation located.

A note added bn page three of the.letter dated
1/12/67 sets forth information that the letter was submitted
to "advise the White House as to circumstances under which
this Bureau taDe recorded, on 3/25/65, two telephone calls
(deemed to be legal by Department) involving Baker, but
refused to electronically monitor a meeting in Los Angeles
on 3/26/65 between Baker and two of his associates. These
calls and the meeting were referred to in a 1/11/67 news
article in the "Washington Evening Star" and undoubtedly
will receive-much publicity when.results are introduced as
evidence in present trial of Baker.'

On 1/17/67 Assistant to the Director Cartha D. DeLoach
was called to the White House by Marvin Watson and Watson
referred to the Director's memorandum to the President setting
forth the information that the FBI had refused a request to
utilizb a recording device in the Baker case. .Watson furnished
information that inasmuch as the Bureau of Narcotics had later
handled this matter for the Department of Justice, the President
had demanded a summary memorandum from the Secretary of Treasury
concerning the matter. Watson also indicated the President was
quite exercised about the fact the FBI had properly,crefused only
to have the Treasury honor the request of the Pepartment of Justice.

Mr." Oat'oif stdaUd thia the resident wd.';ed a complete
run-down on the following names, and that any inquiry should be
made as discreetly as possible.

- Narcotics Bureau
Treasury Department

- narcotics Bureau
i-.Former AAG, Criminal Division

- Narcotics Bureau

-2
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BACKGROUND INFORMATION CONCERNING
DEPARTMENT'S REQUEST FOR BODY RECORDER
IN BOBBY BAKER INVESTIGATION IN 1965

He also requested that it.should be specifically pointed out
whether any of the aforementioned individuals were close to
Bobby Kennedy. .lr. Watson further stated the President did
not want any record made of this request and wanted the informa-
tion furnished to him in blind memorandum form. Information wias
prepared in blind memorandum form regarding these individuals
and furnished to the President and, with the exception of
former AAG Miller, our file review and liaison representatives
did not develop any infbrmation indicating any association of
the individuals with Robert F. Kennedy.

-3-
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ExHIBIT 68-9

January 12, 1967

13T LIAISC

Jonornble 1:arvin ntnoo. S

Spccil Lzsistat t tbo P cido0
The lhito Iour;
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. 'illc~r that t~i'. E,':czu record
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NOTE:

This is being subiItted to advise the 1ihite-
House as to circumstances und.er which this Bureau tape
recorded, on 3/25/65, two telephone calls (deemod to bc .
legal by Department) involving Laker, but -refused to
electronically mcnitor a meetinng in Los Aigeles on
3/20/65 between Bakcr .-nd two of his asschiates. . These
calls and the meeting T:ere referred to in a 1/11/67
news article in the "Washington Evening Star" and undoubtedly
will receive rauch publicity vwhen results tLre intoduced as
evidence in present trial of Daker.

66-077 0 - 76 -47
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EXHIBIT 68-10

ONITED STATES GOVERNMENT

Memorandum
MR. TOLSON

C. D. DeLoach

DATE: 1/17/67

DODBY BAKER case;
Refusal of FBI to honor
Departmental request for
usage of recording device
in Los Angeles;

Request for name checks by President.

Marvin Watson asked that I come to the White
House at 5:45 p.m., 1/17/67. Upon seeing Watson he
referred to the Director's memorandum to the President
setting forth the fact that the FBI, in the Baker case,
had refused a request from the Department of Justice
to utilize a recording device in Los Angeles. ..Watson
stated that, inasmuch as Narcotics,had later handled
this matter for the Department of Justice, the.President

__had demanded that Secretary Fowler of Treasury give Jhim
a summary memorandum concerning this matter. .Yatson
jstated the President was quite exercised about the iact
that the FBI had properly refused, only to have Treasury
o ahead and honor the request of the Department.

Watson, while not handing me the memorandum to
read, did point out several names in the rather lengthy
memorandum that Secretary Fowler had sent the President.
The following names were specifically mentioned; .

I.. Narcotics Bureau . * mm
2. :Treasury Department
3. -Narcotics Bureau N JAN-25 198
4. Jack Muiller, to-mer Assistant AG, Criminal Division,

Department of St ces - -
5. thicotics Bureau

U M.0iWatson told me that the President wanted a complete
rundowR 6n the listed names.';He stated these checks shou.c>,.
be made as discreetly as possible and that we should

*-~S E.. CONTINUED--- ER
CDD: (7)

1
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Mr. Tolson

specifically point out whether any of these individuals
were close to Bobby Kennedy. The President does not
want any recad maleopl this reauest.. He'wants the
memoranda in question to be blind memoranda. He desires
that they be as thorough as possible and wants this done
on an expeditious basis.

co The Crime Records Division will handle the
coordination of this matter. The.Liaison Section of
the Domestic Intelligence Division (particularly the
liaison agent assigned to Treasury and Narcotics)
.should discreetly ascertain as much information.as.
possible and furnish such information.to Crime Records
so that a complete background memorandum can be prepared,
It may be that we already have considerable information
in Bureau files.

The memoranda.being prepared should clearly
reflect that Jack Miller (vas formerly an .Assistant AG
tinder Bobby Kennedy and is now a law partner of former
Bureau employeeCourtney Evans. Evans' background should
be briefly set forth, insofar as his lying defense of
Kennedy.,is concerned.

ACTION -

These memoranda will be prepared on an expeditious
basis and-submitted to the Director for consideration.
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EXHIBIT 68-11

. NITi) rSTATES GOVERNMENT

I'eriorandum
TO Mr. Wick DATL 1-19-67

FROt M. A J e'

suiiUcr: BOBBY BAKER case;
Refusal of FDI to honor
Departmental request for
usage of recording device
in Los Angeles;

Request For Name Check By President

BACKGROUND:

The President, through his Special Assistant, Marvin

Watson, has requcsted a name check concerning the following individuals
who apparently were involved in the joint decision by the Department
and the Narcotics Bureau to utilize a recording device in the Baker Case:

Narcotics Bureau
2. . Treasury Department
3. Narcotics Bureau
4. former Assistant AG, Criminal Division, Department of

Justice
5. Narcotics Bureau

According to Watson, the President h," specifically

instructed that he wants this matter handled as discreetly as possible.

that no record be made of his request, and that the results should show

whether any of the above individuals were close to former Attorney
General Robert F. Kennedy.

INFORMATION IN BUFILES:

All references and main files to the above individuals

have been reviewed. Attached are separate blind memoranda concertfiffg-

each of the above individuals. It is noted that with the oxception of
Enclosures

epa'r~~~ reanI!1 1,v ~us id is 11et for disscii-

Vi.dr iinti pr.pn~ ,rlivpf j,, ~~f'Lq bY
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M. A. Jones to Wick Memo
RE: BOBBY BAKER case

former Assistant Attorney General Herbert J. Miller, Jr., our file
revicw and our Liaison represcntative with the Narcotics Bureau,
developed no information indicating issociation of those individuals
with Robert F. Kennedy.

RECOMMENDATION:

That the attached blind memoranda be furnished by
liaison to the White House for the President.
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EXHIBIT 68-12

I'NITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

WASHINCTON, D.C. 2M535

January 31, 1975

SULLIVAN ME01RANDA TO JOHN DEAN

(Democratic Convention 1968)

The Sullivan memorandum to John Dean under Part 4

captioned "Re: Democratic Convention 1968" contained the

following:

"John Criswell, National Treasurer, Democratic

Party called the FBI and said he had dinner
with Harvin Uatson, 2ostmaster General and
Watson had told him of the great services
.performed by the FBI during the last
Deanv io La-. Cu.nviLwn. Atill ti % City,

New Jersey. He asked if the same services
could be performed at the Democratic
Convention in Chicago. Some assistance
was given by the Chicago FBI Office but it

was not at all of the nature and scope of

the services rendered Johnson at Atlantic City."

The files of the Federal Bureau of Investigation

.contain a memorandum dated August 22', 1968, from C. D. De Loach

to Mr. Tolson captioned "Democratic National Convention,
Chicago, Illinois." A carbon copy of this memorandum was

designated for Hr. Sullivan. This memorandum states:

John CUiswe.., 1Nat.onal Treasurear,
Democratic Party, called this afternoon to
indicate that he had had dinner with Harvin

Watson, the Postmaster General, last night,
and Watson had informed him of the great
service performed by the FBI during the
last Democratic Convention in Atlantic City,
New Jersey. Criswell wanted to know if the same

This document is prepared in respo.nse to our request ond is not for dissemi-
station outside yjour Comititr. 11. wr i: i nl to offic'inl prIoteedingys by
your Conmittee and ihe catj1  nur not !hr disdoscd to unathorizcd perou-
ntel without the express apnoval of the YIl .
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Sullivan Meoranda to John Dean

services could be performed this time
in Chicago. He also asked if I could
personally go out-and take charge, as
was-the case in Atlantic City.

-I told Criswell that Bill Connell,
Executive Assistant to the Vice President,
had already called regarding this matter,
and had personally discussed .the entire
matter with the Director. I stated the
Director-had made comolete arrangements
to have a.topflight group of experienced

-agents, under the supervision of the
Special Agent in Charge of the Chicago
Office, handle this assignment. I told
Criswell I felt certain these men would

.- do an excellent job.and the:Vice President's
office would be.kept fully advised at. all
times of need-to-know information.

Criswell expressed apbreciation
and stated he did not know Connell had
already made the request in question."

By memorandum from C. D. De Loach to Mr. Tolson
dated August 7, 1968,captioned "Democratic National Convention,
Chicago, Illinois, 8/26/68" with a copy to Hr. Sullivan,
Mr. De Loach advised "Bill Connell;' Executive Assistantato the
Vice President;" attemoted to telephonically contact the,
Director on August 7, 1968. He was advised that the
Director was in a travel status.

- 2 -
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Sullivan Memoranda to John Dean

According to this memorandum, Mr. Connell told

Mr. De Loach that the President had, some time ago, advised

the Vice President that the FBI had sent a "special team"

to Atlantic City during the last Democratic National

Convention. The President allegedly told the Vice '.resident

that the FBI had been of great service to him and he had

been given considerable information on a timely basis

throughout the entire convention.

Mr. Connell stated,according to the memorandum,

that while he dpsired to discuss this with the Director,

the Vice President hoped the Director would-extend to him

the same service during the forthcoming Democratic National

Convention in Chicago.

The memorandum further states that Mr. Connell

was told that, while he desired to discuss this matter

with the Director, he should know that our Chicago Office

is very well prepared to gather intelligence and pass such

intelligence onto appropriate authorities during the

convention. Mr. Connell stated he presumed this to be

true; however, he would call again next week and mention

this matter to the Director. A handwritten notation by

Mr. Hoover at the end of this memorandum stated "I talked

to Connell. ilso I talked to SAC and issued

appropriate instructions." Signed "H."

.A memorandum prepared by Mr. Hoover for Mr. Tolson,

Mr. De Loach, Mr. Bishop, and Mr. Sullivan dated August 15,

1968, reflects that at 10:09 a.m. Mr. Hoover talked to

Mr. William Connell, Executive Assistant to the Vice Prebident.

- 3-
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Sullivan Memoranda to John Dean

Mr.WHoover set forth-the following information regarding
this conversation:

"Mr. William Connell, Executive
Assistant to the Vice President, returned
my call. I told him I was out of town
when he called last week and I wanted
to return his call.

Mr. Connell thanked- me for
calling and stated-what he had called
about was that he had -talked to- the
Vice President about the team -I sent
into the convention area in 1964 that

* was so helpful. He stated he was hoping
perhaps I might be able to do the same
.thing for the Vice President out- in
Chicago and have my men directly in
contact with him -(Connell).

.,I advised-Mr. -Connell that
I had already-initiated that and that
he will be supplied by Soecial Apent
in Charge in hic' ;
t:At an) -.ind o as nLb ewnc.' 'e W;-a: a

- to just let Hr. Johnson know and he.
will take care of it.

Mr. Connell thanked me and
said he -will tell the-Vice 2resident"--

-4-
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Sullivan Memoranda to John Dean

This memorandum also reflects that at 10:13 a.m.
Mr. Hoover talked to SAC in Chicago. Mr. Hoover
likewise set forth the results of this conversation:

"I called SAC in
Chicago and told him I had just talked to
Mr, William Connell, Executive Assistant
to the Vice President, and what he wanted
to have done was an operation similar to
what we did down at Atlantic City at the

-------- ------- -,i 1,.;n
lociT- Dc -Zcrtic CC!. '.sLU* Wli~*r.

was running for renomination. I explained
that he would like to have us furnish the
same type of information and be in contact
with him, Connell, on any so-called
intelligence we might get. I stated I
told Mr. Connell we would do that and
that SAC would be in contact with
Connell and anything he wanted to let

know. I told Mr. Johnson we are
not going to get into anything political
but anything of extreme action or violence
contemplated we want to let Connel1,know.

:tatL.e. .i g'
in touch with jIr. Connell promptly and
set it up. I told i-r. that Connell
is presently in New York. hr. Johnson said
*he would probably be out in Chicago early
next week.'

Although prior information received indicated that
the Democt~tic National Convention to convene at Chicago,

- 5 -



Sullivan Memoranda to John Dean

Illinois, on August 26,'1968, offered tfe most potential
platform for' disruptive activities by racial and Viet Nam
dissident groups, similar instructions were set forth for
both the Miami Off .ce in connection with the Republican
National Convention (August 5-10, 1968) aid for the
Chicago Office in connection with the Democratic National
Convention (convening August 26, 1968).

These instructions stated that we had the
responsibility to keep high government officials and
other inter t agenicsadvised of dc1mentz i
regard to disruptive activities and that it would be
necessary-for each field division of the Federal Bureau
of Investigation to be acutely and continually a are of
developing situations. All offices were instructed
to take the necessary steps to insure that we were
receiving all information available concerning plans
being made to carry on protest demonstrations at the
conventions or to otherwise carry on any disruptive
activities.

The Federal Bureau of Investigation took the
initiative in bladining for possible disruptions and
violence durin- the two national conventio~is. .An addition
C" our rcsposibility to furnisIinfoe.'tion to local
law enforcement agencies and Secret Service, we 'also
had the responsibility to develop violations of'Federal
laws within our jurisdiction that might occur during
the conventions. Such laws as the Federal Anti-Riot Laws,
Assaultiig a.Federal Officer statute,-idnapping statute,
bombing and gun law violations, Presidential and Congressional

- 6 -*



Sullivan Memoranda to John Dean

Assassination statute, and Crime Aboard Aircraft violations

all. come within the investigative responsibility of the

Federal Bureau of Investigation.

We closely coordinated our activities regarding

the conventions with Federal and state agencies which

had the responsibility to keep the peace and protect

life and property. 1:e disseminated all pertinent
information developed through on-the-scene observations,
pertinent investigation, and through informant. coverage
to the aopropriate azencies having an interest in the

conventions.

No technical surveillances were utilized in

connection with the Republican Convention in Miami Beach

in 1968 or the Democratic Convention in Chicago in 1968.

In connection with the Chicago Convention

because of the advanced information developed that

disruptive activities were to occur, we requested
Attorney General authority for the installation of

technical coverage of the Hobilization Office for
Demonstrations at the Democratic National Convention.
This authorization was requested by our meporandum to

the Attorney General ,astd iar,:i:. 11, 196d8-.y-morescfm
March 12, 1968, attorney General Ransey Clark declined
authorization for this requested installation. By
memorandum for the Attorney General dated Iarch 22,
March 24, and June 7, 1968, we renewed our orevious

request; however, we received no reply. The net result

was that we did not have technical coverage in connection

with either the Democratic or Republican Conventions

in 1968.

- 7 -
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Sullivan Memoranda to John Dean

In his Harch 12, 1968, memorandum declining
authority for a telephonic surveillance in connection
with the anticipated demonstrations, Mir. Clark stated "other
investigative activities should be undertaken to provide
intelligence necessary to the protection of the national
interest."

Although extensive plans were made and instructions
issued from the Federal r3ureau of Investigation Headquarters
in Washington regarding our coverage of these 1968 conventions,

there ~ ' ween--1=1 ueuof -InvestLi,tly~n officials on,thereviere it rc;= on~e
the scene at either the Republican or Democratic Convention.

In connection with the 1972 Republican and Democratic
National Conventions held in liami Beach, Florida, similar
coverage was instituted and carried out by the Hiai Office
of the Federal'Bureau of Investigation. There, likewise, was
no technical coverage utilized in connection with either -the
Republican or Democratic 'National Conventions in Miiani Beach
in 1972.

No Federal Bureau of Investigation Headquarters
officials were on the scene at either of these Conventions.

-8-
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EXHIBIT 68-13

UNITED STATES COVER. JfENT

Memorandum
Mr. W. C. Sullivan DATE: 3/8/68

C. D. Brennar(J

DEMONSTRATIONS AT THE
NATIONAL DEMOCRATIC
CONVENTION, AUGUST, 1968

PURPOSE:
. To recommend the installation of a telephoeSsurvillance on the-:National Mobilization Office for

Demonstrations at the NTonal"emocratic Covention, R
5,4O7 South Dearborn Street Chicago, Illinois.

BACKGROUND:
Information has been received that

has rented an office at Boom 315.407 South Dearborn Street,
Chicago, - Illinois, which is to be known as the National
MUDIib ation Office for Demonstrations at the National
Dcmocratic Convcntion, is a former leader of 'he
5tudents for a Democratic Society and is the of the

Chicago, Illinoi3s, which is a

According to our informants, the office is to be used
in connection with activities aimed at influencing the ourse
St.h.e National DemocraticConventon tobc held in Chicago

in August, 1968. The office is to be occupied with a full-time
staff until the conclusion of the Convention.

A news release to "The New York Times" dated 12/10/67
quoted Dr. Benjamin Spock, the antiwar critic, and armes
RQllins as saying they were prepared to.mobilize the largest
dempnstration this country has ever seen to descend upon.the
Convention as a reminder to the delegates of the strength of
the opposition. Rollins is a militant member of the Congress
of Racial Equality and in 1967 stated, 2"e have got to stop
beaking into liquor stores and start breaking into gun stores

. to arm ourselves to stop these gbi-te hunkie cops from killing us."

Enclosuro.7Zab.. .3 RE 29
CONTINUED - OVER
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gemorandum C.D. Brennan to W.C. Sullivan
RE: DEMONSTRATIONS AT THE NATIONAL DEMOCRATIC CONVENTION

_member of the NationaL-Committee,
Commnist..Party, USA, has been appointed.by'. .. 'the
Party's C to coordinate activity between the
Communist Party, USA, and the new left. fle'is to assist in.
setting up a coordinating office to be financed in part by the,
Party and to recruit full-time personnel to man it.

Other-ftpyps, including the Mississippi Freedom
Democratic Party,.,the National Mobilization Committee to. End
the War in Vietnam, Students forea Democratic Society, Student
Mobilization Committee, and the National Conference for New
Politics, all of which are intensely anti-administration,
have indicated that-they intend to participate.in demonstrations
at the Convention. .

CURRENT DEVELOPMENTS:
During tne period 2/10-11/68, additional meetings

between peace and civil rights militants were held inChicago
for the purpose of discussing their activities at the Convention.
This Croup, -hich inclk.ed .. . a leader of the
National Conference for .New Politics .
and , all members of the National Committee,
Communist Party, OSA, decided to hold a planning convention-on
3/3_ /68. Th s meeting were held at the office at

,.Chicago, Illinois.

OBSERVATIONS:-
From information received, it is apparent that the

office at 407 South Dearborn Street is developing into a focal
point of activity surrounding demonstrations at the Convention.
Our informant coverage of these organizations gives us.long-
range -information on their plans. Ta flllv d tbarge'our
Vsponsibilijies, we must be in a position to bare day-ay
and hour-by-hour coverage of those elements jhichj.ean be
expected to attempt to disrupt the Convention. A tolenhone
&neilaUpce of this newly-opened office will enhance our
coverage and enable us to furnish the appropriate Government
officials with the plans of those groups which would try to
embarrass or'even inflict bodily-harm on the President or other
Eigh Government officials. We are submitting a request to the
Attorney General for technical coverage on this office.

RECOMMENDATION:
Thaat.the attached memorandum fqr the Attorney

General be, approved and sent.
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EXHIBIT 68-14

March 11, 1968

.MEMORANDUM FOR THE ATTORNEY GENERAL

RE: DEMONSTRATIONS AT TIE NATIONAL
DEMOCRATIC CONVENTION, AUGUST, 1968

An office known as the National Mobilization
Office for Domonstrations at the National Democratic
Convention has been established at Room 315, 407 South
Dearborn Street, Chicago, Illinois.'

. This office was rented by who
is a former leader of the Students for a Democratic Society
and is the. of the
Chicago, Illinois. This latter organization was forced in
1966 to

This office is to be occupied with a full-time
staff until the conclusion of the Convention.

During the period February 1968, a series
of meetings were hold at this office betw:een peace and
civil rights militants who discussed plans for demonstrating
and disruptinT the Convention. Included in the participants
were and - - , all
members of the National Committee, Communist Party, USA.

has been appointed by , the
of the Communist Party, USA, to coordinate

the activity between the Communist Party, USA, and other now
left forces. He has been active in setting up the office
on South Dearborn Stroot. The Communist Party, USA, has

-agreed-to partially subsidize .this office.
REC 104 2

(14) 'SEE NOTE PAGES 2

SENT Fro.'m L.0

., DATEC.- -'-

- _!;G = ' TI LrTYPE UN.
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. 1MORANDUM FOR THE A'TORNEY GENERAL

It is apparent that this office is developing-
Into a focal point of activity surrounding demor.strations
at tho Conventioi. It anpoars that most of those
organizat ions vhich vill be activoly engageaoin
demonstrating durirg,the period that the Convention is
in session 'ill use this space to-plan and coordihato
their activity. . - ..

-A telcphoti surveillance on this office would
provide extremely valuable information regarding the plans
of these groups to disrupt the National Dcmocratic Convention.
It would also furnish advance notice of any possible activity
by these. groups which would endanger the safoty of the
President or other Government officials while in Chicago.

A surveillance of this nature would greatly
enhance our covera!Te of those groups which join in the
dcmonstrations at the Convention and could nossibly

o the Government's intarests.

I recommend, therefore, the installation of a

telephone surveillance on tha National .obilization Office

for Dcnonstrations-at the National Democratic Convention,

Room 315, -07 South Dearborn Street, Chicago, Illinois, or

any other address to which this office may move in the future.

Very truly yours,

John Edgar Hoover

Director

pproved

NOTF

See memorandum C.D. Brennan to T.C. Sullivan dated

/8/68 captioned as above as prepared by

NOTEaD.TI-UED PAG 3

66-077 0 - 76 - 48



MEMORAIDUM FOR TUE ATTORNEY GENERAL

NOTEl CON'TfNLrED: - . =-

This memorandum recommends the institution of a
telophone surveillance in accordance with curront policy,
hich requires approval by the Attorney General for the

installation and continuation of all technical survoillances.

-3-
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UNITED STArES COVEl .ENT

Membrandum
Mr. W. C. Sullivan .ATE 3/21/68

C. D. Brennaf

JECT: DEMONSTRATIONS AT THE NATIONAL
DEMOCRATIC CONVENTION, AUGUST, 1968

PURPOSE:*
To recommindthe resubmission of a request to

the Attorney General for the installation of a telephone
surveillanceZon the Natiion.alMobilization.QJf ice for
Demonstrations:at -the National Democratic-Convention,
Room 315, 407 South Dearborn Street, Chicago, Illinois.

BACKGROUND: '

.. By-memorandum'to the Attorney General-dated 3/11/68,

we requested authority to installa telephone surveillance at
the above-mentioned location,'which was-recentlylopened to

V~a.~j~ ~for'vi-rious ne,. left- ,ivi 1
rights and subversive groups planning to stage'massive-
demonstrations in Chicago during the National Democratic
Convention. By letter dated 3/12/68, the.Attorney'General'
declined to authorize this 'installation on the basis that
there has not been an adequate demonstration-of a':direct'
threat to the national interest. The Attorney General
indicated that other investigative activities should be
.undertaken to provide intelligence necessary to the protection
of the national interest.

OBSERVATIONS:
he do not concur with the Attorney General's state-

ment that there has not been an adequate demonstration of a
direct threat to the national security. VariousInew left,
civil rights, and subversive organizations have puolicly
aZPounced-p s'a-r-t6o converge on the National Democratic
Cnyntion ii CHicago duringgAugust andstagemassive
demonsjrations groeatertainer is being.

CONTINUED - OVER

6 MAR 27 1968
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Memorandum C.D. r--nnan to W.C. Sullivan
RE: DEMONSTRATIG., AT THE NATIONAL

DEMOCRATIC CONVENTION, AUGUST, 1968

qqotqd as saying that demonstrations will begin in Chicago
at the end of May anhat so many ntwardemonstrators
will be put on the streets that the.. Government will be
orced to bring the .Army in.

Organizations planning to participate in these
demonstrations include the Students for a Democratic Society,
the National Mobilization Committee to End the War in Vietnam,
the Student Mobilizrtion Committee, and the Communist Party,
USA. Al ...LthcscrIZ.rzaj.ons have participated in prior
violent demonstrations such as the October 21-22, 1967,
March On Washington, which clminapA in a nhvsical assault
Qn the Pentagon which had to be repelled by. Federal troops.
There appears to be ample evidence that these demonstrations
will represent a substantial threat to the national security.

ACTION TAKEN:
We have prepared a memorandum for the Attorney

General in accordance with the above-mentioned observations
and are resubmitting our reauest for authority to install
a telephone surveillance-at the office-of the National
Mobilization Office for Demonstrations at the National
Democratic Convention.

RECOMMENDATI ON:
That the attached memorandum to tb Attorney

. General be approved.

.- 2 -
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EXHIBIT 68-16

MEMORANlDUM FOR THE ATTCrNEY GENERAL

RlE: DEMOST'ATIONS AT THE NATIONAL.
DEVdOCPATIC COmENATIO:, AUGUST, 1968

fReference is made to your mezorandum dated.
March 12, 1OGS, in which you declined authorization-of
a requested telephone surveillance on the National
Mobilization Office for Demonstrations at.the National
Democratic Convention, Roon 315, 407 South Dearborn Street,
Chicago,. Illinois, because there.has not been an adcquata
demobstration of a direct threat to the national security.

Informatio developad to ddto by -this Bureau .
Indicates that a.=nssive effort is bein nade by various-
new left s e.i-.il rights organizatioas -nd subversie
organizations to cobilize from 200,000 to 500,000
demonstrators who will- converza on tha National Democratic
Conventionin Chicago in.August, 1933, with the objective
of disrupting the Convention and forcing the Government to
utilize Federal troons to contain the demonstrators. For
example, the "Washington Post" issue of March 20, 196S,
quoted Negro entertainer Dick Gregory as saying that so
many .antivar demonstrators vill be out on the stre6ts of
Chicago before the Convention that "the Government will-be-
forced to brinZ the. Army in." Gregory-indicated that
anti-Convention marches will begin at the end of May on -a
12-hour basis and will later be conducted on a 24-hour basis.

-Organizations planning to participate i* these
demonstrations include the Students for a Democratic -
Society, the National Mobilization Committee to End the
War in Vietnam, the Student Uobilization Committee and -

the Communist Party,-. USA. All of these organizations have
participated in prior antiwar.dcmonstrations vbich resultd:

SEE NOME PAGE 2
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30MORANDUM FORt THE ATTOMEY GENERAL .*

in violence, such as the October 21-22, 1967, March On
Wlashinton which culminated in a physical ansault on the
Pentagon by sovoral hundred dez.oustrators who wore
finally repollad by Fodoral troops. .

While every effort is being made to establish
the covoragc necessary to fulfill our responsibilities to.
keep the intelligence co'munity advised regarding the
plans of those organizations, it is apparent that a

7 telephone surveillance at the above-mentioned location
would provide information regarding the plans and activities
of the key organizers of these denionstrations which cannot
be obtained from any other source.

Accordingly, I again recommend the installation
of a tolophone surveillance on the National 1lobilization
Office for Dr::0nstrations at the National Dcemocratic
Convention. Ecom 315, -07 South Dearborn Street. Chic.go.
Illinois, or any other address to which this offig la")

:.move in tho future. .

Very truly yours,

.- John Edgar Hoover
Director

Approved

*Date___________

y0TE:
See memorandun C.D. Bregnan to W.C. Sullivan

dated 3/21/68 captioned as above prepared by

This menorandun reconnonds the institution of a
-telephone surveillance in accoruance with current policy,
which requires approval by the Attorney General for the
installation and continuation of all technical surveillances.

-2-
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ExmBiT 68-17 -

MEMORANDUIM FOR TE ATTORNEY GENERAL

RE: DEMONSTRATIONS AT TE NATICNAL.
DEMOCPATIC COVTION,. AUGUST, .19G8

Reference is made to my memorandum dated
March 22, 1968, captioned as above requesting authority
to instituto tolephone surveillance coverage on the

National !obilization Office for Demonstrations at the

National Democratic Convention, Room 315, 407 South
Dearborn Street, Chicago, Illinois.

In order that this Bureau may fulfill its

responsibilities in this important area of our work,
it is requestoa tnat you advise oi your us ii=
matter as promptly as possible.

Very truly yours,
. .1

John Edgar Hoover
.. . Director

Approved

Date TIME.-L-
* DITO £ APP 29 H8~

CWYT:jay (14) BY....
NOTE;I'-.

%I By memorandum to the Attorney General datd 371I70,
authority was renuested to install a technical surveillance at
the.National Mobilization Office for Demonstrations at the

-National Democratic Convention in Chicago, Illinois, which was
recently opened to serve as a point of coordination for various
groups planning to stage massive demonstrations and engage in
disruptive activities at the National Democratic Convention in
August, 1050. This request vas denied bv the'a.ttornev General
on 3/12/63 on the grounds that there had not ,Won an adequate

.icTn CO'Z;.1ZD P.--! 2

1
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MEMORANDUIM FOR THE ATTORNEY GENERAL

NOTE CO*:TI!!UED:

demonstration of a direct threat to the national interest.
: :The request was resubmitted on 3/22/68 at which time it

was pointed out that militant civil rights and antiwar
leaders had publicly announced plans to disrupt the
National Democratic Convention and force the Government to
use Federal troops. To date, the Attorney General hasnot
respondod to this request. . . . ..

.- 2 -
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EXHIBIT 68-18

, u.wrIE STXES GOVERN .NT

Memnorandutm
Mr. W. C. Sullivan DATE: 6/6/68

- C. D. Brenna

CT DEMONSTRATIONS' AT THE NATIONAL
DEMOCRATIC CONVENTION,. AUGUST, 1968..

PURPOSE:

To recommend 'that a follow-up memorandum be
sent to the Attorney General in regard to a request
submitted on 3/22/68 for approval of a telephone -surveil-
lance on the National Mobilization Office for Demonstrations
at the National Democratic Convention.

BACKGROUND: '

C y m aora-dum to the Attorney Gzaaral dated
3/11/68, authofity was requested to install'aLtechnical
surveillance at the National Mobilization Office for
Demonstrations at the National Democratic Convention in
Chicago, Illinois, which was recently opened to serve as
a point of coordination for various groups planning to stage
massive demonstrations and engage in disruptive activities.,
at the National Democratic Convention in August, 1963. This
request was denied bythe Attorney General on 3/L2/98 on the
grounds that there had not been an adequate denonstration of
a direct threat to the national interest. The request was

. uitteQd.3/22?61 at which time it was pointed out that
militant civil rights and antiwar leaders had publicly.
announced plans to disrupt the National Democratic Conventiqn
apd force the Government to ,use Federal troops. Ong AtL68 a
follow-uo memorandum was sent, to the Attorney General requesting
a docision in this case and since then three general communi-
cations have .been.sent to the Attorney General regarding this
and- other cases requesting authorization for electronic surveil-
Ianc s. To date, the.Attorney General has not-responded.

AN.ONTI UED - OVER

i~j JN 1.2 196R
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Memorandum C.D. Brennan to W.C. Sullivan
RE: DEMONSTRATIONS AT THE NATIONAL

DEMOCRATIC CONVENTION, AUGUST, 1968

OBSERVATIONS:

The assassinations of Martin Luther King, Jr.,
and Robert F. Kennedy serve to illustrate the ugly atmosphere
of discontent which pervades the American political scene
today. It is reasonable to expect that the extremist

elements planning to disrupt the Democratic National
Convention may resort to violent acts to draw attention to
their causes and achieve their objectives at the Convention.

. . We are making every effort to develop adequate
informant coverage to enable us- to keep the intelligence
community advised of the day-to-day plans and activities of
the leaders of the dissident groups planning to disrupt the
Convention. We cannot hope to fulfill our responsibilities
as an intelligence agency, however, unless we take full

f all =cans at our disposal to develop the
necessary information.

The delay on the part of the Attorney General in
acting on the request for a telephone surveillance in this
case is inexcusable. Wie have, therefore, prepared a follow-up
memorandum to the Attorney General expressing concern over
the delay and again requesting a decision in this matter.

RECOMMENDAT!ION:.

That the attached memorandum to the Attorney

General be appr~oved.

-2-
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EXHIBIT 68-19

.UEHORANDUM FOR THE ATTORNEY GENERAL

RE; DEMONSTRATIONS AT THE NATIONAL
DEMOCRATIC COJVENTICN, AUGUST, 1968

Reference is made to my memoranda dated
March 22, l9b8, and April 24, 1968, captioned as above
requesting authority to institute telchone surveillance
coverage on the National Nobilization Office for
Demonstrations at the rational Do=ocratic Convention,
Room-315, 407 South Dearborn Street, Chicago, Illinois.

. As you were previously advised, .considerable
information has been developed indicating that various

................ .ight rr O
organizations affiliated-with tbo Neu Lot movecan. plan
to stage massive demonstrations at the National
Democratic Convention with the ob)jective of disrupting
the Convcntion.-

The tragic events of the past several weeks
vividly illustrate the ugly atmosphere 6f discontent
which pervades the American political scene today. There
is every reason to believe that the.extrecist elements -t
planning to disrupt the National Democratic Convention,
inflamed by the recent assassinations of Dr. .artin Luther
King, Jr., and Senator Robert Kennedy, may resort to acts

f violence to achieve their objectives at the Convention.

In view of the foregoing, it is absolutely
essential that we utilize every.means at our disposal
to effect the coverage needed to enable us to keep the
intelligence co=unity advised of the day-to-day plans
and activities of the leaders of these dissident groups.
I feel-tiLat I- "-' derelict in my duty if I did not

- SE.1T FROM D. 0.

PEE NOTE PAGE 2
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II4ORADJI FOR THE ATOrcNEY GENERAL .

express my concern over the delay encountered in
connection ui v request for amproval of a tolophone
survoillance in this case. This do'lay has unquestion-
ably caused a loss of valuable intelligence information
In a most critical area of our operations.

Accordingly, it is again requosted that you
advise of your decision in rogard to the aforementioned
request as soon as possible.

*~*Very~ truy yurs

John Edgar Hoover
Dirotor

pproved

Dato______

OTE:

See memorandum C.D. Brennan to Y.C. Sullivan
dated 6/6/63 captioned as above as prepared by.
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EXHIBIT 68-20

Offre of thw Attorne (5etrai -

March 12, 1968

Memorandum to: Mr. J.. Edgar Hoover, Director

Federal Bureau of Investigation

From: Rarmsey Clark
Attorney General

Re: C'Demonstrations at the.National emocratic
Convention, August, 1968
T. o eurmemo dated March 11, 1968

I am declining authorization of the requested installation

of the above telephone surveillance at the present time. "There

has not been in adequate demonstration of a direct threat .to the

national security. Should further evidence be secured of such a

threat, or re-evaluation desired, please resubmit.

Other investigative activities should be undertaken to

provide intelligence necessary to the protection of the national

interest.

REC 10 0

4 APR 3 1S63
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EXHIBIT 68-21

- UNI T) STATES GOlE .1ENT

- -Afleroraindum
MR. TOLSON -DATE: 8/7/68

on :C. D. DeLoach

:UiJcT: DEMOCRATIC NATIONAL CONVENTION
Chicago, Illinois, 8/26/68.

Bill Connell, Executive Assistant to the
Vice Presiadnt, atto :pted to telephonically contact the
!Director at 9:48 a.m., 8/7/68. le was advised the Director
was in travel status and was referred to my office.

Connell told me that the President had, some time
ago, advised the Vice President that the FBI had sent a
"special toal" to Atlantic-City, during the last Dmocratic
National Convention. The Presicent allegedly told the
Vice Presidont that the FBI had been of great service to

timelyb'asis throughout the entire convention.

I Connell stated that, while he desired to discuss
this with the Director personally, the Vice President hopec
the Director would extend to him the same service during
ithe forthcoming Democratic National Convention in Chicago.

1,I told Connell the Director would be back in his
office during the first part of the coming week. Connell
stated he would attempt to contact the Director at that time.

-also told Connell that, while he desired to
discuss this matter with the Director; he should know that
our Chica e Office is very well prepared to gath r intelli-
pgaice and pass suchi intelligecnce on to appropriate authorities
during the cunvention. Connell stated L.- prcsumed this to
be trun; ltucver, hc *-:rid ce.1 again as t wecd, and mEntior
this matter to the-.Director. :

ACTION:
SAC Marlin Johnson, Chicago, has made extensive plans

regarding coverzge of the-. :onvention,. He has established space

Y~i~C .',.w:C r.*' I ine T-ear. : tha::
R.!!.L tha. r .

-.CONTINUED-----OVER

. I4AUG 23 1968
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Ur.,Tolson

special squad going to Chicago, .which would entail consider-
able funds, it is suggested the Director might desire to
advise Connell, on the occasion of his calling again, that
full preparations have been made by the Chicago Office to
handle the matter of passing intelligence to the Vice

IPresident and his aides; consequently, there is no nced
for a "special team" to proceed to Chicago.

4iW (UJ * _
A' ~ '-~Z,

A -

2
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EXHIBIT 68-22

10:03 a.n. August 15, 1033

NMED.IORMIDUM rOR A:2 T)L-SON
7. ~ .. /MR. DE~ LOACI!
~ ( I u~~J21111M. LISKOP

~..............MR. rSULiAVr-N

t~r.V,'llii~. onnll,!2-CCUtlVe 41 dzc--tat to Cie Vice Pr.---icnt,
returricd my call. I told niiix I was out of towin whon lie callod iast wJOCi andI
I v-vanted to rc.-ar his call. ~Y' '

hr. ConnmdI U:,ankc-d me for callin: "nd Ptatedi what hie hil called
about ~x'nn tihat le liad taicild to thu Vice Prcsii:t -about t~ic team I L~iiinto

the coni~l"-i -rtrca in X V* tat s;i o lil iii. li tee e wlan
pzirhvips I v..1 ;-t 6c ti. E,) k: ~ a.- U'.in.~ ir 6,0 vien. iet~ in

Ch~cal.o anl .-:wve rny Yii tw.ucctly Wn contact ')i Lii-. (Coaaiil

I advlzed ii.CoianeU th I had zlzady Initlatad1 t'at andi 'Mat
hie Yvil1 be i cd by :c' eicth Uh-rr',a in iCS

at anj ~n ci h~iL~:x1e \;antf. to juat L" *i.inow muil izu will
tie care of it.

14r. Connpll thanked mu and said lhe vill tell the Vice Prerident.

0O: 12 a. ii.

I Ofllcd SaC in Ulicn.-;o and tola him I htni Pa
:rcdto" idiK \ iliam Cjyknoii, ':QUtIV12 W~: U'ns Oe VicO Pr: :aizq lt,

.11nd x'hit hu ;ftntcj to Lava 601oex an e ri:thm n~i to vva (u ci3
do-w at Atlann- City Uc iast w ca.c ~ac~ i a :-.,r. JO:-rcs-on

.Avas3Z1Z±L o tiuli~~t. I cx'plaired th't jjlj w.v().u 1.h.0 to AaVw2xi

-. ui'Um Lmnca typeo lz rniu~nd ix-c oitan-t wj~ i- , Ccia.A n
any uo-coll~d ilicc yi ~i;b ~ t I tAtAd I told iLr. Connull we would
Co that ana t:".r.t cACI WouiO ;,;. in co~ict witli U110.an a~'xa
hoc YV.'1trad t,, i'lt ..now:. A t:A1.r. wc ai'c e t ol t o ;t in t 0

~~~~ .1vOti:Ahu athn of cx-.treuie action or oli&zZ3t.

- ~~r. Johi'.oa i.tatiec iw wvujidi Itc- in tc'ueii ';ti,

-,i-ro;n.ptly nn.-; ,;c.t it Up. I toid 1%1r. u:: Connel i6 j.-s:. ntuiyq i-
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-cmorandium for Messrs. Tolson- DeLoach, August 15, 1988
b Iishop, Lulvan

lw YcrI. r. C-id he vieuld probably be out in Chiczo -early

Mr. stated that thints look; a littLc tcnrse out tiere, and
I said I thin; tc are co to i-:vo Ictn tood1. I AblcA wt wait to ho
thoroughly prlla Uat \;o plug tvery possibio hole we can plug tb have
covera:.e. aI± iz I urt ice::o to the 'it o-a:y Gtneral (Uam4: icz:)
ycterday :rut his fal urce to arrro vnr.tapz out thvre 'but I .' hi:
it will have L' ulhect yUt tiat we want to try to'cover it as iwell can;

(thIt if nnyUla gUcs ;r'n' we will G e b"ed L

Mr. :'tated we hve what hu belevee Is oxedi: .
covrg; of t' :rcz rc iblli::' 1e tilL::o th a jYcitii:a to

the kco'hs cc. :'; in irJ.' ctet C0.:a1 tue tro:':,:erz:c t::2re.

I Irornarked iict I didn't Lnow it tl: lPresid.:zt is goin; 'hr
"-t, if hI Ccn', tha xu:v:.t...c t:i
.ean ct:iS the arca i r lt<"rec",iaud thtitm; y tznuoC.

to h r. ci ho pnareclhted my call 'U: t:at he hil in
.och wit Lr. Connel ju.t as oa 5 ate conies t .izicagu.

Very truly yours,

- . - .~U J I. -

John r J cor

SENT o01 D. 0.

-- II-

-2--

66-077 0 - 76 - 49
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EXHIBIT 68-23

UNITLU STATES GOVF 1'MENT

Memorandum
MR. TOLSON

ON I C. D. DeLoad (

DATE: 8/22/68

IU / O4CRATIC NATIONAL CONVENTION
chicago Ilini -

John Criswell, National Treasurer, Democratic
Party, called this afternoon to indicate that he had
had dinner with Marvin Watson, the Postmaster General,
last night, and Watson had informed him of the great
service performed by the FBI during the last Democratic
IConvention, in Atlantic City, New Jersey. Criswell
wanted to know if the same services could be performed
!this time in Chicago. He also asked if I could personally
go but and take charge, as was the case in Atlantic City.

I told Crisw-ll that Bill Connell, Executive
ssistant to the Vice President, had already called regara-

. ng this matter, and had personally discussed the entire
atter with the Director. I stated the Director.had made
omplete arrangements to have a topflight group of

experienced agents, under the supervision of the Special
-. gent in Charge of the Chicago Office, handle this assign-

ment. I told Criswell I felt certain these men would do
an excellent job and the Vice President's office would
ae kept fully advised at all times of need-to-know informa-

tion.

Criswell expressed appreciation and stated he
- did not-know Connell had already made the request in question

ACTION:
Fo record purpozes.

CDD (3)

16 AUG 2(. 1MR
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ExmBIT 69-1

21 .:..:-::C .: thLe '. C) :d' iCYIC c -- 2-L'l( I 'cm - . c.. :. Ic e

Juiv :,t Pl I!i:1 (Jul' j.:i . iWn:r, Clevoluail, (Coi-.,.., C::'o, i : (!

Lzanan), Go;,:u:, 'j::j, .t (ce C;.11:;un) a:. ol.

Jo ... u-id Cot;''J:.[ -iw-I ,nnt.A' hi'rru~n$. I'c r r. tB ujg c , t t o O ! i ' K - - i o, ; r) : n' e1-i o f U c 't a f e r e

.C:,O Wi Iin a C' : -fl .1) m or 0 .* m n~ I1..1 C :V: C V,.

1:r;c'o :.r:cifiE9 - '. 1 0. t .45pai co ::!ue ICbtV t' no Cc::V v -ef;- L:I

i .C r :i .:: : . .to r.1' u :-'A:. ez. cf.1.00 '.:..lin.: o 131

:td i''.a1 . < c- r c,. p, . 'it only L:ccepablAC:.'/cr to suchi
inqi~;c ito ,oCouru

flt 1  iu 'i -'1e Pr UP 'I 0 nrue~o:i2!tn::Cpid~ agnJ
(lhe P c nd ) Iloc: cnoalou iticfiloncuing a.
fil:1 Lo oi .:t: i:. c;. . LO : ;,: .

timo above' rt'proacitatie of. tho; n If: meiat h'o'' baie uhiven.

TFr inforu'tion.

rSP N 1971

7l wiloi tc c.-:press usu.rt. ol Of li'* Un'1

.1-r I I
4,:Cv, 

4
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EXHIBIT 69-2

Ivemorandum
7 M:r. W. C. SullivanwC ,

FROM :Mr. F. J. Baum-I

DATE: 2-24-64

sus]W r:.COM."JUNIST PARTY, USA 1
COUNTERINTELLIGENCE PROGRAM 1
INTERNAL SECURITY - C 1
(NATIONAL GUARDIAN)

On the evening of 2-18-64 the National Guardian sponsoredl

a public meeting atthe Town Hall in Now York City featuring left-

wing Now York Attorn-y Mark Lane and Mrs. larguerite Oswaldt, mother

of the alleged assassin. At this meeting it was implied that Oswald

was not responsible for the assassination and the handling of the

investigation by the Government was criticized.

A reliable source of the New York office identified

Alger Hiss, convicted pc'pr=r and identified espionage agent as

*present in the audience.

The New York office proposes the followingo iem 
be placed

with a cooperative news media source u. * e

"Hail, Hail, the Gang's All Here.

"Alger Hiss was with the rest of the gang

at the affair hold in New York City on

February 18, 1964 to beatify the assassin,

Lee Harvey Oswald. Hiss has already

achieved sainthood among this pro-Soviet

group and efforts were made to prevent

giving him a standing ovation for the

sake of sqcurity. *

RECOM.':D

p.

ll

"The affair was sponsored by the National

Guardian, described by the House Committee
on Un-Aerican Activities as 'a virtual -

official propaganda arm of Soviet Russia."'.,;A., 6 19X4

That this
item set out may be
media source.

S 7 MA11I 0 ]Qr:"

memorandum be referred to 11r. DeLoach so the

considered for release to a cooperative news

,AJL)C~7 (2'
ATION:
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ExHIBIT 69-3

STATESi COVE t MENT

J.iV 62 0rain dwl
TO t Mr. Ti. C. __~ia

FROM Mr. F. J. flaumgardnei6f

5 UnJECT: CO'7Lj-NlST.PA2.TY,. USA
-COU:';TL'I:Z;TLIC-ZX.'; PRCOGRAM

INM !,NAL SLCUi.ITY - C
b .. (MICAN INSTITUTE FORl

!,= ftIST STUDIES)

d-..

DATE: 3/30/64

1- -

1 -
.1 -

1 -
.1 -
1 -

.1 -

The New York Office has proposed that as a counterintelli-
gence action oublicity be afforded the American Institute for Liarxist
Studies (AI;:S), a -iYccntly organized educational-propaganda'arm of
the Communist Party/(CP), USA. AIMS is currently attempting to
enlist the sympathies of students and faculty members throughout the
country. IlerbertAptheher, National Cormittee member, CPUSA is

* 1/acting in the capacity of director I I

To expose this educational-propaganda arm ofthe communists,.
. tah 'No:e Ycr% Office proposes a slatement such as the following le

given the widest possible circulation through cooperative news media
sources at the Scat of Government: .

i'The CPUSA, in its constant effort to .woo adherents to
its philosophy if not actually into its ranks, is again forming a.
propnganda orGanization, this time a very subtle one under the name j
of the American -Institute for Yarxist Studies, better known in CP
circles as 'AIMS.'. The CPUSA has placed.enough importance in this .f
orgadization to take . , a leading. spokesman of .the r'
CP, away from his editorship of 'Political Affairs,' the theoretical
organ of the CPUSA, to-:ork full time in setting up AI:.!S.
has enlisted to assist in the AIMS operation on the
west coast.- . is the ideal front man' for the CP (although he is
not trusted by.the CP leaders) since he is an Annapolis graduate and
thereby, on the surface, lends an air of respectability to AILS.

used to teach young "arxists at the University of Havana. In
the October 8. 1961, issue of 'Boheria,' a magazine of the Cuban
Government, was quoted as saying:

n I) IL
AIUS) RC .

' * ( .10)*

3 AP . 6

Th~ioiff............ l.a

p..
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memorandum to Mr. W. C. Sullivan
RE: COZ.JUNIST PARTY, USA

mn'ATnntTNTELLIGENCE PROGRAM

"*The Cuban Revolution has brought forth

methods of its own in the manner whereby
Socialism can be arrived at. At the same time,
it demonstrated that the postulates ,of Marxism
are indisputable, scientific and social
truths...I wish to let it be known that in
my opinion, the Cuban Revolution is of
universal importance. I believe that it will
kindle and..capture the enthusiasm of the masses
of the United States because the Revolution's
great accomplishments cannot be hidden from
them forever.'

"The CP recently opened a headquarters for AIMS at

20 East 30th Street, New York, New York. Aptheker and his staff,
with the assistance of communist dupes throughout the United States,
are preparing to spread the germs of Marxism in an-attempt to infect
*nsuspccting and naive Americans who :are placed in contact with this

ommuunist propaganda."

Publication of the above data will not jeopardize
sensitive Bureau sources.

ACTION:

That this memorandum be routed to Mr. DeLoach so informa-
tion regarding AILS may be made available to cooperative news media

sources in an effort to expose this educational-propaganda effort

of the CP.

IV

0 f)
)rT 1.,~ -2 -



EXHIBIT_69-4

sA, Ne' Yo - . April 10, 1964

Director, DI .1

0 -UNIST PArITY, USA
CGU TErINTT LLIG2::CE PIOGRAM
11T.Tr'NAL S2CUnITY - C
(AERICAN INSTITUTE FOR ABXIST STUDIES)

ReNYlet 3/20/64.

The Bureau will endeavor to obtain publication
of the inforzation subitted by you concerning the
American institute for ":arxist Studies (AI..S) through
cooperative news media sources at the Seat of Government.
Your interest in fortrding this ite is appreciated and

-you are encouraged,*to be alert for such items in the

Peforence is made to your letter dated 3/23/64
,cantioned "American Institute for .nrxit Studies,
Internal Security - C" rherein plans for a symposium
of this organization scheauled to be held at the Sheraton
Atlantic Hotel in Now York City on. 4/23/G4 are set out.
You should carefully follow developnents.regarding this
symposiumrand submit ccunterintelligence reco==endations
at the earliest nossible date to exnose the cornunist
nature of the orqanization and symoposium.-Specifically
consider relsin- information to coonerative news media
sources locally exposing the corunist nature of AI'!S.

Advise the Dureau in the .event the information
submitted with'ycur letter dated.3/20/G.4 is published
in the local press.

3
1- Nov York . pI it I I

NOTE: 7 ** 1

-r-,--srThe inforration referred.tohbis been relensed
by Ilr. DLdach's Office ind sets forth the communist
associations of AI'S, a now communist propaganda front.
-T

MAIDS)

A P I,;
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EXHIBIT 69-5

UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT

Memorandum
:Mr. W.C. SulliGun,/ DATE: 8191A.

oM: F.J. Baumgardne '1 -

.. ~ d'1 -

JBJECT: CO.MUNIST PARTY, USA 1
COUNTERINTELLIGEENCE PROGRAM
INTERNAL SECURITY - C -

wife of Comsnnist

Party, USA, recently purchased a blue 1965 Oldsmobile 98 Holiday Sports

Sedan for th6 use of her husband. . is presently in upstate

New York on his annual monthly vacation. As a disruptive tactic,

it is recommended the following or a similar statement be releascd to a

cooperative news media source, preferably a nationally syndicate(

columnist at the Seat of Government, to expose the high living of

the leader of the alleged "Party of the working class:'

The top United States Red, , coes not

worry about the heat this summer. He is being

chauffered about in his e4pepsive new 1965 air-

conditioned,high-poweredi;lue sports sedan.
Comrades of the self-proclaimea leader of the

American working class should not allow this

examble of prosperity to discourage their

continued contributions to the Party's coffers.

Upon his return from his annual month's vacatioz,

Hall very likely may require additional dues,

payments and contributions to cover his 
tabs.

After all, the of the Communist

Party, USA, cannot be expected to survive 
on the

salary he draws of $120 a week.

ACTION:,

That this memorandum be routed to the Crime Records 
Division

so the above information may be confidentially made 
available to a

cooperative news media source. preferably a nationall" syndicated

columnist. 9

I41AUG 11 1965
(8)



EXInBIT 69-6

UNITEI) ST:ITIS ( IN N TIE.I'

o Mr. W. C. Sullivan

4kom C. C.- Moore,:

unjr.Ci COUNTERIINTE LIGENCE PROGRAM
BLACK NATIONALIST - HATE GROUPS
RACIAL INTEL]IGENCE
(WASHINGTON :?RING. PROJECT)

DATE: March 26, 1968

PURPOSE:

To recommend item be furnished cooperative national

news media source by Crime Records, designed to curtail

success of Nartin Luther King's fund raising for the Washington

Snrina Prniect.

BACKGROUND:

Martin Luther King has nqw scheduled the Washington

Spring Project, hid."poor people's march on Washington, D. C.,"

for the latter part of April, 1968. King's organization, the

Southern Christian Leadership Conference (SCLC) has sent out a

mailing to 70,000 potential financial contributors. King

asked these 70,000 to contribute to the Washinigton Spring

Project for the feeding and housing of the marchers.

At the same time, churches in the Washington, D.: C.,

area have said they will feed and house King's marchers.

SUGGESTION:

That the above facts be given a cooperative news

source by the Crime Records Division so that a story could 
be

I -2>1r.,rl orlirn

~6B
~ 0

C.
t' 0

~iI

~FJ~1i \J!



emorandunm to .r. Sullivan
RE: COUNTERINTELLIGLZCE PROGRAN

given nation-wide circulation that King ches not need
contributions from the 70,000 people he slicitcd. .Since
the churches have offered support, no mrc-mmoney is needed
and any contributed would only be used by King for other
purposes. :This item would need nation-wile circulation
in order to reach all the potential conteibutors and
curtail their donations. A sample item is attached.

ACTIO!N:

That the facts about King's solicitation of
funds unnecessarily be given a cocperatixm news source
by the Crimae ecords Division.

F BI

- 2 -
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Cnrtin Luthor King, Jr., P-resident of the Southern
Christian Loadarzhi- ConfLrce (CC.C), today finda hii;zlf
in the c'::hrrac:.;n position oL haviw:; too ::1chr-noney, or-at
least the pIrobabJiity of too IIhcIh flCCy. The rCLC sentcut a
huge rmilizg n its co)!trixl'tors pl:adbng for fund; for the.
Uasli:';on Spriw:T-o.j roect, the "poor peoplo's narch on .

Wlashinxton." Then:zcna o contriIuto:.: r:vro u7cd' to sunort
the na)*h fiznci:i1y in -order to food and house .tho. des.n-
strators. Unt the churche in the tuhiznfton, D. C., arca
have offered to house and feed the d::or:tratorz.

How the contributions are hcginnins to roll in from
the mailing and Cisc doesn't need the ;oney. An crbzrracent
of richecs las bfa.l1en ::inr, who rill only use th -inoticy for
other purpoes. The churches had btter come through with
all the housin r.nd sunort the deonCstrators need, beeuse
there will be little m:oney left for the "poor people" by the
title the march rolls around.
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EXHIBIT 69-7

LIN IIA -,*I',%'I'S C~OViR NMEILN

[0 M~r. Vt. C. Sullivan t,'V DA-M: MAay 10, 196S,

SUBJECT. ~ ~ ~ C G RlNTLL A.1C: PZ I

This is to recommend copy of docus-.cnt showing
Corunist Party, USA, interes;t in the poor ]koplc's
Camipaign be 1~1jtEda coopcr tive ncv-cs mcdia source on

in confidential basis by the Crime R~ecords Division.

The Poor People's Campaign (PPC) -was initiated~
by thelat *r;;Lzc iA Jr. , as a ;..az:ivc. Civil
Oisobedience c:.::g.to fore pissaffe of legisltion
fav'orablc to 11ro~.'a: hove jus~t rccivcd, and dissemsinatol
*Lo vi;)proor-J.tc izitcrested. :qencies, a Comm.unist Party, UJSA,
(CJUSA') documcnt concerning tne, P2PC. (Copy atta-ched)

This Oocumsent is signed by
for tr-.e Prft:;'s Vc-,ro 1,orkz Demrtment. It is naddressed to
all. 1isitricts of tha Pnrty, a!1l ntional Cosiitce (NC)
mcmebcrs, Uasof all Negro Work: Dopartments, and'.
Chnir!sc.n of all commissions. The iirs t heading in the
docuioni reads, "AlotSupport to the Poor 14eople's
1,:arch.

The documont calls for "mobilization in support".
of the r,,-C. Thc CPUSA vants to organize the unemployed
and the South as z follovwup to the FPQC.

Bncloisure

1-t C0NTII;UED - OE
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J.Ionornnd~u:. G.C. !.!ooro to M~r. TW.C. Sullivan

- ,LACI:.,, E1TI:aON,17-15T HATE'f Gi:OUPS

PflOPIXZAL:

TQ -s "ow CPUZA' intorot in the PPC it is
suggcistcd fl co, , of the atta'ched Ci*-'USA d'ocument be
fur;,,.nhud a co- ;erctive flow-.s mcdi source on a
confidential b; ;is by the,,Crimic Rccords Division.

For the bnc!-!round information of the news
source an- article- in tho 1/24/67/ issue of "The ~re,
the cast coast commeunist newspaper, -page t,..o, idcntizied
17ilia L. Patterson car the Chnirman of the Con-.murJi.s*6
Party, UZAP, Entioial, 111e.gro Commission.

A CTION

Thnt ' tt ached copy of CPUSA documnt
regarding PP.C be furnished news source on confide.ntial
basis by Crime Reocords Division.

ADDENDU?.T: CRIMIr AECOTRDS DIVI .SION:- TED: jo 5/113/63

If approv'cd, this document-would be given, on a v'ery
confidential basis, to ~ 'r..

.'old ic (11'.117 LO Lhe inci. ini ill the January 241, 1907, issue of '!The
Worker, w~ho is the per-son who iss;ued this
document, is publicly described as Chairman of the National Negro-,.

/ Commission of the Com -munist Pa, USA L

* S~r - I'r



To all Districts and N.C. Members NMay 1, 11968

H1cads of ell Negro V.'ork Departments
Chairman of all Co:rmissions

T. All-out Qunn.rt to te Poor Pecoon's March

The Poor People's March or. Washington has begun. Evidence of its great
poiver-to robiliza for the fight against poverty is emerging. The evidence should

be recognized and publicized.

Directed by Rev. Ralph D. Abernathy, leaders of the Southern Chriatian
Leadership Council, local progressive black leaders and far-sightcd sup-
porters have he4d. meetings with President Johnson's Cabinet and Congrctsioml

leaders.

These meetings expose the hypocrisy of official govcrnmental leadcr!hip and
the role of government in maintaining millions, especially black citizens, in pov-
erty and misery.

What becomes obvious is that if poverty Is to be abolished the people must

become abolitionists.

The Pcor People's March can become an Instrument for mobilizing and actfv-
Izing millions against poverty.

Every phase of its developmcnt makes for the enlargement of struggle, the

unification of the people and the loosing of creative ideas of struggle.

IT. Political Sicnificance Vital

The encompment in Washington Is of historical sign'r icance, politically In
awakening the Amcrican people, ideolooically in revealing the role of governmcnt

and the relation of forces needed to assure victory for the people organiIationcity
and programmnatically in mapping out and projecting the historically necesrary
follo', throU0ah

The project in its many ramifications impinges on-every crisis prob!cm con-

fronting the country, rpveals the power of Negro leadership, the dire need for

unity and coordination in struggle. The tragic picture of the polarization of

poverty and consecuent degridztion alongside of uncqualled wealth, ruthless
rapacity and affluence is presented.

But the dominant factor of It ill Is: the develonment shows the limItIe.,

notcntinI!tirs for rucc ssful truncle. I.

(See May Lortu'nn Magazine for details of the polarization ofiVcath and

usurpation of power).
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I11. Imoact of March and the 7ollo;w Th-ounh -

Reaction f~ors the impact of the March on labor, black citizenry, youth,
womeri, all decent pcople who dare thin'.. The impact can be strengthened by
the populariz:tion of the March ovarywhera, schools, churches, la1or bodles,
among students - everywhere. That podularization should take the form of moh-
ilization in support. Constructive support demands d!scussion of the to p.
This is the essance ofrthe case since the March is not an end in itself.

IV. Our Tasks .

The Negro Work Department calls on all district leadership to rccognize and
through action acknowledge poZs!bilities for deepening anJ sharpening the struggle
against poverty. This can lead logically to the qc-:ticn of the organizutior. o the

,South, of the unorganized and the unemployed. This step is not 6.ly vitally
portant In rolation to a successful fight cga!nst poverty but in relation to over
mar before th nation.

The logic of this step as a followr-up flows out of the association of the
March with the strike of Memphis garbage workers and the unity of white-block
workers in struggle.

Correct steps in pIublicizing the hlarchand its massive ramificbtions can help
awaken the creative imagination of black and white alike.

The people are In motion. The battle for their clarification, unification a.d
Iirection is a challenge we can neither evade or avoid,

* ,'* .-
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EXHIBIT 69-8

I.SjjI TI.IIs G. E!-NMJENT

DO r. 11. C. SullivnIA. 2 J.A, i06t.

t.7 (Pox.~ nmrO 'S c:2I

This is to recwo-.Iond itco r,.;ilhc. ol tcrm-'.rrs
inl the Poor PcopIck ' Campa-., Lho I:.t 1.,j:- iodiu '
on corlfidontio;l bao;is by C~l,4, ICI c:.. ±j. in

The Poor reople 's C!amo (Kr 't i,- v!,;)i
of mnsoive civ . 1 C' r~bodiontcc,..i :-to
)Yartiii Lt~hr Kin:-. jr., to force o ::~~
favorable to xcrrno. ~.e at, e~r ~ e
of 112e P..'C m~~a~ .oving tot!"Ird D,:,%7
composed largely of teen-ag-' in t.o .nir Carly

twoutics.

This is no Unstable elezco i'.ponn"
for violoco. The rccce* * riot in tt]~i

looting by ton-,.r;ers nc yLj tim ' m;.ea. ': .hcm io J
boen t~j c~aeIto a'p 101: ±i-to a.. .iOItnd It
if; felt it ClIculei alc!:o be3 p"bli".:ec0 !-ydi
Altnch;cd is a si,4 ,mry of these ia clo; oux :r,~t~ e~
sources -.

ACTION~:

That attached surmary 1)e r;.v.ni 7~~c~' '
meclia rource by the Crimce Recoen-n ,iiota
basis to pu)Ilicinc the. xunber ofl. yoai:-; ' iived in

tho.PC.REG 8
Ene losuro ..



May 14, 1968

t...
POOR*POL'S CA5PAIGN

OR "CHILRIENIS CULISADZ"?

The Poor People's Chepaign day be turning into

a "children's Crusade" and the number of teen-agoes dcrcendiing
on the Nation's Canital rer.uinds offici..1s that the.recent

riot in Uaahington began ,ith teen-agu looting. Of the 359
"poor people" in one of the caravans roving North on

ashington, there are 315 of school age. Most of those
in the "jidrest Caravan" are teen-agers or young men in

their carly twxenties. j:embers of a teen-'age .grobp called

the "Invaders" are in one caravan,

Parents-of these young people have protested,
lnowing the potential for trouble in this situation. But
the "children" comie anyway and Wshin ton, D.C., *faces an

explosive situation. The presence.of so nny teen-ngers and

younsters only adds another unpredictol element to the

Poor People's Catpain.

66-077 0 -76 -50
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EXHIBIT 69-9

O NI L T AT1. rs GOVERN11ENT

I emorandwfumi j
To Mr. W. C. Sullivan

'rT a1 19

DAVE:: Mlay 17, 1963

FROMI G. C. Moorc 4,!

sUBJEcT COUNTERINTELLIGENCE PROGRAM
BLACK NATIONALIST - HATE GROUP1'3
RACIAL INTLLIGENCE
(POOR PEOP4E'S CAMPAIGN)

This is to recommond photogranbs of demonstrators
on Poor People's Campaign (WI') be furnished cooperative
news media source on a confidiontial basis by Crime Records
Division.

Attached are six phoutograobs of PPC participants
taken by C- .'-" . in Cleveland, Obio, at rally 5/14/68.
These show the militant, aggra:sive annearance of the
participants ana mignt oe or niterest to a cooperative nows
source. Furnishing the picture,,s to a news source will not
jeopardize our source.

ACTION:

That attached photon. of
news media source on confidenltial
Division.

Enclosures - 6

(8)

1 -

1 -1K-
1 -
1 -
1 - .

/
~4

PPC be furnished cooperative
basis by Crime Records

Y-1 I r

(Mass edia) RC-25 '1 MAY 20 J59
.fCLF

/
'/3)-
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EXH1BIT 69-10

10

FROM

SUBJECT:

iD J L LJ U

UNIIED STAITS GOVERN.IE11"r

Memorahdum
Mr. W. C. Sullivan DATE May 22, 1968

Mr. G. C. Moor

COUNTERINTELLIGENCE PROGRAM
BLACK NATIONALIST-HATE GROUPS
RACIAL INTELLIGENCE
(POOR PEOPLE'S CAMPAIGN)

This is to recommend an item regarding the
Poor People's Campaign be given a cooperative news media

source on a confidential basis by the Crime Records Divisiob,
A source has advised that some leaders of the Poor People's
Campaign (PPC) feel that the American Friends Service
Committee (AFSC), a Quaker group, is trying to dominate the
PPC in Wa.shington, D. C. The AFSC has assisted the Southern

unristian Leaaersnp conierence in varians phases o! tnis

campaign. This situation is so serious that Fred C. Bennette,
in. charge, of security for the PPC, refuses to go to the
campaign office in ashington because of the presence of

AFSC representatives.

An item has been prepared, copy attached, to show

-this jealousy on the part of PPC leaders. It is felt this

t' should be given a cooperative news media source on a confidential

basis by the Crime Records Division.

ACTION:

That attached .item regarding the Poor People's

Cnmpaign be furnished a cooperative news media source on a

,,oI0 onfidential basis by Crime Records.

Enclosure * . 4.j

5o 196
(8)

' 1

1 -
1-

1
1 -
1 -

(Mass Media)
(Mass Media) .r :

JUN
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pR- 24

"FRIMMS"3 TOO FlrJIT)LY FCIr
LEAD.7.PS CT POOR PEOPL' S CASPAIGN

Lenders of the "Poor People's C:impnign ,in
Wahington, D. C. , ire not exactly et~1for the n3sistance
of the IarcnFricnidu Siervice Com:it teeo n the caspai,^n.
They Jfai ..this- halp is a subtle effiort to dlominate the
cwmnpaign.*

One campaign leadeor is so irritated with the
"Friend3" tlint he refuses to go to the craipnign officu at
1401l U Street,' if. 11. , 17,tshington, D. C., brcau~Eu ol tho
"Friendo" there. Ilo clatins the representaitives of the
Arnrican 1'riends SOervice Cosirttec thaet are at the camipaign
office are unceooperatzive.

1-
I-
1-
1
1 -

1.-

(9)

NOTE:
See aio G. C. 31,oore to Mr. IV. C. Sullivan captioned

as above, dated ~I'ay 22, 1968, prepared by

I-. I ' I

ENCLOSU RE

(Lacn Ledia)

434
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EXHIBIT 69-11

TO r* V C. Sulliva n DATI: 65C

Ik(JM ' G C Moor ..

SIUL I': C 0 II'" 1 NT L LI 0 C Ec PflCSFAM,
13AG( TI'N I -II'ii*GM~UPS

RACIAL 1 xrZLLIG!-XC
(POO11, IWPE SZ,'S C.M.:'AIGN) .

This is to recorriend item nbout thc larre inumher of
ca rs bought b:y the Foor 1cople's Carmpigil- be furnirIw'J a
Cooperative ?cvews ;ic'ia source byCrir:c 1*ecords on a confidentialJ
ba sis .

The Poor People's Campaign has purchased three Iu!zc~r

th cnp-., st~rmaiealgdPvry the cam:di u1ar..

ACTIONI:

That attached itcn about
acooperative new,-.s cia source by
ahi[:hly con'idonti'l basis.

Enclosure

:.:!sed ia)

ti c%:trzwngnncec be un
t he Criic Reccords Divisiull 0:1

43Jull 3.0 Wnr:

V.?,
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nonnItra, wn: rw. w :x. 133ingtox. n:; Quitd tg:xs3bUZQ
VOW ;ad Q C: av Aon I w~a 3tu jo ati.nw r

cit110Dtoi" = l

to 1,11. 77't i%:

Mot' w; - S th .. r pua "o~ wA

t0')C , KA M cn nyax w loci CNOI&.

on C i' .Jalot

jOTE:-

-. Sac ro-:oratlt'-; rcci- 0.0. 17.3sro to 1Cfn.ia,-
captionc'"'cntoI'cc ro:: lc itontn
late Gra:ms, M: X ztJ2rccc(Uo PCOPle s Cn::p::ign) ,
,dated 0/tz/C, ncnrc T-ffl"lst. I
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EXHIBIT 69-12

UN1ITED STATES COVERN'E 'NT

Memorandum
:Mr. W. C.- Sullivzqn / .
Gs G. C. Moor6r<.

UET; COUNTERINTLLIC2NCE PROGRAM
BLACK NATIONALIST - HATE GROUPS
RACIAL INTLLIGENCE
(BLACK PANTHER PARTY)

0xT1; May 21, 1969

Attached is an article concerning the criminal
activities.of the Black Panther Party (BPP) for the Crime
Records Division to furnish a'cooperative news media source
on a-confidential.basis. .

The extremitt- and-h.ighly violent BPP has been
involved in criminal activities since its inception. The
BeF.11.s bZS JLirYaIved UrLob'veil, aLtacN on1 *pULce uifiicers,
and other serious crimes.. Many individual mehbers-have long
criminal records. Details of this activityhave been compiled
in the attached article.

Exposure of these activities by natibnwide news
media would'show the true nature of this extremist group.

ACTION: . ..

Thatattached article be furnished a coooerative
tnews media source on a.confidential basis by the Crime Records
Division to expose the criminal nature of the -DPP.

Enclosure
'I,

t

3....
:1

.ulass MediaY
(Mass M-edia)

4 1iU:.L

Jun G.
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EXHIBIT 69-13

LNITED STATES O' 1NMENT

Memorandum
TO Mr. W. C. Sulli v!. I DATE: 9/5/69V.

FROM C. D. Brennan -

InjEcT: CUNITERINTELLIGENCE PROGRAM
N' LEFT

This memorandum recommends approval for distribution
under the Mass .!cdia Program of a blind memorandum revealing

l"idcnce of the growing dissatisfaction of militant blacks
1with the New Loft.

At a recent conference of the United Front Against
Fascism hold in Oakland, Calif., and sponsored by the Black
Panther Party (DPP), one of the resolutions adopted was that
a pctition for comnunity control of police departments should
be circulated in the black, brown and white communities.
Students for a Democratic Society (SDS) has balked at the
idea of white comunity control of its police force. This
has resulted in vitriolic attacks on SDS by leaders of the
DPP and SDS has ineffectively explained its position.

- Previous information has also been developed that
the New Mobilization Committee (NMC), which under the name
of the VMational obilization Committee sponsored demonstrations
during the Democratic National Convention and the Presidential
inauguration, has made plans for a demonstration in
Vashington, D. C., on 11/15/69 to protest the war. The Black
United Front (BUF) in ashington, D. C., has demanded of this
group $25,000 in order to receive its support.

In order to further split the black militants from
the New Left, it appears that should this information be
publicized it will create dissension within both the New
Left and black militant groups. A blind memorandum setting
forth this information has been prepared which could be used
by a nationally syndicated columnist to Efocu attention on this

developing situation. SEP .
RECOMMENDATION:. gp1 g

\r. ~That the enclosed memorandum be approved and forwarded

to the Crime ecords Division for use in the Mas"Mddia Program.

Fuclo rcLOSL E . r Cm LJUREFIVED FRQN
-1 51975

(8)
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THE WIDENING RIFT

From all appearances, the-honeymoon between.the
black-militants and.the New Leftists is about over.

An indication of this state of affairs is the
recent disclosure in "Iow Left Notes," the Students for a.
Dcmocratic.Society.(SDS) organ, and "The Black Panther,"
the official publication of the Black Panther Party (BPP),
that these two organizations have- fallen out over the issue
of community control of the police. A decision to call for,
such control, reached at a recent United Front Against
Fascism Conference hold in.Oakland, California, and
sponsored by :the BPP, was more of a hurdle than-SDS could
take. SDS balked at white community control-of police. In
a subsequent stitement by ', a BPP official,
printed in the Party's newspaper, the rift between these
organizations was brought into :the open. Hilliard charged
SDS .ith slogan hawking and not being revolutionaries. In
the usual gutter.vernacular, he berated SDS as nptionally
chauvinistic and nationally socialistic.

- SDS subsequently answered (if that is
what it could be considered) in a wishy-whshy statement
printed in it'publication, "New Left Notes." In this
statement, SDS'called thb whole thing a misunderstanding
based on faulty information about SDS's position. It
charactirized itself:as being dedicated to building a
revolutionary youth movement among vhite youth of the .

"mother country." This latter statement has not set.well
with black militants.-

More recent evidence of this rift is indicated by
demands recently made by the Black United Front (BUF) in
1ashington, D. C., on the New Mobilization Committee (l.C).
This latter group, under the name of-Hational LMobilization
Committee, sponsored such demonstrations as those..phich were
hold in Washington, D. C., during the inauguratiod' of
President Nixon and during the Democratic National
Convention in Chicago. The NMJC has been organizing a demon-
stration which is-to be held in the Nation's capital on
'lovember"i5, 91G9.which will protest the war in Vietnam.
The BUP f ist notified NC that it would demand that NMC
pay BUF $1 per head for each demonstrator coming to

RECEIVED FROM

nu:1OSURE F I
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The Widening Rift

Washington, D. C., for this demonstration as a price for its
support of the demonstraticn. It later modified this
dcnand to ask for a flat $25,000 for its support. This
demand poses a real .problem for N:.:C since that organization
is still in debt from the demonstrations it has sponsored
in the past. It also poses tricky ideological problems.
Some Committee leaders feel this is out-and-out extortion
by the blacks ani that it should not be paid. Others feel
that the funds should be paid if possible, but the question
then arises what about other Negro organizations which might
be even more dcoorvin of the funds than BSUF. For instance,
such an org nixation as the National Welfare Rights Organi-
zation, which-ic'compcsed of black welfare recipients, might
have a better claia to these funds. It also poses other
interestin poS .iilities wvhich the Nowt Leftists are not
anxious to facn. That is, will this be a recurring demand
which can be e:ctcd in the future from the blacks. If
such is the casc, it wiould become an additional burden for
the protectt moverient. It is obvious that this situation
must be handled wvith kid gloves for if the blacks are
alienated, hopa 20: success for any protest movement in
Washington, D. C., will be eliminated.

It ape.rs, therefore, that militant blacks are
becoming ircesnly unwilling to accept the leadership of
the white eow Lsft novement, but are ready to strike out on
their ov'n to seek objectives which, up to now, have only
been secondary in the scheme of things as far as the leftists
are concerned.

-2-

RECEIvED FROM'
SEP 5 1975



EXHIBIT 69-14

RECEIVED FROM

-oiAirtel

..To: Legats, London (Enclosure)
q Tokyo (Enclosure)

From: Director, FBI,

COUNTERINTELLIGENCE PROGRAM - NE LEFT

Burcau has received information indicating that the
North Vietnamese- have received renorts indicatingmajority of
Americans actively participated in antiwar demonstrations
10/15/69. Attached is a draft of an article which presents.
the truspicturo..

Ir possioLe, ou snould conti exu t Attace in yut
Embassy .to deterraino if he.has suitable contacts to have article
appear in local press. If this is not practical, review local.
press for.an article which gives figures for participants closest.
to the actual count indicated in. attached article. ,Cut out the
article and mail it to the North Vietnam Peace Delegation in
Paris, France, using a commercial-type envelope purchased .
locally and tnko every precautionto insure that the action
.taken cannot be traced back to you-or the U.S. Government.
Advise Bureau of action taken on this matter.

1 -For Liaison Unite-(Route through for ieview)

(12)

NOTE: . *

- See memorandum C. D. Brennan .to Mr. W. C Sullivandated 11/7/69, captioned as above, prbpared bv

M.AILED23.

NOV 112196,9
coMM.F1%7'"

V ~ NOV12 Y9~~ -

11/10/69

j$f g.-;~-"
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RECEIE, FROM

DEMONSTRATION PROTESTING U.S. PARTICIPATION'
IN THE WAR IN VIETNAM

On 0 cober 15, 1969, an organization known as the
Vietnam Moratc ium Committee sponsored nation-wide demonstra-
tions in the ' .S. to protest U.S. participation in the war
in Vietnam. 2he predominant theme of these demdnstrations
was to remov all U.S. troops from Vietnam immediately.
Demonstratio 3 occurred in every stat6 and at a majority of
the colleges in the U.S. There have been conflicting claims
as to the number of individuals who participated in these
demonstrations. In view of the fact that these claims vary
greatly depending upon the piitical viewpoint of the individual
making them, some analysis is necessary.

To begin with, figures used by individuals involved
in the demonstrations and by the qommittee organizing it
appeared to be greatly exaggerated. For example, at
Washingtan, D. C., the figure of 50,000 demonstrators is
claimed. Actually. individuals capable or estimatinaL coWd
size placed the number at not over 25,000. In addition, at
many of the demonstrations it was difficult to separate the
demonstrators from spectators in estimating numbers. While
absenteeism ran high in colleges and high schools throughout
the country, the number of demonstrators on the campuses was
relatively small. Obviously many of the students took the
opportunity to take the day off as most of the schools excused
anyone absent so they could take part in the Moratorium if
they desired.

It is also well to note that many of the demonstrators
were pacifists based upon their religious belief and had as
their objective peace, not the withdrawal of U.s. troops from
Vietnam.

Reliable sources in the news media in the U.S.
estimate the total number of demonstrators as 500,000, the
majority of which were of high school and college age. Inas-
much as the population of the U.S. uxceeds 200,000,000,
8,000,000 of which are college students, it is obvious that
a very small part of the population took part in these
demonstrations. Even utilizing the Vietnam Moratorium Committee's
claims of 1,000,000 demonstrators, this would amount to only
1/200 of the population. Utilizing the more reliable estimate
of 500,000, it would only amount to 1/400 of the population.
Even if the entire 500,000 demonstrators were college students

ENCIORF
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they would only amount to. 1/10 of the youth presently
attending colleges in the U.S.

Viewed in this light, it is obvious that the
demonstrations were not a mass cry for immediate withdrawal
of U.S. troops from Vietnam but rather' an' in'dication that
some of the individuals who are obviously next in line for
military seryice in Vietnam. object to having their lives
disrupted by participating in a war which they cannot understand.

REC 0 R
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EXHIBIT 69-15

UNITED STATES COVERNNIN I. -

/ A em 7raindu, - :

Hr. W. C. Sullivan DATE: 4/15/70

M G. C. Moore, , 1

ECT: COUNTERINTELLIGENCE PROGRA.1
IlACK NATIO:.ALIST - ThPTE GROUPS -

RACIAL INTELLIGENCE
(STOKELY CAitICILAEL)

To recommend that attached news media item be
furnished to a cooperative news media source on a confidential
basis. The item relates to open criticism by black extremist
Stokely Carmichael of the Black Panther Party (BPP) organiza-
tion .and ideology.

Carmichael was formerly.Prime Minister of the BPP.
In that capacity he was a leading spokesman for the OPP and
it was largely through his public statements that the BIPP
onjoyed such widespread success during its efforts to
recruit new members and expand its chapters across the Nation.

Carmichael publicly resigned from the DPP in
July, 1969, primarily because he felt that the OPP should
remain an exclusively black organization whereas other
leaders of the group favored cooperation with white radical
groups.

Carmichael departed from the U.S. in December,
1968, and resided in Africa until his return to*the U.S.
on 3/18/70 for a brief stay. During his stay he has made
a ntimber of public appearances at universities and on
television programs. It was during an appearance on 4/10/70
at the New Bethel Baptist Church in Washington, D. C, that
ho expressed.his criticism of the BPP.

ACTION:

- That the attached item be furnished to a cooperative
news media source on a confidential basis. It is felt that
pyblication of Carmichael's utterances anainst the EPP may be
used in generating additional mutual animositv between him and
the Panthers to the benefit of the Bureau.

Enclosure 1, .
21 1970"

9 ' ' ( 9 y M A 1 j7~' 1
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ZOUTE IN EN ELOPE
April 16, 1'7A

. 1- .

STOICELY CAt.IICILEL 1

Vocifcrous, Stol:ely Carmichiael, ncrennial exponent
of black cxtremisma, lit the United Statc:; in D)ecember,
1968, and since that tmre has been studying Paii-A\frican
ideology at the fet of denosed GTanaian .bader IKwane
Nkrutualt. Pan-Africanism Strcsso3 the unification of
blacko and the catablishment of a land base in Africa from
Vhich to c.1ount blacd: revolution against white society.
The Pan-African moverient under 18runah's leadership, and
with Carmichael's most cloquent b-ackir.g, doesj not allovi
for participation. in any .foa.1 by the hated white whether
be bo radical or racially moderate.

Indeed, Carkichael, as the foremost exponent
of the black power movem:ent, publicly resigned from his
position of Prime Minister of the Black Panther Party in
July, 1909, over the lack.Panther Party's decision to
enter into a coalition with elements of the radical white

fNew Left moycinent.

At a public appearance at the Hew Dethel Baptist
Church, Ninth and S Street, 1orth:est, Placiington,.D. C., on
the cvening of April 10, 1970, Carmichael launched a vindic-
tive attack on the Black Panther Party organization and
its black-and-whitc-revolution-together idcology. Carmichael
labeled the lacl: Panther Party's idzology falsd and stat6d
it is his view blad:s are unable to understand or relate
to it. , As if fearful of what mieht ensue, Careichacy
called for the cessation of Dlac:: Panther Party attacks
on him, and in defense of his own nosition, stated that if
the Black Panther Party orGanization docsnot want to join
him, they should refrain from attacks on. his ideology.

(1l , SEE NOTE PAGE TWO
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armichacl

See mcwmorapdum G. C. Moore to Mr. 17. C. Sullivan
pril 15, 1070, captioned "Counterintelligence

1, Blacik Nationalist - Hlate Groups, Rtacial Intelligence
ly Carmichael)," preopared by-

-2-
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ExMxBrr 69-16

.,W

I I4 . C! J-;t'i cf-
e JIs- ~ C? Lr.:i

Id
1 fihr. T..". PIrmp

obt Yo;u r~ro austhorized to ftirnis2o cdrc-r'Itory Ino--irabot ti-OAi Jf- (Nhism -Ou) to

--- nd 0± rcr.juita of zaiiy progrm-a using material

Your SLI,,g~?t'cns concerniif, material to furnia.h
#XOc fgOOu.- 2LIphasizj to lIUM that the 1,01 predilection

* o~~~~.'aco haendhpocrisy, should
public iCtiirce or Lujio~cm to. eaough pcople its to protect your

*sources. *

Iusuro tlic IBarcjva., kp~:itevost in this'matte' its
cordllctaly protected by Your nlcrt!:csr an~d interest
in ioxward jug this -U~~2JIna Lppjrccatod b~ the S.ueu.

Qrs. ... .

.t.
NOTE

.. oston notes
srelinblo, dincreet, Z ;-.a1~~~

who

should be pnrticularf. valuableon uthis station. .

66-077 0 - 76 - 51
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EXHIBIT 69-17

TO IETO~ B

FAI SAC,. BOSTOIT

S CUI IITW.- 'ICr-iiCE PflORAMI
- 3Lf1xNU1ii":L* ,LST 1]AUi GROUPS~

INUfWAL S-E( ,'UITY

DATE: 2/9/68

i

ReBulet to Albany, 8/25/q.,

In connection with captioned program, the
Boston Division ip sumitting the folloijing suggestion:

"A'1 1 ces a
controv
public.
in some

i'dio p oo ram over uhich features a
rsain suojecD 01 in to the guenral

The programi features a guost who is involved
way wi I th'1r, tnnin under discussion.

the BoO t "L i:iio, is thorOUrnly rC1aolC and aiscreet.
and has a high regard for the FBI.

Radio Station covers the State of Rhode\
tsland and large areas of' .:Vthern Massachusetts.

Througm program, it witald be
possible to presen trhe local leader of the NO in
Providence and the minister of the 1OI in Boston, Mass.,
in a discussion of NOI activities, aims, and policies.
-u-cininnt nublic source data would be furnished

enable him to discuss subjects wiich
w-uUd be emearrasing for the NOI to answer on the one
hand or to avoid answering on the other.

~M~i3 R1 7A

Bureau (R14)
Boston * EB --.- -.. . .. . .. \

i FEU I2 1r;J
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Ds

Such questions could include efforts of NOI
members to stop a car in the Sumner Traffic Tunnel,
Boston, Macs., on 6/14/6 under the impressoi that
the occupantwas MALCOLH X and for the purpoce of
assassinatijg him. Another' subject could be the
beating of j HlOT member
from Hcw Haven, Conn.

subsequently died in his hotel room od .he
hatred this group bears for the white man could be
explored as well- as questions on local administration
of the Temples anU their methods of financing them-
selves bf sales of muhammad Soeakn and donations.
Still anothar subject could be the escapades of
ELIJAH MUHAJ-MAD with respect to his secretaries.

It is believed that this program, properly
developed, could portray the NOI in its true light.
It is noted that the Providence, R. I., area has a
Negro population.estimated at about 20,000 persons.

The Bureau can be assured o
discreetness and the fact that the Bureau'l interestb
w-till be protected.'

-2-
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EXHIBIT 69-18

V;A It..l:Ia

. 1 .l

U;-:A CY 'I G:24Z
7

a

f uaitin fC/2O/6 -l o uriri Ki.

Ifti '. i'I~~!i(~ t U~li:A-i.C -rC-4t

J...............
I UVUdLS.,U ~ till.

cc~~:iz~iC*" ijssad ui rcalu CLIP'ot Dc
I Oaf", a al;

inc1~a~O~ cc in" anro dj-roa!.tory

adv'incd 01! theC rcm;t o ti couateitcy'lig1CA:cC acfleii.

'fl)
]]as expressed all irtei~ist. in* exposing

black 11.:t:'7:cci: Sit ~opi~ da ~ o
tcjcv- :. a1 n-r4;0 'i c~~1t aprsna s a ce..lnity

servce.is a lfricn~d of. t!he Soccial 1Ment i

C~: ~, *- -- - bagnn . .I-'urrsscd his
9.rai~ -r t 7e-,a~'r is a respected

mci.zhcr'of thc ca,.murity"am c.x. .. ~tfs rec;J
lio dicro, -atorv inv'omaitca cor~cerning 1"T' 0o' h',I I-

station. j.' IrMa re'CC'inrnds fc lc 'urilsh1 pmtlic sowlrce.d nat

and iussures tillS wiis v.i1Lin no way Clusc cmbaj~rassic..jft to the Mirelu.

NOTE CoC~f~PAGE 7;110

-~l11 .i ~ 1F- I IXTI 1: UNIT=E

j-

.01 4
C11~

I F .- 7.:

[ii-
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Letter to s.C. T mn
R::C :;,r'O ir',.'Si .it

JLy? Cr fiXrl:~

The N.1ation JCM) is Jnadcd by'oe o . 1o has
been a v or Et:e:ri yia:; a in:'rl ir: te .CiV !';,I at
St. Pee:br*Foia :0mntraetl ar.tGor ::)ittin-
on a :)orice y*- nc'r. in;::.:i tct r ule e tihit';"t~i

.rvoltion it it.dn ent and a] Ito Jp')1 c viI di."

calld the f: n:ct ore% o; tb-i rac::tc .'::'ii ted State'
and cioirled .:a il.i is resrpokiblc .or the deth of ,::tor iRobrt

KennicY. - ::rs zU.he wants to cach i-c*ro .id-ni his
philc'm.;by of hctinz w;ite cople. His orni zation. cdlis it *ru5

a sccrcz ;.'in l:tu (terror) ceu:rd. V6 concnt ',;ith Tl; ytnthat
this, orgalnizatio rhould be publicly-c::posed. RecccntIyl-ijiani
Division wa s authori.cd. tr, 1sist a television station in ic::,nsixn
black.nt:inaiist tre:ists ard e:cellegt results were obtained.
"his qgeraticn t!:S d also serve to nvatalize the-activities oi

this ca traerist group.'

RECEIVED FROM..
S -2
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EXH113IT 69-19

Dle,1: U/O/. 0 G

i'mrit tlic fo1Iniv ia in.- ____________- _____

(7*),, npli e

A I I'MM A)Y:MAIL

Vi. -4

TO: DXRE1Ci'G1,.FflI

FROM * SAC, TAM:PA T

OCOT 1'11.TLLL C..i.CE PROM"SJM,
Bi3(C;, FATIO AI-i1S.' - IIAT1'] GR~OUPS .

RIACIAL INI LLIG1MCE

ile~ulet all off ices. '815173B..

as a rriuiysor*fice rt his statiof! is viewed
by over 500,000 persons in the T' rapra, St. 17ctersburg aroa.

Ile stated that because o-R the ei-pT,,sis beii'g placed on
racial mtters in the -,rL- at t-his time, he is very much
-tons inth i~ -waan a spca program of any organiza-

tios i th! fe-, ntthis' timie. 11ie stated tha~t he was
* avnlre o-7 of 1' V't~ -'ilit-ant Organi,-atio-s(OO n t

leader' of St. Petersburg. Ilc stated that of
I-ate thcA'd iutv~ G-en many programs, particularly of the nevws
ty pe, w.hore 1,7,"LLE'I has boon seen nitelti I"2: 17: usi
particularly in St. Petersburg, Fla.
further advised that he -wondered if tncro: ww.c o'; s:e'
public source material that the FBI could direct him to

* which would assist him in (etermi ning wheither sucb a TV
* T . pecial w.ould b informnative and v.orthywhile for tllq Tampa

1-St. Petersburg area. ~ RP ?

2 It is to be notid that& is a fricna
."of* the SAC of the Tam,;yUf ice ano iiu~~h. of the

I".Tamlpa Division. Ile hia espressed onl many. occasions4 great

61- Duircau (1111)
1 - Tampa

Approved: Sent -________M Per _____-

SpCCl 01 %Icnt ifl Marge
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TP

admiration for the FT. and its Director. Mr. HOOVER, and
as a matter of fact, explained on 3/20/. , that .hen he
~g'aduated from chilate, h I;dcn applyig ,for
the YiA nOvn Special..Arfent, but vhlbn l I.f oun!di that it re-
quired a lI -W ,* went ilto the ontortain::Ont field
intead. J.e i.tc, however , he ha.s alb.ys b 1een an .FBI
"buff" and jr crostod in. tho..ccCollont r ..e... <- ni !.:'. y
the l11. It vill-.. noted f4rther that is
Ft very fe tod me r; r of th.com1unity-aInd his !Ard
actively on mremani.tons in the Tampa ana' He
has been wit . alid is ima
pivotal position 1:2 r-tiifA.

- apa bolieveLs that Iwould. be ah
oxcellent source to thom to -.:IterIal 'for
an expoSe type TVy :cial on 101.1. It ,*;uld. nppear that
within a onsoni e ti9 such a progryai enconpansing inter-
*gv t oilier with n.clippings thfit are available to

already, would cerainly 5,ervc the Countarintelli-
.goloc frm. " It may further bo notdc that the leaders of
JOMO -in ,t, Petersburg, particularly **, nave
beoneager to have tihe novs media cover their activities.
It is .also believed that having an inflated ego,
will eagerly consent-to interviews and because of his
emotional. state, it mnay'w.ell be abticipated that he will
make wilV remarks and present .'JO) in- a most unfavorable
light in the Nezro and white cor.:unities. It may well be
anticipated that since ;s followers are mostly teenagers
and have been prone to make wild remarks themselves., that
they will likew.:ise present themselves i e -onfVavorable
light. It will be noted further that has,
stated that in dealing with the FBI he at no ti7 wil divulge
any relationship thdt he has with the Fi3I or:tho fact that
they cooperated in any presentation that he -,Might make. He
stated that he could not bring hiseSlf to do anythiiig to any
organization such as the FDI which he has admirec for so
many years,.

Tarpra therefore fools that -furnishing source material
to ..for a pecial TV program will in no way
cau e ...ou:ont to-the Bureau and tharcforc recommonds
to .the u:!i*''u that it authorize the Tangla Office to approach

with'specific information which le might
uli).L~u .zivany program he may prepare. If the Bureau approves

RECEIVED FROM
-2- V T).7

FI ;.



TP *

this suggestion, Tnrpa assn':v; the pFn-c'r th it will not
furnish any inform::Lion to hich could bc
traced to tho FBI or which wit! X.T.c..jue any live informants

being.operated by th Q1pfph Division.

*rC ;'

-3-
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EXHIBIT 69-20

.1

/ Is

surrc colx:'r zTr:T

u~ra: 2/7/CS

:CE - -

NoeTPLc t, 1/23/l. .

On 2/7/69 I pmrsonally vtewed theo. fi.u.1 rloith.P
versojn of 1l ony.hnlf hour-:.-h nlic ln:

Th : 0 - Wown a

Vievin, of the fil h ," ATASr:TTTIAIS. SULLIVAN,
and Spoci o1 Int Sunervi !-m was at invi-
Tation o: CLu. )u ut SLiun,
TamVa, Fla., :ho hns no knoIeleyge of UurcuI.1nvoivemeut in
produ-Tion of this f ilmn

A01o Otse!nt -* tim of :jovling vrre

The film is an excellent production fully exploit-
.tg the Junta of .iitant Crgani::ation, Stud'ants for a fano-
cratic Society and Studont Froteut Decons tr:Mions at Tamp--
St. Ieterslburg,Fla. and representsmaxinum results o2 this
prograi,

At end of viewing was asked if he would
make available the film for closocxa:nination by Duranu
reproeint::tiva:. 1I0 advI'M::c that he vo 'ost rebobtive to
this idea :Wcd if the Burau would furnish hin with one-half
hour of video 9V tape, he would reproduce tho film for the
Bureau and they could retain the copy as their own. j

(2;-, Bureau ()
3 - Tzapa !Ie All

Ai..U .WJ
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'ipay::1 h .ievO obtainin; n Coty 'C thi:s p:or:ia
will h: o. r:: ]I cnt hon::.t not only as an i.1 to n't:.

itnv :i;;~.o:: but an a uhi A o ottr Bynr::a field divzions
in prarAin; ci.:ilst tyW WI= con nunto'iiitell;vAce provamss,

in rQ ^''O *howing im on .3/909,
aid :a: unji.; C vwtiOi C \il rolwnrrlc::: t his priO;ramt

once .:in at2. :: M :: , .. ::.:s :i:n rccptiv To ay
su'gtct iotn to ::: :e. this film c. : olo, to' civic g.;rd.iy.*s .uch

as MTA N, A:crican LcUioy, Rotary, iwanis, ec. by k::LA.

cBurau is requestod to furnish Tor: with- one-half
hour of TV video toop in order '2:.:: £an i:: n tiod to'.
FAVO in order th::t a copy of the ' progrei tan
be obtained. If .urcau not in, p-:.:. . :a, Uit'un is.
reques;Ied to authof-r:e T-:inpa Division to *urnhae sare loc:.1ly.

Subseonnntly 2/7/69 advied that
he will obtain for tha Unrosi a .. / t:1.an in
propn:.:ing io.: MY i;... - p .!;::.ch cop Pr inel udd in the
progr:am for which no video tape nocEssary,

urenau will note that nureau's prtici antion in
producing this progrri h::z not bon c::postd bn. 4and
there is no indication Ei'reau's affiliation WiT' ic.;.:u.w Lnown
at any ftturo date.

-2- --
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EXHIBIT 69-21

'UNITED STATES COVER tENT

Memorandum
MR. N. C. .SULLIV

.:-HR. G. C..MOOR4

COUNTERINTELLICENCE PROGRAM
BLACK NATIOJU:ALIST - HATE GRO
RACIAL INTELLIGENCLZ
(NATION OF ISLAM)

*

1-

1-

* DTE:October 21, 1969

)UPS 1*I

This is to advise of highl successful results of counter-
intelligence exposing the black extremist Nation of Islam,(iNOI) in
Miami, Florida.

We previously-author zed the14i Division to cooperate
with an established source at who was

preparing a television program exposing ie oil. . The NOI is a
pseudo-religious organization which preaches hatred of the khite
rate. This documentary expos.e of the NOI-was shown at 9:30 ?,1
10/9/69 and-the audience rating for this show was in excess or
200,000.

as elated at the response. The station received
more-favorable telephone calls from.viewers than the switchboard
could handle. Community leaders have commented favorably on the

program, three civic organizations have asked to.show the film to,
their members as a public service, and thp', , ounty
Sheriff's Office.plans to show the film to its-officers and in
connection with its community service program.

. This expose showed that NOI.leaders are of questionable
-.character and live in luxury through the large amount of.money
taken as contributions from their members. The extreme nature of
NOI teachings was underscored. Miami sources advised the expose
has caused considerable concern to locAl NUI leaders who have
attempted to rebutt the program at each open meeting of the NOI
since the orogram was presented.0 Local NOI leaders plan a rebuttal
inr he HOI newsonper. Attendance by visitors at. weekly NOT meeting
has dropped 50. This shows the v31ue of carefully .olanned..
counterintelligence action.

ACTION:

None. For information.
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EXHIBIT 69-22

' ,UNITED STATES GO' .. AENT

4 Memorandum
D :Mr. W. C. Sullivan

koM Mr. G. C. MoorA r

-LJECT,

-
1 -

DATE. 1/22/70

1 -
-COUNTERINTELLIGENCE ATTERS 1 - I

BLACK PANTHER PARTY - ,
RACIAL MATTERS ---- -.

Recommended that selected offices handling major
chapters of the extremist Black Panther Party (DPP) be contacted
and their recommendations obtained regarding reliable and ., I
trustworthy contacts in the television and/or radio media., I
who might be interested in the preparation of programs - the BPP

Letters to the Attorney General dated 1/15/70 -
1/20/70 advised him of adverse reaction of the 14PP to the
Columbia Broadcasting System television program \Sixty Minutes"
-which devoted a segment of its 1/6/70 program to the BPP.-
New York has recommended that the Bureau may wish, through its
liaison with national media, to encourage programs whernin th
BPP can be seen in its true light.

Thg BPP has been getting support and financial
contributions from misguided individuals who apparently are
unaware of the true nature and motives .of this violence-prone
group. We have been attempting to counteract this and to expos4
the BPP for what it is thimugh our mass media program in which
the true facts regarding this organization aremade known to
selected news media contacts. In our counterintelligence
program we have been very successful in the Miami, Florida, arel
having two television programs shown locally on the extremist
Nation of Islam and on white hate groups. This was handled
b ..our Miami Office through a reliable contact. These programs:
were favorably received by the viewing anclience and showed
the extremist groups involved in their true g[ilt i370

Rather than ddaling with nationalMedia contacts,
1 it is believed we should check with sdected offices handling-

BPP matters and obtairtheir observations and recommendations
regaiding the preparation of televisiont and/or radio programs\
on the BPP thmo ugh established contacts locally. They will
be Instructed to make no contact at this time without prior
Bureau authority. Any concrete proposals set forth by the
offices will be made the subject of separate memoranda before

nany 'action is initiated.

i FnclosurtA"4 ./ jZ 4,' I

I v/ 'V' ',,,~cA::E (s1
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Memorandum to Mr. W. C. Sullivan
RE: COUNTERINTELLIGENCE MATTERS

ACTION:

If you approve,
directed to each. se1ected.
set forth abo

the attached letter
office in line with,

Will be
thc ,comments

C.N

~1

, 4F ' '
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EXHIBIT 69-23

1 - Ur.

SAC, Jackson -2-26-69

Director, FBI .

COIITrLix ;M LEFT

I JNairtel 2-11-69.

L.:ferenced airtel requests authority to furrish
"Jnckson Daily Ncts," vicn

aCditional mnoorial on the Lev Left and to aid him in the
preparation and writint of a pamphlet on the history, ains,
and purposes of the New Left.

It isnot felt desirable that you furnish any
acninta:co to in prezaring this p 1ct nor should ycu
direct.him in its preparation.

You may, however, furnish him with the odditIonal
articles included herewith relating to SD3 and the New Left
which he may use in the preparation of his pamphlet.

On the occanton of contactin him in this rcard,
you should advise of the fact that tbo Dureau's interest
in this matter is to be maintained in the strictest con-
fide:ce and tht the Eurocau's assistance is not to be refer---
to in his Writings.

CD 2Enclosures * 13

NOTM

By renirte l Jck:son advised that
had ndvised thle Office tat he desires to purlish a p-n!hiCt
settin- forth the history of the INow Left. This panphlet will
be published and distributed With the assistance of to
-American Logion Who Will 11inance it. The pamphlet will be
distributed to .3jor collo-os and a number oi hi'h schools
In -*, Ctate. .:.ha prenly fid::z ' I
documents on the Iew Lfct cntitlcd "Stuc.nts for nemcr:

.nned:/lumbin it a warning to all Auericnn Cnivcruitio_.
-used these documents to write a series ox articles

in hir paper, which wan woll received. jackson surggested toj t*

,, ,j/ NOTE CG:TINULD PAGi T1.0



Letter to SAC, Jackson
RE: CO1_TELPr0 - NEIf LEFT

NOTE COCTINTID: * I

it b .authorized to assist in the preparation and
writing of a pour et on the Mow Left and that1 3t ie m*plied
with additional documents to be furnished to' for his
use in this r:Card; 'ie are furnishing the Jackson Office with
the below listed public cource mnterial to assist in this
project with the above noted restrictions.

Jackson advises . has been discreet, trustworthy
and reliable in previous dealin-,s with the Bureau and he has
been contacted on many occasions in the past concerning Klan
and Civil Rights matters..

1. An Analysis of the New Left: A Gospel of Nihilism

2. Message From the Director: Appearing in Sept. 1,
1968, Law Enforcement Bulletin

=:;..h....l Reform Toward a Student Movement by
Mark Kleiaan -(article by SDS)

4. Smash the !.ilitary Unchine in the Schools (A
National Winter-Spring Offensive) article by SDS

5. The Hope of Democratic .Survival (A Speech by
Sidney Hook - printed in The Georgia Alumni Record)

6.. SDS Against the l7orld by Jonathan Rubinstein
(New York Magazine 10-14-63.)

7. The Rebel Pousers (an article by George Nobbe -

Now York Sunday News 5-5-63)

8. USD Sets Cut on Radical Path (article by Jac!.
7-15-67 National Guardian)

9. Carl Davidson Outlings Four-pronged Strategy
(article in 11-11-67 edition of National Cuardiazz)

10. Tovnrds a Revolutionary Youth Movement (an article.
appearing in the 1-_1-69 Guardian)
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Letter to SAC, Jackson
RE: COINTrLPflO - N!Z LEFT=

NOTE CONTINUED:

11, Viet Vets, New Recruits Reshape SDS (an article
by Carl Davidson, Guardian, 11-16-G8.)

12. .DS, An Introduction ( a pamphlet released by
gational Office SDS).

13. Don't Mourn, Don't Mourn, Organize, Organize,
SDS guide to Community Organizing.



EXHIBIT 69-24

1 12-64)

Date: 2/11/69

Transmit the following in (Type an plOanlent O~ cone,

* I -

.3 I
* :. I

'I.
.1

Via AIRTEL

TQ: DIRECTOR, FBI

FROM: SAC, JACKSON

C1,OINTELPRO -
-IZfT

AIRMAIL

-- - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

Re Jackson airtel to Buteau.10/2/68,
Bureau.letter to Jackson.10/18/68.
Jackson letters to Bureau 11/21,22/68,

On 2/7/69
,Jackson,ississippi, advi ed that he has recenuiv

:been receivin inauires and referencesto 'the senies of.
articles in the Jackson Daily News from ,

,11/19/68 through 11/26/68.

.3

-3- Breu OU0)
z- .jacksonUI

(5)

FD-26 (..

advised that he-desires to publish a

pamphlet setting forth history, aims, purposes, et cetera,
in order to ridicule the "New Left", particularly in

Mississippi. In his pamphiet he intends to setforth
subversive affiliations in the "New Left" and to shed an
unfavorable light on "New Left" activities.

!advised that *e American Legion in

Mississippi would be more than willing to finance and

distribute the publication of any suchpamphlet..

N
and 12/4/68.

66-077 0 - 76 - 52

.(Type in proicxt or code)

L
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advised that the pamphlet would be distributed
to major colleges, junior colleges, and a number of high schis
in Mississippi.

has been-most cooperative in the past and
has been contacted on many occasions by Buread Agents
rergarding various matters in related investigations, primarily
concerning the Ku Klux Klan and/or civil rights activities in
the State of Mississippi. He is friendly, discreet, reliable

*and is a loyal .American.

Reference is made to Bureau letter to Jackson dated
October 18, 1968, in which the Bureau furnished rmaterial which
was extremely valuable to in providinc with back-
ground information on the New Left, in the
seriet of arthles 11/19/68 through 11/26/63.

REQUEST OF THE BUREAU:

... The Jackson Division recuests Bureau :pproval to
contact P, to aid him in the preparation anu .iting c
his proposed pamphlet.

If above request approved, additional material, if
available ai New Left, be forwarded to Jackson.

The Jackson Division desires to know if pamphlets or
other publications to ridiculc tl " - L Lt hav
If so, Bureau is requested to furnish thesq par;hlets and
publications in order to exhibit them to to aid h-I
in his preparation of a pamphlet.
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EXMUBIT-69-25

SAC, San Francisco .. 7-2-70

Director FBI/ . - -

114STITUTE FOR POLI.r STUDIES
1520 Heoi Uarnshire Avenue N.W.
Washington, D. C.
IS, IIISCEILAITEOUS
SP file-.
IBufilo'

COIflTELPRO --

IM. LE.FT
SF fil
JBufilo -

ReSFIct &-15-70.

Autority i<rantod to contact -_ofr tbo

purpose of furnishing him copies of the mterial submitfed as
epnclosures t ee.

On the occasion of your contact with" -

Bureau's intcrcst in this zattor..

Yourintercst-in participating-in the' countcr,ntdlli-
gence program is c~prociated, and, you, should -continue to. give
it close attention..

.

(7)1970' ,

NOTE:_ COMM.Fer
Byr4171., aiytrqncisco- submittcd cor..es of eight

documnts,alf of z-pU-blic sourdce'w'turc; -Sn I.Init.
reco-nranded, that t:-is- upia1b5 i~rlshtd te $'

an
established source ox 'tho'"an Fraincisco 02*iic ,Vith the
suggstd that bemi 'ht wish. _n- nrni ticlc oil1;
activiis of the- .- ttye
or anizatioh lo ated ih 'San Frndi-sco, -and 'aidaf filiate'. -

of the lust itut 16S for Pokicy S t Wiis'.t.

,..g.,,A7 .
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EXHIBIT 69-26

S Memoran7dum
To : DIRECTOR, FBI DATE: 6/15/70

FROM SAC, SAN FRANCISCO

SUBJECT: 44JSTITUTE FOR POLICY STUDIES
1520 New Hlampshire Avenue N.W.
Washington, D.C.
IS - MISCELLANEOUS
SF file
Bufile

COITELPRO -
NEW I.FFT
SF i.. -.

Bufile

Re Report of SA at San Francisco,
dated 6/15/70.

Enclosed for the Bureau are the following:

(1) A copy of an article ir? "Barron's" weekly
nagazin- cAptione d"' cI al Think Tank".. from .
the 10/6A9 issue.

(2) A copy of an article in "Darron's"
captioned&-"!ar Tower Activists," from the*i
10/13/69 issue of "Barron's"..

(3) A pamphlet concerning a meeting of the
Committee of Concerned Asian Scholars of
Stanford University, to be held 4/3/70 at
Glide ilemorial Church in San Franc- c.

(4) A newspaper article from the " >rcgon
Dai orald' isue of 4/10/71) ca cioned ,

,PT!isberg--P~ossible rcology Not Ef.ectiyo.' ',

4- Dureau iinc. ?) (R)9:

(2-

. (2 -21..:. F .'

4 - Gan Francippe a um 197
(2 -U 17 *9

(8)
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ST

(5) An article from thp "Daily Californian"
issue of 10/19/65 "-Hit7.enbach Protests SDS."

(G) Article. from the1 "Daily Californian"
issue of 11/4/65 captioncd,TVDC May iold
Legal March".

(7) An article from t'e "Daily Californian"
issue of 2/4/G6 captioned CTelan's office
Locked".

(C) A fblank page containinq two tvped
notices'of articles'-in the "Ann Arbor 'ow"
Ann Arbor, Michigan, datecd 3/24 and 25/65*,
concerning ALLANJ HIADDR.

Articles 4 through 7 contain charactorizati1 s of

It is r en-mnnrlv' that a coov of the cTclosed he

who is an estabitshcc source of' *he

San Franchoo Office and has been used on prior occasions

under COI:NTEL Program, with the suggestion that

may wish to write-an article concerning the activitiqs of

the Bay Area Institute which is located in San.-rancisco.
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EXHIBIT 69-27

1 -

.1 -

SACO New Yorl 10/28/08'

. EC-123 -1
'Direptor, FBI?'

COINTELPRO - NE7 LEFT

Reurlot 10/16/GSC-

Authority is granted to send a letter, signed with
a fictitious name, to the editors of "Life" magazine.
Furnish the Bureau the results of your action.

1 -

NOTE:

is the Editor of "Realist" and is one of
the moving forces behind the Youth Intanational Party,
commonly knovn as the Yippies. is a spokesman for
the New Leift. "Lifo" nagazine recently ran an article
favorable to him. New York's proposed letter takes -issue
with the publishing of this article and points out tnat the
"Realist" is obscene and tha ' is a n4tt This
letter could, if printed by "fe," ca11 attention to the
unsavory character of

MAILED 2.1

OCT 2 1968
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EXaBrr 69-28

- Memorandi
*DIRECTOR, FBI DA[ 10/6/68

aous SAC, NEd.YCRK (P)

SUBJEC 6 0 Na _.

SuBJ~c COINELPT)-1. LEFT

Th, 1oA/6L8L-an of 'Life !m azine contained a three
page fe ture on . " eaist" and seli-

atled hippie". IBuflM, Nytile
a carried on the Pl of the KLO.

Bureau authority Is reauested to send the f ollowing
letter to the editors of "Life" on an aonymous
is notec that the "Life" article was favorable to

Sirs:

Your recent issue 0actober ihth), which devoted.
- threepages t1othe ar-rnndizement of underground

wea Luo, too mucn. You mus.
be hard up for material. Am I asking the impossibTs
by requesting-that and-his-ilk-be-left-in-
the sewers where they belong?

That a national magazine of your fine reputation
(!till now that is) wculdtwt'stc time and effort on
the cuckoo editor of an unimportant, smutty little
rag is incot.Drehensiblo to me. Gontlemen, you must
be aware that "nlealist"- is nothinr& more thanblatnt- -
obscenity. .

Your feature editor would Co well to read a
few back issues of. "Realist". Try the..rticle in

*1963. following the assasination of Prdsident Kennedy,

-,..,which describos disggnting necohilin.on.the part
of LBJ.. To classify as scmo sqrt.of "social
rebel" is far too cufe. Hefs nput, a raving, unco::ined
nut. As for any possible intellectual rowards to b
gleaned from "nedlist" - much botter prone may be i'z nd
on lavatory wallso FY 93

If this article is a portant of thirgs to come i
eLifo", count me out, gentlertcn, count o outr500 .,

I Howard Rismussen,
-\D ' Brooklyn Collego, School of'

(2'- Bureau (r) General Studies
1 - New York G

.. x.;, U.'. : i*rr D3'. !< !.Ur.r *d- P.vr/ ! I 
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EXHIBIT 69-29

6/25170

Airtol

*-J(-110

1 -
1 -
.1 -
1 -
21-

To: SAC, Los Ansrles
RED 8

From: Director, FBI

00UNTERI N-TELLIGENC PPCCHET
BLACK NATIONALIST - IhATE GROUPS
RACIAL INTELLIGENCE
BLACK PA:TIER PARTY

ReLAaiitel 6/17/70.

You are authorized to-nropare a letter as set
forth in relet and mail to the Hollywood
"gossip" columnist. Insure that mailing cannot be traced
to the Bureau.

Ca)

NOTE:'

Los Angeles proposed that a letter from a fictitious
person be sent to Hollywood "gossip" columnist of the
"Daily Variety" in connection with his column on 6/11/70

7) indicatin' Jane Fonda, noted film actress, would attend a
- Black Panther Party fund raising function on 6/13/70.

The proposed lctter states the writer attended the function
and was searched upon entoring, urged to contrihute funds
for jailed Panther leaders and to buy guns for '!',o coming
revolution." Also, that Jane and one of the Panthers led
a refrain "We will kill Ric hard Nixon, and any other 1....-
F.......who stands in our way." It can be expected that
Fonda's involvement with the DPP cause could detract-from
her status with the general public if reported in a
Hollywood 'tossio'column.
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EXHIT 69-30

Date: 6/17/70

nsmit the following an
(Type in plaintext or code)

AIRTEL AIR MAIL - REGISTERED
(Priority)

*

TO: DIRECTOR, FBI .

FROM: SKC, LOS.ANGELES (P

RE: COUNTERINTELLIGENCE PROGRAM
-BLACK NATIONALIST-HATE GROUPS
RACIAL INTELLIGENCE
BLACK PANTHER PARTY (BPP)

Re Los Angeles teletype to Bureau, 6/15/70,
entitled "COMMITTEE UNITED FOR POLITICAL PRISONERS (CUPP),
IS-MISCELLANEOUS, THREAT AGAINST PRESIDENT NIXON".

Bureau authority is requested in sending the following
letter from a fictitious person to Hcllywood.
"gossip" columnist for the "Daily Variety", who noted in his
V11/70 column that JANE FONDA, noted filt actress, was to be
present at the 6/13/70 Black Panther Party fund raising
function sponsored by CUPP in Los-Angeles. It is felt that
knowledge of FONDAls involvement would cause her embarrassment
and detract from her status with the general public.

"Dear

I saw your article about Jane Fonda in 'Daily
Variety' last Thursday and happened to be presenti
for Vadim's 'Joan of Arc's" performance for the
Black Panthers Saturday night. I.hadn't been
confronted with this Panther phenomena before but
we were searched upon entering Embassy Auditorium,
encouraged in revival-like fashion to contribute to
defend jailed Panther leaders and buy guns for
Athe coming revolution', and led by Jane and one of

Bureau (RN) REC 16
2 - San Francisco (RM) 2 JUNI11970
2 - Los Angeles -

(6) __

\ppro -d: .!- Of Sent M Per-
Special Agent in 2rig
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LA 157-4054

the Panther chaps in a 'we will kill Richard
Nixon, and any otber M-----F---who stands
in our way, refrain (which was shocking to say
the leasti). I think Jane has gotten in over
her head as the whole atmosphere had the 19301s
Munich beer-hall aura.

"I also think my curiosity about the Panthers
has been satisfied.

"Regards

/a/ "Morris"

If approved, appropriate precautions will be taken
to preclude the identity of the Bureau as the source of this
operation.
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EXHIBr 69-31

July 6, 1971

Mr. Mohr:

Re. LEOIAlRD B. BOUDIN
ATTOiNEY FOR DANIEL ELLSBERG

By memorandum R. D. Cotter to C. D. Brennan
S dated June 28, 1971, it was recommended and approved that

pertinent informatioii coicerningjBoudin
b used in connection vith the Mass Media Program.

This paragraph indicates: that information about Bouditi's
political ahd legal defeinse activities was "cafled to
the attention" of a reporter for a national neirs service.
The FBI believed this Information-would discredit Boudin.

ACTION REC-31

For information..,

,~Enc.. E*- T lBishcp~':;

E. B p.....

r) 1 U !

p1r JJ!1 -



Documents Pertaining to the "Huston Plan, "
Cointelpro, and Other Practices and Programs

Subsequent publication of the Klan's activities resulted in a number
of Ilan officials ceasing their activities, and no information was
developed indicating the Klan was able to expose informants through
the use of the polygraph.

2. On February 29, 1972, FBIHQ responded to a
request of the Louisville Field Office, authorizing an anonymous
letter be forwarded to a Black Panther Party (BPP) office in
New York City. This anonymous letter contained a newspaper clip-
ping discrediting one ;a black extremist
endeavoring to affiliate with the Cleaver Faction of the BPP. Subse-
quently it was determined that "seeds of doubt" concerning Simmons'
leadership qualities had been planted at the Cleaver Faction
Headquarters.

Information relating to the above proposals and
authorizations did not appear in any Cointelpro-type file of this
Bureau. The proposals and authorizations were handled in substan-
tive organizational and individual files, and no copies were placed
into a Cointelpro file. The FBI communications approving the two
actions were reviewed by various officials at FBIHQ. Office proce-
dures in effect in Director J. Edgar Hoover's office at the time
indicate both proposals were approved by Mr. Hoover.
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EXHIBIT 70-1

Zli Aa.v7011r GarE7AL may 8, 1958

Director, PBI

Y..:
COLUUIrST'PARTY, USA
I/TERIAL SECMLIITY - C

-I thought you would benterested in the following.

information. .

In. Aiust of 1956, -this Bureau initiated- a program
designed to promrote diBruption within the ranks o r.e
Communist Party (cP) USA. In this connection, we have
since capitalized on -any situations that have developed
within that organization. For. example, following the
dcnunciat ion of Stalin.by rhrushchev in February, 1956; and
the revelation of widcSprcad anti-Semitism throughout the
Soviet Union, the domestic cdr-unist organization us split
into divergent views u?.ich extended from: the rank-and-f ile
membership .to- the top leadefshp. .Recognfing the Potential

offered Ly this situat ion,' we attempted to perpetuate this
discension since to do so ,would ter. to prevent the CP from
conccrtcd action in furtherance of their. conpiratorial
activities. .- . . .-

Several techniques have bicn utilized to acconflplish

our objectives. As an exarle, we have.:bricfed carefully
selected informanis in the largest CP districts to engage
in controversial discussions around such issues as Sovict
intervention in the Hungarian.revolution and the cult of
Stalin, as well as to be critical of certain leadership
factions, both locally and nationally. Acrimonious debates
ensued, suspicions were aroused, and jealousies fomented..
in addition, we resorted to anonymoius pailinga.to active CP
members, otherwise inaccessible, dio might be affected by
anticommunist material. These mailings were directed -
principally to those who had serious doubts regarding the
competence of Party leaders and their ability to carru.ou:

the stated aims of the orcanization and concerning wnon

'defection was considered a distinct possibility. Frcn
Duitable anticck.=unist material uns unavailable for thel

purposes conducted research and prepared;documents 0
meet our immediate.reautrcttnzhe
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In recent months we have received Indications of
tangible accomplirshments achieved by this program in the

. nature of disillusionment and defection among Party menbcrs
and increased factionalism at all levels ofhthe organization.
The program Itself has created consternation wilhin the CP.
Party leaders are unable to determine whether these operations
.are Governmient inspired or represent activities of dissident
elemcnts -inside oroutside the Party.

Ac a matter of Information, there is enclosed one
copy each of tze pamphlets prepared by this Bureau and
utilized under this program in connection with anonumous
mail fr.gs. These docwyents.*have been particularly effective.
To Illustrate the degree of concern of the ?art leadership,
the most recent devec pment is noteworthy.

TrIS SCA'TreZ~~Ii N C(Q 'ryclsc gy' ,T cei&'o 0rvrD

i/A rrk eQ s,

* The above data.-is also being made. available to.
the Honorable Robert Cutler at the WIhite Hoiuse for the
Information of thoPresident.

Enclosures (2) *
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ExHBiiT 70-2

-.. J nu;ry._13, 1961

ororzible Robert F. I:0cnncdy

I)cp'r."tx.ft of Jutice ~idn

Dear Dub:

ac Elosedl for your infAormat- n is
s'~ y emrii2vi "ti" 'ot!7 t* ovor-all

activities of t' C C aryLA CPS.

Iwd it-- thiroaT to~t:!L intcr."a1 scurnty og the
Uic1statcs.ii'rarrl clc: ,-Y reveals

t-!.e CIiU--A as ;nrt-of. t.-- i.:ternntior:%lco.:it
copsr:!cy crj- .o;ti' i,-tqts~cg ,:;)ctetC tirIati I by
P.rd wC,servience to ti-. L oxamast iarty o f t-1c'
Sov Ct ulnion.-

Our rcspol sibiliticein t%- Internal
S~Ctu ity fiol! .* our c;.- ,-cttvC;z Wraii. St the

of t~z nature 0 17 sno::* Ul t%,- 1.)t..riai otl C 1

tCie crcio-ftre; 1' LIS rCtP-ItsCd t.i. itS CO'tCntS
bo nffrC.ed c!arcfuA-l seciirity. a.,-d itse 'crctrictcd

to a~ z d-dto-71.oy, b-zsis.

A copy of tiis letter and a Copy of its
ottci cn ar u~n"firnis!-.ed to ti:. mral l'Iyron.

I,~ie *Th.~ii~hruaimiin t.'c attcc 'ti.ao
bvilC furnis~ied to the i~ororclbA6 ih~ani "us'.

Sin~cerely,
Sijtr vm~o.~ sicmirvn6~

or o,.qCcrrc~z 1:01

Ln~1osure

I - Y~onorablc flyron R. 11hitc (En~closuire)



January 1.0, 1961

C00DIUNIST PARTY, USA

THE T!I"I'AT .

The Communist Party, USA (CPUSA) prosents a greater
menace to the internal security of our Nation today than it
ever has since it was first fotunded in this country it: 1919.
The dangcrousness of the CPUSA cannot be evaluated except in
the light of its rIelationshin to the international comunist
conspiracy and its 'fior to the Soviet Union. In this -rgard
it is wll to note that the rate of progress aciieved by the
international com.unist -offensive is unparalleled in history.
In the past 43 years, it-has advanced steadily and surely,
never varyingq its eventual goal of do:inating the world,
until today its c;::*ire'extends fron Iast Ger.;:nny to China.
This eripire is so vast and sprawlinq that when night settles
on its wastern frontier, dzun already is brea!king on its
eastern frontier. This internatior.-.1 cc:Munist conspiracy
controls one -fou!rth of the land area and apj>roximatcly one
third of the inhabitants of the earth.

The CPUSA is a vital link in .this world-wido con-
spiracy. It utilizes claborato security measures to conceal
its operations while vigorously promoting front groups as-well
as other concealed outlets in furthcrance of'its clandestine
pursuits. It is coaipletely dominatedby And is subservient
to the Con.iunist Party (CP) of the Soviet Union. This fact
has been nade abundantly clear, on a number of occasions, some
of which are:

Tius pearro, ji.A at
3 

A c s ir co-to

C P/5t r cr-royAsY



Tilts rarroiv 141 5 4/ ic [fd r-iff / C.f fr e Cc4 *

In light of the abovc, it can be readily' seen that
tho seriousness of the domestic ,threat fromi a Soviet-do.iinated
CP' in the United States is in direct ratio to the world tireat
posed by its mastc's in the Sovict Udion.

. The CPUSA at its l7th National Convention held behind
closed doors in New York City in Dccc.iber, 1959, outlined a
vigorous progran ained at. infiltratiu evcrV_area of American
life. In..this-respect, A ci inDon

; declared, "ffe want to particip fo& in, organize,
and lead the broadest of united front noverients--on overy levl--
in 1,000 ways, in 10,000 places, on 100,000 issues--if possible.
with 180,000,000 people.u Included in the principal tarclts for
infiltration are youth, ninority groups, Negro organizations,
labor unions, nass organizations, education and Akiorican politics,

Under the leadership o!
L&-Arc ,; the Party is driving
influence on the American scene.

, a Hoscoir-trained
to increase its membership and

66-077 0 - 76 - 53
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FDI RESPOTilILITIS

Our reponsibilities in the internal security field
are twofold: (1) to collect intclligenco inforimation and
disse:Iinate it to appropriate Gover-icnt aqcncics and (2) to
obtain legally admissible evidence for prosecution under.
existing Federal statutes.

By Presidential Directive dated September 6, 1939,
the FBI was desin-ated as tho civilian intelligence agency
primarily responsihle for protecting the Nation4 internal
security. Sinc.c that date, it tas been the FUI's duty to
investiqato subversion within the United States arid to
correlatec all inforation relatig to America's intern 1
security and disseni'r.ato those data to interested Federal

. agencies. Fedcral Iaws 1,ithin the F7Is jurisdiction ained
prittarily at the CPUSA are the Smith Act of 1940, the Intercoal
Security Act of 1950 and the Co::munist Control Act of 1954.

FBI COUJTTERATTAC!'

The FBI's counterattack apainst the CPUSA is many-
pronged. So.:e of our more effective pronra-:s are: pentration
of the Party at all levels with security infornants; usct of
various techniques to keep the Party off balance and disillusion
indiyidual cor:aunists conccrnina cc:::munist idco.lopy; investi ntion
of every kncwm re::3bcr of the CJSA in order to detemnine whethcr
ho. should be detained in the event- of a national oergency; and
gatherinq evidence to be used in prosecutions of coimunists and
communist organizations.
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-rf// /1- 7 4: V 11/4S dtCfv 1C,sr~-j ,.. /.7

£,~c, /fC rZC3p",Ar/.A/''

As an adjunct to our regular-investigative operations,
we carry on a.carefully planned program of countcrattacl: against
the CPUSA which kcops it off balancc. Our primary purpose in.
this progran'is to brifi about disillusiormont on the part of
individual ncnbers which isicapricd on from both insido and out-
side the Party organization.

In certain instanccs.wo have been successful in preventir.
communists fro.. scizing control of legitimate macs organizations
and have discredited others who wero secretly operating inside
such organizations. . For examplo, during 1959 we were able to
prevent the CPUSA frcm soizing control of thc 20,000-meaber
branch of the National Association for the Advancement of Colored
People in Chicago, Illinois.



IN aro kooping abreast of the activify of the CPUSA,
which is attcmpting through its pro:Irams to infiltrate Ancrican
institutions and groups and to increase its influencc on the
American scene, by intensivc.investigation into every i£cct of
its activity. Over the years we have invcstinated thousands of
individual nembers of the CPUSA in order to dotorninc whCthcr
they night constitute a potential danicr to the internal security
of the country in time of a national energency. The rcsults of
these investirgations are furnished various departncnts and .
agencies of the 2:ccutive Branch of the Govcrn.imnt when infor-
mation is developed during the course of the invcstirations of
interest to then. The dissenination of this infOrmation enables
these departments and agencies of the Govermient to taz:e wi:at-
over action is.nccessary fron a policy standpoint as it relates'
to the security of their operations.

Prosecution has been a najor weapon against the CPUSA.
The Department of Justice first instituted prosecution ar-ainst
loaders of the CPUSA i'n Neo York City in 1943. Since that ti.no
prosecution has been instituted against numerous individual con-
munist functionaries, against the CPUSA as an organization,
against cornunist front oroanizations and a.nainst labor unions
controlled and doninated by co::riunist olenento. The prirtary
evidence in all of these. prosecutions au furnished by our
security informants. e have made available approxinately 100
socurity infonaants for testimony in thcse cases.

The Supreie Court of the United States is presbntly
considering communist cases under the Internal Security Act of
1950 and the-Sith Act of 1940.' As was expected, CPUSA func-
tionaries have indicated the Party will go underground if a
decision is rendered against then by the Suprone Court. Should
this occur, we will, of courde, through our informants, attempt
to go underground with the.m and thus keep advised of their
activities and whorcabouts.
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EXHIBIT 70-3

The Attarrcoy General -Septonber 17, 1969

Director. I .

.U'lSTl. nTI.: C! ' S'0T 2 crIzATIC~ S

I efcrence is made to y coziunication of Jun 1Z,
199, ccncer::lzi2 the ztrcxgth of the .u Iu= Slan. (%*,1r 71r,.Par)

I o you vOuld be interEsed in Icar"ning

of the s±i:.nii::Z.t -ro zess 1-o have recentiy made in our
i..a..i.4Cti 't I72 . .I hz dtn. Djrn the lst

tcvtal ZCits, cfd.vnil.cvarious eatn d state

flQ j:-" a~tempvd to ±*;:te.tihe cativities of tho
te;..-porary l oafrs of the £iu hix m.

2y thecara:z1 use a&d nstructizn of szicted
rccid infor2..::.t re nave 'n=s able to initiate a Esit
t'ithia the .'c- . ica of i -cricaL ot rth Carolina.

Astit :;cs eviowsLd by a lan raiy; ;&tid in Concord,
orth.ktoics da .e~mser15, 16..prxmtl

153 1:x -ar:::-4e-p ccrds race tached to - cross ctdJ
burned to si n.l y r.is brea h.

" I il co::tt,-x to give-fulgsttentlon t our
r Ii'cs 2n t criart to ccoqlst .1

pansiole ca tiraicin of the lIca. ,/

- The Depty eAttorney Gencrall

A - jAsistant attorney C-enral, Z$Ahcl Division.

1 * .ssistd.t *ttry G-neral, TntarZal .Cacurity tivisig..

- .. coistz~t Attorzy cnerol, Civ : rvnno' 1

Tkri 'o'. . -. . .*tr . -I .? Icr desemii -

n. j j:i d .: . - . r!:;:cd perJsvn-
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EXHIBIT 71-1

UNITED srATES COVERNMENT

Ale M70ra ndu r2
.S:) . MR. W. C. ,SLLIVANU DATE. October 2. 1964

RON,~ K.D. E. MOORlE'

UBsJECT:
ESPIONAGE -; .

Prior memoranda have advised of the starting of the trial

f the illegal agents in this case, Mr. and Mrs. Robert K.

altch, in the Eastern District of New York and motions by defense

ounsel regarding the nature of evidence to be submitted in this

ase.

The Judge originally denied the motions, but Assistant At-

orney General Yeagley has advised that USA Hoey in answering questions

y the Judge gave answers which were too broad and which the Govern en

annot suport and therefore it is necessary for the Government to make

4 tional statements to Judge Dooling who is sitting in this case in

h astern District of New York. My memorandum of September 30, 1964,
d0ed that while we were not aware of the contents of the conver-

ations between USA Hoey and Judge Dooling, we had no objections to

eagley's proposed amending statement as it was correct.

Subsequently on the afternoon of 10-1-64, Departmental At-

orneys Thomas K. Hall and Kevin Maroney advised Supervisor

nd myself that USA Hocy's statement to Judge Dooling was unlOrtUrnae .

ecause it was too broad. They believe that the Judge's query per-

ainecd to any tainted source at the Baltch residence and .,as consinea

.o eavesdropping devices, but that Hoey in his answer haid not confined

he answer to the residence or to eavesdroppiig, either of which wouid

orhaps have prevented the current problem. -No information obtained

rom wiretaps or microphones is contemplated to be used in this case

nd the only tainted source is a r...il intercept which did not take

)lace anywhere near the residence;.

Subsequently on the evening of 10-1-64, Mr. Hall advised

hat he had just learned that apparently Hoey in his discussions

tith the court had stated, or at least indicated, there

as no microphone involved in:.this case and, of course, this 
was

LUCcrrect and the Department felt the record had to be corrected. He
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SULLIVAN MR. MOORE
JU1O: ESPIONAGE -

asked if the Bureau had any objection and was advised in the negative.
This morning Mr. Hall called to advise that USA Hoey had now requested
advice as to what answer could be.given the court should he be asked
(1) if there was a wiretap involved in this case and (2) if there was
a mail intercept in this case. After checking, I called Hall back and

'said that we would leave the answer to ;I up to the Department, but
that if the Department saw necessary, the Bureau would not object.
However, with regard to #2, under no circumstances is the -Bureau will-
ing to admit that a mail intercept was utilized and Hall said he would
pass this information on to Hoey and Assistant Attorney General Yeagley
who is in New York. . * - )

Hall advised that he had discussed this case with .Acting At-
torney General Katzenbach this morning and Katzenbach was of the
opinion that the Department must be candid with the Judge. He said
Katmenbach recognized the problems, but felt that in view.of the value
of the case, an effort should be made to go ahead with the trial cven
if it might be necessary drop the overt act where our taicad source
is involved, and proceed on a gcneral conspiracy basis with the recog-
ni ton -that the verdict might be against us, but we would have revealed
t, 'Soviet espionage activities to the people. Hall said he was pass-
ing on.the Acting Attorney General's comments to Assistant Attorney
General Yeagley. Hall said that the motions of defense counsel and -he
complications -with regard -to the answers may eventually fourthe Govern-
ment to drop the prosecution. He said in view of the many facets in-
volved,' he did not feel there was any reason to agree to a pre-trid*
hearing on the is'sue of tainted source if this should be required by
the court, and rather than do this, they are-prepared to drop the es-
pionage charges and attempt to proceed on lesser grounds.

ACTION

SAC NYO, was advised of the above developdents and
requested to keep in close touch with Yeagley in New York and you will
be kept advised of developments.
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EXHIBIT 71-2

UNITED STAIS G ERNMENT

Memorandum
Mr. Tolson -2/27/66

FRom A. II. Belmont

SUBJEcTr THE LONG COMMITTEE '

The Attorney General called on the mo rning of_
February 27, 1965, to advise he wanted to consult with the
Bureau on certain problems raised by the Long Committee, whicN
is exploring the use of mail covers, et cetera. He noted there
was a po s.ble problem concerningLChief Ins ector Mo tague's
testimonyJ ard whether it was neces-iry forLiontague7 o change
his testimony. Also, he felt that Internal Revenue Service had
been using inv stigative techniques which they should not use
and this .could pose a problem. le said Chat the President had
asked him to coordinate with all executive agencies concerning
the problems raised by the Long Committee.

Inspector Moore and I met with the Attorney General irr
. his office this afternoon. Mr. Courtney Evans was present. I
told the Attorney General that in cntague's testimony he was
told by Attorney Fensterwald that if ay of the questions had
national secur ty implications Montaguel should not answer them.
Consequently, Montague was estopped from doing other than answering
in the negative when sked questions touching on national
security. With this interpretation, it was questionable whether
an attemp should be made to change or exolainfliontague's
testimnnvL ______

T-±imadf it cle r to the Attorney General that from our dealings
with fontaguef, he was a man of integrity andsacrificed his

fiffly with us. The Atto ney General said he had no intention
'.ofhanging one word of ontague's testimon, but he was
considering advising Long and Fonsterwald that there were
extreme delicate national security matters touching on the areas)beiilg covered by the committee and there could be exceptions to
the answers given in.the testimony when they touched on such
sensitive security matters. He said further that hecontemplates
seeing Senator Long and impressing on him that the committee
would not want to stumble by mistake into an area of extreme
interest to the national security as they nearlydid-in a-matiter

1-
2 - CONTINUED.- OVER
1-
1i .

C AHB\
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Memorandum to Mt. Tolson
Re: The Long Committee

- -- Katzenbach contemplates
asking for a list of the witnesses Who will appear before the
committee together with a brief summary of'the expected testimony
On the basis of this, he will be.able to advise Senator Long
when he should steer clear of a sensitive area.

I told Mr, Katzenbach that I certainly agree that this
matter should be controlled at the committee level but that
I felt pressure would have to be applied so that the personal
interest of Senator Long became involved rather than on any
ideological basis. Mr. Katzenbach said that he had already
talked to Vice President Humphrey about Fensterwald,

, and that Humphrey had promised to talk
to Long concerning Fensterwald. Katzenbach said that in
addition to the.Vice President he might have to resort to
pressure from the President himself, although he wotuld prefer
to work it out without resorting to the President. He indicated
there was no one on the committee itself who could-be-heloful

. Mr. Katzenbach said that he expected troublefrom the
possible activities of IRS and the military in the investigative
field; that if some of these matters are uncovered before the
committee they will tend to undermine the restricted and
tightly controlled operations of the Bureau. I told him that
our operations are tightly controlled and particularly in the
delicate areas of concern, we restrict oursolves to important
security matters.

Mr. Katzenbach said he was going to see Senator Long
Ion Monday and wanted to know if the Bureau would like someone
to go along with him.' I told him no.

ACTION:

Mr. Katzenbach said he would advise us of the resulti>
of his conversation with Long. He also asked that I advise
the Director of our discussion and I told him I would..
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Memorandum to Mr. Tolson
Re: The long Committee

I coled Mr. DeLoach and briefed him on t is
problem in raWr that he might contact Senator East,)anctin an
effort to warn the Long Committee away from those areas whic
would be injurious to the national'defense. (Of couse I made
no mention of such a contact to the Atto ney General.)
Mr. DeLoach advised that Senator EastianA is in Mississippi and
he will contact him upon his return Monday. .
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as I aaw a rl.-iLritn- to It in tU at vwepJcv uywa vnted to LVJW 'a-n it wzaE Lild

what Mewi s WutL 'd. L E.ta ad h tave our OV111 iin-trMA01C "114- n() it CWt b'. vi~s.

I Mated I tbu,,t tiho A-ttornt.y Ckc-ral hnd i--iddi igo-oc i cutww) vit4_-
ik-blstor Loxi.. lac Att-oincy CUaacral kiulcii he thouU.$It it ViJuld U-.. IL3IjPb1w,
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M~ar ch 2, 1065

.or-.m for~crz ToLou, Lelznont, GaJc, Roen LuLivan, LieLuach

irto taL. zm h'i Tiouu L;Ivc ;um L~ Jftwrncy (.!.aiui al, tue k.L uaaes in a ~u.Zr
Of L,;' -- n EWn: L n,;c-rba±1 Uv cou No, cut jir, uzi tor~ (ocflviv-,

hau~ci V:w~ nl.:!u. I t.'c bznPwt-r 6tL a i ~ad lie WOLU;4 6.1 it evf-OCGIiy, S"Ut

*T, I-ttxnzy General etzied' tilat Is viavrc It ctance nowz And vve. ?S11kI1
Dlee %what *a.

Vcz-3 truly:,yours,.

J. E. Hi.

Johni LeZr icover
.. Diicct, r
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EXHIBIT 72

E: VIFTNAM VETERP.NS AGAINST THE WAR/WINTER SOLDIER
ORGANIZATION (VVAW/'\'SO)

In June, 1967, of
the Cfmmunist Tarty, IS (CPUSA) commented on the forth-
coming 1968 national elections. . tated that the CPUSA
must devolon guidelines for the political campaigns and must
assist in the develooment of any 1E68 camaaign which was
antivar in character and not limited to either major
political party. On September 10, 1967, the CPUhi publication,
"The Worier," announced that the organization VYIA had been
formed in June, 1967, as a nonmembership organization made
up of Vietnam veterans who were o)rosed to the war. This
commu'iist publication provided the purpose of VVA-W as
opposition to the "unjustified" war in Vietnam. it announced
tha t VVAJ had joined "the dissent of millions of Americans
againit the war."

An initial limited inquiry was begun by the
Federal Bureau of Investigation (FBI) in September, 1967,
to determine, through incuiries with estcblished sources
and public source material, if the CPUSA was directing or

failed to establish that the CfUSA. or any other subversive
organization, cxercised direction or control over VYAW. The
limited inquiry did indicate that VVAW leadership aopeared
before the Socialist Workers party (SWP) sponsored kI litant
Labor Forum in New Yori: City, but there was no indication of
any control by the SUP. With the absence of such direction
or control by any subversive organization, the limited
inquiry of VVAW was closed in October, 1967. A similar
limited inquiry was conducted in 1968, resulting in an
updated affirmation that VVAW was not controlled or dominated
by any subversive rroup. This second limited inquiry was
closed in May, 1968. During the limited inquiries in
1967 and 196 , the Natjional 1Headuarters of VYAW was
located in New York City. VVAWd activities were primarily
devoted to part i.cipation in and orgnnization of
demonstrations o>"osinr the var in Vietnam. No full
investigation was conducted by the FBI of VVAW1 until
August, 1971, when information from a variety of sources
dictated the ned to determine the extent of control



over VVAW by subversive groups and/or violence-prone
elements in the antiwar movement. Sources had provided
information that VVAW was stockpiling weapons, VVAW had
been in contact with North Vietnam officials in Paris,
France, VVAW was receiving funds from former.CPUSA

.members and VVAW was iiding and financing U.S. military
deserters. Additionally,.information had been received
that some individual chapters throughout the country
had been infiltrated by the'youth groups of the CPUSA
and the SWP. A trend of increased militancy developed
within the VVAW and the possibilities of violence
escalated within the organization. "During December,
1971, VVAW members forcibly and illegally occupied or
surrounded public buildings and national monuments in
New York City, Philadelphia, Austin, Texas, and
Washington, D. C.

During 1972, the FBI estimated that VAY had
approximately 1,800 members and 102 chapters throughout
the country. VVAW claimed 23,000 members and 283 chapters.
In 1972, some leaders and activists in the VVAW made
trips to Europe and Asia during which they participated
in conferences with representatives and/or officials of
the Soviet Bloc, North Vietnam, and the National
Liberation Front (NLF) of South Vietnam. VVAW leaders
informed the membership that VVAW had been asked to
cooperate on an international level with many organizations,
including communist or Maoist groups, describing these
groups as "our friends." When.reporting on trips-to
Paris, Moscow and Hanoi, VVAW leaders indicated the
organization was dedicated to ending imperialist
aggression and establishing a firm relationship with
the NLF.

In June, 1972, a delegation of fifteen VVAW
members and leaders attended a war crimes conference near
Paris. The conference, which included representatives
of North Vietnam and the NLF, was sponsored by two
Trotskyist organizations in France. One of the VVAW
national officers addressed this conference and it was
reported that the French Communist Party had paid for
the expenses of the .VVAW contingent at the conference.

During October, 1972, the National Steering
Committee (NSC) of VVAW met and discussed the direction
of VVAW and the need to make-it an anti-imperialist

-2-
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political group, rather than "just another group of war
veterans." Most of the sneakers participating at this
meeting orpressed their views indicating VV.1. was
utilizing a MAr:ist-oriented analysis of world problems.
Additionally, it was indicated that VVA7 had established
relations with the Irish 2epublican Army, had contact
with the Angolaln, and was attempting to establish
liaison with the Peoples 3epublic of China (P.C).

In April, 1073, the organization changed its
narm to VVA!/.:intor Soldier Organization (V.27/-0).
The change was made in order to ahoporb into the organi-
zation, individuals who were not veterans of nilitary
service.

Dy April, 1073, VVA/i'.O leadership claicd
to have connections with over 200 foreign organizations
and naintained That V.ll/WIZO was considered a credible
organization by these organizations. In October, 1073,
representatives of VVA:!/W:O attended and participated in
the World Peace Conress, Moscow, U.S.O.E.

In 1073, an ideological split beca'me eviCent
within the national loadorchip of VVof/;I3O. The Split
arose between thoo espousing the Tar::ist-leninist
doctrine and! those onousing the I!arz:ist-Leninist
doctrine as interpreted by -:10 Tse tung. During 1973,
the anti-1Maoist :ar::ist-Leninist group seemed to be
dominant and e::pressed determination in educating the
VVA!/ISO membershi' in thir doctrine. By 1973, VVX7/WSO
was composed of appro::iately 130 chapters with an
estimated membership of 2,000. The ITational Headquarters
was, and still is, located in Chicago, Illinois.

By April, 1074, the NCC devoted itself to the
theme of defining VVAll/Z7SO as a politically oriented
organization, capable of uniting with as many people
as possible to conbat U.S. imporialisn. The hope was
o::pressed that VVAl,/W:ZO would become part of the vanguard
of the revolution within this country. Wlithin the ::OC,dissatisfaction eoveloncd and was e::pressed by some of
the chapters concerning the W.U/W!0 publication,
"inter Coldier." The dissatisficd menbers claimed the
publication reflected communist propaganda rather than

-3 -
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chapter activities, news about the Third 7orl'd, and news
of activist groups . l.dditional disenchantment with
Soviet-type communisri reportedly nanifest itself in the
sending of a letter of cersure to-the Soviet Union,
protcsting the rape of a female VVAT/ZO delegate to the
World Peace Council, held. in ?oscow during 1973. VVA /
WSO ropc:-todly severed relations with the CPUSA over
this incident.

In October, 1974, VWAT/TSO held a IFational GI
Organizing Conference dcsigned to initiato the building-
of a fighting, anti-irmperialist movement within the U.S.
military for the purpose of crcating disruption and
disorientation within the rlitary :hen the revolution
occurred.

In December,, 107,!, the "PC voted to align
VV./3CO with the -evolutionary Union (:U). Thil
changed their political position from a lareely !ar::ist
approach to one following a strict :1aoint line. This
alignment with .U created internal strife within VV?2/
130. -ome chanter-s which refused to adont the Coloist
line were severed from the national organization. In
June, 1975, core of the VV.*/:00 chaptors which did not
support the national Office held a meetin in which they
verified severance from. the national organization and
agreed to set up an independent organization. This
rival group was intended to be anti-imprialist in
nature, but, to date, its future is not certain.

The current Yational Office of VV,T/17O is
strongly influenced by .U and could develop into an
RU front.

Throughout its history, VVA7/;l3O has not boon
a well-disciplined, theoretically consistent organi:iation.
The various chaptors never rigidly followed the dictates
and policies presented by the IIntional Office. There
have boon instances-of--rojection of the -. ational Offico
concentc both on a charter and a roional basis. The
cossation of the U..". involve:-ont in the war in Cou.thcnst
'sia substantially ecremeod the :-o-:.schiw of VV7/.;g0.
ITuworons inmividuals and ann chanters .:ithdrew fro.I
the organization. Chapters and regions wore dissolved
or consolidated.

66-077 0 - 76 - 54
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In 1071, PDI field offices 'erc instructed to
analyze the chaptors and regions in their respective
territories. If the local organization did not subscribe
to the policies of the -ational Offico andi vere not
.ar:ist-Loninist froups advocating the overthrow of the
Govern:. t, the invuatigation of the local organizatio
was to be terminated. ::ost of the local chaptoi.: and
regions continued to be nor-inall" affiliatod cith the
nationvido VV /'200, but the splintering sncd the internal
ideological disputes deandeC close e::a-iinntion of the
local positions of ench region and chapter. :any of the
investigations of the various claptcrs ''ro closed, not
because they 'Cere no longer active, but because of their
apparent failure to follo'. the :ar::ist-Loninist
revolutioinary posture of the 3ational Office. 110 current
nationyido e:nnbrship figures are available for VY.1/O
because I investiation is liAited to specific ch'ptors
which are revolutionary in nature. Currently, the cost
active of these chatptera e::ist in Chicngo, Iilwauhee,
'ew Yor': and 3an Diego,

- 5
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APPENDIX A

Nicholas deB. Katzenbach
Old Orchard Road, Armonk, New York 10504

December 15, 1975

Dear Senator Morgan,

This letter is in response to your'request'for me to submit
for the record documentation on several'points which came up
during my testimony on Decembei 3, 1975. (See page 2133 of the
transcript.)

With respect to my testimony that the- Klan took credit for
the murders of the three civil rights'workers, Chaney, Schwerner,
and Goodian , this fact was reflected in Bureau memoranda at the
time. One of many memoranda received by the Department in the
summer of 1965 concerning the investigation of the murders .
specifically reported that at a meeting of. Hinds County Kiaverns
on June 26, 1964, Billy Buckles, the Grand Giait, referred t6 the
disappearance of the three civil rights workers and stated, "now
they know what we will do, we have shown them what we will do,
and we will do it again if necessary."

With respect to whether all (or substantially all) of the
members of certain Klaverns 6f the Klan participated in or
endorsed unlawful acts,I call your attention to the following:'

- The opinion of Judge Wisdom in United
States v. Original Knights of the Ku

- KluxKlan, 250 F. Supp. 330 (E.D. La.
1965). (Attachment A)

- Statement of Mr. Hoover before-the
National Commission on the Causes .and.
Prevention of Violence, September 'f8,
1968, especially pages 8 - 9. (Attachment
B)



NOTE: The request for documentation referred to above as appearing at
transcript page 2133 can be found in this volume at page 244.

The materials referred to above as attachments A, B, C, and D can be found
in this volume as attachments 1, 2, 3, and 4 at pages 843, 870, 883, and 888
respectively.

- An "Imperial Executive Order" issued by
Imperial Wizard Sam Bowers (who was later
convicted and sentenced for criminal acts
of violence) to "all officers and members"
(emphasis added) instructing them on
methods "for effective combat against the
enemy." This was reprinted on pages 5 - 9
of Attack on Terror by Don Whitehead.
(Attachment C)

- A paper written by John Doar and Dorothy
Landsberg entitled, "The Performance of
the FBI in Investigating Violations of
Federal Laws Protecting the Right to Vote
-- 1960-1967". (Attachment D)

As I am sure you appreciate, my own access to relevant
documentation concerning the connection of certain Klans or
Kiaverns with unlawful activities is limited, but I feel sure the
Committee staff could get volumes of similar information from
Bureau files.

I have reviewed my testimony concerning the methods
used by the Bureau to disrupt Klan acts of violence (especially
pages 2099 - 2100) and am satisfied that it is accurate as reported.
I believe that you misunderstood that testimony when you stated
that you believed that I had testified that "anything (I) could do
to disrupt the Klan was justifiable." (Page 2130) However, in
responding to your question, I did not mean to imply that I
thought that you had mischaracterized my testimony purposely,
and to the extent my response could be so read, I apologize.

Sincerely,

%'," 4 -1
The Hon. Robert Morgan
Room 4104
Dirksen Senate Office Building
First Street and Constitution Avenue
Washington, DC 20510

cc: Senator Frank Church, Chairman
Select Committee on Intelligence Activities

NOTE: The request of documentation referred to above as appearing at
transcript page 2133 can be found in this volume at page 244.

The materials referred to above as attachments A, B, C, and D can be found
in this volume as attachments 1, 2, 3, and 4 at pages 838, 865, 878, and 883
respectively.
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ATTACHMENT 1

250 FEDERAL SUPPLEMENT

2. Stanton Construction Company is
the principal debtor and its rights will be
adjudicated in the within proceedings
so that it is an indispenslhle party plain-
tiff.

3. Rockwood Equipment Leasing
Company is allegedly the assignor of the
claims for rental of .equipment to West-
inghouse as assignee, and.its rightiwill
be adjudic'ated in the within proceedings
so that it is an indispensable party plain-
tiff.

The wherefore clause in the motion
seeks a dismissal of the complaint or, in
the alternative, to compel plaintiff,- West-
inghouse, to delete tim Borough of
Nanty-Glo and Lower Yoder Municipal
Authority as named plaintiffs and join
Rockwood and Stanton as parties plain-
tiff.

No affidavits were submitted.

[1] In our opinion, Westinghouse is
the real party in interet and therefore
the names. of the municipalities should
be stricken- from the captiori of the case.
Rules 17(a) and 21, Fed.R.Civ.P.

[2] Further, in our opinion, Stanton
Construction Company is not an indis-
pensable party plaintiff. 'An examina-
tion 'of the bonds attached to the coui-'
plaint discloses that thry are contracts
of stfretyship. -WE are'iait aw7hre'of miby
authority nor has the dftlendant brought
any to our attention in which it has been
held, or even contended, that the prin-
cipal' as a matter of law is 'an indis-
pensable party plaintiff in an action
against the surety.

[3] Finally, in our opinion, Rock-
wood Equipment Leasing Company, the
assignor of the leases ,to. Westinghouse
is not an indispensable party plaintiff.
Ain assignor is generally neither : sie
party in interest nor 'in indispensable
party. 2 Barron and lfoltzoff, Federal'
Practice and Procedure. § 482, pp. 1H- 19;
§ 512, pp. 102-104; .§ 513.2, p. 111; 3
Moore, Fede'ral Practice. 1; 17.09, p. 1339;
Wright, Federal Courts, pp. 257 258
(1963).

An appropriate orde will be entered.

UNITED STATES of America, by Nicho
las deB. KATZENBACH, Attorney Gen.
eral of the United States. Plaintiff,

V.

O1IGINAL KNIGHTS OF the KU KLUX
KLAN, an unincorporated Assocla-

tion, et al., Defendants.
CIv. A. No. 15793.

United States District Court
E. D. Louisiana,

New Orleans Division.
Dec. 1, 1965.

Action by United States against klan
for injinction to protect Negro citizens
seeking to asseft their civil rights.' The
three-judge District Court, Wisdom, Cir-
cuit Judge, held that evidence established
that klan relied on systematic economic
coercion, intimidation, and physical vio-
lence in attempting to frustrate national
policy expressed in civil rights legislation
and that such conduct must, be enjoined.

Order accordingly.

1. Injunction C114(3)
Private organizations and private

persons are not beyond reach of civil
rights act authorizing Attorney General
to sue for injunction. Civil Rights-Act of-
1957. k 131 and (a) as amended 42 U.S.
C.A. § 1971 and (a) and §§ 1983, 1985
(3); 18 U.S.C.A. I§.241, 242.

2. Injunction C127
Evidence as to klan activities was ad-

nissible, in suit by United States against
a klan for injunction to protect Negro
citizens seeking to' assert their civil
rights. U.S.C.A.Const. Amends. 14. 15;
Civil Rights Act of .1957, § 131 as amend-
cmi aud Civil Rights Act of 1964, §§ 201,
Z06, 701, 707, 42 U.S.C.A. §§ 1971, 20(oa,
2000a- 5, 2000e, 2000e-6;. Voting Rights
Act of 1965, § 1 et seq., 42 U.S.C.A. §
1973 et seq.; 28 U.S.C.A. § 1345.

3. In unction C128
Evidence established that klan and

individual klansmen had adopted pattern
and practice of. intimidating, threaten-



UNITED STATES v. ORIGINALKNIGHTS OF KU KLUX KLAN
Cite a, 250 F.Supp. :C1 (1'i)

ing, and coercing Negro citizens for pur-
pose of interfering with their civil rights.
U.S.C.A.Const. Amends. 14, 15; Civil
Rights Act of 1957, § 131 as amended
and Civil Rights Act of 1964, §§ 201, 206,
701, 707, 42 U.S.C.A. §§ 1971, 2000a,
2000a-5, 2000e, 2000e-6; Voting Rights
Act of 1965, § I et seq., 42 U.S.C.A.
§ 1973 et seq.; 28 U.S.C.A. § 1345.

4. Injunction C-128
Evidence established that to attain

its ends, klan exploited forces of hate,
prejudice, and ignorance, relied on sys-
tematic economic coercion, varieties of
intimidation and physical violence in at-
tempting to frustrate national policy ex-
pressed in civil rights legislation. U.S.
C.A.Const. Amends. 14, 15; Civil Rights
Act of 1957, § 131 as amended and Civil
Rights Act of 1964, §§ 201, 206, 701, 707,
42 U.S.C.A. §§ 1971, 2000a, 2000a-5,
2000e, 2000e-6; Voting Rights Act of
1965, § 1 et seq., 42 U.S.C.A. § 1973
et seq.; 28 U.S.C.A. § 1345.

5. Insurrection and Sedition C1
Legal tolerance of secret societies

must cease at point where their members
assume supra-governmental powers and
take law in their own hands.

6. Courts C-262.3(8)
Where it appeared that defendant

klan, klan members, and klan's dummy
front association had interfered with
Negro citizens' rights derived from or
protected by Constitution and recognized
in various civil rights statutes, defend-
ants would be enjoined from interfering
with court orders and with civil rights
of Negro citizens. T.S.C.A.Const.
Amends. 14, 15; Civil Rights Act of
1957, § 131 as amended and Civil Rights
Act of 1964, §§ 201, 206, 701, 707, 42
U.S.C.A. §§ 1971, 2000a, 2000a-5, 2000e,
2000e-6; Voting Rights Act of 1965, § 1
et seq., 42 U.S.C.A. § 1973 et seq.; 28
U.S.C.A. § 1345.

7. Courts C-262.3(8)
Federal district court had jurisdic-

tion of action by United States against
a klan for injunction to protect Negro
citizens seeking to assert their civil

rights. U.S.C.A.Const. Amends. 14, 15;
Civil Rights Act of 1957, § 131 as amend-
ed and Civil Rights Act of 1964, §§ 201,
206, 701, 707. 42 U.S.C.A. §§ 1971, 2000a,
2000a-5, 2000e, 2000e-6; Voting Rights
Act of 19135, § 1 et seq., 42 U.S.C.A. §
1973 et seq.; 28 U.S.C.A. § 1345.

8. Courts (_-262.3 (8)
In its sovereign capacity, the nation

had proper interest in preserving integri-
ty of its judicial system, in preventing
interference with court orders, and in
making meaningful both nationally creat-
ed and nationally guaranteed civil rights.
U.S.C.A.Const. Amends. 14, 15; Civil
Rights Act of 1957, § 131 as amended
and Civil Rights Act of 1964, §§ 201,
206, 701, 707, 42 U.S.C.A. §§ 1971, 2000a,
2000a-5, 2000e. 2000e-6; Voting Rights
Act of 1965, § 1 et seq., 42 U.S.C.A. §
1973 et seq.; 28 U.S.C.A. § 1345.

9. Injunction C-128
Evidence established that defendant

association was not a bona fide independ-
ent organization but was the defendant
klan thinly disguised under respectable
title. U.S.C.A.Const. Amends. 14, 15;
Civil Rights Act of 1957, § 131 as amend-
ed and Civil Rights Act of 1964, §§ 201,
206, 701. 707, 42 U.S.C.A. §§ 1971, 2000a,
2000a-5, 200 0 e, 2000e-6; Voting Rights
Act of 1965, § 1 et seq., 42 U.S.C.A. §
1973 et seq.; 28 U.S.C.A. § 1345.

10. Injunction C128
Evidence established that defendant

klan had appeared in action by United
States for injunction to protect Negro
citizens seeking to assert their civil
rights contrary to contention that the
klan did not exist, had ceased to exist, or
had made no appearance in cause. U.S.
C.A.Const. Amend. 14; Civil Rights Act
of 1957, § 131 as amended and Civil
Rights Act of 1964, §§ 201, 206, 701, 706,
42 U.S.C.A. §§ 1971, 2000a, 2000a-5,
2000e, 2000e-6: Voting Rights Act of
1965. § t et seq.. 42 U.S.C.A. § 1973 et
seq.; 28 U.S C.A. -§ 1315.

11. Constituiflnal Law C=311
Inasmuch as defendant admitted that

klan's methods were lawless, admissibili-
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ty of list of officers and members o
klan in action for injunction to protec
Negro citizens in asserting .their civ
rights was not precluded on basis tha
rights of members of an association t
pursue lawful interest privately and t
associate freely with others are protecte
by the 14th Amendment. U.S.C.A.Cons
Amend. 14;. Civil Rights Act of 1957,

.131 and (a) as amended 42 U.S.C.A.
1971 and (a) and §§ 1983, 1985(3); .1
U.S.C.A. §§ 241, 242.

12. Injunction Q128
Evidence established that defendan

had intimidated, harassed, and otherwis
interfered with Negroes exercising thei
civil rights, persons encouraging Negroe
to assert their rights, public official
police officers, and other persons.seekin
to accord Negroes their rights and tha
acts were part of pattern and practice o
defendants to maintain total segregatio
of races in parish. U.S.C.A:Cons
Amends. 14, 15; Civil Rights Act of 195
§ 131 as amended and Civil Rights Ac
of 1964, §§ 201, 206, 701, 707, 42 U.S.C.
H§ 1971, 2000a, 2000a-5, 2000e, 2000e-6
Voting Rights Act of 1965, § 1 et seq
42 U.S.C.A. § 1973 et seq.; 28 U.S.C.
§ 1345.

13. Courts C262 4(11)

Acts otherwise lawful may becom
unlawful ,and be enjoined under Civ
Rights Act-of 1957 if-purpose and effe
of acts is to interfere with right to vot
Civil Rights Act of 1957, § 131 as amen
ed 42 U.S.C.A. § 1971.

14. Civil. Rights C-1
Elections C319

Civil Rights Act of 1957 applies
private persons and applies to interferin
ivith.right to register and protects Negr
citizens against coercion, intimidatio
and violence. Civil Rights Act of 195
§131 as amended 42 U.S.C.A. § 1971.

f tion that interferes with enjoyment of
.t civil rights secured by the -Act. Civil
il Rights Act of 1964,,§§ 203, 206(a), 301,
t 701 et seq., 707, 42 U.S.C.A. §§ 2000a42,
o 20Q0a--5 (a), 2000b, 2000e et seq., 2000e-6.
0

d 16. Injunction C-127
t. Defendants' interference with rights

§ of, Negroes to use public facilities was
§ relevant to 'cause !of action of United
8 States against klan and its members for

injunction protecting Negro citizens seek-
ing to assert their rights, where that in-
terference was part of pattern and prac-

,s tice of total resistance to Negroes' exer-
c cise of civil rights. Civil Rights Act of
r 1964-, §§ 203. 206(a), 301,1701 et seq; 707,
, 42 U.S.C.A. .§§ 2000a-2, 2000a-5(a),

S,2000b, 2000e et seq., 2000 e-6.

t

f The Nation has a responsibility to
n supply -a meaningful remedy'for right

it creates or guarantees.

t.

7,18. Elections C
t Statute that is necessary and proper

legislation to carry out power of Congress
to regulate elections -for federal office
may also be appropriate legislation to en-

"force provisions of 15th, 14th, and 13th
Amendments. U.S.C.A.Conat. Amends.
13, 14,- 15.

0 19. Elections C-4
ii Conigress has authority to legislate

dt concerning any and all elections affecting
i.federal officers, whether general, special

d- or primary, as long as they are an in-
tegral part- of procedure of choice or'
primary effectively controls their choice,
U.S.C.A.Const. art. 1, §4.

0 20. Constitutional Law Q-50
g Under Constitution, Congress had
* choice of mn'eans to execute its powers.
* U.S.C.A.Const. art. 1, § 8, cI. 18..

21. Electionis C-
15. Civi ights 4 Under . constitutional provision

15.. ~vP ight 0--3, 4granting Con gress 'authority. to regulate
- Provisions of 1964 Civil Rights Act manner of holding federal elections, Con-
relating to places of. accommodation, gress was authorized to enact statutes
equal employment opportunities, and pub- regulating registration of voters for such
lic facilities reach any person and any ac- . elections. U.S.C.A.Const. art. 1, §.4.
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UNITED STATES v. ORIGINAL KNIGHTS OF KU KLUX KLAN
Cite as 250 F.Supp. 330 (1965)

22. Elections C4
Statute protecting against private

interference. before voting stage is neces-
sary and proper legislation under consti-
tution whenever it is reasonably related
to protection of integrity of federal elec-
toral process. U.S.C.A.Const. art. 1, § 4.

23. Elections C11
Right to vote in federal election is

privilege of national citizenship derived
from constitution. U.S.C.A.Const. art.
1, I 4.

S9. Elections e-4
Congress can by law protect act of

voting, place where it is done, and man
who votes, from personal violence or in-
timidation and election itself from cor-
ruption or fraud, even though state and
federal officers are elected in the same
election. Civil Rights Act of 1957, § 131
as amended 42 U.S.C.A. § 1971, U.S.C.A.
Conat. art 1, § 4.

25. Elections e-4
Section of Fifteenth Amendment to

effect that right of citizens to vote shall
not be denied or abridged by United
States or by any state on account of race,
color or previous condition of servitude
clearly establishes constitutional basis
for Congress to protect right of all citi-
tens to vote in state elections free from
discrimination on account of race. U.S.
C.A.Const..Amend. 15, § 1.

2. Elections (3
Protection of purity of federal polit-

ical process may be extended against in-
tprference with any activity having a ra-
tional relationship with the federal politi-
cal process. Civil Rights Act of 1957, §
131 as amended 42 U.S.C.A. § 1971;
U.S.C.A.Const. art. 1, § 4.

27. ElectIons e4
Congressional power over voting,

though limited to federal elections, ex-
tends to voter registration activities, in-
cluding registration rallies, voter educa-
tion classes and other pctivities intended
to encourage registration. Civil Rights
Act of 1957, §. 131 as amended 42 U.S.
C.A. § 1971; U.S.C.A.Const. art. 1, § 4.

2& Elections 0-317
Federal corrupt practice laws oper-

ate on campaigning stage rather than
voting stage and apply to private persons
having no part in election machinery.
U.S.C.A.Const. art. 2, § 1.

29. United States <25
States' power over manner of ap-

pointing presidential electors is similar
to states' reserved power to establish
voting qualifications. U.S.C.A.Const.
art. 2, § 1.

30. Elections 0-4
Congress has implied power to pro-

tect integrity of processes of popular
election of presidential electors once that
mode of selection has been chosen by the
state. U.S.C.A.Const. art. 2, § 1.

31. Courts 3262.3(8)
Acts of defendant klan and defend-

ant member of klan of economic coercion,
intimidation and violence directed at
Negro citizens in parish for purpose of
deterring their registering to vote struck
at integrity of federal political process
and were therefore enjoinable. U.S.C.A.
Const. art. 2, § 1; Civil Rights Act of
1957, § 131 as amended 42 U.S.C.A. §
1971; Voting Rights Act of 1965, § 1 et
seq., 42 U.S.C.A. § 1973 et seq.

32. Elections 098
Right to vote in federal elections, a

privilege of national citizenship secured
by United States Constitution, includes
right to register to vote. U.S.C.A.Const.
art. 2, § 1.

33. Elections G=98
Right to register to vote includes

right to be free from public or private
interference of activities rationally re-
lated to registering and to encouraging
others to register. U.S.C.A.Const. art.
2, § 1.

34. InjunctIon 0114(3)
Public accommodations provisions of

Civil Rights Act of 1964 may he enforced
by injunctive relief against private per-
sons seeking to frustrate statutory ob-
jective of statute. Civil Rights Act of
1964, "§ 201, 206, 701, 707, 42 U.S.C.A.
§§ 1971, 2000a. 2000n-5. 2000e, 2000e-6.
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35. Evidence C265(2)
Defendants who admitted that they

beat 'and threatened Negro pickets to
prevent them from enjoying right of
equal 'employment opportunity must be
enjoined from such conduct. Civil Rights

-Act of 1964, §§.201, 206, 701, 707, 42
U.S.C.A. §§ 1971, 2000a, 2000a-5, 2000e,
2000e-G.

Before WISDOM, Circuit Judge, and
CHRISTENBERRY and -AINSWORTH,
District Judges.

. WISDOM, Circuit Judge:

This is an action by the Nation against
a klan:*

The United States of America asks
for an injunction to protect Negro citi-
zens in' Washington Parish, Louisiana,
seeking to assert their civil rights. The
defendants are the "Original Knights of
the Ku Klux Klan", an unincorporated as-
sociation, the "Anti-Communist Chris-
tian Association," a Louisiana corpora-
tion, and certain individual klansmen,
most of whom: come from in and' around
Bogalusa, Louisiana.'

[11 The. defendants admit most of
the allegations of the complaint. Their
'legal position is that a private organiza-
tion and private persons are beyond the
reach of the civil rights acts authorizing
the Attorney General to sue for an in-
junction. There is no merit to this con-
tention.

[2] - Seeking refuge'in silence and se-
crecy, the defendants object to the'admis-
sion e'f any eidenice as to klan activities.
We hold, however, that what the klans
is and what the klan does bear signifi-

*Although this order is eas in the form
of a1n 1nopinion, it represents the Court's
findings of faet and conclusions of law.

1. Counsel for the individual defendants
take the position that the defendant klan
dtoes not exist. The proof shows that
the klan continues to. exist and to func-
tion as a klan in the benign name of the
"Anti-Communrist Christian Association".
See Section II, A of this opinion.

cantly on the material issues and on the
appropriate relief.

['p] .In deciding to grant the ihjunc-
tion prayed for, we rest our conclusions
on the finding of fact that, within the
meaning of the Civil Rights Acts of 1957
and 1964. the defendants have adopted
a. pattern and practice of intimidating,
threatening, and coercing Negro citizens
in -Washington Parish for the purpose
of interfering with the civil rights of
the Negro citizens. The compulsion with-
in the klan to engage in this. unlawful
conduct is inherent in.the nature of the.
klan. This is its ineradicable evil.

[4] We find that to attain its ends,
the klan exploits the forces of hate, preju-
dice, and ignorance. We find that the
klan relies on systematic economic coer-
cion, varieties of intimidation, and physi-
cal violence in attempting to frustrate the
national policy expressed in civil rights
legislation. We find that the klansmen,
whether cloaked and hooded as members
of the Origiial Knights of the Ku Klux
Klan, or skulking in anonymity as mem-
bers of a sham organization, "The Anti-
Communist Christian Association",. or
brazenly resorting to violence on the open
streets of logalusa, are a "fearful con-
spiracy against society * * * [hold-

ing]-men silent by the terror of [their
acts] and (theirl power for evil".2

As early as 1868 General Nathan Bed-
ford Forrest,-the-first and- only. Grind.
Wizard of the original Invisible Empire,
dismayed by mounting, uncontrollable
violence laid to the klan, ordered the klan
to disband and directed kIansmen to burn
their robes and hoods.3 General Forrest
was a Confederate cavalry hero, a man
without fear and, certaihly to most South:
erners, a man beyond reproach. He an-

2. lt'eport of ti' Joint Select Committee
it Intulire into the Condition of Affairs
in the Late Insurrectionary States (Wash.
1872). p. 28 (Majority Report)

3. Testimony of General Forrest before
the Joint Selot .Committee. Note 2, p.
6-14. 4409-51.*
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nounced that he would dissociate him-
self from all klansmen and cooperate with
public officials and the courts in enforc-
ing- law and order. But the founders
of the Invisible Empire had sown drag-
on's teeth.

The evil that led General Forrest to
disband the original Ku Klux Klan was
Its perversion of purposes by undisciplin-
ed klans led by irresponsible leaders.4

The evil we find in the Original Knights
of the Ku Klux Klan is an absolute evil
inherent in any secret order holding itself
above the law: "the natural tendency of
all such organizations * * * to vio-
lence and crime." 5 As history teaches,
and as the defendants' admissions and
the proof demonstrate in this case, vio-
lence and crime follow as the night the
day when masked men conspire against
society itself. Wrapped in myths and
misbeliefs which they think relieve them
of the obligations of ordinary citizens,
klansmen pledge their first allegiance to
their Konstitution and give their first
loyalty to a cross in flames.

None of the defendant klansmen is a
leider in his community. As a group,

..they do not appear to be representative
of a cross-section of the community. In-
stead they appear to be ignorant bullies,
callous of the harm they know they are
doing and lacking in sufficient under-
standing to. comprehend. the chasm be-
tween- their own twisted Konstitution
and the noble charter of liberties under
law that is the American Constitution.

[5, 6) Legal tolerance of secret so-
cieties must cease at the point where
their members assume supra-governmen-
tal powers and take the law in their
own hands. We shall not allow the mis-

4. In Jinuary 1869 General Forrest issued
ati order to disbaind which hegan "Where-
as..the order of th Ku Klux Klan is in
some loclities being lerverted from its
original honorabl, and ptilriotio lur.

H poses * *. * " Davis. Audlientic His-
tgry: Ku Klux Klan, 12ri-28, .(N.Y..
1928); Carter, The Angry Mcar. 216
(N.Y.1959).

5. "There is no doubt ahout the fact that
great.outrages were committed by bands

guided defendants to interfere with the
rights of Negro citizens derived from or
protected by the Constitution of the Unit-
ed States and now expressly recognized
by Congress in various civil rights stat-
utes. We enjoin the Original Knights of
the Ku Klux Klan, its dummy front, the
Anti-Communist Christian Association,
and the individual defendants from in-
terfering with orders of this Court and
from interfering with the civil rights of
Negro citizens in Washington Parish.
Specifically, these rights include:

(1) the right to the equal use and
enjoyment of public facilities,
guaranteed by the Fourteenth
Amendment;

(2) the right to the equal use and
enjoyment of public accommoda-
tions, guaranteed by the Civil
Rights Act, 42 U.S.C. § 2000a;

(3) the right to register to vote and
to vote in all elections guaran-
teed by the Fifteenth Amend-
ment, by 42 U.S.C. § 1971, and
by the Voting Rights Act of
1965; and

(4) the right to equal employment
opportunities, guaranteed by the
Civil Rights Act, 42 U.S.C. §
2000e.

I.

[7, 8] The United States sues under
authority of 42 U.S.C. § 1971; 42 U.S.C.
§§ 2000a-5 and 2000e-6. Under those
sections and-under 28 U.S.C. § 1345, this
Court-has jurisdiction of the action. We
resolve any doubt as to the reach of these
sections ih favor of the Government's
standing to sue in a case of this kind. In
its sovereign capacity the Nation has a

of disguised men during those years of
lawlessness anil pillression. The natural
tandeny of all such orgatnizations is to
violenci andh crimc; hence! it was that
Ceneril Forrest nod other mwn of in-
flueneri t ihe slat, by the influence
of their imoral pjoviwr. induedi them to
disband." Hlttort of the Joint Select
Committee, Note 2, p. 4V3 (Minority
Report.) .
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proper interest in preserving the integri-
ty of its judicial system, in preventing
klan interference with court orders, and
in making meaningful both nationally
created and nationally guaranteed civil
rights.4

. II.
We turn now to detailed findings, of

fact.
A. Background. The invisible realm

of the Original Knights of the K6 Klux
Klan coincides with the Sixth Congres-
sional District of Louisiana. This dis-
trict is composed of the "Florida" par-
ishes, the area east of the Mississippi
River and north of Lake Pontchartrain
claimed by Spain until 1810.7 The events
giving rise to this action took place in
Washington Parish and centered in Boga-
lusa, the largest municipality in the Par-
ish. Bogalusa is on-the Pearl River at
a point where the river forms the bound-
ary between Louisiana and Mississippi.
It has a population of about 14,000 white
persons and 7,500 Negroes.

The Grand -Dragon of the 'Original
Knights of the Ku Klux Klan and Presi-
(lent of the Anti-Communist Christian
Association is -Charles Christmasof
Amite in Tangipahoa Parish. Saxon
Farmer, who seems to haie an uncanny
capacity for being *present whenever
there is racial trouble in Bogalusa, is the
second in command of both organizations,
Grand-Titan of the Klan and Vice-Presi-
dent of the Anti-Communist Christian
Associatioi In February 1955 hc wis
elected to both offices simultaneousli.
He is also-the Exalted Cyclops of one of
the Bogalusa Klaverns (local units). In

6. In- United States v. Raines. 1959.' 382
U.S. 17, 27. 80 S.Ct.. 519, 5204.4 :LEd.
2d .524 upholding the constitutionality
of the Civil: Rights Act of 1957 in a
suit on behalf of private persons against
public officials, the Court sail. "It 1.9
urged. that it is beyond the power of
Congress to authorize the United States
to bring this action in support of private
constitutional rights. fBut there is the
highest public interest in the due ob-
sorvance of all the constitutional guaran.
tees: including those that bear the most
directly on pirivate rights, and we think

.1960 this Court entered an order in the
case of United States v. McElveep et als.
(C.A.No. 9146) against Saxon Farmer
and others enjoining them from ihterfer-
ing with the rights of Negro citizens to
vote.B That order restored to voter reg-
istration rolls of Washington Parish the
names of 1,377 Negro citizens Farmer
.and others,, then active in the Citizens
Council, had unlawfully purged from the
rolls.

[9] "The evidence clearly establishes
that the Anti-Communist Christian Asso-
ciation is not a bona 'fide, independent
organization but is the defendant klan
thinly disguised under a respectable title.
At hn- earlier time, the klan's dummy
organization was called the Bogalusa Gui.
Club. The. defendants' efforts to appear
respectable by association may also be
reflected in the location of the klan's
principal office in the Disabled American
Veterans Hall..

-[1o] The officers, members,.internal
structure, and method of paying dues of
the ACCA and the .klar' are identical.
The corporate structure of the ACCA in-
cludes nothing but a charter. The gov-
erning rules and by-laws of the ACCA
are the Klan Konstitution. The secret
oath for admission and resignation in
both 'organizations is the klan oath.
Nothing is required of klan members to
become members of the ACCA,, except
identifying to'the secretary of tlie'klan
unit their assigned secret klan number.
Klan members are then furnished a small
green card with.the name Anti-Commu-
nist Christian Association printed there-
on. This Court finds that. the defendant

it perfectly competent for Congress to au-
thorize the United States to be the
guardian of that public interest in a suit
for.injunctive relief."

7. The parishes of Washington, Tangipahoa,
St. Tanmany, St. Helena, Livingston,
A.ernsion, East Feliciana, West Felici-
Pan, Enat Baton Rouge, West Baton
ttouge. Pointe Coupee, and Iberville.

.8. Aff'd, Rub. nom. United States v. Thomas,
190M. 3G2 U.S. 58, 80 S.Ct. 612, 4 L.Ed.2d
5'35.
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klan has appeared in this cause. The
pretense that the klan does not exist,
has ceased to exist, or has made no ap-
pearance in this cause is a sham.

Until recently Washington Parish was
segregated from cradle to coffin. After
Congress adopted the 1964 Civil Rights
Act, however, the Negroes in Bogalusa
began a broad scale campaign to gain
recognition of their rights. Working
through the Bogalusa Voters League,
they conducted voter registration clinics,
held mass meetings to call attention to
their grievances, picketed places of pub-
lic accommodations to protest racially
discriminatory policies, and petitioned
the Mayor of Bogalusa to accord equal
rights in voting, public facilities, employ-
ment, and education.

The klan has been the center of un-
lawful activity in Washington Parish de-
signed to interfere with the efforts of
Negro citizens to gain equal rights under
the law. Its objective has been to pre-
serve total racial segregation in Boga-
lusa.

B. Defendants' Admissions. An un-
usual feature of this litigation is the de-
fendants' damning admissions. The de-
fendants admit that the klan's objective
is to prevent Washington Parish Negroes
from exercising the civil rights Congress
recognized by statute. In their plead-
ings, the defendants concede that they
further their objective by-

(a) assaulting, threatening, and
harassing Negroes who seek to ex-
ercise any of their civil rights,
and assaulting, threatening and
harassing persons who urge that
negroes should exercise or be ac-
corded those rights;

(b) committing, threatening to com-
mit, and urging others to com-
mit cats of economic retaliation
against Negroes who seek to ex-
ercise these rights, and against
any persons who urge that Ne-
groes should exercise or be ac-
corded these rights, or who per-
mit open, free and public discus-
sion on the issue;

250 F.Supi-22

(c) threatening and intimidating pub-
lic officials and businessmen who
accord or seek to accord Negroes
their rights without regard to race
or color.

The reason for the admissions was evi-
dent at the trial and is evident in the
defendants' brief. The United States
subpoenaed over a hundred witnesses
and, no doubt, was prepared to prove
every allegation in the complaint. Be-
cause of the defendants' admissions, the
disputed issues were few and only a few
witnesses were called. As a result, the
klan avoided an airing of its activities
that necessarily would have occurred had
a large number of witnesses testified.
Not content with the success of this
maneuver, the defendants objected to
the introduction of "any evidence per-
taining to the activities of the Ku Klux
Klan" on the grounds that (a) the klan
had ceased to exist and (b) "delv[ing]
into these unrelated matters" was sole-
ly "to expose" the Ku Klux Klan, an
invasion of the "privacy and individual
freedoms of all these defendants".

As indicated earlier, however, the nature
of the.klan's activities bears directly on
the existence of a pattern and practice
of unlawful conduct and also on the
sort of decree that should be issued.

The Government subpoenaed member-
ship lists and records of the klan. The
defendants failed to produce these rec-
ords and at the hearing explained that
all of the records of the klan had been
destroyed as a matter of klan policy aft-
er suit was filed. The Court ordered
Christmas, Farmer, and John Magee, the
treasurer, to compile from memory lists
of officers and members. Counsel for
the defendants objected to the admissi-
bility of the lists for the reasons that:
(1) there were no lists -and records in
the custody of the defendants; (2) the
requirement was an invasion of the
rights of privacy and association. The
defendants did not rely on the Fifth
Amendment privilege against self-in-
crimination; they relied on NAACP v.
State of Alabama, 1958, 357 U.S. 449, 78
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S.Ct. 1163, 2 L.Ed.2d. 1488. The Court
overruled the objections.

[11] NAACP v. State of Alabama
does not support the defendants' posi-
tion. In that case Justice Harlan, speak-
ing for-'a unanimous Court, held that the
rightsof. the .members of the NAACP
to pursue their lawful' interests privately
and to associate freely with others were
protected by the 14th Amendment. Ac-
cordingly, -the NAACP was -relieved Iof
the necessity of turning over its member-
ship list to the -State of Alabama. In
reaching that dcision the Court distin-
guished People of State of New York
ex rel.' Bryant v. Zimmerman, 1928, 278
U.S. 63, 49 S.Ct. 61, 73 L. 'Ed. 184,. a case
involving a New York Chapter of the Ku
Klux Klan. A New York statute requir-
ed any unincorporated association which
demanded an oath as a condition to mem-.
bership to file with state officials. copies
of its. "constitution, by-laws * *

a roster. of its membership and a list of.
its officers". In' Zimmerman the Court
found that the statutory classification
was reasonable, because of the "manifest
tendency on the part of one-class to make
the secrecy surrounding its purposes and
membership a cloak for acts and conduct
inimical to personal rights and public
welfare. * * * 'It is a matter of
common. knowledge that this organiza-
tioi [the klan] functions largely at night,
its' members disguised-, by -hoods- and
gowns and doing things calculated to
strike terror into the minds :of the
people' ". 'The Supreme. Court reaffirm-
ed this distinction- in NAACP v. State
of Alabama. Justice Harlai pointed out:

"[In Zimmerman] the Court took
care-to emphasize the nature of the
organization which New York
sought to regulate. The decision

* -was based on the particular char-
acter of the Klan's activities, involv-
ing acts of unlawful intimidation
and violence * * of which the
Court itself took judicial notice."

Here the defendants admit that. the
klan's methods are lawless. Albertson
v. Subversives Activities Board, Nov.

15, 1965, 86.S.CL 194 pretermits the
question -at issue in Zimmerman and
NAACP v. State of Alabama.

C. Out, of Their Own Mouths. (1)
The Kobstitution of the Original Ku
Klux Klan embodies "the Supreme Law
of the Realm". Article I states that one
of the objects of the organization is to
"protect and defend the Constitution of
the United States"; but another object
is to "maintain forever Segregation of.
the -races and the Divinely. directed and
historically proven supremacy of the
White Race". The preamble reaffirms
"the principles for which our forefathers
-mutually. pledged and freely sacrificed
their lives, their fortunes, and their sa-
cred honor two centuries ago"'; but Ar-
ticle 11 limits~ the membership to "ma-
ture, Native-born, White, Gentile Men
* * * who profess and practice the
Christian Faith but who are not mem-
bers of the Roman Catholic Church".

(2) Printed with the Konstitution is a
Proclamation stating' that it must- be
"STRICTLY ADHERED TO." .The
Proclamation states that "ALL REALM
work is carried on by -a chain of com-
mand", establishes the organization
along military lines,'defines the duties
of the various officers and committees,
and describes "The Way of the Klavern".

"All Klaverns will have at least five
armed' guards with flashlights posted
during regular meetings." . However,
"No one will be -allowed to carry a gun
inside the Klavern during regular meet-
ings except the Knight Hawk (Keeper of
the Klavern)."
A Klokan's (Klavern Investigator's) du-
ty is "to investigate all questionable mat-
ters pertaining to the Klaverr". "Any
Klansman. who is known to violate our
rules, especially those that give informa-
tion to any aliens [non-members] shall

'be expelled immediately, then is to be
watched and visited by the Wrecking
Crew if necessary". (Emphasis added.)
Moreover, each klan unit "will set up
at least-one team of six men to be used
for wrecking crew. These. men should
be appointed by the Klokan in secrecy".
As judges. charged with the duty of
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drawing inferences from the demeanor
of witnesses, we observed that a former
klansman exhibited uneasiness for fear
of klan reprisals, when questioned as to
the function of the klan "wrecking crew".
The defendants' testimony relating to
the purpose and functions of the wreck-
ing crew was evasive. There is no doubt
however that the wrecking crew per-
formed disciplinary functions and that
the discipline could be'severe.

(3) The Oath of Allegiance requires
faithful obedience to the "Klan's Konsti-
tution and Laws", regulations, "rulings
and instructions of the Grand Dragon".
"PROVIDENCE ALONE PREVENT-
ING". Klansmen must swear "forever"
to "keep sacredly secret . . . all

matters and knowledge of the
[one asterisk -is Klanese for

'Klan'; four asterisks mean "Original
Knights of the Ku Klux Klan] . . .
[and] never divulge same nor even cause
same to be divulged to any person in the
whole world". As if this were not
enough, the Oath also requires klansmen
to swear that they "solemnly vow and
most positively swear" never "to yield
to bribe, threats, passion, punishment,
persecution,' persuasion, nor any intice-
ments (sic) whatever . . . for the
purpose of obtaining . . . a secret
or secret information of the XXXX."
Section IV on "XXXX ISHNESS" goes
a little further. In this section -of the
oath the klansmen must swear to "keep
secret to [himself] a secret of a man
committed to him in the sacred bond of
*. manship. The crime of violating this
oath, treason against the United States
of America, rape, and malicious murder
alone excepted." (Emphasis added.) In
pure klanese, the klansman pledges his
"life, property, vote, and sacred honor"
to uphold "unto death" the Constitution
and "constitutional. laws". (Emphasis
added.) But he ends by swearing that
he will "zealously shield and preserve
* *. * free segregated public schools,
white SUPREMACY."

9. On two occasions. the Court found it
necessary to warn the witnesses of the

(4) The "Boycott Rules" give a good
idea of the Klan's coercive tactics. For
example:

"The Boycott Committee (one mem-
ber from each local unit appointed
by the Exalted Cyclops) shall have
exclusive investigative authority and
it shall not act at any time with less
than three members present. * *
(1) No person or subject upon whom
a boycott shall have been placed
shall be patronized by any member.
* * * Boycotts shall be imposed
upon subjects who are found to be
violating the Southern traditions.
* * * Boycotts shall be placed
upon all members of the Committee
who publicly served with Bascom
Talley in his efforts to promote the
Brools Hays meeting. Boycotts
shall he placed upon any merchant
using Negro employees to serve or
wait upon persons of the white race.
(Service Stations using Negroes to
pump gas are excluded.)
Boycotts shall be placed against a
subject who serves Negroes and
whites on an integrated basis.
Boycotts shall be placed upon a sub-
ject who allows Negroes to use
White rest rooms. * * *

No member shall be punished for
violation of the rules by a member
of his family under twelve (12)
years of age.
Any member who shall after a hear-
ing have been found guilty of per-
sonally patronizing a subject listed
on the boycott list shall be wrecked
by the wrecking crew who shall be
appointed by the Committee. (Em-
phasis added.) * * *

Second offense-If a member is
found guilty of personally violating
the boycott list he shall be wrecked
and banished from the Klan."
It is not surprising that the attorneys

for the United States had difficulty ex-
tracting from klinsmen answei-s to ques-
tion.9

penalty for perjury. The Court recessed
thie hearing to anlow time for the wit-
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-5 In keeping with its false front and.
as bait for the devout, the Klan purports
to lierform its dirty work in the name of
Jesus Christ. The first object stated in
the "Objects and Purposes" clause of.
'the Konstitution of this anti-Roman
Catholic, anti-Semitic, hate-breeding.or-
ganization is to "foster and promote the
tenets of Christianity". The Proclana-
tion requires the Kludd' (Klavern Chap-

.lain) to "open and close each meeting
of the Klavern with prayer". Setting
some kind of a record for sanctimonious
cant, the Proclamation directs the Kludd
to "study and be prepared to explain the
12th chapter of ROMANS atany time,,
as this is the religious foundation of the
Invisible Enliire'. (Emphasis added)

Saint Paul, Apostle to the Gentiles,
wrote his Epistle to the Romans in Cor-
inth, midway between Rome and Jeru-
salem. Addressing himself to Jews and
Gentiles, he 'preached the. brotherhood
of man; "Glory, honour, and 'peace, to
every, man that worketh good, to the Jew
first, and also to the Gentile: For there
is no respect of persons with God." 10
In the Twelfth Chapter of Romans,-Paul
makes a beautiful and moving plea for
tolerance, for brotherly love, for return-
ing good for evil:

9 Let love be without dissimula-
tion. Abhor that which is evil;
cleave to that which.is good.

10 Be kindly affectioned one to
another with brotlheily love; in lion-
our preferring one another; * * *

14 Bless them which persecute
you: bless, and curse not. * *

17 Recompense to no man evil for
evil. Provide things honest in the
sight of all men.

18 If it be possible, as much as
lieth in you, live peaceably with all
men.

19 Dearly .beloved, avenge not
yourselves,.but rather give place un-

nesses to refresh their recollection. ani
to find, if possible, any membership lists.
On one occansion, a witness pleaded the
5th Amendment when, in a colloquy with
the Court, it was apparent that he was

to wrath: for it is written, Ven-
geance is mine; I will repay, saith
the Lord.

20 Therefore if thine enemy hun-
ger, feed him; if he thirst, give
him drink;. for in so doing thou
shalt heap coals of fire on his head.

21 Be not overcome of evil, but
overcome evil'with good."

These words must. fall on stony ground
in the Klaverns of a Klan.

D. Specific Findings of Klan Intimi-
dition and Violence. We select the fol-
lowing- examples of the defendants' acts
of intimidation and violence.

(1) January 7, 1965, former Congress-
man. Brooks Hays of Arkansas, at the
invitation of religious, business, and civic
leaders of Bogalusa, was scheduled to
speak in Bogalusa at St. Matthews
Episcopal Church Parish House on the
subject of community relations. The
meeting was to be open to both Nekroes
and whites and it was planned that seat-
ing would be on a racially non-segregated
basis.. After learning of' the proposed
appearance of Mr. Hays and the arrange-
ments for an unsegregated meeting, the
Klan and its members protested to the
Mayor and the members of the Commis-
sion Council and, by means of threats of
civil disorder and economic retaliation
against local businessmen who supported
the meeting, caused the withdrawal of
the invitation -to Mr.. Hays to speak
December 18, 1964, before the Hays in-
vitation was withdrawn, the -Mayor of
Bogalusa and Police Commissioner' Ar-
nold Spiers, in an effort to head off pos-
sible civil disorder, appeared at a Klan
meeting at the Disabled Veterans Hall.
The show of force at this meeting by
over 150 hooded Klansmen unquestion-
ably intimidated public officials in Boga-
lusa and, 'later, hindered effective police
action against Klan violence. On the
stand, Mayor Cutrer admitted that he

afraid of kinn reprisal for testifying as
to klan record: ie 'withdrew his plea of
privilege and testified.

10. Romans, Chap: II, v. 10-11.
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taos "frightened when he looked into 150
pairs of eyes".

(2) Since at least January 28, 1965,
the defendants, including Saxon Farmer,
Russell Magee, Dewey Smith, Randle C.
Pounds, Billy Alford, Charles McClendon,
James Burke, and other members of the
defendant Klan, have made a practice of
going to places where they anticipated
that Negroes would attempt to exercise
civil rights, in order to harass, threaten,
and intimidate the Negroes and other
persons. For this purpose, members of
the defendant Klan have gone to Frank-
linton, Louisiana, when Negro citizens
of Washington Parish were expected to
apply to register as voters, have gone to
restaurants in Bogalusa when Negroes
were seeking or were expected to seek
service, and have gone. to locations in
downtown Bogalusa and near the Boga-
lusa Labor Temple when Negroes were
attempting or were expected to demon-
strate publicly in support of equal rights
for Negroes.

(3) William Yates and Stephen Miller,
two CORE workers, came to Bogalusa in
January 1965. The Grand Dragon and
Grand Titan of the Klan, defendants
Charles Christmas and Saxon Farmer,
appeared at the'Mayor's office to ask the
Mayor to send William Yates And Ste-
phen Miller out of Bogalusa. Mayor
Cutrer indicated that he could do noth-
ing.* The next day, February 3, 1965,
three Klansmen, James Hollingsworth,
Jr., James Hollingsworth,. Sr., and Delos
Williams, with two other persons, Doyle
Tynes and Ira Dunaway, attempted to,
insure Yates' and Miller's departure.
This group followed Yates and Miller and
assaulted Yates.

(4) February 15, 1965, defendant Vir-
gil Coikern, Klansman, and approximate-
ly 30 other white persons attacked by Ne-
gro citizens and damaged the car in which
they were riding. This occurred because
the Negroes had sought service at a gaso-
line station in Bogalusa. On that same
day, Corkern and other persons gathered
at Landry's Fine Foods, a restaurant in
Bogalusa, to observe Negroes seeking
service at the restaurant. Corkern and

one other entered the restaurant brand-
ishing clubs, ordered the Negroes to leave
and threatened to kill Sam Barnes, a
member of the, Bogalusa Voters League,
who had come to the restaurant with
six Negro women.

(5) March 29, 1965, defendants Har-
die Adrian Goings, Jr., Klansman, and
Franklin Harris, Klansman, shortly after
meetings had been held at the Bogalusa
Labor Temple, threw an ignited tear gas
canister at a group of Negroes standing
near the Labor Temple. Goings, Jr. then
tried to disguise his car by repainting it
and removing the air scoop from the top
to prevent detection of this crime.
Goings or other Klansmen used this same
car in May of 1964 to burn a cross at the
home of Lou Major, editor of the Boga-
lusa newspaper.

(6) April 7, 1965, defendants Latti-
more McNeese and E. J. (Jack) Dixon,
Klansman, threatened Negro citizens
during the course.of a meeting at the
Labor Temple by brandishing and ex-
hibiting a gun at Negroes standing out-
side the Labor Temple.

(7) April 9, 1965, defendants Billy
Alford, Klansman, Randle C. Pounds,
Klansman, Lattimore McNeese,. Charles
McClendon, and James Burke, Klansman,
with other persons, went to the downtown
area of Bogalusa where Negro citizens
were participating in a march to the
Bogalusa City Hall to protest denial of
equal rights. Pounds, McClendon, and
Burke, in a group, moved out to attack
the marchers. Pounds assaulted the
leader of the march, James Farmer, with
a blackjack; McClendon and Burke were
temporarily deterred from the threaten-
ed assault, but immediately thereafter
assaulted a newsman and an FBI agent.
Alford assaulted one of the Negroes par-
ticipating in the march.

(8) May 19, 1965, Virgil Corkern,
Klansman, two sons of Virgil Corkern,
and other white persons went to Cassidy
Park, a public recreation area maintain-
ed by the City of Bogalusa, for the pur-
pose of interfering with the enjoyment
of the park by Negroes and white CORE
workers who were present at the park
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and using'the facilities for the first time
on a non-segregated basis. The Corkern
group entered the park and dispersed the
Negro citizens with clubs, belts, and oth-
er weapons.

(9) Negro members of the Bogalusa
Voters League, unable to exercise their
civil rights and also unable to obtain
from police officials adequate protection
from the Klan, filed suit June.25, 1965,
in the case of Hicks v. Knight Civ.Ac.
No. 15,727 in this Court. The complaint
asks for an injunction requiring officers
of the City of Bogalusato open the public
parks and to operate such parks without
racial discrimination,'and also requiring
law enforcement officers of the City,
-Parish, and State to protect the Negro
plaintiffs and other Negroes from physi-
cal assaults, beatings, harassment, and
intimidation at the hands of white citi-
zens. July 10, 1965, this Court issued
an injunction in Hicks v. Knight enjoin-
ing certain.city and parish law. enforce-
ment officers fiom failing to use all.rea-
sonable means to protect the Negro plain-
tiffs and others similarly situated from
physical-assaults and beatings and from
harassment and intimidation preventing
or discouraging the exercise of their
rights to picket, assemble peaceably, and
advocate.equal civil rights for Negroes.
The preliminary injunction is still in full

.-force and effect. Even after .this Court
issued its order July 10, 1965, the defend-
ant Klansmen continued to interfere with
Negro citizens exercising civil rights and
interfered with performance of the du-
ties of law enforcement officials under
the injunction in Hicks v. Knight.

(10). July 11, 1965, during a Negro
march in downtown Bogalusa, defendants
Randle Pounds, Klansman, H. A. Goings,
Jr., Klansman, Franklin Harris, Klans-
man, and Milton E. Parker were present.
Harris -and Goings passed out 25--30
.2 x 2 clubs to youths and Pounds station-

. ed the youths along the. march route.
Parker was arrested by a City policeman
along the route of march for disturbing
the peace.

(11) Included. in the exhibits are a
number of handbills bearing the caption,

"Published by the Original Ku Klux Klan
of. Louisiana". These are crude, scur-
rilous attacks on certain Bogalusa citi-
zens who.advocated a moderate approach
to desegregation. For example, in one
handbill an Episcopal minister is accused
of lying for having said that he had re-
ceived calls threatening to bomb his
church; the minister's son is said to be
an alcoholic, to have faced a morals
charge in court, and to have been com-
mitted to a mental institutioi. The
handbill adds:

"The Ku Klux Klan is now in the
process of checking on Reverend
- 's [naming him] moral
standards. If he is cleared you will
be so informed. If he is not cleared,
you will be informed of any and all
misdeeds or moral violation of his
in the past."

In the same handbill the Klan announced
that it was "boycotting businesses which
cater to integration such as Mobile Gas
Stations, etc." Mobile Gas Station is a
business conipetitor of the defendant,
Grand Titan Saxon Farmer.

All of 'the handbills attempt to intimi-
date public officials, the Governor of
Louisiana,' the Congressman from the
Sixth District, the Mayor of Bogalusa,
and federal judges (by name). Some-
times the attempted intimidation is by
threat of violence, sometimes by char-
acter-assassination. We quote, for exam
ple:

(a) "On numerous occasions we
have been asked by local officials to
refrain from any acts of violence
upon this outside scum that has in-
-'aded our city. Being a .christian
organization, we have honorid theae
requests each time. How much long-
er can we continue??? Contrary to
what the liberal element would have
you think, this memorandum is not
the work of racist and hate mongers

.or trouble makers, as Governor 'Big
John' MclKeithen calls us. We are
God fearing white, southerners who
believe in constitutional government
and the preservation of our Amer-
ican heritage. .

66-077 0 - 76 - 55
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"If your governor would have
done the right thing to start with, he
would have refused to protect these
local and outside agitators and did
just what one great southern gov-
ernor -did. Ife refused to pro-
tect this outside element, (CORE,
NAACP, SNICK, ETC.), at the ex-
pense of his state. He chose, in-
stead, to let LBJ and Katzenbach
protect them. Only after the city of
Bogalusa had spent.$96,000, did he
(Big John McKeithen), make -any
effort to ease the situation in this
city."

(b) "As the people tried to pre-
serve our Southern way of life, the
Mayor and Council were slowly sell-
ing the people out at every turn.
The Mayor has repeatedly GIVEN
in. James Farmer did.not have the
support of the local Negroes. Mayor
Cutrer is not giving the city of
Bogalusa to. the negro citizens of
Bogalusa. No. He is giving the
city to James Farmer and a handful
of Negro Teenagers. NO PRES-
SURE was put on James Farmer
and Dick Gregory to keep them out
of Bogalusa. Not by the Mayor,
the State Representative, the State
Senator, or Congressman Morrison.
This was not so when the WHITE
CONSERVATIVES wanted to stage
a Rally. Pressure was exerted from
all levels, even the invited guest
speakers were 'leaned on'.

"The Governor, the Congressman,
Jimmy Morrison, or his com-rats,
Suksty Rayborn, and Buster Sheri-
dan. John McKeithen asked for our
vote and promised to serve the
PEOPLE. We now ask, Big John,
isn't this TRUE? What is happen-
ing under your administration?

"Here is the list of elected offi-
cials who COULD & AND SHOULD
have helped the People of Bogalusa.
All these should be tarred and
feathered.

pp. 330 (1565)

MAYOR JESSIE CUTRER
REPRESENTATIVE SHERIDAN
SENATOR SIXTY RAYBORN
SHERIFF DORMAN CROWE
CONGRESSMAN JIMMY MORRI-

SON
GOVERNOR JOHN McKEITHEN
SENATOR RUSSELL LONG

"Now, the QUESTION. Why
have these men, elected by the
WHITE people turned their back on
us in our time of need?

"is Communism so close? Who
bought them? Who bought their
HONOR and FOR HOW MUCH?"
(c) "The Ku Klux Klan is strongly
organized in Bogalusa and through-
out Washington and St. Tammany
Parishes. Being a secret organiza-
tion, we have KLAN members in
every conceivable business in this
area. We will know the names of all
who are invited to the Brooks Hayes
meeting and we will know who did
and did not attend this meeting.
Accordingly, we take this means to
urge all of you to refrain from at-
tending this meeting. Those who
do attend this meeting will be tag-
ged as intergrationists and will
be dealt with accordingly by the
Knights of the KU KLUX KLAN."

112]. E. Sumnary of the Facts. We
find that the defendants have admitted
and -the proof has shown that they in-
timidated, harassed, and otherwise inter-
fered with (1) Negroes exercising their
civil rights, (2) persons encouraging
Negroes to assert their rights, and (3)
public officials, police officers, and other
persons seeking to accord Negroes their
rights. These acts are part of a pattern
and practice of the defendants to main-
tain total segregation of the races in
Washington Parish. The pattern creates
an effect extending beyond the effect of
any particular act or practice. A Negro
who is clubbed in a puble park may fear
to order coffee in a segregated sandwich
shop or he may decide that it is the bet-
ter part of valor not to exercise voting
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rights. The.owner of the sandwich shop
who receives threatening calls for hav-
ing served Negro patrons may conclude
that taking care of his family. comes
ahead of hiring Negro employees. The
intimidation or violence may be effective
not only as to the particular individual
against whom it is.directed but also as
to others who -may be less courageous
than the Negroes brave enough to parade
in Bogalusa or register to vote in Frank-
linton. The acts of .terror and intimida-
tion admitted or proved in this case, acts
characteristic of a masked, secret con-
spiracy, can be halted only by a broad
order enjoining the defendants from un-
lawfully interfering with the exercise of
civil rights by Negro citizens.

III.

The defendants contend that the com-
plaint fails to .state a claim, upon which
relief can be granted. They start with
the doctrine that the 14th and 15th
Amendments apply only to state action or

.action under color of state law. A. This
moves them to conclude as a matter of
statutory construction, that Congress did
not purport to enforce civil rights against
private persons. Moreover, so they ar-
gue, the 1957 Act applies to interference
with "voting" not to interference with
"registering". B. And, they say, if civil
rights acts do authorize -enforcement
against private persons (not owners or

I1. See United States v. Cruikshank. 1875,
92 U.S. 542, 23 L.Ed. 588; Slaughter.
House Cases, 1873, 16 Wall. 36, 21 L.Ed.
394.

12. In.1894 Congress repealed most of the
provisions dealing with federal supervi-
sion of elections. Two general provisions
for iriminal sanctions were left standing:
42 Ti.4.C. § 241 -(originally. Section 0
of the Civil Rights' Act of 1870, later
Section 5. S of the Revised Statutes)
proviling criininal sanctions against con-
apiracis to deprive any citizen of any
right secured by the Constitution and laws
of the United Stites: and 42 U.S;C. I
242 (originally Scmtion 2 of the Civil
Rights Act of 18M, later Section 5510
of the Revised Statutes (1873), as ambnd-
ed in 100. 3.5 Stat. 1092 by adding the
word "wilfully") providing criminal sanc-
tions against the deprivation of consti-

managers of a place of public accommo-
dation) the statutes are unconstitution-
al.

A.

(1) The Civil Rights Act of 1957. In
the field of civil rights the problem of
enforcement is more difficult than the
problem of legislative definition. The
choice of remedy determines whether an
act of Congress simply declares a right
or carries machinery for meaningful
performance of the statutory promise.
In the past, ar obvious hiatus has been
the lack of effective sanctions against
private persons interfering with a citi-
zen's exercise of a civil right. This lack
may be explained by a number of rea-
sons. (a) Congress has been reluctant
to assert affirmatively, by legislation its
responsibility to protect the privileges
and immunities of citizens of the United
States, for fear of imperiling the bal-
anced relationship between the states and
the Nation." (b) Courts have narrowly
construed criminal sanctions available in
Sections 241'and 242 of Title 18.2 (c)
Congress and the courts have been se-
verely limited by .the doctrine of state
action, in spite of the trend toward an
expansive view of what is state action.'3

(d) Congress has been wary of using an
equitable'remedy in civil rights legisla-
tion. The Constitution guarantees an ac-
cused in a criminal case the right to in-

tutional rights.- privileges, and immunities.
under color of state Inw. See United
States v. Williams, 1951, 341 U.S. 70,
71 S.Ct. 581, 95 L.Ed. 758 restricting
Section 241 t(; those cases in which the
right allegedly violated is an incident to
intioail citizenship. See also Screws v.
United, States, 1945, 325 U.S. 91, 05 S.Ct.
1031,.- 89 L.Ed. 1495 construing Section
242 na requiring specific intent to deprive
a person of the right andespecific by the
Coifstitutioi or laws oif the'United Stntes.
Seetious 211 awd 242 nre now before the
Supreme Court ngain. United States v.
Price. Nos. 50, 00. October Term, 1965;
United States v. Quest, No. 65. October
Term, if5.

13. See Civil Rights Cases, 1883, 100 U.S.
3. 3 S.Ct. 18.27 L.Fd. 835; United States
v. Reese, 1870. 92 U.S. 214, 23 L.Ed.
563.
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dictment by a grand jury and trial by a
jury. of the vicinage. Enforcement of
civil rights through the use of an in-
junction and the.contempt power of the
courts would by-pass the jury sirstem.'4

However, in communities hostile to civil
rights and resentful against "outside",
that is, federal interference, injunctive
relief may be the most effective method
of enforcing civil rights.

Congress considered the pros and cons
of these and many other issues when the

14. Hence the compromise affecting jury
trials in the 1957 Act: criminal contempt.
cases arising under the et may be tried
by district courts without juries, except
where a person convicted is fined more
than $300 or imprisoned for more than 6
months. 71 Stat. 638 (1957), 42 U.S.C.
1 1995.

.15. President Truman's Committee on Civil
Rights submitted c4tually broad recom-
mendations. See Report. To Secure
These Rights, 151-161 (1947).

16. In a hearing before the House Judi-
ciary Committee on the Civil Rights Bill,
Attorney. General Herbert Brownell ex-
plicitly explained the purposes and scope
of the proposed amendments to Section
1971 of Title 42:

"The most obvious one of these defects
in the law in that it does not protect
the voters in Federal elections from
unlawful interference with their voting
rights by private persons-in other
words,-1071 applies only to those who,
act 'under color of law' which means
public officials, and the activities of
private persons and organLizations de-
signed to disenfranchise voters in Fed-
cral or State elections on account of
race or color are not covered by the
present provisions of 1071. And so we
say that the statute fails to afford the
voters full protection from discrimina-
tion which. was contemplated by the
Constitution. especially the 14th end
15th amendments.
"Aleo this section 1971 is defective in
another respet,. because it fails to

*lodge in the Department of Justice and
the Attorney General any authority to
invoke civil remedies for the enforce-
ment of voting rightm. And it is par-
ticularly Ineking in any provision which
would nithorize the Attorney General
to apply to the courts for preventive re-
lief against the violation of these vot-
Ing rights.
"Andi we think that this is also a major
'defert.. The ultimate goal of the Con-
250 F.Supp.-22a

Administration submitted an omnibus
civil rights bill in 1956.15 The focal is-
sues--the contempt power, the jury sys-
tem, and the relationship of the States
with the Nation-produced one of the
great debates in American parliamentary
hitsory. By the time the bill was cut
down to a voting rights law, as the Civil
Rights Act of 1957, 71 Stat. 634, Con-
gress and the country thorougly under-
atood the significance of the legislation.s
Congress had opened the door, then near-

stitution and the Congress is the safe-
guarding of the free exercise of the
voting right, acknowledging of course,
the legitimate power of the State to
prescribe necessary and. fair voting
qualifications. And we believe that
civil proceedings by the Attorney Gen-
eral to stop any illegal interference
and denial of the right to vote would
be far more effective in achieving this
goal than the private suits for dam-
ages which are presently authorized
by the statute, and far more effective
thah thd crimintd proceedings which are
authorized under other laws which, of
course. can never be used until after
the harm has been actually done.
"No preventive measures can be brought
under the criminal statutes. So I think
-nnd I believe you will agree with
me-that Congress should now recog-
nize that in order to properly execute
the Constitution and its amendments,
and in order to perfect the. intended
application of the statute, section 1971
of title 42. United States Code, should
be amended in three respects:
"Fibst, by the addition of a section
which will prevent anyone, whether act-
ing unler color of law or not. from
threatening, intimidating or coercing an
individian in his right to vote in anyt
clection, general, special, or primary,
concerning candidates for Federal of-
fice.

."Andi second, to outhorize the Attor-
ney Generh to bring civil proceed-
ings on behlnif of tihe United States or
any aggrieved person for preventive or
other civil relief in any case covered
by the statute.
"And third, en express provision that all
State admitnitraJive and judicinl reme-
dies.ied not he first exiusted before
resort to ith, liederi courts." (lenr-
ings before Ruhl'onmmittee No. 5 of
the Committee on the Judiciary, 85th
Cong.. 11 Setss.. p. 570 (1057)]
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ly shut, to national responsibility for pro-
ktecting civil rights-created or guaran-
teed by the Nation-by injunction pro-
ceedings against private persons.

Part III of the Administration's bill,
as originally proposed, would have au-
thorized the Attorney Geneial to file suit
against any person who deprived or was
about to deprive any. citizen of any civil
right. The compromise that became the
Civil.Rights Act of 1957 limits civil ac-
tions .to protection of voting rights in
special, general, or primary elections
where federal officers are elected.

Before the 1957 Act, Section. 1971
(now 1971(a)) was enforced either by an
action for damages under 42 U.S.C. §
1983 and § 1985(3) or by a criminal ac-

*tion under 18 U.S.C. M@ 241, 242. The
1957 Act adds four subsections to Section
1971,- including: 7

"(b) No person, whether acting un-
der color of law or otherwise, shall
intimidate, threaten, coerce, or at-
tempt to intimidate, threaten, or co-
erce any other. person for the pur-
pose of interfering with the right
of such other person to vote or to
vote as he may choose, or of caus-
ing such. other person to vote for,
or not to vote. for, any candidate
for the office of President, Vice
President, presidential elector, Mem-
ber of the Senate, or-Member-of the
House. of Representatives,. Delegates
or Commissioners. from the Terri-
tories or possessions, at any general,
special, or primary election held sole-
ly or in part for the purpose of se-
lecting or electing any, such can-
didate.

"(c) 'Whenever any person has en-
gaged or. there are reasonable
grounds to believe that any person

17. Section 1971(n) derived from the Civil
Rights Act of.1870, defined voting rights
as follows:

"(a) All citizens of the United States
who are otherwise qualified by law to
vote at any. election by the people in
any 'State. Territory, district, county,
city, parish, township, school district,
municipality, or other territorial sub-

is about to engage in any act or
practice which would deprive any.
other person of any right or privi-
lege secured by subsection (a). or
(b), the Attorney General may in-
stitute for the United States, or .in
the name of the United States, a civil
action or other proper proceeding for.
preventive relief, including an ap-
plication for a permanent or tempo-
rary injunction, restraining order,
or other order. In any proceeding
hereunder the United States shall
be liable for costs the same 'as a
private person." (Emphasis added.)

The House Report on the Act-there
was no Senate Report-clearly states
the purpose of the amendments to 1971:

"[T]his section adds new matter.
The provision is a further declara-
tion of the right to vote for Federal
offices. It states clearly that it is
unlawful for a private individual as
well as one acting under color of law

- to interfere or attempt to interfere
with the right to vote at any gen-
eral, special or primary election
concerning Federal offices. This,
amendment, however, does not pro-
vide for a remedy. However, the
succeeding subsection of the amend-
ment, which is designated subsection
(c), does provide a remedy in the
form of a civil action instituted on
the part of the .Attorney Generah"
House Report No. 291, to accompany
H.R.6127, U.S.Code Cong. and Adm.
News 1966, 1977 (1957) (Emphasis
added)

Although Congress narrowed the sub-
ject matter of the statute to voting
rights, there is nothing narrow about the
scope of the Act as to interference with
voting rights: The statute is not limited

division. shall be entitled and allowed to
vote at nil such elections, without dis-
tinction of ree. color. or previous con-
dition of servitude; any constitution,
low, custoo. usag,, or regulation of
any State or Territory, or by or -un-
der its unthority, to the contrary not-
withstanding".'
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io physical acts or to direct interference threats of intimidation by private per-
with the act of voting but applies to- sons that would deny or interfere with

.'any act or practice which would the Negro's access to registration.2
deprive any other person of any Aore often than nt, the economic co-
right or privilege secured by subsec- ercion and, intimidation by private per-
tion (a) or (b) *sons are triggered by an educational cam-

The statute applies to "any person" who paign to encourage registration. United
shall- States v. Beaty, 6 Cir. 1961, 288 F.2d

"intimidate, threaten, coerce, or at-in point. The case arose in
"intmidtethraten corce orat- Ha~ywood County, Tennessee, a county in

ternpt to intimidate, threaten, or* tmptto ntiidae, hreten or which no Negroes were registered to
coerce for the purpose of interfering
with the right of such person to fored Iv a e Leaue, ap-
vote." fre ii n efr ege p* vote."parently similar to the Bcigalusa Voters
There is no doubt.that this language League, initiated a campaign in Haywood

applies to private individuals. And there and in Fayette Counties to encourage
is very little doubt that the Act protects Negroes to register. This led, to the in-
the right to regiser and to engage in ac- stitution of a "white" primary in Fay-
tivities encouraging citizens to register. ette; later prohibited by a consent decree
As.discussed more fully elsewhere, regis, in April 1960. In the face of a renewed
tration is an integral, indispensable part registration drive, white businessmen in
of the voting process.' 8 It is also a stage both counties retaliated by circulating a
that is vulnerable to abuse by the regis- "blacklist" containing the names of the
trar- or.to. unlawful conduct by private Negroes who registered and white citi-
persons. Ever since the Supreme Court zens who assisted them. The business-
outlawed the "white" primary, it has men induced local merchants to boycott
been apparent that the main battleground anyone whose name appeared on the list,
in the war over Negro suffrage would by denying credit and the right to buy
be the registration office.' 9  See, for necessities through the usual business
example, the description of the activities relations. White landowners evicted
of the Citizens Councils and parish regis- sharecroppers and tenant farmers who
trars in United.States v. State of Lou- had registered or whose names appeared
isiana, E.D.La.1963, 225 F.Supp. 353, on the blacklist. The Attorney Genera]
37-380. Congress was well aware that sued the businessmen and landowners,
a major mischief to be combatted in the under Section 1971, for immediate in-
1957 Act was economic coercion and .junctive relief. 2 The district judge

18. See.Section Il. B, (1). (b) of opinion.
19. See Key, Southqfr Politics 555 (1949);

Civil Rights C6risaission Report 13--38
(1961).

20. In a note, eatty, Private Economic
Coercion and the Civil Iights Act of
1957. 71' Yale LiJour. 536, 543 (1902),
the author points out:

"The Circuit Court's tvnstruction of
the 1957 act to apply to cconomlic Co-
ercion in general and to economic
coercion involving contract and prop-.
erty rights in particular seems correct
In requesting legislation to protect vot-
ing rights, Presidenmt Eisenhower noted
'It is disturbing that in some localities
allegations persist that Negro citizens
are being deprived of their right to vote
and are likewise being subjected to on-
Warranted economic pressures.' Sen-

ator Douglas. mi sponsor of the bill, as-
serted fleet tle legislation was di-
rected at deniala of voting rights 'by
economic prgs.urc' as 'cellas by other
mleams. And Reprcsetntive Celler, a
Hoise spionsor, indicnted that if 'the
milk dmler, tlr m:nl denler, the butcher,
the baker and thi camlemtick maker
* * * agree * * * to boycott'
persons who try i vote, the agreement
would violate the proposed law."

21. The Attornev Giernl brought n similar
*suit to einjoin "intimidation, threat, and
<*oereion" in Fmiefte unty. United
States v. Atkini, et nls, Civ.Ac. 4121,
G R.Rel.L.Rep. 200 (10962). See Mendel-
son. Diseriminotion (Pren.H1all 1962) 21.
And see United Statis v. Ellis, W.D.S.C.
1942, 13']F.Supp. 321, 324.
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granted a restraining order enjoining the
businessmen from "interfering through
intimidation and/or coercion", but re-
fused to enjoin the landowners on the
ground that the Civil Rights Act did not
vest the court with authority "to adjudge
contracts and property rights". 6 Race
Rel.I.Rep._200. The Sixth Circuit af-
firmed the judgment as to the business-
men and 'extended the injunction to the
landlords.2s

In East Carroll Parish, Louisiana, cot-
ton growers refused to gin cotton for Ne-
gro farmers who had 'attempted to regis-
ter to vote. The Attorney General again
sued under the 1957 Act,. asking for pre-
ventive relief, against owners, operators,
and managers of cotton gin businesses
and certain other businesses "refusing
to gin -* * * refusing to sell goods
or services, and to conduct ordinary busi-
ness transactions with, any person for the
purpose of discouraging. or dissuading
such person from attempting to vote and

engaging in any attempted
threats, intimidations, or coercion of any
S nature, whether econfomic or otherwise".
Judge Dawkins entered an order, agreed
to by the parties, staying proceedings for
one .year pending full compliance by the
defendants4.'with -the terms of the pro-
posed restraining order. United States
v. Deal, W.D.La.1961, 6 Race Rel.L.Rep.
474.

(13] The parallel between the de-
fendants' -intimidation by economic coer-
cion in Beaty and in Deal, and the de-
fendants' boycott and other activities in
this case is too patent to be spelled out.
Beaty and Deal also' illustrate' a prin-
ciple of enormous importance in the en-
forcement of civil rights: acts otherwise
lawful may become unlawful and' le en-
joined under Section 1971,. if the purpose

22. The Sixth Cirenit said:
"If sharecropper-tenants in possession
of real- estate under contract are
threatened, intimidated or coerced by
their landlords for the purpose of inter-
fering with their rights of franchise,
certairly the fact .that the coercion re-
lates to land or contracts would furnish
no excuse or defense to the landowners

ind effect of the acts is to interfere with
the right to vote.

In United. States v. Board of Educa-
tion of Greene County, Mississippi, 1964,
332 F.2d 40, the Fifth Circuit affirmed
the holding below that the government
failed to prove that the alleged intimida-
tion was for the purpose of interfering
with. the right to vote. But, as Judge-
Tuttle explained in United. States v.
Bruce (decided Nov. 16, 1965, 353 F.2d
474), the Court in the Greene County
case assumed:

"Whereas a school board might, un-
der.the circumstances present in that
case, have legally failed to renew a
teacher's contract for any reason or
for no reason at all, if it in fact de-
clined to renew- the [teacher's] cer-
tificate as a means of coercing or
intimidating the teacher as to her
right to vote, such conduct would be
prohibited under the Act."
In United States v. Bruce twenty-eight

white persons in Wilcox. County, Ala-
bama, notified-Lonnie Brown, a Negro
insurance collector, to.stay off land own-
ed or controlled by them. As a result
Brown could not reach many of his policy-
holders. Brown had been active in urg-
ing his Negro neighbors and friends to
register to vote in Wilcox County, a coun-
ty where .no Negroes were registered.
The Court held that the trial court erred
in dismissing the complaint:

"The background allegations make a'
strong case upon. which the trial
court could infer the correctness.of
the conclusionary allegations that
these defendants did in fact 'intimi-
(late and coerce' the Negro citizens.
of Wilcox County, through the per-
son of Lonnie Brown, for. the pur-
pose of interfering with their right .
to votp." 2 3

for violating the law." 288 F.2d 653,

23. Judge Tuttle added:
"TIhus although the defendants here
may ha've had -in almost unrestricted
right to invoke the Alabama trespass
law to keep all persons from entering
upon their property after warning, in
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[14) We hold that the Civil Rights And to enforce the law, Section 2000a-5
ct of 1957 applies to private persons, (a) allows the Attorney General to sue
cluding the defendants impleaded in "any person or group of persons":
is case.. We hold that the Act applies "Whenever the Attorney General has
interfering with the right to register. reasonable cause to believe that'any
well as interfering with the right to person or group of persons'is en-

te; that-the Act protects Negro citi- gaged in a pattern or practice of re-
s against the coercion, intimidation, sistance to the full enjoyment of any
d violence the defendants admitted or of the rights secured by this sub-
re proved to have committed in this chapter, and that the pattern or

practice is of such a nature and is
(2) The Civil Rights Act of 1964. intended to deny the full exercise of
e '64 Act creates new categories of the rights herein described, the At-
il rights and extends the authority of torney General May bring i civil
e Attorney General to protect such action * * * requesting such pre-
ghts by a civil suit for injunctive relief ventive relief, including an applica
ainst any person, public or private. tion for A permanent or temporary

injunction., restraining, order or
(15} For purposes of this proceeding,
.most.pertinent provisions are those

ating to' (a) places of.public accommo- pr resse for sucsarn
tion, (bY equal employment opportu- to insure the full enjoyment of the
tes, and (c)' public. facilities. As rights herein described." [Empha
arly as Words can say, these provi- sis supplied]
n reach any person and any action

it ntefees itr te ejomen o Section 2000e-6 of Title VII, relating toainterferes willEthe enjoyment .of
il rights secured- by the Act. Thus, equal employment opportunities, tracks
U.S.C. § 2000a-2 of Title 11, is not the language of Section 2000a-5(a).
ited to prohibiting discrimination or [16] This suit is not one to desegre-
gregation by the owner or manager of gate public facilities under Title VII of
place of public acco modation. The the Act. However, Section 2000-b is
tion provides: relevant, since it demonstrates again the
'No person shill (a) withhold, deny, broad Congressional objective- of author-
or attempt to withhold or deny, or izing the Attorney General to sue as de-
deprive or attempt to deprive, any fendants "such additional parties as are
person of any right or privilege se- or become necessary to the grant of ef-
cured by section 2000a or 2000a-1 fective relief". The defendants' interfer-
of . this title, or (b) intimidate, ence with the right of Negroes to use
threaten, or coerce, or attempt to Public facilities in Bogalusa-is relevant
intimidate, threaten, or coerce any to the cause of action, for that interfer-
Person with the purpose of interfer- ence was part of a pattern and practice
ing with any right .or privilege se- of total resistance to the Negroes' exer-
cured by sectiont 2000a or 2000a-1 of cise of civil rights.
this title, or (c) punish or attempt to (3) In sum, in the Civil Rights Acts of
Punish any person for exercising or 1957 and'1964, Congress recognized that
attempting to exercise any right or when a Negro is clubbed or coerced for
Privilege secured by section 2000a having attempted to register or for hay-
or 2000a-4 of'this title.'" ing entered n "white" rcstnurant,'the ac-

the exercise of a dcsirc'to exercisA x- threat or cean of coercion for the
elusive- ownership nd propriet(ry in- Purpose of interfering wnth his right
teres i* their. property, they aould not or the rght o oher whom he rep-
legally- invoke the right of cluhding resentae i etoereising their right to
Lonnie Brown;j who hl pgreviously been regier nd rope."
given frecp ccadto tte property,tas a
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tiork most likely to produce effective re-
lief is not necessarily for the Negro to
complain to the local 'polick or to sue for
damages or to make charges under 18
U.S.C. §§ 241, 242. The most effective
-relief for him and.for all others affected
by the intimidation may be an injunction -
by the Nation against the private per-
sons responsible for interfering with his
civil.rights.

[17] Effectiveness of remedy is not
the 'only reason for the Congressional
grant of authority to the Attorney Gen-
eral of the United States. The Nation
has a responsibility to supply a meaning-
ful remedy for a right it creates or guar-
antees. As Justice Story wrote, in sus-
taining the constitutionality of the Fugi-
tive Slave Act of 1793:

"If; indeed, the constitution guar-
antees the right, and if it requires
the delivery [of the fugitive. slave]
upon thd claim of the owner ? *
-the natural inference certainly is,
that .the national government is
clothed with the appropriate au-
thority and functions-to enforce it.
The fundamentil principle, applica-
ble to all cases of this sort, would
seem to be, that wheh the end is re-
quired, the means are given. *
Prigg v. Coin. of Pennsylvania, 1842,
41 U.S. (16 Pet.) 539, 614, 10 LEd.
1060.

It is one thing when actsare more in-
vasions of private rights; "it is.quite.a
different matter when congress tinder-
takes to protect the citizen in the exer-
cise of rights conferred by the coiistitu-
tion of the United States, essential to the

24. The Supreme Court has affirmed the
constitutionality of various provisions of
.thi )17 Act on other grounds than those
:it issuew1 here. unit.A States v. Thorlmis,
3914f..::62 I.S. 55. -0 S.Ct. 012, 4 1-Ed.
21 5: I thited' $tates v~. Riaine's. 100,
311 U.S. 17, S0 S.Ct. 519. 4 L.Ed.25 524;
Hannah v. Larcie. 1000, 303 U.S. 420, 80
S.('t. 1502, 4 L.Ed.2d 1307.

25. Although a Ntitute that is "necessary
and proper" legislation to carry out the
power of Congress. to regulate elec:tions
for feuderl office mayalso be "appro-
priate legislation to "enforce" the pro-

healthy organization of .the government
itself". Ex parte Yarbrough, 1884, 110
U.S. 651, 666, 4 S.Ct. 152, 159, 28 L.Ed.
274. We turn now to the defendants'
constitutional arguments.

.B.
The defendants' constitutional argu-

ments rest on a misunderstanding of the
constitutional sources for the Civil
Rights Acts of 1957 and 1964.24

[18] (1) The Civil Rights Act of
1957: Protection of Right to Vote From
Unlawful Interference. (a) In uphold-
ing the constitutionality of the voting
provisions of the 1957 Act, we need not
consider the Civil War Amendments.U
.Section 1971(b), here enforced under
1971(c), is limited to prohibiting inter-
ference with the right to vote in elections
for federal office. Article I, Section 4
of the Constitution is an express grant of
authority to Congress to regulate federal
elections:

"The Times, Places and Manner of
holding Elections 'for Senators and
Representatives, shall be prescribed
in each State. by the Legislature
thereof; but the Congress may at
any time by Law'make or alter such
Regulations, except as.to the Places
of chusing Senators."

[19] As the House Committee point-
ed out in its report on the law, United
States v. Classic, 1941, 313 U.S. 299, 61
S.Ct. 1031, 85 L.Ed. 1368, "establishes
the authority in Congress to legislate
concerning any and all elections affecting
Federal officers, whether general, ipe-

visions of the 15th. 14th, and 13th amend-
rnents. Thd predecessor of Section 1971
(a) witlstood attack on -constitutional
grounlds. In I. Engle, C.C.D.Md1.1877,

F I'e.(...p. 7 iWl. No. 4,408. It was held
in1 ean valid exerciise of congressional
paper inder lhei 15th Amendment Chap.
an v. King, 5 i'ir. 1040, 154 F.2d 400,

cert. denied. 327 U.S. 800, 00 S.Ot. 905,
0 L.El. 1025: Kellogg v. Warinouth,

C.C.D.n.1372. 14 Fed.Cas. p. 257, No.
7.1(M7.

The Voting Rights Act of .1965 rests,
inpnr, .n Section 2 of the 15th Amend-
ment.
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cial, or primary, as long as they are 'an
integral part of the procedure of choice
or where in fact the primary effective-
ly controls their choice.' " U.S.Code
Cong. and Adm.News, 85 Cong.1957, p.
1977. The Supreme Court said, in
'Classic!

'"While, in a loose sense, the right
to vote for representatives in Con-
gress is sometimes spoken of as a
right derived from the states, [cita-
tions omitted] this statement is true
only in the sense that the states are
authorized by the Constitution, to
legislate on the subject as provided
by § 2 of Art. 1, to the extent that
Congress has not restricted state
action by the exercise of its powers
to regulate elections tinder § 4 and
"its more general power under Article
1, 8, clause 18 of the Constitution
'To. make all Laws which shall be
necessary and proper for carrying
into Execution the foregoing Pow-
ers."

[20] (b) Under the "sweeping
clause", Article I, Section 8, Clause 18,
Congress may enact all laws "necessary
and proper" to carry out any of its pow-
ers, including, of course, its power to
regulate federal elections. This provi-
sion leaves to Congress the choice of the
means to execute its. powers. "Let the
end be legitimate, let it be within the
scope of the Constitution, and all means
which are appropriate, which are plainly
adapted to that end, which are not pro-
hibited, but consist with the letter and
spirit of the Constitution are constitu-
tional". M'Culloch v. Maryland; 1819, 4
Wheat. 316, 421, 4 L.Ed. 579.

"There is little regarding an election
that is not included in the terms, time,
place, and mannerof holding it". United

26. "An abundance of judicial dicta .and
holdings in analogous situations make
clear that the federal power to regulate

..elections extends equally to the registra-
tion process. Any matter affecting the
cArmeter or' choice of the federal elee-

States v. Munford, 1833, C.C.E.D.Va.,
16 F. 223. The Supreme Court has said:

"It cannot be doubted that these
comprehensive words embrace au-
thority to provide a complete code
for congressional elections, not only
as to times and places, but in rela-
tion to notices, registration, super-
vision of voting, protection of voters,
prevention of fraud and corrupt
practices, counting of votes, duties
of inspectors and canvassers, and
making and publication of election
returns; in short, to enact the nu-
merous requirements as to procedure
and safeguards which experience
shows are necessary in order to en-
force the, fundamental right in-
volved." Smiley v. Holm, 1932, 285
U.S. 355, 366, 52 S.Ct. 397, 399, 76
L.Ed. 795.

[21] Two facts make it appropriate
for Congress to reach registration as part
of the "manner of holding elections".
First, registering is a prerequisite to
voting. .Second, registration is a process
for certifying a citizen as a qualified
voter in both federal and state elections.
A law protecting the right to vote could
hardly be appropriate unless it protected
the right to register.20 In Classic lan-
guage, registering is a "necessary step"
and "integral" in voting in "elections".
In Classic "interference with the effec-
tive choice of the voters" in a Louisiana
Democratic primary was interference "at
the only stage of the election procedure
when their choice is .of significance".
Here, in terms of a meaningful right to
vote, interference with Negro citizens'
registering is interference at the most
critical stage of the election procedure.
It is true of course that the framers of
the Constitution did not know about the
registration process; but neither did
they have in mind the selection of sena-

torate is so integrally related to the elec-
tion ultimately held as to come within
the 'holding' of the election under article
I, section 4." Van Alstyne, Anti-literacy
Test Legislation. 61 Mich.Lt.Rev. 805, 815
(1903).
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tors and representatives by the direct
primary.. In United States v. State of
Louisiana, E.D.La.1963, 225 F.Supp. 353,
359, aff'd. on other grounds, 1965,, 380
U.S. .145, 85 S.Ct. 817, .13 L.Ed.2d 709
this Court said:

* 'C6ngressional authority [under.Ar-
ticle I, § 4] extends to registration,
a phase of the electoral process. un-
known to the Founding Fathers but
today a critical, inseparable part of
the electoral process which must nec-
essarily concern the United States,
since registration to vote covers vot-
ing in federal as Well as in state
elections."

In United States v. Manning, W.D.La.
1963, 215.F.Supp. 272, one of the consti-
tutional attacks on the Civil Rights Act
of 1960 was directed at the provision for
federal registrars. In the opinion up-
holding the act, the Court considered it
important that-

"For purposes of accomplishing the
constitutional objective the electoral
process is indivisible. The act of
casting alballot in. a voting booth
cannot be cut away from the rest of
the process. It is the last step in a
process that starts with registration.
Similarly, registration is an indivisi-
ble part of elections; * There
is no separate registration for fed-.
eral elections. Any interference
with the qualified voter's right to
register is therefore interference
with a' federal election." 215 F.
Supp. at 283.

[22) (c) Classic relied on three im-
portant cases that construe the nature
and extent-of the power of Congress to
regulate federal elections: -Ex parte Sie-
bold, 1880, 100 U.S. 371, 25 L.Ed. 717;
Ex parte.Yarbrough, The Ki Klux Klan
cases; 1884, 110 U.S. 651, 4.S.Ct. 152, 28
L.Ed. 274; and Burroughs v. United
States, 1934, 290 U.S. 534,.54 S.Ct. 287,
78 L.Ed. 484, 485: These cases point to
the-principle that a congressional statute
protecting against private interference
before the voting stage is necessary and
proper legislation under Article I,. Sec-

tion 4, whenever it is reasonably related
to ''protection of the integrity" of the
federal electoral process. Classic, 313
U.S. at 316, 61 S.Ct. at 1038.

Ex parte Siebold involved a conviction
of state election officers for ballot-stuff-
ing in a federal election.' The Court had
before it the Enforcement Act from
Which Section 1971 was derived. The
statute contained a number of extensive
voting and registration regulations, in.
eluding a provisidn for the appointment
of federal election supervisors. These
supervisors were authorized "to cause
such names to be registered as they may
think proper to be so marked". In sus-
taining the validity of the legislation un-
der Article 1, Section 4, the Court com-
mented:

"It is the duty of the States to elect
representatives to Congress. The
due and fair election of these repre-
sentatives is of vital importance to
the United.States. The government
of the United States is no less con-
cerned in the transaction than the.
State government is. It.certainly is
not bound to'stand by as a passive

. spectator, when duties are violated
* and outrageous frauds, are coinmit-

ted.., It is directly interested in the
faithful performance, by the officers
of election, of their respective duties.
Those duties are owed as well to the

.- United States as to the State." 100,
U.S. 388.

[23. 24] In Yarbrough the Court had
before it the' question whether Congress
could protect civil rights against private
interference, specifically klan aggression
in the form of intimidation of voters.
Yarbrough and eight other members of a
Georgia klan were indicted for conspiring
to intimidate a Negro.in the exercise of
his right to vote for a congressional rep-
resentative. It was shown that they used
physical violence and that they went in
disguise upon tfie public highways. They
were convicted under the section of the
Enforcement Act of 1870, Revised Stat-
utes Section 5508, that was the predkes-
sor of 18 U.S.C. § 241; and also under
Section 5520. These are the criminallaw
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counterpart to 42 U.S.C. § 1971. The Act
forbade two or more persons to "conspire
to injure, oppress, threaten, or intimidate
any citizen in the free exercise or enjoy-
ment of any right.or privilege secured to
him by. the Constitution or laws of the
United States". or to "go in disguise on
the highway, or on the premises of an-
other, with. intent to prevent or hinder
[such citizen in] his free exercise or en-
joynient' of any such right; or to "con-
spire to prevent by force, intimidation,
or threat, any citizen who is lawfully en-
titled to vote" from voting for presiden-
tial electors or members of Congress.
Justice Miller, in a powerful opinion for
the Court, sustained the conviction and
held the statute valid. The opinion made
it clear that the right to vote in federal
elections is a privilege of national citi-
zenship derived from the Constitution.
Congress therefore "can,.by law, protect
the act of voting, the place where it is
done,.and the nian who votes from per-
sonal violence or intimidation, and the
election itself from corruption or fraud."
Nor does it matter that state and federal
offices are elected in the same. election.
The congressional powers are not "an-
nulled because an election for state of-
ficeis is held at the same time and place".
11o U.S. at 662, 4 S.Ct. at 157.

[25-47] The heart of the Yarbrough
decision is the Court's emphasis on the
transcendent interest of the federal gov-
ernment.2 -The violence and intimida-
tion to which the Negro was subjected

--were important because they alloyed the
purity of the federal political process.
The federal government "must have the

47, -'Our silence with respect to the 15th
Amendment carries no imiied comment.
as to. the scope of that ,nmenm,,ent. We
found it unieesmliry to 35onsider the 1fith
Aminidmieut ltxvaue of Ih N. tion's nai-
feat interest in the. integritli of federal
elections and the Supremre Court's np-
proval of a constitutional hasis for that
interest. On its face, however, Section 1
of the Fifteenth Amendiment clearli cs-
tablishes a constitutional basis Tor Con-
grees to protect the unabridged right of

250 F.Supp-23

power to protect the elections on which
its existence depends from violence and
corruption". 110 U.S. at 658, 4 S.Ct. at
155. This implied power arises out of
governmental necessity. The Court said:

"The power in either case arises out
of the circumstance that the function
in which the party is engaged or the
right which he is 'about to exercise
is dependent on the laws of the
United States.

"In both cases it is the duty of that
government to see that he may exer-
cise this right freely, and to protect
him from violence while so doing, or
on account of so doing. This duty
does not arise solbly from the inter-
est of the party concerned, but from
the necessity of the government it-
self that its service shall be free
from the adverse influence of force
and fraud practiced on its agents,
and that the votes by which its mem-
bers of congress and its president
are elected shall be the free votes of
the electors, and the officers thus
chosen the free and uncorrupted ,
choice of those who have the right
to take part in that choice."

Since it- is the purity of the federal politi-
cal process that must be protected, the
protection may be extended against inter-
ference with any activity having a ra-
tional relationship with the federal
political process. Thus, the "rationale
of Yarbrough indicates congressional
power over voting, though limited to fed-
eral elections, extends to voter registra-
tion activities", including registration
rallies, voter education classes, and other

all citizens to vote inl state elections free
from diasrimination onl aeont of rnee.
Given that bmin, o congressionia sfatute
Inotecting ehlize-n-t from tole or private
inirerenc wilt, hlev richt lo participate
in any lart of the vohtig irciwess (reg.
istration. primary, pre-primiary, etc.)
would seem to be am "nppropriate" for pro-
tection of voters in state elections, under
Section 2 of tihe 15th Amendment, as
it is "nreessarv andi propwer" for pirotee-
tion of voters inl fedecral elections.
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activities intended to encourage registra-
tion.2 a

[28] Burroughs is one of a number of
cases dealing with corrupt election prac-
tices which go far beyond the act of vot-
ing in an election. The Federal corrupt
practice laws operate on the campaigning
stage rather than the voting stage and
apply to private persons having no part
in the election machinery. In Burroughs
the contention was made that under Ar-
ticle II,. Section 1 the states control the
manner of appointing presidential elec-
tors; Congress is limited to prescribing
the time of choosing electors and the day
on which they cast their votes. In up-
holding the validity of the Federal Cor-
rupt Practices Act of 1925, the Court, re-
lying on Yarbroughp, said:

"While presidential electors are-not
officers or agents of the federal gov-
ernment * * *, they exercise fed-
eral functions under, and discharge
duties in virtue of authority con-
ferred by, the Constitution of the
United States. The president is
vested with the executive power of
the nation. The importance of his
election and the vital character of its
relationship to and effect upon the
welfare and safety of the whole peo--
ple cannot be too. strongly stated.
To say that Congress is without
pdwer to pals appropriate legislation
to safeguard such an election from
the improper use of money to in-
fluence the result is to deny to the
nation in a vital particular the power
of self-protection. Congress un-.
doubtedly, possesses that power, as
it possesses every other power es-
sential to preserve the departments
and institutions of the general gov-
ernment from impairment or de-
struction, whether threatened by
force or by corruption." 290 U.S.
at 545,54 S.Ct. at 290.

.[29, 30] The states' power over the
manner of appointing presidential vlec-

28 Comment, Federal Civil Action Against
Private Individuals. for Crimes Involving
Civil tights, 74 Yale LJour. 1462, 1470

tors is similar to the states' reserved pow-
er to establish voting qualifications.
Notwithstanding this uiquestioned pow-
er in the states, "'Burroughs holds that
'Congress' has the implied.power to pro-
tect the integrity of the processes of
popular election of presidential electors
once that mode of selection has been
chosen by the state." There is an ob-
vious parallel between corruption of the
federal electoral process by the use, of
money and corruption of the same pro%-
ess by acts of violence and intimidation
that prevent voters from getting on the
registratioi rolls or, indeed, from ever
reaching the registration office.

Classic involved federal indictments
against state election commissioners for-
falsely counting ballots in a Democratic
party primary. The Court held that un-
der Article 1, Section 4 and the necessary
and proper clause, Congress had the im-
plied power to regulate party primaries.
The "interference [was] with the effec-
tive choice of the voters at the only stage
of the election procedure-. when their
choice is of significance * * *. The
primary in Louisiana is an integral part
of the procedure for the popular choice
of Congressmen". The right to-choose
is a right "secured by the Constitution".
313 U.S. at 314, 61 S.Ct. at 1037. More-
over, 'since the constitutional command
is without restriction or limitation, the
-right unlike those- guaranteed by the
Fourteenth and Fifteenth Amendments,

, is secured aguinst the action of individ-
uals as toll us of states." lb. at 315, 61
S.Ct. at 1038 Mr. Justice Stone, for the
Court, spelled out the rationale:

"The right to participate in the
choice of representatives for Con-
gress * * * is protected just as
is -the right to vote at the election,
where the primary is by law made an
integral part of the election ma-
chinery ' * *. Unless the con-
stitutioni pirotection of the inte-
grity of 'elections' extends to pri-

(19(5). And see Maggs and Wallace,
Congreps and Literney Tests, 27 Duke
r,. & 'ont. 5rob. 010. 517-521 (1002).
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mary elections, Congress is left
powerless to effect the constitutional
purpose * * *." 313 U.S. at 318,
319, 61 S..Ct. at 1039.

The.innumerable cases in this Circuit
involving civil rights speak eloquently
against the use of economic coercion, in-
timidation, and violence to inhibit Ne-
groes from applying for .registration.
This fpterference with nationally guar-
anteed ights, whether by public officials
or private persons corrupts the purity
of the political process on which the ex-
istence and health of the National Gov-
ernment depend. No one has expressed
this better than Judge Rives in United
States v. Wood, 5 Cir. 1961, 295 F.2d 772,
cert. denied 369 U.S. 850, 82 S.Ct. 933,
8 L.Ed.2d 9 (1962).29 In Wood the inter-
ference was in the form of groundless
prosecution of a Negro organizer who
had set up a registration school in Walt-
hall County, Mississippi, where no Ne-
groes had ever registered. He was not
even qualified to vote in the county where
the intimidatory acts occurred; he was
a resident of another county. In revers-
ing :the district judge's refusal to stay
the state prosecution, the Fifth Circuit
noted that the alleged coercion was of
the kind the 1957 Act was intended to
reach. Judge Rives, for the Court, said:

"The foundation of our form of gov-
ernment is the consent of the gov-
erned. Whenever any person inter-
feres with the right of any other
person to vote or to vote as he may
choose, he acts like a political ter-
mite to destroy a part of that foun-
dation. A single termite or many
termites may pass unnoticed, but
eeach damages the foundation, and if
that. process is allowed to continue

29. Tn that case lhardy. a Negro resident
of Tennessee, a injniher otf the "Student
Non-Violent Coordlinnring Committee",
was in Walthall County, Missiqsippi for
the purlipse of organizing Negroes of
that county to register and vote. Hardy
engageyl in an argument with the regis-
trar. Tho registrar orilerdl him to leave
the office. As ie got to the door, the
registrar struck him on the bek of the
hea,! with ni revolver. lardy-was arrest-

ad si charged with a breachi of the

the whole structure may crumble and
fall even before the occupants be-
come aware of their peril. Eradica-
tion 01 political termiles, or at least
checking Ihir adtivitis, is ncces-
sary to prevent irreparable damage
to our Government."

[31-3] We hold that the defendants'
aIts of eonllmic cmercimn, intimidation,
and vi'ilence directed at Negro citizens
in Washington Parish for the purpose of
deterring their registering to vote strike
at the integrity of the federal political
process. The right to vote in federal
elections, a privilege of national citizen-
ship secured by the United States Con-
stitution, includes the right to register
to vote. The right to register to vote
includes the right to be free from public
or private interference with activities ra-
tionally related to registering and to en-
couraging others to register.

(2). The Civil Rights Act of 1964:
Public Accommodation. The Supreme
Court has upheld the constitutionality of
Title 11 as it applies to motels and restau-
rurnts. Heart of Atlanta Motel v. United
States, 1964, 37! U.S. 241, 85 S.Ct. 348,
13 L.Ed.2d 258: Katzenbach v. McClung,
1964, 379 U.S. 294, 85 S.Ct. 377, 13 L.Ed.
2d 290.

[34] The defendants are left, there-
fore, only with the contention that the
Act. for reasons not articulated, should
not reach pi ivate persons.

The defditflants are really arguing
against the judgment of Congress in se-
lecting injunctive relief against private
persons as one met hod of enforcing con-
gressionial policy. Once it is conceded
thot Congress has.the power, under the
commerce clause, to for bhi discrimination

peace. Ti, ('nat - urdlld (1) the fact
that liardy was let eligible to register
and tiher,.fre his right to vote was not
ilterfe red with: (2) the allp'al was from
n denial of a requrst fot a. temiorary re-
straining order. c.oerally an unatipealable
order uinder 2,1 U.S.C.(% §.1291. 1292;
(:) thr proecutin wais a sie criminal
coirt prl.edim ,prof-ted by the doc-
trinc Of ,romeity :uod S-etion 22.55 severely
restri tihg ffr lri injuiiitions of state
proceedingr.
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in public places,.there is little doubt that
injunctive relief against any person seek-
ing to frustrate the statutory objective is
appropriate.

In this Circuit, relying on In re Debs,
1895, -158 U.S. 564, '15 S.Ct. .900, 39
L.Ed. 1092, 'the courts have held that
when private. persons burden commerce
to the detriment of the national interest,
the Nation may enjoin such persons even
without enabling legislation. On two oc-
casions courts have. issued injunctions
against klans and klaisimen engaged in
intimidation and violence burdening com-
merce. United States v. U.. S. Klans,
M.D.Ala.1961, 194 F.Supp. 897; Plum'
mer v. Brock; M.D.Fla.1964, 9 R.Rel.L:

-Rep. 1399. See also United States V. City
of Jackson, 5 Cir. 1963,. 318 F.2d 1.

(3) The Civil Rights Act of 1964:
Equal Employment Opportunities. Title
VII, like Title II, is based upon the com-
merce clause. The term "industry af-.
fecting commerce" used in Title VII
parallels the definition of "industry af-
fecting commerce" in the LMRDA (29
U.S.C. § 402(c)). This in turn incorpo-
rates the definition of "affecting com-
merce" in the NLRA (29 U.S.C. § 152
(7)). The National Labor Relations Act
represents an exercise of congressional
regulatory power to "the fullest jurisdic-
tional. breadth constitutionally permissi-
ble under the Commerce Clause," NLRB

'v. Reliance Fuel Oil Corp., 1963, 371 U.S.
'224, 226,- 83 S.Ct. 312, 313, 9 -L.Ed.2d
279;' Polish National Alliance of United
States v. .NLRB, 1944, 322 U.S* 643, 647,
64 S.Ct. 1196, 88 L.Ed. 1509, a conclusion
equally applicable to Title VII.

The sweeping regulations in the NLRA
and LMRDA covering the. terms, condi-
tions, and policies of hiring and bargain-
ing do not differ in.any.essential respect

.30. The ("sour finis that on the admiiss,'ions
and. oa iihv evidene adincid alt the hear-

ing. a prahisinary injunction ,lmala not
issueW 1g;inst Charltes Itay IWilliumm, Liit
Applewhite, aud Willis Blackwell. The
Court doe, not enter a judgment of dis-
missal as to these defendants, because
the United States expressly reserved the
right to introduce additional evidence at
the hearing for permanent relief, as to
these and other defendants. At the time

from this legislation prohibiting. dis-
crimination, in hiring practices and on
the job assignments. The employer-em-
ployet relationship has, of course, direct
effect upon the production of industries
which are in commerce and upon the
practical utilization of the labor force
and the power of Congress to regu-
late these activities cannot be doubted.
NLRB v. Jones & Laughlin Steel Corp.,
1936, 301 U.S. 1, 57 S.Ct. 615, 81 L.Ed.
893: NLRB v. Fainblatt,. 1939, 306 U.S.
601, 606, 307 U.S. 609, 59 S.Ct. 668, 83
L.Ed. 1014; Mabee v. White Plains Pub-
lishing Co., 1946, 327 U.S. .178, 66 S.Ct.
511,'90 L.Ed. 607

[35.] Defendants admit that they beat
and threatened Negro pickets to prevent
them from enjoying. the right of equal
employment opportunity. The effect of
course is to prevent Negroes from gain-
ing free access to potential employers.
Such acts, not only deter Negroes but
intimidate employers who might other
wise wish to comply with the law but
fear retaliation and economic loss. This
is precisely what the klan's Boycott Rules
are designed to do.

The United States has alleged, the de-
fendants have admitted, and the proof
has shown that the defendants have in-
timidated, harassed, and in other ways
interfered with the civil rights of Ne-
groes secured by the Constitution. The
admission anid proof show a pattern and
practice, of interference.

Protection against the acts of terror
and intimidation committed by the Orig-
inal Knights of the Ku Klux Klan and the
individual defendants can be halted only
by a broad injunctive decree along the
lines of the order suggested by the Unit-
ed States. The Court will promptly issue
an appropriate order.3 0

cif the hlaing. Iineakwell had not been
corwell servel. aVe find that James

I'li. oiiney August Warner and Albert
A.ppIrwhiie are members of the klan-
Al ''A ar wree members until recently,
and therefore should be enjoined. The
defendants' request for dismissal of the
notion a.s to these named defendants and
their requelt for attorneys fees are de-
'o''I.
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INCREASE IN VIOLENCE

Violence is a reality in America today. In'the
light of events in recent .years, it has become the most
serious domestic problem confronting the United States.

Crimes of Violence

Every indicator available to the FBI, from its..inves-
tigative responsibilities in both the criminal-and security
fields, emphasizes that violence is a rapidly growing malady.
This is clearly shown in the statistics compiled by the FBI in
its Uniform Crime Reporting program. Of an estimated 3 and
3/4 million serious-crimes reported to'law enforcement
agencies in 1967, 484,900 were violent crimes in the classifi- -
cations-.of murdcr, forcible rape, robbery,and Aggravated assault.
This represented a substantial increase ovorethe 421,000 such
crimes reported in 1966.-t

The violent crime rate in the United States for 1967
reached 250 victims per 100,000 population. This is more than
double the 1940 rate, 88 per cent higher than the 1950 rate,.
and 57 per cent above the 1960 rate.

Over-all, crime in the United States rose 21 per
cent during the.first -six months of 1968 over the corresponding
period in-1967. The violent crimfes of murder, forcible.rape,
robbery, and aggravated assault increased.21 per. cent as..a
group. Armed-robberies increased 34 per cent.and .aggravated
assaults with firearms 28 per ceht in the first six months of
1968 as compared to the same period of 1967.

These -statistics represent an epidemic of crime and
violence, which -has affected virtually every segment of American
society. The mugger,,the rapist, the hoodlum stalk oui streets
in frightening numbers. Fear of venturIing outside the home at -
night has become a fact of urban life.

Guns are far and away the most common weapon used
in murders and nonnegligent homicides. OVf the 12,090 murders
reported -in the United States in 1967, over-7,600 were com-
mitted with firearms. They were also used in over 73,000 -
armed robberies and over 52,000 aggravated .assaults. It is
significant-in these times, when we know too iell the tragic
stories of senseless sniper killings and the shooting of
innocent people by crazed gunmen, that murder by firearms has
'increased 47 per cent since 1964. Armed-robbaries and aggra-
vated assaults with firearms have increased 58 and 76 per cent,
respectively, since 1964.

66-077 0 - 78 - 56
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The Crime Clocks, as contained in the FBI's
Uniform Crime Reports for 1967, show that last year these
offenses occurred at these time rates:

Serious Crimes: 7 each minute
Violent Crimes: One each minute
Murder: One every 43 minutes
Forcible Rape: One every 19 minutes
Aggravated Assault: One every 2 minutes
Robbery: One every 21 minutes
Burglary: One every 20 seconds
Larceny: One every 30 seconds
Auto Theft: One every 48 seconds

Violence against Law Enforcement Officers

The violence of the criminal, often cold-blooded
and calculated, is especially felt by law enforcement
officers. In 1967, 76 officers were killed in the United
States while performing their official duties. This raised
the total of these deaths to 411 for the eight-year period
beginning in 1960. In 96 per cent of these murders fire-
arms were used.

A study of the criminal histories of the 539
offenders involved in these police murders since 1960
reveals that 77 per cent had been arrested on some prior
criminal charge before they took an officer's life. In
fact, 54 per cent of those offenders with prior criminal
arrests had been previously taken into custody for such
violent crimes as murder, rape, robbery, and assault with
intent to kill.

Of the offenders previously convicted, two
thirds had been granted leniency in the form of parole or
probation. Three of every ten of the offenders were on
parole or probation when they murdered an officer.

Physical assaults against officers are also
increasing. A heavy toll of injuries among police officers
has resulted from enforcement action taken in connection
with riots and civil disobedience. Nationally, the rate
of assaults on law enforcement officers in 1967 was up
11 per cent, and assaults per 100 officers increased to
13.5 per cent from 12.2 per cent in 1966.
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Youthful Criminality

A particularly tragic facet of the crime andviolence problem in this country is the increasing involve-
ment of young people. A disproportionate share .of .national
crime is committed by persons under 18 -years of age. .. In
.1967, .for example, 49 per cent..of those arrested for -
serious crimes were in this agd bracliet; and arrests of.
persons under 18 increased a startling 69 per cent from
1960 to 1967, while the number of persons in the age group
10 through 17 increased just 22 per cent.

The majority of juvenile crimes are against
property (62 percent of all persons arrested for car
theft-in 1967, for-example, were under .18 .years of.age).
However, you thful violencc has been steadily rising.
Arrests of individuals in this age group for violent crimes
showed .the following percentage increases in 1967 over
1960: murder, 56 per cent; forcible rape-, 38 per cent;
robbery, 96 per.celif;.and aggravated assault, 121 per
cent.

Violence is particu.arly prevalent today among
young people in large metropolitan areas. Vicious juvenile
gangs terrorize the slum.sections which spawn them, using
weapons easily made or come by to commit crimes of violence
which all too frequently leave their victims killed or
maimed. This youthful criminality. too often establishes
a career in crime. -

OrganizedCrime .

Although violence is an integral part of the
operations of organized crime--whose.major syndicate isknown as La Cosa Nostra--it is a coldly calculated tactic
to maintain the group's dominance over its own members
and over the members of the society in which it operates

.rather than iterrorf or torrof:'s sake. The peculiar evil-
of this type of "corporate" violence is not the individual
sadism and brutality -of the "enforcers" and "strong-arm.
men," but the monopolistic position it enables racket
leaders to gain and hold in their legitimate, as well as
the.ir .illicit, activities.
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Force and threats of force are employed to
eliminate rivals, collect on gambling and loan-shaiking
debts, frighten potential witnesses, enforce internal
discipline, and gain possession of various business chattels.
In the greater Chicago area alone, there have been more than
1,000 gangland slayings since 1919, only 17 of which have
been solved; in the greater Boston area, there have been more
than 50 during the past four years, only 11 of which have
been solved.

Careers in Crime

The FBI's Careers in Crime program, a study of.
criminal careers, made possible by the cooperative exchange
of criminal fingerprint data among law enforcement agencies,
has produced the following profile of 12,026 perpetrators
of violent crimes who were arrested in 1966 and 1967. For
the murderers, of whom there were 922, the average criminal
career was 11 years and 7 arrests. For the felonious
assault offenders, of whom there were 4,538, the average
career was 10 years and 8 arrests. For the rapists, of
whom there were 925, the average career was 8 years and
7 arrests; and for the robbers, of whom there were 5,641,
the average career was 9 years with 8 arrests.

Seven per cent of the murderers had previously
been charged with homicide during their criminal careers
and 18 per cent of the rapists were repeaters of this
violation. With respect to the felonious assault offenders,
30 per cent had previous arrests for serious assaults
and 37 per cent of the robbers had repeated that crime.
This is of key interest, because it shows a tendency toward
the commission of violent crimes by repeaters.

Cost of Crime and Violence

The enormous cost in money and ruined lives which
the statistics of American crime represent touches almost
every citizen in some manner. The cost in dollars and
cents is staggering--estimated at over $27 billion a year.
The damage inflicted by the riots in our cities in recent
years has added materially to this figure. The rioting
heiein Washington, D. C., following the murder of
Martin Luther King on April 4, 1968, caused damage estimated
at $24 million. Losses sustained during the April rioting
in-Baltimore amounted to $14 million.
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* The-cost to society of the fear and anguighresulting from violence cannot be assessed monetarily.
There is no way to determine accurately the damage to
the Nation or to individual lives resulting-from theharrowing experiences of criminalattacks which .maim
or mutilate, nor the price of-personal grief and
suffering for families of those struck down by killers.
The corrosion of fear which violence brings saps our
strength as a Nation and weakens the social fabric of,
our communities.

ORGANIZATIONS ADVOCATING VIOLENCE

There are in the United States today a number'
of subversive and extremist organizations v.which advocate
force and violence. They strive in every p6ssible way todisrupt law and order and to inculcate hatred and bigotry
that 'breed-violenc6.

Communist Party, USA -

Prominent among these is the Communist Party,
USA (CPUSA). Communist statements for public consumption
to the cbntrary, material-furnished for study 17ithin the
CPUSA clearly reveals that the use of force and violence
is--as it has always been--the primary technique for' thecommunist seizure of power.

. Communists are in the forefront of civil rights,antiwar, and studelit demonstrations, many of which ultimately
become disorderly-and erupt into violence. As an example,Bettina Aptheker Kurzweil, 24-year-old member of the CPUSA'sNational Committee, was a leading'organizer of "free speech"
demonstrations on the campus of the University of Califoirnia
at Berkeley'in'the Fall of 1964. There protests, culminating
in the arrest of more than 800 demonstrators during i massive
campus sit-in on December 3, 1964, were the forerunner of thecurrent campus upheaval. -

In a press conference on July 4, 1968, the openingday of the CPUSA's special national convention, Gis Hall, theParty's General Secretary, stated that there were communistson most of the major college campuses in the country and thatthey had been involved in the student protests.
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Mike Zagarell, CPUSA youth leader, claimed that
the Party had played a leading role in student rebellions
and autidraft demonstrations across the country during
the past year. For example, he claimed that 60 of the
300 uarshals used durina "Stop the Draft leekh" demonstra-
tions in New York City during December, 1967, were CPUSA
members.

These statements are amply supported by the
evidence of such communist participation in student unrest
and antidraft.protezt demonstrations which FBI investigations
have disclosed. The Students for a Democratic Society,
for example, has played a key role in many of these demon-
strations and some of its ziobers, as well as some of its
national leaders, hive publicly admitted that they are com-
munists. In addition, members of the CPUSA-controlled
TI. E. B. DuBlois Club3 of America and other communist splinter
youth groups, such as the Young Socialist Alliance, the
Youth Against War and Fascism, and the Progressive Labor
Party, have been very active in these demonstrations.

Communists labor ceaselessly to exploit the
racial situation and to incite racial strife and-violence
in this country. They have been active in exploiting
propagandawise the riots of recent years. One main com-
munist goal is to alienate Negroes from established authority.

It has long been communist policy to charge and
protest "police brutality" wherever possible--particularly
in racial situations--in a calculated effort to discredit
law enforcement and to accentuate racial' issues. The
cumulative effect of this continuing smear campaign proves
that it has been imnensely successful. This campaign
popularized the cry of "police brutality" to the point
where it has, unfortunately, been accepted by many non-
communists, especially militants among minority groups and
students. The not effect of the charge of "police brutality"
.is to provoke and encourage mob action and violence by
developing contempt for constituted authority.



Other Comunist Organisations

Other communist organizations in this country.
dedicated to the use of force and violence include the
Trotskyite Socialist lorkers Party and the pro-ROd Chinese
Progressive Labor Party (PLP). The activities of William
Epton, Negro vice president of the PLP, in coafiection
with the 1964 Harlem riot resulted in his arrest by New
York authorities. Il was'subsOquently found guilty of
conspiracy to-riot, advocacy of criminal anarchy, and
conspiracy.to advocate criminal anarchy.

Students for a Democratic Soci-ety

'The emergence of the so-called "nev left" move-
ment in this country in recent years .has attracted much
public atteition because of its flagrantiresort to civil
disobedience. The iew left'is com.posed of radicals,anarchists, pacifists, crusaders, socialists, communists,
idealists, and malcontents. It is pre.dominalitly.a campus-
oriented movement. A la'rge proportion of the new leftists
wa's reared in affluent homes.

This movmeant, which is'best typified by its
primary 6oiiponent, the Students for a Democratic Society (SDS),
.has an almost passionate desire to destroy the traditional
values of our democratic society and the existin_ social
order. The SDS has been described by GusHall, Gencral
Secretary 'of the CPUS'',as part ofthc "rbspoiible left"
which the Communist Party has "going for us.,"..

In recent months, student disturbances have
exploded on college and university campuses throughout
the United States, initiated by student actiiists, many
of whom are affiliated with the SD3 or campus-based black
extremist groups. The riotous activity at Colunibia
Universiy' was spea.rheaded by Mark Rudd, Chairman df the
SDS Chapter at this university. In an open letter to
Presidelit Kirk,-vhich appeared in the public press in
May, 1968, Rudd stated; "Your power is directly threatened,
since we will have to destroy that power before we take over."
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The SD3 held a national convention at Michigan
State University in June, 1963. At this convention,
methods to disrupt selective service facilities and law
enforccmant vero discuroed in a "sabotage and e:zplosives"
woahchop. Suggestions included: flushing bombs in toilets
to destroy plumbing; using sharp, tripod-shaped metal
instrumonto to halt vehicles;. firing Molotov cochtails
from phot guns; jamming radio equipment; and dropping
"thermite bombs" down manholes to destroy comunications
systems.

The protest activity of the now left and the
SDS, under the guise of legitimate cpression of dissent,
has created an insurrectionary climate which has con-
ditioned a number of young Amricans--especially college
students--to resort to civil disobedience and violence.
Because activists of the new left are comnitted to the use of
direct action and violence to achieve their objectives, the
new lcft movme:nt is beco;ming more and more anarchistic, mili-
tant, and violent. As an c:-omple, a June, 1960, issue of "The
Rat," a new left undcrrground newspaper published in How York
City, carried an articlc and diagram deacribing the manufacture
of a homemade boib out of ationium nitrate and a len3th of
pipe. This particular article concluded by noting that a
subsequent issue rould contain plans for raking thermite bombs.

White Hate Organizations

In addition to commiunist and new left groups, there
are a number of orgauizations which are basically terrorist
and hoodlum by nature. These groups are chiefly of a hate
or "anti" variety--anti-egro, anti-,-:hite, anti-Semitic, or
anti-minority. Their comounon donominator is a distrust for
law and order and a belief in force and violence.

White hate groups include more than a dozen Klan
organizations, lineal descendants of the Ku Klux Klan which
was founded over a century ago. The Klan has a tradition
of and a penchant for violence. Over the years, murder,
arson, bombings, nod beatings of Fegroes have been perpetrated
in many areas by Klansmen.
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The National States Rights Party is a white hate
group which is composed of formor members of Klan organi-
zations, as 7ell as notorious anti-Semite.3. It, too, has
consistently and pointedly advocated a policy of violence.

The National Socialist White People's Party,
formerly: khnown as the American Hazi Party, is another organi-
zation..that espouses a line of hatred against cgroos and Jews.

The ilinutcmen is a group of "superpatriots" who
ostensibly are preparing and training to engage in guerrilla
warfare in the United States: follow.ing a comi.sunist. take-over,
which they believe is inevitable. Its members lhave an
obsession for veapons of all kinds.

Black. Ntionalist Organizations

The whole problem.of violence in American
society has-been intensified by.the recent growth of
black extremist organizations. These organiza.tions contain many
vicious, hate-filled individuals whose objective is anarchy;
whose symbol is the Holotov cocktail; whose slogan of
defiance is "burn, baby., burn";:.vhoe rmanifesto is Frnntz
Finon's "The Wretched of the Earth"; and whose preachers
of the gospel of hate include Stokely Carmichael,' H. Rap
Brown, and Robert Franklin Willians.

The Nati6n of Islam, the largest of these NTero
hate organitations, is in both theectremist and the non-
extremist..camp. It has achieved a respectability of sorts
because it has shrewdly used the shield of religion and
has insisted that its embers.avoid racial disorders and
live moderately. Neverthelezs, its meetings are replete
with condemnations of the white race and vague- references
to the physical retribution that will be meted out to
oppressors.

The Student Nonviolent Coordinatinz Committee
(SNCC), whosernilitant-top le.ders have included Stoke.y
Carichael and H. Rlp Drown, .is one of the most publicized
of the black ect.-reniist groups. Car-uichael,w7',ho was recently
expelled from SJCC, has stated that black power signifies
"bringing this country to its knees" and "usin, any force
necessary" to attain objectives. le has also urged the
blacks in this country to "prepare for a bloody revolution."
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The impact of extiremist spokesmen on the black
community and their ability to incite the youth, in particular,
cannot be underestimatcd. These spokesmiren are cxtremcly
vocal and dedicated to the destruction of the United States.
They have a large audience bzcause of the widespread dis-
semination given to their inflammatory statcrents by the
news media.

Consider the follo'ing statements. Carichael
said in Aliers in Septcmber, 1937, "Revolution is the only
solution for the American Hegroes." In August, 1963, he
asserted that the black revolution is entering "the period of
armed struggle" just before there is guerrilla warfare. Last
surmor in Cambridge, larylnnd, II. Rap Brown reportedly said,
"It's time for Cambridge to explode--black folks built
America, if America don' t coma around, we're going to burn
it." Earlier this ye.r, Dronrn prote, "We must nove.from
resistance to aggression, from revolt to revolution.... May
the deaths of '60 signal the boginning of the cnd of
this country."

Take the violence in Cleveland, Ohio, in late July,
1968. There, membero of the militant black nationalist group,
New Libya, e;:changed gunfire with police resulting in the
deaths of three officers and eight civilians. .

Representatives from several Negro universities
and colleges attended a black student conference sponsored
by the S1CC and held in mid-April, 1968, in a southern
state. Reportedly, the majority of the men and women
at this conference were armed with pistols.

Among the items discussed at a "defense workshop"
at this conference were the following: preparation of
maps showing the locations of the homes of mayors, chiefs
of police, and similar authorities so they can be eliminated
by Mau au-type tactics; distribution of forces in several
sections of a city to prevent law enforcement agcncie:;
from concoatrating in one aren; location of snipers along
travel r6utes of National Guard units and police forces;
use of Vietnam War voterans to train black people in
demolition, use of booby traps, location of vulnerable spots
on armored vehicles, and guerrilla warfare; and use of
black college students to instruct black people in adjacent
comnunities in the care and use of fircarms, preparation
of Molotov cocktails, and reloading of spent cartridges.
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The Revolutionary Action 11ovement (RA!1) is a
militant, black- c-troniait, pro-Chinczo co7tunist organization
dedicated-to the overt'ro:7 of the United Statcs Goverinmt
by force and violence. RAN has organizod rifle clubo in
order to onage in fircarns practice and to obtain aris
and aununition. On June 15, 100 , two RA'I nenbers ero
convictcd -in oew York City of conopiringto .urder Roy
ilktins and Whitney Young, Jr., two noderato Negro civil

rights lendora.

The Dnc: Panther Party i an organization which
advocates the use of guIorrilla tactics and guns to cud the
oppression of the blac; raco and the drafting of Negroes- to
fight in Vietnam. On Ty 2, 1037, 24 nelbers of this group
invaded the California Stato Aszcnbly at Sacranento c7hile
it was in scssion. The invaderr were armed wi7th rifles,
shotguns, and pistols and claiAed they uere there to protoot a
gun registration la.. On tw.-o occasions during October, 19G7,
and April, 1963, reehers of this group engaged in gun battles
with the policc rculting in the nurder of one policenan, as
well as the death of one group benber and the Wounding of
another.

Within the past year, there have been sufficient
contacts bet-ween militant ble.!: nationalists and representa-
tives of unriendly or hotile countries to indicate a
degree of foreign involve::3nt, participation, and influence
in the activities of blackz extremists in the United States.
Those foreign contacts srve to increase the potential for
violence by giving inspiration,, encouragement, and support
to the revolutionary nic, doctrines, and activities of
blaclt extreaists in this country..

Stockpilin- of Arms by Blac% Nationalists

Reports of the stoc!:pling of firearns and other
weapons by blacc nationalist groups are of great concern
to the FBI and lha enforce:-ent. Such stoclkpilint is,. of.
course, a distinct possibility -in vie. of the ense-vith
which firearzn can be obtained in this country and in :the
light of the inflan:::atory urgin-s of -such agitators as
Stol-ely Car.michael, N. .ap Bro.n, and Jar:es Fornan,
Director of International Relations for the Student
Nonviolent.Coordinating Comuittee.
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At a meeting of black nationalists in Los Angeles
in February, 1963, for instance, Forman told the audience
that every Negro should be armed for the eventual revolution
of the black peoplc. Drown quoted from .Mao Tse-tung that
"Political power growis out of the barrel of a gun." He
added that Negroos should acquire guns because :mrica only
understands force. Carmichael exclaimed that all blacks
must unite militarily.

FBI investigr.tions of black extremists have uncovered
innumerable allegations that these individuals have obtained
firearms.and are encouraging residents of ghetto areas to
procure weapons. Tie incidents I previously mentioned in
California and Ohio are graphic exaniplej that this is being
done. Black extremists have also distributed newspapers and
leaflets describing methods of uaking firebomibs for use in
riots. The "Inner City Voice," a newspaper in Detroit, with
a claimed circulation of 10,000 aimed at the ghetto reader,
has published such information.

CAUSES OF AND REMEDIES FOR VIOLENCE

The crime and violence that flourish in America
cannot be attributed to a single cause. The causes are
many and interrelated, for they are rooted in a number of
conditions and influences in contemporary life.

Just as there is no one cause, there is no single
remedy. Crime and violence cannot be prevented or reduced
by concentrating on one or two phases of the problem to .
the exclusion of the others. A coordinated and many-sided
effort is required if effective results are to be achieved.

Social and Economic

There are a number of vital social and economic
factors-.-such as poverty, inequality of employment oppor-
tunities, inferior housing, inadequate education, dis-
crimination, and breakdown of the family--;hich breed
lawlessness and violence. . I shall not dwell on them.
It is sufficient to say that we must find ways to eliminate
the conditions which are causing us so .much grief and concern.

- 12 -
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ATTACHMENT 3

Excerpts from an "Imperial Executive Order"
issued by Imperial Wizard Sam Bowers quoted
in "Attack on'Terror: The'FBI Against the
Ku Klux Klan in Mississippi," by Don
Whitehead, Funk and Wagnalls, New York,'pages
5-9.

"To:. All= officers and members. Subject: Forthcoming
enemy attack and countermeasures to be used in meeting
same.

It is absolutely necessary that each and every member
of this organization stand fast and remain. calm at this time,
while he is working deliberately to prepare himself and his
unit for effective combat against the enemy.'

-"The military and.politicalsituation as regards the enemy
has now reached the crisis- stage. Our best students of
enemy strategy and technique are in almost complete agree-
ment that the events which will occur in Mississippi this
summer may well determine the fate of Christian civiliza-
tion for'centuries to come. .

"This organization is the physical spear upon which the
enemy will either impale himself and perish, or sweep



aside, then to proceed almost unhindered in his evil work
of destroying civilization. The manner in which we conduct
ourselves and -use our strength this summer will determine
which of these fates our nation will follow. "

"This summer, within a very few days, the enemy will
launch his final push for victory here in Mississippi. This
offensive will consist of two basic salients, which have been
designed to envelop and destroy our small forces in a
pincer movement of agitation, force by Federal troops, and
communist propaganda. The two basic salients are as
follows, listed in one-two order as they will be used.

"One. Massive street demonstrations and agitation by
blacks in many areas at once, designed to provoke white
militants into counterdemonstrations and open, pitched
street battles, resulting in civil chaos and anarchy to pro-
vide an 'excuse' for:

"Two. A decree from the communist authorities in charge
of the national government, which will declare the State
of Mississippi to be in a state of open revolt, with a com-
plete breakdown of law and order; and declaring martial
law, followed by a massive occupation of the state by
Federal troops, with all known patriotic whites placed
under military arrest. If this martial law is imposed, our
homes and our lives and our arms will pass under the com-
plete control of the enemy, and he will have won his victory.
We will, of course, resist to the very end, but our chance of
victory will undoubtedly end with the imposition of martial
law in Mississippi by the communist masters in Washing-
ton....

"When the first waves of blacks hit our streets this
summer, we must avoid open daylight conflict with them,
if at all possible, as private citizens, or as members of this
organization. We should join with and support local police



and duly -constituted law enforcement agencies with vol-
untder, legially deputized men from our own ranks. We
must absolutely avoid the appearance of a mob going into
the streets to fight the blacks. Our first contact with the
troops of the enemy in the streets should be as legally-
deputized law enforcement officers. It must also be under-
stood at this point that there are many different local police
situations. Where we find corrupt and cowardly- may6rs,"
and police, obviously, our members can not submit to their
control, but we should still try to work with them at arm's
length in every reasonable. way possible to avoid being
labeled as outlaws.

"In all cases,'however, there must be a secondary group
of our membrs standing back'away fr6m the main area of
conflict, armed and ready to move on very short notice, who
are not under the control of anyone biit oir own Christian
officers. This secondary grbup must niot be used except in
clear cases where local law-enforcement and our own
deputized,, auxiliary first groups are at the point .6f being
over-whelmed by the blacks. Only if it appears reasonably
certain that control of the streets is being lost by the estab-
lished forces of law can the secondary group be committed.
Once committed, this secondary group must move swiftly
and vigorously to attack the. local headquarters of the
enemy, destroy and disrupt his leadership and communica-
tions (both local and Washington) and any news com-
munication equipment, or agents in the area. The action of
this secondary group. must be very swift and very forceful,
with no, holds barred. The, attack on the enemy head-
quarters will relieve the pressure' on the first group in the,
streets and as soon as this has been done, the second group
must prepare to withdraw, out of the area.. They will be
replaced by another secondary. group standing at ready.,
It must be understood that the secondary group is an ex-
-treinely swift and extremely violent hit and run group. They
should rarely be in action for over one-half hour, and under
no circumstances for over one hour. Within two hours of



their commitment they should be many miles from the
scene of action....

"We must always remember that while law enforcement
officials have a job to do, we, as Christians, have a responsi-
bility and have taken an oath to preserve Christian civiliza-
tion. May Almighty God grant that their job and our oath
never come into conflict; but should they ever, it must be
clearly understood that we can never yield our principles
to anyone, regardless of his position. Respect for Christian
ideals can not yield to respect for persons nor statutes and
procedure which have, been twisted by man away from its
original Divine origin.

"When the black waves hit our communities, We must
remain calm and think in terms of our individual enemies
rather than our mass enemy. We must roll with the mass
punch which they will deliver in the streets during the day,
and we must counterattack the individual leaders at night.
In our night work any harrassment [sic] which we direct
against the mass of the enemy should be of a minor nature
and should be primarily against his equipment (trans-
portation and communications), rather than the persons of
the mass enemy. Any personal attacks on the enemy should
be carefully planned to include only the leaders and prime
white collaborators of the enemy forces. These attacks
against these selected individual targets should, of course,
be as severe as circumstances and conditions will permit.
No severe attacks should be directed against the general
mass of the enemy because of the danger of hurting some
actually innocent person. The leaders, of course, are not
innocent, and they should be our prime targets, but the
innocent must be protected. ...

"We must use all of the time which is left to us in these
next few days preparing to meet this attack. Weapons
and ammunition must be accumulated and stored. Squads
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must.drill. Propaganda equipment must be set up ready to
roll. Counterattack maps, plans and information must be
studied and learned. Radios and communications must be
established. And a solemn, determined spirit of Christian
reverence must be stimulated in all members.".

55-077 0 - 76 - 57
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ATTACHMENT 4

The Performance of the FBI
in Investigating Violations of Federal Laws
Protecting the Right to Vote -- 1960-1967

John Door - Dorothy Landsberg

Much has been written about whether t4e Fdderal Bureau of

Investigation is an investigative agency or a police force. The FBI was

never a national police force, and surely did not act as such in civil

rights matters. Its role was that of an investigative agency, acting for

the Justice Department, required by law to serve the Civil Rights Division,

which was in turn charged with the responsibility of enforcing Federal laws

jwith respect to civil rights.

In July of 1960, the Civil Rights Division was to enforce the Civil

Rights Acts of 1957 and 1960 -- a twin responsibility to go after (A) public

officials who practiced racial discrimination in registration or voting, and



(B) anyone, public official or private citizen, who interfered with registra-
1/

tion or voting by threots, intimidation, or coercion by any means.

In addition, there were two Reconstruction criminal laws in force,

18 USC 241 and 242, the first directed against private persons or public officials

conspiring to deprive citizens of any rights or privileges secured by the Constitu-

tion or the laws of the United States,'and the second directed against public

officials aind prohibiting deprivation of the same rights. The scope of both of

these criminal laws had been severely limited by judicial decision, (the Williams

and Screws cases). Until the passage of the Civil Rights Act of 1964, the Voting
.2/

Rights Act of 1965, and the decisions in the Price and Guest cases, protection of

a citizen's civil rights through enforcement of these criminal statutes presented

difficult legal obstacles.

The performance of the FBI in serving the Civil Rights Division of the

Justice Department is the subject of this paper. The first section deals with voter

discrimination and the second with voter intimidation. We have chosen to treat the

cases involving intimidation or interference (the b cases) togelher with the criminal

matters. Although the remedies provided were no more than civil remedies, Section (b)

represented the only effective tool available against essentially criminal activity by.

private individuals.

We are aware of the popular notion that strained relations between the

FBI and the Civil Rights Division have existed for years, and that, as a general.rule,

most agents considered civil rights enforcament an odious task. We have heard



it said that most Division attorneys felt the Bureau did a superficial job in

interrogations and investigations on civil rights cases. There is little solid,
3.

written documentation one way or the other,/ which may be frustrating, but

is not surprising.

Those of us who worked in the Civil Rights Division during the

period 1957 to 1967 remember the difficulties of law enforcement over those

ten years, and the complexities of the problems we encountered. Events moved

so fast, the work load was so heavy, and the demands on everyone's time were so

great that no one had the opportunity to sit back and make a thorough appraisal

of the FBI's performance, nor even to reflect carefully on the less6ns learned

from our experience.

Director Hoover, appearing before Congressman Rooney's

Appropriations Subcommittee in 1965, testified that investigation of racial

discrimination in voting had involved the gathering of numerous interviews, the

making of nearly a million photographic copies of voting records, and had

frequently made unusual demands on FBI manpower. He pointed out that

investigative work by the FBI had served as the basis for seventy suits filed
4.

by the Justice Dep-rtmcnt./

Our purpose now is to see if anything can be learned from those

years to help cstablish criteria for determining FBI investigative responsibilities,

and for measuring FBI investigative performance in the enforcement of federal civil

rights laws.
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Several things should be kept in mind. The paper is generally limited

in time to the period John Door was.in the Civil Rights Division. (July 16, 1960

to December 31, 1967) It is written from the perspective of the Civil Rights

Division -- without examination of internal FBI files, or of files in the Attorney

General's office -and finally, the paper is based on personal recollection (no

interviews have been undertaken) in conjunction with a review of files accumulated

by John Door during his years as a trial lawyer in the Departnient. The documentation

is in no sense complete. Nevertheless; we are confident that a reliable measure

con' be made of the FBI's policies, proceduies, and performance, in meeting its

investigative responsibilities in-the enforcement of federal laws protecting the

right to vote.
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Registration and Voting

The Civil Pights Act of 1957 created the Civil Rights Division

and provided for injunctive action against public officials practicing racial

discrimination in connection with voting.

When I entered the Division in July, 1960, three voter discrimi-

nation cases had been filed (Terrell County, Georgia, 9/58; Macon County,

Alabama, 2/59 and Washington Parish, Louisiana, 6/59), and two of them

tried. The Civil Rights Act of 1960 had just given the Division an important

.new tool -- authority to inspect and photograph voter registration records.

Once this statute was passed, the FBI was asked to inspect and
5/

photograph records in 16 counties. In most counties the registrars and local

officials refused to cooperate. However, several counties' records were

photographed. In duo course, they arrived via the FBI into the offices of the

Civil Rights Division. In Scpt:imber, 1960, for example, a dolly was wheled

into my office loaded with photostatic copies of all of the voter registration

records in Leflore County, Mississippi. These records were bound in volunes

and covered a space of 3 by 5 by 4 feet high.

The records had not been analyzed. All the Division had asked the

FBI to do was to inspect and photograph those records, and that is what it did.



It wcls.not u n ct thj' Cvil R*.. i inh o as d

for an anclysis. None of us snow enough about ragistration r.cords, nor

about th-. detoils of regstrati in Louisia- , i issippi or Alabama, to

direct one. N rcgistry off:acs ha2 !e, inecedand we were not

familiar wimh the man'.y four. nnd back involved, r.o. the prce:adures or

practices oF the rcgistiars. As for as wecan tell, no one th . *ght to ask: the

Bureau to master the art of records analysis. At that time we didn't suzp;ct th0

romance hidden in the records.

The Bureau's photographic work was complete, utilizing the bezt

type of photographic equipment, and the copies were superb, dlthough the

paper was on the shiny side, making it difficult to examine closely if there

were 1,000 applications to examine and there were tens of thousands.

Severol summer students woiked in.the Justice Department that

summer. They were put to the task of looking at the records. Lofloro's records

proved to be hard to analy-e.- The job was-loo much-for rho summer students.

We later figured out. the rrason. A fcw Negpocs had lbeon pci-ri ttcd to reolier;

the rcgistrar liad not given hard sections of th., Mississippi Constitution to

-Nerocos-lo litcit and casy seiaian: to whiktU; she hod justh&Ielped the-

while-, and that was not as easy to dIcct froi the -rocords alona;

Most of our nianpo.we wL.: engaiged in Hay\ ood and Fayette

Counties, Tenncss: e, wot-.ing on economic.intimic!tion cases. Aside from the



preparation, trial and post-trial work in the Terrell County, Georgia registration

discrimination cases (where a little records analysis was done) nothing was

accomplished until after the change of Administration in January 20, 1961

On March 19, 1961, Assistant Attorney General Burke Marshall,

several other attorneys from the Civil Rights Division and 1, met with Attorney

Gen eral Robert F. Kennedy and Courtney Evans of the FBI, to discuss problems

of voting in the South.

At that meeting, the Attorney General instructed the Civil Rights

Division to use the FBI for extensive investigation of voting cases. Evans was

told to be prepared for a large number of voter investigation requests.

At tlib meeting there was no discussion about the importance of record

analysis. No one at that time appreciated this. In Victor Navasky's recent book

"Kennedy Justice" he describes the meeting, but assumes that we knew then what

we learned later, after several years of hard work; that is, that "Each case

depended on painslnking investigation -- analysis of voting rolls, compilation of

demographic statistics, comparison of handwritings, careful interviews with

registrars, and with a statistically significant sample of black and white failed

registrants, successful regisirants and others".
6.

A gigantic enforcement assignment faced us in five states/ and

Attorney General Kenncdy wonted to get something accomplished.

Within the next three months, the Civil Rights Division requested,



c d the F3! co:::leted,.vot. investigations in 34 Souther.n counties. Each

request was based on a staterment by the Division that certain 'noned Negroes

had tried to register and had been refused or rejected. We asked tho
- * - .- 7.*

Bureau to got full dtiils./

All but 8 of the investigations wore to be handled on an expedited bcsis.

The overage t!Aeo betwoon the data of the request and the date of the first

report was 15 days. So.u.utes the ureau's wor.k was very fast. For example,

in Dallas County, Alabc1.c, the Sureau interviewed about 90 Negroes; 13 days

elapsed between the date of request and the date of the receipt of the report.

The invesioctions in all involved inte.views with 736 Negroes ar.J

80 white persons of which 694 Negoes.c.d 72 whites coopeated. Most of tho

investigations contained an expansion c!cuse. 'That is, the person interviewed

was asked.to furnish iarcs of others sim.icrly situated. In some cases we put

an upper limit on the nmber of intorviews. A singular charactcristic of

34 FBI reports was that we got exactly the information we asked, for -- no

more, no less. In conducting the interrogation, the FBI agents did not

use their knowledge 'f the registration process, although most of them were registorcd

voters in the states where they vere conducting intor iaws. The specificity of tbo

request itsolf, and the ch ractoristic FBI'practice of confining intoriews to items

requested, caused two disadvantages. First, it was impossibk. to predier, and

therefore to specify in a request, all th types of practices which Negroes might

',u subjected to in a given cour'. In such cases the Bureaus investigation

V:ould fail ,- .-r."n out those practices.



Second, of'.enr '.ha ruciue:t ccn-tcaned 'Itns whic.' rolcLe (as the, interviews subscqu~znfly

revoclec) to prcctce wh-ich- C'Id no' cxisf in I l cointy.* Yet, by fol~ow*Wk-

the soecificed r ciuast, every person ln-erv!ewod was o2e bout those proctices

whichi a f,;w intervievis wou~d r~vea! cid nor exist. For example, in Dallas

Couniry, Alcoarna, a recquesi for one., itemn retiA~ to whether or not the interviewvee

was recuirad to hove a vouchor when he a??lied for risetn.After a dozen

or so interviews wl th porscns who IrIJ toa re.-istr at diffret times, it became

obvious thate voucher. rule wcjs rot uszed in Deales County. The scame was

true as to the Corst"tutioncl reading and wrlting lest. Yet, because our

request inc ;uded it, every intserviow (eb3ut 90) was asked cbout it. in

fcirncess, manmy hwoms of eojonis vie~e osined to comrnpiate en expedi*ted ivs tO~

so a Oreat number of interviews could be bullf up under the Bureau pocoedure

before "'he intervicws were caeyzed. it suoozsts, howzvcr, that the orjiy supcrvi sic

of hework of qhe cmrs wirhin thc llureeu wa.- to see if they cairiod out the sprc'cic

ossijrments which we 5eavo ih&n in our rcque ..

Brli::y, F3~1 Ei ! olA'ic, ; werea 5uprv isn-d by the

Civil Rlhis Sctliorn of hu. SUIeecu, a Pert &F the Su."Caus Ge neral lnvestigotive:

Divion h !)e y Assistont Dl,.-ctor Al :enand iccte atthe rOet of

\eneIt.This in e c;eere-d in 19'-:9, of- fhe scn-me time a -,,ection for

civil riohts was ostcblished in ',he Justice Dcmm~tsCrimninal Diviscin. In

1961, there werc about 12 supvvisors in ;he fLurcou's Civil Vi~hts Section led



by Clem McGowan. These mcn had the responsibility for supervising

civil.rights investigations. Requests from the Division vecre funneled through

this office to the field offices and reports from the field containing results

of the investigations were reviewed by it before submission to the Civil

Rights Division.

The reports were not uniformly first class. Dallas County was excellent.

Yazoo County, Mississippi was not so good. In that county the interviewing

agent did not press for names, dates and facts on intimidation and made no

attempt to interview one Negro who apparently was a messenger from the whites

to those Negroes instructed to take their names off the rolls.

At the end of June, 1961, a srnmary of these investigative reports

was made.

On July II, Assistant Attorney General Burke Marshall wrote
8.

Mr. HcovuV' and sent him ;his summary, saying:

"I wan! to tionk you for this work.. We are trying to bc
as efficient and cfr*ctive as possible without uncduly bue(IC n1i9

the manpower of tha FbI. If you havc any sugjoestions cis to how
the woia can be imiproved, o how w, can make your job csier,

- I would appreciaie hiearing from you."

To our knowledge, no suggcstiuons were ever received.,

At about th sane time, Judge Fronk Johnson determined to test the

mettle of the Justice Department under Robert F. Kennedy. Early in February,

1961, he set the Macon County, Alabama case for trial for February 20th.



The registration records at the Macon County court house in Tuskegee had

been photographed on a December registration day in 1960. Although

countless Negroes had come that day to register, all they found was a sign

on the door which read:

"Registration Office Closed invasion by Department of Injustice".

The case had been originally filed in February 1959. The

Justice Department had received complaints from Tuskegee Negroes long

before that, but the Civil Rights Division had refused to investigate their
-9.

complaints./

Then in December 1958, the Civil Rights Commission put

the Tuskegee Negroes on national television and the Justice Department sued.

The pleadings were drafted right off the televised testimony. Thereafter,

there was much legal maneuvering, brought about by the resignation of the

registrars, which was ultimately eliminated by the 1960 Civil Right. Act.

Throughout this entire period no substantial FBI investigations had, been

conducted. Whether the Bureau had been asked to conduct one, I don't know.

When Judge Johnson called, we found that we had no proof to

present at the trial. We had the information that the Civil Rights Commission

had developed; the unverified information furnished by William P. Mitchell of

Tuskegee, Alabama, and the unanolyzud -igistr-tion ro-ords. This was not the

kind of proof that the Department of Justice needed to go to trial on the first



voting discrimination case in the Middle District of Alcboma."

Instead of using the Bureau to shapa up the proof, we went into

the field ourselves. On February 12, another lawyer and I arrived in

Tuskegoe. We had with us a set of registration recorswhich had been

photographed by the Bureau in Decembor. They were not organized

or analyzed. William Mitchell, who was in charge of the Tuskegee Rtgistration

Voting League, gave us a voluntary staff of Tuskegee wor~en to help organize

and analyze the records. We.started the next morning to interview Negroes -

professors, school teachers, professionals. Each had tried to register

repeatedly over the years. Each had been iejected every time. The rejected

applications included their literacy tests, which were beautifully written.

Three volunteers and another lawyer sat in an outer o*f:ce organizaing and

analyzing the records. The records themselve's revealed that scores of

barely literate whites had been registered on their first application. We had

come upon a gola rhino]

Using these records as a source of names of potential white

witnesses, we began to use the FBI. We sdeit them out to intervieW the whites.

Between the 12th of February and the trial date, four or fi0

young Civil Rghts a torneys worked arourld tho-clock oithe case questioning

witnesses in the day time and analyzing records and FBI reports at nigh;.

* There was romance in the records. For examiple, a record



analyzed established that 40 some whites were registered on March 17, 1958

yet only 5 Negroes were permitted to apply on June 6, 1960 despite long lines

of Negroes waiting. And the FBI reports revealed for the first time the tip of

the iceberg. There was, regardless of literacy, or intelligence, universal white
10/

suffrage in Macon County.-

At the trial, Robert Owen, one of the Civil Rights Division's

young attorneys, proved that highly qualified, educated Negroes had repeatedly

applied unsuccessfully to register; and that each time they wrote long sections of

the Constitution. Illiterate white persons, (whose names we got from the records

and who had been interrogated by the FBI) who did not even understand what the

word "registration" meant, testified that the registrar came to their homes and

registered them.

On March 17, 1960, Judge Johnson ordered the registration of 64

Negroes, required the registrar to file detailed monthly progress reports and fixed

the standard to be followed in future registration of Negroes in Macon County as

that standard which the registrars had applied to the least qualified white voter in

the County. (This was the legislative standard adopted four years later when

Congress passed the Voting Rights Act of 1965.)

Later Judge Ben Cameron of the 5th Circuit said that a kind providence

had spared Mr. Justice Jackson from the speclacle of Iho invasion of the bright young

men from the North -- these groups of highly trained representatives of the central

Government brought from its seat of power in Washington, backing their ponderous

cameras up to the county
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court houses in the rural section of the.South, photographing the records of the

sovereign states and hauling elected officials into court to answer variegated

charges.-

Judge Cameron had reason to be apprehensive. We could convince

anybody with the records and with unsuspecting white voters as our witnesses.

But the work assignment to do this was enormous.

For the next three years, the Civil Rights Division, small as it

was, refined these investigation tools. By analyzing, countless records in'

scores of counties in Mississippi, Alabama and Louisiana, the Division uncovered

every scheme practised by the resourceful Southern registrars who had spent five

generations keeping Negro citizens from the vote".

In tim&, the Division was oble'to categorize these schemes in

shorthand fashion Ps "selection", "assistance", or "grading'' discrimination.

As a result,-the young men and women who come to work in the Division, though

inexperienced as analysists of documents, were able, with diligence, to analyze

superbly. They were shown in advance what to look for, in what were very

complicated registration forms. In the process, however, top graduates of the

prestigious low schools looked clsewhere for employment or found themselves

graduated into the view box, rather than into the appelate courtroom.

One of the problems of developing proof from the records was that,

in many cases, there was no race identification in the records themselves. In



order to resolve this gap in the proof, we used the Bureau. Here the Bureau was

exceptionally diligent and effective, taking, on many occasions, up to 2,000

names and determining the race of each of them, so that their registration
11.

records could be used in court./

But in some cases the registrar would not surrender the records, and

some federal judges would not make them do so.

Without the records, the Division had to find a way to get the

names of the white persons to be interviewed by the Bureau. In Forrest County,

Mississippi, Civil Pights Division attorneys went to a Catholic priest, a Jewish

rabbi, and a Protestant minister for names of college students who might, away

from home base, give honest recollections of their registration experience. This

required a great deal of sifting. Often we would give the Bureau 200-300 names of
12.

young men and womon just past the age of 21 to be interviewed./ The Bureau never

objecicd to the numerical number of interviews requested. In most cases, when the

FBI report come in, it would come back containing at Icast several interviews with

persons who proved to be excellcnt government witnesses.
1 2a.

The Bureau had no difficulty in getting a while person to talk to them./

The Bureau was a professional law enforcement agency, free of politics and other

improper influences.

However, sometimes the interviews would be uneven and it appeared
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to us that little supervision bf the individual agents' work was being done

in Washington. Therefore, we devised a guarantee of good performance in

conducting the interviews.'

Webecomae very careful in drafting;FBI memos requestirig interviews

with white witnesses. The Chactow County, Alabama, April 1962 FBI request

went on in the most minute detail for 174 pages, explaining,anticipating,
13.

cautioning; and coaching the Bureau agcnts./ It epitomizes the guaranteed

performance technique irroverentily referred to within the Civil Rights Division

as,the "box memo".

The Bureau did on excellent job on the Choctaw Countj investigation

in spite of the public attempts of the probate judge in that county to stop whites

from giving'any informati6n'to tile aenis: The Bureau interviewed 64 whites

and obtained stotements from each. Twenty-four'persors gave signed

statemenis, and 45 -- all whbm were so requested -- furnished handwriting

samples.

68-077 0 - 76 - 58
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If the Division had not been occupied with other duties as well, it

might have focused earlier than the winter of 1963-64 on the fact that the FBI

was not being fully utilized in its interrogation assignments, and that its agents

were utilized in on almost demeaning fashion in inspecting and photographing
14

voter registration records./

In late 1963 the Division prepared detailed requests to the FBI to

make a complete analysis of voter registration records in three counties in the

South -- Scott County, Mississippi; Bibb County, Alabama; and East Baton Rouge

Parish, 'Louisiana. In East Baton Rouge, the FBI was also asked to prepare copies

of the registration records for use as exhibits.

These requests reflect the sophisticated techniques in analyzing records

which had been developed by Division attorneys, and set out in great detail

exactly what the agents ware to do, attaching examples of charts, statistical

analyses and control cards which had been prepared by the Division in other
15

voting discrimination cases./

Instead of sending these requests over formally, Mr. Marshall, in

January 1964, sent them over informally io Al IPosen who was in charge of Ihe

General Investigations Division for the Bureau. An informal request never

becomes part of an FBI file. Thus, there



was, from the standpoint of the Bureau, no effort to embarrass the Bureau.

Mr. Marshall asked Mr. Rosen to look them over and see if the Bureau would

have any difficulty handling them. At that time, the Bureau had *bout 6,000

special agents and abot 8,000 clerks and technical assistants. Soon thereafter,

Mr. Rosen came to see the Assistant Attorney General Marshall and said that

they were not abl to'do this. The manipower requirements of the Bureau were

such, he said, that it had no one available to take on this task.

Mr. Marshall, perhaps aware of the other struggles the Dejartment was

having with the Bureau on other types bf investigations, decided not to press the

point. He withdrew the investigptive request and instructed the Cilt Rights
16.

Division to continue their records-analysis on thir6 own./ There were 53

lawyers in-the Civil Rights Division at that time, and'aither 55 clerical einployees

The Divisiot4 had nidifficulty in accepting Mr. Marshall's decision.

If the Bureau wera forced to accept the assignaent it w6uld have been a

terrible risk to use the Bureau.

'We vre litigators, insistind hlali the p roof le there wen we critrWd

the courtroom, stubboin and conipotitive enbugh to proeour, cases ourselves.

We were not "gecyhiz" lawycis.

The Divi'sion-was not prepared to take-ths terriblc risk of -losing a

singile case because of lack of proof. We faced to gh judges: We wanted the

proof to be so overwhelming so as to lock up the trial judge; if necessary to
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persuade the Appelate Court to reverse; and to convince the whole country

as well.

Mr. Marshall's decision ratified a treaty which the Division had

already worked out with the Bureau. The Bureau would not have to analyze.

the records, but it would conduct all the interviews we requested, do it

thoroughly, and if, in our judgment, necessary, on an expedited basis. For

its part, the Division would-analyze the records and would operate in parallel
18

as an investigative agency in voting matters across the South./

So it continued. The Division analyzed the records, the Bureau

conducted as many oral interviews as required; the Division's careful

requests insured excellent performance; the Civil'Rights Division lawyers

continued to act as investigators as well as lawyers in the field.

The result of four years of work was a tremendous accumulation

of proof of racial discrimination of voting throughout the states of Alabama,

Mississippi and Louisiana. I cases like Wontgomery, Dallas and Perry

Counties, Alabama; Forest, Tallhatchie and Panola Counties, Mississippi; Bionville,

East Carroll and Ouchito Parishes, Louisiana, the Division presented overwhelming
I Ba

proof of discrimination./

In the great statewide case of U.S. v. Louisiana and U.S. v. Mississippi,

the Division proved racial discrimination statewide. In U.S. v. Misissippi,

among other elements of its proof, the Division itemized hundreds upon hundreds of



*specific inciken.. of roc.'!a~cim c in votinj occvr,r in Mississippi

after March 24, 1954.

Finally, after the Sdelia D rld g incid2nt, Ina country faced up

to the need for strerna c& e legslatik.,1. In July 1965, the Congress

passed sw eir.q a.-, rcdical '~ ato hat removed, if necessary,
.19.

regiratiorn fo, volinzg from the had of. lae lafficiais./ _

- The \/ofiaj Riohrs Act of 1965 eracted an August 6, 1965 macde a

dramatic char.,co in the methods availblc' to 'ha Just ice Department to,
. ! ; I.20.

pratect t.he right ta vote,! It suspended the use of literacy tests aond

devicos as qual fiatons for vet'r'gjin Alciaaa, Gorgia, Louisiana,

Mississ'spel, South-Ccaolina, Vir@,'ia qnd'C6 counties in North Carolina.'

It provided for the assionnment o f federal examiners to list voters in counties so,

ce~sigreted by thc Ationcey Gescnralolnd 'or poil wctcher s to bse~r Iva voting

one the counting ofi ballots. Those ron. ieoudhave bee n given to the

FBI, bu;- the bill propw-cul by the Admin.trii end the final Ac provid-ed tbat tIli

examiners and the e>Sr;vesr-c to bee~:tdby the Civil Scrviec Comrmission.

When Alftrney N'ic oic,;sde~ Kv.'z.n'Z'ch tostifi~d on March 19, 1965

before C'lirmzn ~,ulAo Jueiciery SyiseOrrittee6 5, he wo~as k,!ed

wAy teCivi.l Servi-:c Co::.r.CAsien vie

"It v.-as s b:ec sccuse ihc Cvii Se::vlco' Corniission is a-b.
partisain Ibedy ed.ec;s c aee' o: the . Civil Se 'vica Cofniission
in v*'s4ua1y CV.--y CCeUn1Y OF 'isa CCeUn../ wcs hoejcd rhct if it became necessary
to ap?gin, fede:ral examiours, nzit'tbo Civi!l.-vico Comriission could, in a



neutral non-political way, use employees of the Commission in those counties, or
if necessary, appoint someone else. I think it was the reputation of the Civil
Service Commission for its bi-partison, fair, non-political activities that led to
its choice as the appointing body."

The Voting Rights Act of 1965 produced a significant increase in black

registration and resulted in substantial voluntary compliance by local

officials. By June 30, 1966, local officials had registered more than a quarter

of a million new Negro voters in Alabama, Georgia, Louisiana, Mississippi, and

South Carolina. By June 30, 1966, 44 counties had been designated for the

appointment of examiners, and more than 115,000 blacks had been listed by

examiners.

The FBI had no major new responsibilities under this Act. They

did agree to collect registration statistics (on a weekly basis) from local

officials in the five Deep South states, and FBI offices continued to be opened

on election day to receive complaints. But at the polling place, it was the

Civil Service Commission, not the FBI, who, if needed, was present and

protecled the right to vote.
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Voter Intimidation

Intimidation was one of the weapons used in the South to keep

Negroes from voting. For years a partial control.of racial violence

in the Deep South was effected by conscious maintenance of the caste system

on the part of state and local officials, who misused laws, and corrupted their

authority.

As the Department of Justice began to crowd the county registrars,

the inevitable cunsequence was an increase in the level of violence. This was.

especially true in Mississippi.

Control of intimidation was not on easy assignment for the Civil

Rights Division, nor for the FBI. There we're several problems.

First, the 18 USC 241 -242 criminal jurisdictional basis from

Reconstruction days was not solid. It never became solid against private

persons. It was not until the passage of the Voting Rights Act that Congress

extended the criminal low far enough to reach private lawlessness'in the South, and

then only in the matter of voting. (Of course, the Justice Department hed an

ample jirisdictional base in Section 1971 (b)but the Bureau never liked civil

investigation.)

Second, the Bureau was required to prove the purpose of the person or

persons who committed the act of intimidation. That is, that his purpose was to



deprive someone of due proccss of low or some other 14th Amendment right. This

made the investigation assignment much more difficult than a straightforward
.21

criminal investigation./

Third, the territory was large, still a frontier and the Bureau was

badly undermanned.

Nevertheless, the responsibility was there, and the Department

undertook to perform its responsibility.

During the 50's and 60's Deep South Negroes who wanted to
22.

vote were unquestionably afraid./ They felt that any effort toward that

end would be met by economic retaliation from the white community, and

if retaliation were not successful, by overt viole:ce. To overcome this fear,

Negro organizations sent field workers into Mississippi to encourage registration,

and to lend support to those Negroes already willing to register. These workers

met adament resistance, not to say hostility, in the white community. Local

officials, true to their cominitment, used state criminal process to retaliate against

Negro registration workers. In some counites, there was violence.

The following incidents are a few of the types of intimidation that

occurred in 'Mississippi during the early 60's.

In Jefferson Davis County, where we brought a voter discrimination

suit, a local school board decided not to rehire six school teachers whose names

had boon published in the local newspaper as government witnesses. We were not

.able to prevent thse firings.



In Greene County, Mississippi,.a teacher had not been rehired

after furnishing an affidavit relating h&r experiences attempting to

register. All of our efforts to prevail upon the school board to rehire the

teacher failed. A suit was brought in the Southern District which resulted

in an unfavorable decision; the case was appealed and subsequently lost in the

Fifth Circuit. In two other cuunties, Tallahatchee and Forrest, school bus

drivers involved in litigation-of a registration suit were not rehired.

Since relatively few Negroes were trying toregister in Mississippi,

where their economic life was controlled exclusively by local white persons, the.

bulk of the intimidation in Mississippicentered against the registration workers

themselves.

Agairp the principal technique was misuse ofstate criminal

process or state authority.against!registration workers, for the.purposes, and with

the effectpflinirmidating unregistered Negroes. In the fall of 1961, a Negro

registration worker named John Hardy accompanied two Negroes. to the court

house in Tylortown,,Mississippi. He was ordered out of. the registrar's office anid,

while lcaving, was hiton the back of the head with a gun by the registrar.

An hour later, lie was arrested, confined and charged with breach of the

peace.- 
-.

In Sunflower County, Mississippi, five Negroes were arrested and

convicted for distributing literature without a permit. In Greenwood,



Mississippi, eight registration workers were arrested while protesting the lack

of proper police protection to city officials.

In addition, in Sunflower, Leflore, Amite, Rankin and Walthall Counties,

Mississippi, there were extremely seious incidents of violence against Negro

voters registration workers.

In examining the work of the FBI in cases of this sort,
23.

we begir/with the Bureau's investigation of economic intimidation

against Blacks who registered to vote, or tried to register to vote, in
23a..

Haywood County, Tennessee./

In the summer of 1959 the Haywood County Civic and Welfare League

was formed to encourage black registration, and for the first time in many

years, blacks in that county began to apply for registration. At first, no Blacks
allowed to register;

at all were / they complained to the Justice Department, and the Bureav

was asked to interview the unsuccessful applicants. In addition to describing

their fruitless registration attempts, these Blacks told the FBI agents about

economic coercion against members of the Civic and Welfare League. The
.24.

allegations were specific/ some were reported by several Blacks to the FBI,

apparently independently of each other, and if true, were in violation of

federal law. The Bureau did not pursue these possible violations but limited
.25

its investigation to interviews of the unsuccessful applicants./

After the FBI reports were received by rho Civil RKghts Divis';,, the



Bureau was requested on March 31, 1960, to conduct additional'investigations..

The request in part, noted, that the information contained in the reports.

(of 12/24/59 and 2/9/60) indicates the various Negroes in Haywood County

have been subjected to economic coercion and otherwise intimidated because

of their attempts to register and because of their membership in the Haywood

County Civic and.Welfare League. Please interview the victims named. .

for details of their experiences.. Also please interview the subjects named

for their versionof these incidents." The FBI was also asked to interview

a certain named black "for any information he had concerning a petition

circulated among landowners and-merchartin Hoyvrood County." In addition

to the above. requested investigation, please purs~ie and develop any pertinent leads

provided-by any persons interviewed."

On April 6. the Director sent-a.memo questioning-aspects of the

3/31 request. Regarding the requested interviews with.alleged victims of

economic intimidation, the Bureau stated that "a review of the statement...

fails to reveal any alleggtion that the named victimis were being subjected to

coercion and intimidation because of their attempts to register. Theallegations

are made, of course, that they-were sub jected to. coercion and intimidation.

because of their membership in-the Haywood County-Civic and Welfare League.,-,-

This is being brought to your attention for your further c nsiderotion, and no

investigation.will be conducted concerning this phase in the absence of a further



request frum you." Regarding the petition and the list reportedly circulated,

the Bureau stated that "your advice is requested as to whether such activity

would come within the purview of the Civil Rights Act of 1957 or whether it

constitutes a violation of any criminal statute within the jurisdiction of this

Bureau.

The Civil Rights Division responded, by memo dated April 12, that the state-

ment of one of the charter members taken by the FBI leaves little doubt that a

major, if not principal, objective of the League is to secure voting rights

for Blacks. "There is substantial basis, therefore, for assuming that the

alleged acts of intimidation. . . related wholly, or in significant.part, to the

victims' efforts to register to vote in Haywood County. Please, therefore, proceed

with the investigaiion."r
26.

On April 20, the FBI sent an interim report/ in response to the

3/31 request. The original black complainant was interviewed by agents

about current registration attempts, and this report deals primarily with the

(a) aspect of the case. The last paragraph of the Bureau's report stated:

"During this interview Boyd volunteered that Negroes of Haywood

County, who are members of the Haywood County Civic and Welfare League,

continue to be subjected to various forms of economic pressure in the county.

He said that it is understood by him that in many instances where the Negroes

operate stores,. soft drink stands and similar businesses, that they cannot purchase
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soft drinks or other supplies for resale except 'with considerable

difficulty. . He said the members of this League were not able,

at the present time, *to secure credit, particularly from the

banks in Brownsville, under the same conditions as they had

formerly been able.to secure suchicredit." End of interview;

end of report.

In the next three months, several additional

requests were sent to the FBI by the Civil Rights Division,

some dealing with the (a) aspect and some with the (b) violations.

On May 18, the Civil Rights Division sent a request asking for

an immediate investigation into reported discrimination in

connection with'the current registration in Haywood County.

The next day, one of the supervisors in the Civil Rights Section

in Washington headquarters called.a department attorney and

stated that it would be very difficult at this late date for

the Bureau to make the requested investigation and that, in

any event,. it would not be desirable to have Bureau agents on

the scene at the registration place as observers while regis-

tration was in progress. The agent calling indicated that another

blow up-could occur like the one in Webster Parish, Louisiana,

in April 1958.-

On June 15, Mr. Rosen of the F13' called AAG,.Tyler

and said that in. light of the publicized altercation which took.

place -the day before -in Brownsville between the Deputy Sheriff

and a representative ofithe Civil Rights Commis.sion, the FBI

was reluctant.to conduct any investigation in Haywood County

for the next week or so. Mr. Tyler suggested that the

FBI would not be projudice'd in pursuing all
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lines of investigation other than interviewing the registrar immediateiy./

Another request to the FBI regarding Haywood County was sent out on

June 13, this one specifically requesting a full invesigation. A FBI report from

Memphis dated June 17th, was transmitted to the Civil Righs Division on June 23. The

Division then sent out another request, on July 1, referring to the June 17 report, and

asking the Bureau to pursue the leads furnished by the persons the FBI had interviewed.

For instance, one black referred, in his statemeni to the FBI, to white landlords who

wrote down names of Negroes who were waiting in line at the Courthouse. "He

should be asked to supply the names of other Negroes who observed the landlords

and those persons should be interviewed to ascertain the names of the white persons

engaged in this ac.tivity. The white persoys should be fully interviewed." Another

black, in his statement to FBI agents, reported he was read some kind of paper"

by a law enforcement otficer. In the 7/1 request the FBI was asked to obtain a copy

of this "paper" and a copy of the "papers" he was told to sign at the Brownsville

courthouse.

On July 13, another request was sent to the FBI, referring to its

7/5/60 Memphis report. The Bureau was asked to get registration statistics fbr

the recent registration period. The last paragraph of this request is especially

interesting.

'We note from the referenced report in the above case, as well as from the

report... . in the Fayette County case, reference to the current investigations as
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'limited' investigations. In accordance with our previous requests, the investigation

in Haywood and Fayette Counties are to be full investigations and all logical.

leads are to be pursued with reference to whether or not discriminationhas occurred

in the registration process in those two counties and whether or not Negroes who

have registered or tried to register there have been subjected tP intimidation.

The FBI produced voluminous reports in July and early August,

and numerous agents conducted interviews. But the investigation was superFlcial.

There is no other way to describe it. At least as early as March, 1960 there were,

allegationsthat lists were being circulated throughout Haywood County of blacks

who had either lined up to register, or had registered/ These lists were of crucial

importance in demonstrating a connection between economic intimidation and the

registrationactivity of the Blacks, an- this connection was essential to prove a

violation of federal law. Two FBI agents were given two lists (which had been,

circulated in the county) by a sympathetic whie, Mrs. Sara Lemons, on.July 22, 1960.

The agents returned one list to her and kept the second one in the Bureau files; they

were content in their rerort lo.the Civil Rights Division -to merely note 1110

existence of the lists. The Civil Rights Division had to specificoily request the Bureau

to make copies of Ilic list they had gotten, to re-contact Mrs. Lemons and get the

-other list-and-to furnish-copies of-any-othcr "lists you have in your.possession."

Also the Bureau was told "if you.have knowledge of any other~lists in existence

in the possession of persons interviewed, please re-contact these individuals



for the purpose of obtaining photostatic copies of the list and if possible, the
29.

lists themselves for safekeeping.r/

During this same period, Attorney General William Rogers was pushing

the Division. In late June he wrote, "I am anxious to move as quickly as possible

in bringing a civil rights case against those who have retaliated against Negroes

who have attempted to vote. Mention this again to Tyler."

So in August and September we poured through the FBI reports and

developed what we could into the first 1971 (b) case. It was filed on September 13th,

charging 29 defendants, including two banks, with violating the Civil Rights Act

of 1957 (42 U.S.C. 1971 (b)) by using economic reprisals and threats against

Negroes who registered or tried to registem;

On October 23rd, Nick Flannery and I left Washington for Haywood

County to take the depositions of the defendants.

Haywood County, Tennessee almost borders the Mississippi Delta. It

is a county of red clay, oak trees, eroded land, cotton ficIds and country stores.

The majority of its citizens were Negro.

We made our headquarters at Brownsville and took the depositions at the

post office. All of the defendants.took the Fifth Amndment.

We met a Negro school teacher named Currie Boyd and his mother and

we soon learned that the economic squeeze was much worse than had been reflected

in the Bureau reports.
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We were asked to go to several rural churches for meetings to:talk

with the Negro people. I will never forget those meetings.. They werv held at

night in Negro churches along rural back roads. We would come into the church,

which would be dimly lighted, and go to the front. I would tell those poor,

honest, weary rural tenant farmers that we were from the Department of

Justice and were there to help them.

"Out of curiosity, and without expecting what the answer v ould be,

I asked "how many of you have received notices to got off the land?" Instarntaneously

the hands of almost everyone i the church went up. U 8is inquiry,-we learned

that 'some of the farilies had livedat one place in the county all their lives and

either they or some.niember of their family had tried to register to vote.

We obtained written affidavits froricover fifty'shdrecroppiers who

had been evicted from the land. We'obtaihed oil but one'or two of twenty-eight

letters from their land owners dated between May 12, 1960 and September 28, 1960.

Each contained a notice-of e iction. Twenty-four of these letters were dated

within the 22-day period betwen June 18th and July 9th, 1960. The letters

were-from 14 different lard owners. Each letter gave notice to a Negro tenant,

that beginning with the following year, he no longer would have the land to

rent on shares. Mast of the letters requested ie siaracropper to move at the

end of the crop year.

. 66-077 0 - 76 - 59



On the basis of our investigation, an amended complaint adding

36 defendants, including another bank and a wholesale food distributor, was

filed on November 18th. On December 1, a virtually identical action was

brought against 10 additional defendants and the two cases were consolidated.

In December the Government moved to prevent a forge scale eviction of

tenant farmers, scheduled for January 1, 1961.

A hearing was held just before Christmas at the federal court house

in Memphis. Our first witness was a marvelous 78-year-old white Southern

landowner named Katherine Rawlins Davis. When I first saw her in October,

she had already been interviewed by the Bureau two or three times. Nevertheless,

she still had,aid was willing to turn over 6 me, a document -- a copy of the charter

of the Hlaywood County Civic and Welfare League -- which one of the defendants

had brought to her in March or early.April. At that time he told her some of her

hands had gone to Brownsville to register. Later, she testified, another defendant

came to see her with the proposal that any tenant or employee who was a member

of the Icague, be dismissed. Mrs. Davis testified she refused to dismiss her

workers -- at least one of whom, was a member of the league -- and was placed

on the non-cooperative list. She also related how an attorney named Gray,

another of the defendants, had spoken at a meeting of whites and said that the

best thing to do with the Negro sharecroppers was to wait until later on,

and then tell them they would have to move for other reasons. Little, if any,
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of this testimony had been developed during the FBI investigations.

The Court of Appeals, and later the District Court, issued an

injunction against the mass evictions. This case was eventually decided by

a consent decree enjoining more than 50 of.the defendants. Many tenants stayed

on, credit channels were reopened and a school bus driver was rehired.

Another example of the Bureau's early performance occurred in

Southwest Mississippi during the summer and fall of 1961. The.Student Nonviolent

Coordinating Committee, lead by Robert Moses, had gone to Souihwest Mississippi

to teach the rural Mississippi Negro about voting.

The group of civil rights workers headed by Moses began operating

voter registration schook in Amite, Walthall and Pike Counties -- three rural

counties in the southwest corner of 'Mississippi -- counties that retained the character

of the 17th Century.

Ii a six week period, between August 15th and September 25th,

five incidents took place involving these civil rights workers. On August 15,1961,

in Amite County, Mississippi, Robert Moses was arrested by a Mississii highway

patrolman (accompanied by a Liberty town marshal l)after Moses had accompanied

three Negroes to the Ariite County courthouse in'Libcrty to register. On August 29,

1961 Robert Moses was beaton on the street in Liberty as he accompanied two

Negroes to the courthouse to register. On September 5, 1961 Travis Britt was

assaulted on the rear'steps of the Liberty courthouse while he and Robert Moses waited



for four Negroes attempting to register inside.

On September 7, 1961 John Hardy was assaulted by Registrar Wood in

Tylertown in Walthall County as he accompanied two Negroes ta register. And

on September 25, 1961 Herbert Lee was killed by a local white man at a cotton

gin in Liberty.

The Bureau was asked to investigate these five incidents under 1971 (b).

At the time, there was no FBI field office in the state of Mississippi.
.. 30.

The six/ resident agencies in Northern Mississippi reported to the Memphis, Tennessee
30.

field office; the seven/ resident agencies in Southern Mississippi to the New Orleans,

Louisiana field office. Most of these offices were one or two-man operations; some

of the resident agents worked in their home towns,

In the firstinvestigation involving the arrest of Moses, the Bureau

interviewed the three blacks whom Moses had accompanied to the registrar's

office. All three stated that there was a patrolman in the registrar's office when

they were filling out the registration forms. The FBI agents failed to have the

three blacks identify the patrolman in the registrar's office as the same patrolman

who later slopped them. This would have been important in demonstrating the

connection with votor registration. It was clear from Moscs' and the patrolman's

statements that it was the same man, but thorough investigations would surely have

gotten all of the witnesses-to pin it down, if the witnesses could do so. A key role

had been played by the County Attorney in the charging and conviction of Moses
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for interference with an officer in the course of his duties. The FBlI did not
31.

interview County Attorney Piggot,/ althoughthey did interview Town Marshall

Bates, whom they were not specifically requested to intervilew.

-Our attorneys later acquired additonal information from Bob Moses

which confrined the imp6rtance of Piggots role. According to Mosei, the patrol-

man and Piggot first prepared an affidavit charging Moses with interfering with an

arrest, but this was discarded dfter the patrolman'told the attorney no arrest

had been made. The attorney then started thumbing through a book to find sbmething

to charge Moses with. He read something, but they agreed it was no good.

Finally; the attorriay found an entry about attelmptirig to-impede an officer doing

his duties. Moses was then charged, tried cind convicted 6f impeding, or

attemptirig to impede, an officer in the course of his dIuties: The discussion

between the patrolman and Piggot and the preparation and destruction of the

first affidavit would be very impcrtant in showi'ngpurposc". The FBI interviews

with Robert Moses did'riot cover this.

The second FBI investigation dealt with the beating of M~scs on the

street in Liberty. The Bureau interviewed Moses, as requested, but failed to

note that Moses. had threc cuts which required a total of nine stitches,'oreven

that Moses had been to a doctor.- Furthermore, it was Bureau policy.to take

photographs of victims' wourds. This was not done. In early*Septemb6r, I
32.

interviewed Mbses in McComb; Mississippi and leairned the extent of his 1906nds./



The third FBI investigation dealt with the assault of Britt. Britt

and Moses were threatened by a white bald-headed man, about 5'6" or 5'7", who

worked across the hall from the registrar's office. The original telephonic request

and the confirming memorandum both described this man. In their statements to

FBI agents, Moses and Britt mentioned the white man who threatened them and

came out of his office directly across from the registrar's office.. It would hove

been easy for the FBI to identify this man, and yet they waited two more weeks,

until the Civil Rights Division made a specific request, mentioning the possible

name of the man, before they identified him.

The FBI investigation in the assault on John Hardy was reasonably

satisfactory. The contention with voter reghtration was clear, and the conduct

of the officials, blatant. Hardy was assaulted by the registrar in the registrar's

office, and then arrested.

The Division did not leave the investigation to the Bureau. When

the civil rights organizations protested this assault by the Walthall registrar

to the Department of Justice and demanded protection for registration workers,

we immediately sent two young lawyers -- Bud Sather and Gerald Stern -- to

that county. When they returned in four or five days, they not only had enough

facts to cause the Department to sue immediately to enjoin the state criminal

prosecution of John Hardy, but they reported widespread terror and intimidation

of Negroes throughout Walthall,Pike and Amite Counties, Mississippi. In a



matter of days, these young attorneys recognized that the Mississippi Bureau

was undermanned and that the size of the job in Southwest Mississippi demanded a

for larger federal investigative effort.

The final incident which the Bureau investigated in Southwest

Mississippi in 1961 was the killing of Herbert Lee on September 25, 1961 by a

State Legislator named'Hurst. Lee had been driving Moses around rural

Mississippi in connection with'his voter activity. An FBI investigation was

requested the day of Lee's death, by telephone. A confirming request was sent
.33.

September 26th and another on September .26th? when additio'al information

became availablb to the Department. A third request was sent on October 19th.

The Bureau was asked to obtain a copy of the transcript of the coroner's

jury proceedings, or-to interview the presidlg officer for a resume. Mr. McGow'an

of the Civil Rights desk phoned and objected to this request. The next day a memo

appeared on my dcsk from the Bureau stating that "upon discussion with Mr. Doer,

he advised that no effort should be made to interview the presiding officer, the

county attorney or the jury inernbers." Later, the Burecudid interview

the Justice of the Peace, who was presiding officer. He revealed that he had

taken notes at the inquest, but the FBI did not ask io see them, even though this

was exactly what tho'Divisiori wanicd.-

A crucial fact was whethorl lerkert Lee had a tire iron at the time'he

was shot; how the tire iron got under his body, and when it was discovered. In

the third request (10/19) the FBI was asked to "Please reinterview 'Buddy Anderson".



Other than the subject, he is the only witness to suggest that Lee raised his arm

just before he was shot. Obtain full details." The Bureau did reinterview

Anderson. In this second interview, Anderson said he did not actually see

the iron bar prior to the time it was removed from under Lee's body. This

is repeated four times in the page and a quarter interview, but at no time did

the FBI ask him who removed the iron from under the body.

The October 19th request also stated that "Sheriff Caston claimed

to have found the tire iron under Lee's body, after the coroner's inquest. Town

Marshall Bates told Lewis Allen, before the inquest, they had found the tire iron
34..

under Lee's body./ Lyman Jones says . . . that someone, whose name he does not

know --. not Caston.-- moved the body andySicked up a tire iron when the inquest

started. Please re-interview Bates, Caston, Allen and Jones to obtain full

details." Thorough investigators would not have merely reported such differences,

widliout doing some reinlerviewing on their own.

We had information that Lewis Allen, an Amite County Negro operator

of a logging truck had been pressured by the white law enforcers to testify as he

did about the tire iron.

With rcpcct to the gun wound in Lee's head, the second request

(September 26th) to the FBI staled that "our present understanding of the assault

is that Hurst struck Lee at or above the left eye with sonic portion of the gun.



Simultaneously, the gun fired and the bullet entered at Lee's left temple..

Please examine Lee's body and photograph the wounds before burial. If possible,

it should be determined on the basis of the examination and photographs whether

the blow and shot occurred as described. Perhaps the angle of the bullet's

entry, and the nature and location of powder burns will confirm or refute

the witnesses, descriptions." The Bureau did not report information from such

an examination, if, indeed,' any examination ever took place. Neither did

the agents interview the doctor who.had examined the body. In the third

request (October 19th) the Bureau was asked to "interview Dr. Delaney of

Liberty, Mississippi who arrived at the scene with Sheriff Caston and immediately

examined the body. Obtain full details of his examination including the angle

the bullet entered Lee's head, the extent, if any,. of burns on Lee's head around

the woundcaused by the discharge of the we'apon. . ." and "from your own

examination of Lee's body, please furnish us, if possible, information as to -

the angle the shot entered the head, anu the distance from which it.was fired."

Neither we nor the Bureau were able to satisfactorily establish

a federal criminal violation in the Herbert Lee case. We tried to develop

a broad 1971, (b) complaint similar to. the Haywood County case but we did not

file it. It Was rior just theprIblin of piocf of purpose; itfwas ilso the matter

of effective rclcif for the Negro citizens who.hod to continue to live nri.thesouthwest

corner of Mississippi. Several years later our failure was made all the worse



when Lewis Allen was killed in the night time by unknown assailants after

being called from his house in rural Amite County.

During 1961 to 1963 the Bureau investigated many intimidation cases.

The fact that it had conducted an investigation did some good but it made few, if any,

cases and its performance -- for the Bureau -- was far from adequate. This was due,

in part, to the limited size and scale of the Bureau's operation in Mississippi; part

due to the attitude of some of the Mississippi agents, and part was certainly due to

the fact that the Bureau's civil rights section at the seat of government did not

understand the problem of intimidation in Mississippi, nor the inefficiency and

corrosion of some -- but not all -- of the Misssissippi resident agents.

During the some period in othe..rural areas of the South, the

Division provided very limited control of intimidation through its own

investigations and by filing 1971 (b) suits. We worked hard in such counties

as Terrell County, Georgia, Holmes and Rankin Counties in Mississippi, Dallas

and Wilcox Counites in Alabama, but it was not the kind of federal law enforcement

effort required to clean out such widespread unlawful activity.

In late 1963 the block and while t briliorn students began to increase

the pressure. Around the November clections in 1963 there were a remakoable

number of violent instances when nome Yale students went down to Natchez

to work on that election.

By the spring of 1964, racial violence in Mississippi was assuming



alarming proportions. FBI letterhead memos began to describe these incidents.

In Pike County, between April Ist and June 30th, three black homes and a

barbershop were firebombed; three reporters and two local blacks were beaten. In

Adams County a black church was vandalized; two civil rights workers were

pursued and shot at; four blacks were whipped; another was seriously wounded.

by shotgun fire; and a local black man was killed. In Madison County the Freedom

House in Canton was shot at twice and bombed; a black house and a black church

used by civil rights workers were bombed; and a civil rights worker was assaulted.

-Throughout the state seven other black churches were damaged or destroyed;

eight black homes or stores were bombed or shot into; numerous blacks and

civil rights workers were harassed or threatened. On June 21, three civil rights

workers, Schwerner, Chancy and Goodman disappeared after being held for

six house in the Neshoba County jail.

Several Klan.groups with headquarters in:other states had been active

in Mississippi. On February 15, 164. a new Klan.composed entirely of Mississippians

the While Knights of the Ku Klux Klan, was organized. The stated goal.of the

Whito Knights was to protect and promote white supremacy and segregation of

the races, with violence if necessary. The new Klan group grcw quickly. Four

state .meetings were held between February and June, 1964 with from 100 jo 300

persons attending each meeting. Klaverns, or local chapters, were organized

in at least 29 counties in Mississippi by June. On April 24, crosses-were burned



in 61 locations across the state. Klan literature was openly distributed, and

sometimes left at the scene of a racial incident. Several of the whippings of

blacks noted above were administered by men in hoods. A group with similar

aims, Americans for the Preservation of the White Race, was organized in

Southwest Mississippi in June 1963. These matters were reported to us by the

Bureau.

We believe the first FBI letterhead dealing with the White Knights

was dated February 21, 1964, six days after the organization was formed. We

believe the first FBI letterhead dealing with the Americans for the Preservation

of the White Race was dated April 2, 1964, some months after the group was

organized. Throughout the Spring of 1964, approximately 40 memoranda

were sent to the Department of Justice by the FBI. Most of these were short

letterhead memos describing state meetings, cross burnings, distribution of Klan

literature and the activities of local chapters, especially the Laurel Klavarn.

About 10 memos contained the results of preliminary invesligatiots of Klan-type

incidents requested by the Piv ision, such as beatings and danage to black homes

and stores. On June 2, the Bureau submilled a summary report on the Ahite Knights

and the Americans for the Preservation of the White Race.

Civil Righis Division attorneys began to scnse a build-up of Klan-type

incidents in the Spring of 1964. On May 19, a report was furnished Mr. Marshall

summarizing Klan-type incidents and police activity against Negroes in Mississippi



since January, 1964. On June 2-4, Mr. Marshall, Walter Sheridan and I went to

Southwest Mississippi and interviewed a number of people about-the increased .

vilence. On June 5th, the Attorney General assigned a unit.of nine lawyers from

the Criminal Division (und3r Walter Sheridan's direction), to investigate terrorist

activity in Southwest Mississippi. These attorneys were experienced in organized

crime work, and their assignments were: 1) to.verify reported acts of terrorism;

2) to determine if.these acts were the woik of Klan groups; 3),to determine the

extent of Klan membership and its organization; 4) to determine what weapons the

Klan groups had and 5).to determine the extent of Klan infiltration of law..

enforcement.

During that first week in June, Attorney General Kennedy sent

a memorandum to the. President explaining the law enforcement problem in Mississippi
35.

and suggesting that the Bureau should consider how to deal with it./

Attorneys from Shcridan's unit began to move into the ficli ubout

June .11 th, anid soon thcreafter,an office was opened in Jnck.son.

- About the middle of.June, two, lawyers from Sheridan's unit ,

contacted Clarence Prospcr:, the respident agent in Natchez. They reported that

Prospere was very uncooperative.. He stted that in many naltrs the FBI

considered the Justice Dcpartmont attorneys "outsiders". He advised that no

report would be sent to Sheridan's unit unless he was specifically instructed to

do so from the New OrIeans fold office. -IHe would not agree to telephone



if violence broke out, unless, again, he was specifically instructed

from New Orleans. He would give no background information on the area
. .36.

and on the identity of known extremists."/

On June 15, 1964, Assistant Attorney General Marshall sent a

lengthy requcst to the FBI, attaching a list of FBI memos on the White Knights,

the Americans for the Preservation of the White Race, and on Klan-type

incidents. The FBI was requested to check its files and to furnish the Civil

Rights Division with additional information. The request also listed a number of

Klan-type incidents, which had not been previously reported on by the FBI,

and asked the FBI for any information it had on these terrorist activities.

In addition, the Justice Department alerted the press in an extralegal
36a.

attempt to maximize local and federal preventative law enforcement./

About June 16, 1964, interference files for each county in

Mississippi and Louisiana were established in the Civil Rights Division.

Information from FBI letterheads and teports, regarding any interferences with civil

rights activities was placed in each county file, in order to spotlight the trouble

areas and determine if there was any pattern to the interference activity. A

report on Klan groups and terrorist activity in Mississippi was prepared. Notebooks

on Klan membership, organization and vigilante activity were set up for Mississippi

and Louislana. Beginning June 19, the Civil Righis Division had at least four

of its experienced Mississippi lawyers traveling in the state.



On Juesday evening, June 16, thrce blaeks were beaten

following a meeting at tha Mt. Zion Church in the Longdalo community of

Noshoba County, and that night the-church was burned., TWio days later,

FBI agents in Jackson and Meridian learned of the assault and burning and

reported the case to the FBI in New Orleans. The FBI agents were instructed

by the New Orleans office to open an investigation to determine if any

Federallaws had bean-violated.. On June 19, two agents drove to Longdale

to interview the blacks.who had been attacked.

On Sunday, June 21, three civil rights workers,. Michael Schwerner,

James Chaney and Andrew Goodman, drove from Meridian to Longdale to find

out about the assault and burning.: Schwerner and Chaney had been meeting

with the leaders of Mt. Zion church in-May and June to see if they could use-

it as a'COFO center during the summer. They talked to the blacks in Longdale,

were stopped by Deputy Sheriff Price for speeding, confined in jail in Philadelphia

and held until about 10:30 P.M. when.they were released. COFO workers in

Meridian were worried when the three didn't return and began to call local,
37.

state and federal officials./. The "missing poisand'repoit feached the FBI

at 10:03 P.M. Sundaly evening; around 2 o'clock the next morning, I asked -

the FBI to notify-the Mississippi Highway Patrol and No*hoba County officers of

the disappearance and give them a description of their station wagon and to report

back to me all the information it could develop. Some time after noon, Director
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Hoover ordered the FBI office in Meridion to make a search. Resident Agent

John Proctor got the naincs of five lalcks who 'chworner said he was going to see,

and Proctor and anoi.br agent went to Lonedole end then to Philadelphia,

Neshoba County. At 6:20 P.M., Mondz,,, A.G. Kennedy instructed the

FBI to treat the disappear-nce as a kidnapping.

On Tuesdoy, June 23, five agenfs and an inspector arrived in

Meridian from New Oricens; and agents from other offices were sent in. Inspector

Joseph Sullivan arrived to direct the secrch. Sullivan is a 62" squore-jiwed

Irishman who joined the Bureau in 1941. He was brought into the inspection

Division in Washington in 1963 and has a well deserved reputation as a top

troubleshooter for the Bureau. That day thc burned out,stationwagon was located

by some Indians. Late the next night, Wednesday, June 24, Assistant Director

Al Rosen we: also sent to the scene.

On Tuesdcay, June 23rd, the President announced that he was

sending Mr. Allen Dulles to Mississippi to confer with state official's, civic and

business leaders, and black leaders about Ihe law enfoicemnnt situation in

Mississippi. After conferring with Attorney General KcnnucIy, Director Hoover

and other Justice officials on Wednesday morning, Mr. Dulles flew to Jackson.

That afternoon he met with Goverior Johnson and General Birdsong, acknowledgled

the infiltration of loco! polcc in many counties by the Klan.



Mr. Dulies met with Jackson civic business leaders t at .

evening; with white and bl'ack r ligiouuleaders, with black leaders and civil

rights workers, ard with civic leaders froms ther parts of the state, on Thursday.

Mr. Dulles flew to Washington Thursday evening.

Following additional conferences with Deportment of Justice

officials, he met with thie Presideni on Friday morning. He recommended

that s bstantial increase be made in the number of FBI agents in Mississippi.

38..While it is rceportE4 that Mr. Hlob-ver inietiallIy advised the President'thatv

either marshals or soldiers should be sent to Mississippi to deal with the situation,

(see Joseph Kraft's February 1965 article in Commentary, he finally agreed,

no doubt because men whom he trusted within the Bureau, such as Joe Sullivan,

had told him Mississippi was badly undermanned, and at Washington was out of

touch with the resident agents in Mississippi, and that the agents there were too

close to local Mississippi officials.

Mr. Hoover did, on that day, decide to opcn' an FBI ofld ffice in

.39.

Jackson/ I have no doubt that t.Ar.' Dulles recomnendation was the proximate

cause in changing the lbreau's oper6tion in the Soth.

bn July 10, Director Hooder flowt&oMississip'it. He announced that

the number of Fill arents in Mississippi had been in creasecTo 153 men .

Obviously, a large part of tkise 153 ageis;vere working on the Noshoba case.

Mr. Hoover met with Governor Johnsonwhile he was in Jackson.

66-077 0 - 76 - 60



The Director gave the Governor a list of Klan members in Mississippi, including

several law enforcement officials. Two of the Klansmen were State Highway

Patrolmen. The Governor said they would be dismissed immediately

Roy Moore was appointed the Special Agent in Charge (SAC) of

the new Jackson office.

Sheridan's unit interviewed numerous blacks and sympathetic

whites, including churchmer in Southwest Mississippi. They contacted federal

personnel in Southwest Mississippi and Northeast Louisiana. (For example, all

Department of Agriculture personnel were alerted to report any information

about suspected terrorists )r ter.orism to Sheridan's group.) After it was

learned that the Klan was using shortwave radios, arrangements were made with

the FCC to send two men to Mississippi to monitor citizens' band and amateur

radio licenses. Contact was established with Defanse Department intelligence

agents in Mississippi and Louisiana. By early August the Bureau's force had

increased to such an extent that Sheridan's operation was withdrawn.

All of those events -- the buildup of violence in Mississippi, the

resurgence of the Klan, the disappearunce of Schwornor, Chancy and Goodman, tie

competition from Sheridan's unit, Mr. Dulles' trip to Mississippi, the additional

manpower of the now Jackson office, and Mr. Hoover's personal visit -- combined

to produce a magnificent change in ibi Bureau's performance in Mississippi.

The agents who were brought into the state to investigate the Neshoba
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case were appalled by the breakdown in local law enforcement and the rise in

terrorist activity. They were ashamed of the Bureau's prior performance,'and, I

suspect, reported their dismay to Mr. Hoover. With leadership from Joe

Sullivan, Roy Moore and others, the FBI in Mississippi really performed. Roy

Moore undertook a speechmaking'campaign across the state'to alert the public to

the rise of terrorist activity, and remind it of the necessity-of enforcing the law.'

An aggressive campaign.was undertaken against the' Klan with the f6ilowing

objectives:'(1),to solve the Neshoba dase; (2) to identify Klan members 6nd officers;,

(3) to identify-Klonsmen who were law enforcement officials, state and local, and

(4) to obtain as much information as possible about Klan activities and plans.

This means adopted against the Klan included aggressive interviewing

of known or suspected Klansmen, and infiltration of the Klan with paid informants.

Throughout-the long hot'summer, FBI agents-movedthrough Neshoba County, methodically

interviewing and reinterviewing Klansmen and others in an effort to.solve the Neshoba

case. New York Times, dated.December 6, 1964 reported the FBI interviewed more

than 1,000 Mississippi residents including 480.KKK riembors in the Schwemer, Chancy

and Goodman investigation.

On July 17, 1964, Mr. Hoover sent Attorney General Kennedy a memo

enclosing a list of Misissippi.State Highway Patrol officers, sheriffs and deputy

sheriffs who were known or suspected Klai.men anl - list of known Klansmen in

the state, which had been furnished by Bureau informants. He noted that



"intensive active investigation is being conducted concerning all Klan groups

in order to develop pertinent information concerning the identity of membership and

officers, aims and purposes and possible involvement in violence in connection with

racial situation in Mississippi."

Known or suspected Klansmen across the state were identifiedre-

interviewed and closely watched.

Informants played an important role in the FBI's solution of the Neshobo

case. The bodies of the three young men were found buried in a dam on August 2,

1964 through information furnished by an informant. At the October 1967.federal

conspiracy trial of the 18 Klansmen charged in connection with the death of

Schwerner, Chaney and Goodman, two paid FBI informants testified. Sgt. Miller

(a Meridian policeman) had joined the Klan in April 1964 and was recruited as an

FBI informant in September. At the trial he testified that he had received $3,400

from the FBI for salary and travel expenses. Rev. Delman Dennis had also joined

the Klan in the Spring of 1964, and in November, he began serving as an FBI

informant. He testified at the trial that he had been paid $15,000 by the FBI.

Miller, Dennis and other informatns were very important in identifying Klan members,

activities and plans.

In my closing statement at the federal trial, I said to the jury.
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"... mijh has been and will be said aboui the
extraordinary methods. used in discovering the guilty.
Should it have been otherwise? Was this'a case to
be forgotten? Was this not a case for the maximum
effort of the. FBI? Could the Federal Government
have succeeded in any ... way.other than rewards,
payment for information tending to expose the band
of murderous conspirators, the midnight killers, to
bring them to th~e bar of justice ... ?

'There could be no justification for the Federal Govern-
ment not having tried to solve this crime. .The FBI did
tiy. A thousand.eyes explored every corner of Neshoba
County..,

"All of you probably hove an initial resentment against
paid informers. But before you finally decide - examine
these men. They are native sons,of Mississippi. They.,
aremen ofcoivict ,i both about state's rights and about
law enforcement.

"These men were not criminals. They plajed no part, iri
this or any other criminal conspiracy. And for the FBI,
there was no other way to establish the contact they had:to
inake before they could solve this case."

Similar methods - aggressive interviewing, obtaining twolsigned con-

fessions cad one oral adm ission of participation, and the use of informants - were

usedlby theFB to tolve the Dahmarlfirebombing. :Vernon Dahmar, a black farmer

in Forrest Counity, Mississippi, a leader in the NAACP, and active in voter regis-

tration activily, was killed the night of January 9, 1966 when his house was fire-

bonbed' Roy Ivore and a groupof agents were on the scene quickly setting up

an FBI field -ost n inolel in ncarby flatti'sbu gV Significant physical evidence

was found at the scenoancluding a revolver, a gjas-filled jug, shell casing and tire

tracks. An abandoned car lurned up a few milrs away. Ac:ording to Whitehead,



within 72 hours of Dahmar's death the FBI had compiled a list of suspects,

who were Klansmcn. One of the Klansmen (who had been involved in

planning the attack) gave the FBI a signed statement. Others who participated

made oral admissions. On March 28, 1966, fourteen Klansmen were arrested

on federal 241 charges growing out of the firebombing.

When an investigative agency is functioning effectively, it is

hard, by specific examples, to communicate all the law enforcement work it is

doing. With this in mind, other examples of superior investigative performance

are the following:

On June 25, 1964 in Itta Bena, (west of Greenwood) Mississippi,

three civil rights workers were distributing 1- aflets announcing a voter registration

meeting to be held that evening at the Hopewell Baptist Church. Three local

white men threatened the workers and assaulted one of them. The next day the

whites were.arrested by the FBI for violation of 18 USC 241.

On July 16, 1964, Silas McGee of Greenwood, black, was beaten

when he tried to attend the Leflore Theatre in Greenwood. Three local white

men were arrested by the FBI on July 23 under Fection 241. The throe were indicted

by a federal grand jury on January 6, 1965.

In Pike and Adams Counties, in the fall of 1965 and in Bogalusa, Louisiana

in the summer of 1965, the FBI performed a tremendous job in helping to curtail

terrorist activity. This was in the Southwest Mississippi territory where the law
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enforcement problems were the worst.

Violence in Pike County increased in the summer and early fall

of 1964. During July, two churches were completely burned; fire damaged

another; and an attempt was made to burn a fourth one. Bombs were thrown

at a huse owned by a black as vell as at the COFO house; shots were fired

into the house of a black; a COFO worker was assaulted in McComb. During

August, the building w~cre NAACP meetings were held and a Negro

hom were bombed; a church was burned; and a local white was

whipped. 'In tHe first three weeks of September, seven Negro homes were

bombed; one church was bombed and three COFO viorkers were asaulted in the

streets of McComb. Terrorist activity included the destruction of the Society

Hill Baptist Church and severe damage to the Quinn house the night of

September'20ih. The church had been used for voter registration classes and Mrs.

Quinn's cafe was a mecting place tar COFO workers. In February 1965, Sheriff

Warn& of Pike County testified before the Civil Rights Commission that Mississippi

Highway Patrolmen and FIl agents aided in their investigation. "And about

twenty or thirty FBI agents were working at all times, along with myself and my

deputies and the McComb Police Depaitment".

McConb) Police Chief Geoige Grey testified that "Well, we more

or less turned tiWe investigation part of it over tb the FBI and higiwoy patrol and

Sheriff's Department. They came into McComb and ..ot up offices there and
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they had special man that know how to do it probably a lot better than my men

did..r

When Shariff Warren went to investigate the Quinn bombing on

'September 20, he was accompanied by FBI Agent Frank Ford. Blacks in the

vicinity were rioting when they arrived at the scene and according to Sheriff

Warren, "Mr. Ford talked to the Negroes, tried to quiet them down. He was

cursed and his flashlight knocked out of his hand by a rock." On September 30,

eleven local white men were arrested by Fol and state patrolmen, and ten

uf these men were indicted in October by a local grand jury for three of the

bombings of Negro homes, including the Quinn house. At their trial on

October 24, six of the men pleaded guilty to illegal use of explosives-and all

of them nolo contendere to charges of conspiracy.

In late October and early November, there were five more acts

of violence against blacks. In Pike County, one was assaulted; two were.

shot at; and a store was vandalized. . Six white men were arrested in November;

five plead guilty and were sentenced to one year, with no suspended sentences.

It is clear that the FBI was the law enforcement behind these

arrests.

Events iii Dogaluso, Louisiana add to the picture. Bogalusa

was a tough, depressed lumber and pnper mill town of 22,000 people in Northeast

Louisiana just below Walthall County, Mississippi. Thirty-five percent of its
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population was Negro. .

In-April 1965, several civil rights organizations selected Bogaluso

as the target for an intensive civil rights-campaign to secure rights to public

gcommodations provided by the 1964 Civil Rights Act as well as to urge

additional economic opportunities for Negroes.

This campaign led to picketing, marches, counter marches, police

failure and violence. .

On-June 2nd, the first two Negro law enforcement officers to-serve

Washington Parish were ambushed while on a police car patrol northwest of

Boga!usa.' O'Neal Moore; -o Negro deputy-sheriff-was killed, and another Negro

deputy was wounded. . n ... . . .. .

Later that night, Ernest NcElveen, a white resident of Bogalusa

was arrested in Tylertown-, Walthall County, Mississippi and charged with murder.

Although federal jurisdiction was very questionable, the FBI-

immediately entered tho.ase. At the time,,inspector Sullivan, Roy Moore and

their agents, had b-'n working hardrin-the area between Natchez~and thoi Louisiuna

border on Klan investigations. Natchez and its environs had been an intimidation

trouble spot for years.

Inspector-Sullivan set up a field officeiin-the Chbclaw Motel-in

Bogolusci and staffed it with about twenly agents.

The demonstrctioiis arid incidents continued and.conditions grew worse.



During the middle of July, I was sent to Bogalusa. An injunction had just been

issued by the Federal Court in New Orleans requiring local police.authorities

in Bogalusa to protect civil rights demonstrators.

On July 16 and 17, pickets who appeared at the Pine Tree Plaza

Shopping Center in Bogalusa were harassed and physically attacked by white by-

standers. I was there on the 17th and saw it all. So did Joe Sullivan. I will

never forget Inspector Sullivah moving in, dressing down the local police authorities

for their failure to do their duty; and in effect, keeping the peace at the shopping

center that day.

Within a matter of days, (July 19, 1965) working with the FBI, we

filed on action for civil contempt against the local authorities alleging violation of the

injunction.

On the same day we filed a civil suit similar to the 1971 (b) type

in Federal District Court in Now Orleans against the Original Knights of the Ku

Klux Klan, the Anti-Communist Christian Association, and 38 individuals in and

around Dogaldsa, Louisiana, including lop loadeors of the Original Knights of ihe

Ku Klux Klan. We sought injunctive relief to prevent the defendants from inter-

foring with persons seeking to exercise constitutional rights.

The factual information necessary to support the suit was furnished

to the Division by the FBI. The complaint was piepaned in Washington by Robert

Owen working from scores of FBI lefttehead reports which lhe Divisioni had
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received from the FBI resident agents in Bogalusa and M6Comb over a period

of many months. The complaint was refined with direct information furnished

to me by Inspector Sullivan in the field. .

Inspector Sullivan and his agents worked closely with us in

selecting the defendants and in developing the proof required to prove the illegal

actions,of 37-different individuals.

On that occasion the Bureau showed it appreciated the Value of

a broad civil injunctive suit as one means of controlling intimidation -- especially

where local law enforcement had broken down. .

In preparation for the.hearing of the contempt case, we had, with the

help ofthc Bureau, collected lots of film strips of the Bogalusa demonstrations.

Division Attorneys Robert Owen, Kenneth McIntyre and John Rosenberg, put together

a film strip on what. happened at the Plaza Shopping Confer; As narrator of the -

film, anid as the person who identified those responsible for the failure of the local

police,.our witness was an FBI agent. His testimony made our case. The defendant

public officials were held in contempt.

Although the Bureau-worked steadily into September, ve were

never able to got a criminal jurisdictional handle en the O'Neal Moore case.

By that time we had received 25. volume-size FBI reports averaging in excess

of 100 paq(js each. The information contained in lie reports, however; was'used

by us to:prove our civil case in Federal Court.



Again the FBI was of great help to Owen and Mcintyre at the

trial. We needed a witness to authenticate a copy of the rules of the Klan

and a membership list. The Bureau persuaded the local county prosecutor to

talk to Owen and then to appear as a Government witness. Through his testimony,

we authenticated the documents.

On December 1, 1965 a three judge Federal Court issued its opinion.

Fittingly, the Court began its opinion:

"This is an action by the Nation against a Klan. .

The Court stated that the defendant had adopted a pattern and

practice of intimidating, threatening and coercing Negro citizens in Washington

Parish for the purpose of interfering with the civil'rights of Negro citizens. The

Court found that the Klan exploits the forces of hate, prejudice, and ignorance

and relies upon systematic economic coercion, varieties of intirmidation and

physical violence to frustrate the national policy expressed in the civil rights

legislation. The Anti Communist Christian Association was found to be only a

disguise for the Klan.

The Court concluded by saying that protection agains the arts of

terror nnd intimidation committed by the Original Knights of th Ku Klux Klan and

the individual defendants could be halted only by broad injunctive decree and

it issued that injunction.

During 1966 end 1967 other evidence of the Bureau's work came to
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light in the successful prosecution in Federal Court in the Liuzzo and Penn cases

and in the Dahmer case in the State Court of Mississippi in and for. Forrest County.

In the cases, the Bureau, under the direction of the Division

(no doubt impressed by the caliber and leadership of Robert Owen) performed its

investiga'tive assignments.

While some ofthese cases did not directly relate to voting, their.

successfu l prosecution undoubtedly led to a climate in the South which went a

long way toward fully guaranteeing the right of all of our citizens to register

and vote. .

*1

.1:

.. ~ .~J. .-



Conclusion

The challenge for America in 1960 was the destruction of the

caste system.itself. At the outset, few men had fully perceived this fact.

In the past, when a revolutionary goal was sought, revolution

was necessary to achieve it. A few citizens, operating independently,

undertook to eliminate the caste system within the framework of the law.

The laws of 1957 and 1960 protecting the right to vote were

not aimed at the caste system -- but rather at what the majority understood

at the time to be necessary --. that is, the protection of the right of certain

extraordinary, intelligent Negro citizens who, under ariy standard, were entitled

to vote. Some time during 1960 and 1961 -t it didn't happen all at once, nor did

it happen to each member of the Division at the same time -- the Civil Rights

Division seized those statutes as their weapon against the caste system.

It fell to the FBI, by virtue of its responsibilities as the investigative

arm of the Department of Justice, to become unwitting soldiers of the Civil

Rights Division. What a situation for the Bureaul It must be remembered that

at the limo no one was with the Division. Neithier Congrets, Federal Judges,

United States Attorneys, the Deportment of Agriculture and HEW, nor indeed, the

American people themiselves had yet signed ui, and yet theI FPI had been

involuntarily enlisted.



The Bureau was ill-prepared for its predicament. Is it any wonder.

it delivered such a.lackluster performance? FBI field offices in the South were

neglected. and under-manned. There were no Bureau manuals on the detection of

discriminatory selection of voters. Voter discrimination itself had not yet been

clearly or specifically defined. The Bureau-supervisors established in high posts

at the seat of government,. knew only themyths published by the disciples of. the

solid south,. themselves established at the seat of government. Beyond that, the

FBI's strength and virtue mayhave been-eroded by its suspicion of. the Department

of Justice. .

Thus, the Bureau found itself locked:in a situiation it did not

could not -- understand... it knew little about-the realities of life in the South.

(Neither did almost anyone else.) The fact that the Bureau represented .

the federal government, with all itshbureatcratic power, should not blind

us to the very real difficulties it faced operating in.the.complex.Igal network

of the caste system. CThes states were-largely still a part of the American

frontier, riddled with bewildering rural patterns of secrecy and silencce IMaost

designed to make the work of any investigative agency difficult, if not

. impossible. That the Fi.l needed guidaiice, that it novcd haltingly, that

it faltered on many occasion betwcen 1960 and 1964 should cone



as no surprise. That it made a limited contribution in the voting cases as

the professional, uncommitted, neutral, investigator, is to its credit.

In 1964, when a deep-seated change came upon America, a

change brought about by many individuals, groups and forces, the Bureau

changed as well.

From that time on, under the leadership of agents like

Inspectors Joe Sullivan, John Proctor , and Roy Moore, the Bureau

demonstrated in some of the toughest law enforcement assignments

imaginable, exactly how and why it had earned its reputation for thoroughness,

persistence, and toughmindedness in responsible law enforcement.

Perhaps, in retrospect, there were ways to have made the

Bureau do better. But, in evaluating the FBI's performance in protecting the

right to vote, lot us be sure we do not transfer our impatience with America

itself, onto the FBI, simply because of its visibility -- or our prejudices --

or because we feel more comfortable criticizing a bureaucracy than

criticizing ourselves.
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FOOTNOTES to Attachment 4-

;1) -42 USC 1971 (a); 42 USC 1971 (b).

(2) In the Price and Guest opinions; the Supreme.Court reversed
dismissals by the District Court of indictments arising out of the
killings of the three civil rights workers in:Neshoba County,
Mississippi and.of Lt. Col. Penn in Georgia. The Guest opinion
is quite technical. There are four separate opinions with six
Justices concurring in part and dissenting in part foi different
reasons. But, in effect, these decisions gave a brood construction
to Section 241. The court held that "Section 241 must be read as it
is written" and that its "language include-rights or privil eges pro-
tected by the 14th Amendment". In the Guest case the Court found
that the indictment stored a crime within the reach of 241 in alleg-
ing a conspiracy.to interfere with the right on an individual to
travel in interstate commerce. In the Price case the crime alleged
by the indictment was "that the State, without the asernblance of
due process of law, as required by the 14th Amendment, used its
sovereign power andoffice to release the victims from jail so that
they were not charged and tried as required by. law,. butinstead
could be intercepted and killed"."The Supreme Court unanimously

upheld the constitutional validity of tWe indictment. In Price the-
Court also held that private personscharged with acting with loco
police officials were &/ting' "under color of low"

g or co-

66-077 0 - 76 - 61
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(3) Harry Allen and Benaro Overstreet, in their
very pro-FBI book The FBI in Our Open.Society
(1969), devoted much attention to the Bureau's
performance in civil rights. Near the end
of their book, they state that "to turn from
a report like that of John Doar (in the
Attorney General's 1965 Annual Report) to.
almost any one of the colu.ans and articles
which brand as deplorable the FBI's record
in the civil rights field is to realize how
little can be learned from the latter about
the specifics of federal law. We have not
found even one such piece that has based its
charges on well-authenticated discrepancies
between the FBI's assignment, as defined by
law and departmenthl policy, and its
performance."

(4) Each year between 1961 and 1967 Director Hoover
testified before Congressman Rooney's sub-
committee. In 1961, besides noting the train-
ing programs in civil rights conducted for
FBI personnel for local officals and discussing
the communist exploitation of the sit-ins, the
Director devoted four brief paragraphs to civil
rights matters. He noted there were 1,398
alleged civil rights violations during fiscal
1960 and mentioned a number of bombings,
attempted bomings and bombing threats. He
commented briefly on the Civi- Righ-s Act of
1960 and the Attorney General's authority to
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bring suit "vhe; there La a pattern f
events denying the right to vote ,becpuse
of race or color." Mr. Hoover did nbt
describe the FBI's role. in investigaing
these denials.

In 1962;the Director devoted three and a
half pages to civil rights, setting:out in
some detail the procedures .the Bureau.
follows in investigating police- brutality
and .other complaints and .also the Bureau"s
jurisdiction. This testimony appears to be
in response to the Civil Rights Commission a
1961 Justice report which was somewhat
critical of the FBI's performance. Mr.,
Hoover testified that 'some sources have
inferred that we might be reluctant to
investigate personnel of.other law
enforcement-agencies.. This assumption is
completely~unfounded." Mr. Hoover also
asserts there.was- no delay. in furnishing
complaints directly to the Civil.Rights
Division, another area where the Commission
found fault with the FBI's. record. .Mr.
Hoover made no specific mention of FBI
investigations of denials of the right to
vote.

In 1963, the Director devotes- less than a
page to civil.rights in his testimony, with
no .discussion of voting investigations. .2 He
does mention the FBVs solving of two church
burnings near Albany, Georgia in the fall of
1962.

Mr. Hoover's 1964 testimony contains five
pages dealing with civil rights matters
including mention of several civil rights
prosecutions -such-as -the -Medgar Evers case,
an Indiana police brutality.case, and one of
the same church burning-in Georgia in 1962.
"Extensive work has also been carried on

.under the Civil Rights Act of *1960 --ecarding
discrimination in voting matters. For
example, .in Rullock County, Alabama, we made



an investigation into voter registration procedures at
the instruction of the Department of Justice. On
September 13, 1961 a federal court order was issued
to regulate registration procedures and eliminate dis-
crimination. As a result, more than 1,000 Negroes
have registered thus far.

In his 1965 testimony, nine pages of which deal with
civil rights, Mr. Hoover also noted, for the first time,
the intelligence activities against the Klan. "Indicative
of our work in this area is the fact that we are currently
investigating 14 Klan-type organizations having a member-
ship of approximately 9,000 individuals." Mr. Hoover
then went to name the major Klan groups, their leaders and
estimated membership.

In 1966, the Director discussed in great detail the Bureau's
successes in the big criminal cases - Penn, Neshoba and
Luizzo and the FBI's response to such crises situations as
Selma and Bogalusa.

(5) Shortly after the Civil Rights Act of 1960 went into effect,
record demands were made for 15 counties in four states --
McCormick, Hampton and Clarendon Counties, South
Carolina; Webster, Fayette and Early Counties, Georgia;
Wilcox, Sumter and Montgomery Counties, Alabama; East
Feliciano, Ouachita and East Carroll Parishes, Louisiana;
and Boliva, Leflore, and Forrest Counties, Mississippi.
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(61 In 1960 the Departmzent of Justice believed that.
'tKere was massive wide-spread racial discrimination
in voting in five Deep South-States (Alabama, .Georgia
Louisiana, Mississippi and South Carolina) and in
some counties in Florida, North Carolina and
Tennessee. The Best registration statistics
available for 1960 indicated that 14 of the
500,000 voting age Negroes (and 63% of the Whites)
were registered to vote in Alabama; 30% of the
500,000 Negroes (and 77i of the Whites) were.
registered.in Louisiana and.6% of 400,000 Negroes
(and at least 50%-of the Whites) in Mississippi
were .registered. We Believed there were 27 coubties
with substantial Black populations where no Blacks
were registered. These counties were.called cipher
counties and were located 'as follows: 2 in Alabamai
6 in Georgia. t in Louisiana,; 14 in Mississippi and
1 in South Carolina. These five states had 98 (but
of 419) counties with less than'5% of the Blacks
registered.

Our-conclusion after 4-years of hard work was
that we had underestimated, the size of the- problem.

(7) A typical FBI request might read as follows:

Director 4-6-61
Federal Bureau of Investigation

John Doar
Acting Assistant Attorney General
Civil Rights Division 72-41-20

Discrimination in Registration and Voting
Jefferson .Davis County, Mississippi

Listed below are the names of Negroes in Jefferson
-Davis-County whohave attempted to register to vote.-
Some have been successful. We do not have the
addresses of some of them, but-Mr. John C. Burnes,
a farmer who lives approximately 6 miles north of
Prentiss, will be able to help you locate the
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the. individuals, His house can be reached by going
5 miles north of Prentice on Highway 13 and turning
west on a dirt road and following the dirt road for
about a mile. The Burnes farm is on the south side
of the road. Please interview these persons:

- John C. Burnes

- Jenora M. Holloway, Mt. Carnel Voting District
-Prentiss, Mississippi

- Caston Holloway, Prestiss, Mississippi

- Mabel W. Armstrong, Prentiss, Mississippi

- John H. Lewis, Prentiss, Mississippi

- John Harris Williams, Prentiss, Miss.

- Waddell Gray, Carson, Miss.

- J.H. Armstrong, 5 miles east of Prentiss. Miss.

- Lewis Warren Pasterling, Prentiss, Miss.

- Juanita Pasterling, Prentiss, Miss.

- Johnny Hartzog

- Jim Hartzog

- John F. Barnes

- Scott Barnesz

- Johnny Goodlaw

- Mather Nerron

- Larkin Sims

- Irvin Lucas

- Cable Terroll

- Martin Sullivan
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- Nallie Ward

- James Ward

- Seaulab Rose

- Rudolph Ward - Mt. Zion -Community

James Ward - Mt. Zion Community-,

Fred White - Mt. Zion Community

Bailey Jones - .Mt. Zion Community

- .Charlie 'Thompson, Route 2, Box 90 -Prentiss, Miss.

- Daniel Sims Ross, Route 2, Box 137, Prentiss, Miss.

- Fred Ross, Route 2, Box 296, Prentiss,. Miss.

- Sanc Phillips, Route 3 Box 122, Mt. Olive, Miss.

-Dadley Lewis Hawthorne, Route 2, Box 11, Prentiss, Miss.

- Dorothez Howthorne, Route 2', Bos 11, Prentiss, Miss.

* -- Willie P. White, Route 2, 'Box'111, Prentiss, Miss.

Roscoe Otis - lives near Willie P White

C-L:. Powell - Carson, Mississippi (also obtain
information on Mr. Powe'll s-son's attempts
to register and his present location.)

Certain of these' people% were previously interviewed in
March, 1958. Re-inte'rview is requested to bring the
matter up.to date and to obtain the specific information
requested.-.

In addition to obtaining the usual background.
information including education, business or farming
experiences, property ownership, military record,
arrest record, obtain thefollowing specific information:

a. Each time he attempted to register
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1. D~te Qr 4atea

2. Where he attezpted to register

3. What other Negroes were with him when he
attempted to registeL.

4. Name or person or persons to whom he
applied for registration.. (Circuit clerk
or deputy)

5. Full details of conversation with clerk.

6. Full details of any conversation with
other white persons or officials when he.
attempted to register, such as the Sheriff
or Deputy Sheriff.

7. What was required of him when he attempted
to register, such as filling out the
application forms, copying and interpreting
a provision of the Constitution. Ascertain .
whether any part of the qualifying examina ion
was oral. If he was required to copy ar.6 a
interpret a provision of the Constitution,
ascertain what provision or what it was about
and its length.

8. Whether he passed or failed. Include here.
any details of the conversation with the
registrar.

9. Whether he received any assistance in filling
out the form from the registrar and wheth.er
or not he requested such assistance.

10. Whether or not he has paid his poll tax
regularly, if so, obtain al original poll
tax receipts in his posseosion.

%.Whether any h,-ite person in the County has
talked to hir about registering, if so, .ho,
waar, anhd details of the conversation.
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Obtain from each. person interviewed the names of other
Negroes who haVe also attempted to register to vote.
Interview each of these persons for full details.

Obtain from each person interviewed the names of any
Negroes who have been reluctant to .attempt to register
because of a conversation with a white person in the
community.

Interview Carl Meyers, white, who lives in Voting Dis--
trict 5 near Prentiss, Mississippi, and who is a
registered voter for full details as to what transpired
when he registered to vote, including-the date, what
assistance he was given either by the circuit clerk or
by other persons when he attempted to register, and the
length of time it took him to register. Obtain full
information as to interviewee's educational background
and whether interviewee can read and write.

Interview Garland Lane, a registered white voter in the
County as to what transpired when he registered to
vote, including the time it took him to register, and
what assistance he received in completing the qualifying
examination. Obtain full information as to inter-
viewee's educational background and whether interviewee
can read and write.

Kindly conduct this investigation on an expedited basis.

(8) A copy of the Mississippi summary follows on the next
three-pages.

(9) As an example of pre 1960 machinations, consider the
following:

On May 1, 1958 HenryPutzel, Chief of-the Voting and
Elections section wrote the Assistant Attorney General
for Civil Rights.

jAt least until a final decision is made as to our
course with respect to the situation in .Tuskegee, I feel
it is desirable to confine investigations of Mr. Gomilians
complaint to persons outside existing or previous
boundaries of Tuskegee, therefore, at least for the
time being, we are asking that the present or' former
residents of Tuskegee not be included among those to be
interviewedby the FhI,"



MISSISSIPPI

COUNTY

Carroll

Claiborne

Clarke

Copiah

Forrest

Crenada

Holmes

Jefferson
. v D

INTERVIEWS
SPECIFICALLY

REQUESTED AND MADE

12 N. 10 N.

19 N. 19 N.

6 N. 6 N.

7 N. 7 N.

42 N. .40 N.

8 N. 8 N.

4 N. 4 N.

36 N.
2 W.

35 N.
2 W.

4/24/61 Yes

DATE
RECEIVED

6/5/61

4/21/61

4/24/61

5/10/61

4/21/61

6/2/61

5/10/61

DATE
REQUESTED

5/19/61

4/3/61

4/3/61

4/27/61

4/3/61

5/19/61

4/28/61

4/3/61

EXPEDITED
BASIS

Yes

Yes a

Yes

Yes

No

Yes

Yes

Page 1

RESPONSI
STATEMEN

19 N.

38 N.

10 N.

5 N.

70 N.

8 N.

4 N.

INTERVIEWS
EXPANDED

9 N.

. 21 N.

4 N.

1 N.

33 N.

0

0

24 N. 59 N.



COUNTY

Lauderdale

Lowndes,

Madison

Marshall

Pancla

Pike

DATE
REQUESTED

6/21/61

4/28/61

6/20/61

4/4/61

4/26/61'

4/26/61

5/19/61

DATE!
RECEIVED,

Pending

5/15/61'

Pending.

4/21/61

5/11/61

5/11/61

6/2/61

EXPEDITED'
BASIS

No

Yes

..No

Yes

Ye a

Yes

Yes a

INTERVIEWS
SPECIFICALLY INTERVIEWS

REQUESTED AND MADE EXPANDED

12 N. Pending Pending

11 N. 12 N. 4 N.'
8 Unknown

4 N. Pending Pending

6 N. 6 N. 63 N.

12 N. 12 N. 13 N.

QN. 9,N. 4 N.

7 N. 7 N. 12 N.

RES PONS I
S TA TEN 3 :

Pending

16 N.

Pending

67 N.

20 N.

12 N.

18 N.
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DATE DATE EXPEDITED
REQUESTED RECEIVED BASISCOUNTY

Simpson

Sunflower

Tallahatchie

Tunica

Walthall

Yazoo

5/1/61

4/3/61

5/1/61

5/25/61

4/3/61

5/25/61

5/10/61

4/24/61.

5/11/61

6/5/61

4/24/61

6/13/61

Yes

Yea

Ye a

Ye a.

Yes

No

INTERVIEWS
SPECIFICALLY

REQUESTED AND MADE

19 N..

7 N.

9 N.

5 N.

10 N.
1 W.

35 N.

INTERVIEWS
EXPANDED'

9 N.

12 N.

6 N.

3 N.

3 N.

4 N.'
1 W.

RESPONSIV.
S TATEMENT:

23 N.

16 N.

12 N.

7 N.

14 N.

31 N.
I W.
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Putzel continued that on July 9, 1957, Dr. Gomilian,
a black Tuskegee leader, had conferred -with Mr. Barettf
and Mr. Hubbard -- two lawyers in Civil Rights -- and

since.that tima, no FBI investigation had been made,
though the FBI had been following developments.
Putzel said there would likely be a furor created by
any extensive investigation in Macon County. He anti-
cipated that State Senator Samuel Englehardt, Executive
Secretary of the Alabama Association of Citizens'
Councils, and the person mainly responsible for the
gerrymandering of Tuskegee, and for steps toward aboli-
tion of Macon County, would be very vocal in opposition
to any extensive FBI investigation.

On March 19,' 1958'theDirector of the' FBI,*sent 'a
memorandito the Attorney General:

"In light of the recent developments in Webster Parish,
Louisiana, -which arose.while this Bureau was conducting
an investigation of thealleged denial of the right to
register Elocal district.attorney alleged that FBI
agents intimidated the 'registrar'and threatened to

subpoena the agents before a local grand jury]', I want

to bring to your attention the following information with
respect to similar cases which might.arise in.the State
of Mississippi."

Mr. Hoover noted that a campaign had been.announced
by black .leaders to increase black voters in Mississippi,
and letteis had been sent to ,local officials in 31-
counties in' the State. Mr. Mitell' of the Washington
NAACP had furnished to Governor Coleman of Mississippi
and to-the Jiustice-Department a list of instances in
which bl'acks in 30 counties had .been denied the right

to register solely because of, their race. To date the

FBI has received ."three requests ,from the.Civil Rights

Division requesting investigation 'in th'ree different
counties in the State of Mississippi based uponinforma-
tion originally received by the Civil Rights Division."

"In view of the feeling of the officials and people in

the statesinvolved as, indicated in- the Webster Parish
situation and in light of the announced plans of.various
groups to redouble efforts to increase registration
immediately,,tit would appear any inquiries desired
should be based upon subs.tantial merit."
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(10) In U.S. v Macon County, there were 75 exhibits"Introduced Primarily
forte Purpose of Establishing Thor A Double Standard was Used." Following
are samples:

Exhibit
Number

1. Five applications of Marie williams, July 5, 1957, July 10,
1958, September 1, and September 15, and November 10, 1958..

Education - 3 1/2 years of college.

The first application contains minor errors. The second application
con.c.ns a minor error in question I and the error, discussed
below; which she repeated in her next two applications. The
third and fourth applications are perfect except that in answer
to the question "when did you become a bonafide resident
of Macon County", she answered, "November 1948". On the
5th application, she answered, "November 15, 1948" and it
is otherwise perfect.

writing test - Article 11 (5 times)

Race at 4plicant Action Board

NEG Ist Application------ .-- REJECTED
2nd Application-----------RJECTED
3rd Application --------- REJECTED
4th Application ---------- REJECTED
5th Application --------- REJECTED

4. Five applications of Carrie E. White. May 19, June 16,
July 7, August 15, and October 6, 1958.

Educaion - 11th grade.

The first four applications contain minor errors. The fifth
applica.ion is perfect.

Writing test- Articles V, Ill, II, II, and if, respectively.



Race of Applicant Action by Board.

NEGRO 1st Application REJECTED
2nd Application - -EJECTED
3rd Application ----- -REJECTED
4th Application REJECTED
5th Application --- ---- ACCEPTED

Forty-eight applications of persons applying in October and
November 1957.

Education - 7th grade
8th grade
9th grade
10thgrade*
I Ilth grade
High School
1 year college
2 years college
3 years college
College Degree
Public School
College
Business College

1
3
2
4
2

21
4
2

4-
1

2.

Writing test - None

Race of Applicants

ALL WHITE

42. Application of David Haywood,

Education - 3rd grade

Action by Board

ALL ACCEPTED

July 4, 1960.

The application was filled out by him With:assistance from the
registrar.

v- t

writing test - Part of A sticle II- * .

Race of Applicant

o - WHITE

Action by Board

ACCEPTED

31.;



There were 74 exhibits "Introduced Primarily for the Purpose of Establishing
the.Slowdown Procedures." Following are samples:

Exhibit
Number

11. 1960 appearance sheet for courthouse registration, Beat 1.
The following numbers of persons, mostly Negroes, appeared
and signed up to apply for registration on the dates shown:

June 20, 1960 45

July 18, 1960 17

August 15, 1960 20

October 17, 1960 28

December 19, 1960 290

55. Two appearance sheets and four applications dated June 6, 1960, for Bpm2
(Little Texas).

Applications show that 3 white persons and I Negro were registered
on that date.

Backlog of 15 persons, mostly Negroes.

60. Appearance sheet for Beat 6 (Hardway).

List dated October 3, 1960, has names of 21 persons.

One white person was registered and 3 Negroes applied and
were rejected. Backlog of 17 Negroes.

57. Appearance sheet for Beat 9-2 (West End).

List has names of 5 white persons who applied and wete registered
on July 6, 1960. No backlog.

40. Appearance sheet for Beat 9-3 (Notasulga).

List has names of 8 white persons who applied for registration on
July 7 ond 8, 1960. No backlog.
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(11) For example, in the Lynn-c.ase involving discrimination
in Forrest County,*Mississippi, the FBI was asked to
identify :tha. race.o 387 app-icants- for voter registra-
tion. At least 3, other -race -identification' requests
were also sent. The information was to 'be established
through someone's personal knowledge- (such aspost-:
mastersl or through public records (such.as poll tax
receipts). The Bureau did a speedy, accurate job in
determining the race of these applicants. This was
just one of our 70 cases.

(12) On 2/18/65,,.Mr. Marshall.testified at the Commission
on Civil.Rights hearings.. nJackson:%. "Two 'attorneys
were in Hattiesburg for almostcthree.'eeks'sifting
through newspapers, graduation-yearbooks,.city
directories-and,other documents in order'to identify
and locate -white persons. who:-were. placed on the rolls
by the Mississippi.registrars.- Thereafter, other
attorpeys.again withythe.help of clerical help analyzed
application forms, control cards and-other.records K
during a 16-week-period.:.,Interviewing -of prospective
witnesses took,four attorneys well over two weeks'and
as many as five attorneys-at.a- time were engaged" for. a
period of 9vrone-month'in- preparing proposed finding
of fact-'and conclusions of ,:law. The. interviewing was
of.Negro witnesses.. -

(12a) However, the .Division attorneys were very effective
in interviewing.-potential blackiwitnesses .and almost
all of, this work was done by;.Civil Rights- Division

lawyers_.,. r, . .

(13) -What follows. is a resume of the April, 1962.Choctaw
County, Alabamarin estigation. -

"Thepurpose of, this,investigation-is to establish the
standards, requirements and,procedures'which have

been applied to white,applicants 'for registration-to

-Mterin:Choctaw County, 'Alabama since Januaryj160.

This: info rmati generally. related .to-what -aid

and-assistancewas offered . r --
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white Applicants in completing their application
forms, how did the white applicants learn when and
where to register, where and with whom did they
apply for registration, under what circumstances
did they obtain their supporting witness, when
.and how were they notified of their registration,
and whether or not they have voted since their
registration.

This investigation is based upon an analysis of
application forms.submitted by white applicants.
Attachment A lists prospective interviewee and it
is requested that sixty responsive statements be
obtained whenever possible. The interviewees
should be selected from the first 65 persons
listed in Attachment A and if additional
interviews are needed to obtain the requisite
number of responsive statements they should-
be taken from the Supplemental List to
Attachment A in the order in which the interviewees
are listed. The first 65 interviewees are
grouped chronologically according to the date
of their application. Where practical, the same
agent should interview the persons listed as having
applied for registration on the same day.

Attachment A sets forth the name and address
of each interviewee and the FBI photo identification
number of his application. These names are followed
by comments which are based on our records
analysis and are included to enable the interviewing
agents to obtain specific information. The
handwriting and answers on some of the applications
have been compared to those found on applications
filed by other applicants. The results
are indicated by the comments. If it is deemed
necessary inorder to verify information given b
interviewees, additional interviews nay be made of
the persons lited in 'he comments or whose names
arise from information given "y the i..terview-as.
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In.these cases the persons, should be.interviewed
for all the information.requested. of the interviewees
herein. Many of the comments request that
hand-writing samples be:obtained from the interviewees.
The statements which the interviewees should
write are set forth inthe comments.

Each interview should cover the details of the

procedures and requirements that these white

applicants-.experienced. The following should be
included in the information obtained.

1.- Obtain background information...

2. How did the interviewee find out when .and where
he could apply for registration to vote. Obtain
specific details as to who he talked to;
where 'interviewee talked to this person.;.when
interviewee talked to him and the details as
*to- their conversation..

3. Did the interviewee-have to fill out an
application form. If so, from whom and, where
did he get the application form.

4.' Did.the.interviewee have to sign the~application
form. (Note .that on-practically all of the
applications .there are check marks by
signatures in the Oath and Supplemental Oath
in page.-.3-.of the form.)

. If the intervielwec did not personally fill out

an application for, did.he. furnish any
,inf6rmZtioW to-anoz?*aer :or. to enable the

form to be .complct _? If anoth.r person filld

out the form, oatain the. speciic details as

,to where they wezre and the procedures followed,
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particularly whether a registrar was present
or had knowledge of the procedure followed.
If a registrar was present determine the
proximity of the registrar to the
interviewee at this time and whether any
conversation.were had with the registrar
while the interviewee's from was being
completed.

6. What conversation took place between the
interviewee and the person who gave him the
application, or the registrar if one was
present.

a. Was the interviewee asked any oral questions
about who he was, where he worked, how long he had
lived in the State or County, or whether he had
ever been convicted of any crimes?

7. Who else was present when the.interviewee filled out
his form?

S. Prior to exhibiting the interviewee his application
form, determine whether he was told that he would
be required to have a supporting witness to
identify the interviewee and fill out part of
page 4 of the application form. If so, who told
this to the interviewee.

a. Did the interviewee ask someone
to vouch for him?. If so, who was this person
and how long has the interviewee known him.
Did this person vouch in the presence of the
interviewee,.and if so, what procedures were
followed. (Who was present, where were they,
and whether registrar witnessed the voucher's
signature.)

b. If the interviewee did not asx anyone
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to youcl o q does ke know ;kX Ahy other

peraon( for example, a registrar, asked some

one to fill out the supporting vitness
portion of his form.. If'so, did the

registrar or another person tell the inter-

viewee who would vouch for him, did that-

person vouch.:for him in his presence, who

was the voucher,. and how long has the

interviewee known him?. *.

c.., If the interviewee does not know who vouched

for him, .determine if he knows the. person who

signed as the supporting witness on page 4 of,

the form and how long he has known. this- person.

9. Where did the interviewee sit when his

application form was filled out?

10. What parts of the form' did the interviewee have

difficulty understanding?

a. ,When the interviewee is shown his application

if he has difficulties remembering whether he

-needed any help with understanding portions of

the application, parts of-the form should be

reviewed~with himto .refresh his memory.

'For example,.he maybe asked.what the-words-

"bona fide", mean in question 5,or what

:"priority" and secular",meanin question 20a

andywhat he thinks question 19, referrin to

'aid and confort:to.enemies" asks and why he

answered it as he did... .l

(14) The Bolivar County, ssisippi ordsdeman is

an example of another time consuming assignment.

On;August,1,,1
9 60 the Justice Department made.5

foiffal.deand-, persuant to,'ih6 1960-Ac ,'for

the, registratiqn, records in B6livar County- 'is~i~pi

The registrar:refused and th'e Departent filed suit.

On November 15, 1962, after p. >Peed ng which 'sted

just under two ,years Judge Clayton- issued 'an--order
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allowing t?,Pa Inspectton o. records relating to
persons accepted for egistration. However, he
excluded rejected applications and limited the
inspection of records received prior to the
date of the demand letter. The Department
immediately appealed. On December 6, 1'963, the
Court of Appeals modified Judge Clayton's order to
allow the inspection of rejected applications and
records obtained after the date of the demand.
In January, 1964, Judge Clayton then issued.an order
granting the inspection and photographing of the
records. The defendant registrar then petitioned
the Supreme Court for a writ of certiorari and
Judge Clayton stayed his order during the
pendency of the petition. Certiorari was denied
May 18, 1964. The records were inspected and
photographed on June 24, 1964, almost four years
after the demand letter was first filed.

(15) Scott County, Mississippi was a sparsely populated
county with less than 12,000 people of voting age
and an estimated 5,400 whites and.16 Negroes
registered in 8/63. The FBI was requested to
obtain information from the registration records
in five areas: (1) ascertain race identification
* for all currently registered voters and rejected
applicants; (2) obtain accurate registration
statistics by date; (3) analysis reflecting the
incidence of each section of the Constitution
given to applicants to interpret; (4) analysis of
application forms to determine what assistance was
given applicants as applicants as demonstrated by
standard or patterned answers and different ink
or handwriting; and (5) standards used by the
Registrar in grading the forms.

Bibb County, Alabama had less than 8,000 persons
of voting age and in 6/62 an estimated 100%
of the Whites and 10% of the Negroes were registered.
The FBI was asked to analyze the records and
obtain registration st..tistics and information on
errors and ommissions appear...g on ch. accept *1

application form.
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East Raton Rouge. Pa~r .LoukSiAnA, hAs "abqut 124,000
persons of voting age; about'65,-000- witas and 10000
Negroes were registered in 3/63. The FBI had.
photographed only 10% of the accepted applications .
forms..and all the rejected forms. The FBI- request
dealing with East' Baton Rouge Parish was: extremely
detailed. Much background information was set out
including a detailed description of the registration
procedure, and whatutheairecords yere used- for. The-
FBI was asked (1) to determine the chronological
periods'during which each test-or.procedure has been
used; (2).,to-obtain'detailed statistical data;
(3) to ascertain'with great specificity the
standards-,used in. grading each test;- (4)-'to compile
evidence of aid and assistance to applicants, and
(5).to assemble evidence of the quality of
applicants who are acceptedand rejected. The request
concluded:.!"In this. requaestve' have endeavored to-
anticipate'most of the-useful data which' you will
find:in .the.East Baton- RougecParish voter.registration
records.:..However, in examining these records closely
you may find other items which will recure further
analysis;. Iteis. notour, intention' to- restrict the
analysis 'to.theritems coveredin,.this memorandum .

*T,.

(16) In Mr.-Marshalls testimony-before-Congressman...
Rooney s Subcommittee .on Januaryn28, 1964 he-.,
testified. as follows:. c' u '

Mr. Rooney:;, In-.connection, ,with. all of this iyout'

have the services of the FBI, do you.not?,..

Mr.,Marshall:: Mr. :Chairmancsin' connection:with'.'
Sthisbudget,: Idtook up. and'discussedwith., the FBI,
whether they'-c6uldvrelievasome..of!the-.burden.,on '-1

the Division involved in analyzing records. They ..
photographed during the last year .250,000 pages

-ofrecrdsfor-afnalysis-; which1 is-..the I anal isswork

currently; dor.d..complete'lywithin-,the Division-.J
I discussedith *the urau whether' they, could .
take on that ourden and they.Asid tht they did'
not have the personnel to do it. Of the 250,0uO
pages of records --
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Mr. Rooney: Are You telling us that the FBI does
not make the investigations for you in this area
of civil rights?

Mr. Marshall: I am telling you, Mr. Chairman,
that they do not make the analysis of the voting
records.

.Mr. Rooney: Do they make the investigation?

Mr. Marshall: They make investigations for us, yes,
sir. They do, Mr. Chairman. They do a very good
job of interviewing a good number of witnesses
and they investigate completely criminal matters.

Mr. Marshall: We first determine upon the basis
of the complaints received and the statistical
analysis in the particular county whether or not
there appears to be a problem of discrimination.
If there is, then we request permission to
photograph the records.. .either upon the basis of.
a voluntary compliance by the registrar, or upon
the basis of a court order, we go into photograph
the records. That is mechanically done by
agents of the Federal Bureau of Investigation
who are accompanied by a lawyer from my Division
at the time. That takes maybe two or three days,
depending on how large the volume of records is in
the particular county, which, in turn, depends on
its population.

After that, the films of the records are brought
back to Washington and they are blown up and analyzed
by lawyers and clerks working under lawyers in my
Division.

None of the actual work of the analysis is now done
by the Federal aureau of Investigation. As I said,
Mr. Chairman, an effoi is being made to see if
we could reliove the burden on the Division a-
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took i:t up with the aure.au the question -of whether.
they could do that work and was informed they
cound not.

Mr. Bow: Just a minute. "Obtaining statistics
from registration books and poll books." Is that
or is that.not something that the FBI does by
photographing?

Mr. Marshall: Congressman, if I could draw a
distinction between snapping the shutter on a
camera and looking at the picture that is taken,
that is the distinction. The.FBI snaps the shutter
on the camera. That is all they d6. Then somebody
had to take what they photographed ind draw
conclusions from it. One of the things they draw
from it is statistics. It is not always possible
to get statistics from poll books and registration
books. In some case -the race of the registered voter
is not shown on those books and we have, in other
ways, to seek that out. That is the distinction
I want to make, Congressman, that the FBI only
snaps the shutter on the camera and that that is
not the major effect that is involved in these
matters.

Mr. Marshall: The FBI has the 'camera. We do not
have the camera. The FBI-has a technician who is
skilled in photographing things.' We do not have
a technician whois skilled in photographing things.
As far as the physical photographing that is done,
which may take two days or-so in a partibulpr
county, that is done by agents of the FBI who are
skilled camermen, 'plus a lawyer from the Civil
Rights Division that tells him what to photograph.
That is asmall part of the work invol'ved. When
these 30,000 photograp s* (in 11 Alabama counties)
are taken they are put on reois ane t.he reels .re
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among 20 textile companies which were referred
to the Justice Department by Equal Employment
Opportunity Commission on the basis of terrible
statistics. Each company operated one or more
plants which had less than 1% black male employees,
no black female employees, or no black employees
at all.

On April 29, the Bureau was asked to investigate
such things as the methods of job recruitment,
selection and training; accepted and rejected
applicants since the effective date of Title VII;
company structure and promotional policies; and
whether employee facilities were desegregated.

On May 2, the Director send the Division a memo
declining to conduct the investigations. His
reasons were that no complaint had been received
against ,any of these companies; that in the
absence of any complaint the requested investi-
gations amounted to "statistical surveys" which
are not a proper function of the FBI. The Bureau
suggested "that inquiries of this type can most
appropriately be handled by the Equal Employment
Opportunity Commission..."

On May 5, 1957, I sent a meno to the Director
explaining our position and requesting that the
investigations be conducted. I pointed out that
the receipt of a complaint is not a prerequisite
for investigation or suit under Title VIII; that
the statistics showing virtually no blacks
employed were indicative of a probable violations;
and that the purpose of investigating was not a
statistical survey but the development of proof
for a possible suit.

On May 9, the Director again refused to conduct
the investigations. He felt there was no provision
in the law authorizing EEOC to refer matters to
the Department for investigation, only to refer
for suit, and EEOC should conduct the necessary
investigations.
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brought back to ashington and every one is gone
over by lawyers in the Division and clerks in the
Division, working the-lawyers. This is the major
work and I cannot accept the suggestion.it is
misleading.

(18) In June 1964, Mr. Mally came to see me about
Sheridan's forces impersonating Bureau agents in
Mississippi. During the.course of.the conversation,
he complained that Sheridan was. investigating and
the FBI was the investigatory arm of the Department
of Justice. To this:, I replied "What are you talking
about? I've been investigating in the South for
years." To this Mally replied, "You don't
investigate, John, people just talk to you."

(1 8a) To appreciate the amount of proof, (and the work required) see the
answer to interrogatories filed by the Division or the Division's
proposed-findings of fact in.any of its voting cases.
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(19) In the work of the Civil Rights Commission and in the legisla-
tion hearings between 1957 and 1964 there was expressed much
scholarly doubt on how far Congress could go in superceding
registration process in the sovereign states. I have no doubt that
the Division's monumental collection of facts is what caused
Congress to go as for as it did without causing a constitut'onal
problem. On 3/7/66 the Supreme Court in South Carolina v.
Katzenbach upheld the constitutionality of the 1965 Voting
Rights Act. The opinion summarizes in some detail the volu-
minous legal history of the Act and demonstrates that the massive
record of case-by-case litigation against voting discrimination
established by the Justice Department was the basis for the 1965
Act. Both the legislative history, and the Supreme Court's opinion,
are filled with references to the voting cases brought by Justice.
"Discriminatory application of voting qualifications has been found
in all eight Alabama cases, in all 9 Louisiana cases, and in all
nine Mississippi cases which have come under final judgment."
This record enabled Congress to conclude that "the unsuccessful
remedies which it had prescribed in the past would have to be
replaced by sterner and more elaborate measures. Because of the
specific knowledge of discriminatory techniques in use gained from
this record, Congress was able to devise very detailed and sweep-
ing remedies which got at the heart of the problem and which had
ample precedent in the voting cases themselves. "Congress had
learned that widespread and persistent discrimination in voting
during recent years has typically entailed the misuse of tests and
devices, and this was the evil for which the new remedies were
specifically designed."

(20) This pattern may have to be repeated. In 1967 the FBI declined
to conduct investigations into employment discrimination in six
textile companies in North and South Carolina. These cases were
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About the same tine. the turezu also refused to'
conduct certain investigation in an employment
case in Birmingham invo.ving the K.K. Porter Company.
The Division asked the FBI on May 11, to obtain
information regarding the organization and internal

function of 2 plants in the -North whichwere engaged
in operations similar to the Porter plant in
Birmingham. 'The purpose was to try to show the
distinction between separate departments in the
Birmingham mill to be artificial and discriminatory.
The Director on May 17, declined to conduct the

.investigation-because no complain't had been ,
received as to these Northern plants and the Birming-
ham plant was being investigated by EEOC.

The Division appealed to Attorney General Clark
who sent a memo to the FBI again requesting them

to conduct these investigations. On June 13, the.
Bureau finally agreed.

The oft repeated statement that the Bureau does not
police elections is not adequate to explain its

reluctance to fully perform, in employment discrimina-
tion investigations.

(21) Attorney General Katzenbach testified in 1965 this

difficulty "the litigation -cases amply demonstrate
the inadequacy of present statutes prohibiting voter

intimidation...perhaps the 'most serious inadequacy
result'from the practice of District Courts to require
the Government to carry a very onerous burden of

proof of 'purpose' since many types of intimidation,

particularly economic intimidation, involves subtle
forms of pressure. This treatment of the purpose

requirement has rendered the statute larqely
ineffective.

(22) But in'1961, Director Hoover write to Mr. Bernhard

of the Civil Righlis Comission that "we know of

no .instances of any individual being fearful to

bring complaints to th attention of the FBI."
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(23) Heywood County, Tennessee is a rural county
located near the Mississippi border; its
majority is black. Resgistration in Tennessee
was a fairly simple matter; applicants were not
required to pass a literacy test nor to interpret
a section of the Constitution. But no Blacks
.were registered to vote in Heywood County until
1960; none had been for at least 50 years. The
first attempts by qualified blacks to register
began in 1958 but no Negroes was registered to
vote before May 1960 because .from November of 1958
to February 1960 there was no functioning election
commission or register of voters in the county.

(23a) No one can overlook the Mack Charles Parker
investigation. Mack Charles Parker, a black,
was indicted in April 1959 by the Pearl River
County grand jury and charged with raping a
white woman. He was confined in the county jail
in Poplarville, Mississippi on April 13 awaiting
trial scheduled for April 27. During the night
of April 24, a group of masked men abducted
Parker from jail. They beat him, dragged him
down the stairs, put him in a car'and sped out
of town. A nurse in the hospital next to the court-
house heard his cries for help and called local
officials. Parker's body, badly beated and with
bullets in it, was found in the Pearl River on
May 4.

According to Time Magazine, within a few hours of
the abduction Governor Coleman called the FBI and
asked for their assistance. The Bureau immediately
began to investigate.The investigation was extensive

and a large number of agents took part, headed
by the SAC from New Orleans.

Justice Department officials said the investigation
was one of the most intensive in FBI history and
cost about $80,000. Time 6/8/59 reported that a
temporary field office was established in Poplarville,
and for four weeks, a S0-man FRI task force roamed
Pearl River County.
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The FBI identified many of the members of the lynch mob
and turned the results of their investigation over to state
authorities.

Following a Justice Department ruling that the FBI inves-
tigation had clearly established that the persons responsible
had not violated Federal kidnapping statutes and no other
successful federal prosecution could be maintained, the
Attorney General instructed the FBIto give Governor
Coleman a summary of the facts and evidence.

Director Hoover announced that.agents would be available
to testify in state court. On.November 2, a state grand
jury was emponeled in Poplarville to hear the case. After
three days the jury went home without returning any indict-
ments in the Parker case. The local prosecutor refused to
read the FBI report to the jury, saying 'it could be considered
only hearsay evidence. The jury declined to hear FBI agents
who offered to appear without being subpoened. At'orney
General Rogers termed the handling of the case "a travesty
on justice -- flagrant and calculated".. A federal grand jury
was empaneled to hear the case on January 4, 1960.
Evidence in the FBI report was presented; FBI agents testified,
and the jury was asked to return an indictment. They failed
to do so.

The FBI did an excellent job on the Parker case. The Bureau
carefully interviewed the other blacks in the jail,. developed
a white trustee who identified several of the men who entered
the jail cell, learned the location of the farm where
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th.e men gt.ae4ed to plan the lynch, got.
admissions from three of the participants, and
established that the abduction occurred with the
cooperation of an official who had the duty
to protect Parker. The Parker case demonstrates
that the FBI was willing to commit the necessary
resources to solve a civil rights case and that they
could solve one with an aggressive investigation.

(24) One League charter member told the agents that
five blacks who were all affiliated with the
League were told by their five respective
landlords that "they either had to move or
withdraw their membership in the (League)" He
named the five blacks and the landlords. Another
black allegedly was fired when he refused' to
withdraw from the league; another was reportedly
denied credit on account of his membership.

(25) Here the FBI was asked to investigate allegations
under (a) and possible 1971 (b) violations were
reported by the persons they interviewed.

(26) The cover sheet of the report notes that "the
investigation is continuing and you will be
furnished.copies of reports as they are received."

(27) On 6/23, Mr. Tyler noted that he had a very
satisfactory talk with Mr. Rosen about Heywood
and Fayette Counties and "was informed that the
Bureau has already started to expand its
investigations back to where we requested them."

(28) See the 3/31/60 request to the FBI mentioned above.

(291 Request to the FBI, 9/14/60
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(30) In January, 1962, these resident agencies existed in
Mississippi:

Northern Mississippi' Southern Mississippi
(Reported to Memphis) (Reported to New Orleans)

Oxford Biloxi
Clarksdale Gulfport
Tupelo Hattiesburg
Greenwood Laurel
Columbus . Meridian
Greenville Natchez

Jackson

(31) The Patrolman told the FBI"... I called the County Attorney,
Joe Piggot and he'came over. I told Piggot what had
happened and he handled the matter from there".

(32) My interview of Mos s conducted in September 1961 at
McComb, Mississippi, states: "In McComb the doctor stitched
up the wounds in my head. The big one at the top of the head
near the back took five stitches. Another one behind the right
eye took three stitches.- Another one on my forehead took one
stitch. The doctor wrote out a statement that there were
multiple lacerations caused by a blunt instrument..."
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(33) Or soon thereafter.

(34) On , 1964, Lewis Allen was gunned down in
the driveway of his home in rural Amite County.

(35) "This week at my request Burke Marshall spent
some time in Southwestern Mississippi and Jackson
to get some first-hand impressions of the
possibilities for this summer and the future.
He has reported the following general conclusions
to me:

1. There has unquestionably been as you know, an
increase in acts of terrorism in this part of
Mississippi. As a result the tensions are very
great not only between whites and Negroes, but
among whites. This is not as true in Jackson as
in the outgoing areas.

2. Law enforcement officials, at least outside
Jackson, are widely believed to be linked to
extremist anti-Negro activity, or at the very
least to tolerate it.. .For example, groups have
been formed under the auspices of the Americans
for the Preservation of the White Race to act
as deputized law enforcement officials in some
counties.. .These groups appear to include
individuals of the type associated with Klan
activities...

3. The area is characterized by fear based upon
rumor. In Jackson, rumors of organized Negro
attacks on whites appear to be deliberately
planted to spread in organized fashion through
pamphlets, leaflets and word of mouth...
It seems to me that this situation presents new
and quite unprecedented problems of law enforcement.

As one step I am directing some of the personnel
here in the Department who have had organized
crime experience to make a more detailed survey

of the area to try to substantiate the details
concerning acts of terrorism which are at least
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generAlly beli.eyed to b-yae tgken place in thxe
last few e.

In addition, it seems to me that consideration
should be.given by the Federal Bureau of

Investigation to new procedures for identification
of the individuals who may be or have been
involved in acts of terrorism, and to the possible
participation in such acts by-law enforcement
officiali or at least .their toleration of terrorist
activity. In the past the procedures used
by the Bureau for gaining information on known,
local Klan groups have been successful in many
places, and-the information gathering techniques
used by the Bureau on Communist or Communist
related organizations have of course been spectacularly
efficient.

The unique difficulty that-seems to me to be
presented by the situation in Mississippi(which is
duplicated in parts of Alabama and Louisiana at
least) is in gathering information on fundamentally
lawless activities which have the .sanction of
local law enforcement agencies, political
officials and a substantial segment of the'
white population. The techniques followed in the
use of specially trained, special assignment
agents in the infiltration of Communist
groups should be of value. If you approve, it
might be.desirable to take up with the Bureau.the
possibility of developing a similar effort to meet
this new porblem.

(36) ,,A very different reception was given Walter
Sheridan when he met with Al Rosen at the FBI
office in Jackson on July 2. Sheridan and Rosen
discussed how Sheridan's unit,and.the FBI could
-be of mutual- help., The-FBI -agreed to-furnish- -

copies of FBI reports; in urgent cases, Sheridan
was authotrized to make.oral requests locally or
by phone to the New'Orleas office or written
requests on local basis; the results would .

he gurnished directly 'o Sheridan in Jackson;
SkIeridan agreed to furnish their inteLligence
information to FBI; and thte would work together
to obtain good prosecutable case as a starting

point for calling a grand jury.
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(36a) The following column by Joseph Alsop appeared in the Washington Post
of June 17, 1964. It's headline read: "Murder by Night".

"A great storm is gathering -- and may break very soon indeed --
in the State of Mississippi and some other regions of the South.
The southern half of Mississippi, to be specific, has now been
powerfully reinvaded by the Ku Klux Klan, which was banished
from the state many years ago. And the Klan groups have, in turn,
merged .with, or adhered to, a new and very ugly organization known
as Americans for the Preservation of the White Race.

"Senator James Eastland has managed to prevent infiltration of the
northern part of the state, where his influence predominates. But
southern Mississippi is now known to contain no less than 60,000
armed men organized in what amounts to guerrilla units dedicated to
terrorism.

'Acts of terrorism against the local Negro population are already every
day occurences. Justice Department investigators believe -- but
cannot absolutely prove -- that five Negroes have already been killed
by terrorists to date. The most probable recent case was the death
of Lewis Allen, an Amite County Negro leader, who was ambushed
and shot a few nights ago.

"Allen had invited reprisals by complaining to the Justice Department
that he had been beaten by one of the Deputy Sheriffs of Amite
County. Shortly before he was ambushed, the wife of another Negro
leader in the county, Mrs. W. R. Steptoe, warned him that he was in
danger.

"'Well,' said Allen, 'if they get me, they won't get a scared mar.'.

"Despite the murder of Allen, Mrs. Steptoe is still preparing to give
board and lodging to several of the northern students who are being sent
into Mississippi by the Student Non-Violent Coordinating Committee,
better known as Snick. Even though she has refused to take any but
Negro students, she has already predicted that her farmhouse will be
bombed.

"These vivid fragments of information reaching the Justice Department
are worth setting down, because they make an important point. The
point is that the local Negro leaders are not ready to yield to the
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mounting campaign of intimidation.

"in Jackson, Mississippi, the offices of COFO -- the Council
of Federated Organizations which includes Snick -- had their,
windows broken almost nightly. But now Negro armed guards
are posted at-the office every night. Other cases of this sort, could
also be cited.

"This, in Mississippi today, the two sides already confront each
other gun.in hand. Before long, moreover, the situation will be
enormously complicated -- and envenomed -- by the arrival of
several hundred Northern white and Negro students recruited by
Snick to open "Freedom Schools" in Mississippi this summer.

"The first contingent of-these students has now begun a training
program, sponsored by the Federation Council of Churches, at
the Western College for Women in Oxford, Ohio. Except for
lessons in how to register and vote, the curriculum of the 'freedom
school' will be the opposite of inflammatory. But the students'
simple presence in Mississippi will be highly inflammatory, and it
will be close to miraculous if a good many of them do not fall victim
to the terrorists.

"What can be done to damp down this horrifyingly explosive situation
is already being done by both state and federal authorities. The
two Mississippi Senators -- Eastland and John Stennis, have thrown
the whole weight of their influence against violence.

"The'new Governor of Mississippi, -Paul Johnson, has also let it be
known that he will not tolerate violence. Since the Governor cannot
depend on the Sheriffs and Deputy Sheriffs in the counties, he has
powerfully reinforced his highway police and semi-alerted his
National Guard. Because of Governor Johnson, another Negro-
student, Cleveland Donald, was just admirted to the University
of Mississippi without any rioting.

rThe Justice Department has also strengthened the FBI in Mississippi,
by assigning to investigation of the underground terrorist groups the
crack team of men who triumphantly got the facts on James Hoffa.
Yet the Governor, the Senators and the Justice Department are all
confronted by the same problem.-
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"Guerrilla war in Mississippi is no easier to win than guerilla
war in South Vietnam. Guerilla war - rather than the kind of
open mass outbreak that brought the troops to Little Rock, Arkansas --
is now the danger.

"The real aim of Snick and the other more extreme Negro organizations
is to secure the military occupation of Mississippi by federal troops.
But even if worst comes to worst, will military occupation secure the
desired result? That is the problem President Johnson may have
to solve before long."

The June 16, 1964 edition of the Louisville, Kentucky Courier-Journal
carried a story by Richard Harwood headlined "In Missssipp:iF
Officials.Face Race Crisis".

"Washington -- The Johnson Administration is filled with deep
forebodings over events that will unfold in Mississippi in the
weeks just ahead.

"A major racial crisis seems imminent. Arms are being shipped into
the state. 'Auxiliary' police forces of white segregationists are
being drilled and trained for riot duty in rural counties by the
state. The Ku Klux Klan is showing surprising new strength
and is rallying whites to resist 'those black savages and their communist
leaders'.

"Negroes, the Justice Department has revealed, already are being
stalked in the poor, piney woods section of southeastern Mississippi.
There have been nearly fifty floggings, murders, and other acts of
violence -- many by 'hooded men' -- since January I .

"The spirit of violence, the Administration reports, is being fanned
by inflammatory statements made by integration leaders who will
move into Mississippi in force beginning Sunday. John Lewis, the
national chairman of the Student Nonviolent Coordinating Committee,
has predicted a crisis of such magnitude that 'the Federal Government
will have to take over the state'. Lewis has said that 'some kind
of conflict, some kind of violence' is inevitable.

"Anothkr Negro student leader, Claude L. Weaver of Howard, was
quoted recently as having said, 'the Negroes might start killing the
white people in Mississippi very soon'.
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"Statements of this sort, a Government source revealed, have.
been reproduced and widely circulated among the Whites in
Mississippi.

"The full weight of the storm, the administration believes, could
come much sooner than the public is generally aware. The catalyst
maybe the Mississippi summer project.

"This project will bring to Mississippi 800 to 1,000 volunteer integration
workers from all sections of the United States -- students, lawyers,
housewives and ministers. They will set up workshops in sixteen
Mississippi communities to encourage and prepare Negroes for a
massive voter registration campaign.

"The project is sponsored by all the major civil rightsorganizations
in the country -- NAACP, CORE, SNCC and other groups. The
volunteers are being trained at week long seminars at Western
College for Women, Oxford, Ohio. The first class of 225 volunteers
and 125 staff members from Civil Rights organizations will complete
their training this week and move.into Mississippi irrmediately..

"A second class of 350 volunteers will begin training next week and a
third class of 150 the following week.

"They have been warned that violence and bloodshed may
result from their work.. Indeed, many believe it is inevitable.

"The Crimson, student newspaperat Harvard, where many volunteers
hove been recruited, said in an editorial that the summer project will
be a 'massive, daring, probably bloody assault on theracial powers of
Mississippi.. . .For the first time, active self-defense and actual
retaliation (by Negroes), though not officially advocated, are
being openlydiscussed. . . The (project) planners reason that massive

nonviolence will precipitate a crisis of violence which they consider
preregaisite-for further-progress-. -

"Justice Department officials from Attorney General Robert Kennedy
on down are more disturbed over the situation than they have stated
publicly.

"Their concern is based on these considerations:
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"White resistance tv integration efforts in Mississippi is
using and is reflected in increased activity by the Klan.
The May 10th issue of The Klan Ledger,published in Mississippi,
predicts a 'nerve wracking, long, hot summer' and calls for the
formation of 'a large and adequate auxiliary police force or
deputy sheriff force' in each community to resist these Communist-
led Negro mobs'.

"Whites are urged to arm themselves, to refuse to
give up their weapons. 'Do not go out looking for trouble,'
The Ledgeradvises. 'Arm yourself well and stay at home. Do not
Tfre unless your home, your person, or your family is attacked.'

"The 'auxiliary' police forces demanded by the Klan, it has been
learned, are now being organized in several Mississippi counties,
including Walthall, Clay and Pike in the southwestern part of the
state.

"The Mississippi climate has been aggravated by the increasing
militant posture of certain integration leaders who seem determined,
one high Government official said, to precipitate violence and force
the White House to order troops into the state."

(37) On July 24, 1964, I wrote Mr. Marshall as follows: rAn FBI investigation
into the church burning was requested by the CRD on 6/19, after the
New Orleans office reported the incident. So far as we can tell, in the
three days before the three civil rights workers were missing, the
Bureau only interviewed the three blacks who were beaten, and,
perhaps talked to a civil rights worker in Meridian. Before 6/21
the Bureau apparently made no inspection of the church for physical evidence
and no contact with stafe or local authorities as to what investigation
they were cu nducting .

(38) See Joseph Kraft's 2/65 article in Commentary.
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(39) The following appeared in the New York Times of Saturday,
June 27, 1964 headlined "Dulles Request More FBI Agents for
Mississippi" -- "Urges President to expand force in state to control
'terroristic activities'"

Allen W. Dulles recommended to President Johnson today
that more agents of the Federal Bureau of Investigation be
sent to Mississippi to help "control the terroristic activities."

Mr. Dulles, talking to reporters after his conference with
President Johnson did not specify how many more agents he
thought should be assigned to Mississippi. He said that
would be up.to J. Edgar Hoover, Director of the Bureau.

A spokesman for the Bureau declined to say how many, if
.any, additional agents would be sent to Mississippi. They
also declined to say how many agents were already stationed
there. The stepped-up FBI activity was the principal recom-
mendation made to the President by Mr. Dulles

Mr. Dulles said that the President appeared to favor his
recommendation and had indicated that it would be imple-
mented very shortly.

That same date, June 27, 1964, TheWashington Post'i story headlined"Dulles Sees Johnson on Racial Issue" -- "Mississippi Report Urges
Bolstered FBI Force in State,". included the followving:

Allen W. Dulles recommended to President Johnson yesterday
that the FBI force in Mississippi be increased to help halt
terrorist activities" in that state.

lThiformer Director of thieCentr aIntelligence Agency reported
to the President for nearly two hours on his two-day fact-finding
mission to Mississippi where three young civil rights workers
have been missing since Sunday.

Dulles said he had discussed with FBI DirectorJ. Edgar Hoover
his proposal to increase-the FBI strength in Mississippi. He
noted that the FBI had "greatly augmented its staff there to work
on the-case of the three missing workers and did not have "a lot
of extra people" easily available to move in. "But," said
Dulles, "I think it will .be done."

A FBI spokesman said he would not comment.

66-077 0 - 76 - 63
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APPENDIX B

UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

WASHINGTON, D.C. 20S3S

62-116395 January 12, 1976

U. S. SENATE SELECT COMMITTEE
TO STUDY GOVERNMENTAL OPERATIONS

WITH RESPECT TO INTELLIGENCE ACTIVITIES (SSC)

Reference is made to the testimony of FBI Director
Clarence M. Kelley before the SSC on December 10, 1975. During
this testimony, certain questions arose on which answers were
deferred. Set forth hereinafter are the unanswered questions
along with the responses thereto.

Senator Howard H. Baker, Jr., inquired as to Director
Kelley's feeling concerning an Inspector General concept
extending Governmentwide. . Senator Baker asked the Director to
think about the question and furnish his thoughts at a later
date. Upon reflection and consideration of the question,
Director Kelley has decided it would be inappropriate for him,
as Director of the FBI, to comment concerning the need for a
national Inspector General as it would affect any agency other
than the FBI.

Senator Gary Hart stated that although higher
authorities had been alerted to the existence of Counterintel-
ligence Programs (COINTELPROS) in one or two instances, in
terms of the bulk of the Programs there was no systematic
information flowing upward through the chain of command to
former Director Hoover's superiors. Specifically, Senator Hart
indicated the SSC had received testimony that the existence of
the COINTELPRO effort against the New Left had not been made
known to higher authorities and asked if Director Kelley had
any information in this regard. Director Kelley asked for an
opportunity to substantiate the notification provided by former
Director Hoover to higher authorities.

NOTE: The inquiry by Senator Baker referred to above can be found at
page 291 of this volume. The question of Senator Hart can be found at page
301 of this volume.
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While no systematic report was made on a regular basis
by former Director Hoover regarding COINTELPRO activities,
information regarding the COINTELPROS was periodically provided
to his superiors in the Executive and Legislative Branches. FBI
files contain considerable documentation clearly establishing
no effort was made .by Director Hoover to conceal from superior
authorities the fact the FBI was engaged in neutralizing and
disruptive tactics against revolutionary and violence-prone
groups. This documentation is as follows:

1. Briefing of the President. On November 6, 1958,
Director Hoover presented to President Dwight Eisenhower and the
Cabinet an oral briefing entitled "Current Communist Subversion
and Espionage.in the United States, 1958." Included in the
presentation material was a description of the Bureau's effort to
intensify any confusion and dissatisfaction among its (Communist

Party, USA) members." Use of informants was cited as a technique
to further this goal. This particular effort was referred to as
one of several programs to counteract resurgence of Communist
Party influence in the United States. In November, 1974, former
Assistant to the Director Cartha D. DeLoach advised he recalled
very clearly briefing President Lyndon B.. Johnson regarding the
Bureau's activities against black militants.

2. Notification of White House. In 1958,a letter was
sent toPresidential Aide Robert Cutler at the White House
specifically advising that our COINTELPRO directed against.the
Communist Party had been initiated in August, 1956, and citing
examples of techniques utilized. -In 1965,a letter was directed
to Presidential Aide Marvin Watson at the White House-advising
him this Bureau was seizing every opportunity to disrupt the Klan.

'3. Notification of Secretary of State. In 1961,
a letter-enclosing a memorandum setting torth examples of
COINTELPRO actions directed against the Communist Party was sent
to Secretary of State Dean Rusk.
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4. Notification of Attorneys General. A letter was
directed to Attorney General William Rogers in 1958 specifically
advising him our COINTELPRO had been initiated against the
Communist Party in August, 1956, and citing examples of techniques
utilized. In 1961, a letter was directed to Attorney General
Robert Kennedy enclosing a memorandum citing examples of COINTELPRO
actions directed against the Communist Party. In 1965, a letter
was sent to Attorney General Nicholas Katzenbach advising him
the FBI was seizing every opportunity to disrupt the Ku Klux Klan.
Attorney General Ramsey Clark was furnished, in 1967, a letter which
enclosed a detailed memorandum outlining our efforts to neutralize
and disrupt the Ku Klux Klan. In September, 1969, Attorney
General John Mitchell was advised of our efforts to disrupt the
Klan. Additionally, former Assistant to the Director DeLoach
advised in November, 1974, he had briefed former Attorney General
Ramsey Clark regarding the various COINTELPROS and he also
expressed the opinion that former Assistant to the Director
Alan H. Belmont or former Assistant to the Director William C.
Sullivanhad briefed Attorney General Katzenbach.

5. Notification of Congress. Bureau files reveal that
detailed information concerning the C3iNTELPROS was prepared for
off-the-record use by former Director Hoover in connection with
several appearances before the House Subcommittee on
Appropriations. Material concerning the COINTELPROS was prepared
for the Director's use in connection with Appropriations testimony
for the fiscal years 1958, 1959, 1960, 1961, 1963, 1966 and 1967.
All this material was clearly marked for off-the-record discussion.
Published transcripts of hearings by the House Subcommittee on
Appropriations contain notations that on at least six occasions
between 1958 and 1966, off-the-record discussions took place at
those points in Mr. Hoover's prepared remarks dealing with the
COINTELPROS. Former Assistant to the Director John P. Mohr
advised in November, 1974, he recalled the Director on several
occasions had furnished details to the House Subcommittee on
Appropriations relating to FBI COINTELPROS. In November, 1974,
Assistant to the Director Nicholas P. Callahan advised he, too,
recalled several instances involving off-the-record discussion
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by the Director with members of the House Subcommittee regarding
this Bureau's efforts to neutralize groups and organizations
involved and that there was no critical comment made in regard
thereto.

An FBI Headquarters supervisor who was assigned
responsibility for COINTELPRO matters during the period 1964
to 1967 recalls that on a number of occasions he was required
to prepare informal memoranda and summaries relating to COINTELPRO
actions. It was his understanding this material was to be
utilized by Director Hoover in connection with briefings of
various Government officials.

A review of FBI files has not located any document
indicating higher.authority was formally advised of the existence
of the COINTELPRO effort directed against revolutionary New Left
elements. It should be pointed out the"program that targeted
the New Left was only in existence during the period 1968 to
1971 (35 months) and only 285 actions were approved, which
represent approximately 12 percent of all actions approved in the
basic COINTELPROS. Additionally, during the time period of the
New Left program this Bureau was engaed in extensive reporting
and dissemination of information relating to activities and
violence perpetrated by revolutionary-elements, including the
so-called New Left.

The Chairman, Senator Frank Church, inquired as to how
much time and money is being spent by the FBI in conducting
investigations on possible.Presidential appointments to Federal
offices, plus any other information which would-indicate what
proportion of the.FBI's time.and effort was absorbed in this kind
of activity.. Senator Church-also asked the Director to supply
the number :of such investigations conducted each year beginning
with 197Q and also information as*to what-offices are now'-
covered by such investigations.

-NOTE: The-inquiiy-by Senator Church referred-to above can be-found- at
page 304 of this volume.
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The FBI conducts investigations under the Federal
Employee Security Program pursuant to Executive Orders 10450
and 10422. Executive Order 10450 became effective May 28, 1953,
and sets forth security requirements for employment in the
Executive Branch. The purpose of the Federal Employee Security
Program is to insure that the employment and retention in
employment of any civilian in the Executive Branch is clearly
consistent with the interests of the national security.

At the request of the White House, investigations are
conducted concerning Presidential appointees and White House
personnel. At the request of Cabinet officers, investigations
are conducted concerning certain personnel.

Upon request, investigations are conducted concerning
staff personnel of seven Congressional Committees. These are
handled by agreement with the Department of Justice and include:

Senate Foreign Relations Committee
Senate Committee on Judiciary
House Committee on Judiciary
Joint Committee on Atomic Energy
Senate Appropriations Committee
House Appropriations Committee
Senate Armed Services Committee

At the request of the Department of Justice, investiga-
tions are conducted concerning Departmental Applicants for
Presidential appointments and professional positions such as
Federal Judges, United States Attorneys, and other legal positions.
In addition, investigations are conducted for the Administrative
Office of the United States Courts concerning applicants for the
positions of United States Magistrate, Federal Public Defender,
Referee in Bankruptcy, Federal Court Executive, and Probation
Officer. Also investigations are conducted concerning persons who
have applied for pardons after completion of sentences upon being
convicted of felonies in the United States District Courts.

JIAN 1;) M~
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Investigations are also conducted of personnel. who
have sensitive-positions with the Nuclear Regulatory Commission
and the Energy Research and Development Administration.(formerly
the Atomic Energy Commission).

In connection with all of these investigations, we.
report the-facts developed and furnish the results to the
requesting agency without any comment or recommendation or any
evaluation of the facts developed.

The costs involved concerning investigations on behalf
of the White House, Congressional Staff Committees, Department
of Justice, and Applications for Pardon After .Completion of
Sentence, as well as cases referred to the FBI under various
public laws, are included in the overall FBI budget. In all other
investigations charges are made. The current rates for these
charges, which became effective on-October 12, 1975, are listed
below. For Fiscal Year 1975, expenditures for these investigations
amounted to approximately $6,760,000 of which slightly over
$3,000,000 was reimbursed from other agencies. It is to be noted
the costs of these investigations fluctuate from year to year.
dependent upon changes in salary, travel, and other expenses.

Atomic'Energy Commission Investigation:* New rates eff. 10/12/75
Name changed et. 1/20/> $ 834.00

Energy Research and Development
Administration

Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Library of Congress -

Full-Field Loyalty Investigations: 2,117.00

.Civil Service Commission
(United Nations -Personnel)
State Department (Ambassadorial
and-Ministerial Appointees).
All Agencies (Administration
Appointees)
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Preliminary Inquiries: 41000

Civil Service Commission (CSC)
(United Nations Personnel)

There follows a tabulation listing the number of
investigations conducted by the FBI for other Government agencies
for the period from Fiscal Year 1970 through Fiscal Year 1975.

1970 1971 1972 1973 1974 -1975

Federal Employees Security
Program-Executive Order
10450 1235 1296 993 985 943 591

United Nations Loyalty
Program-Executive Order
10422 36 31 31 31 8 14

Referrals from CSC under
various public laws 339 242 196 160 95 68

Energy Research and Develop-
ment Administration/Nuclear
Regulatory Commission (ERDA/
NRC) (formerly Atomic Energy
Commission) 1648 1529 1615 2083 1982 2346

Reinvestigation Program
of ERDA/NRC 348 553 485 467 381 203

Departmental Applicant/U. S.
Courts Applicant 4737 4964 5835 157& 1LQ9 199A
Courts Applicant 4737 4964 5835 3576 1492 1294
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1970 1971 1972 1973 1974 1975

Special Inquiry
a. White House and

Executive Branch - 892 888 1218 979 1127 1163

b. Congressional Commit-
tees 87 110 76 98 84- 259

Maintenance Employees 724 775 500 767 996 947

Total 10046 10388 10949 9146 "7108 6815

In early 1975, at the request of the SSC and the House
Select Committee on Intelligence.Activities (HSC), we began
conducting applicant-type investigations of persohnel assigned
to these committees and-also of applicants for positions with these
committees. Through January 6, 1976, we have conducted 160 such
investigations received from the SSC and 39 received from the
HSC. Although no charges have been made, the costs involved at
the current rate would be $338,720 for the SSC 'and $82,563 for
the HSC, tor a total of $421,283.

Pursuant to Constitutional Amendment 25, approved in
1967, the President requested an investigation in October of
1973,,concerning Gerald R. Ford for the appointment to Vice
President. Then in August, 1974, an investigation was conducted
at the request of the President concerning Nelson Aldrich
Rockefeller, Vice President-Designate. Thus, for the first time
in the history of the United States Government, an applicant-type'
investigation was conducted concerning the President and Vice
President. These were the most extensive investigations ever
conducted by the FBI of an applicant-type nature.

The investigations handled by the FBI are limited to
existing law, executive order, or by special agreement with the
President and/or the Attorney General. They are hot routine and
it is not befieved theysh5ulde-or could be eliminated. - - -
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Where possible, steps have been taken to insure that these cases
are kept to an absolute minimum. It is noted prior to July,
1973, the FBI conducted investigations concerning nonprofessional
positions in connection with Departmental applicant/U. S. Court
applicant investigations, such as general clerical personnel.
It was determined and agreed upon that these investigations could
be handled by the Civil Service Commission and, therefore, they
were transferred to that agency.

A manpower utilization survey conducted during March,
1975, disclosed that 2.3% of field investigative time by FBI
personnel was being devoted to these applicant-type investigations
conducted for other Government agencies. This low percentage
is indicative of the Bureau's efforts to hold down applicant-
type work to that essential and necessary to meet our variouscommitments in this field. We have and will continue to opposelegislation seeking to involve the FBI in routine applicant-type
investigations.
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